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BELL COUNTY NILMBEK.

This issue of the Journal is unique in that

it is the first issue edited entirely by a county
society which does not contain a large city

within its borders.

IMany of the county societies of Kentucky
are doing extraordinary work but none are

doing better than that of Bell County. When
one thinks that a few years ago there were
practically no physicians in this county ex-

cept at Pineville and i\Iiddleshoro, that but
little scientific medicine was attempted and
sanitation was limited to a greater or less con-

trol of the epidemic diseases, one can realize

what progress has been made. Pellagra was
first diagnosed in this county. We may add
that it has been controlled to a larger tlegree

in this county to any other we know in the

whole country and the devoted work of Bell

County physicians on this subject alone en-

titles them to the gratitude of the profession

everywhere. A larger number of specimens
for examination of intestinal parasites has

been gathered in this county than in any
other. The dispensary campaign conducted
by the State Board of Health was a wonder-
ful success because it had the cooperation of

practically every i^hysieian in the county.

They did not merely support it hut they actu-

ally got out and secured siiecimens. The re-

sults were so interesting and valuable that

the magistrates have requested that similar

campaign he conducted every year for five

years and the people and physicians of Bell

County will only be satisfied when they

have made it the healthiest county in the

United States.

The Journal congratulates the profession

of Kentucky that it has a Bell County Medical

Society.

PELLAGRA.

The attached editorial in regard to Pellagra
was written by Dr. O. P. Nuckols, secretary
of the Bell . County IMedical Society, in the

American Practitioner and News, in 1908,
and is, so far as we are advised, the first ap-
pearance of this subject in the medical litera-

ture of Kentucky

:

“Until recent years pellagra was unknown
to American physicians, and the literature

on the subject in the English language was
very meager and unsatisfactory. There has
appeared, however, more or less recently in

the Southern States a disease which is pos-
sibly true pellagra, and there is some reason
to believe that this disease is more prevalent
than supposed to be, but overlooked. It is

epidemic in character and of a very serious
nature, and some knowledge concerning it is

becoming more important especially to phy-
sicians practicing in the Southern States.

Pellagra was first discovered by G. Casel of
Spain as early as the year of 1735, he re-

garding it as a species of leprosy. It was
later described under a variety of different
names in Spanish litei-ature. It later appear-
ed in Italy and was given its name by an
Italian physician from tlie words, pella

skin, and agra rough, ‘rough-skin’. About
the year 1810 i\Iargari first called attention to

the relation between pellagra and maize, and
in 1812 Belardini suggested the theory of its

being due to spoiled maize caused by the
growth of fungus on the grain.

“In certain parts of Eui‘oi-)e the disease has

been quite prevalent and has followed the in-

troduction and culture of maize from
America. It seems strang, but nevertlieless

true, that in the original homes of maize,

American and Asia, it lias not prevailed to

any great extent, probably due to more fa-

vorable climatic conditions. The pellagra
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zone is a small one when compared with the

area over which maize is cultivated.

“It is pretty generally accepted by those

who have studied the disease that it is a sort

of intoxication produced by toxic substances

of a chemical nature as a result of a parasitic

or fungus growth, developed on the Indian
corn. The theory has also been advanced that

it is an auto-intoxication produced by a con-

stant and almost exclusive diet of Indian
corn. However this may be, it is an establish-

ed fact that pellagra generally occurs among
the poorer classes who subsist largely on corn,

and observation has also shown that in pella-

grous localities, during epidemics, the corn
is of a very poor and unhealthy quality.

There seems to be no special predilection for

any particular nationality, age or sex, all be-

ing equally susceptible. It is neither here-

ditary nor contagious. The disease seems to be

one of great chronicitj\ Pellagra is both an
epidemic and endemic disease which occurs

only in those who have been fed on spoiled

maize. It is characterized by digestive dis-

turbances, erythema, and great nervousness.

Some cases develop grave chaeexia or even
insanity. The disease seems to prevail with
more virulence in the spring of the year, the

symptoms gradually abating during summer
and winter, but to reappear the next spring

provided, however, the cause has not been
removed. It is more or less insidious in its

invasion, usually the first symptoms being
gastro-intestinal disturbances, soon to be fol-

lowed by erythema of the skin and in a short

time involvement of the nervous system. It

is a slowly advancing toxemia with the brunt
of the disease falling ultimately on the nerv-

ous system. The disease has not prevailed to

any extent in this country and opportunity
for its study has been very limited, and for

the present need not be looked forward to

with any great degree of alarm.

“The treatment resolves itself largely into

that of prophylaxis and such tonics as iron,

quinine, and strychnine vdth proper sanitarj'

surroundings.
0. P. Nuckols.^'

DR. ARCH DIXON, JR.

In announcing to the profession of the

State the death of Dr. Arch Dixon, Ji-., in

El Paso, Texas, after a prolonged illness, the

JouRN.A-L feels a peculiar regret that this

splendidly prepared physician could not have

been spared to his people. Bred into the very

purple of the profession by a father and an-

cestry who have shed distinction upon Ken-
tucky’s history, he belonged to the type of

manhood the profession can ill afford to lose.

The following resolution tells of the es-

teem in which he was held by the profession
in his adopted home

:

“resolutions adopted by the el PASO COUN-
TY MEDICAL SOCIETY ON THE DEATH OP

DR. ARCH DIXON, JR.

“Whereas: In the death of Dr. Arch Dixon,

Jr., which occurred in this city on November
first, after a prolonged illness, the last four

years of which this Society was deprived of

his help and association which were highly

prized in former years, we realize our perm-

anent loss and the loss sustained by this city

:

therefore,

“Be it Resolved: That we desire to express

to his family and friends our sincere apprecia-

tion of his splendid life and efforts, and our

sorrow, that he, who was so thoroughly equip-

ped by nature and training for great achieve-

ments in medicine, should pass from us for-

ever, at the time of life when his usefulness

should have been the greatest. In further-

ance of these resolutions, the secretary is in-

structed to send a copy thereof to the family

of the deceased, and to spread the same on

the records of this society.

S. F. King,
D. N. Detwiller,
B. F. Stevens,

Committee.”

THE SOUTHERN MEDICAL.

The sessions of the Southern Medical Asso-

ciation at Lexington were the most profitable

from a scientific standpoint that we have ever

attended. None of the sections were so large

as to be unwieldy and yet the splendid inter-

est in the scientific essays was maintained by
the kind of discussion that is rare in large

meetings. Entirely devoid of politics, the

sessions of the Association were the only

things of interest and everybody enjoyed
them. We feel satisfied that next year at

Richmond, Virginia, there will be a larger

delegation from Kentucky to indicate to our
Southern brothers how much we enjoyed

them and how profitable their meeting was to

us.

The procession of Fayelte County has again

earned the gratitude of the doctors of Ken-
tucky because o^ their entertainment of our

visitors. Tliere was a kind of persuasive hos-

pitality that is always shown in Lexington

that can lie excelled by the people of no other

locality; especially, to Dr. C. C. Carr, who
was the active member of the Committee of

Arrangements, should credit be given for the

perfect entertainment.
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THE INDEX.

The index for the Journal for 1913 is pub-

lished in this issue We trust the members
will pi'oserve it as this will enable them to

find subjects or authors easily. It gives us

pardonable pride to glance over its columns
and see how much scientific work has been
done by the professioli of Kentucky during
the year. The arrangement of the index is

a matter of considerable difficulty and we are

sure you will feel that it is worth while.

OFFICERS BELL COUNTY MEDICAL SO-
CIETY.

Jacob Schultz, Logmont, President; H. C.

Chance, Cumberland Gap, Vice-President; 0. P.

Nuekols, Pineville, Secretary; U. G. Brummett,
Middlesboro, Treasurer.

SCIENTIFIC EDITORIALS.

WHAT IS THE ETIOLOGY OF ECZEMA?

While eczema, aceo'rdiug to the best author-

ities, is fully 30 per cent, of all skin diseases;

while it is met in all conditions and ages;

while its clinical picture is well known to

both the specialist and the general practition-

er; still its true character and etiology are

uncertain. According to the pathologist, it

is an inflammatory affection of all the layers

of the skin and subsequently divided into

many forms. Its etiology has been a stumb-
ling block to all of us. l\Iany theories have
been advanced and rejected; revived and re-

jected again. At the last meeting of the

American Dermatological Society held at

Washington, the etiology of eczema was taken
up and thoroughly discussed. Different

dermatoses, resembling eczema, were exclud-

ed, such as trade eczemas (which is rather a
true dermatitis since we know its real cause)

and eczematoids due to staphylococcic origin

as reported by Sabouraud, Fordyce, Engman
and others. It is the acute and subacute
eczema, with its limited and generalized pro-

cesses, that was taken up and discussed. No
definite conclusions were made. Dr. Hartzell

reiterated his oft-expressed opinion that dur-
ing the past century we had not learned a
single fact bearing upon the internal cause
of eczema.

The most brilliant and scientific data were
given in a paper on eczema by Dr. James C.

Johnston, who is, by the way, a Kentuckian.
Disposing of parasitism, disorders of digestion,

elimination, the nervous system, the probalfle

causes of eczema may be narrowed down to

derangement of nitrogen metabolism neither

anaphylactic nor a defective synthesis of

urea, but occurring where for the moment bi-

ochemistry cannot demonstrate it. Color is

lent to the theory by the appearance in its

course of allgeric phenomena and urinary evi-

dence of incomplete desamidation.

Perhaps the fault lies in the favor of pro-

tein-splitting in the intestinal wall or the

blood stream before the tissues select their

store of amino-acid nitrogen. Johnston’s
paper was widely discussed. The unanimous
opinion of the men who discussed the paper
was that we did not know much about the

etiology of eczema. Zeisler’s opinion of the

etiology of eczema is rather paradoxical. He
expressed himself as follows : When we had
a case of eczema of which one knows the

cause, then, it was not eczema
;
and if we had

a case of dermatitis and did not know the

cause, then, it w£-« eczema. We all must
agree wiVi Walker that in eczema \ee were
confronted by disease regarding whose eti-

ology we were absolutely ignorant. Jack-

son, Avho has been teaching dermatology for

many years, was wont to say that eczema is

due to an unknown internal cause plus an
external irritant. Pollitzer, unable to get at

the true cause of eczema, finds it impossible

to get away from the bacterial origin of

eczema, while the evideneo was all against the

possibility of such a theory. Knowles, from
numerous cases treated, is of the opinion

that microorganisms were apparently not the

cause of eczema, but probably played a sec-

ondary role in this affection. Grindon is of

the opinion that eczema was simply a peculiar

type of inflammation due to a wide variety of

causes and analogous to catarrh of mucous
membranes. He believes that the internal

cause of eczema is more important than the

external. This we see in eczema of the face

in children up to the period of dentition.

There is often a cooperation of internal and
external causes.

Anaphylaxis has been often mentioned as

an important factor bearing upon all the

types of eczema. However, the most peculiar

feature of eczema is that no pathological

changes were found in the so-called sensitized

skin after the eczema had disappeared.

The most plausible theory of the real cause
of eczema is that of Luithlen, the best known
biochemist and dermatologist in Vienna, who
paid particular attention to chemistry of the

tissues and skin in healthy and diseased con-

dition. He is of the opinion that eczema is

due to metabolic disturbances. His observa-

tions are the first scientific proof of the old

empirical fact that nutrition, diet, and in-

ternal treatment are important. They ex-

plain in which way diet, mineral waters and
health resorts, for instance, Carlsbad, may ex-

ert a beneficial influence not only upon the

entire system and its metabolism, but also

upon the reaction of the skin and some of its

affections. These findings show that in the
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treatment of eczema we must pay attention to

metabolism. They justify regulation of the

diet and also internal treatment
j
they are the

proper scientific basis for treatment which
many of us have initiated years ago based on
clinical observations. They show the road
to etiological therapy upon which we may
pi'obably reach more exact indications for

treatment with greatest security and suc-

cess.

i\I. L. Ravitch.

SOCIAL SERVICE DEPARTMENT.

The pauperization of our people through
the many charities maintained either by pri-

vate or public means is a real menace to our
Republic. To individuals who are absolutely

destitute the doors of our Hospitals are

thrown open, the coffers of our charitable

organizations are placed at their disposal

and the services of the large number of phy-
sicians, nurses and social workers, etc., are

immediately obtained and the independence
of spirit which is the birth-right of every one

is slowly undermined.
There is a proverb which says, “God helps

them that help themselves” and when we see

the help that is given to those who do not

help themselves, by man or woman, we truly

believe that it is God and God only who helps

those who help themselves, for certainly

man’s most strenuous efforts and largest do-

nations are showered upon those who do not

attempt to help themselves.

Publish an article in the newspapers de-

scribing the destitute condition of an indi-

vidual, family or community and ask for con-

tributions
;
go to any man or woman and pour

into their ears a story of povertj' and de-

pendence about an individual or family and
you will not fail to secure donations of every
character.

How difficult it is on the other hand to se-

cure real interest and help for those brave
individuals who thoiigh handicapped either

physically or financially, are striving con-

tinuously to preserve their independence and
yet because ^of the lack of helping hands, are

slowly being dragged down into the cess-pool

of pauperism and dependence.

Institutions which are entirely charitable

and in which services, etc., are absolutely free,

are constantly receiving aid from many
sources, but institi;tions which are requiring

persons to pay something for the services

rendered eke out a precarious existence.

AVe must realize that sentimental considera-

tion is not always the best for the persons Avho

are made the recipients of our charities, but
that even in our charitable in.stitiitious we
should make the inmates understand that in

return for the seiwiees rendered they should

give such return as is possible in money or
work. At the same time we should endeavor
to enlarge the scope of our energies in en-
deavoring to discover individuals, families or
communities that need assistance and yet who
are not willing to be made so-called “objects
of charity.”

s # * # *

No man or Avoman can direct their energA'
along any special line looking to the better-
ment of a community without finding himself
or herself broadened. In this connection it is

interesting to note that Air. J. B. AIcFer-
rau, Avho until comparatively recent years has
confined his greatest energy' to business, has
found time lately to endeavor to improve the
educational facilities in Kentucky and by
exercising those analytical and far-sighted
qualities Avliich help him in the Avorld of busi-
ness, he has come to realize that the Avord edu-
cation not only means improvement in our
school system but that it also brings Avithin
its definition eA'ery factor that goes to make
up a community’s Avelfare.

He together Avith other far-sighted men are
now endeaA'oring to bring about a central or-

ganization which will conseiwe time, energy
and money in improving conditions Avhether
financial, economic, social or moral through-
out our State.

Ala.y we hope that moi-e financiers, bankers
and business men together Avith farmers and
(Mucators A\'ill see the necessity of such a
method in ord(‘r that real results AAdll folloAV.

The honor system of utilizing prisoners for
work on roads 'bids fair to prove a real ad-
vance in our prison system. Colorado, Ore-
gon, Washington, AViseonsin, Florida and Illi-

nois are using it and find that it is a good
thing.

It is stated that the departure from Joliet

prison in Illinois on the part of the convicts
for “Camp Hope” and the AA’ork out of dooi*s

was most impressive. One convict sat up all

night nerA’ous and sleepless over the coming
change from four Avails to open country and
from convict stripes to citizen’s clothes. The
men traAml in suits of Sunday black and
Avork in khaki suits and shirts. The pay
Avhich the men receive is sent to their families

Avhen they hav'e any or held until they are
released.

Kentucky’s roads could be imrpoAmd and
Iier prisoners greatly benefitted if some such
system were adopted here, at the saane time
breaking up the contract system which per-

mits our prisoners to lie utilized in iiianu-

facturing articles Avhich enter into competi-

tion Avith the free man’s labor.

Take off their stripe.s, let them learn that

there is still for them something better than

cells and guards. .Alake them work but pay
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tliem so that their dependent families may
not lieeome tlie wards of our eharitaihle or-

ganizations.
^ ^

(Jifford Pinehot wlio has done so much for

foi'estry conservation has accepted the chair-

manship of a special committee on the

church and country life to represent the Fed-

eral Council of the Churches of Christ in

Anierica. Professor Thomas N. Carver of

Harvard University is also a memher unof-

ficially representing the Kural Organization

Service recently created in tlie department of

Agriculture by Secretary Houston.
The Rev. Chas. O’Cill, who together with

IMr. Pinehot have published a volume en-

titled the Country Church, will conduct the

work of this sjiecial committee. In humiliat-

ing contrast to this real sensible forward step

is the opposition to the Country Life Depart-
ment of Home ^Missions in the Northern Pres-

byterian Assembly.

From Character, (a Boston business maga-
zine of personality, edited by Thomas Drier )

conies the following unusual editorial on loy-

alty :

In the name of loyalty there is perpetrat-

ed upon the world more vile rot than the laws
of common sense allow. Oftentimes employ-
ers find that talks on loyalty can be given in

lieu of salary.

Conversation will not buy the baby Cas-
toria, or fill fhe cellar wifh vegefables for the
winter, but conversation on loyalty is often
given to workmen as if it would purchase for

them not only the necessaries but the lux-

uries of life.

Blind loyalty is asinine. Every employee
deserves to know the reason why. It is the
divine right of every man to be from Mis-
souri.

Loyalty to employers is a sidjject upon
which the wielders of the whips talk to their

wage slaves as they send them out to labor
in the sweat of their brow to add to the fame
and wealth of those whose tongues are gilded
v/ith the germs of loyalty talk.

T believe in loyalty, but 1 believe infinitely

more in the square deal. I know that no in-

stitution can he built uj) unless there is har-
mony; but I deny that in order to secure har-
mony the eyes of men must be blinded and
they must follow like sheep some leadei’ who
uses them only for his own selfish purposes.

It is because of fhis fefich of loyalty find

we have fhe House of Wanf and fhe House of

Have. If is because of fhe blind worship of

convenfion, of ])i-ecedenf. of smug pi'oi)i’iefy,

fhaf men fo-day fail fo I'cceive whaf fhey
earn. And fhey worship blindly fhese filings

lieeause fhey are ignoranf and in fheir ignoi--

ance fhey (lo not realize their power, nor do

they understand whaf men mean when fhey
falk of the Sipiare Deal.

Loyalty to self is the greatest loyalty. The
man who is truly loyal to himself will give
his neighbor a square deal. And it is only
when the doctrine of the square deal is prac-
ticed that the ailments of society will be
cured.

Dunning S. Wilson.

“DAMAtJED COODS.”

1 have seen an epoch making play, the like

of which has never been produced before,
Eugene Brieux’s “Les Avaries, ” or to give
it its English title, “Damaged Goods.” It

is a play intended to convey the biblical state-
ment “that the sins of the father are visited
upon the children,” a sermon in dialogue, a
play of thrilling interest with but few mo-
ments of action, a play that holds and attracts
even one who is worldly wise and sorrow-
worn, who for two decades has been pleading
and to whom the story is old and worn.

The theatre was quiet
;
no music, no tink-

ling of cymbal, no crash of brass, no gentle
reed or string broke its solemnity, for the
play and players had come to tell us in a new
way, to the puMic, a story centuries old to
physicians. The play is adapted from the
French by Benjamin Blanchard and upon
perusing the program under the title we
find : “the object of this play is a study of the
disease of syphilis and its bearing on mar-
riage. It contains no scene to provoke scandal
or cause disgust nor is there in it any obscene
words; and it may be witnessed by every
one, unless we must believe WvAi ignorance and
follg are necessary conditions of female vir-

tue.” Before the curtain goes up Mr. Rich-
ard Bennett, who takes the stellar role, an-
nounces from the stage the above quotation
and states that the words mistress, prostitute,
prostitution, etc., will be employed, but in no
way to offend

;
to this they adhere in every

sense of the word.

Tlie scene of the first act opens in the con-
sulting room of the Doctor (no name) with
George Dupont (Bennett) waiting, evidently
having just been examined by the Doctor in

adjoining room. The Doctor enters, takes his

seat at his desk, prescribes, explains what is

nece.s.sary for him to do and finally fells him
in a kindly way of his disease, its peculiari-
ties, possibilities and dangers. Dupont re-

sents his misfortune, complains and states
that he is fo be married and announces in ex-

tenuation of his position, that he must 1 k‘

married, that everything has been “ar-
ranged;” that his match is a “splen-
did” one, fhe bonds have been signed and
every detail of fhe notaries complied with.
Then follo<ws arguments only loo well known
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to the medical profession; that syphilis can

be controlled (cured?); that he must Avait

four years; more tears, recriminations, curses

upon the “farewell bachelor supper,” with

its, “wein, weib und gesang, ” its lewdness

and disease, a plea, for a more speedy cure

and the wholesome, clean, clear cut adA'ice of

the Doctor, aa'Iio makes him fully understand
the terrible crime he would commit, not alone

against the pure and untarnished girl, hut the

dangers of liaAung a syphilitic child. We can-

not hut admire the clearness of the statements

made, their freedom from exaggeration and
their plain tnithfulness,—together AA’ith the

kindly sympathetic hut scientific attitude of

the Doctor. When the complaining and
Avhining man at times resents the dictum of

medicine the Doctor rises in his AA’rath to

teach him the lesson, not only he, hut alas ! so

many others need Avho have been infected

AA*ith this terrible malady and its cogener
gonorrhea. The Doctor paints, in strictly

honest and truly scientific manner the dan-
gers and results that \Amuld fall not ?^':'ne to

the innocent and uninfected Avoman he is to

take for Avife, hut of the grave risk to the

child, should paternity become its lot. The'
announcement of the CAire of syphilis by a

persistent and careful course of treatment for

four years (Fournier Avould have said five)

leaves to him the hope that he may Avith hon-

esty, perhaps, look to marriage after this time.

It is evident from the start that Dupont is not

likely to folloAv the Avell meaning and, excel-

lently delivered, advice of his physician. No
other characters appear upon the stage dur-
ing this act. After an interval unenlivened
by music, the curtain rises upon Avhat should
he a happy home. Under the false statement
that he Avas threatened Avith tuberculosis, Du-
pont has secured six months stay of proceed-
ing and as the superficial lesions had disap-

peared he contracted marriage and as a nat-

ural sequence has become a father. That he
does not i-ealize his periloAis position is

shown by the marked evidence of his happi-
ness and pleasure in his genuine love for the

girl, who he has made Avife. But the baby
isn’t Avell

;
it is frail, delicate, has the “snuf-

fles,” has some skin lesion of which everyone
at the time seems ignorant. The baby is

taken to the country and here for the first

time the mother-in-laAv AAdio, like most grand-
mothers is devotedly and passionately attach-

ed to the baby, learns the'terrible news; it is

a syphilitic baby. She brings the baby back
to town and tells the father. It cannot he bot-

tle fed and she has brought a sturdy peasant

girl to nurse the baby as foster mother and
in her passionate love for the infant is Avill-

ing to sacrifice this woman to the disease, if

the infant may but live. When the nurse
finds out the facts, she leaves, presumably

uninfected, hut before she leaves she tells the
terror-stricken Avife the brutal fact that she
has gone through the cane-break and picked
out a crooked reed, that she has bought goods
the Avarp and woof of which seemed good and
durable, but which in reality were damaged.
With her hori'ified shi-iek to the man to keep
his hands off the curtain falls.

In the next act we are back again in the
consulting room of the Doctor, who had been
called in the previous act to see the infant and
who had told the mother and son the vital

facts and of the Avarning that had been given.
In this act Ave have much that can be com-
mended. The Avife’s father, a deputy of
France, comes to the Doctor Avith the inten-

tion of getting at the truth and then “kill-

ing the scoundrel.” lie is to learn a sad les-

son for the Doctor truly tells him that it will

do no good, that a shooting Avill I)ut drag his

daughter’s dishonor and their diify linen

through the press of Paris and accomplish in

the end no good. His recommendation is

sensible. For they must both learn a sad and
terrible lesson, the outcome of the unfortun-
ate cultural conditions of modern life. They
must both he treated, they must both take
up their life together, they must both learn
to devote themselves to one another and try,

out of their misfortune to pluck Avhat con-

tentment and happiness is possible. The
deputy resents the statement of these facts

and names himself as an example of a moral
husband and virtuous father. The Doctor
soon takes the starch out of him by showing
that hr was not virttious as a young man by
any means and the fact that he was free from
syphilis Avas due to a species of “good luch”
and not to any virtAious or Avell meaning at-

tempt to remain so. The Doctor has brought
several people from his clinic. He shoAvs a

Avoman Avith Avrecked life aaJio has gone un-

treated for years and her plea Avas “I did not

knoAV. ” A man broken in health, to Avhom
the Avord happiness had long since passed,

plead “I did not knoAV.” He then shows a

prostitute and in this character traces the

frightful course of infection after infection.

The girl describes her pure and happy life,

her misfortune, her infection, her terrible suf-

fering. her groAving hatred of men that ti-od

the “Boulevards,” of hoAV she “made them
pa]/ the hilt” hoAv she evened the balance

Avith her seducer, how her beauty and her dis-

ease entangled the rich, the poor, the middle

aged, youths and even hoys until the deput.y,

sickened beyond belief, cries halt, enough.

When the last curtain falls, we find that the

star has not been on the stage during this act,

that while Ave have been listening to a large

volume of talk, Ave have in reality been Avatch-

ing a much bigger and more thrilling spec-

tactle of a fight of a man through three acts to
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win his beautiful and beloved, and we must be

a pretty ease hardened sort of a fellow not

to just stay awake a little while thinking

about this play when we reach hoire, even

thought we have seen these things for twenty-

two years.

And now for the playwright, producer and

characters

:

Eugene Brieux, a member of the Academy
of France, has written some most excellent

plays, although the critics say that “Damaged
Goods” is the least likely the one to have been

popular of alt of Bricux's plays that have

been turned into English. But it has sur-

vived the patronage of the curious and mor-

bid and acldeved success, a real success on the

mere grotind of being irortli seeing. Brieux,

we believe is much more of a preacher titan

a dramatist
;
he is tl tremendous moralist and

has written a strong play with a moral to it.

He is no prude and while he calls a spade a

spade, there was never a word, never a state-

ment and never an idea that could be twisted

into the obscene, save Ity one whose raiiona-

Uon is sadH defective. He does not try to

write pleasant things concerning the affaire

of people and this is certainly not a pleasant

subject to look upon, for he shows man and
woman suffering, not lightly, but terribly, not

because they are bad. not because they have

evil intents, but because they are haJdIg ignor-

ant and do not hnow any better. Tt is the

crime of ignorance and it is this lesson that

Monsieur Brieux wishes to convey. God
knows it is needed and every true jiliysieian

wishes this message carried to the uttermost

ends of the earth. I cannot agree with Ralph
Reed (Lancet Clinic, April 26th, 1913) that

“Damaged Goods” is not a good drama and
I think that his statement that “a really

great drama must have a theme that finds

sympathetic re.sponse in every heart. All

great dramas do—every one can sympathize
wuth the moral conflict that is the central core

of all drama, particularly tragedy.” Tt is our
belief that there is here in the last analysis

a s\unpathetic response in every heart for the

helpless woman, for the unborn and already

born child who has become contaminated
with syphilis. But let us not call it a di-ama.

Let us call it a play—the play—“for the

])lay’s the thing wherein to catch the consci-

ence of the king” (Hamlet). If we cannot do
anything else, we can at least meet on com-
mon ground and extend to iMonsieur Brieux
our sincerest thanks and appreciation of his

estimate, not alone of the true physician in

his relations to his patients, but in his voca-

tion as a guardian of the morals of the home
and the social fabric. All honor to IMonsieur

Brieux.

Richard Bennett produced this play

against opposition, we are told, that was very

pressing. He calls it an educational pro-

duction which sounds forbidding and one

would think would scare away audiences.

Puritanical opposition came to his rescue and
he has been educating large crowds every

week. He has not played to the gallaries con-

cerning the sex life of France, but is trying,

through this play to teach people the brave

business of facing facts, of trying to teach

legislators how little they know, and the ab-

solute need we have of more sensible marriage

laws. IMr. Bennett is very effective in his

acting, for he has a hard character to play.

George Dupont is very mean and despicable,

at times; weak and vacillating at others, but

never, for one moment does he cease to be

very essentially human. We certainly owe
iMr. Bennett a debt of gratitude for his pro-

duction and an appreciation of a part well

played.

In many years of theatre going, I have yet

to see a piece of character acting to exceed

that of the “girl”, a femme du pave, taken

by d/’M Adrienne Morrison. We have been
told that it was difficult to secure a woman
to take this part and that the lady who plays

it, has sacrificed her feelings, in the belief

that her contribution in this play may be of

lasting benefit to the human race. The role

must naturally be a difficult one, requiring

the putting aside of one’s personal feelings.

Her acting is simply letter perfect; a woman
tricked; a prostitute, “Damaged Goods.”
Her acting, true. Oh! so true to life, so full

of that subtle truth of acting that makes a

character a live, breathing thing. One can-

not but feel the heart tighten and the cords
of sympathy vibrate to her heart rendering
suffering, to her humanity. This is alas too

well known to comment upon. We cannot
speak too highly of her acting. A difficult

part well filled, by a capable actress.

We feel, however, that the Doctor, as play-

ed by Louis Bennison, is undoubtedly the best

portrayal we have seen in years upon the

stage and we would place him along side of

dir. Albert Brunnings rendition of the char-

acter of Dr. Emerson in “The Case of

Becky.” Mr. Bennison looks the Doctor;
strong, tall, forceful and dignified, who rep-

I'esents all that we would wish for in the

physician
;
truthfid, honest, intelligent, scien-

tific in his private work
;
and who shows to

best advantage in the interest he has in the

betterment of the social fabric. Oh ! how sick

and sad and tortured are we through, yea.

these many years, so heartily sick of the

vaudeville, “mellodramatic” and “movie”
picture characterization of “Doc” with his

perennial whiskers and his little black bag.

Angels and ministei's of grace, defend us

from this continued affliction and may we

close this editorial with an expression of
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sincerest appreciation from a medical mail to

i\Ir. Bennison for his intelligent and scientific,

rendition of Monsienr Brieux’s physician. It

is to he hoped that the stage will see more of

snch men.
‘

‘ Damaged Goods ’
’ pleads with great force

for clean living
;
intellectual and moral hon-

esty and is a conrageous fight against hypo-

crisy. It is never indecent ; it never lies
;
it is

ahvaijs frank. We feel that we cannot hotter

conciude in this connection than in puhlishing

the following gem that is decidedly pertinent

to the remarks herein made ;
it is a poem by

Ella Wheeler Wilcox.

THE PRICE HE PAID.

I said I would have my fling,

And do what a young man may

;

And I didn’t believe a thing

That the parsons have to say.

I didn’t believe in a God
That gives ns blood like fire,

Then flings us into hell because

We answer the call of desire.

And I said: “Religion is rot.

And the laws of the world are nil

;

For the had man is he who is caught
And cannot pay his bill.

And there is no place Called hell

;

And heaven is only a truth,

AVhen a man has his way with a maid.
In the fresh, keen hour of youth.

And money can buy us grace.

If it rings on the plate of the church
And money can neatly erase,

klach sign of a sinful smirch.

For I saw men everywhere,
Hotfooting the road of vice

;

And women and preachers smiled on them
As long as they paid the price.

So 1 had my joy of life

:

I went the pace of the town
;

And then I took me a wife,

And started to settle down.
I had gold enough and to spare

For all the simple joys

That belong with a house and a home
And a brood of girls and hoys.

I married a girl with health

And virtue and spotless fame,
I gave in exchange iny wealth
And a proud old family name.

And I gave her the love of a heart

Grown sated and sick of sin

!

My deal with the devil was all cleaned up,

And the last bill handed in.

She was going to bring me a child,

And when in labor she cried,

With love and fear I was wild

—

But now I wish she had died.

For the son she bore me was blind
And crippled and weak and sore?

And his mother was left a wreck.
It was so she settled my score.

1 said I must have my fling.

And they knew the path I would go

;

Yet no one told me a thing
Of what 1 needed to know.

Folks talk too much of a soul
- From heavenly joys debarred

—

And not enough of the babes unborn.
By the sins of their fathers scarred.

Curran Pope.

ORIGINAL ARTICLES

INSECTS AS TRANSMITTERS OF DIS-

EASE.*

By J. II. IIendren, Cary.

The subject which has been assigned to me
is indeed a broad one, and to do it justice

would require a volume instead of a short pa-
per. Possibly the first and most clearly dem-
onstrated ease of disease transmitted by in-

sects was the Texas fever of cattle, which was
shown to be transmitted by the cattle tick or

dog tick. This discovery opened a new field

of investigation, and since that time some
ten or fifteen of our most important diseases

are now known to he dependent either en-

tirely or in a large measure upon insects of

some kind for their continuation in the hu-

man family.

This subject as a whole is entirely too

broad for this paper and I have limited it to

“Insects as Transmitters of Disease in Bell

County. ’ ’

Insects which transmit disease may be di-

vided into two great classes

:

Ibrst, mechanical
;
second, biological.

To the first class belong those insects which
simply act as a carrier of '^he disease germs
from place to place as a man carries mud on
his boots in muddy weather. While the sec-

ond class embraces those insects within whose
body the disease gernvs undergo some trans-

formation necessary to their propagation.

Of the first or mechanical class the most
common insect, not only in Bell county hut
everywhere is the common house fly, musca
domestica. This insect, so long considered

harmless, we now well know to be the cause

of much of the typhoid, hoolrworm, and in-

testinal summer diarrhoeas of children, so

prevalent in this region. It was not known
that flies were a causative agent in the pro-

*Read before the Bell County Medical Society.
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dnetion of typhoid fever, until 1898, when
typhoid killed more soldiers in the concen-

tration camps of the American army, than

the Spaniards did in battle. A typhoid

commission was appointed and the charge

was made and proven that the house fly was
the most active spreading factor.

I believe that a conservative estimate of the

cases of tyj)hoid in this county caused by the

housefly would he 50 per cent. To tell the

truth there is not and can never he any re-

liable statistics on this point. When we con-

sider that a person may give otf active ty-

phoid germs for some time hefoT'e the disease

is seen or recognized by a physician, that

some cases run the regular course without

ever seeing a doctor; and that some typhoid
carriers, though in good health and working
every day, give off typhoid germs by the mil-

lion
;
statistics in these cases must indeed be

meaningless things.

The housefly carries typhoitl, not in its

body, b;it on its body. The housefly is abund-
ant in country places, especially near places

where horses are kept. The reason for this

is that the preferred food of the magot or

housefly larvae, is horse manure. Pdies breed
in inereditably large numbers in horse ma-
nure. Ten to twelve days completes the gen-
eration, and one adult female will lay from
one hundred to one hundred and twenty five

eggs every three weeks. In one season the

descendents of one fly, under favorable condi-
tions, will number more than one billion.

Stiles in his work on hookworm, seems to

think, or at least leaves the impression that
all eases of hookworm follow as a result of
“ground itch”. In my opinion, this is not
true. i\Iy records show a number of cases of

hookworm under one and two years old, with
no history of sores of any kind. The infect-

ion in these eases I attribute in a large meas-
ure to flies carrying the infection to the
child’s bread and butter, or dropping the

eggs or lavae on the floor, which later get di-

rectly into the child’s alimentary tract, with-
out the formality of going through the skin.

On many farms in this count}", where even
very intelligent people live, the open type oif

closet is too common, and I attribute this to

a lack of education along sanitary lines.

When the physician is called to even a suspect-
ed case of typhoid, he should carefully in-

spect the outhouses, water supply, etc., and
give such suggestions to the family as he
thinks best. iMuch good could be done to-

ward better sanitary conditions in the county,

as well as to show to the family that he had
more at stake than the fee. The only cure
for these troubles is to prevent them, and pre-

vention comes only through better sanitation.

Another insect quite conunon here, is the

little fruit fly, of the genus drosophilia.

These are much smaller than the house fly

and are often spoken of as “gnats.’’ They
breed in decayed fruit, and sometimes in hu-

man excrement. They may be seen in droves

around rotten apples, cider pr-esses, and de-

cayed fruits of any kind. While the danger

of infection is not so great as with the house

fly, it should be kept in mind. Fruit should

he screened when in the home, and over rii:>e

fruit should not he allowed to remain long

in the house.

The germs of the cattle disease, anthrax,

can he carried by the gad fly or common
“horse fly”, and when these insects bite man
a malignant pustule may result. However
they rarely bite the human. The horse fly

is common in this county, and while I know
of no cases of anthrax, it should be borne in

mind. *

Another insect which occurs in Bell Coun-
ty is the simididne or minute fly which Sam-
hon claims transmits jiellagra. While I have
not examined many streams, I have found the

larvae of this fly in every stream which I have
examined. The adult fly is a small insect, a

little larger than the -common gnat, while

the larvae looks not unlike the common
wiggle-tail to the naked eye. The larvae

is found on the under side of stones in swift

streams, especially at or near rocky fords.

They are tender little creatures, and seem
easily killed by the waste oils from machin-
ery, and mine waters. They are very hard to

hatch into the adult fly, and much trouble

and patience is necessary. Personally I have
never seen anything to lead me to believe that

there was any relation between pellagra and
the Sambon fly, but 1 do believe that pellagra

is a germ disease with an intermediate host

which has not yet been discovered.

To the second group belong the mos-
quitoes.

To these insects alone is due the transmis-
sion of malarial fever. There are about thir-

ty genera of mosquitoes known and classified

but for the purpose of this paper only three

need to be mentioned, namely : culex, ano-

pheles and stegonipia, all three of which are

found in Bell county. There are many mos-
quitoes which have not yet proven to carry

disease. In fact the majority of them are

supposed to be harmless e.xcept for the irri-

tating bite. To the harmless mosquitoes be-

long the genera cnle.j- mentioned in this pa-

per for the subject of comparison and not for

their disease spreading proclivities.

Of the three species of anopheles mention-

ed as malarial carriers, anopheles maculipen-
nis, anopheles puneUpennis and anopheles
crucians, I have found the first two in this

county, but never the last. This is rather
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odd, as the anopheles drucians is said to be

widely disseminated over the southern states.

All mosquitoes lay their eggs in water,
which hatch in from one to three days. The
eggs of the cidex resemble a minute piece of

honey comb, floating with their long axis per-

pendicular to the surface of the water, while

those of the anopheles float independently of

each other, end to end or side to side as logs

in a boom. The laiwae of the culex, familiar

to every one, are found in troughs, rain bar-

rels, tubs, tin cans, in fact still, stagnant
water anj^where, and are known as wigglers
or wiggletails. The tail is the breathing tube.

The larvae come to the surface of the water
stick this tube out into the air, and hang
heads downward. The breeding places of the

anopheles are not so varied as the culex.

They seem to prefer those places that have
the soil for a bottom. They are found in the

still waters of small streams, swampy pools,

ponds, stagnant water in ditches, but seldom
in barrels, buckets, etc., where Ave And the

culex so abundant.

The food of all mosquito larvae is the green
scum or algae of stagnant Avater. It is a
fact of enormous sanitary importance that

mosquitoes cannot breed Avithout still and
reasonably stagnant water. Adult male mos-
quitoes usually die soon after copulation
AAdiile females often live all summer. Only
the females bite, and they Avill attack any
AA’arm blooded animal.

In my opinion, malarial fcAmr in Bell

county can never amount to very much. In
my eight years of residence here I cannot re-

call more than one or two cases that I felt

sure originated here, although I have treated
a number of introduced cases, espeeiallj^ from
Laurel county and the Phillipines. The rea-

son for this is plain. The smaller streams are

sAvift and rocky, and abundant springs keep
the water cool. High 'mountains prevent the

formation of pools on their sides, and the soil

of the bottoms is sandy Avhich lets the pools

dry up before the Avater stagnates. Mos-
quitoes, as a rule, never migrate more than a

mile from the place of hatching. High Avinds

might bloAv them to greater distances under
unusual circumstances. They do not rise to

very great altitudes, and homes on moun-
tains are free from the pests.

I have also found a feAV specimens of the

adult stegomyia fasciata, or .yelloAv fever mos-
quito, in this section, although I have never
found the eggs or larvae. Unless the stego-

myia fasciata has previously bitten a person
suffering from yelloAv fever, it is as harmless
as the culex, and we need fear nothing from
this source unless some yelloAv fever refugee
should drift into this section. If you have
formed the opinion that the yellow fever mos-

quito does not exist here, and that we are
free from infection, that is a mistake, for

they do exist here, although in very limited
numbers.

The stable fly is another insect common in

this county Avhieh has recently been placed
in the list of disease transmitters. This in-

sect differs in size, shape and color from the
common housefly. It is noticed most fre-

quently on horses, and is a fierce quick biter.

It is yelloAv in color, Avith black dots on yel-

loAv Avings. It is said to transmit the germ of

spinal meningitis, but Avhether it belongs to

tbe first or second group, I am unable to say.

An epidemic of infantile paralysis occurred
on the left foi’k of Straight Creek tAvo yeai*s

ago, but what relation its spread bore to the,
stable fly I am not able to say.

I Avould not consider this jAaper coinjAlete if

1 failed to mention one insect so common to

the homes, not only of this county, but else-

Avhere, the cimex lectularius or common bed
bug. This insect is too aatII knoAvn to need
any description at my hands. So far he has
been able to prove an alibi every time an at-

tempt has been made to incriminate as a

transmitter of disease. For my part I have
never been able to dismiss from my mind the

suspicion that there is some relation between
the beg bug and pellagra. Every neAv case

that presents itself 'to me seems to prove a

“house infection” and to my mind no insect

so fittingly fills the bill in this ease as the

beg bug.

HYPERTROPHIED TONSILS.*

By Edav. Wilson, Pineville.

Hypertrophied tonsils are one of the most
frequent pathological conditions Avith which
the general practitioner has to deal.

They consist of a proliferation of the

lymphoid elements with an increase of the

connective tissue stroma.

Children may be born with enlarged ton-

sils or they may develop at any age prior to

puberty, and, there is a decided hereditary

tendency in certain families. I have done
tonsillectomies in as many as six out of a fam-
ily of eleven. If AA'e find enlarger tonsils in

one child of a family Ave inay look for the

same in other members of the same family if

the family be large.

The clinical symptoms of enlarged tonsils

are familiar to us all. The most urgent
symptoms calling for tonsillectomy are re-

peated attacks of tonsillitis or tonsillar

abscess and nasal obstruction evidenced by
mouth breathing and snoring, also repeated

attacks of earache or deafness.

A rheumatic tendency accompanied with

*Read before the Bell County Medical Society.
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anemia calls for removal of the tonsils if they

are enlarged.

Any or all of the above mentioned symp-
toms may he produced also by adenoids alone

or combined with enlarged tonsils.

Tonsils are best removed under a general

anesthetic, preferably ether. After the pa-

tient is anesthetized the gag and tongue de-

pressor are placed and held by the anesthet-

ist. The tonsil is seized with a tonsil holding

forceps and separated above and in front

with a tonsil separator, the wire of the snare

is placed around the base and the tonsil is

slowly snared off. After the tonsils are re-

moved the adenoids, if present, should be

scraped out with an adenoid curette.

THE DIFFERENTIAL DIAGNOSIS OF
THE DISEASES OF THE EYE AND

EAR MOST COMMONLY MET
WITH BY THE GENER-
AL PRACTITIONER.*

By J. P. Ed.monds, Middlesboro.

The diagnosis and proper treatment of dis-

eases of the eye and ear do not receive ap-

propriate attention in the mountain districts,

especially, diseased conditions of the ear are

overlooked and are never eared for as they

should be and the general practitioner having
so many other things gives these branches

but little thought.

The earl}" detection of disease renders its

cure probable and unless we see cases early

they cannot be properly treated and many of

them we do not see until it becomes chronic,

the child with sore eyes goes to school to mix
and mingle with others and no doubt trans-

mits it to many others and we do not see the

case until the mother tells us, then we see

some of the sequelae incident to such cases,

partial blindness, ulcers, scars, entropion, all

with a profuse discharge and swelling of the

lids. In the poor class long treatment is out

of the question and they are forced to go
through life without help.

It costs about $15,000,000 annually to care

for about three hundred thousand blind peo-

ple in the ITnited States, most of whom are

blind through ignorance and lack of intelli-

gent supervision.

First, taking up the most prevalent dis-

eases of the eye, every ease presenting itself

and of short duration, is simply called sore

eyes and are amenable to mild treatment and
usually subside in a short time. Those of

long standing or because they are chronic, do
not seek a physician until an exacerbation or

until the eyes get very sore, in the language
of the patient: “I had the sore eyes about six

months ago and Dr. So and So cured them”
when if they were examined carefully we
would tind an entirely different condition.

Here in the mountains we see a great deal of

trachoma which is very difficult for one that

does not see these eases daily to make a dif-

ferential diagnosis. At Ellis Island, New
York, they are held in detention house for

several days to make a diagnosis. In the out-

lying districts, the average physician calls it

“granulated lids.” These cases are consid-

ered dangerous diseases. One had better

have smallpox than severe trachoma. It

takes a long continuous treatment to cure,

then there is danger of recurrence. I have
within the past four months, had eight eases

come to my offiee, rather led in, they could

not see to walk. I do the scarification and
grattage operation then rub them every day
and every other day for a period from three

to six weeks or until every trachoma body dis-

appears. In all but two cases I have gotten

a cure and these two did not come to office as

directed. We see them in our schools and in

public places where other children are and no
steps taken to isolate them. In diagnosing
yoii usually get a history in some that they
have had sore eyes all their lives and have
been cured several times. In the acute cases

the conjunctiva is swollen and a profuse se-

cretion is present and very painful, on exam-
ination the conjunctiva of the lids is studded
with little bodies resembling millet seeds,

these produce so much friction on the cornea
that a membrane begins to grow down over
the cornea filled with blood vessels. This is

called pannus and is always more or less seen
in all chronic cases. The vision is lowered
and patients protect their eyes by partially
closing them from excessive light. The eye-
lids droop and ptosis develops from a thicken-
ed condition of the palbebral conjunctiva and
swelling of the tarsal cartilage. Every phy-
sician knows or should know from the histor}"

of the ease just what he is dealing vith but
in most of the cases, the patient is given an
eye wash and the doctor leads himself to be-

lieve that a cure will be the result and these
eases, if watched carefully, can be eliminated
from the milder forms of inflammation.

Then we have some forms of inflammation
that will mislead the general practitioner if

he does not go thoroughly into the history of

the ease. A mild attack of iritis is usually

called simply sore eyes. These patients usu-

ally complain of severe headache at night.

Eyes hurt and a great deal of photophobia

during the day with but little lacrymation

when in conjunctivitis there is .profuse dis-

charge and a sensation of sand in the eyes.

In looking at the eyes closely we see the con-

junctiva very red and congested, in simpleRead before the Bell County Medical Society.
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conjunctivitis the superficial blood vessels

are the only ones involved, while in iritis, the

deeper blood vessels are the only ones involv-

ed and thus we do not have much discharge.

There is a pink zone around the iris with pu-
pil contracted showing there is considerable

inflainniation in the ciliary body. These cases

are the hardest for the general practitioner

to diagnose and he shoidd be very careful in

giving a prognosis. Unrecognized and neg-

lected conditions often become inciirable.

The early recognition of disease joined with
intelligent medical interference will mini-

mize sickness, ignorance and crime.

In taking up the diseased condition of the

ear that is commonly met with by the gen-

eral practitioner, our attention is first direct-

ed to a case when told that the child has an
earache we should be very careful as to the

history, the onset, and number of attacks, or

how long the child’s ear has given it trouble.

The careful and painstaking doctor will ex-

amine the child’s ear and if pus is found he

will clean it out fo ascertain the damage done
to the tympanic membrane and try to locate

the source of the pus and then he will exam-
ine the posterior rhino-pharynx for adenoids

or epipharyngitis. How many do this? If

you would take more pains to see what is the

trouble you would treat these eases Jiiore con-

servatively and thereby save the little sufferer

from the dangers incident to siich conditions.

If the infection is due to adenoids they

should be removed. If due to epi-pharyngitis,

it sh'^’dd receive appropriate treatment.

Having removed the cause of tubal infection,

that in the tympanum tends to disappear

with little or no treatment, however, the in-

fection in the middle ear is attended by pro-

nounced tissue changes that needs additional

local treatment. The ear should be examin-

ed eai-efully and if the drum membrane is

found to be bulging, it should be incised at

once to liberate the pus which is usually

found in these cases with a severe pain and
a temperature and should not 'be let alone to

wait developments, when these cases are not

treated as above, they usually rupture in the

course of a few hours and then we have a

sloughing perforation in the membrana
tympanum. They signify simple infection in

the cavum tympani. probably of tubal origin,

and you may have a destructive process going

on in the middle ear. If the perforation is

central, the infection is simple. If you have
marginal perforations, this signifies bone ne-

crosis. These are usually of the chronic form,

and will result in mastoiditis unle.ss treated

energetically.

The general j)i’actitioner iisually does not

carry a mirror and not being conversant with

the smaller details does not recognize the very

ini])ortant lesions. These cases can only be
treated by establishing drainage, by keeping
tlie canal clean and if the j)erforation is small,

a myringectomy should be done to enlarge the
o])ening, then pack the canal. Be sure to

place the gauze against the drum, then pack it

loosely. If you fail to get it in contact with
the drum, the gauze will act as a dam and
what you want to accomplish will be unsuc-
cessful. Don’t treat aural pain and light dis-

charges as if it was a natural eonscfiuence.
Try to itnpress on (he child’s parents the
necessity of treatment. Don’t allow them to

apply poultices. It would be far better that
you do nothing. A pain in the ear denotes
a blocking up of secretions and some infect-
ious process going on. Find out the trouble,
then do something. 1 wish to recite a case hf
simple tubal infection of long standing that
recently came into my office. Patient was
suffering with pain in his ear of two weeks’
duration, saying that the doctor had burned
it and scraped it out. I found the ear full of
sweet oil which had been preserilied by the
doctor. I irrigated the ear thoroughly and
found the drum bulging and tense. This is

a condition hard for the general practitioner
to recognize unless he is very familiar with
the land marks of the membrana tympanum.
I cocainized the drum and did a myringectomy
opening the drum with a long incision behind
the handle of the malleus then 1 inflated the
Eustachian tube and pus came out into the

canal very freely. This case was entirely re-

lieved in a few hours as the patient expressed

himself that he could hear better than with

the good ear.

If the acute cases are treated energetically

from the beginning the cure usually results

in a few days. If let alone, the case becomes

chronic and the pus continues to flow for two

or three weeks, then we know that a destruct-

ive process is going on within the middle ear,

and all cases with a pi’ofuse discharge for

two weeks oi‘ longei', are considered chronK;

and need operative interference, Init very few

have anythiiig done and the case goes on un-

til deafness is well established and the pa-

tient goes through life with a discharge from

the ear with chronic mastoiditis, which is like

a loaded gun. There are many patients that

cannot be treated because of insufficient

funds and tlierefore never have anything

done.

"I’his is a very large subject ami I have only

covered a few of the minor points and have

not gone into it as deepl^y as 1 might have

done.
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CESA REAN S EOT 1 ON.*

By E. iM. IIakkison, Fork Ridge, Teiin.

('^esai-eaii section, the subject chosen by

your committee for me to discuss, lias been

generally defined as tlie operation for remov-

ing the fetus hy opening the abdomen and in-

cising the uterus.

Although this operation was performed •

hundreds of years ago by ancient surgeons, it

has not come into the poinilarity which should

have lieen accorded it, on account of its life

saving jiroclivities, until during tlie latter

part of the past century, but now, thanks to

the almost perfect technupie, that goes hand
in hand with modern sui-gery, obstetricians

are more and more resorting to its use, aban-

doning the more crude and unseientitic mu-
tilating procedures, which were absolute

death to the fetus in every instance and more
than likely the death of the mother also.

Among the ancients Cesarean section was
only performed immediately after the death

of Ihe mother with the idea of saving the life

of the child
;
Ceasar having been among the

first to have been delivered in this way, the

name Cesarean section was given to this

operation. At the present time we more and
more perform this operation with the purpose
of saving the life of the mother as well as that

of Ihe child, with such fortunate results that

to-day the rate of mortality in selected cases

is much lower than in any other abdominal
sections.

While thei’e e.xists records of this operation
having been performed upon the dead mother
much earlier, it is not until in the fourteenth

century that we find instances of it being per-

formed upon the living subject, it then assum-
ed some degree of po])idarity but rapidly

came into disrepute on account of its high
mortality, occasioned by sepsis and hemor-
I'hage, for this reason Pare and IMauriceau,

authorities in that day and time, condemned
the operation, and so then as it is now when
the authorities condemn the rank and file fall

in line and no maffer how good a thing is it

is pushed to the wall and allowed there to

cling until some ventui'ous siiiidt casts aside

the mantle of so-called authority and relying

on his own indominate courage bi-ings back
into existence some heavenly endowed bless-

ing for mankind, and so with Cesarean sec-

tion it was practically abandoned until Ferre,

in 1878 resurrected it, improving the tecli-

nirpie of the operation by amj)utating the

uterus and sewing the stump in the abdom-
inal wound. In the first operations the uter-

ine wound was left open, because the belief

existed th.et the alternate contractions and I'e-

Id

taxations would make the stitches tear out.

The wound having been left open and gap-
ing would finally close by adhesive inflamma-
tion to the abdominal wall. The scar thus
formed was liable to ruptui-e with the forma-
tion of hernia. It was not until in the begin-

ning of the present century that uterine

suture was advocated and practiced, but not-

withstanding the mortality remained exces-

sively high until Ferre advocated his idea of

amputating the uterus. To Sanger of Leip-
sic is due the greatest meed of praise for pro-
])Osing, in 1882, the closure of the uterine
wound by multiple sutures, and since the in-

troduction of this operation, craniotomy and
the other mutilating operations upon the liv-

ing child have been practically abandoned by
thoroughly up-to-date obstetricians.

Cesarean section should be performed in

the interest of mother and child or of either

when safe delivery can not be promised by
other means, as version or forceps. If the
mother is in a dying condition and the safety
of the child demands speedy delivery the
operation should be performed to save the
child.

It is sometimes very hard for us to decide
as in the ease where it is imjDOssible to save
the life of the child in any other' way than a
Cesarean section, though the mother may be
safely delivered by one of the mutilating
operations, then the (luestion arises, have we
the right to sacrifice the life of the child in

the interest of the mother or has she the right

to demand it of us, shall we weigh one life

against the other; shall we deliberately de-

stroy the life of the child by craniotomy or
other similar operations or shall we on the

other hand jeopardize the life of the mother
by Cesarean section in the hope of saving the
child; these are serious cpiestions for us to

decide and decision should only be made after

consultation with a fellow practitioner and
then only after plainly laying open the facts

to the mother and her friends and then in ad-
vising them let the decision rest with them
retaining to ourselves the privilege of retir-

ing from the ease should our advice not be

accepted. Though we as obstetricians may
know that Cesai’ean section should be per-

formed we are not justified in doing so until

consent of mother is obtained whenever hei'

mental condition is clear for her to decide.

As foi‘ myself 1 am thankful that it has

never occurred to my lot to deliberately per-

form craniotomy oi- any other mutilating op-

eration upon a living child and so has my
I'esolution been laid foi- the future never to do

so believing that no one has the right to take

that which he can not give, knowing that

tliei'c are other means by which this life may
be saved and that the added danger to the*lioad before the Bell County Medical Society.
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mother’s life by Cesarean section is not more
than the danger she would incur by prolong-

ed mutilating procedures.

Cesarean section should be performed when
it is impossible to deliver the fetus through
the natural passages on account of extreme
pelvic contraction through arrested develop-

ment so that the conjugate diaaneter is 2 1-3

inches and the child is well developed and at

full term, or when the lumen of the canal is

obstructed by abnormalities due to rickets or

osteomalacia, or to bony tumors, also when
tumors of the soft parts obstruct the way, as

fibroids or cancer. Malpositions of the uterus

often constitute an indication for Cesarean

section. Very frequently following opera-

tions of ventrofixation at following preg-

nancies it becomes necessary to perform
Cesarean section on account of the os point-

ing towards the sacrum and the strong ad-

hesive bands not permitting the uteinis to de-

scend. Placenta previa may be considered

an indication for Cesarean section, there are

on record numerous cases in which this opera-

ation was performed for this cause. Malpre-

sentations that can not be changed to normal
presentations by the usual methods consti-

tute an indication for Cesarean section.

Eclampsia, where the os is very rigid and
early delivery is imperative, can be considered

as an indication. Acute nephritis has been
considered as an indication. Threatened rup-

ture of the uterus by forceful contractions

during labor, as also constitutional diseases,

as valvular heart lesions and sclerotic condi-

tions of the blood vessels, are indications for

Cesarean section. ^Malformation of the

utenis and birth canal, such as double uterus

and vagina have frequently complicated la-

bor so that Cesarean section liad to be per-

formed. It may become necessary in the sep-

aration of normally implanted placenta where
the uterus will not contract to perform Cesar-

ean section and to amputate the uteriis. In

cases of marked stenosis, and where delivery

is complicated by pelvic and abdominal tu-

mors, it may become necessary to perform
Cesarean section.

The time to operate in cases of Cesarean
section where we have realized that this pro-

cedure must be carried out before the actual

commencement of labor is very much in dis-

pute, some operators wait until labor has
commenced, believing that thereby they have
the advantage in tjie dilated cervix affording

free drainage and lessening the danger of

hemorrhage; others operate several days be-

fore the expected date of labor. The opera-

tion before commencement of labor is prefer-

able in that thorough preparation can be had
and skilled assistants may be obtained, the

fear that lack of contraction of the uterus

may allow severe hemorrhage is unfounded
because sufficient contraction does occur
whether labor has or has not set uj) as also

the lack of drainage through the undilated
cervix can be avoided by forcibly dilating
and inserting gauze. Also the membranes
may have been ruptured before the operation
which is a disadvantage.

The method of operation is elective in most
cases; whether we perform the classic Cesar-
ean section or whether some of the modifica-

tions should be chosen depends upon the in-

dications
;
in eases where septic conditions of

the uterus exist and where through long con-

tinued labor and through repeated examina-
tions and attempts at delivery by forceps it

is almost certain that infection will develop,

the Porro oj^eration of amputating the uterus
should be performed, as also where cancer of

the uterus complicates, the entire uterus
should be removed.

The classic Cesarean section, where the ab-

domen is opened by incision in the median
line and opening the uterus through the peri-

toneal cavity delivering the chil.d thereby, has
been modified in various ways so that noAV the

elective method of operation may be chosen
from among the classic or peritoneal route,

the extraperitoneal, the vaginal and the

method of amputating the uteims. Whatever
method of operation is chosen it is highly

imperative that thoroiigh antiseptic and aseji-

tic precautions must be carried out and that

sufficient skilled assistance must be obtained

so that no hitch in the proceedings may oc-

cur as time is an important factor in this

operative procedure as in all major opera-

tions.

The abdomen and vagina must be thorough-

ly made as near aseptic as possible by the

usual methods of preparation; there must he

on hand some preparation of ergot suitable

for hypodermic use and a long elastic tourni-

quet.

The elastic Cesarean section, the one I have
employed in the few cases that have been un-

der my care, may be carried out Iw making a

long incision through the median line or to

one side from immediately above the sym-
physis to above the umbilicus and with the pa-

tient in the Trendelenburg position after

walling off the exposed abdominal skin area

by clamping sterile gauze to the peritoneum,

the uterus is delivered ' through the wound
and covered by hot sterile towels, the rub-

ber tourniquet is placed around the lower

uterine segment tightened and held by an
assistant, the abdominal cavity being thor-

oughly walled off, incision is made in the

median line of the uterus commencing just

above the lower segment with knife and after-

wards extending upward for about five or
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six inches witli scissors; no matter where the

insertion of the placenta may he, or is it neces-

sary to spend time detacliing same should it

happen to be under the place of incision, the

child • should b e immediately delivered

through the opening, umbilical cord clamped

by artery forceps and cut, and then handed
to an assistant, the membranes and placenta

are quickly i?eeled off and detached, the open-

ing in the uterus is closed by a continuous

suture of ten-day catgut, first through the

inner muscular coats, care being taken to ex-

tend through the decidual lining commencing
at the upper angle of the wound and extend-

ing to the lo\vei‘, by tightening this the uterine

cavity is shut off, the same ligature is then

continued through the balance of the muscu-
lar coat, tightened and then the third layer is

made by an over and* over stitch completely

buries the lower two and brings the peritoneal

surface together; by this method sinuses are

avoided, the lower sutures are completely
buried, the separate ligatures are not liable

to slip as in interrupted stitch, liability or

oozing between the ligatures is avoided, there

is no rolling in of the cut surfaces and no
eversion of the lips of the wound ; some opera-

tors prefer the use of silk and of interrupted

sutures; when silk is used the stitch becomes
encysted and frequently gives trouble later,

not being absorbed as is the catgut in a few
days.

Some operators pi-efer not to tighten the

tourniquet until after the child is deliver-

ed for fear that pressure for any continued
time will cause paralysis of the muscular coat

and prevent contraction there by causing

hemorrhage later
;
but this fear is not well

founded in my opinion for in the cases that

I have seen immediate contraction takes place

where the tourniquet was applied from the

beginning; where the tourniquet was not

used the hemorrhage is something fierce and
by obstructing the field of operafion delays

fhe rapidity of performance on the other
hand where the tourniquet was applied and
tightened before incising the uterus the loss

of blood is in fact nil, not being nearly as

much as is lost in normal labor.

The Porro operation is carried out as is the

classic one with the addition of amputating
the utenis, sewing the stump into the abdomi-
nal wound 01 ' after covering with peritoneum
is allowed to drop into the abdominal cavity.

In both the classic and the Porro opera-

tions the abdominal wound is closed by the

usual methods in other abdominal sections.

The extraperitoneal operation is perform-

ed by making transverse incision tlirough the

abdominal walls just above the symphysis
from one superior spine to the other down to

the sheath of the rectus muscle which is rais-

ed and the muscle separated by handle of

knife exposing the transversalis fascia which
is penetrated laying bare the peritoneum, this

is then separated from the pubis and bladder
laying bare the lower uterine segment, this is

opened in the vertical direction and the child
delivered without much trouble on account of
the large lower segment, the uterine wound
is closed by interrupted sutures and the ab-
dominal one by the usual methods.
The mortality in early operations was very

high, as much as fifty per cent.
;
by improving

the technique the mortality has steadily
diminished until now in selected cases the
rate is not more than two per cent.

1 he superiority of Cesarean section over
the other methods of delivery, as the mutilat-
ing operations, has been proven beyond any
conception of doubt, statistics showing that
the rate of mortality is much lower.

Ruptui-e of the sear resulting in hernia
after Cesarean section, is prevented by secur-
ing exact apposition of uterine and abdominal
wounds and healing without infection; treat-
ment of hernia is by suturing the tear, the
Porro operation or hysterectomy.

TYPHOID FEVER AND ITS PRACTIC-
AL MANAGEMENT.*

By T. T. Gibson, Middlesboro.

Mhen called to see a case of suspected ty-
phoid fever, we first consider the hygienic
management, as it will not detain us long let
us briefly consider it here.

It goes without saying that the patient’s
environment should be made as pleasant and
cleanly as possible, as the siege is usually a
long and trying one. The room should be
light, pleasant and removed as far as possible
from all noise. All unnecessary furnishings
and hangings, etc, should he removed. A
bare floor is best and most easily cleaned.
The bed, if possible, should be low and have
a reasonably firm mattress, all linen to be
changed frequently. The dishes and utensils
used by the patient sliould be kept clean and
separate and apart from those used by the
rest of the family. A separate thermometer
should be used by fever cases. The physician
should see that the stools, urine, sputum, and
vomitus are promptly disinfected, as this is

the chief means of propagation of the dis.
ease. As to the means I’ll mention the best
and most easily obtained in their order of ef-
ficiency. Fire, bluestone and fresh slacked
lime or white wash. A chart of everything
should be kept by a nurse or member of the
family. A change of position occasionally
should be insisted upon to prevent congestion

Read before the Bell Coiuity Medical Soclet.v.
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and the formation of bed sores. Generally

speaking, the fewer the visitors, the better for

the patient. The month and tongue should

be kept clean throughoid the disease, and the

body should be kept clean by daily sponges.

With this brief hygienic introduction, let us

proceed at once with the subject.

The primary or essential conditions neces-

sary to the successful management of a case

of typhoid fever are comprised iinder the fol-

lowing heads:

First, rest in bed.

Second, liquid diet.

Tliml, intestinal antisepsis.

Fourth, management of special symptoms,
should they arise.

Fifth, general supervision during the

period of convalescence.

FIRST—REST IN BED.

This factor may be of considerable import-

ance along the line of prognosis. The doc-

tor should insist upon the patient going to

bed as soon as he suspects typhoid, even be-

fore he makes his diagnosis, as a patient Avith

fever is best off in bed from any cause. It is

notoriously true that the individual who in

spite of his doctor’s advice, persists in remain-

ing up with considerable fever, declaring

boastingly, “that he only has a touch of ma-
laria” and that he will soon “wear it out,”
is usually the type of case that has a hard
time. .Most always this type is forced to bed
with resistance impaired, strength gone and
heart threatened, and frequently has a sud-

den and ugly hemorrhage a few days after

taking his bed, at any rate his case is prone to

be unusually severe. Occasionally we see

them a long distance from home, upon being
told of their probable condition they insist

upon being bundled up and carried home.
With but few exceptions, the physician
should always advise strongly against this.

They should not even get up to empty the

bowels or bladder until some days after the

fever subsides and he is put on a semisolid

diet, then he may be allowed to sit up at short
intervals and then as strength returns he may
gradually be allowed to get up and out.

SECOND A LIQUID DIET.

There are three standard articles which
may be obtained anywhere and everywhere,
from the slab hut of the mountains to the

palatial residence of a large city. They are,

in order of their importance, milk, eggs and
meat. From these three, either directly or in-

directly, may be prepared a dietaiw sufficient-

ly diverse and nourishing for any and all cases

of typhoid fever, milk standing deservedly
at the head of the list, as it can be taken lon-

ger with greater benefit and less discomfort
to the patient than any other single article of

diet in quantities of 4, 6 or even 8 ounces

every three or four hours during the day, ac-

cording to strength and digestive capacity of
the patient.

—Good, fresh eggs certainly take eas-

ily second rank from the standpoint of gen-
eral utility in the dietary of the typhoid fever
patient. They may be prepared in many dif-

ferent ways and one good way is to put the

white in a few ounces of cold sweetened water
and flavoring with a few drops of fresh

lemon juice.

BROTHS AND OTHER DIETARIES.

Broths made from chicken, beef, mutton,

veal and squirrels may be added occasionally

as a change of diet, care being taken to skim
from the top all fat globules and to strain

through a muslin cloth to avoid solids, salting

to suit the taste. Brkndy and whiskey in

small amounts, properly used, belong here, as

well as in the class of stimulants. Orange
juice should be used occasionally.

A patient with typhoid should never use

less than one to two pints of puie cold water
in the twenty-four hours regardless of other

fluids ingested, even if they are delirious and
cannot ask for water, usually they will take

it if it is put to their lips, which should be

done in such eases. No solid food should be

used until the temjierature has been down to

normal for a period of at least ten days, then

they should begin with soft milk toast and
soft boiled eggs, then gradually work their

way out to the full diet of the table. In many
instances it is best to aid digestion just at this

period. _ i

THIRD INTESTINAL .ANTISEPTICS.

It is absurd to claim that we can take a

man in the middle of an attack of typhoid, a

man with high temperature, delirium, etc.,

and bring about a marked and sudden im-

provement by the use of intestinal antisep-

sis, and is it not equally absurd to say that

intestinal antiseptics are absolutely of no
value in any stage of the disease. With all

due respect to those who claim they are use-

less, experience teaches us these general prin-

ciples: The earlier we get hold of a case

and the cleaner we keep the intestinal tract in

that same degree and proportion is the attack

milder and shorter and freer from complica-

tions. But, say our critics, typhoid fever is a

systemic not a local disease. True, and we
are Avilling to acknowledge even that a few

cases of typhoid fever have been reported by
Welch in which there was no enteric lesion

at all. These eases were pathological curios-

ities and not of .special clinical interest. In

most all cases we know that the intestinal tract

is not onl.y the chief point of involvement but

it is likeivise the point of entry—a gate

through which the bacilli must pass to get
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into the general system. We do not expect

onr intestinal antiseptics to get into the sys-

temic circulation and there mounted upon the

hacks of the leucocytes to go madly chasing in

search of typhoid bacilli, and having found
them to pounce upon them, and kill them, but
we do expect and obtain 2’esults with them by
rendering the intestines a less habitable place
for bacilli in a way controlling decomposition
and fermentative changes, preventing the for-

mation and absorption of various toxins and
thus do away with a great deal of autointoxi-

cation which later, if permitted to continue,
makes all cases graver.

I sliall not in my limited time enter into

the relative merits of the various antiseptic
drugs. It is sufficient to say that with my
limited experience, I have obtained best re-

sults with subnitrate of bismuth, salol and
ui'otropine combined.

FOT’RTIl—THE MAN.vGEMENT OF SPECI.VL SYMP-
TOM, SHOULD THEY .\RISE.

It is always onr hope, of course, to keep as
many of the symptoms from arising as pos-
sible, however, they will bob up sometimes
perhaps because of us and certainly some-
times in spite of i2s. I shall mention a few of
the more important of them and give the
treatment briefly

:

(a) Fever .—The best and most useful
single measure throughout the whole course
of the disease for fever is hydrothei’apy,
either hike warm or cold water as the ease dcr
mands may be used, and the jiatient should
be sponged every three or four hours when
the fever is above 102. High fever in the
first stage often responds to free-elimination.
High temperature late in the disease means
generally systemic toxemia and exhaustion
and demands hydrotheraphy and brisk stimu-
lation.

(b) . The Heart .—We seldom see a case
of typhoid fever, however mild, where the
heart should be permitted to struggle through
an illness of from four to eight weeks or more
without some support. When to give them
should be determined from the patient’s con-

dition. Some need them during the second

week while some may go well into the third or

fourth week. As to the stimulation used,

they number many with strychnine and alco-

hol in the shape of whiskey or brandy at the

head of the list.

(e). Hemorrhage .—In any form of intes-

tinal hemorrhage, if it is due to the breaking
of a blood vessel, and surgical intervention

is not applicable, I have long maintained
that nature is the chief factor in slopping the

hemorrhage, and the good which we can do
must be along the line of assisting nature’s

efforts. We must in a sense let the lieart

partially run down, and always resist the in-

clination to slimulatc; immediately. I have
gotten some mighty nice results with mor-
phine, argotole, adrenalin chloride hypo-
derniatically to quiet the patient and to check
a profuse hemorrhage. An ice bag on the

abdomen and ihe foot of the bed elevated is

Aery useful Give nothing by the mouth that

would embara.ss the intestines or keep up
peristalsis. Never try to obtain a movement
from the bowels for at least thirty-six to

forty-eight hours or sometimes longer, after

a profuse hemorrhage, then use an enema of

soap suds. Use only a small amount of pre-

digested nutriment.

(d) . Perforation.—Perforation, the most
dreaded and fatal of all complications, de-

mands prompt surgical aid. If this cannot
be obtained, then we must perforce follow

tbe expectant plan, viz. opium for pain, heat
applied locally and stimulation.

(e) . Tympany can sometimes be reliev-

ed by introducing a tube into the bowels, per-

mitting the gas to escape. Turpentine used
internally by mouth or enema with soapsuds
or stupes will relieve most of them.

(f) . Constipation.—Calomel, alone or
combined with podophyllin in the beginning
and our old friend castor oil gives some
mighty happy results with a few drops of

turpentine added occasionally. If you have
just had or fear intestinal complications it

is best to depend upon enema alone. Except
in case of hemorrhage or perforation never

allow the bowels to go over forty-eight hours

without obtaining a movement.

(g)

. Diarrhea needs no treatment except

Avhere there are more than three or four stools

a day. If so a little calomel and push other

intestinal antiseptics, astringents and bismuth
salts.

(h) . Insomnia and Eestles.sness.—In many
instances can be relieved by sponging. Occas-

ionally a dose of some mild hypnotic may be

necessary. Avoid them if possible.

li). Delirium .—Ice cap and sponging and
stimulation. Avoid moiqiliine if possible al-

though it is necessary sometimes to give it to

enable exhausted nature to pick up the drop-

ped threads and move on again.

(j)

- Cystitis.—My best results have been

obtained with urotropine.

(k) . Bed Sores are more easily prevented
than treated bj^ keeping the patient clean,

all wrinkles from the bed clothing, and bath-

ing with alcohol, and change of position oc-

casionally.

(l) . Muscular Sorene.ss.—Sponging, mas-

sage anti alcohol rubs.
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FIFTH—GENERAL SUPERVISION.

During the period of convalescence. At this

stage of the disease the typhoid patient is like

an individual about to drown near the shore.

Usually the doctor leaves about the time the

fever does and at best the patient is an
emaciated, Aveakened and threatened individ-

ual. The intestine in places is thin and some-

times there may be only a thin layer of peri-

toneum beUveen life and death; the digestion

is crippled, the lilood is impoverished, the

strength is gone, and he needs a guide, so see

your typhoid cases occasionally for a few
weeks during convalescence.

Tn conclusion permit me to say that the

mortality of typhoid is lower now than form-

erly and the clinical picture is as a rule not

so severe as it was in olden days. This is due
in part to a better understanding of the dis-

ease but chiefly to better and more seientiflc

and practical management. Very old text

books on typhoid fever speak more of the

po.st-typhoid lesions than they do of the dis-

ease itself, that is phlegmasia dolens, spinal

trouble, insanity, neuritis, etc. Relatively

speaking, we see comparatively little of these

now. The change in the clinical picture is

brought about by elimination freely, frequent-

ly and early, by the use of intestinal antisep-

sis rendering a less habitable place for bacilli,

by diluting the poison so that they do not in-

jure important organs like the kidneys, etc.,

by the use of water internally, externally, and
eternally.

We keep down the fever and obtain rest

and supply enough suitable nutrition to re-

place the waste tissue and then the patient is

not permitted to live on himself so to speak.

He does not become so emaciated and he is

in the majority of instances brought to the

shores of convalescence without being Avreck-

ed.

Biologic Test for Absorbed Sperma in Female
Serum.—The research reported was done on rab-

bits. It demonstrated the presence in the serum

of the female after cohabitation of a ferment

that digested testicle tissue; beforehand the

test had constantly elicited a negati\’e response.

The ferment reaction persisted positive in the

gravid animals up to sixteen days after litter-

ing. Walstein and Ekler say that these findings

indicate that tlie female organism is materially

influenced by substances absorbed from the

sperma, causing tlie production of a ferment

hitherto strange to the organism. If these find-

ings apply also to human beings, they Avould ex-

plain certain phenomena in the life of a Avoman
Avhich have hitherto been credited only to psychic

processes. Possibly the ninhydrin test for the

sperma reaction might prove instructive in cer-

tain medicolegal circumstances.

THE DUCTLESS GLANDS AND THEIR
RELATION TO DISEASE.*

By 0. P. Nuckols, Pineville,

111 attenqAtiiig to discuss such a subject as
I have laid before me, in what is relatively a
new field of investigation, 1 fully realize that
much must yet be regarded, as hypothetical
and not fully proven, when we come to deal
Avith the internal secretions, and their relation,

and influence on the body metabolism.

While this is true, the many developments
of investigation along this line in the last

feAv years in this field of Avork, has thrown
much light on the subject, and Ave now know
that the “ductless glands” furnish to the sys-

tem internal secretions that play an imiiortant
part in the normal body functions.

When Ave speak of the ductless glands, we
refer to those glandular bodies, that do not
pour their contents into an open channel by
means of small duets, to be carried away AAUth

other excretions, but rather to be retained
Avithin the glandular structure, and absorb-
ed into the blood current itself.

Their secretions are referred to as in-

ternal secretions, because their activities are
confined to the glands themselves, and by
means of either absorption, or chemical mes-
sengers, Iniown as harmones, they exert their
influence on other and remote structures.

The comparatively recent theory that the
ductless glands, are brought to bear an in-

ternal relation on the function of each other,
through the medium of harmones, has thrown
much light on many subjects that have hither-
to been left in darkness. This furnishes at
least a theoretical explanation of many of the
varied manifestations, in that peculiar tripod
of symptoms presented in Graves’ disease.

That the ductless glands play an important
part in the body metabolism is a matter easy
of proof, from the obserAmtions of every day
life. No doubt the father of organotherapy,
that learned Frenchman BroAvn Sequard
Avhen his fertile brain became interested in
restoring to man that “elixir of life” that
AA’ould call a halt on the rapid march toAvard
senility and impotency, he had in mind the
buoyant days of his youth Avhen the testicular

glands began to surcharge the blood current
with their ehemie and physiologic force.

That the te.sticle has an influence on many
developmental changes, can be proven both
affirmatively and negatively, by the well mark-
ed changes of iniberty, and the pronounced
changes following casti-ation, or disease of the

testicle, or the more gradual changes of senil-

ity.

*Read liefote the Bell County Meclioal Society.
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The same marked changes in tlie female are

noted at the age of pul)erty, and the elimae-

terinni. Experimental removal of the ovaries

of the female, have been followed by as mark-
ed changes as removal of the testicle from the

male.

It is with relation to the thyroid gland, and
the para-thyroid, that we meet with the most
interesting phenomena in connection with the

“ductless glands,” and the important role

they play in the body metabolism. The con-

genital absence of this gland is followed by

that condition known as cretinism, and many
and varied are the cretinoid conditions due to

this cause.

The hypersecretion of this gland, is soon fol-

lowed by that tripod of symptoms known as

exophthalmic goiter in the majority of cases.

The pathology o£ this disease is somewhat in

question, but there can be no reasonable doubt

that it is due to the increased internal secre-

tion of this gland, that acts as an intoxication

directly upon the central and sympathetic

nervous system, or through the means of

harmones, and brings into play the many clin-

ical symptoms that characterize this disease.

This tlieoiy is proven true by the clinical fact,

that the removal of a part of the gland, or the

ligation of the thyT’oid artery, thus reducing

this secretion in either case, and having re-

lief to follow.

Just to the reverse of this condition, where
all the nervous functions are heightened, and
the retrograde processes are increased, we
have that other side of the picture, produced
by the decreased action of the thyroid body,

asserting itself in some instances, as simply

sluggishness and obesity, and in others as a

true myxedema.

It is known that the secretion of the thyroid,

contr.ins a considerable per cent, of iodine,

which may account for some of the symp-
toms present in either case. Co-ineidcnt with

hypersecretion, we have rapid and extreme

emaciation, and with sub-secretion we have a

tendency toward corpulency, and sluggishness.

It is a well known fact that iodine increases

the retrograde process, and accounts for the

emaciation in hypersecretion, and its absence

in the cases of sub-secretion accounts for the

tendenc}^ to corpulency, and the accumulation

of intracellular poison in true eases of myxo-
edema.

Addison disease is the most familiar disease

resulting from failure of the snpra-renal

bodies, and acromegaly that peculiar abnor-

mal development of the osseous system, has

been thought to be due to an adenomatous de-

generation of the pituitary gland.

The amylolitic and proteolytic external se-

cretions of the pancreas are well known, but

the removal of this viscus is followed by

glycosuria, and it has been discovered l)y

klering and IMinkowski, that this is due to the

absence of the internal secretions of the

islands of Langerhans, the individual cells of

which produce a ferment that maintains the

normal degree of glycosuria.

I have cited some of the most familiar, well-

marked conditions, that have been reasonably
well pi-oven, to show some of the effects of the

disturbance of the normal functions of the

ductless glands, which tends to show that

there is within the body, a force that has much
to do with the inter-relationship of the vari-

ous organs, and their harmonious workings,
known as health. Many careful observers
have come to regard the force of these intern-

al secretions, as holding the key to the proper
and healthful functions of the sympathetic
nervous system, and that great teacher, Rob-
ert Bartholow, long befoi-e the function of the

thyroid was known, taught that exoiphthalmic

goitre was a disease of the sympathetic system.
There can scarcely be any reasonable doubt
that it is through the sympathetic nervous
system that many of the symptoms are mani-
fested in this class of diseases.

The question of blood pressure, arterioscler-

osis, tachycardia, and no doubt many devia-
tions from the normal, that we cannot as yet
account for, may find their true explanation
in the study of the internal secretions. Beebe,
of New York, advises that in any case of rapid
heart that cannot be accounted for by some
organic or readily located trouble should di-

rect our attention to the ductless glands.
It is a well established fact that adrenalin,

pituiretin, both raise the blood pressure. That
thyroid extract increases the heart’s action,

and raises the blood pressure in the kidney,
and is the best treatment for cretinism and
myxoedema. That ovarian extract mitigates
many of the nervous symptoms of the climac-
terium, and that pancreatic extract benefits

glycosuria. Now, reasoning from effect back
to cause, these facts must prove the part these
structures must play in controlling many of
the body functions, and their relation to the
body well being.

The natural result of the study of the duct-
less glands, has wonderfully developed the
use of organic extracts in the treatment of
diseases. However, organotherapy in its pres-
ent form, and in its present scientific manner,
is but a revival of some of the crude practices
of ancient limes, when the priests used the
organs of animals as sacrificial offerings.

Hippocrates and Celsus made use of various
animal organs for the relief of those symj)-

toms in man, which were thought to be due to

defective action of the same organ, as the

pidgean or wolf’s liver for hepatic diseases,

the brain of the hare for the tremors, the lungs
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of the fox for dyspnoea, and the rennet for

stomach disorders. Pliny advised the use of

the testicle of the donkey or stag, as an aphro-

disiac, and the following prescription is found
in ]\Iacheth

:

Filet of a fenny snake,

In the caldron boil and hake;

Eye of newt and toe of frog,

Wool of bat, and tongi;e of dog.

Adders fork and blind worms sting,

Lizzard’s leg and owlet’s wing,

For a charm of powerful trouble,

Like a hell-hroth boil and bubble.

THE rOMPLICATIOXS OF TYPHOID
FEVER.*

By B. E. <li.\NNiNi, Straight Oreek.

From my point of view typhoid fever

claims and receives close study. Its wide dis-

tribution, insidious beginning, protracted

course, debilitating effect, its accidents, com-

plications and sequelae combine to make a

clinical picture which though consistent as to

outlines, is capable of varying widely as re-

garding its individual features.

The classical and schematic descriptions of

the text books, however detailed and excel-

lent, often fail to adequately represent the

comparative frequency of aberrant symptoms.
It is proper that our mind should be firmly

fixed upon the main features of the disease,

so as to secure, by a timely diagnosis advan-

tages both for our patients and ourselves.

The occurrence of unusual symptoms, how-

ever, cannot fail to be of peculiar interest to

the observant physician, and deserve record

in the works of our profession.

There is such a long list of the possible com-
plications of typhoid that to name them
would be tiresome, therefore I will only call

attention to the more important ones; per-

foration, haemorrhage, etc.

Perforation occurs in practically 5 to 6 per

cent, of all eases of typhoid fever occurring

mainly in the small bowel, however, recent in-

vestigations show that perforations may oc-

cur at remote points of the intestinal tract,

a case reported by Lynn of perforation oc-

curring at the junction of the pylorus and
doudenum, however he states that it may have
been the site of an old duodenal ulcer attack-

ed by the typhoid infection.

Kelly concludes that about 5 per cent of

perforative appendicitis is due to a latent ty-

phoid infection plus a mixed infection. The
recognition of perforations may be very dif-

ficult at times especially if the patient he in

the classic typhoid state, dull and aj)athetic

;

but when their condition is bright, about 75
per cent of all i)erforations are announced by
the sudden acute abdominal pain, rapidly de-

velop tenderness and rigiditjq an early de-

cline in temperature and an elevation of tbe

])ulse with the typical abdominal facies. If

the pre-existing tympanities is great and the

general symptoms already severe, the oocuir-

rence o»f perforation is very difficult then to

determine.

Another of the much dreaded complications
of typhoid is hemorrhage, occurs in about 8

to 5 per cent, of alt cases and usually occurs

dui’ing the third or fourth week, terminating
fatally in from 30 to 40 per cent, of all cases.

If the hemorrhage be very large and profuse
death may ensue before its appearance at the

rectum, its occurrence being characterized by
a sudden fall of temperature with signs of

collapse and in a few hours by the voiding of

bloody or tarry stools.

Boidey reports a ease of hemorrhage from
the auditory canal which was severe and re-

]>eated that gave rise to alarming symptoms,
and a case of severe nasal hemorrhage oc-

curred in my-own practice that re(piired con-

tinual packing.

Of the cerebral complications tliat arise

j)ossibly meningitis is the most frequent, as

a large majority of cases have very pronoiinc-

ed cerebral manifestations, various neuritis

occur and may be either multiple or single,

the typhoid spine that occurs during conva-
lescence is probably a neurosis. A case of

ascending paralysis of Landry has been re-

ported by Lyon with a paresis of the muscle
of the larynx and pharynx, and a loss of the

reflexes. The tender toes of typhoid seen af-

ter bathing and usually disappearing after

convalescence is a typical neuritis.

Among the rarer nervous complications

may he mentioned the typhoid insanity fol-

lowing the more malignant cases, hemiplegia
with or without aphasia, and convulsions.

In mentioning the lung complications I

should say that lobar pneumonia, hypostatic

congestion, and with an associated bronchitis

are the most frequent, while pleurisy which is

more apt to he aii empyema is not uncommon.
Endocarditis, myocarditis and pericarditis

follow in the order named, thrombosis and em-
bolism of the veins and arteries are less like-

ly complications that may occur, the left

femoral suffering the most likely involvement

;

a few eases of emlmlism of the mesentery of

the jejunum have been reported with result-

ant gangrene.

Acute nephritis may usher in the disease,

hut is most usually seen in a mild form dur-

ing convalescence; cystitis, pyelitis and peri-

nephritic abscess may also develop. Hyper-
pyrexia is more a sign of the severity of theRead before the Bell County Medical Society.
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infection than a danger or a complication.

A suppurative parotitis may supervene, usu-

allj' unilateral and when present is usually a

grave and fatal sequelae.

Instances of irregular fever, recurring

chilliness or rigours are indicative of an ex-

isting septicemia.

In concluding, the earlier the perforation

occur in typhoid fever the better the chances

the patient has for a recovery if prompt
siirgical measures are 'brought to bear on tbe

case, as is shown by Kelly, Murphy and others

who give mortality statistics as being not

nearly so high with prompt surgery stating

that 20 to 30 per cent, of all cases of perfora-

tion are recovering from operative measures
that is when the patient is not already far ad-

vanced in the disease, and providing the per-

foration occurs say in the second to the third

week.

APPENDICITIS; OPERABLE AND NON-
OPERABLE.*

By TiLjrAN Ramsey, Pineville.

Of all the pathological conditions that the

country physician is called upon to combat,

there is none that gives him more anxiety

than appendicitis. Is it operable or not oper-

able? Shall he give opium or purgative and
intestinal antiseptics? • These are questions

of which there is the greatest difference of

opinion. So much so that we are left to form-

ulate our treatment of each individual ease.

To give opium is to mask all of the symp-
toms the most important guide we have, and
to give to the patient and his friends a sense

of security, they feel they are getting better,

and often refuse surgical intervention until

it is too late.

In the light of the pathological condition

we have to deal with, to give purgatives to

drain the parts is as rational as it would be

to flush a main sewer line to open a blocked

service line.

There is no medical treatment for appendi-
citis.

If all cases of appendicitis could be operat-

ed upon during the first twelve hours, the
mortality of appendicitis would be nil.

WHEN TO OPERATE.

There is still such a divergence of opinions
as to when it is best to operate leads one to

the conclusion that we have no reliable index
or guide.

3’he symptoms are a very treacherous guide,

as frequently we find that the symptoms and
pathologic process are out of all proportions,

this disproportion being caused by the differ

ent combination of varieties of microorganism

*Read before the Bell County Medical Society.

taking part in the inflammatory process as

when we have the Butyric acid bacillus and
malignant edema bacillus present, we have a

rapid and destructive process, accompanied
by very mild symptoms.
With the hope of solving the perplexing

(piestions Kohl undertook a study of the

leucocyte count and neutrophilic count ac-

cording to Arneth ’s system of a large number
of patients suffering with appendicitis.

Kohl modifies Arneth ’s system of classifica-

tion by counting only the number of neutro-
philes with a single nuclear segment. He
finds this gives him quite as reliable infor-

mation as Ihe more elaborate method.
His conclusions are as follov/s: “In order

for the leucocyte count or the neutrophilic pic-

ture of Arnett to be of much service, they
should both be charted in the form of a

curve.”

“The leukocytes should be counted in every
acute case of appendicitis, whether operation
is to be pevl'onucd or not. It is always to be
taken into comsideration in conjunction with
the rest of tlie clinical picture, but it has ful-

ly as much significance as the curve of temjfer-

ature or pulse. If it clashed with the other
clinical symptoms, the curve of the neutro-
])hilic blood picture must be brought to its

aid.”

“In general, it can be said that the neu-
trophilic blood picture, according to Arneth,
is an expression of the virulence of the in-

fection, whereas, the leukocytosis points on
the one side to the degree of peritoneal irrita-

tion, and on the other side of the reactive

power of the individual.”

“Increased leukocytosis in connection with
a normal neutrophilic blood picture or one in

which the leukocyte's with a nucleus of but
one segment are but slightly increased, gives

a good prognosis
;
the higher the neutrophilic

blood picture goes, the more severe is the in-

fection, and consequently the more unfavor-
able the prognosis. If the leukocytosis is in-

creased, this is an indication of good powers
of resistance, and consequently a favorable
progno.stie sign; on the other hand, a low
leukocytic count, in the presence of a high
neutrophilic blood picture, gives an unfavor-
able aspect to the case.”

“A moderate parallel ascent of the curves
is of more favorable significance than a sud-
den, rapid ascent of one curve or the other,

or a Crossing of the curves.” “The most iin-

favorable eases are those of peritonitis with a

very high neutrophilic blood picture, and a

normal or subnoritial leukocytosis. If after

operation on such a case the neutrophile curve

sinks and the leukocyte curve rises, the prog-

nosis becotnes better, the organism is overcom-
ing the virulence of the infection.”
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“After operation there is occasionally ob-

served a rapid ascent of the neutrophile curve,

sometimes accompanied with decrease in the

leukoc}dosis, and shortly thereafter a return
of the curve to the normal. This postopera-
tive ascent, which is presumably dependant
upon the stirring up of a previously encapsul-

ated inflammatory process, is of no signifl-

cance in regard to the prognosis.”
“A gradual steady i-ise of the neutrophilic

blood picture after operation is an indication

of great seriousness, as it signifies a progres-

sion of the infection.”

“Primary or secondary abscesses are indi-

cated by an increase in the leukocytosis while
temperature and pulse may remain normal.
1 f the leukocytos’s decreases before the abscess

is opened, it will in all probability be found
encapsulated. With the increase in the leu-

kocytosis there is usually, according to the
degree of infection, a more or less marked in-

crease in the neutrophilic picture.”

“An early operation for appendicitis is

indicated in all eases excepting those in which
in addition to a very mild clinical picture,

es|)ecially slight local tenderness, the leu-

kocytosis and neutrophilic blood picture are

either normal or only slightly elevated. In
case of recuri’ence, immediate operation is in-

dicated.”

“If in conjunction with slight clinical

findings, there is a marked leukocytosis', oper-

ation should be undertaken.”

As a rule I should say operate in every case

as soon as the diagnosis is made, unless the

symptoms indicate that inflammatory process
is in abeyance.

NORMAL LABOR AND ITS MANAGE-
MENT.*

By J. G. Foley, Pineville.

When I received a program of the Bell

County Medical Society, and saw this subject
had been assigned to me, it reminded me very
much of the boy who had been doing things
that he had been repeatedly told not to do,

and finally on being asked as to what he him-
self thought ought to be done with a boy who
would continue to do such things, he hesitat-

ed, but finally made this answer, “Just let

him alone.”

Since labor is a physiological act and nor-
mal labor has nothing to keep nature* from
eorapleling that act, then why not give it the

boy’s treatment, just let it alone? However,
it is necessary that a few conditions be looked

after in all pregnancies, in order that they
may all terminate as nearly as possible in

normal labor, as the general condition of the

*Read before the Beil County Medical Society.

patient, the breasts and condition of the kid-

neys.

The patient should have, during the entire

period of gestation, a wholesome, nutritious
diet, consisting largely of fruits and vege-
tables

;
should be clad with loose, comfort-

able clothing; should have a proper amount of

exercise, but not violent
;
should walk and ex-

ercise in the day time and in the sunshine, in-

stead of evenings, as practiced at the present
time. The care of the breasts receives biit lit-

tle or no attention at all in a majority of

cases, yet this means much to the proper
nourishment of the child, and comfort and
future welfare of the mother.

Condition of the Kidneys. This, pos.sibly,

is one of the most important of all the condi-
tions and cares in pregnancy, and one of the
great many people in this country to engage
hardest to manage, since it is the custom of a
a physician and call him into a labor case at

the same time. Consequently, he is wholly un-
armed, knows nothing of condition of patient
at all. Qiaite often he is ushered into the

room and the first thing to see is the patient
in an eclamptic convulsion. It is my regular
custom to get a specimen of urine from the
whole amount passed in at least twelve hours,
just as soon as T have been engaged to take
care of a labor case, and examine it and keep
this up weekly until confinement.

This brings us down to confinement, or

active labor. Here it is useless in the present

day to say the first thing to do when called to •

a labor case is to thoroughly clean up. Af-
ter this is done, make a thorough examina-
tion of patient, so as to thoroughly know con-

ditions in hand. If the patient is too nervous
and sensitive for this to be done without an
anesthetic, give her chloroform and make a

thorough examination and make out your po-

sition and conditions, then don’t examine too

often. I know of no other place in the prac-

tice of medicine or surgery whe7’e the physici-

an should be more in complete possession of

all his senses than in a labor case. He should

be kind, patient and careful and always keep

in mind the fact that he has the responsibility

of at least two lives in his hands, instead of

one. As to the use of ehloroForm, personally

I prefer to use it and do always use it unless

contraindicated. After removing the pla-

centa and seeing that contraction is good, the

physician should always look after the cleans-

ing and dressing of the baby and see that

everything is alright.

During the confinement period, the physici-

an should give instructions to the nurse as to

the care of mother and child. i\Iother should

be well fed on an easily digested, wholesome
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and nutritious diet, and should be seen by

physician liimself each day, when possible, for

a period of ten days, at which time she may be

discharged, if conditions are normal.

.MALPOSITIONS AND DISEASES OF
THE FEMALE PELVIC ORGANS.*

By C. K. Brasiie.vr, jMiddlesboro.

I find this quite a lengthy subject and will

only try to bi'ing out a few points of special

interest to the general ])ractitioner.

The most fruitfxil source of disease and also

malpositions is the gonococcus, by its inflam-

matory action and subsequent adhesions pull-

ing all the pelvic organs out of their normal
position and often l)inding them so tightly

that we find their release quite difficult.

IMalpositions are of all grades and all po-

sitions, forward, backward, up or down or to

either side. Caused by, first, lack of support
when the pelvic floor is torn or much relaxed

from ehildhirth or some wasting disease, sec-

ond, by relaxed ligaments, as the round or

lateral ligaments, the utero-saeral ligaments,

often help in the displacement, third, tumors
either pulling or pushing. These tumors may
be hard as fibroids, and dermoids, or an en-

largement due to pus, blood, or a watery fluid.

Tumors may involve any of the pelvic or-

gans, uterus, tubes, ovaries, broad ligaments
or possibly the appendix.

Displacement and diseases depend on each
other, the one being caused by the other so

that they must be considered together and
treated as a combination.

To arrive at a correct diagnosis reqixires a

great deal of careful tact and discrimination
as well as a full understanding of the normal,
also a knowledge, that verv^ often considerable

displacement causes no symptoms Avhile again
a displacement of much less magnitude causes
much suffering. Often a posteriorly displac-

ed uterus may cause no symptoms, but let

an ovary be prolapsed and adhesive behind
the uterus, may give quite severe pain and
nervous symptoms.

Patients come complaining of discharge,

pain, missed menstruation (think they have
taken cold ) . Pain may be localized or general

in character, covering whole abdomen or in

fact many parts of the body. Often a woman
who has borne children complains of pain,

discharge, pain iji back, bearing down feeling,

painful menstruation, pain sometimes at

defecation, or micturition.

This history always points to laceration of

perineum, cervix and prolapse of uterus,

which pulls on ligament. Fundus rests on

soft structures in front of sacrum, causing

trouble with bowels and disturbance of digest-

*Read before the Bell County Medical Society.

ion. The cervix against the bladder causes

irritation of this organ with frequent, painful

micturition.

Discharge from the cervix is thick and
glary, can often be removed with difficulty.

From the uterus, bloody, purulent or muco-
purulent discharge. The bloody flow often

coming every two weeks and lasting for sev-

eral days 01 ' at times for weeks, in fact so ir-

regular they cannot tell when to expect the

menses. This is a general line of what we
have in such cases, some of these symptoms
may be lacking while others are most pro-

nounced.

The women who have not borne children sel-

dom give this same line of symptoms. She
may have any of tho.se mentioned, but seldom
or never all of them.

Her most frequent cause of trouble is gonor-
rhoea, Avhich after acute symi)tonis subside,

are chronic discharge from the cervix and
bloody or purulent of uterus often with peri-

odic discharge from the tubes, and irregular

menstruation.

iMost of the adhesions in pelvis are caused
in this class by the above mentioned germ and
these adhesions are, in most cases, the cause of

displacements found.

The most important and 'far-reaching after

gonorrhoea is cancer. We can never be too

careful in our examination of all eases especi-

ally those showing irregular discharge of
blood and even in these we are often too late

and can only say“ if you had attended to this

earlier something might have been done.”
Cancer is more frequent in old age, but is

not so seldom found in those who should he
in the prime of life. In my limited experi-
ence, I have seen several cases under thirty

years of age. The full blooded negro seems al-

most immune to cancer; I have seen only one

ease in a “sure enough” black woman and
her mother was a mulatto. The only hope of

curing our cancer cases is to make the diag-

nosis at the earliest possible moment and, in

my judgment a doctor should never prescribe

for a patient 'who gives suspicious symptoms
without a careful examination. For who
among us that has not had cases refuse to he

examined properly and months later find

them in a hopeless condition.

Tumors: Fibroid are found most often in

the active childbearing period and especially

in the colored race. Symptoms of same are

pains from pressiire or interference of some

function, as the bladder, bowels or circulation.

All fibroids of much size or if growing should

he removed whether symptoms are urgent or

not, as most, if left, will later show degenera-

tion, often of a malignant character.

Pus from pelvic organs should be evacuated,

hut beware of opening the abdomen with
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acute jyns tube. If they are large and pro-

lapsed they can be drained through the va-

gina. hut should seldom be attempted through
abdominal wall. Put these patients in bed
and give nature a little time and most acute

cases will subside to a point where an ap-

propriate operation gives promise of success.

Often these chronic cases, when adhesions
are not too strong, can be symptomatically
cured by using depleting tampons, massag-
ing and stretching adhesions, using electric-

ity and tonics to build up the general system.

Other tumors, such as cysts of ovary are

often found. These are seldom serious in

themselves unless quite large, biit are subject

to complications, such as strangulation and
adhesions to the surrounding organs. All
cysts should be removed if condition of pa-
tient will permit. The appendix often be-

comes a pelvic complication in these eases un-
der discussion and should then be dealt with
as such.

I have taken this subject up without order,

but such we find them in general practice.

BACTERIAL DISEASES AND THEIR
PREVENTION.*

By Jacob Schultz, Logmont.

There is no branch connected with the sci-

ence of medicine that has made such rapid

progress and unravelled so many mysteries

as that of bacteriology
;
by the use of the mi-

croscope, the great microscopic world has been

revealed and it is proving, with all its myster-

ies and phenomena, to be uniquely organized

and governed by laws as well defined as those

governing our universe and the planets which
deck the gi’eat canopy of the heavens.

It is only the untiring efforts of the bacteri-

ologist, who has made it possible for us to dis-

cuss this subject scientifically. Durnig the

short time in which he has been exploring

what has heretofore been an unknown realm,

he has taken the pick and shovel of the mine,

and, digging here and blasting there, he has

penetrated great barriers which have hidden
this great field of science and is now holding
up to us pearls of countless value

;
he has gone

to the bottom of a great many of our troubles

and has given us facts which are indispensable

with the scientific treatment and prevention

of disease, we are no longer groping in the

dark as to the real cause of disease, but we
know leyond all question of doubt the etiol-

ogy of many of our most prevalent diseases.

Among them may be mentioned, tuberculosis,

typhoid fever, malarial fever, relapsing fever,

epidemic cerebro-spinal fever, Asiatic cholera,

before the Kentucky State Medical Association, at

Bowling Green, Tuesday, September 2, 1913.

ameboid dysentery, influenza, diphtheria,

hookworm disease, syphilis, gonorrhea, an-

thrax, tetanus, erysipelas and many others;

these are diseases of bacterial origin and are

due to the implantation, growth and multi-

plication of specific micro-organisms.

The initiation of these diseases are depend-
ent upon certain conditions and it would be
unreasonable to suppose that one typhoid
bacillus, when taken into the intestinal canal,

would cause a reaction sufficient to produce a
case of enteric fever; the same is true of the

other diseases of this class, therefore, the ex-

citement of the disease is conditional upon the

specific bacteria present, also upon the viru-

lence of their type and the resistive powers
of the individual.

The resistive power of the person seems to

play an important part in acquiring many of

these diseases, while in others, it seems to have
but little influence. In typhoid fever, it

seems, there is comparatively speaking, no
respector of persons as it attachks the young
as well as the old, the strong and robust as

well as the weak, running its course regard-

less of any treatment known to our profes-

sion
;
but on the other hand, as in the case of

tuberculosis, the resistive power of the patient

plays the all important part. According to

post-mortem examinations, two-thirds of all

the subjects examined have, at some time, been
infected with the tubercle bacillus, but, ow-

ing to the resistive powers of the patient, in

the majority of these cases, the infection had
not gained headway but had been completely

incapacitated and the infected area walled off

from the healthy tissue.

Here we see demonstrated the great pro-

tective forces of nature, how wise she is and
what a great effort she puts forth to counter-

act and correct any wrong that is going on in

her domains; she is always on her guard and
the minutest microbe cannot invade her prem-
ises without her instant knowledge of the fact.

After the invasion, it is her business to go af-

ter the intruder; this she does with all the

force and energy at her command, she puts

her regulars at work and calls upon her re-

serves and fights without ceasing until she

overcomes or is overcome.

At this stage of the game, we may offer our

assistance but this must be done scientifleally,

lest we hinder rather than help
;
we must un-

derstand, so far as possible, what she is try-

ing to do and the method employed ;
we must

not depress and weaken her forces by trying

to overcome the infection by some theory of

our owm which we do not thoroughly under-

stand. In many cases, it is true, we have a

perfect knowledge of what is taking place and

we have at our command the forces by which
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we may come to her rescue, clear up the field

of battle and gain the victory
;
this is true in

diphtheria, we know that diphtheria anti-

toxin contains the very antibodies which the

body of the patient is trying to manufacture

;

here the great man of science has given us the

means by which we may come to nature’s re-

lief and win battles with her assistance, which,

in the past, without our help, have proven too

great for her forces.

The great fight which nature puts forth is

conclusive evidence that she is struggling with

an enemy whose ranks are strong and not

lacking in diligence for bacteria are ever pres-

ent.

For instance a Petri dish, filled with gela-

tin, and exposed to the air for twenty-four

hours and then examined, will show colonies

of various strains of bacteria scattered here

and there all over the surface; these bacteria,

of course, are not all pathogenic and well it

is that they are not, but the disease producers

are by no means scarce. It is claimed by some

that the diplococcus lanceolatus is taken in

with each inspiration; this is done with im-

punity, provided the body of the host is in

proper condition, but, when the vitality is

lowered by exposure to rain, cold, previous at-

tacks, etc., this bacillus localizes at the locus

minoris resistaniiae and, the condition being

suitable, they grow, multiply and cause a re-

action on the part of tissue producing lobar

pneumonia
;
of course, the bacillus lanceolatus

is not the initiatory of every ease of pneu-

monia as it may be due to various other bac-

teria but it is, usually, of the lobular type.

Since malaria has been proven to be due to

a plasmodium, it has created a world wide

interest among bacteriologists and scientists;

to my mind, there has never been a greater

piece of work done in the history of bacteriol-

ogy; to trace the course of the plasmodium
has attracted the highest powers of the micro-

scope and the keenest eye of the scientist; to

trace the tortuous course and the various

changes which take place from the time that

this plasmodium'is drawn from the blood of a

patient sutfering from malaria by a mosquito

—and that particular type known as the ano-

pheles—is almost beyond eomphesension.

The great progress that has been made in

gaining knowledge of bacterial diseases has

made wonderful changes in the treatment and
prevention of disease and the fact has revolu-

tionized the whole practice of medicine and
surgery.

THE PREVENTION OP BACTERIAL DISEASES.

This is a question of the most vital import
ance and one in which all are concerned; the

medical profession has been trying to educate
the people along these lines and show them thc-

great importance of prophylactic measures,

she has sounded the trumpet of alarm and ask-

ed the people to join hands with her and wag(

war against diseases which are depopulating

their land and country, but, as strange as it

may seem, the people are not awakened to this

cry as they should be and their co-operation in

the great battle against drfeaded foes are lack-

ing.

The medical profession is the only profes-

sion on earth that is striving earnestly day
and night to tear down her own business;

every true doctor feels it his duty to teach the

people in every way possible how to live and
care for themselves so as to overcome and pre-

vent disease.

The bacterial diseases, if the proper pre-

cautions were taken, could be prevented and,

in time, wiped out of existence, however, this

can not be done by the medical profession

alone but, with her leadership and the hearty

co-operation of the people, the teeming mil-

lions of pathogenic bacteria could be put
practically out of reach of most individuals.

The advantages we have to-day over our
fathers of yesterday are great in dealing with
these questions, the bacteriologist has wrought
many wonders and given us a clue and key to

the situation; by the discovery of the tuber-

cular bacillus, we know that tuberculosis is

due to the implantation, growth and multi-

plication of this bacillus, that the most fre-

quent way of gaining entrance into the body
is through the respiratory tract and that the

sputum of tubercular patients is laden with
this bacillus which, when dried, is ready to be

breathed into the lungs of the first passerby:
this gives us the knowledge of how to prevent
the spread of tuberculosis and it is astonish-

ing that, after gaining this knowledge, one
death out of every seven, according to statis-

tics, should be due to this disease. The med-
ical profession is not to be censured for this

condition for she has waged war and sworn
vengeance from the beginning, she has organ-
ized societies and had laws passed trying to

blockade the work of this awful malady.
The great issue in the prevention of tuber-

culosis is the care of the patient’s sputum, it

is easy to see how a tubercular patient by ex-

pectorating on the street may infect many
others—there it remains and dries when the
dashing automobile, the street car, the dray
wagon, and the whipping of ladies’ skirts put
it in motion and millions of tubercular bacilli

float freely in the air.

Tuberculosis is no longer considered an
hereditary disease but, in every case, is due
to the introduction of bacteria from without;

that is one important fact and those who have

a predisposition, a scrofulosis, should especi-
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all}' be ou their guard and should protect
themselves, as far as possible. They should
sleep, work, and live in the pure air and sun-
shine which are incompatible to the growtii

of the tubercular bacillus.

In diphtheria, by the discovery of the Kleb.s-

Loeffler bacillus, we are enabled to take cer-

tain precautions and tliereby prevent the

spread of the disease; first, by the discovery

of this bacillus it has made it possible for a

certain and early diagnosis; second, by exam-
ining the throats of convalescents we ai-e en-

abled to fix the necessary quarantine term.

After the diagnosis has been made, the ijatient

should be isolated, the room which he occu-

pies should not contain more than is neces-

sary for the comfort of the patient, all cur-

tains, pictures, books, etc., should be removed
and no one allowed to enter the room except

the niu’se and the physician and if there arc

other children of the family they shouid le-

eeive immunizing doses of diphtheritic anti-

toxin at once.

In typhoid fever we have a bacterial disease

that is easil}" preventable and it is astonish-

ing to think of the number of cases which oc-

cur successively in the same family aud com-
munity

;
it is well known that the typhoid ba-

cillus enters the body of the host through the

gastro-intestinal canal and its media is most
usually in the drinking water but may be

contained in the milk or food so the cpiestion

of prevention is only a problem of cleaning

up and cleaning out and of keeping clean, get-

ting on the war path and having a battle tear-

ing down the hog pen which is an incul)ator

for all kinds of germs, boiling the water you
drink and thoroughly exterminating the flies.

The early fly is the one to swat. It comes
before the weather’s hot, and sits around and
files its eggs and lays at least ten million eggs,

and every egg will bring a fly to drive us
crazy by and by. Oh, every fly that skips our
swatters will have five million sons and
daughters, and countless first and second
cousins, and aunts and uncles, scores of

dozens, and fifty-seven billion nieces, so knock
the blamed thing all to pieces. And every
niece and every aunt—iinless we swat them so

they can’t—^will laj^ enough dodgasted eggs to

fill up ten five-gallon kegs, and all htese eggs

ere summer hies, will bring forth twenty tril-

lion flies. And thus it goes, an endless chain,

so all oixr sv.'atting is in vain unless we do that

swatting soon, in Maytime and in earl}' June.

So men and brothers, let us rise, gird up our
loins and swat the flies. And sisters, leave

your cozy bowers where you have wasted gol-

den hours
;
with ardor in your souls and eyes,

roll up your sleeves and swat the flies

!

Secondly, by the use of typhoid bacterins,

typhoid fever may be and has been cut down
wonderfully

;
this affords us great protection,

we can not pick our places to eat and drink
every time and we expose ourselves, knowing-
ly, to tliis disease but we uia}^ by the use of

the bacterins, establish an immunity which
renders us safe against infection.

By tbe vigorous and untiring efforts of our
State Bacteriologist, Dr. Lillian II. South,
Chief Sanitary Inspector, Dr. A. T. McCor-
mack, and their co-workers, in their war wag-
ed against hookworm disease in every county,

town and district in the State, it is possible

for the medical profession to obtain better co-

operation on tlie part of the people, besides

Ihe many thousands that were cured of the

above mentioned disease.

The prevention of bacterial diseases re-

solves itself into the problem of educating the

people; the task imposes itself upon all, the

doctor, the preacher, the lawyer, the editor

and especially the teachers of our schools, to

tliose who shoulder the burden success will

come and bring with it an everlasting bless-

ing to humanity.

THE END RESULTS OF THE HOOK-
WORiM DISPENSARIES.*

By 0. P. Nuckols, Pineville.

When asked by the Secretary of this Asso-

ciation to present to you a short paper sum-
marizing the end results of the hookworm in-

vestigation in the State by the Rockefeller

Commission, and your State Board of Health,

I felt that it Avas a task that could have been

passed to more competent hands, however, it

is by the final results that we judge of all

great movements, and designate them as either

successes or failures.

In order that we may proi)erly interpret

the end results, it becomes necessary, first to

present some of the primaiy conditions, call-

ing for such an investigation. Until a few
years back, the many fearfial and sad results

produced by hookworm infection were un-

known and the appalling loss of life, to say

nothing of the tremendous loss to the Avorld

of business from lowered vitality, and lack of

productive energy, would amount to figures

that would stagger all of our powers of con-

ception. Thanks be to the investigations of

the Rockefeller Commission, that the cause for

this tremendous loss of life and power has

been made known, and active measures taken

to remove the cause. The investigation of

hookworm disease in Kentucky, so far, has

been largely confined to the eastern part of

*Read before the Kentucky State Medical Association, at

Bowling Green, Tuesday, September 2, i913.
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the State, and has been found to prevad, to a

marked extent, in the coal tieias and rural

districts. Ihe per centage of infection has

been found to range from as high as seventy-

five per cent, in some localities, to as low as

fifteen per cent, in others. It has been fur-

ther lound to vary with the higher or lower

standaras of sanitation, and especially is this

true with regard to privy vaults, and the

proper care of the excreta.

The end resuks of the hookworm campaign
may be summed up, first, in the effect it has

hau on tiiose infected
;
second, the general ef-

fe.ct it has had on improved sanitary condi-

tions; and third, the increased respect by the

puulic for the medical profession. Those who
have been the direct beneficiaries of the cam-
paign, are, of course, those who were the vic-

tims of this dreadful malady. Hundreds have
been transformed from invalidism, whose lives

were slowly, but surely ebbing away, to active

and useful citizens. The pallid cheek of ex-

treme anemia, has been changed to the ruddy
glow of health. The listless eye of extreme
debility, that looked in the face of death, has

been transformed into the sparkling eye of

vigor, and peering into a future of hope, hap-

piness and prosperity.

If this were all, the time, labor and money
would have been well spent, but the story is

told only in part; the thousands that have
been rescued before the infection became se-

vere, have still greater reason to be thankful.

The prevention of disease in its incipiency, is

destined to be the practice of the future, and
those who have been relieved of hookworm in-

fction in its incipiency, have not only been
fortified against this disease, but against the

dangers of other complicating diseases, also.

It is a well recognized fact that hookworm dis-

ease, paves the way for tuberculosis, and
many other serious and rapidly fatal diseases.

I made the claim in a paper read before this

Association last year, that* pellagra was in

some way a by-product of hookworm disease,

and I feel further justified in this opinion,

since there has been a very marked reduction

of this disease in the localities where it pre-

vailed, since the hookworm dispensaries have
been established. So it seems when you save

a patient from the effects of hookworm dis-

ease, you in many instances, save him from tu-

berculosis, pellagra, and many other serious

diseases, that so frequently develop in those

suffering from the devitalizing effects of hook-

work infection.

The effects this investigation has had on
public sanitation is too far reaching, to even

estimate at this early date. The satistics show

by the last report of the Rockefeller Commis-

sion, that in Kentucky, approximately twenty-

five thousand persons have been treated for

hookworm diseases; over eleven hundred phy-
sicians have treated the disease during the

last year; about five hundred public lecturers

have been given, reaching between eighty and
one hunared thousand people. The sanitary

privy has become practicable, and is rapidly

taking the place of the old open privy, thus

reducing to the minimum the dangers from
soil pollution. The public has become an act-

ive co-operating agency in pushing forward
the work.

I may best illustrate the good results of the

work upon sanitation by referring to the local-

ity with which I am most familiar, the

Straight Creek coal held, and from reports I

have, the same results have been accomplish-

ed elsewhere. In the years 1910 and 1911,

this section of Bell county was made the scene

of a most violent outbreak of pellagra, also

many eases of typhoid fever, dysentery and
the various manifestations of hookworm dis-

ease, at that time unknown. These condi-

tions continued through 1910 and 1911 and
the early part of 1912. The sanitary condi-

tions were bad. The privy vaults shallow and
largely surface, allowing the excreta to be-

come spread in the surface soil, and exposed
to flies and other insects

;
also to be freely

washed into the streams, and germs of disease

find their way into the drinking water, in

many instances. The attention of the State
Board of Health was called to these conditions

and soon became active in the work. The
large coal corporations, and especially the

Continental Coal Corporation, which controls

most of this field, became active in a crusade
for better sanitary conditions. The old

privies were torn down, and new sanitary

privies with deep vaults, and enclosed, were
built in their stead. A campaign of educa-
tion was inaugurated by the County Board of

Health, assisted by the Bell County Medical
Society, and the physicians in these localities.

In the summer of 1912 the Hookworm Dis-

pensaries were established in the county. A
six weeks’ campaign under the direct charge
of Dr. J. S. Lock, resulted in the finding of

about sixty-six per cent, of all those examin-
ed, infected with hbokworm. It is estimated

that from twenty-five to fifty per cent, of

those found infected took the treatment, as

directed, and were relieved of the disease.

We may ask what has been the end results

in this locality? It has been decided and well

marked. Pellagra has been reduced to a few
scattering eases. Typlioid fever has been

very much less, but very few eases during

1912 and up to the present time. Dysenteric

troubles have been reduced, and fhe general

health and working capacity improved.
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What has been true in this particular local-

ity, has been true elsewhere. The general ef-

fects of the campaign, has been educational,

and has removed from the public mind many
vague ideas and doubts that previously ex-

isted. The work has been open and frank,

and conducted in the presence of the public.

The patients themselves have been permitted
to look through the microscope, and see the

living, wriggling larvae, also the hook worm
ova. The mode of entry into the human sys-

tem and the normal habitat, have been ex-

plained to them, and the way in which they

attach themselves to the mucous membrane
and live on their life blood, has all been made
plain to them, with the result that they see

and know and believe. With all this before

them, it is easy for them to comprehend how
other germ diseases are propagated and
spread and the public at once is changed
from the attitude of Doubting Thomas, to

that of an earnest advocate of all these sani-

tary measures. Thus it has paved the way
for putting into actual practice, many sani-

tary measures that would have met with seri-

ous opposition from the public, and has great-

ly advanced the work of sanitary science.

Like all new movements, there has been
some opposition and criticism by the public,

but the ultimate results have been good, and
will lead to a higher estimate of the profes-

sion by the public in general. Large corpora-

tions that employ labor, are quick to note the

increase in productive energy, and a larger

output for a given amount of time. The pros-

perity of the country in general is largely fix-

ed by the standard of public health, and pub-
lic wealth is only the result and natural se-

quence of public health. So it stands without
contradiction that, so far as the medical pro-

fession eontribiites to the public good, it will

at least fulfill its higher mission, and receive

its proper share of public confidence and re-

spect.

I have in this- brief resume endeavored to

present a few of the benefits and end results

of the hookworm investigation, without going

into any details, and I cherish the hope that

this good work will go on, until this dreadful

malady is no more.

Necessity for School Dental Clinics.—Patrone’s

article was read at the recent international con-

gress for school hygiene held in Buffalo. He re-

iterates anew the seriousness of dental caries for

the development of the child, the importance of

prophylaxis, and the necessity for those realiz-

ing this importance to organize, formulate and
direct the propaganda for hygiene of the mouth
and teeth among school-ehildren as a matter of

vital importance for the public health.

GUN SHOT WOUNDS OF THE AB-
DOMEN.*

By L. L. Robertson, Middlesboro.

The treatment of gun shot wounds of the

abdomen by laparotomy is one of the latest

developments of modern surgery. Up to

1 885, according to Parkes, only six operations
for this class of work were recorded. Coley
tells us that the first laparotomy for gun
shot wound of the abdomen w'as by Boudens
in 1836. He resected eight inches of a small

bowel and united the ends by Lembert’s su-

tures. After the death of the patient three
days later, an undiscovered wound of the cea-

eum was found. Among the most remarkable
laparotomy for gun shot wound was per-

formed by the late Dr. W. T. Bull of New
York in 1885 where seven perforations were
found and closed, the patient making a com-
plete recovery. This subject was forced into

prominence by the interest manifested in con-
nection with the murder of President Gar-
field by a gun shot wound of the abdomen.
The usually hopeless results of these injuries

when untreated and the success of certain

operations combined with the general im-
provements in modern abdominal surgery
liave now resulted in placing the treatment
of gun shot wounds of the abdomen among
justifiable and beneficial operations. And
American surgeons have contributed by far

the most important paid.

A bullet from any sort of firearm at close

range will in most cases cause deep penetra-
tion. It is rarely possible to get true infor-

mation as to the course of the bullet from the

position which the wmunded person held
when the shot was fired. For all practical

purposes the size and rapidity of the bullet

may be ignored, although a large and nearly
spent ball produces more extensive injuries

than a small or rapidly moving ball, yet the

effects of either are quite serious enough to

greatly endanger life and make an urgent
claim for operative treatment. It has been
truly said that the tendency of gun shot

wounds of the abdomen is towards death. In
a great majority of eases death is due to a

form of peritonitis which is usually described

as septic. No doubt the peritonitic fluids are

septic but it is doubtful if the death is owing
to true blood poisoning rather than to severe

shock. In aboiit 90 per cent, of the cases at-

tacked with peritonitis, death takes place

within forty-eight hours. It is true that the

peritoneum has a limited power of disposing

of septic fluids, but this power of the peri-

toneum has an infinitessimal influence in less-

ening the death rate from this class of in-

*Rpart before the Bell Count.v Medical Society.
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juries. Even if there lias been a moderately
perfect plastic closure of the perforation the

edges of a bullet wound are so liable to under-

go sloughing that a secondary perforation

usually takes place. A separated slough cast

loose into the cavity has great danger of its

own. A slough of the mesentery which can-

not fall into the bowel is more dangerous
than one on the intestinal wall.

Bleeding is, in itself, rarely fatal unless

the bullet should perforate one of the large

blood vessels, but the extravasated blood
when infected by free visceral fluids pro-

duces extreme septic inflammation and so

adds to the danger. A few deaths have been
caused from loss of blood ’through perfora-

tion of some, of the large blood vessels. This
is more likely to occur from wounds involv-

ing the solid viscera and their vessels than
from injuries to the hollow viscera. For
instance, presence of blood in the urine in-

dicates, according to the position of the

wound, injury to kidney, ureter or bladder,

but it is possible you may have injury to any
of these organs without the appearance of

haematuria. Shot wounds of the kidnej’ are

not so dangerous as is generally supposed.
According to Edler death most frequently re-

sults from pyaemia accompanied with peri-

tonitis and suppuration. Recovery is usually

slow on account of the complication of urin-

ary extravasation. Of the uncomplicated
shot wounds of the kidney 85 per cent, ac-

cording to Edler, get well.

Wounds of the omentum are occasionally

attended with free bleeding which may form
a large haematoma between its layers. In
such a ease complete amputation of the

omentum above the site of injury would be
the best treatment. A perforation -witbout

bleeding should be excised and the opening
closed by continuous suture to prevent gang-
rene.

Wounds of the liver are by no means neces-

sarily fatal. A good per cent, of these cases

Avill recover. Suppurative inflammation is

most frequent cause of death due to foreign

bodies in the wounds, particularly to splinters

of rib. You should look for foreign bodies

and remove them if found. Hemorrhage is

the cause of death in some cases. The wound
should be cleansed as thoroughly as possible.

Bleeding must be cheeked either by the in-

sertion of deep eat gut sutures or by plugging
the wound with gauze. IMurphy, in a success-

ful ease, employed suture alone.

Wounds from the spleen cause death al-

most invariably by hemorrhage. Suppur-
ation is rare, and then mostly from the pres-

ence of foreign bodies. The checking of

hemorrhage is difficult and plugging the

wound by gaiize is best. Should this fail.

primary removal is indicated. The results

of removal for injury are more favorable

than for disease.

Wound of the gall bladder is almost certain

to cause death from extravasation. Under
the best palliative treatment death almost in-

evitably takes place. In shot wounds of the

large intestines the prognosis is more favor-

able.

Shock is frequently mentioned as an in-

variable sequence of perforating wounds of

the viscera. While in some cases it is an ex-

ceedingly variable symptom, frequently it is

marked in unimportant cutaneous wounds.
I recall a case of a man shot a few years ago.

The ball entered on the right side of the ab-

domen and followed the sheath of the abdom-
inal muscles and was removed on the oppo-

site side of the abdomen. The patient had a

profound shock but the bullet never entered

the abdominal cavity. In some cases it is

simply nerve prostration from terror. In
perforation of any of the abdominal viscera a

majority of the cases will be followed by
shock more or less severe. One of the most
important symptoms is a feeling of nausea
frequently accompanied with vomiting. This

is not common with false shock while in num-
bers of cases of undoubted perforation it is

present in more or less degree. True ab-

dominal shock from extravasation of fluid in-

to the cavity is generally very pronounced
and more or less severe.

An important practical question is when
is the best time to operate. In a general waj'

it may safely be said that operation should be
performed as soon as possible after it has
been made sure that there is perforation of

peritoneum. Coley reports 39 cases operat-

ed on within twelve hours, 18 recovered, while
22 operated on after 12 hours, only 5 recov-

ered. The chance of recovery would seem to

be greatly increased by early operation.

Symptoms should not be treated for they
are often misleading. If there is profound
shock the operatioa may be put off while the

patient is watched closely and treated for

an improvement which would justify opei’-

ation. The possibility of the shock being due
to hemorrhage nuist not be overlooked. This,

as in many other conditions, must l)e left to

the judgment of the surgeon. It is impos-

sible to provide specific or absolute rules.

Before operation the abdomen should be

thoroughly cleansed with soap and water and
shaved and painted over with iodine. The
instruments are the ordinary ones used for

abdominal section, with the addition of four

or five intestinal clamps. The incision in the

majority of cases should be made in tbe

median line. There is no doubt that it af-

fords more space for a general exploration
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of the whole cavity and its contained viscera,

while on the other hand there are cases where
an incision in the median line is not indicat-

ed. What is to he the exact line of incision it

is impossible in general terms to indicate.

The length of the incision must he regulat-

ed by the thickness of the abdominal wall, but
make the incision sufficiently large so you Avill

have room to work. AVhen the abdomen is

opened make certain as to the fact of the per-

foration. Any blood clot which obscures the
field of operation is mop])ed up gently, a sys-

tematic examination of all the viscera which
lie in or near the track of the hall should he
thoroughly made. If there is uiuch hem-
orrhage tlie source of it should at once he
found before doing anything else and the
bleeding point temporarily secured by
forceps. While an opening in the bowel that
is discharging feces is being closed, no def-

inite order of i)rocedure can be laid down

—

the most urgent thing attended to first. A
survey of the parts is made when the danger-
ous hemorrhage or abundant extravasation
has been checked and the full extent of the in-

juries is finally ascertained. A moderately se-

vere contusion may be doubled inward and
Lembert’s suture used or a continuous suture
placed in the healthy bowel beyond it so that
if it does become gangrenous the slough will

l)e discharged into the lumen of the gut and
cannot get into the general cavity. In cases
of perforation of the bowel Lembert’s sutures
will be the best. For a small perforation a
continuous sutui'e will be sufficient. A mul-
tiple perforation of a small piece of bowel
may require a resection. I would like to re-

port a ease of a child 14 years of age who was
accidentally shot in the abdomen by her
brother, playing with a j>istol. The i)ullet

entered the abdomen about an inch from the
median line. The accident occurred about 7

o’clock in the morning in a neighboring town.
The child was sent to me in the afternoon ar-

riving here about 6 o’clock. She was immedi-
ately taken to the hospital and upon examin-
ation I found her abdomen was very much
distended and extremely tight. Pulse veiy
rapid. The child was more or less under the
influence of opium given by the nurse with
her. An immediate operation was advised
and as soon as the operating room was ready
she was anaesthetized, an incision made in

the median line, the peritoneum opened. We
found the abdomen full of blood which was
cleaned out as quickly as possible, the bleed-

ing points clamped with forceps and on ex-

amination of the intestines we found three

perforations of the bowel which were closed

by silk sutures. And just here I would like

to state that round worms in the bowels were

protruding through the opening in the gut.

They of course were removed with pieces of

gauze before the perforations were closed.

On further inspection we found a multiple
perforation of the small bowel which was
most impossible to close, so we did a complete
resection of about four inches of small intes-

tines, using a IMurphy button. The abdomen
was cleansed as best we could and closed, leav-

ing two large drainage tubes in the abdomen,
the patient removed from the table and plac-

ed in bed in the Fowler position, with hot

water bottles. The pulse was very bad. She
was given transfusion of saline solution at

once and continued at intervals for two days.
During the first two days her condition was
extremely rocky, but from that time on she

made a good and complete recovery, leaving

the hospital in about four weeks.

PIXAMINATION OF THE BLOOD IN
DIAGNOSIS AND PROGNOSIS.*

By Mason Combs, Pineville.

When we consider that the arterial system
is the tran.sportation system through which
all life-giving and life-sustaining elements are

carried to the immense city of cells which con-

stitute the body
;
and the venous system, the

sewerage system through which the system
sends to the lungs, liver, kidneys and skin

those elements wdiich are used and are no
longer fit to remain in the city; that both
these systems of transportation are at all

times, in health or disease, filled with blood,

which is the train used under all conditions,

it would seem that being acquainted with
the train of the normal body, we should be

able to recognize any departure from health
by a change in the train or its burden. Sure-
ly there is unmistakable evidence in the blood
of any and all diseases were we but able to

recognize it and the writer predicts that the

time will come Avhen its examination will re-

veal evidence of any diseased process which
will be worthy of consideration in its diag-

nosis. So, at present we are looking into the

field of haematology through a crack in the

fence and we view its possibilities through a

wormhole in the rail. However, notwith-

standing our limited knowledge, blood exam-
ination to-day plays an important role in

diagnosis, and, in this paper the writer shall

describe only the most important iiractical

methods of microscopic examination.

To ol)tain a specimen, the lobe of the ear or

the finger tip is cleansed with alcohol and
dried with aseptic gauze; the part is then

held firmly with the fingers of one hand and
with, a lancet, a surgeon’s cutting needle or a

pen point, the half of which has been broken

*Road before (he Bell County Medical Society.
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oft', a quick stroke is made which is followed

by a rather free oozing of blood. The first

dro]) is wiped away, as this may lie .contam-

inated, and witli a glass slide held between
the thumb and fingers in each luind, allowing

one slide to come in contact with the blood,

the other held in readiness to make the smear,

which is done by holding its end in contact

with the blood just long enough for the blood

to How by capillary attraction across the end
it is drawn not pushed slowly until the drop
is smeared. If this fails to make the smear
even another drop is obtained from the same
j)uncture by allowing the hand to swing back
and forth, or by milking the lobe until an-

other drop of blood can be had. For safety

three or four specimens are obtained, as one
often fails to get a good stain with only one
specimen. The smear being made, it is rap-

idly dried by passing it over an alcohol flame.

This is done to prevent changes in the i-ed

blood cells which are highly sensitive to air.

If the specimen is to he cai*ried to the office,

it may now be wrapped in jiaper, and kept
any length of time withoiit undergoing any
change. Staining is done, if desired, immedi-
ately after the specimen is dried and a good
method that is all that is needed to examine
for any of the anaemias for malaria or for

differential leucocyte count is as follows

:

Pour on eosine a. 1. c. and allow to stand
for one minute, wash off with water, then
pour on fl rubier ’s alkaline methyline blue
and allow to stand for one minute, wash with
water and dry with filter paper. To examine,
drop one drop of oil of cedar on specimen and
place xinder microscope, when it will be found
that eosin has stained the erythrocytes red,

the protoplasm of all the leucocytes except
the eosinophiles and basophiles light red,

which take the basic stain eosin and are bright

red. The nuclei of the leuocytes and of .the

erythrocytes where nucleated, are found to be
blue from the methylene blue. In normal
blood we notice that the erythrocytes pre-

dominate and that ordinarily four or five

fields are passed over before observing a

leucocyte. Of course, we may see two or

three leucocytes in one field, but the average
is about one cell in five fields examined. The
erythrocytes appear as circular biconcave

disks with a semi-transparent center, all hav-

ing very nearly the same size and shape. The
leucocytes, markedly larger, present four

types, the most abundant being the poly-

morphoneuclears, representing 65 to 75 per
'

cent, having two or more neuelei. These are

sometimes subdivided into
.
polymorpho-

neuclear neutrophiles and basophiles, the

former’s protoplasm having the same hue as

the erythrocytes, light red, while the latter

is of brighter hue. However, for purposes of

diagnosis and prognosis, it is not at all neces-

sary to recognize the difference
;
hence, the

writer prefers to speak of them as being poly-

morphoneuelears. The lymphocytes repre-

sent 15 to 20 per cent, of the total number
and are also represeiTted by two types, the

large and small, the former having a large

amount of in-otoj)lasm, faintly stained blue,

and the nucleus dark blue, the latter having

the appearance of the former, except smaller

and more opaque and exact in outline and
structure. The transitionals represent from
2 to 4 per cent, and are identical with the

polymorphonuclears, except that the nucleus

is horse-shoe shaped. The eosinophiles have
usually two, and sometimes more, nuclei

;

protoplasm is irregularly formed and is com-
posed of large bright red granules. They
con.stitute from 2 to 4 per cent. It is to be

understood that the erythrocytes normally
have no neucleus. Having acquainted oneself

with a normal picture, it is easy to recog-

nize any departure therefrom. Even a leu-

cocytosis may he recognized by observing that

instead of passing over four or five fields be-

fore seeing one leucocyte, we see an average
of one to every two or three fields. This, how-
ever, should not be relied upon in all cases,

since a total leucocyte count is easily made
and is more dependable, usually.

ANAEMIA-SECONDARY.

In this Ave find that the erythrocytes, or a

part of them, have lost their coloring matter
and are pale, some of them irregularly shap-

ed, some of them large, some small, some few
nucleated and some of them normal in shape
and color. Leucoeytosis is observed.

PRIMARY-CHLOROSIS.

All the erythrocytes are pale, having lost

their haemoglobin, the irregularity in shape
and size is more marked than in secondary
anaemia, some of them being elongated and
of all shapes and sizes, some of them neucleat-

ed, and, as in all anaemias, we notice an in-

crease in the leucocytes.

PERNICIOUS ANAEMIA.

Here we notice that the erythrocytes are

even redder than in normal blood, but there

is a marked diminution in number manifest
even to the eye microscopically. They are

generally oblong in shape, but we notice

large and small, as in the other anaemias, and
that some of them are nucleated.

LYMPHATIC LEUKEMIA.

In this condition the most striking change

is in the proportionate number of lympho-

cytes, and in extreme cases we may find that

they predominate over the erythi'ocytes. Of

the leucocytes, instead of finding the poly-
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morphoiiuclears representing 65 to 75 per
cent, we find that the lymphocytes are most
abundant and may represent even 90 per
cent, of tlie total count.

MYELOGENOUS LEUKEMIA.

In this lesion we meet with a new t.>"pe of

leucocyte, which only appears in diseases of

a grave nature, the myloejde, a larger cell

than the large lymphocyte, its protoplasm -be-

ing granular, whereas the normal large

lymphocyte is homogenous and is possessed,

as is the normal hmiphocyte of a single

neucleus. So in any condition where we find

this cell, even in small numbers, we know
tlie picture represents a pathological condi-

tion of no little consequence. Here we find it

outnumbering as a rule the other varieties of

leucocytes, and as in the other forms of

anaemia, we observe nucleated and irregu-

larly shaped erythrocytes, macrocytes and
microcytes.

MALARIA—TERTIAN TYPE.

To examine for malaria, if patient is at the

office, it is well to use an unstained siiecimen,

as in it one is able to more easily recognize

the parasite by its motility than by the con-

tour in the stained specimen, for which a

blood platelet or some other similar thing is

liable to he taken; hut as a rule convenience

does not permit an examination of the fresh

unstained specimen so the aforementioned

method of staining is a good method to fol-

low in preparing for the search. In the ter-

tian variety the amoeba are seen in variable

shapes and sizes in the red blood cells. One
or more may he seen in a single cell if they

are not fully grown, having the appearance
at first of small bluish, from the stain, rings,

and as they grow larger the erythrocyte

swells until devoured, when sporogenesis

takes place, which ushers in a chill. So if

the blood is examined immediately prior to

the chill, the parasite is seen to be fully

grown and to occupy the whole of the cell of

the larger than normal neighboring cell, and
if examined immediately after a chill, only

the small parasite is found, which may be

floating in the plasma or in the act of making
an attack by clinging onto an erythrocyte.

ESTIVO AUTUMNAL TYPE.

In this type the parasite may very much re-

semble that of the tertian type, but a par-

ticular variety is here found only present in

this particular type, namely, the crescent,

being oblong, usually curved, and having a

dark center, under all conditions, and in-

stead of finding, as the parasite g^ows that

the erythrocyte is larger, it is shrinking and

much smaller than its unattached neighbor.

WIDAL TEST FOR TYPHOID.

For this test, a smear is not made, but a
drop of blood is allowed to dry if it is to be
carried to the office and when ready to pro-

ceed, enough water is added with the platin-

um needle to give to the blood, when dissolv-

ed, a coffee color, when the living typhoid ba-
cilli are taken from a freshl}' grown agar-
culture not more tlian forty-eight hours old,

since they are more active while young, and
added to the blood. If typhoid exists the
toxins in the blood soon will render the bacil-

li inactive, and if the test he negative, they
will continue active. The time required for

this phenomenon is 15 to 20 minutes.

I.EUCOCYTOSIS.

As hereinbefore stated, leueocytosis may be
recognized by noting that instead of, as the
slide is passed over, seeing an average of one
in four or five fields, one in every one or two
or two or three, according to the degree of
leueocytosis is seen. We have, too, even in

the presence of a low count, a proportionate
increase in the ratio of a particular leucocyte,

as for instance instead of the polymorphonu-
clears representing 65 to 75 per cent, of the
total count, they represent 80 to 90 per cent,

which is a polymorphonuclear leueocytosis,

or we may have an eosinophylia, which is an
eosiuophile leueocytosis. This is determined
only by the differential count, wdiieh is made
with the stained specimen. But usually when
we speak of a leueocytosis, we have reference
to an increase in the total number jier cubic

centimeter of leucocytes. Normal blood con-
tains about seven thousand white blood cells

])er cubic centimeter, but we may find in

healthy persons the count to be as much as

ten thousand per cubic centimeter after tak-

ing a cold liath, a full meal, or after taking
exercise, so under these conditions we would
not consider a count of ten thousand a leu-

cocytosis. To make the count, a good equip-
ment is the Thoma-Zeiss blood-counting outfit,

which may also he used for counting the reds.

A rather free bleeding is required, and when
all is in readiness, the pipet is allowed to come
in contact with the flowing blood and as soon
as the desired reading is reached by the blood
which is slowly drawn into the pipet, it is

carefully, with a rubber mouth piece, still

held so that the blood will not he drawn up
nor forced out, inserted into a solution of one-

third of one per cent acetic acid which dis-

solves the erythrocytes and ghms the desired

solution, usually 1 to 20. After thoroughly
shaking, a small amount is placed on the

ruled slide and covered with a specially made
cover glass. Now, if the specimen is a good
one, Newton’s rings are observed by holding
it so that the light hits it at an angle of about
JO degrees. Now, count the cells in five rows
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of crosses at a time until the whole are count-

ed in the four hundred squares, which rep-

resent one-tenth of one ciibic centimeter.

Multiply this by ten and the prodixct by the

dilution which gives the number per cubic

centimeter. To interpret the meaning of a

leucoeytosis, speaking now of an increase in

the total count, unless it be xmusually high, it

is necessary to make repeated counts of blood

taken at hourly intervals from the patient in

order to ascertain whether the number be in-

creasing or diminishing. This is because of

the fact that under the same conditions in

different individuals the count may vary by
reason of the difference in fhe vitality of the

patient.

In appendicitis, the count is not usually

more than twenty thousand per cubic centi-

meter. If from the first count we determine

a leucoeytosis of twelve thousand, and from
a specimen obtained one or two hours later

we find that it is increasing, an operation

should immediately be performed, since this

signifies that the process is overcoming the

vitality of the patient, or at least that it is

gaining headway. Total leucocyte count
speaks nothing comparatively if only one
count is made. From the differential count,

we learn thatUf the ratio of polymorphonu-
cleai,-s has increased disproportionately to the

total leucocyte count, our prognosis is grave

;

if it has increased propoi’tionately and is not
more than 75 per cent, the count being high,

we have a severe infection and a fair body
resistance, and in the presence of a low
count and a relatively low polymorphonu-
clear count, mild infection and fair body re-

sistance. If a low count be made and we
find that the polymorphonuclear constitute

more than 75 ixer cent, we know that the con-

dition is a grave one, since the infection is

severe and the body resistance low. We may
observe instead of a leucoeytosis a leueopenia,

or a less than normal count. This ixsually

denotes poor resistance to disease. The ap-

pearance of nucleated reds together with in-

creased leucoeytosis means that the body is

endeavoring by the manufacture of reds to

resist disease and the disappearance of nu-

cleated reds, together with rapid increase in

the leucoeytosis, signifies oncoming danger;

that the body is giving up the fight. Now, a

drop in the leucoeytosis after the nucleated

reds have disappeared, means that the end is

near.

Bronchopneumonia. — Treatment. — Creosote

carbonate recommended for use in bronchopneu-

monia and obstinate chronic bronchitis in chil-

dren. Dosage, 5 drops (0.5 Gm.) three times

daily for each year of age in first three years; in

fifth and sixth years, 20 drops (2 Gm.)—Hunans.

FRACTURE SUGGESTIONS.*

By Guy P. Grigsby, Louisville.

iMedieine and surgery have made such

rapid strides in other fields that fractures

have been allowed to fall into the back-

ground as a subject on which our predecessors

of years ago had said the last word. There
is nothing in the whole field of surgery that

is more important than fractures. They are

second only in frequency to childbirth. Be-

cause of the general advance of surgery and
the immunity from disaster afforded by asep-

tic methods there has been a great advance in

the operative surgery of bone.

For surgeons and practitioners who are un-

able to avail themselves of the operative

method, the non-operative procedures are

likely to remain (for sometimes yet,) more
safe and serviceable. Immaterial what meth-

od is adopted it must be efficient from the

first. If a surgeon is doubtful as to whether
he can successfully treat a fracture by non-

operative means, he should consider if he

could do better by operating. Don’t say if

this is not satisfactory we will operate later,

for b}^ so doing the opportunity will probably

be lost, of getting a good functional result.

A fracture man must be a mechanic with a

sound knowledge of anatomy, he must be dex-

trous and have the ability to vary from rou-

tine methods, in order to meet special condi-

tions.

MAL-UNION AND NON-UNION.

Both of these conditions are of frequent

occurrence. Angulation and improper align-

ment of the fragments, if one is allowed a free

hand should not occur. The sparing or half-

hearted application of traction is usually the

fault. Reduction should be attempted only

under the most favorable conditions. It is

needless for me to tell of the importance of

an X-ray before and after reduction. The
X-ray should be taken in two different planes,

otherwise an incorrect reading is liable to oc-

cur. Always administer a general anesthetic,

unless particularly contraindicated. Produce
deep anesthesia. By this you overcome the

muscular spasm. Place the patient on a hard
flat table, not a sagging bed. A skilled as-

sistant is necessary. Reduction should re-

quire as much time as is necessary for its

proper performance. Hurry is frequently

fatal to a good result. If reduction by the

hands is impossible, traction by means of a

weight and pulley or an efficient method is a

“Buck’s extension,” attached to several

strips of muslin caught over the shoulders

of the assistant, who with his back to the pa-

*Reacl befoiT the Nelson County Medical Society.
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tient, can make considerable traction. A
sheet around the perineum and tied to the ta-

ble holds the patient firmly. By this means
reduction can he accomplished.

Remember that a correct alignment in con-

junction witli complete obliteration of short-

ening must be obtained. A reduction that is

imi;»ossible during the first anesthesia, by
means of traction for twenty-four to forty-

eight hoiirs is then easily made. The realiza-

tion is important
;
that steady fixed traction

or extension will accomplish the desired re-

sult while forcible intermittent pulls succeed-

ed by i^eriods of relaxation will only tend to-

wards the exhaustion of the patient and the

assistant.

Early reduction l)efore infiltration occurs

is desiral)le, for after it has set in it is often

impossible to bring about satisfactory reduct-

ion even under ether. In such cases suffici-

ently heavy weights should be used for not

over a week, under careful supeiwisiou, for

by this time rediietion will Ije easy or obvious-

ly impossible by such means. Remember that

some few fractures require twice as long to

consolidate as others. Do not allow your
surgical zeal or impatience to make an un-

united fracture out of what would eventual-

ly prove a good result. Often the routine

practice is to exaoiine the fracture at the end
of the fifth week. If it is not united let it

alone for two or three weeks longer, it will in

all probability unite. Instead of this, an ex-

amination is made two or three times a week,

a consultant complicates the issue by a thor-

ough manipulation and what chance the dila-

tory bone has is gone. If there is pain on the

site, of an old fracture, particularly when
pressed upon, unsound union should be sus-

pected. especially if there is a large callus

exudation. In such cases, if there is faulty

alignment this should be corrected, otherwise

have them alone, providing you correct the

systemic condition that is causing it. In
cases of non-union without pain upon manipu-
lation of fragments you will not get union,

because usually a false joint has l)een estab-

lished. An open operation is then indicated

with the employment of an autogenous bone
graft.

I shall only consider those fractures that

seem to otfer the most difficulties in their suc-

cessful handling l)y mechanical means.

Sargiral Nerh of the Humerus. The fore-

arm is flexed and held in a sling. A cushion

is placed in the axilla for abduction. Adhes-
ive straps are applied from the insertion of

the deltoid to 6 inches below the elbow. To
these attach a weight of five to ten pounds for

one hour. If at the end of that time reduct-

ion is accomplished a moulded splint is ap-

plied. Inside splint from axilla to elbow.

Outside splint, top of shoulder (shoulder cap)
to the wrist. Weight is eoutini;ed during ap-
plication of splints. In eases in which re-

duction is not accomplished, put to bed and
apply weight and pulley till fragments are re-

duced. Massage is begun in ten days
;
in two

or three weeks passive motion is applied every
day. Splint is removed at the end of the fifth

or sixth week. For fracture of the shaft of

the humerus with exception of lower end is

similarly treated.

Lower End of the Humerus. The Jones po-

sition is the one of choice. Elbow is acutely
flexed and the hand is supinated. It is held

in this position by means of a plaster splint or

adhesive plaster. No change should be made
in the position for at least two weeks, then the

wrist shoixld be lowered for one inch or ixiore.

This should be gradually increased every
other day. Passive motion should not begin
for at least three weeks. This should be slow
and carefully done, the fracture being pro-

tected from strain by the hand of the surgeon.

Olecranon. The treatment of this condi-

tion would seem operative, but really tbe dif-

ference in the percentage of fxinctional re-

sults between it and the mechanical treat-

ment is small, 72 per cent against 75 per
cent. You often see quite a fibrous gap with
a strong useful arm. In reduction the upper
fragment is pressed firmly against the lower
and held in this position with crossed pieces

of adhesive plaster. The arm is extended and
an anterior splint is applied. Operative
measures are often indicated in the treatment
of these fractures. '

Bones of the Forearm. In certain frac-

tures of the shaft of the radius and both
bones of the forearm, we encounter some of

our greatest difficulties, and often the choice

is between operation or some deformity and
considerable loss of function. One is surpris-

ed what continuous traction extending over

a period of three or four days will do in these

cases. I recall a case in which two attempts
were made under ether without accomplish-

ing reduction of the fracture in the middle of

the shaft of the radius. The boy was put to

bed, a traction applied for five days. He was
then given ether and the reduction was easily

accomplished. Operative measures are diffi-

cult because of the nearness of the bones to

the surface, and a close relation of many
important structures. The scar is disfigur-

ing, especially in women. In the sub-peri-

osteal type not much troxible should occur.

The angular deformity so often present

should be corrected in incomplete supination,

with the employment of traction. It is best

to fix the elbow especially fractures in the
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upper forearm. As a routine practice, the

supinated position is safest in all of these

fractures. If iinion is slow, fix el))ow in ex-

tension, allow patient to swing arm, in order

to get the henefit of the congestion. Colles’

fracture requires no special mention. The
key-note is tlie thorough reduction of the

fragments. The application of a short an-

terior and a long posterior splint. Use of pas-

sive motion at the end of two weeks. The
removal of splints and the application of an

adhesive plaster dressing.

Feninr. Neck. The treatment is divided

in two classes: (1) recent fractures; (2) old

fractiires.

Recent Fractures... As soon as the diagnosis

is made, the abduction treatment, as devised

by Whitman, shoidd be instituted at once. A
general anesthetic is given, preferably ether.

The patient is placed iipon a box, or pillow,

about eight inches high, and large enough to

support the head, shoulders and trunk; the

pelvis rests upon a pelvic support, and the

extended limbs should each be held by an as-

sistant. The sound leg is then abducted to

the normal limit, which is usually about for-

ty-five degrees, and the fi-actured limb is ab-

ducted to a degree to correspond to the sound
one. Traction is then applied and the out-

ward rotation is overcome by lifting up and
supporting upper end of femur and, at the

same time, rotating the leg inward. Measure-
ments are then taken to see that all shorten-

ing has been overcome by lifting up and sup-

porting upper end of femur and, at the same
time, rotating the leg inward. Measurements
are then taken to see that all shortening has
been overcome, and if it is still present a

greater amount of traction is applied until

the two limbs are of equal length. A plaster

spica is then ai^plied, from the toes to the

costal margin, during the application of

which the assistants shoiild 'maintain their re-

spective positions and use the iitmost care not

to disturb the fragments. The spica is worm
usually for eight to ten weeks, followed (per-

haps) by a short spica for three or foiu’ weeks.

After removal of the plaster, there is iisually

a tendency to adduction deformity, and this

is overcome by daily stretching of limb.

This treatment is iised for the aged as well

as the young, and I would condemn the al-

most universal practice of treating these cases

by ‘‘Buck’s extension” and sand-bags, be-

cause of the almost uniform bad results that

follow this line of treatment. So long as a

patient is able to take an anesthetic for twen-

ty or thirty minutes, this is by far the most

rational and satisfactory treatment. Several

eases have been reported of good functional

cures in very old patients where this treat-

ment has been used. I am sure it is quite

needless for me to recount to you the advan-

tages of this treatment; results speak for

themselves, and the results from this treat-

ment during tlie past four or five years have

proven conclusively tliat in this condition it

gives the best liope for a functionally active

hip.

Old Fractures, should be treated unreserv-

edl.v by operation. Unless they are impacted
and the functional result is satisfactory.

Femur. Fracture of Shaft. I'nder ether

traction as previoi;sly described with )iianipu-

lation until reduction is accomplished. The
limb is then straightened until the anterior,

superior spine, midpatella and the middle of

the ankle are in the same alignment as the

op])osite limb. Under continuous traction a

plaster spica is applied in moderate abduction.

Be sure to measure and overcome all shorten-

ing. Plaster is worn for eight or ten weeks,

is removed and reapplied if union is not firm.

Through the course of treatment it is neces-

sary to be positive of four things:

(a) Absence of shortening; (b) prevent-

ion of outward bowing of thigh; (c) prevent-

ion of outward rotation of the leg and lower

thigh below seat of fracture; (d) sagging
backward of the thigh.

Fracture of Leg. In fracture of tibia and
fibula immediate reduction under ether is in-

dicated. Traction is made on foot and coun-

ter traction by sheet over the body and under
the perineum. Then by manipulation the

fragments are -approximated. The subcutane-

ous line of tibial crest should he brought in

alignment. The molded cast of splint is then
applied including the knee and foot. If east

is used, cut gutter over tibial crest. Tn order
to observe any change in the line of the crest.

In three or four weeks cut casts and allow

movement in knee. A Potts’ fracture should
be reduced immediately notwithstanding swell-

ing or effusion. Results of delay are serious.

To reduce fracture the knee is well bent, and
it may be helpful at first to increase the de-

formity in order to disentangle the end.

With foot slightlv flexed, the heel is well pull-

ed forward, and the tibia pressed backward
until the dislocation of the ankle is correct-

ed. Enough force should be lased to slightly

overcorrect the valgus deformity. Once re-

duced there is little tendency to recurrence.

Remember that inversion of the foot should
be maintained, even after the patient begins

to walk. I make it a })ractiee to slightly raise

inside the inside heel and sole of the shoe,

and compel them to walk in moderate varus.

Patella. IMechanical ti'eatment will at

times give good results, but I would consider

that the operative correction is the wise and

safe procedure. Operation so shortens the

time of disability two to three months by
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operation, ten to twelve by non-operative

means, tliat the small chance of complication
that may follow operation are out-weighed.

The mechanical treatment—reduction is not

attempted luitil the .ioint is free of effusion

and swelling. After reduction the fragments
are held by cross-adhesive strapping, and the

limb is placed in a east in complete extension.

This is worn for four weeks. After this a
posterior splint is applied and the patient al-

lowed to walk with crutches. The use of pas-

sive motion is desirable at this time. Some
form of retentive dressing should be worn for

at least eight to twelve months while patient
is bearing his weight.

Compound Fractures. In dealing with the

individual ease first aim is to decide whether
the limb can be saved without sacrificing the

life of the patent. Second, whether the active

treatment is preferable to the expectant treat-

ment. The least handling of the parts is de-

sirable. Hemorrhage should be stopped, and
tbe next danger as from infection. Do not
lather the parts with soap and scrub them
with a lirush, imtil they appear to the layman
or the surgical tyro clean. During this ma-
nipulation you have only enhanced the danger

of infection. The parts which have only ap-

parently been* dirty by clinging particles of

mud are now thoroughly rubbed in with

microorganisms. No matter how much gauze

has been put on top of the wound, how much
cotton, and how carefully it hns been wrap-

j)ed up, fever and other symptoms of sepsis

will soon appear. The most satisfactoi’y

method of initial treatment is to seal the

parts which are exposed to contamination af-

ter removing mechanically and carefully all

the particles from the surface of damaged

parts which can l)e easily removed. Paint the

skin with iodine thoroughly, also the wound,

liemove what parts that have been so badly

damaged that they will not recover life by

their own circulation or by adhering to parts

still living. Open all recesses that may har-

1 or infection. Drain them, and wait for na-

ture to throw up her defenses. It is fre-

quently advi.sable to give a prophylactic in-

jection of antitetanic serum. If the consid-

eration of life requires an amputation it

should he done, but not too rashly, since it is

surprising what nature will do toward the

repair of damaged tissue. AVait until your

period of initial infection is passed, then

treat as a simple fracture. It is needless to

say that all these eases are best treated in a

hospital l)y a competent surgeon.

HOOKWORM.*

Py J. S. Fitzhugh, Island.

On the 10th day of last January a gentle-

man broiight his son into my office for treat-

ment for chronic leg ulcer. He said he had
been trying for twelve months to get the ul-

cers healed. Part of the time he had been

MINSEY FAMILY

MINSEY BOY AT TIME OF TREATMENT

*Read before the McLean County Medical Society.
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under the care of a physician and part of the

time he had heen treated with domestic

remedies.

MINSEY TWO MONTHS AFTER TREATMENT

He was given a simple ointment and direct-

ed to keep the foot elevated. He returned one

week later slightly impi-oved. I had noticed

in the bulletins of the State lioard of Health
that patients with tliese leg ulcers were often

infected with hookworm, this and the boy’s

aenemic, run-down condition and a stare from
his eyes, hard to describe on paper, prompted
me to make a diagnosis of hookworm. This

diagnosis was later confirmed by the State

Haeteriologist.

The boy is eighteen years old. After the

usual preliminary preparations he was given

35 grains of thymol. The treatment was suc-

cessful and the boy cured. He has been well

ever since, except for malaria. This boy was
a red pepper fiend, afe it when ever he could

get it.

The leg ulcer had healed before T could get

a. picture of it. But the dark spot near the

ankle shows the large nicer and two smaller

ones are seen near the knee. The leg has
given the boy no more trouble.

The picture of the boy standing by his

home was made at the time of treatment. The
one in which he is standing by a tree is two
months later. There is a marked difference.

The boy is brighter and says he feels better

than he ever remembei-s feeling before. He
weighs more, notwithstanding he was doing
heavy work in new ground and it was at the

time for him to weight less.

The family group shows by the X the ones
that have had specimens examined and tlie

hookworm found to be present.

The father did not bring specimens of the
ones I told him to bring. There are others in

the group more typical. For example, the
small boy and girl toward the left and at the
bottom of the group, must be heavily infected.
Tile object of this report is not to go into the
symptoms, treatment and prophylaxis which
have been gone over so thoroughly by the

State Board of Health, but merely to call at-

tention to the broad strip of Kentucky ex-

tending from Heade county in a south-west-

erly direction, in which the hookworm has not

been found, and in which the worm is jirob-

ably very common.

These eases are four miles below Island, in

McLean county, and on Breen river.
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DIAGNOSIS AND TREATMENT OP
KNEE LESIONS IN THE ADULT.*

By V. P. Gibney, New York.

The President of the Association, soon after

his election, was good enough to invite me to

attend this meeting, and to prepare a paper
for your discussion. An intimacy extending
over a period of forty years induced me to ac-

cept this invitation, and I can assure you,

gentlemen, that the honor of meeting the

memhers of the Kentucky iMedical Association

is one that is deeply appreciated l>y one horn
and I'eared in old Kentucky.

I recall a meeting in Danville many years

ago where it Avas my distinction to be seated

upon the platform when that elocpieut Ken-
tuckian, the late Richard 0. Cowling, present-

ed to that giant in surgery, Samuel D. Gross,

the door-knocker that had hung on the front-

door of the father of ovariotomy, Ephraim
McDowell.
The profession of this State has always oc-

cupied an exalted position in the medical

world, and it has always been a subject for

self-congratulation that my medical education

was begun in the IMedical Department of the

University of Louisville.

In selecting a topic which I thought would

at least elicit a discussion, I have had in mind
the one idea—something practical. The topic

I have chosen is one dear to my heart, obtrud-

ing itself on all occasions, and when casting

about for something which might interest my
friends in Kentucky, I had cprite forgotten a

vacation incident in the early part of the

century. Indeed, I had already chosen my ti-

tle and sent it to my friend and pupil, Dr. IMc-

Cormack, and had written the introductory,

while enjoying my vacation oi; the shores of

Long Island Sound, when my secretary sent

me a lot of reprints of papers on the knee. I

found one with this title, “Diagnosis and

Management of Some of the More Commoil
Lesions of the Adult Knee.” extracted from

Washington Medical Annals, 1902.

In February of that year, while enjoying a

rest at the New Willard in Washington, a

delegation from the IMedical Society of the

District of Columbia invited me to present a

paper on any topic I migh select.

In I'eading that old paper, I find that I

have become a little bolder in treatment and

a little more confident in diagnosis.

The temptation was very strong to treat

you as many of the circuit riders in my early

Kentuekj^ days treated their congregations,

viz.; fish out an old sermon and “let it go at

that,” on the groi^nd that the faithful follow-

*Read before the Kentucky State Medical Association, at

Bowling: Green, Tuesday, September 2, 1913.

ers of the Meek and Lowly never tired of the
old, old story.

\ou may rest assured, my brethren, that I

am presenting “a brand new sermon.”
The knee-joint is as important a joint as

any one in tlie human mechanism, and de-

mands recognition in every period of life. If

a babe in arms is poorly fed and scorbutus re-

sults, the subperiosteal hemorrhages frequent-
ly involve the periosteum bordering on the
knee, and alarming symptoms and signs call

for prompt measures of relief, lest the func-

tions of the joint be holelessly impaired.
When the little one begins to walk and the

second summer is passed, the bacilli of tuber-

culosis of the bovine type in their migratory
wanderings prefer to colonize often in the

distal femoral epiphysis or the proximal tibial

epiphysis when these cancellous structures be-

cojue hyperemic because of trivial traumata
and a tuberculous knee, formerly known as

scrofulous, or, a tumor albi;s, develops, most
insidiously making alarming headway, while

the family pliysician is easting about for a

diagnosis.

During the period of adolescence in this

commendable athletic age, traumata on the

tennis court, on the diamond, on the football

field or in the mountain passes, bring about
the various forms of internal derangement of

the knee-; and errors in diagnosis contribute

not infrequently to a cripling condition, ex-

tending well into adult life.

Later still, when adolescence has passed
and when a vocation has been chosen, long

hours at a desk in ill-ventilated quarters, with
irregularity of meals, efforts at keeping up so-

cial requirements, induce changes in the

alveolar processes and impairment of the

digestion, with static disturbances in the

pedal extremities, we come face to face with

the many forms of infections and the knee
often is obliged to bear the brunt of the invas-

ion of the pathological cocci with which the

research laboratory has made us so well ac-

quainted.

Lesions of the knee in adult life have al-

ways interested me quite as much as have

those in childhood. Hospitals have been

founded in all parts' of the W'Orld for the crip-

pled child, while few have opened Avards for

the adult cripple. The reason therefor is sim-

ple enough. The helplessness of childhood ap-

peals to the public, and the maternal instinct

predominates.

No argument is needed to convince this As-

sociation of the importance of an early recog-

nition of the exact lesion Avhieh bids fair to

cripple the wage-earner or his helpmeet in the

struggle for existence.

Diagnosis presupposes an intimate knowl-
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edge of the anatomy of the joint, deep as well

as superficial. One needs to recall the outline

of the lo-wer end of the femur and the spines

in the centre of the upper end of the tibia.

These articular surfaces are admirably adapt-

ed one to the other for the ginglymoid action

of the knee. The location and function of the

semi-lunar cartilages and their relationship to

the ligamentum alara need to be remembered,
as injury to these, etither by trauma or in-

fection, induces a good deal of internal de-

rangement. It is essential that one should

bear in mind the spines of the tibia and their

relationship to the crucial ligaments, for 1 am
convinced that a diagnosis is not often made
of a fracture of one or both of these spines*

which we see standing out so prominently in

all of our X-ray plates. One should study the

normal size and outline of these spines and be-

come thoroughly familiar with their fiinction,

so that any blurring in the plate or any mark-
ings suggestive of a partial or complete frac-

ture can be easily recognized. It should be

remembered, too, that the attachments of the

crucial ligaments close to the bases of the

spines could easily be detached by avulsion or

fracture. Given then an ability to recognize

these anatomical disturbances, a closer investi-

gation as to the nature of the trauma and the

functions of the joint soon following the trau-

ma, is demanded, and a diagnosis ought to be

made with reasonable accuracy.

While my own histories record comparative-
ly few lesions of the crucial ligaments or tibial

spines, I am reminded now, in the prepara-
tion of this paper of my failure to diagnosti-

cate many cases which have puzzled me in

times past and have been relegated to that

class of internal derangements, by a most in-

teresting paper sent me by my good friend,

Mr. Robert Jones, the title of which is, “On
Rupture of the Crucial Ligaments of the

Knee, and on Fracture of the Spine of the

Tibia,” by Robert Jones, of Liverpool, and S.

Alwyn Smith, of Winnipeg, and published in

the British Journal of Surgery, Vol. 1, No. 1,

1913. Did time permit I would like to quote

extensively from this illuminating contribu-

tion, but I must content myself with advising

all interested in this subject to study the

plates, the cases, and the text of the paper.

Among my records I have a case; I (No.

4437) of rupture of the crucial ligaments 1

made out in 1898. The patient was a distin-

guished laryngologist, 52 years of age, who in-

jured the ligaments by fancy riding in the

ring, a few months l)efore he came under my
observation. There was a laxity of the joint

presenting a sublaxation laterally in full ex-

tension as well as in partial flexion. By lim-

iting these movements in the lateral direction

with an apparatus, relief was obtained.

In studying the cases in the paper to which
allusion is made, one cannot help arriving at

the same conclusion they do, viz.

:

“In a ease of recent rupture of one or both
crucials, fixation of the knee for a period of
from three to six months offers the best chance
of recovery, and that immediate operation
should not be resorted to.

’ ’

And that

“The rupture of any of the ligaments of
the knee should be treated by absolute rest
until healing is complete. This of course ap-
plies with the greatest force to rupture of the
crucial ligament.”

If the practitioner fails to recall the in-

struction received in the anatomical rooms,
his trusty ‘

‘ anatomy ” is at hand, and there is

no excuse for a failure to get knowledge of
fundamental points in arriving at a diagnosis.

The history of the case is the next import-
ant factor. The exact date when lameness or
disability was first observed requires a little

cross-examination to bring out a probable
trauma as the exciting cause. My own routine
method in conducting this cross-examination
enables me to locate pretty accurately

—

1. The initial lameness.

2. Whether pain is present when the pa-
tient is standing or walking only.

3. Just where the pain is felt
;
and

4. Whether the pain or distress persists
after use and into the night.

These points being fully established, ’ a
search for other factors in the etiology follows
quite naturally

;
such as excessive weight and

the strain on the muscles of the leg that would
be induced by a falling arch or a poorly bal-

anced shoe.

Should no information be obtained by the
above investigation, a source of infection
should be diligently sought, and with the
many instruments of precision at hand one
can soon determine a, clue worth following.

Without trespassing on your time with a

didactic essay, 1 am sure 1 can convey the les-

sons I have to impart by illustrating points in

diagnosis, in treatment and iji prognosis by a

selection of clinical records taken from my
history sheets, and very little reference will

therefore be made to bibliography.

In illustration of lesions periarticular, let

me cite the case of a strain complicated by
weak foot, in the person of a personal friend,

a distinguished author of a work on surgery.

Case II (No. 11039). Male, aged 60, con-

sulted me November 11, 1911, for a lameness
involving the left knee, while the history elic-

ited, was that he had always been temperate
in eating and drinking, and had, prior to the

summer of 1911, never had any signs or symj)-

toms of gout or rheumatism. A medical
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friend of higli repute as an internist had for
several weeks been treating him for a gouty
knee, depi’iving him of his after-dinner cigar,

of articles of diet of which he was especially
fond, and of all alcoholic drinks. I knew that
he lived many months in the year on a farm
in the northern part pf Connecticut—the
Herkshire Hills. I soon learned that he had
been superintending the digging of a pond,
and had been wearing rubber boots, sinking
often deep into the nmd, requiring quite a
pull to extricate the foot. He recalled a pain
in his knee after one or two of these efforts.

Toward the close of the summer he found his

knee tender about the head of the tibia and
was convinced that these frequent traumata
were responsible for his lameness. An exam-
ination failed to discover any actual joint les-

ion. The tenderness and pain were confined

to the internal lateral ligament and al)out the
origin of the tibialis anticus. There was some
thickening and tenderness at the metatarso-
pharyngeal joint—great toe, and while he had
a good arch, this gave way as he stood and
walked.

Tlie diagnosis was made in accordance with
the above findings

;
the knee was strapped

with rubber adhesive plaster, and a shoe built

to fit the under surface of the foot in repose.

November 15th, practically cured and hap-

py over a return of his former mode of liv-

ing.

December 11th, discharged cured.

In the winter of 1912 and of 1913, 1 saw
him in Augusta, Ga., and there had been no
return of symptoms.

Case 111 (No. 11079). A gentleman, aged
26, came under my care, December 10th, 1911,

and a diagnosis of acute synovitis with peri-

arthritis, traumatic, was easily made after ob-

taining the following history and findings:

On stepping from a sulrway train to the

platform, December 6th, he fell into an open
space, striking the lower part of the shin and
knee left side. The former was “barked”
and the latter bruised a little, but not enough
to prevent him walking up ll:e steps and to

his hotel, and dancing all fhat evening, the
discomfort being trifling. Next day he con-

sulted his doctor, who dressed the shin and
strapped the knee. Swelling naturally follow-

ed, and pain increased. On the fourth day
I found the strapping had given no relief

;
he

was, lame, the contour of knee was far from
normal, there was a moderate amount of fluid

in joint, the range of motion was very nearly
normal, and the points of tenderness were at

the insertion of the quadriceps tendon into

the patella and over the tubercle of the tibia.

These parts, it seemed to be, had been strain-

ed in his efforts at pulling Ids foot out of the

space l)etween the car and platform. As he

was soon to sail for a position in the Embassy
at Rome, I decided to rest the joint at once

;

so applied a plaster of Paris bandage over a
skin-fitting stockinette, with knee in slight

flexion, permitting him to use the limb mod-
erately in walking.

Next day I cut a window from the upper
border of the patella to the tibial tubercle, as

I had not taken the precaution to pad these

sensitive points, when running on the plaster

of Paris.

December 18th, seven days after his first

visit, he was so much improved that I re-

moved the plaster of Paris, making it into a

splint for night use. The knee was strapped
with adhesive plaster, and on the 26th he was
discharged cured and all treatment discon-

tinued. He sailed next on his foreign mis-

sion.

April 25th, 1912. His mother tells me tliai

he has had no recurrence of any symptoms
and is attending all the social functions con-

nected with the Embassy.
Report has recently—this summer—^eome

to me that there has been no relapse.

These two cases just reported in detail pre-

sented no diffieidt points in diagnosis, accord-

ing to my way of thinking, and the indica-

tions for treatment were perfectly clear, the

results justifying the method adopted.

Let me call your attention to an injury

done the subpatellary bursa—many coming
under my observation and when recognized

early—say, a few days after—the trauma re-

spond promptly to treatment.

Case IV (No. 11044A). A boy, 12 years of

age, was seen at his home, November 14th,

1911. While playing tennis, September 14th,

he fell on the right knee and was obliged to

discontinue playing. The rest gave so much
relief that he played next day and the follow-

ing; hut swelling and pain resulting, a doctor

was called
;
the knee was strapped, and at the

end of the week he was so far relieved that he

resumed his tennis without the doctor’s con-

sent. The exercise served but to add addi-

tional trauma, and he was obliged to take [o

bed. I found a moderate enlargement of the

popliteal bursa with decided enlargement un-

der the ligamentum patella and thickening

with tenderness around the tubercle of the

ti'lha. Tliere was no fluid in the joint and the

range of motion was very good, if carefully

made. My diagnosis was traumatic periostitis

and subpatellary bursitis.

A strapping with adhesive plaster secun-

dam artum soon afforded relief, and by the

24th he was so far advanced toward a cure

that he was allowed to go to school. There has

been no relapse.

One sees quite frequently eases of trau-

matic synovitis where simple measures afford
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relief
;
but these measures are not continued

long enough to effect a cure, and recurring

ti’aumata induce a chronic arthritis i-equiring

more persistent protection. Take as illustra-

tion the following;

Case V (No. 4537). A gentleman from
Texas, age 25 years, came under hy observa-

tion, April 29th, 1898, with this history: A
year ago sprained the right knee alighting

from a Iniggy and was laid up for at least a

month. Plaster of Paris was employed at the

outset, and on its removal a month later noth-

ing was done to restore the tone of the muscles

protecting the joint. He was simply put on
crutches, and continued their use up to the

date of his appearance at my office, although

a leather splint had 'been worn night and day,

keeping the movements out of commission all

the time. Even thus protected he injured the

joint twice during the year. lie complained
on attempts at losing. There was very little

change in contour and the comparative meas-
urements showed no difference in the thighs

—

one inch increase directly over the knee and
three-quarters of an inch atrophy of the calf,

patella freely movable, flexion not beyond a

right angle without pain, extension to the nor-

mal limit. I could detect no lesion of the

semi-lunars.

The indications seemed clear enough, and
I soon had him fitted up Avith a brace known
as the Campbell brace, Avhich protected him
from lateral strain, distributed the strain in

walking throughoiat the entire limb, and al-

lowed a range of motion equal to his own.
This brace was attached to the shank of the

shoe, and care was taken to avoid any pres-

sure on thigh or calf muscles. The important
feature, however, in the management of the

case was daily massage with active and resist-

ive movements. The improvement Avas quite

apparent from the start, and hy the twenty-
first of ]\Iay—less than a month—the crutches

had been abandoned, the pain was no longer

present and the range of motion had increas-

ed nearly to the normal. A week later he Avas

so well advanced toward recovery that I al-

lowed him to return to Texas with instruct-

ions to continue the brace until all traces of

the trouble had disappeared.

Quite recently, August 14th, 1913, fifteen

years later, he called at my office socially, but

really to express his gratitude, and to tell me
that the cure was established Avithin a few
months after his return home in IMay, 1898,

and the knee had remained well for fifteen

years. Then he bruised it one day last spring,

but within a Aveek all Avas Avell again, and
there had been no further trouble.

In illustration of tins same point, let me
cite another case requiring more vigorous

treatment.

Case VI (No. 11036). A gentleman, 40
years of age, from New Orleans, consulted me,

November 9th, 1911, and my diagnosis was
subacute synovitis, traumatic. He came soon
after flic injury tAvo weeks previously, play-

ing golf. Tlie presumption was be played in

poor form different from that of our presid-

ing officer. The wrench was ])retty severe,

l)ut next day he played again and twenty-four
hours thereafter he had a well marked hy-

droi>s articuli, Avhicli persisted iqi to the date

of his visit to my office. Tlie measurements
were: right knee, 13 3-4, 13 3-4, 12 3-4; left

knee (affected one), 16, 16, 14 1-2. Flexion

to 90 degrees Avas resisted and painful, Avhile

extension Avas normal.

The Paquelin cautery light touches, folloAV-

ed at once by cris-eross strapping of rubber
adhesive plaster, leaving free the popliteal

space, Avas the treatment adopted, and he was
encouraged to use the limb in moderation.

The fluid was perceptibly less within a

week; bixt at the end of another week, while

the fluid Avas still present, be complained of

pain on use and Avas not much encouraged.

The aspirator Avas used, quite emptying the

joint cavity, and a skin-fltting plaster of

Paris Avas api)lied. The fluid was sent to the

laboratory, and the report Avas that a serous

exudate Avith a few blood corpuscles was all

that the specimen revealed. No pus, no bac-

teria, and no tubercle bacilli.

At tbe end of a week I substituted for tbe

plaster of Paris a CamiAbell 1)race, and with
the joint thus partially protected he return-

ed to New Orleans, where Dr. Hatch continu-

ed the treatment begun in New York.
On NoA'ember 28th, 1912, a year later, 1 had

an opportunity of examining, and made the

folloAving note:

“Quite AA'ell for at least three mouths; wore
brace two months, and then for the rest of the

spring the knee was strapped
;

in summer
playing golf without pain. Knee same size as

its felloAv; joint function good and painless.”

Lest the records already presented may
give the impression that a diagnosis of an
acute or a chronic synovitis is always easy, I

beg to pi’esent an illustration of bow one with
a A'ery large experience can easily make an in-

correct diagnosis.

Case VII (No. 5133). A young lady, about

18 years of age, Avas referred to me by the late

Dr. Francis Markoe, October 23, 1899, and I

made out a “subacute chronic arthritis left

knee with very little impairment of func-

tion;” because the history obtained was, that

fiA'e years ago, wliile bathing, was conscious

of a strain from a l)ruise of the knee, was lame
for a day or two, but a rubbing brought about
prompt relief and foi- three months no sign or
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symptom was noted. Without any more in-

jury she began to favor the limb in use, and
this disability has continued without inter-

ruption to the date of my first observation.

Once or twice during the five years she has

comj)lained of pain in one or the other elbow,

and the ease was regarded as “rheumatism,”
although the measures usually adopted for

such cases, such as douches, medication and
a course at Richfield Springs failed to afford

relief.

The day she walked into my office there was
a distinct lameness, but the range of motion

was unimpaired. On flexing and extending I

could feel a rice body-like crepitation
;
but

tliere was nothing present in the other knee.

The comparative measurements 'were practic-

ally identical. The quadriceps femoris was
weaker on the left side. Because of the long

standing of the lameness, I provided her with

an apparatus to diminish the strain in walk-

ing and proceeded to strengthen the quad-

riceps.

By the latter part of November, while she

walked with more ease, she was distinctly

more fatigued after modei'ate walking. Po-

tassmm iodide was prescribed; but she could

not get beyond ten grain doses without physi-

ological effects. IMassage was continued vdth-

out interruption. A medical man, the late Dr.

Kinnicutt, helped me out in antirheumatic

medication. She attended regularly, and yet

at the end of eighteen months she had made
very little progress; in fact, we were disap-

pointed, and, as she suffered very little and

was able to keep up with her social duties, we
practically relied on time as about the best

factor in therapeutics.

In January, 1901, she married and moved
to Boston; where she consulted Dr. Goldth-

waite, who, after a veiy careful examination,

wrote me that, on finding a marked spasticity

in her flexor muscles, especially the gastroc-

nemius, he made. out a “lateral sclerosis.”

and no real true lesion whatever. He had his

diagnosis confirmed by Dr. Walton of Boston.

In April I had an opportunity of going

over the case again and noted the signs Dr.

Goldthwaite had observed. The treatment ad-

vised by him was approved, viz.: a pair of

plates in the shoe to give a better balance.

In due time she became a mother, and noth-

ing active in the way of treatment was done

until after confinement.

In February, 1903, I had another opportun-

ity of examining the patient, finding the same

crepitation in both knees, the same fatigue

after walking. Curiously enough, however,

she told me that while in the mountains the

summer preceding she 'walked five miles with-

out any fatigue. I had Dr. C. L. Dana see the

case with me, and he made out a myopathy or

dystrophy after finding exaggerated reflexes

both sides, a Babinski reflex with no reaction
of regeneration. His prognosis was that it

could be arrested by mild massage and avoid-
ance of strain or fatigue.

This case, therefore, started with an appar-
ent knee lesion induced by trauma, and prov-
ed most instructive, because of my good for-

tune in being able to follow it through all of
the phases of the neurosis.

Among the odd things happening to a knee
as a result of trauma, one finds occasionally a
steno-synovitis of the hamstrings and not in-

frequently a rupture of the tendon of the

quadriceps, as the following briefly reported
will illustrate.

Case VIII (No. 11244). A gentleman, age

32, was’ referred to me by Dr. DeWolf of

Providence, R. I., April 13, 1912, with a his-

tory' of an injury to the left kne from a fall

with joint in sharp flexion at 'which time the

doctor found extreme tenderness over the ex-

ternal hamstring near its insertion, the joint

apparently not involved. Under bandaging
he got no relief and five or six weeks later un-

derwent a course of baking in super-heated

air. A month afterward distinct crepitation

with swelling over the hamstrings and limita-

tion of full movements were prominent feat-

ures. An orthopedic surgeon in Boston con-

firmed Dr. DeWblf’s diagnosis and advised a

week’s rest followed by douches, massage and
electricity. After six or seven weeks’ treat-

ment, and pain on use persisting, the surgeon

advised an arthrotomy, under the impression

that a lipoma arborescence had developed.

All of this antedated his visit to me in April,

when I found swelling in popliteal space on
extension to 170 degrees, and lameness and
fatigue easily induced. There was a moder-

ate degree of atrophy of thigh, knee and calf.

I was unable to detect anything within the

joint by palpation. My advice 'was massage
with full extension, as all acute symptoms had
disappeared. Three weeks under this treat-

ment proved beneficial, and I found range of

motion perfect, thighs and calves same size

and cure about complete.

A letter from the patient, November 15th,

1912, contained the following:

“Your diagnosis was correct, the treatment

you prescribed successful
;
my knee is now en-

tirely well.”

As a rule, swelling in popliteal space is sug-

gestive of a hydrops articiili because the pop-

liteal bursa often communicates with the

synovial sac, biit 'when the sac can be found
quite free of any effusion a bursitis of the

popliteal may exist independently of any
synovitis. The teno-synovifis in the case just

reported easily explained the bursitis.
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The following is hardly pertinent to the

present discussion, but because of the slight

flexion deformity and the lameness referal)le

to the knee, to say nothing of the relief af-

forded by operation, prompts me to make a

brief abstract.

Case IX (No. 5520). An elderly gentle-

man, age 70, in 1898 had a partial separation

of the tendon of the quadriceps from the pa-

tella. Enougli of the tendon was left to en-

able him to get about with a limb only. This

was on the right side and he had to exercise

great care to keep from falling. lie took a

tumble a few days before I saw him, Septem-

ber 20th 1900, completely separating the ten-

don of the quadi-iceps from the left patella,

and his gait was awkward, indeed. The
transverse depression just above the patella

was so marked and the history was so clear

that a diagnosis was easily made, and on my
advice he entered my private hospital. Two
days later when under ether through a longi-

tudinal incision the torn fibres were exposed,

revealing a laceration of the capsule. Part of

this was removed, the rent sutured, and the

ends of the tendons sutured to the i^atella

with kangeroo tendons. The joint was
dressed posteriorly and limb secured in plas-

ter of Paris. The dressing was removed on

the sixth day, healing about complete, the

case acting to a wish.

On November 28th, two and a half months
from date of operation, full active extension

and flexion was made easily
;
he walked well

;

could get on and off a ear without any troiible,

and the cure was fully established.

The lesions of the knee calling for an arth-

rotomy are varied—loose bodies, torn semi-

lunar cartilages, lipomata arboresenees or

fatty fringes—do not, as a rule, respond to

anything short of operation. Because of the

old dread of opening a joint, especially the

knee joint, the older surgeons have advised
against this procedure

;
bi;t wdthin the past

decade there has been a decided change in

sentiment, current literature being full of

successful cases, and one hardly feels like re-

porting unless he can count his operations

into the hundreds.
Take, for example, a discussion on injuries

to the knee-joint other than fractures and dis-

locations, at the recent meeting of the British

iMedical Association at Brighton, in July. Dr.

A. M. Martin of Newcastle-on-Tyne, present-

ed a series of 509 operations on the semilunar
cartilage. lu this series he found the external

semilunar was torn in only 38 cases. The

common type of injury was a split from be-

fore backward. He contended that the cart-

ilage could not be torn from its attachments

when the knee was extended, and his cases so

carefull}’ studied proved the point he tried to

establish.

Whitlock of Oxford was just as positive

that lesions of the semilunar cartilages were
alwaj’s caused in partial flexion of the knee
combined with external irritation. But his

experience was l)y no means as great as that

of Martin.

In this discussion, which was reported in

abstract {Medical Record for August 6th,

1913, page 314), the concensus of opinion was
that complete removal of the injured cartil-

age gave far better results tlian any attempt
at suturing.

While my own exijerieuce has extended
over a number of years, I have failed to col-

lect my cases for statistical study, yet I am
convinced that the opinion expressed by tlie

English surgeons is the correct one.

i\ly method of handling these internal de-

rangements is about as follows:

An attenq)t is made to reduce the cartilage,

if it be sublaxated, hold it in place with ad-

hesive strips and reinforced with plaster of

Paris for a few weeks; then apply a Campbell
brace, limiting the range of motion commen-
surate with ordinary use of the limb, the

brace preventing the trauma of use, or lateral

displacement. In a certain number of cases

this treatment is quite efficient. Take as illus-

tration the following:

Case X (No. 2047). A young man, 18 years
of age, came under my care on the 7th of

iNIareh, 1892, and I immediately diagnosed
the case as internal derangement of the knee
interpreted as occasional subluxation of the

internal semilunar cartilage and resulting

synovitis. Eight or nine months previously,

while turning a somersault, he missed his foot-

ing as he came over, the left knee was abduct-
ed rather sharply, and he felt something slip.

He remembers this very accurately, and puts
his finger upon the spot which is directly over
the internal semilunar cartilage. He found
some difficulty in extending the limb, but did
so very quickly, while something slipped into

place. He paid no further attention to it,

played tennis all the afternoon, but a half

dozen times since then, if he started quickly
to run, or if he arose quickly from a sitting

posture, he would experience a sensation of

something slipping. The pain caused there-

by would last only an instant, something
would slide into place, and he would be all

right again. Two weeks before he came under
my observation, while catching a ball, the

slipping recurred, and he did not recover
from this as qidckly as before

;
in fact, he had

not recovered np to the time of his visit to my
office.

This injury was followed by a good deal of
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effusion into the joint—a sign of synovitis.

The limb was pixt up in a water-glass bandage
by the local physician, after adjusting a pos-

terior splint, but the cartilage was not re-

duced. lie was able to extend the limb only

to an angle of 150 degrees
;
there was distinct

swelling over the internal semilunar, but there

seemed to be no complete sulxluxation. The
limbs were practically the same in size. By
the pressure of my thumb over the cartilage

and a sharp flexion, followed by extension

and some further manipulation, I seemed to

get the cartilage into place. The treatment
l)y adhesive plaster of Paris bandage was ap-

plied immediately, and this was changed from
time to time until July 11th, when he was ap-

parently well. There was no lameness, no
disability. T saw him again in the fall and
there was no relapse. lie was attending to

his athletics in college.

On December 7th, 1902, I had a repox’t that

he was entii’ely well.

What I have foxxnd as a seqxxence of a num-
ber of cases of this kind is a certain appre-

hension lest something xuay happen to the

knee
;
bxxt where a good eoxirse of massage can

he followed, the mxxscles regain their tone and
nothing further happens. In the majority,

however, things do not go on so well, and I

have found it necessaiw to remove the caiff-

ilage, making a pretty thoroxxgh arthrotomy.

If the lesion has pei’sisted for a long while,

and if reexxrring attacks of synovitis have
Ixeen the rxxle, I not infrexpxently And great

thickening of the alar ligaments, reqxiiring

removal of these as well as fatty masses

throxxghoxxt the joint. In at least half a dozen

opei’ations, in the px-esent year, I have found
fatty txnnoi’s within the joint. I coxxld illxxs-

trate this point by a recital of many from xny

i-ecords, bxxt they woxxld add nothing to the

statements already made. With us the all-im-

poi’tant qxxestion with patients is the sixbse-

qxxent fxxnction of the lixnh. All have an inx-

pression that the full range of motion will not

be restorexi, and I And it necessary to employ
passive ixxotion froixi two to three or foixr

times xxnder anesthetic, following this always

with immediate xnassage. They often object

to any further anesthesia, Ixxit I aixi obliged to

insist on ixiore vigoroxxs passive moveixients at

tbe hands of the massexxr, and these patients,

as a rxxle, px'efer this to any further operative

measures.

Oxie of the most obstinate, I anx sxxx-e, will

be of enough intex’est to report in detail

:

Case Nl (No. 8158). A lady, 51 years of

age, came under tx’eatnxent, April 11th, 1906.

My diagnosis was chronic arthritis of the

right knee, traumatic, with lipomata and en-

large fringes. The history she gave me was

the following:

Ixi July, 1904, she fell oxx the sidewalk and
apparently tore oxie of the sexxxilxxnars. There
seexned to have heexx a pretty sharp arthritis

reqxxiring plaster of Paris and a x-est in bed
for a period of five mouths. All efforts at re-

lief were unsatisfactory, and with this history
I had no hesitation in advising an arthrotoixiy

at once. To this she objected so streuuoxxslj^

that I proceeded to treat in the xxsxxal way, giv-

ing her a Canxpbell brace, bxxt the operatioxx

was doxxe withixx two or three nxonths after-

wards and I foxxxxd fatty iixasses aboxxt'the size

of oxxe’s thxxmb axxd thickexxixxg of the fringe,

cartilages x’exxxaixiixxg intact. The x’etxxxm of

xnotioxx was tedious, on account of the pain ixx-

tlxxced
;
so I was obliged to nxove the knee half

a dozen tixixes ixx the next few xnonths xxnder

axxesthesia employixxg massage immediately af-

ter each hrisenent force. She finally wearied
of remaining in the hospital and I allowed her

to returxi to her hoixxe in the xxorthern part of

the state, giving her full instructions about
active axxd passive xxxoveiixeuts. She leaxmed

to strap the knee very well, axxd continued so

to do xxxxtil all thickexxixxg had disappeai-ed.

When I last saw her, ixx Jaxxxxax’y, 1909, she

walked withoxxt a limp, goixig xxp and dowxx-

staix’s natxxx’ally, with full extension and flex-

ion to axi acxxte angle. The limb is well de-

veloped. I have heard from tiixxe to time of

this patient throxxgh mutual fxdends, and I aixx

quite sxxre that there has beexi no relapse.

While preparing this paper, I i*ecall a few
whex’e it was necessary to do an arthrotoixxy

two or three tixxxes, as I had failed to rexnove

completely all offexxding xnatex’ial from the

joint cavity. In xny later series, however, I

Ixave had no such ill luck, becaxxse I have heexx

xnost carefxxl to explore the joixxt cax’efxxlly and
x’emove every tissue that xxxight be of axxy an-

noyance.

One of the xnost obstinate cases of this type

that I have had to deal with—one in which
both knees were subjected to operatioxx, not

by nxyself, howevex’—is the following:

Case XII (No. 10418). A gentleman, 35

years of age, referred to xne by a patiexxt oxx

Avhom I had done an arthrotomy with bril-

liant results, came xxxider xxxy treatixiexxt oxx

the 11th of Aixgust, 1910, for a double ehx’onie

hydx'ops-ax’ticixli. He gave a histoxy; that

five yeax’s prior to tliis date, without provoca-

tion the right knee began to trouble him
;
had

no treatment other than elastic knee cap
;
got

soixxe relief from using arch supporters but in

January, 1910, seemed to have developed a

lesion in both kxxees and was oixerated upon by

a px’ominent homeopathic sux-geou in New

Yox’k; and in Jixl.y—a month before I saw him

—a second operation was doxxe by the same

surgeon.
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I found fluid in the right knee, the fringes

ai)parently a little enlarged
;
and in the left

knee, while the contents in the synovial sac

were not so thick, there was decided evidence

of water in both knees. The popliteal bursa on

both sides were enlarged.

The treatment adopted was the cautery and
tapping both knees. This was continued for

several months with at least half a dozen tap-

pings. He would get apparently better, and
then relapse; and in 1912, early in January, I

aspirated both knees and injected two and a

half ounces of a two per cent, solution of car-

bolic acid, repeating this on the right knee a

week later, and within three or four days the

fluid had recurred, the result being most un-

satisfactory. On the 12th of January I drew
off the left about an ounce of fluid and inject-

ed the same amount of a two per cent, solu-

tion of formalin and glycerin. The pain was
most excessive—excruciating as he termed it

—and required morphia for a day or two to

give any relief. This was repeated in March,
and while one knee seemed to inqirove the

other was not any better. When I saw him
last on the 25th of June, 1912, he was decided-

ly crippled, both knees were painful, and he

held both moderate flexion
;
he employed a

cane, and was so much discouraged that we
decided to give up further active treatment.

Recently, during the present summer, my
masseuse saw him on the boardwalk at At-

lantic City, and she reported that he was us-

ing crutches when not in the wheel-chair.

The only comment I have to make upon a

ease of this kind is that the arthrotomies were

not sufficiently thoroiigh, and 1 repi’oach my-
self for not having undertaken these opera-

tions myself instead of subjecting him to such

Jong and expensive treatment.

Remarks on diagnosis would be incomplete

A\dthout a reference to sarcoma in the neigh-

borhood of the joint. Let me illustrate by the

following

:

Case XIII (No 8289). A gentleman, 35

years of age, consulted me June 26th, 1906,
and I made the diagnosis, subacute arthritis

of the left knee, probably, infectious. He told

me that seven or eight months previously he
had had an acute attack of i-heumatisni in the

left arm and knee, but was not confined to

bed. In February he went to Mount Clemens
and took the baths, and returned somewhat
relieved. Soon after his return, while stand-

ing in a trolley ear, the ear suddenly stopped
and jarred the knee, so that it felt wobbly;
but he got off and walked to his doctor’s of-

fice. Since that time the knee has been stiff’-

ish and sensitive. The knee could be extend-

ed to an angle of 175 degrees with a little

force, and flexed to 90 degrees only. The
7ueasurements which I have recorded show

that there was no marked difference in size

;

but I thought 1 could detect enlarged fringes

beneath the ligamentum patella.

1 subjected him to the usual treatment, em-
ploying a brace, and in addition to this a skin

fitting plaster of Paris because of the atroci-

ous pain about the head of the tibia. As he

got no relief, I secured an X-ray in August;
and this showed a suspicious spot in the lower
end of the femur. The pain at this time 'was

so great that he required narcotics by day and
by night. Two or three days later we thrust a

scalpel into the same thickened tissue of the

femur, and sent the specimen to the patholo-

gist for report, which was a sarcoma. The
physician who had referred the patient to me
felt quite sure that the pathologist was 'wrong,

especially as he had treated him for a chancre
nine or ten years ago. So an anti-syphilitic

treatment was adopted without any I'esult at

the end of a month.
On further study of the X-ray plate I was

positive that this suspicious spot in the lower
end of the femur was a sarcoma because of its

markings
;
and after conclusion with Doctors

Coley and Erdman, both confirming my in-

terpretation, it was decided to do an explora-
tory operation with an amputation if the tu-

mor was found. This was done on the 5th of

September, and the broken-down mass was
found in the lower end of the femur, the path-
ologist reporting later that it 'was true giant
cell sarcoma. The amputation had been made
the upper third of the thigh. Dr. Coley un-
dertook the antitoxin treatment with highly
gratifying results.

My last report from the patient, on the 25th
of July, 1911, was that he was very healthy
and there had been no sign of recurrence.

In the American Journal of Surgery, May,
1913, Dr. Walter iM. Brickner, of New York,
has published a paper the title of which is the
following :

‘
‘ The Differential Diagnosis of

Syphilis. Tuberculosis, Tumors and Osteomye-
litis of the Long Bones.” It is illustrated by
X-ray prints, which correspond very closely

with a large number of plates in my posses-

sion.

The text of Dr. Brickner ’s paper is quite

as instructive as the prints, and did time per-

mit I should be glad to quote extensively

from this valuable contribution to bone litera-

ti7re. I am reminded, however, gentlemen,

that my paper is already too long for an audi-

ence in mid-summer, but I must be allowed to

detain you a while longer with a refei-enee at

least to tuberculous knees in the adult, and
a recital of cases, did time permit. Suffice it

to say, however, that at the present time a

radical treatment, such as excision, is about

the best for men and women who are oblig-

to earn a living. I have in mind a number of
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instances where excision has served a useful

purpose, but the patients have belonged to a

better class, have not been obliged to work,
and can afford to live in parts of the country
where the best air and hygienic measures pre-

vail. It is quite true that cases diagnosticat-

ed as tuberciilosis are diagnosticated on what
is known as circumstantial evidence. The
knees themselves present very few signs, but

because there is a history of pulmonary hem-
orrhage and signs pointing toward invasion

of the lung, the tubercular test is regarded by
of my colleagues as a valuable aid in diag-

nosis; but I have refrained from employing
this, because I have feared a transfer of the

lesion to other parts of the body, what is

known as activation of a latent focus. I could

quote instances where the test has been made
by myself and colleagues where other joints

were subsequently involved, and inasmuch as

the tests made by the average practitioner are

not always reliable, I find myself unwilling to

employ the same. There are examples a plen-

ty where excision of a knee in a tubercular

subject has seemed to arrest the disease,

especially where the patient has had the bene-

fit of good climate and an outdoor life. Take

as illustration the following, which, I am sure,

would interest the members of this Associa-

tion, as the patient herself spent the earh’

years of her life in Bardstown, Kentucky.

Case XIV (No 4049) . On April 29th, 1897,

a young lady, 18 years of age, sought my ad-

vice for a deformity of the left knee depend-

ent upon the tubercular ostitis. When ten

years of age she had the first sign of trouble

of the knee. Symptoms were slow in develop-

ing, obscure. Without going into detail the

history is that which we find in the large ma-

jority. She was fairly comfortable one the

knee was held fixed in an angle of about 150

degrees. There was a little puffiness on the

outer side of the ligamentum patella. She

had been through the usual treatment of

braces, plaster of Paris, etc., and had become

thoroughly discouraged.

I did an excision on the 3rd of May, 1897,

placing the limb in slight hyper-extension, as

she was short in stature, and I thought that

she woidd be able to walk better. The wounds
healed without any suppuration, and on re-

moving the plaster a brace was ai^plied to en-

sure a better fixation and give her more con-

fidence in the use of the limb.

The further history of the ease may be

summed up in this way : She became a wage-

earner, a year or two later serving as reporter

on the New York World; had a hemorrhage

of the lung, and was sent by this newspaper to

Arizona, wffiere she spent many months in the

saddle, gaining rapidly in flesh and becoming

quite active. As she was returning home in

1901, the early part of the year, she attended
a dance in Denver, and danced so well that a
distinguished surgeon, her partner in the
dance, was amazed at her ability to get about
so well, not recognizing any lameness what-
ever. Shortly after this she returned to the
city, and I could find no lameness. She has
continued well up to the present time. Early
in June, 1904, she was married, and has since

given birth to a healthy child, and has never
regretted the operation of excision.

In closing, I beg to say that in eleven cases

of old tuberculous knees, long since healed, in

which I did an arthroplasty, after Dr. Mur-
phy’s method, I have been disappointed in the

results. In no single instance has there been
enough motion given the patient to use the

limb without apprehension. Dr. Baer of

Johns-IIopkins, and you know, has had some
excellent results in an operation which con-

sists in the insertion of a chromieized pig’s-

bladder between the ends of the bone secur-

ing it with interrupted sutures. Many of us

have done this operation, but our results have
not been equal to those reported by Dr. Baer.
I do not wish to be understood as criticising

;

on the contrary, I believe these procedures
are perfectly justifiable. Ankylosed joints

will ultimately be restored to motion, and we
shall all be indebted to the pioneer work of

these eminent surgeons.

COUNTY SOCIETY REPORTS

Adair—The Adair County Medical Society met
at Dr. Cartwright’s office on Thursday, October

9th, with the following members present : S. P.

Miller, President; U. L. Taylor, Secretary; W.
J. Flowers, B. J. Bolin, W. R. Grissom, C. M.
Russell. Garland, Grssom, W. F, Cartwright, and

S. J. Simmons. The minutes of the last meeting

were rea dand aproved.

B. J. Bolin was first on the program for the

daj^ and read a paper on the financial problem, or

how can doctors make their business more profit-

able. The paper was a good one, and was discuss-

ed and endorsed by nearly every member present.

After this the meeting was interrupted by the

announcement of the death of Dr. W. H. Wathen,
of Louisville, Ky. Tlie society was immediately

adjourned, and a committee appointed to draft

some suitable resolutions expressing the feelings

ofthis society on the great calamity to the so-

ciety, and the medical profession generally. All

the members present were appointed on that

committee, with U. L. Taylor as chairman. The

committee was directed to report at the next

meeting. The following is the report

:

Whereas, the sad news has come to us, that Dr.

W. H. Wathen, under whose teaching every

meral)er of this society has sat, and whom every
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one has learned to love and evei-y one has been

made sad by his untimely taking off; therefore

be it

Resolved, That in the death of Prof. Wathen

the United States, the State of Kentucky, the

city of Louisville, and every county society has

sustained an irreparable loss.

And Whereas, the medical profession in all the

land has lost an able councillor, every young

physician a loyal friend, his widov.' a loving hus-

band, his son a noble father, the community in

Avhich he lived a loss that cannot be repaired.

Resolved, That a copy of these proceedings be .

sent to the family of the deceased, a copy be

furnished to the JOURNAL, and a copy be

spread upon the minutes of this society.

U. L. TAYLOR. Chairman,

W. F. CARTWRIGHT.
W. J. FLOWERS,
C M. RUSSELL,
W. R. GRISSOM,
S. J. SIMMONS,
B. J. BOLIN,
S. P. MILLER,
GARLAND GRISSOM,

Committe.

Bell—The regular meeting of the Bell t'ounty

Medical Society, was held at Middlesboro on the

evening of December 12th, at tlie Middlesboro

Hotel. The business session was called to order

by the President, Dr. Jacob Schultz, and the min-

utes of the pi’evious meeting were read by the

Secretary and approved as read. This being the

last meeting of the year, the scientific papers

were dispensed with in order to get through with

the election of officers for the ensuing year, and

to discuss some other matters that were to come
before the meeting. The name of Dr. Price Mar-
tin was presented for membership in the society,

which was referred to the Board of Censors to be

reported on at our next meeting.

County Attorney Chas. I. Dawson, was pre-

sented to the society, and in a very impressive

way, laid before the society some of the deplor-

able conditions that exist in the county, in re-

gard to the reckless spread of venereal diseases

and asked the co-operation of the Bell County
Medical Society in coping with the situation, and
furthering legislation along this line. As usual in

all things that stand for better social and hy-

gienic conditions, he found the society ready and
willing to render every aid possible, and the so-

ciety promptly passed resolutions endorsing the

passage of a bill by the next legislature, requir-

ing all physicians to keep a record of all venereal

cases treated by thorn, that shall be open to the

officers of the law, when necessary to refer to

these records in the prosecution of any ease.

The election of officers was then taken up and
the election resulted in the election of the fol-

lowing officers for the year 1914:

President, Edward Wilson, Pineville; Vice-

President, W. K. Evans, Middlesboro; Secretary

and Treasurer, 0. P. Nuekols, Pineville. H. C.

Chance was elected Censor for the years 1914,

1915, and 1916.

The retiring President, Jacob Schultz, enter-

tained the members of the society for the bal-

ance of the evening in his usual charming way,

and at this juncture invited those present to re-

pair to the large dining room of the Middlesboro

Hotel, where a most excellent dinner awaited

them. It goes without saying that all good doc-

tors enjoy a good dinner, and this was no ex,

ception to the rule.

Jacob Schultz acted as toastmaster and the fol-

lowing toasts were responded to:

"The Family Doctor,” J. Hairy Hendren.
"The Doctor and Society,” L. L. Robinson.
"The Specialist,” J. P. Edmonds.
"The Booster and the Dinner,” H. C. Chance.
"The Ladies,” IT. G. Brummett.
"Scientific Medicine,” Fred D. Haston.
"The Signs of the Times,” J. G. Moss.
"The Belt County Bunch,” 0. P. Nuekols.
After a late hour, the dinner and all the speech

making being over, the society rose to their feet
in a vote of thanks to Dr Schultz, and a renewal
of their zeal for the Bell County Medical Society
and for the incoming year to be the be.st in its

history.

0. P. NUCKOLS, Secretary.

Christian—At 1:30 P. M., Tuesday, August
19th, the Christian County Medical Society was
called to order by the President, Dr. Stites.

After reading and approving the minutes of
the last meeting the following members answered
to roll call: Rozzell, Bames, Gaither, Caudle,
Lackey, Keith, Barker, Watts, Beill, Perkins,
Lacy, Sargeant, Rudd, H.arned, Thomas, Stites,
Durham and Sandbach. We had with us Dr. A.
T. McCormack and Dr. Curry of the State Tu-
berculosis Commission
Austin Bell presented a ease of "Addison’s

Disease.” This case had been before the society
before and all were glad to see it again. Dr.
McCormack advised arsenic in some form. Dr.
Sargeant advised tonic treatment in absence of
acute symptoms. Dr. Bell read from Osier in
discussing the case.

J. G. Gaither reported a ease of heart trouble.
Dr. McCormack tliinks it aneurysm but does not
know of what. There is an insufficiency and
roughening of all four of the valves. Most re-

markable ease he had ever seen.

B. A. Caudle reported a case of "Carbolic
Acid Poisoning,” with recovery.

W. S. Sandbach reported a case of ‘
‘ Concen-

trated Lye Poisoning,” with death as result.

W. A. Lackey spoke on a proposition for es-

tablishing a tuberculosis hospital, followed by
Drs. McCormack and Cui*ry. A motion was made
by Dr. Sandbach and passed for the President

to appoint the committee of three to go before
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tlie fiscal court askin»' that the county be de-

claired a district for estaldishing' a tuberculosis

hospital. The President api)ointed Drs. Barker,

Barnes and Sandbach to be assisted by tbe coun-

ty and city health officers.

No further business, we adjourned to meet

the third Tuesday in Sei)tember.

W. S. SANDBACH, Secretary.

Christian—The Cliristian County .Medical So-

ciety met in resjular session in tlie Avalon, Tues-

day, September 16th, witli President Stites pre-

siflino'.

The minutes of the last meetin<;- were read and
ajiproved.

Those present were P. M. Stites, Perkins,

Woosley, Gaither, Donnelly, Bell, Keith, Gates,

Budd, Kozzell, Bacy, Saisi'cant, Ilarncd, Harris,

and Sandbach.

Austin Bell, Gaither, Kozzell and Sandbach all

reported cases and each case was freely dis-

cussed.

J. G. Gaither read a i)a))er on ‘
‘ Primary Dress-

ings for Compound
,
Fractures, and exhibited a

case with perfect results illustrating his jjaper.

W. W. Kozzell read a pa))er on “Preventive
Blindness.” He also exhibited a case showing his

method of treatment and good results.

Both papers were discussed by nearly every

one present and we adjourned to meet again

the third Tuesday in October.

W. S. SANDBACH, Secretary.

Franklin—The P'ranklin County Medical So-

ciety met in the office of Drs. lYilliams & Mastin,

December 1st, at 2 P. M. Present, J. T. IMin-

nish, Budd, Heilman, Dawson, Darnell, YCilson,

Mastin, Keller, Coleman, Garrett, Patterson,

Stewart, IMontfort, Hill and Williams.

D. S. Wilson, Councillor of Louisville district,

was present, and discussed the aims and needs

of the county society in a most entertaining man-

ner with many useful suggestions which were

discussed exi.austively by th.e members present

and resulted in a reorganization of the society,

after win 3b it was moved and carried that the

next meeting shall be on the first Monday in

January, at which time a social feature shall be

inaugurated. In pursuance of which a committee

on entei’tainment, composed of Lk Y. Williams,

Budd and Montfort, were directed to prepare a

suitable entertainment. It was facetious suggest-

ed that the road to success of this society and the

awakening of enthusiasm might be reached by
stimulation of the gastronomic diversion.

G. A. Budd and Garrett were ap])ointed and ac-

cepted to projiare j)ai)ers for the meeting.

Being the date for the annual election of of-

ficers, G. A. Budd was elected President; H. S.

Keller, A’ice-President ; Ik N Williams, Secretary

and Treasurer; J. W. Hill, Delegate; U. V. Will-

iams, Patterson and Hill, Board of Censors.

Meeting adjourned

U. V. WILLIAMS, Secretary.

Taylor—Tlie Taylor County Medical Society

met in the office of the Secretary. Present,

Drs. Heistand, Reesor, Sanders, Gowdy, S. H.

Kelsay, and Atkinson.

C. V. Heistand reported the following cases

:

(1) Pkirther rejiort on case of “Hemojihilia, ”

recovered, having treated it with ergot and lime

water.

(2) Case of triplets delivered at seven montlis,

two placej'.iae.

(J) C.'iild five weeks old, convulsive mo\c-

ments toward right side. This is the fourth child

of sam mo'her, ail ot whom are dead except the

last, which he thinks will die.

(4) Rejiorted six cases of typhoid fever in

one family this summer and autumn.

(5) Reported a series of eases of diphtheria,

several of which had an eruption. Cases jirobab-

ly di])htheria complicated with scarlet fever.

Reports of some of the members on some ano-

malous cases of conditions of children at birth

evoked a discussion on “Maternal Impressions.”

J. L. Atkinson reiiorted a case of erysipelas in

a child one year old to which he administered 5

c.c. antistreptococcic serum, repeating the dose

in eight hours. Prompt recovery.

C. V. Heistand says he uses lotion of zinc ox-

ide and water for erysipelas, with satisfactory re-

sults.

E. L. Gowdy read a paper on “Buttermilk as a

The7-ai)eulic Agent.” A splendid paper which is

enclosed for the JOT^RNAL.
Next meeting, December 4th, to be held at the

Merchant’s Hotel to be followed by a banquet.

J. L. ATKINSON, Secretary.

Benzol in Leukemia.—Fossati’s patient was a

young woman with severe splenomedullary leu-

kemia, not imminent when a course of benzol

treatment was given and prompt improvement

followed. The young woman was not able to bear

the large doses of benzol that have been advo-

cated, so the dosage was only from 20 to 60

droi)S in capsules, suspending the treatment for

a day or so occasionally. The temperature re-

turned to normal and by the end of two months

the general condition was better than it had

been since the first symptoms had been observed

a year before. The blood-count at various dates

is tabulated showing the increase in the reds and

the drop in the whites from 360,000 to 56,000 in

three months, the hemoglobin increasing from 35

to 50 per cent.
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ORIGINAL ARTICLES

SEX HYGIENE SYMPOSIUM

I.

VARIOUS ASPECTS OF THE SOCIAL
EVIL.

By H. A. Davidson, Louisville.

When the social evil or prostitution is men-

tioned in public in this enlightened age the

people throw up their hands in horror and

speaking metaphorically, run from it as they

would from a leper.

This evil tvith all its attendant evils, consti-

tutes the greatest problem ever undertaken by

the human race to solve. The medical profes-

sion in the past have been prone to keep their

hands off when they, above all others because

of their greater Imowledge, should be the

leaders in a fight against the forces which

cause more disease and suffering among men,

women and children of our country than near-

ly all other diseases combined.

The tuberculosis problem in the beginning

was considered insurmountable, but already

we are' beginning to see the results of the

campaign of education Avhich has been so

intelligently waged by our profession and

many public spirited laymen. A camapign

conducted along similar lines will do much to

ameliorate the conditon represented by the

mountainous mass of disease and corruption

which is the direct result of tlie social evil.

It has been estimated from reliable statis-

tics that there are 300,000 public prostitutes

in the United States. This does not take into

account the clande.stine or occasional prosti-

tutes who come from fairly respectable fam-
ilies and work in our department stores and
factories. Here in Louisville paid investigat-

ors revealed the fact that we have twenty
times as many houses of assignation as there

are public houses of ill-fame. These assigna-

tion houses represent a greater evil than the

public houses because the 'women and men who
frequent them do not take the same precau-

tions. It has been estimated that the life of

a prostitute will average seven to ten years

;

this is a conservative estimate
;
some reliable

investigators place it as low as four years.

This fearful mortality means that there must
be a constant supply of young girls and wo-
men to fill the ranks and meet the great de-

mand, therefore, 50,000 new recruits enter the

ranks of prostitution every year.

Why do so many of our girls become pros-

titutes?

In the first place many of them are seduced
by some boy or man. AVe cannot get away
from the fact that the source of the most of
this evil originates with the male portion of

society, or as one has said the male factoi’

is the chief malefactor.

A woman’s love of fine clothes and enter-

tainment is the cause of her downfall in

many eases. Bad home surroundings and al-

coholism are contrilmting causes. In some of

our department stores the girls are paid such

low wages tliat it is impos.sible for them to

live upon the amount paid. The employer of

these girls must know that they make on the

side the extra money neees.sary to supply them
with proper clothes and amusement. No
doubt the chief contributing cause is that

false social code of morals which readily con-
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dones in tlie man what it nnsparingly con-

demns in tlie woman. Douhtless there are

some women who ai-e fated to prostitution

through their inherited tendencies to vice. In

the words of Prince Morrow, “The woman in

most instances becomes a prostitute not from
deliberate choice or from inherited tendencies,

hut because her ruin has been accomplished
by seduction, fraud or force; she remains a

prostitute because men pay her to do so
;
she

sells her body because society does not permit
her other means of livelihood.”

It is in the role of transmitter of syphilis,

gonorrhea and chancroid that the prostitute

becomes the greatest menace to the human
I’ace. Reliable authorities have established

the fact by means of the Wasserman test that

80 to 90 per cent of the prostitutes are in-

fected with syphilis, practically 100 per cent,

of all prostitutes have had gonorrhea. In-

vestigations have proven the fact that prac-

tically no woman can practice prostitiition

more than a few weeks withoiit becoming in-

fected with one of the venereal diseases.

With the above information before us we
are prepared to understand that 75 to 80 per
cent, of all the male population have had gon-
orrhea and many of these cases are uneured,
although not apparently active. Because so

many of these cases are not completely eiired

1,500,000 innocent wives are infected in this

country to-day. Another natural sequel is

the 10 to 20 per cent, of blindness in children
due to gonorrhea. While syphilis is not as

prevalent as gonorrhea we have millions of

cases in this country, the estimates of various
authorities ranging from 5 to 18 per cent of

the population. Nearly 70 per cent, of all

syphilitic infections in married w’omen are

traced to contamination by the husbands.
Neisser and Noeggerath state that from 45 to

50 per cent, of all sterility in women is due to

gonorrhea
;
75 to 80 per cent of abdominal op-

erations on women are due to gonorrhea.
Price, of Philadelphia, says that in a series

of 1,000 abdominal operations, 95 per cent,

were the result of conditions due to gonorrhea.
Lydston states that gonorrhea cripples one
in one hundred of the population and kill one
in two hundred.

When we think of the large number of de-

fenseless wives and innocent children infected

by syphilis and gonorrhea transmitted by the

prostitute through the husband and father,

then it is we realize the magnitude of the dan-
ger and the great necessity of remedial meas-
ures. What can be done to remedy the evil ?

Keglementation, which has for its object the

hygienizing of prostitution by eliminating all

sources of disease in the woman engaged in it.

has been tried in most European countries

and has been a failure. Hamburg is prob-

ably the only city where it is still practiced.

Keglementation only affects the public prosti-

tute and the clandestine prostitute is left to

spread infection broadcast. One reason it has
failed is lieeause it does not take into account
the male source of infection. A woman might
he given a certificate of good health and with-

in ten minutes be infected with gonorrhea by
a male carrier. It has not been popular in

this country, in fact has been introduced only
in one state, IMissouri, and there it was in op-

eration for only a brief period (about one
year), when the law Avas swept from the

statute hooks by an avalanche of protests from
the citizens of the state.

In certain cities at various times there have
been outbursts of indignation because of the

brazen character of the evil and attempts have
been made to run them out of certain districts.

The result of such attempts has been the scat-

tering of prostitutes over the city and later

after the outburst of the citizens has subsided

the.y settle back in their old haunts as before.

Recently a new law has been passed in Iowa
known as the Iowa Injunction Law, which if

properly enforced Avill do some good. It

places a penalty upon the property used for

purposes of prostitution and such property
may be held vacant for one year, no tenant

being allowed to rent same, if any citizen

prove before the Court that such property is

used for immoral purposes. Such a law will

close up the house of prostitution very quick-

ly and it has been a success in a few western
cities. This law has been declared constitu-

tional by the U. S. Supreme Court.

The medical profession can do much to help

in the fight against prostitution and its at-

tendant evils. They above all others should

educate the men, women and children in re-

gard to the great dangers of prostitution.

The venereal diseases if shown up in their

proper light will deter many a boy and yoring

man from having intercourse with prostitutes.

It is not sufficient for the medical profession

to teach methods of prevention alone, that is

very good but it does not go far enough
;
they

should teach young boys and men to be more
continent. At the Brussels International

Congress the specialists declare that “contin-

ence is not prejudicial to health, hut on the

contrary, is to he recommended from a purely
hygienic point of view.” Now if Ave as mem-
bers of the medical profession believe that,

Avhy shouldn’t Ave grasp every opportunity

to make it known to the boys and men who
need this information. While there are many
hot blooded yoimg felloAvs Avho Avill not heed

your advice, there are others who will be and

have been prevented from sexual excess by

such information. The tendency of modern

medicine to-day is toAvard prevention of dis-
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ease and the teaching of continence is pre-

eminently prevention. I would like to see the

medical profession of Kentucky endorse a bill

before the State legislature which would make
it a penal offense for any man to knowingly

infect his wife and children with a venereal

disease. Such a law would assist the physici-

an in preventing a man from marrying who
is infected with syphilis or gonorrhea in an
active stage and who would be certain to con-

taminate his wife and children.

The medical profession should teach young
men and young women who are under their

care to require certificates from their family
physicians before marrying. While in some
states, a law with this in view has been passed,

it has not always been successful in practice,

but it could be made the custom before mar-
riage to require a clean bill of health from
each of the participants. Education and time
could bring about this state of affairs, and
the medical profession should be the chief

factor in establishing this custom. Such a

custom would have a tremendous influence

upon the social evil. Prostitution will never
be eliminated entirely until all the causative
factors have been removed, such as low wages
for women, alcoholism, cadet system, bad
home surroundings, the double standard for
men and women and most important of all

the insatiable sexual appetite of man.

IS THERE A VENEREAL MENACE ?

By H. J. Farbach, Louisville.

Gentlemen, I consider it a waste of time to

argue the affirmative side of this question by
quoting the army and navy reports of various
countries concerning the venereal diseases, by
recapitulating the histories obtained in insti-

tutions for the insane, and feeble-minded asy-

lums. Statistics in most instances are tire-

some and why go so far from home for argu-
ment. There isn’t a man present who has
been engaged in the active practice of

medicine for one year, who can not argue my
question from the affirmative side from per-

sonal experience. So rather than waste time
airing my point of' view that is already con-

ceded, let us consider the causes that make a

venereal menace possible.

Question nine out of ten of the victims of

venereal diseases and you will find that one
of the main factors in their becoming infected

is ignorance. Ignorance of liability of infect-

ion and ignorance of venereal prophylaxis.

It is astonishing how little, even highly edu-

cated and cultured people outside of the med-
ical profession, know of sexuality. Its proper
anatomical and physiological elements and its

fundamental physic influence. In public and
private schools is taught the l)asic principles,

function and care of the eyes, teeth, voice and
a general idea is obtained of the body as a

whole, with the exception of the generative

organs. By this ignorance of the subject, it

was expected and hoped to not attract the at-

tention of the growing mind. But the absurd-
ity of this assumption is manifest on every
hand. Sexual instincts and functions are

recognized by the child before any other body
function, hunger and thirst being excepted,

and all of our training of children tends to

direct their attention to the generative organs
rather than to detract. What is one of, if not

the first willful control of body functions, that

is taught the child? That of defecation and
urination. And is he or she not taught this

control in the majority of instances through
shame? So at the very beginning of life, the

child is taught and instilled with the feeling

that that portion of its body between its um-
bilicus and its knees is something that it must
be ashamed of, must be hidden away and
spoken of only in the illusive sense. Parents,

ostrich like, have tried to evade their duty
in the early life of the child, by telling them-
selves and those interested that their child

was too young to think of anything sexual.

Deep down in their hearts they own this is not
true, but rather than accept the responsibil-

ity, they compromise in hoping and wishing
that the child Avill be what they would like it

to be. But the sexual instinct is present in

every child, and a great deal earlier than par-
ents like to admit. They in most instances
hope to curb this instinct by ignoring it, and
when it does crop out in spite of evasion, they
meet the question of the child with falsehoods
or with the declaration that the discussion of
this subject is not within propriety. As an
indication of the early development of sexual
imstincts in the child is the desire for knowl-
edge of things sexual. The inquiry of a child
as 1o the source of babies is not an idle

fleeting question, it is one of the earliest and
analytical actions of the rapidly growing
brain. The question is asked as a rule of the
mothei-, and is asked Avith the same sweet,

wholesome innocence that the young seek
knowledge of all things. Hei-e is the pliant,

supple clay for the parent to mould. And
how do they do it? Instead of ansAA'ering the
question they tell some fairy-tale of Santa
Claus, of the stork or the doctor’s satchel.

These parents must realize that sooner or

later, this child, the pride of their hearts, nmst
learn the true source of babies. But they
Avould rather that this knoAvledge come from
some vicious or ignorant source rather than
from them, so right here at the beginning, the

mother looses tAvo great influences from her

child : one that it cannot believe, as is its in-

herent desire to believe the truthfulness of

the parent
;
and the other is that it must seek
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elsewhere for knowledge of the thing that is

most potent for much good or for much harm.

So the boy gets his sexual education in the

back alley and the girl from vicious compan-
ions or servants. Why do parents allow this

state of affairs to continue? A few perhaps
can argue ignorance on their part, but this

is not true in most instances. They know
from their own experiences, what the child

must go through, and the one thing above all

others that restrains them from saving their

child so much anguish and even pain is prud-

ery. The subject is a delicate one, one to be

discussed by servants behind doors and a be-

smerehing thing that no refined person would
acknowledge. So prudery is born of and bas-

ed on a distorted idea that sex is evil. But
this is not true. Sex is not evil, unless we
make it evil. It is true that a small percent-

age of the population make it evil, but have

not these same people debauched, and debased
everything they came in contact with? Be-

cause a parody on a masterpiece is written,

does not lessen the value of or render less

sweet, the songs of the great composers. And
because sex has been prostituted is no criterion

that it is evil.

The generative organs and the generative

track were and are sacred to primitive people.

But as luxury and indolence grow they give

rise to the debasement of sex. This is as true

to-day as it Avas two thousand years ago. How
this is brought about and why, does not lie

within this discussion, but this we must heed,

America to-day, by Aurtue of her natural re-

sources and by the genius of the minds of her

great men, is giving our people of eveiy class

more than any other civilization has or is.

The so-called poor or lower class of people in

this country to-day enjoy more rights and
privileges and physical comfoi’t than do some
of the privileged class of other countries.

The child of the poor man is not only offered

but is forced to take an education. Influence

and a derth of natural resources have placed

within the reach of all, the comedy and drama
and the music of the world. People have been
taught to think and to dream things that in

the past haA'e been for the chosen few are noAV

the property of every one, and with this stim-

ulant of mind and imagery, must of an neces-

sity come the stimulant of sexiTality. This is

but natural and right, but it is not right to

develop sexuality without developing also

hand to hand Avith it the poAA'er to control it.

In the history of civilized country or nation

AA'hen the fathers of that nation become rakes

and the mothers prostitutes, that nation soon

ceases to exist. This is simply an ultimate re-

sult of a natural laAv that man cannot change.

So AA’ith the general development and impi’ove-

ment of our race, Ave must not lose sight of

the nece.ssity of the deA^elopment of the con-

trol of things sexual. The folly of municipal
control of the adult can he seen on e\'eiy hand.
The regulation and segregation of prostitu-

tion does not regulate or segregate. The at-

tempt to abolish it entirely from any large

comnmnity is followed by the mushroom ap-

])earance of numerous places Avhere illicit

intercourse can be held. What then, if the

law and the public cannot aAve or control this

Avill give the individual such power? Educa-
tion. i\lan has conquered the sea. How? By
solving the mysteries of the waves and Avinci.

In the railroad, the automobile, and the air-

ship. the advances Avere made by first reducing
Avhat seemed to be a mysterious superhuman
thing to cold fact and figures. And so it is

Avith sex, as long as sexology is hidden behind
a cloak of mystery, it Avill remain uncontrol-
lable. Perhaps a hundred years ago, there
Avould have. been some excuse for this attitude

of mysteriousness, because at that time the

production of life Avas unknown. But that ex-

cuse is gone and it is time for sex education.
Grant you, you sa.A' this is true. Hoav are you
going to do it ? This is a big question, but the

most important factor in its solution is the re-

moval of mysteriousness that has been throAvn

around it. We ai’e told that in doing this Ave

will simply stimulate licentiousness. If you
do it Avith that end in vieAv, I agree it Avill.

But if sexuality is taught as it should be, sen-

suality Avill lessen rather than increase. Sen-
suality is an attribute given to sex by prosti-

tution only. There are a fcAv instances in the

life of the individual at AA'hieh time the insti-

tutions of church and society have emphasiz-
ed the sacredness of things sexual. Taa'o of

these are birth and marriage. Now if these

public demonstrations of the beginning of sex-

ual life and the results of such life do not
stimulate sensuality and licentiousness, Avhy

should a full enlightenment of sexuality do so,

if it too is taught in a sacred Avay, and at the

proper time of life? It is time the AAmrld at

large AA'as discarding the attitude of the prosti-

tute and the rakes and adopt the natural and
proper because sexuality is naturally sacred.

Teach the child the anatomy and physiology
of the generative organ.?, not late, Imt early in

life as other things are" taught. Every child

is born a savage. lie drags a kitten or puppy
around by the tail until it is dead and still

in his manhood he li\'es and protects animals.

It is just as easy to teach him that sex stands

for the best as it has been to infer that it

stands for evil.

T liaA'e not made much mention of the per-

centage of gonorrhea and syphilis. We all

knoAV hoAV prevalent and rapidl}’' increasing

they are, and Ave realize about how futile the

i-egulation and the segregation of prostitution

is, as a means to le.ssening these.

The suceessfAil control of a A^enereal men-
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aee lies in the education of the individiial.

The subject is a delicate one, I know, especial-

ly from the female side, and sometimes 1 feel

that we could ignore the fetnale side just now.
Teach the fathers and the sons they are the

genetic centers. Explain to a boy at the stage

of puberty, when the sexual instinct, due to

his manner of education, is stronger than his

will power, the dangers of gonorrhea and
syphilis. Teach him by clear distinctive argu-

ment that the controlling of his sexual desire

trains and develops his mind and will power
more than anything else could. Have him ob-

tain his knowledge of sexuality from the

proper sources, his father or the physician,

and you will cut the percentage of venereal

diseases in half in the first generation.

So what are the things that make a venereal

menace possible? First, and by far the great-

est, if not the only cause is ignorance. This

ignorance is the result of years of prudery,

and this prudery is due to the misconception

that sex is evil. This conception is not a nat-

ural one, for the inherent natural feeling is

that sex is sacred.

HEREDITY AND ITS SOCIAL BEAR-
INGS.

By John D. Trawick, Louisville.

Child culture within the last few years has

come to be so vital a topic for serious discus-

sion, that we are finding ourselves actually a

generation ahead of the results sought.

There can be no . doubt entertained, that

from the standpoint of race improvement,

the most compelling subject before the medic-

al profession to-day is the conservation of the

child life of the nation.

Specialists in every phase of child welfare

are giving most serious thought to the keep-

ing of the child already born, to the prepara-

tion of the environment in which the new life

is to be moulded, and pre-eminently to the

problem of securing a generation of well born

children.

It is recognized that parenthood and race

culture are inevitably related. But the prob-

lems envolved in the study of parenthood in

relation to the social body have been for so

long confused in the minds of students that,

little progress was made until the discovery of

enlightening laws of heredity whereby a bio-

logic basis has been established for the claim

that fit parents are necessary to the product-

ion of fit progeny. As applied to the human
individual, some enthusiasts who have given
superficial thought to the in-oblems involved

have been bold enough to make claims which
serious students of the. science are not yet

ready to substantiate in particular. A few of

the fundamental facts of heredity must be re-

membered.
The gamettes or producing cells carry with-

in their nucleus the unit chai'aeters for traits

which are destined ultimately to appear in

the new individual.

The unit characters are fixed by determin-
ers within the chromosomes.
Whatever trait appears in the matured in-

dividual has been potential in the inheritance

and is present in the individual by virtue of

the determiner for that trait.

The absence of the determiner in the

gamette (producing cells) means that the trait

for which that determiner stood will be lack-

ing in the new being produced. The persist-

anee of the germ protoplasm must be borne
in mind. The carriers of inheritance con-
tinue through the generations, determining
the same trait with unfailing persistency, and
are apparently unchangeable.

The child of two deaf-mute parents, each
of whom have sprung fro-m a line of deaf-
mutism is reasonably sure to be afflicted as

were its parents, because the conditions which
determine deaf-mutism have undoubtedly
been present in the producing cells from
which that child sprang.
One parent of neurotic, neurasthenic type

mated to another possessing tendencies to al-

coholism will almost certainly produce chil-

dren who are neiirotic, or possibly epileptic
or criminally tended.

Such studies by careful students as “The
Hill Polk” “The Kallikak Family,” “The
Pineys,” “The Nam Family,” are but con-
vincing documents in the overwhelming mass
of evidence that the feeble-minded, the pau-
per, the criminal, the prostitute, the chronic
alcoholic, the sex pervert, all tend to produce-
like traits in their ever increasing offspring.
And furthermore, the progeny of such indi-
viduals not only possess potentialities for lit-

tle culture, but actually perpetuate the straiir
by intermarriage and illicit reproduction un-
til the economic burden becomes frightful to
contemplate.

The chiefest advances in the study of here-
dity in relation to the social order have been
made along the line of the anti-social or anti-
eugenic traits of human beings. With fixed
certainty it can he shown that the higher at-
tainments of genius, poetical ability, scholar-
ship, inventiveness, etc., are heritable, and in
given cases practically iMendellian propor-
tions can be deduced in the study of long
strains of families of worth. But it is too
soon to claim to be able to predict what will

be the characteristics of progeny of a

given union, from the standpoint of the re-

])roduction of children of higher attainment.
The reverse of this proposition however, is

more clearly understood, because the unfor-
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tunate victims of heritable defects have been
clearly defined in their relationship to the
commimity, even kept apart in institutions

long enough to give sometime for definite re-

search. This research is at best only in its

very beginning, and as stated only untaught
enthusiasts are making insupportable claims.

The manner in which study of disease has
been taken up during the last decade and par-

ticularly within the last few years, points to

a definite awakening of the medical eugenic

conscience, to the importance of studying dis-

ease not merely as a condition to* be immedi-
ately cured, but to consider its deeper influ-

ence upon the race. Consequently disease ex-

pressions are being more clearly classified, and
preventive medicine is bringing to bear its

strongest resistance against those diseases

which threaten the integrity of the race.

It will be necessary to determine what dis-

eases definitely affect the germ plasm, before

we are able to pronounce upon the hereditary

quality of a disease, for only those influences

which touch the germ plasm, find their ex-

pression through heredity upon the matured
product.

At the present moment the diseases arising

from the violations of well defined laws of so-

ciety are being named as most deadly agents

working to the detriment of the race. It is a

startling fact that society is being menaced
by a misuse of the function, which society has

safeguarded for its own perpetuation. The
community is finding that the function of

procreation is the very means whereby the

stronghold of the community is being attack-

ed, and there are being introduced into the

purity of the home, all the defilements of

illicit commerce in that which was created to

•keep the home pure. The anti-social qualities

of the disease resulting from this violation of

society’s laws must be shown to exist before

they can be classified as deadly to race in-

tegrity.
_

.

If children are born healthy and without
taint into the community it is at least reason-

able to presume (things being equal in their

environment) that they will in due time be

able to produce healthy beings, and the na-

tion will then be that much the gainer by
every healthy strain perpetuated. But if

children are born with constitutions already
crippled, already injured in the very process

of their origin, how can there be a healthy

perpetuation of the race? Gonorrhea be-

comes then more than a disease or a local

manifestation to be treated more or less light-

ly or even to be considered alone in the light

of its passing manifestations. If this disease

acts at all as an agent to prevent the bringing
into the world, of healthy, whole children, it

must be classified as a racial menace, and be
dealt with in the light of this larger relation-

ship to society. The carriers of the disease
then become not merely “immoral men,” but
more, and if possible of more deadly signifi-

cance they become directly responsible for
the lives menace. Whether or not, syphilitic

disease can be classed as a distinctly herit-

able disease, in the light of the newer laws of
inheritance, it can be clearly shown that the
vitiation of constitution which marks the off-

spring of the spyhilitic is as clearly a racial

menace as though the spirocheta had definite-

ly injured the germ plasm.

It matters not whether directly or indirect-

ly these disease expressions are hurting the
children or society. They must be dealt with
as any other meanaee, whether of the epi-

leptic, feeble-minded, or criminal type. The
springs of the nation must run pure and free

from taint that a goodly heritage may be the
nation’s portion.

.^lEDlCAL ETHICS AND SOCIAL HY-
GIENE

(an address.)

By J. I\I. jMathews, Louisville.

It has been a long time since I have seen

you, but it has not been altogether my fault.

iMost of the time I have been so far away that

1 could not get here, but I want to assure you

that, wherever I have been, I have thought of

you. The reason I am back here now is be-

cause of the love 1 have for my friends, especi-

ally among the medical profession.

I have not written an essay for to-night; I

wanted to hear the other gentlement read
theirs and get my points from them.

The phase of the subject that has been al-

lotted to me is a very pactical one and con-

cerns every individual member of the medical
profession. What are the ethics, if any, by
which the doctor shall be guided in dealing

with patients afflicted with venereal diseases?

That is the question we want to decide. From
time immemorial the medical profession has
prided itself—and lionestly so—upon the

secrecy it has maintained with respect to the

relationship between the doctor and his pa-

tient. That is, as a rule a very honorable po-

sition to assume, but there are conditions and
circumstances under which we labor at the

present time which justify a different attitude

to that which we maintained even so recently

as twenty years ago. We did not then know, as

a profession, the alarming truths that have
been told us here to-niglit. It has never been
impressed upon our minds that so many eases

of gonorrhaea and syphilis existed in this

country, nor were we ever impressed with

the magnitude of the effect which these two
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diseases have upon the human race. It has

only been within the past twenty years that

this subject has been taken up and discussed,

and practically forced upon the attention of

the medical profession. Assuming the ac-

curacy of Dr. Davidson’s statement that there

are, in the United States, millions of cases of

syphilis, and more cases of gonorrhea, and
also assuming the accuracy of the statements

of the other gentlemen as to the effect of these

two diseases when transmitted to the wives

of those alhicted with them, it is manifest that

we are not justified in screening with the veil

of professional secrecy those who come to us to

he treated for these terrible diseases, even
though they may be numbered among our
dearest friends. Suppose that a friend of

yours were to come to you and say, “Doctor.
I know I can trust you as a friend

;
1 intend

to kill a man to-night at twelve o’clock. If

you are my friend you will say nothing about
it.” Do you believe there is a man in this

room who, under such circumstances, would
permit his love for his friend to prevent him
from immediately notifying the proper au-

thorities that this man intended to commit a

murder? Therefore, we will suppose that a

man who is your friend (and I presume we
can take it for granted that any man who puts
himself under our guidance and direction

may be considered a fidend) conies to you and
says: “Doctor, I have gonorrhaea (or syph-
illis)

;
I know I can trust you to treat me and

say nothing about it to any one.” Of course,

under such circumstances we can keep his

secret with propriety. The law at the present

time does not require us to report cases of

gonorrhea or syphilis that come under our ob-

servation, although in the near future it may
do so. Therefore, we are not called upon to

tell any one that this man has gonorrhoea or

syphilis. But, suppose, after a while, this

man tells you that he intends to marry. You
say, “Not now,” and he replies, “Yes, the

date has been announced—but remember, doc-

tor, I am your friend and your patient, and
you must not tell anybody that you have been
treating me for this disease.” Now what are

3nu to do, bearing in mind what these gentle-

men have told us to-night
;
that if he marries

the probability is that he will infect his wife,

possihl^^ giving rise to a condition that maj^

necessitate an abdominal section, and ultimate-

ly lead to her death
;
or, if the disease is syph-

ilis, not only will the wife he infected, but
the disease will probably he transmitted to

the children. Can you conscientiously main-
tain an attitude of secrecy for the sake of

friendship? Not at all. Then what are you
going to do? You are up against it. Of
course, you want to act fairly and squarely

with 3'our friend and patient, hut staring yoi;

in the face is a thing almost as horrible as if

the man had said that he intended to commit
mui-der. What are you going to do? Per-

mit me to cite just three instances of this na-

ture.

A number of years ago a physician of this

city said to me: “1 had a peciiliar experi-

ence this morning. A carriage drove up in

front of mj' office, and there emerged a lady,

appai-entl}^ a person of wealth. She came in

and, after inquiring my name, she said: ‘Doc-

tor, 1 want to ask jmu a question and I want
you to give me an honest answer. Do you
know of any reason why 1 should not marry
i\Ir.

,
whom 1 understand you are

treating?’ ” He said that at first he did not

know what to reply, but his manhood came to

the rescue and he said: “Yes, I do know of

a reason why jmu should not marry him.”
She said, “Doctor, I thank you.” The mar-
riage did not take place.

Several years ago a young gentleman came
to me suffering from some irritation of the

prostate and, believing that he had rectal

trouble, I examined him. During the course

of the examination, he said, “Doctor, I am go-

ing to marry. I am being treated for gonor-

rhoea, and while I am not quite well I will be
in a few days.” I asked him if he had told

his doctor that he was going to marry, and he
said he had not. I told him to go hack and
tell the doctor

;
that hj" all means he should

not marry at that time. He said :

‘
‘ Doctor, it

has been announced; I simply have to marry.”
1 tried to irersuade him not to and gave him
my reasons, but soon after that I read an an-

nouncement of the marriage in the paper.
Less than a \'ear after that, in the halls of one
of our infirmaries, I met this young gentleman
and he was seemingly in great distress. I ask-

ed liim what 'was wrong, and he replied that

his wife was on the operating table undergo-
ing an abdominal section. It was unnecessaiy
for me to inquire any further particulars.

Another young man consulted me. and dur-
ing the course of my examination I discover-

ed that he had gonorrhoea. He remarked
that he intended to marry, and I told him he
could not think of it for some time to come.
He insisted that he had to, as it had already
been announced. I went to his family physi-
cian and asked him if he would help jne pre-

vent the marriage. He said he would, and
suggested that he would tell the facts to the

young lad\'’s sister-in-law, which he did, but,

nevertheless, the marriage took place.

A member of this society" told me, a short
time ago, that he was treating for gonorrhoea

a young man who was engaged to be married

to a certain jmung ladj' of this citj'. After

unsuccessfully endeavoring to pei'suade the

>-oung man not to many, he went directly to

a sister of the young ladjq and told her the
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state of affairs, but still the marriage took

place.

It is very often a vexing problem to know
just what to do under such circumstances.

You owe a duty to the patient and a duty to

the public. However, I believe that, with the

knowledge that a man is not fit to marry, if

you do not take steps to prevent the marriage,

you make yourself a party to the crime if it

may be so termed. I do not believe any doctor

is bound to secrecy in a ease of this kind sim-

ply because the patient happens to be his

friend.

The relationship between the doctor and his

patient has been compared with that of the

confessional, but they are not the same thing.

In the confessional the individual is required

to make restitution for his sins, but when a

patient with gonorrhoea or syphilis comes to

the doctor, all that he can require is that he

will not commiuucate the disease to others.

Dr. Joseph Price, who has been quoted here

to-night, once said in a public address, that,

in his opinion, every man who has gonorrhoea

should be confined in prison until he recovers,

because he is a menace to the public. Assum-

ing that this is true, are yoii called upon to ac-

quaint the public with every ease of gonor-

rhoea you treat? Not all all. There may
come a time when you will be required by law

to ]-eport every case of gonorrhoea to the

proper authorities, but until then you can-

not violate the confidence of your patient. It

would do no good.

There is another question of ethics that con-

fronts practically every general practitioner.

It is this : If a married woman contracts gon-

orrhoea or syphilis from her husband, should

she be informed on the nature of the disease?

So distinguished an authority as Dr. Cabot
says positively, that we should so inform the

wife, but I differ with him in this respect.

What good could possibly be accomplished by
telling her that her husband had given her

gonorrhoea or syphilis? On the other hand
you may disrupt a comparatively happy fam-
ily and bring about a separation.

Now, what is the remedy for the conditions

we have been discussing to-night? In my
opinion there is but one. Dr. Cabot says he

has come to the conclusion that a certificate of

health from a physician is worthless, because
the majority of doctors are not experts along

this line and their opinions are worth very
little. A far better plan is to enact a law re-

quiring every man who desires to get married
to be examined by a commission of experts.

For instance, we could easily select from
among the members of this society three men
who would be competent to say whether any
individual was in a marriageable condition.

My idea would be to have a commission ap-

pointed by the Governor, consisting of three

reputable experts in these diseases, and to re-

quire every man (I will not say eveiy woman,
though some go that far) to secure from them
a certificate of health before permitting him
to marry.

In conclusion, I believe the only way to se-

cure a remedy for the conditions spoken of

here to-night is to educate the public. Just
a few months ago I lectured to more than a

thousand women on the subject of gonor-
rhoea and syphilis, and without mincing
words I told them straightforward facts. A
few years ago the newspapers would not pub-
lish anything that contained the words ‘‘gon-

orrhoea” or “‘syphilis”; now they publish
such articles every day. Therefore, by means
of public lectures, symposiums like this, and
by demonstrations in museums and other

places, illustrating the effects of these dis-

eases, we may hope to eventually educate the

public along this line. An old gentleman, 70
years of age, told me the other day that,

when a young man, he had visited a museum
in Chicago where the effects of syphilis were
illustrated, and from that day to this he said

he had never experimented. Therefore, I be-

lieve the thing to do is to educate the public

witli respect to gonorrhoea and syphilis just

as we do about tuberculosis and other infect-

ious diseases.

DISCUSSION.

J. A. Stucky, Lexington : Any scheme which
ignores the sexual instinct as the basic cause of

the social evil is bound to fail. Education, seg-

regatoH, supi^ression, regulation, and medical in-

spection have all been tried, and all have failed.

They have failed because you can not eliminate

a primal instinct by education. Segregation

failed because only a small proportion of prosti-

tutes declared themselves, and segregation—no

difference how perfect it may be—does not

eliminate the social evil, but simply concentra-

tes it within certain boundaries.

Suppression failed because it does not sup-

press, but scatters and multiplies the centers of

infection.

Regulation failed because it was a compromise,

and because it placed an instrument in the hands

of officials that was used for purposes of ex-

torton and blackmail, and that led to the de-

bauching of public officials.

Medical insiiection, the only method which

gives any reason to hope that the evils resulting

may be mitigated, has failed or succeeded ac-

cording to the individual point of view. As car-

ried on in this city by some private physicians, it

not only contributes to moral delinquency but act-

ually increases the number of cases of venereal

diseases. A sanitary inspection was recently

made in this city of about one-third of the in-

mates of known houses of prostituton. Twenty
per cent, of the inmates were found diseased and
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were working under certificates of health dated

within a week of the inspection and, in most in-

stances, within from twenty-four to forty-eight

hours of the inspection. In a number of cases the

diseased prostitute was under treatment for ven-

ereal disease by tbe man signing the certificate of

health in which he stated over his signature that

she was free from venereal disease. This is not

medical inspection, but one way of securing

money by false pretenses, and leaves no one in

doubt as to which is the worse prostitute the wo-

man or the physician signing the certificate.

Some people see a solution in a minimum wage
law. Granting the constitutionality of such a

law, how are employers of labor to be forced to

employ people whose services are worth less than

the minimum wage? On the present standard of

wages a great army of women are living respect-

ably and comfortably, although not luxuriously.

What is to beome of these if a minimum wage
law makes it impossible for them to work? They
must eat, have clothing, and places of shelter

!

Isn’t there a very grave ijrobability that the

method employed, instead of protecting them
from lives of prostitution, will throw them into

it as the only source of livelihood? Dr. Watson
has said than in invstigation of the reasons for

leading lives of prostitution disclosed the fact

that only ten per cent, of these women are in

houses of prostitution because of failure to make
a living in other walks of life. Would a minimum
wage law, even if possible of universal enforce-

ment, remove the basic cause of the social evil?

The numerous scandals in families rich in this

world’s goods have no possible connection with

low wages, and give the lie to those who would
lay the whole blame on the poor.

Others find a solution in a single standard of

purity. Back of everything that exists lie defin-

ite causes, and the double standard of purity ex-

ists because of a variety of reasons. Society con-

dones man’s moral lapse. If a Avoman falls, she

is eternally damned. Society merely elevates its

eyebrows when a man goes wrong. He is the vic-

tim of a designing woman. When the woman
comes up for judgment, it is a case of thumbs
down. The father of the race may be a past

master in debaucliery, but society demands that

the mother be Avithout taint or blemish of im-

morality. These are some of the reasons Avhy

the double standard of purity exists.

CONCLUSIONS.

First. Segregation fails to segregate.

Second. Segregation means graft in any ad-

ministration.

The principal argument of the pT'oponents of

segregation is that by such means it is possible

to enforce proper liealtli regulations. From many
years’ obseiwation in the former “crib” district,

hoAA’ever, I maintain that under the old system

here, there Avas practically as much evil scat-

tered throughout the city as at the present time.

Quack doctors thrived then as noAv, and I can not

see that the youth can be ‘
‘ saved ’

’ by putting the

civic stamp of approval and protection upon pros-

titution.

Before venturing to prescribe a method of

dealing Avith this problem, I desire to make my
position absolutely clear on several points with-

out retracting in any Avay Avhat has already been

said.

1. I believe in a single standard of purity

based on continence, not on incontinence.

2. I belieA^e in Avorking for a system of educa-

tion on sex relations Avhich Avill acquaint develop-

ing youths and maidens Avith a knovdedge of the

pathological results due to immoral practices.

3. I believe in Avorking for the complete eradi-

cation of the social evil Avhether it be conducted

openly in knoAvn houses of prostitution or secret-

ly in assignation houses and private fiats or in

places disguised as tobacco or soft drink shops.

4. I believe in Avorking for the correction of

social and economic conditions Avhicli are partial-

ly responsible for conditions as they exist to-day.

5. Realizing, as Ave all must, that the ideal

conditions outlined are difficult to bring about

and that years must pass before they are obtain-

ed, I believe that the health problem created by
the social evil should receive the same careful at-

tention from the medical profession that is ac-

corded other health problems.

Prophylaxis is not only the AvatcliAvord in mod-
ern medicine, but its pride and glory. The debt

oAved our profession is not because of those we
have cured, but because of those Ave have kept

well; not because of emergencies met, but be-

cause of emergencies avoided.

Up to the present time, the deadly effects of

gonorrhoea and syphilis haA’e been overshadowed
by the moral side of the question. Illegitimate

sexual congress Avitli.its deadly train of com-
lAlications had not been considered a subject fit

for discussion or one upon Avhich the general

public should be enlightened. Would it not be

better to bring it forth from the shadoAvs, and
place it naked before the Avorld Avhere the spot-

light of publicity can beat upon it? While it is

not to be expected that any plan Avill entirely re-

move the social evil, there is strong reason for

belieA'ing that many of its evil consequences can
be avoided by education and prophylactic meth-
ods.

The fact that all of its evil results can not be

eliminated is no reason Avhy an attempt should

not be made to minimize them. The fact that

venereal disease is contracted through an act of

immorality is no reason Avhy the innocent victim

of that immoral act should not be protected from

the consequences of it. The cause and method of

transmission of venereal diseases is knoAvn. Nor-

folk, Va., the army and miA-y have demonstrat-

ed the metliod of prevention to tliose exposed.

Shall Ave sit quietly and dream of the millenium,

or shall Ave accept man as he is and protect him
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and his future wife and children from the evil

consequences of his immorality?

Medical inspection of prostitutes and the use

of prophylactic means to avoid infection after

contact will not prove to be a popular subject

for discussion. It will not eliminate prostitu-

tion, but it does offer a partial remedy against its

evil results. It is in harmony Avith what is being-

done to solve other infectious disease problems.

I’ntil the time an-ives wlien man sliall be the mas-

ter of his sexual instinct instead of its slave, our

duty as sanitarians is as binding to protect him

from the evil consequences of this slavery as it is

to safeguard his food and water supplies; our

moral responsibility to protect his Avife and cliil-

dren, as great as if he exposed them to the plague.

While divers oiiinions paralyze efforts directed

to a sane solution of this problem, degeneracy is

gaining a finuer hold on future generations.

While Ave question one another’s honesty of pur-

pose, Avhen our opinions differ as to Avhat shall

be done, the pit for our descendents is being-

made deeper and Avider. What shall be do, act or

theorize? Do the best Ave can Avith man as he

is, or dream of ideal conditions impossible of at-

tainment on tliis side of the grave?

Shall Ave build more hospitals, more insane asy-

lums, more blind asylums and more penal institu-

tions in Avhich to house the victims of this prob-

lem, Avhile the seeds of moral suasion are beiiig

soAvn, cultivated and brought to full fruition in

the dim future, or shall A\e apply the same sani-

taiw principles Avhich liave stayed the plague,

eliminated yelloAv fever, stopped the spread of

cholera, and rendered smallpox less deadly than

measles?

Shall Ave handle a sanitary problem by estab-

lished sanitary methods or by a series of Avhere-

ases and a ringing resolution?

Shall science be given a’ free hand, or shall the

future be sacrificed to Avell-inteiitioned emotion-

alism and hysteria?

Which shall it be?

Leon L. Solomon r The jiapers Avhich have been

read to-night are surely deserving- of commen-
dation. As Avas aptly stated in a recent maga-
zine article, the Avorld is considering, not the

time of day, but, as the Avriter puts it, “sex o’-

clock.
’ ’

I cannot agree with much that has been said

to-night Avith respect to the education of the

young, along lines sexological. T Avondered at

the attitude of one of the speakers, avIio is inclin-

ed to look askance at museums, but at the same
time heralds as educational a pla}' called “Dam-
aged Goods.” If the pi’esentation of sue!' a Avord

picture as this play to the young is accomplish-

ing- so much good, then I confess I am at a loss

to understand Avhy a study of tlie actual life pic-

ture by medical men and students has been pro-

ductive of so little good. When, tliousands of

years ago, the great Jeliovah handed doAvn from
Mt. Sinai his inspired message, tlie Ten Com-

mandments, among them, “Thou shalt not com-
mit adultery,” it must haA'e been foremost in the

Great Maker ’-s mind that man Avould often be

guilty of this great sin. I have a most A’ivid

recollection of the presentation to medical stu-

deiAts of case after case, slioAving the horrible ef-

fects of syphilis. These young men say, not a

Avord picture but actual life picture—the man
Avith his penis destroyed; the Avoman upon Avhom
a laparotomy Avas done in the class-room for
gonorrhoeal salpliingitis, tlie child Avith hereditary
syphilis; and I must confess that, so far as I am
aAvare, it did not deter a single one of these men
from practicing- illicit sexual intercourse. I have
known medical students to make engagements
Avitli prostitutes Avho came to the gynecological
wai’d for treatment.

T Avent to see “Damaged Goods” because I Avas

inA'ited to do so by ladies and gentlemen repre-
senting the Purity League, and Avhat I have to
say must not he construed as in any Avise de-
rogatory to them.

The plot of the play deals Avith a young man
Avho is fearful of acquiring- syphilis, and in order
to avoid it he chooses as his companion the Avife

of his best friend, knoAving that this friend also
liad a hoiTor of tlie disease and feeling that he
Avas not likely to contract it through intercourse
Avith the Avife of such a man. If Avord pictures
of this sort are the means of any good end, I
must confess my inability to understand it. No
man of to-day Avoiild contend that such a play as
this AA’ould be jiroper to bring before a medical
student Avho proposed to seriously study medicine,
and if it is not fit for a medical student, it is

surely not fit to bring before the aA'erage young-
man and Avoman. In my humble judgment, gen-
tlemen, Ave are not ready for this sort of instruct-
ion.

T Avouder hoAv many single men among us to-

night, Avho have reached the age of 28 or 30, can
say that they have kept themselves pure? I A’en-

ture the assertion that there are not many.
Again, hoAv many married men can say that since

their mairiage they have kept themselves pure?
The question is Avholly a moral one and Ave can-

not get aAvay from it. I agree Avith yon that Ave

must educate the public, and let the education be
as broad as Ave can jiroperly make it. but let us

not forget that man Avas commanded to increase

.'‘U'l mnltijilv, and soiroiimes the sexual part of

man oA’erAvhelms him.

Only a feAV days ago a kindergarten teacher

told me of an incident Avhich had come under her

observation. She had a class composed of boys

and girls four and five years of age, among Avhom
is a little boy of five, avIio is exceedingly bad, and
tAvo very beautiful little girls, and she has found

it necessary to keep this boy aAvay from the girls

because one of the little girls told her that he had
attem])ted to take liberties Avith her person.

I have ahvays maintained that a man, Avhen he

faces the bridal altar, should be just as pure as
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lie expects the woman to be; that no man lias a

right to expect more of his wife, mother, or sister

than they have a right to expect of him.

As Dr. Mathews has said, the question is one

of moral education, and the medical jirofession

must do it, but it is a mistake to believe that it

can be accomplished by the exhibition of such

vile, abominable plays as “Damaged Goods.”

J. T. Windell: One of the speakers has esti-

mated there are about three hundred thousand

prostitutes in this country, and his figures are

probably about correct, but I will venture the as-

sertion that, if all of these women were to die

to-night, within thirty days there would be three

hundred thousand more to take their places.

That prostitution cannot be eliminated has been

demonstrated in practically every country in the

world.

In regard to the relationship between the doc-

tor and his patient, not only with respect to ven-

ereal disease, but any other disease, the moment
a man becomes your patient you form a partner-

ship with him, as it were, and anything connected

with that partnership is sacred. T do not believe

we have the right to violate that ])artnership if

it will in any way interfere with the treatment

and cure of the patient. I have had several cases

in which I was tempted to inform women who
were about to enter matrimony with patients un-

der my care, of the condition of the prospective

husband, but I have refrained from doing so.

There are two sides to every question. I know
of one case in particular where a doctor went to

the family of the bride-to-be, and told her that

the young man she was about to marry had ven-

ereal disease. It happened that, at the time, the

young man had no evidence of the disease that

was manifest to a layman. He immediately con-

sulted an attorney who instituted suit against the

doctor and was able to secure two physicians to

testify that there was nothing wrong with the

young man. Such a thing is liable to happen to

any of us.

Irvin Lindenberger: I would like to mention a

case that cam.e under my observation recently, il-

lustrating another phase of this subject. This pa-

tient, a girl 17 years of age, was referred to me
about two weeks ago with a suspicious looking

sore on the vulva, which she said had been there

for three or four weeks. From the history of the

case I believed it to l)e syphilitic. She came to

me again yesterday, and upon examination I

found a marked efflourvescence all over the body.

I referred her to the City Hospital and told her

I would see her tliere tliis morning. AVhen I

went to the hospital this morning I found that

she had not been admitted for tlie reason that she

had been in Louisville only a montli.

Those of you who have read the re])ort of tlie

Chicago A^ice Commission will recall that it con-

tained a memorandum of the houses of prostitu-

tion in Chicago, the names of the girls and the

number of times they had intercourse with men

in one night. I recall that in one case it was
stated that one girl had intercourse forty-five

times in one night. In the case I mentioned, this

girl may infect anywhere from one to one hun-

dred men, and yet there is no ])lace where she

can be taken care of and prevented from dis-

seminating the infection.

In this connection, I cannot help but recall an
incident that occurred in the administration of

Alayor AIcClelland of Cincinnati, who was elect-

ed on a reform ticket many years ago. A mother
brought to him her boy, 17 years old, who had
lost the sight of one eye from gonorrheal oph-
thalmia, and asked him what he was going to do
about it. He said he would try to do something,

and started a S3’stem of examinations of inmates
of houses of prostitution. If a girl was found to

be new at the business, an attempt was made to

persuade her to return home, and transportation
was secured for her. Those cases of gonorrhea
and syphilis found were quarantined in the City
Hospital in a special ward. That this does a
gieat deal of good cannot be denied. If this girl

I spoke of had been taken into the City Hospital
yesterday, it would undoubtedly have been the
means of preventing her from spreading the in-

fection. AA’'hile this plan is said to have been a
failure bj' some in Hambiu’g, Berlin, and Vienna,
those of vou who have lived abroad know that it

is considered safer to have intercourse with a girl

who has been examined than one who has not.

It is but logical to assume that if these cases
are kept in quarantine, it will decrease the per-

centage of cases of venereal disease, and I believe

the statistics in Cincinnati while the above plan
was in opertaion will prove the truth of this

statement.

Carl AVeidner, Sr.: The subject has been so

thorouglily discussed that there is very little left

to be said.

I shall speak to only one phase of the subject

;

namely the ethics that should govern the doctor

in liis relationship with his patients. It will be a

long time before that question is settled in a satis-

factory' manner. The medical profession must
upiiold, to some extent, the sacredness of the re-

lationship between doctor and patient
;

but, as

Dr. Mathews has said, conditions have changed
somewhat. Tliere was a time when we observed
secrecy with respect to- tuberculosis, typhoid fe-

ver and other infectious diseases. AA^e are now
compelled by law to report these diseases to the

health authorities. However, I believe it will be

a long time before we are required to report

venereal diseases.

Dr. Mathews’ remarks reminded me of the

story written about a Paris physician, who had
a patient whom lie was treating for syphilis or

gonorrhoea, and who intended to marry' the daugh-

ter of one of the physician’s most intimate

frii'uds. He told the young man he could not

marry', to which he replied that he would marry,

and defied the physician to prevent it. The doc-
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tor could think of no other means except to knock

tlie man down on his way to church, which he did,

thereby creating' a scandal and preventing- the

marriage.

During the past year I treated a young girl dur-

ing the active stage of syphilis, and a short time

later I discovered lier in one of our hosi)itals as

a nurse. I consulted with my friends. What
should T do? I did not like to expose this girl

publicly. Finally one of my friends suggested

that he would take care of the matter, and I pre-

sume the girl was discharged shortly after that

because I did not see her at the hospital any

more. I hope I did right. I would not like for

any of my patients, medical or surgical, to be ex-

posed to contamination by such a nurse.

I agree with Dr. Windell that prostitution can-

not be prevented, but I do believe that we can do

a great deal of good by educating the young.

When is this education to begin? In some chil-

dren it should begin earlier than in otliers, in

proportion to tlieir ability to understand.

The medical profession has a very important

duty to perform. Let the preachers and school

teachers do their part, but the most practical

part of the work is bound to fall upon the med-
ical profession. In the past three years I have
had under my care six children, under six years

of age, with gonorrhoea. In our practice in the

homes we should endeavor to teach the fathers

and mothers the danger of the transmission of

these diseases by means of dirty towels and nap-
kins, common wash-bowls, etc. Twenty-five per

cent, of blindness is due to gonon’hoea. By
teaching our patients the necessity of pi'oper

sanitary precautions, we can do a great deal to

prevent the transmission of these diseases.

In regard to Dr. Lindenberger 's case, I must
say there is “something rotten in Denmark”
when such cases as this cannot be taken care of

somewhere as a measure of protection to the pub-

lic.

Louis Frank: I have listened with much pleas-

ure to this symposium and also to the discussion.

It seems, however, that my own opinions in con-

nection with certain phases of this subject are

greatly at variance with those of the other speak-

ers. There are two questions to be considered.

One is the question of sex, which is inherent in

the human being, is impossible of eradication,

but may be repressed within limits, just as the

appetite for food and drink may be repressed.

The other is a medical question, jmre and sim-

ple. That the two are so closely correlated that

they cannot be- separated, I do not believe. It

has been shown that syphilis may be contracted

in many ways other than by sexual intercourse.

Possibly our attention had best be directed to a

study of the medical side of the question. As to

the education of the young, Dr. Solomon has ex-

pressed pretty nearly my own views. The sexual

instinct is the strongest of ajiy in the human be-

ing; perhaps even stronger than the instinct of

self-preservation. The strongest emotion of the

human mind is probably that of fear. Every un-

lawful desire of the human race is controlled by

the fear we have of the penalty for gratification

of that desire. For instance, many men are de-

tei’ed fi'om killing another man solely because

of tbe law on our statute books which fixes a

heavy penalty for murder. In the same way, it

aj)pears to me that fear of the law might induce

repression of the sexual instinct to a certain ex-

tent. But, will repression of the sexual instinct

tend to eradicate syphilis and gonorrhoea? I

must confess that I have been somewhat astound-

ed by the statements of the dire results produc-

ed by gonorrhoea that have been made here to-

night, insofar as the life and future usefulness of

the individual are concerned. Personally, I am
convinced that in gonorrhoea in the male, just

as in the female, a stage is reached when the

germs are no longer ti'ansmissible. Furthermore,

we know that after a certain period of time,

syphilis is not communicable. Let us be honest

with ourselves. Becently a great furore has been

raised, and the whole country is engaged in the

discussion of eugenic and sociologic questions, I

think it has gone a step too far and that it is

time to put an end to it.

Jno. W. Price, Jr.: This subject appeals to me
very strongly. One point which it appears to me
should be emphasized more than any other, is

prophylaxis. One way of teaching prophylaxis

Avould be for the State to pass a law requiring

every man contemplating man'iage to secui-e a

certificate of health from a physician. Of course

this in itself would not prevent disease. It sim-

}dy teaches the public to guard against it; it

makes the prospective hushand who has been so

fortunate as to escape venereal disease up to the

time he contemjdates marriage, very careful to

avoid contamination during the few months im-

mediately preceding his marriage, because he

knows he will have to pass an examination.

As to prostitution, it is an established thing

and we must accept it. One means of avoiding

the spread of syphilis and gonorrhoea through

this soui'ce. would be for the City to furnish each

house of prostitution with an outfit similar to

those used in the United States Army and Navy,

containing argyrol, mercury, etc., with printed

instructions as to their use, and require the girls

to supply this to the men who visit the house. A
great many men will neglect such precautions un-

less it is made easy for them. The records of the

Army and Navy show that the percentage of cases

of venereal disease has been greatly reduced un-

der this method. Men visiting houses of pros-

titution would soon become acquainted with the

contents of these packages, and would probably

supply themselves with a similar package when

contemplating clandestine intercourse.
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CERVICAL LACERATIONS AND THEIR
RELATIONS TO NERVOUS MAN-

IFESTATIONS.

By C. C. English, Louisville.

There was a time until comparatively re-

cent that when the average physician or surg-

eon 'was consulted by a Avonian suffering with

what was apparently a nervous exhaustion,

that, if the woman had borne children, the

first and almost only thought was ,“Here is a

case of neurasthenia from cervical lacera-
tion.” A vaginal examination would reveal
the fact that there did exist a cervical tear.

Here the examination of the patient, and
study of the case oftentimes would end. It
was a case for surgical treatment, and the pa-
tient would be told that she must undergo an
operation, othei’wise she could have no hope
for a recovery

;
that the operation was all that

was necessary, and that it would give her
complete relief. This was found not to be
true in many cases; quite a few submitting to
an operation were not benefited. They were
not benefited because other important factors
had not been sought and considered, and
proper medicinal treatment instituted in con-
junction with the operation.

To-day these cases are studied more care-
fully and handled more conservativel3L But
even now the profession is too prone to assume
that when a woman has attacks of headache,
backache, etc., that she must have some dis-

eased condition of her pelvic organs as an un-
derljdng cause.

The presence of a cervical tear, of even a

major degree, does not cause nervous manifes-
tations in everj^ instance; and there are so

manj" conditions that produce symptoms that

so closeh" assimilate the sjunptoms of neuroses
from cervical laceration, such as astigma-
tism, obscure syphilis, beginning goitre,

faulty elimination, autointoxication, etc.

;

that one has to be constantl}^ on his guard.
We should not too frequently arrive at con-
clusions—just because a woman has a cervical

tear. We should be certain of our diagnosis;
and even then slow to i^romise a cure bj' surg-
ical measures alone. To illustrate this point
let me cite two eases in my own experience,
both of which had been promised recoveiy b.v

operative interference.

Case 1.—Mrs. M., age 34; married eight

3’ears ;
had had two children

;
first deliveiy bj'

forceps
;
jmungest child four j’ears old. Com-

plained of extreme nervousness, irritability,

severe headache and backache, and unable to

sleep until early morning. Vaginal examina-
tion revealed the existence of bilateral cervic-

al laceration of moderate degree; uterus
slightly sub-involuted, tubes and ovaries

slightly tender and a modei’ate degree of

pelvic discomfort.

This seemed to me a case of neurasthenia
induced b^' a cervical tear. Operation ad-

vised and cervical laceration repaired with
iierfect union; but patient was not relieved.

Finally', growing suspicious of the sleepless-

ness in the early part of the night, I question-

ed her closely and found that her headache,

liackache, in fact all her symptoms exaggerat-

ed at night. I then made diagnosis of obscure
S3’philis, put her on mercury and iodode of

potash. Her symptoms immediately sub-

sided, she was completely relieved, and made
a decided gain in weight. Operation probably
not necessai’y.

Case 11.—Mrs. R., widow, age 40. Had
had three children, j’oungest child ten years
old. Had had cervical laceration repaired
with good union as a result, but without re-

lief, four months previous to consulting me.
Complained of insomnia, nervousness, head-
ache, backache, bloating, numbness of limbs,

palpation of heart or, as she put it, “sinking
spells” in which she thought that she was go-
ing to die,

’
’ frequently remained in bed most

of the day. After careful and persistent
questioning it was found that she was consti-

pated
;
she ate too much nitrogenous food

;

the whole fluid intake in twenty-four hours
was practically nil; her liver and kidneys
were inactive; she was suffering from reab-
sorption of effete material. It was a case of
autointoxication. Her mode of living was
regulated; she was taught the necessity of
keeping her liver and kidneys active, and
given a good tonic. She made a complete
recovery.

Others of jmu, I dare say, have had the
same experience; and in the light of these
experiences is it any wonder that so many re-

fuse operation; wander into the realms of
patent medicine and are benefited, or finally

fall into the hands of some careful diagnos-
tition and are promptly relieved.

There are a class of eases in which nervous
disturbances will not be pronounced until af-

ter some acute sickness, then symptoms will

appear and remain until relieved by trachel-

orrhaphy followed li3
' constitutional treat-

ment. We will often encounter a ease with a
rather severe cervical laceration of eight or
ten years standing, who has had no nervous
symptoms until veiy recently'. This is verj"

puzzling, • but the torn cervix is often the
prime cause of the nervous condition, and is

explained bj- the fact that so long as a wo-
man has prime health the cervical tear will

cause nervous manifestations; but let her
have an attack of typhoid fever, lagrippe, or
have some worrv or anxiet>" over family or
financial affairs, or in fact anjdhing that
lowers her state of health, then the tear plays
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a very important role in the production of

symptoms. This should be explained to the

patient for they often ask the question, “Why
has the ‘torn womb’ caused me no trouble be-

fore?” In some eases, too, it is probable
that the contraction of the cicatrix may be-

come so great as to compress the nerve fili-

ments and produce symptoms which in the

earlier stage of the scar were not present.

In these cases dense cicatricial tissue will be

found tilling up the angles of the tear.

In the more severe grades the diagnosis is

comparatively easy. In these cases there ex-

ists a dull, heavy weight and dragging in the

pelvis, oftentimes associated with a burning
sensation in the vagina. Without any acute

sickness as an assignable cause the general

health is usually more or less bad. If the

tear has set up an interstitial inflammation,

accompanied by cystic degeneration in the

cervix, then the reflex nervous phenomena
are especially marked. Here the headache is

almost constant, the patient is very nervous,

emotional, and even hysterical.

In those cases also where the laceration is

extensive, extending into and almost through

the vaginal attachment, the reflex nervous

disturbances are very pronounced. The ir-

regularity of menstruation or its increase in

duration and amount as a result of the sub-

involution of the uterus, and chronic con-

gestion, and perhaps inflammation of the

endometrium is constantly wearing and
and exhausting neiwous energy. Neu-

ralgia may occur in any part of the body,

however, it is usually situated in the pelvis,

extending to the groin and down the thigh.

There may appear reflex nausea and vomit-

ing, cataleptic convulsions, hysteria, the con-

stant fear of some impending danger, numb-
ness in the limbs, insomnia, irritability, con-

stant headache, and backache, etc., in other

words the woman is a confirmed neurasthenic.

In the treatment inexhaustible patience

and careful study of the individual and care-

ful study of the individual case is necessary.

They have often, in search of relief, gone
from one physician or surgeon to another.

Too miach or too quick relief is often prom-
ised, and in expecting too much they become
dissatisfied. They should be told that they
can be benefited and probably relieved, but
that it will take time—probably several

months.

Failure to obtain relief for the patient is

often encountered becaiise—as I stated in the

beginning of this paper proper medical

treatment is not institiited in conjunction

with the operation. Rest and tonic treatment

is necessary to improve the lowered vitality.

Another very frequent cause of failure to ob-

tain a good result lies in neglecting to carry

out local treatment for a sufficient length of

time. If trachelorrhaphy is performed with-
in a few months after the reception of the

laceration—^before sclerotic, cystic, and eros-

ional changes have appeared—there is usu-

ally required bi;t little preparatory treat-

ment. AVhen, however, there is a marked
and widespread erosion, and the cervix is

hard and sclerotic from inflammatoi’y exu-

date, it is necessary to devote from two to

six weeks to preparation of the cervix for

operation. I\lany failures in the operation

of trachelorraphy are due to neglect of such
preparatory treatment. The hard cystic or

eroded cervix may xuiite but imperfectly, if

at all, after operation; or if good union is ob-

tained, the sclerotic cystic condition of the

cervix, and perhaps subinvolution of the

uterus, will often persist, and symptoms con-

tinue as pronounced as before the operation.

Preparatory treatment consists in the ad-

ministration of vaginal douches, regulation of

the bowels by saline purgatives, and such lo-

cal applications to the cervix uteri as are in-

dicated in each individual ease. The local

treatment should 'be continued until there is

no longer any leueorrhoea, and the erosion

and cysts have disappeared. However, if the

inflammatory changes secondary to the lacer-

ation have become so deeply seated that they

do not show improvement after five or six

weeks careful local treatment, it is not a

case for trachelorrhaphy, but amputation of

the cervix is necessary.

Often after local and constitutional treat-

ment for five or six weeks the cervix will

tfake on a much healthier appearance, and
the general symptoms will be so much improv-

ed that the patient will sometimes want to

defer the operation. This should not be coiin-

tenanced as the symptoms will return with

cessation of treatment, and the return of the

patient to her multiform duties; besides these

are just the cases in which trachelorophy

gives most brilliant results.

DISCUSSION.

Jno. J. Moren: This excellent paper should

not be permitted to go witliout discussion.

Nervousness is attributed to all sorts of condi-

tions. We oftentimes have these patients tell

us that some doctor said if they would have a

baby they would get well, or if they would have

the uterus removed they would get well, and fre-

quently both are failures. I was very glad in-

deed to hear Dr. English take the position that

these patients should have proper and exhaustive

medical treatment before surgery is resorted to.

]\Iy observation has been that, in many instances

where ojreration does not produce results, the

surgeon is apt to ascribe it to some malnutrition

or nervous exhaustion that prevents the proper

recovery of the patient. The longer I handle
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these cases the more I believe in iron. If we
would give Bland 's mass more freciuently before

operations, we would get better results from
surgery.

Curran Pope: This ijaper is a most excellent

one and the subject is timely at all times. I

think it teaches us a paramount lesson, which is

this: An essential, fundamental necessity before

attempting to do anything, is to know what Ave

are going to do. Then the presumijtion is that

Ave knoAv hoAV to do it. Therefore, one cannot

spend too much time, too much care, or too

much thought upon his diagnosis. When he has

gotten all of his factors together, Avhen he kuoAvs,

as far as it is possible to knoAV, the secretory

state of his patient, the condition of the urine,

the blood and the blood serum, the gastric con-

dition and wherever these may lead him, even

though it leads to a careful conscientious X-ray

examination of the entire gastro-intestinal tract

—then, Avith all these facts, and his physical diag-

nosis lying before him, he should be able to estab-

lish the relationship that one thing found bears

to another, and Avhen all this is done he is cer-

tainly in a better position to pass upon the condi-

dition of his patient than he Avould lie if they had

keen left undone. Many of these individuals, as

the essayist has pointed out, are Avell in spite of

a cervical laceration; their nervous systems are

in such poise that they are able to carry the

burden Avithout difliculty. It is only Avheu they

begin to fall below par generally that local mani-

festations make their appearance. I maintain

that the relation of the surgeon to the neuroses

and the psycho-neuroses is this: Surgery Avhen

necessary, should be done—just as it should be

done as a fundamental factor in any condition

Avhere it is necessary—but it should not be look-

ed upon as a curatiA’o measure in any sense of

the Avords. It is only one of a number of meas-

ures to be carried out in order to place the jia-

tient in the state that Ave call health.

The doctor’s paper finds me in the midst of

the collection of data for a paper on the end re-

sults of surgery in the neuroses and psycho-

neuroses; therefore, it is a subject that is of great

interest to me.

I Avould like to take exceptions to one state-

ment in the doctor’s most excellent paper. It is

this : Hysteria is a ijsychcsis. It is a dissocia-

tion of the personality. It is a common cause of

ocular, uterine and cardiac conditions. But it is

a psychic condition pure and simple—a psychic

dissociation, that has a different psychic cause in

each case.- Therefore, every case is a law unto

itself and can be best reached by modern psycho-

analytic metliods. This is the advanced teaching

and thought of the day. We can very frequent-

ly tell AA'hether a localized condition, such as a

lacerated cervix, is causing symptoms by the fol-

loAving measures: Put the Avomam to bed for a

feAV days and get h.er alimentary tract thorough-

ly cleaned out. Introduce into the vagina an

electrode properl}' prepared. Place a large pad
iqAon the abdomen and pass the galvanic cur-

rent, in large doses, through the cervix, the nega-

tive pole being in the vagina. If Ave have to deal

with symptoms that are rellected from the uterus,

we Avill find that they become very pronounced in

from four to six hours after the application. Of
course the patient must not ’oe told Avhat is the

object of the test.

Jno. K. Freeman: Those of us avIio do consid-

erable obstetrical practice know that six out of

ever}' ten Avomen Avho have borne babies have
laceration of the cervix to some extent, but Ave

also know Avhat Avill cause symptoms in one
Avoman may not in another. When a surgeon gets

a case of this kind that has been through the

hands of a general practitioner Avhom he knoAvs
has carefully analyzed it, and has perhajAs been
under the observation of a neurologist of note
A'.'ho has also carefully studied the case, and if,

Avhen the patient is put upon the table, the only
abnormal condition that can be found is a lacer-

ated cervix, then it is clearly the duty of the
surgeon to insist upon the patient going to the
hospital and having the laceration repaired. We
must trust such men as have siAoken here to-

night. When they have studied the case thor-
oughly and have exhausted every measure other
than surgery Avithout relieving the patient, then
it is our duty to correct AvhateA'er surgical condi-
tion may oe found to exist.

It must be confessed that, unfortunately, in

some of these cases, the surgical procedure is

not folloAved up by careful and scientific medical
treatment, as has been very beautifully brought
out by Dr. English. I have always said that e\'ei*y

surgeon should be a good doctor, and I am glad
that the essayist has emphasized this fact.

F. T. Fort: It is this class of patients tjiat

gives the internist and the neurologist the great-
est amount of trouble, and from Avhieh the
Christian Scientist and the osteopath reap their

liarA'est. I belieA’e the failure to cure many of

these patients is due, in part, to a lack of proper
appreciation by the surgeon of the medical and
neurological aspects of the case, as Avell as to an
unwillingness on the part of the internist and
the neurologist to recommend surgery for fear
they may lose the j^utient. These are the cases

in Avhich the most hearty co-operation between
the internist, the neurologist and the surgeon
should l)e the rule. As Dr. English has brought
out, these conditions may be due to toxemias of

intestinal origin, to cervical tears, or to kidney

or bladder dyscrasias, and Ave should endeavor to

get at the bottom of tlie trouble in every case,

Avhether it I'equires one examination or half a

dozen. If Ave are unable to accomplish this sin-

gle-handed, Ave should call in the other side of the

house, as it were, and Avhen the cause has finally

been determined, Avliether it be surgical, medical

or neurological, it should be corrected. If Ave Avill
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get together in these cases trace out the cause

of the trouble and correct it, we will be able to

prevent many of these patients from going to

osteopaths and Christian Scientists, as so many
of them do.

Leo Bloch: I believe that statistics show that

cancer of the uterus occurs most frequently in

women who have borne children. Therefore, for

this reason if no other, I think any appreciable

tear in the cervix should be repaired.

C. W. Hibbitt: I have always been of the

opinion that nervous manifestations in the pres-

ence of cervical laceration cannot always be at-

tributed to the laceration itself, particularly

when we consider what usually follows lacera-

tions such as subinvolution, endometritis, or en-

docervicitis and retrodisplacements. These con-

ditions I believe are responsible more frequently

for the nervous manifestations following extens-

ive lacerations than the laceration itself. While

it is true that scar tissue developing in the torn

area or angle may probably give rise in some de-

gree to a nervous distiu’bance, still I do not be-

lieve we can attribute the amount of nervous dis-

turbance seen in many of these cases to this plug

of scar tissue. Many of these cases of slight

laceration will get along very well without surg-

ical interference. In cases where surgery is nec-

essary, where the laceration is exhaustive, and

where the cervix is sclerotic, or cystic degenera-

tion has taken place, what can we hope to ac-

complish In' repairing the cervix? Practically

nothing. In such cases we must do on amputa-
tion of the cervix and in addition care for and
relieve the other conditions which usually follow

extensive laceration (as I have named above) in

order to afford the patient relief from the nerv-

ous symptoms and effect a cure.

Simrall Anderson: I think the most brilliant

results obtained in gynecological surgery have

been from trachelorrhaphy
;
or, in cases where it

is necessary, amputation of the cervix. A great

many things are accomplished in doing this op-

eration. In the first place it is usually preced by

a curettment. Again, when we do a trachelor-

rhaphy or an amputation of the cervix, we in-

variably have a shrinkage of the uterus. If there

is a chronic endometritis, that is relieved. Sub-

involution will take place, the uterus will shrnk

up away from the pelvis and the patient will be

entirely relieved. In the presence of an uterus

that is enlarged, with retroflexion or retroversion,

if we will do a trachelorrhaphy, or if necessary

amputation of the cervix, we will entirely relieve

the condition and the bladder symptoms wil dis-

appear.

I wish to go on record as making tlie assertion

that there is no oiieration in gynecological surg-

ery that promises such brilliant results as trach-

elorrhaphy, or, where indicated, amputation of

the cervix.

Fritz C. Askenstedt: I fully agvee with Dr.

Hibbitt in regard to the local irritation resulting

from scar tissue itself. It appears to me, viewing

it from a pathological standpoint, that this can

only occur to a minimum degree. After the tear

is made, there is a fonnation of gTanulation tis-

sue, which grows upon the muscular tissue bridg-

ing the gap, and forms scar tissue, but is not sup-

plied with any nerves whatever. As there is no
nervous tissue in this scar, there are no nerves

to be impinged iqion. It is true that, as it con-

tracts, it does slightly compress the muscular

tissue at its margin, but we know that the nerve

ending subject to constant pressure atrophy and
cease to functionate. I cannot conceive of any
good reason why a scar of that kind should give

rise to nervous symptoms. We are not familiar

with anything of that kind elsewhere in the body,

and why should it be true here? I am not now
considering an interstitial inflammation.

I think that a great deal of the benefit that is

attributed to trachelorrhaphy is in a large meas-
ure due to the curettement which precedes the

operation, to the fact that the uterus is restored

to its normal position, and to other work done
upon the uterus itself. As far as the operation

of trachelorrhaphy itself is concerned, I thing it

is greatl}' over-estimated.

C. C. English, (Closing) : Referring to Dr.

Askenstedt ’s remarks, it is in the rarest instances

where we encounter a torn cervix with any great

amount of cicatricial tissues, that we do not have

marked sub-involution of the uterus, with a

chronic inflammation in the tubes and ovaries,

and by taking out the sear tissue we redixce the

size of the uterus, relieve the weight and drag-

ging in the pelvis, and also relieve the inflamma-

tion in the tubes and ovaries. It is probably not

the tear itself that gives rise to nervous manifes-

tations, but sub-involution of the uterus, and the

inflammation of the ovaries and tubes as a result

of the tear, and the scar tissue must be removed

and the tear repaired before the pelvic organs

will return to their normal condition.

Dermoid Cyst Interfering with Delivery.—In

the case described the cyst was punctured and

the contents withdrawn through a wide trocar af-

ter Avhich the child was safely delivered. Three

months later the cyst was removed by the va-

gina; it weighed then' 100 gm. Analysis of the

literature on the subject shows that removal by

laparotomy of a cyst interfering with delivery

lias frequently entailed serious complications for

mother or child or both, while vaginal removal is

simple and harmless if preceded by puncture and

evacuation of the contents of the cyst. This per-

mits natural delivery and normal puerperium.

The cases on record are summarized tf> show the

advantage of this technic over the abdominal

technic or colpotomy.
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CLINICAL CASES

TABES DORSALIS.

(report op two cases.)

By Harry C. Weber, Louisville.

February 21st of the present year case No.

1 appeared for consultation. IMale, white, age

36 years, weight 150 pounds, married, occu-

pation auditor. Until one year ago healthy,

strong and athletic, weight 180 pounds. Con-

tracted a case of syphilis ten years previous

which gave him very little trouble. Took
mercury and the iodides per mouth almost

constantly for six years. Thinking he was
completely cured, he married and during the

next four years his wife gave birth to two
healthy children who have remained so to

date.

One year ago began this creeping disease,

Tabes dorsalis or locomotor ataxia, with the

following symptoms : Loss of knee jerks, in-

coordination of the muscles of locomotion,

producing that peculiar ataxic gait. Eye
symptoms not very pronounced. Lightning

pains in different parts of the body. Rom-
berg’s sign or swaying of the body Avith the

eyes closed. Bladder irritated at times, then

sluggish and would not empty. Wasserman
very positive.

I told him we had a new remedy I thought
would benefit him and he related to me a

great many disastrous results he had heard of
“606” and would not submit to any physici-

an injecting a quart of solution in his veins.

1 was not very anxious to give him an intra-

venous injection, so I explained the intra-

muscular method, and as I previously had
some experience with eye cases and paralytics,

I did not fear this method would injure him.

February 22nd, gave nine grains of sal-

varsan intramuscular, saturated solution of

iodide of potash up to tolerance and 21 hypo-

dermic injections of 1-6 grain each of the

oxyeyanate of mercury and 1-4 grain of the

protoiodide per mouth, three times a day dur-

ing the next month. March 24th gave an-

other injection of “606” and the following

month 21 mercurial injections, and 3 to 4

drops of Fowler’s solution three times a day
after meals.

During the first two weeks his locomotion

was very much worse and the shooting pains

very severe. I attributed most of the increas-

ed symptoms to soreness of the muscles pro-

duced by the salvarsan. At the end of tAvo

weeks case improved, and when I gave the

second injection of “606” on March 24th,

case again apeared Avorse for about ten days,

then gradually improved until bladder symp-

toms disappeared and pains ceased in differ-

ent parts. Romberg’s sign improved and the

art of Avalking Avas returning and he was re-

gaining confidence in himself. Left (for his

home in Illinois about the last of April.

I advised a month’s rest from treatment

then a Wasserman. Received a letter in June
saying Wasserman slightly positive. “Am
feeling so well, believe I could help the Louis-

ville Base Ball Club Avin the pennant.” I im-

mediately advised another course of salvarsan

and mercurial treatment, but heard nothing

more of the case.

Case No. 2., Avas just the opposite in many
respects. Male, age 40 years, weight 130

pounds, single, occupation lawyer. No desire

for athletics. Very anaemic and drank more
or less all the time. Specific fifteen years,

had but little treatment. Slight symptoms o<f

locomotor ataxia for eight years. Last two
years all of the symptoms of case No. 1 very
pronounced. Would not venture on the

street Avithout an escort for fear of running
into some one or falling through a plate glass

Avindow. Would not leave the house on a
rainy day thinking he could not walk on wet
jAavements.

May 18th to June 2nd a mercurial inject-

ion Avas given each day and the iodides to

physiological effect. June 2nd I gave him
an intramuscular injection of “606” which
was accompanied by no local pain or soreness

whatever. Two weeks of the mercurial in-

jections and the iodides per mouth, then two
Aveeks of Prowler’s solution as a tonic and on
July 1st, a blood test Avas positive. July 8th,

“606”, no pain or soreness. This was follow-

ed by intramuscular injections of mercury to

July 25th, then another injection of salvarsan

and a month of liquor potassii arsenitis.

July 25th case appeared slightly improved
when he left for his home in a neighboring
toAvn. On October 8th patient came to my of-

fice unassisted, had gained 12 pounds and
could AA^alk along a croAvded street with con-

fidence.

DISCUSSION.

Geo. H. Day: It is in this class of cases that

Ave are oftentimes at a loss Avliat to do? We see

many patients Avho have been Avell treated, so far

as anti-syphilitic measures are concerned, Avho

suddenly develop these cerebral conditions, Avliich

is very discouraging to the practitioner.

SAvith has recently advanced some new ideas in

regard to the treatment of these conditions Avhich

have met Avith considerable success in his hands,

and Avhich I believe hold out more hope for these

])atients than anything Ave have yet tried. It con-

sists in giving an intravenous injection of sal-

varsan, and one hour later 40 c.c. of blood is

AvithdraAvn, alloAved to coagulate and centrifugal-

ized. The folloAving day, 12 c.c. of serum is

pipetted off, diluted Avith 18 c.c. of normal saline
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solution, and heated for half an hour at 56 degrees

C. A sufhcient quantity of the cerebrospinal

Huid is then withdrawn, and the diluted blood

serum introduced into the spinal cord. Swith has

.reported a number of cases in which this has

been carried out and, M’hile he has not followed

them up a sufficient length of time to enable him

to draw any definite conclusions, he believes that

his metliod will prove to be of great benefit to

these patients.

I do not believe we should rely upon the Was-
serman test for tlie diagnosis of this condition.

We would get better results by establishing the

diagnosis from the spinal fluid itself, and then

carrying out the treatment recommended by

Swith.

Jno. J. Moren: I have had an opportunity of

seeing two or three cases treated by the method

of Switli, and in each instance the patient showed

very marked ph.ysical improvement, but the knee-

jerk, Argyle-Kobinson pupil and headache per-

sisted. These symptoms will resist in spite of all

the mercury, “606”, or iodide that we may give.

Personally, 1 have been able to secure better re-

sults bj’ building up tlie physical condition of

these patients, then putting them on the Frank-

lin exercises, which is really a system of re-edu-

cation, teaching them to use their legs although

a number of the essential fibres are gone;

“driving the horse without the bridle” so to

speak.

Curran Pope: The tendency of the modern
neurologist is to get away from the designation

“locomotor ataxia,” which merely describes one

of the symptoms, and to use the older tenn tabes

dorsalis, ivhieh embraces a wdder symptom com-
plex.

I believe there are alwaj's two factors in the

production of tabes dorsalis
;
one sjqjhilitic and

the otlier nutritional. The former is to be com-

batted with arsenical or mercurial preparations.

Personally, I have more faith in mercury than in

arsenic. However, I do not believe permanently

good results are ever obtained in these cases by

medication per orem
;

hypodermic injection is

the method of choice. To-day the concensus of

opinion among the French and German nuerolo-

gists, as well as the majority of those in this

country, is that iodide of potash, nor any iodide,

has ever done a particle of good in tabes dorsalis,

but, on the contrary, has done an immense amount
of liarm. I never use iodides in the treatment of

sypliilitic conditions, and it is rvith great pleas-

ure that I again refer to the fact that, in 1896, I

clinically took the stand that the iodides are in-

jurious in locomotor ataxia and should never be

used. Personally I have not used them since

1891.

T always tell tliese patients that they should

have recurring courses of treatment. It makes no

difference wliether the patient considers himself

sick or Avell
;
he should be treated every year of

his life until lie is put in tlie grave. This is a

safe plan, and in my opinion, if it was carried

out more frequently, we ivould have fewer so-

called para-syphilitics which, as we know, is

nothing more than another manifestation of

sjqihilis.

Dr.. Weber pointed out the fact that the mild

cases exhibit very few spmptoms. It has been my
experience that the mild cases are the most treach-

erous ones and the most likely to be followed by

nerve involvement. AVe are dealing, not with a

meta-sj'philitic or a para-syphilitic condition, but

with a straight syphilitic trouble in which, as has

been demonstrated by Noguchi and others, the

specific micro-organism of syphilis is present.

H. C. Weber, (Closing) : I have been treating

.syphilis for fifteen years, and have always de-

pended upon mercury up to the time that sal-

varsan was introduced. AAm have never consid-

ered that the iodides were curative and only gave

them in cases where there was pain. After be-

ginning the use of salvarsan, it appeared to me
to have a better effect when given in conjunction

with iodide, and also when the patient was thor-

oughly saturated with mercury. I am inclined to

believe that we have secured a si>ecific in the two

drugs combined.

SARCOMA OF THE UNDESCENDED
TESTICLE.

By C. B. Spalding, Louisville.

j\lr. C. Tj., white, age 22, \vas referred to me
by Dr. Katzmann. for examination, on the

25th of October, 1911.

The family history shows that, on the pa-

ternal side there were four brothers and sis-

ters
;
a sister, and the mother died of supposed

cancer, also one of the father’s brothers died

of cancer. The maternal side shows that the

parents, maternal grandfather and two of his

brothers died of tuberculosis. The patient

has one sister and one brother, both well and
healthy.

The personal history shows, that the parent

had diphtheria twice, measles, chicken pox,

typhoid fever, and was a frequent sufferer

from abscesses in the ears from the age of six

months to fourteen years. His feet have been

deformed since he was three years old.

Patient has had several attacks of appendi-

citis during the past two years. For one

year, uudescended testicle on the left side,

had given some pain, but for three weeks

previous to exaniinatiou the testicle had en-

larged rapidly and was very tender and pain-

ful.

We advised the mother of our suspicions of

a malignancy and the probable outcome.

On October 25th, 1911, the appendix was re-

moved and then the testicle. There was no

perceptible infiltration about the adjacent

structures, and the recovery was uneventful,’

and rapid. A pathological examination of
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the testicle, by Dr. Baldauf, of the Univers-

ity, showed a few suspicious looking cells, but
nothing definite enough to make a positive

diagnosis of sarcoma. The family was warn-
ed, and urged to report to Dr. Katzmann at

the first sign of any recurrence.

On tlie first day of June, 1912, Dr. Katz-

mann again returned the patient to me. A
mass, the size of an egg, and resembling the

former testicle in size and location, had
appeared. This mass seemed not only adher-

ent to the skin but fixed at its base. On June

3, 1912, this mass and the underlying fascia

and inguinal glands Avere removed. The
wound healed very nicely, except for an
abscess appearing below Poupart’s ligament,

after he went home, which Dr. Katzmann
opened and treated.

The specimen was submitted to Dr. Bal-

dauf and he reported positively a mixed spin-

dle and small round cell sarcoma.

The mother was informed of the probibil-

ities of an early recurrence, and the ultimate

outcome. It has now been over two years since

the first operation, and one year and about
six months since the last operation, and there

is no evidence of any recurrence. The patient

has gained greatly in weight and general

health, and seems absolutely well. I report
this ease, because of the frequency of malig-

•nancy in the undescended testicle, and the
rarity of a final cure.

DISCUSSION.

Jno. W. Price, Jr.: I am glad to have heard Dr.

Spalding’s excellent report. I think the fact that

this patient had been wearing a truss for some
time was a factor in the production of the malig-

nant growth.

The result of the operation is very favorable

for an ultimate cure, but sad experience has

taught me not to consider such a case out of the

woods until several years have elapsed.

E. S. Allen: Tumors of the testicle are most
interesting from an embryological standpoint.

We know that in these structures we have the

remains of the Wolffian body, and that frequent-

Ij’’ as is true in many instances of embryonic re-

mains, they are on the border line of develop-

ment, so to speak, and it does not take much irri-

tation to start their grorvth. Although in Dr.

Spalding’s case the tumor is a sarcoma, and
sarcomata, as a rule develop in the body of the

testes or in the connective tissue proper, still it

has not been definitely settled whether the Wolf-

fian body is of isodennic or mesodermic origin;

some authorities claim that it is both, and that

any kind of a tumor may develop here. Embry-
onic tissue being present in greater or less quan-

tity, irritation of any kind may stimulate the nu-

trition of these cells, and we know that embryon-
ic remains once stimulated and started to grow-

ing, soon get beyond the control of the govern-

mental force that directs development, and the

growth reverts back to the embryonic type. The

more rapidly it grows, the further it reverts back

to the embryonic type and the more malignant it

becomes. The fact that this patient had an un-

descended testicle indicates a lack of develop-

mental capacity, and the truss he wore probably

irritated the embryonic remains and started

their growth.

I think Dr. Spalding was very wise in warning

the parents of this patient not to be too hopeful,

because it has been the experience of the most op-

erators that, in cases of this kind, there is usu-

ally very rapid and extensive metastasis. How-
ever, in view of the time that has elapsed since

the second operation, I think Dr. Spalding is

justified in feeling a little more hopeful about

the case,

W. C. Dugan: The lesson to be learned from

this report is that we should endeavor to do more
work in the Avay of replacing these undescended

testicles in the scrotum before they undergo

atrophy and otlier changes wliich lead to the for-

mation of tumors. I do not believe there is any

doubt that the proportion of tumors in the un-

descended testicle is much greater than in the

normally located testicle. Those cases in which

the testicle is in the canal are the ones in which

sarcomata develop—not tlie testicle that is su-

peritoneally located. In the latter cases we rare-

ly see a malignant growth. Some authority in

London, wliose name I do not recall, just now, has

done a great deal of work along this line, and he

has found that, when the case is seen early and

tlie testicle jJlaeed in the scintum, it develops in

a normal manner. Tllerefore, I think rve should

encourage operation for placing the testicle in
^

its normal location before the development of

such conditions as existed in Dr. Spalding’s case.

J. Hunter Peak: I have had the good (or bad)

fortune to have seen quite a number of cases of

undescended testicle before any tumor had de-

veloped. In some instances I have tried to place

the testicle in its normal location, and it rvas

certainly one of the hardest jobs I have ever

tackled. Sometimes it cannot be done, and in

such cases T usually advise the family that the

testicle should be removed. I have seen cases in

Avhich one testicle was in the canal and the other

in the abdomen, and in such eases the question

arises: should we deal with both of them at the

same time? This is a question that the ])atient

should decide for himself. Some prefer not to

disturb the one in the abdomen, because it does

not run so much risk of injury. However, it is

more or less liable to grorvtlis, particularly malig-

nant growths.

Wearing a truss is not tlie only source of irri-

tation in these cases. By reason of its location,

llie testicle is liable to be injured by falls, and

other accidents incident to the life of the average

man, and such injuries are frequently followed

by the development of a malignant growth. For
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this reason these patients should be carefully

watched and the testicle removed whenever a

growth develops whether it is malignant or not.

C. B. Spalding, (Closing): I wish to thank the

gentlemen for their discussion. In regal’d to the

source of irritation in undescended testicle, I

Think this condition is always accompanied by a

partial hernia, and the hernial contents slipping

in and out of the sac is a constant source of irri-

tation. In the few cases in which I have placed

the testicle in its normal location there has been

no subsequent trouble. One factor that tends

to make this operation a difhciilt one is the fact

that the blood supply comes from the outer side,

along the brim of the ilium, instead of in the

median line, and in pulling the testicle down we

are apt to injure this blood supply. However,

in the majority of cases it can be accomplished

without any great difficulty.

MEDICAL PROGRESS

PELLAGRA.

(report of case.)

By I. A. Arnold, Louisville.

iMrs. M., widow, forty-six years of age,

mother of three children
;
has had all the dis-

eases relative to childhood, a blonde and of

slender build; hygienic surroundings fairly

good. She had good health until about six

years ago, when at the birth of her youngest

child she said she was sick five or six months

;

just following the birth of her child she had

convulsions 'which from her history were

probably uremic. She gradually improved

but not up to former standard of health.

About November 1st, 1912, she began to be

very nervous, she had considerable trouble

with her stomach, constipated, kidneys acting

freely, and symptoms rapidly becoming worse

when her family called me to see her on Jan-

uary 1st, 1913, they were apprehensive of her

losing her mind. I found her in a very weak-

ened condition, mind weak, not particularly

off on any one subject, but more like a child’s

mind easily moved either to tears or laughter.

She was Tinable to walk—general tremor on

one occasion. I noticed that she cried because

she was unable to hold a glass of water. She

complained of a peculiar disagreeable odor

which she was unable to intelligently describe.

Vision and hearing poor, reflexes exagger-

ated—complained of a burning in nose and

throat, also extreme pain in chest, arms and

back
;
also complained of a burning on the sur-

face of the fore-arms to such a degree, that

made it necessary to use an opiate to relieve

her. She was nauseated and unable to eat,

and complained of being unable to breathe

good at night. She was much emaciated.

Upon examination 1 foiand the heart rapid

and weak, the tongue red, in fact, the entire

buccal cavity fiery red
;
a slight rise in temp-

eratiTre, also an macular eruption on the fore-

arms of a bright red hue, the spots about 1-4

to 1-2. inch in diameter, resembling sun-burn.

The symptoms above described gradually

became worse until about March, 1913, when
her condition seemed so intensified that there

were grave fears of her death. The emaciation

was extreme, equal to that we see in the third

stage of tuberculosis. She was unable to sit

up in bed, neither could she sleep for the se-

vere pain and burning sensation of the skin.

i\lenstruation, which had been coming on

every three weeks, ceased, but returned July
1st, 1913, bTit not much stress can be put on
this symptom because of her age. March 1st,

1913, her mind gave signs of great mental
weakening. The eruption which was confined

to the dorsal surfaces of the hands, the feet,

and the back of the neck and shoulders, be-

gan to spread over the arms, the face, particu-

larly over the nose and forehead and continu-

ed until the entire body, except the abdomen,
was more or less covered. The temperature,

which at first showed a slight rise, became
subnormal and remained so to this date.

Pulse got faster and weaker, imnning to about

130 or 140. Examination of urine at first

showed slight trace of allnimen, but after two
weeks there was no trace of any. She remain-

ed in this condition until about April 1st,

when she began to improve gradually, being

able to retain some nourishment. Constipa-

tion was relieved by drugs, and at this date

she is able to walk a distance of four or five

blocks. How long she 'will thus continue I

am unable to say, but it is my opinion that it

is only temporary relief.

I have not given the family my opinion of

the case, but I am about convinced that it is

a ease of pellagra.

DISCUSSION.

W. E. Gardner: From the description of this

case I think it was undoubtedly one of pellagra.

The skin lesion described is very characteristic of

Ihe disease. The symmetrical dermatitis on the

backs of both hands is not easily mistaken for

any other condition by one who has seen many of

these cases. I would like for the doctor to tell

nSj in closing’, whether this patient gave a history

of mental or nervous disturbance during the year

or two prior to the appearance of the local symp-

toms.

I. A. Arnold: Yes, sir; this patient gave such

a history.

W. E. Gardner: From a study of these cases

during the past two or three years, I am very

much inclined to believe that the appearance of

the dermatitis indicates the approach of the

end of the disease, which may have existed for
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some two or three years prior to this time. When
we recall a muscular weakness, loss of flesh, gas-

tric discomfort and a certain amount of mental

hebetude or confusion, that have existed for a

year or two previous to the aiipearance of the

dermatitis I believe the dermatitis is due to cer-

tain trophic changes which take place in the

skin, due to a general lack of nutrition, and that

this, along' with tlie intestinal symptoms, are the

sequelae of more serious structural changes

which may have been going on in the brain and

cord for months or years before the local mani-

festations become apparent.

Curran Pope: I have seen very little of pel-

lagra and possibly I care to see even less. Among
the most hopeful signs of imofessional activity

along this line is a recent article by Niles, in

which he reviews some of his experiences in the

treatment of pellagra, and particularly the almost

wonderful benefit he has obtained fi'om the use

of hydrotherapy. He has given these cases quite

extensive courses of treatment and in his latest

report, which he sent me about a month ago, he

holds out promise of a great deal of relief to be

obtained from hydrotherapy, with the possibil-

ity of a cure in some early cases of pellagra. I

was interested in the report from a purely

academic standpoint, and not from the stand-

point of treating these cases myself. Undoubted-

ly, however, the great value of hydrotherapy in

overcoming vasomotor and trophic conditions

would certainly indicate its use in this particu-

lar class of cases. I think this report indicates a

decided progression in the study of pellagra.

A. J. Davidson: The essayist stated that his

patient had no temperature. In the cases I have

seen where there was temperature, we have hard-

ly given any treatment at all; that is, for the

temperature alone. As to the secretions, they

are always very plentiful.

As to the urine, we do not find anything char-

acteristic. Almost all of these cases, no matter

what we do for them, will die, and I do not know
whether hydrotherapy or anything else is going

to help them very much. In three cases that I

have seen in the past nine months, the alum baths

recommended by Niles, have been used.

One of the speakers refen-ed to the probability

of the mental condition having existed for several

months prior to the manifestation of the local

symptoms in nearly all asylum cases, as well as

those reported outside of asylums, there is a his-

tory of these symptoms, as well as some mental

aberration.

The symptoms enumerated by the essayist have

been present in nearly all the cases I have seen.

The dermatitis is very similar to pustular

eczema; in some cases the skin sloughs off in

large masses. In most cases it appears first on the

palmar and dorsal surfaces, appearing later on

the lips, back and neck; sometimes on the feet,

but not often.

As to the mental condition, there is usually ir-

ritability with a tendency to complain, but the

patient does not seem to appreciate the gravity

of the situation; there is little inclination to ex-

ertion of any sort.

Some persons have undoubtedly had pellagra

and either recovered from it, or there has been a

remission period of over a year and a half. I know
some cases that have presented all of these symp-
toms that we are accustomed to ascribe to pella-

gra, but have recovered from them and are still

alive. I know of at least two such instances.

Bernard J. O’Connor: I believe one of the

most interesting points has been overlooked by
the reporter; that is, the etiology of pellagra: I

would be glad if he would tell us the previous

residence of this patient, and also the probable

cause of the disease.

Curran Pope: I would like to correct a mis-

apprehension which may arise in connection with
my remarks and those of the speaker who fol-

lowed me. My remarks concerning the work of

Dr. Niles did not refer to mineral baths, but

rather to ordinary hydrotherapy. In the article

I mentioned he does not refer to the alum baths,

which I understand has practically been discard-

ed.

I. A. Arnold, (Closing) : In answer to Dr. O’-

Connor’s question, I will say that I intended to

write to Dr. Carpenter, who treated this patient

in Winchester, regarding the surroundings of the

patient there, but from what she has told me
they must have been very similar to the condi-

tions here. Her present environments are fair-

ly good. She lives in a cottage in the west end of

the city. She said that Dr. Carpenter reported
her case to a medical society once before, but
whether it was the same condition or not, I do
not know.

I had never seen a ease of pellagra until this

Ijatient came under my observation, and I simply
treated her along the line of general tonics, giv-

ing her plenty of such foods as lettuce, greens,

etc. For the constipation of the bowels I gave her
cascara. For a while I did not know what I was
treating, except that it Avas somthing I had never
seen before, until finally I made the diagnosis of

pellagra.

Constipation.—Treatment—Stubborn constipa-

tion in infants is relieved by giving 1 dram
(4 c.c.) of olive oil once or twice daily. Consti-

pation in neurasthenics is also benefitted.—Brain.

Carcinoma, Esophageal.—Treatment. — Hydro-
gen dioxide, 1 dessertspoonful of 1 to 3 per cent,

solution every hour, found to be valuable pallia-

tive measure where stenosis apparently com-
plete. Within twenty-four hours stenosis is over-

come, and later purees and even solid food can

be swallowed. Subjective symptoms disappear

and patients gain in iveight. Measure of little

use, however, in scirrhous form of cancer.—^Fra-

diss.
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dkpart:\ient of general medic-
ine.

Dy J. RJwan ]\Iorrison and J. Allen Kirk,

Louisville.

I.

THE SENSIBILITY OF THE ALIMENTARY CANAL

IN HEALTH AND DISEASE.

Hertz, Lancet, 1911. in the Goulsionir.n lec-

tures, records his observations on the sensibil-

ity of the gastro-intestinal tract to various

stimuli. The mucous membrane of the whole

canal was found insensitive to tactile stimuli

;

insensitive to thermal, the esophagus and rec-

tum being sensitive. The esophagus and

stomach are quite insensible to dilute hydro-

chloric acid even as high as 5 per cent, a con-

centration never found in health or disease.

Glycerin effects the anal canal and alcohol

generally produces a feeling of warmth. The

feeling of fullness in stomach and intestines is

due to a slow increase in the tension exerted

on the muscular fibres of their coat. The vol-

ume of contents necessary to produce this ten-

sion varies with the tone of the organ, that is

a small quantity will cause a sensation of

fullness in a tonically or organically contract-

ed stomach, while it would be unnoticed in the

dilated.

In the rectum this special sensation of ful-

ness is a call to defecation. This call should

be answered at once
;
for the passing off of the

desire is not due to a return of the feces to

the pelvic colon, but to a gradual relaxation

of the rectal wall. A new desire means only

one thing—that more feces have come to the

rectum and' to prevent progressive dilatation

it should be evacuated at once. The feeling

of hunger is one of general malaise associated

with the periodical muscular activity of the

stomach when empty and the nerves h}q;)er-

sensitive. This causes local pressure symp-

toms analogous to those to be described in

pain. Hunger can be allayed by the taking

of water or of any non digestible substance

like earth. It is. however, w’ith especial ref-

erence to abdominal pain that his observa-

tions are most interesting. He has described

how he found the stomach insensitive to hy-

drochloric acid, even Avhen ulcerated, and be-

lieves that abdominal pain, is, in part, truly

visceral and has one cause—tension produced

upon the muscular coat of the viscus. This

tension must be induced rapidly
;
if slowly the

sensation of fulness results, and the pain re-

turns when more pressure is added. Gastric

pain associated with ulcer he describes as due

to the pressure caused by (1) pyloric spasm

either organic or due to the passage of too

acid chyme into the duodenum, together

with (2) increased peristalsis of the pyloric

end of the stomach. This rapidly raises pres-

sure locally, and the pain is severe. The per-

istalsis may be more active from direct stim-

ulation of their nerves of the open ulcer, or

it may be due to plain hyperacidity. If the

ulcer is in the cardia the peristalsis is evident-

ly greatly increased, reaching a region of the

stomach where it normally does not belong.

The late pain of duodenal ulceration he ex-

plains by the fact that the first chyme to pass

the pyloris has hydrochloric acid bound with
the protein, and that there is no excess to

cause pyloric spasm. As the secretion of hy-

drochloric acid arises, the spasm increases

and peristalsis causes the increase in pressure.

Relief by soda bicarbonate is explained by the

reduction of acidity and consequently of the

pyloric spasm, thus permitting extension of

chyme. Similarly, vomiting results in empty-
ing the stomach with lack of pressure owing to

their being nothing for the stomach to con-

tract upon. The pain of chronic appendicitis

and cholilithiasis is most probably due to re-

flex inhibition of the pyloric relaxation. That
of colic is due to increase of pressure caused
by excessive peristalsis and spasm of the

next lowest colonic segment. Local tender-

ness may be due to twm things—hyperalgesia

of the skin, subcutaneous tissues and muscles,

together with a local rise in tension, cans d
by the pressure of the hand. That it is not

due to pressure on the ulcer is evident from
the fact that exj^loratory laparotomies often

show the ulcer remote from the tender spot.

J. A. K.

II.

INFLUENCE OP THE DIET ON THE RESISTING

POAVER OF INFECTIONS.

In the Medicine Clinic, Berlin. 1913,

Czerney’s article is another illustration of the

AAmy in AA’hich practical experience leads the

Avay and science follows along possibly far

behind, Avith the explanation of phenomena
observed. With the explanation in hand he

says AA’e can noAv go systematically to Avork to

protect children again.st infections, Avhen be-

fore it Avas a matter of haphazard empiricism.

He shoAA's hoAv important is the natural im-

munity possessed by the individual in respect

to infection, and hoAv it is possible to enhance

or reduce this by the diet. The natural im-

munity of the human organism is its most

precious possession, he declares, and it is one

of the highest tasks of the medical profession

to protect and cultivate further this natural

immunity. Conditions in this respect are

most easily studied in infants. A healthy in-

fant does not develop thrush even if its mouth

is inoculated Avith oidium, but if digestive dis-

turbances arise, the oidium starts up the
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thrush at once. Let the digestive disturbance

be corrected and the thrush sul)sides without

any local measures. As the infant grows

older, the natural immunity increases and the

oidium does not induce thrush except in de-

bilitated children. The saying that “the food

is responsible for the infants being sick but

that it dies from infection” must be modified.

Czerny insists, by the additional statement

that tills occurs only with a constitutional in-

feriority, and that the latter is a factor in the

development of the infection by its depress-

ing influence on the natural immunity. He
discusses the different elements of the food in

relation to natural immunity, the fat, carbo-

hydrates, etc., and emphasizes tliat the water

content of the body has extreme importance

for natural immunity. Bacteria flouirished

in culture mediums more luxuriantly in direct

proportion to the measure in which the water

content of the medium surpasses the average

water content of the body of an adult.

With a water content merely equal to this

average or below, no colonies of the bacteria

develop. The higher the water content of the

body, the less the resisting power to infection,

he reiterates.

Carbohydrates in the diet tend to increase

the water content of the tissues; the amount
of increase depends on individual conditions,

so that some infants and older children have
to have the intake of carbohydrates more
strictly regulated that others. The embryo
and new-born infant have a larger water con-

tent than older children and adults, and the

experiences with those illustrate forcibly the

special danger of this high water content.

They not only contract infections with excep-

tional facility, but the infection rapidly
spreads from a local to a generalized process.

Tubercle bacilli in young infants almost in-

variably a generalized active disease while in-

fection as the child grows older is usually a

local process.

Another factor of importance for natural

immunity is the swelling of the colloid sub-

stances in the tissues : under normal condi-

tions the calcium salts have an inhibiting and
regulating infliienee on this swelling. If the

absorption of the calcium salts from the food
is prevented by too much fat in the food, then
they are thrown otf in the form of soaps in

the stools and the infant suffers from the

lack of neeessar\' calcium salts. This is most
liable to occur on a cow’s milk diet, both in

infants and in older children fed too long on
milk. The loss of the alkalies in this way
leads to acid intoxication, the more readily

the younger the child. The natural immunity

is lower on a cow’s milk diet than on any

other food.

With the exudative diathesis, in particular.

Ihe exceptionally low natural immunity can

be enhanced to a practically normal phase by
simply modifying the diet, reducing milk af-

ter the first yeai* of life to the proportion of

milk usually taken by adults. His twenty

years’ study of the subject has shown that it

is ])o.ssible to control the exudative diathesis

effectually by a* proper diet, and thus to con-

trol the tendency to infection, so that the

children very rarelj' contract scarlet fever,

and when it occurs it is in an alternated form
He even affirms that the frequency of the oc-

currence of scarlet fever and the seriousness

of the disease are generally speaking, a mir-
ror to reflect the condition as to the suitable

or unsuitable diet given children.

The exudative diathesis, he reiterates, is a

sharply defined condition of certain exudat-
ive and consecutive infectious processes in the
skin and mucous membrane, which are direct-

ly dependent on the diet and can be controll-

ed at will by modifying the food, rediicing the
intake of milk and of fluids in general to the
amounts generally taken by adults, and giv-

ing the children in their diet certain sub-
stances Avhich they need. Experience has
shown that these latter substances can be sup-
plied to infants in maltose and to older chil-

dren in meat. The recent research on beri-

beri has demonstrated that even minimal am-
ounts of certain substances in the food have
a wonderful effect on the general health. In
conclusion Czerny urges that some of the re-

search now being devoted to active and passive
immunization should be diverted to study of
the factors governing natural immunity,
especially the aliraentarv factors.

J. A. K.

The Treatment of Syphilitic Affections of
the Central Nervous System with Especial
Reference to the Use of Intraspinous Inject-
ions.—Swith and Elhs, (Archives of Internal
Medicine, Sept, 15,. 1913.)

They report their work done at the Hospital
of the Rockefeller Institute for iMedical Re-
search.

Syphilis of the central nervous system is

caused by a known parasite—the treponema
pallidinii—against which we have at least two
specific tlierapeutie agents. It is therefore

amenable to treatment. In the first place it

is necessary to recognize the nature of the

disease in the nervous system before irrepar-

able damage has been done to important
structures and, secondly, to determine the

most efficient method of application of Ihe

curative agents.

It has lieen demonstrated that in paras,vph-

ilitic diseases there is an active syi)lnlis of the

nervous system. The cerebrospinal fluid

shows an increased globulin content, and i)leo-

cy tosis, increased cell content
;
these indicate
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a chronic inflammatory process in the cerebro-

spinal axis and a positive Wasserman in the

cerebrospinal fluid indicates its sj^philitic

nature. Tn late syphilis and tabes the spiro-

chetes have establshed themselves in the

lymph spaces of the central nervous system

and are difficult to reach with drugs given in

the ordinary manner, as there is very little

excretion of drugs from the blood into the

cerebrospinal fluid. Flexner has shown that

it is necessary to inject the antimeningococcic

serum into the subarachnoid space to have a

curative effect.

Mercury and iodides have very slight effect

on the abnormal constituents of the spinal

fluid. Salvarsan intravenously has more ef-

fect, but does not cause the globulin to disap-

pear or change the positive Wasserman in the

fluid.

Salvarsan and neosalvarsan, when injected

intraspinously prodiice symptoms too se-

vere to permit of their use in this manner,
however, serum can be injected repeatedly

withoi;t apparent injury to the nervous tis-

sue. The authors have used serum from the

patient after the administration an hour
previously of from 0.2 to 0.5 gr. salvarsan.

Their method which they give in detail is

practically as follows:

One hour after the intravenous injection of

salvarsan 40 c.c. of blood is withdrawn di-

rectly into bottle-shaped centrifuge tubes and
allowed to coagulate, after which it is centri-

fugalized. The following day 12 c.c. of serum
is pipetted off and diluted with 18 c.c. of nor-

mal saline. This 40 per cent, serum is then
heated at 56 C. for one-half hour. After lum-
bar puncture the cerebrospinal fluid is with-

drawn until the pressure is reduced to 30 mm.
cerebrospinal fluid pressure. The diluted

serum is then introdiieed by gravity in order
not to siiddenly increase the intraspinal pres-

sure. Frequently there is a certain amount of

pain in the legs commencing a few hours af-

ter the injection.

Ten eases are reported where this treat-

ment was given, and the result shown in ta-

bles—giving the treatment, the Wassermann
reaction in the blood and a quantitative Was-
sermann for the cerebrospinal fluid, the cell

count and globulin in the fluid.

Eight were eases of tabes dorsalis the other

two of different types of cerebrospinal syph-

ilis. These eases all showed improvement
with disappearance of pain and arrest of the

progress of the disease. In several of them
the improvement had lasted for over a year.

In two cases the serum was taken from other

persons to whom salvarsan had been given.

The number of injections given vary from
5 to 15 with an average of 9. Tlie interval be-

tween injections being from a week to sev-

eral weeks or a month.

The cases reported are examples of groups
of cases they have had under treatment.

These observers point out that the success-

ful treatment of syphilis of the central nerv-

o\is system is not two or four or any number
of injections of salvarsan or certain amounts
of mereiiry or iodides, but only when the

spinal fluid has become normal are we justi-

fied in discontinuing treatment.

They do not offer the intraspinous inject-

ion as a substitiite for other accepted forms
of treatment, but as an aid in a attacking se-

vere cases as a rapidly advancing tabes or

paresis. i

This interesting work appears to offer some
hope at least in those cases of parasyphilis—

-

all too common, and by the ordinary methods
practically hopeless to treatment. However,
these are severe measures, and should not be
undertaken except by those having at hand
opportunity for sareful observations of the

changes occurring in the cerebrospinal fluid.

That this is not a task for a tyro one can see

by looking over the charts presented with
their article. J. R. M.

IV.

In these days of delving into the very min-
utiae of things with high hopes for even ultra

microscopic views, it seems rather unique, but
altogether wholesome that quite a few prom-
inent observers have hearkened back and
shown the necessity of the study of anatomy
in its relation to some of the more complex
diseases.

Dr. Charles F. Painter in an article entitled

the
‘

‘ Influence of Skeletal Defects, Congenital

and Acquired, Upon the Body in Health and
Disease, {American Journal of the Medical

Sciences, October, 1913), discusses this sub-

ject in a very interesting manner. Comment-
ing on the valuable work done in this line by
Lane, Goldthwait, Preiser and F. H. Martin.

It is becoming more and more apparent that

many disease processes cannot be attributed

to infection, so earnest search has been made
by many for their real origin, and much valu-

able information has been found by these ob-

servers to be in skeletal defects, frequently

congenital.

Many defects are attribcited to the human
animal having to walk on two feet instead of

four as his ancient ancestors did. There can

be no doubt that much strain has been put on

certain parts of the body by assuming the up-

right position, and that in many in.stances the

skeleton has not been able to meet this with

absohite success.

Painter sa.ys, “We are disposed to assume

that the body is so endowed with energ\" and
is so infinitely adaptable to changing condi-

tions that its functions may be continued in
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a normal manner to permit of healthful ex-

istence and the output of a' volume of energy

proportioned to the capacity of the machine.

It is true that in the human mechanism thei*e

is a wider latitude than there is in any other

known mechanism for loss of foi*ce and for

the performance of function under conditions

which are, to say the lea.st, adverse. What we
do not realize, and have taken few steps to

understand, is (1) to what extent anatomic

defect influences the proper functional uses

of the body; (2) to what degree and in Avhat

way these anatomic peciiliarities may influ-

ence physiologic function; (3) to what kind

of abnormal anatomic changes these pervers-

ions of function may give rise.
’ ’

Probably the earliest paid of the medical

profession to recognize this effect of strain

was the ophthalmologist—by correcting un-

balanced eye muscles and relieving eye strain

many headfiches and general neiwous disor-

ders were overcome.
i\Iany valuable lessons are to be found in

the relief offered the general health and well

being of individuals by recognizing and cor-

recting Aveak and pronated feet and flat foot.

We also owe much to orthopedic surgeons,

especially Goldthwait for dii-eeting attention

to the fact that many cases of sciatica, lum-
bago, etc, were strains and displacements of

the vertebra and sacro-iliac joints and there-

fore amenable to treatment by relieving the
true cause.

For the past feAv years, universal interest

has been manifested in visceral ptosis and its

resultant alimentary toxemia. Following the
brilliant Avork of Arbuthnot Lane on this sub-
ject, shoAving its anatomical origin and that it

AA’as frequently congenital, many most valu-
able papers have been Avritten on this subject
especially those of F. II. jMartin of Chicago,
Coffey of Seattle, and Richard R. Smith of
Grand Rapids.

IMost of these men are surgeons and too

many of us are prone to think that the only
relief offered in this condition is by surgery

—

this one Avould believe to be the ease from the
Avritings of some of these gentlemen, but no
doubt this extreme vieAv is moderating a great
deal, as Coffey says in his article {Surgery,
Gynecology and Obstetrics, Vol. XV, 1912-)

that most of these cases can be relieved Avith-

out operation and are amenable to treatment
by diet, fattening, exercise and general regu-
lation of the patient’s hapits.

It therefore appears that these cases of skel-

etal defect and resultant strain should be of

much interest to medical men in general, not
only to surgeons and specialists for the gen-
eral practitioner sees these cases first and if

he train himself to be able to detect these de-

fects he Avill not lose A'aluable time in trying

every sensible means of oA^ereoming them as

early as possible and one can see the great

advantage to be gained in these conditions in

beginning in youth.

Painter says, “These problems comprise

much of the work that those Avho are becom-
ing interested in chronic madicine have lain

out for themselves. A new and attractive

field for investigation exists. Light is being

shed upon many questions which have puz-

zled all branches of the profession of medic-

ine. The need for a correlation of the knoAvl-

edge Avhich has been accumulated through the

activities of workers in various special lines

of research is becoming more and more evi-

dent. We are getting past the period Avhen

Avithin the narroAV limits of our particular

spheres of activity we can assume a position

of authority and say that this or that ailment
can be treated properly only by this or that

specialist. It can be properly treated only by
the one who has the best conception of the

anatomic-physiologic relations of the condi-

tion before him, and is broad enough to act

on that knowledge. A better conception of

the functional anatomic relations of the hu-
man being, not merely the ability to recognize

and call by name its structural components,
is what is necessary in medicine and surgery.

When the profession recognizes this and bases

its treatment upon such knoAAdedge, some at

least of our present-day problems are certain

to become easier of solution, and mankind at

large Avill be the gainer. J. R. M.

MINUTES OF ANNUAL MEETING OF THE
JEFFERSON COUNTY MEDICAL SO-

CIETY, DECEMBER 22ND, 1913.

The 235th Stated Meeting (Animal Business

xMeeting) of the Jefferson County Medical So-

eietj' Avas called to order by tlie President, Dr.

Dunning S. Wilson, on Monday evening, Decem-
ber 22nd, 1913.

Minutes of tlie previous meeting Avere read

and approA'ed.

UNFINISHED BUSINESS.

Dr. Doherty, Charman of Coimnittee to draft

resolutions concerning the death of Dr. John G.

Cecil, made a report submitting t!ie folloAving

resolution.

By an inscrutable decree of an All-Avise Provi-

dence death has again invaded our society and

Dr. John Giles Cecil in the zenith of his career

of usefulness, and in the prime of intellectual

life, has been called to his rcAvard.

Resolved, That in the death of Dr. Cecil this

society has lost an accomplished, thorough and

sound medical scholar, an earnest and zealous col-

league for tlie advancement of our profession,

and a pre-eminent and Avorthy ’exemplar of honor

and integrity.

Resolved, Tliat in the loss of this able physician
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possessed of great judgment and skill, and a

medical teacher of surpassing merit, the commun-

ity, in common with ourselves, has experienced a

profound bereavement.

Resolved, That his example of earnest and

faithful labor in his profession, his nobility and

integrity of purpose that characterized all his

actions, his Christian home ties and domestic re-

lations, are memories to be cherished, and worthy

the admiration and emulation of his survivors.

Resolved, That we tender to his family our

condolements in the grief that has overtaken

them; that a copy of these resolutions be pre-

sented to his family and published in the Ken-

tucky State Medical Journal.

WM. B. DOHERTY,
,

Chaiiman.

J. M. RAY,

CLAUDE G. HOFFMAN.
Upon motion dul}' seconded and carried the re-

port was received and the resolution adopted by

the society.

NEW BUSINESS.

Dr. H. E. Tuley asked endorsement by the so-

ciety of a bill proposed to be introduced at the

next session of the legislature, providing that the

management of the new Citj'^ Hospital, wlien com-

pleted, shall be taken out of the hands of the

Board of Public Safety, and put in the hands of

a permanent Hospital Commission to be appoint-

ed by the Maj’or. Seconded. Moved by Dr. W.
F. Boggess that motion made by Dr. Tuley be

tabled until a draft of the proposed bill has been

written and its exact contents can be ascertained

by the society.

Dr. Yirgil E. Simjison announced his resigna-

tion of the office of Business Manager of the Jef-

ferson County Number of the Journal, and stated

that the co-operative plan of obtaining advertis-

ing necessary for the continuance of the Journal

would he resumed.

REPORTS OF OFFICERS.

REPORT OF SECRETARY.

Mr. President, Fellow Officers and Members of

the Jefferson County Medical Society:

Before making this report your secretary in

retiring from office wishes to first thank the so-

ciety for the honor so bestow'ed and trusts that

his record has merited your confidence, further he

wishes to thank the officers and members both

collectively and individually for their hearty co-

operation and support.

In making this report your secretary points

witli pride to the ])resent condition of the society.

There has been a considerable increase in mem-
bership, an increase in balance in the treasury,

an increased interest, an increase in attend-

ance, perfect harmony prevailing and still bright-

er prospects for the future.

Scientific Work.

The programs as finmished by your Program
Committee have always been of the highest type

and with very few exceptions those upon said

programs have responded when their names were
called. We desire to thank the Program Commit-
tee for its excellent work—and by the way this

is one of the most important committees of the

society, as the attractiveness of the program has
all to do with the attendance.

Before leaving the scientific work we must
mention the Jefferson County Number of the

Kentucky Medical Journal, of which the society

should feel very proud. The members should

rally to its support and patronize its advertisers,

as it exists through its advertisements. Dr. V. E.

Simpon, its business editor, to whom the society

is greatly indebted for his untiring efforts, should

have the help of every member of this society in

keeping the Journal going.

Financial and Business.

The financial affairs of the society were never

in better condition. They have been well taken
care of by your most efficient Treasurer and by
Mr. H. S. Smith, who has looked after the rent-

ing of the hall.

In connection with the management of the so-

ciety’s business affairs “we wish to thank both

Mr. Smith and Miss Goff, the Librarian for their

faithful and untiring efforts in discharging their

respective duties.

Library.

During the past year quite a number of jour-

nals were bound. The circulating branch has ma-
terially increased and is very popular. The cat-

aloguing has been nearly completed. We desire

to thank the Library Board, especially Dr. Lin-

denberger, its Chairman for his great interest in

the library, also to thank Miss Goff for the faith-

ful discharge of her duties as Librarian.

Public Policies.

During the year there has been very little act-

ion taken bj' the society out of the ordinary in

regard to public affairs, a few of which follow

:

A local Red Cross Committee was appointed to

cooperate with the Committee on Red Cross work
of the A. M. A., said committee to be called upon
to render medical aid during any great public

disaster.

The society voted as favoring the adoption of

one telephone. Notliing definite has as yet been

accomplished.

Resolutions Avere adopted by the society in an

effort to secure admission of surgical instruments

duty free, copy of same sent to the congressman

from this district and a request made that other

societies take up the same cause.

A committee appointed to cooperate with a

like committee from the Louisville Board of

Trade, looking towards ways and means of pre-

venting so many unjust damage suits.
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A Committee was appointed to look into the

feasibility of drafting and liaving presented to

tlie next legislature, providing that in the future

alleged insane persons shall be passed upon by

a commission of medical men and not by jury.

Officers and Committees.

Officere 5

Executive Committee ....•• 3

Judicial Committee 6

Membership Committee 3

Program Committee 3

Clinical Cases and Specimens 2

Library Board 4

Milk Commmission 4

Editorial Committee 3

Reporter 1

Librarian 1

Meetings and Work Done.

Meetings 39

Present, average about 75 or 80

Essays 37

Addresses by non-Members 4

Call Meetings 2

Patients Presented 19

Speciments Exhibited 13

Cases Reported 78

Discussions I ddl"

Membership.

Number, close of 1912 242

Number elected in 1913 64

Number by demit in 1913 0

306

Lost by death in 1913 4

Lost by Demit in 1913 11

n,ost by Delinquency, 1913 26

41

Close of 1913 265

Close of 1912 242

Net gain 23

Recommendations.

Your secretary desires to make the following

recommendations

:

First. That a larger membership committee

be appointed and that they be instructed to hold

a meeting at least once a month and discuss ways

and means of increasing membership and review

names of rion-members wlio are eligible and de-

sirable.

Second. In selecting committees, the proposed

ones be consulted with and his duties be made
known, and promise exacted that he will dis-

charge said duties to the best of his ability. When
efforts have ceased to do so, he automatically

ceases to be a member of said committee.

Third. That more adequate means be provided

for keeping the records and correspondence of

the society.

Respectfully submitted,

A. C. L. PERCEFULL, Secretary.

Moved and seconded that the report be receiv-

ed and adopted and a vote of thanks tendered

the Secretaiy for his efficient service. So or-

dered.

REPORT OF TREASURER.

Jefferson County Medical Society.

December 22nd, 1913.

Receipts.

Dues $3119.00

Hall Rent 471.00

Interest 14.49

Balance 1912 159.29

$3763.78

Disbursements.

Rent ...$1332.60

Salaries, Stenographer and Librarian . . . 960.00

State Dues 797.50

Printing • 64.10

Piano Rent 60.00

Miscellaneous 190.91

$3405.11

Total Receipts .$3763.78

Total Expenditures 3405.11

$358.67

Hall Rent, uncollected 26.50

$385.17

In a comparison of tie disbursements for the

year 1913 with thc^e of the preceding year, it

should be borne in mind that during 1913 dues

for the State Society and Medical Defense were

raised from $2.50 to $3.00, necessitating the pay-

ment to the State Society of $.50 per member
more than was paid in the preceding year, mak-
ing a total of $797.50.

Ky. State Medical Ent. Fund $180.32

Balance 1913 . . .
.‘ 358.17

Total on hand $538.49

E. L. HENDERSON, Treasurer.

Moved and seconded that the report be receiv-

ed and adopted and a vote of thanks tendered

the treasurer for his efficient service. So ordered.

REPORT OF THE EXECUTIVE COMMITTEE.

Gentlemen

:

In making this, the second and last report, we
wish to state that the work of this Committee has

been pleasant and liarmonious since our election

two years ago. At no time has there been dis-

sention in our committee. It has been of great

aid to the committee in liaving one member who
was particularly adapted to “Forsce’’ the future
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effect of any ciuestion wliich might arise.

Several questions, all important, that had

much to do with tlie success and usefulness of the

society, have been l)rought before your commit-

tee. AVe have kept no record of such questions,

and cannot give a detailed reiiort, however, we

can say that all (juestions were decided accord-

ing to what we thought host for the society.

The fact that only one question v.’hich was rec-

ommended did not prevail, showed that we were

not dictatorial, or in any way olfensive to the

will of the society. We recommended that the

society remain in tlie Atherton Building, how-

ever, new })hases as to the possibilities at the

City Hospital developed the fact that suitable

quarters could be secured there, and was so ac-

cepted by the society.

As far as we can recall this is the only instance

where our recommendations were turned down.

We hope that the new committee will be as suc-

cessful, and work as harmoniously as your re-

tiring committee..

Recommendations.

Some weeks ago the proposed ISurses’ Bill was

handed to us for our advice. After a conference

with all of the Committeemen, we recommended

that the County Society approve of this bill, as

printed and recommended by the Kentucky State

Medical Association.

As to the future policies of the society, your

committee unanimouslj' concur in the belief that

some step should be taken concerning the criti-

cism of the Medical Expert AVitness. From the

personal observation of a member of your Com-

mittee, we know that many of the doctors are

being hounded and persecuted, and we are all

subject to the same evil bv^ the liability to be

sued for malpractice. AA'e have absolutely no re-

course. Unscrupulous parties can enter suits

against us and all we can do is to fight, and if we

win we often have to pay the court costs on ac-

count of the plaintiff ’s having no means.

The Committee feels that if the supposed criti-

cism of the medical witness could be removed,

and show to the legal jirofession that we, as a

society, want to do right, and fight for what we

think is fair, we can in turn expect them to do

the same by us. In plain words say to the legal

profession “AA"e have stopped the abuse of the

medical testimony, you stop the unscrupulous at-

tacks upon us.”

AVe recommend the following amendment to

the Constitution and By-Laws and ask a due and

thoughtful consideration of same:

AA^’itness Committee.

AA'hereas, we the members of the Jefferson

County Medical Society, realizing the increas-

ing skeptical attitude of the general public to-

wards the testimony of alienist and other medical

experts as given in the various courts of our

Commonwealth and desiring to aid in so far as

lies within our power to save our profession from
unjust criticism as well as to aid in the adminis-

ti'aton of justice to all litigants and to the gen-

eral public, do hereby adopt the following resolu-

tions as a portion of the Constitution and By-
Laws of this society:

Be it Resolved, First, That at the annual meet-
ing of this society the President shall appoint a

committee of not less than three and no more
than seven whose duty it shall be to select from
the members of this Society such of its members
as make a specialty of the various branches of

the profession of medicine and surgery, such se-

lection not to exceed in number fifty, to act as

expert witnesses in the various courts of Jef-

ferson County, Kentucky, the selection of such

committee to be recommended to the society at

tile first monthly meeting succeeding the annual
meeting for tlie approval and indorsement of the

society, such approval and indorsement to be in-

dicated by ballot;

Second, That any member of this society shall

have the privilege of voting for any other mem-
ber of this society not placed in nomination by
the committee provided for in the section im-

mediately preceding this section, and that the

fifly memb'-rs of 11. is society receiving the high-

est vote shall constitute a committee of fifty

.physicians and surgeons to be recommended to

the courts of this county and to the member of the

Jefferson Bar Association as experts jiarticularly

qualified to testify in such cases as involve facts

pertaining to the various branches of medicine

and surgery.

Third, That this society does hereby express

its condemnation and disapproval of the iirevail-

ing pactice of physicians testifying without con-

sultation with each other in suits at law, and we
do hereby recommend that in future, at least, so

far as members of this society are concerned, that

no physician or surgeon shall testify as an expert

witness in any suit in the Court of Jefferson

County until he has had a consultation with the

jihysician or surgeon representing the opposing

litigants, or until he has exhausted every means
to hold such consultations; and that in the event

the physicians and surgeons representing the op-

posing litigants cannot agree a third physician or

surgeon be called into consultation, this recom-

mendaton of course, it is not intended to influ-

ence any physician or surgeon to express any

ojiinion other than that he may conscientiously

hold after the consultation which has been rec-

ommended, and is in no wise to be construed as

an effort to influence the violation of any oath

administered in a court of justice;

Fourth, That such fees as shall be paid physici-

ans and surgeons who are members of this so-

ciety in such cases as they may be called upon to

testify in, shall l)e fixed by the presiding judge,

and no fee or fees for expert testimony shall be

accepted from litigants other than fees fixed by
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the ]U’esi(ling' jud^e of tlie court in wliich is tried

the case tliey testify n;

Ffth, That such pliysician and siu’geon who is

a nieni1)er of tlie committee of fifty receiving a

fee as an exj)ert witness sliall pay to this society

or library 20 per cent of such fee;

Sixth, Tliat this resolution shall take effect on

tlie 1st day of February, 1914; and;

Seventh, Tlmt copies of this resolution lie fur-

nished the Judges of the various trial courts and

Courts of Chancery in Jefferson County County

and to the Jefferson County Bar Association.

We of the Executive Committee endorse and

recommend the above amendment to our consti-

tution.

JOHN J. MOREN, hairman,

C. G. FOR SEE,
WALTER F. BOGGESS.

It was moved by Irvin. Abell that the recom-

mendation of the Executive Committee to en-

dorse the proposed bill for the “Regulation for

Trained Nursing in Kentucky’’ be adopted by

the society. Seconded and so ordered.

The president said that without objection the

consideration and vote upon the proposed amend-
ment of the constitution as recommended by the

Executive Committee would be set for the first

regular meeting in Februaiy and the secretary

instructed to give all members constitutional no-

tice of same.

REPORT OF MEMBERSHIP COMMITTEE.

Jefferson County Medical Society, December
22nd, 1913.

The membership of the Jefferson County Med-
ical Society for 1911 was 200; for 1912 it was

242, and for 1913 is 265.

Comparing these figures, it shows that the so-

ciety has gained for 1912 in membership, 42, in

1913, 23. While we were not able to obtain as

many members this year as we gained in 1912,

yet the membership has substantially increased,

—the increase coming mainly from the younger

members of the profession.

This has been encouraged by the Membership

Committee, and yet an effort to increase the

membership from the older physicians of the

county has i ot been overlooked. After a great

deal of personal canvassing among the members
of the profession, the following letter was sent

to a hundred doctors in the county, who were not

members of the society

:

“My Dear Doctor;—As Chairman of the Mem-
bership Committee of the Jefferson County

Medical Society I am making this appeal to you,

in order to secure as many members of tiie pro-

fession as ])ossible for the Jefferson County

kledical Society before tlie year expires.

“The dues are $12.00 per annum. This entitles

you to membei’ship in th.e society, and carries

with it, not only the Jefferson County Number
of the State Journal, but also the Kentucky

State Journal in addition. It also entitles you to

a paid memi)ership card in the State Society and

the benefits of the Medical Defense organization

of that society, vdiicli protects you against dam-

age suits for malpractice.

“We are anxious to have you join us and feel

certain that we can help you, as well as you help

us. Tlie scientific programs are splendid. The

clinical reports of cases and the essays are all ar-

ranged from the membership list in alpliabetical

order. If all this does not a[)peal to you suf-

ficiently we invite you to attend some of the

meetings, which take place in the meeting room

of the society, 700 Atherton Building, every Mon-
day evening, at 7:45 P. M. ’’

Your Committee would recommend early in

coming year a field day canvass similar to the

effort of some time ago.

C. H. HARRIS,
Chairman Membership Committee.

Moved and seconded tliat the rejiort be received

and adopted and a vote of thanks tendered the

Membership Commiltee for its efficient service.

So ordered.

REPORT OF PROGRAM COMMITTEE.
To tlie President and Members of the Jefferson

County Medical Society

;

Your Program Committee feels that through

the monthly pro.grams, regularly mailed to all

members it has kept even those irregular in at-

tendance informed of what it has done toward se-

curing interesting and profitable subject matter

for your weekh^ sessions. In arranging these

programs the customary rule of alphalietical ro-

tation has been adhered to as far as practical.

It has not been always easy to complete them and
if at times they have been tardily received by you
the Committee has not been wholly at fault. In

many instances the difficulty arising out of elev-

enth hour withdrawals has been overcome by the

readiness of certain accommodating members to

fill the breach u]ion short notice; their material

help is gratefully acknowledged by the Com-
mittee.

It desires also to give full credit to Dr. Keith

of the Clinical Report Committee for his depend-

able co-operation.

Res}iectfullv submitted,

LEE KAHN, Chairman,

S. SCOTT PRATHER,
J. ALLEN KIRK,

It was moved and seconded that the report be

I’cceived and adopted and a vote of thanks ten-

dered the Chairman qf the ProgTam Committee.

So ordered.

REPORT OF THE LIBRARY BOARD.
Of the JefCcT’son Countv Medical Society for the

Year 1913.

To tlie President and Members of the Jefferson

County Medical Society

:

Tlie Library Board wishes to submit this, our
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report of the management of the Library this

past year:

In April, of this year, tliere being' no money in

the treasury of the Library Board, there was

donated l)v the society the snm of $100. This

money was spent mostly in the binding of

journals, many of these jonrnlas not having been

bound for several years. There was a total of 85

volumes. In the latter half of the year, namely

after July 1st, there were 12 volumes bound.

The total cost of this binding amounted to $87.90.

This work was given out after various bids had

been taken, the bid of John P. Morton Company
being mucli the lowest.

There has been purchased for the Library four

volumes. This expenditure bringing up the to-

tal expenditure of $100, the sum donated.

Considering the fact that the society as a whole

is to move, the Library of course going with it,

we have no especial recommendations to make,

except to say that tliere will be an expense in

moving, and probably more so if the Libraiy is

to be properly installed. This expense in moving
probably will not be so light as the time and trou-

ble incurred vill necessitate the use of intelli-

gent handlers.

There may be some names overlooked regard-

ing the donors to the Library, the past year, but

we wish to thank especially Dr. H. E. Tuley,

who has supplied us with very many of the cur-

lent journals. Dr. Louis Frank, Dr. M. L. Ravitch

Dr. Jno. J. Moren, Dr. Cuthbert Thompson, Dr.

Jno. R. Wathen, Dr. R. B. Gilbert, Dr. Lewis Mc-

Murtry. and Dr. W. T. Hayes.

It is known to the Library Board that there

are some present members of the society who in

their wills have donated at their death their li-

braries to the Jefferson County Medical Society.

As these libraries after death bring so little in a

financial return to an estate, this suggestion is

made with the hope that it may be followed out

bj' those woli are now members or irrespective of

the fact.

Books.

Number of Volumes in the Library in

1912 7,000

Number of Volumes Donated in 1913 200

Total 7,200

Between 4,00 and 5,00 of these books are cata-

logued.

Journals.

There are 105 current journals on the shelves,

bound up to July 1st, 1913.

The total attendance in the Library during the

year was 879, or a daily attendance of 3.

Especial thanks is due Miss Annie Goff, our

efficient Librarian and stenographer for the work
accomplished by her during the past year.

Respectfully submitted,

IRVIN LINDENBERGER, Chm.
J. A. 0. BRENNAN,
DAVID C. MORTON,
B. W. BAYLESS,

Library Board.

REPORT OF THE MILK COMMISSION.

To the President and Mehmbers of the Jefferson

County Medical Society:

Gentlemen

:

Your Committee wishes to make its Seventh
Annual report. Tlie original work outlined for

this Commission was that it should arrange for

a clean, pure milk supply free from the germs of

tuberculosis or any other infectious disease. For
the first year this milk was used principally for

infant feeding, but as time wore on, certified milk

Ijegan to be used in many homes exclusively un-

til at the present time about twenty times as

much is lieing supplied now, as was used to the

end of the first year. Not only has quantity of

certified milk increased, but we are delighted to

report that we have had very little trouble in

keeping it up to the standard set by the American
Commission of Certified Milk. The tuberculin

test is applied yearly to our Certified Herds. Last

year we found only one cow reacting in our en-

tire herds of 450 cows, this proves that tubercu-

losis can be eradicated from herds by careful ex-

aminations. During the last year we have had

very few complaints either from doctors or from
the users of Certified Milk. Whenever we do get

such a complaint we immediately take steps to

find out the cause of the trouble. We are also

pleased to find that dairies producing certified

milk have served to educate dairy men in their

neighborhood how clean mlk can be produced,

and n ths way the standard for market milk has

been geratly improved in this city.

We regret to record the loss our Commission

has sustained in the death of Dr. Cecil, one of

the original members of our Commission. Al-

though he was not able to devote much time to

this work, still Iiis advice was always sought,

and much appreciated by the members.

CUTHBERT THOMPSON, Chm.
BEN CARLOS FRAZER, Secy.,

J. ROWAN MORRISON,
HENY ENOS TULEY.

ELECTION OF OFFICERS.

President directed the Secretary to call the

roll. Moved by W. F. Boggess that roll call be dis-

pensed with. Seconded and duly carried.

Nominations for President were then called

for and the following names were placed in nomi-

nation. Carl Weidner, Sr., nominated C. H. Har-

ris. Seconded by Ap Morgan Usance and E. S.

Allen. Dr. Grant nominated Harry J. Phillips.

Seconded by W F. Boggess. President appointed
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Drs Keith, Yeatts, Hall and Trawick as tellers.

After balloting' the tellers announced that C. H.

Harris had received a majority of votes east.

Moved by Dr. Grant that the election of Dr.

Harris he made unanimous. Seconded and so

ordered. President appointed Harry J. Phillips

and D. Y. Keith to escort the new president to

the chair.

Nominations for First Vice-President were

then called for, and the following nominations

were made:
Dr. Dunning S. Wilson nominated Claude G.

Hoffman. Seconded. Irvin Abell nominated A.

W. Nickell. E. S. Allen nominated E. F. Katz-

man.
Dr. Hoffman received the majority of votes cast

and was declared elected First Vice-President.

Nominations for Second Vice-President: E.

L. Henderson nominated D. Y. Keith. It was

moved and seconded that the nominations he

closed and the secretary instructed to cast one

ballot for Dr. Keith for Second Vice-President.

So ordered.

Nominations for Secretary: Dr. W. B. Gossett

nominated E. T>. Henderson. It was moved and
seconded that the nominations he closed and the

secretary instructed to east one ballot for Dr.

Henderson. So ordered.

Nominations for Treasurer: Jno. J. Moron nom-
inated A. C. L. Percefull. It was moved and sec-

onded that the nominations he closed and the sec-

retary instructed to cast one ballot for Dr.

Percefull as Treasurer. So ordered.

Nominations for Judicial Council : W. F.

Bog'gess nominated Geo. S. Coon. Sam P. Meyers
nominated W. Barnett Owen. V^irgil E. Simpsoir

nominated S. C. McCoy and E. L. Henderson nom-
inated Barnard Asman. It was moved and sec-

onded that the three names receiving the highest

number of votes on the first ballot he declared

elected.' After balloting, the tellers announced
the following elections : W. Barnett Owen, S. C.

McCoy, Bernard Asman.
Drs. Owen and McCoy having received the

highest number of votes, respectively, were de-

clared elected for the full term of two years each,

and Dr. Bernard Asman was declared elected to

fill the unexpired term of W. T. Bruner.

Nominations for Executive Committee: E. Y.

Roberts nominated Roht. T. Pirtle, J. Rowan
Morrison nominated David C. Morton, Jno. J.

Moren nominated J. Garland Sherrill, E. W.
Stokes nominated W. C. White, Virgil E. Simp-
son nominated Hariy J. Phillips.

Moved and seconded that the number of names
receiving the highest number of votes on the first

ballot be declared elected in like order.

Drs. Phillips, Morton and Sherrill, having re-

ceived the higliest number of \ otes cast were de-

clared elected members of the Executive Commit-
tee for the period of two years.

The society then adjourned.

A. C. L. PERCEFULL. Secretary.

COUNTY SOCIETY REPORTS

Carlisle—The Corlisle County Medical Society

met in the office of Dr. Geo. AV. Payne, Bardwell,

Ky., December 2nd, 1913, at 10 A.'M., with the

following members present : Drs. W. Z. Jackson,

J .F. Dunn, and R. F. Hocker, of Arlington; G.

AY. Payne and T. J. Marshall, of Bardwell. AVe

had the pleasure of entertaining the Rev. Bro.

Hutton, of Arlington.

In the absence of both the President and Vice

President, AA^. Z. Jackson was elected president

pro tern.

J. F. Dunn read a paper on the “First State of

Labor. ’ ’

T. J. Marshall read a paper on the “Second

and Third Stages of Labor.” All present entered

into the discussion.

The society then adjourned to the Richardson

Hotel for dinner, and reconvened at 1 P. M.

R. T. Hocker read a paper on “Puerperal

Fever,” which was discussed by Payne and Mar-

shall.

The following officers were elected for the year

1914: President J. F. Dunn, Arlington; Vice

President, H, A. Gilliam, Milburn; Secreary, T.

J. Marshall, Bardwell; Treasurer G. AA'^. Payne,

Bardwell
;
Censor R. T. Hocker, Arlington.

Motion made and carried that the society

adopt resolutions expressing our sympathy to

11. T. Crouch and AA'. L. Mosby, they both being

confined to their rooms on account of illness.

The society adjourned to meet in Arlington

the first Tuesday in March.

T. J. MARSHALL, Secretary.

Christian—The Christian County Medical So-

ciety met in regular session in the Avalon, Hop-
kinsville, Tuesday, December 16th, at 1:30 P. M.,

with President Stites presiding. The members
])resent were F. M. Stites, J. AA^. Harned, Austin

Bell, T. I). Rudd, M. H, Rozzell, J. E. Johnson,

Andrew Sargeant, J. H. Donnelly, E. L. Gates,

F. H. Bassett, G. AY. Lovin, 0. L. Barnes, J. H.
Rice, S. H. AALlliams, AV. A. Lackey, D. H.

Erkiletain, B. A. Caudle, J. L. Barker, J. A.

Southall, AV. E. Reynolds, H. C. Beazley, II . AV.

AALitts, and AV. S.'Sandbach.

As this was the annual meeting for the elect-

ion of officers after the reading and adoption of

the minutes of the last meeting the President call-

ed the election.

J. L. Barker moved and it passed that the

election be made by nominations. Drs. Gates,

AALitts and Bassett were nominated for ))resident,

and only after the third ballot that Dr. AA^atts

was elected over Dr. Gates, by two votes. The
rest of the officers were elected by acclamation

and resulted as follows:

President, 11. AAk AA’atts; A’ice President, E.

L. Gates; Secretary-Treasurer, AA^. S. Sandbach;
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Censor, J. H. Rice; Delegate, F. M. Stites and W.
S. Sandbaeh.

As a compliment to IV. S. Sandbaeh for his ser-

vices as Secretary, Dr. Barker moved and it was
passed imanimonsly that the society pay Dr.

Sandbachs railroad fare and hotel bill while he

attendes the State Meeting at Newport.

The President appointed a Committee comjios-

ed of Drs. Frkiletian, Rice and Williams to draw
resolutions on the death of L. J. Harris.

B. A. Caudle and E. L. Gates presented an ex-

ceedingly interesting clinical case of inherited

syphilis.

As we had no program for this meeting we
adjourned, everyone feeling good with a unani-

mous support of tlie officers and the prospects

better for a larger and better society than ever

before.

W. S. SxVNDBACH, Secretary.

Daviess—The Daviess County IMedical Society

held its greatest December meeting on the 16th.

Forty-seven members were pesent.

Tn looking over the hall we saw that venerable

and honored member, C. H. Todd, Avho was assist-

ant surgeon with Lee at Gettysburg, and who was
elected president of the Kentucky State Medical

Association at Frankfort in 1878 and presided at

Danville in 1879 when the monument to Mc-
Dowell was unveiled. That other ex-President

of the State Society, the handsome and genial D.

M. Griffith, who is able to speak for himself. Also

the President-Elect J. W. Ellis, from whom I

withhold comment till you hear him at Newport
next October. If you are not proud of him then

I shall be surprised. Another member was pres-

ent, of whom we are very proud, S. J. Harris, the

silver-tongued orator of Philpot. He followed

Picket in his famous charge at Gettysburg. Has
practiced medicine at Philpot, this county, for

over forty years; Avas county physician for twen-

ty years; served one term as president of our so-

ciety, but has always been too busy to hold ^n
office in the State Society.

J. W. Ellis read a paper on medical ethics

which Ave will send .in for I am sure eAmryone
Avill read it Avith pleasure and profit.

J. H. Thorpe late of Beech Grove, McLean
County, Avas elected to membeship.

R. C. Foster, avIio i-ecently came from Okla-

homa, made application for membership.
The annual election of officers then took place

Avith the folloAving result.

President, J. M. Stuart; Vice President, Z. H.
Shultz; Secretaiw-Treasurer, J. J. Rodman; Dele-

gate, J. T. Dixon; Censor, J. L. Carter.

The society then adjourned to the dining room
of the Metliodist Memorial Church and did jus-

tice to a dinner Avhich the ladies had prepared at

the suggestion of the city society.

At the afternoon session some interesting eases

Avere discussed..

J. J. RODMAN, Secretary.

Franklin—The Franklin County Medical So-
ciety met in the office of Drs. Williams & Mastin,
Frankfort, Ky., Jan. 5th, 1914 at 11 A. M. in

social session. Present: G. A. Budd, G. H. Heil-

man, N. M. Garrett, Curtis Austin, of Bagdad; E.

E. Hume, Johns Hopkins, F. W. Mastin, U. V.
Williams, J. W. Hill, L. T. Minnish, W. Montfort,
Jno. Patterson, A. SteAvart, J. S. Wilson.

U. V. Williams presented a case of bronclio-

imeumonia in an infant of nine months Avith his-

tory and treatment, discussed by all the doctors

present.

N. M. Garrett presented a pajier on “Manage-
ment of Labor in Contracted Pelves,” in Avhich

he reA'ieAved the history from over a thousand
cases, in Avhich the subject Avas elaborately pre-

sented, discussed exhaustively by all the members
present. After Avhich a A'ote of thanks Avas pre-

sented to Dr. Garrett for his excellent paper.

G. A. Budd and A. Stewart Avere appointed to

pre])az'e papers for the next meeting, wliich Avill

convene on February 2nd, 1914, at the same place.

After Avhich the society repaired to the Manhat-
tan Cafe Avhere an elegant buffet luncheon Avas

served, Avhieh Avas as ably discussed and as ful-

ly enjoyed as Avere the intellectual proceedings.

The society then adjourned.

U. V. WILLIAMS, Secretary.

Harrison—The Harrison County Medical So-

ciety met NoA'ember 3rd, as guests of M. McDoav-
ell. The meeting Avas called to order by Presi-

dent M. McDoAvell. Minutes of last meeting read

and approved. VIembers present: Rees, Wood,
Givens, Smizer, Martin, N. W. Moore, Wells,

Midden, Best, W. B. Moore, Lail, Meintire, Mus-
sleman and I. A. Shirley, of Winchester.

Committee of thro appointed to arrange for a

banquet at tlie December meeting.

N. W. Mocre reported fatal case of poisoning

by Avood alcohol.

E. W. Wood presented a man 47 years of age

Avith chronic suppurating sinus in loAver third of

femur of tAventy years duration, patient also had
large amount of albumin in urine. This case was
discussed freely.

M. M. McDowell read a paper on “Treatment of

Infected Wounds.” Discussed by J. E. Wells, J.

M Rees, N. W. Moore, Mussleman and Givens.

J. Martin, J. M. Rees and W. B. Moore made
talks on “Anaphylaxis.”

I. A. Shirley gave us a splendid talk on “Hook-
Avorm,” and heartily thanked tlie members for

the support given him during the campaign in

tliis county.

The society adjourned to Dr. McDoAvelFs din-

ing room, Avhere an elegant supper Avas enjoyed

by all present.

W. B. MOORE, Secretary.

Harisen—The Harrison County Medical So-

ciety held its December meeting at Elks’ Home,
December 1st. After the banquet, the society
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was called to order hy President M. McDowell.

Members present: 11. T. Suiizer, Wells, Boyd,

]\russleinan, Givens, Wood, Patterson, Bail,

Yylos, Phillips, Swinford, Vanderin, Petty, Carr,

Mai'tin, Rce.s. Best, N. AV. Moore, Midden, Mc-
Dowell, AY. B. Moore, J. W. Pryor, of Lexington.

On motion the chair a))pointed a committee to

l)etition tlie next legislature to ])ass tlie hill regu-

lating the ])ractiee of nursing in this state.

The election of oflicers for 1014 i-esulted : H. T.

Smizer, President ; B. B. Petty, Vice-President

;

W. B. Moore, Secretary ; W. P. Phillij)s, Treas-

ure)’; Or CaiT, Censor, and L. S. Givens, Dele-

gate to State Meeting.

The officers for 1914 having been chosen J. W.
Pryor gave a stereopticon lecture on the develop-

ment of bones which was very instructive and
showed the doctor had done a great deal of orig-

inal work on the subject.

Meeting adjourned to meet January 5, 1914.

The society has accomplished much during

the year. We can and will do better in 1914.

Three members failed to pay their dues this

year but we hope they ha\e seen the eror and
Avill return to the fold.

W. B. MOORE, Secretary.

Henderson—The Henderson County Medical

Society held its annual banquet on the evening of

December llOth. The banquet was an un(|ualified

success.

Several visitors were present, as invited guests,

and every one said that it was one of the most
enjoyable affairs the society has ever held. Al-

though th.e night wms very inclement, there were
quite a number of the physicians in from the

country . Dr. Graham acted as toastmaster, in-

stead of “roastmastor’’ as is frequently tiie

case, and he seemed to have something good to

say about everyone. In calling upon Dr. Albert

S. Denton of the country, the toastmaste)' spoke

very feelingly about the trials, merits and pleas-

ures of the “Country DoctoY, ’’ and recited a few
lines fi’om Will Carleton's celebrated poem of

that name:
“He has learned that Death is master both of

Science and of Art

;

He has done his duty fairly, and has acted out

his part.

And the strong old country doctor.

And the w’eak old country doctor.

Is entitled to a furlough for his brain and for his

heai’t.”

Then giving Dr. Denton as a toast “The Need
of a Furlough,” to wdiich the doctor res})onded

in a very interesting talk.

Another very interesting talk was make by the

Rev. Dr. Adams of the Methodist chui’ch in I’c-

sponding to the toast, “The Installment Plan.”

This is my first meeting with this society in

their annual banquet, since 1 have been located

in Kentucky, and I think it one of the best ways
to bring the doctors together, and in social meet-

ings forget their differences, their trials and wor-

ries in the ])leasant jest and story of an annual

feast.

I enclose you a co]\y of our annual ))rogTamme.

Hoping this this year will be the best in the

history of Kentucky medicine.

B. J. NEARY, Secretary.

Knox—The annual election of ollicers of Knox
County Medical Society was held December 28th.

Gtlicers for 1914 are as follows: S. C. Jones, Bar-

bourville. President; Geo. T. Corum, Wilton, \'ice

President
;
C. L. Heath, Lindsay, Secretary-Treas-

urer.

We will have progra)n for the entire year, will

send it in as soon as completed.

C. L. HEATH, Secretary.

Todd—The Todd County Medical Society met

at Elkton, December Jrd, 1913. It being the reg-

ular annual business meeting. Election of of-

ficers : President, C. M. Givens, of Trenton
;
Vice

President, J. M. Robinson, of Guthrie; Secretary-

Treasurer L. P. Trabue; Delegate to State Meet-

ing, R. W. Fry, of Trenton; Alternate, W. E.

Bartlett; E. T. Riley, of Trenton, to Board of

Censors.

L. P. TRABUE, Secretai’v.

Laurel—At the a)anual meeting of the Laurel

County Medical Society, December 17, 1913, the

following officers were elected for the ensuing

year

:

President, J. W-. Crook; Vice President, H. V.

Pennington; Secretary and Treasurer, Oscar D.

Brock; Censor, H. S. Pitman; Delegates, P. E.

Bryant and H. V. Pennington.

0. D. BROCK, Secretary.

Muldraugh Hill—The Muldraugh Hill Medical

Society called to order at 11:30 A. M. by Seci’e-

tary in the courthouse at Munfordsville, twenty-

two members being present.

The Secretai'v called attention to the fact that

no President or Vice-President being present, the

first business at hand would be the election of a

tempoi’ary chairman. R. C. McChoi'd, of Lebanon
was chosen by acclamation.

The Secretary read a financial statement the

minutes being passed.

Hon. W. H. Strange, of ilunfordsville, de-

livered an address ot welcome to the society in

a masto'ful manner.

Curran Pope responded in his inimital)le style.

Adjouinment tor dinnei’.

Aftei’ dinner the society reconvened foi’ tlie

electio nof ollicers. Cun'an Pope was elected

President unanimously. G. C. Hall was re-elected

Secretary.

On motion of R. C. McChoi’d a (\)inmittee com-

jioseil of Drs. Pope, Riggs, and Hall was appoint-

ed to I’edi’aft the constitution and by-laws to-

gether with the readjustment of the geographical
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outline of the Society. Carried. Report to be

made in April.

A letter from Dr. AV. A. Ligon was read by the

Secretary recpiesting' his Avitlidrav.'al from the so-

ciety on account of ill health. On motion by the

Secretary, the society voted Dr. AA". A. Ligon an

honoraiy member of the society and wrote him a

letter of condolence.

Scientific Program.

C. T. Riggs reported a case of ‘‘Cystic Fib-

roma of the Neck,” lying under the sheath of

sterno cleido mastoid muscle.

H. E. Tnley being absent Dr. Trawick opened

the symposium on Social Hygiene by making a

statement defining the limits of social hygiene,

its scope and the hopes of its adherents after

which he read a paper on “Heredity and Child

AA'elfare.
’ ’

H. J. Farbach read a paper on the “Problem
of Sex Education.”

Curran Pope delivered an address on “Social

and Sex Development in its relation to the

Neuroses and Psycho-Neuroses.”

H. J. Farbach opened the discussion and spoke

upon the difficulty of getting a discussion on such

sul)jects, and the erroneous instincts that re-

pressed it. AA"e should jn-oceed slowly among the

general public but there should be no hesitation

among lawyers, ministers, doctors, or professional

men discussing such suljjects. Advocated sane

sex education and health certificates at time of

marriage.

R. C. McChord complimented the symposium
and the autliors of tlie papers. Thought it was a

most important subject and one often neglected.

Thought sex education should be begun early and

treated tactfully. Thouglit more deaths caused

by gonorrhea and syphilis. Discussion of subject

should be open and there should be but one stand-

ard of morals. Thought women partly to blame

as they allow immoral men to be received in their

hones and maiTy them.

H. P. Honaker thought tliat early sex educa-

tion was the solution of the difficulty; that the

mother was the proper teacher but some one must

teach the mother. It will take more than a gen-

eration to accomplish the task. Parents should

be the confidential advisers and friends of the

children.

The medical profession have a duty to per-

fom in instructing the laity along sex matters

and should take this task with them in their daily

rounds. AA’’e should do right for right’s sake and

put aside fear of law‘ or conserp;ences.

B. J. Bolin complimented the presentation of

the subject. Thought heredity and environment

cast the whole of our lives. Spoke of the inci-

dence of heredity in institutions of feeble minded

and insane due chiefly to syphilis and alcohol.

Spoke of the curse of licentiousness and thought

that if people were as continent as animals a

greater race of people would l)e brought fortli.
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Broad educational principles should underlie our

treatment of our people in our educational

campaign.

J. J. Mudd complimented the readers of the

impers. Thought that the medical profession

might reach some people but there were certain

classes that no one could reach. Thought that

alcohol was responsible directly for the cause of

much crime and venereal disease.

S. F. Richardson called attention to the fact

tliat Avoman's education prompts her to look up
to men in her home life and makes her trustful

toAvards all men. AA"as surprised at the tender age

in Avhich the child seeks enlightenment.

J. D. Trawick thought eugenic conscience of

profession Avas aAvakening. Must take study of

child through parents. Thought matter of avo-

man’s dress over estimated. Has nothing to do

Avith education of .small child in sex matters.

This dress question applies only to adult males.

Thought hypogenetic tendencies that crop out in

children due to characters or potentialities in

ancestors. Must teach more than simple truth in

sex education but must teach also morality and
refinement.

Curran Pope in closing said Ave inherit only

tendencies or trends. Spoke of difficulty that peo-

ple have in giving instruction in sex matters.

Quoted St. Ignatius Loyolo as to importance of

early education up to age of seven. Don’t be a

liar to the children because it lays up trouble for

parent; causes disrespect. Thought it a good
sign that such plaA's as “Damaged Goods”
could be presented to the public in serious man-
ner.

J. B. Shacklette read a paper, “Is the Demand
for the Services of the General Practitioner

GroAving Less?”
G. C. Hall, opening the discussion, referred to

refraction AA ork done by the general practitioner.

Should not be attempted unless thoroughly done

by use of drops and'retinoscopy AA'hich Avas easy

to learn and required no expensive aparatus. In

cases of foreign bodies in oesophagus or air pas-

sages the general practitioner Avas often tempted

into injudicious treatment under the idea that

something must be done. In cases of great cyan-

osis or impending suffocation Ioav tracheotomy

should be done at once and patient ruched to

hospital. In cases Avith no urgen symptoms the

patient should be sent to one versed in broncho-

scopy and X-ray plate made to locate the offend-

ing substance and extraction done through nat-

ural passages. Blind passage of sounds, pro-

bangs, etc Avas condemned unreseiwedly.

J. D. Trawick enjoyed the paper. His OAvn

father Avas a general practitioner. The general

practitioner's Avork should not be groAAung less.

Tlie field is broader noAV than it ever Avas. Gen-

eral education among physicians is lietter.

Physicians are becoming interested in social

problems and improvement of general physical
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well being of community. Rural physician is

greatest factor for uplift of his community.

C. T. Riggs spoke of the arduous labors of the

old time jiractitioner. Thought that the general

man should not dabble in special lines. Had
tried refraction but given it up.

C. C. Carroll thought that doctors should not

complain. As a class they they were well fed.

Must not degrade tlie profession by putting it on

a money basis for they were humanitarians pri-

marily and should be proud of such a calling.

Curran Pope thought tliat if we eliminated the

quack, charlatan, etc., there would be much less

reason for the general practitioner to complain.

There are no secrets among specialists.

J. B. Shacklette disclaimed in closing any ref-

erence to secret specialists and referred to them

as irregulars. Thought no one should attempt

work they can not successfully treat. Thanked

the g ntlemen for their discussion.

R. C. McChord closed the program l)y reading

a paper on “The Treatment of the ‘So-called’ In-

operable Cases of Cancer of the Cervix.”

Discussion opened by Dr. Farback, who compli-

mented the doctor on the simple and direct man-
ner in which he presented the results of his re-

searches. Dr. Farbach spoke of the efficiency of

the vulean soldering iron and the necessity of

watching the temperature of the surrounding tis-

sues.

J. J. Mudd reported several interesting cases

of cancer of the cervix.

C. T. Riggs moved to extend to the Hart Coun-

ty Medical Societj^ a vote of thanks-for their

kind hospitality. Carried.

R. C. McChord in closing discussion thanked

the members for the interest and said that it

wms surprising how much good was accomplished

by this method of treatment. He cited several

cases of his own that had been so treated with

great improvement.

No farther business coming before the society

the meeting was declared adjourned to meet again

in April at Elizabethtown.

It was a matter of regret that more of the

members in the other counties did not attend.

Several well belowed and familiar faces were-

absent. We hope to see them at our next meet-

ing.

GAYLORD C. HALL, Secretary.

Pendleton—The Pendleton County Medical So-

ciety met at Butler, Ky., on Wednesday, October

8, 1913, with the following members present

:

Drs. Blackerl)y, Brown, Clark, Daugherty, Hop-
kins, Woolery, John E. Wilson, Yelton, Caldwell,

J. A., from Newport, and Dr. Eckler, who has

recently moved into the county from Harilson

county.

The meeting was called to order by President

0. W. Brown. After reading journal of last meet-

ing and roll call, we proceeded to business.

J. N. Blackerby made a motion that the secre-

tary write the State Secretary and find out what

action has been taken in regard to the Anti-Nar-

cotic Law tiiat is pending in the U. S. Senate.

Motion carried.

We then had a splendid report of clinical cases

by J. A. Caldwell and others present.

Afternoon Sessiori.

First on the program for the afternoon session

were papers by Dr. Ellis and Dr. Nichols, but

neitlier being present nor ready, John E. Wilson

read a paper on “Preventive medicine.”

0. W. Brown read a paper on the same subject,

the serum side of it. He rendered a splendid ac-

count of himself as he always does.

This closing the business of the day, we ad-

journed to meet on the second Wednesday in No-

vember.

W. A. McKENNEY, Secretary.

Pendleton—Tlie Pendleton County Medical So-

ciety met at the office of John E. Wilson in But-

ler, on Wednesday, November 12, 1913, with the

following members present: Beckett, Blackerby,

Brown, Clark, Ellis, Kendall, McKinney, John E.

Wilson, W. II. Yelton. Meeting was called to or-

der Avith the President in the chair. After roll

call and a reading of the journal we proceeded to

the business of the day.

On motion of W. H. Yelton, that the chair ap-

point a committee of three to draught suitable

resolutions of respect to V. E. Smith, whose
death occurred since our last meeting. Motion
carried.

The next thing in order was the nomination of

officers of the society for next year, to be voted

for at our next meeting. The following were plac-

ed in nomination: J. Ed Wilson for President;

J. F. Daugherty for Vice-President; W. A. Mc-
Kenney for Secretary and Treasurer; Dr. Wool-
ery for Assistant Secretary

;
H. C. Clark for Dele-

gate to State Meeting, after which nominations

were closed. The Program Committee was in-

structed to have our programs ready to distrib-

ute at our next meeting. We then had a few re-

ports of clinical cases.

0. W. Brown read a paper on “Atypical
Pneumonia,” which ivas discussed pretty thor-

oughly.

J. N. Blackerby read a paper on “Fracture of

Long Bones, Avhich elicited some discussion.

We then adjourned to meet December 10, 1913.

W. A. McKENNEY, Secretary.

Pendleton—The Pendleton County Medical So-

ciety met at tlie office of John E. Wilson in But-

ler, with the following members jiresent: Drs.

Beckett, Blackerby, J. M. Blaydes, Brown, Clark,

Cram Daugherty Ellis Hopkins, C. HI Kendall,

McKenney, Nichols, John E. Wilson, J. Ed Wil-

son W. 11. Yelton.

The meeting was called to order by Presdent
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Brown, and after readiiiij of tlie minutes and
roll call we proceeded to tlie business of the day.

A resolution of respect to themeinorv of Dr.
1’. E. Smith was read, and ordered spread upon
the minutes of the meetini>' and a cojiy sent to the

Journal.

The ollicers nominated at our last meeting

were elected to serve for tlie incoming year 1914.

After liearing some good rejiorts of clinical

cases and tlie reading of two good jiapei’s, we
wound uj) the old year with a splendid attendance

and a .jolly good feeling of a kind fraternal s])irit

to all the memhers of the society. Thus closed

a very jirofitahle .vear to most of us. We then ad-

.journed to meet the second Wednesday in Jan-

uary, 1914.

W. A. jMcKENNEY, Secretary.

Scott—The Scott t ounty Medical Society met

in regular session at the City Hall, December 18,

at 10 A. i\I., J. E. Pack, President, presiding.

Those ])resent were Drs. Kno.x, Pack, Downs, Bar-

low, Johnson, Heath, Porter and allphine.

The following officers were elected for 1914:

L. F. Heath, President; Win. Mason, Vice Presi-

dent; E. C. Barlow, Secretary and Treasurer; L.

F. Heath 3rd year ('ensor; H. V. Johnson, 2nd

year ('ensor; J. E. Pack, 1st year Cen.sor; AV. B.

Salin, Delegate; L. F. Heath, Alternate; R. W.
Porter, Referee.

The society decided to meet (piarterly on the

first Thursday. Also to have program for meet-

ings printed in advance.

E. t . BARLOAA", Secretary.

Taylor—Tlie Taylor County Medical Society

met in the parlors of the New Merchant 's Hotel,

Campliellsville, on December 4, 1913, at 5 P. M.
Present; Drs. Heistand, Reesor, Gowdy, 0. M.

Ivelsay, S. H. Kelsay Black Buchanan and At-

kinson.

The pre-jirandial hours were spent in social

converse, report of cases and reminiscences, seri-

ous, humorous, entertaining and instructive.

At 7 :30 we adjourned to the dining room to

discuss (juail furnished by Dr. Heistand and
the trimmings ]>repared by mine host, Mr. Hos-
kins, of the New Alerchant 's Hotel, hut the ap-

jiearance of the table indicated that Mrs. Hos-
kins was the jiresiding geniius in its jireparation.

Following the feast the society adjourned to

the parlors and engaged in a social session, the

memoi’y of which will linger with us long.

Ollicers were elected for the year 1914 as fol-

lows: President, 0. M. Kelsay; A'ice President,

0. R. Reesor; Secretary-Treasurer, J. L. Atkin-

son; Delegate, E. L. Gowdy.

The reading of the j)apers ]jrej)ared for this

meeting was ]Dost])oned till the next regular

session, January 8, 1914.

J. L. ATKINSON, Secretary.

Whitley—The meeting of the AVhitley County

Medical Society was called to order and C. G.

Ellison was elected temporary chairman in the

absence of our president.

C. A. Moss read a paper on the use of salvarsan

in the treatment of syphilis with histories of

twenty-six eases. The paper was discussed by
all doctors present.

A. W. Alsip delivered a talk on “Pellagra and
Its Causes," and said })aper was discussed by the

doctors present.

The following ollicers were elected for the year
1914:

C. G. Ellison, AVilliainshurg, President; AV. H.
Parker. AA^illiamshui’g, A"ice-President; C. A.
Mobs, AAJlliamshurg, Secretary and Treasurer; L.

B. (roley, AA^illiamshurg, Delegate; S. S. Brown,
Alt. Ash, Alternate; S. S. Brown, Alt. Ash, B. J.

Edwards, Corbin, and J. H. Parker, Corbin, Board
of Censors.

J. D. Adkins passing by stopped and greeted

the members of the society.

The memliers were disappointed as they had
expected to have Dr. Aliller, of Knoxville, pres-

ent to deliver a paper, hut he was unable to at-

tend.

There being no further business, the meeting
was adjourned to. the next regular meeting at

('orhin, Kv'., the first Thursday in February, 1914.

C. A. AIOSS, Secretary.

Warren— The AA^arren County Medical Society

met in regular session, September 17th, at 1:50

P. AI.

In the absence of the president and .secretary.

Dr. Arnold was chosen as temporary chairman,

and J. AA". Lewis as secretary.

J. H. Blackburn made a report as Chairman of

the !''inanee Committee for the entertainment of

Kentucky State Aledical Association. The mem-

bers of t.he AA^arren County Aledical Society con-

tributed $380.00; the business men of Bowling

Green, .$22.50, making a total of $602.50. The to-

tal amount expended for entertainment was

.$394.28, which left a balance of $208.28.

Dr. Stone moved that a purse of $25.00 be given

to Air. AA’ill Sumpter for his services in the

management of the barhecue, which motion was

seconded and carried by a unanimous vote

The society unanimously voted to pro rata

the remainder of the money on hand, and return

to the business men who had contributed.

Drs. Blackburn and Martin reported a case of

“Acute Hemorrhagic Pancreatitis," which was
discussed by several members of the society.

After which the meeting adjourned till next

regular time of meeting.

J. A\*. LEAA’^IS, Secretary Pro Tern.
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EDITORIAL.

ALL ABOARD FOR NEWPORT.

Happening to have a few hours to spare
while sojourning in the muddy city of Cin-

cinnati a few days ago, I concluded to take a

run over to Newport to see the boys with
whom it has been my pleasure to mingle once
a year for a long, long time during the meet-
ings of the K. S. M. A. I first found brother
Anderson from whom I inquired for that fa-

mous hotel that he spoke of in such highly
and gilt edged language at Bowling Green
when inviting the doctors to visit Newport
this fall; you remember don’t you, Mr. Secre-
tarjq that he said it soared high up into the

clouds, that the mountain on which it was situ-

ated rivaled the highest peak in the Alps:
and that he said in addition that Mount Mc-
Kinley was not a circumstance to it when it

came to cloud climbing? Well he just would
not let me go to that famous hostelry until I

had broken bread with him : to have done oth-

erwise would not have been W. W. Anderson,
so he kindly took me in and gave me a splendid
dinner presided over by his accomplished sis-

ter. After the meal was over he hustled me
into an auto and seated with him and my good
brother Stine after a hearty hand shake from
another of the same kind of the best of men.
Dr. Phythian, we almost flew to the place of

refuge for the Kentucky State Medical Asso-

ciation next fall. There we found an ideal

summer resort, almost if not really equal to

the famous Adirondacks or the points of the

world wide Virginia and West Virginia moun-
tain watering places to which the elite are

prone to wander when the Sun gets perpen-

dicular over our heads. The “Blue Grass
Inn” is in the midst of the mountains minus
the brush—hilly as hilly can well be while at

the same time it is surrounded with blue

grass and a beautiful woodland : a great treat

to the city doctor where he can be wafted to

quiet slumber by the music of the hooting owl
and nightingale untouched by misquitoes and
flies. To the country physician it will be an
entire change of scenery and he will escape the
hum and hustle of the city with its ever rat-

tling street ears and many other things to

chase dame sleep away. The house is grand, a
beautiful structure with capacious halls,

porches and three or four dining rooms : if

you don’t like the looks of one you can take
another: in fact if you don’t care for any on
the first floor or the Grill room in the base-
ment you can take one up in the tree for we
actually saw a table, a sure enough table with
legs and body made of plank resting quietly
on the limbs of a stately oak quite a distance
from the ground. No noise there to disturb
the quiet of discussion or other distractions
where even the clarion and lion-like laugh of
a “Herman” can not long remain on account
of the rolling, frolicking incline of the voice
in this beautiful mountain land. But ten
minutes street car run to Cincinnati if you
like but from what I saw you need not leave
the ground for something to cut the dust or
cobwebbs from your throat or so much as to

fight an imaginary snake (for all that have

ever been known there are but imiginary ones)

for ample provision has been made for all such

contingencies. From what I saw that dismal

winter day I can’t imagine a more apjiropri-

ate or ideal spot within the confines of our be-

loved Commonwealth at which we could pos-

sibly assemble for our annual pow wow next

fall. So boys let your only thought be “On to

Newport with our wives, sweethearts and

selves” when the time comes for the meeting

and my word for it all will be well so far as

the place of meeting goes.

Yours truly.

I. A. Shirley.
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TUBERCULOSIS.
A few mouths ago the Camphell-Kenton

IMedieal Society offered a pidze to the scholar
of the High School for the best paper on tu-

berculosis. The first prize was awarded to

Walter Binder, of the Junior Class. It is so

good that we reproduce it here

:

“iMy arm is most mighty.
I spare none, rich and poor, young and old,

alike they fall in my path,
IMy fingers are small ])ut powerful.
The flies and mosquitoes are my helpers.

I thrive in filth and unclean places.

I live in exposed milk and food.

I float in the water of rivers.

I fly in the air.

I am unseen but terrible.

I am a fiend, torturing ray victims slowly to

death.

I attack the weakest first.

I besiege the lungs and throat.

I am in the food you eat, in the water you
drink, in the dust you breathe.

I hate the sunlight.

Fresh air is my deadliest enemy.
Doctors are my ruin.

Pure water is poison to me.
If these are not used, I will glory,

I will regain my former strength,

I will conquer the earth,

I am TUBERCULOSIS.

SCIENTinC EDITORIALS.

TELEPATHY,

Can the soul or the mind or the body travel

throiigh the limitless spaces of the air and the

earth and produce in a far distant human be-

ing these peculiar feelings, or experiencings of

sensations, that we call .Mental Telepathy?
Where telepathy is spoken of in the unsci-

entific manner, and offen with undue levity,

the speaker does not seem to realize that in

the true meaning of the Greek word, tele, a

far off, and pathos, in sympathy with, but suf-

fering conveys an entirely different idea from
that generally understood by the average lay-

man. Is there such a thing as iMental Tele-

pathy? Weighed in the cold scales of science

and measured by the world of materialistic

manifestations, we would be compelled to

come to the conclusion that no such thing real-

ly exists as mental telepathy.

“Horatio says, tis but our phantasy
And will not let belief take hold of him
Touching this dreaded sight twice seen by us.

’ ’

— (Hamlet, Act 1, Scene LI

There have appeai’ed within the recent year
a number of articles upon this subject and
others touching more or less upon it, but prob-

ably the most interesting discussion that has

taken place in a . long time concerning
thought-transference appeared in Bedroch
(London, September' under the title “The
Truth About Telepathy.” In this a “busi-
ness man” contributed his experience in con-
nection with an offer he had made of $.5,000

for satisfactory proofs of mental telepathy.

The “juicy peach” remains still unclaimed
and is likely, in the opinion of the reviewer,

to remain securely out of reach of even such
distingnished investigators as those that com-
prise the “Society for Psychical Research.”
We quote from the Literary Digest the follow-

ing interesting discussion between Sii‘ Oliver

Lodge, Principal of Manchester University

and the “Business (Man.”
“ I do not know what evidence there may be

of ‘wagers’; but let me ask, in all seriousness,

what are the reasons for making the defama-
tory statements which I have put into italics?

They certainly are not true, if intended to re-

fer to a case I have in mind
;
and they are iin-

worthy of the I\Ian or Science to whom, in

all good faith, liberal payment was offered for

particulars supposed to be available, but

which he failed to sxipply. He had often de-

clared that, to him, telepathy is ‘perfectly

clear and certain’
;
and nobody ought to doubt

the sincerity of Sir Oliver Lodge’s belief; but,

requiring facts and not beliefs, I waded
thrmigh volumes of ‘records’ to which he had
referred me, and worked back to his first ex-

periment with a square and a cross, as de-

scribed by him in a letter to the editor of Na-

ture, dated June 12, 1884. Being unable to

find anything but statem'ents that would not

bear to be looked into carefully, or accounts

of phenomena that had occurred under condi-

tions in which trickery was always possible,

1 prest Sir Oliver Lodge for definite informa-

tion, and finally got from him this gem :

“I am surprised that you imagine that in-

controvertible evidence can be obtained at all

in an inductive problem.’

“After writing to many others, I caused

the following advertisement to be inserted in

The Times for several days in August, 1911 :

‘
‘ Telepathy ’ ’

‘‘ ‘The sum of .£1,000 has, during the past

six months, been offered privately to the lead-

ing authorities and writers of repute on this

subject for satisfactory proofs of so-called

thought-transference, but not one single case

could be found
;
and it has now been decided

to advertise publicly for the particulars re-

quired. Persons applying to the undersigned

are requested to name their own terms for

evidence that will stand cross-examination,

and to state whether or not their communica-
tions are to be treated as confidential, Mat-
thew Jarvis. Solicitor, 4, Finsbury Square,

E. C.’

“There is no suggestion of ‘wagers in the
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above—only a plain statement of fact and a

request that persons shall name their own
terms; hut, though the replies were too num-
erous to acknowledge the x-eceipt of sepai*ately

no evidence could he obtained. The adveidise-

mexit was copied into many foreign and col-

onial newspapers, so that dupes all over the

world were put on their gxxard against believ-

ing something that might not he true.

“Remembering that Sir. Oliver Lodge had
specially vouched for the movements of a

chair in the moonlight, on one occasion when
he had tried to conti'ol a female medium for

hours at a sti-etch, T next pi’oceeded to an-ange
for the payment of £5,000 to any one who
could perfoimi or prove a case of levitation

;

and, on my infoi’ming Sir Oliver Lodge of

this, he wrote :
‘ To me these oft'ei's of money

seem quite pi'epostei'ous and never likely to

obtain anything at all.” So I took this

as an indication that he was again unable to

produce any proof. But, supposing I ottered

him a lai’ge fee for xvriting a hook on some
mental incursion into the I'ealms of the un-

vex’ifiahle, would thei’e he, in such an offei',

anything objectionable to which a deaf and
contemptuous ear shoxild he ever Ixxrned; or

would it he readily accepted by the ]\Ian of

Science acting for the time being as a business

man ?

“It now af)i>ears strange to me that pres-

ent-day members of the S. P. K. should attach

any importance whatever to opinions and ex-

pressions of belief, instead of trying to px’ove

facts. Pei’haps they do not consider that

there is any ci’edit in believing what is merely
time—because any fool can do that—and they
find comfoi’t in the Bergson-I.iodge philosophy
which has become fashionable because it is so

‘scientific’! You start by accepting something
which may or may not be time, but which is

highly improbable and has not been proved;
and, on such a want of basis, you build up
your system—making evervdhing as obscure
as possible in order that it may seem pro-

found.

“I can give an amusing instance of how
some members of the S. P. R. can be brought
‘to heel,’ for when I approached Sir W. P.

Barrett (whom I take this opportunity of

again thanking for his kind promise of help),

he was very keen to assist me in finding a case

of telepathy
;
and he was good enough to otfer

to call upon me the next time he came over to

England from Dublin. He made no objection

to being paid £1,000 for proofs, and his letters

show that he was genuinely anxious to be of

use in the matter; but, after seeing Sir Oliver

Lodge in London, Sir. W. F. Barrett wrote to

me

:

“
‘T could not undertake to prove the re-

sults of a long and difficult investigation to

order or for a pecuniary offer.’
‘

‘ i\ly reply was to point out that I had not

asked for any long investigation, but that I

merely wanted one single case of telepathy,

which he, as its father or discoverer, thirty or

more years ago, ought to have uo difficulty in

finding for me. 1 never got one, however, nor

did I have any better luck 'with Sir William
Crookes, who was too busy with other scien-

tific work to help me.
“1 have no desire to advertise myself;

and ill}' name need not appear, though it is

known to Sir William Crookes, Sir Oliver

Lodge, and many others who are interested in

this matter ; but I shall be happy to place at

their disposal all the information I have col-

lected and to assist, as a business man, in get-

ting at the facts. These, so far as they go,

certainly confirm the statement of Sir Ray
Lankester, on page 66 of the April number of

BecIrod'H ‘I say that Sir Oliver Lodge and his

associates have not (in answer to the question

“Does telepathy exist?”) given any demon-
stration of ils existence nor even any evidence

which makes its existence probable.’
”

To the though fill and reflecting individual

and without the slightest reflection upon the

interesting work that is being done along these

lines, the reviewer is constrained to believe

that tliC' business man ” is the “better bet.”

Personally we have heard of some extremely
interesting incidents connected with what was
supposed to be thought-transference, but
were never able to satisfy our somewhat ma-
terialistic attitude with the proofs that were
adduced. To those, who have been most deep-
ly concerned in these beliefs, we are inclined

when they become angry at the request for

proof to refer them to the well known lines,

to express their feelings

:

“We do it wrong, being so majestical.

To offer it the show of violence

;

For it is, as the air, invulnerable
And our vain blows, malicious mockery.”

— (Hamlet, Act I, Scenel.)
Nor do we believe that in this materialistic

world of ours, thoughts and sensations arising
from a materialistic or non-materialistic body
can enter space and like some pale ghost tra-

verse almost limitless space and make definite

endo-sensory impressions upon another indi-

vidual. It is indeed unreal, unpractical, ghost
like and makes us e.xclaim :

“AVhat may this mean
That thou, dead corpse, again in complete

steel

Re-visits thus, the glimpses of the moon
(Making night hideous and we fools of nature
So horrible to shake our disposition

With thoughts beyond the reaches of our
souls.

’ ’

— (Hamlet, Act I, Scene IV.)
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Perhajis our position is rank heresy, but

still weighed in the balance, the record lacks

convincing materialistic proof of something

that is absolutely against all known scientific

laws. We will admit that it does not neces-

sarily fail, because it does not conform to pres-

ent known scientitic laws, but there is no

special evidence to justify our acceptance o'!

mental telepathy as an established fact.

We are well wishers to all investigators.

Perhaps it is early yet to expect results. What
we want is not doctrine, theory or belief but

facts. In the absence of facts, demonstrable’

facts, we believe that scientific skepticism is

justifiable and that the attitude to be assum-

ed is only of cordial well wishing to the in-

vestigators and a receptive state of mind for

any real demonstrable results. From our

standpoint we are inclined to believe that as

yet the pole is not long enough to reach that

$5,000 persimmon.
The latest position assumed by our most

estimable contemporaiw, Sir Oliver Lodge does

not, and we say this 'with the most profound

and unqualified respect, seem to us to clear

the field by any means. We quote from the

Mobile Times as follows:

“The possible existence of consciousness

apart from brain (however obviously consci-

ousness requires brain to manifest itself here

and now) is not a phenemenon at all, but a

hypothesis—one that I spoke of as eminently

debatable, though I admitted that it was the

working hypothesis to which 1 have been my-

self led Iw long continued study of a consid-

erable range of obscure psychical facts. Such

a hypothesis does not rest solely on the occur-

rence of simple telepathy, on which the pres-

ent discussion hinges; it is sustained by a

good deal more.

“The experimentally observed fact immedi-

ately under consideration is the transference

of thought or mental impression between a

few living people, i. e., between such as have

the faculty sufficiently developed, without the

use of their normal sense organs, the con-

ditions of transfer being not yet known. But
what the explanation of this fact may be is an

open question. It may possibly be due to

brain waves, or some kind of syntonic material

or ethereal connection between brains
;
for,

though I think that unlikely, it is what some
people have suggested and provisionally hold,

finding in it an obvious analogy with wireless

telegraphy; and if that can be proved to be

the explanation no question of consciousness

apart from brain need arise, i. e., no such hy-

pothesis would in that case be necessary to

account for ample telepathy.

“The process would then take its place as an
extension of, or addition to the already known
methods of transmitting thought—speech.

writing, gesture, code signalling, etc. Some
of these methods would seem mysterious to a

savage, just as we are unacquainted with the

mechanism of the process. On anything be-

yond affirming the bare fact I have been
careful not to dogmatize, tlmugh I myself am
inclined to maintain that telepathy is not a

physical process, pari passu with the other or

long known methods of communication, but
is a sign or incipient outcome of a faculty and
a method essentially different.

“But whether incipiently widespread or

not, and however it be explained, the faculty

of telepathic receptivity certainly exists in a

few people, though even in them it is by no
means always and under all circumstances
available. In that respect it differs from an
inorganic i:>roperty like radio-activity—though
that, too, appears limited to a few substances

and is not conspicuous or widespread.
“It is sometimes said—^Sir Bryan Dan-

kin either says or clearly implies^— that

the existence of telepathy would contra-

dict established knowledge. If that were true,

it woiild indeed lie an absurdity, but telepathy

does nothing of the kind
;
it enlarges and

expands, it opens up a new chapter, but it

does not contradict. By psychical research our
knowledge of fact is sujiplemented. but in no
other way changed. The unwelcome facts

will fit into the coherent scheme of science in

due course, and will displace nothing already
there, though they will remove some mistaken
accretions—the beginnings of a premature
fence or boundary.
“To sum up. Any one who limits his range

of inquiry to the general categories of already

acquired knowledge has a sufficiently rich and
extensive field, and, by surrounding himself

with a definite boundary, is in a very strong

position. Entrejiched in such a fortress. Sir

Ray Lankester and those Avho think with him
look with pitying eyes on us, who, after some
exploration inside, have ventured outside the

walls, and they regard with contempt any
assertions as to what lies beyond the pale.

They are like the orthodox mariners of old

who limited themselves to the shores of the

^Mediterranean, cruising round its coasts and
gradually becoming familiar with every port.

The world as known to the ancients was their

domain, and it was impious to sail out through

the Pillars of Hercules into the ocean beyond.

Ventiiresome explorers who transgressed those

limits and from time to time returned with

legends of times and other unusual phenomena
were doubtless received with disapprobation

and incrednlity, still more so if they ventured

to deduce the possible existence of a new con-

tinent, which as yet confessedly they had not

reached, from evidences derived from drifting

longs and a Sargasso Sea.

“ IMean while, we are accu.sed of l.ving, of
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megalomania, of folly and of madness. Let it

be so. I for one am in no hurry. I am not

sorry that the present state of ignorance and
prejudice surrounding this subject in the

minds of a large numl)cr of scientific men in

the year 1913 should be put on record, lament-

able though it be, else posterity, familiar with

a mass of developed knowledge, will hardly
credit the curious obstruction which pioneers

in this domain still have to encounter. Secure
in the progress of the human race, we shall

bide our time, cultivate our gardens and pass

on before any wealth of fruits can be gather-

ed in.” Curran Pope.

THE RESPIRATORY TRACT IN LEU-
CEiMIA.

Dr. J. Safranel assistant to Prof. Onodi, of

Hudapest, has recently published an exhaust-

ive article dealing with the i^athological

changes occurring in the upper respiratory

tract in cases of leucaemia. He had occasion

to examine 32 cases of leucemia all but one of

which had applied to the medical clinic for

general treatment, the one case having applied
for throat treatment to the laryngological

clinic. All forms of leucemia were seen, ten

cases representing the lymphatic variety and
twenty-two the myeloid form. He also ob-

served several cases of pseudoleucemia.
The most pronounced changes in the upper

respirator..' tract were observed in the lym-
phatic cases in which the blood picture show-
ed a great increase in the lymphoe.vtes and
lymphoblasts, and in which there was consid-

erable enlargement of the l.vmphatic glands
and the spleen.

Although the t,vpical hyperplasia of high

degree was most pronounced in the lymphoid
tissue it was frequentl.v obseiwed in organs
and tissues which normall.v contained no
lymphoid cells. In the respiratory tract the

cell invasion was most pronounced in the l.vm-

phatie tissue of the mouth and pharvnx, viz :

the pharyngeal, faucial and lingual tonsils,

and in the uvula, the epiglottis and posterial

wall of the pharvnx. Histologically the lym-
phoid infiltration appears as closel.y crowded
l.vmphoid cells, which displace the normal
structures. The cells reach the capillaries but

often leave the veins b.v passing through their

walls to invade the epithelial tissiie, the sub-

mucous la.vers and even the deeper structures,

as the fattv and muscular tissues.

In the tonsils the.v pass through the fibrous

capsule into the surrounding muscle and fat-

ty structures. They have even been found in-

vading cartilage of the larynx by pass-

ing through the perichonrium.
In the myeloid variet.v the blootl contains

inan.v inyeloid cells most polymorphonuclear
neutrophile cells, myelocytes and myeloblast.

Eosinoj)hiles and basopbile cells are constant-

l.v increased in this form of leucemia. The
bone marrow alwa.ys shows characteristic

changes, and the spleen, liver and l.ymphatic

glands nearly alwa,ys show considerable en-

largement.

Clinicall.y the ea.ses were all characterized

b.y progressivel.y increasing anemia, emacia-
tion, dyspnoea, dige.stive derangement, etc., in-

dicating circulatory disturbances.

The symptoms referable to the upper res-

l)iratorv ti-act were epistaxis, d.yspnea, en-

largement of the glands of neck and axilla.

Epistaxis should be classed with the cardi-

nal s.ymptoms of leucemia. It may occur at

an.y stage of the disease and is oiften the first

s.ymptom to call attention to the disease. The
point of bleeding is usually the nasal septum,
where reddish or gre.yish .yellow areas of infil-

tration are frequentl.y visible. In some cases

such areas are not visible, the entire nasal mu-
cous membrane appearing very pale and
wa.x.y. In the eases presenting areas of in-

filtration necrotic and ulceration is not infre-

(jiient. Conditions similar to those oeeuring
in the nose are also seen in the mucous mem-
brane of the throat.

However the most characteristic change in

the throat seen in leucemia is the lymphatic
h.vperplasia of the structures of Waldeyers’
ring—espeeiall.y in the faucial tonsils. The
tonsils at times take on large dimensions, so

that cases have been seen where the two glands
overlap each other and impede respiration.

In some cases the tonsils may be smaller and
the faucial pillars, the uvula and the mucous
membrane of the posterior pharyngeal wall
become so infiltrated with cells that they
reach several times their normal thickness.

The lingual tonsil ma.y also become much
enlarged. The enlarged l.ymphatie structures

are all pale, of a yellowish gray color. Al-

though leiicemia occurs principally after mid-
dle age, it does occur in children, and it may
readil.v be understood how the l.vrnphatie en-

largement of leucemia ma.y be mistaken for a
simple h.vpertrophy of the faiicial and
pharyngeal tonsil.

Zarmike, Burges and others have reported
cases of mistaken identit.v where the children
were subjected to operation and in whom
death resulted from inability to stop the bleed-

ing.

The enlargement of the submaxillarv cervic-

al glands, the pale wax.y mucous membrane
and the pallor of the skin should always be
looked upon with suspicion and should at

least lead to a blood examination before re-

sorting to removal of tonsils.

In some cases the lymphatic hyperplasia is

not limited to the l.vmphatic structures, but

appears as a diffiuse infiltration of the entire

mucous membrane of the upper respiratory
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tract—l)ringiiig about dysphasia and dys-

pnoea.

The lymphocytes become so crowded in the

sulmiucons tissue that they finally infiltrate

the epithelial covering of the mucous mon-
brane. This becomes thinner, and thinner

and finally breaks. At such points as well as

at mechanically abraded areas infection takes

place and ulceration follows. Similar infiltra-

tion.of the larynx may give rise to serious

symptoms, as any portion of it can be in-

volved in the process. Tt occurs there either

in small circumscribed raised areas (nodules)

or as a diffuse swelling of the membrane
which may become so pronounced that it cov-

ers the false cords and epiglottis and inter-

feres considerably Avith breathing.

Fortunately ulceration is less frequent in

the larynx than in the pharynx and mouth.

Hoarseness may result from the infiltration

interfering with uiAiscular contraction and

proper approximation of the cords. It may

also result from pressure of enlarged peri-

tracheal mediastinal and peribronchial glands

on the trachea causing stenosis. This sten-

osis has been so pronounced that tracheotomy

had to be resorted to to prevent asphyxiation.

Stenosis of the trachea also occurs in anemia

at times from the infiltration of the mucous

membrane.

Although the changes in the mucous mem-

brane of the upper respiratoiw tract are most

pronounced in the lymphatic form of leucemia

the myeloid form of the disease frequently

presents similar conditions. The waxy pallor

of the mucous membrane is nearly always not-

ed. Swelling of the mucous membrane is less

frequent. Hemorrhages are quite common in

the myeloid form, due to cell growth in the

blood vessels and destruction of their walls.

The hemorrhages occur mostly from the nasal

mucous membrane and have frequently led to

a diagnosis of leucemia that had not been sus-

pected- Later in the course of the disease the

spleen and the lymphatic glands enlarge.

Eegarding the cases of x>seudo-leucemia, un-

der which head the author places Hodgkin’s

disease, a leucemic lymphadenosis and lymph-

o-sarcoma, it is pointed out that though they

may present similar enlargement of the lym-

phatic structure as do the eases of leucemia,

but that they can be dilferentiated by the

blood picture, tlie blood in pseudoleucemia

showing a normal blood count.

Adolph 0. Pfingst.

• HYPERTHYR01DTSI\1.

As a result of t!u' advances in our knowl-

edge of the causation, and treatment of dis-

ease, surgery has made trendous inroads ui)on

the practice of medicine. IMany of the most
serious of diseases formerly considered med-
ical have been transferred to tbe surgical side.

One of the most recent to be so transferred

is tbat grouj) represented by changes in the

thyroid gland. This gland is the most ac-

cessil)le of the ductless glands, and is unques-

tionably the most important and interesting.

Its importance is abundantly attested by its

tremendous blood supply for such a small or-

gan. This suiAiily is equal to, and derived

from, the same sources as the circle of Willis

Avhich supxAlies the brain. This fact alone is

sufficient to indicate that this small gland,

Aveighing one to two ounces, has a most im-

portant function in the animal economy. Fur-
thermore, if this gland is absent at birth, or

is comjAletcly removed afterward, develop-

ment both mental and physical is retarded,

and death finally results.

Interest has centered around the thyroid

secretion and the questions. What is it? Hoav
does it leaA’e the gland? and AVhat function

has it? are only partially ansAA'ered. These
partial ansAA’ers are that it is a combination of

iodin Avith globulin called iodothyrin. That
there are short lymph spaces in the thyroid

that empty into the A'eins, and through these

the iodothyrin probably reaches the circula-

tion. Its function k intiinatel.v connected

Avith the function of the sex glands. In the

female the thyroid undergoes physiologic en-

largement at puberty, and during menstim-

ation and pregnancAy and in some of the loAver

forms of animal life it is connected Avith the

genital tract by a distinct duct. Certain of

the toxaemias of XAregnaney are thought to be

due to a lack of' thyroid secretion and haA’e

been treated. esxAeeially A'omiting of j)reg-

nancy, by the administration of thyroid ex-

tract. Idothyrin is a vaso dilator and seems

to occupy au antagonistic position to adren-

alin, the action of the one counteracting in

the organism that of the other.

Up to the latter jAart of the last century

exoiAhthalmic goitre Avas looked upon as a

medical disease, except in rare instances. The
conception of its etiology was very vague.

Disease of the central nervous sy.stein; of the

vasomotor nerA^es; of the sympathetic neiwes,

especially of the lower ceiwical ganglia
;
and a

general neurosis, were smiiie of the theories

brought forAvard to explain the three cardinal

symptoms of tachycardia, exophthalmos and
enlargement of the thyroid gland.

iMoebrus in 1886 Avas the pioneer of our

l)resent vieAvs of the causation of this disease.

He maintained that the normal amount of thy-
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roid secretion was essential to the proper

I)hysical and mental development of the in-

dividual. A reduced amount, or hypothyroid-

ism resulted in inheeility, cretinism and myx-
oedema. A im;ch increased amount, or hy-

perthryroidism, caused the disease known as

exophthalmic goitre, (Graves’s or Basedow’s
disease). That the absorption of an abnormal
amount of thyroid secretion acted as an irri-

tant poison, likened to alcohol. That this

poison caused rapiil action of the heart; di-

lated the peripheral blood vessels causing

bushing of the skin and sweating; dilated the

bloodvesels back of the eye and caused an in-

creased production of fat in that locality thus

producing the exophthalmos. The increased

number of thyroid cells plus dilatation of the

blood vessels of the thyroid gland resulted in

the goitre.

The prolonged action of this poison i-esult-

ed in degeneration of the liver, kidneys and
heart muscle.

AVilson of the Mayo Clinic has been able to

trace a direct connection between the severity

of symptoms in hyperthyroidism and the in-

crease in the number of functionating cells o-f

the thyroid gland. Tn fact he has been able

in 85 per cent, of cases, to take a pathologieal

specimen of thyroid gland and state Avith a

marked degree of accuracy, the symptomatol-
ogy of the ease.

The surgical treatment of this disease is

based upon IMoebius theory, the object being

to I’eduee the amount of thyroid secretion ab-

sorbed into the system of the patient. In-

jection of boiling water into the gland, liga-

tion of part of blood supply, and resection of

a portion of the gland are the three surgical

131‘ocedures resorted to.

Injection of boiling water and ligation of

one or both sipAerior thyroid arteries and
veins are valuable procedures in eases Avith

severe intoxication in which a thryoideetomy
Avould be very dangerous. Either can be

done under local anaesthesia. C. IT. i\Iayo,

Avho has had an enormous experience in the

treatment of these cases, states that ligation

almost uniforndy results in marked improve-
ment in these seA^ere eas^s. The average gain

in Aveight in a series of eases was 22 pounds in

four months, at which time they became fa-

vorable cases for thyroidectomy. Thyroidec-

tomy is the operation of choice, and shoAvs a

moi’tality of 1 to 2 per cent in skilled hands.

The end results are 75 per cent, of cures with

improvement in the others who survive. One
lobe and the isthmus is usually removed,

though the exact amount is a matter of judg-

ment Avith the opei’ating surgeon. A certain

percentage of tliese eases later develop re-

newed symptoms of hyperthyroidism, due
either to th(' removal of too -little of the

ghuul or to suhse(pient hypertrophy of the re-

maining portion. These cases should be re-

operated and more gland removed.
F. II. Montgomery.

WHAT IS THE ETIOLOGY OF
PSOKIASIS?

In the research studies on the cause of psor-

iasis under the tlirection of J. F. Schamberg,
at the dermatological research laboratories

of I he Philadelphia Polyclinic and College for

Graduates of IVIedieine, Auspitz’s remark Avas

(pioted as final “Avas psoriasis ist, weiss his

heute noch kein iMensch”—what psorias is,

no man at present knoAvs.

In th(» final report the I’esearch committee
had to acknoAvledge, that though the symptom-
atology, histopathology, diagnosis and course

are known, yet the cause is unknown, as it

Avas two thousand years ago.

The research for the etiology of p.soriasis

Avas made from two standpoints: (1) bac-

teriological, (2) metabolic.

From the bacteriological standpoint of view
several possibilities were considered: If para-
sitic, (ai the disease may be due to the im-
plantation upon the skin of an exogenous
parasite, as is observed in ringworm, favus
and tinea versicolor. Such an organism has

hitherto not been found, but might be discov-

erable by the use of the idtramiseroseope or

hy some neAV technique. fb) The disease

might be caused by one of the common faculta-

tive organisms belonging, to the group of cocci,

so readily cultivable from the skin, in indi-

viduals in AA'hom the soil is I'endered favorable

by some special condition, (e) The disease

might be the result of the circulation in the

fluids of the body and deposition in the skin

of a microparasite, analogous to Avhat is ob-

served in syphilis and A^ariola.

With all the methods, new and old, no
special parasite AA'as found and the results

Avere inconclusive.

Theories AA-hieh hold disturbances of meta-

bolism responsible for psorasis were investi-

gated. The folloAving conclusions were made
by the investigators

:

(1) That these patients possess a strong

tendency to store nitrogen.

(2) That the nitrogen is stored with great

ease.

(8) That on a low protein diet the pa-

tients may eliminate extraoi’dinavily small

(|uantities of nitrogen in their urine.

(41 That a low ])rotein diet has a distinct

and a retnbarkably lieneficial influence on the

course of the psoriasis.

15) That very large (piantifies of nitro-

gen may be lost thi-ough the skin in the form

of scales.
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(6) That on a high protein diet, tremend-
ous quantities of nitrogen may he retained in

the system.

(7) That a high protein diet, although it

did not bring about a relapse in a ease where
the active process had h6en cheeked, did stim-

ulate very considerably the course Of the ex-

isting psoriasis in active form.

(8) That the retention of nitrogen is not

always associated with a corresponding gain

is body weight.

These metabolic conclusions were made
from the historical chai-acteristics of psoriasis,

in the rapid growth and proliferation of the

epithelial cells of the skin. For their growth
and life, these cells require building material

which can be obtained only from one soiirce

—

the blood and lymph streams. The principal

building material required by these cells is

protein. A high protein diet therefore stim-

ulates their growth, because it provides all the

necessary components of the epithelial cells.

By keeping the patient on a low protein diet,

we bring about a condition in which no ex-

tra protein can be supplied to the rapidly

multiplying cells of the skin, and this condi-

tion therefore would retard the progress of

the disease.

Though no criticism can l)e otfered on the

result of such good work as has been done un-
der the directorship of Schamberg, yet, no
definite results as to the real etiology of psor-

iasis could he found, neither from bacterio-

logical nor metabolic standpoints. We are to-

day just as ignorant as to 1he real etiology of
psoriasis as we were years ago

;
but let iis not

get discouraged, but go investigating until we
do find the cause.

To my mind, the etiology of psoriasis is due
to incomplete metabolism causing the symp-
tom-complex known as psoriasis. Careful,
rational and patient treatment does cause
amelioration of the most aj^parent phases of
this disease.

M. L. Ravitch.

Exophthalmic Goiter.—Stern given an inter-

esting review of the experience to date witli the
serum of thyroidectomized animals in exophthal-
mic goiter and relates its successful application,

supplemented by a Naureim course of carbonated
baths, in three cases, two very severe. The pa-
tients were women of 29 and 51, and the exoph-
thalmic goiterhad resisted all other treatment.
In the oldest patient a course of baths the year
before had been ineffectual, but this year, supple-

mented by the serotherajiy, remarkable improve-

ment was realized. The much dilated left ven-

tricle subsided to normal size in all the cases.

The circumference of the neck grew smaller by
1.5, 2 and 2.5 cm. B3

' commencing with small

doses it is possible to improve without by-effects.

ORIGINAL ARTICLES

SYMPOSIUM ON DISEASES OF THE NASAL
ACCESSORY SINUSES

DISEASES AND PATIIOLODY OF NAS-
AL ACCESSORY SINUSES.*

By Ernest Rau, Bowling Green.

I don’t believe that the inflammations and
infections of the nasal accessory sinuses very
often get the recognition and treatment that

they deserve. Especially is this true of the

frontal sinuses. In tlie fall and winter of

1909 there was more grippe and so-called l)ad

colds than common, and a good deal of frontal

sinus infection followed. On account of there

being no j)us present or symptoms referrable

to the nose a great maii}^ of these cases were
treated as neuralgia, etc. On inspecting the

nares the middle turbinate would be found
swollen, and tender, completely blocking ori-

fiice to frontal sinus. The pain being due not

so much to the infection, as to interference

with circulation of air causing a negative
pressure within the sinus, wdth conseqiient

swelling of mucou smembrane, and congestion

of blood vessels, and irritation of nerves.

A great many theories have been advanced
at to why we should have the accessory sinuses

at all. IMost all seem to agree that they have
to do with olfaction. It seems that certain of

the lower animals with keen sense of smell

have accessory olfactory ridges sihiated in the

frontal, sphenoid, and maxillary sinuses.

That by evenly distributing the inspired air

in the olfactory region they aid in that sense.

It has also been adyanced that by lightening

the bones of tbe skull that proper balance is

maintained, also as an adjunct to respiration,

moistening the inspired air. From their lo-

cation it would seem that thej" would be con-

tinually infected, and yet as a matter of fact

it is comparatiyely rare, when you consider

that at every inspiration bacteria are carried

into them. At first thought it would seem as

though, especially in the case of the maxillary

sinus, that the comstruetion for drainage was
not up-to-date, the ostium being considerably

higher than the floor. However it has been

demonstrated at autopsy several times that

subjects with normal sinuses that had not

been dead over two hours, that the frontal and
the maxillary sinuses were without exception

sterile. This is not because bacteria do not

get into them, for the na.sal sinuses are areated

during everj" respiration, Imt because they are

protected against such an invasion by ciliated

*Read before the Kentucky State Medical Association, at

Bowling Green, Wednesday, September 3, 1913.
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opitheliuiii, the cilia constantly escorting the

bacteria towards the ostia, and the mucus
glands of these sinuses have a secretion that is

germicidal in power. The diseases of the

sinuses are the same as those which may at-

tack tlie mucous membrane of the nose. Biit

especially regarding the maxillary sinus, it

is more prone to chronic inflammation and
formation of cheesy masses, etc., on account of

the location of its ostium.

Of the bacteria most often found as a caus-

ative factor, it has been claimed that the in-

fluenza bacillus holds first rank, the pneumo-
coccus next, staphylococcus pyogenes aureus

and albus, and the streptococcus pyogenes. It

is doubtful whether a pure culture will be

found except in the beginning, for after the

defenses are broken down it is only a matter

of a short while until it is a mixed infection.

It has been claimed by some authors that in

every case of influenza that the sinuses become
infected some time during its course.

Whether they enter directly through the

nasal passages and ostia of sinuses or whether
they find their way through the blood stream
has not fully been determined. Some also

are of the opinion that the sinus infection is a

se(pielae rather than a complication.

It would seem that there is no longer any
question that in the acute diseases of the in-

ferior air passages that the nasal sinuses be-

come infected, in croupous pneumonia bac-

teriological examination of sinuses of those

dying of this disease have always shown cult-

ures of the pneumococcus. In diphtheria ex-

amination of the sinuses show the presence of

Klebs- Loeffler bacillus. Pearce demonstrated
inflammatory sinus changes in 25 out of 39

post-mortems, and in the maxillary sinus

especially he found the bacillus on both sides

in all but three eases. There seems little

doubt also but that in erysipelas that the

sinuses are very often affected. The sinus af-

fections in these foiir diseases takes the char-

acter of the primary disease, while in the

other infectious diseases that are followed by
sinus affections, are principally due to other

bacteria than those causing the original trou-

ble.

The pathological changes that take place in

these cases of infections and inflammations of

the sinuses depend i;pon several conditions,

viz: virulence of attacking germs; the length

of time that the disease has been present; the

amount of resistance the sinus has to inflam-

mation, and the condition of <lrainage system.

The maxillary sinus, on account of the loca-

tion of its osteum, shows the greatest patho-

logical changes, as the mucous membrane at

the lowest point is constantly bathed in puru-

lent secretion. This will account for the

presence of cheesy, fetid pus that is so fre-

quently found in tliese old chronic cases of the

maxillary sinus, regardless of cause. For mat-

ters of description it is best that these condi-

tions be considered under a general head of

acute and chronic.

On the mucous membrane becoming infect-

ed, there results an intense hyperaemia and
swelling due to an outpouring of serum into

the sub-mucous connective tissue, which may
be of sufficient quantity to completely close

the lumen of the sinus.

This swelling naturally crowds the cilia to-

gether and interferes with their motion, and
may become so great as to stop their motion

altogether. No secretion is formed at this

stage, because the lining membrane has not

been penetrated by the exudate. Oedema
follows this stage on account of pressure upon
the blood vessels. Owing to the cilia having
become motionless the mucosa is no longer

able to throw off the secretion forming in the

glands. This inflammatory exudate is com-
posed of serum, luucus, leucocytes and exfoli-

ated epithelium. Bacteria may or may not be

present. Resolution may set in at this time
with lessening of hyperaemia and oedematous
swelling. The cilia gradually regain their

motion, and the secretion may cease entirely

or assume a mucoid or serous muco-purulent
character, then watery, gradually returning
to normal. The inflammation, however, may
continue and become chronic.

Chronic sinus inflammation presents two
distinct types, viz; Hyperplastic and ulcer-

ative. In the hyperplastic type the mucous
membrane is of a whitish-grayish color, more
or less loosened from the bone, often wrinkled
and iiapillomatous. Hyperaemia may be pres-

ent, but not so j^rominent as in the acute
stages.

The connective tissue is considerably thick-

ened and retention cysts often occur from con-

striction of the necks of the glands. Small
areas of metamophosis of ciliated epithelium

pavement occur. The ulcerative type is claim-

ed by some to be just an idceration in the

hyperplastic. Owing to the fact that the third

layer of the mucosa is so intimately blended
with the periosteum, the bone very often

becomes affected, and wei*e it not for the col-

lateral circulation through the sinus walls this

would happen much more frequently.

The Blood-Pressure and the Cholesterin Con-

tent.—Cantieri's eonii)rehcnsive research failed

to show any direct connection between an ab-

normally higli l)lood-i)ressnre and tiie cholesterin

content of tlie blood. Witli nephritis there is gen-

erally an excess of cholesterin in the blood, even

in cases with normal or subnormal blood-pres-

sure.
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SY.MPTO.llS AND DIAGNOSIS OF DIS-

EASES OF THE NASAL ACCES-
SORY SINUSES.*

By S. G. Dabney, Louisville.

Development. The maxillary antrum in

the newborn child is miniature in size and is

situated to the inner side of, instead of be

neath the orbit
j

it acquires its permanent
shape about the 12th and its full size about

the 18th year. The frontal sinus appears as a

separate cavity about the 9th year and attains

its ful development by the 20th. The eth-

moid development begins about the 4th year

and advances simultaneously with the frontal.

There appears to be a great variation in the

appeax’ance and growth of the sphenoid
;

it

probably begins about the 3rd year and at-

tains its full size at maturity.

Bacteriology. Bacterial examination does

not offer great aid in sinus diagnosis
;
in puru-

lent cases any of the pus producing organisms
may be found and in chronic eases several va-

rieties are usually present.

Preceding History. The history of the case

is sometimes of value in diagnosis; in a cer-

tain number dental disease may arouse sus-

picion of inflammation of the maxillary an-

trum; in others a preceding infectious illness,

especially influenza, is important. Naturally
acute rhinitis or liabitual nasal obstruction is

common and occasionally a preceding trauma-
tism of perliaps violent vomiting may play a

part.

General Symptoms. In addition to the

symptoms dependent on long continued or

frequently recurring pain such as insomnia,

anaemia and irritability, we often find verti-

go especially in frontal suppuration.

Before considering purulent inflammation
of the sinuses, to which, I take it, this sympos-
ium is chiefly devoted, a few words may be
said in regard to some non-purulent afitections.

Acute Catarrhal Inflammation, with its

headache, hebetude and fullness is too famil-

iar an attendant of acute rhinitis to require

extended description. Probably neglect of

this condition and errors in the mode of life

during its existence sometimes results in

purulent disease.

Mucocele generally involves the frontal and
ethmoidal sinuses. The swelling in the orbit-

al region, sometimes displacing the eye and
causing diplopia, is the first and often the

only symptom; hence the oculist is usually

consulted. The growth is slow and painless;

the situation is to the inner side or upper

portion of the orbit. Palpation reveals a soft

*Read liefore the Kentucky State Medical Association, at

Bowling Green, Wednesday, September 3, 191.3.

mass, often elastic or semifluctuating. It is

liable to be confoundea with an orbital tumor.
Hyperplastic Ethmoiditis, attended by

multiple polypi, is the result of recurring ca-

tarrhal attacks. The subjective symptoms
are a sense of tightness and obstruction about
the bridge of the nose, diminution or loss of

sense of smell, sometimes frequent attacks of

sneezing with profuse watery discharge and
lachrymation, and of chief importance,

asthma. Asthma is most common in those

cases in which the ethmoidal cells are more
or less packed with tine grapes-seed like

polyps, dlany cases are certainly much bene-

fited and some are cured by the removal of

this nasal condition. In addition to the symp-
toms mentioned, we often find conjunctival

irritation as well as ocular pain and asthen-

opia and, occasionally, there is well defined

neurasthenia. Objectively, the most promin-
ent symptom is thickening and inflammation
of the middle turbinate and the presence of

polyps; not very rarely, however, the polyps
are not revealed until the anterior portion of

the middle turbinate is removed. It is not

claimed that this condition alone is responsi-

ble for nasal polypi—their association with

purulent sinus disease will be discussed

later.

Purulent Inflammation of Accessory Nasal
Sinuses. It is well to consider first those

symptoms which are connnon to disease of

anj' of these sinuses, though varying greatly

both in constancy and in severity, and to con-

sider next these symptoms by which we de-

termine which sinus or sinuses are involved.

Pain is generally severe in acute cases but

often entirely absent in those of long stand-

ing. On the other hand some headaches which

have long resisted both general and other lo-

cal treatment have been cured by the relief

of chronic sinus suppuration. Even in acute

cases the pain is not always over the sinus in-

volved; thus in maxillary inflammation the

pain may be felt mainly over the brow
;
in

disease of the frontal sinus it is usually in the

forehead; in the ethmoid at the root of the

nose and in the sphenoid, either at the vertex

or occiput. It is characteristic of sinus pain

in general and especially that from the frontal

sinus that it comes on an hour or two after

arising and is most severe in the forenoon.

Various explanations have been given for this,

but none seem to me quite satisfactory. Both

the intensity and the location of the pain,

however, are subject to marked variations.

Tenderness is often present in inflamma-

tion of the. maxillary antrum and frontal

sinus. It is usually found in acute and some-

times in chronic cases. In the examination

we should be careful to avoid the supra and
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infra-orbital nerves. The two sides should al-

ways be compared. In examining the frontal

sinus the tip of the little finger should be

earried well into the upper inner angle of the

oi'bit and pressure made upward and inward
against the floor of the sinus, which is thiii-

est at this point. In the maxillary pressure

should be made in the hollow of the clieek, re-

membering, however, that disease of a tooth

or its root may eause tenderness there even

when the antrum is healtliy. Tenderness is

a more important symptom and more fre-

(pient in disease of the frontal than of the

maxillaiy sinus.

Discharge. As the frontal, maxillary and
anterior etlimoidal cavities all empty beneath

the middle turbinate anteriorly, we look to

this locality for pus from them
;
for the same

reason in inflammation of the posterior eth-

moid or sphenoid sinus we expect pus in the

posterior nares, trickling over the middle tur-

binate. The reappearance quickly of the pus
after carefully wiping it away is especially

siguiflcant. On the other hand the absence of

pus oil one or even on several examinations
is no proof that purulent sinusitis does not

exist, especially if the examination is made in

the ordinary sitting posture. It is said that the

inis from cases of nasal origin is due to anaeo-

robic organisms and is not fetid, while that

in the maxillary from dental disease is due to

anaerobic organisms and is fetid. Certainly

in my experience, the pus from the maxillary
antrum is more likely to be fetid than that

from the frontal sinus. Perhaps the fetid

character is really due to defective drainage.

Subjective Offensive Odor. The perception

by the patient of a disagreeable smell present

in the nose is an important indication of pus
in a sinus—generally in the maxillary.

Changes in nasal mucosa are chiefly found
in and beneath the middle turbinate, though
a deflected septum pressing against this bone
and a general hypertrophic rhinitis are im-

portant causes of defective drainage. The
middle turbinate is usually swollen and in

acute eases, red and angry looking, yhile in

the more chronic it is often pallied and putty.

It is not rare to find hyiiertrophy of the mid-

dle associated with atrophy of the inferior

turbinal, and a condition of ozaena—indeed

this disease is by some atti'il)uted to sinus sup-

puration. It is common to find polyps grow-

ing from and beneath the middle turbinate.

Whether they cause or are caused by the

sinus suppuration is a dis2:>uted i^oint in rhin-

ology.

Transilluminaiion is of much value in di-

agnosing disease of the maxillary and frontal

cavities. It is important that the room be dark

and that the intensity of the light be under

complete eonti’ol. Not only are the cheek and
the infra-orbital region illuminated by the

light in the mouth, but in many cases the pu-
pil a^ipears luminous and the patient has the

perception of light. In disease the most char-

acteristic a|:> 2)earance is a semicircular dark
spot beneath the eye. It is claimed that this

darkness is due to a thickening of the interior

lining membrane, rather than to the i)resence

of pus—a claim which is corroborated by the

fact that we often find the darkness remain-
ing even where the suppuration has long
ceased. In the frontal sinus the best results

are obtained, at least in my own experience,

by carrying a small Tungstein light well up
behind the orbital ridge as far back as pos-

sible in the upper inner portion of the orbit.

This has been much more satisfactory than
pressing the light, enveloped in a hood, just

beneath the orbital rim, as is generally pictur-

eded in the text books. In the latter proced-
ure the light appears to come over the bone
and to make the cavity appear luminous when
it is not.

The Roentgen Rag is of decided value both
in outlining the sinus and in determining the

question of disease in them. I have had no
experience in its iise in supi^uration of the
sphenoidal sinus but the plate and picture
which I exhibit illustrate well the suppura-
tion in the maxillary, ethmoidal and frontal
sinuses, and at the same time outline the con-
tour of these cavities, especially the frontal.

i\fuch advance has recentlj^ been made in the
use of the X-ray in these diseases and I hope
that this subject will be elaborate in the dis-

cussion.

External symptoms are most frequently
seen in acute supiuiration or in acute exacer-

bation of chronic sui5}3uration. They occur,

when present, in disease of the maxillary, an-

terior ethmoidal and frontal sinus. In the

first there may be redness and swelling over
the cheek; in the second, swelling at the

bridge of the nose or near the inner eanthus
of the eye and in the third l)ogginess and
swelling in the brow and in the upper lid.

When complications arise these symptoms
may be greatly accentuated.

Complications especially in the orbit and in

the eye are so frequent, so important and so

often the first recognized manifestation of

sinus supiniration that they must be mention-

ed in diagnosis. Of these the most striking

and probably the most common is orbital eel

lulitis. It occurs both in frontal and eth-

moidal disease—as a matter of fact, however,

these two are rarely absolutely separate, the

ui)pei' ethmoidal cells being usually involved

with the fi'ontal. In orbital cellulitis tlie eye-
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ball is pushed forward and otherwise displac-

ed according to the direction of the pressure,

there is more or less immobility
;
the upper lid

is generally swollen and when raised diplopia

is observed
;
there is often oedema and tendei’

ness all around the frontal and orbital re-

gion
j
pain is frequently severe and sight may

be interfered with by pressure on or inflam-

mation of the optic nerve. In a youth of 18

seen not long ago, with this group of symp-

toms following an attack of grippe, an incis-

ion carved far back along the inner orbital

wall evacuated pus from tlie ethmoidal cells

and gave speedy relief. A second case very

recently dismissed cured, is of interest from
the medico-legal standpoint. A man 38 years

old, without previous nasal or ocular symp-

toms and in excellent health, took a dinner

of clam broth and several other things on the

Pullman car. A few hours later he was taken

with violent vomiting and a little later with

purging. Next day he had severe pain and
some swelling in the region of the right eye.

I saw him 4 days later and found great

oedema of the upper lid, brow and bridge of

the nose with slight elevation of tempera-

and intense pain, and tenderness most marked
at the upper, inner angle of the orbit. Tx-ans-

illumination showed the frontal on this side

dai'k. On elevating the lid the eyeball was
seen to be pushed foi'ward and outward and
diplopia was pi’esent. Operation revealed ex-

tensive disease of the frontal and ethmoidal

cavities. Kecovei-y was xxneventful, but so

tedious that I had two of my colleagues, see

him in consultation, but without any suggest-

ion of importance. The final result has been

ixei’feet except for a scar, without much de-

pression. He holds the Pullman Company re-

sponsible for ptomaine poisoning and attrib-

utes his sinus disease to the violent vomiting.

It is to be remembered that vomiting may be

a symptom of acixte frontal sinixsitis, bixt on

the other hand recent investigations have
shown that vomited matter may be foi’ced into

the fi'ontal sinus and set up inflammation

there. In rare cases fronto-ethmoidal disease

may cause disturbance in the ocular muscles

without cellulitis. The skiagi’aph which I am
exhibiting is taken fi’om a lady of about 60

where the most evident symptom was ptosis

of the right upper eye lid. She complained

of headache, like a band running around the

head from the brow. Her maxillary antrum
had been opened through a tooth socket by a

dental surgeon. Transillumination with the

little Tungsten lamp carried far back into the

upper inner paid of the oi’bit showed the

frontal of this side dai’k. Abundant pus was

found beneath the middle turbinate, quickly

returning after cleansing. Her ptosis has

been decidedly improved and her headache re-

lieved by intranasal oixeration, though more
radical external procedures may yet be de-

manded. A great variety of other ocular dis-

eases liave been attributed to the sinuses,

especially tli post-ethmoidal and sphenoidal;

of these the most important are oixtic neuritis

and interference in the field of vision without

ophthalmoscopic abnormality.

Suppuration of the supeiflor sinuses may
lead to meningitis and brain abscess and this

cause should not be overlooked on considering

such affections.

Differential Diagnosis. Finally a few words
as to the determination of which sinus or sin-

uses are involved. My already too lengthy
paper demands that I be brief. In the max-
illai’y sinus I usually first use transillumin-

ation
;
then look for pus beneath the middle

turbinate; if found it is wiped away and the

patient requested to lie on a sofa with the

head hanging over, the face towards the floor

and the affected side uppermost. After a few
miixutes, without blowing or hawking, the

nose is again inspected and if pus is found Ixe-

neath the middle tui'binate its soui’ce is pi’ob-

ably from the antrum of Highmore. A sub-

jective sense of bad odor is an impoi’tant aid

in diagnosing this disease. Of course disease

of a tooth whose roots go up toward the an-

tnim is significant. In a certain, bixt I be-

lieve a small, px'opoi’tion of cases, diagnosis

can only be made from finding pus by intra-

nasal puncture. We must remember that pus
in the anti’um may have simply gravitated

there from the upper sinuses and may not in-

dicate antral suppui’ation. The presence of

pus in the fi'ontal siixus is deterixiined by the

tenderness above described, by transillumin-

ation, by a I’adiogram, and by pus beneath the

middle tixi’binate which I’etuims after wiping
aw'ay, with the head in the upright or slight-

ly inclined ppsition. Suppuration in the an-

terior ethmoidal cells is rarely found without

disease of the adjacent cavities. It is usually

visible after resection of the middle turbin-

ate and. opening the ethmoid. Pus in the

posterior ethmoidal and sphenoidal sinuses is

diagnosed by the presence of pus at the root

of the posterior nai'es or trickling down the

naso-phaiyngeal wall, by radiogram, by deep-

seated headache usually at the vertex or occi-

put and finally by opening these cavities after

removing the posterior portion of the middle

tui'binate.

Vomiting.—Treatment.—In a number of in-

stances vomiting can be immediately arrested by

means of the pyloric reflex of dilatation, wliicb

consists of pressure or concussion of the fifth

dorsal spine.—Abrams.
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TKEAT.MENT OF DISEASES OF THE
NASAL ACCESSOHY SINUSES—

SUROlUALLY AND OTHER
AVISE.*

By J. A. AND \Y. S. Stucky, LexiugtDU.

Because of the seriousness and danger to

life and health from absorption of se})tic ma-

terial, the obscurity and misleading nature of

symptoms as given by the patient, the care

and difficidty in arriving at a correct diag-

nosis, the close proximity to vital structui’es

and the extreme care and accuracv retpiired

to successfully remove and treat, surgically

or otherwise, the cause of the disease and es-

tablish and maintain unol)structed drainage;

—all tills gives the surgery of these sinuses a

jironiinent place in the thoughts of the rhin-

ologist.

This suhject is also becoming of inci'cased

interest to the general surgeon and practi-

tioner becau-se of the number of systemic and

local trouliles emanating from thcvse sources.

In this brief paper no attempt will be made

to describe in detail the various intra and ex-

tra-nasal operations for relief of accessory

sinus diseases, as large text books have been

written on this subject alone and the opera-

tive techniiiue fully described : but a few

methods, especially in regard to post-opera-

tive treatment, that we have found to be of

value will be given, and we hope more fully

discus.sed. The diagnosis having been fully

established, the treatment to be instituted is

dependent upon several factoi's—the stage of

the disease, whether acute, subacute or chron-

ic, and the severity of the symptoms, both lo-

cal and general, but in all cases the one im-

portant point is to create and maintain un-

obstructed drainage of all sinuses, and to look

carefully after the general systemic condition.

In cases of acute sinusitis, we usually find

the entire nasal mucosa swollen and inflamed

and the sinuses, especially frontal and eth-

moid. completely blocked, causing a negative

pressure within the sinuses and a resulting

pain and depression of a severe degree. In

this type of cases systemic treatment is just

as important as local treatment. Fi'ee purga-

tion with large do.ses of calomel, followed in

6 to 8 hours by castor oil oi' salts is the first

step in the treatment and a restricted diet

urged. The local treatment consists in shrink-

ing with cocaine and adrenalin, the area

around the middle turbinaft' and infundibu-

lum, then flushing the n:\res with a warm sa-

line solution, ])i'eferably by means of a post-

nasal spray. This treatment is given once

or twice daily. Usually withiii a week tin*

*Kou(l Ko^ttucky State Medical Association, at

Bowling Oreen. Wedin'sday. Se])tembcv 3, 1013

nasal mucosa has refurnetl to its normal state

and all acute syni])toms have disappeai’ed.

In the majority of cases, however, we find

llie 'middle tuibinate to be hypertrophied or

diseased, and as this condition causes ob-

struction of the natural openings and thus

interferes with drainage, its early removal

will deci-ease the necessity of a more radical

inti’a or ('xtra-n;>.s,;l operation later. In re-

moval of the mitldle turbinate, the method
used should be selectetl with reference to the

anatomical conformation of the nai-es and to

the individual preference of the surgeon.

Personally, we pi-efer to remove the entire

turbinate and as many of the anterior eth-

moidal cells as can l)e reached by means of

the curette and small biting forceps. Most

text books advis(“ removal of only the anterior

1-d or 1-2, but it has been proven that there is

no real physiological reason why the cmtire

turbinate should not be removed, and our re-

sults have justified the method of complete re-

moval, In cases wh‘u-e there is marked septal

deviation which presses upon the turbinate

a sub-itiucous re.section of the septum
and an infraction of the turbinate are

j)erfornied. Practically all intra-nasal op-

erations on the turhinate.5, etlu.noids, septum
aitd frontals, can be perfoimied under local

anesthesia. In most cases we administer one

half hour pi-evious to tin* oi)eration. moi phine

or heroin with atroi)in.

Immediately after intra-musal operations a

dro])per full of argyrol, 25 per cent., is ap-

plied, with the heacl thrown far back, to the

operated side and no packing is used, but in-

stead a flexible j)erforated splint (Kyle’s), is

inserted within the naris. Since using this

splint we are rarely trouI)led with hemor-

rhage and obstructed breathing, and the pa-

tient is prevented from “snuffing and snoi'-

ting” and getting a loose clot. Then, too.

nasal breathing and ventilation are not inter-

fered with. These niinoi’ cases are usually

kept in the hosi)ital 24 to 26 hours.

In the Caldwell-Luk operation thi'ough the

canine fossa for empyema of the antrum a

thorough opening is made into the nose -be-

neath the anterior one-third of the inferior

tui-lnnate and the cavity is lightly j)acked

with gauze soaked iu argyrol. This is left in

for 24 to 26 houi's, when it is removed and a

small wick inscided to keep the wound open

foi- a day or two. In these ca.ses the antrum
is irrigated daily for two or three days, then

the wound in the mouth is allowed to close

and vmitih'.tion and drainage take place

tbi'ough the nose.

Few cases of accessory sinus disease if treat-

ed i)ropcrly will rtHpiire an extra-nasal opera-

tion. but when the intra-nasal methods fail

after a reasonable length of time, to effect the
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desired cure, an exti-a nasal operation should

l)e i)ei‘forined and every 'portion of diseased

hone, granulations and pus thoroughly remov-

ed. In the modified Killian oi>eration,

uhetlier or not the ethmoids have been re-

moved, we use no packing. A large perfor-

ated lube is inserted through the floor of the

frontal sinus and out through the nose. The
tube is iTinoved in from 24 to 26 hours, or as

soon as it will come out without use of force.

When you desire to remove the tube, take

hold of it at the lower end with a hemostat

and exert slight tension and it usually comes

away without trouble or bleeding. We have

(piit ii-rigating and mopping these wounds, as

these measures cause irritation and frecpient-

ly a mixed infection. The wound needs drain-

age and ventilation and will heal more rapid-

ly and more completely when not kept moist

with irrigations.

In all cases showing sepsis, urotropin in

large doses, grains 10 to 20, every four hours,

is given and a restricted diet, consisting prin-

cipally of fruit juices, buttermilk, broths, etc.,

is kept up until all symptoms of septic ab-

sorption liave disappeared. The patient is

given complete rest—both mental and physic-

al—and every effort is made toward forcing

the resistive j)Owers to go to the rei)air of the

wound and not to be ;itilized in faulty digest-

ion, assimilation and elimination.

In nearly eveiy case of posterior ethmoid-

itis the sphenoid sinuses are also involved, but

after complete removal of the middle turl)in-

ate and currettment of the ethmoid labyrinth,

resolution usually takes place rapidly and
completely within the sphenoids. In chronic

cases, however, it is sometimes necessary to

j)robe the sphenoid and widen the ostium, and
lluis allow freer drainage and ventilation.

i\luch care and patience are required before

the probe can be i^assed into the ostii;m but

after thorough cocainization, and with the aid

of the long bladed Killian speculum which is

passed between the middle turbinate and sep-

tum, the anterior sphenoidal wall can usually

l)e .seen. The anterior wall is extremely thin

and all undue pressure is to be avoided. If

successful in probing the ostium we can then

widen the opening with the sphenoidal for-

ceps and aspirate if desirable. In this as in

other sinus condition.s we rarely irrigate, but
instead apj)ly an antiseptic, such as argyi-ol,

and allow plenty of air.

In conclusion, we need not em])hasize that

all treatment, both operative and post-oper-

ative should be given in a strict aseptic and

antise])tic manner, in order to avoid localized

.sc'condary infection. Do a clean, complete

operation, but do not “overdo it.” Especial

care sliould be given toward restoring to nor-

mal the lowered resistance caused by the con-

dition which rendered the operation nece.s-

saiy; to this end attention is given to the in-

ternal seci'cdions and excretions. Slow and
unfavorable j)rogress after many complete
opc'i'ations done with faultless technicpie is of-

ten due to injudicious food and insufficient

rest. After major rhinological operations we
give small doses of iodine thi'ee times daily

until its effect is indicated by increased dis-

charge of mucous from the nose.

THE PUEVENTIOX OF TUBEKFFLOSIS*

By Dunning S. Wilson, Louisville.

As that weak and emaciated physician lay

surrounded by the snow and ice of the Adiron-
dacks, he could scarcely have dreamed, though
the hours of rest and solitude were most con-

ducive to such dreams; 1 say that while he

was slowly being nursed back to something
like the semblance of his former self, he could

scarcely have imagined that his precept and
example would from such an humble begin-

ning grow into the miglity movement which
has for its highest and greatest olijeet, the

prevention of tuberculosis.

Slowly and gradually the voice of “one cry-

ing in the wilderness” impressed itself upon
a more or less indifferent people and as the

message caihe to persons here and there in

that great metropolis of our country, citizens

of New York City slowly aroused themselves

from their lethargy and as a blind man groj)-

ing in the dark sought the light of truth.

Thif* movement following the line of least

resistance and first being appreciated by the

more educated and highly civilized of oui-

country, resulted in efforts being put forth by

them towards the eradication of this disease.

The antitubereulosis crusade .swinging down
along our Eastern shores thence South, has

come at last to “Our Old Kentucky Home”
and we stand no longer ignorant but in the

full posses.sion of knowledge that comes from

precedent and the experience of others so we
can no longer evade the issue.

Six thousand funerals each year attest our

laggardness. Six thousand of Kentucky’s

sons and daughters each year fill new made
graves.

We commemorate in story or glorious

pageant, the Battle of the Thames; Kentucky’s

part in the victory of Lake Erie and gather

each year with tender memories about the

gi-aves of those who died bghting under the

Stars and Stripes or under the Stars and

Bars, but we must hang our heads in shame,

must i)ut on sack cloth and ashes when it

‘Keiul l)C'f()ie the Kentucky State, Medical Association, at

ISowlinp: tinin, Tuesday, Sciilcnihev 2, 1912.
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sweeps across our iiiimls that nearly tive

regiments of our people each year move in

solemn cadence toward that “'bourne from
which no traveler returns.”

In this Year of our Lord nineteen hundred
and thirteen, what are we going to do about

it? It is not for us to worry over the sins of

omission or commission of past generations,

nor can we shirk the responsibility leaving the

solution of the problem to future generations.

It is now onr duty to carefully analyze and
inventory the weapons of offense and defense

which we now possess. Let us not provide

new 'weapons until we have carefully inspect-

ed the old ones, discarding, after due consid-

eration the useless, the cumbersome and the

ineffective.

The laws on our statute books are multi-

tudinous with long and involved phrases
which are supposed to elucidate but which
more often confuse and befog. Let us .strip

them of their uonessentials making them sane
and simple, comprehensive and understand-
able, determining to enforce them with kind-

ness and fairness toward all, but with parti-

ality toward none.

I do not propose to make this a medical

essay or to dwell upon medical technique and
will dismiss the seientificalL’ medical in

so far as it relates to diagnosis and treatment
by saying; the iihysicians of our State must if

needs be more thoroughly learn and vigilantly

w'atch for the physical signs which will make
them able to distinguish tuberculosis in the

early stages.

If there is one great duty which the physi-

cian owes to his patients it is the duty of early

diagnosing tuberculosis and when so diagnos-

ed,whether early or late, to see that every per-

son in the household is examined for evidence

of the disease. When the diagnosis is made he
must have courage enough to announce the

same to the patient and 'famil.v, so that while

arranging for the care and treatment of the

infected, arrangements may also be made to

safeguard and protect the noninfected.

Koch’s demonstration of the tubercle bacilli

despite all of its epoch making value, set back
the early' diagnosis of tuberculosis twenty
years and brought about an almost abject de-

pendence upon microscopical examinations

for the diagnosis. This must no longer be, the

diagnosis of tuberculosis imast be made before

the S'putum is positive for tubercle bacilli.

The early diagnosis, however, is only a siti-

gle factor in the prevention of tuberculosis

and we must look to other and moi-e potent

agencies in order that definite i)lans lu' laid

for the final abolishmenl.

Introspection should be oui- first move and

if this is earried out to tbe last degree. w(> will

find that envy or jealousy, malice, egotism,

unkindness born of selfishness, hati'ed and de-

sire for self aggrandizement striking at the

very roots and vitals of our existence handi-

caps us in this work as well as in eveiy other

phase of our existence. Politics, which like

poker, seems to have a i^eculiar fascination foi-

Kentuckians, is by no means the least of oui‘

handicaps.

The liundreds of diffei'eiit cliaritable and
sociological organizations whether private or
public sooner or later find that the presence
of tuberculosis makes toward an economic
moral and mental loss to the community out

of all proi)ortion to that of other diseases. The
people of our State must rise up with one
voice and insist that public health work must
not be hampered by politics, cumberso)iie le-

gal machinery, corporate or individual self-

ishness.

At the same time, public health authorities

must change their view point considerably
and realize that great as their services are to

a community, they are only great in propor-
tion as the knowledge derived is utilized for

the purpose and because of its direct bearing
upon our whole social life.

It is not enough to know that one or many
individuals are suffering from a given dis-

ease,noi' is it sutBcient to know the methods of

prevention. We may teach the cause and in-

struct regarding the prevention, but no defin-

ite, large results can possibly be obtained until

we make every individual understand that the

adoption of methods of prevention important
as they' may' be to the individual, are much
more important because of the individual’s
relationship to other individuals, either asso-

ciating with them or as yet unborn.

It is Utopian to dream or work to'wards the
establishment of a sufficient number of beds
in Kentucky to accommodate from six to ten
thousand tuberculosis sufferers, but it is im-
imrtant that institutions be established with
not ovei‘ three hundred beds for the care of the
advanced ca.ses making the county or a small
group of counties I'esponsible for their estab-

lishment and maintenance. This means the
segregation, compulsory if need be. of a gi-oup

of similarly afflicted persons who can be cared
for.improved in health if possible and at the

same time prove object lessons 1o the entire

district which will soon come to a I'ealizalion

of the dire necessity of living under sanitaiy

(ouditions, Ihe riindameutal i)riii(dpl(>s of

which are within the powei' of all 1o follow.

The pi'irne object in llu* ti'eatment of 1u-

berculosis is to increase the physii-al resist-

ance of the individual and thus in a natural

way' bring about a i)ossible cure. The health-

ier our bodies, the h‘ss ])ro'bability is IIkmh' that
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we will eonli'fict iuiy disease and the pre-

vention of all diseases is founded upon the

])remise that the greater our body resistance,

the greater our longevity. Therefore, the

methods which build up body resistance are

the methods which prevent disease. If the

methods used in attempting to cure tnhercn-

losis are directed towards building up the

body resistance, then it must follow that these

same methods modified only in minor details

are the ones which must be used to prevent

other diseases.

It is a peculiar characteristic of our times

that a community or a grouj) of individuals,

attracted by any particular subject, immedi-

ately form an organization and work toward

the achievement of the object for which they

ai’e organized to the entire exclusion often-

times of any other object.

Jt is unusual lor such a community or

group to analytically study existing agencies

already operating along similar lines, with a

view to utilizing, if feasible, such organiza-

tions to bring about the object in which they

are interested and thua prevent the formation

of a new organization. It is even more rare

for them to determine before organizing just

where, in the scheme of things, their organiza-

tion is to find place and just what relation

they will bear toward every individual or

groups of auch in their locality. Thus it has

come about that we have organizations and
committee meetings of these organizations un-

til our days are crowded with meetings, often-

times proving a most inefficient way of secur-

ing results.

W e are forced for the present to accept con-

ditions as we find them, but our aim must
ever be toward a better and more harmonious
coordination between these communities or

groups of individuals, with a view to their

eventual reduction in number when opportun-
ity offers. It is not unreasonable to believe

that an association organized for the .study

of the i)revention of disease and for the im-

jM-ovement of Kentucky’s citizenry, would
have within its length and breadth, a compre-
hensive, coordinated and efficient program
v.'hich would mean the upbuilding of the State
in all of its integral parts along health, social

and economic lines. Such an as.soeiation

through its many branches of endeavor would
provide opportunity foi- work on the i)art of

every man, woman and child and each could

elect to render service in that branch which
most ai)pealed to them, knowing that what-
ever they did would be })lanned with due re-

gard to its relationship with the irholr work
of the association.

The old adage that “competition is the life

of trade” is cej-tainly untrue when it comes to

modern business methods or is applied to any
movement which has for its object the physic-
al, mental, moral and spiritual betterment of

our- race. Those of us who have been or who
are now awakened to a full sense of our so-

cial obligations outside of the bonds of blood
relationship, must no longei- seize ha])hazard
what we can lay our hands upon and use it

foi‘ the attainment of oui’ object, no mattei'

how worthy that object may be. We ai'e suf-

ficiently in possession of facts, large enough in

numbers, are forceful enough in personality

and should be sufficiently unselfish to insist

that we bend every effort toward the elimina-

tion of waste energy, money, time and
thought

;
that we set our house in order and

calmly, dispa.ssionately, lay the corner stone

to a new structure upon the site of the old,

pledging ounselves to a life of self-denial and
sacrifice in the full knowledge that in so far

as each does his or her part with relation to

the other will results follow.

We talk of open air schools and establish

them for the care of the weak, the aenemic
and the tuberculous, but the average normal
child must spend his or her school hours in a

school room deprived of the stimulation and
joy of the open air

;
while caring for the

weakly, the aenemic and the tuberculous, we
are at the same time providing facilities for

the production of another .supply of the weak-
ly, aenemic and tuberculous when we close

oui- school room windows and shut out the

fresh air from the supposedly well and strong.

Why not give the healthy boys and girls every-

opportunity to keep so by having every school

room an open air one?

We supply modified milk scientifically and
carefully prepared to the infants only to have
them later on pass from the careful watchful-

ness of the Baby’s IMilk bhind niu-se succumb-
ing in after years to the unsanitary environ-

ments of our homes.

We erect sanatoria for the treatment of tu-

berculosis and point with pride to our cures,

leaving the incurable in the home to spread

infection and thus provide new objects for

our egotistical solicitude.

Our hospitals for the insane, feebleminded,

the ruptured and crippled and the blind are

full to overflowing but are our young men
and young women sufficiently instructed in

the fundamental laws known to every cattle

breeder in order that their mating may be le.ss

veneered with the artificiality and nonesscn-

tials of our civilization, but more natural with

the foresightedness, clean and clear minded-
ness of human beings who have eaten of the

“tree of knowledge.”

Natui-al selection and the law of the sur-

vival of Ihe fittest may hold good in the brute
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world and l)ecause ol‘ the operation of these

laws tinally eliminate the inefficient. Human
beings, however, are not susceptible to these

laws e.xcept in a very limited degree and ow-
ing to the sympathy which goes out to the

weak and poorly, mankind still further im-

pedes the operation of these laws and conse-

(piently, because of the very attributes which
distinguish him from the 'brute, suffers the

progress of the race to be handicapped.
The j)revention of tuberculosis is not to be

accomplished by antituberculosis organiza-

tions alone, no matter how excellently they

may be managed. We must call into play and
retpiest the intelligent cooperation of the

physicians, the sociologists, the lawyers, the

employers, the empk^yees, the charitable or-

ganizations, the federations of men’s and wo-
men’s clubs, tbe King’s Daughters, the Baby’s
i\lilk Fund Associations, the play ground
leagues, the tenement house commissions, the

law makeis, the boards of education, the pub-
lic health officials, the churches and in fact

every citizen of our State.

As a chain is only as strong as its weakest
link, therefore, the prevention of the white
plague must go hand in hand with the pre-

vention of the black plague, the prevention of

hookworm, cancer, typhoid, infantile diseases,

poverty, drunkenness, abortion, blindness,

feeblemindedness, insanity, accidents, dishon-

esty, crime, crop failures and the wanton and
improvident destruction of our forests or the

wasteful dissipation of our natural resources
whether l)y individual or corpor-ation.

Finally, the warp and woof of such a scheme
must be the leaven of human kindness and a

sympathy which is a motive and not an
emotion.

DISCUSSION.

Everett Morris, Sulphur: We have listened

with a good deal of interest to Dr. Wilson’s pa-

lmer on one of the most important subjects that

will be presented before this meeting. 1 say one

of the most important because the disease is the

most widely distributed one in Kentucky to-

day.

The tribute paid Dr. Trudeau, that hold ])ioneer

in the treatment of tuberculosis is just and time-

ly.

I have the pleasure and honor in i eiiresenting

the Kentucky Board of TuI)erculosis Commission-

ers before this body. This bureau was created

and provided for during the last Legislature and

is now carrying on an intensive educational cam-

paign thromrhout the State. The chief axenues

of i)ublicity work consist of a free health e.xhibit

car, lectures, \isiting nurses, health leagues, ex-

hibits for fairs, and the distribution of jxlate mat-

ler to the pajxers of the State along with careful-

ly |U'opared pamphlets on tuberculosis. This is

the answer to the (juestion. “In the year 1913,

wiiat are we doing about it?" There has been

more work done in this good year looking toward

keeping iieoide free from tuberculosis than dur-

ing the last decade.

'j'he passion of the 20th century is civic bet-

terment thiough cooperation. The tuberculosis

commission asks for the heartiest cooperation of

physicians in the State in this big fight against

this relentless disease. But the responsibility

should not rest upon any one profession, but on

‘‘The rich man, poor man, beggar man, thief.

Doctor, lawyer, teacher, chief.’’

and the amount of their fighting should’be com-

mensurate with their conception of civic duty.

1 agree with Dr. Wilson when he says, “The
discovery of the tubercle bacillus by Robert Koch,

set back the diagnosis of early tuberculosis 20

years." Too many of us let Dr. South make our

diagnoses when she should have Ireen used only

to confirm them. The time is coming when phy-

sicians will make diagnoses of incipient tuber-

culosis before the microorganisms can be dis-

covered.

There are just two ways to stop the spread of

tuberculosis. One is to make exery consumptive

harmless to his family, and to the community;

the other is to keep our physical selves in such a

condition that the defense against the germs is

l)erfect. The first is largely a community prob-

lem; the second an individual responsibility.

The nexv tuberculosis laxv has made it possible,

for every community to solve its problem by

building tuberculosis hosiDitals. These can be built

and maintained by a county levy and will serve a

doulde purpose, namely, increase the chances of

the sick to get xvell and decrease the chances of

the xvell to get sick. In this xvay the sick xvill

have the advantages of the best treatment, xvhilc

the public, at tlie same time, will be free from

any ]>ossibility of further infection from them.

It is of greater importance to provide for this

disease than for smallpox and some of the mental

disturlxances. Hospital 'care for the chronic, as

xvell as the incipiezit cases is practical and in the

long run a paying investment for any community.

Our forefathers overlooked the importance of the

solidarity of the human race ‘‘that eveiy thing

that’s done in humans, injuries all of them the

same and that the man xvho holds another in the

ditch must stay in the ditch xvith him."

Tlu' medical i)rofession must take the initi-

ative in all civic movements looking to Ixetter

public health conditions. Our responsibility is

not confined to telling our clientele hoxv to jier-

sonally avoid tul)erculosis but in interesting them

in taking car? of the unfortunates xvho can not

take care of themselves. Tin county or district

tuberculosis sanatorium is intended to meet this

need. Each county in the State can establish one

of these institutions under the nexv t ulxerculosis
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law. A lew i)rogressive counties are now taking

tile necessary preliminary steps with the view of

biiihling a sanatorium. If j’ou are interested in

this humanitarian work write to the Tnh''vculosis

('ommission at Frankfort.

T. A. Frazer, Marion: In this fight againsf tu-

berculosis we physicians have not been as frank

and honest with ourselves and our patients as we
should have been.

1 agree with Dr. Morris in regard to the diag-

nosis. AVe should not depend upon Dr. South to

make the diagnosis for ns. Usually, if we de-

])end upon the bacteriologist to make the diag-

nosis, the disease has done such harm and has

produced such destruction of tissues that the

chance for recovery is small, but we should be

])(‘rfectly frank. AA"e should study the question

of tuberculosis. How many jibysicians in this

State have one volume in their library upon the

vital subject of tuberculosis, a disease which

causes one death in every seven in Kentucky, a

disease that is wiping out our young and useful

citizens aj a time of life when they ai’e worth

most to their families and worth most as citi-

zens of the State. AVe should not wait until

there are cavities in the lung to tell patients

they are tubercular, but by applying the modern

methods of examination we should be able to

diagnose tuberculosis long before a cavity a()-

]>ears in the lung. AA"e should regard every case

with susi>icion that lingers for an indefinite time

unless we know jjositively the disease from which

the iiatient is suffering. 1 have found in the last

tew years that it is easy to make this diagnosis,

and i have had practically every early diagnosis

1 !ia\'e made of tuberculosis confirmed. AA^e can

use the vaccine long before we can find tubercle

bacilli, and 1 believe it is reliable. I have used

it in a number of cases and in every instance

where 1 got the reaction time has proved it to be

tul)ercular. AA"e should not be looking to get

away from tuberculosis, but to find it because it

is all about us, and if this condition continues,

one member of each family of seven is due to die

of tuberculosis. If that family escapes the white

l)lague some other family has got to lose two or

three inembers to make the tally sheet balance.

Let us wake uj) and go to work. Let us take

upon ourselves the resiionsibility that is resting

upon our shoulders to direct the people of the

State of Kentucky how to fight this great mon-
ster.

Leon L. Solomon, Louisville: I should like to

say a word or two with reference to Dr. AA'ilson's

))apel', bearing upon the (piestion of “early diag-

nosis" of the tuberculosis; 1 believe that the diag-

nosis of tuberculosis will be far easier and safei'.

))articularly the early diagnosis, if we beai' in

mind, that the one common factoi-, which gives

rise to unilateral bronchitis is tuberculosis. So

fre(|uently we are willirg to say. that the iiatient

1 as bronchitis, when it is impossible to demon-
strate this condition, as a bilateral state, there

being only a unilateral condition. Such bron-

chitis is, in the vast majority of instances, tu-

berculosis and sooner or later is easily so diag-

nosed. Bear this in mind and you have at your

command an almost unfailing inde.x to early di-

agnosis.

I want to say, furthermore, that I believe

many, many cases of pleurisy, which we have

heretofore treated as “simple pleurisy” were

really tubercular pleuris.y. They get well only

to relapse, later on, and finally give rise to seri-

ous trouble. I will go a step further and say,

many cases of pneumonia are tubercular, and not

sinqde pneumonia, and, if we bear in mind the

three conditions, (l)unilateral bronchitis, (2)

])leuris,v, and (3) pneumonia, we will be al)le to

help vastl,v in the diagnosis of early tuberculosis,

without being required to have “Dr. South vindi-

cate us,” in our diagnosis, by the finding of the

actual tubercle bacillus.

UTERINE IIEMORRIIAGT: AND ITS SIO-

NIPMCANCE.*

By R. C. McCiiord, Lebanon.

A discharge of blood from the womb is

pathological when it is excessive, and is to be

classified as a hemorrhage.
Hemorrhage from the womb is significant

of some abnormal condifion, and its cause

means much to the individual, depending in

great measure on its prompt recognition and
approj^riate treatment.

During the period of functional activity of

the female generative organs, from puberty

to the menopause, menstruation, approxi-

mately every twenty-eight days, must he re-

garded as a perfectly natural process, and is

an index of the condition of the health of the

individual, so far as these organs are concern-

ed. Hence, any frequent and positive devia-

tion from the normal, constitutes valuable

evidence of the presence of disease.

To better understand the abnormal, 1 would

say that there are certain rules that apply to

menstruation with great uniformity that

should he clearly iinderstood
;
hut we must he

prepared to know that in practice, irregular-

ities occur in certain individuals, more par-

ticularly in the duration of the period and

the amount of the flow.

Generall.v the custom established at puber-

ty will follow the individual through the

wliole of menstrual activity, except when the

accidents of pregnancy produce a change.

In studying individual eases for the al)-

normal, one should he careful to learn these

*Ro.'id before the Keiituek.v State Medical Association, jit

O'^wlincr Green. Wednesday. September 3, 1913.
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oli;n-aeteristic‘s, and bear them in mind. In

the time allotted, it will be impossible to dis-

cuss the many pathological conditions causing

uterine hemorrhage; 'bnt it will be my pur-

pose to considei' the most important condi-

tions in which hemorrhage from the uterus is

significant of serious pathological changes,

merely mentioning those of minor importance.

rterine hemorrhage, at or near puberty, is

usually due to two causes, viz: functional de-

rangcunent and mucous polypi.

I'unctional menorrhagia at this time is due

to some vaso-motor nervous disturbance, or

to a rela.xation of the tissues in general, caus-

ed by rapid growth and sudden full develop-

ment.

31 neons polypi are found in the cervical ca-

nal and b.ody of the womb. This structure be-

ing made np of circeimscribed hypertrophies

of the mucous membrane, varying according

to the tissue from which they spring. They

bleed freely, as the tissue is general hemor-

rhagic. Granular hypertrophy of the uterine

mucosa, like the polypi, occurs shortly after

puberty, in a uterns often of normal size and

position, without any known cause. Free and

profuse menstrual how being its chief char-

acteristic. In older women, these two condi-

tions are usually associated with myomata

and hypertroi>hy of the endometrium.

Various benign diseased conditions of the

endometrium, characterized by the older

writers as fungosities, are more or less causes

of hemorrhage, and often of a severe type,

which saps the vitality and destroys the health

of many women, who have gone, unsuspect-

ingly, for years, laboring under the impres-

sion that the menorrhagia was a disease and

not a cause or symptom. An exact diagnosis

of these eases should be made in every case,

when possible
;
as prompt recognition of the

cause, and treatment, which is generally surg-

ical, is followed usually by brilliant results.

In the yonng child-bearing woman, hemor-

rhage is most frecpiently caused by the acci-

dents in connection with pregnancy and labor

viz: retained pi'oduets of conception, lacera-

tion of the cervix, misplacement, subinvolu-

tion. inflammation of appendages and pelvic

( ongestion. Ketained products of conce])tion

gives a history of miscarriage or abortion.

The os is found dilated, enlarged and patu-

lous, the body tender, enlarged and soft, fol-

lowed by irregular hemorrhages. The diag-

uo.sis of the other causes, is plain.

The differential diagnosis of the cause of

hemori-hage in a woman apj)roaching the

menopause is truly one of much importance,

in connection with the subject under consider-

ation.

Hemorrhage in a woman approaching this

l)eriod is significant of a serious disease and
the policy of ascribing the cause at this time

to the “change of life” or “primary idio-

pathic congestion,” must be apparent; for it

is at this time of life that we mostly encoun-

ter fibroid tumors, adenoma and malignant
growths; the first manifest symptoms of these

being hemorrhage.
Again, it must be remembered that we ai‘e

dealing with a disease and not a symptom,
and any error of diagnosis which would de-

lay giving prompt attention to a malignant
growth, might, for obvious reasons, prove dis-

astrous to life.

In the great majority of cases of cancer of

the uterus, we do not see these eases, until a
slight irregnlar hemorrhage is called to our
attention, and on investigation it is found
that this condition has existed for weeks and
even months. Its approach is insidious and
the innate modesty and ignorance of women
as to these dangers so great, that the so-called

“inoperable cancer” is most often found to

exist. Women must be taught that any un-
usual flow of blood, which is persistent, means
something at this time, and on the first mani-
festation of such a condition, they should ap-
ply to their physician for examination and
advice.

If we, as physicians, would realize what
this cancer problem means; if we would
I'ealize that one out of every eleven women of
all ages die of cancer and that past the age of
thirty-five, one women out of nine will like-

wise perish, and at the same time consider
that its early recognition is our only hope of
cure; probably we would be more earnest in

our endeavors to educate our clientele as to
its dangers and make them realize the signifi-

cance of uterine hemorrhage.

DISCUSSION.

E. Clark, Falmouth: I feel that the subject
which has heeu presented by Dr. MeChord is too

importaut to allow to go by without discussion.

Probably during the session of the Association
theie will be uo more importaut subject for con-

sideration. The subject of hemorrhage, especially

in women at or near the menopause, is very apt

to deceive the patient and likewise the doctor.

Women should be taught that a hemorrhage of

an unusual character at that time should be in-

vestigated early and thoroughly, and if this was
done, the death rate would he very much reduced

fiom cancel,’ of the uterus.

It will probably be o'f some benetit and intei’-

-esf to report three cases of hemorrhage that came
under my obserxation. One ol' the women refused

to be e.xamined and died of cancer six months af-

terwards. In her case tlie growth was very rapid.

Th(> otliiM’ women were examine*!, Imlh were oper-
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iiled upon, and aie well, if every physician

throuijlumt th.e land would insist upon a thor-

ou;>h examination of a woman witli any unusual
liemoxTliage at the (dimacteric period, the death

rate would he very much reduced.

W. W. Andersen, Newport : I would like to

add this word in the way of discussion of this

subject. I'terine hemorrhaji'e during' tlie child

bearing- jicriod is most often due to non-malig-

nant causes, but the fact that it is due to tliese

ordinarily gives us no right to presume in any
individual case that the (onditions are non-

malignant,- and demands on our part the most
searciiing- care because, as Dr. Baldy, of Phila-

delphia. said a few years ago— 1 think the figures

may be better now than tlien—l)ut still are ap-

l>roximately correct, that only 2 i)er cent, of cases

of earner of the uterus, taking tliem all in all as

they come to the ])hysician, are ever permanently

cured, that is, only two per cent., for the cases

come too late. P.ut they do not always come to the

physician too late; he is too slow in linding out

wliat is the matter, and he ought to subject the

patient to the most searciiing examination to de-

termine the diagnosis, the reasons for the hemor-

rhage and not presume it is a non-malignant con-

dition until he is sure.

Edward Speidel, Louisville: The essayist men-
tioned in his paper one condition especially of

uterine hemorrhage, a benign condition, that is

very often overlooked or diagnosed incorrectly,

and that is hemorrhage from mucous polypi. It

is astonishing how often a hemorrhage of that

kind is either not diagno.sed at all or has. been

mistaken for a hemorrhage from cancer. The
differentiation, as you can readily understand, is

very simple. Vaginal examination and the fact

that the tumor iiresent has a pedicle leading into

the cervix, makes the diagnosis. Even in in-

stances of that kind the tumor mass may be

sloughing and be covered with incrustations and
hard places like the ordinary cancer, ljut by
simply pushing- the examining finger highei' u]i

the jiedicle can be discovered.

The most important feature, of course, in mak-
ing this diagnosis is that if you make a correct,

diagnosis of cervical polyi^us, radical cure of the

patient can be brought about easily and com-

])letely. woman, especially an old woman, may
liave been lileeding from month to month, and by

simply twisting off the tumor mass even witliout

anesthesia in some instances, she is cured a]ipar-

ently of the cancerous condition at once.

In many instances, i>atients again come to us

who have not lieen examined. The fact of a con-

tinuous hemorrhage in a woman 50 years of age

or more, wlio lias passed tlie menojjause, is in tlie

mjnds of some ]>!iysicians sullicient to make a

diagnosis of a malignant condition, and in tliat

way tlijs benign and simple condition tliat gives

rise to so many hemorrhages in later life is over-

looked.

\v. A. Guthrie, Eranldin: There is one condi-

tion wliicli protluces liemorrhage of the uterus

wliich has not been mentioned. This condition is

wliere we do not have anj' growth or iiathologic

condition so far as 1 can discern. These comli-

tions have been treated by various methods witli-

out result, namely, by the use of tlie cautery,

curetting, and so forth.

A number of years ago I was in Philadelphia

and saw f)r. ("lark in a clinic operate on one of

these cases. He had iisetl all these remedies with-

out results, and decided to do hysterectomy.

After removing the uterus he opened it and di-

\ided it and there was no pathologic condition

(d' the mucous membrane or in the muscular tis-

sue so far as we could discern, but all the blood

vessels stood wide open. There was no contrac-

tile ])ower whatever, and he claimed there was
such an arterial jcondition that the arteries never

conli acted under any circumstances, so that

there is no local method of treatment whatever
that uill do any good, and the only hojie for these

cases is a complete hysterectomy, not being a

malignant condition, as shown under the micro-

scope.

1 had a case not long ago of hemorrhage, the

history of which 1 will relate briefly and ask your

opinion about it. This woman was 46 years of

age, and liad the change of life 10 years previ-

ously. She came to me in a nervous condition,

and j)revious to the visit she had had consider-

able liemorrhage from the uterus a couple of

weeks before. I made a vaginal examination and
found she had complete stenosis and continual

oozing of lilood from the cervix. There was some
erosion, Imt no tunror of any kind. I advised the

husband of this woman to let me remove a section

for microscopic examination to determine whether

or not the disease was malignant. He declined,

and- called in a specialist to assist iir making a

diagnosis of tlie case. He was a noted man. He
made a thorough examination and decided that

tliere was no symptom of malignancy; that it

would not Ire necessary to make a section for

niicrc)sc-o))ic examination. 1 disagreed with him.

Slie is continuously passing this blood, and I

am still of the ojrinion it is cancer, and that

that woman will pass beyond the stage of relief.

The husband is a wealthy man and could have

had any examination that might be necessary.

Louis Frank, Louisville : This discussion opens

up a tremendous field for discussion and remarks,

as it deals with one symiitom only whicli itself

may be present jn any one of a number of other

diseases any one of which might have this mani-

festation as one among a' number of symirtoms.

However, there are some jioints which have been

brought out or touched upon by- some of the gen-

tlemen who have discussed the ]iaper that I be-
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re<|uii'o reileratiuii, and i think there are

one or two tilings to wliieh attention should he

called in connection with the points they have

mentioned. I refer iiarticnlarh' now to hemor-

rhage in (arcinoma of the nteriis. We frequently

make the error of looking n])on all cancer of the

uterus as (ancer id’ the cenix. We should not

forget the iact that we may have cancer of the

body of the uterus in which there is no ulceration,

in which there is no external manifestation which

can be noted by visual examination or which may
he felt by digital examination. So in these cases

removal, as has been suggested by the essayist, of

a portion (d' tissue fiom the cervix gives no clew

to the cause of bleeding. 1 wish to commend
the last speaker for saying the microscope should

1)0 used in all cases; this is good practice, be-

< ause in many cases of carcinoma of the cervix

and of the body of the uterus, if the diagnosis is

made sutli< iently early, a radical operation can

be undertaken with the greatest benefit to the pa-

tient. But an early radical operation will and

always must depend u))on the [)athologist

and the laboratory diagnosis of removed tissued.

Th.e last siieaker deserves commendation for the

stand he has taken and should be uj)held in it.

In cancer of the uteiine body removal of a

section of the cervix gives no index of what is

going on. The disease is inside the cavity of the

uterus usually at the fundus. If you should re-

move a piece of the tissue by means of the cur-

rette the microseopist sliould know where it

comes from and how it lay in the uterus. Cur-

rettings should be removed iir long sections, so

they can he examined in the laboratory with ref-

erence to the anatomic relation to the uterine

wall, other wise the pathologist may make an

error. In cui rating sections through the glands

obliquely you will get at the bottom of some of

the glands, the cells may seem to penetrate into

the muscularis, and it is impossible for the most

ex))ert microseopist to make an absolute diag-

nosis at all times under such circumstances. Sec-

tions must be made transverse or iiarallel to the

glands and not ol)li(iuely.

There is one other j^oint in connection with car-

cinoma of the cervix to which I desire to call at-

tention and we must still insist upon it, and that

is, women should have examinations made if the

slightest hemorrhage recur after the menopause
or if they have a flow which exceeds the normal

amount of the regular ])eriod at any lime during

the (dimacteric. The ])oint I would make is with

reference to profuse hemorrhage, namely that in

cancer of the cervix it occurs not early in the <lis-

ease, but after the disease has existed for some
time. If we make a diagnosis early, it is of

the gieatest value to oui‘ patients and early oiier-

ation will enable us to save the largest i)crcentage

of cases. I cannot agree with the statement

((noted as ha 'ing been made by Di-. Haldy that

only two per cent, of the cases of carcinoma of

the uterus operated upon recover. We have better

statistics than those in doing the radical Worth-

heini operation, taking out a large portion of the

upiier section of the vagina. If we would save a

greater numher of these women it is \’eiy essen-

tial that w(' should make an early diagnosis and

operate i)romj(tly. The disease usually occurs at

a time when thej' are in need of our greatest hel(),

at a time w hen these women are of the greatest

help to their families, and are most important

and necessary members of the community. Every

effort should be made to save them. If we would

do them the greatest good, we should wage a

[(ropaganda for the examination of women during

the period of the change of life. If the greatest

good is to be done by surgical methods, whether

radical or not, our diagnosis must be made be-

fore the time of profuse uterine hemorrhage

which, means ulceration. At this time the cases

aie on the borderline with reference to giving

them the best chance. When they are beyond the

bordeiline, they have gone too far for radical

operatioi? to give relief. If helj) is to be given

to these women, it must be earlier than the time

when the hemorrhages are (irofuse and irregular,

namely, during the period of discharge and be-

fore hemorrhage manifests itself.

I would emphasize the one point that ])rofuse

recurrent hemorrhages in cancer of the uterus

means ulceration, and usually at the time the

disease has progressed to a considerable extent.

One should be able to make the diagnosis at an

earlier ])eriod. Early diagnosis, before profuse

bleeding is essential if our results arc to be im-

proved and the mothers of our country saved the

horrible agony of death from cancer of the uterus.

A. D. Willmoth, Imuisville: I think this is

one of the most important subjects that will

come before this Association this year; in fact,

it is one of the greatest importance that can

possibly come before us.

In the consideration of uterine hemorrhage, we
have some things to boar in mind that possibly

have not been so thoroughly irain-cssed upon us

heretofore. First and foremost in uterine hemor-

rhage, the hemorrhage comes on at three dift'er-

ent (leriods of life. Pbrst, the beginning of

jud/erty; second, dining the child-bearing’ period,

and third, at the time of the menoiiause.

We are all thoroughly accpiainted with the fact

01' should 1)3 that where Iiemorrhage occurs at

the beginning of puberty, where there is a hemor-

rhage from the uterus itself, it is most genei'ally

:h.e I'esult of constitutional conditions. These

hemoriT.ages have behind them or underlying

them a condition of the lungs, the kidneys, oi'

liver, or t'ley have accoi'ding- to Beaver, a de-

crease in the calcium salts in the blood, and the

administration o'’ the hndate of calcii.m in thre;'
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or four (loses, per day of 10 to 20 s>raiiis eatdi,

w ill relieve them.

There is another dass of patients that belong

to the dass re£ei”’od to by Dr. Speidel, where

yon have in the young gill a small {lolypoid

growth, situated near the internal os, which has

to be dealt with in a mechanical way.

1 want to discourage the early and indiscrim-

inate use of the curette. I think of all instru-

ments, unless it be the sharp pointed bistoury

and grooved director, the curette has done more

haim than any instrument ever invented. It is

introduced into the uterus indiscriminately at all

times and under all conditions. Certainly,

young women at tliis age do not reijuire its use

until they have had the most searching examin-

ation made, and not meddlesome gynecologv done

on them. If you keep instrumentation out of the

uterus, you are not so likely to see cases of in-

fection. If you keep it from going beyond the

internal os, you will not in after years see a

young woman coming to you with a leueorrheal

discharge that is the result of infection of a

healthy endometrium.

When we come to the childbearing period of

life, we have retained products of conception that

are left behind and that cause hemorrhage in

which the diagnosis is easy. If a woman has

reached the menopause and you have a hemor-

rhage to contend with, no man is justified to

treat any woman at that age for a hemorrhage

with medicinal means. It does not take long to

exclude any constitutional cause; then for

heaven's sake and for the woman's sake take a

curete, remove a piece of the tissue and subject

it to microscopic examination. You can do no

harm at that age. Have the scrapings examined

by a competent pathologist and learn early in the

case the nature of the disease when you can do

something for the woman. Even though she real-

ly has cancer, a radical operation will give her

some show for her life.

In the young woman do not use the curette, but

in the older women at the menopause use the cur-

ette early, removing specimens in long strips,

and submitting them to a pathologist, and find

out what is the matter with the woman, and in

nearly every instance you will find you will liave

beginning carcinoma, and if you resort to early

and complete operation, you give the woman the

best chance for her life.

R. C. McChord, (Closing the discussion : Tlie

all important point in this matter, as I can see it

is tlie diagnosis, the cause of liemorrhage. We
sliould be very careful about that. Upon the

diagnosis will depend the treatment or cure of

the disease in these cases. If we are more care-

ful, we would be better able to give these patients

hoiie so far as the prognosis is concerned.

A hemorrhage at the beginning of ind)erty

means one of two things generally, a functional

(ongestion or a mucous polypus, and it is aston-

ishing how often we are consulted by young wo-
men who have persistent hemorrhage that have
mucous ])oly])i. If we make a diagnosis of mucous
l)olypi, and use the curette, we relieve them. So
far as the functional congestions are concerned,
they take care of themselves in many instances,

without ticatment other than symptomatic at-

tention.

As I have said before, the important ])oint in

this matter is early diagnosis. A great many
medical societies in the different states of the

I’nited Slates and other countries have adopted
the rule to subject every woman during the

childbearing j)eriod uji to the menopause to an
examination. In other words, it has been sug-

gested that they go to the family physician and
be examined once a year. Uaneer is on the in-

crease, and it is claimed the only way we can con-

trol it is by having women examined at regulai'

intervals, and get at the disease in time so th.at

we can do something with it. Most cases of can-

cer of the womb are not seen by the jiliysician

until the,v have advanced to a point when a rad-

ical or curative operation is impossible.

AVhen we realize that eleven out of every one
hundred women over thirty-five years of age die

of ( ancei', we must take notice.

SECONDAKY PUERPERAL PATHO-
LOGICAL CONDITIONS.*

By J. K. W. Piper, Russellville.

The above conditions are those being clue to,

depending uj)on and having their origin in

the primary conditions existing at or immedi-
atel.y following the iiuerperiuni.

There are so many secondary puerperal
conditions that are largely due to the same
series of primary causes, that depend upon
one another largely for their degree of seri-

ousness that the writer will take up onl.y those

that seem to him to he most imjioidant.

The most remote or primary, as \vell as the

most freejuent and preventable, causes of pel-

vic diseases in the puerperal patients are sep-

sis, due to lack of antiseptic precautions; and
failure to recognize, by failing to examine for

and repair lacerations, on the part of the

accoucher; and, lying too continuall.v on the

hack; w'earing too tight abdominal bandages,

and getting up too soon after confinement on
the part of the patient.

The poorer class of patients is more subject

to these causes for obvious reasons—the pa-

tient's environment, and lack of skillful at-

tention on the part of the ])hysieian or mid-

wife.

The two most important general cau.si‘s of

*Hea(l before the Kentucky State Medical Association, at

Bowling (Jreen. Wednesday. Se])teinber 3. 1013.
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secondary pathological conditions are lacera-

tions and infections. To these two causes, the

latter depending largely upon the former,

can he attributed the great majority of ab-

normal conditions in tlie pelvic organs. In the

normal properly conducted puerperal period

there should he practicallj' no secondary path-

ological conditions.

Tears of the perineum often destiw the

integrity of the pelvic floor, resulting in the

displacement or prolapse of the pelvic organs,

by reason of the weakening or complete de-

struction of their normal support.

Ixectocele, with its chain of intestinal trou-

bles, incontinence, autointoxication, etc.
;
cys-

tocele followed by infection of the bladder,

which may extend through the ureters to the

kidneys, and retroversion and prolapse of the

uterus and otlier pelvic organs, as well as con-

ditions due to and following lacerations of

the cervix, such as endometritis, sub-involu-

tion, tubo-ovarian inflammations and malig-

nant conditions are some of tlie sequelae.

All lacerations increase liability to septic

infections, and by the consequent congestion

inflammation and following adhesions, with

the weakened support promote sub-involution

of the uterus, which in turn increases the lia-

bility to prolapse. iMany of the sequelae re-

sult in a variety of conditions which may not

appear for years later.

These pathologic conditions all have many
symptoms in common and several conditions

may exist at the same time, which dovetail in-

to one another in such a way that it is hardly
possible to diagnose their separate conditions

unless we consider them singly, or to treat

them successfully unless we treat .them joint-

ly.

Perineum : While it is impossible to pre-

vent all perinei from being lacerated, by a sys-

tematic effort to protect them it is possible to

reduce the number and frequently lessen the

extent of the tear when it cannot be prevent-

ed. Preventive treatment is always in order,

and, I believe, can best be done in these cases

with the patient l.ving upon her* side while the

child is being born. In this position the per-

ineum can best l:e suported and massaged,

(which will frequently cause it to stretch far-

iher) and the presenting part can be better-

seen and jrrevented from being expelled too

rapidly, wbich in the great majority of cases

is the cause of the tear-.

When a tear does occur, unless it is sub-

mucus, which is rare, it can usually be easily

diagnosed by dilatation of the vulva and in-

spection. This sholrld invai-iably be done.

Care should be used to ascei-tain tlie extent

.-iceurately before an attempt at repair is

made. Here again pnn'cntive treatuumt of

many secondai-y pathologic sequelae should

be the immediate reirair of all lacerations of

the pei'ineum, if the iratient be in condition

to stand it. In some of our eastern hospitals

repair is made before delivery of the placenta.

As the median tears do not usually involve

the integrity of the levator-ani muscle, the

pelvic floor remains undisturbed, but if the

sphincter-ani be torn and not repaii-ed at

once it can never be s(' easily done afterward.

If the tear extends laterally, involving the

vaginal srdci or towards the ischiorectal fossa

the fibres of the lavator-ani muscle are liable

to be divided, and tbe fascia opposite the va-

ginal outlet lacerated. . In this condition the

function of these muscles is destroyed and the

pelvic floor can no longer support the pelvic

organs as well as the terminal ends of the

urethra, vagina and rectum, and if allowed to

go unrepaired the muscles will soon retract

and atrophy, and even though an operation

for their i-epair is done later it is never so

satisfactory, for they never regain their full

power. If this condition continues involu-

tion of the uterus and vagina is arrested, the

uterine ligaments l)ecome stretched by tbe in-

creased weight, and prolapse of all the organs,

of the pelvis takes place. Immediate repair

is always indicated, for it lessens the danger
of infection as well as saves the patient from
the possibility of tbe sequelae that so fre-

quently occur.

The diagnosis of old teats is made by in-

spection and palpation. A relaxed, patulous
vulvar orifice, frequently standing open, anal

ring prominent, and more or less relaxed;

and flat perineum which the patient is unable

to contract or pull forward. If examined in

the squatting or sitting position and she be
required to bear down the anterior and pos-

terior walls of the vagina roll outward.

The treatment is surgical.

The technic of primary and secondary op-

erations for lacerated perineum is found in all

text books and will not be described.

Cervix lacerations occur to a greater or

lesser extent in the majority of first labors,

but tbe large jiroportion heal without trouble.

In lacerations that have existed for .some time

the symptoms are due to the lesions for which

the lacerations are responsible. The most

prominent of these secondary conditions are

subinvolution of the uterus, displacements

partly due to subinvolutions, chronic endo-

metritis, chronic tubo-ovarian disease follow-

ing tbe endometritis, and cancer.

The main symptoms are a feeling of weight

in the pelvis, pain in the back and head, usu-

ally referred to the vertex, increased and
j)ainful men.struations, lacerations, a tenden-

cy to abortion, many ri'tl(‘x nervous .symptoms
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duo to these conditions, and to the sear caused
by tlie effort of nature to I'epair the wound.

Diagnosis is made l)y touch and sight, and
if the condition lias been of long standing the

secondary pathological conditions are in evi-

dence in a majority of cases. Any position

that will expose the cervix will answer for the

examination, hut the Sims position is prob-

ably the best and a short bladed bivalve or a

Sims speculum can he used. The cervix

is blunt, indurated and harder than normal,

the torn lips with rolled out edges, partly cov-

ered by intra-cervical mucous membrane can

be seen, and the plug of sear tissue, tender to

pressure can be felt at the bottom of the

Avound. To further prove the nature of the

lesion a tenaculum or bullet forceps can be

hooked in the edge of each lip and the latter

drawn together. As this is the favorite site

for the development of cancer, and as evers-

ion of the intra-cervical mucous membrane
Avithout laceration occasionally occurs, and

eversion of the cervix without laceration not

uncommonly, a differential diagnosis must he

made between these conditions.

In cancer the disease is rapid in its course

;

true ulceration is present and bleeds freely

;

the discharge has the characteristic odor of

malignant groAvth and a microscopic examin-

ation of the tissue can he made if doubt still

remains. In eversion or erosion without lac-

erations the diagnosis is made by the alrsence

of the signs of lacerations and by the history

of the case.

Treaimcni: Pb’esh lacerations should be

stitched immediately if possible as preventive

treatment. If none of the above named sec-

ondary conditions exists, Avhich is a fact in

more than half the cases of old laceration, no

treatment is necessary; if they do exist, in

advanced stages operative treatment is neces-

sary and shmdd be done, unless there are

gi-ave pelvic lesions which prevent it. Hard,

sensitive scars in the angle of the, Avound,

hypertrophy of the tissue, induration, cystic

degeneration, endometritis, erosions, evers-

ions of the cervicah mucous membrane, uter-

ine displacement or any conditions responsi-

ble for subinvolution are indications for surg-

ical treatment.

ralliativc Treatment

:

When the case is of

recent origin, and the secondary conditions

are not gra\'e, local routine treatment may bo

of some benefit, not to cause the laceration to

unite, for this is practically impossible, but

to prevent mild uncom])licated secondary con-

ditions from becoming grave. Hot douches of

two or thi'ee gallons of normal salt solution

taken in the recumbent position night and

morning, will frequently lessen congestion,

and if followed by a glycerine tampon i)lac('d

against the cervix every three or four days
and alloAved to remain from twenty-four to

thirty-six hours, will frequently assist to de-

I)lete a slightl.y subinvolute<l cervix. Scari-

fication or puncture of an eroded ceiwix so as

to tlraw a few drachms of l)lood once a Aveek

in addition to the above treatment is often

of marked benefit. Small cysts should be

evacuated and wiped out with carbolic acid.

I haA’e seen much beneht to erosions derived

from painting Avith ChurchiU’s tincture of

iodine, about every foui' or five days, in ad.di-

tion to the regular douche treatment. The
antiseptic vaginal suppositories composed of

glycerine, gelatine, hydrastis, icthyol, etc., put

up by the different drug firms, and the wool

capsule tampon is an easy and convenient

treatment.

Surgicat Tnal mcnt

:

If the case has con-

tinued for some time a preparatory treatment

such as described above may be advisable be-

fore an operation is done. The choice of the

operation to repair the cervix depends iqion

the extent of the loss of tissue, hypertrophy,

etc. Where there is but a simple lesion and
small loss of tissue, trachelorrhaphy is the op-

eration of choice, but if the laceration is stel-

late with great loss of tissue, or when extens-

ive erosions with cystic degeneration or cer-

vical erosion is present aminitation is indi-

cated. Great care should always be used in

dissecting out all sear tissue, as it is in this

tissue that cancer so often has its beginning.

The technic of the operation is too well de-

scribed in text hooks to mention here.

, SEPTIC INFECTIONS.

The most common expression of septic in-

fections is endometritis, local peritonitis, gen-

eral peritonitis, tubo-ovarian inflammation.

E lulonirtritis

:

Infection of the endo-

mentrium by septic micro-organism is the be-

ginning of the majority of the inflammatory

lesions affecting the pelvic organs. Post luier-

peral infection is Ihe most common cause of

this disease. Frequent Amginal examinations

without proper septic precautions, unclean

operations, introducing unclean fingers or

hands info fhe uterus, criminal abortions and

retained particles of placenta are among the

most common causes. In the acute variety

the symptoms are more apt to appear in three

to six (lays after labor and are freciiiently

ushered in by a chill, sometimes several, fol-

loAved by a rise of temperature. In seATral

cases that I have seen the chill has been pre-

ceded by a period of several hours of a feel-

ing of Avell being. The fever course is of the

usual acute sejitie, irregular character, and if

the source of infection is not destroyed, con-

tinues to mount higher, the jndse becoming

more rapid, couqiressible and AA-eak; gastro-
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intestinal symptoms oecurinij in the mean-

time, and tile patient dies of exhaustion.

Diagnosis: The uterus is usually soft and

tlahhy; the o.i uteri patulous and open, the

vao;ina tilled with the characteristic purulent

secretions and lochia. The body of uterus is

tender on hi-manual pressure. The differ-

ential diagtnosis must he made between this

condition and malignant diseases of the body

of the uterus, fungoid or.pollypoid growths,

sloughing oft' from the inner surface of the

uterus, and from an incomplete abortion, by

a careful examination of the discharges, if

necessary with a microscope, and by a careful

study of the history. A dift'erentiation can

be made between this condition and a fallop-

ian tube or pelvic absce.ss by the intermittent

character of the discharge of the latter ac-

companied by pain, and by a careful examin-

ation per rectum and vagina.

In uncomplicated chronic endometritis the

slight enlargement of the uterus and the dis-

charge are the only signs.

TRE.ITJIENT.

The treatment of postpuerperal variety of

this aft'eetion is irrigation with hot antisep-

tic solution followed by normal salt solution

in large quantities. This should be used

through a return flow uterine douche that al-

lows the return to come away freely, and as

much as several gallons of this solution may
he used. I have followed this irrigation in

several eases with a few ounces of twentv-Hve

to fifty per cent, solution of alcohol and
water with apparent great benefit. The ir-

rigation may be done every six or eight hoiirs

unless there is improvement. Curretage may
be necessary if particles of the membrane are

still retained. This should all be done with a

dull curette and followed by hot antiseptic

douche. If it can be ascertained that the par-

enchyma of the organ is the seat of infection

hysterectomy may be necessary.

General septic peritonitis is practically the

same as in non-puerperal conditions, is prac-

tically always fatal and will not be discussed

here.

Local pelvic peritonitis manifests itself by

a gradual rise of pulse (100 to 120) and temp-

erature 101 to 103. accompanied by light

rigors, muscular aching, localized abdominal

or pelvic pain with slight tympanities; stom-

ach unsettled; appetite poor; bowels irreg-

ular- and skin clammy. It usually runs a

slow course and is amena.ble to treatment un-

less the infection is very virulent. It must be

diagnosed from general septic peritonitis and

from non-peritoneal local abscess. The pcdvic

cavity should be examined per vagina, rec-

tum, and by vagino abdominal palpation, and

if an abscess can be found it should be open-

ed and irrigated or wiped out and treated in

the usual manner and drained. If none can

be found, and the patient is gradually grow-

ing worse, the abdomen should be opened and
a search made for the ])oint of infection, and
it should be treated accordingly. The most

frequent siluatioji in which an accumulation

of pus is found is in Douglas cul-de-sac where
it can usually be opened and drained through
the vagina.

The patient should be nourished by highly

concentrated foods in small amounts, heart

and nerve stimulants such as whiskery and
stiwchiiine should be freely given. Saline lax-

atives and enemata to keep the bawels open.

This condition is always followed by adhes-

ions, which contract and have largely to do
with mal-positions of the uterus, ovaries and
tubes, sometimes matting them together in

one common mass that is frequently impossi-

ble to treat except by abdominal operations.

Adhe.sions frequently form between these or-

gans.

Tubo-ovarian disease will only be referred

to with respect to their complicating the diag-

nosis and retroflexion and introversion and
the treatment of prolapse.

Displacement of the Uterus. Practically

the only uterine displacements that can be

considered strictly as secondary puerperal
conditions are retroflexion and retroversions

and prolap.se. The latter are simply an ad-

vanced stage of the former. About one-third

of all - cases of retro-displacement are un-

complicated (frequently found in multiparae)
and if associated with pelvic pains or mens-
trual disorders they require no treatment.

About oneft'ourth of the cases are accom-
panied by and due largely to laceration of the

perineum, involving the levator-ani muscle
and are associated with a relaxed condition of

the broad and round ligaments. The uterus

is in a condition of sub-involution, hence the

condition is due to an increased weight or

pressure downward, and a lessened ability on

the part of the normal support to hold the

weight. Upon examination the cervix is

found low down in the vagina and pointing

forward. The fundus can be felt through the

posterioi' vaginal wall or per rectum, in the

hollow of sacrum. If the patient bears down,
as in the act of defleation, especially if she be

examined in a sitting position between two
chairs, one buttock on either chair or in a

standing j)osition with the legs apart, the

uterus will be felt to descend and tbe anterior

and posterioi- walls of the vagina bulge out-

ward.

In complete prolapse this condition is sim-

I)ly exaggerated. The vagina turns inside

out, is i-eflected back over the uterus as it de-
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sc'ends througli llie ])elvic oiillet and vulva,

dragg'iufi' witli it the ovaides and tubes, and
a diverticulum of the l)ladder in front and
the anterior wall of the rectum hyhind. This

condition, as well as the symptoms, come on

gradually. To the latter there is practically

no end.

The 'best descriptive symptoms as s]>oken of

by the patient is that she feels as though

everything was going to fall out of her.

Back ache more or less relieved by a I'ecum-

bent position; jiain in the top and back of

the head; pelvic pain increased by exercise or

erect position; constipation caused by the

jiressure of the rectum on the sacrum
;
blad-

der symptoms, caused by residual urine, aiuf

endometritis and leucorrhea. During process

of formation while tissues are being stretch-

ed and dragged upon, the jiain is much ag-

gravated, but when the sacro-pubic hernia is

complete the pabi subsides to a great extent,

and tliough the patient may suft'er much in-

convenience by the mass hanging between the

thighs, if no further complications takes place

she may go on for a number of years moder-

ately comfortable. Probably one of the great-

est dangers to life is from bladder infection

which may extend to the kidneys.

In diagnosis of earlier stages the round
mass felt through the posterior vaginal walls

must be distinguished from uterine fibroid

and ovarian tumors. This can usually be

done by vaginal examination or by the care-

ful use of the i)robe undei- thorough antisep-

tic ])reeautions.

in later stages it -must 'be distinguished

from inversion of the uterus, in which con-

dition the cervix forms a ring about the mass

and no opening can be found through which

a sound can be passed into the uterus. Also

from cervical polypus, which by careful ex-

amination will be found to be hanging out of

the uterus, and a sound can be made to en-

ter the nterus from all sides and will pass

completely around the mass.

TRE.VTMEXT I’.VEITIVE .\M) KADIC.VT..

I’alitive treatment can be used with benefit

in early not too badly complicated cases. It

consists of means to irduce congestion and to

replace and to retain the uterus in its propei-

position.

The knee chest or tlic exaggerated Sims

l)Osition, is best. In either of these positions,

if the end of the finger is pressed against the

front of the cervix and it is pressed back and

at the same time the posterior vaginal wall is

forced back by the body of the finger a col-

umn of air will inflate tlu' vagina and the

fundus will fall forward into its normal ])o-

sition, if there ar(> not too many adhesions

holding it back. Through a speculum that

the o])erator can best use, a tampon of cotton
wool or gauze with a depleting mixture of

glycerine and boric acid, such as mentioned
above* for local treatment, is placed so as to

hold the uterus in position, or at least prevent
its falling as low as before. The patient
should lie in this position for a few minutes
to allow the parts to adjust themselves, and
should not be allowed to turn over on her
back before getting off the table, but to as-

sume the upright position from that in which
she was when the tampon was introduced, so

that the intestines will fall down on top of the
antei'verted uterus to assist in holding it in its

place. This tampon can he used every four
or live days and be allowed to remain in place
for from twenty-four to thirty-six hours, and
the usual hot saline solution douche used af-

tei* its removal and continued twice daily al-

ways in the I'ecTimbent position. The uterus
can be placed in its normal position much
more* (*asily b.c the above described method
than by the bi-manual method with the pa-
tient on her back, especially in fat people.

'file ])atient may be taught to replace her
own uterus by assuming the knee-chest posi-

tion and forcing the posterior walls of the va-

gina back with her finger or thumb. She
should do this upon retiring every night af-

ter using the douche.

If there is an ,absence of lateral inflamma-
tory conditions, not too many posterior ad-

hesions, and the vaginal outlet sufficiently

closed <0 retain a pessary, many a selected

case may be benefited by its use. The diam-
eter of the vagina being greater near its cer-

vical than at its vulvar end will ordinarily

retain a ring pessary, which by spreading the

vaginal walls and at the same time encircling

the cervix, will have a tendency to support
a retrodisplaced or descending uterus. While
some form of the hard rubbet ring pessary

(the ordinary ring, Thomas or Hodge) will

usually suffice, as there are no two cases alike,

it is essential to success to use the one that

fits. If if does nof fit at first its shape should

be changed until i1 will fit or it should not be

used. It should not be too large as undue
pressure will do harm. It can be introduced

with the patient on her back after the fundus
has been brought forward but she should 'be

placed in the knee-chest ])Osition so that the

uterus will be held forward by gravity and
the pessary further adjusted if necessary, and
the j)atient be required to assume the upright

I)osition without again turning upon her back.

AVhether or not it does what it is intended to

do can be learned oidy by an examination

made with the patient in an upright position.

Especially in cases of prolapse in old women

in whom for some reason operations are con-
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tra-indicated pesary is advisal)lo. These pes-

saries do uot prevent the use of the douche or

the vaginal suppositoiy referretl to above.

RADIC.VL TREATMENT SURGICAL.

There are so many conditions due largely

to the same cause dovetailing into and de-

pending upon one another for their continu-

ance that when we contemplate the cure of e.x-

treme retroversion and prolapse hy radical

sui-gical means we must consider the compli-

cations or he unsuccessful in our operations.

In nearly all of these eases a series of opera-

tions is necessary. No two cases are alike.

Prolapse is nearly always accompanied 'by

lacerations, ulcerations and other diseased

conditions of the eervi.x. by endometritis and
sub-involution of the uterus and frequently

by cystocele and reetoeele.

The patient should undergo a preliminary
treatment for at least a few days before the

operation, attention being given to hygienic

measures in general and to diet. Constitution

and local treatment should be given to meet
the indications o^ each case.

If endometritis exists dilatation and curet-

tage and other appropriate treatment is indi-

cated before a cervix or perineal operation.

If the cervix is lacerated it should be treated

by trachelorrhaphy or amputation before the

pelvic floor is repaired.

Where prolapse is complete the vagina and
uterus should be replaced in the pelvic cav-

ity, and where ulcers or erosions exist on the

everted vaginal mucosa they should be treat

ed by hot douches and other necessary medica-

tion, and the patient should be kept in bed
until they are healed. A rectroeele or v"Psico-

cele operation may be necessary, and finally

repair of the pelvic floor by the appropriate
operation, shortening of the round ligaments

or if the patient is beyond the menopause ven-

tral suspension of the uterus. The treatment

of the causes usually relieves the sub-invo-

lution, but hystereetoim' may be necessarju

There are many other secondary puei'peral

complications of more or less importance that

could be mentioneLl such as phlegmasia-alba-

dolens, parametritis, pyaemia, mastitis,

puerperal insanity, and acute infections dis-

eases, but time and space do not permit.

The principal points to which attention is

called are the following

:

The use of alcohol as an intra-uterine anti-

septic, immediate examination for and repair

of laceration
;
the upright or sitting position

in which to make examination to learn extent

of prolapse, and the knee-chest or Sims po-

stion to replace a retroverted uterus and ad-

just a pessary.

DISCUSSION.

H. H. Grant, 1jouisvills; I have l)een asked to

say a tew words on this subject. There are two

])oints that should be considered by an audience

of this kind. We are obliged to I’ealize that there

is a time and place for everything, and we can-

not expect here to be instructed in obstetrics and

gynecology, and there are only a few points that

as general practitioners we may regard as of

jjractical interest in connection with this sut)-

jeet. One of these would be the question of im-

mediate treatment of the jiatient directly after

the puerperal state, with respect to traumatism

that has obtained during that state, and secondly

the treatment of septic conditions. I think it is

well for us to remember witli respect to the im-

mediate surgical treatment of these traumatisms

that as much harm can be done by improiierly di-

rected surgical treatment as by the carelessness

that allows these women to have sepsis, and the

temptation of tliose wlio are not prepared to do

extensive surgical operations gives an oiiportun-

ity which sliould be resisted, where the practi-

tioner does not feel he can do as much good as he

might do harm. For this reason, I would say of

recent cervical lacerations they can be managed
b}’ a competent hand and should receive prompt
surgical treatment, but those in which the attend-

ing ])hysician feels he is not prepared properly

to cope with had better be treated on the expect-

ant plan until pro])cr surgical aid can be obtain-

ed. Just what this should be will depend upon
the surrounding condition, upon the knowledge

of the attending physician, and upon the facilities

I’.e ha.s and practically upon his own conscience in

a very* large proportion of cases.

I feel it is just as well to call attention of the

general practitioner to the fact that the very best

surgical skill is often misdirected and the very

best results that are hoped for are not olitained

in experienced hands and as much is undone by
improperly executed operations as may be cor-

rected where an operation has never been under-

taken at all. For this reason, the attending phy-

sician is not a censor of himself. If he is con-

fronted by conditions of this kind and believes

that a secondary operation is essential, and real-

izes that he is not properly equipped, it is bet-

ter for him to not undertake it.

With res)>ect to the septic condition, there is

one word I would like to say here. The essayist

in his opening remarks stated such conditions

could be prevented by proper attention and

care. My own observation has been that in many
instances septic infection occurred without its

being possible to trace its cause and where the

greatest care and precaution has been taken.

For this reason, 1 do not think the attending

physician should censure himself unless he real-

izes that some error of his own has been made.
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OtherwifH' lie is not to be censureil for a septic

condition that may creep in, esjieciaally where

lie has taken such precautions as the surround-

ings would enable him to take.

('are sl.onld be taken wliei'e chills and fever

have occurred after ahortion or at full term to see

that notliin“' is retained within tlie uterus, and

tlie exploration should be made with the finji'er

or witli a hlunt instrument or with a blunt pair

of jdacental forceps. I’^nder no circumstances

sliould acute conditions be curetted, and the tin-

siers, where a patient has gone the full term,

make the simplest and safest method of explor-

ation. The physician sliould satisfy himself that

he has removed all loose jiieces of placenta or

other debris, and afterwards resort to irris>ation

which was suggested by the essayist. This irriga-

tion may consist of warm water or one may em-

ploy a weak solution of iodine. You may use 10

)ier cent, of iodine in the uterus for the first irii-

uation as early as possible after the dec'eloimient

of the septic condition. This has seemed to me
a satisfactory means of removing the septic ma-

terial and preventing its absorption.

A. D. Willmoth, 1 ..ouisville : I want to empha-

size the first remark made by Dr. Grant. As to

infection following labor, if we are to consider

that the attending physician at each accoucli-

ment is resjionsible tor the infection that occurs

in that woman, the medico-legal committee will

he much busier in the next few months than it

was reported as being last night. If the reports

are correct, that nearly 80 per cent, of the wo-

men who come to the oiierating table for ab-

dominal conditions are the results of social dis-

eases, I fail to see why th.e obstetrician- is re-

sponsible for such a large per cent, of the infect-

ion that follows labor. Certainly, it is true,

many of the tubes l.ving in a dormant condition,

are lit up by the contractions of the uterus dur-

ing the expulsion of the contents of the uterus,

and if the infection is set free in the abdominal

cavity, it is something over which the attending

physician has absolutely no knowledge or possi-

ble method of control His only h.o]>e is to sit the

patient up in bed at an angle of near 40 degrees

and keejt infection within tlie lower pelvis and

prevent rajiid absorjitioii. This is worthy of

mention and emphasis, and let enough stress be

laid on the point to the pulilic that we are not re-

sponsible for everything that happens.

The second jioint I want to s]ieak of is witli

reference to tlie employment of the curette. Tt

was also touched upon by Dr. Grant. I do not be-

lieve the 11 e of the curette is ever .justifiable

within an infected uterus. You should go in

with the finger. You can clean out with the fin-

ger an.v retaiiK'd seciindines that are there, and

you do not oi>en ii]) any of the lymphatic mouths

which will hasten the absorption of the seiitic

material within the uterus. After it is once in-

vaded by you, the employment of hot saline solu-

tion, or a weak iodine solution, as the previous

speaker referred to; together with application if

you desire of packing of the uterus with iodo-

form gauze, which will give you a constant sup-

jily to the uterine wall, of a small amount of

iodine, for the next few h.ours by lubrication of

the iodine set free from the gauze. This cvill

give you all ,vou can hoiie for from medical treat-

ment, or local treatment. If the infection is lo-

calized within the pelvis, operative wmrk might
be of benefit, l)ut the number of cases is rare

where the uterus should be invaded where infect-

ion has taken ])lace. Tn those cases where we
think the condition is local, it is the hope of the

surgeon to control the thrombo-phlebitic condi-

tion in the pelvic cavity. This however can sel-

dom be done.

The next point of interest is the mse of vaccine.

I believe in these cases the use of vaccines is of

untold value. You can certainly get results in

man.v instances l)y the iiroper application of

stock vaccines, and if you are prepared you ma.v

use autogenous vaccines, and if time should per-

mit they are of course preferable.

Edward Speidel. Louisville; 1 would not like

to leave the complete discussion of the treatment

of puerperal infection in the hands of the two
surgeons who have i)receded me. I am more con-

seivative than both" of them. The conservative

treatment of i>ueri)eral infection consists in strict

antisepsis and under anesthesia of the full glov-

ed hand l)eing introduced into the uterus and- by

the aid of the other hand u])on the abdomen pal-

l)ating the entire surface of the uterus and re-

moving anything within its cavity. No instru-

ment of anv kind should be used in a puerperal

uterms. This is followed by hot intrauterine

douches, whether hot normal saline solution or 10

per cent, iodine solution matters not, and tlie

uterus is left sevei’ely alone. It is dangerous to

jiack a full term ]>uerp?ral uterus with a tampon
of iodoform gauze tliat would l)e necessary un-

iler sucli circumstances for fear of iodine poison-

ing or iodoform poisoning. Tire uterus should be

left entirelv alone and the further treatment of

such cases sliould lie conducted as we would con-

duct a case of tyiihoid fever. Th.at in some in-

stances \accines liave proven lieneficial in cases

of tliis kind is true, and they ma.v lie used in ad-

dition; but tlie main i>oint is this; tlie uterus if

entered at all, should be entered once only, and

onl.v one intrauterine douche should lie used. The

latest text book issued by De Lee, of Chicago,

goes further than that.
.
He does not advocate

an.v manipulation of the uterus whatever, even if

it is known portions of the ]ilacenta have been re-

tained. He claims the imrtions of placent soon

l)e-:-omi'. necrotic and alter tatt.v degeneration

es(a))e fiom tlie uterus, and more danger and

more harm are done the iiatient by the intra-
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uterine manipulation than can be caused by the

small amount of retained tissue.

Leon L. bolomon, Louisville : It is but natural

that the argument touching the complications,

that arise in the sick room following the puer-

perium, should take the direction of least resist-

ance namely that of possible infection of tlie

endometrium and the other pelvic contents,

thereafter.

There came under my observation, some 5 or

(5 months ago, a lady 4.1 years of age who had

ceased to menstruate for some several months

preceding my visit to her. Her presumption was,

she had been pregnant, and ours was also that

she had been pregnant. * The leueorrheal dis-

charge besides blood, contained elements found

onlj’ after pregnancy. On account of the size of

the uterus and the profuse haemorrhage that fol-

lowed it was determined to use the curette, and it

was explained to the members of her family that

it might be necessary to remove the organ as we

felt there was a possible malignancy. Tbe curette

finding evidences to justify such a conclusion in

the endometrium, hysterectomy was undertaken.

The hemorrhage had been so profuse for weeks

before the operation and was so great during the

operation that haste was necessary. The uterus

was removed, and the patliologist handed in his

report several days later of “apoplexy uteri,” a

condition which according to my reading, is quite

unusual, and modern from the pathologic view-

point.

I report this in conjunction with the discussion

of Dr. Filler’s paper, pertaining to the “puer-

perium and the complications accompanying it,”

and incidentally want to say that on account of

the profuse hemorrhage and the hurry, necessary

to get the lady off the table alive, unfortunately

both ureters were tied, a most unfortunate con-

dition, as you can well imagine. No urine was

voided, and after 36 hours, a ureteral catheter

ivas passed proving both ureters entirel occlud-

ed. The occlusion was removed, under difficulty,

hemorrhage again complicating our efforts, and

being most profuse. The patient, not being able

to withstand the shock of second operation and

coincident loss of blood, perished as a result of

it.

I report this ease, not on account of this un-

usual complication in surgery, followed by fatal

termination, but because of the interest, which

attaches to the diagnosis of “apoplexy uteri,”

made by a very competent pathologist.

J. K. W. Piper, (Closing the discussion) : T

appreciate very much the discussion my paper

brought out, and I have very little more to add

except to say that my remarks in regard to cur-

ettment of the uterus must have been misunder-

stood on the part of some. I do not advocate cur-

ettment of the uterus after the delivery of a full

tei’m child, nor if it has advanced a material time.

but abortions requently occur at one or two

montlis and unless a man has a longer finger than

1 have, and a smaller one, he cannot always get

into the uterus. Sometimes particles are left

which are better taken out than allowed to re-

main. I mentioned the use of the dull curette but

certainly no well informed man would use one

and scrajje sulficiently hard to do damage. He
should use a small, dull curette or placenta or

sponge forceiJS for removing particles which re-

main in the uterus after early abortions, but

not after full term labor. If there has been a

possibility of septic infection the use of the

above instruments sliould be followed by an in-

trauterine douche of some mild antiseptic fol-

lowed b}’ normal salt solution.

MODERN METHODS OF INFANT FEED-
ING.*

By Gavin Fulton, Louisville.

The manifold advantages of maternal nurs-

ing and its supeidority over any other known
method of feeding is self-evident and the

scope of this paper will not include a discus-

sion of this phase of the subject.

Suffice it to say that in spite of the alarm-
ing increase in the number of bottle fed ba-

bies only about 8 per cent, of the entire num-
ber legitimately belong to that class which will

require other nourishment than is furnished
by the maternal secretion. Clinical experi-

ence beai’s out two facts, namely; that the

breast-fed baby is far better equipped to with-

stand the dangers and exigencies of the first

nutritive period than the one which is arti-

ficially fed, and that the mortality from gas-

troenteric disease is about three times as high
in the latter as in the former, perhaps even
higher. It therefore seems that a free discus-

sion of the present methods of artificial feed-

ing would be prolific of interest to us all.

In approaching the subject I shall group all

the proprietary foods, whether of malted
grain, dried milk or what not, into one class

and dismiss them with the statement that in

the writer’s opinion no one of them is capable
of meeting the requirements of the growing
infant and, that their use is only justified in

certain emergencies, and for a short period of

time. To me artificial feeding just means one
thing; the modification or adaptation of cow’s
milk to meet the requirements of the indi-

vidual infant.

As breast milk is the only food which per-

fectly fulfills fhe necessities of tissue growth
and development so, in preparing a modifica-
tion of cow’s milk successfully, we must aji-

proach as near as possible the percentage of

*Read before the Kentucky State Medical .\s.sociattoii, at

Bowling Green, \Vednesday, Seittember .1, 191.1.
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the food elements as they are found in normal
breast milk. There are several methods for

modification in vogne at the present time, all

having their enthusiastic supporters among
l)rominent pediatrists of the country. But no
matter how they differ in fhe manner of their

pi-eparation they all depend upon two funda-

mental factors: PTrst, a knowledge of the

l)ercentage relationship of the varioi;s food

elements; Second, the calories to be obtained

from their combination in definite quantities.

Top-milk mixtures, separated cream and
skim milk mixtures whether prepared at home
or in especially equipped lal)oratories are

open to the same cidticisms, namely, the am-
ount of handling necessary in their prepara-

tion increases the bacterial count to a great

extent and encourages secondary changes in

the milk which are not always noticeable at

the time. Separated and gravity cream
do not present the same chemical and physic-

al ari-angement of the fat globule as is found
in the breast milk or even in whole cow’s

milk. Thus tlie infant is liable to a fat indi-

gestion even wlien the fat percentage is suited

to its apparent needs. Lastly, because of the

general teaching of a few years back, that

high fat mixtures would prove a panacea for

dietary constipation and wasting of maras-

mus and allied conditions.

These methods make it too easy for the tyro

or unthoughtful who raise the fat percentage

to a harmful degree even to a healthy child.

1 remember a case of an emaciated, anemic
infant four months of age which was sup-

po.sed to have tuberculosis. It was being fed

an incredible mixture containing 6 per cent,

of fat. 8 per cent, of sugar and 5 per cent of

proteid. It had an elevation of temperature,

vomiting, eructations, green acrid stools and
was losing weight rapidly. As soon as the

digestive tract was thoroughly cleansed and
the infant put on a suitable combination, the

sym])to)us subsided and it began to gain in

vvegiit and the tuberculosis (?) disappeared.

The method to which I particularly desire

to call your attention to-da.v is the one known
as the simple dilution of whole milk. This

method is based upon the premise that aver-

age whole milk contains the following percent-

ages: 4 per cent, fat, 4.50 per cent, sugar,

M.50 per cent proteid and the dilutions are

made so many parts in 20. Thus if 20 oz. of

whole milk contains the above percentages,

then 1 oz. in a 20 oz. mixture will contain one

twentieth of this amoiint which would be .02

per cent, fat, .225 per cent, of sugar, .175

per cent, of proteid. The above figures being

established it becomes an easy matter to 'bring

the percentage to any desired point by in-

creasing or decreasing the number of ounces

of whole milk in twenty. This applies to the
fat and jiroteid contained but the sugar per-

centage would always remain disproportion-
ately low. In ortler to overcome this diffi-

culty simply add enough sugar solution to the

diluent of the mixture to bring up its sugar
percentage to the desired i)oint. This can be
done in the following manner: If a 1 oz in 20
mixture contains .225 per cent of sugar then
a 10 oz. in 20 mi.xture would contain 10 times
as much, which would l)e 2.25 per cent. Now
if the desired sugar in this mixture was 6 per
cent, you would readily see that it would be
necessary to add of sugar .solution the differ-

ence between the perc(»ntage desired and that

obtained from the milk, which in this case is

3.75 per cent. In order to determine how
much sugar this would be in actual weight
simply multiply the amount needed which is

3.75 per cent. l)y the total number of ounces
which is 20, and the result will give you the
sugar in ounces necessary to complete the de-

sired per centage of the total mixture.

If for i^urposes of convenience, such as lack

of scales to measure ounces or parts of ounces,

it should be desired to reduce this again to

level teaspoonfuls, then multiply the above
sum by 8 and this Avill give you the total

number of level teaspoonfuls needed.
The percentage of fat and proteid in any

given mixture can be recognized at a glance

by following these very simple rules: Mul-
tiply the number of ounces of whole milk in a

given mixture by 2 and this will give you the

fat percentage in the mixture. Then I’emem-

ber that in simple dilutions, the relationship

between fat and protein is always the same no
matter how strong or how weak the dilution

;

namely as 8 is to 7, so that the protein per-

centage will be ai^proximately one-eighth less

than the fat. Example : A mixture contain-

ing 10 oz. of whole milk in 20 according to

this rule would contain 2 per cent, of fat, 1.75

per cent, of proteid. On the other hand the

reverse rule is equally true. In order to de-

termine how many ounces of milk it would be

necessary to use in a 20 oz. mixture to make
a certain pei’centage, simply divide tlie de-

sired fat percentage of the mixture by 2 and
the result will give you the number of ounces
of whole milk needed.

Example : A mixture containing 2 per

cent, fat, 1.75 per cent, of proteid, 6 per cent,

of sugar divide the fat percentage by 2 which
would give you ten, the mnuber of ounces of

whole milk needed, then bring up the sugar
percentage to the desired point as described

above.

To make a 30 oz. mixture, increase all the

j)i'oportions of the 20 oz. mixture one half,

—

to make 40 oz. double the amounts of 20 oz.

mixture and .so on as desired. This method
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when oiu-e acquired lias many advantages

over otlier methods. In tlie first place its sim-

plicity of preparation, ease of reckoning per-

centages without the use of complicated math-

ematics or laborious tables, the facility of

changing the pei'centage up or down as de-

sired by adding or su'bstracting an ounce of

milk and the ability to furnish the fat glob-

ules of whole milk in their original form. Last-

ly the impossibilit}^ of making an extremely

high fat mixture. The one objection to the

method is the fact that the relation between

the fat and the protein will always be the

same and in the instance when high fat in

jiroportion to the protein is desired, it would
not be applicable.

The kind of sugar to use in milk mixtures

for infants is still a vexed and mooted ques-

tion. I believe the majority of infant feed-

ei's still prefer ndlk sugar in their practice,

lip to two years ago the writer held this view

also. Since that time, however, 1 have modi-

fied my opinion and have changed over to the

routine use of cane sugar as has been advo-

cated for so many years by Jocobi, replaced

as occasion indicated by maltose. Personal ex-

perience has satisfactorily demonstrated to

my mind that milk sugar does not practically

bear out its theory. We know for instance

that it is a much less staple sugar, that it fa-

vors lactic fermentation and encourages bac-

terial growth, and its constant use certainly

increases the tendency to intestinal fermenta-
tion and sugar indigestion.

Cane sugar on the other hand is a preserv-

ative and retards these changes in the milk.

It furthermore is just as readily split up into

the end product of glucose and thus assimi-

lated by absorption with no great strain upon
the sugar splitting functions of economy.
Since the first of January I haye used the

simple dilutions with cane sugar addition ex-

clusively both in my private practice and in

the clinics of the Babies’ IMilk Fund Associa-

tion of Louisville. It has been my rule to

start with a 5 oz. in 20 mixture containing 6

per cent, of sugar according to the age, weight

and condition of the infant. Thus a healthy

baby up to

1 montb, would get 5 oz. in 20

2 months, would get 7 1-2 oz. in 20

3 months, would get 10 oz. in 20
4-5 months, would get 15 oz. in 20
6-7 months, woiald get 18 oz. in 20

Of course these figures woidd be changed
up or down in accordance with the need of

the individual baby, and no change would be

abruj)tly made from one formula to another

but the mixture would be increased 1-2 or 1

oz. at a time until the next formula and

strength is reached. It will be seen that as

far as percentages are concerned this method
leans about midway between the two extremes,

the high fats on the one hand as advocated by
Botch and the high proteid as advocated by
Finkelstein on the other hand. 1 have found
that a larger number of infants will tolerate

and thrive on a higher proteid than 1 former-

ly thought and as proven by Finkelstein, tbe

protein content of infant food is far less fre-

quently a factor in the nutritive disturbances

than was formerly believed.

After having (lecided upon the percentage
to be used in a given case it is then necessary

to remember the caloric i-equirements in the

case. According to Iluebner’s energy quoti-

ent, the growing infant during the first three

months needs approximately 45 calories per
pound of its weight. ' During the second three
months 40 5-10 calories per pound of its

weight, during the last six months about 36 1-2

calories. Generally siieaking we may say
that the average infant during the first year
of its life requires in its food balance about
40 calories per pound.

It is a very simple matter to determine the
calories to be derived from any given mixture.
One oz. of whole milk in a mixture furnishes
21 calories. One oz. of dry sugar, whether if

be lactose, cane sugar, or maltose, furnishes
120 calories. By adding together the number
of ounces of whole milk contained in mixture
and multiplying by 21, the calories furnished
from the milk are obtained. Then add 120
calories for one ounce of sugar and propor-
tionately each part thereof. Example : A
whole, 10 in 20 mixture, 6 per cent, sugar, 10
oz of whole milk woidd give 210 calories and
3-4 of an oz. of sugar necessary to bring the
mixture to 6 per cent, would furnish another
90 calories making a total of 300 calories sup-
plied by 20 oz of the 10 in 20-6 per cent, sugar
mixture. Divide this by 40 and you would
have a 20 oz. mixture furnishing sufficient

energy to supply a 7 1-2 pound baby 24 hours
food.

The objection to this method o*f estimating

the caloric value of a given mixture is that

the energy po'wer is figured from the mixture
as a whole and it is impossible by this means
to determine how many calories are furnish-

ed by the fat and carbohydrates and how
many are furnished by the proteid. When
this is desired, IMoorehouse ’s rule is very satis-

factory, and as it can be found in any text

book, 1 sball omit it here. While it is time

that all mixtures should have a calorie value

approximating 40 calories jier pound of

weight it should be remembered that the calor-

ic value is secondary to the percenlage need-

ed. The baby during its first year develojis

and gains nearly Ihi'ce limes its birth weight
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so that it is not only necessary to figure on

the food su])ply containing enough nitrogen to

make a complete balance of weight but also

enough increase to allow for cell proliferation

which is growth and development
;
therefore

the proteid should be called upon to furnish

little if an}’ of the heat and energy required.

You may have a mi.xture containing cor-

rect caloric value, enough protein to care for

the daily balance and the increase in growth
and yet the infant remain at a stand still or

even lose weight and still have no digestive

symptoms. The exiilanation here would be

that a sufficient supply of the protein given

would be used up rapidly to repair waste and
the excess would then be utilized in furnish-

ing heat and energy which is not the legiti-

mate province of protein. In other words the

heat and energy production wliich should be

performed by the fat and sugar has been

thrust upon the proteid because of an insuf-

ficient amount of the two former elements, in

tlie mixture, and so you can readily see the

importance of the proper balance of the re-

lationsliip between the fat, sugar and proteid.

In many cases this can only be determined by

the careful study of the stools verified l>y the

clinical symptoms of the indigestion.

AVhen the infant shows signs of fat indi-

gestion the fat percentage should be lowered

and the siigar required to furnish the greater

part of the heat and energy. AVhen the indi-

cations are of sugar indigestion or sugar and
fat indigestion combined, the fat percentage

sliould still be lowered and the sugar chang-

ed to maltose or even excluded entirely for a

short period and the brunt of the work put on

the proteid for the time being. In eases of

fermental diarrhoea and sugar intoxication

where it is necessary to change to malt sugar

I have adopted the following plan with most

satisfactory results. I substitute any good

malt extract for the cane sugar in the mix-

tm-e, in the following manner : It has been

demonstrated, first I think in the Babies’ Hos-

pital, New York, that one dram of malt ex-

tract in a 20 oz. mixture increases the sugar

percentage .06 per cent. AVith these figures

in mind it is very easy to bring the mixture
to any percentage desired simply by adding
so many drams of the malt extract to every

20 oz. Below I will (piote a series of cases

ranging in age from birth to 1 year including

healtliy babies, babies suffering from various

forms of indigestion, syphilitic marasmus and
inanition which were fed exclusively in the

manner I have attempted to describe above

:

Summary of 24 cases treated at the Chil-

drens’ Free Hospital, Louisville, Ky., June 1

to August 1, 1913 : 14 lived, 13 doing well,

1 unimproved.

Age : 10 under six months, 4 six to twelve
months.

Diagnosis: 6 difficult feeding, 2 Rickett’s,

3 malnutrition—^gastroenteritis, 1 bronchitis,

2 syphilis.

Ten died—Age: All under six months.
Diagnosis : 1 broncho-pneumonia, 4 gastro-

enteritis—malnutrition, 1 pertussis, 4 syphi-

lis.

Summary of 49 cases treated at Babies’

Alilk Fund Association, Station No. 2, Janu-
ary 1 to August 1, 1913 : 25 under six months,
24 six to twelve months.
No deaths.

Average increase in milk : Two oz. per

week up to normal age and condition require-

ment.

Average gain hi weiglit of the 25 under six

months of age, 4.4 oz.

In the tirat series of cases reported I wish

to emphasize the fact that all the cases were
forlorn hopes, three dying in thirty-six hours

after admittance and two before the end of

the first week, and any case saved should be

considered a distinct gain.

DISCUSSION.

B. S. Rutherford, Bowling Green: I would like

to ask tlie author of the paper if he lias had any

experience with lactic acid liacillus in the treat-

ment of these cases.

Gavin Fulton: 1 liave had quite considerable

experience in the last two years with the use of

lactic acid in the treatment of gastro-enteric dis-

eases, but I did not bring that point out in the

paper because I wish to mention the method of

feeding. I have seen wonderful results from tlie

use of lactic acid in the beginning, in that the

stools change in from 24 to 36 hours. It is a

routine practice Avith me to give lactic acid in

gastro-enteric disturbances, although I did not

mention it in connection Avith this paper.

J. R. Morrison, Louisville : 1 am sorry Ave did

not have a larger audience to hear Dr. Fulton’s

pajier, because this is a A’ery important subject

during this time of the year, and many of you

can hardly appreciate, unless you study the

charts, Iioaa' easy it is by this method to feed

normal infants. If you get the right patients

from the start, those that are not over fat or over

sugar fed, you AA’ill find this is an easy method.

At the Babies Milk Fund Association, I have

had 60 patients coming there that are doing aa’cII

this summer, and AA’e have only five modifications

they put out in the laboratory. The rest of the

cases AA’ere in the families of the most ignorant

peojile Avho could liaidly speak the English lan-

guage, and they make their modifications at home
under the direction of the nurse. We had ex-

tremely feAA’ eases of diandiea this summer, much
less than in private practice.

Another thing the essayist brought out Avas the
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calorie metliotl of feeding. You should not go

by the personal method of feeding alone, or by

tlie caloric method of feeding, whether the food

is agreeing with the child and it is gaining

weight and doing well, whether it has the right

food, but we must know something about tlie

caloric value of the food, and it is certainly easy

to estimate the caloric value because if you re-

member, a fpiart of milk represents 700 calories

and an ounce of cane sugar represents 120 cal-

ories. You can easily find out what portions you

ai’e taking and add them uj) and find out the

calories without any complicated method, remem-
bering the figures which are consid»‘red to be ac-

curate. You can tlien tell whether the child is

getting too little food or too much food in a few

minutes. This is a simple method of feeding.

In the last two years in the Bal)ies Milk Fund
Association we have had better results than when
we used complicated fat mixtures. The babies

have not died. They have grown fat, have cut

their teeth earlier, and everything looks more

favorable.

I want to empliasize that this is a simple and

accurate method of feeding.

As regards the use of lactic acid, 1 have tried

it in the treatment of diarrhea. In some cases

it is efficacious but in talking about the treat-

ment of diarrhea, jmu cannot get away from

castor oil and diet.

PUERPERAL ECLAi\IPSIA; CAUSE AND
TREATMENT.*

By Edward Speidel, Louisville.

It is \vell to state at the beginning of this

paper that the cause of eclampsia still re-

mains a mystery. Our present knowledge of

the condition simply consists of numerous
theories that have been demonstrated and pro-

pounded by one set of investigators, only to

be more or less completely refuted by others

of equal merit and standing. All authorities,

however, seem to be agreed upon the fact, that

eclampsia is not a disease of the kidney per
se and that as far as we now know the condi-

tion is due to faulty excretion on the part of

the mother, allowing some poisonous product
or toxin to be absorbed and accumulated in

the circulation and being carried to the vari-

ous parts of the body to produce that pathol-

ogy and to give evidence of such symptoms as

we recognize as eclampsia.

The dispute as to the origin of these toxins

has practically dwindled down to the ques-

tion as to whether they are of fetal or ma-
ternal origin.

It was claimed at one time the poison

was produced in the placenta and emulsions

*Read before the Kentucky State Medical .Association, at

Bowling Green. Thursday, September 4, 1913.

of suclt placenta injected into rabbits produc-

ed thrombosis, convulsions and death but

later it was found that the same thing occur-

red with normal placenta.

According to anotlier theory certain tox-

ines are thrown into tlie circulation by the

fetus in all pregnancies and that the ductless

glands create antibodies to counteract their

deleterious influence. When the ductless

glands do not functionate properly then their

toxines accumulate and result in eclampsia.

Those considering the condition of matern-
al origin, ascribe it to a hepatotoxemia, claim-

ing that the toxins in the maternal blood due
to the pregnancy are first conveyed to the

liver, where they are converted into sub-

stances fit for elimination by the kidneys. If

the liver does not functionate properl.y then
these poisonous substances remain in the cir-

culation and are even enforced by those in

the liver, and as a result the kidneys, central

nervous .s.ystem and the capillaries are irritat-

ed and we have the symptom complex known
as eclampsia. The main proof of the fetal

origin of these toxines is based upon the fact

that the symptoms in most instances disap-

pear upon the death of the fetus, and that

the convulsions generally cease after delivery.

The great similarity l)etween eclampsia and
parturient paresis in cattle, has given rise to

the latest theory as to the etiology of this

disease. It is claimed that the pathological

findings in both of these diseases are so similar

that it ma.y be assumed that the same cause is

responsible for both. In parturient paresis

of cattle the mammary glands have been
found responsible for the condition and
treatment applied directly to them such as

distention with air or oxygen has been fol-

lowed by a rapid cure in most instances. The
relation between the mammary gland in wo-
man and eclampsia has, however, not been
established and there surely is no room as yet
for the extremely radical procedure of ampu-
tation of one or both breasts, for eclampsia
as advocated by some of the most rabid expon-
ents of that theory. In fact there are again
so many points of dissimilarity between the
two conditions that their relationship is ren-

dered extremely doubtfid. Recent investi-

gations have shown the following points of

dilference. Eclampsia occurs most frequent-
ly in primipara. Parturient paresis occurred
in primiparous cattle only six times in a thou-
sand cases. Eclampsia occurred in all kinds
of surroundings, parturient jmresis only in

badly housed cattle. Eclampsia occurs inde-

pendent of diet, parturient paresis especially

in overfed cattle. Eclampsia is not contag-

ious whereas pai’turient paresis will often

spread through a stable. Eclampsia is char-
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aetei'ized by convulsions, parturient paresis

never sliows convulsions. Under the circum-

stances it is fair to assume that the mammary
origin of eclampsia is still a matter of doubt
at least.

The prophylactic treatment of this condi-

tion is based of course upon the assumption
that the iiregnant woman is in charge of her

physician for at least three montlis before con-

finement and as this is true in only a small

minority of labor cases at present, it is futile

to go into great detail in regard to this part

of the subject.

Careful attention to all that is included

the hygiene of pregnancy should bring a wo-
man to full term in safety in the majority
of cases. Careful and frecpient examination
of the urine should be resorted to especially

in the last two months, noting the total ex-

cretion in twenty-four hours and the percent-

age of urea. This is now considered of more
importance than the detection of small quan-

tities of albumen. A record of the blood-

l^ressure is a valuable aid in prophylaxis,

especially in those obscure cases that do not

show the ordinary kidney symptoms. A blood

pressure above 135 m.m. should be recognized

as a sign of danger, if above 150 m.m. as in-

dicating danger of eclampsia and if in addi-

tion attended by beginning blindne.ss as a

positive indication for interrupting the pi’eg-

nancy in order to protect the mother from
eclampsia.

In the curative treatment, the profession is

unfortimately again divided into two camps,

one class advocating immediate delivery, and
the other nouiuterferenee. As the condition is

undoubtedly due to the presence of a fetus in

the uterus of the mother and as the eclamptic

attacks in most instances cease after the deliv-

ery of the child, therefoi-e the advocates of the

active treatment claim that delivery should

be effected at once under all circumstances.

Those believing in the more conservative pol-

icy claim that forcible delivery is an added
shock to a patient already in profound shock,

secondly that the echnnptic condition general-

ly brings on labor and relaxation of the cer-

vix and in due time delivery takes place with-

oiit resort to unusual measures. Those in

favor of a conservative policy can follow the

methods of Stroganoff, Hirst or Edward P.

Davis.

Stroganoff, the distinguished Russian ob-

•stetrieian, presents a mortality of only 7 per

cent, in 700 cases of eclampsia, treated upon
the following plan.

This method aims to prevent tlie convuls-

ions by reducing the irritability of the nerv-

ous system and producing sleep by narcotics,

watching over the regular action of the heart

lungs and kidneys, administering oxygen in

abundance, keeping the patient under the in-

fluence of morphine and chloral, and only re-

sorting to delivery, if absolutely necessaiy.

One-fourth grain of morphine is first given,
follo'Wed in one hour by thirty grains of
chloral, chloroform being used in the mean
time to control the convulsions if necessary.
Another 1-4 grain of morphine is given the
third hour, then chloral at intervals of three
to six hours, the idea being to give sufficient

of these narcotics to absolutely control the
convulsions, to gain time for elimination, to

await spontaneous delivery or finally to re-

sort to any of the recognized means to that
end.

Hirst’s treatment 'which is described in de-

tail in his text-book, is based upon the control
of the convulsions with chloroform, the re-

duction of blood pressure and beginning elim-
ination by veratrum viride, the use of gastric

lavage and the introduction into the stomach
of two ounces of castor oil and two to four
drops of croton oil for brisk purgation. Hot
vapor baths or the hot pack, for 30 minutes
every four hours, for diaphoresis. One pint
of normal saline under the breast every 8
hours for diuresis, if the veratrum viride
does not effect the blood pressure sufficiently,

then a resort to venesection and under ordi-

nary circumstances allow labor to occur spon-
taneously.

Edward P. Davis has the patient kept un-
der chloroform during the convulsions. If the

patient is in labor with the cervix 2-3 dilated

then he completes the delivery as soon as pos-

sible, otherwise he allows nature to take its

course. If the patient is not to be delivered,

then he resorts to venesection followed by
intra-venous transfusion of normal saline,

stomach lavage and hot packs. If the blood
pressure still remains high then ten minims of

veratrum viride are given and are repeated

as often as necessary to keep down the blood

pressure,.

It is well to state here, that recent investi-

gations have shown that chloroform causes

the same pathological changes in the liver

that are seen in eclampsia and that according-

ly in this condition ether, is the safer anes-

thetic.

It was also taught formerly, that morphine
is especially contraindicated in eclampsia be-

cause it still further diminishes the secretions.

One of the advocates of the morphine trear-

ment gives sufficient of the narcotic, until tlie

respirations are reduced to twelve a minute
and he claims that the lack of secretion in the

eclamptic is due to vaco-motor contraction in-

duced by irritation of the central nervous sys-

tem and under such circumstances morphine
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j)ro(luces vaso-motor relaxation, increased

excretions and lowered Idood pressure.

>jinke is another advocate of the conserva-

tive treatment and practically claims that the

convulsions should he treated and the preg-

nancy let alone. He believes in medical meas-

ures entii’ely and presents statistics of thirty

cases with a maternal mortality of 13.3 per

cent, in which the treatment was limited to

veratrum viride, hot baths, gentle catharsis

and a strict milk diet.

As eclampsia is essentially a disease asso-

ciated with pregnancy in the later months of

gestation and as all that we practically know,

is that the condition is due to faidty elimina-

tion of some poison circulating in the blood,

it has always seemed to me, that the presence

of such a large tumor, the i)regnant uterus

with its fetus and liquor amnii, weighing
easily from 12 to 15 pounds must interfere

seriously with proper elimination, even under
ordinary circumstances, therefore it has al-

ways been my custom to try to deliver the pa-

tient, as the first step in the treatment of

eclampsia. Accordingly when the eclamptic

attack oceiirred at or near term I proceeded
more or less in the following manner.

Under ether anesthesia, venesection is prac-

ticed, a pint or more of blood being with-

drawn from one arm. Sinudtaneously if the

operation is being performed in an hospital

then normal saline is introduced intravenous-

ly into the other arm. If the case is con-

ducted in a private house then normal saline

solution is introduced into the rectum. In

this way elimination is practically begun as

the first step in the treatment, as a pint or

more of blood saturated with eclamptic poison

is absolutely removed from the system and
the rest of the poison remaining in the circu-

lation, still further diluted by the normal sa-

line solution introduced. Under surgical

anesthesia then, with no resistance on the

part of the patient, full manual dilatation of

the cervix is then practiced, podalic version

performed, the child and placenta delivered

and the utenis irrigated with hot normal sa-

line solution.

The opponents to delivery of the child in

this condition claim that the necessary ma-
nipidations will incite additional convulsions

and result in shock. It has been my experi-

ence that under deep surgical anesthesia with

ether, the convulsions are controlled, the pa-

tient is completely relaxed and all the manip-
ulations for delivery can be promptly carried

out without resistance on the part of the ])a-

tient. After delivery with the burden of the

heavy uterus removed, it is fair to assume
that the eliminating organs can functionate

more effectively than before. The patient is

now in a. safer condition, and further meas-

ures can now be used with more deliberation.

For instance the writer prefers then to give a

five grain dose of calomel followed in due time

l)y tablespoon doses of Jxochelle salts until

free watery purgation has resulted, rather

than resort to that drastic purgative, croton

oil, which in some cases that the writer has

seen irritated the lower bowel, that in later

days the patient suffered more from the in-

flamed rectum, than from the eclamptic at-

tack. I have met with no cases in my experi-

ence in which the patient after delivery could

not take such medication by the mouth. In

addition, after puragtion is established, the

bowel should be irrigated with normal saline

solution or with plain water if the kidneys are

much affected, and in this way the toxines

that are set free in the intestinal canal are

flushed out of the system. In addition if nec-

essary hot wet or dry packs are used several

times a day and if the urine is scanty, infus-

ion of digitalis with sweet spirits of nitre is

administered. The patient in the mean time
is kept upon an absolute milk diet. If the at-

tack occurs in the earlier months of preg-
nancy, then it is more advisable to follow a
waiting policy and under those circumstances
the writer controls the convulsions with a pre-

liminaiy dose of 1-4 grain of morphine, sup-
plemented from time to time with chloral and
bromide Of potassium per rectum. Elimina-
tion is then started and practiced with delib-

eration as outlined for full term cases and in

soine eases delivery is not effected until a

week or two after the onset of the trouble. In
all instances, however, in the writer’s experi-
ence, evacuation of the uterus finally became
necessary.

The value of veratrum viride in the medic-
al treatment of eclampsia has always been a

mooted point in a discussion of this subject.

Veratrum viride acts as a depressor on the

vaso-motor centres, the result being a dilata-

tion of the blood vessels and in consequence its

action in eclampsia is practically due to a

wide diffusion of the poison existing in the
blood, in the capillaries of the system and a

corresponding cardiac depression. In order
to be effective and to prevent convulsions the

pulse must be kept at sixty or below, so that

the patient is practically too Aveak to have
convulsions. The writer has used it effective-

ly, in several eases, but always with dread
and very much prefers the, to him. more ra-

tional method of venesection, Avhere a definite

amount of poisonous blood is at once removed

from the body instead of having it scattered

over wider areas as with veratnim viride.

Williams tried it in a series of cases and

found no advantage in its use and at times it
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resulted in an alarming fall of blood pres-

sure. Even Edgar, who is an ardent advo-

cate of its use, states that unless the drug is

used with great care, it may prodiice fatal

results. He cites, especially, one case in

which there was a fall of 146 m.m. in blood

pressure in three hours, from 30 minims of the

tincture and the patient was in profound col-

lapse. The greatest difficulty in the use of

veratrum arises from the fact that the vari-

ous authors indiscriminately ixse the U. S. P.

tincture, fluid extract and Norwood’s tincture,

all under the name veratrum and consequent-

ly the inexperienced imist be greatly confus-

ed when first attempting to ixse it. Further-

more veratrum viride is used so infrequently

that, unless the physician carries his supply
in small original bottles, he is very apt to use

large doses of a weak or inert preparation
without result.

The writer in his treatment of eclampsia,

as in all other obstetrical complications, is

an advocate of surgical measures and it is his

belief that no true progress will be made in

that still most neglected branch of medicine,

obstetrics, unless such surgical measures are

thoroughly established. In spite of such a be-

lief in surgical obstetrics, the writer can see

no justification for Cesarean section in

eclampsia. If the attack occurs in the seventh
or eighth month of pregnancy, then the con-

vulsions can be readily controlled by narcotics

according to the method of Stroganoff, there

is no indication and nothing is to be gained
by a hurried operative deliver}". At full term
a competent obstetrician will always be able

to deliver the eclamptic woman through the

vaginal route under normal conditions. If

the condition is complicated by contracted
jxelvis or obstructing tumor then it must be
remembered that the operative delivery is per-

formed on accoixnt of these complications and
not on account of the eclampsia. In eases of

this kind the surgeon without obstetrical ex-

oerience should at least consult with an ex-

{)erienced obstetrician before subjecting a wo-
nan to such an formidable operation.

DISCUSSION.

Virgil E. Simpson, Louisville: While I have

been much interested in the advent of xVbder-

halden's methods of biologic tests as applied to

the diagnosis of pregnancy, I feel greater con-

cern in the therapeutic possibilities, through its

application, in the toxemias and particularly

that of eclampsia. In fact, as Schwartz has well

said,
‘

‘ the diagnosis of pregnancy is only a trif-

ling part of this work.”

In order to better understand its application to

eclampsia as well as other toxemias, let us brief-

ly recall the essentials upon which Abderhalden ’s

epoch-making work rests. Tlie protoplasm of

cells in one organ differs from that of others

both chemically and physically, hence the dif-

ference in function.

Each cell in the body conducts its own meta-

bolism.

Communication of products of cell activity

between different organs is possible through the

medium of the blood.

Under normal conditions the composition of

the protein products of cell-groups entering the

blood current are foreign to the blood and must
be reduced to their original components, viz

:

Amino- acids, before they can enter the blood

without disturbance.

Substances not so reduced are spoken of as

blood foreign material, and the system responds

to tlicir entrance by the mobilization of fer-

ments, commissioned to split up such foreign jaro-

tein material.

Each enzyme is active only against the sub-

stance which causes its formation.

A proteolytic ferment has been found to be

present in the blood serum of pregnant women
and upon its presence rests his sero-diagnosis

of pregnancy.

Abderhalden 's theory is that free chorionic

villi of an implanted ovum induce in the matern-

al organism a reaction which produces digestng

ferments for placental tissue.

Now for the application. It is not irrational

to conclude that in eclampsia the formation of

protective ferments is deficient and hence intra-

vascular digestion of placental protein is suf-

ficiently imperfect to permit the accumulation of

this blood-foreign material resulting in the symp-

toms-complex termed eclampsia.

Dienst has made some interesting observations

on the blood changes in eclampsia. He found

the plasma to be markedly deficient in albumin;

even during pregnancy of otherwise normal wo-

men the amount of albumin was below normal.

Coupled with this deficiency of serum-globulin

was an excess of fibrinogen which results in a

deficiency of antithrombin thus allowing the

blood to become overladen with thrombin. Ex-

periments showed that vessel cramp results from

excessive fibrin ferment, the emunctories show

inefiiciency in consequence and the system be-

comes flooded with fibrin ferment and fibrinogen.

Since the placenta produces fibrin ferment the

relief from eclampsia on delivery is understood

on this hypothesis.

Another interesting postulate is presented by

our recognition of the pathogenic importance of

secretions from pathologically altered gland sub-

stances. We must now recognize not only hypo

and hypersecretion but also morbid secretion as

well, wliich may consist of altered or unfinished

substances from a gland. These not being

“ripe” for the blood, as it were, act as blood-for-
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eign material and in the ease of pregnancy may

produce the eclampsia.

These interesting findings suggest the possibil-

ity in the near future of a therapeusis with a

serum from patients having large quantities of

“protective ferments” or from animals so

treated as to immobilize these ferments.

The chapter on eclampsia will be entirely re-

written in the near future and the subject taken

out of the realm of the speculative.

Edward Speidel, Closing) : I have nothing to

say except the theory propounded by Dr. Simp-

son (Abderhalden’s theory) is an extremely re-

cent one and has not been subjected to tests as

yet, consequently I did not include it in my paper

as one of the supposed causes of eclampsia.

BUTTERMILK AS A THERAPEUTIC
AGENT.*

By E. L. Gowdy, Canipbellsville.

From the time sandal-footed solons traced

tlie records of their culture and progress on

the obelisks of ancient Egypt to the present

time, investigators, whether they be poets,

priests or scientists, have been searchers after

the mysteries of the prolongation of life. In-

deed, in ancient times the mission of the doc-

tor was not to prevent disease but to prolong
life. The really great doctors in the early his-

tory of medicine were not those who set bones,

sewed wounds, shaved the nobility and cut

hair, but rather those alchemists who, in their

crudely equipped laboratories, divided their

time between searching for the Philosopher’s

Stone and the Elixir of Perpetual Life.

Other scientists in this early period thought
this eternal life substance was something that

could not be made with hands, and every
schoolboy is acquainted with the name of

Ponce de Leon, that aged adventurer whose
last days were consumed in a search for the
fountain of perpetual youth.

In spite of the high-powered microscope of
science in general, the mystery of life remains
about as much of a mystery to-day as it was
in the days of Hippocrates. Is the little mass
of protoplasm that quivers and vibrates un-
der the microscope and that can be formed in

the laboratory, Life? Is this little speck of

protoplasm and the thousands upon thou-

sands of little particles piled ontop of each
other the only thing that separates the ameba
from the man ?

The protozoa, if protected from chernic,

thermic and bacteric changes, lives forever.

It is true the same cell does not remain for-

ever stationary, as after a few hours the one
cell divides into two, the two into four, and
so on in geometric proportion, but the origin.

al cell for this reason, while it undergoes

changes, never loses its identity.

The great destroyers of the cells of the hu-

man body are the poisons that are generated

in the intestinal canal by bacteria, of which

the bacillus coli communis is probably the

chief offender. This fact led Professor

kletehinkoff, that modern Ponce de Leon of

science, to believe that if something could be

discovered that would counteract these poi-

sons or destroy the bacteria we would be on

the road to a long deferred aid age. AVe are

all acquainted with his lactic acid treatment,

the result of his investigations and experi-

ments.

Thus it would seem that the bacillus coli

communis, that less than a dozen years ago
was considered a necessary and harndess or-

ganism, associating itself 'with us immediately
after birth and remaining with us till our dy-
ing day, was man’s greatest enemy; and ex-

cluding it, except for accidental death (con-
sidering death form other bacteria accident-
al)

;
we might live forever as the elixir of

life is to be found in somethingthat would
overcome the toxemia of the colon bacillus.

There is no doidd but that aixtotoxemia is the
great cause of cell destruction, and for this

reason, from another point of vieiw, we must
look upon the colon bacillus as our greatest
friend. If it were not for something to pro-
hibit cell multiplication the human body
would soon become a monster too large for
earth.

But even granting we could conquer the
colon bacillus, what is the unknown, unseen
and unfathonable sornething that causes the
protozoa after it has undergone numberless
sub-divisions to begin to change in size and
shape till some cells go to form bone, others
muscle and skin? AVe dissect from the body
a bundle of nerves. They look alike

;
they are

of the same cellular and chemical composition,
yet some of these nerves will carry a message
from the brain, others to the brain. AVhat is

it that causes the grain of corn to sprout, ma-
ture and die in one short season, the oak to
live its 500 or 1000 years, and man to exist
his three score years and ten or a little longer
before he goes to his grave with his death
certificate signed “arterio-sclerosis” or some
other indefinite term ?

If there is any bacterium or chemical com-
pound that can overcome the natural decay
of the body (if there be such a thing as nat-
ural decay) it is still in the dreamland of sci-

ence. The neare.st thing thus far discovered
toward accomplishing this is the lactic acid

bacillus, but aside from this ultra-scientific

feature, there is no doubt but that we have a

powerful therapeutic agent in buttermilk.

The laity have long known its value; they
“feel good and grow fat on it, and indeed, itRe.id before the Taylor County Medical Society.
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does contain a good deal of nourislnnent, but

like the proprietai’v food advertiser, the}' give

too much credit to the buttermilk, and not

enough to the food they eat for which the but-

termilk prepares the way. Painters use it for

lead colic, and drunkards have long been ac-

quainted with its value. i\Iany doctors find

it an excellent preparation, both locally and
internally, in the treatment of erysipelas.

Whether its action is due to the antiseptic

action of the lactic acid or its property of sup-

plying food to the infection is not known, but

there is no doubt but that it is a helpful and

soothing application. Occasionally we hear

of a fond mother who has been brought out

of the slough of despair when her marasmic

J'aby begins to thrive on buttermilk. It is

not the purpose of this paper to discuss but-

termilk as an infant food except to say in

passing that as such it is a disapiiointment.

In the adult it supplies in increased amounts

what nature is always supplying and in this

way makes the intestinal tract better able to

take care of the food ingested. The average

individual has a very hazy idea of the process

food goes through before the waste ma-

terial is ready for expulsion. The elementary

physiological facts of the phenomenon of di-

gestion are but the beginning of that more

complex physiology that is still more or less

of a scientific mysteiw.

The intestinal tract is the home of a host of

so-called normal bacteria of wliich the bacil-

lus coli communis probably predominates.

Just what part, if any, these bacteria might

I)lay in the progress of digestion is not thor-

oughly understood, but there is no question

but that their activity under a number of

conditions plays an important part in the

utilization of food-products. The chief foods

for cell nutrition are the carbohydrates and

proteids; the carbohydrates which undergo

changes into sugar of the six-carbon chain

formation, will undergo fermentation; the

proteids, in the presence of bacteria, or rather

in the absence of sugar will undergo putre-

faction, and in this putrefactive process the

indols and skatols are formed that are so

deadly to the cell. In other words, so long as

there is plenty of sugar the bacteria will

draw on this source of food supply and the

result of this action will be an acid that might

be of benefit to the human economy, but in

the absence of sugar the bacteria will work on

the proteid with resulting products of putre-

faction. This is iMetchinkoff’s long life theory

in which he recommends the reduction of pro-

teid and the ingestion of lactic acid bacilli

to supply an acid medium, which would in-

hibit, to a certain extent at least, the putre-

factive action of normal intestinal bacteria.

In order to inhibit as much as possible the

poison forming action of the colon and other

intestinal bacteria, nature has placed a cer-

tain amoimt of normal lactic acid bacilli in

the bowel
;
she goes even further : the sugars,

as they split iip, also form lactic acid.

Thus it would seem that the two ways to

prevent putrefaction in the intestine is either

to supply a large amount of sugar or an acid

medium, of which the lactic acid bacillus is

the most available. What is -true of the

colon bacillus is also true of the action of

most of the pathogenic intestinal bacteria, the

most important ones being the bacillus dysen-
teriae both of Shiga and Flexner and the

bacilli ty])hosus.

As buttermilk is a cheap, agi’eeable and
convenient form to administer lactic acid, we
can readily understand the hope it holds out
not only as an elixir of long life, but as a

panacea for the acute diseases of the intestinal

canal.

Wounds.—Treatment.—Treat all wounds on
wliic-h great force has been exerted, and especial-

ly those contaminated by soil and dirt-covered

objects, as if infected witli gas bacilli. Leave
open where possilile and irrigate thoroughly with

peroxide. Bandage liglitly if at all. Inspect fre-

quently and irrigate often. On first sign of symp-
tom of infection, take smear and examine for

B. aerogenes eapsulatus. Open wound freely, if

sutured, and if on limb place latter in bath or ir-

rigate continuously. If condition extensive, ex-

pose field widely to air by free incisions. (Do

not emjdoy peroxide in full strengtli or inject

in confined spaces or directly under tissues.)

—

r ramp.

Wounds of face and hands should be closed

with subcuticular stitches, especially in women.
To prevent subsequent stretching of scar, close

superficial fascia with interrupted fine silk sutures

before applying subcuticular stitches. After in-

juries to soft parts of hand, cleanse quickly by

immersing in gasolene; after latter has evaporat-

ed, sterilize jiarts with tincture of iodine and al-

cohol.—Harper. *

Reinfection with Diphtheria.—Reiehe states

that the records of the Hamburg hospital show
394 cases of of diphtheria in the last seven years,

in which there has been a preceding attack of the

same disease in previous years. In the last two

years, of the 4,761 diphtheria patients, 5.8 per

cent, were known to have had a previous attack

;

the largest proportion, 10.9 and 15.8 per cent.,

were in young adults up to 25, and in adults be-

tween 25 and 50. In an additional 1.6 per cent.,

the second attack of diphtheria was evidently

merely a relapse. The data presented confirm the

absence of any immunization by a single attack

of diphtheria. There were more cases of diph-

theria in Hamburg in 1911 than at any time since

1895; 573 of the 4,761 cases in the last two years

terminated fatally.
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ORIGINAL ARTICLES

SOME EXPERIENCES WITH PHYLA-
COGENS.

By Osc.tR AV. Doyle, Louisville.

In presenting this paper on the subject of

some of my experiences with phylacogens, I

wish it to be distinctly understood that I am

not waiving, in any way whatever, -ray faith

in autogenous vaccines. Neither, as a remedi-

al agent, have I entirely lost faith in stock

vaccines, although my experience has proven
to me that the results obtained from stock

vaccines do not warrant as great faith as we
may have in autogenous vaccines and phyla-

cogens. In my work, phylacogens have pro-

duced such uniform, complete and satisfac-

tory results, that I think they may properly

be supposed to he thoroughly standardized.

Owing to the limit of time which one may con-

sume with a })aper of this kind (it would not

he proper, especially since phylacogens are so

well known and have given such widespread
satisfaction) for me to take up your time in

telling anything of the many reasons which
may he given for assuming the standardiza-

tion of this product, nor to say anything con-

cerning the method of production.

T Avi.sh to impress upon you that it is not
my desire to in any way advertise any firm,

nor any line of products, but the fact that

phylacogens have proven such a powerful aid

in my own work justifies me in a.ssuming that

a description of my e.xpericnce may prove of

some assistance to any who may wish, to fall

in line and obtain the same results.

METHOD OF ADMINISTRATION.

Aly experience has been confined entirely to

the subcutaneous use of phylacogens. I

might say I have long been of the opinion
that anything which iiroduces such a radical
change within the blood current had best not
be administered intravenously, unless absolute
control of the patient, under hospital regime,
or under conditions very similar thereto, can
be obtained.

After trying numerous sites of loose tissue,

I have found the most satisfactory area for
the injection of phylacogens, to be the loose

tissue between the scapulae, or just beneath
them. In some selected eases the loose tissue

about the buttocks may be chosen with advan-
tage, although great care must be exercised
to avoid too deep an injection, because of the
likelihood of puncturing a small vein, thereby
obtaining too rapid absorption, in Avhich event
it would be virtually an intravenous injecft-

ion, an accident that will not occur if proper
precautions are observed.

The size of the dose is best determined, I

believe, by individual experience. Personal-
ly, I rarely begin wilh a dose larger than 2

C.C.. although in some cases I make the intitial

dose much smaller. The dosage must be reg-

ulated, in a large measure, not only by the
general reaction, but by the local reaction as

well. The elevation of temperature, tlie in-

crease in the pulse rate and respiratory rate,

are invaluable aids in gauging the degree of

reaction. The degree of genera! malaise and

aciiing is a good guide to the correctness of

the dose. 1 have always found it advisable,

whore the malaise and aching continues, to
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wait from 48 to 72 hours before repeating
the dose.

The precautions I have enumerated are of

great importance. As I will point out to you
later, the correctness of the diagnosis is most
essential, and the selection of the proi^er

phylacogen is of the utmost importance.
Great care must he exercised in keeping the

patient under control, not only during the
time that we are waiting for the reaction
from the phylacogen, but also in carrying out
any instructions that we may have given
them. Tn the presence of heart and kidney
lesions, if phylaeogens are used, a smaller
dosage is in order; I have found it wise to

keep the reaction down to a minimum.
During the menstrual period the use of

phylaeogens should be avoided, as it is well
known that the reaction dui-ing this period is

very distressing, and will oftentimes cause
the patient to refuse further treatment.

I wish to cite a few results that I have ob-
tained in a number of selected cases. In some
of these cases, as a matter of exj^erimentation,
I have deviated widely from the usual meth-
ods of using phylaeogens. I will also give
you my experience in some cases in Avhich the
use of phylaeogens has not been successful.

hile, on the whole, they have proven bene-
ficial in my hands, I have had some cases that
have not been beuefitted by their use

; conse-
quently. I believe a recital of these will be of
some value, and in citing them I will give you
the reasons, as I saw them, for the failure of
the phylaeogens. although in some cases I
could find no apparent reason. Will be
frank enough, which I believe is somewhat
unusual, to tell you that in two cases where
they failed, I was absolutely mistaken in the
diagnoses. This I think should be told in
fairness to you and the remedv as well.

Group I. In a series of fifteen cases of
acute gonorrhea, the five cases composing this
group were treated with phylacogen from the
start, with no medicinal aids, but with in-
sTruetions to the patient to drink plenty of
water and abstain from alcohol in any form,
together with the other usual rules govern-
ing the conduct of these patients. In each in-
stance there was slight diminution of the
urethral discharge within the first forty-eight
hours, but at the end of eight days there had
been no further improvement. I then resort-
ed to the treatment described in the thiial
group of this series. »

Group II. In the second five ca.ses, phyla-
cogen was used from the start, together with
a simple cleansing urethral irrigant. consist-

ing of glyeothymoline. boric acid and watei-.

In this group within four days the discharge
had diminished until only a drop could be
seen now and then, and this condition ])ersist

ed until, at the end of two weeks, the treat-

ment given in the last grouj) of this series was
instituted.

Group III. In the last group of five cases

I)hylacogen was used from ttie start, together

with an urethral irrigant composed of glyeo-

thymoliiie and boric acid, and in addition the

injection of a ten ]>er cent, solution or argyrol

three times a day. In this groiip the dis-

charge was noted by the end of the second
week. However, the treatment was continued
for ten days after it stopped, and no further

discharge was noted. These cases were con-

tinued under observation for four weeks, and
a precautionary round of phylacogen was ad-

ministered. In the other three cases, one
showed a disappearance of the discharge in

three weeks, and the other two in four weeks.

The end results were the same as in the first

two eases. Except in one case, there was no
involvement of the seminal vesicles, nor, so

far, has there been any evidence of stricture.

In five cases in which I used mixed infect-

ion phylacogen splendid results 'were obtain-

ed.

FIVE C.VSES TREATED WITH MIXED INFECTION

PHYLACOGEN. (m. I. P.)

All of these cases, in addition to the use

of phylacogen, Avere treated Avith the usual

surgical care Avhicli should be given to all

eases.

Case I. Mr. C. D., age tA\’enty-fiAm
;
four

fingers left hand mashed in machine. Hand
dressed with antiseptic dressing. At end of

thirty-six hours there Avas slight amount of

pus; temperature 99 1-2 degrees F. Examin-
ation of discharge shoAA’ed mixed infection. A
dose of 2 c.e. of mixed infection phylacogen

AA'as given; no reaction observed. At end of

twenty-four hours, temperature Avas 100 1-2

degrees F., 3 c.e. was giA'en. reaction occurred

in four hours. By this I mean, the first symp-
toms of the reaction Avere noted in this time

;

temperature eleA'ated to 101 degrees. F. At
the end of twenty-four hoiu-s the temperature
Avas normal but another dose of 3 c.c. Avas

given 'which produced the symptoms of re-

action in four hours, during AAdiich the temp-
erature arose to 100 4-5 degrees F. In five

days there AA'as no further temperature notic-

ed but an additional 3 c.c. AA'as giA'en. This

ease made an uninterrupted reovery.

Cas II. iMr. IT. S., age thirty-seven, hand
mashed in machine. Not seen by physician un-

til three days after accident. Temperature
192 degrees F. and there Avas a A'ery slight

discharge of pus. Three c.e. mixed infection

phylacogen Avas given. Symptoms of react-

ion Avas A'ery severe; in tAventy-four hours the

tem])crature AA'as 100 4-5 degrees F., 3 c.c. Avas

given, Avith same reaction and conditions not-

ed, In tAventy-four hours temperature Avas
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normal but an additional 2 e.c. was given and
in three days an additional 2 e.c. was given.

Improvement made and an uniuterrujited re-

covery.

Case III. IMr. K. 0., Avhite, age thirty; fin-

gers right hand badly lacerated and mashed
in press. AVounds irrigated with a five per
cent iodine solution and dressed with antisep-

tic dressing. Failed to report for three days,

giving as his reasons that he felt too had to

come to the physician. At this time the temp-
erature Avas 104 degrees F. He was ordered to

bed and given 3 c.e. mixed infection phyla-
cogeu

;
no reaction symptoms were noticed.

At the end of twenty-four hours, temperature
105, 5 c.e. given

;
reaction symptoms noticed

in six houi-s, (aching, etc.) Temperature
iseended to 106 degrees F.

;
general symptoms

vvere very severe. At the end of twenty-four
hours temperature 103 degrees F., 5 c.e. was
given reaction symptoms occurring in five

hours; general symptoms severe, Caching,
slight diarrhaea- temperature 106. In twen-
ty-four hours temperature 100 degrees F., 5

c.e. again given; reaction symptoms noted in

eight hours temperature 101. joint aching se-

vere. At the end of twenty-four hours temp-
erature was normal. 3 c.e. was given at this

time
;
patient states that if he had any react-

ion it failed to wake him up. In three days 3
C.C. again given, reaction very mild. I^ninter-

rupted and uneventful recovery.

Case IV. Miss E. K., age forty-one; furun-
cles of neck, right shoulder, and arm. Temp-
erature 103 degrees F., 2 c.c. mixed infection

phylaeogen Avas given, reaction symptoms no-

ticed in three hours; temperature 103; gen-
eral aching A^ery seAmre. At the end of tAven-

ty-four hours temperature 100 degrees F., 4
e.c. administered

;
reaction sA'mptoms noticed

in four.hours; temperature 104 degrees F.

;

slight diarrhoea and general muscular aching
At the end of tAventy-four hours, temperatiare
98 4-5 degrees F.

;
general improA^ement mark-

ed. Considerable impi'OA’’ement of the fur-

uncles, noticed in forty'-eight hours, and an
additional 4 e.c. AA-as administered AA'ith react-

ion occurring in four hours, temperature 101
degrees F.

;
some diarrhea and aching fairly

seA'ere. This case made an uninterrupted re-

coA'ery.

Case F. Air. AI. D., age sixty-five, leg had-
Iv bruised by heavy Aveight falling on same.
A marked varieosit.A' of both legs had been no-

ticed for several years. First seen thirt.v

hours after accident. Great aceumulation of

dirt and necrotic tissues in aa-ouiuI. Two e.c.

mixed infection phylaeogen administered
;
no

reaction. In tAA’entA'-four hours, temperature
101 1-2 degrees, 4 e.c. administered; i-eaction

in six hours; temperature 103 degi'ees F. ; no
other symptoms of reaction noticed. In twen-
ty-four hours temperature 100 degrees F.; 3

e.c. administered, mild reaction noticed in

four hours; temperature arose to 101 degi’ees

F. At end of tAventy-four hours temperature
normal. Taa’o c.c. Avas given in two days and
repeated in three days. AVas given 2 c.c. in

two days and an additional 3 e.c. in four days.

The recovery of this ease was slow, chiefly, as

I believe, because of the age of the patient

and the had circulation due to the varieos-

ity.

Phylaeogen Avas of undoubted benefit in all

of these cases and Avliile the reactions AA’ould

have been greater Avith larger doses; I am
convinced that a little larger dose, or the
small dose more freipiently administered
Avould have produced a more desirable result

In reporting two cases of erysipelas I am '

not going to take the time to go into the min-
utae. One ease gave a marked result of re-

cession and beginning convalescence at the
end of forty-eight hours. The second case I

mention chiefly to emphasize the necessity of
a correct diagnosis. This ease I took to be
one of simple mixed infection and so used a

mixed phylaeogen Avithout obtaining any ap-
parent results; Avhen I discovered that I had
been entirely mistaken and had a case of er.y-

sipelas to deal with. The administration of
the erysipelas phylaeogen gave most happy
results and in three days a most profound and
marked improvement Avas noticed in the pa-
tient with idtimate reeoA’ery.

In three cases of rheumatism treated Avith

rheumatic phylaeogen only one had any
“arthritis deformans.” In this case the use
of the rheumatic phylaeogen Avas not attend-
ed by any beneficial results at the beginning,
b'ecause of the failure of the patient to ans-
AA’er in the affirmatiA’e any questions relative

to the existence of a prior gonorrhea. After
obtaining this histoi-y a straight autogenous
vaccine, obtained from the urine failed to

give results. IIoweA’er, as soon as the phyla-
cogen and gonori-hoea A’aeeines Avere giA’en in

alternating doses, each twenty-four hours,
marked benefit Avas noticed. One other of the
cases Avas a straight ease of inflammatory
rheumatism, Avith marked SAvelling of all of
the joints, and there was marked enemia.
The rheumatic phylaeogen gave slight bene-
fit and upon a l)lood report Ave used the hypo-
dermic interjection of the I. P. & S. ampules.
The use of the same seemed to suppl.A’ that

element of the treatment Avhich A\'as lacking
and an uninterrupted recoverA* A\-as obtain-

ed. This ease has been under obserA’ation foi-

nearly a year during Avhich time no rheumatic
s.vmptoms nor an.v rheumatic secpiela have
been noted.

In closing. I wish to mention, l)riefly, five

eases, in which 1 have been using tub(M’CuIosis

])hA’laeogen, ex[)erimentall.v. This j)hylacogen

is jAurely experimental as yet, not having
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been placed upon the market, but since the

results in each ease have been so very similar,

I thought it might not l)e amiss for me to men-
tion a few facts.

In each ease a dose of eight minims of the

tubercmlosis phylacogen was administered,

and because of the prolonged aching that fol-

lowed, I have never repeated the dose in less

than forty-eight hours. In none of these

eases has tlie local reaction been veiy mark-
ed until after a dosage of 1 e.c. or more had
been reached. In each case, following the re-

action, there has been an increase in the cough
and in the amount of expectoration during
the twenty-four hours following the injection.

After this time the cough would gradually
subside and the amount of expectoration de-

crease. After the fifth injection the cough
and quantity of expectoration have not been
changed to any marked degree, although every
case has exhibited a constantly diminishing
cough and a lessening quantity of sputum.
In every case the patient have commented up-
on the improvement they have noted in their

general condition, as well as the marked im-

provement in appetite. Two of these cases

have been reporting regularly at my office

and have shown a gradual increase in weight.

Each case showed an absence of temperature
during the second twentyfour hours follow-

ing the injection, and where the injection was
repeated within fortyeight houi*s, there has
been no elevation of temperature except dur-

ing the reaction period.

From present indications, I am of the oi^in-

ion that at some fixture date I shall have the

pleasure of reporting some very interesting

statistics concerning these tuberculous cases,

and to show, at least, a very remarkable im-
provement in each case.

DISCUSSION.

Jno. B. Richardson. Jr. The only (iue.stiou tliat

occins to me is, how the essayist arrived at the

conclusion that the phylacogen was what cured

his patients. I treat a good many infected cases

and have never used idiylacogens, b.ut neverthe-

less most of them get well. In such injuries as

mashed fingers, toes, etc., T depend niion the use

of iodin when the patient is first seen. I do
not mean to be understood as saying that the

phylacogens are of no value, but the reaction fol-

lowing their administration is so severe that I

have not used them. I depend entirely u])on the

use of iodin, and have obtained uniformly good
results in the treatment of conditions mentioned
by the essayist.

Harry J. Phillips: Dr. Doyle appears to ha\e
had considerable more experience in the use of

phylacogens than have most of us. T have had

some experience with the rheumatism, mixed in-

fection and erysipelas i)hylacogens, and it has

been mj' observation that, ivhen properly admin-

istered in selected cases, tliey will practically

always have a beneficial effect.

The most important thing in connection with

the use of phylacogens is a correct diagnosis, and

especially is this true in rheumatism. We know
that heretofore we have l)een prone to class un-

der the head of rheumatism nearly all of the

aches and pains that human flesh is heir to; we
have called “rheumatism” many things that

were not duo to the streptococcus rheumatieus,

but in conditions that are caused by this bacteria,

rheumatism jxhylacogen will do a great deal of

good. It will not, however, correct the deformity

in arthritis deformans; I have never seen any

benefit follow its use in cases of this kind that

were advanced?

The essayist is correct in advocating small

doses of phylacogens to begin with. It should be

administered in small doses, subcutaneously, in

order to test out any possible idiosyncrasy on the

part of the patient. If none develop, then the

dose can be rapidly increased.

It is true, as Dr. Richardson says, that in the

majority of cases the administration of phyla-

cogen is followed by a very severe reaction. It

acts upon the central nervous system, increases

the pulse rate and raises the temperature. The

pulse rate is frequently increased from 30 to 40

beats, and the temperature elevated from 1 to

5 degrees. I have had eases in which the reaction

was so severe as to shake the bed, and the fam-

ily and friends became greatly alarmed, but I

have never seen any permanently ill effects fol-

low the use of phylacogen.

I have also given phylacogens intravenously,

beginning with a small dose and increasing it to

as much as 1 c.c. I believe this can be done by al-

most any one after a little experience. It does

not require the technic that we have to practice

in giving an intravenous saline infusion; the

needle is introduced directly through the skin

into the vein, care being taken, however, to avoid

wounding the distal Avail of the vein. I have done

this on several occasions, and I believe almost

auA’ one can do it after a little practice.

This paper is especially interesting in vieAV of

the fact that the essayist has used five different

forms of phylacogen Avith uniform good results.

I Avish to again emphasise the fact that the most

essential ]iart of the treatment is to make an

accurate diagnosis; then you can select the

jAi'oper i)hylacogen and expect good results.

Jno. D. Allen: I believe that any agent, Avhich

can so devitalize bacteria that the A\diite blood

cells can digest at least tAvice as many of the

bacteria causing a given infection as formerly, is

a good remedy. There are several agents by

means of Avhich we can increase the resistance of

the ])atient and thus raise the opsonic index, but

the most direct Avay to raise the index of the pa-

tient is by the administration of vaccines or
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pliylafogens. Phylacogen is a vaccine. The only

way ill wliicli phylacogen differs from vaccine

is this: a vaccine contains dead bacteria and

some of their toxins; phylacogen does not con-

tain dead bacteria, but more of the toxin than is

contained in vaccine.

There are at least two ijift’erent kinds of bac-

teria which cause the two main classes of infect-

ion; namely, those bacteria which liberate an exo-

toxin and those which do not. In those infections

caused by bacteria which liberate an exotoxin, 1

think it is clearly evident that the disease con-

dition is due more to the toxemia than to the

bacteria themselves. This is plainly demonstrat-

ed in diphtheria where, although only a small

area is involved, the patient manifests a marked
toxemia. The same is true of infections caused

by the streptococcus, gonococcus and pneumococ-

cus. In this class of cases 1 think we should

treat the toxemia of the infection by the use of

antigen or antibodies made from the bacteria

that is causing it. It is a well known fact that

bacteria grown upon a bouillon culture liberate

greater quantities of toxin than do those grown
upon an artificial culture media. Tlierefore, a

phylacogen containing the bacterial toxin, and

made from a bouillon culture is the ideal remedy
in those conditions in which there is a marked
toxemia. However, in the other type of infect-

ion, caused by bacteria which do not liberate exo-

toxins, the ideal remedy would be an autogenous

phylacogen, or, rather, a mixture of phylacogen

and vaccine. An autogenous vaccine lias an ad-

vantage over a phylacogen in that we are em-
ploying a specific remedy to overcome a specific

infection. It is a well-known fact that there are

several different strains or types of the same
class of bacteria; for instance, there are half a

dozen different types of gonococci, twenty differ-

ent types of colon bacilli, and the same is true in

greater or less degree of various other classes of

bacteria. Therefore, when we make an autogen-

ous vaccine Ave get the specific type of bacteria

that is causing the infection; in other words, we
are using a specific remedy to treat a specific in-

fection. xVgain, I do not believe that mixed in-

fection vaccines or phylacogens should be used in

eases where Ave can make a specific diagnosis. It

has been demonstrated that the administration of

a mixed infection vaccine Avill lower the index

of the patient for a particular tj'pe of mfection.

Therefore, Avhere Ave can make a specific diag-

nosis, a specific vaccine should be used.

A. C. L. Percefull: I have enjoyed Dr. Doyle’s

paper very much indeed. 1 Avould like for him to

saj" in closing Avhether or not he has had any ex-

lierience Avith the phA'lacogens in a gouty dia-

thesis, Avhere the joints become enlarged and
painful.

J. RoAvan Morrison: It seems to me there must

be quite a good deal of difference between the re-

sults of laboratory experimentation and the clin-

ical experience of the many gentlemen who have

used this type of remedy. In a recent article by

Dr. Theobald Smith, of Harvard, he makes the

statement that he does not believe a life has ever

been saved by the use of vaccines, although he

admits the effect of the presence of these organ-

isms in raising the resistance of the host.

I agree Avith Dr. Allen Avhen he says that Ave

should make a specific diagnosis rather than to

run the risk of destroying the poAver of the body

to immunize itself by administering a mixture of

all forms of bacteria. I have seen a number of

cases in which phjTacogens had been used. One
man Avho Avas supposed to have been cured of

“rheumatism” Avas later relieved of his trouble

by anti-syphilitic treatment.

I hope Dr. Doyle Avill have better results in the

continued use of the tuberculin phylacogen than

did Dr. Barnes of the Rhode Island Sanitarium,

Avho reported something over a hundred cases in

vvhicli he had used tuberculin, and stated that

he had obtained just as good results in cases

Avhere he did not use it.

In one of his medical essays. Dr. Wendell
Holmes tells us of tlie “Weapon Ointment,”
an ointment that had great favor in tlie olden

times. It appears that this idea originated fii’st

someAvhat in the folloAving manner: If one was
Avounded Avith a Aveapon of any sort, it Avas be-

lieved that the application of the Aveapon to the

Avound Avould be very helpful. Later the idea be-

came preA'alent that it Avas not necessary to ap-

ph^ the Aveapon that caused the Avouiid, but an
image of a similar Aveapon Avould do as Avell, and
later it became prevalent to make ointments

and api^ly to the Avound. Finally some medical
man decided that it Avould be better to put the

ointment on the image of the Aveapon after Avash-

ing the Avound in clean Avater, tying it up in clean

cloths. HoAvever for a long time it Avas very
prevalent to apply tlie ointment to the image. The
ointments Avere made of various and sundry sub-

stances, some apparently very Avonderful. For
instance one is described as containing the moss
from the skull of a man hanged in cliains, and
various and sundry sulistances equally as ab-

surd.

Lord Bacon, Avhom we all knoAV Avas a very
Avise man for his time, speaking of this “Weapon
Ointment” said that he Avas not able to convince
himself tliat it Avas of anj- service at all, but on
the other hand he Avas not able to say it Avas use-

less, because so many 2Aersons of knoAvledge seem-
ed to think that it Avas of benefit.

It seems to me tliat in these days and times
Ave are in someAvhat similar quandary concerning
the administration of some of tliese neAv bio-

logical iirodu'cts.

Dunning S. Wilson: I avus iiarticularly inter-

ested in the essayist's reference to the use of

phylacogen in tulierculosis, because Ave Avclcome

Avith open arms anytliing that promises to aid us
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in the fight against this dread disease. There

are one or two suggestions I would like to make
to those who are tiwing out ijhylacogens, or anj'

other remedy, in connection with tuberculosis.

First, a period of at least two years must elapse

before we can draw any definite conclusions as to

the benefits to be derived from any remedy. Sec-

ondl}’, there must also be a control group of

cases that are not taking the remedy, as nearly

similar to the other group as possible. Further-

more, in each case a thorough examination must
be made, as well as careful analyses of all the

secretions of the body in order to preclude the

possibility of anj- otlier disease being i^resent. 1

think we can depend upon Dr. Dojde bringing in

an opinion only after the foregoing essentials

have been faithfully observed. The obsexwation

of three or four cases over a period of five or six

months is absolutely Avorthless," especially if ex-

aminations of the chest are not made at regular

intervals. Furthermore, the improvement must

be real; not apparent. We care nothing about a

gain in weight or a diminution in expectoration;

they are but sj-mptoms. What we do care about

is the amount of healing of the lungs that has

taken place. If that can be brought about by
the use of phylacogens or anything else, we
should be veiy glad indeed to have it presented to

us.

Oscar W. Doyle, (Closing) : I wish to say in

explanation that I simply mentioned the use of

tubex’culosis phylacogen because it is entirely an

advance in the tx’eatment of this condition. I

agx’ee xvith Dr. Wilsoix that xve caixixot be too cax-e-

ful in x’eporting the results obtained from axxy

remedy in the treatment of tubex’cnlosis. I very

frankly tell every tuberculous jxatiexxt that comes
uixder my care that I will be unable to give a

px’ogixosis of any kind xinder one 5'ear, and I be-

lieve two years should elapse before xve caix say

that xve have been able to obtain any permanent
x’esxxlts. Of eoxxrse, it is onl5' natxix-al, xvhen xve

see apparent impx-ovement result from any giveix

remedy, to alloxv our enthusiasm to rise to a

point from xvhieh xve may get a very sudden and
hard fall.

I hax’e not attempted to in any xvay compax’e

the results obtained from phylacogens xvith those

of autogenous vaccines. I have had some vex-y

happy resxxlts from the use of the latter, and I

tx’ied to make it plain in the paper that I have

xxot xvavered in my faith in them.

Like Dr. Richardson, I have had some vex-y

good resxxlts from the xxse of iodin in the tx’eat-

meixt of infected conditioixs, but in many cases

in xvhieh it xvas not efficacious 1 have been able

to get the desired results from the use of jdiyla-

cogens. “The proof of the pudding is in the

eating thereof,” and the prompt response to

phylacogen iix cases in xvhieh the use of iodin had

not been effective, certaitdy tends to prove that

the phylacogen produced the x-esults claimed for

it. As to the reactioxi, in the majority of cases I

administer small doses, and 1 have not observed
that it has been followed by such severe reactions

as are x’eported by some men. I believe that

large doses are neaxdy alxvays responsible for

these sevex-e reactioixs, and they are apt to de-

stroy the patients’ desix-e to take the treatment.

Xo one xvill conteixd that phylacogeix is a cure-

all, although the maix xvho originated them might
natui’ally be exjxected to be more entlmsiastic

thaix others xvho have not had the same results

that he claims to have had.

I have had ixo experiexice xvith the use of phyla-

cogens in a straight gouty diathesis.

I agree xvith Dr. John D. Allen in ex’ex-y point

he i-aised in his discussion. He mentioned the

most imi)ortaixt featxxre in connection with the

use of phvlacogeixs
;
xxamely, a cox-x-ect diagnosis.

We ax’e not justified in administering any form
of phylacogen iix a case xvhere xve have not been
able to establish an accurate diagixosis.

I have had some unusually brilliant results from
the use of phylacogens, and I have had some
equallx’ bi-illiant results from the xxse of auto-

geixous vacciixes, and I hojxe to same day be able

to compile these cases and compax’e them, each

xvith the other.

THE CAUSE OF INGUINAL HERNIA,
WITH SPECIAL REFERENCE TO
THE RELATION OF THE LONG
OR MAIN AXIS OF THE AB-
DOMEN TO ITS MORE
FREQUENT OCCUR-
RENCE ON THE
RIGHT SIDE.

By F. T. Fort, Louisville.

Hernia is a subject to xvhieh I have given a

great deal of thought for a number of years.

iMost of the literature, however, so far as I

have been able to ascertain, has dealt xvith the

cure rather than the cause of hernia. From
time to time I have xxmndered xvhat could be

at the beginning of this common surgical con-

dition. We all knoxv, from observation, that

inguinal hernia occurs more frequently upon
the right side than on the left, and statistics

shoxv the ratio is about 2 to 1. There has

been a great deal of discussion as to the rea-

son for this, and the question xvhether or not

all hernia are due to a congenital defect has

long been a mooted point, each school having
its advocates.

iMaeready^ repoi’ts a series of 17,538 cases of

inguinal hernia in the male, seen at the Truss

Society duifing the years 1888-90, of xvhieh

number 10,082 were I'ight, 6,630 left, and 826

double. He states that the proportion of right

to left hernia varies, not only according to

the kind of hernia and to the sex, but iix the
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same sex at different peiiods of life. The
j^reat preponderance of right hernia in early

chihlliood, and their high proportion until

after j)nl)erty, has long been supposed to be

connected with the descent of the testis
;
that

is with the later closure of the inguinal canal

on the right side. This influence appears to

lose its ascendanc}', after puberty, to some ex-

tent. The preponderance of right hernia

over left has been variously explained by the

iise of the right hand in preference to the left,

by the weiglit of the liver (Skenki), and by
the inclination of the mesentery towards the

right iliac fossa (\’’elpeau). The latter sug-

gestions appear to have been accepted by the

late Mr. Callender with respect to femoral
ruptures, and has been applied by IMr. Lock-
wood to explain, as Velpeau did, the pre-

dominance of right hernia in general.

Sir Astley Cooper^ conjectured the differ-

ence in frequency of right and left femoral
hernia, was owing to greater exertion being
made lapon tlie right side. A more probable
explanation was made by Knox, who thought
that the cause depended upon the larger ca-

pacity of the right side of the pelvis as com-
pared with the left. He says:

“In regard to the frequency of inguinal
hernia with relation of the different anomalies
of the testes, taken together, it is found that

it amounts to 2. 6 per cent, and the more
complete the arrest of develoijment, the larger

is the proportion of ruptures in early life.

In like manner, the ratio of right hernia to

left is greater in each group than in ordinary
cases, and the ratio is higher the more com-
plete the arrest of development. It has also

been observed that hernia, at whatever age
occurring, generally, though not invai’iably,

api^ears first on the same side as the ano-

maly.
’ ’

“Though complete or partial patency of

the processus vaginalis is regarded as an im-

portant predisposing cause of ruptures, at all

events of those in early life, it is a fact, if evi-

dence from examination of the dead be receiv-

ed, that hernia enters this passage in a -min-

ority of instances in which it remains open.”
According to Joseph Warren-, hernia is, as

a rule, more frequent on the right side than
the left, in the proportion of 7 to 4 or 5.

Schinki.ss thought it due to the larger lobe of

the liver l)eing on the right side
;
iMartin to

the inclination of the mesentei-y; Cloquet to

the in-edominanee of those who are right-

handed. Malgaigne doubts that right-hand-

edness has anything to do with the ])reponder-

ance of right hernia over left and l)y figures

seeks to show th.at hernia in right-handed
persons are more frecpiently on the left. Thus

of 313 inguinal hernias, forty were double,

and of the 273 remaining 171 were right and

102 left; while of the 273, oiie in eleven was
left handed.
Of 831,584 cases of hernia mentioned in the

report of the City of London Truss Society^

for 1823, 24,316 males and 586 females had
i-ight, and 14,006 males and 511 females had
left, inguinal hernia; the remainder "were

femoral.

Of 379 cases of inguinal hernia, reported
by John Wood^, in 1886. 219 were right, 128
left and 23 double.

In a report of 4,505 eases of inguinal hernia
by the New London Rupture Society®, in 1846,
4,382 were males, 2,509 avere right and 1,873
left; females, 123, of which 70 were right and
53 left.

J. Clopquet®, reported 247 cases of inguinal
hernia in males, of which 133 were right and
114 left

;
females 42, 19 right and 23 left.

Of 433 cases of inguinal hernia treated at
the Leeds Infirmaiy® from 1839 to 1841, 394
were males, of which 244 were right and 150
left females 39, 23 right and 10 left.

Of 4,852 eases of inguinal and femoral
hernias treated at the New York Rupture So-
ciety®, 2,780 were riglit and 2,073 left, or 11.3
right to left.

Of 433 inguinal and femoral hernia report-
ed by Cloquet®, 246 were right and 187 left.

Of 500 inguinal and femoral hernia observ-
ed at the Leeds Infirmary®, 300 were right
and 200 left, or 1 1-2 to 1.

Karl Wilharm®, in 1902, reported his ob-
servations which covered 500 laborers who
were sent to the institution with which he was
connected for purpose of diagnosis or opera-
tion for hernia, and of this number 7.2 per
cent, were right and 5.4 per cent, were left.

In 70 new-born males Camper” found the
processus vaginalis patulous upon both sides
34 times, upon the right side 14 and upon the
left side 8 times.

In 100 new-born children, Engel" found this
process patulous upon both sides 60 times, up-
on the right side 30 times; and closed in all

eases upon the left.

ZukerkandF examined the bodies of 100
children and found a patulous process upon
both sides 20 times, upon the right side 12
times, and upon the left side 5 times.

In 108 inguinal herniae, Pelizet^ found 63
cases upon the right and 39 upon the left.

Brenner® operated upon 144 cases of hernia
observed l)y him of which nundier 117 were
children, among whom were 107 males, with
bilateral hernia in 28

;
right-sided 65.

Of 115 cases of inguinal hernia reported by
CoebelF, 111 were in males, and they were
twice as common on the right as on the left.

Now, what is the cause of tliis more fre-

(juent occui-rence of hernia U[)on Ihe right

side tlian on the left? I believe there ai-e
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four probable factors eoiieeriied iu this: (1)
in tlie production of either right or left in-

guinal hernia, 1 think there must he a con-

genital weakness of the inguinal canal, and I

shall endeavor to show that this is greater
and, therefore, more apt to result in hernia,

on the right side than on the left; (2) the
attachment of the mesentery in an ohlicpie di-

rection from the left side of the second lum-
bar vertebra to the right sacro-iliac joint; (3)
the peristaltic wave ranging from the left to

the right side and terminating in the small in-

testine at the ileo-cecal junction
; (4) the rela-

tive positions of the leaflets of the diaphragm,
the right being more or less transverse, while
the left is placed more obli<(uely; (5) riglit

side of pelvis being larger.

Bailey and I\Iiller^° state that:

“During the early stages of develo])ment
the testes are situated far forward in tlie ab-
dominal cavity. During the eight weeks they
lie opposite the lumbar vertebrae. During
succeeding months, irp to the time of birth,

they gradually move caudally to the positions
they occupy in the adult. This migration is

brought about, to some extent, at least, by
the influence of certain bands of tissue which
are primarily like mesenteries. As the meso-
nephros develops and projects into the body
cavity, it comes to be attached, on the dorsal
body wall lateral to the dorsal mesentery, by
a sheet of tissue which is called the meso-
nephric mesentery. Cranial to the meso-
nephros, this mesentery is continiied as the
diaphragmatic ligament of the mesonei)hros,
which is attached to the diaphragm. Caud-
ally it is continued to the inguinal region as

the inguinal ligament of the mesonephros.
As the mesonephros atrophies, its mesentery
and the mesentery of the testicle are combin-
ed to form a single band of tissue, which, of

course, is continued with the inguinal liga-

ment. The latter now becomes the guberna-
eulum testis, a strong band or cord composed
of connective tissue and smooth muscle. Its

cephalic end is attached to the epididymis;
its caudal end pierces the body wall in the in-

guinal region and is attached to the corium
of the skin. The descent is brought about

through the principle of unequal growth. As
the body grows in length the gubernaeulum
grows much less rapidly, and since the caudal

end of the latter is fixed, the natural result is

a drawing downward of the testicle. This

takes place gi-adually, and at the end of the

third month, the testicle lies in the false

pelvis
;
at the end of the sixth month close to

the body wall of the inguinal ring.”

As the gubernaeulum draws the testis from

the abnormal cavity, it i)ushes before it a

pouch of the peritoneum, which afterwards

becomes the processus vaginalis. In this pas-

sage of the testis from the cavdty, the left

reaches the scrotum first, which I believe is

caused by a full or distended sigmoid press-
ing upon the testis from beliind, and, after
it has been lodged in the scrotum, continuing
its pressure upon the inguinal ring, thei-eby
causing a more complete pinching off, as it

were, of the canal on the left side. At this

early period of fetal life, the liver occupies the
greater j>art of the abdominal cavity; its

larger portion being on the right side possibly
assists the gubernaeulum in depositing both
testes in the scrotum. The right side of the
cavity being larger, and the right ring not
having any pressure from the distended sig-

moid, as on the left, it does not close with the
same degree of firmness as the left.

The gut in early fetal life being almost a
sti’aight tube of uniform diameter, begins to

develop more rapidly in proportion than does
the rest of the body, and develops six primary
coils which are pushed up into the umbilical
column. A little later these coils are brought
back into the abdominal cavity, the cerebral
end first, which liecomes fixed to the dorsal
peritoneum and develops into the duodenum.
The rest of the coils, with more subdivisions,
are dej)osited within the alxlominal cavity,

the caudal end, which becomes the cecum, be-

ing the last to re-enter. The pancreas de-

velops in the head of the duodenum, which re-

mains fixed. The mesentery of the small in-

testine, which in adult life is 6 to 8 inches
long begins on the left side at the second lum-
bar vertebra and runs ‘diagonally across the
abdomen to the right sacro-iliac joint. This
mesentery grows in length until it averages 8
or 9 inches, and develops into a fan-shape,
enclosing the whole of the small intestines,

the greater number of coils being on the right
side.

The diaphragm, which separates the thor-

acic cavity from the abdominal cavity, is, I be-

lieve, one of the greatest factors in the pro-
duction of hernia. Its greater diameter is

transversely. The liver is attached to the

undey surface of the right leaflet
;
to the mid-

dle leaflet from above, the pericardium is at-

tached
;
the left leaflet is attached a little lower

down than the right. The right leaflet, on ac-

count of the attachment of the liver, is more
transverse, and any strain from above, as in

coughing, or other violent inspiratory ex-

ertion, does not descend with the same force

as the left. The middle leaflet, on account of

its shorter attachment to ensiform cartilage

and also to the pericardium, is held back, but

the left leaflet, being free to act, transmits the

greater amoiint of force from all expulsiv('

movements, and, because of the oblique posi-

tion of the left leaflet, this force is ti’ansmit-

ted towards the right pubic spine.
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Tlie abdominal cavity is oval in shape, the

larger portion being above. The diaphragm
stretching aci-oss this larger portion, if it

acted witli the same degree of force in all di-

rections, the main a.xis of the abdomen would
be directed towards the symi^hysis i)ubis; but
for the reasons enumerated above, I am led

to believe that the long axis of the abdomen
ranges diagonally from left to right, and that

this deviation of the long axis, together with
the more general weakness of the right ab-

dominal ring, the fact that the mesenteric at-

tachment passes from left to right, and that

the peristaltic wave ranges from left to right,

is responsilde for the more frequent occur-

rence of inguinal hernia on the right side.

I do not believe tha-t occupation influences

the predominance of right over left inguinal

heimiae. In my opinion, if occupation did in-

fluence it, we would have a greater number of

herniae on the left side, for the reason that,

in lifting and doing heavy work, the majority

of people are right-handed, and as a conse-

quence the right leg is abducted and the left

leg is adducted more frequently than the re-

verse, thereby more frequently relaxing the

left ring and contracting the right. I further

believe that, if the patency of the two rings

were equal, we would, on account of the

greater number of people who are right-hand-

ed, have more left than right inguinal herniae,

even though the long axis of the abdomen be
from left to right.

The frequency of hernia is greater than

usually supposed. It has been variously esti-

mated by surgeons of great experience, that

from 1-16 to 1-8 of the human race is afflicted

with this complaint. Fi’om similar sources,

it has been found that about 80 per cent, of

all herniae are of the inguinal variety. Now,
taking these approximate figures and add to

them the results of Camper, Engel and Zuck-

erkandl’s examinations of nearly 300 new-
born, mentioned previously, I think we are

led to admit that nearly, if not all, inguinal

heniiae are of congenital origin.

From my experience in the anatomic room,
I am led to believe that not in every in.stance

where we have congenital weakness, do we
have hernia ; it is mostly in those eases where
we have a relaxed condition of the viscera, for

in the examination of intestines where thei'e

was no relaxation, it was inq)ossib]e to draw
the intestines through the external abdominal
ring; and, again, I have seen splanchnoptosis

with no weakness in the hernial region, where,
after opening the body, 1 could draw the

small intestine down below the sci'otuiu,

which I think, shows, on the one hand, that

there must be a congenital weakness, plus

great force, or relaxed viscera, before we can

have a protrusion tlirough the hernial rings.

CONCLUSIONS.(1)

. Tliat all inguinal herniae are due to

a congenital 'weakness.

(2)

. That right inguinal hernia is more
frequent than left on account of the more fre-

quent incomplete closure of right inguinal

canal caused by lack of pressure from behind
and the right side of pelvis being larger than
the left.

(3)

. That when you have a congenital in-

guinal weakness plus a splanchnoptosis a

very slight jar or misstep will cause a knuckle
of bowel to descend into patent opening pro-
ducing very little if any shock.

(4)

. That if force enough could be ap-
plied to produce a traumatic hernia there
would be great surgical shock, immediately
following.

(5)

. That the peristaltic wave being from
left to right, the larger side of the pelvis be-

ing the right, the attachment of the mesen-
tery being from left to right and the left leaf-

let of the diaphragm being freer to act than
either of the other leaflets the long axis of the

abdomen changes when force is applied from
above from the central line of the body to a
line which might be drawn from above down-
ward from left to right.
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DISCUSSION.

Jno, B. Richardson, Jr.: I do not believe a pa-
])er of this character should go without discus-

sion. T am not prepared to discuss the various
jtoints hrouglit l)v the doctor, except in regard to

tlie statement he makes tliat practically all in-

guinal herniae are congenital in origin. In this

connection I would call attention to the fact

tliat the numher of damage suits arising from
herniae which are supposed to have been caused
by trauma, is constantly increasing. If the

medical profession in general was aware of the

fact that in the vast majority of these cases the

hernia is directly due to a congenital defect, this

might be checked. There is not a day in which
one or more damage suits are not instituted based

on a hernia which is supposed to have been imi-

duced by trauma, while, as a matter of fact, true

traumatic hernia is of comiiarativelj’ rare occur-

rence.
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F. T. Fort, (Closinsi) : 1 have very little to say

in closing. I am firmly convinced, in my own
mind, that practically all inguinal herniae are

congenital in origin. I had a man come into my
office the other day, who had been lifting some

lumber and a liernia developed. At first he said

he had never noticed anytliing prior to this time,

hnt ui)on close ciuestioning he admitted that

there might have been a little i)rotrnsion there.

If this man had fallen into the hands of a law-

yer, a suit for damages based on a traumatic

hernia would probably have resulted. I do not

believe a man can suffer a traumatic hernia with-

out giving evidence of great shock, if it is j)os-

sible at all.

PrTREFACTIVp: PIILEU.MOX.

By C’n.vu.oN Guy Eorsee, Louisville.

Putrefactive inflainmation witli tlie fornia-

tioii of an exudate, which in the beginning is

sero-hemorrhagic in chai-actei-, and later be-

comes foul smelling, contains gas and is asso-

ciated with putrefaction or gangrene of the

tissties is indicative of infection with putre-

factive bacteria.

There are a number of processes which are

clinically allied sometimes the formation of

gas being the most prominent and at other

times gangrene.

In all these eases pyogenic infection is

common—usually tlie role played by pyogenic

bacteria is of but little consequence compared
to the damage by the putrefactive bacteria.

Putrefaction is closely related to fermen-

tation. the former is a reduction and the lat-

ter an oxidation process. The first step in the

jn-ocess is peptonizing which faculty most

l)utrefactive organisms possess.

There are formed in putrefaction numbers
of complicated toxic and nontoxic substances,

the so-called ptomaines, alkaloids, and tox-

albumins. (This feature of bacteriology was
known long before the most important bac-

teria was ever discovered.

)

The name toxin is now apj)lied to poisons

secreted by living bacteria of which i)e])to-

toxin, muscarin and neurin are examples.

The principal cause of putrefactive phleg-

mons belong to a large group of bacteria of

which the colon bacillus, proteiis vulgaris

bacillus aerogenes, capsulatus and bacillus of

malignant aedema are the most important.

These bacilli belong to a widely distributed

groi;p being found in dirt and dust of the

street. Gases of this infection have been re-

ported when there was heavy snow on the

ground.

The colon bacilli grou]) stands between the

putrefactive and the j)yogenic groups, some-
times they are found causing emphysema and
usually i>yogenic conditions.

The conditions e.ssential to the development
of the putrefaction are the i)resenee of de-

generative tissue, and points to which the air

does not have i-eady access.

If the putrefactive inflammation extends a

])hlegmon forms which develops more rapidly

and is accom])anied by severe local and gen-

eral symptoms than pyogenic infection are.

Often within 24 hours an entire extremity

becomes so oedematous and painful that the

swollen lymph nodes can not be palpated and
lymphangitis which is almost always present

an indicated by red streaks, can not be seen.

The skin soon becomes pale and anaesthetic

and large blebs with sero-hemorrhagic con-

tents form ; black discolored areas develop

and soon form into black crusts wh.ich are

cast off as the gangrene spreads.

Fhictuation can not be elicited but when
the tissues are palpated an emphysematous
crackling which is characteristic, may be

elicited. AVhen the tissues are incised the am-
ount of destruction can be determined.

The incision passes through an oedematous

or gangrenous cutis into a grayish green sub-

cutaneous tissue from which gas bubbles, fat

and shreds of fascia exude. Aluscle are found

to be in the same condition.

Everywhere a gelatinous, discolored mass
of tissue is found from which an ichorous dis-

charge and gas bubbles are found.

The fact that this class of bacteria is nega-

tive as to chemotaxis causing no emigration of

leucocytes accounts for the character of the

discharge.

Illustrative of this process, I wish to report

two cases of putrefactive phlegmon ;

The fir.st,. Air. B., white, age about 30, a

bartender, was seen at his residence : On ex-

amination, I found a large periproctic phleg-

mon. On entering his I'oom the characteristic

odor was observed, on examination a large

gangrenous area around the anus was observ-

ed. This was carefully incised. The knife

was revei’sed and the handle inserted into the

phlegmon the entire deptli of the history with-

out causing pain. This was lightly packed
and he was sent to the City Hospital where
he came under the service of Dr. Asman. I

will ask him to finish the report on this man.
Gfl.sc II. AV. A"., colored, age about 50

years. Coachman, was referred to me by the

late Dr. Alarvin.

When I first saw him July 29. 1913, his en-

tire hack and neck was emph.ysmnatous.

lie was removed to the Red Cross Sanitari-

um where the phlegmon was incised and
trimmed away as much as i)ossible and light-

ly packed with hydrogen dioxide and this

ordered changed often. Tliis was soon substi-

tuted by ])ermanganate of potash 1-500. This

was done because the perondi was i)ainful.
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Some of tlie discliarge was stained and exam-
ined and it was found to be a single micro-

organism whicb I took to be bacillus aero-

genes eapsulatus. Syiid)iosis was not present

in this case for on tlie next examination with-

in a 'Week there were none of the bacilli form-
erly seen but a mixed infection of staphy-

lococci and streptococci.

The area of destruction was as large as one
half an ordinary gi'ape frnit, extending from
the spinous processes onto the left shoulder.

There was no history of injuiy in tliis cgse

and the only focus of infection T could find

that could be considered a possibility was a

sinus of the .jaw on the left side which had
been caused by a decayed tooth and which bad
not healed though it had been 20 years since

the tooth was drawn.

1 do not know how this could liave been the

site of infection but this was the only one I

conld find. I judge this must have been endo-
genous putrefactive infection.

This man died of apoplexy nine weeks after
1 first saw him.

MEDICAL PROGRESS

DEPART.AIENT OF GENERAL SURG-
ERY.

Geo. S. Coon, LoTiisville.

Lee K.ahn, Louisville.

Border Line Enthological Lesions-. Blood-

good in Surgerif, Ggnccologg and Obstetrics,

discusses very interestingly and in.structively

Border Line Pathologiaal Lesions, meaning
thereby any lesion in which it is difficult to

determine by the clinical history, gross ap-

pearance or microscopic section whether it is

benign or malignant.

While in some instances a differentiation is

unimportant for jjroper treatment, in many
cases it is highly essential to determine
whether the lesion is benign or malignant, be-

cause if malignant an extensive and radical

operation offers the only chance of cure, and
if benign an operation with less mutilation is

sufficient.

In every series of malignant cases there is a

large per cent, far advanced, inoperable, with

no diffienlty in diagnosis. In another group,

usually the largest, the diagnosis can be made
clinically and confirmed by gross appearance
and microscopic findings.

In the fhird group, small in number but

fortunatel}' rapidly increasing are those cases,

which are seen at such an early stage tliat

none of the symptoms usuallv associated with

malignancy are f)resent. Clinically the tumor
appears benign but on exploration is found to

be malignant.

Until I’ecent years, the number of patients

with cancer of the breast applying for treat-

ment in the early stage was about ten per
cent. In the past two years the number has
increased to twenty per cent. And as the pro-

fession and public become more alert and
recognize the tremendous advantage of at-

tacking these growths while clinically be-

nign the percentage of patients applying for

early treatment will rapidly increase.

That far better ultimate results are obtain-

ed in operations upon malignant lesions, clin-

ically benign over those clinically malignant
is clearly shown, provided the clinically be-
nign lesion is operated radically and in one
stage, the diagnosis being made by explora-

tory incision from the gross appearance with
or without the aid of a frozen section.

The advantage of the early operation is

strikingly set forth by statistics on cancer of

the brea.st. “The probability of a cure when
the breast cancer is clinically malignant and
operable is about twenty-five per cent, while
if the breast cancer is clinically benign and
the radical operation follows immediately
the exploratory incision, the probability of a
cure is eighty per cent. However, if the ma-
lignant lump only is removed and then, later

days or weeks after the microscopic examina-
tion is made, the complete operation is per-

formed, the probability of a cure is less than
ten per cent.”

Thus it is seen that the two stage operation
on the clinically benign cancer is far more
fatal, than the one stage operation on the clin-

ically malignant cancer. The author does
not believe that the majoritv of surgeons fullv

realize the fatal error of the two stage opera-
tion, such as removal of the tumor or breast
and later after microscopic diagnosis, the

radical operation for cancer.

It might be argued that it would ’m safer

to perform the radical operation for caimer
in eveiw case with lump in the ’ reas^^ T’

would cause an unnecessary mutiUUou
many cases. The experienced surgeon b" ex

ploratory incision shoirld be able to determine
from the gross appearance, with or witho'B

a frozen section whether he is dealing with r

benign or malignant growth.

However, the invariable rule should be that

whenevei- in doubt the lesion should be treat-

ed as malignant and a complete operation per-

formed. By following this j'ule, very rarely

will the fatal en-or be made of treating a ma-
lignant ca.se as benign. Probably about ten

l>er cent, of tbe benign cases will by this rule

be incoi’rectly treated for cancer, the only

haiaii resulting therefrom being the unneces-

saiw mutilation. G. S. C.

Ariifici(d Encunudltorax in the 'Treatment
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of Tuberculosis-. Murphy, in Surgical Clin-

ics, presents cases and gives an extensive re-

view of the use of artificial pneiimothorax in

the treatment of tuberculosis. The method
according to the author is being extensively

used in the tuberculosis sanatoria of Europe.
The best time for giving the treatment is the

same as for surgical tuberculosis in other

parts of the body or during the early stage of

the disease. By this means, the diseased part

is put at rest, the contents of abscess cavities

are forced into the bronchi, fever subsides,

the cough lessens and the patient improves in

weight and strength. The earlier the treat-

ment is begun the better the prognosis, but
good results are reported in moderately ad-

vanced cases.

The technique of the operation is described

and is very simple and practically without

danger in careful hands. Nitrogen gas is

used because it is more slowly absorbed than
other gases. The operation or injection

should be repeated every two or three weeks,

keeping the lungs constantly compressed im-

till cicatrization takes place. The amount
varies from 50 to 200 cubic inches, and is

regulated by the dyspnoea and displacement

of the viscera.

In discussing pulmonary hemorrhage, the

author gives a very simple means for its man-
agement. A hypodermic needle is rubbed
dull on a brick, introdiiced into the pleural

cavity, the but end covered with cotton, as a

filter. The skin is previously sterilized and
punctured with tenotome. An artificial pneu-

mothorax can now be produced by using the

finger over the but end of the needle, as a

valve.

On inspiration the finger is lifted and the

air allowed to enter, and on expiration the

opening is closed.

The cavit}" can be filled to any desired am-
ount and should dyspnoea or cyanosis inter-

vene by reversing the process, the cavity can
be emptied. G. S. C.

Rost-Operaiive Results of Trachelorrhaphy
in Comparison u'ifh those of Amputatio)i of
the Cervix: Leonard in Surgery, Gynecology
and Obstetrics, analyzes cases operated upon
at Johns Hopkins Hospital during the past
twenty years. Trachelorrhaphy and ampu-
tation of the cervix give almost equally good
results, so far as improvement of the general
health of the patient is concerned. In this

respect the operations were very gratifying
about ninety per cent of the patients receiv-

ing marked benefit.

Leucorrhoea which was present in a large

percentage of cases was cured by amj)utation
of cervix in sixty-two }>er cent, of the cases

and improved in thirty per cent. Trachelor-

rhaphy gave forty-two per cent, of cures and
forty-two per cent, improved.

Post operative hemorrhage occurs much
more frequently following amputation than
trachelorrhaphy. Five per cent, of cases of
amputation bleed so profusely as to require
resuture, vaginal packing having failed. In
a number of other cases bleeding was con-
trolled by the vaginal pack. In only two cases
of trachelorrhaphy was the vaginal pack re-

quired and no case required resuturing.
Dysmenorrhoea was present in a large per

cent, of the eases before operation. This was
improved or entirely relieved in sixty-two
per cent, of the eases, the result's being about
the same from either operation.

Trachelorrhaphy is followed by sterility

much less frequently than is amputation of
the cervix. The explanation being that due
to cicatricial contraction that is greater sten-

osis of the cervix following amputation.
One of the most striking tables presented

is the showing the marked tendency to abort-
ion and premature delivery following ampu-
tation of the cervix. Only forty-five per cent,

of the pregnancies reached full term and nine-

teen per cent, had premature deliveries. No
such tendency followed trachelorrhaphy.

After amputation of the cervix the first

labor is difficult in over one-half of the eases

and rarely jDresent after trachelorrhaphy.
The author concludes that amputation of

the cervix interferes with fertility, is follow-

ed by a tendency to abortion, premature de-

livery and difficult labor. Hence, the opera-
tion should not be performed during the child

bearing period, until all other means have
failed.

Trachelorrhaphy in properly selected chses

improves the general health, relie's es dysmen-
orrhoea, does not interfere with fertility, has
no tendency to produce abortion, premature
delivery or difficult labor and should be the

operation of choice in the child bearing
period. G. S. C.

Cholecystectomy

:

John B. Deaver, {Surg.
Gynec. and Obstet., 1913. xvii, p. 667) grant-
ing the applicability of simple cholecysto-

tomy in cases lU’operlv selected believes, never-

theless, that from a practical standpoint the

surgeon will seldom be able to select such

cases, and that as a rule some operation in-

volving either drainage or removal of the gall-

bladder must be employed to do the greatest

good to the greatest number. There is prac-

tical unanimity concerning the advisability of

cholecystectomy in such well defined condi-

tions as hydrops with obliteration of the

cystic duct, chronic em])yema, calcareous de-

generation, the cholesterin gall-bladder of

IMoynihan, gangi’ene. carcinoma limited to

the gall-bladder and extensive laceration of
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perforation of the gall-bladder. In all other

tlian these enumerated the coirservatively in-

elined liold to eholecysotoiny on the ground
that the galbbladder is beneficial and should

be preserved. On the other hand, those who
advocate cholecystectomy argue that the gall-

bladder is a vestigeal and unnecessary organ
and that permanent cure is not assured by
drainage.

The precise function of the gall-bladder is,

like that of the api)endix, not definitely set-

tled. The old idea of the physiologists that

the gall-bladder served as a reservoir for bile

during the period when it was not needed for

digestion is inadequate considering its small

size and moderate distensibility together with

the fact that the average daily output of bile

in the adult is 30 to 50 ounces. That the bile

does back up in the gall-bladder during the

intervals between digestion is certain, as is

shown by the increased drainage from a

cholecystostomy opening during the night.

Nocturnal pain in cholecystitis may also be ex-

plained in this way, the gall-bladder being

distended by the back-flow. The suggestion

that it acts as a tension bulb has much to com-
mend it. The evidence favors the belief that

the gall-bladder has a desirable function even
though its presence is not necessary to health.

Although cholecystostomy in gall-bladder in-

fections does not restore the organ to a normal
condition it is siti'prising how many cases are

permanently cured and the reformation of

the gall-bladder is a very rare occurrenee.

Deaver has found the prepancreatie lymph
nodes almost invariably enlarged in gall-

bladder infections. Babcock has pointed out

the role of cholecystitis in the causation of

myocardial degeneration, but other organs

suffer as well. When such a condition is

present and the gall-bladder presents such
serious alteration as to make the question of

cure by cholecystostomy problematical chole-

cystectomy is advocated. The higher mortal-

ity of cholecystectomy is one of the strongest

objections to it Imt the writer warns against

being misled by the published figures of the

relative mortality of these two operations

with the reminder that cholecystectomy has

been reserved by most surgeons for the more
severe and complicated cases in which the

mortality is necessarily high from the sever-

ity of the disease itself. Kehr, who performs
cholecystectomy more freely than other prom-
inent surgeons in this field reports a mortal-

ity of 1.5 per cent in cholecystostomy and 3.7

per cent in choleleeystectomy. Even here the

eholecystostomies were in a group less seri-

ously diseased. It is thus seen that this dis-

erepeney is not so forbidding and warrants

the operation when convinced that removal of

the gall-bladder is the operation of choice.

Ctall-bladders which are known from symp-
toms and appearance to have become the seat

of chronic infection with periodical exacer-

bations will in the majority of cases be best

treated by cholecystectomy. Bacteriological

findings are given great weight in deciding

upon the type of gall-bladders which shall be

removed. A gall-bladder thoroughly and
chronically infected which has evidence of

chronic systemic intoxication and regional in-

volvement of adjacent organs, notably the

pancreas and peripancreatic retroi)eritoneal

tissue is too dangerous a source of future

trouble to rely upon cholecystostomy for

permanent cure. While cliolecysteetomy is

the operation of choice in this class of cases

one will often content himself with cholecys-

tostoiny. In this ease a large tube should be

employed and not removed before two weeks
have elai^sed in order to create a firm sinus

that will not close in less than six to eight

Weeks.

The ease or difficulty of cholecystectomy de-

pends on the situation and degree of involve-

ment by adhesions and inflammation; the

stronger its indication the greater the oper-

ative difficulty. Deaver concludes with a de-

scription of his operative technic.

L. K.

Radium in MaUgnnnt Disease-. Robert
Abbe {Lancet elxxxv, 1913, p. 524) has stud-

ed the efficiency of radium on more than 750
cases in private, including epitheliomas of all

pai’ts; carcinomas of the tongue, throat, esoph-

agus, rectum, uterus, breast
;
sarcomas of the

skin, parotid bones, etc., besides goitres, tu-

mors of the liver and mediastinum and a va-

riety of naevi, moles, papillomas, etc. The
numerous failures are attributed to ina-

dequate amount, or insufficient time of ap-

plication, or errors in using the proper rays.

Tlwee types of results are to be recognized
in radium work, to-wit : destruction of tissue

too closely in contact
;
stimulation and harm-

ful results
;
and efficient retrograde degenera-

tion of malignant growths with lasting bene-

fits amounting at times to a surgical cure.

The cases cited illustrate brilliant and even
startling results and are not confined to the

skin cancers only. Malignant tumors, how-
ever, must first be excised as tlioroughly as

possible and the bed of the disease be well

radiumized to effect degeneration of malig-

nant cells. lUcerating types of cancer are

rather the better ones for the use of radium,
but when the mass of disea.se is too great it is

not possible to penetrate effectually deep
enough to produce the desired result, and it

becomes the duty of the surgeon to reduce the

diseased tissue to a shell as it were before ap-

I)lyiug radium. Many types of mammary
cancer near the surface and involving the
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skin may be i-adiumized without operation,

while otliers must be incised and tubes of

radium buried in the tumor. In destructive

types of sarcoma the specific action of radium
as a curative agent is illustrated in a remark-
able way—demonstrating in the myeloid type
its superiority to all other surgical measures.

In conclusion, there has been established

;

(11 an undo\d)ted retrograde degeneration of

malignant cells under correct dosage of

gamma radiation; (2) effective use of radium
lies in the application of a large enough quan-
tity to avoid the stimulating action of little

doses at short range; (3) the utilization of

gamma radiation with its deep peneration
can be made by removal of alpha and .short

beta rays by filtration through lead; (4) such
filtration requires many times as long for suf-

ficient amount of gamma rays to act as when
other rays are eliminated by what }iiay be
called “distance filtration.’’ One and a half

inches seems in practice to exclude most of

these and gives free and instant play of the

entire gamma range without delay of pas-

sage through lead; (5) cross firing of several

specimens simultaneously or of one large

specimen moved successively to several near-

by places is necessary for the best work; (6)

normal tissue resists many times as large doses

of gamma rays as are recpiired to cheek and
dissipate morbid growths.

L. K.

Technic of Infra-Abdominal Administra-
tion of Oxygen: William S. Bainbridge {Am.
Jour, of Snrg. xxvii, 1913, p. 364) describes

the two methods of administering oxygen in-

tra-abdorainally. The continuous current

method originally described by Thiriar in

1899 was employed by him in tuberculous

peritonitis
;
the ascitic fluid having been first

evacuated through a button-hole incision the

gas was introduced continuously for ten nlin-

utes, a free outlet being maintained. It has

been so used to flush the cavity after lap-

arotomies to stimulate tissues, prevent inflam-

matory extension, increase phagocytosis, de-

stroy germs and neutralize toxins.

Tlie second method as first employed by
Bainbridge in 1903 the oxygen is left to dis-

tend the cavity and l)e gradually absorbed
without repetition or continuance of the cur-

rent. The abdominal wm;nd is closed except

at the upper or lower end where the rubber
tubing conducts the warmed gas into the cav-

ity. An interrupted stitch is tied above and
below the tube, another peiatoneal stitch is

taken at this point Imt not tied and a purse
string suture encircles the tube also untied
until the latter is withdrawn.

Uniformly good results by this method in

over 125 laparotomies has convinced the au-

thor of the benefits of oxygen so administer-

ed in shock, naiisea and vomiting; in over-

coming negative intra-abdominal pressure af-

ter the removal of large tumors
;
in prevent-

ing adhesions; in septic peritonitis and cer-

tain tvpes of tuberculous peritonitis.

L. K.

Puncture of the Corpus CaUosu)n: Edward
Archibald, ((^anad. M. Asso. Jour, iii, 1913,

p. 451'). The problem of how best to give re-

lief in cerebral compression from unlocalized

tumor is in many cases difficult. Decompres-
sive trephining may fail to give even partial

relief; too much must not be promised. As a

palliative measure it is often a grateful oper-

ation. Tlie Cushing sul)temporal procedure is

universally acknowledged as the operation of

choice for pure decomi)ression. Sometimes,
however, it proves inefficient; in spite of a

large subdural hernia, the .symptoms occas-

ionally persist. The reason may lie in the co-

incidence of a large hydrocephalus interims,

such as is known to complicate tumor not in-

frequently. Experience of this kind led

Anton, the neurologist at Halle, to puncture

the roof of the corpus callosum as a method to

relieve intercranial pressure. This created a

communication between the ventricles and the

entire cerebral and spinal subdural space.

The communication, he argued, would remain

permanently open on account of the current

set up between the ventricle and the subdural

space. Postmortem examinations verified the

correctness of his views. The technic of the

operation is as follows : On the right side

about a finger’s breadth behind the coronary

suture and 2 cm. from the mid-line an open-

ing is made with the Doyen burr about 1.5

to 2 cm. in diameter. A slit opening is made
in the dura, taking care to avoid any large

certical vein. Then a curved canula is push-

ed in over the convexity of the cortex till it

strikes against the falx, which membrane
guides the further progress of the

canula downwards till the corpus callos-

um is reached. The instrument breaks

bluntly through this structure with very

slight force, whereupon the ventricular fluid

is emptied, usually under some pressure. The

author reports four cases in which puncture

of the coi'pus callosum was performed by him.

In the two cases of unlocalized tumors it was

evident that neither subtemporal decompres-

sion or eollosal piincture was in itself suffici-

eiat to get the best results. Each in turn had

to be supplemented by the other. In the two

eases of obstructive hydrocephalus of high

grade in infants the puncture method proved

temporarily of slight benefit.

L. K.
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^IKETIN(} OF COUNTY SKCHETAKIES.

Tlie meeting of the County Secretaries was

held at 8 F. M., September 1, 1918, and was call-

ed to order by L. C. Kedmon, l^exington, who, in

the absence of the President, Dr. Stine, acted as

Chairman pro tern.

Cyrus Graham, Henderson, read a paper en-

titled “Councilors in County Organization.”

(T)UN(’ILOKS TN COUNTY ORGANIZA-
TION.*

Hy Cyrus Grah.vm, Ilendei-son.

I have often been asked “What are the

duties of the Secretary of the State Associa-

tion?”

T have never been able to answer that (pies-

tion satisfactorily until this year. I now
know that his duties are to lie awake at night

and try to think of some work to he done; or

of some poor practician out in the hush, whom
he wants to do something, and get right up,

and without taking time to even clothe his

graceful form in proper raiment, dictate an

ejnstle to the aforesaid poor overworked prac-

tician, telling him that “it is absolutely neces-

sary for him to get busy, that the entire so-

ciety is waiting with expectant minds and

anxious hearts to liear from him words of wis-

dom, such as only he can write.”

So when, on August the 17th, I received a

letter from the Secretary asking me to write

a i^aper on the subject of “Councilors in

County Organization,” I looked up at my
thermometer, hanging over my desk( saw that

the mercury was threatening to spill over the

top, I said. “Blankety! blank, I believe he

lies awake at night trying to think of some-

thing for us poor devils to do.”

Hut gentlemen, 1 very readily recognized

the fact of the importance of the subject men-

tioned. In looking over the Constitution and

Hy-laws governing oui’ Association, 1 find un-

der the single word. Council, quite a number

of important duties laid down, and many
ideas suggested, which if carried out success-

fully would weld our Association into one of

the most compact scientific bodies in exist-

ence, and one, the impact of whose combined

will, working together, would brush away all

obstructions.

This being my first year to serve in the im-

portant office of' Coimcilor and not being fa-

miliar with my duties, I fear that 1 have been

somewhat neglectful.

AVhat little experience 1 have had during

the past year has shown me the importance

of the Board of <4ouncilors, in contributing to

the success of the entii'c organization.

*Read before the Meeting of County Secretaries, at Howliiijr

(ireen. September, U'1.3.

MEDICAL JOUHXAL.

It is of more importance to the profession,

as a body, that the Board of Councilors have

tlieir regular meetings, during the session of

the general body, than the reading and dis-

ctission of some of our scientific papers.

In our meetings at this time, we get more in

accord in the workings of this unit, but also,

more in touch with the ideas of members in

the field. These meetings mean something
“for the good of the order.” They mean the

perfecting of our organization for field work
for the coming year, and the working up of

a personal acquaintance with the Secretary of

each ('ounty Society in our re.spective dis-

tricts so that there will be harmonious effect

for cohesive work.

The auditing of accounts, keeping watch
over the character and cost of publications of

our association, and the care of papers and all

property belonging to the Association, is but
a few of the duties devolving upon the Coun-
cil. The success of a meeting, and the main-
taining of the stability of the entire State As-
sociation depend upon the management of the

Board of Councilors and the support they ren-

der to the officials in charge. Individually,

each councilor is an organizer, whose duty it

is to visit each county in his district at least

once a year, cheerng up the old memlters and
boosting the new membei's up to an enthusi-

astic understanding of just what it means to

each one, individually, to keep up the numer-
ical strength of the organization. The co-

operation of each local secretary hy letter and
personally with his district Councilor is ab-

solutely necessary for success.

By visiting each county society, taking a

personal interest in local affairs that pertain

to the interest of the profession as a whole,

we add to the .strength of the organization and
render more effectual the support given us

by the different secretaries.

One of the most important duties of the

Councilor is to act as peace maker. To know
“When to take occasion by the hand” and
lead some of onr erring l)rethren into the

ways of peace. Canida pax homines, and
while we labor here with eommutual zeal, Ave

all do striA'e in acts of altruistic benevolence
and love, we should remember always, that Ave

are “Brothers in peace, not rivals in com-
mand.”

Doctors are very human crealnres. The
high tension of our lives in often yielding our
health upon tlie altar of onr profession, some-

times causes us to be imjAatient and sensitive.'

Then with us “trifles make llie sum of human
things, and half of our bickerings from our

own foibles spring.”

As a peacemaker between lliese little loeal

factions, tlie C7nineilors can accomplish much.

Not by “butling in,” but by wise counsel
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))ring al)Out a feeling of conciliation. By
showing that we “ai-e actors all,” and al-

lhough sometimes we may get mixed in our

lines, a forgiving spirit, a more gentle tongue,

a more genial hand-clasp and more knightlj^

bearing toward one another, will redound to

the benefit of us all.

Often the Secretary, by giving his Coun-
cilor an unbiased version of some local trou-

ble, will aid materially in bringing the con-

tending factions together in the bonds of un-

ity. There is no pleasure in being a member
of a society where there is a contim;al serai”)

in evidence.

As a rule, these disputes arise from some
trivial matter. The idea in all parliamentary

bodies is to let the majority rule. The doctor

who will not belong to his association, as a

rule, has only himself to thank, as his is the

unfortunate one. Under kind and generous

treatment, the fellow who is mad and swears

“he won’t come in” will realize that he has

been acting a dessicated ass and return to the

fold.

We should consider in all of our contro-

versies, that among professional men, that

motto of “Give and take the gospel, and we’ll

call the bargain fair,” should be the sign by

which we conquer.

I have become just enough interested in

this subject to know that what a Councilor

should do would make a book, but what he

does do may be recorded in a page. AVe do

not fully realize the importance of this

branch of our association.

Collectively, we are the Board of Censors

for the Association. The question of rights

and privileges of the members, not only in the

State Association but also in the differ-

ent county societies, when they cannot

he settled in the local society come up for final

adjudication before the Board of Councilors.

To the Council, the different societies have the

privilege of reporting sanitary conditions in

their counties, and they have the right to in-

vestigate and communicate as a body to the

public.

If the Secretary of each county society

would keep in touch with his Councilor and
continually encourage and push forward any
suggestion that he thinks will redound to the

efficiency of the organization, he would help

the cause very materially. A united and con-

tinuous pull on the part of every Councilor

and each Secretary from his home county,

can but result in a distinct gain in numerical
strength, and it will also increase the moral
and effective scientific working force of the en-

tire body.

Then let us go to our homes, from this meet-

ing ,with the determination to visit, to inquire

and to do all we can to promote and to or-

ganize for a better and more complete work-

ing body of scientific men laboring for the
good of humanity.
“For labor is life, ’Tis the still water faileth.

Idleness ever despaireth, bewaileth

;

Keep the watch wound, fo rthe dark rust as-

saileth !

’ ’

And by doing this, we will place our Com-
monwealth in the forefront of other states in

sanitary matters.

DISCUSSION.

Arthur T. McCormack;. I would suggest that

tlie councilors speak of the methods which they

employ in the various districts, so that what they

say will be of benefit to the other councilors and
districts and speak of how the delegates and
councilors can be of more benefit to the county

societies and the district.

In the last two years the expenses of the coun-

cilors have largely decreased. The committee on

Reports of Officers have noted this fact and they

would like to have the councilors state how they

can do the large amount of work they are doing

without having any expense account, or very

small ones, so far as practicable in the discus-

sion.

C. Z. Aud, Cecilian: In answer to the last

question of Dr. McCormack. I liappen to have an

annual pass over a railroad, and I can travel free.

Most of my counties can be covered with my an-

nual pass; therefore, I can travel without ex-

pense to the society.

In the last few years I have done a good deal

of work by correspondence.

There is but little criticism that can be passed

on the paper of Dr. Graliam. He has well outlined

ed the work of the councilors, but it must be kept

up, and I believe that it is a work for the younger

men of the profession. I think it is time, in my
district, for you to have a younger councilor. I

wish to say, however, the work has been pleas-

ant to me, and it will be pleasant to some of you.

I hope some of you will be placed in my position.

I think it is a good thing to resign once in a while.

(Laughter.) I want to ask you delegates to do

a little more this year. The councilor feels bet-

ter if he is invited. There are some county sec-

retaries in my district who did not invite me dur-

ing the past year. I would ask and urge that

you delegates get to work and get us a spirit of

interest in your counties. I have never yet vis-

ited a county in which we did not have a splen-

did day. AA"e always have a good time. I was
pne of the first councilors elected, and have serv-

ed every year, except the year I was your presi-

dent of the Kentucky State Medical Society. Dr.

1). C. Bowen, of Hardin county, was councilor

during that year. I wish to take this opportun-

ity of recalling this name, “Bowen,” one of the

sweetest and most wortliy in the annals of Ken-

tucky medicine.
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J. W. Kincaid, Catlettsburg : Dr. Graham is

beginning to get a comprehensive grasp in the

short time during which he has been a councilor,

of the multifai'ious duties which attend that of-

fice. The councilor who does the best work is

the one who gives perhaps the most time to it.

But when one comes to consider he has been over

his district a number of times he cannot always

see the necessity of going right back again next

year and visiting the same counties if they are

doing well, and if he has visited a county two or

three times and they continue to do badly he gets

discouraged. But we will suppose that if one is

persistent he can get a sympathetic organiza-

tion in every county in the State. I have or-

ganized one county in my district three different

times rather loosely. Every time it has become

unorganized, but there has been some new blood

infused into the county, and I have the positive

assurance from two or three of the new men ami
two or three of the old ones that they will be en-

abled to organize on a firm basis this fall.

I believe the councilor is not appealed to as of-

ten as he should be by the members of the pro-

fession in the various counties in the State for

his disinterested advice in matters between doc-

tors themselves, to say nothing of malpractice

suits. Oftentimes misunderstandings and bicker-

ings and things of that sort, a disinterested party,

that lives outside of the county, can smooth over.

It has been my pleasure to assist in that way in

two or three instances in a profitable way; but

unfortunately the doctors try to settle these

things among themselves by keeping it fomented

all the time and approaching each other in the

proper spirit. Each thinks the other is a rascal,

and there is no forgiving on one side or the other.

If they should bring in the councilor as an ad-

viser it' would do lots of good.

I have only visited one county in my district

this year. There have been a number of circum-

stances that have conspired to prevent me mak-
ing the usual trips, chiefly owing to sickness in

my own family this summer, and in the early

spring there were conditions that demanded my
attention af home.

The secretary of the county society will And
the councilor of his district ready and Avilling and

anxious to visit the society at any time that he

is invited to do so, but I confess it is a good deal

of a disappointment for the councilpr to go into

a county with the expectation of having a good

meeting and only have three or four of the lead-

ing spirits in the county present Avhen there

ought to be 10 or 15 or 20. It may be, there is

something lacking in tlie personality of the coun-

cilor that makes that possible. The l)est excuse

these gentlemen offer in my section is that the

distance is so great that they cannot come to tlie

meetings under one or two days, and I have on

some occasions taken some of the greater liglits

along with me in order to stimulate interest. Dr.

Shirley has been very kind as one of tlie neighlior-

ing councilors to come witli me on one or two oc-

casions and his genial presence lias lieen suffici-

ent to draw out a good crowd.

There is one thing I believe the councilors have

not done as much as they should have done, and

that is the organization of district medical socie-

ties; that is, a medical society composed of all

doctors in the district to meet at some central

town once a year. If a doctor can get out of his

own county and mix Avith doctors in other coun-

ties, he feels he has a larger field, and some Iioav

or other I think a feAV of them will do things

aAvay from home they Avill not do at home. They
have made their reputations at home and there is

nothing more for them to gain, but in a district

meeting, Avhere there are men from surrounding

counties, they Avill have a larger audience. I

believe if Ave organize these district societies Ave

Avill find it Avould really stimulate the county or-

ganizaton. I had the opposite vieAV of that a feAV

years ago Avhen I and some other gentlemen in

our county and adjoining counties Avere instru-

mental in putting into quiet rest a tri-state med-
ical society Ave had namely, of Ohio, Kentucky
and West Virginia, because Ave Avanted to build

uji the county organizations. I believe it is really

a mistake not to liave district organizations. If

tlie councilors AA'ith the county secretaries would

go to Avork and get cooperation in the organiza-

tion of district societies it Avould be a good thing

for them.

R. C. McChord, Lebanon : As councilor in my
district, I Avish to say the principal trouble is

AA’ith the secretaries of the county societies. The
secretaries do not cooperate Avith the councilor a>

Avell as they should. In tAvo counties in my dis-

trict I have never in my experience as a councilor

been invited by the secretaries of these counties

to visit them, and that is one of .the principal

draAvbacks to the Avork of the councilor, namely,

the Avay in Avhich the secretary if I may say so,

acts toAvards the councilor. I believe if there

Avas more intimacy betAveen the secretaries and
the councilors it Avould be better for the society.

We all kuoAv that to make a society you must
have an efficient secretary and unless you have a

good secretary you cannot have a county society.

What I Avant to say is this: I Avant to impress

upon the delegates and secretaries of county so-

cieties that they should take tlie councilor of

their district more into their confidence and in-

vite him officially to visit them. We are all anx-

ious and Avilling to helii them, but Avhere Ave feel

that the secretary has not shown us the courtesy

of inviting us to the county, Ave do not feel like

going there.

The Chairman: Before we ask for a general

discussion on this paper, Ave should be glad lo

hear from Dr. I. A. Shirley, of Winchester.
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I. A. Shirley: 1 will try to answer Dr. Me-
Dorinack’s question in regard to Avliy the expenses

of the councilors liave gradually decreased. I

tliink it is the experience of every man that he

will not charge for services that he does not ren-

der, and his expenses Avill be in imoportion to the

nundier of visits he makes throughout the county.

I am sure, the suggestion of Dr. McChord re-

garding the secretaries of county societies fail-

ing to invite councilors is a good one, and! it

would lessen the Avork of the councilor very ma-
terially if he Avere invited to A’isit certain dis-

tricts. In other Avords, he Avould go there feel-

ing he Avould be able to do something. IloAvever,

so far as I can I'ecall, I do not think 1 have been

requested by half a dozen counties to come. I

have simply made my appointments and gone. It

is true, I have received the cold shoulder fre-

quently. I went to the t’ourtliouse to see a county

judge, Avho Avas a doctor. 1 had never been in ids

county before. I said to him, “I Avant to see you

across the Avay.” He Avent oA'er, and I said to

him, “I saAv Dr. I>. tins morning, and 1 Avant you

and Dr. B. to join the society.” He replied “Dr.

B. and I caniu)t enter such a society together.

It is not safe for us to be in the same room for

a long period of time.'' I cite this illustration to

shoAV that this condition of affairs comes up

every noAV and then. I said to my friend, do

you recognize the fact that you are elevating that

man very far above Avhat he deserves; In other

Avords, you are staying out of the society and de-

barring yourself from associating Avith the other

members simjAly on account of one man, and he

is keeping you acvay from it. IMy advice is for

you to join the society, to go and speak to this

man, and if you do not Avant to discuss matters

Avith him, do n )t do so, but shoAV your presence

there and shoA.’ the confidence you have in your

profession. Ihese are the things Ave come up

against constantly in our Avoik as councilors. Of
course, Ave have our pleasant moments and a good

time.

My Avork for the last three or four years has

been largely by correspondence, and in the last

year going about and looking np the have-beens

and Avorking the councilorship as a side line. It

is not right for me to charge for that, but I

charge enough according to Avhat I do for the

Kentucky State Medical Association. You or-

ganize a society, have the members pay their

dues, and then next year they drop out and re-

organize, it is usually very unsatisfactory.

There is no trouble to oi'ganize but to keeji them

alive is the hard part.

I have seventeen counties in my district, and

if I should visit eA'ery county society I do not

knoAv Avhat my ex))enses Avould be. Some of these

counties are inaccessible. It seems to me Ave can

do good Avork by correspondence, after Ave knoAV

the situation. Much, however, can be accomplish-

ed by personal contact Avith these men. The
Avork of the councilor is to keej) the district or-

ganization intact, to keej) it progressing. They do
not seem to think it depends upon the individual

member and membership, but they expect the

councilor to do the Avhole business. It is a thank-
less job, Avithout a cent of pay, and if Ave could

impress upon the Avhole membership the neces-

sity of their doing something and should do some-
thing Ave Avould luAA’e a much easier road as coun-

cilors to travel. I Avant to impress upon the mein-
bershij) of this Association Avith all the energy of

Avhich I am cajiable, that this is an individual

Avork, and unless you realize that much depends
upon all of us individually and collectiA’ely Ave

Avill never accomplish anything. (Applause).

The Chairman: We have heard from
the councilors on Dr. Graham's pajier. Tliey

lay the burden upon the secretaries. "We Avill

hear from the secretary’s side, and I declare the

subject open for general discussion. The coun-

cilors have alluded to the fact that the secre-

taries fail to invite them to come to their so-

cieties. I should think they Avould haA-e a stand-

ing invitation, but these standing invitations

they do not feel like accepting. We Avould be

glad to hear from any secretary ]jresent. Berson-
ally, I Avould like to discuss Dr. Graham's paper
myself. There are several gentlemen on the pro-

gram Avho are present, and unless someone else

desires to discuss the paper at this time, I Avill

say a feAv Avords on it myself.

I myself have been laboring under a false im-

pression. It has never entered my head that it

is the duty of the county secretary to invite the

councilor to visit the county societies. We have

expected him to come Avithout an invitation. I

must say, from noAV on, I Avill extend Dr. Sliirley

a hearty invitation each year to come and see us.

The councilor can help us a great deal in medical

society Avork. His presence Avill stimulate inter-

est. With a cut and dried scientific program
from month to month, it gets monotonous to the

society members, and they say I Avill not go to

the society; it is the same old story. Some fel-

loAV Avill tell about this or that tiling, but if the

councilor Avould drop in occasionally, let us knoAv

a day or tAVo before, so that Ave can advertise the

fact I am sure the attendance Avould be incrca.-:>ed

and the interest stimulated, and Ave miglit also

furnish something to eat. Our councilor did not

receive an invitation last year; I do not knoAv

Avhether he intended to make a visit or not, but

I think he accidentally drop])ed in. We Avere

mighty glad to see him and Ave had an interesting

meeting. I think Ave sliould have at least one

visit from the councilor a year, and if Ave can

get more it Avill stimulate interest in the society

very mucli. Our councilor Avill have an invitation

from me as soon as I get home.
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At tliis jimclui’e, Dr. A. (\ 1-. I’ercefiill, took

the Chair.

C. Z. Aud, Cec'iliaii: l^et me say a word or two

in regard to tlie kind of invitation. The invita-

tion mentioned is not a very acceptable one.

How does the councilor know when or where to

go? He does not know whom lie will meet, if any-

one. The county secretary should make jirepara-

tions for him. He should ask the members as to

the best time to invite tlie councilor. Not in mid-

winter, when tlie roads are bad, when the country

doctor cannot vciy well attend, but in a season-

able time. Have it well understood by the [iro-

fession throughout the county. Get in commun-
ication with the secretary of the State Society,

so that he can send out notices and give the coun-

cilor time to write letters to the various mem-
bers of the profession thronghout the county.

All this work should lie done in unison.

J. E. Wells, Cynthiana; I am not a councilor

nor a secretary, but I have had some experience

as councilor, and I want to take issue with Dr.

And aud some of the others in regard to the in-

vitation to visit county societies and in knowing
when one shall go. It is the duty of the councilor

to know the exact date of every meeting held in

his district; at least I consider it such. He
should keep in touch with the county secretaries

by correspondence and know when the county so-

ciety meetSj and the kind of meetings they are

having, and when the meetings are not regular,

or the work of the society is not up to the stand-

ard it is the duty of the councilor to visit that

county and make an effort to correct the trouble

and bring about a better state of affairs by in-

jecting a little enthusiasm into tliem. I find that

I had better success in going into a county a

day before the meeting; going around and mak-
ing personal visits to the physicians talking to

them privately and finding out what the petty

bickerings were and try to smooth them over

and patch them up. This will give you a better

idea as to how to proceed to bring about harmony
to secure a long pull, a strong pull, and a pull

altogether. When the physicfans of a county get

to know each other well, eat and work together

they will make a good county society. We must
mix a little of the social along with the scientific

to make our meetings a success.

The councilor should be a judge of men
;
some

doctors will not Avork on the off-side, and some
do not make good leaders. I have seen some coun-

ty societies kicked clear out of existence because

of a poor secretary. You must liave a good sec-

retary. When I started out as councilor—Avhen

the State Society Avas reorganized— 1 Avrote to

every physician in the county before T Avas to

visit tlie comity; and tried to see liiin Avlien I

got into his toAvn. At tliat time 1 liad nothing

but Polk’s Medical Directory, and I found tliat

I Avrote to horse doctors, retired doctors, drug-

gists in tlie counties; and in making some enquir-

ies in regard to some doctors in certain toAvns the

men avIio liA'cd there did not know there Avere

such men in the town.

Noav things are ilifferent because Ave have a di-

rectory that Ave can rely upon. My success Avas

going into a toAvn and finding out Avhat the trou-

ble Avas among the members of the profession,

and smoothing it over and getting them together.

When a county society is meeting regular, hav-

ing good meetings and Avorking together harmoni-

ously there is no special need for the councilor to

visit them, but in the event of some friction or

failure to have good meetings, it is the secretary’s

duty to notify the councilor and invite him to

visit the society for the purjiose of stimulating

the memhers to take more interest. The coun-

cilor should at all limes be in close touch Avith

the secretaries of the county societies in his dis-

trict in order to know Avhere and Avhen he is

needed.

1 agree Avith Avhat has been said—that it is an

easy matter to organize a society but not such an

easy matter to keej) the members together Avhich

is the main thing to do, and the hardest task the

councilor has to perform. Some counties in my
district had to be organized every year. They
Avere great on organization—but not much to

stick. We Avoul’d Inue a splendid and enthusi-

astic meeting Avhen Ave organized but that Avould

be the only meeting that year.

If you can get the members to feel kindly to-

Avards one another—and make them understand

the benefits to be derived from this organization,

they Avill go to their meetings regularly, receive

and impart information and do good AVork.

0. P. Nuckols, Pineville: This year Ave adopt-

ed an annual progi am and took the liberty of put-

ting our councilor on the program for a jiaper to

be read in August. Our society has been so har-

monious for the last tAvo or three years and Ave

have Avorked so smoothly, Ave have had no diffi-

culties for the councilor to settle, consequently,

Ave have liad no occasion to call on him for assist-

ance in that jjarticular cajiacity. HoAvever, Ave

are ahvays glad to have tlie councilor visit us,

and, as I liavc said, this year Ave put him on the

jirogram for a pajier at the August meeting, but

his duties Avere sucli that lie did not get to at-

tend. In this case, 1 feel that Ave have extended

all the courtesy tliat Avas due to the councilor of

our district, and that Ave are exonerated from any
criticism along that line.

M. M. Mess, Bowling .Green : I Avent to Sini])-

son county some ten years ago and attempted to

organize a society there and Avas elected secre-

tary. It Avas my fortune to be secretary of the

county society until 1 left there a year ago. 1

found it arduous AVork to be secretary of a coun-

ty society and do the Avork jiroiierly and right.

But I tried to keep in touch A\ith my councilor
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all the while and whenever a meeting was held I

sent the councilor a very cordial invitation to be

with ns, as Dr. Kan Avill hear me out. He got an

invitation to our county society.

As to papers at the county society, usually our

committee on program consisted of secretary and
secretary and secretary. As a rule, he was the

committee and secretary all the way through, and

I usually tried to put on men Avho Avould give us

some sort of paper. I usually tried to put men on

tliat would be there. Sometimes I went to vary

the program and we Avould miss a paper, but usu-

ally Ave had some sort of paper. 1 have made it

a rule to put men on that I thought Avould be

present, and usually Avrote a paper myself on

some subject, not letting the members of the so-

ciety knoAV that 1 Avas going to Avrite one or to

read it in case of emergency. I always have some-

thing readj'. It is the duty of the secretary, if he

is going to be the Avhole shoAv in a county society,

to be ready at all times. I do not say that my pa-

pers Avere regarded as first-class, but they usually

stirred up some interest. In a county medical so-

ciety, if you have some sort of paper read, it Avill

be the means of starting a discussion Avhich is gen-

erally a good thing. The secretary should call

upon some member Avho Avill be sure to give some

sort of paper. I have the greatest sympathy for

the county' secretary. They^ all have my hearty

cooperation in anything they may do, and like-

Avise the councilors for that matter. I think the

secretary of the county society should send the

councilor a cordial invitation to every meeting.

That is the point I Avant to make.

P. H. SteAvart, Paducah : I have no doubt but

Avhat, so far as successful government and the in-

terest in the county medical society are concern-

ed, the burden falls entirely upon the shoulders

of the secretary'. In other Avords, he is the man
Avho keeps in touch Avith the members and the

man aa Iio keeps interest aroused, but in our part

of the State, in our little neck of the Avoods, our

councilor is a live Avire. He is Dr. Kichmond of

the first district. (Applause). He does not at-

tempt to make the doctors in the first district the

goat, but he says Ave are his sheep and he is the

shepherd and he looks after us.

So far as McCracken county is concerned, he

does not Avait for an invitation. I do not knoAv

Avhether this applies to the district, but he does

not Avait for an invitation, but folloAvs the laAV

laid doAvn in the Constitution and By-LaAvs in

Avhich it is said that it is the duty of the coun-

cilor to visit each county in his district at least

once CA'ery year, and Avhen he gets ready to come

to McCracken county, he calls up the secretary

and asks him Avhen is the next meeting night.

We meet tAvice a month. The secretary in-

forms liim. He asks the secretary to invite the

membership, stating that the councilor of the first

district Avill be present at that meeting. T am

sorry, and regret to say Ave have a fuller attend-

ance Avhen the councilor is present than Ave do
Avhen he is not, Avhich I think speaks very Avell

for the councilor, l)ut not so Avell for our society.

I have had the pleasure of visiting some of the

county societies Avith the councilor, and I knoAv

that so far as the counties I have Ausited Avith

him are concerned, he does the same way, and
Avhile I am not a councilor, my observation leads

me to the conclusion that the invitation from a

county society^ is ahvays outstanding to the coun-

cilor, and if he Avill make the effort to get in

touch by correspondence Avith the secretary he

Avill have no trouble in having an ojAen date Avith

any county over Avhich he is councilor, and Dr.

Richmond in the first distiict keeps up a regular

corresioondeuce school, not only Avith the secre-

taries of the different county societies but Avith

the individual members. He makes every mem-
ber of every county society feel like Richmond
is personally interested in that man, and so far

as Ave knoAv he is and he Avill Avrite a personal

letter to the different members of the county so-

ciety, asking them hoAv the society is getting

along, and he has that member and this member
Avrite him and in this Avay keeps up a closer con-

tact Avith the personnel of the membership and
the councilor. (Applause).

The Chairman: I am glad Dr. SteAvart brought

out the point tliat the constitution says the coun-

cilor must visit each county society once a year,

but it does not say whether he should have an

invitation to do that or not.

A. 0. Sisk,-Earlington : I am a little surprised

at the timidity' of the councilors. Why should

they' Avait for an invitation to attend county so-

cieties in their districts? It is their duty to visit

the county societies, to encouiage its members, to

adA'ise them and if possible arouse enthusiasm

among the members.

If they Avill only let us knoAV tlie date that

Avould be convenient for them to come, Ave Avill

gladly make arrangements for them, and Avill give

them a cordial Avelcome Avhen they come. We
do not knoAv Avhen it is convenient for them to

come. I knoAv I have invited the councilor to

come to our meeting, and he Avrote that it Avas

not convenient for him to visit us at that time.

Our State Journal has Avisely provided a calen-

dar for each month, and gives the date of all the

county society meetings. Let the councilors con-

sult this calendar, arrange the date to suit them

notify the county secretary and I am sure they

Avill all receive a royal Aveleome.

It might be Avell if the membership Avould get

the habit of consulting this calendar too, then

perhaps they' Avould not forget the “meeting

day.
’ ’

Oscar Keen, Burkesville : I think Dr. Bullitt

visited our county several years ago and got

about half a dozen to come and organize a county
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society. Since that time we have not had a coun-

cilor with iis. It never occurred to me it was our

duty to invite tlie councilor. 1 thought the coun-

cilor was one of the liigher ollicers, a sort of

supervisor of men, who intended to look after the

interests of the county, and if they were not at

work, keep tliem at work. It tlie idea had ever

occurred to me tliat it was necessary to invite a

councilor I would certainly liave given him an in-

vitation. I do not know, but it seems to me that

if the councilors would do their full duty—anil

I am not criticising tliem—and go to some of the

counties tike mine and stir us up, talk to us, keep

us together, and tell us what is going on and

what they are doing for the societies in the vari-

ous counties, we would do much better. As it is,

Ave go along in that easy, go-as-you-please kind of

way, and Ave do not care Avhether Ave go to the so-

ciety or not, and if the councilor Avould drop in

and tell the secretary that he Avould be there on a

certain day, Ave Avould get the members together

and get them started again. If something of that

kind is not done, I do not knoAv Avhether I Avill

ever get them into our society.

We have not a regular place for meeting except

in my office. There has neA'er been a meeting ex-

cept in my office. I furnish the light, the room
and everything and they are Avelcome to meet in

my office at any time. I have called up every

doctor or member in the county, I have Avritteu

each member of the county society, stating the

date and time aird place of meeting and assign

ing subjects to different members. Then I Avould

telephone on the morning of the day I expected

them at the meeting. If the councilor avouIcI send

a Avord on a certain day and make a statement to

each of the doctors, jmu will get them all inter-

ested, and I extend to the councilor of our dis-

trict an invitation to come doAvn at any time and
Ave will give him a hearty AA'elcome. (Applause).

W. W. Anderson, Newport : Being neither a

councilor, secretary, delegate nor alternate, per-

haps I have no right to be called upon to inflict

anjTliing upon jmu, but to make the bluff good,

I will just tell yon a little about our AA’ork and

some of our views on the subject that has been

discussed here. It has never occurred to us

that it should be necessary to invite the councilor,

and yet we ha\'e always invited him once a year

when we have our banquet, and he ahvays comes.

(Laughter). We did have a councilor at one

time Avho came Avithout inAutation, and without

notice. He walked around in' the community,

then came to the meeting, and he had been much
discouraged before Avhen he saAv us individually,

but when he got us together he found we were

not so bad as we looked taken singly. That Avas

Dr. Wells. He has been friendly to us and has

neA'er told bad things about us since.

One thing Ave do not belieA’e in is that every-

thing depends upon the secrefary. We see no

reason Avhy Ave should depend upon the secretary.

The secretaiy, to be sure, is the central shaft of

the machinery through Avhich motive poAver

Avorks, but Ave do not feel the program depends

upon the secretary, and Ave do not believe the

best secretary in tlie State can make a good pro-

gram and keej) doing it right straight along. A
one man program is morally certain to fall into

a rut. It should be a cooiierative affair. I think

programs ought to be announced much longer in

advance than is the custom in most societies. We
read the reports of the various societies and Ave

find that Dr. So and So read an interesting paper,

and Dr. So and So has been assigned to discuss

sucli and such a suliject next month. It is not

time enougli. It takes mucli more than a month
to jirepare a ]>aper on any suliject to acquit one’s

self creditably and deal Avith the subject proper-

ly before a scientific body. If Ave give the speak-

ers time enough and give them to understand Ave

expect tliem to do Avell, inasmuch as they have

had time to do so, they Avill do better than other-

Avise. Let us get aAvay from the idea of a short

notice program. I Avould not attempt to prepare

a paper on one month’s time. I refused to pre-

pare a paper for our hospital staff unless they

gave me four month’s time. This reminds me of

the preacher Avho Avas a very ready public speaker

and Avas asked to deliver an address on some set

occasion, and he Avanted to knoAv Iioav long an ad-

dress he should deliver, and the committee re-

plied, “We Avill leaA'e that to you.” “Well, he

said, “if j'ou Avant an address an hour long, I can

deliver it tomorroAV night. If you Avant one half

an hour long, you Avill have to give me tAvo Aveeks

time, and if you Avant one tliat is reall}' Avorth

Avhile I Avant a month’s time to prepare it, and
tAventy minutes to deliver it.” And so a doctor

must have time to study his subject. Do not let

us throAV this I’esponsibility upon the secretary or

councilor, but let us get doAvn to Avork.

There is one other point to Avhich I desire to

call your attention, and that is, Av,e belieA'e that in

man}" of our counties Ave have nearly reached the

limit of organization, and that Avhat we want to

put the emphasis on iioav is good scientific Avork.

AVe believe Ave ought to have more clinical Avork

in our society because it teaches, and Ave believe

discussions ouglit to be iirepared before hand and

Avell thought out. Instead of throAving lioiiuets

at one another there ought to lie scientific, Avell

thought out discussion. A man Avill get from his

county society meeting, Avhether a councilor or

ordinary member, just in proportion to Avhat he

brings to it. If he has given the program no

tliought before hand, he Avill get but little out of

it. If he has given tlie subject thought, he Avill

receive thought from someone else and he Avill

discuss subjects more intelligently.

In our oAAii society Ave prejiare the iirogram a

year in advance, and our secretary and president
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c'fUl up tlie men a week or two before their time

and remind tliem that they are to read papers or

to report eases, and if tliey find the essayists are

goin>>' to fail them they get someone else. We
have ease reports, so that the doetors will never

he disa]ipointed for want of a program.

In regard to the soeial phase of our meetings,

we hold them once a month in the evening at a

l)laee where we can have what is eommonly call-

ed a Dutch treat, where there are facilities for

buying suitable tilings, and every one stands Ids

own expense and gets what he wants. W’e have

weekly meetings nine months in the year and

good meetings without these socieal features.

One other point, and 1 am through. Much has

been said in regard to the councilor’s work in set-

tling ditferences between doctors. I would sug-

gest that where there is some misunderstanding

between doctors, that the offended doctor go to

the otlier fellow and talk it over with him in a

friendly spirit; get the two doctors together, and

liy exercising a little common sense, in 99 cases

out of 100 they can settle any difference they

may have and feel better towards each other and

prevent stirring up the community.

F. G. Beard, IShelbyville : I believe I am in Dr.

Aud’s councilor district, and I want to make a

few remarks in regard to what he said a moment
ago about malpractice suits. I do not think he

could come to our county and try those tactics

on us as 1 do not think it would work. W’hile he

may be able to do it in his own county, he could

not do it in our county. I rather think it is a

bad idea. There are very few lawyers who will

liermit themselves to be bulldozed. Tn regard

to that, there is always a ‘'nigger in the wood

pile" and that nigger is another M. D., and the

way to get at the matter in order to settle a mis-

understanding is to see the man i)ersonally, talk

it over with him, and that will block the game. 1

have had some ex[)erience along tliat line in my
count.v, and 1 think I liave prevented three or

four malpractice suits by means of tact and ])er-

suasion. I have not had one myself, and 1 ho])e I

never sliall.

Our county secretary three or four years ago

had a case which was seen by two other doctors.

The patient was a young woman. He made a diag-

nosis, and the other two doctors said she had an-

other trouble. His diagnosis was she had gonor-

rhea and had contracted it from her husl)and

while tile other two doctors said she <lid not.

Then one of our distinguished lawyers, a con-

gressman, filed a suit for the young lady, a jie-

tition was drawn uji, 1 got into it, called the law-

yer ui), and he came in right away. 1 knew the

congressman did not like me, lint I went to work
and got the petition witlidrawn. If we could not

have bluffed the fellow, we would never have done

it in the world. The county secretary is the best

friend 1 have. 1 saved his scalp. There were

two other doctors in this case, who made their

diagnosis, but ive all got together and there was
no further trouble.

P. D. Gillim, Owensboro: 1 am not the secre-

tary of the Daviess County IMedical Society. We
have a gentleman whom we have elected for life.

1 never expect to hold that office, consequently 1

am not conversant with the duties of the secre-

tary.

1 certainly have appreciated the discussion

here on this paper. I consider the remarks made
by the Campbell-Kenton man very pertinent. I

feel like advising that if you have a good secre-

tary, keep him. He is the most valuable asset the

county society has.

A. T. McCormack, Bowling Green: This has
been a very interesting discussion. It has been
have been given from almost as many different

viewpoints and as manj- different sorts of county

societies as there have been speakers on the floor

this evening.

Having been present in most of the societies

in the State and knowing their innermost work-

ings, as 1 have had the opimrtunity of doing

through your kindness, it has been interesting to

see the progress upward from the societies where
they are still struggling with the primary diffi-

culties of getting a few men together or of get-

ting some man to read a paper. May we not

look forward to the time, represented by such so-

cieties as Dr. Anderson’s or Dr. AVells’, when the

thing that is to be considered will be how to get

the best man to present the best paper to tlie so-

ciety, thus giving the society increased knowl-

edge and power, because that is the ultimate aim

of the organization. If every society in the state

were doing tlie work the societies that have been

mentioned are doing, then we would be ready to

begin to march forward to the goal we are after,

rntil then, in many of the counties we cannot do

that. It seems to me tliat almost every speaker

has told a part of the truth, and that the whole

truth as to the value of the councilor, is contain-

ed in the epitome of all tliat has been said. Dr.

Stewart.'has almost described tlie ideal councilor

when he told us simply the plain truth about AV.

AV. Richmond. He has been a model in all the

capacities in which he has served his county, dis-

trict, and State organization. He has been a

model for us all to look up to and to follow, and

Dr. Stewart’s trilnite to him has been but a plain

statement of fact. To hear his discussion of the

things that are going on in the first district is a

revelation to any medical organization. There is

no doctor in the first district who is wrestling

with a iiroblem, financial, professional, social, or

otherwise, that Dr. Richmond is not acquainted

with—with whom he is not fully acqnainted in

the spirit that he is trying to help that man to

solve his jiroblem, helping him to do the l)est

things he can do. 1 do not think he ever got an
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invitation to go anywhere, because he was al-

ways already on the way. ( Inuighter). If they

needed him, he was tliere. He has devoted a

large amount of time and money and great effort

to the work of organization tliat we can only

speak of hecause lie is not here to-night. He is

onr model.

When we stoj) to consider what has been done

by the councdlors in the initial organization of

the association we, gentlemen, can look back to

the very beginning when as councilors they went

about their counties to organize them and to get

the first start. Dr. Wells had no conception, and

no man in this State had any conception of what

would be the result when he made his first 'visit

to and report about Newport and Covington. It

was not simoly because Dr. Wells went there,

these men have accomplished results which have

made them one of the model county medical so-

cieties. It was because Dr. Wells was able to

find and inspire the kind of young men ready to

take hold of this work and do it.

At the beginning, the first thing the councilor

has to do is to tactifnlly and forcefully use his

judgment in selecting the men of that county who
are competent to act as county secretaries or who

have the germ of secretaryship in them. In Dr.

Anderson's count.v society, the secretary is only

a cog in the wheel of the perfect machinery of that

body. To the society just starting, the secretary

is absolutely essential, he is ti’e foundation, be-

cause it is on the jiroper building up of the block

that the success of the organization depends.

Someone wrote to Dr. Rcdmon that they could

not come to his county society whciever they

wanted to on a general invitation because the

roads might be bad. Dr. Redmon never tiiought

of such an objection as that. There are no bad

road^ in Fayette county. They can go anytime.

The road from Winchester is always open.

The prol)lem presented to the different counties

b.v the different })rofess’ons is an individual one.

1 always think of a little cousin of mine who
studied German. He came home one night and
father asked him a (piestion . in German. He
looked at him in perfect astonishment. He had
learned to read German very w’ell; lie could parse

in German, according to the German grammar,
but it never occurred to the teacher to teach

him to speak German. Like the famil.v Bible, he

thought it was only used as a matter of worshii)

and was something to be taken out on Sunday
and looked at. The same thing ai)plies to the con-

duct of a medical societ.y, to its secretar.v or

councilor or an.ybody else. Each one has an

individual problem. When you go from societ.v

to society over the State of Kentucky and see

the wonderful work that has been done and is be-

ing done, you are astonished. If you were to go

to the Bell County Medical Society, or to the

Knox County Medical Society, you would see

tho.se men coming together from their mountain
homes, bringing a wdiole bunch, of clinical cases

to the meeting, many of them cases of pellagra,

that would make a lu'ofes.sor of skin diseases or

nervous diseases in our best colleges envious.

He would give his right arm to get such a clinic

before the American Medical Association and e.x-

liibit the cases. To see them bring together a lot

of clinical cases showing the results of

infection with intestinal i)arasites, as I have

freciuently seen tliem do, would be wortli

while to every member of the medical

profession of the State. To give you an ex-

ani])le of the })ossil)ilit.y of what sanitation has

done, all you have to do is to visit the mines at

Cary. What has been done there has not been

accomplished in the United States except in the

Panama ( anal Zone, or in Havana. To see i)re-

ventive medicine a])plied in a country so rough

and so rugged is a revelation. In hygienic mat-

ters .you see remarkable improvements. You see

the A B C of sanitation through the activities

of that eountv association. They have determin-

ed to devote a month each year for five successive

.years to teaching the people in their mountain

homes, hitherto considered a hopeless section, you

may sa.y, sanitation, hygiene, and preventive

medicine. The same sort of thing is being done

in Christian county. It is being done in Ballard

county in the same wa.y. Scattered all over the

State these things are being grasped by the doc-

tors and b.v the peojde who are anxious and will-

ing to do the work. The attorne.ys are looking

out for better methods of putting better ordi-

nances on the statute books looking to better

health regulations and better evervthing which

leads to better health and longer life in the State

of Kentucky. This is all due to the work .von

are doing in buildin.g up your county organiza-

tions. When you stop to think of it and look

over the list of councilors, .you will find the}' are

men who have left their ottices to visit their

counties with a view to bringing about organiza-

tion, and there is not one of them who does not

stand out in bold relief as a splendid rejn’esenta-

tive of this great profession. They stand

amon.gst us and before our i)eople in a way that

will compare most favorably with the judges of

our Court of Api)eals. The.v are men willing to

make the sacrifices necessarv to do our work.

(Applause).

As to the Count.v Secretaiy, when you organize

a county society at the beginnin.g or organize a

church, it dies if .vou do not have a live ]>reacher,

and if that preacher is called awa.v to fill a better

place, the church dies. We have dead churches all

over the State. The county organization, like the

church, must have a leader. When it dewdops,

like it has in man.v ('ounties where the.v are all

leaders, so much the better. When the count.v
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societies are developed by sucli men as take part

in tlie proceedings of our House of Delegates and

of our State Association, the problems of the

county societies are solved, and all they have got

to do is to measure the harvest, and that harvest

is healtli and life. (Loud applause.)

Cyrus Graham, Henderson, (Closing the dis-

cussion) : It was not my idea at all in answering

Dr. McCormack’s invitation to contribute a paper

on this subject to stir up things. I do not like to

get into a discussion, but gentlemen I have been

secretary of my county society, president of the

county society, and censor of the county society,

and have held half a dozen other ollices, and have

been the whole cheese several times. In fact, I

was secretary of my county society and had to

get out of the State to get rid of it. (Laughter).

If you would learn the problems of a medical so-

ciet}' be its secretary. He is the man behind the

throne. He is tlie powder in the gun, and every

encouragement j'ou can give him is just that much
powder and that much force to act upon. It re-

quires vital energy to be a good secretary. You
must have a willing smile and a glad hand. You
must keep in a good humor. If there is any dis-

agreement between two members you must try

and bring them together and settle it. You have

got to learn the different idiosjmcrasies of men,

and the secretary of a medical society is in a po-

sition to learn these idiosyncrasies.

Dr. Wells made a very important point. I tried

that wherr I was elected councilor. I sat down
and took Polk’s Medical Directory and got the

names arrd addresses of every doctor, osteopath,

etc., and I wrote them each a letter and asked

them to answer. I tried to get an answer from

every physician in the secorrd district who is in

active practice, and even those rvho never ex-

pected to practice. (Laughter). I went after

those'who were in active practice. I secured the

names of every doctor in the district, and of

every physician who was a member of the Associ-

atiorr and gradually through the aid of the differ-

ent coirirty secretaries culled out the rrames of

those who did not need airy pushing, from those

who were delincjuent, and then with the as-

sistance of the secretaries I have been trying

to bring those deliirquents into the fold. Dr. Sisk

has informed me what a time he has had as sec-

retary of his county. He has stated facts. It is

liard to keep up an organization iir Hopkiirs coun-

ty. Notwithstanding this, some of the best as-

sociation men we have are in Hopkins county. In

counties like Henderson and Warren it is easy

to keep up an organization, but iir those counties

that have never been well organized it takes a

man of parts to make good as a secretary. What
we want is association men. What we must do

is to impress the laity with the fact tliat the men

who do not attend the medical meetings—who are

not memlrers of their county medical society, are

not the men for them to employ. That the phy-

sicians who are members of their county societies

are the men who will give them the best service,

for they are the men who are studying new meth-

ods, new ideas and are trying to apply those ideas

in a scientific manner. These are the men who
when pestilence stalketh in the night are ready

for the emergency. If we can impress this fact

upon our peojile, we will have accomplished

something.

Dr. Stewart, of Paducah, spoke of Dr. Rich-

mond. Gentlemen : Dr. Richmond is a model

councilor. He is the white chief, the kingly Ar-

thur, and the like of him will not come again.

Counclors are not made, they are born. He is

not only a councilor, but a counselor. He is al-

ways ready to give the glad hand, and he makes
you feel that the cheer from his warm heart goes

with every hand-clasp. I wish there were more

like him. He sets the pace, not only for all of

the councilors; but for every doctor in the State

of Kentucky. (Applause).

The Chairman: The discussions on this excel-

lent paper have been very beneficial, but

we have something more in store for us, and I

will call upon Dr. Rutherford to come forward

and read his paper.

B. S. Rutherford, Bowling Green, read a paper

entitled “The County Society a Necessity.”

THE NECESSITY OF COUNTY MEDIC-
AL SOCIETIES.*

By B. S. Rutherford, Bowling Green.

In this age of progress there is not a pro-

fession, business or trade that can achieve its

greatest attainment without organization and

co-operation.

The political government of our country is

but an organization of cooperative forces^ di-

vided into different departments, each and
all of which are absolutely essential to the suc-

cess of the whole.

We have our eoixnty governments, our state

governments, and our national government,

all of which are indispensable links in the

great chain of government affairs. The dif-

ferent trade unions that are scattered all over

our country are but cooperative organizations,

the purpose of which is to protect individuals

against corporate greed and advance them in

the skillful performance of their duties.

We have in the medical profession as co-

operative organizations the County Medical

Societies, the Tri-County IMedical Societies,

the State Societies, Tri-State Societies and so-

cieties in which several states are lea^ied and
the great American ^ledical Association, all

of whicli are important links in the great

chain of organized and cooperative medicine.

*Head l)efore the ^Meeting of County Secre-

taries at Bowling Green, September, 1913.
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And in nn^ o])inion the most important of

wliich arc tlie county societies.

There are hut a small proportion of the

physicians in the United States who are not

within reach of a county society. There is

not a physician who attends these meetings

regularly who is not a better practitioner and
occupies a higher plane in estimate of the ])ro-

fession and laymen than he would if he had
not attended them.
The beneficient influence of County Medic-

al Societies reaches more physicians, perhaps,

tluui all other medical societies eomhined.
The county societies ihring in close touch
neighboring physicians and give them an op-

portunity to become better acquainted with

each other and as we become better acquainted

with each other we realize that we are not

rivals or competitors but co-workers in a

great cause and need each other’s help and in-

fluence.

To ilhistrate the good that is being ac-

coni])lished by county medical societies I will

say a few words in regard to our own Warren
County Medical Society. We never fail to

have a meeting once each month. The phy-
sicians from the county will come from fif-

teen to twenty miles to attend. We listen to

well i)repared papers which are discussed by
the members who have read up on the dif-

ferent subjects and prepared themselves to do
so to the best advantage. As a conseciuence
our society has become a source of education
and instruction which we regard as of ines-

timable value.

Besides this our county society has fostered

a spirit of congeniality and fellowship which
universally prevails among our physicians.

I do not suppose there are two physicians in

the county who could not meet on the 'best of

terms and extend to each other the right hand
of fellowship. I do not suppose there is a

physician in the county who would not rally

to the support of any other physician who
might be imposed upon by an unjust mal-
practice suit, or any other unjust imposition.

To illustrate, I will relate a conversation that

I had several months ago with an attorney of

our city. He asked me the question, why it

is that physicians were so loyal to each other,

stating, that such was not the case in the legal

profession. He said he recently had a client

to solicit his services in a malpractice suit

against a physician of Warren county. That
he did not know how the physicians found it

out, but before night as many as a half dozen
doctors had seen him in regard to the matter.
That they gave him to understand that every
doctor in the county would be an-ayed against
him in the case, besides by prosecuting so un-
just a claim he would incur their undying
enmity. To my own knowledge this same
man went to several atlorneys of our city for

the ])urj)ose of Inhnging suit, but the physici-

ans were on his trail and as a consequence the

suit was never brought.

Time and again we have thwarted the plans
of the “shyster” who exists everywhere and
who would unjustly take all the life time earn-

ings of a brother ])raetitioner.

It is seldom, indeed, that one of these cases

go to trial, and in the two or three instances

in the histoiy of the medical profession in

Warren County in which they have, there has
never been a verdict for damages rendered
against a physician.

In my opinion the county societies are

sentries fipm which originates either direct-

ly or indirectly practically all organization
and cooperation pertaining to medicine.
Without the stimulating influence of the

county societies we would not have any Tri-

County societies or State societies or societies

in which several counties or states are leagued
as we have them to-day.

To be eligible to membership to the Amer-
ican IMedical Association one must be a mem-
ber of the county society and also a member
of the state society. So without the county
societies it is highly probable we would not
have a national organization. So you can
readily see they are truly a necessity as is

expressed in the title of this paper.-
I reiterate the fact that county societies are

the centers from which originate the influ-

ence that is responsible either directly or in-

directly for practically all organization and
cooperation pertaining to medicine. To real-

ize its importance, lets take a retrospective
view and see what has been accoinplished by
these influences.

By organization infantile mortality has
been greatly reduced within the the past few
years. Longevity to the human race has been
extended about seven years. It has banished
from our shores for more than forty years
Asiatic cholera that once raged with such
fearful mortality on the American continent
that three millions of lives were lost in the re-

public of ]\Iexieo during the period of one
year. It has entered the death region of the
Panama Canal country where an individual
could not sojourn but a few weeks without al-

most certain death, and made of it a health
resort equal to almost any part of bur coun-
ti;y-

It has put under our control yellow fever
that at times almost depopulated our south-
ern cities and sent peo])le panic stricken
from theii- homes seeking places of safety.

It has rohbed smallpox of its teri-or and in

many other respects has accomplished that
which has redounded to the good of suffering
humanity.

In considering all this I think we should be
very proud of our i)rofession and j)roud of
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any influenee or organization that has been

instrmuental in the uj)lift, especially the

comity society, wliich has done so inuch ivitli

their educating and organizing intiuenees.

In conclusion allow me to urge the mem-
bers of this profession not to fail to attend

their County i\redieal Societies. Do not fail

to avail yourselves of the opportunities they

afford to make you a lietter jiractitioner and

a better man. You can well afford to lose the

time for the benefit you derive. You need the

recreation, one day off each mouth from busi-

ness is not too much, especially when spent in

this way. Uememher you do not even have

Sunday as a day of rest, in the discharge of

your duties, which sometimes become irk-

some because of continued demands upon
your service which entails a loss of much
needed rest, remember that you are perpetu-

ating a work engaged in by the Divine Mas-

ter while on earth, and he consoled by the

thought expressed in Ilis own language that

“he wlio administers unto the least of these

little ones administers also unto me.”

The Chairman: Tliis excellent jiaper is now

o[>en for discussion. All of ns see the necessity

of countj' societies, and I liojie some of you will

see fit to discuss this very excellent paper.

jVs there was no discussion on Dr. Rutherford’s

yai)er, the nomination and election of ollicers

were proceeded with, witli the following result:

Chairman, A. C. L. Percefull, Louisville; \ ice-

(''hairman, J. F. Young, Monticello; Second Adce-

Chairman, A. O. Sisk, Earlington; Secretary-

Treasurer, Lillian H. South, Bowling Green.

OSTFAIMYELITIS.'^

By A. \V. D.vvis, Morton’s (lap.

The subject of osteomyelitis is one of great

interest to me and has been one of consider-

able study and worry, especially one ease in

my early practice, when I was trying to make

a mark for myself.

According to Nichols infectious osteo-

myelitis is an acute sixppurative inflamma-

tion of the bone and is ahvays due to infect-

ion of the bone marrow by pyogenic micro-

organisms.

Quite a few physicians think of osteomye-

litis as a definite disease with always the same^

clinical symi)toms, of local pain, high fever,'

systemic infection, etc., is not true by any

ineans. Osteomyelitis is a common disease

both in its acute and chronic form, the clinical

picture is often obscure, and a mistaken diag-

nosis is not often infrequent. It is subject

to which not only the general practitioner,

but the surgeon should give more attention.

On its proper recognition and prompt treat-

*Kcad l)efoi-e the I tonkins County Medical Society

ment depends in many cases not only the life

of the patient but in every instance the fu-

ture function of the limb. Osteoitiyelitis is

essentially a disease of the shafts of the bones,

very seldom affecting the joint surfaces, but,

as T will illustrate to you in one case in my
series, it may be mistaken for a joint lesion

on account of the close proximity.

Case /.—A. IL, boy of 9, who gives a his-

tory of having previously been exceptionally

well, not having had any of the diseases of

childhood, was brought to my office on Au-
gust 8th, 1908, suffering with pain on the in-

ner side of left knee, no swelling or fever, 1

questioned his father closelj^ in regard to an
injury he might have had previously, but he
could not remember that he had any, notwith-

standing this I coidd not help but believe he
had had one or rather had strained the joint,

as he was a son of a sawyer and was constant-

ly running and playing over the logs at the

mill. I prescribed hot fomentations and gave
the salicylates, but in about a week they call-

ed again, the father stating the pain had be-

come more severe, boy was unable to rest at

all, at this time there was a slight swelling in

the middle third of thigh but no pain on pres-

sure, pain was still referred to the knee. I

told them to still keep up the same treatment.

On August 24th, 1 was called to see him, the

father stating that the boy’s leg was swollen so

badly, and as thei’e was so much pain, he
could not bring him to me. On reaching the

home the parents said that about two days
previous to my visit the boy got out of the

house and started to the mill, about 100 yards
away, after having gone about 50 yards he
stepped into an ox-track and fell, his brother

having noticed him at this time, the boy tried

to get up but failed, they carried him to the

house, the boy stated he heard something pop.
On xamination I found the whole thigh very
badly swollen, considei’able pain on pressure,

very little redness, and peculiar to state no
fevei'. The symptoms were so vague I was
really up a tree, so to speak, but I could really

see nothing but osteomyelitis. I stated to tbe

])arents that 1 woidd have to opei-ate to re-

move, possibly, dead bone and drain, so two
days afterward 1 went prejiared, thanks to

something or somebody, to amputate if neces-

sary. I made a .broad incision on the outer

side of the thigh, there exuded a dark jelly-

like substance. I introduced my index Anger

into incision, and I could sweep it around
completely coming in contact only with needle

like particles of bone floating loose. On re-

moval of my finger there was a sudden gush

of blood showing conclusively that the femoral

had ruptured. I immediately had my assist-

ant, Dr. W. B. Bailey, place an Esmarch
around thigh very close to hip, which stopped

the flow. I then informed the parents that
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the only chance for the child was amputation.

With their consent I amputated tliree inches

below the hip joint, removed all seemingly

dead bone, cleaned out medullary canal com-

pletely, stitched up without tension and

drained. Healing was perfect. He went

along nicely until October 3rd, when he re-

turned to me with stump enlarged to the size

of a football, bluish red in color, there was no

softening or fluctiiation but I went into it

wdth a knife anyway and only got a lot of

blood. The boy died on October 12th of bron-

cho- pneumonia. What has been peculiar to

me in this case was ; no chill, fever, pain only

on inner side of knee, hone as rotten as wood
for 4 inches in extent and overgrowth of

stump afterwards. Looked ver\* much like

carcinoma.
ETIOLOGY

As stated by iMallory in discussing the etiol-

ogy of osteomyelitis we can describe no single

cause. Trauma, a neighboring or even dis-

tant infection of the soft parts, or some gen-

eral debilitating or infectious disease pi’oduces

a local resistance, perhaps a true area of ne-

crosis, and offers the opportunities for the in-

vasion of micro-organisms by means of the

blood current. Bones undergoing develop-

ment seem most prone to infection, and there-

fore the disease most common in early life,

until the adolescent pei'iod is passed.

PATHOLOGY.

As there is so much that can he written

about the pathology, I will not attempt to

try to go into all of it hut will give you the

words of Goldthwait-Painter & Osgood, in

their work on the disease of the hones and
joints.* The hone marrow is the primary seat

of infection, the process usually starting near
the epiphysis, but in the diaphysis of the long

bones. The multiplication of the organisms
produces a soluble toxin, Avhich cause a ne-

crosis of the adjacent marroiv cells. The
loose structure of the marrow may allow
marked extension of the process before frank
suppuration occurs, the dense cortex resisting

invasion. Solution of the soft tissue of the

marrow takes place, the trabeculae may break
down, and cavities form in the spongy bone.

In the early stages no macroscopic changes
may be seen, but usually section is made so

late that yellowish, greenish, or hemorrhagic
pus, exudes. The irregular ari’angement of

the alveolar spaces and bony trabeculae with
this irregular formation of necrotic areas

gives a mottled appearance to the bone on
section. Fairly early extension to the cortic-

al bone takes place through the Havei-sian

canals and an inflammatory exudate forms

between the hone and periosteum, which is

often .stripped up for a considerable extent.

A subperiosteal abscess is thus formed. This

abscess may break through all the barriers

and discharge through the skin, though not

rarely fatal toxemia and septicemia ensue be-

fore this take splace. Spontaneous fracture

or joint suppuration sometimes occurs when
the epiphyseal line breaks down. Beneath

the stripped up periosteum there is necrosis

of at least the superficial layer of the cortex,

while if the inflammation destroys the end-

osteum the viability of the internal layer and
the trabeculae may be lost. Sequestra are

found Avhere these necrotic areas lie one above

the other. An involucrum is formed by the

proliferation of the separated periosteum

about the necrotic area. A shell of bone is

thus built up about tlie necrotic sequestrum.

The destructive process, as has been stated, is

irregular in its extension and the repair pro-

cess is therefore irregular, the granulation

tissue and endosteal bone being distributed

irregularly. Thus the diseased areas may be

encapsulated by fibrous or bony formation

and be shut off from the sound portion of the

shaft. The regenei-ation of the cortical bone
depends entirely upon the endosteum and
periosteum, the bone having apparently little

power of repair in itself.
.
If, therefore, both

endosteum and periosteum have been destroy-

ed the dense, necrotic, sequestrum must be

either spontaneously discharged or removed
by opei'ation, leaving a cavity which cannot

be expected to close of itself. At times the

entire necrotic shaft may be thus encapsulat-

ed in an ivory like ease of newly formed
bone, perforated in many places for

the discharge of pus. I will not con-

sider the various types only to classi-

fy: We have the acute circumscribed,

chronic circumscribed, acute diffuse, the one
we most often see,' typhoidal, tuberculous,

s\q)hilitic, and spinal.

DIAGNOSIS.

Considering the diversity of t^^pes, it is

obvious that the diagnosis of the condition

must be based on the symptom comiilex, which
varies greatly. I will give the acute suppur-
ative or infective only, quoting Eisendrath,

the ordinary infective osteomyelitis may arise

(1) as complication of a compound fracture,

of amputations (from the stump of which 1

removed a piece of necrotic bone yesterday),

or operations on bones; (2) it may follow a

slight trauma or exiiosure to cold and wet

;

(3) develop in the course of an infectious dis-

ease like pneumonia, typhoid, scarlatina, vari-

ola, etc. The clinical history is as follows

:

Disease begins suddenly with severe pain and
tenderne.ss over the affected bone, usually of

the .shaft. A chill often ushei'S in the disease

followed by high fever. The temiierature

curve resembles greatly that of a typhoid.
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being of a continuous type. The limb soon
becomes swollen, tender and indurated. The
skin glistens, is red, and feels hot. There is

rigidity of the adjacent joints. If no surgical

relief is given one of two conditons results

;

(1) a septicemia develops with high fever of

a continuous type, rapid pulse, dry coated
tongue, delirium, sweats, and diarrhoea. (2)
In less severe eases the pus perfonites the cor-

tical portion of the shaft and periosteum, and
appeal's beneath the skin as an abscess with
distinct fluctuation. The patient may pre-

sent himself with a sinus leading to necrotic

bone, as I have seen in three cases, and give

a history of such an acute onset as just de-

scribed. If the medulla has not been suffici-

ently drained, the septic symptoms may per-

sist. The fever shows a distinct rise in the

evening with morning remissions. The part
remains brawny and swollen and considerable

pus continues to be discharged from the

wound of operation or sinus. Chronic cases

may result from the acute. If possible the

X-ra}' should be used as it is the most accur-

ate method of diagnosis except in early cases.

TREATMENT.
According to Ochnerin all cases of osteo-

myelitis the primary' operation should consist

in an incision extending some distance be-

yond each end of the infection in the bone
and must penetrate all the tissues down to the

bone, including the periosteum. The drain-

age can still be further improved by the ap-

plication of a large moist antiseptic dressing,

and of course complete rest. A saturated so-

lution of boric acid, or acetate of aluminum,
or thirty per cent, solution alcohol in hot

water are most useful fluids for the i)urpose.

The entire parts should be enveloped in the

dressing and covered with an impervious sub-

stance like oiled silk or gutta percha tissue.

Fresh soltuions should be added from 3 to 6

times daily. The dressing itself need not be

removed more than once every two to four

days. The pain subsides almost instantly and
within a few weeks the incision usually heals,

with the exception of a eireiimseribed point

in case the bone does not entirely recupei'ate.

In the chronic cases, we should establish

drainage with removal of sequestra, otherwise

treatment should be as for the acute form,

with a longer period for drainage. In the

more severe- cases, which do not progress fa-

vorably under drainage alone, total extirpa-

tion of the infected marrow is advised. The

repairative power in the marrow is great, and

if the entire shaft is opened and the medullary

canal cleaned, no bad results need be e.xpect-

ed if care is taken not to injure the end-

osteum, by curretting. (treat care must be

taken to preserve the periosteum intact since

only from this or the endosteum can new bone
be produced.

1 will call your attention to the following

cases
;

C. H., age 26, night Avatchman. Was
mistaken for a prowler by a fellow watchman
and was shot with a Winchester pump shot

gun loaded with buck shot in the middle third

of the left thigh in front, the shot having
penetrated a 3-4 inch oak paling before
striking him, which only made a superficial

bruise of the skin and muscle, he did not quit

work from it. In about three weeks he devel-

oped typhoid fever and run the regular course
of 23 days, never being very sick, his tempera-
ture was nonnal for 8 days when he had a
chill, severe pain in the leg at the point Avhere

he Avas shot, swelling, redness. This kept up
for ten days, Avhen consultation was had, Ave

Avent into the leg and found pus, blood and
necrotic bone, in removing the sequestrum,
the femoral aa^s ruptured, there Avas abso-

hitely no force used either, things Avere in a

very rotten condition. I tied the vein, artery,

nerve and all the sound muscular tissue I

thought Avould hold en masse, and to my sur-

prise, the man Avent along beatifully, not a
spot of gangrene shoAved up anywhere, and
the man is to-day a healthy house painter.

Can climb a ladder as well as anyone.

M. P., age 44, had a right lower molar tooth

filled some five Aveeks previous to my seeing

him, he stated that the tooth had never ceased

paining him since it Avas filled, SAvelling in the

jaw commenced on the second day. When I

saw him he was in a horrible condition, mouth
about half open pus and blood running out
in stream, awful foul odor. On examination
I could feel that seemingly the entire jaAv

was rotten. I made an incision over Ihe se-

questrum and removed the entire body sub-

periostially, I did this Avithout an anesthetic

as he had a time to get a breath. There is no
deformity and he can masticate his food to-

day as Avell as he ever could, four years after

operation.

I will not take your time to cite other cases,

Avhich Avere along similar lines as the ones al-

ready mentioned. I have had four of the

lower jaw, four of the femur and tAvo of the

tibia.

Vincent’s Angina.—Treatment.—In mild cases,

best results from use of trichloracetic acid. Mem-
brane first removed by hydrogen peroxide and
Aviping- AA’itli cotton SAvab; ulcer then anesthetized

AA’itli 10 per cent, cocaine solution, and trichlor-

acetie acid applied a feAV minutes after. Usually

3 or 4 applications at 2 or three day intervals

necessary. Tincture of iodine preferably Avhere

ulceration extensive. For pain, orthoform. Cari-

ous teetli to he cared for. General condition also

to he improved.—Halstead.
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EARLY DIAGNOSIS OF TUBERCU-
LOSIS.*

By T. C. Niciioi.S, ]Morgan.

The early diagnosis of phthisis rests largely

on the history, the symptoms, especially the

gastric disturbance, evening fever, and ac-

celerated pulse, and the physical signs. The

presence of the tubercle bacillus in the

spi;tum is conclusive evidence of the disease.

In all suspected cases the chest and the ex-

pectoration should be carefully examined

The onset of the disease is very insidious and

is attended by dys])noea, anoi-exia, dyspepsia,

ej)igasti‘ic distress after meals, pallor, anemia

and weakness. Later there develops a slight

dry, hacking cough, referred to the throat or

stomach and occurring usually in the morning
with scanty glassy expectoration. Physical

signs, inspection during the early stage shows

slight depressions in the supi’aclavicular, and
at times in the infraclavicular regions. Pal-

pation serves to detect increased vocal fremit-

us over either or both apices, and imperfect

expansion. Percussion yields a slightly im-

paired note in the early stage at either or

both apices. Aiiscultation reveals, in the

early stage, ,]erky inspiration witli crackling

rales at the apex and prolonged, high-pitched

expiration. The mieroscopie examination of

the sputum blood corpuscles and alveolar

cells are present in tbe sputum and may be

detected by the aid of the microscope with or

without staining. Elastic fibers in the sputum
are of great importance, as their presence

signifies destruction of tissue somewhere in

the respiratory tract. To examine the

sputum for tiiberele bacilli a small caseoiis

particle should be selected and spread out in

a very thin layer on a cover-glass or slide. It

is allowed to dry in the air or by passing it

through the flame of a Bunsen burner, smear-

ed side up, three times. Ziehl’s carbolfuehsin

fuchsin 1 ;
alcohol 10

; 5 per cent, aqueous so-

lution of phenol 90 ;
is then poured generously

over the entire specimen, which should then

be held a short distance above the flame for

a few seconds until steam is formed. The
slide or cover-glass should then be thoroughly
washing in running water to remove the ex-

cess of the stain. Gabbel’s solution of

methylene blue 2 ;
sulphuric acid 25, and

water 75, is then employed to counterstain the

preparation for which a period of about 30

seconds is required. The excess of this stain

is also removed by running water after which
the specimen is dried and mounted in Canada
balsam, the tubercle bacilli show as red

rod on a blue background. Othei- recent

diagnostic tests consist in the administration

of tuberculin, the Calmette o|)hthalmo-react-

ion, and the agglutination and serum tests.

*Read before the Pendleton County Medical Society.

PRESIDENT ’S ADDRESS.*

By R. M. R.vnkin, Covington.

I suppose it is incumbent upon tbe incom-

ing presiding officer of this society, on this oc-

casion, to ]>resent to you a forecast of the

work we are to tindertake.

The work done by this organization, during

its past existence, has been commendable and
recognized by friends, and the profession

thixiughout our own State certainly, and per-

haps in greater measure in other states than
is possible for us to fully estimate at this

time.

Next fall our society is to be the host of the

State Society at its regular annual meeting,

and in order to sustain our reputation for

work acomplished, we should begin at once to

plan, and engage to perform a greater, a bet-

tei‘ and a broader work.

To labor unselfishly for another is the best

work in the broadest sense. The best woi’k

that this society can hope to engage in is work
done for afflicted bumanity, and by afflicted

we mean not disease per se only, but sociolog-

ical conditions, customs, and practices which
in larger part produce disease. Work then is

the means to the accomplishment of the task
before us, and team work is the kind of work
that produces results. Team work in this so-

ciety amounts to just what it does in big
business, or big undertakings of whatever
character. It means, conception and perform-
ance

;
conception of the things to be done, and

performance, doing of it. It means that we
must do the thing for the sake of the society

with the same energy, zeal and concern as if

it were our own personal affair.

Our programme indicates what is expected
along scientific lines. We have omitted the

post-graduate course and for the present will

have bi-monthly regular meetings. There
wifi be two papers and two persons to open
tlm discussion of each paper at each meeting.

It was the idea of the programme committee
to have the essayist furnish the discussers

with a synopsis of his paper, that the latter

may better study and discuss it.

The names of the discussers will apper in

the printed programme, and their obligation

to bring up their work will be considered

equal to that of the essayist. Efficiency on

their part will be considered just as import-

ant as that of the author of the pai)er. We
feel quite sure that discussion conducted in

this manner will be an improvement over

what it has been, and that this will still

further stimulate and improve the eliaracter

of the general discussion. Any failure on the

part of those taking part in the program will

* Dolivoied bcfoiv tho C’i\mi)bt'll-K'ontoii C’ouiil.v Medical

Society.
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be lamented when it is unavoidable, and the

attention of the society called to it when it be-

comes a matter of negligence or indifference.

It is to be hoped, however, that not a single

member will fail to give the necessary time
and use his best talents toward the fulfillment

of his part.

I would suggest that the election of officers

be held on the last meeting night in Ooctober
in order to give more time to the program
committee in which to arrange for the better

convenience of Ihe danuary and February es-

sayists.

In connection with the scientific work, it

might be well to state that the society has

been })rof¥ei'ed a meeting place at St. Eliza-

beth Hospital, which offer, if aeeeiited, will

no doubt be of very great advantage, both to

the hospital and the society, the Igtter especi-

ally, inasmuch as clinical material, not other-

wise at hand and available, may be procured.
This featiire, if consummated, should lend
much interest and enthusiasm.

The reporters for the daily papers have
promised to publish for ns any item or items
that we may request. Our State Journai.
continually clamors for the news. These two
avenues offer efficient means for the effiilgence

of the heretofore flickering and hidden light

of our society. We owe it to the State JouR-
NAi, to have some sort of report made to it of
our meetings, we also owe it to the 125,000 in-

habitants represented in this society by their

family physicians, to have it published per-

sistently that they may know we are not only
working for their interest, but how we are do-
ing it. T say persistently, because the public
is slow to absohb knowledge of this character,
and just as slow in acting upon it after ab-
sorption has taken place.

The parasitic patent medicine propagator
is aware of this fact, and also is aware of the
fact that the public is quick to forget, and so

he ])ractices the art of ])ersistence in flaunting
his Avares before his misguided and self- ad-
vised customers.

It seems to me the time is coming, if it has
not already ariA’ed, when medical societies

ought to become leaders in certain questions
pei’taining to the welfai'e of the citizens, and
to this end I would suggest that the society
appoint standing committees for civic pur-
poses. Let us extend the interest of medical
science from the consideration of individual
cases to the solution of broader communal
problems. IModern medicine is developing
along these lines, and the attitude of the
laity’s mind and purse is favorable to it; in-

deed the work of the latter challenges that of
the former for the honor of affording the
greatest .stimuli toward ])i-eventative medic-
ine.

Working together, I believe it possible

among other things, to have all food stuffs of-

fered for sale in the cities of the two counties,,

either from stall, stoi-e or wagon, to be ef-

fectually ])roteeted from flies and dirt. If the

Campbell-Kenton IMedical Society would an-

nounce through the press that it meant to

have this done, and if necessary it would en-

list the aid of all house-keepers and have them
refuse absolutely to patronize any vender who
failed to effectually protect his wares, I be-

lieve it would be done, at least they would
keep out dogs and cats. Since the crusade
against dairies and their milk ])roduct in Ken-
ton County five or .six years ago, the decrease

in the diarrhoea! diseases has been at least

one-third. Physicians^ who have been in

harness sufficiently long will verify this state-

ment.

As a result of the vital statistics law passed

by a recent legislature, the people are very

much better informed as to preventable dis-

eases and many other things pertaining to

their jAliysical welfare than ever before.

Within the last fortnight I glanced at the rec-

ords of death in the health department.

There has been much improvement in the

keeping of records, and any one who may can

learn for himself that there is plenty of room
for still further improvement. Statisticians

are indispensible to education and are doing

more toward enlightenment of the world than

any one calling.

We ought to render it possible for statistics

to be obtained with more facility and accur-

acy. 1

I do not believe we will have done our full

duty as an organization within the next year

until the streets, alleys, back yards, stables,

vacant lots, etc., have been inspected and all

sources for the breeding places of flies have

been reported to us and measures adopted

looking toward the best possible riddance of

same.

The medical inspector of schools has about

1200 pupils in charge, a number too great to

be handled thoroughly. The health depart-

ment too, for financial and other reasons is

inefficient, over-burdened. Too much germ-

laden dust is bloAvn from dirty streets into

our homes and breathed into our lungs.

I am unable noAv to oAitline in detail any-

thing along these lines of preventive medicine,

but express briefly the hope that if it meet

the approval of the members, committees will

be appointed to take up the work and prose-

cute it successfully.

“We must have our people learn that it is

definance to the laAvs of hygiene, that brings

on sickness and disease. We ourselves, must
learn that it is not sufficient for us to teach

them the laws of obedience, right living and
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well being, but we must force practice of these

upon them.”
I believe it possible for us to foi-ee the i>rac-

tice upon them by tact and pei’sx;asion as the

health authorities of Fayette County, Ky., did

to their dairymen. Once a month the latter

see publi.shed in the daily papers the average

number ‘of bacteria in the milk fi’om each

one’s dairy. Publicity forces them to obedi-

ence and proper practice in order to com-
pete with liis fellow for the sale of his pro-

ducts. Publicity of facts is what we need.

Let us say that 3Ir. Duitiful i\Ian at number
1914 Vital KStreet conducts a grocery and
daily market, his goods are ])roteeted from
dies, are clean, and his prices are right.

A more important fact for us to publish,

however, is that the flies are born and reared

in a manure pile in the rear of a stable at

1914 Mors Street. Let the committee on sani-

tation ascertain the location of every breed-

ing place, whether in alley, back yard, stable

or open lot, furnish us with the facts that we
may through the press, acquaint the public

and authorities with the same, and oxir vic-

tory will be half won.
In the name of our society, in the name of

our State Society, and for the glory and
benefit of humanity, let xxs up and at it. Hav-
ing accomplished our purpose, we will doubt-

less have put our sister cities upon the map,
and me thinks I can see, marking our meeting
place, inscribed upon an unfurled banner, the

plaudit, “Well done, thou good and faithful

servant.
’ ’

PYAFAIIA.*

By J. E. L. Harbold, La Grange.

The subject allotted to me has been named
sepsis. But I prefer the old name pyaemia.
This tells you what to expect, AVhile sepsis

is divided into three heads, and defined thus

:

Poisoning by the products of putrefaction,
and divided thus: sepsis intesfinalis, puerper-
al sepsis, and pyogenic sepsis.

The first is caused by eating d.ecayed can-
ned meat, sausage, etc. The second the ab-
sorption into the circulation of putrefactive
matter after childbirth, and the third pyo-
genic sepsis from the absorption of pus into
the eircidation causing abscesses in dift’erent

parts of the body or in the bones.
A\ hen I begun the study of medicine, when

a person had a number of ab.scesses at the
same time he was said to have pyaemia, and
as such septic poison was described, and
pjmemia meant hlood poisoning. The word is

derived from pyogenic which means prodixc-
ing pus. Now T do not mean to say the word
sepsis Avas not known at that time for it was

• *Rea(l before the Oldham County Medical Society.

known but not used as it is now. I doubt if

the present way of speaking of sepsis is an
improvement on the old.

Ericksen who Avas an authority in those
xlays says: “pyemia” and not sepsis when
writing his chapter on blood poisoning and
speaks thu.s:

“The third condition Avhich is present in
many cases of pyaemia, and Avhich is prob-
ably the active cause of many of the symp-
toms, is that of blood poisoning.
“ Ichorhaemia or .septicaemia due to the ab-

sorption of ichorous or putrid matter and its

entrance into the circulation.”
In this paper T shall speak of sepsis as

formerly called, pyaemia.
During the proce.ss of inflammation lymph

or plasma is apt to be effused from the blood
in the part Avhich has partial death, and this
lymj)h provided the vital forces heloAv, or the
treatment inefficient A'ery liable to become
])us : li\dng matter of the very loAA’est organiza-
tion. Avhich, if b.y accident, finds its way into
the blood through an abrasion, scratch or
wound, is liable to give pyaemia, a contagious
and infectious disease, due to the presence of
the micrococci of pus. Rigors are indicative
of pus groAA'th

;
its progress, its volume, its

rapidit.y, its destructiA^e action can be appreci-
ated, nay calculated by the intensity, fre-
quency and Auolence of the chills.

The cocci of pyaemia, streptococcus p.yo-
genes are seen occurring singly or in chain.
These mierohes bear culture Avell, and Avhen
injected into animals give rise to the disease
in all of its malignancy. They also cause
thrombosis and embolism.

I will relate the history of a case from my
own pratcicp that I treated soon after I be-
gun the practice of medicine. Give the
treatment of this case and then give my treat-
ment of such cases then and to-day.

Theodore IT., colored, about 18 years old.
SaAv him first Alarch 16th, 1877. The thumb
at second joint Avas very much swollen, the
skin Avas tense and glistening and had the ap-
pearance of pus in it. I lanced it but only a
thin glossy fluid resembling .synovial fluid
escaped. His left shoulder OA'er scapula Avas
much SAA'ollen. I ordered poultices. Intern-
ally gave quinine and iron. He did not im-
prove every much; the place I lanced con-
tinued to spread his thumb joint AA’as com-
pletely disorganized. His shoxilder AA'as lanc-
ed about Alay 1st and continued to discharge
pus in large quantities. On Alay 4th at my
request, 1 took him to Dr. IIolloAvay, avIio am-
putated him tliAimh, and suggested that 1 use
a di'ainage tube in his shoulder. 1 had lanced
tlie shouldei’ near the inferior angle of the
sca])ula, and beside this opoiing, there Avas

one liighei' up near tlie spine of scapula which
had sloughed througli. I used the drainage
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tube as requested ami on the 7th the incised

wound liad liealed so umeh 1 did not use it.

On the 7th of iMay I removed the sutures
from his liand, and fmmd pus had formed.
Locally I used carbolized oil. Internally tr.

chloride of iron xxm to the dose. On iMay 9th

I found necrosed bone in woimd over the

shoulder. TIis thumb was doing well. Be-
gan again to use drainage tube in shoulder,

his temperature was 100 pulse 90. This case

ran about as above until July 7th, 1877 he
had paraplegia. There was an abscess at the

junction of lumbar and sacrum measuring
8 1-2 inches long and 4 1-2 inches wide.

He complained of Imrning in this abscess

and also the one at his ankle. A few days
later the lumbar abscess broke and three-

fourths of a cove oyster can of pus was
caught. While he was unable to put his feet

forward, if you moved tliem forward and then
tickled his feet he would jerk them back. One
peculiar feature about this case is, his temp-
erature remaiiied so neai‘ normal. Generallj"

he rested well at night
;
if he was restless then

there was a lase in the temperature. About
August 18th. 1877, he began to liave night

sweats and they were so proLise that where
he lay it soaked through the ma tress and wet
the slats of the bed. Another thing strange

about this case was the number of abscesses

that were on his body and had been. Fir^it

one on right thumb at same time one on left

shoulder, one on occiput which remained
about nine months and bursted, one in lum-
bar region, one large one across back from
ninth rib on left side across to right sea])ula

;

one over humerus, one on left elbow, one on
nates, one on right internal maleolus. one on
right quadreceps extensor about middle of

femur.

iMarch 27th. 1878. There are at this time

.seven absces.ses containing pus, and four

wounds where there had been abscess which
are discharging pus.

11 is mother said. “Whenever Theodoi'e

would hurt himself the sore was a long time

healing. That on one occasion a bee sLing
him and it was nearly two years healing.”

11 is knees are permanently flexed
,
and

cause pain when you attempt to straighten

them. During January, 1878, his tempera-
ture began to rise and at times was 102 1-2,

at other times Ms temperatui'c was 96 3-4,

puLse ranged from 86 to 114. lie died June
23rd, 1878, having lingered one year, three

months and .seven days from the first time 1

saw him. He had {)araplegia ten months.

On June 23rd at 9:30, his temi)erature was
94 1-2. lie died that day about 3:30 p. m.

One reason 1 did not o|)en the abscess:

Whenever'a wound was made it never healetl.

1 gave cod liver oil. and other such i-eiuedies.

To-day I would wash out these abscesses
with peroxide of hydrogen. We did not have
peroxide of hydrogen in those days 1877-1878.
Internally in addition to. the iron 1 would
give echinacea also sp. tr of copper; also di-

odiven.

DIAGNOSIS, QUARANTINE AND TREAT-
MENT OF SCARLET FEVER.*

By R. B. Cass-Adv, La Grange.

AVhen fever exists and inflamed sore throat
and an eruption over the body, then the diag-

nosis of .scarlet fever can be made. Later on
we have desquamation. The most character-
istic earl}' symptom of a typical scarlet fever
are intense redness of the faiicial mucous
membrane, .sore throat, early and persistent

vomiting, fever, tMrst and increased pulse
rate, the tongue at first may not show the
characteristic strawberry appearance, but a

coat Avith the papillae elevated. Sometimes
an attack of scarlet fever is ushered in with a

convulsion. Older children complain of se-

vere headache and aching of the bones.

Von Tjenks says that vomiting ushers in this

disease more often than any other disease ex-

cept ])neumonia. “The temperature has no
peculiarity about it. It may continue for

some time especially if there be any serious

complications, otherwise it gradually subsides
by lysis towards the end of the first week.

Scarlet fever is an acute infection, specific

and contagious disease. This disease pre-

sents several types, the mildest is scarlatina

simplex and maligna or as Carlett classifies, I

like best, simple, .septic and toxic. The
symptoms as has already been stated are

ushered in abruptly, the rash making its ap-

peai-ance within twenty-four hours after the

initial symptoms. It may be seen first upon
the neck and che.st, less often on the small of

the back, it is a bright scarlet pin-point flash

and oeciques the sites of the hair follicles,

the rash extends from above downward
spi-eading in a few hours to the arms, usually

in twenty-four hours it i-eaches to the trunk,

legs and abdomen.

A point to note is that in contrast to meas-

les and smallpox it is much less marked upon
the face and cheeks. The donsal surfaces of

the hands and feet show the eruption, while

the })almer and plantei- surfaces do not usu-

ally show the ])unetate scarlatina i-ash. The
rash shows great variations, sometimes only a

small portion of the body shows it and unless

close observation is made it may not be obseiw-

ed at all and a faint eruplidn with slight sore

throat with little or no fever may tlii-ow us off

guai'd and not \intil some one in the family

*Read before the Oldham County Medical Society.
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takes down with it never would have been

diagnosed, as a ease wliicli recently eanie un-

der iny observation witli Dr. Freeman.
Wlien it is diffuse it may be of an intense

scarlet or almost x^m’ple color. Climate does

not seem to affect the poison. It seems to af-

fect America in the fall and winter, l)ut ma-
lignant cases have been seen in mid-summer.

Fichart says it is least contagious during
the period of incubation, most pronounced at

the time of erujition and with the establisli-

ment of convalescence the desquamation
power of contagion steadily diminishes and
the average duration of the period of contag-

ion lasts about six weeks. The greater num-
ber of cases occur between the ages of one and
three years and next in frequency between 5

and 15 years, then the frequency gradually
diminishes.

As to tlie stage of incubation, authorities

differ as to the lengtli of time between the ex-

posure to the disease and tlie disai)iiearance
of symi^toms. The usual rule is from a few
days to a week, although excex)tions will e.x-

tend the time to several days longer.

The distinct simcific case of scarlet fever
is unknown, in spite of the immense scientific

work. However, owing to the immense amount
of work being done it will not be long before
the factor of all infectious diseases will be dis-

covered.

TREATMENT.

The first thing to do is to isolate and re-

move all healthy children and adults. The
patient should be given a competent nurse.
The best method is to select an upper room or
two if possible, with a southern exposure.
The nurse should have a cap comiiletely cov-
ering her hair, her uniform should be boiled
thoroughly after washing and soaked in 1 to
2000 solution bichloride. All secretion from
the mouth should be burned and excreta dis-

infected and buried. The physician should
protect his clothes by wearing a gown, which
he removes on leaving the patient’s room and
he should be in the open air at least an hour
before calling elsewhere. The temi^erature
of the room should he from 68 to 72 degrees F.
Fresh air must be admitted but no draught.
Sunlight freely admitted unless this is pain-
ful to the eyes, 'which should be protected. A
tepid sponge bath when temperature gets to

f03, every night and morning. When the

eruption causes intense itching the body
should be rubbed with cold cream or earbo-

lated vaseline. Stimulate the enunetories,

keep the bowels and kidneys in good woi-king

order. A little lernonade or orangeade Avill

be grateful and if fever is very high, aconite

tincture, with spirits of nitre with syrup

lemon. If pulse gets very weak 1-100 strych-

nia every three hours. It must be borne in

mind that children with toxaemia bear it well.

Digitalis is also indicated if indse is of low
tension. Camphor and ether act well, hypo-
dermatically.

The complications and sequelae of this dis-

ease are legion. Each will have to be treated
on its own merits, the two most often met
with are ear and kidney for which apin'0]')ri-

ate treatment will be instituted. There are
also mixed infections sometimes of a very
grave character. The gravity and sequelae of

this disease make it one of our most formid-
able troubles to deal witli.

Now as to hygiene and sanitation. These
are measures or matters of education which
is a slow process but I know of no other way,
and there is being done some work along these
lines. As to quarantine much can be done to

eradicate and control this trouble. It ought
to be done thoroughly if it is to he of any
great value. Piit uj) red cards with scarlet

fever in large black letters, to remain for six

weeks, with no one to leave the iiremises nor
any one to enter the house, but the physician
and nurse. This card ought to be front and
back. In order for strict quarantine to be
fully established it is almost absolutely nece.s-

sary to have police })rotection in order to do
this effectually, but out in the country this

is impossible and it is very hard to do in little

towns. I find the health officer handicapped,
sometimes by lack of cooiieration on the part
of some careless doctors as well as some vici-

ous and iudiseiplined, ignorant persons of the

laity. 1 had a little experience along tliese

lines not long since. A mother became very
indignant because I prohibited her from writ-

ing letters. She said she would go to her
neighbor and go into her kitchen and do any-
thing for her without the least trepidation.

So you see it is a matter largely of education.
There is mucli more that might be said biit

this will suffice this time.

DIAGNOSIS OF APPENDICITIS*

K. B. Cassady, La Grange.

The diagnosis of apimndicitis Is sometimes
a very difficult matter and only opening the

abdomen will reveal the true trouble within,

but by careful palpation over IMcBurney’s
point, the diagnosis can generally be made
out. Now, in order to make a differential

diagnosis between this trouble and other trou-

bles found in this region, is the ruh. The va-

rieties of this disease cut quite a figure. We
have catarrhal, ulcerative, perforative, and
gangrenous stages. The clinical are the acute

and chronic recurrent cases. Infection, tume-
faction and various degrees of sti’angulation

of the appendicular blind sac ap])ear to be

*Read before the Oldham County Medical Society.
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the pathological explanation of appendicitis.

In some families there seems to he a here-

ditary predisposition to appendicitis. Ede-
hohls maintains that chronic appendicitis is

the chief symptom and most important com-
plication of movable right kidney. Acute
pain in right lower abdomen which may radi-

ate in various directions, pronounced tender-

ness in the right iliac fossa, IMcBurney’s

point; pronounced tenderness, as elicited of

the appendix by palpation, nausea, vomiting,

fever, accelerated pulse, diarrhoea or consti-

pation may he present. Leucocytosis is a fairly

constant symptom. Suppuration is provable

by an exacerbation of previous symptoms and
increase in size of the tumor or swelling lo-

cated at IMcBurney’s point, or in the lumbar
region or elsewhere.

Pei’foration of the appendix may be indi-

cated by severe pain, great tenderness and
marked rigidity. Pronounced sepsis may be

inferred from vomiting, rapid pulse and high
fever.

Another diagnostic point I have found by
observation that I do not find in any of the

text books is made by fiexing the leg upon the

thigh and the thigh upon the abdomen with

some force. If the appendix is involved it

will cause great pain, if not a sense of relief

is experienced, if it be colic or other troubles.

In renal colic and twists of the ureter the

l^aiu radiates into the groin and testicle and
there is hematuria or hemiglobinuria. The
urine should be examined for small calculi.

In indigestion and entercolitis we have no
localized tenderness, no rigidity, no tumor, no
tenderness of the appendix on palpation. So
in intestinal obstruction palpation of the ap-

pendix gives negative results. So in choleo-

eystitis or hepatic abscess we have tenderness

on pressure from below the margin of the ribs

upwai-d. No tenderness of the appendix on
palpation.

Gallstone colic pain radiates to the back on
the right side and the appendix is free on pal-

pation. Salpingitis, oophoritis and ectopic

gestation are recognized by bimanual palpata-

tion of the pelvic organs and the latter is de-

noted by menstrual irregularities.

Perinephritie abscess on the right side may
arise from appendicitis but is usually a com-
plication following an operation for appendi-

citis if it is independent of appendicitis. The
appendix is not tender to the touch.

Tubercular peritonitis is a slow process,

palpation of the appendix may be impossible.

Mucus colic gives its own characteristic symp-
toms and the appendix is found to be free on
palpation. Coxitis. In young children ap-

pendicitis has been mistaken for hip joint dis-

ease as the appendix can readily be palpated

in children, the differential diagnosis is not

difficult. Acute rheiunatic myositis of the

rectus abdominis muscles simulates appendi-
citis.

Appendicitis is usually associated with right
iliac tenderness. The Widal serum test will

settle the diagnosis in most cases. In typhoid
fever the onset is slow and roseola is generally
observed. Sibert, of New York, has reported
two cases of typhoid fever combined with ap-
pendicitis.

Influenza, pleurisy, penumonia, malarial
disease, herpes zoster of the twelfth inter-

costal nerve and other infections which fre-

quently begin with severe gastric intestinal

symptoms, cannot be mistaken for apjiendi-

citis by any one who has learned to palpate
the appendix.

ACUTE POISONING.*

By J. T. Dixon, Owensboro.

When a physician receives a hurried call

to attend a case of acute poisoning his respon-
sibilities begin at once. The importance of

his duties in the case can scarcely be over-

stated. From the very beginning he must
have absolute control of every faculty and not
share in the general confusion and excitement
so likely to be rampant on such occasions. He
inust be calm and collected for the full exer-

cise of his best judgment that he may put in-

to quick execution his thoughts. The very
life of his patient will depend upon these two
essentials: good judgment and quick action.

So the thing most important in a case of pois-

oning is for the doctor to be cool and self

controlled
;
for his task involves an intimate

knowledge of practical medicine and chemis-

try and in some instances where a crime may
have been committed he must have the

analytical mind of a Sherlock Holmes, for of

all crimes where skillfully executed, that of a

poisoning requires the most learning, acute-

ness, skill and iiromptitude ‘for its detection.

If death has taken place and no finished his-

tory of the ease can be had it is the duty of

the physician to collect what evidence there

may be in sight for future reference. It may
be the means of saving the honor of the dead
where suicide is questioned or it may be the

means of saving the reputation of the living

where a crime has been suspected.

Every physician should have at his com-
mand a good working knowledge of how to

treat the most commoniilace eases of poison-

ing. This does not necessarily require an ex-

haustive study of the chemistry and antidotes

of each and every poison singly and separate-

ly, but they may be taken in groups, classified

under three separate heads, and all those un-

der each heading with few exceptions treated

with the same chemical antidote. First the

*Read before the Daviess County Medical Society.
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corrosives, whicli would include the strong

acids and alkalies; second, the speeific irri-

tants, which would include arsenic, mercury,
iodine, and phosphorus; third, the neurotics,

or those affecting the nervous system, which
would include strychnine, belladonna, aconite,

opium, and other alkaloids, this is by far the

larger group.

When studying the first group, the corros-

ive poisons, nitric, sulphuric or muriatic acid,

or the caustic potash or sodii, for an antidote

we would instinctively turn to an alkali for

an acid poisoning, and an acid for all alkali

poisoning. Each counteracting the other

ideally. So with two agents, bicarbonate of

soda and vinegar, both to be found in every

kitchen, we will have at hand a vei-y good
chemical antidote for this group of poisons.

The universal antidote for the second
group, the specific irritants, such as mercury,
arsenic, iodine, phosphorus, etc., would be di-

lute egg albumin, fortunately another item to

be found in every kitchen. However, the

best chemical antidote for iodine is starch so-

lution, and the best chemical antidote for

arsenic is hydrated oxide of iron or dyalized

iron, a remedy that cannot always be quickly

had, yet in the absence of this specific remedy,
iron in any form is first made alkaline by
mixing with common soda solution or lime

water or ammonia water, is indicated.

In the third gi’oup, the poisons affecting

the nervous system, such as stiychnine, bella-

donna, aconite, opium and other vegetable
alkaloidal poisons are all fortunately subject

to the influence of one chemical antidote,

tannic acid. You cannot make a mistake in

giving a solution of tannic acid in any form of

alkaloidal or ptomain poisoning since pto-
mains are alkaloidal poisons. The potency of
the tannic acid solution may be augmented by
the addition of iodine in some cases.

It is a fortunate fact that the antidote for

many of the common poisons is most always
at hand in every household. We can find

vinegar for the causti; Ikalies, soda for the
strong acids, eggs for .im specific irritants,

salt for the nitrate of silver. Some form of
alcohol or epsom salts for carbolic acid, and
for the great group of alkaloids, strychnine,
morphine, etc., if tannic acid can not be had
we can use an infusion of oak bark or even a
pot of strong tea. Therefore we do not have
to rush to the drug store for dilute acetic acid,

when vinegar will
‘

>st as well, or calcium
hydrate or carbonate oi magnesia when com-
mon cooking soda will act ideally, or any
other preparation of pharmacy when we have
most excellent antidotes in commonplace
things

Of course, if everything was favorable,
certain pharmaceuticals in some cases of poi-
soning would be preferable and very desir-

able. But we don’t want to sacrifice time,

we want to realize that the element of time is

of paramount importance and that we must
use the simple, but active remedies at band if

we would save our case.

It is the duty of the physician to be familiar

with the toxic element of such substances as
paris green, rat biscuit, matches, fly paper,
embalming fluid, etc., that may be innocently
taken by children. This knowledge will en-

able him to administer the proper antidote.

In most all eases of poisoning the stomach
tube should be used, while the antidote is be-

ing prepared or immediately after it is given.

The contents of the stomach should be syphon-
ed away and repeated washings with a more
dilute solution of the antidote should be re-

sorted to. There is one class of poisons, how-
ever, where the introduction of the stomach
tube is contraindicated, and they are the cor-

rosive poisons, the strong acids and caustic
alkalies, because of the very great destruction
to the tissues by their corrosive action, and
because if the antidote is promptly given the
poison is completely neutralized and made in-

ert and does no further harm.
It is the diity of physicians to study most

carefully the objective symptoms that he may
properly class his case and apply the correct
antidote. His ease may be unconscious with
no possible way to get a history or any infor-

mation as to the character of poison taken.
In this event he must know that arsenic in

poisonous doses produces violent gastro-intes-

tinal symptoms, vonating and purging. That
carbolic acid leaves a white eschar and has
a characteristic odor. That nitric acid stains

tissues yellow. That belladonna produces a
fixed dilated pupil, dry throat and flushed
face. That opium produces a contracted pin-

point pupil, deep slow breathing, and if the
poison be in the form of laudanum, a char-
acteristic odor. In fact, he should know the
lethal symptoms as well as the physiological

In all cases of poisoning where the chemical
symptoms of all the most common poisons,

antidote has been given and all danger of
further absorption passed, the subsequent
treatment of the case must be symptomatic,
requiring the judicial administration of phys-

iological antidotes and the application of the

principles of general medicine. We must be

careful in our anxiety not to over treat the ease

and give repeated hypodermics at sliort inter-

vals, thereby adding a new danger to an al-

ready exhausted patient.

Erysipelas—Treatment.—Local applications of

buttermilk on soft rags, latter to be kept con-

stantly wet with it, gave uniformly favoi'al)le re-

sults.—-Arnold.
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THE FORUM

To the Editor:

Those inclined to censure the Illinois Board of

Health for refusing reciprocity Avith other states

should read the Chicago Daily Tribune under

date of October 27th and 28th, 1913. This paper

sent a perfectly healthy reported to a large num-

ber of advertising quacks, and Avitliout exception

the illustrious (?) M. D.’s found the reporter

Avith serious disease and promised a cure for a

cash payment of from $10.00 to $50.00. The Tri-

bune in addition to the mere petty gxafting

makes the folohving charges, “That the pocket

of a patient Avas picked bA" a “doctor” Avhile the

patient Avas on the operation table”.

‘“That some of the quacks are at least morally

and probably legally guilty of killing patients.”

“That a number of quacks have maimed iia-

tients for life by malpractice.”

“That at least one of the quacks habitually at-

tempts to seduce his Avomen patients.”

“That tAvo of the quacks operate their business

under assumed names, and, living double lives,

practice sAvindling doAvn toAvn Avhile posing as

respectable doctors in outlying districts.”

It seems from the disclosures made by the

Tribune, that the reasonable explanation of the

refusal of the Illinois Board of Health to re-

ciprocate Avith other states is not that they object

to the standard of efficiency or character of doc-

tors of other states, but to protect the citizens of

other states from the innnumerable dishonest,

disreputable and quacks infesting Chicago. Sure-

ly their purpose is a laudable one.

A’locher Avarning might be profitably sounded.

It is a Avell-knoAvn fact that Chicago is the

“Avickedest city in the Avorld;” that murder,

hold-ups and other lieinous crimes are committed
daily Avith impunity. That saloons, dance halls,

gambling places and other luring places of Auee

are run Avide open, quite frequently AA’ith disaster-

ous results to the unAvary. It is true that Chi-

cago has innumerable honest, honorable and rep-

utable physicians, and a number .of medical

schools Avhich rank as liigh as any in the land;

still Avould it not be advisable for the preceptors

of medical students in other states, in vieAv of the

dangers encountered in Chicago; and to the fact

that Illinois refused to reciprocate Avith other

states except to graduates of 1907 and later,

Avhich is a direct injustice to these preceptors, to

advise their students to go to other medical cen-

ters Avhen the schools are as good and dangers a

great deal less than in Chicago. To mention a feAV,

NeAv York, Boston, Louisville, Baltimore, Nash-

ville, Philadelphia, Cincinnati, Atlanta, have all

first class medical schools in Avhicli any student

can perfect himself for the practice of medicine,

and Avithout the danger to life and his moral

cliaraeter to be met Avith in Chicago.

R. H. C. RHEA.
1332 Lunt Ave., Chicago, 111.

IN MEMORIAM.

The subject of this sketch. Dr. V. E. Smith,

was bom in Pendleton County, forty-three years

ago. He Avas an active, industrious boy, attend-

ing district school and Avorking on the farm, then

finishing in the public school. After Butler High
School he finished his school days at GeorgetoAvn

College, teaching school in the country for a time,

and reading medicine at home at nights, on Sat-

urdays and betAveen the school terms. He com-

pleted his education in Medical College at Louis-

ville, graduating in 1893. He practiced medicine

steadily until the spring of 1913, Avhen he Avas

stricken Avith the disease Avhich terminated his

life.

Doctor Smith had many lovely traits of char-

acter. He Avas a close student, a hard Avorker, a

fine listener and possessed a retentive memory.
He had a delightful manner, easy to approach

friendly, and Avas an excellent Christian gentle-

man. A man Avho never spoke harmfully of

others. One of the most beautiful things in his

life Avas his unusual love for his father, Avho is

still living, I think in his eightieth year. The

last time I saAv him Avas in the presence of the

infirm old gentleman and I remember hoAv hard

he tried to assist his father to a seat in the car,

Avhen he could scarcely support his own body.

No member of our society could be missed

more. It will be a difficult task to fill his place.

You remember hoAv clear he made all of his

points? It Avas delightful to hear him. His in-

rtuence Avas of such a helpful kind AA’hen you

Avere in his presence you felt that you Avere in su-

perior company. He was an honor to our profes-

sion. He loved humanity and had the most won-

derful Avay of shoAving it. He had faith in us

and we have been caught up in this faith of his.

He has left behind him his mantle, but Avho

among us is worthy to Avear it?

Our society feels keenly its loss. It is not true

that “the good that men do is interred with their

bones.” There is that in the human heart that

cannot forget those Avho deserve our love and

esteem Avhether they be living or dead.

H. C. CLARK,
W. A. McKENNEY,

Committee.

Vomiting of Pregnancy, Pernicious.—Treat-

ment.—Sodium bicorbonate, 5 to 50 grains (0.3

to 3 Gm.) a day, recommended. Part of it often

vomited, but some retained. Continue for a Aveek

after A'omiting stopped. BoAvels to be Avell clear-

ed by colonic tlusliing. Veronal also found useful.

—Lyon.
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EDITORIAL.

TYPHOID FEVER.

Owing to tlie mild winter, epidemics of ty-

phoid fever have been reported in many small

towns and country districts all over Kentucky.
It is important to rememher that typhoid
germs are found only in the bowel movement
and urine of those sick with the disease and
that the only way a well person can get it is

to swallow some of the bowel movement or

urine of some one who has the fever. If a

doctor will make this plain to each person he
attends so that the bowel movement and urine
may be properly cared for, typhoid fever will

soon be a thing of the past and it is now the

most serious disease in Kentucky. As soon as

the people have been taught these simple facts

and a popular conscience has lieen aroused on
the subject, it will be considered just as crim-
inal to scatter typhoid fever germs as to now
scatter strychnine or any other poison.

The bowel movement and urine of those
sick with typhoid fever should be discharged
into a vessel containing a thick milk made
from fresh, unslaked lime or should be
thrown into a tire and burned. If received
into the thick white wash, they should be kept
there, at least, an hour and stirred with a

stick once or twice so that the lime gets an
opportunity to kill every germ, and should
then he thrown out on the bare ground where
the sunshine gets a chance to continue the de-

struction of what life is left in the mass.

It is important for the profession to re-

member that inoculation against typhoid fever
is entirely safe and relatively certain. The
Laboratory at Bowling Green is now able to

furnish the typhoid serum in syringes ready
for administration for ninety cents for the

necessary three doses for a single individual
or it will furnish enough serum in individual
bottles to innoculate ten persons against t}'-

phoid fever for $2.10 or twenty-one cents for

each person. In this instance the physician
uses his own .syringe, carefully sterilizing the

needle. In administering the serum, it is im-
])ortant to remember, and it is equally import-
ant in giving all otlier hypodermics, that if

one will make a little spot the .size of a quar-
ter with good strong tincture of iodine, let-

ting it dry thoroughly, and then make the in-

jection right in the center of this, that prac-
tically all danger of local infection is avoided

;

provided, the needle and syringe are sterile.

Within the last two years a few more than six

thousand inoculations again.st typhoid fever
have been administered in Kentucky. Nurses
and physicians and their families have been
pretty generally inoculated. It is important
that this movement be carried further and,
especially, in our unsewered towns and vil-

lages and in country districts where there are
no sanitary privies, and this includes prac-
tically all of them. Everybody who has not
already had typhoid fever, should be inocu-
lated so that they will not have it.

Circulars telling how to build this sanitary
priv.v at small cost may be obtained by drop-
ping a postal to the State Board of Health,
at Bowling Green.

HELP.

Many of our members have noticed in the
newspapers that Dr. Winters, of Newcastle,
Indiana, has had a little daughter .stolen from
him. Everybody’s heart was touched by his

loss but Dr. A. S. Brady, of Greenup, writes
a practical suggestion that every medical so-

ciety of Kentucky he invited to ask for con-
tributions to assist in getting up a fund to

lind the girl. Fortunately, she was found be-

fore this call could be issued, but we want to

congratulate Dr. Brady on the suggestion and
say that we believe that the medical profession
of Kentucky would have responded to a man
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in an effort to help Dr. Winters. The reason
for the success of the Kentneky medical pro-
fession in its undertakings is that it is com-
posed of men like Dr. Brady, who have hearts
as well as brains, who are actuated by great
motives and who know how to do real things
that are worth while.

TO OUR READERS.

Half the members of the Association have
paid their dues to the coiinty secretary. They
are all right and will be in good standing for

1914. These are the last numbers of the

Journal that wall be received by the ones who
have not paid unless payment is made im-
mediately xipon receipt of this issue of the

Journal. As long as practically every mem-
ber will pay the dues some time during the

3"ear, why not pay now and not be dropped
from the roll at all. Take your own ease for

example: Suppose you should be sued for

malpractice some time in the next week or

two, of course, if you are guilty of malprac-
tice it would make no difference to you, but

just suppose it is one of these ordinary, un-

just blackmailing suits brought for a con-

tingent fee by a shyster lawyer. If you are

in good standing you Avould be defended
against this sort of suit and unless your dues

were paid, you Avould not be. It is important

to remember that of the suits so far brought
in Kentucky, less than one per cent, have

been brought against specialists, and a little

over 99 per cent, have been brought against

general practitioners. Then, too, if you are

now dropped from the roll, you will miss the

Journal for a month or so. Each number is

worth more to you than the price of a year’s

subscription and you are worth more to the

Association. Kentucky has the best lot of

doctors in the world and we want to show to

other states that we are a model for prompt-
ness in the payment of our obligations as well

as in the services rendered for the common
good. Remember that your county secretary

is paid nothing for making these collections.

He is doing your work for you simply because

you have elected him to and it is not fair to

him to make him devote the extra time neces-

sary to dun and re-dunning every member or

even any member. Please pay your dues to-

day.

ABOUT OUR ADVERTISERS.

A great many readers of the Journal run
through the advertisements carefully each is-

sue. We wish every one of them did so. As
proud as the Council is of the readers and
owners of the Journal

—

3000 of the best doc-

tors in Kentucky and their families—it is al-

waj’’s as proud of its list of advertisers. These

advertisers really publish the Journal. Ik is

big or little, has more or less pages; conse-
quently, more or less good reading in pro-
portion as the advertisers pay us for space.
In the past seven years, the Journal has not
cost the physicians of Kentucky a dollar but
has been printed and published by our adver-
tisers. It is important to remember that these
advertisers are carefully selected from an im-
mense number of people and firms who sell

things to doctors. In fact, they are so careful-
ly selected that the Council stands ready to
guarantee any subscriber to the Journal
against loss from any transaction in regard to
anything advertised in the Journal. If
there is another publication, medical or lay, in
this country who does this we do not know it.

Under these circumstances, we trust our mem-
bers will read our advertising pages even
more carefully before making a purchase and
write our advertisers. If they cannot furnish
you Avith the best products at the best prices,
try somebody else but give the advertisers that
are helping you and your Journal a chance
and remember all the time that the Journal
is betAveen you and any financial loss if you
deal with them. The whole thing just bears
out Kentucky’s motto, and in every single
thing Ave do, it is important for the physician
to remember “United AA^e stand, divided we
fall.”

Psychic Heart Murmurs.—Rensch is convinced

that heart murmurs are sometimes the effect ex-

clusively of emotional or psychic influences. He
reports twenty-four cases of the kind observed

during a recent three months; the murmurs va-

ried from time to time, alternating Avith normal

findings. Vaquez calls them “office-examination

murmurs,” souffles de consultation. Bensch em-

phasizes as the special features of this group of

murmurs their frequency; the exclusive location

of the maximal sound in the second left inter-

space, close to the sternum, and only during sys-

tole—he never encountered them at any other

point or during diastole; the changeability of the

character of the murmur, during change of posi-

tion of exercise, increasing in some and declin-

ing in others; loudest during deep breathing, and

encountered in the delicate and pale and also

in robust individuals. These murmurs in certain

eases have led to far-reaching mistakes in diag-

nosis and in the making out of medical certifi-

cates, and he Avarns all to be on their guard with

such phenomena in the left interspace. He re-

vieAvs in conclusion the literature on the subject,

although his latest citation from American

sources dates from 1889.
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ORIGINAL ARTICLES

DIAGNOSIS AND MEDICAL TREAT-
MENT OF GASTRIC AND DUODEN-

AL ULCER.*

By Charles G. Lucas, Louisville.

A review of the current medical literature

for the past two or three years 'will show much
attention to the subject of gastric and duo-

denal ulcer. It reminds the -writer very

much of the discussion concerning acute ap-

pendicitis twenty years ago and like that

condition at that time there remains much to

be settled both as to diagnosis and treatment

of the subject now under discussion. The
-wonderful work of the Mayos and Moynihan
has brought forward many new ideas con-

cerning both gastric and duodenal ulcer and
step by step, the same wonderful advance in

the use of the Roentgen rays in the diagnosis

of gastric intestinal diseases has been of mo-
ment. We all know that many cases formerly
classified under the heading of “gastric neu-

roses” must have an anatomical base and like

in the old days when many cases of appendi-

citis were overlooked, -we can look back and
see numerous cases of gastric or duodenal
ulcer that have either been overlooked or mis-

treated.

Surgery has proven to us that duodenal
ulcer, formerly supposed to be a rare dis-

ease, is not so, and the male is more liable

than the female. In 1000 eases operated upon
at the Mayo clinic up to January, 1911,

74 1-2 per cent, were males; 25 1-2 per cent,

females. From June, 1906 to January, 1911,

of 621 authentic cases of gastric and duodenal
ulcers that -were operated, 201 or 32 1-2 per
cent, were gastric and 401 or 64 1-2 per cent,

were duodenal while nineteen or 3 per cent,

had one or more ulcers of both the stomach
and duodenum.

Concerning the diagnosis, W. J. INIayo’^ says,
‘

‘ The diagnosis of gastric and -duodenal ulcers

is not difficult and the differential diagnosis

between a gastric and duodenal ulcer can usu-
ally -be established but it cannot always be

done nor is it essential that it should be. The
duodenum above the common duct is a part of

the stomach and not a part of the small in-

testine. It is derived from the primitive fore-

gut the same as the stomach
;
its mucous mem-

brane is thin and granular; it has no valvulae

conniventes and is entirely unlike the small

intestine. Apparently it is a vestibule to the

small intestinal area and its embz’yology, its

functions and its diseases are those of the

*Read before the Kentucky State Medical Association, at

Bowling Green, September 2, 1913.

stomach. I believe that it -would not be far

out of the way if we classified it as part of the

stomach, dividing the stomach into the fundus

antrum, pyloric canal areas proximal duo-

denum. ’ ’

In the diagnosis of this condition, we must
group a number of facts, namely, the history,

the laboratory findings and the Roentgen ray

reports, and the physical examination.

A complete history is most important; the

patient usually dates the beginning of the

trouble a number of years back. The aver-

age, duration of symptoms in a number of sta-

tistics was twelve years. It is an important

fact that these histories show that for weeks

or months at a time the patient would be free

from practically all symptoms only to have a

recurrence. These recurrences nearly always

come with the cold months, patient getting

chilled, and the recrudescence apparently de-

pending upon this
;
at times the whole trouble

is started again in injudicious diet or over-

feeding. During the -warm months the trou-i

ble frequently subsides and the patient gets

along comfortably.

The most striking symptom is -pain, that in

the duodenal ulcer is supposed to occur about
two to four hours, or even as late as six hours,

after eating and is relieved by food; to this

peculiarity Moynihan has given the name
“hunger pain”; where the pain develops

three to four hours after food, he had always
found the ulcer tucked back, that is, adherent
posteriorly in such a manner as to prevent its

delivery into the abdominal wound. So much
strength does Moynihan place on a long con-

tinued history of indigestion; the relief of

pain after food, the -development of pain
again in two to four hours, increasing in se-

verity with possibly gas and water broth, that

although this symptom complex may be pres-

ent for years without producing any physic-

al sign, it is therefore “not necessary to the

attaining of any accurate diagnosis that any
examination of the patient be made

;
the an-

mnesis is everything, the physical examination
is relatively nothing.”— (Moynihan^).

Pain is the most constant complaint: In
Friedenwald’s® series of 1000 cases of ulcer of

the stomach and duodenum, it 'was absent in

only seventeen out of 529 cases. It was most
prominent in those cases of hyperacidity . In

429 of the stomach ulcers, it was present in 94
per cent. In the 1000 cases, it appeared -with-

in the first hour after meals in 223; between
one and two hours in 183

;
after two hours in

491, and in 38, it appeared irregularly. So
far as the effect of food on pain was con-

cerned in 212 instances it was aggravated; in

619 instances, relieved
;
in 109 instances, food

had no effect. In Smithie’s'* series of 140
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proved cases of ulcer, without food retention

pain had a definite relation to ingestion of

food in 87.8 per cent.
;
irrespective of the lo-

cation of the ulcer 83 per cent, had pain with-

in four hours after taking food
;
in ulcers in-

volving the pylorus, more than 64 per cent,

had pain in from two to four hours after eat-

ing. In gastric ulcer we have pain earlier

after meals, while in the duodenal ulcer it

may appear so late that it is relieved by the

ingestion of the next meal.

“Hunger pain” may be due to other causes

than duodenal ulcer : Pfahler ® in his article

on “Pain Explained by Roentgen Rays,”
says, “Duodenal adhesions draw a portion of

the duodenum higher than normal. Then the

descent of the duodenum is more abrupt, and
at times it may pass downward to the left of

the pylorus instead of to the right, as is nor-

mal. One can readily iinderstand the nagging
aching pain in these cases, which occurs

especially where there is some associated in-

fiammation of the gallbladder, duodenum, or

stomach and which occurs especially several

hours after a meal, for it is at this time that

the angle formed by the adhesions is most
acute, and the peristaltic waves are strongest

in order to carry the food up over the highest

point. Each time that these waves or the

food contents pass, there is a pulling on the

surrounding structure, which causes the pain.

This explains, too, the intermitting character

of these pains, for peristalsis in the stomach
is not constant as one might suppose. It is

excited by vaifious factors, and at times is

strong and at others weak. Then, too, the

pain is more marked when inflammation is

present.

Herschell®, while believing this view to be

correct also adds: ‘That it may be due to the

nresence of continued secretion of gastric

juice after the stomach has emptied itself or

it may be a neurosis and not to be distinguish-

ed from the hunger pain so frequently met
wfith in gastric neurasthenia.” Allen A.

Jones’', has contributed a paper on “hunger
pain” in which while believing in the import-

ance of hunger pains in duodenal ulcer calls

attention to the fact that such ulcers not in-

frequently exist without pain, haemorrhage
'iia3" be the first symptom to herald its pres-

ence. He also notes that hunger pain may be

a symptom of achylia gastriea and of acid gas-

tritis; in catarrhal gastritis the contents show
an excessive amount of mucus and a low acid-

ity
;
in gastrectasia, gastroptosis, enteroptosis

or nephroptosis. He also calls attention to

‘‘hat condition of painful emptiness of the

stomach to which Boas gave the name gastral-

gokenosis where while hunger is not present,

prompt relief is given by eating. In patho-

logic conditions of the gall bladder and ap-

pendix, it is found and the symptom may be
an accompaniment of anaemia or a low state

of general nutrition and strength. The au-

thor concludes his verj’ able paper with this

naragraph—“It seems an error to arrive too

hastily at a diagnosis of gastric or duodenal
ulcer in these cases and to hurry a patient to

a gastro-enterostomy on this symptom alone.”

From the standi)oint of the Roentgenologist,

pain in ulcer may be due to

a. Hypertension (intragastric)

.

b. Due to reflex.

c. Due to irritation of parietal peri-

toneum. Hills and Caianan®.

yomiiing

:

In Friedenwald’s series this

was a symptom in 67.6 per cent.; in Smithie’s

cases, in 70.7 per cent, this constituting 99

cases in which fiftj" vomited but had no haema-
temesis

;
31 vomited and also had haema-

temcsis while 18 had haematemesis alone.

Vomiting may not be a constant symptom,
but in a certain proportion of cases may oc-

cur immediately after taking food but more
often about three hours after, about the time

digestion is at its height. Owing to the relief

offered, many patients induce vomiting. The
ixse of soft food tends to prevent vomiting

;
of

coarse food to augment it, hence many pa-

tients limit their diet because of this fact.

Haemorrhage: According to W. J. iMayo,

not over 30 per cent, of his cases gave a clear

history of haemorrhage although nearly 70

per cent, of haemorrhages were procured
through a history -of black stools. He thinks

this s.ymptoni of least value, and as far as

“occult blood” in the stool is concerned be-

lieves that it mxxst be corroborated by other

evidence of a substantial nature. On the

other hand, Moynihan believes that “a cer-

tain degree of haemorrhage occurs in many
cases without being recognized

;
the surface of

the ulcer when fretted, probably bleeds a lit-

tle and if the stools were carefully and regu-

larly examined, traces of occult blood would
surely be found.” In Fifiedenwald’s 529

cases of duodenal ulcer, a histoiy of melena
was obtained in 54 per cent. In these 529

the test for occult blood was made in 381 and
was positive one or more times in 83 per cent.

Physical Examination: Usually some loss

in weight is shown, although duodenal cases

are thought to be little better nourished ow-

ing to the increased food consumption. The
])oint of tenderness is upward and to the right

from the umbilicus, although it may not be

localized exactly in gastric ulcer. Occasional-

ly, backache is complained of and Boas has

called attention to tender points on the left

side from the ninth to the twelfth dorsal

vertebra. Wm. Gerry Morgan® believes that

even in a subjectively latent ulcer, slight lo-

calized tenderness or the least rigidity may
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he made out. lie mentions Hall’s operated

cases where tenderness was made out in 70%.
while rigidity appeared in 66%, and states

that he hesitates considerately to make a diag-

nosis if tenderness is absent.

Laboratory findings are of great interest

taken in connection with the histoiy of the case

and are of real value. It has long been taught

that in gastric and duodenal ulcer, hyper-

acidity was the ride, and iMoynihan has re-

peatedly made the statement that “hyper-
acidity is duodenal ulcer.” In Prieden-

wald’s 128 ca.ses of acute ulcer, hyperehlor-

hydria was present in 47.6 per cent of the 61

eases in the male and 37.3 per cent, of the 35

cases in the female, hut 426 eases of chronic

ulcer of long duration, hyperchlohyrdia was
present in only 8 .3 per cent, in the male, 91

per cent in the female, the normal acidity be-

ing present in 22 per cent, and 19.9 per cent,

respectively and hypoehlorhydria in 18.6 and
21.8 per cent. On the other hand, in 529 cases

of duodenal ulcer, the analyses were made in

402. Normal acidity was found in 48.5 per
cent, hyperchlorhydria 35.2, hypoehlorhydria
16.1 per cent.

I have always considered the test for oc-

cult blood, repeatedly made under suitable

precautions, to be a very etfieient help in the

diagnosis of duodenal ulcer.

F. W. \Yhite^® of Boston, who has paid par-

ticular attention to the tests for occult blood,

states that none of his cases of so-called hyper-
acidity, which gave a persistent negative test

for occult blood in the stools and stomach
contents had proved later to be chronic duo-
denal ulcers. On the other hand, he had re-

peatedly examined a large number 'of peptie
ulcers and had not yet seen a single case where
both stools and gastric contents gave only
negative tests for blood.

Einhorn’.s^^ duodenal bucket : Some four
yeai*s ago Prof. Einhorn, of New York, intro-

duced his duodenal bucket for the purpose of

obtaining the duodenal contents. Since that
time the bucket lias l)een used by himself and
others in a great many tests for the purpose
of determining the permeability of the pylor-

us and the presence or absence of blood in the

stomach. The bucket is best introduced at

night and is withdrawn the following morn-
iiig. Before removing the bucket, a knot is

made at the teeth to determine the length of

the thread in the digestive tract, and natural-
ly, the patient is enjoineil from taking at the
evening meal anything that might cause a

stain on the white silk thread that could re-

semble blood, such as coffee, .jelh^, claret, etc.,

and according to Einhorn “the distance of

the blood spot, from the knot at the teeth,

gave the location of the ulcer; if the lower
four inches are stained a golden yellow it will

show that the bucket had passed the pylorus,

provided the length of the thread in the di-

gestive tract on removing quite exceeded

twenty-two inches. Therefore the pylorus is

permealile if the bucket has been in the duo- •

denum, and the contents are usually golden

yellow, viscid and .slightly alkaline. He also

states that the thread test appears to be of im-

portance not only in the recognition of the

ulcer, but also as a criterion of the efficacy of

our procedure
;
especially whether a cure has

been accomplisbed or not. In those cases

where perfect healing of the ulcer has taken

])laee the test becomes negative.

Dr. IM. Gross'- of New York, suggests the

use of his duodenal tube to aspirate the con-

tents for the puiq)o.se of examination. lie

claims that he has not only found a chemical

reaction Jbut has also been able to determine
the maero.scoiiical presence of blood in the

aspirated contents.

In an article in'the Journal A. M. A., upon
duodenal ulcer'^ it is suggested that patients

with a history that jioints to the duodenum
should have the contents examined by the sini-

])le regurgitant method, viz., the administra-

tion of a few ounces of olive oil after the

stomach is washed out and is known to be

empty. After a half hour, the oil is with-

drawn. The oil seems to cause regurgitation,

or at least an opening of the pylonis, which

allows some regurgitation of duodenal con-

tents into the stomach and the fluid and oil

that is then removed will separate on stand-

ing. lie suggests that an examination of this

fluid will give a number of clues as to the con-

dition of the duodenum. Complete examina-

tion of the urine and thorough analysis of the

blood is always important in every case.

Rotntgen Raijs: Since subnitrate of bis-

muth 'Was used by Rieder over nine years ago

to demonstrate the gastro-intestinal tract, va-

rious media have come into u.se and with the

improvement in apparatus, striking pictures

may be obtained so that the use of the Roent-

gen rays is necessary to make a complete clin-

ical record. In the larger cities it is now pos-

sible to send our cases to any one of several

good laboratories and at the present time, the

expense is the only objection. The findings in

both gastric and duodenal ulcer are so tersely

summed up by R. I). Carman-^ in a recent

article that I reproduce here ; The raiologic

evidences of gastric ulcer comprise

;

1. The diverticulum of perforating ulcer.

2. V^isualization of the bismuth-filled cra-

ter of a callous ulcer.

3. The incisura, or transverse contracture,

indenting the greater curvature.

4. Localized pressure tender point on the

lesser curvature.
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5. Kesidue after six hours.

6. Acute fisli-hook form of the stomach,

with displacement to the left and down.

7. Delayed opening of the pylorus.
• 8. Settling of the bismuth to the lower

pole of the stomach, such as is seen in hypo-
tonicity or atony.

In duodenal ulcer there may be

:

1. Early free opening of the pylorus, with
early clearance of the stomach.

2. Lagging of hismuth in the duodenum.
3. Residue in the stomach (sometimes in

the duodenum) after six hours, if there is an
obstruction from scar contraction.

4. Pressure-tender point over the duo-
denum.

5. Dilatation of the cap.

6. Irregular outline of the cap or duo-

denum.

7. Diverticulum of perforating ulcer.

8. Vigorous ])eristalsis, especially if there

is obstruction.

Oijj t rcniial Diagnosis

:

The most import

ant condition to he ditferentiated are chole-

lithiasis, and simple hyperacidity, in the

former, the pain is more severe and may de-

velop very suddenly at any time; I have seen

/uunerous eases where the patient awakened
from a sound sleep. It occasionally may de-

velop a short time after meals and as describ-

ed by the sufferer, is agonizing; such severity

is not seen in duodenal ulcer. It is character-

istic of gall-stone pain that the relief afforded

the duodenal pain by food is lacking, in fact,

food is far from the patient’s thoughts.

i\Iany patients complain of the pain that radi-

ates to the back or to the shoulder, disappear-

ing with the attack. In gall-stone disease,

there is not the periodicity of symptoms that

we find in duodenal ulcer.

In simple hyiieracidity, the history usually

develops the cause—overwork, anxiety, and
the various causes of nerve tension. Repeated
examinations for occult blood in the stool are

negative and the good results of treatment
are soon apparent.

Medical Treatment-. All cases demand
treatment; the acute, because of the possibil-

ity of cure; the chronic for the same reason
even if remote but also to relieve symptoms
and though an operation is delayed a few
weeks, the patient is usually in better condi-

tion to stand it.

The first and most important step is com-
plete rest in bed. Two well tried methods have
now been befoi’e the profession, one for many
years and the other for a few years. I refer

to the Von Leube and Lenhartz’s. All cases
of ulcer are not alike; however, the general
symptoms may resemble each other, each case

has some special symptoms that enable the

])raetitioner to vary either method of treat-

ment according to the indications present.

Von Leube bases his treatment on the fact

that the relief of i)ain and promotion of heal-

ing would be best served, first, by rest; second,

by feeding small (piantities of soft, unirritat-

ing food at short intervals and gradually in-

creasing the quantity and adding to the qual-

ity of the food as the case i)rogresses.

In the follo'wing out of the Von Luebe
method, if the patient has had great pain or

has been vomiting, it is advisable for the first

forty-eight or seventy-two hours to withhold
all nourishment by the mouth, even the use

of water and to feed per rectum. We find

innumerable formulae of various distinguish-

ed physicians for use in rectal feeding. I

think saline enemata are preferal)le to the

nutrient as it has been shown that ordinary

saline solution given by the l)o\vel keeps up
the caloric needs of the body, and are especi-

ally commendable because less gastric secre-

tion is produced than where nutrient enemata
are employed. Kaufman recommends enemata
composed of water, sodium chloride and dex-

trose as being especially useful in preventing

the untowai-d effects of complete starvation,

when nothing is taken by the mouth, and by
the use of the IMurphy drop method, he states

that one or two quarts of normal saline plus

five per cent, dextrose solution may be absorb-

ed in twenty-four hours. He believes that

where the enemata are well tolerated and the

condition of the patient demands it, that they

may be used for eight or ten days or even

longer. He refers to numbers of cases re-

j)orted by various authors who enforced rectal

alimentation, and total abstinence from nour-

ishment by moiith for periods up to three

weeks and the claim is made that this heroic

treatment had yielded good results by allow-

ing the ulcer to granulate and heal by tbe

long rest given to the stomach.

After this enforced period of rectal alimen-

tation, or if the patient is able to begin the

cure without that necessity, the choice of

method presents itself. Naturally, the first

object in view would be to prevent the irrita-

tion and to allow the ulcer to heal. In the

Von Leuhe method the effort is made to pro-

vide only soft non-irritating food that will

leave the stomach in the shortest possible

time; to continue this method day by day and

as the patient’s discomfort lessens, and his

sense of well being increased, to add cautious-

ly to the diet other articles of food proceed

ing from the licpiid to the pap, custard or like

foods and gradually after a space of three to

six weeks return to normal, sensible diet, in

which all coarse food is avoided. The ideal
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food to begin the treatment is milk; it ful-

fills all the indications; taken in small (iiian-

tities it gives no distress; it takes up any free

acid that is present and remains but a short

time in the stomach. In the beginning it may
be given hot or cold as the patient prefers,

about two ounces every two hours, and if well

borne, after the second day this may be in-

creased to three or four ounces at a feeding.

iMany ]>atients have idosyncracies toward milk

and in this case the milk must be modified;

some pateints will take the milk better cold

than hot, others the revei*se. Others take milk

with equal f>arts of Vichey or take it flavored

with vanilla, cocoa and cinnamon, while in

other cases it may be necessary to modify the

milk with lime water and sugar, just exactly

as the modified feeding of milk to children.

"When the milk is well-borne, however, and the

symptoms diminish, it is advisable to add to

it aher the third day increasing amounts of

cream so as to avoid the one defect of this

method of dieting, viz. : starvation. At the

end of the first week eggs may be added to the

diet either beat up in one or two of the milk
feedings each day, or given soft boiled by them-
selves. The niunber of eggs may he increased

from two to four a day and gradually adding
sago and rice soups, boiled with milk and va-

rious gruels in addition. Butter can also be
added to the diet at this stage, in addition to

the cream, and besides furnishing high calorie

value, can often be taken by the patient, par-

ticularly if frozen. Cream, soups and puree
of potato will make a welcome change and re-

lieve the monotony of the diet. It is advis-

able to withhold meat until at least the fourth
week, and some clinicians put off meat even
longer. It is a concensus of opinion, however,
that relapsing cases should continue on the
fluid or semi-solid diet for the full course of

the cure if possible.

In addition to the soft diet, when the pa-
tient first goes to bed. Von Leube has the ab-

domen washed with alcohol, covered with bor-

acic ointment and over this a flax seed poul-
tice, which is changed every thirty minutes
during the day. At night a binder wrung out
of tepid water is placed oyer the abdomen cov-

ered by oil-silk or by a towel and kept on till

moi-ning. Naturally, if the patient has been
the subject of haemorrhage within the previ-

ous three months, this procedure does not fol-

low. A number of years ago the late Pi'of.

Lenhartz. of Hamburg, advocated a different

method of treatment, especially in haemor-
rhagic cases, with the idea that the loss of

strength and nutrition due to the haemor-

rhage should be made up as (piickly as ))ossi-

ble. Leidiartz was of the opinion that the

Von Leube method was difficult because of the

fact that he nutritive need of the patient was
not satisfied b}' the diet, that owing to the

anemia that was bound to develop, healing of

the ulcer would be much delayed. Incident-

ally, Lenhartz ’s diet was intended to bind the

excess of IICT which is so often present in

gastric ulcer. Briefly, the diet consists of

feeding with milk and rice, raw ham and but-

ter. For the first day the patient receives two
eggs and 200 c.c. of milk; the former is in-

ci-eased by one egg each day until eight are
taken, but beginning on the third day patient
receives twenty grams of sugar beaten up
with the eggs: this is increa.sed to thirty

grams on the fifth day, forty grams on the sev-

enth day, fifty grams on the ninth to four-

tenth days. iNIilk is increased by 100 c.c. each
until the ninth day when a litre is taken and
continued to the fourteenth. On the sixth

day thirty-five grams of raw beef are allowed;
on the seventh day this is increased to seventy
grams, which is continued to the end of the

treatment. On the seventh day 100 grams of
milk and rice are given and increased on the

ninth day to 200 grams, on the elevepth day
to 300 grains. Zwiebach, one piece or twenty
grams was allowed on the eighth day, two
pieces on the ninth and tenth, three on the

eleventh and twelfth, and four on the thir-

teenth and five on the fourteenth. It is not

until the tenth day that fifty grams of raw
ham are added to the dietary and contniued
during the rest of the treatment. On the

same day tw"enty grams of butter, which are

increased to fory on the eleventh and contin-

ued during the course of treatment, are allow-

ed. The feeding of the first day amounts to

280 calories
;
this is rapidly increased until

on the sixth day it amounts to 1,135, on the

tenth day 2,478, on the fourteenth 3,073. It

is by means of this high caloric equivalent

than Lenharz endeavors to maintain the nu-

tritional balance of the patient and at the

same time to bind the HCl and relieve pain.

It also relieves vomiting and the recurrent

haemorrhage is much less than by other meth-
ods. lie also claimed a ciuicker return to

strength and working capacity, and lastly,

permanent results.

Prof. iMax Einhorn about tlii-ee years ago
advocated a new method for treating gastric

ulcer that differs from all others in the fact

that, by the aid of his duodenal pump, the

feedings are thrown directly into the duo-

denum and the stomacb is felt at perfect rest.

The duodenal tube is one mm. in cirexunfer-

ence and 80 mm. long; at one end it has a

small jxerfoi'ated metal capsule fourteen mm.
long and twenty mm. in circumference. This

tube is introduceil into the stomacb and al-

lowed to remain. After several hours the
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aspirator is applied and if it has readied the

duodenum a yellow or wateiw fluid of alka-

line reaction will he oibtained. If, however,

material obtained is acid, then the tube is

partly withdrawn and a small amount of

water and air forced through it and the pro-

cedure repeated. After two or three hours, as

a usual thing, capsule is found in the duo-

denum at the first trial. Through this tube

240 c.c. of milk, one raw egg and fifteen granis

of sugar and milk, well beaten, is passed slow-

ly every two or three hours. After each feed-

ing a small quantity of water is .forced

through the tube to clean it and followed by
a syringe full of air, the end of the tube is

then clamped until the next feeding. I had
the pleasure of seeing Prof. Einhorn feed a

case of ulcer by this method and it is aston-

ishing what little inconvenience this patient

had in retaining the tube in her stomach for

over ten days, being entirely free from pain
and practically maintining her body weight.

Dr. Win. Gerry iMorgan has modified the Ein-
horn method in feeding the patient by the

i\rurphy drop method, attaching an irrigator

to the duodenal tube so arranged that about
300 c.c. will pass through an hour, and claims

to have had very good results. In fact, in

some of his cases, feedings have taken place

while the patients were asleep.

Dr. J. W. Weinstein^®, of New York, at the

1912 meeting of the American IMedical Asso-

ciation at Atlantic City, advocated a new
method. I quote from the abstract of his

article that appeared in the IMedical Record,

lie stated “that his method for the treatment

of ulcer of the stomach was a combination of

various remedies proposed at one time or an-

other for the treatment of this condition. The
diet was original

;
the other measures were

not. This method did not require a stay in

bed ; the patient was allowed to go about bis

busine.ss as usual, but hard work was forlfid-

den. His experience with the method had
been confined to the chronic type of ulcer.

The most of the cases treated belong to that

type of ulcers knowm years ago as hyperacid-
ity, but which had been shown conclusively to

be ulcers. This class represented the syn-

drome of pain, heartburn, belching and sour

eructations coming on one hour or more aftc r

meals, and with these this nietbod had been a

most pronounced success. As to the diet, the

patient might take white bread, zwieback,

toast, soda-^biscuit, corn flakes, farina, cream
of wheat, potatoes (mashed only), eggs (soft

boiled, hard boiled if they agreed), suga’’,

fish (boiled only), raw or stewed oysters, bak-

ed apples, milk, buttermilk, zoolac, fermillac,

vichey, weak tea (in moderation), cocoa. Tlie

articles forbidden were : any other food, .all

fried foods, all seasonings, except the leas!

bit of salt. IMeats and broaths were excluded

because they stimulated gastric secretion.

This diet must be strictly adhered to for four

weeks, ‘when easily digested soups and meat.s

might be added. Pried meats were forbidden

and all the coarser portions of the meat—sin-

ews, tendons, burnt or charred portions

—

could be avoided. Soups and broths should

not contain vegetables of any sort. To cure

the ulcer he gave bismuth
;

the carbonate

given once a day, in the morning on an empty
stomach, had proved most satisfactory. The
jiatient must not have anything for an hour
afterward. He has found it expedient to

cleanse the digestive tract once a week by the

administration of a dose of castor oil to re-

move the bismuth which had a tendency to ac-

cumulate. To cheek the flow of hydrochloric

acid, he gave atropine in doses of 1-100 grain

three times a day, or extract of belladonna in

doses of 1-5 of a grain. In addition he gave

an alkali in the form of magnesium oxide in

varying doses, according to the condition of

the bowels. For patients who did not do well

on this plan he gave, instead of belladonna

and the alkali, olive oil in doses of one or two

tablespoonfuls ten or fifteen minutes before

meals. The stasis of food, if it existed, was

met by lavage of the stomach seven hours after

meal.' If there was but little food present, it

should be done twice a week. The motility of

the stomach should be determined in every

case before starting the ti-eatment. The last

step in the treatment was the application of

wet compresses to the stomach every night.

This course of treatment was carried out for

eight weeks and the patient was questioned

ev'ery week as to whether he carried out the

instructions. The results' had been very satis-

factory and all of bis cases bad been of long

standing, dating back as long as fifteen years,

and had taken treatment at the hands of a

number of practitioners. The great value of

the method was in its simplicity and the lack

of sacrifice on the jiart of thq patient.”

Dr. George Ilerschell, of London, makes a

number of suggestions in the treatment of

duodenal ulcer to which I wish to refer: He
advised 1. To make absolutely sure that

there is no possible infection from the mouth,

even going so far as to suggest X-ray skia-

graphs of the teeth.

2. He suggests obtaining some of the duo-

denal contents by either of the means here-

tofore spoken of and examine it bacteriologic-

ally and if any ])redominant organism is

found, a pure culture is made from it and the

opsonic index of the patient determined to-

ward it. If this should be found lowered, a

vaccine is made and injected into the patient.
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3. lie advocates absolute rest in bed witli

two weeks as a niinimuni and thinks three

would be better.

4. An attempt is made to remedy any de-

ticieney of anti])yretic and antilytic sul)-

stances in the blood and recommends normal
horse serum for this ])urpose, given upon a

full stomach.

5. The acidity of the gastric juice must
be kei)t as low as possible, making use of eight

or ten ounces of hot viehy water two hours af-

ter ineals or of the various neutralizing pow-
ders.

6. Secure the stomach against distension

by preventing pyloric- spasm
;
by giving food

in small amounts; by giving the drink, which

should be hot water, not with meals but when
tlie stomach is empty, so that it will pass out

of the stomach and incidentally close the sur-

face of the ulcer of duodenum.

7. Keep the bowels open freely.

8. Treat tlie anemia that may be present

with hypodermic administration of iron in

the form of eaeodylate.

9. Follow the diet substantially as outlin-

ed above.

So far as drugs are concerned, that are of

value in the treatment of gastric and duo-

denal ulcer, the number is limited. There are

three indications to be fulfilled ; first, neutral-

ize any e.xcess of acid
;
secondly, to prevent

spasm; third, promote healing. The tiret in-

dication is met by the use of antacids, particu-

larly magnesium oxide and bicarbonate of

soda. These may be given from ten to thirty

grains each in powder form whenever the pa-

tient begins to feel iincomfortable and repeat-

ed three or foiir times each day, according to

the indication. To prevent spasm, the extract

of beladonna from 1-8 to 1-4 grain or the

tincture fi’om three to eight or ten drops, or

atropin 1-200 to 2-100 of grain will suffice.

Cohnheim has advocated the use of large am-
ounts of olive oil, 200 to 300 c.c. introduced

in fasting stomach each morning
;
when the

stomach tube cannot be used, other observers

report good results in the ixse of one ounce
doses, three times a day. To promote healing

of the ulcer, bismuth is the drug most favored,

either the subuitrate or the subcarbonate.

This can be given in a single large dose, one to

two drams, in six ounces of water on fasting

stomach, or may be given in smaller doses fif-

teen minutes before feeding throughout the

day. After the fourth week many observei’s

believe that beneficial effects are to be derived
from the use, beginning with a quarter of a

grain in a tablespoonful of peppermint water
thirty minutes before feeding and gradually
increasing the dose to half grain. It is cus-

tomary with many clinicians to make use of

the Carlsbad salts in hot water in suitable

doses toward the end of the first week. If the

combination of oxide magnesia and bicarbon-

ate of soda tend to diarrhoea it may be com-
bined with chalk or bismuth. Bismuth, olive

oil and nitrate of silver give the best results

introduced through a stomach tube. Kauff-

man^® makes a special plea for the use of the

tube in those cases of ulcer near the pylorus,

accompanied by spasm and continuous hyper-

secretion and states that he has employed gas-

tric lavage for over twenty-five years in num-
ei-ous ulcer cases without any bad results, and
believes that by removing stagnating and fer-

menting masses not only eliminates the con-

stant source of irritation of the ulcer and
gasti’ic mucosa, but by cleaning the ulcer by
lavage, it allows us to bring into full play all

those methods of treatment whieli have been
mentioned above. He makes the important
suggestion that the cleansing as well as the

medical treatment connected with lavage are

the most efficient means of treating chronic

gastritis, which is the underlying cause of the

whole process.

In the treatment of haemorrhage, the first

requisite is absolute rest, best secured by mor-
phine hypodermically and repeated if neces-

sary. The application of a light ice bag to

the epigastrium aids in checking the flow of

blood. The use of ice water by tube is recom-
mended by E wald

;
in this country Kaufman

has been a warm advocate of lavage believing
that thorough evacuation of the contents of

the stomach will do more to quiet the organ
and stop the bleeding than any other measure

;

this plan is also endoreed by Billings. In-

ternally, good results have been obtained
from adrenalin in repeated doses; from the

use of bismuth, both by mouth in divided
doses and in one large dose after lavage. In
discussing Billings’ paper on Internal Haem-
orrhage, A. S. Von jMansfield states that pure
aluminum metal ground into powder and mix-
ed with glycerine into an emulsion like paint
160 grains to the dose will almost magically
stop haemorrhage from the stomach except
from larger vessels. At the present time nor-
mal horse serum has been used extensively
and many favorable reports are made con-
cerning it.

How long should an ulcer be treated? This
is a question hard to answer because different

patients respond differently. I have long
been of the opinion that a patient the sul)-

ject of gastric or duodenal idcer should sub-

mit to the rest cure for at least six weeks. If

at the end of that time the symptoms have dis-

appeared or have greatly improved, it is ad-

visable to have him I’esume bis ordinaiw vo-

cation but under regular and careful medical
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observation, llis diet should be watched for

at least a year, his stools should be examined
regularly for occult blood and at first appear-

ance of the return of symptoms, he should be

placed in bed again and once more submitted
to the rest cure. If, however, after the fii’st

six weeks, when the patient is up and about,

he does not regain his strength as we should
expect, the cure should be tried again for an-

other six weeks, and after this we have little

or no improvement and occult blood is still

present in the stool, it is best to refer him to

the surgeon. 1 believe that in the past many
cases have been overlooked. This has largely

been due to the fact that many practitioners

take few or no notes of their eases; on the

other hand, many cases have not done well be-

cause of the fact that they were not willing to

submit to the absolute rest in bed and strict

diet insisted upon by the careful clinician. 1

believe the time is coming when the diagnosis

of ulcer will be made early because of the fact

that every practitioner will take a more com-
plete history of all eases and will make every

test to help the diagnosis.
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DIAGNOSIS AND INDICATIONS FOR
OPERATION IN GASTRIC AND

DUODENAL ULCERS.*

By A. David Willmoth, Louisville.

With all that has been said and written

about conditions in the abdomen it was not

until recently that we had our attention di-

rected to the great frequency of ulcers in this

geographical area, and especially to ulcers in

the duodenum. The knowledge now in our pos-

session was gained largely by accident in

operating for supposed gall-bladder troubles.

The information concerning these patlio-

*Read before the Kentucky State Medical Association, at

Bowling Green. Tuesday, September 2, 1913.

logical lesions must necessarily be had at the

operating table and not from the post-mortem
room, for it is a well known fact that many in-

fluences may become active shortly before or

at the time of death that would mask the pri-

mary lesion and cloud the condition as it ex-

isted in life. In other words, changes and
terminal infections may prevent a correct in-

terpretation of the signs and symptoms mani-
fested early in the disease, striking illustra-

tions of which are seen in gall-bladder and ap-
pendiceal involvements also in extra-uterine

pregnancy.
L leers in the duodenum are best divided

for the sake of study into those that are acute
(or punched out) and the chronic (or indur-

ated varieties).

The acute form may be in extent anything
from erosion of the mucous membrane to the

sub-mucous or muscular coat, or may even ex-

tend through the entire wall and liver or pan-
creas or some other organ form the floor. The
walls are undermined and irregular and often

have a sloped appearance. When seen at the

operating table, the acute ones of course, if

perforated, look as though a large leather

punch had been used to make the clean cut
hole in the gut wall, while in the more chrome
the wall will show a milky white or grayish
white spot, soft and indurated riding the

wall, or extending over it in flap shaped fash-

ion Avhich can be easily seen. In those cases

which come for early diagnosis or those com-
ing with symptoms complex for an opinion,

we should have in mind the following facts,

and in order to obtain these facts, let me in-

sist upon the most careful taking of the pa-
tient’s history. Commit no sins of omission.

Since males are more often affected than fe-

males in the proportion of from 58 to 42 (ac-

cording to Friedenwald, Journal Medical Sci-

ences, Vol. 144, page 164, 1912) to 79 to 21

{Osier’s System of Medicine, Vol. 5, page
208) this must be taken into account in tak-

ing the case history.

The following table from Friedenwald is

worthy of reproduction

:

YEARS MALES FEMALES
NO. P. CT. NO. P. CT.

10-20 31 5.8 24 4.5

20-30 85 16.1 74 13.9

30-40 87 16.4 62 11.7

40-50 66 12.4 25 4.7

50-60 11 2.0 32 6.9

60-70 27 5.1 5

307 222

Age:: So also age, while Oppenlieimer

found 15 cases in infants, we know this to be

rare indeed, the most common time being

around 30 years, from 30 to 40 furnishing 66
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out of 380 cases. (Osier’s System of IMedicine

Vol. 5, page 208).

Tlie following table is in detail of 12,598

eases of various gastric disturbances studied

by Friedenwald 100 of winch had ulcers.

AGE CASES P. CT.

0-10 2 0.20

10-20 162 16.20

20-30 345 34.50

30-40 229 22.9

40-50 128 12.50

50-60 53 9.30

60-70 38 3.80

Over 70 3 0.30

After the sex and age, conies the personal

history of the patient. Since a large percent

of ulcers are found in those who fare sumpt-

ously and stimulate their appetites with more
or less alcohol, the mode and manner of living

must be gone into, to the minutest detail, for

when we turn from the definite and clear cut

picture as often given by the patient to the

physical examination we are at once struck

with the absence of any findings of seeming

importance.

In those coming for an opinion, the history

will be about as follows : That for an indefi-

nite time there has been a sense of fullness,

with a persistent acid dyspepsia, with a dis-

tinct burning sensation some hours after eat-

ing (heartburn), belching of mouthfuls of

sour water at the time digestion is at its

height (’waterbrash)
;

loss of appetite may
have occurred, but in many, a real craving for

food will be found and the patient has gone
from one diet to another with the hope of

finding things to eat that would not be fol-

lo'wed by pain. The character of food often

detennining the occurrence and severity of

the pain.

Pain. As to the attack itself pain is the

first symptom to attract the patient’s atten-

tion, naturally they begin their story of ill-

ness at this point. Find out how long the pa-

tient has been having these attacks, how often

they occur, what condition the patient is in

between attacks, what efteet if any has been
made on nutrition.

As to the attack itself, find the exact site

of pain, if it radiates, where to, the intensity

of it, its character, when it comes on, how
long it lasts, what gave relief, and what other

symptoms accompany it. (IMoynihan Duo-
denal Ulcers, page 9). IMoynihan believed

that the time of occurrence together with the

length and intensity of the attack to be patho-
gnomonic, but this assertion should be taken
cum grano salis, for the classical hungry pain
may, as Gunzberg has pointed out, lie due to

arterio sclerosis {Deutsche Med Wochen-
schrift No. 28, page 1318-1910). Pain, how-

ever, will be found in about 95.5 per cent. It

is to be expected most often in those associ-

ated with hyper-acidity.

The severity, duration and distribution of

pain will depend on the local condition of the

ulcer. Those inflamed will have their sensi-

tiveness increased, so also those whose surface

has certain nerve fibres laid bare by neci’otie

processes will have their excitations greatly

augmented.
The pain is due, as Pilcher has shown to

the hydrochloric acid coming in contact with

the ulcer and the reason for the relief after

taking food being due to the activity produced

in the duodenal secretions by the presence of

food in the stomach. This secretion being

alkaline in reaction counteracts the acidity of

the stomach contents.

Pain will intermit in more than half of the

cases for from one to twelve months. The
following table shows an analysis of Frieden-

wald ’s one thousand cases of gastric ulcer:

CASES MONTHS INTERMISSION

94 1 to 2

72 2 to 3

82 3 to 4

79 4 to 5

48 ,
5 to 6

26 6 to 7

38 7 to 8

34 8 to 9

17 9 to 10

20 10 to 11

31 11 to 12

22 12 or more.

563

In duodenal ulcer the following table shows

the intermission -.

CASES MONTHS INTERMISSION

53 1 to 2

36 2 to 3

44 3 to 4

37 4 to 5

34 5 to 6

17 6 to 7

23 7 to 8

29 8 to 9

9 9 to 10

15 10 to 11

14 11 to 12

5 12 or more.

It may be in severity anything from dull

discomfort to the most intense, so that the pa-

tient will present a cold, clammy skin and anx-
ious, pinched expression. The pain and dis-

comfort coming at first only after the heavy
meals of the day, finally being noticed about
two or three hours after each meal. If the

pain comes on as much as four hours after
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eating, it generally means the ulcer is tucked
posteriori}'. If it comes earlier than two
hours, you e.xpect stenosis from retraction or
a very active ulcer. Pain is usually located

to the right of the middle line and above the

umbilical level, in contradistinction to intes-

tinal obstnietion where the pain is continu-

ous around the uml)ilicus.

If the patient is seized by a sharp, agoniz-
ing pain, referable to the epigastrium or radi-

ating over the left side, or even to the dorsal

region on the right, at the same time shows
signs of shock due to gases in the free a'b-

dominal cavity, this pain being supplemented
by the tenderness and heaviness in the region,,

together with the symptoms later eniimerated,

we are safe in suspecting a perforation. Ten-
derness may be found over the sight of the id-

cer provided it is located anterior, and is

almost always close to the right costal border,

and often found to extend over the entire

part of the duodenum.

Epigastric tenderness in cases that are per-

forated is most severe and comes on early.

In most cases of duodenal perforations the

tenderness will be moved to the right of the

middle line, while in perforation of the stom-

ach, it is to the right of the pyloric, or pre-

pyloric area to be affected, and to the left if

the lesion he in the body, or either of the

curvatures of the viscus.

The greater tendemess in either duodenal
or gastric perforation may be around the

umbilicus and has been seen in either illiac

fossa, particularly at times to the right caus-

ed by the spread along the paracolic grooves,

and for the first few hours after perforation

the area is cpiite tender as the epigastrium,

making the entire picture look like one of per-

forating appendicitis. (Deaver, Joimwl M.
.1/. .4., July 12 1913).

Rigidity. This very important symptom
has been hinted at previously and now with

all the emphasis possible, I beg of you to look

for this important sign. Rigidity of the ab-

dominal muscles sets in at once after perfor-

ation, is most marked in the upper abdomen,
even to the extent of retracting the abdomen,
making a transverse depression at the level of

the umbilicus. In no condition do we have
that board-like rigidity of the right rectus

muscle as we see in the perforating ulcer of

this area. It far exceeds anything but a most
unusual appendicitis or gall-bladder involve-

ment. iMany times the scaffoid abdomen will

be found, and will continue rintil the peri-

toneal involvement causes enough distension

to overcome it.

The involvement of structures so near the

diaphragm caxises a peculiar short, shallow

thoracic type of breathing.

Could the syiujitoiiis he observed from the
very moment perforation occurred, and
watched the spread of tenderness from
above downward, would render the differ-

ential diagnosis from perforation of the ap-
pendix very much easier, for here we have a

spread from below in the illiac fossa to the up-
per abdomen.

Vomiting will occur in about 50 j)er cent, of

the cases. It is to he especially looked for in

those where perforation is suspected, or where
stenosis has taken place, hence, a late symp-
tom.

Jaundice, when present, indicates that the
ulcer has invaded the ampullae of Vater. It

being remembered that a chronic duodenitis
may also produce it.

Temperature and pulse are of little value
early as is shown in Joimud> ff.

1913.— (J. B. Deaver).
M. A., July

TEMPERATURE PULSE RESPIRATION

98.3 104 24
99.4 92 24
99. 108 34
97.4 112 32
98.2 78 36
99.0 96 28

The next complication and symptom laid

down by IMoynihan of such great imjjortanee

is hemorrhage. This symptom may be expect-

ed in approximately 23 |3er cent, of gastric

ulcers, 26 per cent, in acute, and 40 per cent,

in chronic duodenal ulcers (iMoynihan Duo-
denal Ulcers, page 113). (Northnagel En-
cyclopedia, page 245).

In many it amounts to the small loss caused

by the food products teasing the ulcer surface,

and is to be found only after close and pains-

taking examination lasting over many days.

In the duodenal cases where a severe hemor-
rhage follows an acute exacerbation of di-

gestive disturbances it holds up to the physici-

an signs of eminent danger and lost opportun-

ities. Being far more serious than gastric

hemorrhage.

Bleeding from the duodenal ulcer may be

in any one of four varieties. First, latent and
insignificant

;
second, those that intermit

;
or

infrequent and moderate in amount; third,

those becoming worse after symptoms develop.

In these the bleeding may be coming repeat-

edly and copiously, therefore perilous and
perhaps fatal. In the fourth class, the hemor-

rhage is sudden, overwhelming and fatal.

It is in these cases that Einhorn duodenal
bucket or catheter, or its modification by
IMorgan of the B. B. shot in a five grain cap-

sule with a No. 8 braided silk cord attached

and knotted 75 cm. from the capsule has been

of such inestimable value. Its usefulness de-
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pending ni)on its al)ility to come in contact

with the t)leeding surface save in the Einhorn
Inieket, wliere tlie duodenal contents, wlien

drawn up, could l)e examined for a Cam-
midge reaction and early gastric analysis.

Such analysis showing little of importance

save blood occasionally, and in the chronic

ulcei- hyj)erchlorhydria Avith retention of food.

(If gastric analysis woujd have shown mom,

we would not have had to wait for the surg-

eon at the oi)erating table to learn most of

what is now kno'wn about this class of eases).

So far, Ave liaAm said nothing about the

subjectiAm symptoms, some- of Avhich may be

said to be complications. The first of these, to

make itself known to the patient is gastric di-

latation, this being one of the two conditions

associated Avith duodena! ulcer that IMoyni-

han eonsidei’s of such great importance.

Gastric stasis found in duodenal ulcer is

due ahvays to the contraction caiAsed by the

partial or complete healing of the ulcer, save

in those cases Avhere the stomach is able to

empty itself in tAvelve hours. There it is due

to pyloric spasm. Such spasm being reflex

and protective as was shown by Cannon and

IMurphy.— {Annals of Surgery 1909, Yol. 43,

page 512).

The slow emptying of the stomach affords

a tAA'o fold protection. First, it protects the

ulcer from the acid chyme (a protection it

cei'tainly needs). Secondly, it protects by jiro-

ducing certain symptoms a presence of Avhich

makes the patient more careful as to the

quantity of food taken.

Gastric stasis sufficient to prevent the stom-
ach from pouring its contents into the duo-

tlenum in from seven to twelve hours means a

duodenal narrowing from pathological causes
and is indicatiA'e of ulcer. (Einhorn and
Gunzburg.) When such obstruction takes
place even to a small degree, hypertrojAhy of
the stomach Avail muscles take ])lace, (as it

does i:i the heart or intestines from obstruct-
ion to overcome) and visible peristaltic waves
are noticeable during examination if the stom-
ach is filled.

Blond Test-. Leucceytosis will show in per-
forated cases very early, due to peritonitis.

SJiorl.-: In perforation shock coiues on only
in proportion to the dissemination of the poi-
sns in the peritoneal caA’ity.

Lastly the X-ray has recently been perfect-
ed so that Avith a thorough preparation and a
suitable machine the deposits of bismuth may
be shown on the ulcer surface, also the shape
and size of the stomach itself.

The folloAAung table of differentiation will

serve to simplify the diagnosis:

DUODENAL ULCER.

Age 30-50 years.

Sex—Males.

Numbers—Usually single, many times latent.

Pain—Appears late after two hours, eased
by diet. Not always referred to middle line.

Padiated usually to right side, right costal

margin or around to back.

Season—Seen in cold and AA'et seasons.

Tenderness—On right side.

Cancer in Scar—Uncommon.
Ilematemesis not seen only in connection

Avith malena.

IMalena often, and in excess of hematemesis.

Symj)toms—Oi'dei'ly in appearance, such
as natural history.
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Definite attacks, due to reeognizaible causes,

appearing at certain seasons, eased by diet, re-

lieved by alkalies or lavage.

Pain, severe, but bearable
;
not abrupt in

either beginning or relief, chill and sweats not

seen
;
pain never so well localized.

GASTRIC ULCER.

Age—30 years.

Sex—Females.

Number—Often multiple, not so often la-

tent.

Pain—Appears early within one hour,

caused by diet, referred to middle line and
radiates to left breast and costal margin, and
may at times be felt down the arm.

Seasons—Not influenced.

Tenderness—Usually on left side.

Cancer in Sear—Not uncommon.
Hematemesis—Seen frequently.

i\Ialena—Slight and infrequent.

CHOLELITHIASIS.

Such regularity never seen in gall stone

disease.

Pain unbearable, abrupt in appearance and
abating; food or alkalines do not I’elieve;

chills and sweats as a rule.

Pain in right shoulder blade.

Malena and hematemesis never present.

Hepatic Cirrhosis: A careful inquiry into

the amnesis will clear up any doubts as a rule.

TREATMENT.

Any condition that threatens life in the

proportion that ulcers in this area does, must
be carefully and conscientiously considered

before any line of treatment is even suggested,

and especially the opei’ative treatment neces-

sary for relief. Both the internist and the

surgeon claim certain of these cases. But all

agree that medical treatment should be sug-

gested in early or acute cases (of course not

those that have perforated). All likewise

agree that surgical means should be employed
in the chronic and the stubborn eases. I\Ioyni-

han advises operation in all cases where there

has been repeated attacks, or where hemor-
rhage has occurred, or motor insufficiency is

present.

The indications for any surgical treatment
of gastric ulcer, according to Einhorn are as

follows.

1. In large, recurrent gastric hemorrhages
threatening life, the ulcer ought to be excised

in the interval and a gastro-enterostomy estab-

lished to prevent renewed hemorrhage.
2. Small losses of blood that cannot be

checked and endanger life through their per-

sistence reipiire similar treatment.

3. Perforation of the ulcer demands al-

ways immediate operation (excision or in-

vagination of the defect and suture) as soon
as the diagnosis has been made.

4. An ulcer situated at the pylorus and at-

tended with peristaltic restlessness of the

stomach and continued hjqiersecretion.

5. Advanced stenosis of the pylorus re-

quires gastroenterostomy.

6. Duodenal ulcers accompanied by py-
lorospasm and beginning peristaltic restless-

ness of the stomach..

7. Gastric ulcers with formation of a tu-

mor, no matter where the seat (pylorus,

small curvature, etc) always demand gastro-

enterostomy, usually with excision of the tu-

mor. If this tumor is situated in the lesser

curvature and cannot be resected, it is still

curable in case it is caused by simple connect

ive tissue proliferation caused by ulcer foruu:,-

tion.

Personally I do not believe that the acute

ulcer should he treated surgically unless it is

to relieve such complications as hemorrhage,
obstruction, or perforation. Two things must
be kept in mind in advising surgical interven-

tion;

Fii’st, surgery is mechanical and must bene-

fit in a mechanical way.
Second, not all cases are cured by surgery

that submit to operative work. i\Iany ulcers

continue to give trouble after operation.

In those cases presenting the group of

symptoms above outlined, giving us the so-

called “acute abdomen” it seems to me that

operation is imperative and should be done at

the very earliest possible moment. AVe can
make no mistake by opening, even though in

doubt we will find the appendix involved most
often, second, the duodenum, third, acute pan-

creatic perforation, foui’th, perforation of the

stomach or of the gall gladder (W. J. Mayo,
Journal A. M. A., July, 1913, page 38), all

calling loudly for surgery, then why wait?

All such cases should receive surgery within

the first twelve to eighteen hours. Close the

ulcer, or plicate the duodenum to obliterate

its lumen and fortify the area with the gas-

trohepatic and the gastrocolic omentum.
Alake drainage for the stomach hy gastroje-

junostomy and drain your cavity and you will

save the lives of those .you have been losing.

Surgery fails in its efforts directly in pro-

portion to the length of time that intervenes

between the initial seizure and the execution

of the operation.

To summarize : The surgeon should operate
in the following cases : First, when the symp-
toms are long continued and do not yield to

medical treatment, and particularly when pro-

found anaemia is resulting from the repeated
hemorrhage. Second, to control bleeding that

threatens life. Third, when perforation has

occurred. Fourth, to treat subphrenic and
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other abscesses that occur as complications.

Fifth, to relieve constriction of the pylorus or

an hour-glass contraction. Sixth, to relieve

various indefinite symptoms, not necessarily

due to the existence of the ulcer but following

the healing of one. These symptoms are gen-

erally due to adhesions which either alter

the direction of the pylorus, constrict the

stomach, or tie the organ down to surround-

ing structures.
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DISCUSSION.

William H. Wathen, 1..onisville: The subject

of ulcer of the stomach anti the duodenum and

the patliology of gastric ulcer and carcinoma have

been very carefully reviewed to-day, so that there

is but little left for me to say. In methods of

diagnosis and treatment of diseased organs in

the abdominal cavitj', much progress has been

made during recent years. This has resulted from

the direct inspection of th.e organs in the abdom-

inal cavity, and the pathologic examination of

specimens removed during the last few years.

Cases of medical diagnosis of gastric ulcer are

more often incorrect than they are correct, as has

been shown bj' the work of Moynihan, where in

over 50 per cent, of operated cases of medical

diagnosis there was no ulcer in the stomach, and

the pathology was usually found in the appendix.

There is no way then of knowing positively the

pathology of gastric ulcer or duodenal ulcer un-

til the abdomen is open. It is difficult often to

differentiate between gastric ulcer and appendi-

citis. There is often the association of appencli-

citis Avith gastric and duodenal ulcer and gall

stones, so much so that there seems reason to be-

lieve that there is some etiologic connection. The

acute ulcers per se are not the ulcers Ave are talk-

ing about, but the chronic callous ulcers. In

acute ulcer, unless complications arise, the cases

are seldom surgical, and they are very often or

generally of septic origin; these cases usually

recover or die Avithin a fcAV Aveeks. These are not

the ulcers that cause the chronic callous ulcers

in the stomach or the duodenum. In callous ul-

cers Ave find one situated in the stomach, and

three in the duodenum. We Avere told in the

past by various internists, of Avhom FeiiAvich is a

fair example, that there Avere ten ulcers in the

stomach and one in the duodenum. Noav Ave knoAV

there is about one in the stomach and three in

the duodenum, just as Ave find 90 per cent, of

duodenal ulcers in the first inch of the duodenum,

and about 90 per cent, of gastric ulcers in the

small curvature of the stomach in the pylorus.

Ulcer in the last portion of the pylorus, known
as the pyloric canal of Jonnesco, is seldom seen.

There is no curative treatment for chronic cal-

lous ulcer except surgery. Medical treatment

may mitigate the sj'inptoms, but it does not cure

these cases. Medical treatment, if Ave go too far

A\itli it, sometimes injures these patients, because

serious complications may develop. Rest of mind
and body, proper diet, good hygiene and sanita-

tion Avill do aliout as much as any medical treat-

ment. In many of these patients, especially the

duodenal eases, the symptoms Avill spontaneously

disappear, to return in regular order. Patients

should be carefully Avatched by a competent per-

son, and should not be permitted to continue un-

til there is obstruction Avith food retention, or

there is danger of jAerforation with probably

fatal result. The operation should be timely,

should not be delayed until complications arise,

and now that Ave have so many internists, Avho

are good diagnosticians, since the surgeon has

shoAvn the pathology upon Avhich the symptoms
are based, tlmse cases can be referred to a com-

petent surgeon in time to do a proper operation

and give the best opportunity for relief. In gas-

tric ulcer it is usually best to excise the ulcer

because of its etiologic relation to carcinoma, but

this cannot be done in all cases, and if there is

any interference Avith stomach drainage, a gas-

trojejunostomy is indicated. In duodenal ulcer

an infolding by suture may be all that Avill be

required, but if there is danger of obstruction a

gastrojejunostomy should also be done. Car-

cinoma is seldom or never primarily in the duo-

denum, hence the resection of the ulcer Avould

not be indicated as a precancerous operation. I

Avas especially interested in Dr. MacCart3^’s pa-

per on the relation of gastric ulcer to carcinoma.

His examinations Avere in operated specimens

Avhere you get the pathology of the living at a

time Avhen much positive knoAvledge may be ob-

tained. Pathologic examinations of ])ostmortem

specimens are ])ractically Avorthless so far as giv-

ing any facts in the etiologic relation of ulcer

and carcinoma, for these patients die of termin-

al infection and complications that have destroy-

ed the earlier cancer lesions. AVhile carcinoma of

the stomach may usually’ be correctly diagnosed
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by the operating surgeon and the pathologist,

there are cases where neitlier know if the disease

is benign or malignant, and no one can find the

dividing line in ulcer and cancer. It has been

shown that cancer on the body probably always

develops in a pathologic lesion of some sort, con-

genital or acquired, then whj^ not believe that

this is also true in cancer of the stomach? As
these cases are now being 0})erated with less de-

lay, 1 feel that we will finally show that cancer

of the stomach is nearly always developed in a

chronic ulcer.

W. W. Andersen, Newport: The interesting

and profitable papers we have heard suggest a

few thoughts to which I would like to call your

attention. They suggest a plea for better service

on the part of the geneial practitioner in making
more careful observations, more diligent study

of his cases. Let me illustrate what I mean in

an extreme degree.

I was called about a year ago in consultation

to see a case that gave a history of 20 years of

chronic gastric hyperacidity, six years of which

gave evidence, according to the historj-, of attacks

of ulceration with hemoiThage, pain, and so on,

and the last six months or more obstructive symp-

toms indicating the presence of cancer, and wind-

ing up with perfoiation and death. Such things

ought not occur. A more careful study and

examination on the part of the man to whom
the case first comes may save many a life in

cases of this kind.

Furthermore, I would make a plea for more

exploratoiy incisions in doubtful cases. An ex-

ploratory incision in the hands of a competent

surgeon is a matter of the least danger conceiv-

able, and is much less dangerous than the con-

tinuance of the development of the condition.

There should be more exploratory incisions to

determine what the leal trouble is in the doubt-

ful cases where the disease is confined to these

regions. Then a plea for more cooperation in the

handling of these cases between the surgeon and

the internist. We are now treating cooperatively

cases which we did not do before. A case fell

into my hands as an internist and was referred to

a surgeon for exploratoi’y incision. An ulcer

that almost perforated was found, excised, closed,

and the ease is under our joint observation and

care at the present time. And then a plea for

more research on the part of the pathologist to

determine what is the rock bottom cause of the

whole process, for we have not got that yet 1

think. Is it not true that the majority of these

eases give a history of chronic gastric hyperacid-

ity? What is the cause of that? Is it not also

true that these ulcers of the stomach and duo-

denum are usually found to be accompanied by

at least local, if not general arteriosclerosis?

What is the cause of that? And what is at the

bottom of the whole iDrocess?

Dr. Wathen in his discussion has said that

there is no medical cure for this condition. I

would like to ask him, is there a surgical cure

either for tlie condition that is at the bottom of

this?

J. Garland Sherrill, Louisville: I wish to em-
phasize a few points that have been made by the

gentlemen who have presented tliese papers, and
one especiallj', that by Dr. MacCarty as to the

difficulty of making a diagnosis or differentiation

between benign ulcer of the stomach and malig-

nant ulcer of the stomach. When the pathologist

admits the difficulty he has in his laboratory of

determining when an ulcer is malignant and
when it is benign, we can readily understand hoiv

much more difficult it is for the observer with

the patient 's abdomen closed to be able to make
this differential diagnosis, and then when the

abdomen is open and under inspection, as surg-

eons, we are unable to clearly tell whether the

case is simpty an ulcer or a carcinomatous ulcer.

I have had a number of these cases myself which

have confused me considerably. Some of them
have had infiltration, in one case the infiltration

extending well into the liver, and I was positive

in my conclusion that the patient was suffering

from gastric carcinoma, with invasion of the

liver tissue. The patient is well to-day, not-

withstanding she did not have an excision of this

diseased tissue, but simply a gastroenterostomy.

Therefore, I must differ from Dr. Wathen 's con-

tention that tlie only treatment is surgical, or

that the treatment for ulcer of the stomach of

the chronic type is excision. I will admit that

the ideal treatment is surgical for this condition,

namely, removal in toto of the ulcerated area,

but Inany of these cases will show a very mark-

ed improvement and even permanent recovery

from a simple gastroenterostomy. This is especi-

ally the case where the ulcer is large, and where

the difficulties of its removal are such that the pa-

tient will be unable to withstand the operation.

These cases have in many instances gone on to

cure; therefore, I do not believe it is correct to

claim that these cases must be subjected to the

removal of the ulcer. I will admit, that when
the ulcer can be removed surgically, it is a very

desirable thing. I believe also that some cases

of even chronic ulcers of the stomach, where the

infiltration has not been deep, will get well un-

der properly applied medical treatment. The im-

portant thing to all of us, wffiether we be general

practitioners or surgeons, or whether we be

pathologists, is to be able to arrive at a conclus-

ion that the patient is suffering from a serious

lesion early. Certainly, it is not wise to wait for

the development of a mass that can be palpably

felt in the alxiomen before operative interven-

tion is undertaken. I must confess that in mj-

work on the stomach I have the greatest aid from

my confreres on the medical side. The value of
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the laboratory research and the examinations can-

not be overestimated. IVe are very fortunate in

living in an age when tlie training of doctoi’s is

very much better than it was formerly, thanks

very much to your fellow townsman, Dr. J. N.

jMet'oi mack, who has aided us in this regard.

Therefore, we are not so likely to find j)atients at

the present time with a history of 20 or 30

years of chronic gastric disturbance. When I be-

gan the practice of medicine, the best of doctors

frequently would have patients come into the

office and say, “I am having trouble with my
stomach,” and the doctor would say, “You take

medicine and report in the morning.” That is

all the examination or advice tlie patient receiv-

eil. At the present time no man has received

proi)er education who has not thoroughly exam-

ined the ])atient physically and also gone into the

question of stomach analysis, the analysis of all

secretions, and has used the X-ray when it is in-

dicated, and finally performed a surgical opera-

tion if it is neeessaiy.

Louis Frank, Louisville ; I would like to say a

few words on this subject. I think to-day there

is practically very little difference of opinion as

to the line of treatment that should be carried

out in chronic ulcer of the stomach. Thanks to

the work that has been done very largely in this

line, particularly at the Kocliester Clinic, by Dr.

MacCarty and bis confreres, we know’ the ulti-

mate termination of ulcers, benign though they

be in the beginning and for a number of years,

is from a clinical standpoint carcinoma. There

can be very little doubt I think in the minds of

any of us, either from the medical or surgical

side as to the necessity in a certain class of cases

of surgical treatment. I say a certain class of

cases because medical men insist, some of them

particularly, upon giving these cases without

reference to chronieity, a six week’s course of

medical treatment. It is a very difficult thing

to tell which are early cases, which are late,

wdiich have already undergone cancer changes

and which have not. I am afraid of those men,

and I think statistics, such as I’eported by Dr.

Lucas, would tend to show that this sort of thing

is all right. If they get only the early acute

cases doubtless many recover under a course of

medical treatment, but how are we to saj’ how
long the patient has had a gastric ulcer when he

comes to us. Acute ulcer so recognized should

be treated first medically, but should we subject

all cases, because they have not been previous!}’

under medical advice to a six or eight w’eek's

course of treatment before advising more radical

treatment? I hardly think so. There is no one

who has more deference for laboratory work than

I. All of our cases are subjected to a careful

laboratory examination, but I believe in this par-

ticular field of diagnosis, in this particular field

of surgery, w’e have been taught to depend too

much upon laboratory diagnosis. It has been at

the expense of the clinical study of the case. Per-

sonally, if I had to depend upon the clinical his-

fory, or upon a laboratory report, I w'ould prefer

by all means the clinical history. The clinical

study of the previous history of the patient, go-

ing back over years is of most value. This, in

most instances, is sufficient with your physical

examination, exclusive of laboratory findings, to

enable one to make a diagnosis, and the treat-

ment will depend upon one’s judgment as to the

duration of the disease. We want early treat-

ment in these cases, surgical as well as medical.

Early treatment as early diagnosis, depends upon

getting a careful clinical history of the case, the

anamenesis of the patient, and in this direction

we have many of us been very derelict. We do not

go into these cases carefully. We may spend a

day or two in taking the clinical history which

is frecpiently insufficient. Things will be brought

out on the fourth or fifth day which you will not

get in the first or second clay’s history. Careful

history of the ]iatient is a most important detail

of diagnosis of these lesions, and then not too

long with medical treatment. Do not wait for too

many classical signs. We have the same things

arise here which we speak of in connection with

gallbladder disease. Someone wanted to know'

of Dr. Mayo how he found gallstones, and he re-

plied, “We look for them; we know how to rec-

ognize them.” So to-day I am satisfied that

many cases of gastric ulcer are treated for chron-

ic hyperchlorhydria. Every case of chronic dys-

pepsia or chronic indigestion means, as' a rule,

some organic disturbance, and not purely a func-

tional disease. These are most often ulcers, duo-

denal or gastric, gallstones or appendicitis, all of

w’hieh are best treated by prompt surgery. We
believe then that all chronic gastric symptoms
should be view’ed from the standpoint of a surg-

ical lesion. Ulcers, acute, medical treatment and

rest for six to eight weeks, if recovery ensues

watch for a relapse. Relapsing eases of ulcer,

and chronic ulcer should all be subjected to early

or immediate operation after the diagnosis is

made as all non-acute ulcers of the stomach and

duodenum are potentially carcinoma.

C. G. Lucas, Louisvile, (Closing the discussion

on his part) : I think Dr. Anderson has touched

on a very inqmrtant point, that these cases need

study. There is no question between the intern-

ist and surgeon as to what is to be done with a

case of duodenal or gastric ulcer w’hen the stage

of obstruction of the pylorus has been reached.

It is not our fault
;
we do not take all the blame.

Patients take too many patent medicines. When
a man comes to me, who has been losing flesh and

lost a great deal, who has visible peristalsis, I

never delay, I turn the case over to a surgeon

within twenty-four hours. When a patient comes

to me complaining of pain and hyperacidity, 1
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should like to examine his stools, examine his

blood and mine, and put him to bed and see what
results 1 can get.

1 have a man who for fifteen years has had

constant symptoms referable to his gastrointes-

tinal tract. He was opened up under a diagnosis

of gallstones, but no gallstones were found, but

he did have a large duodenal ulcer the size of

the tip of m}^ finger. His condition was so bad
tliat we thought nothing could be done for him
from an operative standpoint. For fifteen

months he has been in better shape than in the

past fifteen years. 1 spoke to him with reference

to having a gastroenterostomy done, and he says

that he is in too good shape to consider it.

If we take these cases as they come to us, we
do get some results from medical treatment, if

we study them carefully. If a man has ben

suffering for ten or fifteen years, six week’s medi-

cal treatment may put him in better shape. If lie

has occult blood in the stool, at the end of six

weeks, then we should call in a surgeon and say

we have such a case, and now is the time for him
to take charge of it. I do not think we should

let them suffer for ten years and then shove them
over to the surgical clinic and have them opei’at-

ed on.

William Carpenter MacCarty, Kochester Min-

nesota, (closing the discussion on his part)

:

There is really nothing for me to say after listen-

ing to these excellent papers and the very fine

discussions upon the subjects.

I do not believe that there should be any dis-

cussion regarding the question of treatment of

acute gastric ulcer, chronic ulcer and carcinoma.

There is really no chance for discussion. If I had

an acute gastric ulcer and thought it had per-

forated, I should send for a surgeon. If I had

an ulcer which had been acute and had become
chronic for several months, perhaps one or two

years, or if I had an acute ulcer that had not per-

forated, I should not allow the surgeons to oper-

ate upon me but I would have a good internist

put me to bed and give me some of his dietary

and rest treatment. But if the ulcer remained

for several months or for several years, then I

would leave the internist and go to a surgeon,

and have him explore to find out, with the aid of

a cellular pathologist, whether I had chronic ulcer

or carcinoma.

I wish to thank the members of the Kentucky
State iiledical Association for allowing me this

great privilege of msiting my old state and meet-

ing so many fellow Kentuckians in the profession.
* A. D. Willmoth, (Closing the discussion) :

There are two or three ]>oints I would like to

touch on, and one is the exploratory incision. I

think the sooner we come to the [)oint where the

internist ami surgeon both adxise that an ex-

ploratory incision be made, the sooner we will be

able to relieve many of the conditions that go on

to a fatal termination in people’s abdomens that
otherwise are obscure. An exploratory incision

in a well regulated hospital made by a competent
surgeon, who knows how to do abdominal work,
can do absolutely no harm except to put the pa-

tient in bed for a few days, and he is satisfied

of knowing what is there, and if anything can

be done, he is satisfied that he has given himself

every possible chance of recovery.

I want to call attention to one fact, and that is

that all ulcers in the stomach or all of them in

the duodenum are not all large ulcers that you

have seen exhibited here this afternoon. That

has been proven by Dr. William Mayo, who call-

ed attention to this in his last collection of pa-

pers, that many of the ulcers from which terrific

hemorrhages occurred were linear ulcers, and we
should look out for mere fissure Avhenever we

operate. It being merely a fissure in the mucous

membrane through Avhich blood is coming and

Avould have to be inspected elosel}^ or one Avould

open ujA the stomach or duodenum, as the case

may be and overlook the ulcer completely. I

would call attention to the fact that when you

make an exploratory incision, do not overlook one

of tlie small ulcers of the linear type that is giA"-

ing trouble.

As to the incision of the ulcer. Dr. Sherrill

spoke in veiy emphatic terms and very Avise

terms Avhen he said that not all ulcers can be ex-

cised. Many of the ulcers Ave find so located that

an excision Avould be fatal for the patient. These

cases can be drained as suggested, and the pa-

tient Avill make a recovery, and the ulcer Avill

heal, and the patient Avill die of some intercurrent

trouble.

Fracture of Hip, Intracapsular.—Treatment.

—

Longitudinal traction alone often unsatisfactory

in results. Longitudinal combined Avith lateral

traction, hoAvever, or Avide abduction in plaster of

Paris, usually gives serviceable limb. Former far

easier to apply and the more suitable the older

the patient. Plaster-cast method requires much

skill in ajiplicatiou, and is better adapted to

young patients.—Davis.

Gangrene.—Treatment.—Alternate hot (95 de-

grees F., gradually raised to 131 degrees F.) and

cold (room temperature) baths up to knee used

Avith success in a case of sclerotic gangrene of

le,a'. Pain relie\ed and normal color regained.

Alternate immersions ]>raetised 30 to 50 times,

morning and evening for over a year.—Borchardt.
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DIAGNOSIS IN GENITO-URINAKY DIS-

EASES: ITS NEGLECT; ITS URG-
ENT NECESSITY

;
AIETIIODS

BY AVIIICII ITS REQUIRE-
AIENTS AIAY BE AIET.

By Bransfokd Lewis, St. Louis, AIo.

If I should rec'ite the history of a patient

who suffered for a year ami a half the tor-

tures of unappeased desire to urinate
;
who

strained in repeated efforts to relieve an in-

flamed bladder and urinary tract; who dur-

ing that time lost his general health
;
lost his

means of livelihood
;
expended most of his

money; received tx’eatment during all of this

period at the hands of practitioners of recog-

nized standing, and at the same time if it

were shown that all of his suffering came from

the presence of two stones in his bladder that

might have been detected in a few minutes’

examination, but that such examination had

never been made
;
if it were understood that

so large an amount of suffering came from so

simple a cause and one as readily relieved as

that of stone in the bladder, I believe that you
would agree with me, that this patient had
not received his just deserts in the way of

medical attention.

If I should relate the histories of four pa-

tients that suffered similai’ly, but from a dif-

ferent cause, namely, stones in the kidney

;

whose lost health and complaints had existed

from fifteen to thirty years
;
who during these

periods had been through the hands of twenty

or thirty physicians in different parts of the

country, all of whom had given prescriptions

in lieu of treatment I)ut had never subjected

the patients to any form or method of examin-

ation, I believe you would agree with me, that

these patients had not been dealt with as they

should have been dealt with by .those who re-

ceived their confidence and their money.
If I should mention individuallv three or

four hundred genito-urinary eases, human be-

ings that, suffered the pangs incident to urin-

ary inflammations, infections and obstruct-

ions of various sorts, and who suffered this for

indefinite periods of time, because the diag-

noses were not made clear by any definite

methods of examination, I believe you would
agree that they, also, were not receiving a

square deal in medical service.

Do not think that I am drawing on my
imagination in these allusions. Please do not

think I am sentimental for effect. These are

*Read before the Kentucky State Medical Association, at

fowling Green, Tuesday, September 2, 1913.

actual conditions that could be observed over

and over again, time without number, every

year in the practice of tlie genito-urinary

surgeon.

If this be the case, let us arrive at an un-

derstanding of the situation, an acknowledge-

ment of its apiialling frequency and useless

suffering on the part of humanity, and let us

adopt methods that will obviate at least a

large portion of such suffering. Introspect-

ion, now and then, should be relished by the

wisest men.

In the first place let us agree that the his-

tory of genito-urinary cases and the s.ymptom-

atology does not enable the practitioner, even
the most expert, to make diagnoses of genito-

urinary conditions. Symptomatology is un-

reliable and notoriously misleading for that

puiqxose. The patient with right-sided kidney
disease may have all his pain reflected into the

left renal region
;
a kidney may become com-

pletely destroyed by a stone developing in the

cortex and never a symptom of pain or dis-

tress in the years of its destruction
;
the stress-

ful symptoms of urgency and frequency may
be attributed by symptomatology to disturb-

ance at the vesical neck, when, in fact, the

origin of this distress may be located in the

front or back part of the urethra, in the blad-

der, in either ureter, in either pelvis or either

kidney. How fareial, then, and how futile

to rel.y on symptoms to lead us to a correct in-

terpretation of a ease and its appropriate
treatment. Let us agree that a reliance of

this sort is out of the question.

AVhat are the means and methods that will

attain satisfactory conclusions regai’ding di-

agnosis, and lead us to success in treatment,

instead of gently paving the way to the grave
for confiding patients ?

The means and methods of the present day
are clear cut, are ample and well understood
by those who practice examination and the

use of various instruments of precision. In-

vestigation along these lines will afford, in a

few minutes, more useful and tangible infor-

mation than one can get by studying the

•symptoms of a case for months.

To object that such instruments and meth-

ods are not within the possession of all prac-

titioners, is to beg the question and does not

make a material objection. The ophthalmo-

scope and X-ray machine are not in the pos-

session of all practitioners, and moreover, they

are not capable of being used by all practi-

tioners
;
nevertheless they should be used on

all patients who require them, Avhose eyesight

is to be saved by the one, or whose life is to he

saved Iw the other, and the physician who ac-

cepts a patient without giving him the bene-
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fit of the use of such devices is not dealing
justly with his patient.

If we agree in tliese premises, and the con-

clusion to which they irresistahly leatl, let us
briefly review the means and methods that

will give us satisfactory service for diag-

nosis, and take a glimpse at the widely vary-
ing pathological condition of the genito-nrin-

ary tract requiring differential diagnosis and
appropriate treatment.

In the ensuing illustrations the steps of

cystoscopy and ureteral catheterization are

shown
;
the various positions of the instru-

ments and the views obtained by the operator

are given. They include, also, illustrations of

the methods of applying high frequency elec-

tricity through the cystoscope to benign tu-

mors of the bladder, and views of successive

stages of recovery from such tumors under
the influence of this method of treatment.

Illustrations of various pathological condi-

tions connected with the bladder, the ureters,

the pelves and the kidneys conclude the se-

ries of slides.

COUNTY SOCIETY REPORTS

Boone—The Boone Comity Medical Society

held its regular monthlj- meeting at Burlington,

on Decemlier 31st, 1913. The society met witli

the secretary, M. A. Yelton, who entertained with

a banquet at the Boone House.

C. M. Friche, of Cincinnati, read a very in-

structive and entertaining paper on “Mucous
Colitis,’’ and. exhibited X-ray jilates showing how
ptosis of intestines would cause the condition.

J. A. Richmond, of Bellview, read an excellent

paper on “Pellagra,” and reported a number of

cases that had come under his oliservation while

jiracticing in Southern Tennessee.

The following named ))hysicians were elected as

otbcers of the society for the ensuing year:

Presiilent, B. K. iMenifee; Vice Presiden*’ J.

A. Kichmond; Secretary-Treasurer, O. E. Senour;

Delegate to State Meeting, H. H. Hays; Boai-d

of Censors, M. A. Yelton, S. B. Xunnelly and J.

H. Blackburn.

The next meeting will be held at 'Walton,

January 21, 1914.

B. K. itlEXlFEE, Secretary, ]>ro tern.

Boone—The Boone County Medical Society

met at Walton, at the hospitable liome of B. K.
Menifee. After a bountiful turkey dinner was
served, the regular program was i»roeeeded witli.

J. E. Grieve, of Cincinnati, read a very inter-

esting and instructive i)aper on “Heart Irregu-

larities,” which was enjoyed by all present.

M. L. Heidingsfeld, of Cincinnati read a ))aper

on the “Diagnosis and Treatment of Skin Can-
cer,” giving us lantern slide demonstrations.

Tills paper was equally as instructive and inter-

esting as the other.

S. B. Nunnelly and M. A. Yelton were appoint-
ed a committee to draft suitalile resolutions re-

garding tile death of the venerable mother of Dr.
H. H. Hays, of Bullittsville.

We had the honor of haxing with us at this

meeting, Drs. Grieve, Heidingsfeld, Langsdale, of
Cincinnati; Crisler. McKim, Slater and Mc-
Cord, of Ludlow; Dr. IMcCullum of Erlanger.
Only five of our own members were present:

Drs. \elton, Xunnelly, Richmond, Senour and
IMenefee.

0. E. SEXOUR, Secretary.

Carter—The Ca 'ter t’oimty Medical Society
met in theottice of Dr. O’Roark at Grayson, Feb-
I'liarv 10th. Present: J. L. Lyon, Vice-President,
llillard; G. B. O'Roirrk, Secretaiy, Grayson; J.

W. Stovall, W. A. Horton, Grayson
;
H. B. Fra-

ley, Willard; I). B. Wilcox, Grayson.

D. B. Wilcox read a ]>aper on “lYhat Would
You Do” which was higlily appreciated. The
doctor has a way of putting things all his own,

that makes all his articles read like romance. I

have often thought that if medical literature was
worded as he words them, that they would be

read with greater avidity and interest. He act-

ually makes belh’ ache sound like belly ache.

You can just see the contortions.

H. B. Fraley reported a case of septic cord,

which was discussed at length.

G. B. O’Roark reported a case of probable

brain tumor, and a case of congenital hernia.

On the whole Ave have a very interesting meet-

ing. The boys are enthusiastic and are anxious

for the weather to clear up that more of tlie mem-
bers might attend.

Officers for 1914, were elected as follows: T.

Bays, President; G. B. O’Rourk, Secretary-Treas-

urer; Board of Censors, W. A. Horton, J. W.
Stovall and H. B. Fraley.

Tlie next regular meeting will l)e held at the

same place, iffarch lOtli.

G. B. O’ROARK, Secretary.

Calloway—Tlie Calhnvay County iMedical So-

ciety held its annual meeting on December 10th,

1913, and elected the following officers for the

year 1914: President, E. B. Curd. Hazel; Yice-

President, B. B. Keys, Murray; Secretary-Treas-

urer, W. H. Graves, iffurray; Delegate, X. G.

Evans.

"We meet tlie second Wednesday in each montli

at 1 :30 P. M.
W. H. GRAYES, Secretary.

Franklin—The Franklin County Medical So-

ciety met in regular session February 2nd, at 10

A. M., in the offices of Drs. Williams & Mastin.
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Present: Drs. Piuld, Mastiii, Garrett, Wilson,

Heilman, Minisli and Williams.

Alter transacting usual business, and discuss-

ing clinical cases, etc., the regular esayist. Dr. A.

Stewart, being absent and the otlier esayist. Dr.

Dudd asked that his paper be postponed till the

next meeting, it not being yet coiniDleted, his re-

•piest was granted.

Dr. Minish called tlie attention of the society

to the death of Dr. W . Len Montgomery, wliich

occurred at the King's Daughter's Hospital, Jan-

uary 12th, 1914, after a lingering and protracted

illness, in tlie tilst year of his age. He is survived

by his wife, who was married to liim iji 1879, she

being Miss Dowdenback, a native of Owen county,

Ky., having lost their only child, a son, twenty-

one years of age, in 1904.

Dr. Montgomery was a native of Carroll

county, Ky. After his graduation at Louisville

1 University in 1888, he located at Lockport, where

he continued in active practice until his deati).

He yas a conscientious and ellicient phj'sician,

was mucli res])ected by his clientele and enjoyed

the respect and confidence of his brethren in the

])rofession, he was a good neighbor, a kind and
affectionate husband and friend, a man of gener-

ous disposition, just and willing at all times to

extend the same good fellowship to all with

whom he came in contact, exacting no less from
them.

We extend to his bereaved family our heartiest

condolence and sincerest sympathy, it is ordered

tliat this memoriam be presented to his family

and a copy forwarded to . the Kentucky State

IMedical .Journal for pul)lication.

U. 1'. WILLIAMS,
L. T. MINISH,

Committee.

Drs. Minish and IVilliams having been appoint-

ed to prepare this memorial, wh.en presented was
unanimously adopted.

After which the society adjourned to meet
again March 2, 1914.

U. V. WILLIAMS, Secretary'.

Casey—The Casey County Medical Society met

in the county court room in the courthouse in

Liberty, on Thursday, January 29, 1914. The of-

ficers elected for the present year were : W. J.

Sweeney, President; W. A. McBeath, Vice-Presi-

dent; Oscar Dunham, Secretary; II. F. Tayloi',

]\Iember of Board of Censors; IV. J. Sweene.v,

Delegate to the State Society.

A program was arranged for tlie next meeting

wdiich will be held at tlie same place on Thursday,

Feb. 2(), 1914. After interesting and encourag-

ing talks in M’hich all members present took part,

and in which much enthusiasm was manifested

the meeting adjourned.

OSCAK DUNHAM, Secretary.

Fleming—The Fleming County Medical So-

ciety' met in the ollice of Gari', Brice & Garr, on

December 17th, 1919, at 2 P. M., with J. C. S.

Brice in the chair. Members jiresent: C. R. Garr,

J. C. S. Brice, T. B. Vice, J. P. Huff, Boone Mc-
Clure, Clyde Garr, A. M. Wallingford, Jr., Clias.

W. Aitkin and J. B. O’Bannon.

Minutes of previous meeting were read and ap-

proved.

J. P. Huff reported a case of “Tubercular

Laryngitis Coinjilicated with Typhoid Fever.”

Patient died second day after the fever was nor-

mal.

C. R. Garr rejiorted a case of delivery of a

woman of her sixth child. The labor was hard

and was followed on the second day by a temp-

erature of 102 and a local peritonitis. The pa-

tient finally recovered. The cases were discussed

by all the members present. In the ease of C. R.

Garr it was general belief and ex]>7’ession that the

source of infection was a pathological conditiion

before and at delivery.

Boone McClure rei>orted a case of “Puerperal
Convulsions.” ( ontrolled the convulsions in this

case with tr. veratrum in fifteen drop doses, hy-

podermically. The amount of albumen you find

in the urine of these cases will not indicate the

severeness of the convulsions you are going to

encounter.

C. R. Garr: I think the blood pressure of

these cases tell us much. It should be looked af-

ter.

Chas. Aitkins: I get happy results from
Pilocarpin in these cases.

J. B. O’Bannon: I want to insist ujion elimi-

nation in these cases. I think it is the secret of

success. The society then proceeded to elect of-

ficers for 1914, as follows: President, Boone Mc-
Clure; Vice-President, Clyde Garr; Secretary'

and Treasurer, J. B. O'Bannon; Censor, A. M.
Wallingford, Jr.

J. B. O’BANNON, Secretary'.

Shelby—The Shelby County Medical Society

met the third Thursday' in -January', 1914, with
the following members jiresent: S. L. Beard, F.

M. Beard, Eggen, Imwrence, McMurryr, Sellers,

Hughes, Buckner, Garvey, Nash, Allen and Locke
of the State Board of Health.

E. D. Sellers of Fishersville, read a veiy timely

jiajier on “Pneumonia,” that brought out a very

full discussion on this interesting subject, every

doctor present taking jiart, showing that the sub-

ject of jmeumonia has by' no means been exhaust-

ed as yet and that every jihysician is keenly' alive

to the fact that the treatment of this disease is by'

no means ideal and that but comjiaratively' little

j)rogress has been made along the lines of treat-

ment in the last few years.

J. S. Locke reported on the jirogress of the

hookworm canijiaign in Shelby county, and seem-

ed highly gratified at the coojieration given him
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bolli l)y the physicians and the laity. The doc-

tor has decided to return in May for a short stay.

Harmon Nash entertained the society with a

delightful three course luncheon that was enjoy-

ed fully as much as the scientific part of the pro-

gramme. For the February meeting Dr. V. R.

Jones has pi’omised us a paper on “ Anasthesia, ”

which, if it is like the doctor’s former papers,

will be a treat indeed.

W. E. ALLEN, Secretary.

Pendleton—The Pendleton County Medical So-

ciety met at Butler on this date with the follow-

ing members present : Beckett, Brown, Clark,

Cram, Daugherty, Hopkins, Kendall, McKenney,
John E. Wilson, Yelton, J. F. Daugherty, Vice-

President,-eleet in the chair.

We had a splendid report of clinical cases,

which were discussed freely, and some splendid

points brought out. We had only one paper.

C. H. Kendall on “Intestinal Obstruction,”

which was veiy good and was discussed by neai’-

ly all members present. After which we ad-

journed to meet the second Wednesday in Feb-

ruary, 1914.

W. A. M ’KENNEY, Secretary.

Whitley—The Whitley County Medical Society

met at Corbin Kj^, on Februaiy 5th, 1914, at the

office of J. H. Parker with the following doctors

present : J. H. Parker, C. Gr. Edwards, B. J. Ed-

wards, C. A. Moss, Wm Cox and Dr. Parker, of

Grays, Ky. There were several talks and dis-

cussions on medical subjects which were very

much enjoyed by those present. There were also

several very enthusiastic talks on how to make
the Whitley County Medical Society one of the

best in the State.

It was moved and carried to have a special

meeting of the society at Corbin, Ky., on March

26th, 1914, and invite tne county societies of

Knox and Laurel counties to be present and

make it a tri-county meeting.

C. A. MOSS, Secretary.

Tuberculosis, Articular. Treatment. Thyroid

substance indicated in sluvgish eases, especially

if evidence of thyroid inactivity present. Does

should be only 1-6 to 1-2 grain (0.01 to 0.03 Gm.)

pro die, and patient watched for tachycardia.

—

Lereboullet.

Tuberculosis, Laryngeal. Treatment. Sub-

mucous cauterization found to heal 70 to 85 per

cent, of cases performed with electric cautery.

Easier than curettage, and there is no bleeding.

Not cuited, however, for superficial ulcers on pos-

terior wall, particularly those on the cords, which

do better on the old method of lactic acid appli-

cations.—Pettit.

NEWS ITEMS AND COMMENTS

Lender the auspices of the Georgia Surg-
eons’ Club, a sixty days’ tour of the surgical
clinics of Europe is being arranged for repre-
sentative Southern surgeons, to wind up at

the meeting of the Congress of Surgeons of
North America in London the latter part of
July, 1914. Those interested may secure de-

tails of the trip from Dr. R. M. Harbin, Sec-
retary-Treasurer, Rome, Ga.

Not suited, however, for superficial ulcers on pos-

ing after being confined to the house, and bed
part of the time. He having had an i;lcera-

tion of the cornea.

Dr. W. L. Mosby returned January 4, 1914,
from Rochester, Minn., where he had been for

the removal of gallstones. He is improving
rapidly.

Extra-Uterine Pregnancy.—Chiossone reviews

the experiences with extra-uterine pregnancy
during 1912, in the women’s departments of the

ten hosjiitals of Buenos Aaires. There were only

four deaths among the 105 eases, and in the fatal

cases the women were already infected or exsan-

guinated. He comments on the variability of the

symi^toms observed and urges that before any
abdominal affection in a woman in the child-

bearing age is diagnosed, it is necessary to ex-

clude extra-uterine pregnancy. A doughy resist-

ance in the pouch of Douglas is suggestive of a

tubal pregnancy, but about the only positive sigm

of an extra-uterine pregnancy is the expulsion

from the uterus of decidual membrane. An im-

portant element in differentiation is a history of

some gynecologic affection; the ovum scarcely

ever locates outside of the uterus unless there is

a predisposition from preceding pathologic

changes for the abnormal embedding. Increasing

hemorrhage always demands an operation, but if

the hemorrhage seems to have stopped he leaves

the case to Nature, ready to interfere at need.

He gives the details of ten cases; in one the wo-

man passed through two extra-uterine preg-

nancies. In conclusion he warns that it may be

necessary in some cases to be wary in stating the

diagnosis of extra-uterine pregnancy, as social

and legal questions may be involved. There is al-

ways the possibility that the accumulation of

blood may come from an ovarian or other tumor

in the absence of pregnancy.

Sciatica. Treatment, Good results from X-ray

treatment in 11 out of 13 cases. Rays directed

usually over lumbar region, sometimes over nerve

itself. Small doses only. In eases resisting ordi-

nary medical treatment and galvanic current,

radiotherapy should always be tried, especially

when sciatica due to compression of nerve-roots.

—Delherm.
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EDITORIAL.

ANNUAL DUES.

The Kentucky State Medical Association is

a chartered body, each member receives his

Journal which actually costs more than twice

the amount of the annual dues which are

•tS.OO, and in addition to this are defended

from unjust malpractice suits.

Like every other organization which gives

something for its dues, they must be paid

promptly. Please do not overlook this mat-

ter, pay your secretary immediately, clear up
this business transaction for the year.

EXAiMINATION FOB TYPHOID CAR-
RIERS.

We know that the typhoid fever germ dies

after a few v.'eeks residence in the soil, but a

new supply is continually being deposited by
perfectly well individuals who harbor these

germs in their intestines and urinary tract,

and are called typhoid carriers. Realizing

the importance of discovering these carriers

as soon as possible in order to protect the com-
munity against an outbreak of this most pro-

tean disease, specially prepared containers

with minute directions for collecting material

will be sent to any physician upon request by
the State Bacteriologist, or can be secured at

the local depot.

FRESH VACCINE POINTS.

In nearly every portion of the State small-

pox is now raging and it is highly necessary
that every means for its eradication should
be resorted to. Ten thousand fresh vaccine

points have been received by the State Board
of Health and these will be sent out at any
hour, day or night.

It is the duty of every physician in any lo-

cality which is now infected with this dread
disease to provide himself with these points
and should advise that all persons who may
be exposed to the disease and those who have
not been successfully vaccinated be vaccin-

ated at once. This disease can be only stamp-
ed out by prompt action of physicians, and
universal vaccination.

The points cost $6.50 per one hundred.
The Board does not receive any money, the ac-

count being sent direct to the manufacturer.

TETANUS.

At this season of the year when farmers are

beginning their work, wounds from agricult-

ural implements are common, and as is well

known these implements are the source from

which many of the cases of tetanus originate.

Such wounds should be freely opened and
thoroughly saturated with tincture of iodine

and the patient given 1500 units of anti-

tetanic serum, the immunizing dose. This

prevents the development of the dreaded dis-

ease, lockjaw. If a patient has not received
an immunizing treatment and lockjaw de-
velops, it is useless to give small doses of the
serum. At least 100,000 units should be in-

jected in divided amounts, 20,000 units every
four hours. A case of tetanus in a woman
due to an injury of the leg has been reported
cured at Hahnemann Hospital, Philadelphia
after injection of 85,000 units of the anti-

tetanic serum. Another case in our own com-
munity was cured. Tetanus developed eight

days after a gun shot wound, 125,000 units of

the serum was given during a period of three

days. The patient made an uneventful recov-

ery. This serum can be procured at the State

Laboratory at a very reduced rate.
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eahTjY diagnosis of typhoid
FEVER.

The physician who has to treat a ease of ty-

phoid fever desires to know as soon as possible

whether his patient has the disease. There
are many eases of fever which in many of its

symptoms simnlates typhoid that the physici-

an for several days is in doubt as to the na-

ture of the case. Every physician in the

State has the benefit of the best equipped
l)acteriological laboratory in American for

an early diagnosis, or he can provide himself

with the necessary matei’ial to make an im-

mediate test at the bed side for this disease

by means of Ehrlich’s diazo reaction. This
reaction has the following advantages : It

can be easily and rapidlj- completed, requir-

ing only about five minutes time. It requires

little material, two or three test tubes and
three different solutions.

The reaction is present in nearly eveiy case

of typhoid and is specific from a practition-

er’s standpoint. This reaction may differenti-

ate between a relapse and a complication

when other signs fail. This test has its disad-

vantages.

1. It is not absolutely pathognomonic.
2. It is not always present but the per-

centage of cases in which the diazo test does

not respond is small.

3. It occurs in some other disease especi-

ally in acute miliary tuberculosis, but in acute

cases of this kind the reaction is rarely, if

ever, present diufing the fii*st week. A speci-

men of urine should be sent to the State

Laboratory within four or five days for the

diazo test.' The Widal reaction which is iised

in most hospitals and clinics has its advan-

tages and disadvantages.

First as to its advantages:

It is pathognomonic of enteric fever, thus

differentiating it from acute miliary tubercu-

losis.

It nu y respond when the diazo test fails.

Its appearance serves to complete the rec-

ords of hospitals. Vital Statistics Department,

etc.

Its disadvantages are

:

It is of little or no prognostic value because

it does vary or reappear with a relapse. It

usually appears late. Some observers do not

recommend its use until the second week. It

is not always present in true typhoid and a

negative reaction does not imply that the pa-

tient has not typhoid. A specimen of blood

should be sent to the State Laboratory within

eight or ten days for a Widal test. The ob-

servations of those who have used both the

diazo and Widal tests are that where an early

diagnosis from a therapeutic standpoint is

most important the diazo reaction occurs in

much higher proportion of all cases than does

the agglutination test, and is present on the

fourth or fifth day. The following table of

comparisons are given from “Williams and
William’s Laboratory'- Methods.”

DIAZO

1. Appears early in typhoid, about the 5th

day.

2. Reappears with relapses but not with

complications.

3. Technic rapidly completed.

4. Does not differentiate acute miliary tu-

berculosis.

.5. Not always present.

6. Occurs in other diseases not easily con-

fused with typhoid.

WID.AL

1. Appears in typhoid, after the 8th day^

2. Relapses do not influence the test.

3. Technic in simple form takes several

hours.

4. Not present in acute miliary tubercu-
losis.

5. Not alway's present.

6. Occiu’s in no other disease.

Therefore physicians should not be surpris-

ed that some reports from a laboratory should
not give favorable indication of typhoid even
though it be a true case and especially they'-

should not expect a reliable report from the

Widal when the specimen is sent in within a
few da.vs after the disease appears. Every'

physician should provide himself with the

necessary' outfit for sending a specimen of

nrine to the laboratory' for the diazo test and
after a sufficient length of time has elapsed to

make a Widal reaction of value, a specimen of

I)lood should be sent to the State laboratory

for confirmation.

HOSPITALS.

The American IMedical Association is mak*

ing up a list of hospitals, furnishing accept-

able interneship for medical graduates. It

will be very' creditable to hospitals to be in-

cluded in this list. None except of the best

moral and medical reputation will be listed.

If any reader of the Journal is connected

with a hospital of this class, which accepts in-

ternes, he is urged to correspond at once with

Dr. N. P. Colwell, Secretary of the Council on

Medical Education, of the American Medical

Association, 535 North Dearboim Street,

Chicago.

The investigation of hospitals by the

American Medical Association is to be most

bighly commended. Too frequently, grave

abuses have crept into the management of

such institutions and it is highly desirable

that they' be investigated in a constructive

way by experts as it is proposing to do.
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SCIENTinC EDITORIALS.

WHAT WE KNOW ABOUT SCLERO-
DERIMA.

Pikeville is trying its best to be on the map.
The newspapers have been working overtime

to advertise Pikeville not for its wonderful lo-

cation, fertile soil, mineral wealth or its beau-

tiful women, but because it had a case of

.scleroderma, a disease hitherto unknown (?).

wonderful (?) and puzzling (?). It is really

ridiculous how a newspaper will take up a

medical subject that is well known and speak

of it as a disease that was never before known.
Is scleroderma so rare, so puzzling, so won-

derful? Kaposi, in his text-book, says: “Al-
though scleroderma on the whole is rare, still

a sufficient number of cases are rej>orted in

literature, and there is no reason for publish-

ing every case. T myself have seen a rela-

tively large number of scleroderma cases, ac-

cording to recent calculation, probably be-

tween 150 and 200 cases.” p. 455.

Every dermatologist and practitioner runs

across cases of scleroderma and the disease is

not so niA'sterious.

The Pikeville ease being of a child, may not

be a real case of scleroderma. There is a dis-

ease among children that is almost analogous
to scleroderma and it is called sclerema neo-

natorium. This disease may be present at

birth or appear the next ten days after birth.

The skin becomes of a pale, white or waxy
color and has the feeling of hard leather.

The disease, as a ride, commences at the lower
extremities, spreads upward over the trunk,

especially on the back, then, gradually over

the rest of the body, the face, usually, being

the least affected. True scleroderma, a dis-

ease mostly met among adults, usually starts

on the face and upper part of the body. I

don’t see why the country physician should

find this disease so puzzling. Its symptom-
atology is such that it is very easily recogniz-

ed. At the last meeting of the American
jMedical Association, as in many former meet-

ings, three cases of scleroderma were exhibit-

ed. Nearly eveiy hospital, having a clinical

out-patient department, will record eases of

scleroderma. It is due to the lack of knowl-

edge of dermatology among our students that

such cases are not recognized. The student

should be made to realize the importance of

dermatology. Blunders are made quite often.

We can recall cases of bromide eruption

passed for small-pox
;
cases of mycosis fun-

goides and Raynaud’s disease, for leprosy; on

the other hand, cases of leprosy treated for

s\q)hilis; local tubercular affections treated

for syphilis, etc.

For the sake of those unac(iuainted with the

chief characteristics of scleroderma, we will

give a short resume of the latest findings in

regard to this disease. According to the latest

theories, this disease is not only of the skin,

but of the whole organism, in which the fibro-

plastic process affects not only the skin, but

salivary glands, axillary glands, bones,

muscles and internal organs.

Scleroderma may be limited only to a cer-

tain area (scleroderma circumscripta), and
the generalized or symmetrical type. The
first form is not so serious and is amenable to

treatment, while the latter form is, in the ma-
jority of cases, fatal. It usually starts on the

hands or face, seldom on the feet, and it is

usually of a vasomotor disturbance. It usu-

ally Sturts with Ruynaud’s S3nnptoms of lo-

cal asphyxia and local .s.vncope, the process

gradually going into hardening. The fingers

usually get thin and shiny, immovable, cover-

ed with sclerosed skin and resemble a nail-

mass (sclerodactylia—Bull’s). Later on,

shortening of the phalanges is noticed (muti-

latio)

.

The histological examination throws very
little light upon the etiology of this disease.

The epidermis is scarcely changed
;
the sub-

cutaneous tissue is firm and condensed,
though no round-cell infiltration is present.

The skin does not pit and cannot be pinched
up. The contraction of the skin leads to dis-

appearance of wrinkles
;
old persons looking

.younger than their years. We may fear that

fashionable old women learning of these facts

ma.y be anxious to have scleroderma.

It is acknowledged that scleroderma cannot

be connected with infectious or constitutional

origin (podagra). We are rather inclined to

think it is due to disturbance of the functions

of some glands. At times we notice its simi-

larit.v to Basadow’s or Addison’s disease;

neither can you deny its relationship to myo-
demia.

Since the real etiolog.v of this disease is un-

known, some authors’ trv to attribute it to

nervous origin. Polotebney, who has made a

special study of the etiology of scleroderma,

claims it to be of angio-trophoneurosis.

The iirognosis is rather unfavorable. Elec-

tricit.v, massage, roborant treatment, and th.v-

roid extract have been found useful.

M. L. Ravitch.

THE USE OF RADIIDI IN LARYN-
GOLOUtY.

In a review of the literature to the use of

radium since its introduction in medicine in

1900, Prof. Rethi of Vienna credits A. Ex-

ner with its inti'oduction into larvngolog.v.

In 190;l, Exnei- i-eported two cases of car-

cinoma, one at the angle of the mouth and the

other on the faucial pillar, both of which
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were cured by the use of radium. Since then
it has been freqi\entl.y applied in the Vienna
throat clinic with varying results.

Its application in Inpus and tuberculosis of

the mucous meml^rane has met with favor-

able results by only a few—the most observ-
ers having reported failures.

In scleroma the results have l)een uniform-
ly good. The results in papilloma of the
larynx were also nearly all favorable, tliongh

a few failures have been reported. In one
ease of papilloma, in which radinm was ap-
plied the growth subsequently became malig-
nant. Polyck and others deem surgery un-
necessary in cases of papilloma of the larynx
since the advent of the radinm treatment.

Radium was frequently applied in cases of
inoperable carcinoma. Some of these were
reported cured without recurrence—others

were sufficiently improved to make the cases

operable. On the other hand nnmerous cases

have been reported in which the treatment
failed.

Results also differ in the application for
sarcoma—some brilliant results and some dis-

mal failures having been reported. In inop-

erable malignant growths, with recurrent

bleeding, marked secretion, foul discharge

and pain, radium will in nearly every in-

stance relieve the pain, hut there were ex-

ceptions here as in the treatment of other con-

ditions.

Excellent results followed the use of

radiiim in teleangectasias and moles. It has
also been employed with uniformly good re-

sults in scars about the mouth and the nos-

trils and in stenosis of the larynx and oesoph-
agus, causing softening of the scar tissue

without causing inflammation.

The variation in the results obtained by
the use of radium depends not only on the ex-

tent of the diseased area treated. b\it also on
the amount and radio activity of the rays em-
ployed, the method of applying it, whether or

not the “cross fire” method is employed, and
the thickness and composition of the screen,

the size of the applicator, etc. In addition to

these factors the susceptibility of the subject,

climatic conditions, etc., play a part in the

reaction to the radium treatment. Deep seat-

ed affections necessarily demand more in-

tense radiation than superficial ones. In the

deep seated affections the applicators are

screened with heavier lead sheets than in the

superficial affections, to absorb tbe soft rays

and exposures, are more prolonged to allow
the hard Beta and Gamma rays to penetrate

deeper. To absorb irritating secondary rays
and avoid painful burns, paper and gauze
have been put over the applicator.

In superficial conditions as lupus and tu-

berculosis large doses applied with or without

this thin screen (platinum) and exposure for
shorter periods is advisable. The same
method is employed in parts where the ap-
plicator can not be applied long, as in tbe
pharynx and larynx. Large malignant
growths of the nose and naso-pharynx re-

quire intense radiation effect with more pro-
longed exposures.

In carcinoma radium seems especially to

have a selective action affecting the diseased
structures favorably without affecting the
healthy tissues. It must be borne in mind
that tbe applications applied mildly act as an
irritant and rather increase the rapidity of
growth and that only the more intense radi-

ation is of service especially in carcinoma of

the mucous membrane as throat specialists

see it. As it is the deep cells which are not
reached by radium treatment all operable
carcinomata should be treated surgically

rather than with the radium. Those which
appear inoperable often improve sufficiently

by radium application to become operable.

Radium should also be applied at once when
recurrence of the growth is noticed. It has
also been used after surgical removal as a

])rophylactic measure. In other words it has

been suggested to employ radium more as an
aid to surgery than as an independent method
of treatment. This is not only true of malig-

nant growths but also of lupus. Radium has

been used in malignant growths for purposes

other than ciirative.

In summing up the disadvantages of the

radium treatment in laryngology, Rethi

speaks of the danger of causing perforation

of the oesophagus if applied too long or too

severely in strictures or growths. Cases of

this kind have been reported by Exner. If

tlie diseased structure involves a large blood

vessel it may be eroded l)y the radium and
fatal hemorrhage result. The application of

radium in laryngology is especially difficiilt.

With special reference to the methods of

application, Schindler in the October numbei'

of Radium says : In the mo\ith cavity the

applicator was fastened to a rod of aluminum
bronze wire, covered with cotton, the i-adium

or mesathorium being held in place, after

having been properly arranged, by having

the patient bite on the cotton covered rod.

In this way an applicator could be held in

place for hours.

Two methods are available to bring the ap-

jdicators into the larynx and both of these

having been utilized. Either the applicator

is passed in directly on a flexible rod per vias

naturales after cocainizing the mucous mem-
brane, the application la.sting as long as the

effect of the cocaine makes it possible; or else

the applicator is introduced directly into the

larynx after a laryngo-fissure Ims been made.
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In applying the radium within a tumor or in

artificial openings the applicator must be cov-

ered with a sterilized rubber finger cot, wliich

is finally disinfected with tincture of iodine.

For the oesophagus a bougie was used into

which the mesothorium applicator could be

passed.

Adolph 0. Pfingst.

LIFE AFTER DEATH.

“So when this corruptible, shall have put on
incorruption,

And this mortal shall have put on immortal-

it.V,

Then shall be brought to pass the saying, that

is written

Death is swallowed up in A^’ictory.

C ! Deatli, where is thy sting,

0! Grave, where is thy A^ictory.
”

Alauriee Alaeterlinck has written some inter-

esting and beautifid books. His “Life of the

Pee” and his “Blue Bird” are too Avell known
to need comment and we were, therefore,

much interested in a recent article of his ap-

pearing in the Century Alagazine, with the

above title. There is no question but that

Life after Death is a debatable phenomena,
usually spoken of in such terms as “spiritual-

istic,” “psychical,” etc., and perhaps a re-

view, at the present time, of the attitude of

this thinker, may not be amiss.

The physician, in his view of life, may see

a great many cases where the spirituality or

“soul-life” of the patient is promptly brought
to view, but despite all of this and despite his

high ethical and idealistic view, he is bound
more or less to view life and spirit from a

rather materialistic and deterministic stand-
point. The physician is closely in touch with
human life

;
it becomes his duty to watch it

from the hour of conception; from the first

faint wail that announces another spirit’s ad-

vent into this vale of tears, to the time when,
with the last gasp, the weaiy lay down their

burdens and sink peaceHilly to rest. No true

])hysician, l)ut what feels that his real en-

deavor in life is to mitigate suffering, relieve

deformity, prolong life, increase the sum total

of human happiness and to never do aught
or otherwise to take or lessen it.

There are times when, even in spite of all

his training, there comes to him a feeling, that

he would like to see a suffering soul relieved

from its mortal chamber and wafted down the

stream, over those dai’k waters and to that

unknown land, peopled with the radiant hope
that makes life worth its living and death
worth while the dying. But eufhnnasia is

forbidden and he must bear, together with the

sufferer, part of that bui'den, giving to him
freely of his sympathy, fortifying his moral

chai’acter, that burdens seemingly too hard to

bear may be lifted and lightened.

How wonderLil ! How marvelous ! is that

process of conception, wherein a human life is

to spring into existence. AVliat is Life? AVbat
is Death? AVhat does Death mean? AVhere
do we go? AVhere is hell and where is heaven?
These are problems that occupy many minds,
in many ways and indeed we really do not
know what is life and what is tieath, but we
speak of them only in known phenomena.
Life is the activity of phenomena

;
death is

their cessation. But a definition of this kind
is so unsatisfactory that one hardly cares to

waste the time to consider it.

“To every man upon this earth
Death eometh soon or late.

And how can man die better

Than facing fearful odds
For the ashes of his Fathers
And the temples of his Gods.”

—Alacauley, Lays of Ancient Rome.

Have we fi'om the finite, the materialistic
standpoint ever really learned one single, soli-

taiu', definite thing or idea about heaven or
hell ? Religion does not tell definitely con-
cerning these things nor has one traveler
come back from that bourne to tell us of its

horrors or its beauties, Inrt we are bonyed up
and sustained in life by the belief that such
states or places exist. Alan has tried to pass
beyond the border line of life, to delve into
the unknown regions where death has held
sway and has passed judgment oftentimes on
vague proofs, derived from super-normal ( ?)

manifestations supi^osed to be found in tele-

pathy, hypnotic sleep, phantasms and other

phenomena produced by mediums
Alaeterlinck seems to think that it is a well

e.stablished fact that a spiritual or nervous
shape, an image, a belated reflection of life, is

capable of subsisting for sometime, or releas-

ing itself from the body or surviving it, of

traversing enormous distances in the twink-

ling of an eye, of manifesting itself to the liv-

ing and sometimes of communicating with

them. The appearance of these apparitions

is very brief and they are said to take place

only at the precise moment of death, or very

shortly thereafter. It might be here observed

that instead of possessing a greater power, a

greater spirituality, aftgr the soul has become
rid of the eflPete material of the body it seems

inferior than Avhen matter surrounded it,

even toi-mcnted with trivial cares.

Do these spirits fret over their former cor-

poreal existence, do they live around us with-

out man percieving them, despite their en-

deavors to make themselves known or to give

us an idea of their presence? Or is the fault

our own, in that we have no special oi’gan of
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vision by which we would be able to see them
in their spiritual body?

Unfortunately, we are in the position of be-

ing materialistic and cannot but believe that

these spirits and the spirit phenomena that

have been observed are capable of another in-

terpretation.

“Strange—is it not?—that of the myriads
who

Before us passed the door of Darkness
through,

Not one returns to tell us of the road,

AVhich to discover we imnst travel too.”

—Omar Khayjmm-Rubaiyat.

jMany believe in these strange and un-

paralleled occurrences which they are pleased

to call “facts” and which they believe to come
indisputably from the other world. They
base their “facts” upon a faith that they

have in a medium, who they believe possesses

extraordinary powers of looking into the fu-

ture, a power of distant perception, a sublim-

inal clairvoyance. But in the past these

mediums have many times practiced decep-

tion. Insofar as we can view this matter, Ave

cannot agree with the distinguished Belgian

author, for the proof must be more decisive

and Ave must have better witnesses than
mediums, for Ave are greatly inclined to be-

lieve that

“The Gods conceal from men the hap-

piness of death that they may endure
Life.”

—

Lxican.

and that Avhile

“Death is the Golden Key that opens
the palace of Eternity.”

—

Milton.

still the only safe course that one can pursue,

is to eliminate every IKing link.

AVe have no definite information of the fu-

ture, nor do Ave knoAv really Avhat the soul is.

To my mind, vieAved from the medical and
practical side, the soul, or better the “soul-

life” of the individual, represents all those

higher yearnings, those ideal and altruistic

longings, that actuate and perpetuate the

very best there is Avithin us, AA'hether this be

brought about through general or special re-

ligious beliefs. AVe have all felt at times,

like the melancholy Dane,

“I do not set my life at a pin’s fee;

And. for my soul, \vhat can it do to that,

Being a thing immortal as itself?”

—Hamlet, Act I, Scene lA^.

Do the neAvly dead have to grapple Avith a

fresh problem, Avith a new mode of existence,

have to re-orient themselves as do Ave Avith a

neAv life before they can adapt their souls and
spiritual bodies to their ucav life, to their ncAv

reality? This AA'ould not at all harmonize
with the Christian’s idea of a re-hirth, a

springing from a terrcstial life, full armed.

cnp-a-pic like Alinerva, in the shape and into

the presence of his Alaker.

I believe that the thoAightful man Avould

much rather knoAV that he knoAvs nothing
than to feed himself upon the husks of an il-

lusory and irreconcilable assertion. “I do not
ask that they shall reveal to me the secret of
the uniA’-erse, for I do not believe, like a child,

that this secret can be expressed in three
AA'ords, or that it can enter my brain Avithout

bursting it
* * * []^jg secret must

be as infinite, as unfathomable, as inexistable

as the universe itself.
*

doubt that the facts reported ai’e genuine and
true

;
but Avhat is ev<^n much more certain is

that the dead, if They survive, have not a
great deal to teach us. Avhether because at the
moment, Avhen they can speak to us, they have
nothing to tell us, or because at the moment
Avhen they might haAm something to reAmal to

us they are no longer able to do so, but Avith-

draAv forever and lose sight of us in the im-
mensity Avhich they are exploiting.”

But hoAv Avill you explain these things? Is

it unconseioiTS reminiscence; if you AA’ill, sug-

gestion at a distance, subliminal reading; an
attempt to drag, by main force into the riddle,

AA'hich seen fro7U our side of the grave, is

dark and impassioned enough as it is. AVhat

say the spiritualists? “If you reUise to ad-

mit the agency of spirits, the majority of these

IThenomena are absolutely inexplicable.”

Agreed, nor do Ave demand to explain them,

for hardly anything is to be completely ex-

plained upon this earth. A large amount of

interest is manifested in this phenomena be-

cause of curiosity and in many instances

these manifestations are no more marvelous
than some of those scientific facts which Ave

have learned to use in our daily life Avithout

marveling at. Are these spiritualistic facts

any more interesting, any more Avonderful

than our memory, our intellection, our imagi-

nation, our emotion, or some of the physical

phenomena of chemistry or electricity. They
interest us greatly by an appeal to our im-

agination.

AA’hat do the dead remember of the old life?

Is memory’s tablet blank or can they see and
knoAv the old AAmrld? AVith all the poAver of

science and scientific i investigation, this be-

lief remains Avith many and has not radically

confounded the idea AAdiich Ave are AAmnt to

form of death. To my mind SAvift has truly

said

:

“It is impossible that anything so

natural, so necessary and so uniAmrsal

as death, should eA'er have been de-

signed bv Providence as an evil to man-
kind.”

'

They Avould at best prove, if Ave Avere bound

to admit to them, that a reflection of ourselves.
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an after vibration of the nerves, a bundle of

emotion, a spiritual silhouette, a grotesque

and forlorn image, or, more correctly, a sort

of truncated and ui)rooted memory, can, after

our death, linger and float in a space where

nothing remains to feed it, where it gradually

becomes wan and lifeless, but where a special

fluid, emanating from an exceptional medium,

sueceeds at moments in galvanizing it. What
brings into activity again the memories and

tlie interests that the departed soul possessed

in its terrestial existence ? The boldest

bridge that men have ever attempted to build

across the dark river of death has hardly been

started, a single pier has hardly been built

and it will take centuries of untiring and

thankless efforts, of barren uncertainties be-

hind them before we can hope for results and

in the meantime, in joy and gladness, by the

will of God and by their own hand many will

depart.

“One more unfortunate

Weary of breath,

Kashly importunate,

Gone to her death.”—Hood, Bridge of Sighs.

We wish to put ourselves ixnqualifiedly on
record and we believe that thinking and sci-

entiflc men will agree with us, that most, we
would like to say all, mediums are, by the

very nature of their occupation, by the very
nature of their faculties, not only inclined to

imposture, but their work is, as a rule, pre-

meditated and rank trickery; “moreover it

would be requisite for the mediums, who are

generally people of merely average intelli-

gence, suddenly to become great poets, in or-

der thus to create, down to every detail, a

series of characters differing entirely one
from the other, in which everything, gesGires,

voice, temper, mind, thoughts feeling—is in

keeping and ever ready to reply in harmony
with their inmost nature to the most unex-
pected questions.” Ask yourself, gentle

reader, how many mediums reach the high
water level of the foregoing quotation?

On the contrary, we believe that this is

largely brought about by unconscious sug-
gestion, either when the subject was in a

hypnoidal or hypnotic state, and in which the
medium is extremely sensitive to impressions

and suggestions, both auto and hetero.

JMaeterlinek says suggestively “Lastly to pro-

vide for every contingency before letting

death come upon the boards, it would be

necessary to make certain that atavistic mem-
ory does not play an unforseen part. We car-

ry hidden in our being all the past, all the ex-

periences of our ancestors. If by some magic
we eould illumine the prodigious treasures of

the subconscious memory, why should we not

discover the events and facts that form the

source of that experience?” In conclusion

let us ask ourselves; wliat have we of finilc,

dcfinile, materialistic, human, demonslrable

proof? Nothing. Spirits tell us nothing be-

cause they know nothing, and as we have said

before, we would much prefer to accept notli-

ing than to delude ourselves by a false belief

that alas! too many are considering or actu-

ally expecting.

“So fades a summer cloud away;
So sinks the gale when storms are o’er;

So gently shuts the eye of day

;

So dies a wave along the shore.”
—Mrs. Barbould, “The Death of the Virtu-

ous,”

Curran Pope.

ORIGINAL ARTICLES

FUNCTIONAL AFFECTIONS OF THE
HEART.*

By C. B. Johnson, Earlington.

In the short time allowed this very import-
ant subject, “Functional Diseases of the
Heart,” it is impossible to do much more
than merely touch on some of the diseases. It

will, therefore, be my object to endeavor to

say somthing that will be at least worth while
and worthy of lively discussion.

There is one class of eases I desire to men-
tion at this point and that is those patients
who come to the physician complain and in-
sist that they have heart disease when, as a
matter of fact, you can not by the most care-
ful examination And any organic or func-
tional trouble. These will have' to be played
under the head of hypochandriaes.
Then there is another class of functional

disorders due probably to a reflex action, or
from a general disturbance from some disease
located elsewhere in the body. This class nat-
urally disappears when the disturbing cause
is cured.

The class that I will call your attention to

is the one which apparently originates some-
where in the cardiac nervo-muscular machin-
ery.

Anatomical disease of the heart may pre-

cede a functional disturbance but, on the

other hand, a functional disease of the heart

may terminate in an anatomical disease.

Doubtless all of you have had patients with

organic heart disease when without any ap-

parent cause you are called and find that they

have a functional trouble complicating the

disease, especially is this the case in over-

strung, irritable or depressed people.

We find that those who are most liable to

*Read before the Kentucky State Medical Association, at

Bowline Green, Thursday, September 4, 1913.
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heart disease are those, who in early life have
had neurasthenia or hysteria, or who by their
mode of life have subjected the neuro-vascu-
lar system to many repeated insults.

In the class of functional diseases will place
the following: Those due to certain changes
in the blood as is the case in chlorosis, pernici-
ous anaemia or Graves’ disease, neurasthenia,
tobacco or tea and coffee poisoning, ceidain
gouty, rheumatic or dyspeptic conditions,

simple intermittence, palpitation, arhythmia,
paroxysmal, tachycardia, pseudo-angina, aii-

giua-pectoris, bradycardia, Stokes ’-Adams
syndrome.

For us to get a proper understanding of

these various diseases we should carefully con-

sider the anatomy and physiology of the cir-

culatory apparatus but will not at this time
do so, because it could not be done in the

short time allowed me, but would like to call

your attention to that portion of the aurieulo-

ventricular bridge known as the bundle of

His. This bundle of muscular fibres, etc., is

traced from a point about 10 m.m. beneath

the posterior cusp of the aortic valve and con-

tinues in a sharp curve over the upper border

of the muscular septum between the ven-

tricles and terminates in the muscle of the

right auricle and muscular structures in the

auriciilo-ventriciilar valve. It is now firmly

established that disease or division of the

bundle of Ilis is the cause of Stokes-Adams
syndrome, or, heart block, as it is sometimes
called.

I will only mention the functional diseases

of the heart which are found in gout, dyspep-
sia, chlorosis, anemia, pernicious anemia and
Graves’ disease, except to say that the tachy-

cardia is not only prominent but one of the

most constant signs in the last disease men-
tioned. It is my purpose to consider more in

detail two classes of these functional troubles

viz : angina-peetoris and Stokes-Adams syn-

drome, but feel as if a paper on this import-

ant subject would hardly be complete without

saying, at least, something about the other

troubles so trust you -will overlook the fact

that none of them are gone into as fully as

they should be.

First, let us consider those due to tobacco,

tea and coffee poisoning, merely to say that

they cause an irregularity and that their ef-

fect must be gotten rid of by at least six

weeks’ abstinence before a positive diagnosis

of the cause of a functional disease can be

arrived at. This of itself will frequently do

away with all symptoms of functional trouble,

and if so, the person will exercise excellent

judgment in never returning to the habit.

Those troubles that ai’e associated with

gouty, rheumatic or dyspeptic diseases should

be considered as merely complications of the

original malady and will be benefitted by the
use of remedies designed to cure the under-
lying malady.

Those due to, or complicating chlorosis and
pernicious anemia, as well as the other
anemias, sometimes should be considered as

merely secondary to them and will not be dis-

cussed now. We might almost claim that

these are merely the causes of functional dis-

eases and to these we will add Graves’ disease

and neurasthenia. Among the other causes

of functional disease we should place these

:

female sex, diseases of the uterus, menstrual
disorders, menstrual period, puberty, meno-
pause, prolonged lactation, following acute or

chronic diseases as typhoid fever, erysipelas

and rheumatism. The crises of cerebral or

spinal diseases, lesions at the base of the brain,

neuritis of the pneumogastrie nerve, organic

nervous disease, melancholia, neurasthenia,

mental emotion of some kind as fright, joy,

sorrow, expectation and anxiety, petit mal,

hysteria, chronic myocarditis, fibroid and fat-

ty heart, valvular disease, hypertrophy, cardi-

ac dilatation, heart strain, atheroma of coron-

ary arteries and aorta, diseases of the stomach

including indigestion, dyspepsia, and chronic

gasti’itis, absorption of toxines from the in-

testinal canal, lead poisoning, tea, coffee, to-

bacco, alcohol and digitalis, over-exertion, ex-

citement, sexual excesses, masterbation

anemia, sleeplessness, uremia, gout and py-

rexia.

The intermitten heart seems to be especiallj^

common in gouty families and when it ap-

pears in persons advanced in years it is an
indication that the strength of the heart and
of the heart muscle is beginning to fail. This

trouble is frequently caused by the excessive

use of tobacco and can be found in digitalis

poisoning. It is probably produced by the

cardiac diastole being prolonged at each beat

to such an extent as to occupy the time usu-

ally allotted to two pulsations, the pulse will

simply be very slow but quite regular. If the

diastole of each alternate pulsation be pi'o-

longed we get the pulse consisting of two pul-

sations succeeded by a prolonged interval and
so on

;
according to the diastole that is pro-

longed we get the intermittence at the 3rd,

4th, 5th, 6th beat, etc. When the intennit-

tency comes on in the course of a severe ill-

ness, as typhoid fever, it is a much more seri-

ous character and makes the prognosis grave.

It is also caused by the same things that pro-

duce palpation, paroxysmal tachycardia

and paroxysmal bradycardia.

In functional palpitation the patient be-

comes unpleasantly aware of his heart by feel-

ing it throbbing. In some eases these sensa-

tions are not accompanied by any change in
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apex or heart beat and the pulse appears to

he normal. In more severe cases the impulse
of the heart’s action against the ribs is both
forcible and hammering while the pulse may
be slower or accelerated.

The causes of palpitation have already been
mentioned but will call your attention especi-

ally to the fact that the tendency to palpita-

tion becomes much greater when the patient

has been weakened by debilitated conditions,

either mental or physical. Also that irrita-

tion of the vagus and vaso-motor nerves,

whether central or peripheral, may cause pal-

pitation also reflex irritation of the cardiac

nerves as by the distension of the stomach by
too much food or gas, and by the presence of

indigestible or irritating articles of food, by
worms, scybalous masses, gall stones or grit,

renal colic or calculi of floating kidney.

One cause which must not be forgotten is

the diminished blood pressure which is some-

times caused by Turkish bath or waian foot or

general bath or by the removal of fluid in

ascites.

Palpitation of the heart is one of the most
prominent symptoms in Graves’ disease.

Then there is the toxic palpitation which
sometimes occurs in gout, rheumatism, consti-

pation, indigestion and more especially the

absorption of toxins. From tea, coffee, to-

bacco and alcohol and even position will some-

times cause palpitation. The symptoms of

palpitation come on suddenly with precordial

pain or oppression with rapid tumultuous

beating, the impulse being visible through

the clothing, accompanied by dyspnea, anx-

iety and a sense of fullness in the throat or

choking, the patient being unable to lie down

;

vertigo, flashes of light and faintness
;
the

face may be pale or flushed and the pulse

feeble or strong while the patient believes she

is about to die.

Cardiac arhythmia is a lack of rhythm or an
irregularity in the cardiac pulsation. The
physician sometimes has great difficulty in ex-

plaining the cause and significance of some
eases of cardiac arhythmia because it is a con-

spicuous sign when there is any irritation of

thoracic, abdominal and hypogastric sympa-
thetic chain or the direct nerve supply of the

heart or even disease of that organ itself.

G. W. Norris makes five classes of arhythm-
ia as follows; eJuvenile arhythmia, extrasys-
tole, iierpetual arhythmia, pulsus alterans and
heart block. While L. Bard makes a clinical

classification which has its advantages in that
it indicates to some extent modification of the
irregularities according to their dependence
on or modification by the condition of other
organs.

The progress is more serious when it is of
muscular origin than it is when due to nerv-

ous causes. Also the time as when it occurs
dui-ing convalescence from infections it is of
\ei^v little importance. If it should occur
during the course of the disease it is often of
great importance.
Next we will consider tachycardia or par-

oxysmal tachycardia, or paroxysmal rapid
heart, quick heart and rapid heart as it is call-
ed hy different authors, while others make a
dift'eienee between tachycardia and paroxysm-
al tachycardia.

This term is used to describe a train of
symptoms which are unassociated with known
anatomical lesions or reflex mechanism and is
by common consent applied to all heart rates
over 120. The heart rate in this trouble is
very much faster than that in exophthalmic
goitre and infectious diseases as it frequently
attains a rapidity of 300 beats to the minute.
I he causes are not so very different from
those already given so will consider the symp-
tomatology. The first intimation of an attack
IS the flop or tripping of the heart, as it is
called. Ihere is a throb of the heart and a
^nse of fullness in the vessels of the neck.
Other attacks begin instantly without any
flop. The treniination of an attack is as
prompt as the beginning. The rapid rate
may stop instantly followed by a long pause,
then a full, strong impulse is felt over the
heart accompanied by a sense of glow over
the entire body. The patient as a rule pre-
fers the horizontal position. There is a sense
ot constriction in the epigastrium, the facemay be livid or pale, cyanotic, the jugular
veins may be or may not be distended. The
pupils have been known to be dilated, con-
tracted and unequal in different cases and
even to vary during a single attack, a rapid
increase in the number of beats while the
pulse IS small, weak, easily compressed and
often irregular wdth carotid pulsation. The
lespiration is slightly increased, rarely is

expression is anxiousand denotes suffering. There may be a sys-
tolic murmur but more usually the hei-t
sounds are clearly defined. The signs of sta-
sis do not appear unless the attack lasts con-
siderable time and then there is danger of
thrombi. The heart usually is exceptionally
small during an attack and as a result the
ventricle empties itself with each beat In
some cases the heart is abnormally movable
changing with the position of the patient. In
almost every case the pulsation during an
attack IS double the number found immedia-
ately afterward.

The prognosis is good as far as life is con-
cerned, but not so favorable in regard to the
lelief of the condition when the disease oc-
curs as a pure neurosis or as the result of
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some cause that permits of easy reuioval.

When tachycanlia develops in those suffering

from chronic myocarditis or atheroma of the

vessels it is liable to suddenly terminate in

death.

The treatment of simple intermittency,

palpitation, arhythmia and tachycardia are

very much the same and consist, tirst, in the

removal of the exciting cause. When this is

done you may reasonably hope for a cessation

of the symptoms. For example, when indi-

gestion, anemia, chlorosis, the use of tea, cof-

fee, or some reflex trouble is responsible,

then when these are sought out and cured
then the heart disease will also disappear.

During the attacks the best thing to do is to

keep the patient absolutely quiet and in the

recumbent position, while aromatic spirits of

ammonia or Hoffman’s anodyne should be

given and a belladonna plaster or ice cap is

applied ever the precardium. If these do not

afford relief then small, frequently repeated

doses of digitalis combined with the bromides

or the use of aconite and veratrum viride may
prove of benefit. In the interval between the

attacks it is sometimes of considerable benefit

to give trional or drugs of this class and give

various tonics. Probably as good results can

be obtained from the employment of elixir

iron, quinin and strychnine as any other

remedy. Out-door life, exercise, walking,

driving, cycling and mountain climbing all

help to improve the general health and
strengthen the heart. Cold bathing at the

sea-shore or at home also helps to improve the

general health. During the paroxysms in

tachycardia the position frequently does

good, the object being to elevate the vascular

pressure. One patient will assume a squat-

ting posture with the head between the knees,

others will throw themselves down on the bed

in such a position that they can bring all the

muscles into urgent contraction. Each pa-

tient usually discovers the position for him-

self that will do the most good. Inhalation of

two per cent, carbon dioxide will sometimes

prove o-f benefit. Compression of the

splanchnic area so as to force the blood into

the heart causes it to beat slower. In most

cases all that can be done is to rectify, nour-

ish and invigorate the system as far as possi-

ble.

Pseudo-angina is an unsatisfactory term

used to describe attacks of cardiac pain unas-

sociated with pathological lesions of the myo-

cardium, aorta or coronary arteries. There

are several possible sources for the pains of

angina and one of them is si)asm of the

coronary arteries. In tins form of angina we
frequently find all the characteristics of true

angina while years later these same patients

are able to perform severe physical labor

without any discomfort and are apparently
well. It is quite possible tliat this form of
angina is to be found associated with the
cramps in swimmers.

The diagnosis is merely to differentiate be-

tween it and true angina and to do this it is

necessary to elicit objective signs of disease of
the aorta, myocardium, heart valves or the
arteries. The pseudo-angina gives a sensa-
tion of fullness and pressure in the cardiac
region. In this form of angina the patient
may be capable of severe physical exercise in
the intervals between attacks while in true
angina there is a direct dependence between
exercise and the attack.

True angina is most common in those past
middle life and in men. Pseudo-angina at

every age from six years up and most usually
found in women. In true angina the attack
is rarely nocturnal or periodical and is not
associated with other symptoms, while pseudo-
angina is often periodical and nocturnal and
is associated with nervous symptoms. In true
angina the pain is of short duration, agoniz-
ing in character, accompanied by a sense of
constriction while the pain in pseudo-angina
lasts one or two hours, is not so severe and
there is a sense of distention more than con-

striction. True angina is usually a lesion of

arterial sclerosis with a very good prognosis,

while pseudo-angina is usually neuralgic in

character and never terminates fatally.

True angina by some authorities is not con-

sidered as a functional trouble at all while
by the majority it is so considered. By some
it is called sterno-cardia, breast pang and neu-
ralgia of the heart. Some of the causes are

syphilis, gout, kidney disease, hysteria, over-

exertion, mental emotions, habitual use of to-

bacco, pressure of an adjacent tumor, hyper-
trophy or dilatation of the heart, diseased

condition of the aortic valve and myocardium
and any condition where there is an increase

in arterial tension. While the direct cause is

an impairment of the blood irrigation of the

myocardium which can arise in several ways.

First, isolated disease of the coronary arteries

unassociated with any affection of the aorta,

aortic valve or systemic arteries.

Second, disease of the coronary arteries as-

sociated with systemic arterial disease.

Third, partial or complete occlusion of the

lumen of the coronary arteries at their origin

on account of the disease of the aortic valves

or disease of the root of the aorta.

Fourth, vascidar crises in the coronary ar-

terial (listril)ution due to vaso-motor influence

wliich are not associated with anatomical les-

ions of the arteries.

The symptoms are : The pulse may be nat-

ural, but at times is unnaturally small, fre-
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qiient aud sometimes irregular; there is usu-

ally extreme pallor or ashen gray color and
an agony of expression which is not to he for-

gotten and often there are huge heads of

perspiration. Frecpiently there is a numh-
ness or tingling in the fingers or over the

cardiac region. Shortness of breath and pre-

cordial oppression are present. The chest

is fixed and the heart’s action is weak and
feeble. 'Phe chief symptom, however, is pain

in the region of the heart. The lower end of

sternum is the usual sight of the most in-

tense pain ln;t it may be to the left of the

sternum in the precordial area. It usually ex-

tends up into the neck over the distribution

of the third cervical segment and down into

the arm following the distribution of the

eighth cervical, first, second and third dorsal

segments. There is always a sense of im-

pending dissolution accompanying the pre-

cordial oppression. The attacks are always

paroxysmal in character and last from a few
seconds to half an hour. Inside of that time

the attack has terminated either in relief of

the symptoms or death.

The diagnosis has to be made between it

and pseudo-angina and the main points of dif-

ference have already been mentioned.

In treating angina-pectoris, the first and
most important thing to do is to attempt to

relieve the attack. Chloroform may some-

times be used to an advantage. iMorphine

combined with atropine given hypodermatic-

ally is the very best remedy for the severe

pain. At the same time using counter-irrita-

tion to the precardium in the form of mustard

plaster or fly-blister. The patient frequently

gets as much relief from the inhalation of

nitrite of amyl as anything else. A patient

who has had one attack shoiild always carry

a few pears o-f nitrite of amyl around with

them to be used at the first sign of an attack.

The inhalation of chloroform sometimes acts

nicely. The use of nitroglycerine is good not

only during an attack but in the interval

when given every four hours proves of great

benefit. When the trouble is associated with

gout or syphilis appropriate remedies for

these disease should l)e given. The increasing-

dose of potassium iodide is of great advantage
even Avhen there is no history of svphilis. Tlie

bromides are also useful and when they are

to be given continuously for some time the

bromide of strontium is the best. Arsenic
and the nitrites, specially of sodium and sil-

ver, sometimes do good. Hot baths are not

good and any exercise must be taken with
great caution because any over-exertion is

liable to bring on an attack. Even climbing
of a very small hill may bring on an attack.

When the attacks ai-e fre<|uent it is necessary

to keep the patient in bed and the diet must

he carefully attended to, being careful to

avoid any indigestible food. The mind must
he ke])t at rest as much as possible as well as

the body. Never allow the patient to get ex-

cited or into a passion if it can be avoided. It

is hardly necessary to say that the excretory
organs should be kept in good condition. The
use of digitalis is contraindicated.

Bradycardia is always a symptom of Stokes-

Adams syndi'ome, but should be treated as a

sei)arate disease. Any heart beat below -10 is

to be classed as a lu-adyeardia while some-
limes it is reduced to seven or eight in a min-

ute. It is found in a number of different con-

ditions and classed l)y Kiegah as follows

:

First, when found in convalescence from
acute fevers such as typhoid, pneumonia,
diphtheria, acute rheumatism, etc.

Second, in diseases of the digestive appar-

atus, especially dyspepsia, but also in cancer

and ulcer of the stomach.

Third, in some diseases of the circulatory

system. iMore frequently those involving the

muscular structure of the heart, and associ-

ated with deficient nutritive supply or ob-

stnxetion of the coronary artery.

Fourth, in nephritis.

Fifth, from the action of toxic agents in-

cluding uraemic poisoning, lead, tea, coffee,

alcohol and digitalis.

Sixth, certain diseases of the nervous sys-

tem, including apoplexy, epilepsy, brain tu-

mors, especially those involving the medulla
and cervical cord.

Seventh, in affections of the skin and sexual

organs.

Eighth, finally, rarelj' in diseases of the res-

piratory system.

The symptoms are the slow, weak, small

pxdse. As a result of this slowness there are

noises in the ear, vertigo, dizziness and rarely

convulsions. While the first sound of the

heart is soft and fedfle the second sound is of-

ten inaudible. As this condition of brady-
cardia is always present in Stokes-Adams syn-

drome, we will now leave any further consid-

eration of it except a few words about the

treatment. In this, so far as the improvement
of the systemic conditions are concerned there

is very little material difference Horn those

employed in the functional diseases already

described.

As long as the pul.sations do not become so

slow as to fail to supply the necessary ainount

of blood to the system, the best thing to do
is not to give any medication hut endeavor
by position and forced respiration by various

means to whij) u]) the lagging heai-t. If this

does not have the desired effect, then we have

to resort to the administration of the various

heart stimulants either by mouth or hypo-

dermatically always remembering that digi-
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talis and remedies acting as it does must be

avoided. While atropine, aromatic spirits of

ammonia, nitroglycerin, alcohol, caffein cit-

rate, mono-bromide of camphor, the various

valerinates, amyl nitrite in the form of pearls

and cactus may all be used to advantage.

Sometimes morphine and drugs acting similar

to trional and veronal produce good results.

Stokes-Adams syndrome, or heart Idock Ity

some authors called, is put down as a disease

while others claim it is merely a group of

symptoms and not a definite pathological pro-

cess.

However, it seems to be caused by disturb-

ance in the bundle of His, which has already

been described. The vagus may under some
circumstances influence the conductivity of

this bundle. In heart block the ventricular

contraction may fail to follow one or more
auricular contractions which leads to a slow,

intermittent pulse. There may even be four

auricular contractions to one ventricular and

this fact can easily be determined by count-

ing the pulsations in the external jugular

vein. This can easily be done when the tri-

cuspid valve is sound as the veins of the neck

are then distended and the auricular pulsa-

tion can be distinguished. The real thing to

detei’mine between this trouble and brady-

cardia is whether the involvement in the

rhythm involves both the auricle and ventricle

or only the ventricle as is the case in heart

block.

Some authorities claim that the entire svrap-

toms may arise from irritation of the vagus
trunk. The trouble usually occurs in patients

who are past middle life and who have ar-

terial-sclerosis. There is always bradycardia
and arhythmia present. The heart beats are

commonly about forty but have been known
to drop down to two and some cases are on
record where there was no ventricular beats

for over a minute. There are more auricular

beats than ventricular bearing the relation of

two to one, three to one and four to one in dif-

ferent cases. There is extreme weakness and
the patient is unable to i^erform any manual
labor. Sometimes there is decided dyspnea
following exex’tion, persistent or more com-
monly paroxysmal. Fainting, convulsions

and slumber apnea.

The cerebral sj’mptoms are always present
and vary very greatly in character, according
to the part of the brain involved and may be
merely syncopal, epileptic or apoplectic in

character with stertorous breathing or even
Cheyne-Stokes respiration. The prognosis is

always grave, though a prognosis for a short

duration of life is not invariably justified.

The treatment consists in first trying to

correct the underlying cause as rheumatism,
syphilis, arterial-sclerosis and brain atfections.

When the attack is on the object is to correct

the brain anemia by lowering the head or
even inverting the body. One patient pre-

vented his attacks by getting down on his

hands and knees and allowing his head to

hang down. During the paroxysm the cardiac

stimulants as ammonia and nitrates are use-

fxxl and sometimes atropine does good when
given hypodermatically. Rest, diet, tonics,

regulation of exercise as well as the excre-

tions, never forgetting the iixxportance of

syphilis and the exnployixxent of the iodides

when it is even suspected.

FRACTURES AND RADIOGRAPHY.*

By R. C. Falconer, Lexingtoxx.

CASE I.—FRACTURE OP STYIjOID PROCESS.

The subject of this injury, a young man
aboxxt 30 years of age, was throwm froxxx a

motox’cyele, striking his hand oxxtstrentehed

against the ground. He was first seen by Dr.

R. L. Garrick, who referred him to me. The
wrist presented the xxsual appearaxxee of an

ordinaxy sprain, modex-ate degree of swelling

and xio deformity. He coxxxplaixxed, however,

of acxxte paixx at carpal end of ixlna, intensi-

fied by pressxxre at this point, also oxx xxxotioxx

of joint. X-x'ay exaxxxixxation showed displac-

ed fracture of styloid process. Joint splinted.

*Bead before the Fayette County Medical Society.
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Inspeetiou, passive motion and redressing
every three days, duration of treatment one
month, no resnlting deformity or disability.

CASE II.—DISLOCATION OP KADIUS AT ELBOW AS-

SOCIATED WITH FRACTURE OF THE
OLECRANON PROCESS.

The subject of this injury, a boy nine years
old, while romping fell on his elbow. Exam-

ination shortly afterward showed marked de-
formity of elbow joint due to backward dislo-
cation of radius. Under anaesthesia the dis-
location was at once reduced and the elbow
placed in splints at right angle position. Next
day the swelling was considerable, extension
and flexion markedly impaired. Further
more on palpating over the olecranon, there
was a pronounced flatness where the point of
the bone should be normally felt. X-ray ex-
amination disclosed fracture of olecranon
tip, which is shown in the radiogram, chipped
off and interposed between the articular sur-
faces of the humerus and ulna. (Compare
injured with normal elbow of same subject).
The right angle position was maintained
throughout the period of treatment. On the
seventh day, however, after receipt of injury
the patient was anaesthetized the arm was ex-
tended and flexed, then redressed in right
angle position. Inspection and movements of
extension and flexion were practiced every
three or four days. The case resulted in com-
plete recovery, without any impairment of
function or restriction of motion.

CASE III. FRACTURE OF CARPAL END OF

RADIUS.

ance of a siirain. IModerate swelling, no de-

formity, function slightly impaired. How-
ever acute, localized pain at carpal end of
radius prompted me to suspect something
more than an ordinary sprain. X-ray
examination showed a simple fracture
of radius at suspected point, without any
crepitus or displacement. Wrist joint was
splintered for the usual time, followed by com-
plete recovery. It might not be out of place

to state that as a rule the radial epiphysis is

united to the shaft about the twentieth year,

but according to some modern obseiwers aid-

ed by radiogra])hy, it unites several years

earlier.

REil.ARKS.

The cases just repoi’ted serve to demon-
strate the necessity and advantages of radio-

graphy. I am sure we all wonder how frac-

tures, e.specially those of joints were ever

treated without this aid to diagnosis. The
character of injury, method of treatment, ac-

curacy of adjustment are all materially influ-

enced and determined thereby, 'Fhe diagnosis

Ihe su ),]ect of this fracture was a male of any cases of ajiparent .sjirain or contusion
adult about forty-tive years ol age. Injury associated with one o)‘ more deflnite bone les-
caused by cranking automobile. Wrist pre- ions is cleared up by the Roentgen rays. In
sented nothing more than the usual appear- regard to the case of fractured styloid process
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of ulna, this injury is associated with Codes’
fracture in about fifty per cent, of the lattei'.

In the treatment of fractured styloid process

the hone usually takes care of itself when the

wrist joint is splinted, and if the wrist is so

treated it can be liberated in about three

weeks with a good result, deferring to the

case of dislocated radius associated with frac-

ture of the olecranon, in a former case of

this kind, that is fracture of olecranon, the

fragment failed to unite, caused suppuration
in tlie joint, and had to be removed, followed

by a good functional result. x\s to the po-

sition of the arm in fracture of the olecranon
if the degree of separation is slight T think

the right angle position is de.sirable
;

if the

separation is marked and inch of more, the

arm should he dressed in position of extension,

and so maintained by long splints, preferably
made of plaster of Paris in such a wa\^ that

the,y can be removed whenever necessary, for

inspection anj massage. In the event of wide
separation with impossible reduction treat-

ment by open method would he necessary.

Whether the arm is dressed extended or at

right angle it should he gently, \inder anaes-

thesia, flexed or extended, as the case may be,

a week after receipt of injury, and then pas-

sive movements continued until it is safe to

liberate the arm and substitute active move-
ments. This treatment is calculated to pre-

vent ligamentous or fibroid ankylosis.

KEVIEW OP THE BULLETIN OF THE
STATE BOARD OF HEALTH OF
KENTUCKY, BIENNIAL RE-

PORT, 1910-1911.*

By Ben Carlos Frazier, Louisville.

The recognition of the practical use of vital

statistics is general throughout. Kentucky is

one of the first states to adopt a model law.

The registration of deaths and births is as

complete as most states. I take for granted
the death registration is more complete than
birth registration, as in the larger cities and
especially in Louisville there are a good many
babies born without either a doctor or micl-

wife being jiresent, hence no report. No
doubt this is true in some of the rural dis-

tricts also.

The report of the State Board of Health
was a revelation to me and has been a constant
source of pleasure and instruction since I be-

gan to ob.serve it closely, which was, I am
.sorry to say, quite some time aftei’ 1 received
the copy. It is of necessity incomplete even
to where it ceases, but 1 am going to (iilote

some figures from the State Registration of
Vital Statistics that will bring some of the
records almost up to the [irescnt time.

Before making any .statistical returns, I

want to tell all of you that have not studied
the volume, I am attempting to review, name-
ly, Bulletin of the State Board of Health of
Kentucky Biennial Report, 1910-1911, and
do not attempt to cover all the points of in-

terest but can only bring out a few points and
hope to have a di.seussion that can be as gen-
eral as you like. This volume will pretty
generally inform you about members and of-

ficers and the various boards; and what is

very important to many doctors, health laws
and rules and regulations and court decisions.

This day of frequent malpractice suits it may
behoove us to keep in touch with the court
findings and discussions foi' we can never tell

but we may be next, and have such proceed-
ings brought against us. I am glad to say,

and 1 think 1 am stating facts, that there have
been no decisions against the doctors in recent

suits brought in our courts. You all prob-

ably are as well ac((uainted with them as I.

’Phe amended law has made a School for

Health Officers. I was not fortunate enough
to he able to attend the recent nieeting here

for this purpose, hut 1 am sure there Avill

come good of one hundred fold from the in-

structions given. It Avas needed. You can
but be struck by the great difference in the re-

ports of the various Plealth Officers. Very
few of them had received any training, in

such work, consequently they were deficient

Imth in observing and reporting what came
before them, not only that but many ivere do-

ing this at a great personal sacrifice, giving

their time and labor Avithout any compensa-
tion at all and those who received anything at

all received little indeed. When there can be

health officers qualified and paid for the Avork

done, then Ave Avill haA'e a death return small

indeed compared to Avhat it is now. The doc-

tor is always interfering with his means of liv-

ing ])y helping others to live better and
longer, but what could he more commendable.
Not one of you Avho is doing his duty, but sac-

rifices himself for someone each day. We are

truly our brother’s kee])er. If we are let us

do our duty well. If the health officer be

eipiipped he can soon overcome many preju-

dices and objections that he will meet in peo-

ple of his community that should help him,

Avho Avill now put a stone in his way because

they are not educated or else are so jirejudic-

ed as to he unable to see the good in reform

when it interferes with their time-honored

custom.
I have dwelt somewhat on the health officer

but I Avant to commend the report in its en-

tirety ,and this seems to be the most import-

ant. The healtli officer makes the report.

The prevention of tlisease now is the cry.

Teaching jirophylaxis is now the feature of

Ihe day, not to get sick. How to keep AvellRead Ijefore the .letTerson rount.v Medical Pociel.v.
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sliould be bought, rather than paying for re-

covery. If you can only make the people im-

(lerKtand, and that is a hard proposition, that

the health officers are devoting time, energy

and the best knowledge to keep the commun-
ity in good general health, to prevent the

spread of disease, when there is an occasional

outbreak, to advise about sanitary situations,

both in private and municipal conditions, you

will have done a great tleal in leading up to

the millenium. A clean healthy body can

more easily contain a clean bealthy soul it

seems to me.

When you look through the whole number
of counties of the state and see tuberculosis as

the leading cause of death in all but six Ave

certainly should feel like renewing our zeal

to keep up the anti-tuberculosis fight which

has been well started in a great many coun-

ties. Carlisle had two more deaths from
pneumonia and bronchopneumonia than tu-

berculosis; Leslie had 3 deaths from tuhercu-

losis, 11 from diphtheria
;
Letcher had 10

deaths from tuberculosis and 10 from ty-

phoid. iMagoffin had 17 from tuberculosis

and 17 from diphtheria. i\Iercer had 31 from
tuberculosis and 11 from pneumonia. Perry
had 6 from tuberculosis, 9 from diphtheria

and 11 from pneumonia.
I take it that where diphtheria was the pre-

vailing cause of death, antitoxin was not avail-

able, or else the cases were not recognized

early. Typhoid fever only equalled in mortal-

ity tuberculosis once, Letcher county, 17 each.

You all recognize the mortality rate in

pneumonia has not changed much in a great

many years. There are almost 20,000 af-

fected with tuberculosis in the state and in

1912 there Avas very close to f6 per cent, of

the deaths due to tuberculosis.

I Avant to openly criticise all doctors avIio do
not tell their patients when they have tuber-

culosis, to allow a tubercular patient to labor

under the idea that he only has bronchitis,

AA'hen it is tuberculosis it is not only Avrong
for the patient’s sake, but jeopardizes many
people who Avould be protected if the tubercu-
lar patient AA’ere taught how to care for him-
self and protect others. The little children

are the ones Avho suffer mosf from confagious
disease and are the least protected. Where
the carpets, curtains and other drapery, along
Avith clothing and furniture are not kept free

from contagion, children in the house for so

long a time are continuously in danger. Es-
pecially does this apply to tuberculosis.

The State Board of Health has sent out cir-

CAilars on prevention of contagious diseases to

all the counties and towns in the State. Tliis

should do a Avonderful lot of good in most

communities. No douht as the healtli officers

noAv are instructed, they Avill invite a more

general discussion and encourage meetings of

the teachers, ministers and the laity in the

various counties Avhere they have jurisdiction.

1 Avas surprised to find that the sparsely

settled counties or communities did not liaA'e

tlie loAvest death rate. Typhoid did not claim

any death toll in Nicholas or Menifee coun-

ties. IMenifee Avas second place low death rate,

tuberculosis making such a claim as to put it

second in spite of no typhoid deaths, 609 to

100,000.

Trigg Avas loAver, 562 to 100,000.

Fayette Avith 2,062 to 100,000 Avas the high-

est death rate.

iMonroe and iMontgomery each AAuth 357

from tuberculosis had rather large typhoid

rate, 29 and 23 respectively.

Puerperal septicemia ranked tenth as c use

of death from preventable causes. We should

consider this Avith great seriousness as it re-

flects on the doctor and nurse.

In looking over the counties, 1 find the fol-

loAving Avith more than 2 deaths reported for

puerpei’al septicemia : Boyle T, Barren 4, Bul-

litt 3, Fayette 4, Garrard 3, Hardin 7 Avith a

small population. I do not venture an opin-

ion as to such a large death rate Avith so small

a population estimated, 22,667.

Jefferson 13, Avith estimated population of

266,636. Kenton, 5, Knott 4, Logan 4, Mont-
gomery 3, OAven 3, Pike 3, RoAvan 4, Shelby 3.

These babies should not be alloAved to die

for Avant of proper feeding any more than

they should for housing.

We have not succeeded in getting the

laity nor the doctors in the country and small

toAvn to take the serious and persistent in-

terest in clean milk that should be taken. I

hope the health officers all over the State aaMI

give this matter the time and personal atten-

tion that is due the babies in their respective

counties. Based on the 100,000 population
and taking 1911 and 1912 as the basis the

])irths for 1913 should be almost 30. Diar-

rhea and enteritis in children betAveen one
and four years is causing a too heavy death
toll.

Let us all help to make the registrar’s sta-

tistics complete and true by reporting all dis-

eases that are supposed to be, and to report
all births and give exact causes of death.

DE.VTHS FRO.AI PREVEXTABI.E DISEASES.

Tuberculosis 5,181

Pneumonia, bronchopneumonia 2,530

Diarrhea, enteritis; under 2 years 1,124

Typlioid feA'er 1,035

Meningitis 630
Diphtheria, croup 545
Influenza (lagrippe) 477
iMeasles 394
Whooping (,’ough 394
Puerperal septicemia (cliild-bed fever)... 161

Scarlet fever 73
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We will expect a great deal from health, of-

ficers, in pellagra, hookworm, in improving
the milk supply, and in instructing the laity

along with the small milk dealer in the smaller

cities and towns of the State. Of the 29,955

tleaths in the State in 1912, 5,162 were infants

under 1 year; 2,842 were children between 2

and 4. If clean milk were being fed, and in-

telligently handled the rate should not be so

large, as the death rate from scarlet fever,

diphtheria and whooi)ing cough is not large.

In a communication given out veiy recent-

ly from the State Kegistrar of Vital Statis-

tics, it is stated, “There have been 114 from
pellagra, mostly white, but a few negroes, Jef-

ferson, Fayette and Christian counties fur-

nishing the most of them, they being inmates
of the State hospitals. There have been about

a score of deaths reported from hookworm.
Both conditions are eoinj^aratively new, so

far as statistics particularly are concerned.

There are so many questions that could be

reviewed with much good to all of us but 1

cannot cover the whole ground. I hope you
w'ill not confine your remarks to what I have
presented, but will bring out any other feat-

ure of interest that I have not mentioned.

DISCUSSION.

C. G. Forsee: I wish to go on record as being-

of the same opinion as Dr. Frazier in regard to

informing onr patients tliat they have tubercu-

losis. Recently, in a discussion of this subject in

a medical society of which I am a member, I was

somewhat surprised to notice that most of those

who discussed the subject stated that they hesi-

tated to tell their patients that they have tubercu-

losis. To my way of thinking, it is a great mis-

take not to inform an individual that he or she

has tuberculosis just as soon as we have estab-

lished the diagnosis.

J. M. Morris: I would like for Dr. Frazier in

closing to give us some idea of the death rate

from tuberculosis two or three years ago as com-

pared with that of the past year. It seems to me

that, in spite of the educational work that has

been done in the past few years, the death rate

from tuberculosis is about the same as it has al-

ways been.

I would like to indorse what the essayist has

said in regard to making it known to our patients

that they have tuberculosis. I believe there is no

greater mistake being made to-day than that of

neglecting to inform these patients of their con-

dition in time for them to benefit by the knowl-

edge; in fact, I think it amounts to almost crim-

inal neglect for a physician to fail to inform

these patients of their true condition so that

they may at once begin the proper treatment. No

longer ago than yesterday, I saw a woman who

had been treated for six months without being-

told the nature of her trouble, nor did her hus-

band know it. Immediately upon establishing the

diagnosis, I did what the other physician should

have done six months ago—told the family, and

they immediately consented for her to go to the

sanitarium and be treated. The failure to give

her this information early enough for her to have

received the full benefit of treatment amounts to

criminal neglect, and I think this is true of any

physician who wilfully withholds from the pa-

tient information as to the true conditon until

long after the time when proper treatment should

have been begun.

J. Rowan Morrison: I wish to congTatulate

Dr. Frazier upon presenting a paper of tJiis kind.

We all need to look into this subject. While
facts and figures may not be very interesting,

they are oftentimes of great benefit to us.

In regard to the large number of deaths from
imeumonia reported from Mercer county, I would
like to ask Dr. Frazier whether or not there had

been an epidemic of grippe, or something of that

kind, in connection with these deaths?

Another condition I wish to speak of is whoop-

ing- cough. I think the essayist stated that some

300 deaths from whooping cough had been re-

ported. I daresay that, if the sequelae of this

condition, such as broncho-pneumonia, and dis-

orders of nutrition had been taken into account

in compiling these statistics, the number of

deaths would have been much larger. I think

whooping cough is a disease to which the author-

ities should pay more attention than they do. In

a most excellent jjaper read by Dr. John Lovett

Morse, of Boston, before the Association of Pedi-

atricians in Washington, last May, he stated that,

after going into the subject very thoroughly, and
writing to the health authorities of many cities,

he had reached the conclusion that the mortality

of pertussis was very high, probably greater than

that of scarlet fever and measles together, and

possibly above that of diphtheria. Whooping
cough is a serious disease, to which we have not

assigned the imimrtance that we should; we have

not been careful in segregating children who have

it. I have repeatedly seen children with whoop-

ing cough playing around in Central Park with

other perfectly healthy children, and some who
were not so healthy—with nutritional disorders

which would render them particularly susceptible

to whooping cough. Therefore, I think we should

make every effort to keep these children from as-

sociating with other children until some time af-

ter they have ceased to whoop, because we know
that this disease may be carried by an individual

for a considerable length of time after the

paroxysms of whooping have ceased. It has been

suggested that these children should be required

to wear an insignia on the arm, indicating that

they have had wliooping cough. The health au-

thorities should look into this question; whoop-

ing-cough deserves more attention from a public

health standpoint than it receives.
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F. C. Askenstedt: 1 should particularly like to

hear the subject of tuberculosis discussed in con-

nection with this paper, and to ask whether there

has been any decline in the death rate from tuber-

culosis in this county that can be attributed to

the tuberculosis movement?
Dunning S. Wilson: If my memory serves me

correctly, the death rate from tuberculosis

throughout the State has declined nearly one

thousand during the past two years. Last year

(1913) in the City of Louisville there ware 410

deaths from tuberculosis; in 1912 there were 434;

in 1911, nearly 504 and in 1910, 512.

Several things are to be considei’ed in connect-

ion with statistics of the death rate from tuber-

culosis as well as other diseases. In the first

place, whenever the question of any particular

disease is agitated, there is always a swing of the

pendulum upwards; in other words, more cases of

that particular disease are noted. For instance,

it has taken the medical profession a certain

length of time to realize the necessity of being-

on the lookout for tuberculosis; it has also taken

a certain length of time to become pi’oficient in

the diagnosis of tuberculosis in the early stages,

and it will take a still longer time for them to

learn the importance of notifying the health au-

thorities whenever the diagnosis of tuberculosis

is made. Th.erefore, whenever we agitate the

question of any particular disase, whether it be

tuberculosis, cancer, or what-not, we usually find

that here are more cases of that particular dis-

ease in existence than we had theretofore imag-

ined.

Another factor that must be considered in

connection with mortality statistics is one of

personal equation; whether or not the doctor

signing the death certificate has the moral cour-

age to state therein what was really the cause of

death. We know- that many physicians, when
some other lesion, such as organic heart disease,

kidney disease, or what-not, is co-existent with

tuberculosis at the time of death, will assign the

former as the cause of death, because they fear

that, if they mention tuberculosis, it will prevent

the family from collecting insurance on the pa-

tient. This is not true. We make the insurance

companies pay the face value of policies on in-

dividuals wdio have died of tuberculosis every
day. Like the suicide clause, it has been shown
to be insufficient to invalidate the policy. There-

fore, you are not doing the patient any good by
not telling the truth. If death was caused by a

chronic nephritis plus pulmonary tuberculosis,

put it so. Nevertheless, statistics will vary, de-

pending upon the personal equation of the indi-

vidual.

Again, sometimes an accurate diagnosis is not

made. I have no doubt that manj^ cases of so-

called pneumonia are really tuberculosis. Pneu-

monia does not mean anytliing. It may be a

true pneumococcus infection, or it may be a

grippal, or an influenzal or a tuberculous infect-

ion. Ihieumonia covers a multitude of false diag-

noses. Therefore, I believe that the apparent in-

crease in the mortality from tuberculosis some-
times noted in certain districts is often due to in-

creased diagnostic skill on the part of the medic-
al profession, plus courage on the part of the in-

dividual doctor to give the real cause of death.

Next, the increase or deci-ease in a certain dis-

trict must be considered in the light of the ratio

it bears to the population of that ditsrict. For
instance, in New York City the death rate from
tuberculosis has decreased 20 per cent, in the past
twenty years. That does not mean that the act-

ual number of deaths from tuberculosis is not as
great, or possibly greater, than twenty years ago

;

but the population of New York has increased,
while the number of deaths per 1000 of popula-
tion has decreased. Thei’efore, in Louisville, or
any other portion of the State, we must take into
consideration not only the actual number of
deaths occurring within a certain period, but also
the ratio that number bears to the population.

Wherever an active anti-tuberculosis cam-
paign has been waged, tuberculosis is on the
wane. Frederick Hoffman, one of the best
statisticians in the country, connected with the
Prudential Life Insurance Company, in a paper
read in Washington last year, showed conclusive-
ly that tuberculosis is on the wane throughout the
entire country. In Jefferson County this is true
more than in any other section of Kentucky, for
the reason that it is the only county in Kentucky
that has a sanitorium for the care of tuberculous
patients. I think the medical profession ought to
get behind a mov’ement looking to two things;
first, adequate funds for jiroviding beds for ad-
vanced cases of tuberculosis; and, second, legis-
lation compelling segregation. This is where the
trouble lies. I can recall case after case of tu-
berculosis that came to the sanitorium, stayed
there a few montlis and got a little better, and
then went back to their homes or to cheap
boarding houses, and back to work, leaving a trail
of infection wdierever they went.

Again, there should be some provision made
for advanced cases. It is not the early ease of tu-
berculosis that is a menace to the community; it

is the advanced case. We must have segrega-
tion of these cases; we must be enabled to pre-
vent them from going into a densely populated
city and spreading the infection wherever they
may go. The County Health Officer and the City
Health Officer, in conjunction with the official in
charge of tuberculosis work should have author-
ity to say whicli cases should be segregated and
to enforce segregation. This is a most important
factor in the fight against tuberculosis

R. E. Wilho3ff: I would like to ask Dr. Frazier

if he knows anything about the rules of quaran-

tine in the public schools of Louisville One of

the parents of a child whom I recently treated for
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chicken-pox told me tlie otlier day that the

principal of the school whicli the child attended

had told her that the child could not come back

to school for one month. This child’s little

brother has been going to school right along, and
did not stop while the other was ill Avith chicken-

pox.

C. H. Harris: I believe that of all the dangers

that surround ns in this city, the worst is from
those old chronic cases of tuberculosis that have

not learned proper methods of living, care of the

sputum, and so on. There should be legislation

to compel the segregation of these cases, just as

we compel vaccination. Small-pox has become al-

most obsolete as the result of compulsory vaccin-

ation, and proper legislation looking to the segre-

gation of tuhercnlons patients who have reached

tlie stage Avhere tliey have become a menace to

the community would be a great lielp in the fight

against this disease.

I think Dr. Morrison also sounded a timely

note of warning when he jArotested against the

running at large of children with whooping-

cough. It has been my observation that, of all

the infections which occur in young children,

Avhooping cough is most apt to be attended by

fatal results. Congestion of tlie brain is often

given as a cause of death when whooping cough

is the real underlying cause. I think we should

get behind the health authorities in an eft'ort to

segregate children with avhooping-cough. Moth-

ers ha\'e receiA'ed the impression that it is best

for a child to have Avhooping-congh Avhen it is

very young. That is the time it is most apt to be

fatal. In a nursing child, a paroxysm lasting

from five to fifteen minutes may cause death from

exhaustion. HoAveA'er, as Ave haA’e no specific, Ave

can only let the disease run its course.

S. C. Frankel: I Avill take the liberty of ans-

Avering the question asked by Dr. Wilhoyte in re-

gard to the quarantine regulations in the pub-

lic schools. I am sure that the parent of the child

mentioned by the doctor did not correctly under-

stand the principal of the school, and that he did

not say that the child must remain home for a

month. All of the principals have definite in-

structions as to the length of time a child must

not attend school because of the various contag-

ious disease. In chicken-pox tlie time is from

tAvo to three Aveeks. The rule is that a child Avho

has had chicken-pox must remain at home until

all the scabs have disappeared. The scalp, chest,

back and arms are examined, and if any scabs

are present tlie child is excluded from school un-

til they have disappeared. The very earliest a

child can return to school after an attack of

chicken-pox is ten days, and it varies from that

period of three Aveeks. IToAvever, any other mem-

ber of the family may attend school during the

period of illness.

Ben Carlos Frazier, (Closing) : It seems that

I have presented a very small paper on a very

large subject.

While the subject is in my mind, I Avould like

to say that a great many principals in our public

schools do not li\e up to the quarantine rules

mentioned by Dr. Frankel. They are sometimes
very arbitrary in their rulings. I am not sure

Avhether or not the principals and teachers in the

school have any instructions as to excluding from
school a member of a family in Avhich there is a

case of tonsillitis, hut I do not belieA'e such is the

case. Last Aveek I saAV a case of tonsillitis in a

Avoman Avhose daughter Avas attending school, and
as soon as the teacher learned that this girl’s

mother had tonsillitis, she sent her home and
Avould not alloAv her to return to school for sev-

eral days. I Avas quite busy and did not take np
the matter Avith the authorities, but it Avas a

bad thing for that girl. Here was a girl, thirteen

years of age, running around to matinees, and
roller-skating, Avhen she Avould have been much
better oft at school, and I do not believe there Avas

any justification for her being sent home.

The question of Avhooping-cough comes pretty

close home to me, because both of my children

Avere very sick from it. 1 think it is a danger-

ous disease in young children. I remember to

have made the remark that I Avould rather my
children had diphtheria than Avhooping-cough.

They have had both, and they Avere much sicker

Avith Avhooping-cough than they Avere Avith diph-

theria. As Dr. Morrison brought out, children

under tAvo years old often die from Avhooping-

cough.

AnsAvering Dr. Askenstedt’s (luestion as to

Avhether or not there has been a reduction in the

death rate from tuberculosis, I Avill give a feAV

figures that I have at hand : Exclusive of still-

birth Avhich are not included in the statistics

given out by the Bureau, there Avere 29,555 deaths

in this state in 1912. Of these, 9562 Avere in-

fants under one year; 2,344, from 1 to 4 years

old, and 7,346 Avere 65 or over. This gives a

death rate of 12.9 per 1,000 of population. There

Avas a decrease in the death rate from all prevent-

able diseases except diphtheria and pneumonia;

a decrease of 529 in the number of deaths from

tuberculosis, and a decrease of 297 in the number

of deaths from typhoid fever.

The point brought out by some of the speakers

in I’egard to informing our patients tliat they

haA’e tuberculosis is one that should be empha-

sized eA’en more strongly. It behooves us to stick

together in the fight against tuberculosis, and

teach our patients the necessity of proper living

so as to protect others from the disease. I Avas

glad to liear Dr. Wilson speak on this object, as

I do not l)elieve there is anything that handicaps

us so greatly in the figlit against tuberculosis as

those doctors Avho neglect to tell their patients

the nature of tlieir troul)le, and insist upon their

living in such a manner as to protect others.
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Tlie figures on infectious and contagious dis-

eases reported during llie past month- or two are

very interesting, because, in November only four

cases of whooping-cough were reported, while in

October only two were reported. It is evident

that many of us have neglecte<l our duty when
only four cases of whoojiing-cough are reported

in a montli. There are few of us who have not

seen that many case in the past four weeks.

ANMSTIIESIA.*

WITH P.XRTICULAR REFERENCE TO THE ANOCI-

ASSOCIATION METHOD. ILLUSTR.VTED

BY CHARTS, DRAWINGS, LANTERN
SLIDES AND THE CINEMAT-

OGRAl’H.

Ry Louis Frank, Louisville.

The (le.sire to dispel pain is older than the

human race, and for thousands of years means
were diligently sought by which it might he

abolisHed. The inception of medicine was
through surgery in the efforts to overcome the

jiain and heal the wounds inflicted in personal

combat. IMen thought of self before they

looked for a Divinity, indicating that in the

evolution of mankind, long before the thought
of religion the ancient and honorable prac-

tice of medicine had its seed sown in the

necessity of repairing the damage inflicted

upon the individual in one way and another.

In the words of Hippocrates “ divinum est

opvs scdare doJorem.’’ As the ancients, long
before the days of the venerable Father of

IMedicine, wei’e acquainted wdth Indian hemp,
the poppy, etc., this reference was undoubted-
ly to the agony inflicted by the snrgeon.

The search for agents which would permit
of the painless treatment of wounds and such
crude operative procedures as were neces-

sary as a result of either disease or battle, was
unsuccessful until the early part of the last

century. We And that Velpeaus, two thou-

sand years after Hippocrates, wrote with ap-

parent resignation “ cviter la douleur dans le

operations, est une clUmcre, qui I’nest pas per-

rnisc de poursuivre.” The production of lo-

cal as well as general anesthesia has been and
was attempted by various and divers means,
ranging from the “Stone of klemphis” to

freezing, from IMandragora of the Iliad to

Voltaic narcotism of Richardson.”
i\Iost of the efforts at anesthesia had to do

with those agents which would act locally, and
it was very early suggested that nitrous oxide,

much used of late for general anesthesia,

could be utilized in this way. However, very
little progress was made in the actual appli-

cation of local anesthesia until the discovery
of cocaine in 18-80. Since tlien, with the de-

velopment of synthetic chemistry, and doubt-

less on account of the frequent alarming man-
ifestations following the use of cocaine,

other agents have been introduced, among
which may be mentioned eucaine, tropaco-
caine, strovaine, aljqiin, the orthoform gronp,
and, latterly, the least dangerous, but equally
valuable, novocaine. The successful appli-
cation of these agents had been made jiossible

through the discovery of the hypodermic
needle by Wood, though before that time
Long had discovered the general anesthetic
effect of ether, iMorton had demonstrated it

in 1846, and Warren and Bigelow had .spread
the knowledge to the medical world.
The relative merits of -chloroform and

ether, the two general anesthetics in greate.st
nse, we do not propose to discuss in an extend-
ed manner. We do, however, wish to draw at-

tention to a few points showing the greater
danger of chloroform over ether. It wms for
a long time argued that ether was far more
dangerous than chloroform, because of its

post-operative effects and its action upon the
kidneys. A veiy cursory review of statistics,
however, would indicate that the average mor-
tality from chloroform is, at the very least,
one in three thomsand

;
that of ether one in

ten thousand
;
and these figures are taken

from an average of six hundred and thirty-
eight thousand four hundred and sixty-one
administrations of chloroform, and three hun-
dred thousand one hundred and fifty-seven
administrations of ether. To give exact fig-

ures, the deaths from chloroform varied, tak-
ing the experience of thirty-six European
surgeons, from one in thirty-seven hundred
and forty-nine, to one in five thousand eight
hundred and sixty; whereas ether shows a
mortality varying from one in twelve thou-
sand nine hundred and forty-one to the figure
previously mentioned.

The action of both drugs is through ab-
sorption by the lipoids. Both produce mark-
ed depression, and their administration is ac-
companied by symptoms identical with those
we have learned to recognize as due to shock.
Chloroform has a particularly deleterious ef-
fect upon the parenchyma ceils of various or-
gans, notably the liver, in which organ fatty
degeneration may be induced by its action,
and a true cirrhosis ensue from its repeated
administration. That its effect upon the kid-
ney is not less harmful than ether we believe
it also an establi.shed and proven fact. Its

fatalities upon the operating t^ble come so

quickly through the heart, tliat the patient is

dead liefore any attempt to save can be in-

stituted. Eacli, iiowever. has its place in surg-
ery and Ihere are cases in wliich one or

the otliei' should be employed 1o tlie exclusion

of any other general anesthetic in the interest

of the patient.*KoacI before the Jefferson Couiit.v Medical Society.
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It has been noted for some time,—in fact

for some years,—that the administi-ation of

an anesthetic in certain types of cases de-

manding' operative intervention, meant prac-

tically the death of the patient, and >we began
to ask ourselves why this was. It was not an
uncommon occurrence that profoundly sej)-

tic patients in which a life-saving operation

was demanded, did not recover consciousness

after anesthesia, but would die in a compara-
tively few hours. It was observed that such

patients came oft' the operating table pro-

foundly shocked, clammy with perspiration,

and in infinitely worse condition than when
the operation was begun. This began to lead

many of us away from ether and chloroform

and to the use of that agent re-discovered by

Wells in 1844 and long used in dental surg-

ery, and often in the hands of charlatans, viz.,

nitrous oxide; it being noted that patients

who were given nitrous oxide would recover,

or at least that death did not ensue within a

short time, that death was not determined by

the operation, but when occurring followed as

a result of the pathological lesion for which

the operation had been performed. In other

words, in these bad cases we learned that the

anesthetic agent practically determined the

outcome.
That nitrous oxide was apparently free from

danger had seemed evident from observations

in a great number of cases in which it had

been given, and from the fact that those who
had been and were giving it had not been

especially trained in the use of anesthetics.

Thus we find that Biichanan. in the Medical

News, for 1898, comes to the conclusion, af-

ter careful study of many millions' of inhal-

ations of this gas, that the mortality was

probably two in ten million five hundred thou-

sand cases. It was very likely that the start-

ling difference in Buchanan’s table with ref-

erence to the mortality of various anesthetics

led to a search for the cause, which had not

only been productive of vast good, and of a

more thorough undertsanding of the action

of the various anesthetics, but of a better ap-

preciation of anesthesia itself.

IMuch of the development and popularity

not only of local but spinal anestbesia,—if

one may be permitted to distinguisb between

these two, though the principles are the same,

—may be attributed to the dangers and un-

pleasant sequelae of general anesthesia. That
local anesthesia is ideal we do not believe.

However, it has a distinct place in surgery,

and should always be considered as one of the

methods of choice in determining what is best

for the individual patient befoi’e us.

Local anesthesia has been brought to a high

stage of perfection by Braun, and to anyone

who is interested in the subject we would ad-

vise a cai'eful perusal of his book, tbe third

edition of which has recently been issued. It

is a classic and contains much interesting and
valuable information.

No one longer doubts that operations of

the greatest magnitude may be safely exe-

cuted under local anesthesia, and with the

use of novocaine, large quantities of which can
be employed without fear of lethal dosage,

Bi'aun and others have accomplished resect-

ion of jaws, of ribs, have done nephrectomies,
hei'niotomies, and in fact almost every type
of operation. The irrincij^le of Braun’s meth-
od is the same as that of the French “bloc a
distance,” and although the effect is similar to

that of Sehleich’s infiltration method, it dif-

fers therefrom in that the injection is made
beyond and around the operative field. This
“leitungs” or conduction method we have
used in a number of instances with the great-

est satisfaction, although it has objections

just as have all methods of local anesthesia.

To obtain the best residts a knowledge of the

nerve supply to the part is necessary, also the

direction from which the nerves enter the

operative area.

The strength of novocaine solution recom-

mended by Braun varies from one-half to one

per cent., and to this is added a small amount
of adi-enalin. Of the one-half per cent, so-

lution, which we have used repeatedly, as

much as 200 to 250 c.c. can be injected with-

out the slightest toxicity. The novocaine and
adrenalin should of course be thoroughly ster-

ilized, and for the injection we use a Record
syringe of either 5 or 10 c.c. capacity. Aboiit

twenty to twenty-five minutes should elapse

between the injection and the beginning of

the operation, otherwise the patient will by
no means he satisfied 'with the method, nor

will the surgeon be favorably impressed there-

with.

The films illustrating operations performed
under local anesthesthesia have been kindly
loaned me by my friuid Dr. Jacobson, of To-

ledo, Ohio; the lantern slide illustrations are

fi'om Braun, excepting those showing the

syringe, which were made by Dr. Hays of this

city.

"What is the objection to the use of local

anesthesia, and what also, may we ask, is the

objection to tbe use of general anesthesia

alone when there are no contraindications? As
has been shown, ether and chloroform are

ti-emendously deju-essing, in other words,

they produce shock. To a far less extent, in-

finitely less in fact, this is ti'ue of other in-

halation anesthetics, but least so with those

whicli i)roduce anesthesia not tlirough toxicity

but rathe]' by their mechanical eft'eet as it

were, stich as nitrous oxide.

The ideal method of anesthesia, as Crile has
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-shown, is a eoiiihination of local and general

ane-sthesia, which he has termed the “anoci-as-

sociation method.” iMorton rohl)ed surgery

of its e.xcruciating agony, and through the in-

troduction of asepsis Li.ster has been the

means of ‘‘.saving more lives each year than

were lost in all the Napoleonic wars.” So by
the introduction of this last method we have

robbed sni’gery of its psychic dangers, and
have removed from the operating table one of

the greate-st and most constant dreads of surg-

eons, that element which, the operation itself

successful, has resulted in so many fatalities,

viz., shock.

The enti’ance of septic material into oper-

ative wounds is under our control, the select-

ion of the operative ease lies with us. the pre-

vention of hemorrhage is possible to the care-

ful surgeon
;
but with, the necessity of more or

less prolonged operations upon vital struct-

ures, it has not until the present time, i. e..

until the introduction of the “anoei” method
been possible for us to do any operative work,
no matter how slight it might be, without
greater or less psychic influence. While this

does not always necessarily result disastrous-
ly, to show that it not infrecpiently does so, T

need only again call attention to the septic

cases previously mentioned where patients
have died soon after coming otf the operating
table.

Upon what do the principles of the “anoci-
association” method depend? As its orig-
inator says, upon the abolition of all noxious
perceptions through the special and psychic
senses. Of all the -senses, pain (i.e., the per-
ception of contact) is the oldest. In the
primordial state it was through the contact
sense that food was obtained. In the process
of development the being al-so recognized and
was made aware of its enemies through the
sense of touch. In further evolution special
organs were developed which enabled the be-
ing to detect and distinguish its enemies as
well as its foodstuffs by sight, by hearing, by
smelling, and by tasting. By development of
the tactile sense and a more acute tactile per-
ception and a lowered threshold, influences
which were inimical to the safety of the indi-
vidual were translated into pain. With the
infliction of pain came the association of fear.
Pain, fear, physical exhaustion, overpowering
emotions, psychic insult, all being related,

prodiace similai' changes in the central nerv-
ous system corresponding absolutely with
those which today we recognize as due to

shock.

Fear was the dominant emotion of the be-

ing early in its career, it was greater than

that of rei)rodiiction and likely overshadowed

that of self-j)reservatiou. as il was through

this emotion that the being was driven to seek

refuge from danger which it avoided even
though hungry and desirous of offspring. It

was the most necessary emotion for the exist-

ence and perpetuation of the organism.
Prom it, by specialization, were evolved all

other senses and emotions.—thus love, hate,

envy, ambition, etc., all are offshoots of fear,

biologically related to it, and maj" be trans-

lated into fear. It is to-day the most dom-
inent emotion of the human brain, though fre-

quently subconscious, neither the individual
nor his intimate associates translating it as

such.

Through the ‘‘anoci-as.sociation” method of

anesthesia it is proposed to abolish all com-
munication between the operative field, i.e.,

the painful area—the fear e.xcitor,—and not
only the conscious but the subconscious per-

ceptions of the patient. It is further pro-

posed to abolish entirely all psychic factors

which may be of harmful influence to the pa-

tient. Tills latter is not necessary in all

classes of surgical work, as in many instances

it is very slight, though occasionally in the

most robust patient, and not infrequently in

ojierations performed upon children and wo-

men. tremendous harm may result from the

presence of fear.

iMoynilian has denominated the discovery

of the ‘‘anoci-assoeiation” method of anes-

thesia as one of the greatest achievements in

the entire hi,story of surgery.

Our own experience with it has extended

over a period of about eighteen months, dur-

ing which time we have had ample opportun-

ity to judge as to its usefulness, and have had
quite a sufficient number and variety of cases

to entitle us to express an opinion concerning

its value. We have used it hundreds of times,

and it has been in every instance entirely

satisfactory; it has fulfilled its promise, and,

in the words of a recent patient, ‘‘has robbed

surgery of its horror.”

When one considers that morphine is rare-

ly necessary, and then only in the smallest

dosage, following work performed under this

method, when one notes the absence of circu-

latory distiirbances following grave or pro-

longed operations, when one no longer hears

complaints of gas pains after abdominal sec-

tion, and notes the smiling and happy eoiui-

tenanee of the patient aftei’ major operations

under ‘‘anoci-anesthesia,” one is convineecl

of the tremendous addendum to our surgical

methods that we have in this procedure. In

our hands numbers of patients have been

successfully given the benefit of surgery, and
this is notably in that class of eases with

renal lesions, or who for other reasons were
bad siu'gical risks, to whom we would other-

wi.se have feared to advise the operations

which were necessaiy for their relief and the
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oiitcome of wliich l)y any other method of

anesthesia, would likely have been fatal.

There is by this method a perfect and com-

plete severance of all nervous connection, not

only of tlie special senses with the brain but

also an absence of all harmful psychic influ-

ences, and a subjugation of all excitation

which might arouse the biologic associative

memory of injury. The threshold of the

brain, instead of being lowered to sensitive

impressions, is raised. The brain cells are not

exhausted in their effort through fear of dam-
age to escape the trauma, as there is no com-
munication lietween them and the blocked

field of operation
;
nor is this communication

reestablished until the injury has been prac-

tically repaired, i. e., until there is no longer

any alarm sent out from the operatf“d ai’ea,

as reconstruction is going on, not destruction.

In other words, the brain perceptions are ab-

solutely shut off from danger through every
avenue, hence no pain, therefore no biologic

fear, consequently no nerve cell exhaustion,

therefore no shock.

If one hut bears in mind the response

through pain and its closely correlated sensa-

tions to all unnatural or harmfid stimulation,

one readily appreciates why these patients

have no post-operative fever or pulse increase,

gas pains nor in fact any of the unpleasant

sequelae which follow operation and may be a

source of annoyance to both patient and surg-

eon.

It should he remembered that pain is really

a eonserver, a guard for the body, an “alarm
bell” as it were. Braun very beautifully ex-

plains this, and from a biologic standpoint we
must accept it as correct. Thus all infect-

ions manifest themselves by pain, or some
symptom translated into pain. So percept-

ions of cold, of heat, of hunger, are dependent
upon this association. Again, the absence of

symptoms akin or related to pain in the very
young and very old are due to the absence or
growing weakness of this biologic associative

memory.

The method in brief is as follows : From
an half hour to fifteen minutes before the op-

eration. the patient is given an hypodermic
injection of morphine and atropine, morphine
and scopolamine, or morphine plain, depend-
ent upon the judgment of the anesthetist.

The patient is taken directly into the operat-
ing room, where gas-oxygen is administered
as the anesthetic. The field being prepared,
the line of propose:! incision in injected with
a one-qua7-ter per cent, solution of novocaine.

After the incision is made through the skin

and fat, the fascia and the muscles are like-

wise injected. The incision is then continued
until the depth of the operative field has been

reached. In abdominal work, after the peri-

toneum has been opened, it is reflected and
well injected beyond the line of incision with
novocaine followed by (luinine-urea-hydro-
chloride in one-half of one per cent, .solution.

The mesenteries of organs to be operated up-
on in intra-abdominal work are also injected
with novocaine solution before their division.

This is true of the intestines, the gall bladder,
the appendix, the uterus and the appendages.
In kidney work the injection is made well
around the kidney, though this organ simi-

larly to other intra-abdominal organs, as a
rule is not very susceptible to contact impres-
sions. After the tissues have been divided
all suture lines and areas in the track of liga-

tures and proximal thereto are injected with
the quinine-urea solution. Before closing the

incision, the muscles, fascia and skin are also

injected well behind the proposed suture line

with quinine-urea. Care must be observed in

all cases to see that the novocaine .solution is

well distributed by pressure before cutting,

and we should also be sure to inject the quin-

ine-urea solution well behind the operative

field.

We have within the past month performed
three radical breast operations under this

method of anesthesia, and neither of the pa-

tents had the slightest pain, discomfort, nor

were they even aware of the operation. I

mention these eases as they are outside the

field of abdominal surgery.

Following this method we have been able to

operate upon patients with enlarged thyroids

which we would not have dared subject to the

knife previous to the introduction of this

procedure. We are satisfied that our mortal-

ity has been lowered, and the post-operative

condition of our patients has been much more
satisfactory and comfortable in every way.

The slides which we show you are taken

from illustrations previously published, and
are therefore not original. The film we
had made to demonstrate the method and to

show the absence of straining on the part of

the patient during the operation, the absence

of the necessity for the use of retractors in

abdominal work, and to show with what com-

plete satisfaction all abdominal operations

can be performed under the “anoci-associa-

tion” method with gas-oxygen anesthe.sia.

While we have not used gas-oxygen exclus-

ively in our work, we give it preference as a

i-outine measure in all instances. The ex-

pense is about one dollar for every ten min-

utes of its administration, but this has not

prevented poor patients from receiving its

advantages without any cost whenever it was

deemed advantageous for the individual. In

cases where ether has been given “blocking”

has been done just llie same, the latter being

routine in all operations in a clean field.
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4’lie adiniuistratiou of nitrous oxide and
oxygen for geneml anesthesia is not, however,
without danger. This danger comes almost

e.xelusively from i]iex})ert administration.

One may kill as easily or more easily by this

gas than by strangulation or smothering with
a pillow. It is absolutely essential to give a

proper percentage of oxygen,—7 per cent, to

9 percent.—though 4 or 5 per cent, is enough
to keel) pilot light going in the brain.

Anestliesia is produced in structures in the

onler of their development, thus the brain be-

ing the highest, goes under last
j
hence the pa-

tient may talk and still feel no conscious pain.

There is no increase in bleeding as with gas

alone, no straining and for prolonged work it

is much to be preferred, contrary to the gen-

erally accepted teachings and opinions. Jac-

titation and rigidity are evidences of inexpert

administration. So also is blueness as with
the proper administration of oxygen the skin

remains of normal color. The only cases in

which it is not advisable or is contraindicated,

are in the very young or in brain surgery.

In conclusion let me recommend that you
give the “anoci-association” a fair trial, for

as surely as you do you will subscribe to the

expression of our English confrere that it is

the greatest surgical discovery of the age.

DISCUSSION.

J. G. Sherrill: I wish to thank Dr. Drank for

myself and on behalf of the Society for his ele-

gant presentation of this subject.

The essayist stated that Crile gets a mortality

of something like one per cent, in his goiter cases

under this method of anesthesia. On tlie other

hand, Dunhill, of Melbourne, Austrailia, has had
a somewhat less mortality in 3(18 cases never re-

fusing a ease, and doing his work under local

anesthesia entirely. There are many ways to

reacli a certain point and, in my opinion, the best

and most direct way is the straight line. We know
that we can do many operations under local anes-

thesia, but the surgical profession of American
has not been fully awakened to the value of local

anesthesia. I have myself done some very major
operations under local anesthesia, having recent-

ly removed a large tumor, weighing eleven pounds,

from a woman who wms considered to be a poor

subject for general anesthesia. She stood the

operation well and went otf the table with her

physiologic equilibrium unchanged. I think the

greatest value of the anoci method is in the mind
of the man who devised it, but tlie majority of

patients do as well, whether operated upon under
local or general anesthesia. Every tiling we add
to our techniiiue lessens by that much our ability

to do good Avork. Sinqilicity is the keynote of

surgery. We can do major operations such as re-

section of ribs, removal of tumors, resection of

the jaw, and so on, under local anesthesia. Wliy

lax your patients then, with a general anesthetic.

1 see no reason for prolonging the operation the

lengtli of time necessary to inject the abdominal
wall for instance, wlien we are going to give a

general anesthetic. On the other hand, I see lit-

tle use for giving a general anesthetic if we are

going to supply local anesthesia. However, each
man works out his technique to his own satisfac-

tion, and 1 contend that short operations, with
little loss of })lood little handling of tissues and
little traumatism constitute ideal surgery. The
wound does not pain the patient if there is no
infection in it and no nerve fibres have been in-

corporated in the line of stitches. Jnfectea

wounds are the ones that give rise to gas pains,

and if we handle the abdominal viscera unduly,

l>ull it out and haul it around, that also will

cause trouble. With proper technique we can get
just as good results under one method of anes-
thesia as another. I have no desire to decry the

anoci-association method of anesthesia, but 1 see

no reason for encumbering ourselves with a great
amount of technique when we can get just as
satisfactory results from an uncomplicated tech-

nique.

Jno. R. Wathen; I think the society is to be
congratulated upon having had one of the most
entertaining exhibition that has ever been
presented to it. It serves to impress up-
on us the value of illustrating our work and
the work of others in such a way that we can all

grasp it and benefit by it to a much greater ex-
tent than we can the ordinary stereotyped manner
in Avhich these subjects are usually presented.

The anoci-hssoeiation method of anesthesia has
attracted Avorld-ivide attention; largely, I be-
lieve, because of the requtation of the man Avho
devised it. At the same time, I think ive are all

a little too prone to take up all sorts of fads and
fancies. One should not be the first to take up a
new thing nor the last to drop the old. After
the value of a new thing has been fully demon-
strated, then one should accejit it. It will take
many years to conclusively demonstrate the value
of the anoci method of anesthesia. Recently, in a
conversation with an operator in ivhat is prob-
ably the largest clinic in this country, I asked
him why they did not more frequently employ the
ai'oci metliod, and he replied that, while it ivas

undoubtedly of value in selected cases, they did
not use it as a routine measure. I have used the
anoci method in a limited ivay and in the future
I believe I ivill give it even more attention.

Anesthesia is still in its infancy and I hope
tliere will come a time when spinal anestliesia is

perfected. If I am not mistaken, in Europe and,
in fact all over the continent spinal anesthesia is

taking tlie place of general anestliesia. I am in-

clined to the opinion that in the complete anoci-

method—tliat is, local anesthesia in conjunction
Avitli nitrous oxide gas and ether we are giving

just a little too much anesthesia. We do not need
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it all to ol)tain satisfactory results.

As far as goiter work is concerned, I think

the aiioci method has been more or less of a

failure in large goiters; in small ones and liga-

tions, it is very nice indeed, but when it comes to

heroic work 1 prefer to have my patient under a

general anesthetic. One reason is that we are not

dealing' with a class of patients like those of

Germany, for instance, who will permit the surg-

eon to commit almost any amount of traumatism

without resisting.

I think this is one of the best jjapers we have

ever had before thsi societ}’.

E. 0. Grant: 1 was associated with Crile for

a period of a little more than a year, and during

that time I helped him in something over 1400

operations under the anoci-association method of

anesthesia. Since I have been h.ere, Dr. H. H.
Grant, Avith Avhom I have been Avorking, has used

it a number of times, and it 1ms certainly been of

great adA’antage Dr. Crile ’s mortality during

the year I Avas Avith him Avas 1.7 per cent, and the

patients Avere remarkably free from after-pains,

such as gas-pains. It is a real pleasure to Avoi'k

in a hospital Avhere one is not called upon in the

middle of the night to give a patient relief from

gas pains.

Dr. Frank mentioned the cardinal principles of

the technique Avhich it is very important to ob-

serve; namely, careful injection about the line of

suture, Avhich prevents after pains, and extreme

care in putting the proper amount of pressure on

the tissues after noA'ocaine is injected. M ithout

proper pressure, the local anesthesia is of no

benefit

Another advantage is that there is very much

less bleeding from the superficial Avound under

local anesthesia. If I am not mistaken, the mor-

tality rate in the Lakeside Hospital has, in the

past three years, declined from 4.7 per cent to

1.7 per cent. This is an acute hospital, where ev-

erything is treated
;

it is practicall}' a city hos-

pital, and fractures, goiters, and ever>dhing else

are brought there

Dr. Crile has done some wonderful Avork Avith

this method in goiter cases. I have in mind tAvo

cases of extreme exophthalmic goiter, in Avhich

the goiters Avere entirely removed and the pa-

tients left the hospital Avitliout knoAving that they

had been operated upon.

As to the time consumed Avhen this method is

employed, that is largely a matter of experience,

and is more than offset by the time saved in intra-

abdominal operations, and the trauma saved, by

not having to use tractors and by not having to

use large sponges, etc. Therefore, in my opinion,

as a time-saving proposition, and for promoting

the comfort of tlie patient after operation, this

method is incomparable to those heretofore

taught.

F. T. Fort; I think this anoci method is mere-

ly a question of an individual getting results from

a certain teclini(|ue of his OAvn. I had the pleas-

ure of seeing the Avork of Avhat I believe to l)e one
of tlie world's greatest surgeons recently, and he
is ))erfectly satisfied witli tlie results he gets from
his teclinifpie. I think his mortalitj' rate is as
loAv as that of Crile, and yet he did not use the
anoci method in a single one of more than a
hundred operations that I saAv him do. The
anoci method may be of benefit in certain selected

cases, but 1 believe it is simply one of those neAV

things that come and stay awhile and then dis-

appear forever. It adds to the danger in that it

necessarily jirolongs the operation a sufficient

time to administer the local anesthetic in addi-

tion to the general anestlietic. Therefore, until

it has been investigated fullj' and has been adopt-
ed by a great manA' men Avho are not noAV using,

1 do not knoAv that I am very much in favor of
this method.

Jno. W. Price, Jr.: 1 had the pleasure of work-
ing Avith Dr. Frank before he adopted the anoci-

association method of anesthesia, and in looking
1 ack over a number of cases Ave had prior to its

use, and comparing them with others since adopt-
ing this method, I can say that I am fully in ac-

cord with ids vicAvs. It undoubtedly leaAes the pa-
tient in more comfortable condition folloAving the

oiieration. The absence of gas pains has been
especially noticeable; also, freedom from pain
along the line of incision, and tiiroughout the ab-

domen in general. Those who Avould decry this

method had better give it a little further trial be-

fore theA' absolutely condemn it. The more I

have seen of it, the better I like it, and I hope
to see it used for some time to come.

Hugh N. Lea'vell: I Avould like for Dr. Frank
to tell us, in closing, Avhether he has observed a

trophic condition, locall}’, folloAving the use of

this method of anesthesia?

During my association Avith Dr. Dabney, cover-

ing a period of some ten years, Ave frequently

used a combination of local and general anes-

thetics, and there Avas no doubt in our mind that

shock Avas often averted by this means. Such

operations as enucleation of eyes, cataract opera-

tions, and iridectomies often reepured general

anesthesia, and during the last fiA-e years of my
association Avith Dr. Dabney, Ave used a local anes-

thesia in conjunction Avith the general anesthesia,

and found it to be of marked advantage in every

Avay. That Avas some ten years ago, and probabh’

preceded this block method of anesthesia to some
extent. Be that as it may, the fact remains that

there Avas less shock, better anesthesia, and the

patient came out from under the anestlietic in

much better condition than Avhen onh' general

anesthesia Avas employed.

It occurs to me that here is a possibilitj^ of

trophic disturbance resulting from too much local

anesthesia. It has been suggested by Dr. Grant

that, in order to secure anesthesia from novo-

caine, it is necessary to use it under pressure.
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Wo know tliat we can sometimes produce local

anesthesia hy the use of; water under pressure as

well as novocaine; the pressure itself has a tend-

ency to produce anesthesia. Therefore, if the

novocaine must be introduced under pressure,

why may it not cause interference with the

trophic condition of the nerve as well as its anes-

thetic condition?

J. B. Richardson, Jr.: 1 would like to ask Dr.

Frank if it is a fact that it requires less ether to

maining' airesthesia under this method than

otherwise?

If I understood the essayist coi’rectly, lie made

the statement that death from nitrous o.vid gas

and ether anesthesia will never occur except in

the hands of those not experienced in its adminis-

tration. I differ with him there. I believe that

death will occasionallj' occur from anesthesia, no

matter how expert the anesthetist may be in their

administration. If I have misunderstood Dr.

Frank, I will be glad to have him correct me.

E. L. Henderson: In reply to Dr. Richardson's

question, it has been my experience, in giving this

anesthesia for Dr. Frank, that it does require con-

siderably less ether to maintain anesthesia than

otherwise; in other words, it is not necessary to

keep the patient as deejily under the influence of

the general anesthetic as when the anoci method

is not usd. lender nitrous oxid and o.xygen anes-

thesia, it is very hard to relax the patient suf-

ficiently for abdominal surgery when this method

is not used, but I have observed that when it is

employed abdominal work can be done very satis-

factorily under nitrous oxid and oxygen. We do

not have the intestines coming out and the pa-

tient moving about as we so frequently do when
the anoci method is not employed.

Louis Frank, (Closing) : Answering Dr. Rich-

ardson I will say, my statement was that gas

oxygen anesthesia was the least dangerous in

competent hands of all methods of general anes-

thesia, but that in the hands of inexpert anes-

thetists, it might be the most dangerous.

, Correcting Dr. LeavelFs impression. Dr. Grant

did not say that the novocaine was put in under

jiressure; he said that pressure was used when
novocaine was introduced, which is entirely dif-

ferent. The pressure is employed simply to

spread it.

We have not had a single ease of suppuration

in a clean wound following the use of novocaine

and quinine urea. We have, however, seen a num-

ber of cases where drainage was employed, where

there was a violent sejitic condition—a general

diffused peritonitis, if you choose—that have

healed directly up to the point of drainage by

l)rimary union. We use plain catgut for tbe

skin throughout. I think this answers Dr. Leav-

elFs question as to trophic changes.

I am not here to defend Dr. (hale; he is amply

able to take care of himself, and of the anoci-

association method, in this or any other audience.

2i:i

lint 1 do wish to say that the gentlemen who have

not used this method except on two or three or

a dozen occasions, and maybe then discarded it,

are in no position to speak with authority. I

would also call attention to the fact that before

tlie introduction of aiy form of anesthesia, op-

erations were niueh more rajudly and dexterious-

ly done than now but how about mortality. We
do not ofl’ei' this method as a sine qua non for

the dedication of mortality, nor can we, by this

method alone, reduce our mortality. This is a

physiologic age in surgery, it is our aim to main-

tain the patient’s physiological condition as near

the normal as possible. Neither is this method a

fad that is put forward to attract patients and

doctors. Goil forl)id that an}' man who is re-

spectable and who believes in his profession

should resort to such means to attract business.

‘Honi soit qui mal y pense.” It requires, for the

reduction of mortality, attention to every detail

that will save the patient—save his nervous

mechanism, prevent bleeding, obviate shock, and

so on. Surgical judgment is a potent factor in

the prevention of mortality, and the technique of

the operation is only one of many factors. We
do not put this method forward as a means of

saving life, alone, without the exercise of good

surgical judgment and without proper operative

technique.

Whether or not the greatest surgeon in this

country (and here one has the right to his owp
opinion as to who may be the greatest) has

adopted this method, the fact remains that it has

been adopted by such men as Moynihan, of Eng-

land, and others who stand equally well, and they

use it as a routine measure.

Dr. Henderson has answered Dr. Richardson’s

(piestion as to the comparative amount of ether

necessary to maintain anesthesia when this

method is employed.

The General Hospital.—E. F. Stevens, Boston

(Journal A. M. A., January 24) gives from the

point of view of an architect the essentials of

the ward and operating units of the general hos-

pitals which he has recently visited and also of

a number of American institutions recently

planned and comments on them. The essentials

can be classed under the heads of “comfort to

patients and accessibility to service.” In ad-

dition to the usually recognized essentials he

mentons tiie therapeutic effect of color and tlie

absence of noise from clicking latches, etc. Un-

der accessibility he adds to the usual recommen-
dations that of a special room for placing cut

flowers in at night where they can Ije rearranged

in the morning, and wash-basins for the doctors

and attendants in tb.e corridors adjoining the

wards and attention to tlie width of doors and

metal protection of corners that are liable to be

bumped.
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IIARE-LIP.*

By D. 0. Hancock, Henderson.

“How disappointment tracks uijon the s+eps

of hope.”
This trnth is perhaps never more true than

when deformity is found in the new-born.
Death itself is often preferred as is suggest-

ed in the i')opnlar little poem of Ella Wheeler
Wilcox

;

“I married a girl with perfect health,

And virtue and spotless fame

;

And I gave her the love of a heart,

Grown sated and sick with sin.#****#«=*####
She was going to bring me a child,

And when in labor she cried,

With love and fear I was wild

—

But now I wish she had died.

For the son she bore me was blind.

And crippled and weak and sore

;

And his mother was left a wreck

:

It was so that she settled my score.

Folks talk too much of a soul,

From Heavenly joys debarred.

And not enough of the babes unborn.
By the sins of their father scarred.”

These lines apply more particularly to

syphilis. But che underlying thought, hered-

ity, transmission, should concern all parents
and those who may become parents.

Our subject is one of fautly development,

—of failure of Nature to do her perfect work.

Whatever would tend to influence pre-natal

life and cause these results are matters of

deepest interest to child-bearing wmmen.

IMaternal impressions as an explanation is

far-fetched and unscientific. Great sin and
the wrath of God are likewise nonsensical.

Imperfect development in utero might re-

sult from disease; from impoverished physical

condition of the parents, or from drugs, nar-

cotics, etc. High authority states that, “As
a rule it remains for the third and fourth

generations to reap the full results of alco-

holism.” The parents of the cases before us

now are not alcoholics. Their lives, however,

have been described as
‘

‘ The short and simple

annals of the poor,” not destitute, hut people

v^ho meet the responsibilities of life with

honest toil; mothers who have had frequent

pregnancies and who personally care for their

children
;
fathers who go hard against the

“bread and butter proposition.”

The w'onder is that there is not more of

faulty development and deformity; that na-

*Read before the Henderson County Medical Society.

ture is so true to type, in the face of so many
things that hinder. In the more fortunate
condition of life men and women also make
tnte the lines

:

“T said I would have my fling,

And do what a young man may

;

And I did not believe a thing.
That the Parsons had to say.”

^Mechanical prevention of development by
amniotic bands and adhesions is given as a
cause of these deformities. And again they
are said to occur from unknown causes.

^ ery early in foetal life a series of clefts
appear on each side of the cephalic extremity,
separated by rods of tissue called brachial
arches. These clefts communicate with the
alimentary canal. The first brachial cleft is

between the mandibular arch and the hyoid
arch. The mandibular arch develops into the
superior and inferior maxillary bone between
which is the buccal cleft, which closes early
except the aperture for the mouth.

In development the superior maxillary
bone does not unite with its fellow in the
median line. The intermaxillary bone is in-

terposed. This bone supports the incisor
teeth. It sometimes projects far beyond the
line of the gums, and is troublesome in doing
operation for hare-lip.

These various clefts have usually coalesced
by the ninth or tenth month of foetal life.

Occasionally this coalescence .fails or is in-

complete. We are then confronted with the
various deformities, one of v/hich is hare-lip.
It is produced by non-union of the inter-max-
illary with the superior maxillary bone, hence
it may be on either side, single hare-lip

;
or

on both sides, double-hare-lip. One of our
cases is of this txqje. It is never central. Oe-
cassionally the inter-maxillary bone is absent.

Hare-lip occurs in about 1 in 2400 of all

births
;
double hare-lip occurs in about one-

tenth (1-10) of all cases of hare-lip.

The upper lip is formed in three parts, the
central, or philtrum, which grows from the
vomerand inter-maxillary bones. The two
latteral parts are supplied by processes of the
upper jaw.

Hare-lip may involve only the soft parts.

And may be single or double. One of our
cases is single hare-lip of the soft parts.

The conditions found in the two cases be-

fore us, before operation are well shown in

plates No. 656 and 657, on page 733 of Whar-
ton & Ciirtis. Text on Surgery, which I pass
you. The parents of these children and those

of you who were with me in operating them
will recognize the correctness. Case 1 is a

girl ten years of age, double hare-lip ; failure

of union on l)otli sides, extending through lip

and bone. The inter-maxillary bone protrud-

ed further than is shown in cut. Operated
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Januaiy, 1904. Removed inter-maxillary

hone; dissected iip the lip; approximated the

tissues. We secured only partial union of the

soft tissues. Operated again in August of

1904. No other operation. You observe that

the vermilion border is about perfect. The
lip is a little short

;
but the teeth are well cov-

ered and phonation is good. The nose is flat-

tened. Otherwise little deformity. Thei’e re-

mains some space where the inter-maxillary

was, and there is absence of the upper incis-

ors. She is a well-nourished school girl of

ten, and helpful at home.
Case 2 is a ten-months-old girl. This pa-

tient had a single hare-lip of the lip only.

We did a modified Nelaton operation. Dis-

sected up the lip. Secured the parts with

silkworm gut, and adhesive. Union by first

intention. Removed sutures on seventh day.

Continued adhesive for several days longer.

This operation was done on November 5, 1913.

After two months I exhibit the result to Hen-
dei’son County Medical Society. The line of

union is vertical and extends to the orifice of

the nose, showing the extent of the hare-lip.

AMu observe a slight deformity of the left

alae. This is markedly better than before

operation. The vermilion border is slightly

exaggerated. But when the child laughs it

is correct and symmetrical. The teat on the

border is the apex of the A^-shaped edge of

the hare-lip pulled down after making the in-

cision along the border. It Avill be removed
by adjustment, absorption and cieatrial con-

traction.

Alean spirits under disappointment, like

small beer in a thunderstonn turn sour. Or
like the turtle, turn loose their hold on the de-

sirable. And, so, many jjarents of hare-lip-

ped children allow them to go on and through
life uncorrected. A living evidence of their

sti;pidity.

Not so with the cases now before us. I

have had the faithful, intelligent and patient

support of the parents of these children, and

they have their reward.

Quinsy. Treatment. To relieve dysphagia,,

place on tongue 0.3 to 0.4 Gm. (5 to 6 1-2 grains)

of dry ortlioform or anesthesin powder. A few

movements of deglutition, Avitliout jArevious ad-

mixture of saliva Avitli the powder, will bring it

in contact Avith affected parts. Measure also

useful after operation on tonsils.—Hinsberg.

Renal Inflammation. Diagnosis. With patient

sitting erect, but relaxed, lightly jialpate lumbar

muscles. If one kidney is seat of an inflamma-

tory process, muscles on that side will feel firmer

than normally.—Pottenger.

CLINICAL CASES

CASKS OP OCULAR DISTURBANCE
CAUSED BY NASAL DISEASE.*

By S. G. Dabney, Louisville.

The dependence of disease of the eye upon
the nose and aecessoiy sinuses is well known.
The following three cases are of interest,

especially because in none of them did the pa-

tient give a spontaneous history of nasal dis-

turbance and even on close questioning, no
definite symptoms about the nose were men-
tioned. They came purely for an examina-
tion of the eyes.

Case I. Airs. X., aged about 65 years, was
referred to me by her family physician for
ptosis of the right upper lid. She stated that

this ptosis had existed for a year or more but
had gradually increased. That in addition to

this she had headaches, frequent and severe,

and occasional double sight
;
she was also sub-

ject to “nervous spells” during which she
more or less lost control of herself. Her
daughter, however, a very intelligent woman,
stated that she believed these nervous spells

had always existed in her mother’s ease and
were not of much significance. Notwithstand-
ing this, the ptosis, the occasional double-sight
and the headaches all strongly suggested some
intra-eranial disease.

The ophthalmoscopic condition of each eye
was normal and the sight with a correcting
glass was perfect in each. On further ques-
tioning as to previous illness, this lady told
me that she had had disease of antrum of
Highmore on the right side and an opening
had been made into the antrum through the
tooth socket by a dental surgeon.

Examination showed that the antrum Avas
noAv pretty clean (being washed out every
day through this opening) but the middle
turbinate Avas enlarged and inflamed and
there Avas pus oozing from beneath it; pres-
sure at the upper inner angle of the orbit

under the floor of the frontal insus shoAved
great tenderness and trans-illumination of

this sinus, made by carrying a very small
Tungsten lamp as far back as possible in the
upper inner angle of the orbit, showed this

sinus to be much darker than the other.

In the further observation of the case, I be-

came convinced that this Avas a case of involve-

ment of all the sinuses on the right side, the
posterior ethmoidal and probably the sphen-
oidal being diseased as AA’ell as the three an-
terior groups. As the lady was, hoAvevei’, not
a good subject for a radical operation, I de-

cided, first of all on doing Avhat AAmrk I could

*Read before the .Jell’crsoii Coiint.v Medical Society.
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througli the nose. A resection of the middle
tnrbinate was made and later on a pretty

thorough curetting of the ethmoid cells and
the infundibulum up into the frontal sinus.

Under these measures the ptosis has improved
though it is far from cured; the headaches
have become so slight as to give her but little

annoyance and she has no more double sight.

I hope to do still further work upon the

posterior ethmoidal cells and to go into the

sphenoid if the symptoms demand. IMean-

while, she seems pretty comfortable, the nasal

discharge has greatly diminished and the ten-

derness in the floor of the frontal sinus has

disappeared so that external operation does

not seem justified at i^resent.

Case II. Mr. A., age 29, a professional

man who Tises his eyes a great deal was given

glasses by me in November, 1909. For two or

three years these glasses gave him entire re-

lief. This fall he returned to see me com-

plaining of headache in the left temple and in

and around the left eye. He thought that his

glasses needed a change. A careful examin-

ation, however, showed the same refractive

error as before. On questioning him about

his nose he said that he had not noticed much
wrong, though perhaps the left side was some-

what less free than the right. A superficial

examination showed nothing, but after shrink-

ing the nose thoroughly with adrenalin and

cocaine, there seemed to be some fullness

under the middle turbinate. Further investi-

gation showed a polyp pushing under this

bone far back. A resection of the tiirbinate

revealed numerous polyps in the ethmoidal

cells
;
the removal of these by snare and cur-

ette quite relieved the symptoms.

Case III. A young lady of 19, consulted

me in regard to discomfort in the use of her

eyes, particularly the left. She had some

])ain in this eye almost constantly and was un-

able to use her eyes for more than a few min-

utes without great discomfort. The history

seemed so plain of ocular disturbance that I

tested this young lady thoroughly Avith the ac-

commodation suspended. I also went careful-

ly over the condition of her ocular muscles

and of course made the A;sual ophthalmo-

scopic examination. 1 could find nothing

whatever wrong with the eyes. Although

there was no history of nasal disturbance I

made an examination of the nose and found

very extensive polypoid degeneration of the

ethmoid.

The condition was far more marked on the

left side.

In addition to the great number of small

polyps, the ethmoid cells were filled with a

semi-solid cyst-like material; the middle

turbinate was partially resected and the eth-

moid thoroughly curetted. It was somewhat

]‘cmarkable liow soon the discomfort in the
eyes disai)peared indeed, the mother told me
that within a day or two after the first opera-
tion the young lady experienced entire relief.

It is interesting to note that the father of
this patient, a man somewhat past middle life,

was operated on l)y me some years ago for
very extensive ethmoidal disease Avith numer-
ous polyps on both sides.

The literature in regard to the influence of
nasal disease upon the eye is extensive. The
ocular affections so produced are of the most
A'ai’ious character and the theories to account
for the relation betAA^een the nose and the eye
are numerous and often conflicting. I have
purposely refrained from entering upon any
of these questions; to do so Avould be really

to AA'rite an essay and as 1 understand it I

have been invited merely to report a few cases.

DISCUSSION.

Adolph O. Pfingst: The cases reported by Dr.

Dabney are very interesting, particularly be-

cause of tlie fact that they exemplify a condition

that may exist in tlie nose without manifest

symptoms. We may have diseases of the eth-

moid cells Avithout having a purulent discharge

from the nose. These patients may go along for

months and years Avithout l)eing cognizant of any
nasal affection.

The fact that disease of tlie posterior eth-

moidal cells may give rise to pressure symptoms
has been suggested in the last feAV years, and is

gaining favor among ophthalmologists.

It is not improbable that many of those cases

of retrobulbar neuritis, in Avhich the etiology was

formerly in doubt are caused by pressure upon

the optic nerve, due to ethmoid disease. Person-

ally, I have never seen a case of optic atrophy

following retro-bulbar trouble that could be at-

tributed to ethmoid disease, but T believe tliat

such a thing is possible.

Dr. Dabney is to be congratulated upon being

able to relieve his patient as readily as he did.

The treatment of ethmoid disease is a most dif-

ficult problem. We have to deal Avith a labyrinth

of diseased cells and Ave never knoAv Iioav far the

disease extends. Ojierations on this part of the

bady is extremely difficult, and Ave cannot tell

hoAv much improvement Avill follow.

Gaylord C. Hall: I have been very much in-

terested in Dr. Dabney ’s report.

For the purpose of convenience, the symptoms

of this condition are divided into tliree types:

(1) the so-called leffex type, Avhich is tlie most

common, and into Avliicli T take it the last tAvo

cases reported by Dr. Dabney Avould fall; (2)

those of a toxic character, from pus in the ac-

cessory sinuses, and (9) tliose of a pressure cliar-

acter, due to mechanical displacement caused by

rupture of the accessory sinuses into the orbit.

The latter type is, of course, the most rare. The
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toxic- symptoms are eommoiily those of disease

of tlie optic nerve, enlargemeut of tlie blind spot

and, to a certain extent, imbalance of tlie optic

mnsides. Keflex symptoms are the most common.
While 1 may not be able to prove it to the satis-

faction of others, I am firm in the belief that

jiractically all of that large class of patients who
have been carefully refracted and cannot wear
glasses, come under the latter classification. It

it a mistake to look into the nose with the ex-

jiectation of finding a flow of pus from either

side of the middle tiirbinal. These patients do

not evidence pus in the nose on superficial exam-
ination, and that is the reason for their symp-
toms. Those cases where the accessory sinuses

are drained satisfactorily do not, as a rule, mani-

fest pressure symptoms.
I would like to sak Dr. Dabney, in closing,

what was the nature of the double vision in the

tirst case reported
;
whether it was due to actual

involvement of the inner wall of the orbit, or

whether it was due to some to.xic disturbance?

1 believe a great many of these patients exhibit

a slight degree of muscular paralysis which

clears up after operation on the nose. It is not

due to any trouble in the muscles themselves, but

to innervation of these muscles from irritation on

that side.

Jos. J. Shafer; From Dr. Dabney's paper we
can learn how essential it is to make a routine

examination of the nose and accessory sinuses

in any disturbance involving the eye, particularly

where we can not get a definite history as to the

causative factor. When we recognize the fact

that in acute and chronic catarrhal conditions of

the nasal tract and accessory sinuses we have in-

hibited a great manj^ bacteria, such as micro-

coccus catarrhalis, bacillus coryza, Friedlander 's

bacillus, Frankel’s pneumococcus, all forms of

staphylococci and streptococci, and micrococci

we must admit that we have here an incubator of

jsathologenic bacteria. Conseciuently when the

air chambers become blocked, interfering with

ventilation and drainage, thereby lowering resist-

ance, then these bacteria are taken up by the

lymphatics and blood vessels to the occular ap-

paratus creating just such disturbance as cited

by the essayist. How many cases of supei’ficial

punctate keratitis do we see that are concommit-
ant or come on in three or four hours after an
acute coryza. Hei’e we must also admit that the

lacro-nasal duct contriljutes to the pathology of

a superficial puncfate keratitis.

Some months ago I had the pleasure of read-

ing Gerber’s classical monograph, “Die Kom-
plikation de Sturnhohlenzungen'’ in the original

German. He makes an accessory statement in one

of his paragraphs and sounds a note of warning

that under no condition should an operation be

done in the nose in emj)3’emic conditions unless

the patient's resistance had been built up and

proper elimination established. Such an opera-

tion as sawing off a l>olyp, cauterizing a middle
turbinate, have produced grave ocular symptoms
and caused purulent meningitis ending in death.

The question arises, where do all these bacteria

come from. They are certainly not all in the in-

spired air. From Frankel’s exhaustive researches

on the cadaver immediately after death, remov-
ing the accessory sinuses, he never found any
pathological bacteria in normal cavities. Fol-
lowing Gerber’s line of thought in many cases
of empyema of the accessory sinuses there must
have been, evidently, at one time a general sin-

usitis induced by a vicarious elimination of the
naso-pharynx consequent u^jon a systemic condi-
tion.

S. G. Dabney, (Closing) : As stated in the re-
port, these cases were not selected because of
their rarety, except tlie first one, which was a
rather unusual case; tlie others were common
and were used as illustrative cases.

It seems to be a fact that the central fibres of
the optic nerve are more easily affected than are
the surrounding fibres and that, therefore, pres-
sure or toxic influence, either one, will sometimes
cause a central loss of sight,- or, as we call it

central scotoma.

I agree with Dr. Pfingst in regard to the diffi-

cnlty of curing ethmoid disease. I almost invari-

ably direct my patients to come back within a few
months. One man, whom I dismissed in the lat-

ter part of September after doing a good deal of
work on both ethmoids, came back three
months later Avith a slight return of the trouble.
It is rather easy, in most cases, to give the pa-
tient relief, but absolute cure is difficult.

I am a little skeptical about this reflex business.
I think the word “reflex” is sometimes used to
cover a multitude of ignorance. In regard to
those cases that all of us see, that fail to get
relief from glasses, I do not believe the trouble is

in the nose in the majority of these cases. Most
of them have some underlying neuropathy—I do

not mean an organic condition, but some error in

the mode of life, some disturbance of the nervous

system. Such eonditons are. I believe, the most
frequent causes of unsatisfactory results from
glasses.

I agree Avith Dr. Hall as to the misleading re-

sults of a hasty glance into the nose. The second

case I reported had no pus Avhatever in the nose,

and until a very thorough examination had been

made, no nasal trouble could be detected.

I have never used vaccine in these eases. I am
Aery ignorant about them, but the impression I

had received Avas that they are chiefly of value in

chronic eonditons. IloAveA'er, these cases are usu-

ally chronic. Dr. Shafer's suggestion may be a

good one; perhai>s Ave Avill find that the vaccines

have a broader application than we suspect.
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CHRONIC CONSTIPATION.*

(report of two cases.)

By Bernard Asman, Louisville.

jMy purpose in briefly reporting these two

eases of constipation is to call attention to a

type of this disorder which is as a rule easily

relieved when properly recognized but which

is frec[uently overlooked. Oftentimes, too, re-

lief from the coprostasis is unexpected, is in-

cidental to, or I'esults directly from the treat-

ment of co-existing rectal or colonic disease,

and in this event the cure may almost be said

to be accidental.

Perhaps all who have done rectal surgery

have occasionally noted, sometimes pi*obably

with some surprise, that following some sim-

ple rectal operation which required thorough

stretching of the anal sphincter that the pa-

tient afterward claimed to be entirely reliev-

ed of constipation of perhaps many years’

standing.

This form of constipation first properly un-

derstood through the aid of radiography has

been found to be more common than was sup-

posed and from this the observation may be

made that no case of constipation should in

any wise be treated without first a careful

digital and ocular examination of the rectum

having been made.

The type of constipation referred to is that

in which colonic motility is normal but in

which there is fecal stasis in the distal colon

and rectum, the accumulation taking place

here because of impaired rectal reflex, the re-

sult of neglect or refusal to respond to the

impulse to go to stool when the feces de-

scend from the sigmoid and begin to fill the

rectum. This so-called “call of nature”

when repeatedly unheeded or postponed soon

becomes much less insistent, the rectal pouch

becoming exceedingly tolerant of the presence

of feces and the desire to go to stool becomes

feeble and irregular, thus favoring the pro-

gressive accumulation of large masses of feces

in the rectum and pelvic colon—the condition

now frequently referred to as the dyschezia

of Hertz.

This accumulation in the rectum and sig-

moid may persist for days, the stools, if any,

consisting of only a part of the collected mass,

are hard and dry and accompanied by pain.

Fecal impaction may finally follow.

Presumably this form of constipation is

often brought about through carelessness or

false modesty but undoubtedly it is also often

due to anal fissure, ulcerated hemorrhoids or

other ano-rectal disease. Whether it may also

be caused by an irritable and hypertrophied

sphincter or whether such a condition of the

sphincter is the product of the dyschezia is

*Read before the .Jefferson County Medical Society.

debatable, as is also the relationship of Hous-
ton’s valves. It might be mentioned in pass-

ing that auto-toxemia and neurasthenic symp-
toms not uncommonly accompany these con-

ditions.

Case I.—iMrs. L., age 51, mai’ried, the

mother of three children, (all living and
healthy) fairly robust in appearance, but sal-

low in color, coated tongue, and exceedingly

nervous, came under observation last week in

August, 1913, because of pain in rectum
which she stated had been giving her consid-

erable trouble for the past four years, but
particularly in the last month.

Personal and family historj^ negative, as

related to present complaint with the e.xcept-

ion that during the past ten years she states

she has been a periodical sufferer from
muco-colitis the attacks becoming in the last

year as frequent as every six weeks to two
months and more and more severe in charac-

ter. Constipation, present and pronounced
for more than twenty years, necessitating the

constant use of extremely lai’ge doses of the

strongest purgatives.

.Examination revealed the presence of large

ulcerated internal hemorrhoids, a tight, un-

yielding sphincter ani.

Operation consisted in complete divulsion

of the sphincter (of course without tearing its

fibres) and the removal of the hemorrhoids;
this being done without any reference or

promise as to the constipation. On the third

day after operation, without any purgative
being given, there was a small fecal discharge

through the anal dressing tube. On the

fourth day the tube was removed and a purga-
tive given resulting in a large bowel move-
ment. On the sixth day the bowels moved
normally without the use of a purgative. Un-
eventful recovery from the operation was
made, and the patient states, December 1 5th,

that she has since found it necessary to take

only a small dose of cascara and that not

oftener than once a week.

Case II.—kir. C., a country merchant, aged

36, presented himself for treatment Septem-

ber 1, 1913, because of intense anal pain par-

ticularly during defecation, which had ex-

isted about one week and which seemed to be

persistently growing worse. He said the

trouble had its inception with the passage of

an extremely large constipated movement one

week before. Excruciating pain of a sharp,

cutting character was felt at each defecation

since, followed by painful throbbing and spas-

modic contraction of sphincter ani for half an

hour or longer. Upon examination a deep

fissure at the mucocutaneous junction in the

median line posteriorly was found,

It was ascertained that this man's boivels

had not moved normally since childhood. He
had at first resorted to the ordinary purga-
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lives, gradually increasing the amount taken

and changing from one to another, and in the

past several years had been depending for the

most part upon enemas—plain, glycerine, soap,

etc. His anal sphincter was found to be great-

ly hypertrophied, tightly contracted and ex-

tremely irritable.

Under local anaesthesia his sphincter was

gradually yet thoroughly divulsed, and the

fissure carefully swabbed with saturated solu-

tion of nitrate of silver. This fissure healed

promptly and unexpected yet pronoiinced re-

lief from the long-standing constipation was

at once reported by the patient. A report

three and one-half months later is to the ef-

fect that the unexpected relief from consti-

pation is still in evidence—that only an oc-

casional mild laxative is required to keep the

bowels in normal condition.

DISCUSSION.

G. S. Hanes: We not infrequently see consti-

pation relieved by operations upon the outlet of

tlie bowel. This is a mechanical affair. Many
times if we could look at the alimentaiy tract of

a patient suffering from constipation, we would

find it normal, and functionating properly, but

when the fecal material gets to the outlet it is

obstructed. All the muscles are set in tetanic

contraction and do not become released suffici-

ently to allow the fecal material to escape. In

this connection, I would call your attention to

the fact that every individual tliat has tight

muscles is not necessarily constipated. That

depends upon two things. We know that a great

many individuals naturally have much softer

fecal material when it enters the sigmoid, than

others. A great many men Avho have investigat-

ed this question say that it is not uncommon to

find hard fecal material in the proximal trans-

verse colon; in other words, the watery material

has been absorbed and the. fecal matter becomes
hard when half way throrrgh the transverse colon.

But this is not always true. In many cases the

fecal material enters the sigmoid and rectum in a

semi-solid, or comparatively watery condition.

In addition to this, there is often a catarrhal con-

dition of the rectum, which acts as a stimulus,

and thus the semi-solid fecal material can easily

escape through a veiy tight anus. Therefore, we
may often find the anal muscles veiy tightly con-

tracted, and still the patient Avill not complain of

constipation. On the other hand, however, if the

fecal matter enters the rectum in a solid mass,

and the individual has the condition described

by Dr. Asman, he is always constipated, and

these patients are not always relieved by opera-

tion. I noticed a report the other day b^^ a surg-

eon Avho had done an ileo-sigmoidostomy Avithout

giving the jiatient relief. He had the same in-

tensity of constipation as before. Tlie licjuid

fecal material, AAdien it came down into the sig-

moid, Avas, by reverse peristalsis, carried through

the large gut around to the cecum, and he had

the same degre of constipation as before the op-

eration. This surgeon did not recognize the fact

that, if he had relieved the surgical condition ex-

isting at the outlet of the boAvel, the constipation

Avould most likely have been relieved. Further-

more, 1 Avish to add that the fecal material that

came' down into the sigmoid and passed around

the large gut to the cecum, did not get there by

reverse peristalsis.

Leon L. Solomon: We are all aAvare, I believe,

that many constipated individuals, Avho undergo

operations—no matter Avhether it is the boAvel,

that is operated upon, or Avhether the operation

is for the relief of some pelvic disturbance, just

so it keeps the patient under the observation of

the physician or surgeon, for a more or less pro-

tracted period, are relieved of their constipa-

tion, at least, for a time, and it occurs to me, that

this benefit is largely attributable to the fact,

that, during the time the patient is under obser^’a-

tion, Avhenever the boAvels have failed to moA'^e, in

the pi’eceding tAventy-four hours, the attention of

the physician or nurse is called to the failure.

I belieA^e that constipation is largely dependent

upon a cerebral condition controlling the func-

tion of defecation. I knoAv a gentleman, who, for

years, has not had a movement of the boAvels on

Sunday, and, on numerous occasions, I have

proved to his and my oAvn entire satisfaction,

that his habits, on . this particular day of the

Aveek, are such as to overcome the “automatic

condition.” that, on other days, brings about an

action of the boAvels. This man is a Avholesale

merchant. Every day, except Sunday, upon his

arival at his place of business, at about half past

eight or nine o’clock, he regularly empties his

boAvels. On Sundays, he seldom rises, until af-

ter his regular time for bowel movement has

passed, and he therefore, misses the influence of

the “automatic condition,” that prevails on other

days.

It is a most remarkable thing to me, in vieAV of

the abundant nerve supply of the loAver boAvel,

that constipation should be as common as it is.

Apparently, the Maker of us all, foreseeing that

the human animal Avould be constipated, abund-

antly provided this portion of his anatomy Avith

nerve filaments. As an example of its sensitive-

ness, Ave need only recall the fact, that, in en-

deavoring to revive an individual from the effects

of chloroform, or in the resuscitating of an ap-

parently still-born child, Ave almost invariably

ju’ovoke respiratory efforts, upon introducing the

finger into the rectum.

There is one thing I Avould like to call your at-

tenlion to in connection Avith this subject of con-

stipation and measures for its avoidance. Why
should not the Jefferson (h)uuty Medical Society

go on record, as favoring the establishment of

‘'‘public comfort stations” in our down-toAvn
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district ? We American people have some man-
nerisms and customs that are peculiar to our-

selves. We are more constipated than the

(lermans in Germany. Why? Because, in Ger-
many, in every restaurant, in every cafe, you Avill

see a rather conspicuous sign, reading, “For
I.adies’’ and right next to it another one, bear-

ing the inscrii)tion, “For Gentlemen.’’ In Ger-
many, nhere I resided some two years, as an
unmarried man, I had no hesitancy in saying to

a lady companion, “Pardon,” and, leaving her,

go to one of the stalls or apartments set aside

for gentlemen. Likewise, the lady has no hesi-

tancy in answering a “Nature’s Call.” It has

repeatedly happened to me, that the lady, with

the same “Pardon,” would leave me, in order

that she evacuate lier bowels or bladder.

I would like to offer a resolution, that the Jef-

ferson County Medical Society goes on record, as

favoring the establishment, in the city of Louis-

ville, particularly in our down-town district, of

“public toilet rooms.’’

Bernard Asman, (Closina) : As regards the

prevalence of constipation it has been stated by
some one that “every third man and every wo-
man is constipated.’’ While this is rather a

sweeping charge observation forces one to the

conclusion that the exaggeration, if any, is only

\ery slight. Constipation is a subject of great

importance to each and every one of us, Avhether

engaged in general practice or in a particular

specialtvg for the reason that its relationship to

many other diseases is quite intimate.

It was my pleasure also to read the report of the

case mentioned by Dr. Hanes in which the opera-

tor did an ilio-sigmoidostomv'^ and one of my rea-

sons for eporting these two cases this evening was
suggested to me because the outhor of the article

refered to absolutely overlooked the fact that

the obstruction to the fecal outflow might have

been found right at the anus itself.

Furthermore, it seems that he also overlooked

an easy way of stopping the flow of fecal ma-

terial back into the cecum. It would have been

(piite easy to have done such an operation as we

do when we desire to establish an artificial anus,

with closure of the lower loop of the bowel,

'riien no fecal material could have gotten past

the sigmoid flexure.

Dr. Solomon’s suggestion in regard to the es-

tablishment of a public comfort station is, I

tliink, a very important one, and I hope the Jef-

ferson County ]\Iedieal Society will go on record

as heartily favoring a movement of tliis kind.

If such a station were established in the down-

town district, undoubtedly tliere would soon be

fewer peoi>le suffering from constii)ation and,

consecjuently, fewer people suffering from many

other diseases.
'

POST DIPHTHERITIC PARALYSIS.^
By Ct.wlord C. Hall, Louisville.

iMr. T. P. B., age 35 years. Referred to me
file 25th of August, 1913, through the courtesy
of Dr. B. J. O’Connor.

Patient had always enjoyed splendid health
and had practically never -been sick. Is

traveling auditor for a railroad and has to
use his eyes a great deal hut lias never ex-

perienced any difficulty in doing so. The ill-

ness under consideration began several weeks
previous to the time of his visit and began
while he was in the south. He returned to

Louisville and was under the care of Dr. O’-
Connor who thought the attack suspicious of
diphtheria, though no antitoxine was used
and the local symptoms of the membrane for-

mation, etc., improved with the advent of his

more serious trouble. Was referred to me
under the belief that probably there was an
abscess deep down in the neck that was caus-
ing the distressing .symptoms from which the
patient suffered.

These were sharp, cutting pains, at times
deep in the throat and inability to swallow
either liquids or solids except after much
effort. Sometimes following attempts at swal-

lowing the material would be regurgitated
;
at

others, having swallowed the food or liquid

he would vomit very acid stomach contents.

Liquid woiild often be projected through the

nostrils due to an inahility to shut off the

posterior nares.

Examination showed very red and inflamed

tonsils, the right side being larger and having
a superficial ulceration. Cultures from this

are were negative as to diphtheria bacilli.

The tissues above and behind the tonsils

were searched very carefully with a small

knife but no piis was located. The patient,

however, expectorated large quantities of very
thick, ropy, saliva and for that reason the

esophagoscope was passed in order to elimin-

ate the possibility of a stricture or a collection

of pus low down. Careful examination Avith

the esophagoscope failed to reveal either of

the above conditions. General supportive

treatment was instituted Avith local antisep-

tic remedies.

The patient complained of very severe pains

in the throat and jiit of stomach on attempts

at eating and became very much depressed

and apprehensive on acount of his condition

and his inability to swallow.

PiA'e or six days foloAving his first visit he

suddenly complained of his eyes, chiefly for

close Avork. He found, howeA'^er, that things

Avere blurred also for distance but that his

chief disability was with close Avoth. since he

found it impossible to see the figures on the

hooks he Avoi'ked Avith.

*Read before the .Jetfer.son County Medical Soclet.v.
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Examination showod that he would accept

in the rigid eye a plus .75 sphere; in the left

eye plus 1 sphere, giving normal vision.

Vvdthout this eoiTection his vision was 6-9 in

both eyes. For neai- it was necessary to add

plus 1.50 sphere to the distant glasses.

September d, 1918, examination under

drops. iMedia clear; fundus normal; retino-

scope, plus 2.50 neutralizes
;
accepts plus 1 :50

sphere, loth eyes. The glasses were ordered

less .50 sphei’e, while for near plus 1.50 sphere

was added at a post mydriatic refraction on

September 7th.

The conditon presented by this patient can

best be explained by the assumption that he

had a mild faucial diphtheria, his general ro-

bust health enabling him to cheek the advance

of the disease though his system could not

wholly assimilate the generated toxins with-

out showing some disastrous results. This

manifested itself in a partial temporary par-

alysis of muscles of deglutition together with

the soft palate which was followed after about

a week by nearly complete paralysis of the ac-

commodation. Both of these improved under
treatment, his diffieidty with swallowing and
with the soft palate being practically perfectly

recovered Avhen last seen. The disability with
the eyes, however, has remained and consid-

ering the patient’s age and his proximity to

the stage of presbyopia it is the opinion of the

writer that it will be permanent.

A hasty search of the literature brought out

the following information. Osier regards par-

alysis as the most impoifant of the sequellae,

being a toxic neuritis due to absorption of the

poison. It occurs in from ten to twenty per
cent, of the cases. It may follow mild infect-

ions and is proportionately of more frequent

occurrence in adults.

Quoting Woodhead, in 494 eases the palate

was involved in 155 ; the ocular muscles in

197; other muscles of the body in 10; 91 of

the patients died.

Dieulafoy says, in speaking of paralysis of

the palate, “When the pharynx is also para-
lyzed, the dysphagia is so great that, in spite

of every effort, the bolus cannot be properly
swallowed, and food may lodge in the larynx,

causing fits of suffocation, which mav prove
fatal.”

Struempell agrees largely with Osier stat-

ing the paralysis is most important of sequella

appearing two or three weeks after the throat
trouble ceases and apt to follow mild cases.

It attacks the soft palate by preference ; the

phai’yngeal muscles may be hypoaesthetie at

the same time, the vocal cords may be affected.

There may he paralysis of the ocular muscles,
those controlling the accommodation being
most apt to 'be affected. A ij)aralysis of the

pharynx is sometimes left behind so that the

childi-en have to he fed for weeks through an
eoso])hageal tube.

DISCUSSION.

Adolph 0. Pfingst: This case should be inter-

esting to all of us, because it represents two of

tlie most common scciuellac of di))htheria. The
symptoms occurred in the order of their fre-

(piency; tliat is, ])aralysis of the throat first and
tlie ocular muscles second.

In regard to paralysis of the muscles of the

l^alate, I think we are often led to believe that

we have a toxic paralysis when we really have a

muscle inactivity, due to the inflammatory condi-

tion and odema of the palate itself. This occurs

coincident with or soon after tiie active process

while true paralysis of the throat comes on later

—four to six weeks after the disease.

As to tlie ocular condition, T believe, as Dr.

Hall, that the extrinsic muscles are most fre-

quently affected, causing paralytic squint. I can
recall several cases of convergent squint due to

jiaralysis of the abducens muscles following diph-

theria.

I differ with Dr. Hall in regard to prognosis
in his case. I am inclined to lielieve that this

man will regain the power of accommodation.
I have seen several cases of post diphtheritic

Jiaralysis of tlie intrinsic ocular muscles and
they all recovered.

One jioint in connection with these paralyses

has always been interesting to me; that is, the

length of time the diphtheritic toxins remain in

the body.

Although I have never been actively interest-

ed in deaths from anestliesia, I recall two cases

where children were given anesthetics too soon
after an attack of dijihtheria which terminated
fatally. In one of these cases, gas was the anes-

thetic employed, in the other chloroform. The
jiarticular point of interest in this connection is

the question of how long the individual retains

the poison in his system after an attack of

dijihtheria. In other words, how long a time
should elajise after an attack of diphtheria be-

fore we can safely give the jiatient an anesthetic.

I have looked up the subject repeatedly, but have

been unable to find anything bearing ujion it in

the literature. I would like for Dr. Hall to refer

to that Jioint in closing. Personally, T believe

that at least a year must elapse after an attack

of dijihtheria before an anestlietic can be admin-

istered with safety. In one of the cases of death

from anesthesia mentioned above, the anesthetic

was administered six montlis after tlie attack of

diphtlieria. •

Jno. J. Moren: Dr. Hall did not rejiort all of

this man’s trouble. He came to sec me in Oc-

tober, having just returned from a triji in the

South, and he had not had his clothes off for

three or four days. He uas unable to remove his

clothing, or to feed himself, or to get on and off'
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a street car. He exhibited all the signs of a

typical multiple neuritis. He Avas in my office

to-daj', and he has been getting along beautiful-

Ij'. All of his symptoms have disappeared, and
he is going to work in about two Aveeks. His

eyes are all right; at least, he made no com-

plaint about them, and he tells me that he sits

at home and reads and is able to pass aAvay the

time very nieel3^ He is not wearing his glasses,

has no double vision, no difficulty in SAvalloAving,

or anything of that sort. All of his symptoms
Avhen he came to me Avere referred to the extrem-

ities. His paralysis Avas not complete—only

partial. HoAvever, he Avas utterly unable to but-

ton or unbutton his clothes, orto feed himself.

Gaylord C. Hall: I haA'e nothing in particu-

lar to add, except that, in the future, Avhen I have

any trouble Avith m}' eye patients I am going to

turn them over to Dr. Moren.

FURTIIEH CLINICAL KEPORT OF
TREATiMENT OF ALCOHOLISM.*

(presentation of patients.)

By Edgar W. Stokes, Louisville.

CASE I.

i\Ir. IM., 51 at time he Avas referred to me by
Dr. C. 0. Neff of this city, Avas admitted to

sanatorium September 17th. 1910, three years

and four months ago; Avas presented before

this society for the first time one year and six

months ago by me.
Previous History. Habitual drinker for

tAventy years, had been treated for alcoholism

several times, amount of alcoholic stimulants

taken in tAA-enty-four hours Avas one to tAvo

quarts of Avhiskey and many beers. Appetite

very bad, Avould go for Aveeks at the time

scarcely eating as much as one meal in tAvo

Aveeks, living almost entirely on alcoholics.

On examination patient Avas found to be

suffering Avith intermittent hallucinations to

a marked degree
;
greatly enlarged and pain-

ful liver
;
eyes bulging and complexion Avaxy.

I Avas told by his intimate friends that he sel-

dom noticed them on the street unless they

stopped him
;
many of his friends thought he

used some kind of drug.

Treatment first day, or 24 hours; Patient

put to bed and given the folloAA'ing dose every

three hours

:

Fluid Extract Poke Root ....mxv

Tincture Buck Bean mxv
Fluid Ext. Ergot mv
Fluid Ext. Gentian mxv
51. Ft. Dose No. I. In Avine glass

half full of Avater.

Also tiuct. pa.s.saflora incarnata dram 1.

every every tAvo hours, (one dose). At bed

time he Avas given tAA'o imiiroA-ed c.c. [)ills.

*Read before the .lett'er.son County Medical Society.

Patient Avas given a hot hath of fifteen min-

utes before retiring.

Whiskey zii, given when called for on an
average, of once an hour. About midnight he

Avas given sulphonol gr. xv. Rested hut little

first night.

Second day treatment : Same as first day
Avith this difference: At night he Avas given

tliree c.c. pills, Avhiskey zip about eveiy tAvo

hours, and occasionally beer as patient called

for it. Patient had a restless night sleeping

only about three hours.

Third day treatment same as preceding

days except tonic Avas giv^en only everv

four hours, and Avhile the patient did not

noAv ask for Avhiskey he Avould drink it Avhen

proffered him, about every three hours, hut

complained that he could not take it Avell as

it made him sick and nauseated him, stomach

laA’age in all cases Avhen needed.

Fourth day treatment same as in preced-

ing days, hut patient noAV refused all forms of

alcoholic stimulants, and Avas slightly deliri-

ous, or still suffering Avith delusions, but not

so marked as AAdien he came for treatment.

He Avas giA'en, at bed time, gr. xv of sulphonol

;

Avas asleep in about 45 minutes and slept all

night. On the morning of the fifth day he

awoke Avith mind clear and has been so every

since. His general condition has constantly

improA'ed up to date. He has a complexion

like a girl’s, has not taken a drink in three

years and four months, and tells me he has

never had the slightest desire for alcoholics.

He is here to-night.

CASE II.

Mr. S., engineer for the I. C. R. R., age 52 at

time of treating
;
Avas admitted to the sana-

torium June 23rd, 1912, referred to me by Dr.

5Ioorman of this city. A periodical spreer,

the quantity of AAfiiiskey he would drink in

each 24 hours Avas more than a quart
;
drank

very little beer. Would often have to remain

from his work for Aveeks at the time, and

Avould debauch all this time, he gave a history

of being a periodical drinker for fifteen years

or more
;
made a great deal of money and all

but very little of it Avent for booze.

Treatment the same as in the preceding

case and only Amried, as in every case, to suit

the demands of each individual patient. For
instance, he had lost all desire for drink, by

the end of the second day and had quit call-

ing for drink. When I found it made him
sick I did not give him any more. This pa-

tient Avas given six improved c.c. pills at bed

tine on first night.

Patient dismissed on the fifth day relieved,

and he tells me he lias been attending to busi-

ness every day for the past eighteen months

and lias never had any desire for alcoholic

stimulants of any kind, and AA’ill soon buy
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himself a nice home with money he has sav-

cil since lie returned home. He and his doc-

tor are here to-night; ask them both.

CASE III.

i\Ir. d., of Cleveland, Ohio, age 32, was
brought to Louisville by his father and re-

ferred to me by Dr. Henry Orendorf of this

City. Was admitted to sanatorium Septem-
her 18th, 1912.

Previous History. Had been suft'ering with
delirium tremens several days before he reach-

ed Louisville
;
had been a hard drinker for

ten years, getting on many debauches during
that time; was taking more than a quart of

whiskey in each 24 hours. The delirium had
subsided before he reached here. He was ex-

tremely nervous, could not hold the glass to

his mouth to take a drink, (the nurse had to

do this for him). He lost all desire for food

and was greatly nauseated when he attempted
to eat or drink; he could not retain whiskey
more than a few minutes

;
Avas using mor-

phine to produce sleep.

He was dismissed, well, on the seventh day
after entering the sanatorium and went home.
He lost his wife from appendicitis the follow-

ing week. He has i)assed through Louisville

several times since his treatment and was to

see me, and assures me each time that he has

never wanted nor taken a drink. His treat-

ment did not differ from the others, with the

exception that he was given four improved c.c.

pills at bed time the first three nights.

Mr. I., age 43, linotype operator on one of

our large daily papers, came to the sanatorium
for treatment eleven months ago.

Previous History. Always drinking while

at work and off duty, for the past ten years;

often too drunk to go to work; woidd borrow
money from loan companies and take it home
and tell his wife he worked for it, refused to

leave home for treatment, said he didn’t be-

lieve in it, but as he continued to be unable to

work but only a few days each week, his wife
finally persuaded him to take treatment. His
treatment didn’t differ from the Others, he is

here to-night, ask him.

CASE IV.

]Mr. B., age 48, referred to me by Dr. C. E.
Frey of this city, September 26th, 1913. Peri-

odical drinker for fifteen years, drinking-

more than a quart of whiskey and many
beers in 24 hours. His treatment did not dif-

fer from the others. He is here to-night. He
was dismissed October 1st, 1913, five days af-

ter he was admitted and tells me he has never
had any desire for a drink since taking treat-

ment.

CASE V.

Mr. S., age 56, referred to me by Dr. Bever-
ly Berry of Maceo, Ky., was admitted to sana-

torium August 20th, 1913, so drunk he did
not know wliere he was. His physician brought
him to the sanatorium.

Previous History. Had drunk whiskey
practically all his life; for the past seven
years he had not seen a sober day, except
when he was away from home taking treat-
ment, and had taken all, (so the doctor report-
ed) that he ever heard of, and always return-
ed home after taking these treatments drunk.
He had become partially insane at times,

and was of gregt annoyance to his family, and
friends, and it was with great difficulty he
was persuaded to take this treatment. His
general condition was very had, he was drink-
ing more than a quart of whiskey in 24 hours,
had no appetite and seemed to subsist on alco-

holics was delii'ious for first five days of treat-
ment.

His case was one of the worst that ever
come under the observation of the sanatorium.
His mind cleared up on the fifth day, and he
was dismissed on the eighth day after enter-
ing for treatment. His treatment did not dif-
fer from the others except a saline was given
each morning at six o’clock.

I have a letter here from Dr. Berry which I
will file with the secretary, which says:
“When iMr. S., returned home he was not the
same man as when he left, by any means. I
see him daily. He has not taken a drink since
his treatment and tells me he abhors the sight
of whiskey. He is in good health every way.

CASE VI.

iMr. R., age 44; Central City, Ky., was re-
fered to me by Dr. W. C. White of this city,
iMareh 9th, 1912. He had been drinking for
thirty years. He had to be hauled home
maudlin drunk every few days, but never had
delirium. He did not think he could be re-
lieved in five or six days. I agreed to let him
stay as long as he wanted to, in order to satis-
fy himself that he was well.

This is the privilege of all patients who come
to my sanatorium, and they will know when
they are well without being told, but this man
is about the only one who ever wanted to stay
after he was well.

He stayed nine days, but had no treatment
after the sixth day, and declared that he had
no desire whatever for any form of alcoholic
.stimulants, though, before he took the treat-
ment, he was spending $40.00 per month for
drink. 1 reported this case before this society
eighteen months ago; he had been well only
about five months at that time. His physician
reported to me that he is still on the water
wagon, and holding tight.

CASE VII.

i\Ir. A., age 43; referred to me by Dr. Bol-
ling of this city, iVlay 18, 1912, almost two
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years ago. Periodical spreer for many years.

Was dismissed five days after entering sana-

torinm, entirely relieved of all nervousness

and desire for alcoholics of which he had been

taking something like a cpiart in twenty-four

hours. His treatment was the same as others.

Dr. Bolling is here to-night he will please tell

us how this patient is doing. He was seen hy

me a few days ago and said he never has taken

a drink since his treatment.

i\ly article of eighteen months ago,

published in the Journal, describing a

treatment for alcoholism,
_
has caused a

persistent demand on me for information

concerning this subject. Since then I have

had a much broader experience both with the

treatment and patients, but this has not serv-

ed to make any radical change in the treat-

ment or the inethod of administering it.

iMany of these patients have drifted into this

habit, unconscious of the fact that they were

acquiring a condition which would likely

terminate seriously, to their health and hap-

piness. Often in the beginning it was only a

morning toddy; then later other drinks wm’e

taken during the day, and gradually this vici-

ous appetite and nervous desire for alcoholics

appeared, which with the tenacity of a bull

dog, holds its victim in its clutches, helpless.

AVhen the patient reaches this point in his

drinking it ceases to he a pleasure and b-e-

comes a necessity.

It is a mistake to attempt to treat these pa-

tients at home
;
the alcoholic will do as he

likes, not as the physician directs him to do, if

he is in his own home.

As I have stated in my previous paper be-

fore this society, I believe with Hare of Phila-

delphia, we have no disease to deal with.

Neither do I believe the tendency to consume

alcoholics to he an inheritance, and with Dr.

Hare I believe it to be a habit, and in many
cases a habit that has produced degeneracy

that permits the habit to exist.

In treating this class of patients, for con-

venience sake, I ignore the classifications such

as: acute, sub-acute, and chronic alcoholism,

as I believe this classification has little bearing

on the treatment given or the results obtained,

only in very exceptional cases where some or-

ganic disease has advanced to its last stage.

The classification I give is alcoholics with

delirium, and alcoholics without delirium. In

the delirium type I push the sedative as the

case may demand
;
where we have no delirium

no sedative is given, except the tonic mention-

ed from which I get some sedative effect

—

enough for such patients
;

but not a very

marked sedative effect do I claim for it.

It is not my object to deal with the etiol-

ogy, symptomatology and the various types

of alcohol ism, as time will not permit. Suffice

it to say, any sanatorium of consequence will

be sure to get all kinds and all types, from the

quiet unassuming to the delirious type.

One interesting point about these i^atients

is the tremendous capacity some of them have
for consuming alcohol. I saw one man drink
a quart of whiskey in about 45 minutes, while
he was making up his mind to take the treat-

ment. A physician who does not see much
drinking or is not constantly with the patient

will scarcely believe you when you tell them
of the enormous amount some put away and
can continxie to do so for years, and upon a
physical examination show but few signs of

the effects of it—usually an enlarged liver,

not often cirrhosed, and some slight impair-
ment of the digestive organs, and some pa-
tients suffer from insomnia.

In order to obtain the best i-esxxlts, I believe

it is absolutely necessary for the patient to be
kept under close observation and in an entire-

ly different environment, made possible by
placing the patient in a sanatorium with
trained attendant night and day.

When a patient comes to my sanatorium he
is usually in one of three conditions : He may
appear to be fairly sober; he may he in a
drunken .stupor; or he may be delirious. He
is assigned to an ordinary room without pad-
ded walls. He has an attendant—one capable

of handling him without abuse. He remains
in this room until he is well. If he wants a

drink of whiskey (and usually does) he gets

it. Remember, there is nothing so soothing to

.these fellows as a drink of whiskey. Of
course, all the time he is calling for drinks,

you can administer your medicine.

Now, coming to the vital question: What
advantage has this treatment over the hypo-
dermic method which is practiced by some of

the profession? Just this—that it does away
completely with the hypodermic needle and
its possibility for harm. That it destroys all

craving and desire for alcoholic stimulants. It

corrects the nervous disorders
;
restores the

appetite, and brings to the patient natural,

restful sleep. It eliminates the crib, the pad-
ded and barred rooms. We have no sxich bar-

barous paraphernalia. It makes it no longer

necessary for the patient to remain from three

to six weeks in a sanatorium to get sobered up.

It is no longer necessary to give hyoscine,

morphine or bromides hypodermically or

otherwise, thereby eliminating the possibility

of their habit. Hyoscine given to alcoholics

is a most dangerous procedure, even in the

most skilled hands, and when continued for

several days you will find the effect upon the

nervous system is such that it will take your

patient weeks to recuperate, and it has killed

more alcoholics than it has benefited.

If you desire to make it necessary for
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your patient to remain weeks at your sana-

torium, hyoscine is the one agent that will do

it.

Another dangerous iDrocedure is the use of

Turkish baths for hours at a time. These pa-

tients come to us over-stimulated. Now, to

take these over-stimulated patients and place

them in Turkish baths for hours, you make a

grave mistake. The patient who comes out of

this treatment alive is fortunate.

One potent factor in the treatment, is the

trained attendant, and one who is reliable and
competent. The patients comforts must be

anticipated. 1 can not imagine anything more
horrible for these unfortunates, than after a

debauch they come to and find themselves in

straight jackets, or in padded cells, and not

a human being in sight for hours; perhaps
famishing for water and cursed with that in-

satiable craving for a drink of whiskey.

Dante’s Inferno pictures no more horrible

suffering. Don’t ever make yourself believe

that these inebriates are insane; they are hu-
man like you and know much of what goes

on. I am sure you will agree with me that

the humane way of treatment is the best.

I have relieved, permanently, ninety per
cent, of the alcoholics that have come to me
for treatment. These men you have seen to-

night are living examples. The ten per cent,

that is not cured, is that class of degenerates
who have no incentive to do right by them-
selves or their friends and while relieved for

the time being, will return to the old scenes of

temptation and soon fall a victim again.

When a patient takes this treatment,
he leaves the sanatorium with his nerv-
our system in a normal condition, his appe-
tite completely restored and he sleeps like a
child, and with the old craving for booze en-

tirely gone. You can trust him anywhere and
not a drop of alcohol will he tamper with for

he remembers the dangers of it.

When we stop to think how little medical
science has contributed to the treatment of

alcoholism, and how the old hypodermic treat-

ment continues with hyoscine, morphine and
other such alkaloidal products, with their

harmful effects, its no wonder that a treat-

ment of this kind creates comment and doubt
in the minds of those who are loath to bid
farewell to their old friend, the hypodermic
syringe. Should you be in doubt, I ask of

you to withhold your criticism until you have
investigated this treatment and have seen
more of its results like you have witnessed
here to-night.

IMedical science has contributed little new
in the treatment of alcoholism in the last

quarter of a century, until this treatment vvas

given. Yet it has stepped forth in its mantle
of glory and dealt a death blow to small-pox.

yellow-fever, malaria, diphtheria, typhoid

fever and tuberculosis, and other dreaded dis-

eases.

DISCUSSION.

Leon L. Solomon: Inasmucli as considerable

prominence has recently been given by certain

writers to the fact that inebriates are proverbia-1

ly poor consumers of sugars and starches, I would

ikle to ask Dr. Stokes’ patient if, while he was

drinking large amounts of alcohol, he consumed

liberal amounts of sugars and starches—by this

I mean bread, potatoes, cereals, breakfast foods

and the like?

Patient: I ate breakfast foods a good deal un-

til I lost my appetite and after that I ate very

little of them. I did not eat very much sweets.

Leon L. Solomon: My reason for asking that

question is that certain German authorities have

for a number of years claimed that there is an

insufficiency of sugars and starches in inebriates;

that during the time they are drinking heavily

they care very little for sugars and that, there-

fore, a prominent part of the treatment should be

the substitution of large quantities of starches

and sugars, particularly the latter. In the last

issue of the Journal of the A. M. A., I noticed a

short report by a gentleman whose name I do not

now recall, along this particular line. If this

theory be true, it is natural to ijresume that in

these individuals there would be a craving or de-

mand on the part of the system for alcohol, since

nothing supplies heat and energy in such abund-

ance as alcohol, whereas we know that sugars and

starches likewise supply heat and energy.

Jos. F. Dusch: Dr. Stokes has treated five pa-

tients of mine in the past two months and in

each instance, in less than a week’s time, these

patients were back at work, and at the present

time they are stil on the water-wagon. I do not

believe this treatment Avill put brains into a man ’s

head, or give him an insurance policy against

alcoholism, but it is certainly the most effective

treatment I have ever seen.

Tetany. Prophylaxis. In pregnant and puer-

peral patients and after gynecologic operations,

when Chvostek’s sign positive and symptoms such

as parasthesia of hands, itching, pains in fingers

in sewing or Avriting, and muscular Aveakness or

stiffness present, give calcium chloride in folloAv-

ing form: Calcii chloridi (puriss
)

zv (20 Gm.)

;

syrupi menthae piperitae (vel S3’rupi rubi idaei)

zij (60 Gm.)
;
aqua destillatae, zx (.300 Gm). Dose

of calcium chloride to be carried as high as 75 to

90 grains (5 to 6 Gm.) a da\’ in adults and. in

iieAvborn infants, to 15 grain (IGm.).—Kehrer.

Toxemia of Pregnancy. Treatment. Free ad-

ministration of oxj'gen seemed useful in a num-

ber of cases, some severe. May be given either

bj’ inhalation or subcutaneously.—Shears
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CMSAKEAX SECTION, NAEOELE
PELVIS.*

1 REPORT OF CASE.)

By J. Hunter Pe.\k, Louisville.

We have in DeLee’s new book on obstetrics,

a very fine description and illustration of a

Naeg:ele pelvis. One of the most typical of

this class of pelves—the obliquely contracted

—is that due to disease of the saero-iliac joint

and the neighboring portions of the ilium and
the sacrum. E. C. Naegele, in 1839, first de-

scribed it, having collected 37 cases, but it

was mentioned by various obstetric writers

long before this, and Naegele found one in an
Egyptian mummy.

All the findings of oblique contraction, and
those due to exaggerated pressure of one
thigh, are present in this pelvis, and since

one wing of the sacrum is often atrophic,

aplastic, or even missing, in addition to the

distortion, actual reduction in the size of half

of the pelvis is present, and, what is import-

ant from a clinical point of view, the narrow-
ing of the pelvic lumen extends down to the

very outlet. The innominate bone of the af-

fected side is dislocated upward and back-

ward, while the pubic joint is pushed to the

healthy side. The linea terminalis of the

healthy side is given an exaggerated curve,

being straightened on the diseased side. In
nearly all eases, a firm synostosis is found in

the affected sacro-iliac pelvis and a sharp
polemic was waged among the students of this

pelvis as to whether this was primary or sec-

ondary. Naegele believed that, most likely,

a primary congenital deformity of the joint

existed and he did not deny that the entire

change could be due to acquired disease. Hohl
proved that the wing of the sacrum could be
congenitally absent, but other specimens were
exhibited which showed that characteristic-

ally deformed pelves could be produced by
acquired disease of the sacro-iliac joint.

Breus and Kolisko find traces of ostitis in all

so-called Naegele pelves, and insist that the

deformity is always due to arthritis, caries,

or trauma of the sacro-iliac synchondrosis or

other portions of the pelvis. Pelves with con-

genital defects of the wings of the sacrum ex-

ist, but they do not produce siich great de-

formity of the inlet nor do they show con-

traction of the whole length of the pelvic

canal, as do these pelves with disease of the

sacro-iliac joints. Here the sacral and iliac

portions are wasted, absorbed, and ankylotic.

If the disease occurs in early life, the develop-

mental portions—the ossification centers—are

destroyed, and grow'th of tlie bone, of course,

is rendered impossible. Now come the me-
chanical factors, the pressure of the trunk, the

*Ueart liefore the .left'crson Count.v Medical Societ.v.

lateral pressure of the femor, and the char-

acteristic changes are brought about.

DIAGNOSIS.

It is usually easy to discover an obliquely

distorted pelvis, but not so easy to decide on
the actual pathology of it, nor on the degree
of spacial contraction. Attention may be call-

ed to the deformity by an even, limping gait,

a scoliosis or by the unequal length of the legs.

Scars from old sinuses point to disease of the
hip or saero-iliac joints, and the history will

usually show some infantile disease or in-

jury. Spinal paralysis, rachitis, habit scolio-

sis, coxitis, gonitis, amputation of the leg, and
spina bifida, have been the causes of the
asymmetry in the cases wdiich came under ob-

servation, and it was possible to decide in all

of them ho\v the deformity was produced. In
addition to the scoliosis and the apparent
shortening of the leg, one will notice the hip

of one side higher and retroposed, the pubic
region displaced to one side, and the hair-

line oblique. The rhomboid of IMiehealis is

asymmetric or tilted, and the gluteal fold

lower on one side. Palpation of the bones
confirms the above findings, and, in addition,

discovers that the ischial tuberosity of one
side is higher and the ramus of the luibis

has a different direction on that side. Ex-
aming first ivith one hand and then 'with the

other, and the fact that one-half of the pelvis

is less roomy. External measurements from
corresponding points may show a discrepancy

between the two sides, but it is almost impos-

sible to diagnose the kind of a pelvis from
them. By excluding all the other varieties

we may make a diagnosis of a Naegele pelvis,

and this may be confirmed by finding the cor-

responding half of the rhomboid of IMiehealis

reduced in size, the spine of the last lumbar
vertebra lying close to the postero-superior

spine of the ilium. On internal examination
the corresponding half of the pelvis is very

small and the encroachment of the ischium on
the lumen persists even to the outlet. Ank>'

losis of the saero-iliac joints may be palpated

by the fingers per vaginum or rectum if ex-

ostosis and pericapsular thickening exist.

After the fact of pelvic distortion has been

discovered, the degree of pelvic contraction

must be determined.

A few cases of dislocation of the ilium upon
the .sacrum are on record. It is easily diag-

nosed if its existence is suspected. It causes

persistent backache, difficulty in locomotion,

and, if it occurs in labor, occasional dystocia.

September 15th, last. Dr. IMelton called me
to meet him in consultation to see IMrs. T. R.,

age 25 years, who was in her first labor.

Dr. IMelton had made a diagnosis of Nae-

gele ’s pelvis and at the time of telephoning
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said, “I am sure that a Cesarean section will

he necessary.”
Examination revealed the history ‘‘that she

liad 'been in labor Ihirty-six hours.” The at-

tending physician said, he thought that he

woidd wait until complete dilatation cervici

had taken place just to see if a normal labor

could be finished. Full dilatation was ac-

complished in fifteen hours; then strong

pains continued for eighteen hours without

an\- progress being made in the descent of

the head . After I saw her normal pains con-

tinued up to the time of operation with no
appreciable results. The waters had rup-

tured some hours before T saAv her.

Further history was obtained that the pa-

tient had suffered from left hip-joint disease

since she was five years old. The left leg was
flexed at the body and the thigh was lying

across the pubes with the hip-joint firmly

ankylosed. The left leg was not nearly
normal in length and very poorly developed.
The left os-innominatum was not nearly so

well developed as the right. The external

genitals Avere normal but encroached upon by
the left thigh. And the Avonder, to those of

us in attendance AA-as, that she could have be-

come pregnant at all for the position of the

left thigh did seem to preclude the possibility

of coitus.

Digital examination Avas made Avith aston-

ishing results. The ischium on the left AA-as

displaced into tlie pelvic floor and could be
felt immediately the finger Avas placed in fhe

vagina. The Avhole bony pelvis on the. left

was displaced tOAvard the median line decreas-

ing the bony outlet to about t\A-o and one-half

to three inches laterally the antero posterior

diameter was quite deep.

The diagnosis made by Dr. iMelton was eon-

eiArred in at once and the patient Avas sent to

the hospital, then pi’epared for Cesarean sec-

tion. Viability of the child Avas apparent.

Ably assisted by Drs. Onderdonk, Casper

and Yeatts, we quickly did the ordinary opera-

tion. The placenta Avas anteriorly attached

and lAvas torn through. An eight pound baby

perfectly developed Avas delivered and given

to the nurse Avho soon had the little fellow cry-

ing lustily. After the reuiOA-al of the after-

birth, the uterus contracted nicely and all hem-

orrhage Avas controlled by closing the uterine

AA’ound. Operation finished and patient put

to bed in about forty mimites in good condi-

tion. ]\Iother and babe Avent home in fine

shape on the eighteenth day. Both are still

living and Avell.

Sections and ligations of botli tubes were ac-

complished for ol)vious reasons at the reciuest

of the mother.

DISCUSSION:

Edward Speidel: Naesele’s pelvis is supposed

to he a very rare condition. Judging from the

l)icture passed around, tlie ]5atient did not show
marked deformity at the superior strait. A typ-

ical Naegele's ]ielvis would show one side of the

])elvis straigiit and tlie other side excessively

curved. Tliis picture shoAVs considerable curve on

one side and a very full curve on the other. It is

probable, in this case, that the difficulty in de-

livery Avould have been encountered at the outlet

of the pelvis. It must be remembered, in these

cases of deformed pelves, that the pelvis is tilted

to one side, and, in conse(|uence, the uterus lies

more to the left or right than usual. Therefore,

Avhen labor .sets in the uterus must lie directed

toward the median line in order to direct the

head into the jiroper channel. Another thing to

consider ivhen the liead Avill not enter the su-

perior strait is that by the use of the Walcher
position a certain amount of space can be secur-

ed, and by this means the head may be made to

engage.

In many cases of deformed pelvis, Ave are great-

ly astonished to find that a child of ordinary size

Avill pass through a jielvis Avhich Ave could hardly

believe Avould permit the yiassage of a child.

Therefore, it seems to me that, before resorting

to Cesarean section in cases of this kind, a care-

ful examination should be made Avith the gloved

hand, under surgical anesthesia to determine the

capacity of the pelvis. Then, if possible, the

head should be guided into the pelvic cavity, and
possibly by a high forceps application the head
may be brought doAvn and delivery accomplished

in a normal Avay. If the introduction of the hand
does not disclose sulficient room then, of course,

Cesarean section is indicated.

J. Garland Sherrill: I must take issue Avith

Avhat Dr. Speidel has just said in regard to the

high forceps operation. In any case of contract-

ed pelvis Avhere the head does not readih’^ engage,

Cesarean section is much safer than the high

forcps operation. Where the contraction of the

])elvis is such that the attendant believes that de-

livery cannot be accompli.shed in the normal Avay,

I think Cesarean section is indicated, and the

operation should not be delayed until the Avoman

is exhausted. Tlierefore, I Avould urge early

Cesarean section Ijefore many examinations have

been made and before the Avoman has become ex-

hausted by attempts at delivery.

J. Hunter Peak. (Closing) : Cases of contract-

ed pelves may be liandled in any one of a number

of different Avays, Avhen they ai'e not exaggerated

as tliis one Avas. In the first place, if the con-

traction is not too great, and tlie attendant lias

been engaged beforehand and understands the

conditions, ]iremature labor may be induced, and

in that Avay save both the mother and child. So

far as forceps delivery is concerned, it Avas ini-

yiossible in this case. When the gloved hand Avas
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introduced into the vagina it immediately came
in contact with the deformity of the ischium, and

tliere was absolutely no chance for that child,

which was a Avell-developed eight pound baby, to

be delivered at full term. Tlie only reason I Avas

not called into the case earlier Avas because the

attending physician desired to see first Avhether

delivery could be accomplished in the normal
Avay.

If you Avill observe tlie pictures of Naegele’s

pelvis in the various books, you Avil find that this

illustration comes as near to fitting eA-ery detail

as any case I have ever seen.

TUBERCULOUS IMENTNGITTS.*
By J. A. 0. Brennan, Louisville.

The sudden onset of this disease in a sup-

posedly healthy individual Avith symptoms at

the beginning not referable to the brain canse
me to report this case.

IMr. C., Avhite, age 42, occupation, clerk,

mother still lives and enjoys excellent health,

and his sister is also in good health. Father
died of tuberculosis -Avhen quite a young man,
never sick except Avhen he contracted typhoid

fever about one year ago and then he Avas con-

fined to his apartment and hospital for nine

weeks. He seemed to have recovered fully

and about four months ago, developed a

pleurisy of the right side AA'hich lasted some

three Aveeks, but he finally entirely recovered

from it. On about tbe last of November he

called at my office although he had been suf-

fering for some days previous, Avith great

pain along the eonrse of the right sciatic

nerve, and everything that I cmdd possibly do

to relieve him was of no avail. iMobility of

leg was good, and he had for some days after

I first saAv him no feA'er although he continued

to suffer. He Avas, at the end of a Aveek, nn-

able to Avalk on account of great pain, but

could move his leg in all directions Avhile in

bed AAuth no discomfort. He vomited only a

couple of times and that Avas the day before

he entered the infirmary and the evening he

Avas admitted. He Avas slightly delirious and
had some fever l)efore he Avent to the infirm-

ary. Urine negative blood shoAved Widal
positive. Wassermann, negative of both blood

and spinal fluid. Spinal fluid found to be in

normal condition. His mind cleared up for

a Avhile but it Avas not lasting. Aphasia en-

sued and pAipils up to this time Avere equal

and responded to light promptly, and all re-

flexes were normal. A feAV days later ptosis

of the left eye ensued with unequal pupils

and patella reflexes increased, ankle clonus

slightly positive, Kernig’s sign positive, also

slight rigidity of neck. Avhich later became
more pronounced. Constant muttering and
facial movements Avith arms and legs in con-

tinual motion towards the last. Dr. White
very kindly examined the eyes and reported
the following

:

“Was called to see Mr. C., by Dr. Brennan
on Friday. Found patient comatose, ptosis

of left lid, semi-dilated pupil on that side;

right eye pupil reacted to light slightly.

“Ophthalmoscope showed a neuritis, and
the typical tubercles all over the retina. This
in left eye.

“Right shoAved a beginning nenritis and
numerons tubercules all over the retina; not
so thoroughly developed but still they show-
ed quite plainly. SaAv the patient again on
Satnrday AAuth Dr. Green, Avho Avas able to

make oiat the tubercles. At that time there
Avas not much change in the neuritis, but the
tubercles were plainly visible

;
very little vas-

cular condition; no tension at any time.”
In closing I Avish to thank Dr. Jno. Allen

for his kind assistance in this case.

DISCUSSION.

Asa W. Nickell: This is too valuable a report

to pass AA’ithout discussion. It is one disease in

the treatment of Avhich the medical profesion has,

unfortunately, made practically no advance.

About 150 years ago Roliert Whytt did the

first AA’ork along this line in Edinburgh, and sub-

sequently Dr. Gerhard, of Philadelphia, Avho

made a special study of post-mortem Avork in chil-

dren in the pediatric institutions of Paris, has

done more to place this condition on a firm anat-

omical and clinical basis than any subsequent

author.

There are some things rather peculiar about

Dr. Brennan’s ease. Most of these cases that I

have seen have been in children. It is rare under

the first year, and most common betAveen the sec-

ond and fifth years. In the majority of cases,

old tubercular foci Avill be found in the bronch-

ial and mesenteric glands, or perhaps in the

middle ear or urinary organs.

I AA'ould like to speak of the pathological pic-

ture observed in some postmortem Avork in Avhich

I have had some experience. After one thor-

oughly understands the pathology, the symptoms
are of caurse better accounted for and more eas-

ily understood.

We noticed, in post-mortem Avork, that there

Avas most frequently involvement of the meninges,

particularly at the base of tbe brain, from Avhich

Ave get the term basilar meningitis. There may
be slight turbidity and matting of the membranes,
more commonly a turpid exudate, fibrino-purulent

in character, Avhich covers the structures at the

base, surrounds the nerves, and extends into the

Sylvian fissures. We noticed also considerable

inflammation about the optic chiasm and along

the Sylvian fissures and the interpeduncular

space. Upon remoAing the arteries in tlie an-

terior and posterior perforated spaces, and look-*Reacl before the .lefferson County Medical Society.
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ing at them with a low objective, very often we
found nodular tubercles present when not else-

where. The lateral ventricles contained turbid

material and the ependj'ma is softened, and the

septum lucidum and fornix broken down. Also,

the convolutions were flattened and the sulci ob-

literated. There is a tubercular endarteritis

with the formation of intimal tubercles, due to

implantation of the bacilli from the blood.

Practically all authors agree as to the heart

condition in the first and second stages
;

it is

usually low and very irregular. In the last stage

of the disease the heart becomes weaker and the

pulse rate becomes more frequent.

As to the ocular symptoms, in the early part of

the disease the pupils are contracted, while in

the latter stage they become dilated and are

more irregular. In these cases that I have seen,

of ocular palsies, the third nerve is most fre-

quently affected. Associated Avith this we fre-

quently see facial paralysis, paralysis of the

limbs, and sometimes the hypoglossal nerve on

the opposite side, Avhich would indicate a lesion

about the lateral and internal part of the crus.

Gaylord C. Hall: I would like to call atten-

tion to one point in connection with the ophthal-

moscopic report. By “retinal tuberculosis” I

presume is meant choroidal tuberculosis; retinal

tuberculosis is practically unknoAvn.

FOREIGN BODY IN THE EYE RE:\I0V-

ED BY MAGNET*
(report of case).

By J. iM. Ray, Louisville.

This young man came to me on June 24th,

191.3, Avith the following history:

On the 31st of IMay, 1912, a little over a

year before I saAv him, he had received an in-

jury to his left eye while Avorking on a punch-
ing machine in a machine shop, a piece of

metal striking him in that eye. The .sight

of the eye Avas immediately affected. lie Avas

examined by a doctor, but the question

Avhether or not there Avas anything in the eye
Avas not definitely settled. The ordinary rou-

tine treatment Avas carried out, the inflamma-
tion subsided, the sight remained good and
the man was satisfied. This state of affairs

continued until October, 1912, Avhen he saw
Dr. Lederman, Avho examined him and found
the sight in that eye to be 20-50. Althoiigh
the eye was free from inflammation at the
time. Dr. Lederman concluded, from his ex-

amination, that there Avas something in it.

Howex'er, no further steps Avere taken.
I saAV the patient on June 24th, 1913, thir-

teen months after the injury had been receiv-

ed. He had a conA^ergent squint, in the right
eye. The vision in the injured eye Avas 20-

100
;
in the squining eye, 5-200. He Avas suf-

*Read before the .lefferson County Medical Society.

fering from a Ioav grade of iritis in the left

eye. The metal had been in the eye so long
that it had begun to rust, causing the pe-

culiar stain knoAA’n as siderosis. I examined
the eye and discovered a mass on the nasal

side, slightly beloAv the horizontal meridian,
in front of the equator of the eye. I could
not distinctly make out a foreign body, but
from the history of the case I Avas convinced
that one AA'as present. I told him the only

thing to be done AA’as to make an incision and
endeavor to remove the foreign body Avith a

magnet, but that the chances for a good result

Avere not fax’orable. He declined the risk, as

the left eye AA’as at that time his best seeing

eye. I saAV him no more until September,
1913, Avhen he returned to me with a fresh at-

tack of iritis, the pupil being firmly bound
doAA’n to the lens, a little exudate in the pupil,

and the vision in that eye reduced to count-
ing fingers. The right eye having become the

better one, I explained to him the danger of

sympathetic ophthalmia from the presence of

the foreign body, causing frequently recur-

ring attacks of iritis, and ixrged upon him
either the removal of the left eye or an at-

tempt to remove the foreign body.

As a preliminary to the operation I had an

X-ray picture made, Avhieh Avas done by Dr.

Keith, a metal cap, as suggested by Dr. Fox
of Philadelphia, being inserted into the eye

and held in plaee by the lid Avhile the X-ray
Avere applied. The pieture shoAved the loca-

tion of the foreign body Avith respect to the

metal cap, and corresponded exactly Avith the

location I had previously determined by
means of the ophthalmoscope. I sent the man
to the infirmary and, under local anesthesia,

dissected back a flap of the conjunctiva,

opened the sclera Avith a Bier’s knife, applied

a magnet to the lips of the Avound and Avith-

dreAV this piece of metal. It came out A’ery

easily and I AA’as not foi’ced to introduce the

tip of the magnet into the Avound. I then

brought the conjunctiva over the scleral

AA’ound and sutured it.

I did this operation on the 7th day of Oc-

tober. Slight reaction folloAved hut it soon

subsided and the AA'ound healed rapidly. He
had no further attacks of iritis, although

prior to the operation he had suffered recur-

ring attacks every feAv AA’eeks. I believe the

eye will get better as time goes on. The
A’ision in the injured eye is noAV about 2-200,

nearly as good as in the other eye. The broAvn

discoloration in the eye is disappearing and
the chances are that his vision Avill increase as

the hemorrhage disappears from the vitreous.

DISCUSSION.

Gaylord C. Hall: I Avisli to congratulate Dr.

Ray upon tlie result he has obtained in this case.
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Penetrating injuries of the eye come under

tliree classifications: (1) those in which the eye

is practically destroj'ed at the time of the injury

and in which enucleation is, of course, the indi-

cated procedure; (2) those eases which it is

easily within the surgical experience of almost

any one to relieve, and (3) those cases in which

there is grave doubt as to the proper method of

])rocedure. In my judgment, Dr. Ray’s case

would come under the latter classification. One

must consider two things in dealing with such in-

juries. First, the disability incident to treating

the patient along conservative lines. Of course,

it is desirable to remove the foreign body at once,

if possible; but where the patient is a married

man, with a family dependent upon him, we

should explain to him that, even though the for-

eign body is successfully removed, it means a

long period of disability, possibly weeks or

months before he can return to work; while, on

the other hand, if we adopt the radical proced-

ure and take the eye out, he will have ir-

remedially lost the vision of an eye that might

have been saved had he undergone the long

period of disability reciuired. With this expla-

nation before him, the (]uestion must be decided

by the patient himself. Theoretically, it is al-

ways desirable to save the eye, because it is prac-

tically impossible to tell just how much reeo^cry

one will have in a case of this kind. Sometimes

the amount of vision preserved after proper

treatment exceeds our expectations. Therefore,

I think it is always preferable, where possible

to treat these cases along conservative lines and

save for the patient as much \ision as possible.

This is borne out by Dr. Ray s case because, in

spite of the length of time the foreign body re-

mained in the eye, the recurring attacks of intis

and the danger of sympathetic ophthalmia, he

has been able to obtain a very good result. I be-

lieve this eye will remain ()uiescent now and that

eventually the patient will have as good or bet-

ter vision in it as in the other eye.

Dr. Rav's conduct of the case was admirable.

1 am sure that, had he not succeeded in draw-

ing out the foreign body with the magnet, he

would have einjiloyed the method advocated by

Dr. Jackson at a former meeting of the American

iUedical Association in cases where the foreign

body has become encysted by long residence back

of the lens. Jackson attaches to the magnet a

jiair of scissors, with whicli he reaches through

the sclera and cuts the membrane in two, thus

freeing the foreign body which jumps to the scis-

sors and is withdrawn. This is only necessary

in cases where tlie foreign body, liy long resi-

dence in the eye-ball lias become encysted, and

cannot respond to tlie magnet until freed of the

encysting membrane.

rilORIONIC DEGENERATION.

Dy WiiiLiiM A. Jenkins, Louisville.

Mrs. G., white, age 28, married seven years.

Family History. Aside from a marked ne-

crotic tendency the family history is good.

They are all nervous. She has a sister who has

had some pelvic trouble with an operation for

the same. iMrs. G. has had the oi’dinary dis-

eases of childhood. Her girlhood and young
womanhood was otherwise uneventful. iMens-

truation was established at the age of 14.

Regular in every respect. • Imst menstruation
September 27th, ]914. Felt uncomfortable
and went to the doctor many times since then.

February 6th jumped off a car and ran a

sijuare. Had a bad night that night, on the

7th a slight bloody discharge appeared; bet-

ter next day
;
remained in bed

;
symptoms

about the .same for several days. Saturday
night, 1 A. ]\r., T was called

;
found her in

pain, some discharge present, (bright red
Iilood) no temperature, normal pulse, no odor.

Gave hypodermic of morphine and atropine,

applied hot water hag. left a dose of chloral to

he taken later, .saw her again at 8 A. M.
Sunday morning, no change, saw her again at

12 o’clock. liabor pains present. Cleaned
out an hydatidiform mole, sent for Dr. Allen,

Currettage.

THE INTRASPINOUS INJECTION OF
SALVARSANIZED BLOOD SERUM
IN SYPHILITIC AFFECTIONS
OF THE CENTRAL NERV-

OUS SYSTEM.*

By CiiAS. W. Jefferson, Louisville.

AVe know, (piite well, that after years of

treatment for syphilis, by our best physicians
and in tho.se cases where our patient has
aided in every possible way, that syiihilitic

manifestations of the central nervous system
develop. AVhen these cases go on to a paresis

or tabes dorsalis develops, and practically no
result can he obtained from medication by
mercury, they are referred to the nerve speci-

alist. who because of his inability to attack

the disease with drugs, imts them through a

course of gymnastics and electrical currents

and the spirochaeta has been allowed to thi'ive

on with daily damage to the central nervous

system, with a gradual increase of all clinical

symptoms, and our authors on mental and

nervous disea.ses give them from two to fifteen

years to live a miserable existence.

Recently Doctors Swift and Ellis have de-

vised a means by which the spirochaeta pal-

lida may be killed in his stronghold, the sub-

arachnoid lymph space, and thereby arrest

*K('a(l lu'foi-e the .letferson Count.v IMeciical Society.
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the prognosis of sypliilitic affections in this

locality.

The spirochaeta pallida, a positive Wasser-
man reaction, a pleocytosis and an increase in

globulins having been found in the cerebro-

spinal fluid of the so called parasyphilitic

nervous diseases, thoroughly demonstrates the

fact that an active syphilis exists, and strange

to sax' that when the blood of these patients

has been made negative by treatment, these

conditions of the cerebro-spinal flxiid still

exists. Medication not reaching this locality

in sufficient strength to kill the organism.
Doctors Swift and Ellis after finding these

conditions to be present started a series of

experiments on monkeys. Small doses of sal-

varsan and neosalvarsan were injected into

the cerebro-si^inal canal but were foinul to be
entirely too irritating. Then dilutions of

salvarsanized blood serum in normal saline

were injected. The irritating properties were
in this way judged by using the cell count of

the cex’ebro-spinal fluid as an indicator. It

was shown that a salvarsanized blood serum
has a decided spirochaeticidal action.

To review briefly the meningeal spaces and
the arrangement of the meningeal membranes
is important in connection with intra-spinous

injections. First the dura mater is adhered
to the bone within the skidl. Second is the

arachnoid which lies between the dura and
the pia mater. Third, the pia mater covers

the surface of the brain and cord. Between
the arachmoid and the pia lies the sub arach-

noid space which is in free communication
throughout the brain and cord. This space

contains the cerebrospinal fluid, enclosing the

brain and cord on all sides, and the fluid in

the cord is in free communication with that

of the brain. Through the foramen of iMa-

gendi and Luschka. the fluid is in communi-
cation with the ventricles of the brain. In the

sub-arachnoid space are the Pacchionian

bodies, which are situated chiefly along the

sinuses. They are the protrusion of the

arachnoid membrane into the interior of a

sinus. The cerebro spinal fluid is brought in

close contact with the venous blood through
these bodies, there being only a thin layer of

dura and arachnoid between. The cerebro-

spinal fluid is a clear thin liquid specific

gravity 1.007 to 1.008. Normally it contains
only traces of proteins. Figures as to the

amount of this fluid vary from 60 to 80 c.c..

It has been shown that after withdrawal of

any amount of this fluid it is rapidly replaced,

and that if normal saline solution be injected

Avithoixt removal of any of the fluid, it is ex-

creted with great rapidity. There seems to be

a tendency for this fluid to contain nothing

but its own constituents, and if drugs are

given and reach this fluid they are very rap-

idly excreted. This is probably the reason

for failures to reach and kill infections of the

cord by internal medication, or medication
in the blood stream.

Why the cerelxro-spinal does not readily

take up drugs when even given in the blood
stream, and rapidly eliminates whatever is

taken up, has not as yet been determined.
Some of the articles which have recently been
written on this subject claim the cord has a
very poor blood supply, but this is certainly
not true. There are of course areas which
have not an abimdant blood supply, but even
these areas are surrounded by a capillary' net-
work.

The blood contains normally serum al-
bumen, sugar, ui-ea, etc., but these ai*e i*arely
found in the cerebro-spinal fluid. Why then
should salvarsan be taken up when adminis-
tered in the blood stream. Flexner recogniz-
ed this fact some years ago and introduced
the direct injection of serum into the sub-
ai’achnoid space for meningitis.

The intra-cranial pressure has been
measured by boring a hole in the skull, divid-
ing the dura and connecting the underlying-
space with a manometer. The pressure is al-
ways the same as that within the venous sin-
uses. The large veins are surrounded by the
cerebro-spinal fluid, which would necessitate
an equilibrium of pressure. So with the in-
tra spinous injection of any substance where
no fluid is withdrawn, would in itself tend
to rapidly do away with the injected fluid.
The normal intra-cranial pressure is between
50 and 60 mm. mercury.

Another point in cases of trauma where
fractures of the skull exist and the fluid
escapes it has been shown that large quan-
tities, as much as 200 c.c. in a day is rapidly
formed. This should do away with the feaV
of removing too iiiueli fluid within certain
limits, before injection of any serum.
The ease I am to report is one of tabes

dorsalis, uho came to me for treatment sever-
al mouths ago with the following svmptoms
and history.

Mr. F. S. C., age 37 years. Has had the
usual diseases of childliood. Gonorrhea ten
years. The syphilis was a severe type. In
January, 1913, he noticed he was getting ex-
tremely nervous, then the soles of his feet be-
came numb also the ends of his fingers were
slightly numb. This was followed by a stiff-

ness of his legs and thighs. In iMarch, 1913
he noticed a marked unsteadiness in his gait,

was unable to walk in the dark without fall-

ing. He at that time consulted his physician
who made a diagnosis of locomotor ataxia.

He was put on mercury, chiefly inunctions,
which he continued until 1 saw him, with a
rapid increase in all clinical synqitoms. On
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examination, October 10th, 1913, findings

were as follows:

Loss of knee jerk, ankle tendon reflex lost.

Loss of sexual power, well-marked ataxia, un-

able to walk without aid of cane, great diffi-

eidtj in arising after sitting down. Numb-
ness in feet and hands. At times profound
weariness, slight hyiiotonia. Tottered with

eyes closed. Unable to touch nose with finger

while the eyes were closed. Girdle symptom
marked. The peculiar feature about the

symptoms were that the patient had no light-

ning pains. Was referred to Dr. J. F. Simp-
eon for examination of eyes. His report is as

follows

:

Vision in right eye 20-20 minus.

Vision in left eye 20-20 plus.

Pupils,—right eye slightly larger than nor-

mal. Left eye about normal.

Both react to light slightly, sluggish for

distance. Disc whitened more in right eye

than left.

TREATMENT.
1913.

Oct. 16.—0.6 gm. salvarsan intravenous.

Oct. 24.—Onc-half gr. salicylate of mer-

cury, intramuscular.

Oct. 31.—Three-foux'ths gr. salicylate of

mercury, intramuscular.

Nov. 7.—One grain salicylate of mercury,
intramuscular.

Nov. 14.—One grain salicylate of mercury,
intramuscular.

Nov. 21.—One and one-fourth gr. salicylate

of mercury, intramuscular.

Nov. 28.—One and one-half gr. salicylate of

mei*cuiy, intramuscular.

Dec. 3.—One and one-half gr. salicylate of

mercury, intramuscular.

Dec. 6.—0.6 gm.salvarsan, intravenous.

Dec. 12.—One-half grain salicylate of

mercuiw, intramuscular.

Dec. 19.—Three-fourths gr. salicylate of

mercuiy, intramuscular.

Dec. 24.—One grain salicylate of mercury,
intramuscular.

Dec. 30.—One and one-fourth gr. salicylate

of mercury, intramuscular.

Potassium iodid was given at intervals in

small doses.

(Blood Negative Wassermann).
1914.

Jan. 10.—0.3 gm. salvarsan, intravenous.

Jan. 11.—30 c.’C. salvarsan blood serum, in-

traspihous.

Jan. 30.—0.5 gm. salvarsan, intravenous.

Jan. 31.—30 c.e. salvarsanized blood serum,

intraspinous.

METHOD OF GIVING INTRA-SPINOUS SALVARSAN-

IZED BLOOD SERUM.

First intravenous salvarsan was adminis-

tered one hour later 40 c.c. blood withdrawn.

Tliis was put on ice for 24 hours and the
serum allowed to separate. Serum drawn off

and cenirifugalized. 12 c.e. serum mixed
with 18 c.e. normal saline, solution. This
making a 40 per cent salvarsanized blood
serum. This serum is heated to 56 degrees
centrigrade for 30 minutes, which activates

the salvarsan. About 22 c.c. eerebro-spinal
fluid was withdrawn after lumbar puncture
was done. Then the 30 c.c. blood serum slow-
ly injected by gravity. This I believe the

dangerous part of the administration. The
fluid should be very slowly withdrawn. 1

wish to state that the needle used in doing the

lumbar puncture was the one devised by Dr.
Donald Clark while at the meningitis hos-

pital, and I consider it very excellent for this

purpose.

S.ymptoms following first intraspinous in-

jection were none until five hours later, when
patient had marked reaction. Pain in head,

thighs and legs. Some twitching of limbs.

Complained of vertigo. These symptoms were
controlled by codein. The temperature rang-

ed from 96 degrees to 100 degrees reaching

highest point on following day. Pulse and
respiration were practically normal. For
several days following patient was extremely

drowsy, had singing in ears but these sjunp-

toms gradually wore off. The laboratory

work on this ease was done by Dr. L. K.
Bauldauf.

Cerebro spinal fluid before intraspinous.

One-half c.c. cerebrospinal fluid.

Wasserman Noguchi-[-+
Globulins —[-

Pleocytosis, 72 cells.

Cerebrospinal fluid at time of second in-

traspinous :

Wassermann Noguchi -j-

Globulins —[-

Pleocytosis, 60 cells.

Symptoms following second intraspinous

were much more severe than first. iMorphine

hyperdomatically was required to control

pain in legs and head. Temperature ranged
from 97 degrees to 101 degrees. Pain and
temperature starting two hours after intra-

spinous. Nothing unusual about pulse and
respiration. These symptoms gradually sub-

.sided.

At the end of the first week after first intra-

spinous all the symptoms of locomotor ataxia

I'egan to improve. At the end of second week
patient’s ataxia had improved to such an ex-

tent that he was able to walk without cane.

He has gained in weight. The nervous symp-
toms are much improved.

In conclusion will say that I am much
pleased with this treatment, and believe much
can be done for this class of patients in the

future. These injections are given every two
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weeks until the cerebro-spinal fluid is nega-

tive to a Wasseriiiaim, until the globulins are

normal, and until the cell count is not over

flve. Of course we cannot expect to repair

damage to the central nervous system which
has taken place before treatment, but the

process is very probably arrested and no
further progress of the disease has taken

place in the cases where this treatment has

been followed.

AVould urge the physicians who have cases

along this line, to give this treatment, as I be-

lieve it a great step forward in therapeutics.

1 wish to thank Doctors David iMorton and
Leon Baldauf for their much appreciated as-

sistance and interest in this case.

MEDICAL ETHICS.*

By J. W. Ei.lis, Masonville.

Your committee on program requested me
to furnish a short paper for this meeting on
medical ethics, a theme that has been written

upon and discussed in every medical society

since the days when Esculapius, with the

serpent coiled around his staff; as the insignia

of rejuvenescence, as well as the symbol of

health and preventive medicine, went forth

to flght the physicians’ greates't antagonist

—

death. Everything has long ago been said

that could be well said and that would be of

benefit and profit to physicians on this sub-

ject. Our fathers in medicine have formu-
lated and handed down to us certain fixed

rules and regulations for our guidance, with
the view of enabling physicians everywhere,
at all times and under all circumstances to

maintain the highest standards of conduct in

their association with and relationship to

each other. The Code of Ethics we have to-

day is old and gray, and is the accumulated
wisdom of the Centuries and a physician can
scarcely go wrong when guided by its beau-
tiful and beneficent teachings.

Webster says that Ethics is the science that

treats of the principles of human morality
and duty—moral philosophy—morals. ]\Ied-

ical ethics then is the science that treats of

the principles of medical morality. When
one reflects upon the object, end and aim of

the profession of medicine, its high and lofty

ideals, its altruism and imselflsh teaching, the

pure motives and unsullied character one
must necessarily have before one can become
a true disciple of medicine, one wonders why
a code of ethics should be necessary at all.

Aledieine is now and has always been regard-

ed as one of the greatest of the three liberal

professions. That medicine suffers no dis-

paragement when compared with other pro-

fessions, no one will deny. Cartesius, the
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great philosopher, emphasized his convictions

that if man could be ennobled at all that it

would be accomplished by medicine alone.

The great Hippocrates said, that whatever be-

longed to the domain of wisdom was contained

in medicine. AVhen the greatest pathologist

the world has ever produced, Rudolph
Virchow, said his aim is knowledge of man
and his imiu'ovement. but reflected the senti-

ment that has actuated every true and loyal

physician from the earliest dawn of medicine
down through all the ages.

Pope in 'his incomparable essay on man evi-

dently drew his inspiration from the medical
profession when he said “Know then this

truth, presume not God to scan. The proper
study of mankind, is man.”

All that has ever been said or written on
medical morals that is worth while can be
summed up, and is contained in that glorious
old-fashioned rule, as laid down by Confuei-
ous and quoted by our Savior when he said.

“Do unto another what you would that he
should do unto you.” The question at once
arises : Can one always do as one would be
done by ? 1 unhesitatingly answer, yes. Any
one with sufficient learning, knowledge and
wisdom to minister to the ailments of afflicted

and suffering humanity, surely knows enough
to treat his fellow physician as he would be
treated. No doctor is so stupid and dull as
not to know that when he is called as con-
sultant it is wrong and wronging to say in the
presence of the laity, that he was called in too
late, or that he has had many such cases and
no deaths, or that if certain remedies had been
given the patient would long ago have been
well, or to shake his head and look wise as an
owl, or to suggest questionable changes in at-
tending physician’s prescriptions, as not to
know that he is laying the foundation for the
dismissal of the regular attendant, upon
which the laity will often times hastily build.
“Alas! and alack,” the day when doctors
will descend to such nefarious practices. In
a long and eventful career in medicine, e.x-

tending over a period of more than forty
years I have come in contact with but few of
these despicable characters, and when I did
their tongues were more deadly to my reputa-
tion as a physician than would have been the
fangs of the adder or the fragrance of upas to

my body. Shame on such conduct, it is wholly
unworthy of any man, much less one claim-

ing to belong to a noble profession. To the

everlasting credit of the medical profession

and its devoted devotees when these dark
characters are once discovered they are soon

eliminated from the ranks of all true doctors.

Strange to say the laity has never shown
the medical profession tliat consideration

justly its due. They have genei'ally regarded

medicine a trade, instead of the high and• Read before the Daviess County Medical Society.
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lofty profession it is—whose mentbers are con-

liniiously trying to protect the people from
the ravages of disease, and to strengthen
against the assaidts of death, and often res-

cuing them from the criminal folly of their

own misdoings. Great business concerns that

employ vast unmbers of laborers often organ-

ize them into one body and promise them
cheap medical service, and have the audacity

to fix the fee, which is far below what it

should in justice be, and then ask some phy-
sician to accept it. Life insurance companies,
whose very existence depends upon the learn-

ing and skill of the physicians, have always
and are still trying to place a low value on
the physician’s services by offering him cases

at half price. The innumerable fraternal or-

ganizations with which otu’ country abounds
ai’e continually driving these sharp bargains
with physicians and are from day to day and
from year to year the beneficaries of the hard
labor, skill and learning of the physician

—

the only man on earth suitably equipped to

render the service absolutely required for his

well being and the price for such service is

fixed by the other fellow at about half its real

value. These agencies that insist on placing

a value on the physician’s skill are wliolly in-

competent and when they do, it is always

from mercenary motives. They have no more
right to fix the price on a physician’s services

than the i:>hysician has to fix a price on their

products, or the sweat of their faces, which he

is never allowed to do. Physicians accepting

these i)laees do themselves an injustice as well

as the medical profession at large.

IS THE DEIMANI) FOR THE SERVICES
OF THE REGFLxVR PRACTITIONER

GROWING LESS?*

Py AV. J. Sii.\CKi,ETTE, Nolin.

All of us, no doubt, have listened to the

stories of the good old doctors who lived and
toiled in the days of our fathers, how that on
horseback and with saddle bags astride they
plod their weary way through i)Ouring rains

and blinding snows
;

ovei' rocky hills and
through marshy vales; through the stinging

cold and stifling heat, day after day and
night aftei’ night. That for weeks in and weeks
out they would only get home for an occas-

ional stop to replenish their stock of powders
and extracts, and change hor.ses Ihen 1o hurry
on to a long due call and on from one home of

sickness to another.

In that day when people practiced more
intense housing, when sanitation was little

known and less practiced, it was not uncom-
mon to find several or perhaps all of a family

ill from the same disease at the same lime.

In Ihose days, one physician would often see

more patients in their homes in a week than
we will see now in a month.
We do not need to call to witness the ex-

perience of the doctor of the past generation
to hear evidence to such conditions in prac-
tice. There are many dotcors with us yet who
can tell of some years of such experience and
similar conditions.

1 have talked with a number of physicians
now living, who practiced in the eighties and
early nineties and all relate a story of strenu-
ous work. Even ten years ago the country
doctor was called to visit, at least twenty-five

per cent, more patients than at the present
time. It Avas not uncommon for the older

physician to see twenty-five or more patients
in their homes in a day, and day after day.

While the population has increased more than
two fold throughout this section of the coun-
try. the same number of active doctors that
attended to the practice thirty years ago,

could to-day, easily make all the resident
calls. The condition of which I speak has
reference more especially to rural practice,

perhaps being less applicable to city condi-
tions. While the number of families in a

given territory are much more numerous than
formerly, the number of resident calls per
family have greatly decreased. There are

various causes that have contributed to this

changed condition. JMany new discoveries

have been made as to the origin and spread
of disease that has given great impetus to pre-

ventive medicine. Where, in former years,

epidemics were frequent, widespread and of

long duration, now they are rare, very local

and of short duration.

Then, where the doctor was called upon to

treat a large per cent, of cases of diarrhea,

dysentery and allied affections, running
courses of from two weeks to two months or

more, now there is a very small per cent, of

such cases and nearly all run very brief

courses.

Typhoid epidemics once so prevalent
throughout the summer and fall season, re-

quiring a great deal of the doctor’s time, are
now I’are indeed and the course of the disease
is very much modified and shortened. Ala-

larial affections once a very fruitful source of

practice, now demands very little attention
from the physician.

Other contagious and infectious diseases

once so prevalent and demanding so much of

the doctor’s lime, are now much less frequent,

shorter in duration and necessitate very few

calls from the doctor. Wounds and otlier

injuries that formerly recpiired a long period

of attention from the physician, now, with

modern treatment heal very quickly, often

needing no more than first aid measures.Read before the Muldraugh Hill Medical Society.
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Chronic cases that were treated by the family

physician for mouths a7id sometimes for

years, now soon drift into the hands of tiie

specialist. ( Prom Avhence they sometimes
never return).

Quite a bit of custom has been lost through
doctors prescribing proprietary medicines.

The patient reading the printed directions

and afterwards prescribing for himself or

friend in .supposed similar conditions.

Or, perhaps, their good friend, the drug-

gist, siiggests the remedy. Telephone consul-

tations often answer the place of a call and
the doctor loses the fee that was formerly
paid for a visit. The great host of pathies,

isms and irregulars that have sprung up in

the past few years, though their pretentions

may not stand the test and their popularity
soon wanes, yet they detract a considerable

toll of the fees that should go to the regular

practitioner of medicine. The laity are be-

coming fairly well informed as to the nature
and symptoms of disease and of the use of

first aid remedies, and in many instances

minor ailments are cared for without the aid

of a physician.

The known and more uniform action of

drugs, and the attendance of the nurse makes
the doctor’s prolonged stay with the patient

more unnecessary and visits less frequent
than in former j^ears.

But notwithstanding the field of labor for

the regular practitioner has greatly narrowed
along some lines, yet there shoidd be more re-

munerative practice for the doctor of to-day

than there was for the good old doctor of

thirty years ago. And especially is this true
of the country doctor.

AVhiie the demand for medical services has
diminished greatly along some lines it has de-

veloped along others and will continue to de-

velop in proportion to the energy and study
the doctor puts into it. The greater number
of the rural physicians a)'c not awake to the

great opportunities that lie within their reach.

Their neglect is the charlatan’s and irregu-

lar’s opportunities. The failure of the regu-

lar physician to avail himself of all thera-

peutic agents and methods of merit has left

an open field that many so-called systems,

that have sprung up, have rushed in to oc-

cupy. And not only have they occupied the

neglected field but have invaded the regular’s

field of action. The physician should not al-

low himself to be taken away with “fads and
fancies” but he should be all sufficient out-

side the realm of the regular specialist.

And while the specialist has developed a field

of his own and has become an absolute neces-

sity, in many instances physicians might iise

more wisdom in referring cases, with profit

to himself and often real favor to the special-

ist. The energetic and skillful physician

should be able to hold and to attend to nearly
all the work in his scope of practice. He
should know something of psychotherapy; he
should know all that is practical of osteo-

pathy and the secret .specialties. Every phy-
sician remote from regular specialists, should
be qualified and equipped to do refractory

work ajid save to himself some good fees and
protect his patients from the robbery and
malpractice of the “.speck peddler” and the
itinerant specialist.

In fact the physician should be on the alert

to avail him.self of all useful and practical

therapeutic means from any and every source.

He should not be the first to accept the new
and never be the last.

Bight now, serotherapy deserves attention,

and the physician who avails himself of it,

wisely, is going to increase the demand for

his services.

While there is a tendency with some doc-
tors to make frequent and e.xtra visits to pa-
tients, often in the same day and compliment-
ary, there is a tendency with others, perhaps,
to make their visits too few. The patient
should be seen as often as seems necessary,

and if the visit is necessary it is worth some-
thing and should be charged for accordingly.
The physician who makes a practice of mak-
ing extra and complimentary visits leaves the
impression of a lack of confidence in his

remedies, injures his professional brother and
lowers the dignity of his profession.

Information given over the telephone, that
takes the place of a visit or an office call

should be charged for. And unnecessary con-
sultations should be discouraged. A fruit-

ful source of employment that the physician
might more avail himself of, that has been
greatly neglected, is office practice. This
work should be energetically studied and en-
couraged. It is easier and iiiore remunerative
than the same time spent in making calls. To
the wide awake and inventive doctor it is a

profitable and ever developing line of work.
The office should be well equipped with

neee.ssaries. should be clean and inviting. A
careful record should be kept of cases. Col-

lections should be looked after in a business
way. The doctor who dispenses can get much
pleasure, information and profit in preparing
many of his own medicines and forimdas.
There is much special work the general prac-
titioner can and should do, and there are

emergency cases and other eases that can not

be induced to go to the specialist to whom the

physician should be able to give the best at-

tention possible at home. He should lie eager

for service but should not attempt anything

only in cases of emergency, that he can not

do skilfully and complete. There is a greater

deuiand for the services of the energetic, eon-
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scientious physician to-day than ever before.

And the demand for such will never grow less,

and lie will ever eontinne to be more and
more necessary and among the world’s great-

est benefactors.

PUBLIC HEALTH MEETING, 10 A. M. FEB-

RUARY 22ND, 1914, HIGH SCHOOL
AUDITORIUM, LA GRANGE,

KENTUCKY.

Music

Invocation

Salutatory

1. Prevention of Tuberculosis D. S. Wilson

2. Cancer Can Be Cured 0. E. Bloch

3. Preventable Diseases and Simple Methods
R. B. Cassady

4. Ideal Sanitation A. T. McCormack

Music

5. What Others Are Doing C. Z. And
6. What Oldham Must Do . .Edw. C. McAllister

7. Practical Plans To Meet the Needs
Judge S. E. DeHaven

8. General Discussion led by Messrs. Head, Clark

8. General Discussion led by . .Drs. Goldshorough

Freeman and Mesrs. Head, Clark and Selpli

Music

12 :30 P. M. Dinner, Park Hotel.

Doctors’ Session 1:30 P. M.
Fifty Year Jubilee in Honor of Dr. J. H. Speer.

1. Reminiscences J. H. Speer

2. Tuberculosis, Yesterday and To-day. . . .

D. S. Wilson
3. The Old School and New School Surgeon

0. E. Bloch

4. Our Armor-Plate E. D. Burnett

5. Our Mutual Good C. Z. And
6. Why Are We Here, Any How?

A. T. McCormack
7. Discussion led by ....J. A. Freeman, C. N.

Goldshorough and R. B. Cassady

Contagious Disease Hospitals.—L. A. Lam-
moreaux, Minneapolis (Journal A. M. A., Janu-

ary 24), advocates an approach to the skyscraper

architecture for contagious disease hospitals and

describes the one beginning to be constructed in

Minneapolis, which is to be eight stories high and

which will have the advantages of economy of

upkeep and of not requiring a large and expens-

ive site. He points out also some conveniences of

administration afforded by this type of construct-

ion of a city hospital.

Sciatica. Treatment. Marked improvement

in 2 cases after a fev; daily subcutaneous inject-

ions of 1 c.c. (16 minims) of 1:1000 epinephrin

solution.—Gaisbock.

COUNTY SOCIETY REPORTS

Daviess—The Daviess County Medical Society

met at the City Hall, Owensboro, Tuesdav, March
17th, 1914, at 10 A. M.

Morning Session.

Reading minutes.

Application and balloting foi’ new members.
Report of cases.

W. L. Tyler read a paper on “Chronic Diar-
rhoea,” Discussed by R. E. Griffin and R. N.
Filliatrean.

Afternoon Session.

J. T. Dixon read a paper on “Some Problems
in Infant Feeding.” Discussed by Ed. Barr and
J. L. Carter.

R. L. Schroeder read a paper entitled “The
Laboratoiy Methods th.e General Practitioner
Should Lise.” Discussed by V. A. Harl and C.

M. Rice.

R. E. GRIFFIN,
P. D. GILLIM,
0. W. RASH,

Committee.

Greenup—The Greenup County Medical So-

ciet3' met in the Masonic Hall at Greenup, March

5th, 1914 Members present, H. T. Morris, A. S.

Brady, E. R. Fitch, A. J. Bryson, C. E. Vidt, and

A. P. Hunt.

Minutes of the previous meeting were read and

approved.

C. E. Vidt read a most excellent paper on

“Purulent Bronchitis.” The doctor emphasized

the importance of a more accurate examination

of patients both physically and microscopically.

The paper was very practical, scientific and inter-

esting. Every member complira nted Dr. Vidt

for writing such an original paper.

A. J. Bryson opened the discussion and was

followed by A. S. Brady, A. P. Hunt, E. R. Fitch,

H. T. Morris, and closed by C. E. Vidt.

The following iJrogram was selected by E. R.

Fitch for the next meeting to be held at Fuller-

ton on April 2, 1914:

H. T. Morris, “Etiology, Symptomatology and

Diagnosis of Pleurisy.” Discussion to be opened

by J. I. Rathburn.

A. P. Hunt, “Medical and Surgical Treatment

of Pleurisy.” Discussion to be opened by M. W.

Meadows.

The Greenup County Society is now working

and in good order. The next meeting will be the

best ever held in tliis count\’.

A. P. HUNT, Secretary.
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EDITORLA.L.

COMMUNITY PHYSICIANS.

We wish every medical man in Kentucky
could have been present in the sessions of the

Conference for Education in the South, which
recently convened in Louisville. It was dif-

ferent from most National gatherings. While
there were plenty of meetings of the regular
orthodox sort in the different sections, most of

the work was done in a big community dem-
onstration in the Armory. Here were gather-

ed together actual demonstrations from al-

most every community in the country which
has distinguished itself 'by doing something
as a community better than it has ever done
before by individuals. When one had made
the rounds and had had it explained to them
how the community bought fertilizer, farm
machinery or other manufactured products
cheaper, as a community

;
how many commun-

ities had sold its live stock, fruit or berries at

better prices because organized
;
how one com-

munity was building better homes, both for

owners and tenants on farm land and how
another was securing better roads or better
schools by cooperation, it somehow begun to

dawn on us that the possibilities of the de-

velopment of community interests and com-
munity life in the rural districts of the Unit-
ed States has already begun. It was even
demonstrated that a single community church
in the country would show a broader road to

Heaven, if well cared for by a resident min-
ister who was worthy of the job, than the

numerous by-paths that lead to Heaven from
the scattered sects and neglected houses of the

numerous denominations now parasitic in our
country life.

No more interesting problem was present-

ed than the community physician. In no

other state is the suggestion as worthy of seri-

ous consideration as in Kentucky because in

many ways and in most counties in this State
professional organization has reached its high-

est and best development, and our doctors
realizing present conditions are looking for-

ward to the future, unafraid of its develop-
ment because they know from its history in

the past that the profession of Kentucky is

going to meet the demands upon it and serve
the people of the State in a way which will

command their confidence and respect.

Kentucky doctors realized among the first

that the medical education of the last quarter
of the last century was defective in that it

taught us more about the diagnosis of disease

and less about treatment. We realize that
this has reached a point where it actually

re-acted on our powers of diagnosis. Many
of us have gotten so accustomed to prescrib-

ing nostrums, ready-made mixtures and pills,

about the composition and physiological act-

ion of which we are equally ignorant, until

we have lost respect for ourselves as doctors
and command only that respect, or lack of it,

which belongs to the peddler. In some com-
munities it has already been demonstrated
that a physician with the real spirit of leader-

ship can teach the people how not to be sick,

can eliminate a large part of his practice by
getting rid of consumption and typhoid fever

and other preventable diseases. In other
words, a health conscience is created in the

people of his community that makes them
understand a personal responsibility for the

existence of those diseases, whose methods of

propagation we have already learned. Such a

community physician must be supported in

some way and a few of them have already

agreed to do this by a voluntary assessment
plan on all families.

All of this is in the formative stage, how-
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ever, but it behooves the individual doctors of

Kentucky to be thinking of such develop-

ments as this that they may not find us asleep.

HAZELWOOD SANITARIUM.*

(See Advertisement on Page xv.)

Through the courtesy of the Kentucky

State Medical Association, the Association

Sanatorium, (Hazelwood) for the treatment

of tuberculosis is accorded full page advertise-

ment.
The physicians of the State should know

something of the history of this Institution

and should in so far as possible, arrange to

send their patients for treatment in order

that they may be trained in the measures
which will improve their own condition and
protect others with whom they come in con-

tact.

The Sanatorium which was opened Septem-
ber 1st, 1907, with ten beds, was made pos-

sible by the contributions from public spirited

citizens who realized that some provision must
be made for persons suffering fi-om tubercu-

losis who could afford a moderate sum to se-

cure proper treatment and instruction. The
corporation which v/as organized, specifically

states in one of its articles that it is not main-
tained for profit and each year citizens of

Louisville have been forced to make up a de-

ficit out of their own pockets.

A fire occurring February, 1912, destroyed

the Administration Building but a new and
modern building with adequate fire pro-

tection has taken its place, thanks to the con-

tributions of Louisville’s citizens. None of the

funds obtained have come from outside of

Louisville and yet patients from all over the

State are admitted for treatment at $12.50

per week which includes everything unless the

patient is so ill that a special nurse is requir-

ed which, of course, is furnished at actual

cost.

When we consider that the results ob-

tained at this Institution are equal to results

obtained elsewhere and that the care and
treatment at the price is equal to what
costs from $20.00 to $30.00 a week in

other Sanatoria, the physicians of the State

can by sending their patients for treatment,

do a great service to themselves and support

a work which is worthy in every way.

Accommodations can now be made for six-

ty patients and certainly out of the six thoii-

sand or more persons sxiffering from tubercu-

losis in the State, there can be found (if the

physicians will but support the work) enough

persons who are able to pay $12.50 per week
to keep the Institution full.

*See advertisement on pag'e .\.vv.

It is hoped that even the price of $12.50
may be reduced provided the beds are all oc-

cupied continuously as the only object of the
corporation is to try to be self-supporting.
During all of the vicissitudes and trials

through which the Institution has passed in
the last six and a half years, there has never
been one minute that the members of the
Board did not believe that the physicians in

the State would finally come to a realization

of the excellent work which was being done
and would support it by sending their pa-
tients in sufficient numbers to finally make
the Sanatorium self-supporting.

The Sanatorium is located about three
miles from the City at the top of a hill and is

reached by the Fourth Avenue car. This puts
it beyond the zone of suioke and dirt of the
City and gives all of the advantages of pure
air and sufficient elevation to afford the pa-
tients advantages of the country and yet none
of the disadvantages of inadequate accommo-
dations. The drainage is excellent and no ef-

fort or excuse is spared to give the patients

the very best of care and treatment.

SCIENTIFIC EDITORIALS.

WHAT IS THE PRESENT STATUS OF
RADIOTHERAPY?

It must have been the quiet but energetic

and persistent work of the radium trust that

caused such an active revival of radiotherapy
in this country. For a time it seemed that

this country, particulaidy the East, had gone
radium crazy. Some unfortunate rich pa-
tients, afflicted with malignant disease, were
fortunate enough to have applied to them
radium in quantities, ranging in price from
$5,000 to $100,000 but no benefit was derived
from such expensive applications. A few
fortunate physicians having access to and
privilege of using this precious metal, must
have reaped a rich harvest. JMy little mite of

ten milligrams was not in it. I felt like

“thirty cents” when I read of the quantities

used.

Sensational and nonsensational newspapers
have done a great deal of advertising of the

wonderful and imaginary results obtained

from the use of radium. As a result of such

wonderful and glowing reports, fraudulent

radium institutes sprung up in many sec-

tions of the country. It is true, that occas-

ionally, one sees a case of cancer benefited

by the use of radium. In my own practice a

case of cancer of the inner canthus of the

right eye was seemingly cured by the use of

radium, but I used in connection with it a so-

lution of methylene blue. In a few other

eases benefit was derived but no cures ac-
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c'omplislied. Better and (juicker results were
obtained by me from the use of X-rays.

(Jamma raj’s were used by radium workers
in nearly every case. Now comes the an-

nouncement by Ale.xis Carrell and Abbe that

gamma rays, which were considered the most
penetrating and the most useful for thera-

peutical 2
mirposes, ai’e not so active and pene-

trating and useful as the Beta rays, which
were considered dangerous.
The history of radium reads like a fairy

tale. In 1896, Becquerel ob.served certain

radiations resembling the rays in uranium
and all its compounds. Prof, and .Madame
(’urie, in 1898, followed this discovery and ob-

tained what was considei-ed a metallic element
from {)iteh-blend. an uranium metal. On the

death of Prof. Curie, his wife contimied in-

vestigations and, later, found radiiiin.

Becquerel, in carrying a small piece of

radium in his vest pocket, observed about a

fortnight later a severe inflammation qf ad-

jacent skin. Tbiis was the first demonstration
of radium’s caustic and destructive action.

.\ little over ten years ago when I was at-

tending clinics in Europe, the iirofession and
the laity were radium mad. liven the staid

old London was radium wild. X-ray, in

many resjiects far superior to radium from a
diagnostic and therapeutical standpoint, was
forgotten for a while and radium was the

chief topic. Even Sir William Ramsey, the
great English scientist, became a very ardent
follower of radiiim, and, later, discovered that
radium had the power of being transmuted
into helium.

Over-enthusiastic followers of radiology

and radiotheraiiy made ]>reposterous claims

but their claims soon went into oblivion. The
ardor of the enthusiast of radiotherapy, with
few exceptions, cooled down and radiother-

apy was abandoned for a while as are many
other iineertain agents. Just about two years
ago, ilesothorium v.'as taken up by German
scientists and was claimed by them to be su-

I)erior to radium. As usual, prejiosterous
claims were made for mesothorium. IMeso-

thoi-ium was soon abandoned, and was follow-

ed by a renewed revival of radium in this

country. What is the real status of radium?
Louis Wickham, Degrais and Abbe, the most
enthusiastic Avorkei’s, have rather become con-
servative of late in regard to the real merits
of radiotherapy. The number of cures claim-
ed by them now is not so great as it formerly
was. There can be no real status of the value
of raflium therap.v, since the [oroiierties of
radium are not well understood. X variety
of theories have been offered to explain its pe-
culiar properties. Some scientLts declare
that radium is a source of earth heat and that
it is probably of the same substance a.s that
of the sun, since it is known to emit certain

gases of the same va.por as is given out by
the sun. .Mu.eh of the speculation among the

therapeutic values of radium have been found
unwarranted by actual demonstration, but
that it will some day be found a very useful

agent, cannot be disputed.

Surgery, if justifiable, offers at present the

best and surest method in handling malignant
cases. M. L. R.witcii.

ORIGINAL ARTICLES

.MERCURIAL STOMATITIS.*

By Edw.vrd Duff BT.mNETT, Anchorage.

The prevalent and indiscriminate use of

calomel by the laity calls for a definite word
of warning from the family physician. Our
clientele should be taught the grave dangers
that are likely to attend the unskilled em-
plo.yment of mercury in any form. They
should be instructed never to use calomel or

an}' of the mercurial family without the di-

rection of a physician.

Every' case of mercurial stomatitis should

be a strong lesson to each of us, reminding us

of the possible harm that may' come from too

frequent use of calomel. In many eases of

constipation saline cathartic, repeated once or

twice, will serve every need and oftentimes is

better medication.

PHYSIOLOGICAL ACTION.

.Ul of US recognize the alterative, tonic,

antisejitic and jnirgative action of mercury,
as well as its specific effect in syphilis. And
too, Ave are familiar with its splendid result in

certain inflammatory conditions.

Where given over a period of time it is

slowly eliminated and tends to have an ac-

cumulative effect that is quite harmful. The
liver and the kidneys seem to store it up in

larger quantities than do the other organs of

the body. It should never he given in cir-

rhosis of the liver or ivhere albuminuria is

found.

We know that the mild chloride is a chola-

gogue onl.v by reflex action, its purgative ef-

fect upon the upper bowel, especially the duo-

denum. It should always be preceded and

followed by castor oil or a saline purgative.

During the administration of mercury in

any' form we should alway's be on the alert for

the initial symptoms of mercurialism.

CHEMICAL ACTION.

Entering the stomach in any form, mer-

cury is converted into a double chloride of

sodium and mercury' ; then comes a union

with the albuminous juices to form a complex

*l{oacl before the Hopkins County Medical Society
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molecule of mercury, sodium, chlorine and
albumin. This is soluble in an jexcess of sodi-

um chloride or albumin. This solution is

easily absorbed.

Only a small portion is al)sorbed in tbe in-

testines, the rest being converted into a siilph-

ide and excreted with the feces.

jMercury stimulates most of the glands of

the body to tbe production of pathological

secretions, especially the salivary glands and
the pancreas. It is found in the saliva, sweat,

milk, urine and bile but is excreted rather
slowly. It is possible to find it stored up even

six or more months after medication has ceas-

ed. Its excretion is facilitated by the pres-

ence of iodide of potassium.

The combination of calomel with hydro-

chloric acid or chlorides is apt to precipitate

corrosive sublimate, a violent poison. It is

thought at the present time that stomatitis is

a septic condition arising from the mercurial
awaking of some latent alveolar trouble or

gingivitis.

CLINICAL REPORT.

The two following eases illustrate every day
experiences and remind us that we can’t be

too cautious in the administration of mercury.

Case 1 .—Woman 30 years old; 48 hours af-

ter having had calomel, grains two in broken
doses, developed the following ; metallic taste

;

foetid breath; swollen and coated tongue;

sore buccal cavity ;
headache

;
temperature

99 3-5 F.
;
slight tenderness over epigastrium;

and increased flow of saliva.

She gave a history of having eaten a large

amount of home made candy the day before

taking the mercur^L
Case II.—IMan, 23 years of age, after tak-

ing 1-2 grain protoiodide of mercury three

times a day for two days ate a raw apple and
developed a sore mouth and belly in twenty-
four hours. I found the following symptoms

:

Pulse 108; temperature 101 F.
;
diarrhoea;

tenderness over the abdomen, especially the

colon
;
headache

;
swollen tongue

;
several ugly

ulcers in the mouth
;
sore gums

;
and loose

teeth with the characteristic blue lines on
gums.

TREATMENT.

Leave off tbe mercuiu" at once. Eliminate
by bowels and kidneys, e.g., sodium phosphate
or castor oil and alkaline mineral ivater.

Strychnine for support. Belladonna to con-

trol ptyalism. Liquid diet. Alkaline antisep-

tic mouth wash. Best in bed in weakest eases.

Case 1 had a complete recovery in fifteen

days and Case 2 in twenty-five days.

A very mild case of stomatifis calls for a

simple mouth wash for several days and a
mild saline laxative.

CONCLUSION.

Both of these patients had full iustructions
about diet while mercury was being taken and
tbe dangers that sometimes arise. They were
questioned closely and gone over thoroughly
before mercury was prescribed. Some indi-

viduals are very susceptible to tbe action of
mercury and care should always be exercised
when prescribing it. All the more care is

urgent because most of us iirescribe it daily.

I report these cases that a note of warning
might be sounded.

PSYCHOTHERAPY.*

By Andrew' Saroent, Hopkinsville.

In the preparation of this essay I shall fore-

stall criticism by saying that I ivill not at-

tempt to present anything new or original.

Psychotherapy far from being neiv, is as

old as the liistory of mankind, and was em-
ployed in ancient times.

The influence of the mind over the body
was recognized by Plato, who said that the

trouble in his time wdth physicians was that

they treated the body too much and forgot

about the influence of the mind over the body.
Galen insisted that wuthout the confidence

of the iiatient the physician will often fail.

He also pointed out that though many
physicians used different remedies to heal dis-

eases
;
they all got good results, and he hinted

that the influence of the physician on the pa-

tient’s mind meant much in this matter.

Often the confidence of the patient in his

physician does more for the cure of his dis-

ease than the physician wuth all his remedies.

Paraeelcus said, “Imagination and faith

can cure and remove diseases.” Many such

expressions of physicians of all periods might
be quoted. The greater the physician, the

surer one is to find the belief in such opinion.

Small minds bave tbought their remedies
all powerful, but this was not true for the

large minds, their remedies were helped al-

ways, they knew, by the patient’s mind.
Mary Baker Eddy and Alexander Dowie

are recent examples of the power of mind
over body. What jdiysician of ancient or

modern times ever exhibited so many happy
patients as they did, and though dead their

works do folloiv them.
Cures at Lourdes is the subject of an edi-

torial in the Medical Record of November 8th.

Recently a circular letter was sent one thou-

sand physicians in regard to Lourdes cures.

The answers varied notably.

Despite a large degree of skepticism many
conscif>ntious practitioners have been found
who admit frankly tbe cure of actual disease.

*Read before tue Christian County Medical Society.
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A list of proniijient i)raetitioners is on record

as ui)liolding the existence of a snperterrestial

agency in some of the cures.

Several university professors have gone on

record with attests to this effect, including

the late T. Gailliard Thomas of New York.

Among cases which yield to Lourdes treat-

ment tuberculosis is well I’epresented, includ-

ing recoveries from lupus.

The average patient is a ereatin-e of habit,

and is incapable of independent or original

thought.

The most important factor for the begin-

ning of psychotherapy is to secure freedom of

mind from solicitude about self. Solicitude

])rolonged will make the }iormal heart miss

heats, will hamper the action of the normal
stomach in its work, wilt interfere with all its

secretory functions.

Whenever there is anything organic the

matter with important o)‘gans, then it is still

more to be desired that the patient should not

he solicitous. A crippled organ can l)e even
more seriously interfered with than a healthy

one. Hence all the distinguished heart speci-

alists of recent times have insisted that the

first and most important element in the treat-

ment of heart disease must he to set the pa-

tients mind at rest with regard to his heart,

without this drugs have an extremely difficult

task to perform, while with it they are read-
ily efficient.

Broadbent and McKenzie have not hesi-

tated to declare that this is absolutely the
most iujportant element of cardiac thera-

peutics.

In mild chronic diseases, particularly per-

suasions with regard to the seriousness of the

affection present, and of its supposed ineur-

ability, do more to keep up the affection in a

great many eases than almost anything else.

The patholog}' of a disease is always an im-

ttortant aid to its treatment, but we as psycho-
therapists must remember that pathology is

only physiology under adverse conditions,

and is nearly always a conservative process.

All sorts of remedies have been used by the
medical profession, most of them quite in-

nocuous, some of them slightly harmful, that
have been supposed to produce definite thera-
peutic effects, and have actually cured many
eases when first employed, though afterwards
their therapeutic efficiency was recognized as
nil, and they have been abandoned.

The mental infiuenee aroused during the
administration of them has given them all

their remedial value, and has even enabled
them often to counteract certain ill effects

produced by them and do the ])atient good.
This is the element of mental infiuenee in

the history of therapeutics, and it makes it

exti’emely difficult to decide as to absolute
curative powers.

We have had literally thousands of drugs

used in medicine because empirically, or on

theoi-y, they cured disease, and only some
three score of them are left, and only half

that many are used by phj'sicians with any
confidence of success.

Nothing illustrates better than the above
the fallacy of new remedies. Cures l)y them
may indicate either that the new remedy is

efficient, or that it aroused hitherto latent

powers through mental influence, and so gives

relief. A new remedy is very prone to do this

because of the enthusiasm with which it is

taken up, and the confidence aroused by the
doctor’s hopeful attitude in giving it.

Not long since a distinguished French pro-
fessor said to a young physician who asked
him whether he, himself should take a much
vaunted new remedy replied, “0, yes, and
take it now while it is new and still cures, for

after awhile it will he found not to cure.”
It is not alone neurotic diseases, that is, af-

fections consequent upon persuasion and
mental states or so-called imaginary diseases

that mental influence can do good.

In all organic diseases, however, there are

always certain symptoms due to the mental

.

states, to discouragement and depression, that

are greatly exaggerated by concentration of

mind on them. These conditions are only
amenable to psychotherapy, sometimes these

symptoms mean so much to patients that when
they are cured they think the underlying dis-

ease is cured.

Specialists in the disease are agreed that

“tuberculosis takes only the quitters.” That
is, those who give up the good fight and think

they are the victims of an inevitably progres-

sive and fatal disease. Hence the first ele-

ment in the treatment of consumption is to

remove unfavorable suggestion with hopeful

and helpful ones.

If for instance the patient has any persuas-

ion that because the disease is in the family it

is hereditary and therefore almost necessar-

ily fatal.

The present attitude of physicians to the

inheritance of the disease is explained by say-

ing it is contagious and not hereditary. If it

runs in families it is because of contagion and
environment. A member of a family in which

tuberculosis exists on both sides is in less

danger from the disease if he is well up to

weight than a thin person without any such

family history.

As a matter of fact a man with a family

history of' tuberculosis always has a little hot-

ter resisting vitality against the disease than

those in whose family there is no such history.

FiVen in cancel’, psychotherapy has a ])lace.

Patients have been ojicrated on. the cancer

found inoperable, this decision has been

mercifully withheld from them, but having
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been operated upon, they are told, and natur-

ally think they ought to get well. After such
patients have lost some thirty or forty

]>ounds they have been known to regain all

that was lost and more too, the result of this

encouragement, though eventually the can-

cer proved fatal.

In skin diseases phychotherapy has a defin-

ite place. All the chronic skin diseases are in-

fluenced by the mental state. Even warts
have been charmed away by mental influence

in so many eases that there seems to be no
doubt about this influence.

The story has been printed that six typical

cases of Pellagra were sent from the State In-

sane Hospital of South Carolina to New York
to be treated, and they were all relieved of

their symptoms before they eovdd be treated.

In every form of disease external and in-

ternal, organic and functional, somatic and
nervous, mental influence can do good. It

prevents the inhibition of vital forces by re-

moving di’eads and contrary suggestions that

so often tie up recuperative energy. It taps
new sources of energy and enables the patient
to use will power over tissues not active be-

fore.

Living on the will is no idle expression, for

patients have been known quite contrary to

all medical expectation to live to an allotted

time after having willed to do so. On the

other hand nothing is more fatal than giving
up hope.

The will to live, the will to be well, the put-
ting otf of.discouragements, all this represents
an important factor for health both as regards
the continuance of health and its recovery.

Have we as physicians done our whole cluty

by our patients until we have tried all known
means to inspire hope and prolong life, and
what is better than life itself the desire to

live?

Urethral Cysts.—Two cases of cystic degenera-

tion of the posterior urethra are reported by A.

J. Underhill, Baltimore (Journal A. IM. A., Janu-

ary 24). Tliey h’oth followed previous gonor-

rheal inflammations and the conditions were dis-

covered only by endoscopic examination. Soli-

tary cysts of the i>rostatic urethra are not uncom-
mon but differ from the multiple variety in tlie

cases described wlierc they were sessile and look-

ed like pearls embedded in the mucous membrane.
The local symptoms are not distinctive and the

subjective symptoms are those characteristic of

the neurasthenia accompanying many of the

chronic diseases of the posterior urethra. Under-
hill believes the condition will be found much
more frequently with the more general use of

the endoscofie. The treatment is dilatation fol-

lowed by incision of the cysts under control of

the eye.

HEAT PROSTKATION.*

By N. C. jMagr.-vw, Hopkinsville.

Having been requested to write a paper
and select my own subject for this meeting,
my thoughts turn to lieatstroke as this is the

liottest June I ever felt and the indications

are that it is going to continue hot.

So I will deflne lieatstroke as a depression

of the vital powers the result of exposure to

excessive heat. It manifests it.self in three

forms, as acute meningitis, heat exhaustion
and as true sunstroke.

Heat exhaustion is the most common and is

brought about by a lessening of the powers of

the system to resist any great bodily fatigue

also l)y overcrowding and intemperance.

Structural changes rarely develop owing to

the sudden action of the heat on the system
and the rapidity of the symptoms. The left

ventricle is contracted, the right heart and
vessels are engorged with dark fluid blood, all

the organs are in a state of venous congestion.

Sun.stroke comes on suddenly with or with-

out prodromes and is manifested by insensi-

bility with or without delirium, convulsions

or paralysis, flushed and hot body surface in-

jected conjunctiva, rapid and shallow or la-

bored and stertorous breathing.

Quick pulse either bounding or weak, and
temperature ranging from 105 to 110 with

suppression of all glandular action when
death occiirs, it results from asphyxia or

from slow circulation.

Heat e.xhaustion develops with a rapid feel-

ing from weaknes sand prostration, the face

pale, surface cold, voice weak, the circulation

rapid and weak, the respiration increased and
vision grows dim, noises develop in the ears.

The patient becomes partially or complete-

ly unconscious, the patient falling unconsci-

ous with tremors and simken, features and
possibly convulsions.

Acute meningitis as a result of heat stroke

is rare, but when it does occur, the symptoms
are similar to eases due to other causes. It is

of great importance to lie able to distinguish

at once between attacks of sunstroke and heat

exhaiistion. This can be done by the aid of

the thermometer. Sunstroke is to be dilferen-

tiated from alcoholic poisoning and cerebral

hemorrhage by the history season, occupation

and the temperature.

The prognosis is usually favorable in heat

exhaustion properly and j^romptly treated,

less so in sunstroke, but of course that de-

pends on the severity of the stroke, the previ-

ous health of patient and the- promptness of

the ti'eatineut, unfavorable indications are in-

creased temperature, cardiac failure, con-

*Read before the Christian County Medical Society.
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vulsioiis and absent reflexes followed by com-

plete musenlar relaxation; favorable symp-

toms are decline in temperature, stronger

pulse, increased depth of respirations, re-

stored reflexes and a return of consciousness.

Jn any of the forms of heat stroke, the

following conditions may result, vertigo,

headache, insomnia, epilepsy, mental enfeeble-

nient and monoplegia, paraplegia or hemi-

plegia. Prophylaxis is highly imperative

especially in the aged and those that are imn

down from any cause.

We should live regular and temperate

lives, avoiding all sorts of intemperance such

as drinking, especially alcohol, eating and ex-

ercising, light weight clothing shoidd be worn,

and the I’ays of the sun avoided as much as

possible. The condition of the secretions

should be watched and kept active, especially

the skin, and if sweating stops shelter and

rest should be soiight at once, mild eases of

heat prostration require very little treatment

in the way of drugs, a little judicious manage-
ment such as the removal of the patient to the

shade, loosening all constricting clothing,

sponging with cool water, a cold cloth on the

head. If any medicine is needed a dose of

spirits of ammonia or nitroglycerine by the

mouth. If temperature is siiimormal a hot

bath is indicated. Strychnia may be used a
day or to if patient is nervous and weak. On
the other hand sunstroke requires the most
energetic and prompt treatment if we hope to

save our patient.

The patient is in great danger from the
high temperature, means must be resorted to

to reduce it at once, nothing is better than the

cold bath, if that is not convenient, rubbing
with ice, is a good substitute, up and down
the spine especially. A cold enema may be
given with excellent results, some authors ad-

vise the hypodermic iise of quinine sulphate
or antipyrine. I have never used either.

To combat the subsequent rise of tempera-
ture the patient should be wrapped in a cold

sheet, if restlessness and convulsions occur,

morphine should be used and repeated if

needed or the bromides and chloral may be

given per rectum. Now if depression occurs
strychnine 1-40, may he repeated several

times if necessary. Ilypodermoclysis and en-

teroclysis will be of value under such condi-

tion.

After the fever has been reduced the pa-

tient should be placed in a cool place, and ice

cap on the head, small pieces of ice may be

given to relieve thirst or gastric irritability

with small doses of calomel to move bowels, a

light diet such as skimmed milk or biitter’-

milk, grape juice, or vegetable soup may be

given a few days. During convalescence imn,
quinine and strychnine may be given.

HEREDITY AND CHILD WELFARE.

By John D. Trawick, Louisville.

“And a little child shall lead them.”

A responsibility is being placed upon the

medical profession to keep pace with all the

social interests working for the conservation

of the child life of the nation, for it is being

recognized as never before that in the welfare

of the child lies the hope of the race.

You hear how environmental influences are

being searched for agents deadly to infant

survival, and see daily how the volume of evi-

dence is growing to show that the whole mind
of the nation is in accord with the Nazarene’s

judgment that should a man offend one of

these little ones, it were better that a mill-

stone be tied about his neck and he lie cast

into the sea. A stud>' of the potentialities of

the child already born soon leads a serious

student beyond the fact of birth and the pres-

ence here of a physical organism with its en-

dowment of 'Worth or unfitness to the pre-eon-

ceptional era of the human individual. The
truth is demonstrated that whatever exists in

the new individual of resistance to disease, of

stability of nervous system, in brief, what-
ever that individual may possess of ability to

live and thrive must have been inherent that
is born within him.

Close inquiry into the modern conception
of laws of heredity gives proof that what-
ever of potentialities the individual may pos-
sess have been predetermined in the inherit-

ance. That a man may acquire by his envir-

onment, and be the gainer by culture, and
that every responsibility rests upon him to

develop to the fullest all there may be inher-

ent within his personality is perd'ectly true,

but not more so than that an individual is

capable of culture just in proportion to his

potentialities.

A child resembles its mother because of the
inherent determiner within the producing
cells for likeness to the maternal parent. If

a biological trait or character exists in a hu-
man individual it is present because of a de-

terminer for that character previously exist-

ing within one or both of the producing cells

from which that individual sprang. If with-

in the producing cells, which by fusion are

destined to make a new being, there shordd ex-

ist the determiner for any given trait, the

new individual produced is as sure to have
that trait within his liotentialities as he is to

resemble his parents. There need be no con-

fusion here. Race, color, sex, character, all

are predetermined within the pinduciug cells,

but every trait o-f biological cliaracter inherit-

ed does not always find expression in llie indi-

*Rcad before the Muldvaugh Hill Medical Society.
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vichial, simply because perhaps the environ-

ment has not called into prominence the po-

tentiality for the trait.

A child may inherit musical ability for in-

stance from one or both parents, and h}" force

of i^overt}’ or restraint of environment give

no expression that it has musical bent until

some chance gives opportunity for the poten-

tiality to manifest itself.

But all the chance, opportunity, culture,

training, or what not in its environment could

not have i)ut into that child inherent musical

bent had it not po.ssessed the potentiality any-
more than culture could have kept him from
resembling his parents.

The force of this wonderful law of inheri-

tance finds distinct application in what we
term “constitution,” or bodily resistance, in

childhood.

Since we have shown, by implication, that

whatever influence is to find its expression in

the mature individual must first have found
its biological beginning in the i:>rotoplasm of
the producing cells, we must confine our at-

tention as scientific investigators to those hu-
man influences that can truly be shown to

effect cell protoplasm. In other words, for

this consideration, we are interested only in

those factors which can be proven to effect

the producing cell, for thereby we reach the

fundanienfal influences that affect child life,

not only in part but in potential.

If any poison, for instance, is thought to

have inherent effect upon a child’s constitu-

tion it must be shown to have first an effect

upon the producing cells which fused to form
that child.

C. R. Stoekard in the Archives of Internal

Medicine, October, 1912, in an “Experiment-
al Study of Social Degeneration in INIammals

Treated with Alcohol,” gives account of some
experiments which call attention in a pro-

foundly convincing manner to alcohol as a

protoplasmic poison.

Alcohol was given to otherwise apparently

normal guinea pigs by inhalation treatment.

A paternal test was applied by mating alco-

holic males with noianal females, which was
a crucial test for effect of alcohol on the male
producing element of the germ cell since the

mother and ovum were unimpaired.
In the maternal test alcoholized females

were paired with normal or untreated males.

“Here the mother,” says the investigator,

“has two chances to injure the offspring,

either by producing defective ovum, or by
supplying unfavorable or diseased environ-

ment in which the embryo must develop.”

The greatest chances for impairment of off-

spring lay of course in mating of two alco-

holics.

The outcome of these matings was most con-

vincing, in demonstrating that alcohol may
directly effect offspring through either
parent, by producing clianges within the
protoplasm of the producing cells. The ani-

mals were never completely intoxicated, they
were merely in a state corresponding to that
of the moderate drinker or chronic alcoholic.

Nine control matings gave nine littei’s con-
sisting of seventeen vigorous individuals.
Out of forty-two matings of alcoholized ani-

mals only seven young survived and five of
tliese were runts.

In the paternal tests tliere were abortions,
still births, and early deaths. The maternal
tests showed much the same general results.

When both parents were alcoholics, in most
cases the matings resulted in no offspring, or
very early abortions or in still born litters.

The single offspring born living from four-
teen matings of alcoholic parents died in con-
vulsions at an early age. In general the
deaths of these unhealthy .young followed
sym])toms of nervous disorders.

‘
‘ Here are data to be reckoned with,

’
’ says

the Journal of ike American Medical Asso-
cia/ion in which the experiments are com-
mented upon editorially. “They invest the
records of degeneracy in relation to alcohol
with a new significance.”

Guinea pig or human individual, it matters
not. The assertion can be made without hesi-

tancy that the producing cells are influenced
by alcohol. The higher the organism the
quicker is the poisoning effect noted of these

drugs of the narcotic class.

Child welfare cannot be attained until the

racial effect of alcohol as a poison has been
understood and resisted.

In this relationship we must refer to the

degeneracy, the epilepsy, the unstable nervous
organism, immorality and criminal tendencies

which act as train bearers to his spiritous

eminence.

Alcoholism may be consequent upon mental
defect, not antecedent to degeneracy, that is,

chronic alcoholism is an evidence of previous-

ly existing mental defect, or degeneracy, is a

mark of defective germ plasm in the parental

stock. The child is defective not because the

parent is alcoholic, but because it is the pro-

duct like its parent was, of defective germ
plasm. The child may be physically or ment-
ally fit, and yet when maturity is reached ex-

hibit alcoholic tendencies.

Alcoholism in the parent is apt to lead to

earlier alcoholism or degeneracy in the off-

spring. Parental alcoholism accentuates the

downward trend, with each successive genera-

tion the period of exemption from alcoholism

and degeneracy is shortened so that the off-

spring becomes alcoholic or degenerate at a

relatively earlier age.

It is upon families that are prone to degen-
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eraey that alcohol appears to put the finish-

ing touches and renders physiciue and ability

of olfspring more and more unsatisfactory

witli each successive generation acting to

light up and determine the existence of a

neurosis or i^sychosis which might otherwise

he on the wane.
^

As interesting as this line of study would

be pursued into the etiology of degeneracy in

childhood we must give brief attention to an-

other factor in the social order making for

disease and degeneracy and death which

springs from the misuse or violation of the

very laws society has made for its own per-

petuation and safeguarding.

Here again the evil is most deadly in that

it works its worst within the producing cell.

If syphilitic disease could be shorn of all re-

lationshii> to posterity and be proven to in-

fect alone the persons primarily involved,

and with their passing end. so far as that per-

sonal history goes, yet would syphilis be

counted as “slaying its thousands” and be

worthy of national reckoning. But when
there is added to this known pei’sonal his-

tory, the fact that in the offspring we find so

mucli disease and hurt inherited we must class

syphilis as a racial poison second only to al-

cohol in potency.

The modern treatment of this disease is

particularly interesting to those of us who
are studying the medico-soeiologic questions

of the day.

There has come no new generation, yet,

since the newer treatment has come in vogue,

therefore we cannot pronounce finally upon
the hereditary influence of the disease as af-

fected by the treatment.

Since then the deepest students are not yet

prepared to say that the treatment will cure

all cases, nor that cases apparently cured will

remain so, we can only maintain our stand
that syphilis is in every biologic sense opposed
to child welfare, and the moral issue is unaf-

fected.

These two health menaces are cited to bear
upon our statement that resistance to disease

can best be reckoned in terms of inheritance.

All treatment, sometimes at best problematic-
al, must remain more or less experimental so

long as we are in doubt as to the inheritance

of the child. Infant mortality, therefore,

must first be studied in the incipiency of the

child’s forbeax’s. Child psychology is a story

but half told if viewed merely from the stand-

point of the immatui’e being.

Neuroses, tendencies, traits ai-e but indi-

vidual repetitions of previously existing ten-

dencies, nexxrosis or traits.

Evei’y factor to-day making for child wel-

fare is significant in that we are to-day laying

foundations biologically for potential pai'ents

tliat their children may fare well.

THE QUESTION OF SEX EDUCATION.*

By II. J. Farbacii, Louisville.

1 have often been asked, “what does all this

sexual education and eugenic talk amount to,

do you candidly think it is doing any good, is

there such a great increase in venereal dis-

eases and is there a venereal menace?”
The question itself answers the first in-

(piiry. Any movemeixt that brixxgs about the

recognitioxx of axx evil, social or political, is

doing good.

Have venereal diseases become a public

meixace ? Ask the mother, whose fix’st boxm
lies ixx her lap and x’olls from side to side in

their sockets two starxixxg, sightless orbs. The
sweet xnysteries of a xxew life within her life

that changed a care free, pleasure seeking

girl ixxto a loving devoted wife by its unborxx,

iuaxxdible whisperings. iMotherhood the ful-

fill mexxt of her life, her part of the world’s

wox'k. Loxxg before it was born she L.iid lived

its life many tixnes ixx dreaxxxs. She knew so

well how to save it many heartaches she had
had. Axxd xxow ixx the very first week of its

life it was blinded. Blinded beyond any
hope. The boy that was to be the pride of her
life, was and always woxxld be a care and a
bxxrden.

Or again, ask the mother who holds another
child. Not her first conception but her first

child. Three tiixxes before she had tried to

bring into the world a living aixxalga-

mation of her and her sweetheart’s love.

Each time the promise was greater as the time
grew longer but inevitably the disappoint-
mexxt came. She ixxiscarried. Bxxt this child
her 'fourth conception, how carefully she had
guarded it, how fearful she was each day of
its intra-utex’ixxe life, that it too would xxot

reach xxxaturity. Bxxt it did and how expect-
antly she looked forward to its birth. The
answer to her first half delirious qxxestion

that it was a perfect child, filled her with a
sense of contentment known only to a mother.
But as she holds her two-weeks-old baby she
knows ixx spite of all motherly teixdency to

overlook faults in her own, that it is xxot a per-
fect child. Its face is that of axx old xnaxx

x'ather thaxx a eherxxb. A fan shaped eczenxa

spreads fx'om each nostril axxd it has “a cold
in the head” ixx spite of all care. Ulcers and
wheels appear here axxd there oxx the thin,

wrinkled body.

Do these two ehildreix agx’ee for or against
the presence of a venereal menace? Have not
these xnothei-s sobs and heartaches gone un-
heeded long exxough?

Road before the Muldraugh Hill Medical Societ.v.
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A wedding in any family is a great event.

Tlie motlier of the groom looks on the bride

with a censuring eye. Is she thrifty and af-

fectionate, will she take proi)er care of her

hoy and tlie home he is going to make? The
father of the bride sees that the groom can

sup])ort his daughter properly and that his

family is one of good repute.

JMuch time is spent in the selection of

clothes, the new home and its contents. The
groom is a fine, big strapping, pleasant fellow,

lie was a little wild perhaps but since his

courtship his conduct has been above re-

proach. Back they come from a glorious

lioneymoon to their home. The young hus-

band has been alarmed once or twice by the

appearance of a slight discharge but the all

excited, rapidly learning little wife has made
no complaint and he reconciles himself that

there can be nothing serious until it is only

a strain, that he has heard of so often.

A few weeks in the new home and a blush-

ing happy bride is transformed into pale,

stooped, lifeless, middle-aged woman. Vague
pains and soreness have developed into a dis-

tress that makes her a bed-ridden invalid.

An operation that unsexes her, makes her an

old woman in a day, may be necessary to

save her life. Instead of a loving, helpful

pardner the young husband has a nei;rotic

invalid for a wife.

And so I could continue to relate actual

happenings, each and every one different, for

hours and hours. Granted, you say, this may
be true, but it is the exception, not the rule.

But is this true? Is it not rather the rule

than the exception. The exception to-day is

the young man who reaches the age of twen-

ty-five without having been the host of a

gonorrheal or syphilitic infection. A goodly

majority of them, fortunately, have realized

the gravity of these infections and have

taken proper treatment.

But why is it possible that these diseases

are so prevalent? The first thought and
answer is prostitution. Abolish prostitution

and you will solve the question” we are told

by enthusiastic, inflammatory, inadequately

informed fanatics. Saner economists have

said “segregate and regulate” prostitution.

These have all been tried and have failed.

Why? Because the sense of propagation is

second only to the sense of self protection, we
are conclusively informed by the fatalist.

The inherent force of reproduction is so great

that no civil or moral law or laws can control

it and they hold up the history of the world

to prove their statement.

This argument is strong I will acknowledge,

I must admit that with all the efforts, and

these have not been small, in the j)ast. little

has been accomplished. But my argument is

that these efforts have been made in the

wrong direction. That the proper line of pro-

cedure is so simple and natural that it has
been overlooked or perhaps slighted.

Man learned that the best way to check a
rapidly advancing fire was to create in the

path of that fire a space that contained noth-

ing to biirn. Life and energy was uselessly

wasted in spectacular resistance on other
lines but nothing was gained. An army that

can not be defeated in the field can be starved
into submission by seige. The process is slow,

perhaps, but the results are sure and as it is

with the big problem before us.

You can spend much time and money try-

ing to regulate and segregate or abolish pros-

titution. • You can paint horrible pictures

and make dire threats from pulpit and press

but in this manner you are fighting the results

and not the cause of it all. IIow much would
have been accomplished in the wars that have
been waged so successfully against other de-

vastating diseases as small pox, diphtheria,

yellow fever, cholera, tuberculosis, if they
had simply tried to regulate and segregate.

The secret of success of these campaigns
has been prevention, not the handling of the

active infection.

The main factor in accomplishing pre-

vention has been education. Mystery and
)nisunderstanding are the two greatest foes

we have to combat in any widespread cam-
paign against disease. Venereal diseases are

no exception. But the trouble with our pres-

ent campaign is that it has been directed

against the results and not the cause. What
is the cause? Take the increasing prostitu-

tion, the increasing of venereal diseases, the

increasing immorality and sift them all down
to their basic element, down to the root that

reaches far below any drouth line and it is

there we find the cause. Hidden away by
mystery, pruddishness and misconception is

the truth. And that truth is that we have
been unknowingly but viciously teaching that

sex is evil.

It would perhaps be interesting and enter-

taining to explain how this has come about
but such an explanation does not lie within
the limits of this discussion.

Here as in every malignant condition a

vicious cycle has been established. Prostitu-

tion in the beginning made sexuality an evil.

It converted sweet, sacred, natural instincts

into lewdness, sensuality and licentiousness.

These in turn made more prostitution and so

the vicious cycle was started. And the public

at large to-day is taking the view of the pros-

titute. They have allowed this debased ele-

ment of society to define and defile the great-

est force for good known to humanity.

The natural inherent feeling and instinct

is not that sex is evil, but that it is sacred.
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And the sti’ange part ot! it is that this is not

realized until the individual has readied ma-
turity. No matter how lewd and licentious

a life a man may have lived when he selects a

woman for his wife and the mother of his chil-

dren, when he sets about to accomplish the

desire of his creator, he is inheriently, un-

mistakably imjiressed with the sacredness of

sexuality. And in every instance he is asham-

ed and remorseful of the things that in the

past he has committed that in any way cast

a blight or shadow on this sacredness.

Now, if this is time, and I feel sure that

there are none that will gainsay it, should it

not he given some weight? If this man, who
has been taught from infancy that sex is evil,

realizes in spite of all this training that it is

sacred, doesn’t it argue that if he had been

taught from childhood that sex was sacred,

that he would have lived differently. That

he would have guarded rather than deliaueh-

ed it. 'Would not his view and opinion of a

prostitute have been different, would he have

risked venereal infection as he had. Threat
and fear of consequences have had little or no

eontroling influence in sexual matters. Is it

the threat of hell that makes biblical char-

acters sacred to a child? I think NOT.
"With the innovation of all the newer re-

ligious ideas, the respect for biblical chai’ac-

ters is still evident. Even among the so-call-

ed atheists, free thinkers, Christian skeptics

and even these in their bittei-est criticisms do
not lose the respect of the biblical character

they learned in their early childhood.

Perhaps higher education, as they call it,

has ])roven to them that Christianity is noth-

ing but another mythology, but still these

biblical characters remain as they were in

early life even if they have ceased to

Surround them with their proper sanctity and
sacredness.

Now if the manner of the birth of one child

can he set down in writing and taught to the

whole world in every language in a manner
that does not shock, does not breathe of sensu-

ality, why can it not be taught to every child,

according to his understanding, the ti'uths of

sexuality. Begin the sex education of the

child when you start his religious education,

and in the same manner.

Until near the age of puberty sex distinct-

ion need not enter into this teaching. The
generative organs of a child are primarily ex-

cretory organs and if instructed properly it

will tend to lessen rather than increase to di-

rect his attention to them.

But sex education must begin early to be
effective. All too soon tbe young child gets

an erroneous vicious idea of his sexual a])pa-

ratus from vicious] older companions or from
servants.

Ask any missionary who has been among
primitive people teaching them for the first

time a religion, who are the easiest converted
and who backslide the least. It is the young
children. Implant the proper idea before the
wrong one gets a hold and the wrong one will

never gain ascendency.
It is a hopeless, useless task to try to segx’e-

gate and regulate prostitution. It is impos-
sible to abolish it. And by prostitution I do
not refer only to that traffic which is carried
on in public whore and assignation houses.
I refer as well, to the clandestine and illicit

intercourse that is carried on in the very
homes of the daughters.
The arm of the law cannot reach these.

'V^enereal diseases are contracted as readily
and as often in one instance as in the other.
The time has arrived when we must recognize
that every child in every home is subjected to
these dangers. Innocently, perhaps, but the
greatest of evils is the ones with the cloak of
innocence.

T ou cannot abolish or even control these
circumstances with threats or by fear. You
have to stop fighting the I’esults and get down
to fighting the cause. How? First and be-
fore every thing else, the true definition of
sex must be established. If the definition I

have given it, that it is sacred not evil, is cor-

rect, then the task is an easy one. If this is

not true, if this is simply a vamping of my
own and sex is really and truly evil, then my
ideas are wrong and useless.

But surely, that from around which emin-
ates everything we have that stands for the
best, love, morals, poetry, art, literature,

music and even religion, surely the basis of
all these can not be evil.

Teach then the proper attitude toward sex-

uality. This can be accomplished by calling

a spade a spade and by preventing as much
as possible a state of mysteriousness where

sex is concerned. Explain birth and repro-

duction to the young child by biological and

botanical examples he can understand. Show
him that fertilization of an ova by serum is a

])eautiful, intricate process and not a lewd,

shameful act. Explain that reproduction is a

natural consecpience of natural forces and not

a mysterious, untalkable thing.

Then when the sex instinct becomes evident

to him teach him and prove to him that by

curbing and controlling it he is fitting him-

self for a man’s work.

Is not tliis pi'ocess a simjxle and natural

one? Is tliere anytliing emharassing or dis-

gusting about such a procedure? And in the

end, not this year nor perhaps in tlie next
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ten years, but ultimately will it not do more
to lesson prostitution, to increase morality and
decrease venereal diseases than anything
else.

SCARLET FEVER TREATMENT.*

By W. L. I\IosBy, Bardwell.

The old saying that “an ounce of prevent-

ion is worth a pound of cure” holds good
with scarlet fever as well as with all the acute

infectioiis diseases. So prophylaxis is the

physician’s first duty, therapeutics after-

wards. Immediate isolation of patient and
watch carefully over suspects or those expos-

ed, should be the rule, even where doubt or

delay in the diagnosis is necessary, as the

gravity of this disease is too great to disre-

gard the right and health of others. An up-
stairs room, large and airy, provided with a

fireplace for heat and ventilation with a
temperature kept at from 60 to 65 degrees
dui’ing febrile period is desirable, as it sep-

arates patient and nurse from the remainder
of the family and affords quietude and con-

tributes to restfulness and comfort of patient.

Free ventilation without draft is essential,

and may be secured by window-board or a

frame covered with cheese cloth fitted in win-

dow. Screens are helpful to guard patient

against drafts of air. Boors may be protect-

ed by hanging sheets, moist in 5 per cent, car-

bolic acid solution, or one to one thousand bi-

chloride of mercury. All pictures, caiq^ets

and hangings, including imnecessary furni-

ture and fixtures shoiild be removed from the

room, and the nurse or attendant should wear
wash dresses and hair covering of oil silk or

washable material. Before leaving sick room
she should disinfect hands, face and neck with
2 1-2 per cent, carbolic solution or 50 per cent,

solution of alcohol and gargle throat with
Dob'ell or dilute liquor antisepticus solution.

Physician should likewise use a long washable
gown, closely fitting about the neck and reach-

ing to the floor, head protected as directed

for nurse, and exercise same care to disin-

fect all instruments brought in contact with
patient. All dishes and utensils used in sick

room should likewise he disinfected, as are
clothing and bedding of patient, by soaking
an hour or more in a 5 per cent solution of

carbolic acid or one to one thousand sublimate

or boiling. Room disinfection finally, is done
by formaldehyde gas or sulphur dioxide being
kept closed for a period of twelve hours.

PROPHYLAXIS BY DRUGS.

Belladonna was formerly recommended by
the homeopaths and Spearnsky claimed that

arsenic was capable of preventing the dis-

*Bead before the Kentucky Midland Medical Society,

ease but in view of further experience and
observation their value is doubtful and should
not be relied upon for this purpose.

J. Elgart, August Medical Clinic, Berlin,

believes oil of eucalyptus is effectual in pre-

venting scarlet fever and measles, and uses

bags saturated with the oil around neck and
the inhalation of 30 to 50 per cent, solutions

of lime (aqua calcis) twice a day at first and
then daily for four weeks. Milne, house

physician for Barnade Home for boys used

the oil by application to body from head to

feet twice a day for four days and then daily

for six more days and the application of a

10 per cent, phenol in oil to throat two hours

first day and then at longer intervals using

a swab tbe size of the child’s thumb nail.

Was further claimed that no complications

developed in those treated by inhalations of

lime and that course of disease was much
milder and shorter than with ordinary treat-

ment.

This theory assumes that inhalation of in-

fectious material is responsible for spread of

these diseases and complete sterilization of

respiratory tract with fumes of eucalyptus

011 and other local methods mentioned will

prevent its occurrence.

Preventive inoculation has not achieved

much success as yet. Striekler injected chil-

dren subcutaneously with mucus from nose

and throat of patients sick with scarlet fever

but disease was developed in a severe form.

Gabraitschewsky, a Russian physician, has

used a serum of his own in about 50,000 cases

with apparently good results, and so far its

use is encouraging and deserves further in-

vestigation.

If the “ounce of prevention” has not pre-

vented, we may judiciously select from the

“pound of cure” on definite therapeutic in-

dications, as we have no specific to offer in

this disease. Patient should be placed in bed

with a light cover during febrile period, and

later guarded carefully against chilling of

surface by drafts of air or exposure to pre-

vent complications or sequellae, and carefully

sustained on a milk or li(|uid diet, as largely

inilk as possible. An initial course of small

doses of calomel frequently repeated follow-

ed with a saline is usually indicated and

bowels should be kept responsive by_ hot in-

testinal irrigation 112 degrees F., which is of

value as diuretic and stimulant assisting in

elimination of infectious material. Salines

may take the place of high enema if desirable.

Baths should be employed daily, and more

frequently if temperature is high, controlling

it by this means if possible. Temperature of

104 degrees F., should be lowered by appli-

cation of cold to head and chest and cold

sponging as indicated. Cerebral symptoms
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may be relieved by these applications and
'small doses of salipyrin, phenaeetin or anti-

pyrin. Insomnia and restlessness will be re-

lieved by the same remedies. Should con-

vulsions occur, the inhalation of chloroform

and the administration of bromine salts will

usually suffice. Hydrotherapy is beneficial in

relieving nerve tension, lowering temperature,

rendering patient more comfortable and re-

lieving skin rash. We may assist in the pre-

vention of nephritis by careful attention to

the elimination by skin and bowels. Stimu-
lants are unnecessary in mild infections but

in severe septic or anginose forms, with weak
or irregular heart action brandy or whiskey
may be used to advantage and with quick
judse of low tension tincture of digitalis is

indicated, one drop for a child four to six

years old, four to six hours. Stiychnine one
two-hundredth to one one-hundredth of a

grain may he administered whei'e a nervous
depression exists. In simple forms of pharyn-
gitis a spray of Dobell solution or dilute

liquor antiseptieus every 4 hours is of value.

Aui-al complications are better prevented by
combatting nasal conditions which produce
them, spra3'ing and proper antiseptic appli-

cation. An eas\" waj" of applying hot anti-

septic solution to nose and throat of children
is to place a soft rubber catheter on nozzle of

fountain sj'ringe with which we can easily

douche nose and throat with boric acid solu-

tion or permanganate of potash one to eight

thousand. Dermatitis and desquamation
are to be treated by local application of car-

bolized salt sohition or half saturated solution

of horic acid followed with application of tal-

cum powder, imless preference is given to

ointments of a similar composition. Oil of
eucah'ptus should be consideerd in view of

its reputed proj^lndactic properties. Col-

lodial silver ointment (ungt. erede) is thought
to exercise an influence on the septic nature
of the disease and influence condition of skin
favorably'. Patients should he kept in bed
for from one week to ten days after all feb-

rile s.vmptoms have disappeared. In absence
of complicating conditions this enforced rest

will help to prevent their development. Also
milk or liquid diet shoidd be continued dur-
ing this time. Phophylaxis also applies to

complications and sequella as their develop-
ment bri]igs increased dangers to patient and
responsibilit.y to ph\'sician. High temper-
atiires, quick pulse and unusual nervousness
are frequent s.vmptoms rather than complica-
tions in scarlatina and the ice cap with cold
application, phenaeetin and bromine salts

with aconite will control these s.vmptomatic
manifestations.

Naso-pharyngeal involvement is almost uni-

forml.y present but not in a form suggesting
dangerous involvement of nose and pharynx

and when either exists in such a condition it

ma.v be properl.y considered as a complication.

Rhinitis calls for frequent syringing or spray-

ing with warm solution, normal saline or per-

manganate of potash. Care should always be

exercised not to carry the infective material

into Eustachian tube thereby producing ear

involvement adding another complication.

Streptococcic faucial involvement requires

energetic treatment. Gargles are difficult to

perform and bettei' results are secured by top-

ical application ever.v 2 to 4 hours with swab
of cotton on applicator, or direct spra^dng,

the latter being our choice. Peroxide of hy-
drogen is cleansing and may be followed with
permanganate of potasli one to forty or sub-

limate solution one to live thousand.

We possess few better remedies than the

old tuicture chloride of iron, and it may be

variously diluted with glycerine or water as

per indications. Severe anginose sjuiiptoms

aside from atomization with antiseptic solu-

tion and well directed local measures will re-

quire vigorous eonstitiitional measures to sup-

port patient.

OTITIS.

Pain will be successfully relieved, for a

time at least, with cocaine solution 4 per cent,

or adrenalin which has a similar effect. Ear
douche with hot normal salt solution will re-

lieve congestion and often the pain will sub-

side. Suppuration is frequent and when pres-

ent paracentesis should be performed eartyq

especiall.v if bulging of membrane tympani is

discovered and pain exists. After perforation

the treatment for otitis media suppurata is

carried out, the chief oliject being to sterilize

canal and prevent mastoid complication.

CERVICAL ADENITIS.

This occurs more frequentl,y after or with
severe anginose involvement and ma.3^ extend
to pericellular structures. The application of

ice bag over laj’ers of cloth is useful. Flex-

ible collodium jiainted freely over glands pro-

ducing uniform pressure exercises a beneficial

mechanical effect. Tinctui-e of iodine in di-

lution or 10 per cent, ichth.vol ointment is

thought to influence morbid process favorabtyy

and ma\' be applied beneath ice bag. Pus
formation calls for hot applications and later

evacuation after it has formed. Tonics of

ii-ou and str.vehnine are generall.v indicated

and well borne. Syrup ferri iodidi, T

have found valuable.

ARTHRITIS.

Salic.vlates at jiresent are our main reliance

notwithstanding our ignorance as to eti-

olog.v of this complicating condition. Acetyl-

salc.ylic acid ma.v be required for pain com-

bined with moist compresses applied locall.y.

The local protective application to affected
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joints may prove useful and give comfort to

patient.

NEPHRITIS.

This is the “captain” of the many danger-

ous complications or sequella .of scarlatina

and sad pictures of its ruthless intrusion

crowd our memory as 'we pen this paper. Un-
fortunately, we have found it easier to treat

than to cure. Possibly our want of skill may
explain the latter. An insidious foe ushered
in by oedema of eyelids, hands and feet, ac-

companied by fever and a scanty highly col-

ored urine with little or no nervousness may
be our first intimation of its presence. Al-

buminuria is present. Warm baths two or

three times daily, hot enemas of saline solu-

tion combined with mild diuretics, milk diet

and absolute rest in bed should be our reli-

ance. Severe eases with vomiting, convulsions

and uremic complication will require hot

vapor baths, 100 to 105 degrees for fifteen or

twenty minutes and then envelope patient in

hot blanket without drying, inviting free dia-

phoresis. Our chief efforts should be directed

at restoration of functions of kidneys by diur-

etics, cupping dry or wet, hot baths, etc.

Lumbar puncture and hypodermic adminis-

tration of morphia and atrophia have been

used and recommended by Allaria and Shef-

field, but personally I have had no experience

in children with either. We may have neph-

ritis occuring during third or fourth week of

disease, with dropsical effusion into serous

cavities with edema and uremic symptoms
which will call for purgation, sweating and
diuretics. All uremic symptoms occurring

during a nephritis demand energetic treat-

ment, the principle of which has been out-

lined.

Dropsy is counteracted by diuretin, digi-

talis, spartein, etc. Overtaxed heart may re-

quire digitalis, nitroglycerin or strychnine.

Anemia calls for iron, preferably Basham’s
mixture, milk diet and absolute rest in lied

a sine qua non in all forms and conditions of

nephritis continued well on into conva-

lescence.

Pediculosis Capitis. Treatment. Lay patient on

back on bed with bead over edge, hair lying in

a basin beneath bead on a chair. Pour 1 :40

phenol solution over hair into basin and sluice

backward and forward until hair thoroughly

soaked, especially over ears and at nape of neck.

Continue sluicing ten iniutes, then lift hair from

basin and allow to drain, without drying it. Then

swathe bead with thick towel or large ))iece of

flannel and allow to remain for an hour. Finally

wash hair or simply allow to dry. Method en-

tirely safe with children of 5 years and over.

Hair not damaged.—Whitfield.

FRACTURES OP THE LONG BONES.*

By P. N. Blackerby, Falmouth.

A fracture is a sudden solution of contin-

uity in bone or cartilage. The term is com-
monly applied to bone. A fracture may be
partial or complete; transverse, oblique or
longitudinal

;
single, double, or multiple

;

simple, comminuted, compound and compli-
cated. As you are all acquainted with the dif-

ferent forms of fracture, I will refrain from
giving you a detailed description of each kind,

as also the causes producing them which are
many. The symptoms of fracture from which
we make a diagnosis are loss of function,

absence of normal contour, preternatural mo-
bility, crepitus, and pain, shortening. As
my subject is confined to fracture of the long
bones wdiich consist of humerus, radius and
ulna of the arms and the femur, tibia and
fibula of the lower limbs, and I suppose the
ribs may also be included in the list, we wnll

commence ivith the humerus. Fracture here
occurs most frequently in its lower third, the
proportion of fractures of the middle and up-
per being about equal. As it would make this

paper too long to give a detailed description

of the many fractures that may occur about
the head and anatomical neck and lower end
of this bone, we will content ourself with the

fractures that occur along the shaft of the

bone and their treatment.

Fractures of the shaft of this bone, al-

though chiefly caused by direct violence, are

not infrequently the result of a fall on the

hand or elbow, and may, in rare instances, be
caused by muscular action alone. The dis-

placement usually not very marked will be de-

termined by the direction of the line of frac-

ture. After bringing the ends of the bones in

apposition by extension and counter extension

and proper manipulation a canton flannel

roller or a common muslin bandage should be

applied over a single layer of cotton batting

which is placed next the skin. Now we have
the choice of plaster of Paris or splints to

hold the bone in place. I think the former
preferable. Compression of the first band-

age and of the plaster of Paris bandage should

be snug but not too tight. The arm should be

flexed with the foi’earm resting against the

breast. The bandage should extend from the

axilla to the metacarpal bones. As soon as set-

ting of the plaster has taken place it should be

slit throughout its extent, then if swelling

enough occurs to threaten gangrene the

former bandage is easily divided and com-

pression relieved. The plaster of Paris dress-

ing should be one-eighth of an inch or more

thick. The arm should be held against the

body by straps or bandage and retained in po-

*Read before the Pendleton County Medical Society.
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sition for from four to six weeks. If splints

are used we have the choice of a cup-shaped

splint of either guttaperclia, sole leather,

wood or cardboard and using an extra short

internal splint.

.Fracture of the ulna in its shaft, occurs in

its effort to ward off a blow, or as a result of

a fall directly upon the bone. Diagnosis is

not difficult, if compression be made by grasp-

ing both hones several inches from point of

suspected fracture and pain and abnormal
mobility be caused at that point, the diag-

nosis of fracture is fairly clear, if crepitus is

obtained we can always be certain that a

fracture is present.

As the treatment of fracture of the shaft of

the radius is almost identical with that of the

ulna they can both be given under one head,

which consists after disi:>lacement if any has
been effected and the broken ends in apposi-

tion, of two padded splints. The posterior, to

extend from within one inch of the olecranon
to the ends of the fingers, the anterior splint

to extend from the elbow to the carpus, wrap
each splint with a bandage to hold the wad-
ding in place, apply splints so that the

interosseous pads will push the muscles dowui

between the radius and ulna. Then fas-

ten them with a bandage made tight enough to

prevent slipping. If in the course of a fenv

days the dressing becomes loosened, it can be

tightened by applying an additional bandage.
The forearm should be carried in a sling. The
treatment should be continued for about four
weeks, when passive motion of the elbow and
supination and pronation, should be made,
and the dressing be readjusted for another
week. This dressing will be found sufficient

for all fractures of the shaft of one or both
hones of the forearm.

In Codes’ fracture the diagnosis is not usu-

ally difficult. The deformity which results

from the backward and upward displacement
of the lower fragment, the history of the ac-

cident and the pain at the seat of injury point
to the character of the fracture. Crepitus
may not always be elicited. The hand is di-

rected toward the radial side, and the styloid

process of the ulna is iinusually prominent.
After reduction has been accomplished a very
satisfactory dressing is a snugly fitting gaunt-
let of plaster of Paris, extending from the
metaearpo-phalangeal articulation to six
inches above the wrist. The patient should he
advised to move the fingers of fhe affected side
a number of times a day, in order to prevent
adhesion of the tendons to their sheaths. If
plaster of Paris be not at hand, a posterior
splint, padded, made of light hoard or heavy
pasteboard, may he placed from the end of the
metacarpal bones back near the elbow with a
short anterior splint, extending half 'way
in the palm of the hand, to several inches

above the fracture, nicely adjusted with a
roller bandage or adhesive plaster. An extra
wad of cotton placed between the splint and
the dorsum of the metacarpus fixes the hand
in semi-flexion, in which position the extensor
tendons are kept tense and aid in preventing
redisplacement of the lower fragment.
The shaft of the femur is usually broken by

direct violence. Or indirectly by a force
transmitted from below upward. In except-
ional instances the fracture is caused by
muscular contraction alone. The line of frac-
ture is generally oblique, and the displace-
ment is determined chiefly by the direction of
this line. Diagnosis is not difficult. Preter-
natural mobility, crepitus, pain and shorten-
ing will usually determine the character of
the injury. In the treatment of all fractures
between the trochanters and the knee joint
choice rests between the method by Buck’s
extension and the plaster of Paris dressing.
When the fracture is below the middle of the
thigh, the plaster of Paris dressing is to be
preferred and may be applied without anes-
thesia, provided that by extension the mus-
cles yield and the fragments come in apposi-
tion. The bandages need not extend higher
than tlie level of the perineum, but should take
in the foot. Whatever method is employed
immobilization at the seat of fracture should
be maintained for five or six weeks.

Fracture of one or both bones of the leg are
next in frequency to that of the radius! the
clavicle, and the ulna. The upper end of the
tibia is usually broken by direct violence, al-
though a fall from a height upon the foot may
produce a longitudinal or oblique fracture,
the most common point of fracture is the
junction of the middle and lower third. The
fibula may be broken at the same level, or at a
point above or below the line of fracture in
the tibia, or this last bone alone may be
broken. A fracture of the tibia near the
ankle joint and a complete break of the fibula
IS ot frequent occurrence. This is the well-
known Potts’ fracture and sometimes called
railroad or street car fracture, since it is often
caused by jumping from a ear in motion.
Potts’ fracture is recognized by the peculiar
eversion of the foot, the abnormal prominence
of the internal malleolus, pain and loss of
function. In most cases of fracture of one or
both hones of the leg it is the best practice to
reduce tlie displacement by extension and
counter extension, and apply the plaster of
Paris dressing at once. This should extend at
least half way uii the thigh, in all eases, in
order to fix the knee joint. It is applicable
to all fractures of one or both hones, from the
knee down including fhe malleolus. Extens-
ion can usually be made from fhe heel and
ankle by an assistant. A layer of cotton bat-
ting is placed next fhe skin, a dry muslin or
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flamiel roller, making firm eomi)ression, is ap-

plied, and the plaster bandages over this.

The plaster cast should he split down the mid-

dle line, in front, to guard against swelling.

Compound fractures are treated by reduct-

ion of the deformity, free drainage where in-

fection is evident, and strict antiseptic pre-

cautions. The plaster dressings should he

made with a window for free inspection. Ex-

tension. if necessary, can he made in tlie usual

way. Some years ago a mechanical apparatus

was devised called an amludatory dressing in

which it was claimed the patient could move
about as scon as applied, hut as T have seen

or heard nothing further in regard to it, sup-

pose if used at all, it is confined in use to the

hospitals. Laterally the open treatment of

fractures has been done by some of the lead-

ing surgeons and was, I believe, first done by
Lane, of London. This consists in cutting

down to the hone at point of fracture adjust-

ing the ends of the hone and fragments and
holding them in place by means of plates of

several different materials, screws, hone and
ivory pegs, plates, etc. While this has been
done in fresh fractures with sometimes, Imt
not always, good results, I think this opera-

tion will ultimately he confined to those cases

in which proper union has not taken place,

and then only in hospital where the work can

he done and watched by a competent surgeon
with all the facilities of a perfectly aseptic

techniqiie.

Thanking you gentlemen for your forbear-

ance with a not too interesting suhjeeL I leave

it with you, hoping to learn through your dis-

cussion of it a good many things 1 have over-

looked or did not know.

Bladder Resection.—G. Kolischcr, Chicago

(Journal A. M. A., January 24), reports a case

of malignant growtli in the vertex of the blad-

der performed by denuding the whole anterior

aspect of the viscus of its peritoneal covering

and clamping the top of the bladder far enough

down to insure the resection of the vertex and

the tumor in healthy tissue, the clamp being ap-

plied under the control of the cystoscope intro-

duced before the operation, which, however, in

practice was found to be superfluous, as the in-

cision could have been guided by pafijation. The

o))eration is described in detail and the healing

was complete in three weeks. Three months later

the interior of the hladder was apitarently nor-

mal according to cystosco])ic examination, ex-

cept for a slight distoi’tion u[)ward at the seat of

the excision, evidently due to an adliesion at the

top of the bladder. Wliile it is still too early to

])redict a permanent cure, the operation is a

technical success.

raE IDEAL AND THE KEAL IN THE
DHACTICK OF MEDICINE.*

By G. G. Thornton, Lebanon.

Just why it has never entered into the mind
and purpose of someone abler than myself to

discourse upon this theme 1 am sure I do not
know, hut possibly it has and that tliere is

such an article in existence, that has escaped
my attention. The ideal is doubtless the
dream of the young man when he first resolves
to take up the study of medicine. During his
life up to this jioint, he has observed the act-
ive prosperous physician as he went about his
daily work, and noted his close application to
the duties of his profession and that people
often spoke of his being so busy and so suc-
cessful and that he received such good fees for
his services. He has also noted the fact that
he has seldom seen him about places of amuse-
ment, except wdien some one was unfortun-
ately injured or was taken suddenly ill and he
attributes his absence from these places to the
fact that his calling has such a fascination for
him that the pleasures of ordinary people
have no attraction foi’ him. He also remem-
bers that when he has been out driving on
good roads on pleasant afternoons to have fre-
quently seen this busy doctor out, either driv-
ing a good stepper, or in his classy automobile,
and notes further the fact that the commun-
ity in wdiich he sees him seems to he prosper-
ous and that probably the pay is always sure.
He sees doctors meet in consultation, he hears
of their meetings at county, state, and nation-
al and international associations for the pur-
pose of discussing how to raise fees and for
having a good time generally.

He meditates on all this and as he sees it

the doctor’s calls come in just as he would
have them, always on pretty days, good roads
and where the pay is good, patrons are intel-
ligent, the disease has nothing about it that is

repulsive, the patient is pleasant and hopefiil,

and all he has to do is to spend a few pleasant
moments and leave a few tablets or pills or
possibly a prescription with intelligent friends
or possibly a trained nurse and pass on to the
next case which is just different enough frotn

this to give variety and on and on, to the end
of the day and at night he is just tii'ed enough
to sleep sweetly, and on the morrow to revisit

these patients; finding that his medicines have
been given and his instructions have been fol-

lowed carefully and that some of the patients

have so far improved that it will not he neces-

sary for him to visit them again and when he
returns to his office he finds enough new calls

to take the place of any who have no further

need of his services and these, too, are all of

*Read before the Muklraiigh Hill Medical Societj-.
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tliat same desirable type which makes the call-

ing so fascinating. lie finds that his medicines

liave always had the effects that he wanted
and that he has told the i>atient and family

vviiat he expected and that his diagnosis and
prognosis have always been correct.

To him, the doctor’s life is one gala day of

happy and successful experiences with few or

no cares and nothing hut pleasant associations,

lie never dreams of the anxieties of the young
practitioner, about whom the people and
especially the old doctors speak with an em-

phasis on the young doctor, about the days,

months, and possibly years, that he sits in his

office with patient solicitude and anxious ex-

pectation, for patients that seem slow to ap-

preciate his ability, nor does he meditate on
the self denial that he has practiced to reacli

this good day, nor does he think on the fact

that during all of these years which he lias

spent in preparation for his life’s work that it

has been all out-lay and no income and that

the investment may never prove an income
producer, and can never do so, except Avhile

the doctor is working and that when he dies

the investment is a total loss.

He and others never meditate on the fact

that all of this time while an education was
being acquired he might have been making
money and putting it in some business where
it would have been safe for himself, should
health fail him or, for his family should he
die. Not meditating on these things and Avith

happy anticiiiations our young friend passes

through medical college and with his high
ideal we administer to him the Hippocratic
oath and drill into him the rules of profession-

al ethics. Let us now watch him as he meets
and mingles Avith his professional brethren,

and we Avill see him as his high ideals begin
to give Avay to the real. We will see him lo-

cate in the town or community of his choice

and there he aauII try to get in touch Avith his

conferes and amongst them he Avill find one or
more who boast of their fidelity to the high
ideal in medical ethics, and he will note the*
fact that some of these speak in disparaging
terms of all of the others whose name chances
to be mentioned. He tries to find out some-
thing about a schedule of fees, and he finds

that if such a thing exists it is observed as
much in the breaking as it is in the keeping.
He finds that one of the doctors Avho is gen-
erally regarded as being the most reasonable
in his charges, has charged a man $15.00 for
simply tapping an hydrocele, and when he
needed it done at a subsequent time and went
to another man he did the same operation for

$5.00 and later another did it for $2.50. He
finds that when making vi.sits to the country,
one man will charge $2.00 and another $2.50
and at another place one Avill charge $3.50
Avhere one Avill charge $5.00 and so on ad in-

finitum. And this is not always due to bad
mathematics where the charge is made by the

mile as estimated distances vary very much.
He further finds that a great many people

—people who are about ordinary things rea-

sonable and average people, have such faith in

medical schools and boards of health, that

thej" believe that inasmuch as all doctors have
access to, and therefore read the same books
and journals, and can procure the same
medicines, that so far as ability is concerned
they are about all alike and as they can judge
a piece of goods and buy Avhere it comes the

cheapest by the yard or piece, so they Avill use
the doctor who practices at the lowest price

per visit or consultation. He tries to be ac-

curate and scientific in his diagnosis, thera-

peutics and prognosis, but he finds that the

man who treats most children’s diseases as

due to worms and teething, stands about as

Avell and his opinion is about as much respect-

ed as the more scientific man. He finds that

the man Avho always knows positively Avhat

the disease is with which his patients are suf-

fering, be it biliousness, la grippe, cataridi, a

little malaria, Avorms or teetliing, is often re-

ferred to as authority and his dictum goes at

face value Avhen, after exhausting all of his

skill and abilitjq he still found himself in

doubt as to the diagnosis. He explains vari-

ous things in the symptomatology, and his

theory of the management of difficidt cases to

his patients, and appeals to their reason for

approval of his methods, and finds that people
will tell him Avhat good luck so and so has and
that he always uses antiphylogistine in pneu-
monia, and that he said my stomach will not

stand strong medicine. He finds that Avhere

he has made a diagnosis of probably appendi-
citis, and this man is called in he explains the

condition to the family as being due to the

fact that the bile is very acid?

AVhen our young friend graduated he felt

that the science of medicine AA'as approaching
perfection and that he coidd Avith the micro-
scope, the ophthalmoscope, the cystoscope, the

plionendoseope, the proctoscope, the thermom-
eter, the sphymomanometer, the urinometer,
the aspirator, by auscultation, by ocular dem-
onstration, by percussion, by subjectiAm symp-
toms and objectiA'e signs diagnose clearly and
aceiu’ately all of the diseases Avith which he
wo;;ld ever come in contact. IIoAvever, if he
is honest Avith himself, it Avill not be long be-

fore he finds that in real experience, he meets
up vAuth cases that Avill be. sick,—so sick that

some of them will die and he Avill sign the

death certificate, marasmus, uremia or, diag-

nosis doubtful. He Avill find that in spite of

all his eft'orts, Avith scientific skill and instru-

ments of precision, he Avill meet up with many
cases whex'e, if he is honest with himself he is

bound to admit that the diagnosis is not clear,
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or in other words that he don’t know just

wliat is the matter. Here he finds the careless

and slipshod getting by with those ever handy
terms, indigestion, neuralgia, biliousness, ma-
laria, cold, lagrippe, womb trouble, and other

terms that are common diagnostic dumping
grounds, useful for covering up a great deal

of inexcusable ignorance. He may, and
doubtless will, call in a consultant in some of

these difficult cases, and this man may be a

specialist or a surgeon who greets him with the

gentle information that if he had been called

a little sooner, more could have been done, or,

that the patient can only be properly treated

in a hospital, to whicli our friend has no ac-

cess, an(l here he sees his prestige and fee go
aglimmering into the great ultimate. He
hears im;ch from the siirgeon about cancer
and other conditions being sent to him when
it is too late with the implication that he and
other general practitioners are to blame for

such a state of affairs, and as he grows older

and meditates on what he observes, and calls

to his mind numerous cases of cancers that he

has seen operated upon, where, the operation

actually seemed to aggravate the condition

and hasten the untimely end, he wonders just

how much the surgeon has contributed him-
self to bring about the very state of affairs

which we all de^ilore so much. The case that

is operated on and not benefited, but that is

actually hastened, becomes a living (so long

as life lasts) walking, talking advertisement

against the use of the knife in such cases that

will have more effect to deter those whose at-

tention is called to the bad results than all of

the general practitioners and surgeons can
ever overcome, and when they are dead, as

long as the memory of friends is kept fresh

the case is referred to by interested parties,

with logic, that is so sound to them, at least,

than no one be he general practitioner or surg-

eon can refute it. He sees the border-line

cases where no one can tell positively Avhether

the patient will be benefitted by an operation,

but where there is a doubt that gives some
grounds for hope, to which hope the patient is

entitled. These cases he knows are entitled to

be dealt with fairly, and given every reason-

able chance, with a fair understanding as to

what to expect as to the ultimate outcome.

Even these cases that turn out unfavorable

will inevitably create a bias against the use of

the knife. He appreciates the fact that an

early oj^eration offers much and that a late

one offers but little, but he feels and knows,

that he is not wholly to blame for these cases

reaching the surgeon too late, because often

when the case is first seen by him it is even

then too late for surgical interference.

Again in the very beginning of his career,

when he has plenty of time to meditate and his

income is hardly sufficient to meet his actual

needs and he meditates on how he may hon-
estly increase same with the high cost of liv-

ing staring him in the face, and with the gen-
eral practitioner’s fee practically the same
for the last decade, he hears much of the di-

vision of fees and hears it loudly condemned
by most all and knows it is practiced secretly
by many, even those high uj) as general prac-
titioners and surgeons, not always in St.

Louis, Chicago and New York, but actually
right at home. Not practiced openly, but by
the general practitioner, notifying the surg-
eon that he has a case of appendicitis whicli
he wishes operated on and that the surgeon
may have ^[^100.00 if he will do the operation if

he wishes at that fee and then, when the pa-
tient is ready to settle his bill the general prac-
titioner collects the bill whatever he may
choose to make it and pays the surgeon by his

own check. The same course is pursued in

hysterectomies and all major operations ad
infinitum. If the surgeon don’t come across,

some other one will and as this man is doing
a large practice he can make it worth while
to the surgeon to sit up and take notice. With
all of these things rajiidly presenting them-
selves to the new man in the profession there
is great temptation for him to accept the real
as he finds it and to in a measure forget his
high ideal. Nevertheless it is for the great
body of the profession to maintain the real at
as high a standard as it is possible, remember-
ing that in every effort we have to contend
with the human that is in all of us.

Eecovery in Pneumonia.—From tlie study of

tlie mechanism of recovery in pneumonia made

with special reference to the crisis, in which he

reviews the recent literature of the subject, L.

Hektoen, Chicago (Journal A. M. A., January

24), reaches the following conclusions: “The

cure of pneumonia results from the destruction

of the pneumococci in tlie lungs and in the blood.

^This is accomplished mainly by iihagocytosis,

probably to some extent also by antibodies in

pneumonia, especially opsonins, and tliese apxiear

to be specific for the group to which the infect-

ing pneumococcus belongs. In rapidly fatal

cases the defensive reactions are inadequate to

destroy the pneumococci, which persist and multi-

ply in the lungs and in the blood, and free anti-

bodies have not been demonstrated in the blood.

In favorable cases the jmeumococci arc de-

stroyed more or less rajiidly when the antipneu-

mococcal reactions reach a certain height. We
may assume this lysis results when the destruct-

ion takes place more gradually. Crisis is the ef-

fect of prompt destruction. In both cases, but

demonstrated more clearly in crisis, there is an

excess of free antibodies in the blood.”
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THE OPEN TREAT3IENT OP FRAC-

TURES.*

By Geo. A. Hendon, Louisville.

It is not my purpose in this paper to dis-

cuss the relative merits of the two modes of

management of fractures, open and closed. I

am not proclaiming the snpeinority of either

one over the other. Tliey ;u'e not in any sense

rivals for popular favor, since they are close-

ly allied in the attainment of successful re-

sults. Neither one can replace the other. The

open or newer treatment is not -an usurper, but

a tributary to the broad current of general

good. No one is expected to adopt either

method of treatment as a routine, but the

wise course lies in the decision as to when the

one or the other should be employed. I would

approach the discussion of this subject by

stating that anything I say in favor of the

open method is not to be credited with a

double meaning in that it might reflect iipon

the closed treatment. I also wish to classify

some phases of the subject as settled and

therefore not debatal)le. They are thus elim-

inated from the analysis: For pample,

every one knows that perfect functional re-

sidts in fractures of the long bones is not in-

compatible with anatomic and cosmetic im-

perfections. "VVe also acknowledge the fact

as beyond dispute that the open treatment of

fractures never will and never can become
the universal procedure. The reasons are so

obvious and numerous it would be unprofit-

able to name them. The real task before us is

to aid in the selection of cases adapted to the

open treatment and to stimulate interest in

the development of knowledge pertaining

thereto. I am not prepared to follow IMr.

Lane quite so far when he says that public

opinion and the law courts will compel the

adoption of direct fixation in treating all frac-

tures. But one has only to study the litera-

ture of the last three years to become deeply
impressed with the rapid advancement of the

open treatment. Darraeh^ reports lOJ- eases;
Blake- reports 106; and Bartlett^ reports 80.

There are twenty-five times as many articles

in the literature as tliere was two years ago.
Walker^, F. W. Huntington®, in discussion
makes tlie statement that two years prior to

the date of his speech only 18 per cent, of the
leading American surgeons knew enough
about the merits of the open treatment of
fractures to discuss it, and now he finds on
sending out a circular letter regarding this

treatment that 95 per cent, of those to whom
he applied agreed to the propriety and safety

of the operative treatment of recent fractures
in the hands of skilled surgeons. In 1911, at

*Read before the Southern Surgical and CTynecological
Association, Atlanta. Georgia.

Denver, President Harte, of the American

Surgical Association, in his presidential ad-

dress called special attention to this subject.

These advances have been made since Mr.

Lane read his first paper before the Clinical

Society in London, 189-1, and in 1909 he read

a pai)er before the American Medical Asso-

ciation that stimulated interest upon this side

of the Atlantic. We know the question is

agitating the surgical world at present as

much if not more than any other subject. It

cannot be arbitrarily dismissed or settled by
any one man’s experience or conclusions. It

is a live issue and has heen made so. on ac-

count of the general average of results fi-om

the older methods of treatment falling below

the mark of satisfaction. Whether it is the

law courts, the X-ray, or surgical conscience

that is the stimulus I do not know, but I do

know there is enough of unrest to convince me
that imiu’ovement in treatment of fractures

is very much needed, and 1 believe the Lane
plate offers up to now the most reliable device

for direct fixation that is available.

In our consideration of the open treatment

of fractures it must be clearly understood

that the open method at present is a supple-

ment to the closed, and in its present state of

development is not a supplanting or rival

measure. It is an amendment, not a substi-

tute. Also, the open treatment of Hactures

and the treatment of open fractures are two

separate propositions that are widely differ-

ent from each other.

Despite having in IMr. Lane so powerful an

advocate, I believe the open treatment would

have long since languished, had it not been

for fractures of the patella and olecranon.

These injuries furnished examples of insur-

mountable obstacles to closed methods of

treatment. Therefore, surgeons must per-

force have persevered in their efforts to de-

vise some direct means of fixation to meet the

demands of such fractures. Again, some of

the most formidable adversaries to the new
treatment based their arguments upon their

experience in the plating of compound frac-

tures and cases of non-union,—the very con-

ditions under which the plate is least apt to

succeed.

The most favorable time for the operation

is about a week after the injury. The most

favorable cases are the simple fractures of the

long hones. Probably the tibia or radius of-

fers fewer anatomical difficulties than the

other long bones. The most difficult object

in the operation is to achieve the standard of

asepsis re(piired for this class of work. E\cn

the gloved finger must not touch the wound,

nor anything that has touched the hand must

be allowed to come in contact with the wound.

This is certainly a most difficult feat to per-

form, and can only be acomplished by much
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j)rac‘tifo ami a high grade ot‘ mental concen-

tration.

In the earlier history of the open method
much discredit fell ni)on it by reason of the

abiding faith held by many snrgeons in tlie

infallibility of chemical antisei)tics. and later

on its poi)nlarity has suffered because of the

failure of some of its ])atrons to realize the

e.xtreme refinement of asepsis essential to snc-

cess. 1 have lately even seen the practice re-

ferred to as “a sni'gical aben-ation,” probably

by one who had failed to realize the import-

ance of the details mentioned.
1 have met with some difficulty in the oi)er-

atibn in bringing the fractured ends of the

fragment in perfect contact. It is the nile

where the fracture involves a long bone to

find a surprising amount of overlapping. It

e.xists even in fractures of the tibia when the

fibula is intact. Alignment can usually be

achieved, however, by angulating the frac-

ture outside the incision and buckling the

ends of the fragments together. This ma-
neuver is much simplified by smoothing the

fractured ends with a saw. In so doing we
gain a broad surface for contact without sac-

rificing enough bone to interfere with func-

tional or cosmetic results. The advantages of

broad smooth surface contact are important

when concerned in the maintenance of align-

ment of fractures. One of the chief objects

gained in this way is the certainty of bone

against bone, or the elimination of that arch

enemy of osseous union, the interposition of

soft tissue. T have been much astonished at

the revelation of the o])en operation, particu-

larly the amount of injury done the soft

pai’ts by the jagged ends of the broken bone
and the invariable presence of muscle or

fascia oi- both impaired upon the sharp
angles of the fracture. By sawing smooth the

ends of the fracture, all this debi-is is removed
eii masse. Tu five cases of fracture of the

tibia operated in this way 1 was fortunate
enough to secui’e good results without using
any external dressing except the usual gauze
and bandage employed to protect the incision.

And sandbags laid along either side. From
the elevation reached th.rough this experience
1 can fancy the dawn of an era in which
bi-oken bones will be joined together and left

in their natural environment, like a severed
intc'stine is now united and dropped back into

llie cavity with a feeling of securitv.

The leadei's in this work have not, so far

as 1 know, .so expressed them.selves, l)ut 1

verily believe their ideal is enshrined in tlu'

achievemejit of a method by which fragments
of bone may l)e held in alignment (Uitii'ely by
internal splint.

The j)hase of the subj(>ct which is of the
most immediate conceiai is tlu* selection of
ca.ses that demand open tivatment. We shall

not di.scu.ss in this connection the cla.ss of men
fitted to perform open operations on fi-ac-

tures, but will attempt to consider the propo-

sition in relation to the ordinary every-(lay

surgeon. Let us first notice the contraindica-

tion to the operation. It is not worth while to

mention such obvious objections as improper
surroundings or inability on the part of the

j)atient to take anesthetics, etc. These condi-

tions and similar ones are too well understood
to necessitate di.scu.ssion. Probably the

strongest contraindication that might fail to

be considered is the presence of infection or
infectious material. In one of my ca.ses that

ended in disaster there was a compound frac-

ture of the tibia that sui)purated and failed

to unite. After I thought all the infection had
disappeared and there was only a small sinus
remaining. I attempted the plating operation
with the final result that amputation became
nece.ssary. In I'ecent-compound fractiu’es the
weight of opinion seems against plating, but
experience and judgment are very conflicting

upon that point. Huntington" says in the
next two years we are going to hear less said

about placing foi’eign bodies in infected frac-

tures. DarraclP in a report of ten cases of
compound fractures treated by direct fixation,

cites four results as “good;” two were lost

track of; one failure, and three were fair.

Bartlett'", reports five cases—two healed by
tir.st intention

;
one granulated over plate

;

three got solid union, though the plate had to

be removed. Plating a recent compound
fracture is. therefore, a matter of delicate

judgment and one’s course is largely defined

by the peculiarities of the case in hand. If

direct fixation is especially desirable the

methods of Lillianthal, Parkhill, or Fi-eeman
should receive special consideration in com-
pound fractures.

The next phase of the di.scu.ssion relates to

the use of j)lates in cases of non-union. It

is held upon good authority that the presence

of the plate acting as a foreign body serves to

delay union, Jonas", in I'ecent fractures. The
deduction follows that the plate would by the

same token act more as a hindrance than a

help in eases of non-union. Our only case

was one of five years’ .sfanding and involved

the femur. The plate had to be removed
eight weeks after oj)eration and there seem-

ed to be perfect union at that time, bnt the

]>atient develoi)ed j)ulmonary tuberculosis

and the union of l)one dissolved l)efore death,

which occurred months after operation.

Martin'" rejxu-ts a ca.se of radius and \dna

fracture of middle third of shaft accurately

j)lated more than a yeai’. I'emaining clean and
showing no union. “’I’lie long standing un-

united fractures and vicioits union are those

which are most ditficidt, and in the case of the

femur, dangerous. The inteiuial splint is plac-
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ed third by Marlin in tin* list, for efficiency in

ti'eaiiient of non-union. J wish in tliis con-

nection to (luote from the report of a commit-
tee of the British iMedieal Association aj)-

])ointed to investigate the subject of treat-

ment of fractures. Tn Article IX tin' report

says, “Opei’ative treatment shoidd not he re-

garded as a method to he enii)loyed in conse-

(pience of the failure of non-operative meas-
ures, as the result of secondary oi)erations

compare very unfavorably with those of im-

tiiediafe operation. In order to secure the

most satisfactory i-esults from operative

treatment it should he resorted to as soon af-

ter the accident as i)ractical)le.” d. B. Rob-
erts" rei>o)‘ts a case in support of his con-

tention that ])lating delays union, and points

to reports of Darraeh, Ashurst, Freeman and
othei-s as sustaining his position. The report
of his own case, however, is not convincing.
The (ptestion, thei'efore, will present itself in

any given case of non-union whether it is bet-

ter to expose the site of fracture, freshen the
surface, remove soft tissue and immobilize the

limb in external splint or resort to some
means of direct fixation. I am of the opinion
that in such a case the use of the hone plugs
of -Murphy should jirevail. Percy*- reported
IT cases of non-union in eleven of which steel

plates were used. Three cases of f)'acture of

the neck of the femur were treated by the use

of the long screw. Union took place in all

cases. This experience certainly speaks well

for plating in this class of injury.

Let us now look at the positive side of the
(piestion and consider what are the indications
for the use of the plate;

1. Ill frnciure.s that cnnitof he reduced hij

ardiiinri/ maiiipidat.ioii. Such a situation de-
velops fre(juently in impacted fractures and
in fractures where one fragment is very much
shorter than the other and overriding exists.

2. Fractures that are difficult to maintain
in reduction. As in those where a i)rocess of
bone is broken off; for example, a condyle of
the humenis or the olecranon, and cases where
the muscular attachment is so strong and the
lines of force so directed as to pull the frag-

ments apart, as in the femur.
2. Delayed union.

4. AVhere good cosmetic effects are especi-

ally desirable, as in the clavicle or forearm of

young women.
5. In fractures communicating with a

joint whei'c imperfect alignment or over-pro-

duction of callus is likely to seriously inter-

fere with function.

The following indications are (puffed from
a report of American Surgical Association in

Surf/eri/, (rpnccotopij and Obstetrics Ahs., Au-
gust, 1912, p. 170.

"The ti'ouhlesome fj-actures that may with
propriety he mentioned as probable candi-

dates for ()])ci'ative treatment are, (1) Fi-ac-

tures of surgical neck of the humenis. (2)

The fracture of the lower end of the humerus.
(i) Fracture of ipiper third of radius. (-1)

with dislocation of radial head. L5) Frac-

ture of radius and ulna in shaft. (6) Fracture

of upiier third of femur. (7) Supra-condyloid
fracture of femui'. (8) Fracture of tibia and
fibula near ankle."

Morlalifj). In my own woi-k there has been
one death which occurred twenty-four hours
after the ojieration, hut which could fairly

have been attributed to associate injuries. .1.

B. Roberts''' collected leports of nine deaths
following opei'ations, but does not show a di-

rect connection. Blake''* does not record a

death in 10(1 operations. Bartlett''"’ records

two deaths in 80 cas('s. Darrach'" in 104

cases I'eported has no record of death. 1 feel

assured, thend'oi'e, that moi'tality of the oper-

ation jier s(» is a negligible (juantity, especi-

ally if i'(\sorted to in the I’ecent period aftei-

the fracture and performed under the proper
restrictions.

BONE PL.VriNli REPORT OF C.VSES.

The fil'st was for a fractui'e of the femur at

the junction of the middle and upjier third

and had occurred five years jirevious. The
recovery took place with about three inches

overlapping and non-union, in conseipience of

which a false joint existed. A month before

admission the man was knocked down and
trampled upon in a fight. The ligamentous

formation of the pseudo-arthrosis was broken.

The subject of this report was a negro man
thirty years old, with very low mental de-

velopment even for a negro. An operation

with the Lane plate was undertaken. The
site of the fracture was exposed through a

long incision upon the external lateral aspect

of the thigh. The fragments of bone were
found overlapped and .separated laterally as

much as four inches, a large cushion of mus-

cle and fascia intervening. The .stronge.st im-

pression 1 had from this case was made liy

the extent of lateral sepai'ation as compared
with the overlapping of the fragments. In

fact the fragments could not he accurately

described as being overlapiu'd because they

did not touch each other at any piffiit. The
ligament joining the two ends was’comiiosed

chiefly of thickened periosteum, with some

bom* deposits in its substance, sparly situ-

ated. d'lie ends of tlie boiu's weri' saiwed

sipiare and the plate fastened in position.

The wound in the soft parls was clostal with

a single layer of deeply situated silkworm

gut. 'Pile patient was given a Buck’s extens-

ion with a five pound weight attaclu'd to make
him tie (piietly.

Aff'airs progressed favorably until thri'e

weeks had elapsed, when su|)puration imuii-
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fested itself. The wound was opened and ir-

rigated daily. At the end of eight weeks the

plate was removed and l)ouy union seemed at

that time well formed. After four more
•weeks I am informed by Dr. Zimmerman, who
succeeded me in the ward, that the union had
since been dissolved.

The next case was one of compound frac-

ture of both tibiae and fibulae, resulting from
an automobile accident. The limbs Avere

dressed in plaster of Paris, Avith openings over

AA'ound in tlie soft parts. At the eiid of three

Aveeks this dressing on the left leg Avas remov-
etl and no union had taken place. A Lane’s
plate Avas applied at the operation. AVe Avere

much surprised at the lateral separation of

the fragments and the amount of muscle and
fascia intervening. The ends were squared
and fastened Avith a plate. One Aveek later

the opposite liml) Avas treated in the same Avay.

AYliile both fibulae Avere involved only the
tibiae AA^ere plated. The results in this case

Avere ideal. No form of fixed dressing Avas

used. The limlis Avere laid
_

upon pilloAvs.

The Avounds healed by first intention and the
plates so far have not given any trouble.

The next case AA'as patient No. 3 and opera-
tion No. 4. A boy of seA'enteen suffered a
fracture of the loAver third of the tibia caus-

ed in jumping over a ditch. The deformity
Avas much greater than one usually sees in

such cases and could not be reduced. The
X-ray machine being out of commission at

the hospital no radiograioh coidd be taken.

The fracture Avas exposed for plating, Avhen

the reason of the unreasonable deformity Avas

plain. Both the leg bones Avere broken, the

fibula Avas Avrapped once around the tibia, the

lower end of the upper fragment of the fib-

ula presenting upon ' the inner side of the

tibial shaft. There Avas considerable lateral

displacement. The upper end of the loAA'er

fragment of the til)ia Avas buried in tlie mus-
cles of the calf. The ends Avere saAA'ed smooth
and plated. This hoy got out of bed the night
after the operation and stood on the broken
leg AA’ith the resuH that it boAved Ijackward.
He refused to have it corrected and express-
ed himself as satisfied Avith his condition. Up
to last accounts his j)late has given no trouble.

The fourth patient and fifth operation Avas

in a man Avho sustained a fracture at the
juncture of the loAA^er and middle third of the
tibia. After eight Aveeks in plaster of Paris
the fracture seemed to be united and there
Avas no deformity, but after placing a little

AA'eight upon the leg it began to bend Avith the
convexity outward and caused him great
pain. Plating AA’as proposed and accepted.

Exposure of the fracture shoAved lateral dis-

placement and ligamentous connection. The
ends of the fragments Avere squared and plat-

ed. • The result Avas all that could be desired.

Up to noAv the plate has given no trouble.

The next ease Avas a compound fracture of
the tibia middle third, Avhich became infected.

The case was treated in a fenestrated plaster
east about eight AA'eeks. The Avound in the
soft parts healed doAvn to a small sinus that
Avould scarcely admit a knitting needle and it

AA’as thought all the infection Avas overcome.
No union of bone Avas apparent. Plating Avas

adAused and accepted. The limb Avas prepar-
ed and the sinus AAuped out Avith iodine the
day before. As the internal asi^ect of the
limb had been the site of trauma and the skin
Avas thin and delicate the incision Avas made
upon the outer surface and the bone Avas ex-

posed through the interosseous space. This
proved a serious error, as considerable hem-
orrhage Avas encountered and controlled Avith

great difficulty. The fragments Avere found
overlapping and Avithout osseous union. Plat-

ing Avas done. The case Avas infected either

from a haematoma that formed in conse-

quence of imperfect hemostasis or from tlie

sinus remaining after the original injury.

The plate had to be removed four Aveeks later

and a splint applied.

The next case Avas one of comminuted frac-

ture of the tibia Avith injuries of the thorax,

the exact nature of AAffiich Avere not determ-

ined. The man died forty-eight hours after

the operation, presumably from his internal

injuries. He also had a broken clavicle, which

AA’as not plated.

I have had three additional eases since.

One a Collis’ Avhich I fo’und impossible to re-

duce under anaesthetic and did Avell after

plating. One a simple fracture of middle

third of Tibia, AA’hich also did Avell. One a

compound eommiiiAited fracture of the tihia

and fibula Avhich had to be amputated six

Aveeks later on account of infection.
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Scarlet Fever. Treatment. Salvarsan used in

109 cases. Striking effect on throat symptoms,

especially in necrosing form, noted. Indicated in

seA’ere toxic forms especially. Good results even

upon local application. Neosalvarsan not suit-

able.—Oclimann and Sclirieber.
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PUEKPERAL EEVER.*

By Robert T. Hooker, Arlington.

Puerperal fever is an infectious disease. In

the large majority of cases it is caused by the

septic inoculation of wounds, resulting from
the separation of the deeitlua and placenta

;

and from their passing of the genital canal,

in the act of parturition. As already indicat-

ed, there are abnormal conditions which oc-

cur during pregnancy and even in non-

puerperal conditions that sustain a causative

relation to the disease.

Zymotic fevers may cause in the pregnant
woman, the same inflammatory lesions that

are ordinarily associated with jiuerperal fe-

ver. Notably, we think, entero-eolitis and
dysentery.

A febrile paroxysm from any cause is ex-

ceedingly unfortunate for any wounded sur-

face. This idea is proverbial in surgery. For
the greatly diminished frequency of this

heart-sickening trouble we are indebted to the

immortal Joseph Lister, who in 1877, after

ten years of patient scientific research demon-
strated the great principles and practices of

asepsis and anti-sepsis in the treatment of

diseases. Now it would not only be consid-

ered but positively denounced as criminal,

should we fail to meet our responsibilities in

this way.

It is sad indeed, realizing as we do, that

among the poor (many of them thank heaven,

are God’s poor) are yet dependent on the doc-

tors, iinworthy of the noble title and even
worse illiterate mid-wives, who know nothing
of anatomy, pathologj', asepsis nor anti-sepsis.

We will not attempt to draw a picture of

their revolting management of their cases; it

is too sad for contemplation.

Only twenty years ago, one-tenth of all

deaths among women between fifteen and
forty-five were due to child-bearing and one
twentieth to puerperal sepsis. Surely noth-
ing reaches the nobler emotions of the soul

than that of a mother’s life being the price of

her bringing a child into the world. The mor-
tality has been greatly reduced by the legal

restrictions of the practice of medicine, giv-

ing us. a better class of physicians and the in-

creased number of extreme eases and many of
the indigent being removed to hospitals,

where nothing is lacking, which will contrib-

ute to their well-being.

Boehr’s statistics show^ that one thirtieth of
all married women in Berlin die in childbirth.

We always expect death to exact a heavy toll

from the extremes of life, hut here it is our
child-bearing women upon whom we are de-
pendent for the perpetuation of the race, who

are carried away in the prime of life, in the

beauty and strength of young womanhood.
The primary lesions are various and the

classification includes, when we follow its

ramifications, infiamniations, superficial and
ulcerative, of the genital canal. The uterine

parenchyma, peritonitis, phlebitis, and pure
septicemia.

Ilypocrates, Galen and even Ambrose Pare
and Sydenham, taught that the fever was
caused by the suppression of the lochia and
this theory was not found to be fallacious un-

til 1801, when Bichat demonstrated that ab-

dominal effusions in peritonitis were found
in the jnale. The prevailing bacteria in puer-
peral fever are diplococei, spathylococei, but
the most important factors are the strepto-

cocci. The bacilli are the offspring of putre-
faction. They attack only dead tissue, which
contains ptomaines and these enter the circu-

lation producing systemic poisoning.

The period of incubation is brief. The in-

dications of sepsis usually occur within three
days of accouchement; after the fifth day at-

tacks ai’e rare; and after the seventh day we
may feel pretty sure that our patients are
safe.

Septic symptoms occurring within a few
hours after confinement indicates infection
prior to or during labor. In the great major-
ity of cases the disease is ushered in by
chilly sensations or a rigor, followed by a
temperature from 103 to 106.

Phlebitis and pyaemia are indicated by re-
peated chills.

An elevation of temperature does not al-

ways indicate sepsis, as it occurs not infre-

,

quently where conditions are normal.
A pulse from 80 to 90, disturbed sleep and

extremely violent after-pains are decidedly
suspicious of pelvic peritonitis.

The initial chill is sometimes erroneously
attributed to engorgement of the breast, with
the above symptoms with tenderness of the
sides of the iiterus should be considered dan-
ger signals, and we should visit such a patient
twice daily until there is decided improve-
ment. The pain is lancinating as in all serous
memhranes. After pains occurring in the
primipara or after the third day, are very
suspicious. General peritonitis usually be-
gins with the ordinary symptoms of pelvic
inflammation, hut the tenderness at first con-
fined to one or both sides of the uterus gradu-
ally extends over the entire abdomen. The
pain is violent and of a colicky character. It

is intensified hy slight hodily movements, jar-

ring' the hed and even the weight of the bed
clothes.

From the accumulation of gases the ahdom-
inal wall hecomes tympanitic and paralyzed.
The fever usually, but not invariably, begins
with a chill, with a tenq)erature of from 103*Road before the Carlisle County Medical Society.
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to 106, })iils(‘ small and liard, ranging fi'om

120 to 160 pen- minute.

As late as 1868 IMeggs and Tlodge, and
there were no higher authorities on earth

then than they, denied in toto 1he theory of

inoeulation. They insisted that physicians

could nevei' become, especially under the ex-

tremely interesting circumstances of gesta-

tion and parturition, the ministers of evil.

AVould to (Jod that the views of these great

teachers whose reputations were established

in area exactly e(iual to that of civilization,

could have been true. iMany a heart-ache

would have been spared the noble members of

our profession.

Fortunately, investigation has brought to

light truths that have been instrumental in

saving the lives of mothers and preventing

the wrecking of hapi).v homes. Our own lov-

ed and gifted \V. 11. Wathen, took the position

that puerperal sepsis never occurred, where
proper care was observed by the aecoucher.

Oidy a small minority of the members of the

Jefferson ('ounty Medical Society where these

lunging words were uttered endorsed this

extreme position.

That the ordinary carriers of infection are

unclean hands, instruments, clothing, pads,

washing material, cloths brought in contact

during and after labor with the genitals of

the patient is no longer called in (jnestion, by
any intelligent practitioner.

About two-thirds of all cases occur during
the winter months. It behooves every one of

us to lie continually on our guard against the

disease. In addition to what has been al-

ready mentioned, make no more examinations
than are absolutely necessary.

An interesting fact has come to light with-

in about eight years, that is that only a small

per cent of cases afflicted with gonorrhoea de-

velop sepsis. Fortunately the lochia is anti-

septic. The enceinte female ought always to

be under the watch care of a physician.

Anemia calls for iron and other tonics. Good
blood is the best of germicides.

A doctor who is dressing suppurating
wounds, who is attending cases of erysipelas,

scarlet fever, diphtheria or other contagious

or infection,s diseases should not attend ob-

.stetric cases if he can avoid it. If he is oblig-

ed to treat such cases he shoidd take a full

bath, carefully disinfect his hands and arms,

and use sterile rubber gloves. While strep-

tococci serum is recommended as a prophy-
lactic agent by high authorities Edgar says

that streptococci have been more successfully

cond)atted without the aid of serum than'with

it.

Supportive measures are indicated, whi.s-

key, brandy, strychnine and digitalis as in-

dicated, (piinine in properly selected cases,

Ftei'o-vaginal di’ainage is very important.

The uterus in its (Uigorged state* is soinetimes
j)ressed against the pelvic floor and prevents
the escajH* of the lochia. The detained lochia

is a breeding place for. bacteria
;
and favors

the development of septicemia.

Gallant recommends a cervical drain in-

serted into the cervix.

Leopold reports tive cases operated on with-
in two or three days after the ai)pearance of
the signs and symptoms of acute general peri-

tonitis with three recoveries. It is best to

operate not later than the third day. Doug-
las’ cul-de-sac should be opened to get drain-

age through the vagina. Drainage is the im-

portant factor in cases of .streptococcic

origin. The antiseptic streptococcic serum
gives very satisfactory results. It should be
given early.

(’old applications carefully used are pre-

ferable to phenacetin or other antipyretics on
account of their depressing effects on the

heart. Later hot applications are use.Ld. Ab-
scesses must be lanced and carefully drained.

Endometritis is treated on general principles.

Retained placenta should be removed by the

fingers if possible. IMild cases will yield to

the use of ergot, ice and vaginal douches. If

Ir.chia is offensive use hot earholized water,

one to seven thousand, or corrosive sublimate,

1 to 2000.

In severe cases uterus shoidd be irrigated

and treatment repeated if necessary, with a

fifty per cent, solution of alcohol.

I used ecehinacae with good results in one

ca.se of septicemia, patient a very delicate wo-

man, with apparently considerable poison in

her system, recovered. I used other consti-

tutional treatment.

I am painfully eon.scious that this is a very

imperfect paper, but tbe subject is so com-

prehensive that I have onl,y attempted a

.synopsis of it.

It is a fearful malady with which to con-

tend, and our jiatients are entitled to our

closest attention and deepest solicitude.

Sciatica.—Treatment. Good results from X-

ray treatment in 11 out of 16 cases. Kays di-

rected usually over lumbar I’cgion, sometimes

over nerve itself. Small doses only. In cases

resisting ordinary medical treatment and gal-

^•anic current, radiograi)l!y sliould always be

tried, especially when sciatica due to comi)ression

of nerve-roots.—1 lelherm.

Marked improvement in 2 cases after a few

daily subcutaneous injections of 1 c.c. (16

minims) of lilOOO epineplirin solution.—Gais-

bock.
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a-KAVS 1\ TRKAT-MHNT of Fh’A(%

TFRFS/'

IJy H. W. IFwhioss, Louisville.

Your secret :u'y suggested to me as a sub-

ject, “X-rays in Relation to (ieneral Prac-

tice,” as this is becoming a broader sul)ject

every day, now covering diseases of the bead,

clu'st, abdomen and bones, I thought I would
confine myself to its relation to fractures.

True this is more in the line' of surgeiw but

anyone in practice outside of the large cities

comes in contact with fractures every few
days.

In every case of injury where a fracture is

suspected an X-ray examination should he

made, one before and one after dressing.

The examination before dre.ssing will show if

a fracture is present, the direction of the frac-

ture and any loo.se fragments. The one after

dressing will show the permanent relation of

the fractured ends ot tlu* bone also if there is

any angular deformity at the .seat of fracture.

If the patient is not seen soon after the injury
it is sometimes with difficulty the fi'acture is

made out. due to the amount of swelling and
the pain caused from the injury and manipu-
lation. In the.se eases with a great amount of

swelling, even under an anesthetic it is hard

to say if the hones are in p.erfect position. If

a plate is made before dressing it will save a

great deal of manipulation as it will show ex-

actly in what direction reduction will he mo.st

easily accomplished.

A great many fractures are overlooked if

an X-ray is not made as there may not he any
deformity and the fragments may not be free

enough to obtain crepitus, this is the case in

longitudinal and even in transverse fractures.

Also there may he only an elevation of the
periosteum hut it is best to know the exact
amount of damage done. It would not be best

for the patient to u.se the affected parts even
if there is no displacement as it would give
the patient a' great deal of pain on movement
and the fragments may become separated

;

then they would not unite as rapidly as if in

a position of rest and also the callus would be
much greater if not held in the proper posi-

tion.

A picture before and after dressing is pi-o-

teetion in cases where any disj)ute ai'i.ses later,

for union wilt not always take place as in

patients with syphilis. The jury only .sees the
present condition and position and not the
position in which it was placed at the time of
treatment unless you have j)i-eserved the pic-

tures made at the time.

Fractures of the long hones when disj)lace-

ment is present are easily diagnosed but after

sw<“lling has tak(‘U j)lace and mani]uilation

adds to it, i1 is not always an easy matter to

.<ay if tlu“ boiK's ai'c in tlu; best |)osition even

if the diagnosis has been easy. If a plate is

made after dressing and the ])osition is not

the best another attemi)t can l)e made immedi-
ately and not wait until the swelling has sub-

sided to see the position as then the callus has

formed and it is a v(uw difficult proposition to

get a good naluction with callus around the

broken ends and also the c;dlus may involve a

nerve when tlu‘ j)osition is not good.

In fractures of the small bones of the hand
and foot the cardinal symptom of fraetui'es,

crepitus, is not always readily obtained so it

remains for the X-rays to show the damage
and position of the hones.

In comminutf'd fractures a piece* is

broken from the body of the bone and if sep-

arated from same will not unite and if not

removed will give I'ise to a great deal of t?’ou-

hle, a fistula will form and the ends of tin*

broken bones may become infected and ampu-
tation may then be necessary.

It is always better to take two plates, one
90 degrees to the other as the two will show
di.s])lacements and fragments in all dii’ect-

ions and if necessary more plates can be made
at different angles.

Often in cases suspected of Colics’ frac-

ture, you will find only a lifting of the peri-

osteum due to hemorrhage, this causes ex-

treme pain, great swelling and discoloi-ation.

In injuries to the .spine it is very hard to

be positive as to the exact damage as the
manual examination is veiw different. There
may be a dislocation of one vertebra and a

fracture of another several vertebra from the
dislocated one. In a ease like this the dis-

located vertebra would probably be operated
on, as it would be more marked, to relieve the
pressure symptoms and the fractui*ed one
overlooked, which may be causing just as

many or more symptoms.
Fracture of the skull both of the ba.se and

vault, are now more easily recognizetl with
the X-rays. An injury to the skull es[)ecially

with a blunt instrument causes a gi'eat (h‘al

of swelling which makes it very hai’d to diag-

nose a fracture if i)re.sent. A fractuia* may
run some distancf* and the I'csulting lu'iua-

toma caused by it produce grave pi'cssure

.symptoms.

Depressing fi'actures are shown and exactly
how much (lej)ression is pi'c'sent. The depress-
ion may involve only tlie iniu*i‘ tabh*. the

outei' table remaining pci’fectly smoolh with

the suri-ounding bom* and of course nothing

to be ohsei'ved on palpation.

When a fracture* of tin* base (*xt(*nds into

any of the cavities which noi-mally contain

ail* are easily diagnos(*d as blood fills the cav-*KpikI iK'foro tho Oldlinm County Modicnl Sociidy.
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ity displacing the air which is readily seen

with the X-rays.

In injuries of the shoulder, fractures are

not always present when suspected, hut the

X-rays show something that can cause as

much pain as a fracture. These are the con-

cretions in the subacromial bursa which are

oval or round, and always occur on both sides,

so if found on the injured side always look

for them on the opposite side, and do not take

them for fragments of bone. In abducting
the arm they get caught between the greater

tuberosity and the acromian process, similar

to a mouse cartilage in the knee, except they

are not in the joint. You also find concretions

in the bursa on the inner side of the lower

end of the femur but not so frequent as at the

shoulder.

AVIIAT SHALL THE COUNTRY DOCTOR
DO WITH HIS PATIENT?*

By E. J. Browx, Stanford.

The object in writing this paper is to call

the country doctor’s attention to the fact that

he “the country doctor” is sending or permit-

ting by his own suggestion, his patients to»p;o

to the so called “city specialist,” thereby
losing both the confidence of the i^atient in

him as a physician and siirgeon and also the

money that is so justly his. We have none
but the kindest feeling for the city doctor,

and what the city has given us as a profession,

but we owe something to ourselves and our
patients. The country doctor here alluded to,

is the one who has spared neither time nor

money to equip himself with the very best in-

structions, libraries, instruments, laboratories

and all modern devices for the purpose of

diagnosis and treatment. Have not clinical

and didactic work been just as much to him
as his city neighbor? His text books are just

the same. The X-ray, microscope, the cysto-

seope or the phonendoscope reveal the same
conditions to him as to the city man. Osier,

Price and men of that clas.«, who have made
the profession something of which to be justly

proud, have said the most accurate diagnos-

ticians 'Were country doctors. The country
man keeps the pregnant woman under obser-

vation dui’ing her pregnancy, and is the “all

and all” when she passes through the ordeal

of childbirth. He circumcises the baby and
guards it through its tender years, through
the diseases of childhood with the vigilance of

a mother. He attends any and all the family
through pneumonia, typhoid, dysentery, men-
ingitis, fractures, dislocations, sprains and
bruises with perfect satisfaction to all con-

cerned. AVhy can he not do the minor work
which has much lower mortality than the dis-

*Rcad before the Lincoln County Medical Society.

eases mentioned, with satisfaction ? The true
and only answer is : He lacks confidence in

hiimself. Appendieitis, eholeeystotoray, pros-
tatectomy and all abdominal operative lesions

have much lower mortality than pneumonia,
typhoid, or diphtheria, yet the so-called

“specialist” is never considered in the latter,

but most always in the former cases. For
simple operations which can often be done in

the office are frequently rushed off to the city
to be separated from their minor ailments and
their major filthy lucre. Varicocele, hemor-
rhoids, varicose veins, bone lesions, adenoids,
pathological tonsils and many, others too num-
erous to mention, which any man with good
surgical skill and technique can perform as

well and with as good results as any other
man. These simple things take thousands of

dollars out of the pockets of worthy country
men, where it properly belongs.

The lack of confidence and getting in the
habit of suggesting to the patient to see the
city man, educates the people to expect it for
any and all conditions before suggested; and
no one to blame but the doctor for starting
the habit. How much - confidence from the
people have w'e lost, and how many patients,

just by suggesting to them, when in the city

to drop in and let Dr. So-and-So look them
over, only thinking of the city man strength-
ening their confidence in you[ and giving him
a five or ten to increase his love for you; but
not so, he pockets the fee, fails to write you
expressing his gratitude, but does not forget

to iDrescribe for your patient and keep up
correspondence with him, about his or her
present, past and future ailments, while you
are very deservedly left in the cold for your
silly coiu’tesy.

Let us be far from believeiug that any but
a small per cent, of city men are disreputable
enough to split fees or take your patient, but
that is not the idea intended, they are yours,
by virtue of confidence they have in you

—

“until you have sent them away and caused
them to doubt you,” they are yours because
you know as no other one can their idiosyn-
crasies, they are yours because you are enti-

tled to the money there is in it. We doubt
whether it is fair for the city doctor to say if

this advice is dangerous, pernicious and ma-
licious, because it is to his penurious advan-
tage to encourage us that we are incompetent
to do work of this- character. But we want a
good, free expression from the country men,
as to whether we are right or wrong.

Let’s make no mistake, or do any injustice

to any concerned, if possible to prevent it.

AVe have described the class of men to do the

work, now say—am I right or v.n-ong? If

wrong I am forever silent, if not, now to the

remedy. AA'diat steps shall the country doctor

take to correct the already existing trouble?
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The man iu the country who is absolutely

alone, must show' more self-confidence, keep

up his reading and post-graduate work and
get “busy” and do the work and get his lovst

confidence on the part of the people and him-

self restored. To the men in the country

towns it is very easy. Where thej^ have hos-

pitals already there is no suggestion to make,

only do the work when it comes up. The
most to be said is to the men in a country
town where there are, say, from three to seven

doctcrt's and no hospitals. The little imagin-

ary jealousy that exists must he removed and
realize you are friends. Get together, give

each other consultations, sustain and support
each other’s opinions, thereby strengthening

each other in the eyes of the public, and keep
your patients at home. Where sevei'al men
are in the same town, if you choose, let each

one by mutual agreement, in his post-graduate

work, look more especially after certain lines

and better familiarize himself with that ])ar-

ticular work. For examijle, one geneiad surg-

eiy, another genito-urinary, gynecology, an-

other vaccine and serum therapy, and so on.

If it is impossible to have a thoroughly equip-

Iied hospital, improvise one by renting a suit-

able house, get a matiire intelligent woman,
who can be taught cleanliness, asepsis and
anti-sepsis, fit up a few beds and run it at a

very low cost, something on the order of a

large family. Splendid work can be done and
great results achieved if this method is adopt-

ed. You Avill know wdiat wonderful results

are gotten in country homes, with improvised
operating rooms and paraphernalia. This is

only an outline, to get an expression and if we
are right we will give you a sure enough pa-
per on the subject; if not right this is a

plenty.

This is not any censure to the city doctor.

I would not say one word except to commend
him, because the best friends we have are city

doctors, but let’s be honest. Have I not
spoken the truth ?

Dysentery.—Treatment. Measures useful in

form of dysentery sometimes epidemic in insti-

tutions discussed. 1. Isolate patient and put to

bed. 2. Give calomel, 1 grain (0.06 Gm.), fol-

lowed in two liours by mixture of dilute sul-

])huric acid, ziij (12 c.c.)
;
compound tincture of

cardamom, zzj (30 c.c.), in water, enough to make
zzviij (250 c.c.) ; zj oil, 1 tablespoon ful every
two hours; no other food. 4. Boiled water at fre-

(|uent intervals. 5. In the aged, debilitated or

arterioslerotic, 1 teaspoonful of brandy every
thre hours.—Jones.

Eclampsia, Puerperal.—Treatment. Report of
11 oases in which scpieezing out of colostrum
from breasts, thorougbly carried out, a])peared

usually beneficial.—Walcher.

HYSTERIA.*

By J. W. Hill, Frankfort.

Modern, neurology insists that the term hys-

teria must mean something definite. That
the old composite picture of hysteria be dis-

carded and a new i)icture painted which de-

lineates a syndrome simplex in which can be
seen a definite clinical entity.

Hysteria is one of the so-called functional,

psycho-neuroses. The term functional, while
vague and elastic, is in general use and
serves a ])ractical purpose, but the line of de-

marcation between the organic and functional

is after all arbitrary and assumed.
And in the passing of old ideas and hypo-

theses it is becoming evident that all express-

ions of energy whether psychic or physical

involve and are the result of organic but sid)-

tle clianges in neurotic and cellular structure.

Psychology assumes that the mind is divisible

into three elements, viz

;

Intellect, emotion and volition, these ele-

ments can be likened unto a musical instru-

ment of three strings, each string having its

individual limitations and essential to the
v/hole, yet, in associative function infinite,

when energized by the master artist which is

neither one or all of the jisychic elements but
is the unseen and unknown force of all vital

phenomena.
It is apparent that a morbid manifestation

involving all three of the psychic elements
constitutes a true psychosis or insanity, but a

morbidity involving only one of the elements
is the so-called functional psycho-neiirosis.

To define the term hysteria has been the

task of modern neurologists who assert that

hysteria is i^iamarily a disorder of volition or

will. The occasion and limitations of this pa-

per precludes an exhaustive analysis of the

components of will. Suffice it to state, that

will is the supreme principle of mind, it means
power, action and energy. It is the universal
initiative, it perceives and compares ideas, dif-

ferentiates pain from pleasure; it originates

desires and determines choice. The underly-
ing cause of all morbid expressions of impair-

ed or perverted will are due tio dou))t to cor-

tical instability of unknown patholog}' which
permits a sensorial registration in the great

storehouse of consciousness, out of time, lune,

and intensity to become the dominant note.

This discordant note is ^suggestion, the word
compi'ehending a state of receptivity in the

conscious mind which sinking oi' repressed in-

to the subliminal, there to become active and
assertive in varied manifestations when vo-

lition or conscious will fails.

It is tins intrusion fi'om the subconscious,

this forced suggestion wliich lRd)inski calls

*Read before the Kentucky Midland Medical Society.
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“pitliiatisni” which, he asserts is tlie caiise

and ciire of hysteria. The syndrome is com-
pleted hy appearance of motor, sensory and
psychic errors, these perversions or errors be-

ing tlie resnlt of defective volition. From
this it is assumed that the mind has a material
basis not limited to cerebral tissue alone, as

shown in the e.xplosive motor storms, the riot

of emotions and the various sensory pervers-

ions.

It is not within the scope of this l)rief paper
to recite the text-hook symptoms of hysteria,

the disease must he differentiated from dis-

orders of intellection and emotion. The sum
and substance of the symptomatology of hys-

teria reduces itself to “retraction of the held

of consciousness” plus an umhie susceptibil-

ity to suggestion, the contention that this

“suggestion complex” is in effect a psychic

trauma of sexual origin is a plansihle deduct-

ion. It logically follows that the sexual in-

stinct being a predominant one, second only

and closely allied to the great instinct of self

preservation, should so o’owd the afferent

pathwa.vs to the seat of consciousness thus

preventing the proper and orderly registra-

tion of these sensoria, this offending complex
is an association of ideas, one of which is pain-

ful and dominant, which is repressed or sub-

merged into the subliminal hy the conscioiis

mind. However, this sexual hypothesis can

not be made absolute, it is irrational to as-

sume that all painful or depressing ideas

comprising this complex mnst necessarily and
invariably be of sexual origin.

Relative to the varioixs methods of psycho-
therapy, the numerous methods advocated in-

dicate that there is no specific. One of the

methods of treatment is founded on a curious

anomaly or jxaradox “the hair of the dog is

good for the bite,” in other words the disease

is caused by suggestion and cured by suggest-

ion, the method is not new. simply newly ex-

ploited. The suggestion method compre-
hends a larger conception that mere asserva-

tion, it includes moral suasion, instruction, as-

surance, plus an element of faith, in short
every element necessary to the make up of a

forceful and convincing personality. How-
ever. it is only an aid or adjunct that all

physicians employ, its results are overstated
and exaggerated. It is the “Emmanuel spe-

cific” for all ills, in no wise differeuf from all

nosfnims save the npvelty of its exploitation.

Likewise tlie method of hypnotic suggestion
has been repudiated and discarded by reason
of the fact that the success of the method de-

pended on the subserviency of will in individ-

uals whose primary trouble was defective will.

The analytic method of Frued has its en-

thusiastic exponents. The method assumes
that the causative psycho-generic error is stor-

ed somewhere in the field of consciousness and

by a process of uncovering, the occasion and
nature of the complex is revealed, subjected
to, and revised by rational thought.

Personally, I have not had the temerity to

employ this method in but few instances. I

am sure that some of my patients would re-

sentfully have declined to accept me as their
confessor. The method is complicated, de-

mands a vast amount of patience, it is not free

from outward results in that there is danger
that a phobia or obsession be implanted.
The oldest and perhaps most generall.^ used

is the “white lie” method. This consists of
deception, evasion and placebos, the method
fails as other methods do at times, due in
part, perhaps to the failure of personality of
the doctor and the reluctance of physicians to

make an outspoken and candid diagnosis of
hysteria. There are other reasons to deter
the doctor and negative his efforts

:

1st. A considerable number of people yet
regard the term “hysteria” as an opprobrium
that it implies a silly affectation, which is re-

sented as a gratuitous and unsympathetic re-

flection. This leads to the assumption and usu-
ally positive assertion that the doctor is ignor-
ant of the true nature of the trouble. Especi-
ally true is this when dealing with hysteric

crises. It is indeed difficult to successfully

assure the patient and friends that a partial

blindness, a loss of sensation in segmental
areas, rapid breathing, and a sense of suffoca-

tion is not due to a serious life endangering
cause.

2nd. On the doctor’s part a lack of confi-

dence, born of experience in efficacy of treat-

ment and the patient, the ba.sis of the patient’s

trouble being weak will. It is inevitable that
they should lack the constancy of purpose to

follow any plan of treatment, consequently
they pass from doctor to doctor, each one in-

venting some novel course of treatment, which
serves to submerge the morbid eomjilex, until

the novelty wears off.

The plan of treatment which 1 have employ-

ed with the best success has lieen “the plan”
of isolation of the patient in charge of a

competent nurse, who firmly enforces a rigid

routine of conduct, withholding all .sympathy,

thal element which they seem to morbidly
crave, at the same time I invent some excuse

to invade the rectum instrumentally, or

lavage the stomach, this never fails to excite

dread of each pretended treatment and calls

forth protests, until in order to escape the or-

deal they insist and assure that the rectal or

stomach condition is much improved. Here the

repeated assurance and reiteration liecomes

converted into a positive auto-suggestion.

From these premises I mean to assert that act-

ive hysteria is incompatible with indicted pain.

There are individuals of the insane diathesis

in whom any error of intellection, emotion or
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volition will recUice to a true psychosis. The
treatment of sucli cases is institutional and
sliould not he attempted by the general prac-

titioner.

In conclusion, in all cases of hysteria there

are evidences of faulty metabolism. To re-

sto7'e all bodily function is essential.

A VERY PECULIAR CASE.*

Py W. B. ]\IcCr.uRE, Sherburne.

Some time ago 1 was called to see a woman
22 years old, five months pix'gnant, up to that

tiihe she had had no trouble, rej^orted to me
that she had so far felt fine, no trouble of any
kind.* I was called about 12 o’clock at night

and when I reached her bedside she gave me
a history of this kind. She had rested well

after retiring about 9 o’clock, but woke up
about 12 and found herself standing in the

middle of the room, perfectly blind and suf-

fering severe labor pains. She awoke her hus-

band and he assisted hei- back to the bed and
upon my arrival 1 suspected a premature la-

bor but upon making an examination I found
the cervix very rigid, no dilatation whatever,

so I gave her an opiate which relieved the

pains entirely and after keeping her in bed
for three days she was up and about her house-

hold work as usual and told me she felt as

well as she ever did, but just ten days from
the first attack and at the same hour at night,

she had the very same experience, by finding

herself standing in the floor suffering violent

labor pains as before, so being called again,

found her in exactly the same condition as be-

fore and again suspecting a premature labor.

But upon examination found no dilatation, so

I gave her an opiate, had her remain in bed
for three days, when she was up about her
household duties as before. Just ten days
later exactly at the same hour at night she

found herself again in the floor under the

very same conditions as above slated, but be-

ing busy when first called I was about two
hours late in reaching her bedside and iipon

my arrival found her in hard labor and upon
making a digital examination my finger came
in contact with a foetus in the vagina which
I had no trouble in delivering and after tie-

ing and severing the cord upon further exam-
ination found the cervix thoroughly dilated

and the membranes very tense
;
so rupturing

the membrane, the pains being very forceful,

an excessive amount of amniotic fluid escap-

ed and without any trouble delivered the sec-

ond child and as soon as I could tie and sever

the cord, the pains still being strong, I found
to my surprise, the third foetus, and after de-

livering the third child the uterus being very

active, contracted down nicely and expelled

two jilacentas, one placenta sufficing for one
cliild and the other one sufficing for the other

two children, the cords joining about four
inches from the placenta. The uterus was
firmly contracted, the patient not wasting any
this being premature births, the children did
not live but about an hour

;
two boys and one

girl.

1 stayed with the mother about two hours,
some longer than I usually do after labor, and
was getting ready to leave as the mother was
doing nicely, the uterus firndy contracted and
the mother said she was feeling fine

;
but in

less than five minutes she said, “Doctor, 1

cannot see you, I am blind.” Of course I at

first suspected hemorrhage, but upon examin-
ation, I found the uteims firmly contracted,
not wasting any at all and in less than five

minutes she was dead.

Now the question is, what was the cause of
this woman’s death. As I should have stated
earlier, this woiiian was tlie mother of two
perfectly healthy children. I would like to

hear from some of my brother doctors as to

the cause of the symptoms and death of this

woman.

MEDICAL ETHICS.*

By II. C. Ci,.\RK, Falmouth.

Recently there have appeared several ar-
ticles in the medical press on the subject of
medical ethics. All taking a happy view of
the present conditions; throwing boquets at
the State and county organizations, and not a
few at the good doctors, which is right and
proper. Everybody knows of the individual
and general improvement in our State, but not
much was said about the short-comings within
our ranks. I am, one who believes good
preaching is to tell us of our sins. There are
just a few thought's I wish to express along
this line. It may not do you any good what-
ever to hear what I have to say, but it is giv-

ing me trouble and will do me good to have it

out of my system.

I am forced to go straight at the (piestion,

not staying on one side the fence or the other.

1 must not attempt to excuse or cover up
wrong doing, nor do I intend to try to eai'ry

water on both shoulders; nor yet to particu-
larly magnify the trifling little acts thought-
lessly indulged in by my brothers. I shall en-

deavor to stay close to the text, hoping those

of us who are hit will be benefitted and helped
in future conduct, that we refrain from com-
mitting the acts that call forth condemnation
by every honest and fair minded physician.

There is no fault to find with the Code of

*Reacl before the Fleming' County Medical Society. Read before the I’cndleton Count.v Medical Society.
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Ethics, or the Constitution of the United

States. They were both framed by minds and
liearts who were great in justice, truth and
love for humanity. But lias either tlie Con-
stitution or the Code of Ethics lu-ought us into

reverential love and fear, which lias made us

true and loyal citizens, or good, clean, fair-

minded physicians who love their country not

for the protection obtained, or for the mone}'

to he made out of our 2)i’ofession, hut grasping
and holding the very spirit of the Constitu-

tion, or the Code of Ethics is the only thing

which will cpialify us, not for the dollars and
cents we can make out of our calling, hut
what it could and should make of us as iusihr-

ing examples of uiiright men.
Benedict Arnold was a traitor

;
sold him-

self for money. You know how his life was
ended. Esau sold his birthright for a mess
of pottage, likewise any physician who jiuts a

commercial value on his jirofession gets his re-

ward, only in name is he entitled to mention
in the roll call. He has never been where the
‘

‘ Shekina ’
’ of glory dwells ; he is without the

tent. When the test comes he is unable to say
“Shiholeth.” He is holding his credentials

and hanging on to the ])rofession by unfair

jiieans
;
doing nothing for society woi'k or the

advancement of medical education and qual-

ification
;
following in the wake of advaiicing

hosts, coming only now and then in sight of

the camp fires; satisfying himself on that

which only a scavenger would have. Will
reading a Code of Ethics reach such a person?
AVill you continue to let him drift along hold-

ing him in the society as long as he attends the

meetings and pays his dues’? Are you really

doing him any good or doing your best for

him and the society ? By encouraging his in-

dift’erence be careful, you may go to his level

“fii’st you pity, then endure, then embrace.”
You may he found defending him out of pity,

then embracing the very things which are so

destructive to him, and the good of the profes-

sion. Does he really at heart care a rap for

the society, the Code or anything but a dol-

lar? You know and so do 1 that the best evi-

dence of friendship is not in the smooth, oily

words but rather in the one who tells you
plainly of your faults, gives good advice and
helps you to do better. That is my aim and
is meant for whoever needs this reproof, and
I would think hut little of you and less of my-
self if I only “spread salve” and endorsed

wrong doing in order to make the hair lay

smooth and be popular with somebody.

I am a friend to the profession and intend

to help it to the extent of my ability, to hang
on as long as I can sjieak. to the idea that

money and practice is not to he the first and

uppermost things to he considered. Be help-

ful in every way to each other, keeping in

mind the honor of the calling, and your own
self restJeet. But away your shams, mas(iues,
and hypocrisy. Quit your deceit, playing to

the galleries, and prating about the “code of

ethics,” when you know but little of it, if one
can judge from the way you act. Do not
criticise a physician or his treatment of his

patient unless in council with him, anti then
to him and him only. Be modest and gentle-

manly when called in council. When council

is called with you take no olfense, be fair and
honest, giving a true and full statement as to

what the conditions and treatment have been.

It is disgusting to see a i)hysician when called
in council swelling uj) with self-importance;
looking the embodiment of wisdom, ancQgiv-
ing sneering looks to the friends, making a

disjilay of his knowledge, being unduly offici-

ous; showing presuni])tion and egotism on
every hand, until he almost exj^lodes with self-

importance. His object is plain, his masque
is seen through.

If called in council and find in your judg-
ment there have been errors made, it is your
duty to use your best tact in obtaining the
consent of the i^hysician in charge to change
the treatment in such manner that the family
may not see there has been a change made.
That no j^ossihle impression may be left that
would reflect on him or give yourself an op-
portunity to succeed him in that family.

This is a very delicate phase of the consulta-

tion and will have to be handled with gloves.

Alany unhapi^y conditions have taken place

among i^hysieians at this time, but mostly lui-

intentionally, Iw the consultant.

There are man}" little things I could call at-

tention to which might he timely, if it were
not for the fact that you are familiar with
every point to he considered, you must be fair

and a gentleman. Simply be governed by the

Golden Rule and all will he well in consulta-

tion and in jjrivate practice, you will get a

high or low ethical standing, the opinion of

your confreres in great measure will be the

opinion of the public.

Y^our chicanery and deception is not always
hidden l)v yo\ir suavity and pretense. Play-

ing ipjon the credulity of patience in many
acts of stageing and four-flushing will bring

practice and money, perhaps for a time, but

ridicule in the end. You will find, if you
play polities your dignity will suffer vio-

lence. To advertise is the game of the charla-

tan or quack doctor of the profession. See

that you are worthy. Y^ou will receive the

distinction; not you but the physicians and
tlie piiblic will place your name where it can

))e seen. In examinations be thorough: if you
take any of flic seei'etions for analysis do not

pi'etend that you have examined it, when you
have not. Do not have your patient expector-
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ate in any kind of a bottle convenient, regard-

less of what it had formerly contained or its

present condition
;
and report that yon have

had it analyzed when you did not do so. It

is wrong to pretend, or work a fraud. Your
sin will find jmu out.

In accepting contract practice you do so

against the advice of the profession at large,

and will surely injure your standing and
bring you grief, sooner or later. The very

ones who get you into it will impose on you,

e.xpect more attention each year, and finally

employ another physician, and pay the regu-

lar fees for his services.

'^TTIE COUNTY.”

The fiscal court is composed of farmers,

and two lawyers will contract with you to

do the practice at a very low rate, but they do
not reduce their fees. Is not your profession

as honorable as theirs? Why should we work
for the county for less than regular fees? Is

it not true that we do more for charity than
any other profe.ssion? Every physician does

his share of practice for the worthy poor. Is.

it not also true that our e.xpeuses are as large

as any other citizen. Did you ever hear of

our getting our groceries or clothing at a dis-

count because we are physicians ?

CUT RATE PRACTICE.

Cutting prices to obtain business is disap-

pointing and compromising; will lower the

dignity of the man who indulges in this con-

temptible business. I have lived long enough
to see these fellows get it in their ovm dish,

when some new physician bids for the prac-

tice at a lower figure, and gets it. I have
known a cut-rate doctor to go to an honor-

able phj’sician to have a claim verified against

a dead man’s estate at double the price he got

for his services while the man lived. Let me
tell you, a cheap priced doctor is generally
paid more than his services are worth. It en-

courages a disposition to neglect to do his

whole duty, when only receiving half-pay.

I have been actuated in saying what I

have, from the purest of motives
;
keeping in

view the welfare of our profession, and hop-
ing no one will be offended, and think nothing
personal is meant.
“To thine own self be true, and it follows as

the night follows the day, thou canst be false

to no man,” and only the iMaster can praise

us, and only the IMaster can blame.

“You shall not work for money and you
shall not work for fame, but for the jo,v of

working. Each in his separate star drawing
the thing as he sees it for God who sees all

things as they are.”

Finally my brothers, give a long. and steadv
pull, and a pull altogether. AVork constant-

ly for the impi'ovement of the State, and

county society. Individual success will be
realized, and our ranks stand so close to-

gether that there will be no room for bicker-

ing or misunderstandings.

ATYPICAL PNEUAIONIA.^

By O. W. Brown, Lenoxburg.

There is no disease, perhaps, in the whole
category of the practice of medicine that is

of such vital importance to us as general prac-
titioners as that of pneumonia. It is the most
widespread and fatal of all diseases, and by
far the most fatal of all acute diseases.

It attacks all ages, in all countries, and at
certain sea.sons of the .vear it has been classed
epidemic. It often strikes down the most ro-
bust at times when least expected, and strange
as it may seem is most fatal in this class of pa-
tients.

The iirevalenee of this disea.se has not less-

ened any in the past few years, nor has its

fatality been reduced, as has been the ease
with many other diseases. It has baffled the
niost scientific investigators from its earliest
history to the present time, and the mortal-
ity is said to be even greater to-day than it

was one hundred years ago.

We are all familiar with the ordinary form
of lobar pneumonia and there is usually very
little diflfieulty in making a diagnosis. But
there is many different forms of pneumonia,
and it attacks certain individuals in a man-
ner that is most puzzling to even the pains-
taking diagnostician at times.

It is the atypical forms of this disease that
demands our very careful attention, especial-
ly in old people and children.

AA hile the pneumococcus is the germ which
causes most eases of lobar pneumonia, as a
rule, we must bear in mind that other infect-
ions are capable of producing in the lungs
and in the individual, conditions which are
not typical of a pneumonia. Such infections
may be from the streptococcus, staphyloccus,
and other infectious microorganisms. These
organisms no doubt in many instances render
the soil more favorable to the production and
multiiilication of the pneumococcus. I be-
lieve practically all forms of atypical pneu-
monias are mixed infections, and also the
frank lobar pneumonia that does not resolve
has become a mixed infection.

There has always been a confusion among
writers as to the real condition present, in

.voung infants and children in these pneu-
monias. But I think it has been jiretty def-

initely settled that capillary bi-onchitis and
lobular pneumonia are one and the same
thing. Most cases of pneumonia in children
are of the atypical type, but it may be that all

*Re.'i(l before the I’cmlleton County Medical Society.
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the syiuptoius of an adult will be present.

This condition may begin in a child with a

convulsion instead of the chill so character-

istic of the adnlt. Again the child fails to

localize the pain and often refers to the ab-

domen as the seat of pain, or it may he com-

plained of in any part of the body. Rusty

sputum is very rare in children and there may
not he cough for a few days.

Physical signs are slow in appearing in chil-

dren and often we never detect rales at all.

Often there is vomiting as there is in many
acute conditions in children.

We i;sually have high fever, headache, de-

lirium, great irritability, and a general ap-

pearance that denotes some serioiTS condition.

Some cases have muscular tremor, and per-

haps contraction of the head and neck, re-

sembling very closely that of meningitis. This

contraction woiild naturally call our attention

to tlie meninges, and it has been termed cere-

bral pneumonia. But we often have a menin-

gitis complicating pneumonia in children, and

this is perhaps the real condition present in

these cases.

Any disease may he complicated by pneu-

monia, and no doubt is not recognized many
times because of the oliscurity of symptoms,

or the atypical form.

Pneumonia of the aged is by far less typical

than that of children as a rule. Here we
often see but few symptoms (or none) to in-

dicate pneumonia, and may make a bad blun-

der in the prognosis as well as the diagnosis if

not very careful in our examinations and
study of the case.

The onset of the attack is often obscure;

the fever, pain, cough and expectoration are

slight ; the signs of consolidation not appar-

ent. A distinct chill absent, but may have
chilly sensations, low rise of temperature
which may even reach 101. Pulse may not

he quickened but little if any. Rut there will

he great prostration if pneumonia be present.

It has been proven by post-mortem examin-

ations that ninety-five per cent, of all deaths

occurring in the aged from so-called senility

have been pneumonia. We formerly heard

doctors and laymen speak of patients dying
of old age or senility, bi;t we now know that

our State Board of Health will not accept of

this statement on a death certificate. There is

no such disease as -senility, and a large per

cent, of these old persons die of this atypical

form of inieumonia as has been proven in

large hospitals by a post-mortem examina-

tion of the lungs.

I know the fatality of pneumonia to be very

high in old persons and therefore we should

give a guarded prognosis in all cases of ill-

ness in the aged, when there is any suspicion

of pneumonia.

Another atypical form of this condition is

the central pneumonias, and we may find this

in all ages. The diseased portion of lung may
he centrally located and mask most of the

subjective signs, such as pain, cough, etc. It

is only when the pleura is involved in pneu-
monia that there is very much pain, and this

accounts for central pneumonia with absence
of pain and also the diffieulty of making a

diagnosis from physical signs.

Another form there has been much conten-

tion about is the abortive pneumonia, or 48 to

72 hour pneumonia. This is to my mind a

true pneumonia that is simply cut short from
some cause and whether or not it is from
medication or some other cause, I am unable
to say. But in pnenmonia as in all other in-

fectious diseases, we have rudimentary and
masked forms.

I am certain we have all seen these cases

and perhaps attributed the knock-out to some
of our new drugs we were using at the time.

But how is it when called to another case

manifesting every symptom of the ephemeral
ease, that the very same medication in the

very same way will have no influence ? 1 am
forced to accept the theory that the individual

anti-toxic process in the one case simply over-

whelms the inroading organisms, and in the

other, that the organisms overwhelms the pa-

tient for a time at least, and perhaps for all

time. These cases probably don’t reach the

stage of complete hepatization, or else hepa-
tization having occurred, resolution immedi-
ately follows.

Pneumonia of the apex of the lung, not a

very rare condition in adults, and quite com-
mon in children, for some unknown reason

sometimes manifests a train of symptoms of

very grave form from the very beginning.

Surely we should find extreme nervousness, a

more profound toxemia, marked cerebral

syniiDtoms, muscuilar twitchings and in fad
all the symptoms resembling those of uremia
in this condition more often than involvement

of other portions of the lung? I am unable to

say and would like to hear a word on this

point from some one in the discussion.

Pneumonia of the alcoholic may he typical

or atypical and in .some cases a pneumonia
may not he suspected owing to the preponder-

ance of the symptoms of acute alcoholic in-

toxication. The patient may be suffeidng

from pneumonia and delirium tremens at the

same time. There may be but slight fever, no

cough, no rusty sputum, little or no dyspnea

and all the symptoms of a typical pneumonia

absent. We know the alcoholic to he predis-

2')Osed to this condition owing to his habits.

Sometimes found in the ditch, fence corner,

old out buildings, etc.
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I wish here to report a case of migratory

pneumouia tliat I attended last winter:

Young man. twent\"-one years old, family

history negative, excej)t father has been a suf-

fered for the past thirty years from some sort

of a nervous condition which seemingly has

brought on all the symptoms of a confirmed

neurasthenic. Personal history is that of a

very anemic, overworked, slender, stoop-

shouldered young man, hut had never had

any serious illness up to the present time. I

found the hoy. at my first visit, with a temp-

erature of 105, pulse 160, terrific headache,

considerable delirium, a cough with almost

evei-y breath, which caused agonizing pain

about the region of the left nipple. Boy bad
been sick for five days and family giving him
home remedies for grippe. I found complete

consolidation of the lower left lobe which 1

think could explain to some extent, the em-
barassed heart action. The heart seemed as

though it were in a vise, and the ai^ex beat al-

most unrecognizable. I gave the boy a hypo-

dermic of morphine with atropine, gave a

purgative (saline) applied an ice pack. Did
not fix the side with adhesive plaster for fear

of further hindering the heart’s action, but

should have used this had the other lung been
the seat of the trouble.

Also gave strychnine regularly with enough
codeine to prevent the cough and pain to some
extent. The boy did very well for a time and
there was improvement by lysis fi’om the

ninth to the fourteenth day, Imt his pulse

never came below 120. Tongue had cleared,

bowels acting well, pain and cough about

ceased, was taking nourishment, sleeping vei-y

well and everything looked favorable for his

recovery except the heart. 1 did not see him
for three or four days when 1 was called and
found all of the former .symptoms with the

lower right lobe involved. I resumed the

previous treatment with added stimulation,

watched the heart carefully, saw patient twice

daily for five or six days when he seemed to

improve so much that his father lifted him
into a chair (without consulting me) to have
his bed rearranged. He had not been in the
chair more than a moment, so his father told

me, till he died suddenly. This is a case

where the profound toxemia had lasted so

long and patient as well as his heart so ex-

hausted, that his sitting in the erect posture
simply brought on an acute dilatation of the

heart. Had I a case similar to this one to

treat to-day I would use the serum treatment
freely, but yet would long for something more
certain or specific.

While the treatment of many diseases has

improved in the past few years by leaps and
bounds and the terrors of a few years ago
been compiered by modern scientific thera-

peutics, the treatment of this most fatal and

•

widespread disease is as yet in a labyrinth

of the dark ages. The treatment from its

earliest history down to the present day (to

he sure) has changed immeasurable times,

and all sorts of fads, specific in numberless
therapeutic agencies has been offered to the

medical profession as a means of combating
and curing this disease, but all have come
short and been found wanting. This may be,

I believe, accounted for when we think of the

many varieties of pneumonia and also that few
cases manifest exactly the same symptoms.
Ordinarily we make a diagnosis of lobar pneu-
monia or whatever form it may he, there is al-

ways a question as to whether it is caused by
the pneumococcus, streptococcus or perhaps
many other varieties of infecting microorgan-
isms.

An infection of the lung or any portion of
it seems to be rebellious to treatment in many
eases and no doxibt this accounts for the lim-
ited results by medication in tuberculosis.
Owing to the histological construction of lung
tissue it .seems to be vulnerable, and unable to
ca.st off infecting organisms as readily as some
other organs of the body.
The treatment in all cases of this disease

must necessarily be symptomatic, but a few
points I have gathered from journals, text

books, and my worthy colleagues of this

medical society I feel free to proclaim. First

and foremost, when called to see a case of
pneumonia where patient is in great distress,

get him quiet and comfortable if possible and
keep him that way for a few days at least,

then he will probably not need anything more
as the severe headaclie and stabbing pain usu-
ally subside in a few days. Next most im-
portant step is plenty of fresh air constantly,
night and day. Cleanliness of the body,
mouth, nose and throat next. These three
measures will apply to all types of pneumouia
and many cases would require no more for
the mild cases would get well without any
care whatever.
For children and old persons I have em-

ployed a remedy that has undoubtedly been
of much benefit in cases that did not do .so

well with other treatments. It is the carbon-
ate of creasote suggested by Dr. Boggess in

an article on pneumonia in the State Jour-
nal. It seems to meet the indications bet-

ter than any remedy in my hands and may be
given in all eases of pneumonia to advantage.

Strapping of the cliest where there is much
pain, is of advantage in keeping patient cpiiet.

I z of guaiacol to the ounce of olive oil makes
a good local application to rub into chest

wall. Keeji toxins eliminated as best we can
by keeping the bowels, skin and kidneys

acting well. Of course we umlei\stand that

the whole treatment of this condition is to

keep the patient’s vitality up till the disease
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fias subsided, and we may do much by doing

tliis. Strychnine and atrophine I consider the

best lieart and respiratory stimulants when
indicated.

The cotton jacket, plaster of all kinds ex-

cept mustard, and all kinds of wet poultices I

consider a nuisance, and are uncomfortable to

patient. But a mustard jacket to envelop the

whole chest, left on till the skin is reddened
thoroughly in tlie beginning of pneumonia
seems to do some good especially in children.

The ice pack relieves pain and quiets the pa-

tient, but in many families we are not permit-

ted to use it.

i\fany of our cases of pneumonia we should
visit two or three times daily, if a trained

iiiirse is not in attendance for a case of mod-
erate severity in the morning may be in a

state of collapse in the afternoon.

Small doses of aconite or veratnnn viride

in the ineipieney of pneumonia in sthenic

cases, both in adidts and ehildi-en, undoubted-
ly relieves congestion to some extent, and
seems to be particularly indicated in many
cases in children. These remedies have the

power of lessening acute inflannnatory condi-

tions of the bronchial mucoixs membrane and.

if given in small doses often repeated there

should not be occasion for alarm as a rule,

especially in robust children, and these robust

cases are the ones that these remedies are

usually indicated in. Bleeding does good in

these sthenic cases, b\at it is out of style and
men are afraid of it. so I presume this fear

prevents the doctor from insisting that it

should be done.

Three “dont’s” in the treatment of pneu-
monia, I remember, was instilled into me
when in school. Don’t over feed. Don’t
over-medicate. Don’t over-examine. These

three dont’s I consider worthy of recognition

for several reasons, b\;t space will not permit

of an explanation.

The vaccine or serum treatment we had
hoped to be our sheet anchor for the relief of

this condition, ln;t from the experiences of

other men, it has been a failure up to this

time. Rememher in the treatment of pneu-
monia, that we have an acute infectious dis-

ease to deal with, and to watch and control, if

possible, every symptom that could possibly

lessen the patient’s chances for recovery.

Remember, that high pitched, tubular or

bronchial breathing does not always indicate

])neumonia, for it may be pleural effusion or

tuberculosis.

Remember, that the extremes of life are

especially prone to pneumonia and the symp-
toms in many eases atypical.

Remember the alimentary tract, and keep it

clean.

Remember the patient’s fight is only a few

da}’s between life and death, and by your
careful attention you may be able to tide him
over a span that will enable him to enjoy
many years of usefulness.

Remember, the patient is suffering from
carbon-dioxide poisoning when dyspnea is

marked, and give him plenty of fresh air if

you have to fight the whole family.

Remember, that heart stimulants are not to

be used until indicated, but in the aged
stimulation is needed in most cases as a rule.

Rememher, we will find fhe methods as ad-
vocated in text-books and literature very con-
fusing if we attempt to carry them out in

every ease.

EPILEPTIC CONVULSIONS.*

By T. J. Townsend, Owensboro.

The mysterious character of epileptic con-
vulsions have confused the minds of the
world’s greatest philosophers, and through
eventful ages the medical profession has fail-

ed to offer effective treatment for the more ob-

stinate and severe forms of the disease.

Before the days ofHippocrates an epileptic

convulsion was held in superstitious dread, it

was regai’ded in the light of an e\dl spirit,

and all honor is due the great father of
medicine for divesting the disease of super-
stition, and properly classing it with nervous
diseases. With the intelligent physician the
evil spirits have vanished, and we are advised
that numerous causes have been assigned, and
are suspected to exist in the total make up of

many cases.

Here I shall recall two patients that came
under my own personal observation, both of
which were promptly cured by removal of

carioiis teeth.

The frequent and prolonged habit of cigar-

ette smoking may lead to epileptiform con-

vulsions which may he explained by the pres-

ence of wood alcohol that is produced from
the rapid combustion of burning paper made
from wood pulp.

I shall recall in my early practice an obstin-

ate case of epileptic convulsions which gave a

history of five years standing. The unfortun-
ate man was a portly well-to-do farmer who
weighed 240 pounds avoirdupois, he had ac-

quired the habit of using opium, and request-

ed me to give him a large dose of “hypoderm-
ic medicine,” his bowels and abdomen appear-

ed unduly distended, due to excessive eating

and overloaded conditions.

This patient was treated to active purga-

tives for three consecutive days, with the best

intention of producing copious movements of

yellow bile. He was put on a low diet and

*Read before the Daviess County Medical Society.
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onl}^ two meals a day, he made a smooth un-
eventful recovery, and survived many years
in pursuit of his useful avocation.

Here, in this single case we have opened a
wide domain for special inquiry, and serious

contemplation, and we are reminded of a com-
mon evil that never fails to afflict the economy
of man.

Here, recuperative energy is kindly dis-

played according to the Ordination of Provi-

dence, as manifested throughout the animal
creation. The brute sickens—it refuses food

from a friendly hand—it starves and makes
quick recovery at the instance of an all-wise

power —“cura famis.”

Here we are reminded of infinite wisdom

—

and that instinct possesses a power of practic-

al sense—to starve, means elimination and re-

covery—to feed, means renewal of the intoxi-

cation
;
which, without intervention of some

kind might lead to death. Catharsis liberate

nature—restores inhibition, and united en-

ergy. ]\lan purges, and the brute starves,

either may secure good results in the line of

cure.

The epileptic patient, after having been
purged, should be taught negative means, that

may prevent reeiirrent attacks of epilepsy,

and that no agent can equal in value or effici-

ency a long conducted and rigorously low diet.

"With anaemic and half starved patients a lib-

eral quantity of nourishing diet is in ortler

—

while with the more robust class, “cio'u famis
is the watchword

;
but in either case, the pa-

tient must be warned that a two meals a day
system is the best for epileptics, and should
be persisted in till victory is scored over dis-

ease.

The best and most learned men engaged in

the healing art do sometimes disregard in-

stinctive knowledge in the brute. With ment-
al blindness we all may, at times, look with in-

difference at the law of protection. We are
often tempted to traverse narrow paths that
may lead only to the grave.

Instinctive and intuitive sense is greater
than reason. We argue to suit selfish ideals,

or to attain some special object or desire.

Here, we shall admit inadvertence and dis-

credit the healing art. With his gift of
greater intelligence, man is the only creature
that wilfully and knowingly violates this ex-

acting law of nature. iMan eats and the brute-

starves.

Epilepsy is classed with the obstinate forms
of disease. This is due to a failure to know
in each particular case the assignable cause.

Effort conducted with patience is needed to

ferret out the cause of each individual ease
of epilepsy, and we are expected to succeed
best when we know how to apply a surgical
or a medical remedy.

In olden times, when Orbaeius had won dis-

tinction by curing fits—he lias most assured-
ly accomplished a feat greater than that of
any predecessor who had, hitherto professed
a knowledge of epileptic and other forms of
convulsions. When he had discovered that
reflexes involved the great sympathetic nerv-
ous system in diseases of children, and that
teething, and a high blood pressure from ele-

vated temperature would cause a fit, he was
reminded by analogy to adopt rational meth-
ods for treating convulsions. For teething
children, it is proper to lance a gum at the
focus of pain, and to actively purge the little

patient
;
this will relieve the fits—we should

not forget to apply a common sense rule to a
more serious disease.

Liken unto a Phoenix that has been cre-
mated to rise again, purified from its ashes

—

the spirit of Orbaeius shall linger through
countless ages to bless afflicted humanity, and
his generous spirit still hovers as an arch-
angel to lead us from the vales of clouded
myster3^

I believe in making diet a principle in the
treatment of obscure chronic disease. We are
facing a problem, and it is the greatest one of
the twentieth century. Evil spirits and Pa-
gan philosophers are vanished; Petit mat and
grand mat with ivliite plague and the cancer,
are on trial with the American iihysician, and
when a true verdict is rendered the dogma of
theoretical science will surrender its tenets t

the mildews that rust and corrode. IMany
ideas and ideals born in the eventful past do
rise in triumph from tiie dust laden shelves of
ancient lore, to intercept the steady march of
the tripple foe.

How to cure diathesis, and to keep it cured
is a question of difficult solution. It is a set-

tled question in my own mind that intractable
obstinate disease can only be conqiiered l^y

changing the diathesis, and let me say, just
hei’e, there is only one way that it may be ac-

complished.

The farmer who gathers in, at early frost
time, a lot of hungry, diseased pigs to make
his meat for home consumption, can change
the diathesis, and restore the health of his en-
tire herd of animals by feeding them one kirgl

of food. In the short time of three months,
the corn fed animals are slaughtered to fur-

nish the sweetest, most palatable meat known
to the humati race.

The hog is a scavenger brute, and the very
meanest of its race

;
its voracious appetite is

unexcelled—it will feed on putrid flesh,

worms, bugs and reptiles—if killed before its

flesh is purified by use of cereals, its flesh is

nauseating and dangerous to human life.

The time is approaching when leprosy,

cancer and tuberculosis will be cured by a
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generous two handed diet of bread and milk.

Plain food tends to strengthen the weakened
c-liemistry of life. Pardon this digression—

I

shall return to (epilepsy, and cite a few more
causes. A compressed brain from an osteoma-
genital in-itation. that may involve the sexual

organs in a state of tlisease; too frequent and
excessive eating of iinwholesome food—mal-
assimilation, nerve pressure, disease of the

eye, ear, mastoid cells, tight or ill fitted wear-
ing apparel, intestinal worms, tea. coffee, al-

coholics, tobacco, constipation, corns, excess,

and imprudence of any kind that may tend to

produce a feeling of discomfort or pain with
a neurotic person.

PREVENTION OF TEBERrULOSIF,.*

By S. i\I. IRuu-cins, Demossville.

Next to religion, this is one of the greate.st

(piestions before the people to-day. The pre-

vention of tuberculosis is a problem, in the so-

lution of which, all professions, religions and

people of all walks of life can work togetlier.

The societies organized for this pui’pose are

numerous. The only way to solve this ques-

tion is a thorough education of the people in

regard to the disease in all of its phases.

The physicians should and are taking the

lead in this educational idea. To produce tu-

berculosis two things are neeessarv. the seed

and the soil. Koch, in 1885, discovered the

seed, since that time the disease has been
stiidied in a more scientific way. The germ
usually, although by no means always, gets

into the sy.stem through the lungs and upper
air passages. If it finds lodgment in struct-

ures of feeble resisting powers it goes to work.

This brings us to the question of heredity.

We know that the disease per sc is rarely in-

herited, blit we also know that a low physical

organization with poor resisting powers is

hereditary. This is the so-called “tubercu-

lous or non-resistant type,” and offers a poor

fight when invaded by any infectious disease.

AVe must remember that the infection also in-

vades the strong and robust, when from any
cause their resisting power is below normal.

Some one has made a very apt comparison
between the parable of the sower and the

individual predisposition. The good ground
in the parable is compared to the person

whose powers of resistance are below the

noiaual. who readily takes on the disease and
succumbs to it.

The .science of' eugenics, which means the

science of being “well born” advocates a re-

form in human breeding. They would have
the fit bred with the fit. and thus eliminate the

inherited tendency to di.sease. The science of

*Read before the Pendleton County Medieal Soeiety.

eugenics is not different from science of the
uj)-to-date farmer, in the selection of the seed
witli which he sows his fields, and in the mat-
ing of his slock. He will exercise great care
when he breeds for fine horses and cattle,

when likely this same farmer would give his
healthy daughter in marriage to a syphilitic
or tuberculous husband without investigat-
ing his pedigree. Some of the eugenic laws
that have been jias.sed may be a little too dras-
tic, but our laws should prohibit the marriage
of persons having pulmonary tuberculosis.
The housing problem is very important. It

is hard to teach people the value of well-
ventilated rooms in the prevention of infect-
ion of one member of a family from another.

Since the successful use of vaccines as pre-
vention in typhoid fever the efforts have been
great to find a .similar preventive vaccine for
tuberculosis, but so far their efforts have fail-

ed.

Tuberculosis should he a reportable disease
in the cities. Every county should have a
salaried health officer, then this should he re-

ported in the county districts. A health of-

ficer should visit every case of pulmonary tu-
berculosis, and give explicit instructions in

a prophylactic way. Aluch of the advice of
the family physician is not heeded, .spitting

upon the streets and in pidfiic places should
he prohibited.

AA^hittaker said “a man walking the streets

with tuberculosis, and spitting where he will-

ed, was as dangerous as a man walking the

streets with a many-harrelled pistol, and fir-

ing at random.”
AA^hen called to a ease of pulmonary taher-

culosis our instructions .should he plain and
cover all points of the treatment well. AVe

should tell the patient and family that the

hope of recovery of the patient, and as pre-

vention of infection of other members of the

family depends upon plenty of fresh air.

Have the patient spit upon paper or cloths

and burn them. Every patient should have

special drinking cup and dishes, and these

should not be washed with the family dishes.

A tuberculous mother should not he allowed

to nurse her infant. Children should not be

allowed to stay in the .same room with patient

with active tuberculosis. No one .should sleep

in same bed and not in same room, except

when necessary to attend to needs of patient.

Delicate children should he guarded against

the contagion of whooping cough and measles,

hypertrophied tonsils and adenoids should he

removed as they form a nidus for growth of

Inhercle bacilli. All infected houses or

rooms should be tboroughly disinfected.
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.MKXSTIUTATION AND .MENOPAUSE;

TIIEIK INELUENCE ON THE
\MC10rS (JIKCLEA

jiy MTu.iam -J. Tho.massox, Newport.

l’\il)erty and the climacteric are the times

in a woman’s life that either health and hap-

piness or misery and distress become a part of

her heing:, and I'emains such the rest of her

life.

The reflex nervous system is always at its

highest point of irritability during menstru-

ation. Heat flashes, nervousness and general

malaise are some of the most prominent in-

dications that the menstrual flow will shortly

appear.

Headache, a full feeling about the head,

difficulty in breathing, nose bleed, dark cir-

cles under the eyes, and a general bodily dis-

comfort, warn tlie parent that the girl is

about to enter woman-hood.
Menopause is the time in every woman’s

life that is not only dreaded by the woman,
but by the members of her family as well.

The individual with a pleasant disposition

may become a demon, or the motheT’ly woman
we once knew, may seek forbidden pleasures

or become addicted to strong drink or to the

use of drugs.

The family ties are broken, vows are for-

gotten, old friends forsaken, and the once

contented' wife and mother becomes a seeker

of pleasure in the i^laces once shunned by she

and her former as.sociates.

Should she escape a change of disposition

and character, she is almost sure to become
moi’bid. a hypochondriac, or a chronic invalid.

This condition may last for a few months or

years, or it may continue till death puts an

end to this wretched condition.

The menopause occurring at the proper

time in life, or at about forty-five or seven

yearsofage, is usually rnore kind to the

gentler sex, than it is to those women who
have been so unfortunate as to be ushered in-

to the climacteric early in life by the removal

of their ovaries during the years when they

should be bearing children. The mental im-

pression, the thought of being unsexed, the

knoAvledge that they are unable to reproduce

their kind, all influence the well-being of the

individual.

It is especially this class of eases that

prompt this paper, and our limited experi-

ence has taught us that many of the distress-

ing symptoms that these patients have, might
have been relieved by the proper treatment of

the condition within the nose. i\lay 1 venture

to make the statement that some of these cases

*Delivered before the Canipbell-Kentoii County Medical

Society.

that have been unsexed without any benefit

or without the relief of the symptoms that

jii'ompted the operation, might have been

Iteneflted by the projier treatment of the nasal

condition, and the woman spared the humility

of being unsexed. Who knows, she might
have been a happy mother instead of being a

chronic, nervous wreck.

Do not undei'.stand us that the ovaries

should never be removed, for we believe if

they are diseased, the sooner they are removed
the better. On the other hand, if there is a

possibility that the organs are only in sym-
pathy with some other part of the body, for

instance, the cause might be located in the
nose, the ovaries should not be sacrificed till

all other treatment has been tried. For just

as sure as the ovaries are removed, it matters
not for what cause, you can depend upon the

na.sal mucus membrane, as well as other por-

tions of the nasal economy undergoing patho-

logical changes.

The nose is a long way from the generative
organs. Yet one has only to visit his countiw
cousins’; spend a few days on the farm, ob-

serve the herds, visit the studs. If you are

unable to journey to the country, listen to the

tom cats on the back fence. We wonder how
they knew? Is it instinct, or is it stink that

calls the merry chorus together? The buck
traces the doe by the semse of smell. The fe-

male dog in rut, even if Cjuarantined, will

cause the gathering of an army of. male dogs
in a very short time.

,

IMan does not use the sense of smell to trace

the opposite sex, but nevertheless most of us
have fond recollections of special perfumes
that some of our friends in the past used, and
the odor, even after many years, will bring
back thoughts of early and vigorous manhood.
Dabney says, “The use of perfumes from

time immemorial, has been a conscious or an
unconscious attempt to stimulate lecherous

thoughts. Though in times of moral decay,

women have unfortunately not been the only

offenders. Cicero inveighs against the

‘Spi’eading of unguents’ and other odorifer-

ous and erotic preparations \ipon the person,

as the practice was much in vogue in the days
of the Roman Empire and the Di-eek Re-

public, and not unknown to-day. Hence, Ave

hear of ‘intoxicating’ perfumes aa’cII named,
though few Avho use the phrase know tlu'

solid biological grounds upon Avhieh the ex-

pression rests.’’

The nose Avill tell Avhen the young man has

Avorshiped well bnt not Avisely at the slu'ine of

Venus. The nasal mucus membrane Avill tell

the trained physician whelhei' the AA’oman is

now, or going to menstruate in the ni'xt day
or two.

The young man Avho entei’S your office Avilh

the stuffy nose, the nasal tAvang, and ])ossibly
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an acute impairment of vision does not have
to tell you that he has partaken of the forbid-

den fruit. Kelieve the acute congestion of the

erectile tissue within the nose, caution him to

al)stain from all sexual excitement, give him
a sedative, if he cannot control his animal
passion, .and the ohstruetion will promptly
disappear.

Haverlock Ellis-, in his six volumes on the

“Psychology of Sex,” treats especially of

odors and their influence upon suggestion,

emotion, religion and morals; action on the

heart, vasomotor system and muscular activ-

ity. In one instance he speaks of the custom
among certain Philippine tribes of lovers
changing their garments to have the odor of
the loved ones about them. Not infreqiiently

the sexual inclination of one individual to-

wards another is greatly influenced by ol-

faction.

Some odors excite and others repel. The
method of salutation by rubbing the noses to-

gether, or touching the hand to some part of
the face, common among many tribes of
Africa, India and the South Sea Islands, is

classed by Ellis as “Sexual attraction l)y

personal odor.”

Smelling by contact (as noted earlier in

this paper) is possibly the earliest known
salutation. This is exemplified also in the
lower animals.

Seifert^ in his paper on the clinical study
of the relation between the nose and the sex-

ual organs, says

—

“After a critical review of the literature
and a number of experiments of his own, he
arrives at the following conclusions

:

First. IMany symptoms point to a direct

nerve connection between the nose and the

sexual organs. The course of the respective

nerve tract is yet unknown. There exists

certain striking anatomic and physiological

analogies between the several parts of the

nose and the sexual organs.

Second. The objective noticeable nasal

symptoms accompanying sexual conditions

and functions seem to be influenced to a more
or less pronounced degree by general circula-

tory and mechanical conditions.

Third. Numei’ous pathological conditions

(including many of the menstrual anomalies
and also quite often the hi/peremesis gravid-

arum) may be explained by the assumption
of a real nasal reflex neurosis or a previously

existing nasal intumescence with the local and
general sequela.

Fourtli. Tlie active nasal influence upon
the sexual organs may be chiefly explained

by the suggestive effect of the therapy.

As the euphora of cocaine that varies in

different individuals, and the relief of the

nasal conditions cainsing nasal reflex neurosis.

this apparent nasal influence is fv;rthermore
due to the establishment of free nasal breath-
ing and the alleviation of nasal engorgement.”

Brettauer* advocates nasal treatment for
cases of dysmenorrhea, not apparently due to

any gynecological condition. He asserts that
nausea, vomiting and pains in the iliac re-

gion often disai^pear after the application of
a twenty per cent, solution of cocaine to defin-

ite areas of the nasal mucosa.

In a paper published by Dr. Wilhelm
Fliess'"’ in 1897 attention has been called to

the fact that certain areas in the nose, the
tuherculum of the septum and the anterior
half of the lower turbinate always become
swollen, hyperemie and bleed easily upon the
slightest touch during the menstrual period.
All of these sjmiptoms promptly disappear af-

ter the cessation of the period.

Drattauer details the histories of five cases
in which the results in cauterization were
very satisfactory. Other authors have also

reported eases in which permanent relief was
obtained by means of trichloracetic acid,

galvano-cautery, or bi-polar electrolysis, or by
other rhinological treatment removing spurs,

enlarged turbinates, etc.

Experimental research on influencing the

sexual system by operation on the nose—Ko-
blaneh and H. Boeder.

“Though the animal operated on so as to

destroy the so-called genital points in the

nose, grew as well as the controls, they seem-
ed sexually indifferent, and their genital or-

gans were found practically rudimentary.
Verj" likely there is some close connection be-

tween these points and the hypophysis.”

If these researches are true, it emphasizes
the importance of conservative surgery with-

in the nose. Especially is this true in refer-

ence to tlie nasal mucous membrane during
early adult life and during the child bearing
period

Let us examine the nasal cavities and learn

why the sexual habits of the individual affect

these structures.

The nasal cavities are two in number, these

spaces are divided by the nasal septum, and
each of these cavities contain three turbinate
bones, and the lower border of the inferior

turbinal and the lower and posterior portion

of the middle turbinal is made up of erectile

tissue, which is closel.y analogous to that of

the glans penis. The tuberculum septi is also

made up of the same tissue, and as this erect-

ile tissue is located in the most vital portion

of the upper air tract, it is readily under-

stood why any abnormality within this region

known as the vicious circle will affect the gen-

eral health of the individual.

The petrosal nerve, and the siihenopalatine
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ganglion is the connecting link between the

nose and the synipatlietie system.
^

When we renieinl)er the function of this

system and the vasomotoi- conti’ol over tlie

smaller blood vessels, and the arterioles, when
we consider how little it takes to cause the act

of blushing, we will readily understand how
under similar conditions the blood can be sent

to the erectile tissue within the nose, for in

this region the resistance is much less than of

the face and forehead.

In other words, the blood supply to the

erectile tissue within the nose is influenced by

vasomotor disturbances, and as the blood

supply is abundant in the nose, this particu-

lar tissue suffers not only from vasomotor

irritation, but also suffei's in proportion to the

excesses put on the other erectile tissue of

the body.

The swell bodies (or erectile tissue) in the

nose is supposed to take care of all the air that

we breathe. This air must be filtrated, warm-
ed and moistened by the erectile tissue.

These swell bodies are called on every twenty-

eight days to sympathize with the generative

tract. Or, in other words, this erectile tissue

becomes engorged twelve times a year during

the child-bearing period.

This same tissue also undergoes engorgement
not only at the menstrual time, but the

changes of atmosphere atfect the hlood sup-

ply to this tissue, and all sexual excitement
causes an increase blood supply to the swell

bodies. Some investigators think that uterine
or ovarian irritation will also cause the swell

bodies to become engorged.

Is it any wonder that we. find hyperplasia

not only of mucous membrane in the nose, but
of the bone and periosteum as well ?

With the hyperplasia of' the nasal contents,

or in other words, the obstruction in the nose,

due to the thickening of the bonj^ turbinals

and their coverings, preventing normal drain-

age of the simises, allowing the air to enter

the lungs unprepared and in many of these

cases the turbinal is in contact with the sep-

tum, cau.sing pressure and a long train of

nervous symptoms. This condition may go
on for months or years, be called catarrh,

nervous headache, or neuralgia. ]\Iany of

these cases become nervous wrecks. Com-
plain of painful menstimation, and go from
bad to worse, till the ovaries are removed and
then, instead of the looked for improvement,
all of the previous symptoms are exaggerated,

the woman is a misery to herself and to her

family, and the sanitarium usually shields

her till death kindly puts an end to her mis-

erable existence.

What effect does the removal of the ovaries

have on the turbinal bones? Docs the remov-
al of one ovary cause any nasal symptoms?
IMost emphatically yes ! Our experience has

shown that all cases that have come under our

observation, where the ovaries have been re-

moved, have had nasal complications, such as

severe headaches, stiiffiness in the region of

the vicious circle or sinus involvement, due

to the obstruction interfering with the ven-

tilation and drainage of the accessory cavities.

We have several cases under observation

where one ovary has been removed, and the

middle turbinal corresponding to the same

of that, on which the ovary was removed, un-

derwent hyperplastic changes

One i^atient in my series, a young married

woman age 19, had no trouble at all till after

marriage. Since that date has always had
trouble with her nose, and complains of dif-

ficulty in breathing after coition. The symp-
toms are always worse following sexual inter-

course. This condition has now lasted for

two years.

What change, if any, takes place in the nose

at the time or after the menopause? Owing
to the long years that the erectile tissue in the

nose of the woman of middle life has been en-

gorged, the middle turbinal usually on both

sides becomes very much enlarged and prac-

tically blocks the middle meatus. Later the

mucus membrane loses its normal color, its

luster is dimmed and the large thickened

turbinal has a glazed white appearance.
If drainage is not interfered with, head-

aches may not be complained of, but it is in

these cases that we usually have the severe

headaches, the hot flashes and the chain of

nervous symptoms due not to the menopause
directly, but to the condition within the nose.

iMany of the symptoms and much of the

suffering that these women undergo at this

time of life, and what was formerly looked

upon as the normal conditions of the women
at menopause, can he relieved by the proper
treatment of the condition within the nose.

I want to report a case referred to me by
Dr. Jenkins a few days ago.

iMrs. S., age 27, a woman poorly nourished,
anaemic and very much emaciated. iMc-nstru-

ated first at the ago of 19, regular till twenty,

when she was married. Never menstruated
after marriage till a few weeks ago. Nine
months after marriage aborted at the fourth

month. Two years after marriage gave birth

to a living child, and four since, all living, the

youngest six months of age. This woman had
not menstruated since marriage till a few
weeks ago. Then menstruation appeared the

second day after a nasal operation. This wo-

man complraned of pain over the ethmoid,

frontal and maxillary sinuses. On transil-

lumination a positive shadow was cast in the

i-egion of the maxillaiw sinus. Tin's cavity

was at once washed out and twelve days later

the middle turbinate and the anterior eth-

moid removed. This operation was followed
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twenty-four hours later by a brisk uterine

bemorrliage, necessitating the patient to I'e-

main in l)ecl. This beinorrbage occurring as

it did, so soon after the nasal operation, was
undoubtedly due to the influence that the gen-

ital zones in the nose have over tlie uterus and
its appendages. Examination of tliis wo-
man’s uterus, since the beinorrbage, shows no
pathological cause for the same,

(’ase \o. 2. i\lrs. L., age tbirty-bve, wife of

a farmer referred to me by a neurologist for

refraction and an opbtbalmoscoiiic examina-
tion. Eye symptoms negative, vision 6-6.

\asal examination showed both middle
turbinates enlarged, and in contact with the
septum. Their removal advised, operation

refused. In this case we were able to shrink

the nasal tissue temporarily, and relieve some
of the nervous symptoms. This woman two
years ago bad both ovaries removed, and all

of her symptoms have been worse since the

operation.

Case No. 2. IMrs. — .. age 44, bad the left

ovary removed April, 1911. The following

fall began to complain of stuffiness on the left

side of the nose. This condition was easily re-

lieved by the use of adrenalin and the oily

sprays for a short time. During the winter
the obstruction did not yield .so readily and
some odor was noticed coming from the left

nostril. This condition has continued till the

thickened tissue is in contact with the septum
and no longer yields to the adrenalin or co-

caine.

The ozena is gradually increasing and the

condition is nearing the point when the pa-

tient will have to yield to an operation for

the relief of the odor within the nose.

These three cases are hut a few that have

come under my observation, hut enough to

emphasize the great importance the nose

plays in its relation to the generative organs

in the female.
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Placenta Previa. Treatment. Pituitrin used

with i>ood results in 16 cases. If only a small

])ortion of jdacenta presents, and especdally if

vertex i)resents ami cervix is sufficiently dilated

membranes should be ruptured and pituitrin

ii'iven. In other cases employ combined version

with j)ituitrin, and await spontaneous delivery,

merely extracting arms and head. Where dilata-

tion insufficient for combined \ea'sion, inhert

small dilatiiui' bag or \aginal tampon, and later

do version and give pituitrin.—Trapl.

\Uay 1, 1914.

EXAMENATIONS EUR LIFE INSUR-
ANCE.*

Dy F. M. Stites, Hopkinsville.

Examinations for life insurance ixnpiire

the exercise of delicacy, skill and sound judg-
ment on the part of the medical examiner.
Serious departure from the normal standard
of health that is not even known to the appli-

cant himself is so common that the medical ex-

amination is of vital importance to the insur-

ance company and calls for all the skill and
knowledge that present day diagnostic meth-
ods have develoiied.

Every apj)licant that is brought to the ex-

aminer must he (piestioned and investigated

as thoroughly as possible and there is no place

for a prejudice or a preconceived opinion in

any case. Sometimes what was thought to he
an impassable ob.stacle to securing insurance
will prove a very trivial thing, and not infre-

(juently an apparently sound individual will

he found entirely unfit for life insurance.

There is no part of a modern examination
blank that is not important, though a faith-

ful examiner will never confine himself to the

printed questions on the blank, hut will fol-

low any clue of importance that may develop

during the examination. There are some
parts of the examination, however, that re-

quire special care and attention,

Except in the large centers there is not

much dangei" of an examiner being deceived

in the identity of an applicant, though he

should always hear in mind the possibility of

deception unless he personally knows the ap-

plicant.

The family history is of importance in

many ways, and it may requii-e both skill and

patience on the part of an examiner to ap-

proximate the truth of this history. The most

trying revelations must he recorded at times,

and nothing should he withheld from the

medical department, however embarrassing it

may he to the applicant. Suicide and death

at the hands of a mob, tuberculosis and insan-

ity. alcoholism and syphilis are exceedingly

distasteful to record, hut the family history

would he of little use without tlie truth in

such cases. Few applicants can give the ages

of their relatives otf hand and an examiner

must patiently help by recalling the years of

death, birth, etc. When a definite answer can-

not he given the reason for the failure should

he stated if possible. The brothers and .sisters

one-half related by either parent should he

recorded even though not called for in the

blank. The very prevalent habit of recording

tlie health of all living relatives as good, is

dm* often to carelessness, and may conceal a

*Rttad before the Christian County Medical Society.
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case of tuberculosis or iusanily that the com-

pany should he informed al)out. A more care-

ful iii((uii-y into the health of living relatives

and the previous health of dead ones wouUi he

of great value to the insurance companies.

The applicant is apt to he very forgetfid of

his own ])ei'Sonal history, especially as to ill-

nesses. In tliose examinations where the long

list of diseases is left off, the examiner slutuld

use care in securing a tru(» record of all sick-

nesses, i)i.iuries or operations. A carefully

I'ead list of que.stions about diseases will un-

doubtedly serve as a reminder to the appli-

cant and it is more difficult foi' one who is

willing to deceive, to deny a direct (juestion

about a disease than to evade a general in-

quiry.

Careless diagnosis causes the examiner in-

finite trouble and annoyance. Biliousness,

malaria, la grippe, bronchitis and tumor covei'

a multitude of sicknesses, and are practically

meaningless until carefully investigated.

Also the practice among certain doctors of ex-

aggerating the seriousness of trivial indisposi-

tions may interfere with the decision in some

cases. It is not rare for a rejection to be

based on the diagnosis of appendicitis, gall-

stones or renal calculi when there was no real

foundation for such a diagnosis. The state-

ment that the applicant has hail pleurisy usu-

ally means to the medical departrnent as well

as to the experienced examiner, that the ap-

plicant has had an infection of tuberculosis.

This information is very important, but it is

very unjust to the applicant to pronounce a

slight pain in the side a pleurisy unless there

is a real involvement of the pleura. Ecpially

troublesome and unfair is the attitude of some
men when referred to for information regartl-

ing the sicknes.s reported by the applicant, in

affirming as trivial and of no eonsecpience se-

rious conditions that should be known to the

medical department.
The only remedy for these things is greatei’

accuracy in diagnosis, and it is encouraging
to note the increasing care in arriving at a

positive diagnosis that is becoming prevalent.

An incorrect diagnosis may not only cause a

patient unnecessary a)ixiffiy as to his health

but may cost him and his estate many thou-

sands of dollars. The careful examination of

the chest and abdomen cannot be too strong-

ly emphasized. Inspection has become more
important than formerly because of the fre-

quency of operations, and the scars of opera-
tions should be looked for in all cases. If

found they must be accounted for and exam-
ined to determine if they are well healed, and
in abdominal operations to detect the exist-

ence or possibility of hernia. A scar on the

chest will recall a foi-gotten empyema and the

shape of the che.st will often show important

facts to the examiner.

In (‘vei'y case the applicant should be

weighed by the examiner on reliable scales,

preferably phvsicians’ scales in his own office,

and the measurements of the chest and ab-

domen taken carefully with a steel tape. A
fixed standard of height in the office of the

examinei' separate from the scales is to be

prefer-red, ajid these things all show the im-

portance of making the (‘xamination in the

examiner’s office whenevei- possible. Add to

this the imj)ortance of (piiet and freedom
from interruj)tion and the facility for secui'-

ing authentic urine and it is perfectly ai>par-

ent that the examiner’s private office is the

ideal place for the examination. The urine

to be examined should be i)assed in the

presence of the examiner in every case, ex-

cept in the examinaion of women, and in

these ca.ses every care must be taken to avoid

the ])ossibility of substitution. There is no

excu.se for the careless examination of the

urine. The tests are so simple, well known
and easily made and so positive that the

slightest abnormality can be detected.

Evasion as to the use of intoxicants or

drugs is very common, and it is difficult to se-

cure the exact truth as to the amount u.sed

and the admission of the use to the point of

intoxication. Nothing short of a definite

statement of the truth in this regard shoidd

satisfy the examiner and if he is in doubt he

should .satisfy himself by private injuiry.

The use of a copy or photograph of a for-

mer examination is improper except after the

completion of the examination, when it may
be referred to, to make sure that nothing of

importance has been omitted. The truth is

much more likely to be recorded if each exam-
ination is made independently,

In all cases where there is a doubt, the ex-

aminer must use every modern means to se-

cure a true report of the applicant’s condi-

tion. The j)ui)ils tell often of a beginning lo-

comotor ataxia. The deej) reflexes should be

tested in ease there is a susj)icion ot disease of

the nervous system. In every case whether
rec(uired by the meilical department or not the

temperature should he taken and the systolic

blood pressure recorded.

The examiner should under all circum-
stances endeavor to maintain friendly rela-

tions with the agent. The agent will randy
try to interfere with or intluence a coiiqxdcmt

examiner, and the examiner should t)\v at idl

times to l)c in readiness to examine au appli-

cant at tfu> time a])point('d, and always as

early as i)ossible after the application li,-is

been secured by the agent. Oft(>n a ft'w

hours delay will cause the loss of the insur-
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ance to the Companj^ and the commission hy
the agent.

The examiner is employed by tlie company
and well paid for his services, and it is his

duty not only to protect the company from
unsafe risks, biit equally to he cai’eful that

the company is not prevented from insuring

the lives of healthy per.sons because of some
carelessness or neglect on the part of the ex-

aminer.

The most difficult and delicate work of the

examiner is in dealing with those applicants

who have been previously rejected. They
nearly always believe it was carelessness or

prejudice on the part of the examiner that

caused the rejection, and if the cause of re-

jection is known to the applicant he will usu-

ally try to conceal or minimize the condition

that brought about the unfavorable report.

After making the rounds of several companies
these rejected risks may become quite expert

in handling their cases, and if the agent is

willing to assist, the examiner may have con-

siderable trouble in securing the true facts.

Of course the companies are largely protect-

ed by the former reports on such risks that

are accessible to all regular insurance com-
panies, but the exanriner cannot take for

granted that the company for which he ex-

amines has any other source of information

than himself, and if he fails to make a full

and accurate report on such cases, his own
standing with the company must si;ffer. If

only the applicant and agent knew it, a full

and frank statement of the truth in every

case will most often secure a favorable con-

sideration by the medical department, and if

by their other means of securing information

the medical department finds that the appli-

cant has made false statements or the exam-

iner has failed to record an important or

obvious condition, the whole case of the ap-

plicant is injured and his chance of I’eceiv-

ing a policy much diminished, and the exam-
iner’s standing with the company lowered

correspondingly.

Tinnitus Aurium. Treatment. To relieve stuf-

finess of Eustachian tube—the most frequent

cause of tinnitus—inject in it with catheter a 2

to 5 per cent, solution of clionin, using sufficient

force to cause it to enter tympanic cavity.

—

Kanclall.

Tapeworm. Treatment. Thymol in cachets

of 0.2o Gm. (4 grains) to be given in the morn-

ing on an empty stomach for eight days. Worms

usually exj)elled on third or fourth day. Twenty-

three cases treated with success. All alcohol to

be stopped during ti’eatment.—Artault.

TKEATDIENT OF TUBERCULOSIS.*

By L. T. Eckler, Fal mouth.

After having fully determined that a pa-

tient has tuberculosis, the physician has con-

fronting him a very interesting and instruct-

ive problem. A problem to be studied by him
in its various phases. A problem to which
science is at this time lending her most earn-

est, endeavor
;
namely, that of a specific cure.

Truly and deservedly has tuberculosis been
designated the “great white plague,” maim-
ing and devouring, as we all know, more hu-

man beings than any other disease. From
time immemorial, statistics have shown that

the death rate from tuberculosis is greater

than that of any other disease. Oftentimes

in crowded districts its percentage of deaths

is equal to all others combined. It is, there-

fore evident that the treatment of such a

malady is of great importance and interest.

Several times have we been delighted to

notice reports from scientists purporting a

specific cure, but, with each instance our de-

light has been turned to deep regret to learn

that again a failure had been made..

Not only physicians, hut the laity have be-

come interested and have become educated
that this is the greatest menace to the health

and happiness of the human I’ace. Therefore,

the laity are demanding that we as physicians

make a more earnest endeavor to prevent and

cure the disease.

The first and probably tbe greatest prob-

lem confronting ns is the prevention of tu-

bercidosis or its spread. The medical fra-

ternity has accomplished much needed legis-

lation along this line in recent years. Laws
regulating sanitation, and establishing sani-

toria for the treatment of tubercular patients

have been enacted. However, we are just

now at the beginning of what can be accomp-

lished by us as physicians. The time is now
ripe, that we as an organized body, can ac-

complish much more needed legislation along

this lino.

The treatment of tid^ereulosis should be

considered, first, as to prevention of the dis-

ease and its spread ; second, the treatment of

the disease in its active process
;

third, the

treatment of special symptoms, and, fourth,

the use of special remedies.

Chief among the prophylactic mej\sures in

preventing the spread of tuberculosis, is the

collection and destruction of the sputum from

the Uibercular patient. Suitable cuspidors, or

spit cups, should be used by every patient af-

fected with the disease. The cup should con-

tain an antiseptic solution, and it should be

explained to the patient that he should in-

variably use the cup for his expectoration and

*Read before the Pendleton County Medical Society.
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not dispose of it upon the floor or ground.

The contents of the cups should be burned in

order to make doubly sure the destruction of

the bacilli. The stool and urine of such pa-

tients shoidd lie destroyed. The body should

be bathed in an antiseptic solution at brief

intervals, since through the sweat, which is

alnuidant in most of these cases, some bacilli

are deposited upon the surface of the body.

All food gathered from near the residence

of a tuhercular patient should be thoroughly

disinfected. Many eases are traceable to milk

from unclean or unsanitary milk stations.

Dairies sliould be repeatedly inspected by

competent veterinaries. All tubercular ani-

mals killed and their carcasses destroyed.

A patient sutt'ering from tuberculosis is to

be isolated. The room to he rid of any hang-

ings or drapery that might furnish a lurking

place for the bacilli. The floor should not be

carpeted, and all upholstered furniture should

be removed. The patient’s bed and apart-

ments become a source of infection. There-

fore the clothing and dressings of the bed are

to be repeatedly aired.

It is of paramount importance to instruct

and educate, not only the patient, but those

with whom he is situated, that tuberculosis is

a disease about which there can not be too

much precaution, and that the remainder of

the family or friends must not use any thing

that has been tised about the patient or his

hed, without the same being first thoroughly
disinfected and sterilized.

There should be more written or published
in our daily and weekly papers concerning
the ravages of tuberculosis upon the human
life and the manner of stopping its spread
and preventing it.

Unfortunately, among the poor there is not
sufficient means or sufficient room to be had to

give them proper care and attention. Sani-

toria, established and maintained for the

treatment of such cases are very commend-
able.

There has been, from time immemorial, an
idea tliat there existed a predisposition to tu-

berculosis in some individuals. If such be the

ease, then it is the duty of physicians to, if

possible, remove sucb predisposition. Scrofu-

lous tendencies should be overcome through
hygienic measures, together with good nutri-

tious food, and tonics.

Tuberculosis often follows other acute in-

fectious diseases coming on during convales-

ence. It is the in-actiee of many physicians to

dismiss a patient suffering from an acute dis-

ease as soon as the acute symptoms have sul)-

sided, leaving convalescence to nature. It is

true tliat nature is the greatest of all reeon-

struetives, but many times the bacilli finds

suitable culture media in the already weak-

ened system of the convalescent and soon an
active tuberculosis develops.

A change of climate is often very beneficial

to those predisposed to this disease as is also

the regulation of the daily habits. Bathing
the neck and chest in cold water followed with
a brisk rub with a rough towel is of import-
ance and has been practiced by the writer
with good results.

Obstructions in the nose, enlarged tonsils

and adenoids should he promptly removed,
and surgical treatment given to glandular or
o.sseous foci.

To discuss the treatment of all the forms of
tuberculosis in a single paper wmdd render it

too long and wearisome. Therefore only pul-

monary tubercidosis will here be considered,

leaving the treatment of acute miliary

and bone and joint tuberculosis to the discus-

sion, which will, it is hoped, also consider tu-

bercidosis of the special organs, kidney, liver,

brain, etc.

By far the most satisfactory treatment of

pidmonary tuberculosis is to be had out in the

open air, which can be carried out in this cli-

mate by means of sleeping tent and other

apparatus destined to add to the patient’s

comfort in open air. Patients afflicted with
tuberculosis shoiild be taught the extreme im-
portance of fresh air. He should be instruct-

ed to keep out of doors as much as is possible.

It is the importance of this plan of treat-

ment that causes the physician to advise his

patient to seek an ecpiitable climate. In

choosing a suitable climate for the consump-
tive, it is necessary to consider the age and
physical condition of the patient, and the

stage of the disease. In any case, the climate

most suitable is one in which the patient feels

well and gains in flesh and in strength. Dry-
ness, altitude, pureness of air and an abund-
ance of sunshine are to be considered in select-

ing a climate suitable for such patients.

iMedieinally the treatment of tuberculosis is

to be considered with two main facts in view;

First, one with reference to destruction of

the specific cause, the bacilli.

Second, with reference to increasing the

body resisting powers of the patient, thereby

rendering the cultiu’e grown less fertile.

Unfortunately the former plan falls far

short of the desired results. From a stiidy of

the pathological conditions present in ])ul-

monary tuberculosis it is evident that the de-

struction of the bacilli by means of medication

is impossible. However mucb good has been

accomplished through the administration of

anti.septie and parasiticides. In laryngeal

eases benefits are derived from the inhalation

of such remedies, chief among which, in my
opinion, is creasote. Patients soon tire of this

plan of treatment; since, to be beneficial, it
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should be inhaled during most of the wakefxd
hours.

The iidernal administralion of antiseptics

to arrest the growth and development of ba-

cilli, is perhaps a better plan. This, too, falls

far short of the desired effects. Among such
remedies ereasote has the confidence of most
of the profession. Its use, to the extent of

toleration by the stomach, has resulted in

lessening cough, and lowering fever and in the

patient gaining in flesh and strength. Night
sweats have also been much benefited by its

use.

Thymol, terehene, terpinhydrate, turpen-

tine, carbolic acid and formaline, have been
used as parasiticides in the treatment of this

disease, hut results obtained are far inferior

to those derived from the use of ereasote.

Guiacol carbonate, is of late extensively

used in pill or capsule. The active principal

of guaiacol is ereasote. It is, however, better

borne by some patients than is its active prin-

cipal.

The second main indication in the treat-

ment of this disease, namely increasing the

body resistance and mohifying th.e culture

media, or soil upon which the bacteria multi-

plj" and develop, is aided very materially by
the use of the above antiseptics. Judicious

efforts at proper exercise and proper feeding

are of iiaramount imi:>ortance in building up
the body resisting powers, as are also cod liver

oil and tonics, strychnia and arsenic and iron.

Nature’s resistance is g^’eatly increased by
proper appreciation and application of pure
air, climate and sunshine. High altitude,

fresh atmosphere and an even temperature
are of great importance.

The feeding of milk and eggs, fish, flesh

and fats is a great assistance to nature in

overco!uing the ravages of the bacillus tuber-

culosis.

Raw eggs and fresh iinskimmed milk should

form or go to make up the routine diet. The
hydrocarbons are badly needed in tubercu-

losis and should he given freely unless there is

impaired digestion, when their use should be

discontinued. Oftentimes there is a poor ap-

petite, with feeble digestion, which can often

he overcome by a brief change of climate, a

trip to the sea shore, or restorting to a rigid

system of feeding.

Bitter tonics, and mineral acids often aid

wonderfully in producing an appetite and in

increasing digestion. In rare cases the desire

for food and the digestion and assimilation of

it is increased by the use of the various wines

or li(iuors, however, their use and abuse

should he .iudiciously guarded.

Among the annoying symptoms of this dis-

ease, perhaps the greatest is cough ; which,

when dry and accompanied by pleuritic irrita-

tion and pain, should be controlled by the ad-

ministration of heroin or codeine. Creasote is

a valuable remedy to relieve cough. It

should he given either by inhalation or intern-

ally. It lessens the secretion and relieves

some of the irritation.

The usual cough mixtures usually disturb
digestion and are to he discouraged.
Fever does not as a rule, become an alarm-

ing symptom. Should the temperature be-

come excessively high, it is best controlled
by hydrotherapeittic measures. Antipyretics
should not he i;sed, for the reason that, we
have already a weakened circulatory condi-
tion and the use of antipyretics woiild pro-
duce a greater weakness of the circulatory
system.

Diarrhoea is a most trying and troiihle-

some condition in tubercular patients. A
condition which often ends the scene, through
excessive depletion.- It is a symptom often
overcome by strict regulation of the diet. The
withholding of all solid foods and the allow-

ance of easily digested and assimilated sub-

stances. Medicinally the astringent course is

to be pursued. Bismuth, salol, acetate of lead
and opium, thymol and beta-naphthol are use-

ful and beneficial. IMost cases develop pro-

fuse night sweats, which are best controlled
by the administration of agaricin and atropin
combined. The use of camphoric acid in 20
gr. doses has been recommended to be given
two to three hours before time for sweat.

Special attention should in all 'eases, be di-

rected toward the appetite and digestion.

Many lives are prolonged if not permanently
benefited by the maintenance of a good appe-
tite and digestion.

Cod liver oil and hypophosphites assist in

increasing the body resisting powers, while

creasote le-ssens the fertility of the soil upon
which the bacilli grow.

iMuch has been said aboiit tuberculin, whose
field of usefulness is, according to most
authorities, in establishing diagnosis and as a

means of jirognosis. IMany practitioners re-

gard it as a remedy of much therapeiitic

ability; while others employ it simply as a

test. Personally, I have had very little ex-

perience in its use. If there is good to be de-

rived from its use, it should he used early in

the disease, since in the later stages there is

generally a considerable temperature which
becomes higher upon the administration of

tuberculin.

The use of tuberculin as a specific remedy
for pulmonary tuberculosis has not been

proven. In most cases where it has been iised,

it has been used in conjunction with other

remedies, hence it is probable that some of the

benefits supposed to have been derived from
its use, could be attributed to such other
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remedies. Too mueh confidence or inipoi-t-

ance should not he placed in drug medica-

tion in the cure of this disease. The chief im-

portance is to keep up the patient’s appetite

and strength.

Tubercular conditions of serous and synov-

ial membranes should be dealt with surgically.

Tuberculosis of bone and joint is surgical in

treatment. ^Medicinal treatment being not

only useless but dangerous, in that valuable

time is lost in such treatment. Procrastina-

tion in surgical cases often leads to irrepar-

able destruction and often death.

It is impracticable in this paper to consider

the various tid)ereular conditions found in

the human anatomy. If it were not that the

subject becomes tiresome and lengthy much
more coiild be said in reference to various les-

ions found in the body.

It is hoped, however, that a fi-ee discussion

will be entered into, and that the facts not

here mentioned will be fully studied.

PREVENTIVE MEDICINE.*

By Jno. E. Wilson, Butler.

The term medicine is used in its generic

sense. It means preventive measures.
The most common and efficient measures

for preventing disease, are included under
the .subjects of hygiene and sanitation. Gen-
eral hygiene or sanitation has to do with the

air, food, and water of a community; also the

refuse, or waste. The kind of air we breathe
affects mind, and body. Impure air prevents
mental activity : it also vitiates the blood,

altering functional activity, and thus laying

the foundation for chronic and incurable con-

ditions. Again, there is not a disease of the

respiratory tract that is not directly benefit-

ed by abundance of pure air. The sick need
it even more than the well. We need it at

night as well as in the daytime. We need it

in cold weather as well as in the warm. At
every moment and everywhere it is a neces-

sity. The best sermon, the finest lecture, or
the nicest entertainment becomes a drag when
ventillation is neglected. School children
especially, have been neglected in the past.

The character of the water supply of a
community is next in importance to the air
we breathe. Water, free from specific disease
germs, may vary much in its adaptation to
human needs. All water is in danger of con-
tamination from disease germs. For drink-
ing, to boil the water and cool it is a tempor-
ary safeguard against disease. One of the
safest methods of securing drinking water is

to have a well cemented cistern, tightly clos-

ed at the top, catching the water from a clean

metal roof, in the winter rains, and filter

through charcoal. All superficial springs and
wells are dangerous. Drilled wells seem to be
a vep’ same way of securing water for do-
mestic use. The various mineral waters are
at least harmless.

Fresh, clean, whole.some food is of equal
importance to health. The nations that do
not recognize this are far inferior. Our Gov-
ernment has done much in recent years to ad-
vance the interest in pure food. It has direct-
ed laws at inspection, puldic education, and
sanitation. By these measures, new condi-
tions have been established in canning fac-
tories, bakeries, slaugliter houses, and pack-
ing houses. It has also abolished the public
drinking cup, regulated hotel linens, and has
improved barbe?' shops, maybe, a little.

Sanitation has to do with public health and
embraces many important features. It has
coni rolled yellow fever by discovering and
ti eating the cause, namely the mosquito.
Sanitation is working a crusade against the
housefly as a carrier of disease, such as ty-
phoid. It is really the science of health. It
is the means of preserving healthy conditions
in thickly settled communities, as towns,
cities, and armies; and the special care of in-
fants in cities, especially in the summer.

All these measures tend to make difficult
the existance of di.sea.se germs.

Personal hygiene relates to the individual
application of the above mentioned elements.
1 he value of personal cleanliness is self-evi-
dent. Our grandmothers used to bind up an
abrasion with salves, and thus nurse it for
weeks. We now cleanse a wound, sterilize it,

and it heals by “first intention,” in a few
days. Many germ diseases are avoided by
cleanline.ss. Lack of attention to mouth, nose,
eyes and ears lead to catarrhal conditions
from long irritation. The hair and nails are
hiding places for many of our worst
enemies.

The care of the special senses is a conserva-
tive measure. Knowledge of the care of the
eye is very important. Any small defect or
injury may result in impaired function or
total loss. The ears should be frequently e.x-

amined and much deafness prevented.
The nostrils may be the seat of a variety of

small growths which will produce catarrhal
.symptoms even to the extent of hay fever, and
many reflex nervous symptoms. A removal of
the ob.struetion is usually attended with
prompt relief. In the way of avoiding many
secondary disea.ses, this is preventive medic-
ine.

If many of the so-called colds were ti’eated
earlier we would have much le.ss of bronchilis,
pneumonia, pleuri.sy and tuberculosis. There
is a law in automobile instructions to the ef-
fect that an injury increases by the scpiare of*Read before the Pendleton County Medical Society.
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tlie time over which it exists. This rule might
well be applied to human ailments. IMost of

the work of the specialist and the surgeon are

conservative and preventive in character.

The common drugs are potent preventive

agents when intelligently used. 1 need not

dwell on the use of (piinine, mercury, iron,

arsenic, iodine, etc.

The manner of disposal of waste in a home
or in a community is an important health fac-

tor. Decaying vegetation, aided by heat and
moisture becomes a fertile source of germ life.

Slops and kitchen waste thrown upon the

ground near the home is to he avoided.

Wherever flies are, they are atti-acted there,

and they are well-known disease carriers.

AVherever mold will form, it is an indica-

tion that is unhealthy. The cows that furnish

onr milk should he healthy for oiir sakes, and
for their own. The dreaded disease of tuher-

cidosis will eventually he controlled only by
prevention, that is, by such general, and per-

sonal, cleanliness as will prevent its transmis-

sion from place to place, or from person to

person.

OltSTRUCTION OF THE DOAVELS, IN-

TUSSFSCEPTION.*

By C. K. Kendall, Alorgan.

Intestinal obstruction is a term applied to

a condition of the bowels in which, by reason

of some mechanical im])ediment or intestinal

paralysis, the normal movement of its walls

and contents can not take place. In its acute

form it occurs as the result of no less than six

causes : First, congenital malformation
;

sec-

ond, invagination, or telescoping of portion of

the bowels within the other, or so-called intus-

susception
;
third, strangulation by bands, di-

verticula, meml)ranes, or by attachment to

other organs, and by the slipping of a coil of

intestine through an aperture
;
fourth, as the

results of the twisting of the bowels, called

volvulus; fifth, from the lodgment of foreign

bodies, as gallstones, etc.
;

and, sixth, intes-

tinal paralysis and distention.

Chronic obstruction arises from stricture,

from tumors in the bowels, from, tumors ex-

ternal to the bowels, and from impaction of

fecal masses.

Congenital malformations, usually consist

in closure of the intestinal tube by reason of

improper development, and exist in any
part of the alimentary canal from the oesoph-

agus to the anus. These cases are usually

surgical, with a very unfavorable prognosis

and are better treated by early surgical meas-

ures.

*Re:ul before the Pendleton County Medical Society.

INTUSSUSCEPTION.

The invagination of this condition is com-
posed of three layers of the bowels. The in-

tussusception is composed of the entering and
returning layers, wliile the receiving sheath
constitutes the intussuscipiens. To the point
where the entering is turned sharply upon its

self to form the returning layers, the name,
apex, is applied, the word neck, is applied to

the ring which residts from the flexure form-
ed by the returning layers as it merges into
the sheath.

Intussusception may be separated into di-

visions, according to the severity of the condi-
tion, or according to the part of the intestine
which is involved. Kafinescpie makes three
divisions, namely, those which are ultra acute,
death taking place within the first twenty-
four hours; those which are acute death tak-
ing place within the first week; those that are
suh-acute, death taking place within a month
or upward. From an anatomical standpoint,
intusspception may he divided into the en-
teric, in which the small intestine is alone in-

volved
;
the ileocecal, in which rhe ilium and

cecum, together with the iliocecal valve are
turned into the colon, and the ilio-colie, in

which the ilium is prolapsed through the ilio-

ceeal valve, the latter retaining its proper po-
sition, at least for a time. AA^hen the condi-
tion is called, colic, it involves the colon only.
In still other cases, the rectum is only affected,

forming the rectal t^^)e of the malady. In
the great majority of eases the upper seg-

ments of the gut are received into the lower,

hut occasionally the reverse condition occurs,

and when this happens the term, retrograde,

intussusception is applied. Double and triple

intussusception has occasionally been noted.

ETIOLOGY.

The causes of intussusception are not clear-

ly understood, hut probably depend upon ir-

regular innei-vation of the intestine, whereby
a sudden, spasmodic contraction of one por-
tion of the bowels occurs, the adjacent being
relaxed. Intussu.sception of this character
is not infrequently met with at the post-

mortem table, having occurred at the time of

dissolution. I’olyps of the intestine may he

forced along the lumen of the canal, thereby

dragging the wall at the point of attachment
and causing intussusception.

The frequency according to Leichtenstern
and Bryant, of intestinal obstruction, exclud-

ing hernia, was as follows: Jn 1652 cases, 657

eases, or approximately 40 per cent., were due
to intussusception. It is evident, therefore,

that this form is not rare. Intussusception oc-

curs most frc(piently during the twelve

months of life. After the fifth year it be-

comes comparatively rare until the fortieth
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or fiftieth year, when it l>egins to increase in

frequency. The ilio-eecal region is tlie fa-

vorite site of invagination at all ages, hut

ilium invagination is exceedingly rare. If

eolie form occur, it is usually at the sigmoid

flexure.

PATHOLOGY.

The pathological changes resulting from

intussusception consist in an extravasation of

the hlood into the mucous membrane and mes-

entery of the part affected, and in an acute in-

flammatory process in the walls of the intes-

tine, which particularly affects the serous sur-

faces of the entering and returning layers, so

that they become glued to one another. Not

infrequently, however, this condition does not

arise, and adhesions do not form. As a result

of the strangulation of the invaginated bowel,

it some times happens that this portion of the

intestine sloughs away.
And if sufficiently strong adhesions have

formed between the neck and the upper por-

tion of the intussusception, the coming away
of this slough may result in the recovery of

the patient. Very large portions of the bowels

have been known to he passed in this manner.
Pampier has recorded one instance in which

124 cm., Bottcher another in which 112 cm.,

were passed. In other instances, however, if

gangrene of the bowel develops, perforation

and general peritonitis ensue.

SYMPTOMS.

These depend upon the degree of constrict-

ion at the neck of the intussusception. Usu-
ally the fli’st symptom is sudden and violent

pain. This sometimes ceases as sudden as it

begins, the patient being in comparative com-
fort. After an interval the pain I'eturns, and
the paroxysms become violent and prolonged,
with shorter intervals at ease. Pressure does

not always elicit tenderness; indeed, it some-
times seems to relieve pain. Vomiting is even
a more constant symptom than pain, and iisu-

ally begins early in the attack, hut in adults

it may be absent. Of all forms of intiis-

susception the ilium invagination is the one

which is most frequently accompanied by
early vomiting, chiefly it produces the most
complete obstruction.

In children a very constant symptom is the

passage of bloody mucus. Out of 108 cases,

analyzed by INIartin and Hare, occurring in

the first year of life, this symptom was absent
in only four.

Tenesmus and hearing down is also com-
monly met with. In about one half the eases

the tumor can be felt through the abdominal
wall, and under the pliable abdominal wall in

children it shoidd he most carefully sought

for.

Occasionally in the colic type the invagin-

ated bowel can be felt in the rectum. The

movement of the bowel may distinctly change

the position of the tumor.

PROGNOSIS.

The prognosis in intussusception is not

good. Treated by the expectant method, the

mortality is about 70 per cent, according to

Leichtenstern.

The statistics of IMartin and Hare give a

mortality of 90 per cent. The mortality is

greater in children than in older persons. The
sloughing and discharges of the intussuscep-

tion is always to be considered distinctly fa-

vorable, IMartin and Hare found that in 408

children in whom slough had not taken place

85 per cent died. While out of 149 who pass-

ed a portion of the intestine 41 per cent, re-

covered. Sloughing rarely occurs before the

second week of the disease.

The treatment of intussusception consists

in the use of a fountain syringe filled with

nortnal salt solution at a temperature of 105

degrees, and this fluid is to he injected slow-

ly at the rate of four ounces to the minute.

The pressure in the hydrostatic syringe

should not he over two pounds. This method

is available only when the intus.susception oc-

curs in the lower portion of the bowel. If it

is in the ilium it is valueless. If, after pres-

sure has been continued for a period of half

an hour, the tumor does not disappear under

gentle manipulation, abdominal section must
be resorted to at once.

The older statistics to this operation were

not very favorable, most of them being gath-

ered before the days aseptic surgery was as

well understood as it is at the present time,

when the operation gives a much lower rate of

mortality.

INTERNAI. STRANGULATION.

Internal strangulation by bands is the next

most frequent form of intestinal obstruction,

about 36 per cent, of the classified eases. The
condition occurs most frequently in males
between the twentieth and fortieth years, and
seems to arise in the majority of cases from a

former peritonitis, although the bowel is oc-

casionally strangulated by slipping through
the foramen of Winslow or through a slit .in

the diaphragm. Out of 151 eases reported by
various surgeons, the small intestine involved

in 133.

The symptoms consist in sudden agonizing

pain which is constant, although it has par-

oxymal increments. The pulse becomes rapid

and weak; the temperature is abnormal; the

vomiting is persistent, and becomes fecal ;
this

condition of the vomit rarely develops before

the beginning of the third day. Constipa-

tion is present, but fecal matter ma.v be pass-

ed from the lower part of the bowels once or

twice. If a large coil of gut is involved, a

distinct area of thinned intestine may jicrhaps
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le found. While the presence of this train

of symptoms in a young chihl would he indi-

cative of intussusception, in an adult it is in-

dicative of strangulation hy a hand, for intus-

susception is rare in adults.

The only metiiod of treatment which is sat-

isfactory is operative.

VOLVULUS.

According to this condition occurs in 8 per
cent, of fatal cases of intestinal ohstruction.

According to Treves .025 of 1 per cent., and
according to i\Iartin and Hare statistics in 4

per cent. Sometimes the intestine is twisted

for three or four complete turns. The condi-

tion occurs more frequently after middle life,

and more frequently in iuen than women. In
18 cases collected by Haven, 16 were men. In
iMartin’s and Hare’s 100 eases 64 were men.
The twist is about the mesentery as an axis

and involves the small intestine
;
occasionally

it may appear in the colon, rarely the stomach
may be atfected. The twisting of the intes-

tine interferes with its circulation, and this,

combined with the decomposition of the intes-

tinal contents and the resulting distention,

soon produces peritonitis and even perfora-

tion. The abdomen is prone to become im-

mensely distended.

The symptoms are absolute constiiiation,

vomiting and abdominal distention. iMeteor-

ism is constant. The points in favor of a di-

agnosis of volvulus are the advanced age of

the patient, the fact that the disease usually

occurs in a male, that the pain is not as ag-

onizing as in other forms of ohstruction and
the obstructed bowel is greatly distended.

The prognosis is much more favorable than
other forms of intestinal ohstruction. When
intestinal ohstruction is due to paralysis, the

cause is most frequently some injury or an op-

eration upon the abdominal contents. There
is simply a dilated or kinked intestine, and
the failure in peristalsis is due to paralysis

of its muscular fibres. This is the ohstruction

which all abdominal surgeons greatly fear as

a secjiience of operations upon the peritoneal

contents.

TREATMENT.

When the volvulus is due to paralysis after

operation it is to be treated by the administra-
tion of concentrated salines repeated until the

bowels are moved. When distention has
reached a very great degree und vomiting is

present, salines are no longer useful. The
rectal tube should be passed in the hope of

exciting peristalsis and drawing otf gas. The
patient should be freciuently stimulated and
the rapidly interrupted faradic current

should be a])plied to the abdominal wall, or

one pole may be placed in the rectum and the

other passed to and fro over the abdomen.

If this condition is not due to paralysis af

ter operation purgatives are absolutely con-

traindicated, and enemata can be of no value.

Such cases should be subjected to surgical op-
eration.

Obstruction from foreign bodies, arise from
such articles as coins, pebbles, knives and scis-

sors, gallstones and enteroliths. While gall-

stones are generally small, they may at times
be very large, and are often greatly added to

by concretions. Thus, Leichenstern states

that one such stone was five inches in circum-
ference, and he describes an enterolith nine
inches in circumference. Such a stone is usu-
ally formed by concretions about a foreign
body, as a cherry stone. Cases of intestinal

obstruction of this character are, however,
very rare, about 0.2 of 1 per cent, of all cases.

The obstruction is usually found in the small
intestine, sometimes at the ilio-cecal valve,

and ixsually more frequently in females than
males.

sy:\iptoi\is and treatment of
ACUTE ARTICULAR OR INFLAM-

MATORY RHEUMATISM.*

By Finis London, Woodburn.

Owing to the frequency of rheumatism at

this season cf the year, I feel like the commit-
tee on arrangements acted wisely in selecting

rheumatism as one of its subjects for discus-

sion, though I am afraid before they hear this

paper through they will come to the conclus-

ion that they didn’t act very wise in making
a selection to talk about this part of the sub-

ject.

Hines, I believe, was correct when he said,
‘

‘ The symptoms vary much in their sever-

ity.”

The disease often begins abruptly, though

many eases are preceded l\v a prodromal
period of one or two days at which time pa-

tient feels unpleasant, aches in joints, com-

plains of chilliness and possibly sore throat.

From my own observation I believe the

greatest numher of cases are insiduous in on-

set, rather than sudden.

The involvement in most cases is multiple,

especially if the case is one of very great se-

verity, the disease shows its predilection for

the larger joints such as the shoulder, knee,

elbow, ankle and ivrist joints, none are ex-

empt, not even the smallest. I think all agree

that involvement of a single joint is possible,

but not so common. xVnother peculiarity is

the tendency to travel from one joint to an-

other, and many times from a more recently

infected joint to a joint primarily involved.

The most noticeable thing about the joints

*Re!id before the Warren County Medical Society
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is tho swelling, which no doubt, as has been

said, is caused by tlic effusion into the joints,

and inflaniinatory edema of adjacent struct-

ures, as ligaments, tendons with sheaths and

nmscles owing to this involvement of adjacent

structures, is the reason why' Tyson j)refers

the name acute rheumatism rather than acute

articidar rheumatism.

1 believe there are but few diseases which

give so much pain and render an individual

so helpless as a severe case of rheumatism, the

pain many times is so acute as to make it very

difficult to give patient necessary handling, as

adjusting of bed clothes, linen, etc.

The fever which accompanies rheumatism

is indefinite in its duration and irregular in

its course, this 1 suppose is due to the extent

of involvement.

I have seen temperature reach as high as

104 or 105 degrees, do not recall of ever see-

ing a case with temperature reaching 108 or

110, as is recorded in our text books, and may
have been observed by some of you gentle-

men here. This extremely high temperature

is said to occur in the meningeal form, and is

associated with cerebral symptoms, such as se-

vere headache, delirium, unconsciousness,

cyanosis and ending frequently in death.

The cardio-vascular symptoms are of very

great importance in this disease, the pulse is

rapid, 100 or more beats per minute, often

pulse rate and teraperatui'e do not compare
vdth each other. Andrew says, “Cardio-

vascular complications are liable to occur in

any case, even the mildest, or at any stage of

the disease.”

Endo-carditis is said to be the most fre-

quent cardiac complication. No authority

that I have noticed gives it at less than 25

per cent., and one, LeLancey, gives it at high

as 60 per cent. The left side of heart is often-

est involved, and the mitral valves more fre-

quent than the aortic.

Pericarditis is said to occur as a complica-

tion in at least 10 per cent of cases, is recog-

nized by the characteristic loud friction sound
in contrast to the soft blowing murmur of

endocarditis.

jMyocarditis is said to occiir also, but not so

frequent as either one of the others men-
tioned, fortunate for the patient that it is

absent as often as it is, for it is considered a

very serious complication.

Another symptom which no doubt many
of you have noticed is the free perspiration
with its peculiar odor. This free perspiration

often gives rise to the sudominae, other skin
eruptions as erythema and m-ticaria also oc-

casionally occur.

The function of the kidneys is interrupted,
quantity of urine is diminished, highly color-

ed with specific gravity increased, the deposit

of urates is marked and albuminuria is often

present, especially to a slight degree, though
possibly not any more so in this disease than
in many other acute febi-ile diseases.

The subcutaneous nodides spoken of by
Barlow and Warner, consisting of small firm
bodies attached to tendons and fascia situated
near joints and more frequent in children
than adults, together with such })ulmonary in-

volvement as pleurisy, bronchitis, or pneu-
monia are to be regarded more as complica-
tions than sym})toms of the disease.

1 know (piite well the symptoms recited in

this paper are lacking very much, and have
failed to mention many signs and things you
observe in a case of rheumatism, however I

hope what has been said will be sufficient to

give a reasonably good idea of this so common
and much dreaded malady.

Now to the second, or last, part of our sub-

ject, namely treatment. This interests the
patient more than anything else.

The stride, or advancement, in the ti'eat-

ment of this disease no doubt compares favor-

ably with that made in the treatment of most
other diseases which the physician is called to

treat, .so the old idea, (blankets and six weeks)
has lost many of its former advocates.

I suppose all agree with Stengel, that the
most important elements in treatment of any
case of rheumatism, are rest, diet, and medi-
caments

;
from the first patient should be put

to bed and remain there until it is considered
safe for him to be up, rest and quietude no
doubt benefit patient in many ways, first, as

we are dealing with a condition attended with
fever, which cau.ses loss of tissue as is occas-

ioned by any other acute febrile disease. Sec-

ond, quietude and rest lessen blood pressure

and cardiac action, by so doing cardiac com-
plications may be avoided or greatly reduced.

Third, re.st also adds to the patient’s comfort
and is essential for the subsidence of the local

lesion.

The old rule requiring ])atient to lie be-

tween blankets, is not so universally practiced

to-day, but all favor the j)atient being dressed

in tlannel and having a warm bed.

In addition, there must be something done
for inflamed joints, its etfect is two-fold:

First, satisfies the patient’s mind and causes

him to believe you are doing something foi-

him. Second, for the I'cal worth and merit

there is in it, as for the local applications rec-

ommended I am sure I couUl not begin to

enumei’ate them, they all ])ossibly ]>ossess

some worth, and each one generally has his

favorite. When pain is very severe benefit

may be had from fomentations apj)lied to

joints wrung out of hot water, or from h id-

ler’s lotion, oi‘ lead, water and laudanum.

Some one has suggested as a local apjilication
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ether, alcohol, oil of gaultheria equal parts of
each and soap liniment to make one j^int.

Andrew suggests the local application of
salicylic acid together with lanolin, oil tur-

])entine and benzoated lard.

The highly recommended preparations for

local use, made by the different pharmaceut-
ical houses no doubt owe most of their virtue
to the methyl salicylate which they contain.

Stengel says he has seen marked improvement
both in local manifestations and secondary
fever follow application of splints and casts.

The disease, like all others, is one in which
patient’s vitality and strength must be sus-

tained by administration of a reasonable am-
ount of food, possibly no article of diet serves

the purpose as well as milk and light brotlis,

in addition to this limited amount of whites of

eggs, in form of orange ade, or egg albumen,

etc., may be given. After acute symptoms
have subsided in addition to what have been

mentioned patient may be given meat .piiees,

cereals, etc., plenty of water, either plain or

in the form of lemonade, should be given also.

The remedies given internally for the con-

trol of this disease as you all know are really

two, namely, salicylic compounds and alkalies.

These remedies may be given separately or

in combination. Belonging to the former

group the two used most are salicylic acid or

salicylate soda, some prefer salicylic acid or

one of its compounds of which aspirin, I am
.sure, is the best

;
others prefer salicylate soda,

these agents lessen the pain, mitigate the

fever and Williams thinks protect against

cardiac complications, though others do not

credit them with the latter.

i\ly opinion is that in treating rheumatism
with these agents, the physician must find out

which one is best suited to patient, personally,

T do not believe salicylate acid or aspirin is

the drug for all cases. I have more than one

time seen patients who would complain after

taking aspirin, of the burning sensation in

the stomach.

Stengel thinks salicylate soda may be given

to most all cases if giveji in solution and fol-

lowed with alkali.

The alkaline treatment is said to obviate

the occurrence of heart complications, especi-

ally endo-carditis and shorten period of con-

valescence.

It may happen that what has been men-
tioned for relief of pain may not be sufficient,

in such event, morphine or some kindred

])reparation may have to be used, therefore

caution should be exercised in the use of such

drugs, less dependance be acquired.

Such cou)plieations as hyperpyrexia, cardi-

ac involvement, etc., are to receive same treat-

ment as if they should occur in the course of

any other disease.

I feel like the subject would be incomplete
if T did not make some mention of the serum
treatment, which is being p;it forth to-day. It

was thought this might j)rove to be the one
thing long hoped for. As for myself I am not
able to say what it really merits, for my ex-
perience with it has been very limited, from
what I have noticed from reports. I am sure
it has not yet proven to be what it was hoped
it would be.

PHEYENTIVE .MED ICINE.*

By 0. AV. Brown, Lenoxl)urg.

The subject of preventive medicine is so
exhaustive that an attempt to even present
the most practical side of the subject in a
short paper as this will be, will only give us a
text for the discussion. This I hope will be
taken up by every member present.

The doctor (uidike all other business men)
is free and willing to impart knowledge to bis
customers that will lessen his earnings and
thereby cause a depreciation in a business
that he has spent months and years to learn.
How many business men of tbis or any other
town or city would make this sacrifice so

freely as the doctor? I dare say there is

none who would advise their customers to

live in such a manner that their purchases
would be reduced each montb and year.

Blit tbis is exactly wbat the conscientious,
self-sacrificing and scientific medical man is

doing every day. Even if this advice should
be remunerated in dollars and cents, he.

would never be paid for tbe real good and
happiness that he is responsible for.

Preventive medicine bas revolutionized tbe

whole world in the past few years. Time w'as

when smallpox, yellow fever, cholera, plague
and many other diseases caused desolation of

whole cities, and even empires were almost
depopulated by these terrors of a few hxin-

dred years ago. History tells i;s that the de-

cline of the Roman empire was really due to

the prevalence of malaria, that sapped and
undermined the health of its people, render-

ing them inert in both body and mind. To-

day bow little we think of malai’ia as a men-
ace to our business world.

Only in very recent years we know of the

horror-stricken inhabitants of our Southland

when a case of yellow fever was reported in-

some of the soutbern cities. Hundreds and
even thousands would wend their way to

safer climes, while those that were compelled

to remain died in great numbers.

Why is it that the citizens of that South-

land can now lie down to peaceful slumber

and know for a certainty that the yellow

*Read before the Pendleton County Medical Society.
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death, (as it has been called), will not claim

them if they only obey the doctor? It is pre-

ventive medicine.

Major Keed sleeps the sleep of a martyr af-

ter being stung to death in his improvised

cage, in order to prove to the world that yel-

low fever was caused l)y the bite of a certain

kind of mosquito.

AVe all remember the failure of the French
to build the Panama Canal, but it was not

for the lack of finance or genius on their part.

It was simply the germs that cause yellow

fever, dysentery and malaria. This hotbed of

disease has been made just as habitable as

some of our most modern and up-to-date

cities, from the very fact that American sci-

ence in the way of ju’eventing disease has

proven to the world that infinitessimal micro-

organisms were holding a country captive,

and no doubt would be to-day were it not for

the untiring efforts of American doctors.

It is said that in the (dvil War between the

states, more men died of preventable diseases

than were killed by bullets. Even in the late

Spanish war we can recall the ravages of dys-

entery, typhoid 'fever and malaria, all pre-

ventable.

Due credit must be given to all the differ-

ent phases of preventive medicine, but at

present the serum, vaccine and bacterin treat-

ments seemed to be foremost in the minds of

most medical men. AVhen a thing has been
proven to us, and we no longer have room for

argument we sometimes wonder why we were
so dull not to understand sooner. AVhen
Robert Jenner discovered the vaccine for

smallpox more than one luiiidred years ago,

there were skeptical medical men then, just

the same as to-day. Ilis new treatment was
branded as a farce fi’om far and near, and he

was proclaimed a fakir, but we don’t have to

plead for his sincerity and what proved to be

a life-saver at this time.

This vaccine has been the forerunner of all

other remedies discovered along this line, and
has proven that there is an absolute certain-

ty in the prevention of smallpox in most all

cases or individuals.

For more than one hundred years after

this vaccine was used, there was no successful

treatment of disease alon^ this line, but in

the short space of seven or eight years the

bacterial vaccine therapy has assumed pro-

portions of great magnitude. In fact it has

drifted to extreme bacteriotherapy. Al-

though the profession does not recognize that

a scalpel and a license to practice make of

any physician a skilled and' competent sixrg-

eon, it has come to pass that the possession of

a syringe and a l)idb of commercial stock vac-

cine implies an expert bacteriotherapeutist.

This, we can readily understand, may do

great harm, and it undoubtedly has from
what we can glean from literature.

Bacteriologists tell us that diseases are

caused by germs, and recently it has been

stated that every departure from the normal
state of the body or any part of it is directly

or indirectly brought about by some sort of

microorganism. This would imply that our
only hope of combatting all forms of diseases

is by the use of bacterial vaccine therapy.

This may read alright to the over-enthusiastic

bacteriologist, but in practice we have found
it to be erroneous, for these remedies even in

the hands of experts along this line fail utter-

ly in many eases. Drug houses have exploit-

ed these remedies in the past two or three

years to the medical profession and used ease

reports signed by AI. 1). till I am afraid many
have become over-zealous and made to believe

unauthentie statements.

I have not used vaccine therapy except in

well defined cases that seemed to call for this

special form of treatment, and have seen good
results in all but one.

No doubt many failures are due to a faulty

diagnosis, too large dosage, too long or too

short intervals between doses, stock supplies

that have deteriorated, contamination during
manufacture, failure to have a report from a

bacteriologist on the ease.

But with all the failures tabulated and the

cures recorded, we yet have a happy medium
to choose from and do wonders toward pre-

venting and curing diseases that a few years
ago were beyond our control when drug medi-
cation failed.

If the bacterial factors were known and
could be isolated in all cases we could hope to

obtain much better results from bacterial

therapy. But the etiology of many of our
diseases are not yet known, and therefore this

plan of treatment in such diseases is purely
empirical, yet we are justified, I believe, in

many cases to use a bacterial or vaccine pro-

duct that we know to have been successful in

other similar eases without waiting for a re-

port from our bacteriologist, for with uncon-
taminated bacterial vaccines in propei' doses,

.skilfully administered, direct harm is most
uncommon.

Typhoid vaccination has become compuls-
ory in many countries where many individ-

uals are compelled to live in closed quarters,

and it is astonishing to know how the death

rate has been reduced. It is impossible to

gather together several thousand men as in

our armies axid navies witliout finding some

that are typlioid cari'iers. Tins explains why
in former years our .soldiers died of this dis-

ease in great numbers. To-day few deaths

are reported among armies and navies be-
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cause of preventive medicine and typhoid

vaccine.

The Canal Zone of twenty years ago and
of to-day should so impress upon the medical
)iien and laity as well, that American bac-

terial therapy along with general preventive

medicine has come to stay.

Fronde, after visiting the Isthmus in

1885-6, wrote as follows: “In all the world
there is not, perhaps, now concentrated in

any single spot so much swindling and vil-

lainy, so much foul disease, such a hideous

tlung-heap, of moral ami physical abomina-
tion as in the scene of this far-famed under-
taking of nineteenth-centuiy engineering.

The scene of operation is a damp, ti’opical

jungle, intensely hot, swarming with mos-
cpiitoes, snakes, alligators, scorpions, and
centii^edes; the home even as nature made it,

of yellow fever, typhus and dysentery, and
now made immeasurably more deadly by the

multitudes of people who crowd thither.”

Colonel (largas estimates the number of

deaths that took place during former times at

22,000, all preventable diseases, and all among
laborers attempting the task that this Gov-
ernment is about to complete.

I refer to this as an example of modern
movements in the way of preventive medicine.

It explains very forcibly what this subject

means to this and all other countries and be-

hooves us to be ready to grasp any and all

remedies that tend to annihilate and prevent
such death dealing diseases.

Baetex-ial and vaccine thei’apy constitutes

only a single phase of this subject, and hence
it is difficult to discuss this without refei'ring

to other things eqxxally important. One
phase of this treatment I wish to mention
only to condemn that is, the “rheumatism
phylaeogen.” AVe don’t know the etiology of

any form of rhexnnatism and when we use a

conglomeration of bacterial ixroduets that we
know nothing about nor what the effect will

be on our patient, 1 believe we are pi’aeticiug

empiricism and shoxxld steer clear of such

remedies. In the first place the dose is so

bulky and must be repea text so frequently

that most patients will not pei’iuit its use.

Secondly, the reaction following its adminis-

tration is so inteixse in some patients as to

cause alanning symptoms. It seems to cause

a severe shock to the whole .system in some

cases and even death in some, so if we had
any assurance of a cure it would be a ques-

tion whether or not to use it. I used it in one

case with good i-esults, but am ixow afraid of

it and would insist on leaving it out of the

rheumatic remedies.

Bacterial vaccine therapy might be com-

pared to drug medication in a sense, for if

we know the physiological action of a certain'

drxxg and find a disease that we know it to be
indicated in, we will usually get the desired
results. But if we know nothing of the act-

ion of a remedy and are not familiar with the
etiology of the disease in question we can’t

hope for brilliant i-esults. Just so with Ixac-

terial medication. AVe must fii’st xmderstand
if possible the r>revaili.ng organism pi-esent,

and then choose the appi’opriate vaccine or

bacterin.

It was formerly taught that most all the

cases of infection of a severe type wei*e of the

streptococcus variety, bxxt this is not the ease,

for some very severe infections are of the

staphylococcus strain, or pei’haps nxany dif-

fex-ent varieties of cocci may be present. So
it is tbe skilful use, and not the abxxse of these

remedies that should interest us most.

NEWS ITEMS AND COMMENTS

It is a pleasni’e to note that the Pitman-
Alyers Company of Indianapolis has changed
its name to the Pitmau-AIoore Company. This

is in evident recognition of the effective woi'k

and high staixdinr of the t’l’esident of the

Company, Air. Harry C. Aloore. The Pitman-
Alooi-e Company is one of the best of the

pharmaceutical houses. The inspectors of the

State Board of Health have erpeeially foxxnd

that their thymol and soda capsules ai*e the

most effective of any they have been able to

secure. The Journal predicts a useful and
suceessfxd futui’e for the Pitman-AIooi’e- Com-
jxany.

Hr. John A. Jones, aged seventy-six, a phy-

sician of Calvei’t City, Alarshall County, died

on April loth after a short illness of pneu-

monia. He had been a memlxer of the Ken-

tucky State Aledical Association and of his

coxxnty society for many years and his death

will be lamented not only. by the members of

this Association and his lai’ge clientele bixt by

his many friends throughout the State.

At the home of Hon. John AV. Sisco, on

Thursday evening, -lanuary 29th, there were

united in marriage two of our most popular
young people in the persons of Dr. Chaides

AIcClui'e, of Cox’s Creek, this county, and
Aliss Alai-y Sisco, of Bai-dstown. Dr. AlcClure

is one of our most active, energetic, popular

and prosperous Nelson county doctors, and
numbers his friends by legions. To say that

his bride, Alai’y Sisco, is popular is only a

mild expi’cssion
;
to know her is to love her.

Her jo.vous greeting coxipled with her sweet

smile, which she gave to all who met lier,

ixiade her a universal favorite we predict for

such a union a happy life and fi’om our lieart

we hope that our prediction will be true.
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THE FORUM

JOHN G. CECIL.

To THE Editor:
It was \v4th deep regret that I heard of the

death of ray classmate and friend, John Giles

Cecil.

In September, 1877, we entered the Hos-

pital College of iVlediciue, Louisville. In a

short time we ivere friends. For the spring

terra of lectures of 1878 a free scholarship

was offered to the two first course students

standing the best examination on all branches.

Dr. Cecil and I got the appointments. By
this time we were the best of friends, he call-

ing me Jodie and I calling him Johnny.

At the beginning of the fall and winter

term of 1878, each of us knew that the first

prize of the faculty for the best standing on
all branches would be won by one of us but

our friendship remained the same. I do not

believe either of us ever had an envious

thought against the other. But Jolinny got

tlie medal.

On the night of the 26th of February, 1879,
at the Public Library Hall Johnny was ward-
ed the first medal. When the curtain drop-
ped, I was the first to congratulate him on his

success and there was no envy or sorene.ss in

the congratulation; for 1 knew I was beaten
by one who had contended for the prize and
that he was worthy of it in every respect.

Hiller, LaBrey, Gilmore, Mothershead, Mc-
Kinley, Cecil, and perhaps others that I have

not heard of, of the class of 1879, have passed

into the waiting room of the Great Physician.

The members of the faculty that signed

their names to the diplomas of the class of

1879, Frank C. Wilson and Dudley S. Rey-

nolds are all that are now living.

“My heart’s desire and prayer to God,” is

that “When the mists have cleared away,”
and “the roll is called up younder” that we
will meet ‘over there.”

I offer this as a tribute to my departed

friend and classmate.

J. F. Jones.

Hospital Architecture.—R. E. Schmidt, Chi-

cago (Journal A. M .A., January 24), sketches

the construction and architecture of the ideal

large charity hospital in all its departments from

the administration building down to the garbage

incinerators. The article is not capable of a

brief abstract as it is all details, but it is worth

reading as a contribution, the result of a careful

study of the subject.

MEMORIAL ON THE LIFE OF DR. THOMAS
OVERTON MEREDITH, HARRODSBURG,

KENTUCKY.

Dr. T. O. Meredith was the son of Dr. .Joseph

Shelton and Marsella Meredith, was born August

3rd, 18(13, in Ooodland County, Virginia; died

January 30th, at Rochester, Minnesota, lie re-

ceived his literary education in the country

schools of Louise County, Virginia, and in pri-

vate schools; his medical education was received

in Baltimore, Maryland, at the Baltimore Medical

College. His resources were meager and he tot>k

the four years’ course in two years, receiving the

highest marks and medals in most classes and

second high.est in others, and was graduated in

1887. He took post graduate courses with Mayo
Brothers. As a ]>rivate citizen he helped organ-

DR. T. O. MEREDITH

ize the Citizens Bank of Burgin, Mercer county,

Kentucky, at first called the Farmers’ Bank and
was its President about fifteen years, when he

resigned, having moved to Harrodsburg, Ken-
tucky. He was Mayor of Burgin many times, was
nominated and elected with no effort on his part.

Dr. Meredith was instrumental in building the

public school building, and after enlarging it in-

cluding a high school, and also helped to build

the town water su])i)ly and improve the general

health of the town and was interested in all the

])rogressive improvements that benefited the com-
munity. He was a member of the Knight Teni])-

lars, Knights of Pythias, Macabees and Wood-
men. He was a railroad surgeon for both the

( . N. O. & T. P. and Southern Railroads, while

he li\ ed in Burgin, and also in Harrodsburg, anil

read many jjapers befoi’e the conventions of

Railroad Surgeons, and was President of tlie St.

Louis and Louisxille Division of Soutliern Rail-
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road Surgeons, and was a member of the Ken-
tueky Kailroad Surgeons’ Association, Mercer

County Medical Society’, Central Kentucky Medic-

al Association, and its President; member of the

Kentucky State Medical Association and was a

devout member of and elder in the Presbyterian

clnu’ch; was married twice; his first wife was

I\liss Mary Ella Rinehart, of Covington, Ya., his

second wife. Miss Mary A. Rice, of Burgin, Ky.,

and was blessed with seven children, IMaiy Ella,

Lucille, A'irginia, Alide, Elizabetli by his first wife,

and William Rinehart, Joseph Shelton and Ann
Overton by his second wife.

Dr. Meredith was specially congenial and com-

panionable, an alfectionate, devoted and ex-

enpilary husband and fatlier; his home life was

well regulated and ideal, no favoritism was shown

to any one member, but all treated alike, he was

patient, forbearing, kind, and just and gentle to

all within and without the home circle, with,

whom he daily came in contact. He tried to live

an ideal Christian life, a loyal Kentuckian and

American citizen; he honored and blessed every

station of life he occupied
;
and it can be truly

said of him that those who knew him best hon-

ored and loved him most. He was a living ex-

ample to pattern after, his last letter to his chil-

dren from Rochester, j\Iinn., the day before he

was operated, upon was replete with affection, de-

votion, solicitude and love for their happiness,

success and welfare and is indeed truly pathetic

and with an abiding trust in the (Ireat Physician

who doeth all things well.

The following eulogium is from the pen of Dr.

Bteele Bailey. Robinson, Utah :

Dr. ]\Ioredith had a wide and extensive prac-

tice during his professional career of over twen-

tyseven years, a large share of the most import-

ant cases coming under his care. His knowledge

was well-gTounded in ])rinciples, his perception

([uick, and his action promjit. His interest in the

affairs of his profession was very keen.

He was one of the early members of the Cen-

tral Kentucky IMedical SocieH and was a con-

stant attendant of its meetings.

He presented numerous reports of cases and
pathological specimens occurring in his prac-

tice, and a number of papers on medical and

surgical subjects came from his hands, express-

ing his ideas with great accuracy in plain English.

He was unusually liberal in Ids views of

medicine and kindly cliaritable to all practition-

ers.

Professionally he stood high among his con-

freres, and socially lie occuided an envialile po-

sition. His family relation brought him in-

to influential connection with some of the best

families in the county, and his domestic relations

were peculiarly ha])])y.

Comjiaratively early in his professional life

his practice became lucrative; he lived M'ith wise

economy and acipured an abundant competence.
As a member of this society his record was

clear and convincing.

His ambition was to gratify those he served,

and in the performance of his duties his sound
sense and conservative views on all questions

won for him the respect and esteem of his col-

leagues.

He has left behind him the memory of a noble

character worthy of our emulation.

S. BAILEY,
J. TOM PRICE,
J. Cx. CARPENTER,

Committee.

COUNTY SOCIETY REPORTS

Breathitt—The Breathitt County Medical So-

ciety met March 13, 1914, in Jackson, and elected

the following officers for the year 1914:

President, 0. 11. Swango; Vice President, Wil-

gus Bach
;
Secretary and Treasurer, Earl Moore-

man.
EARL MOORMAN, Secretary.

Caldwell—The Caldwell County Medical So-

cietj’ met at the city hall in Princeton on Tliurs-

day, March 12, 1914, with the following in at-

tendance: L. J. Spickard, Fredonia; L. 0. Young,

Cobb; Frank Walker and W. P. Morse, Farmers-

ville; R. W. Ogilvie, C. J. Pollard. P. R. Shell)y,

J. ]\I. Moore and W. L. Cash, Princeton.

The meeting was called to order by the- presi-

dent, C J. Pollard, and the minutes were read by
the secretary, R. W. Ogilvie, after which tliey

were adopted.

Tliis being the first meeting the Society had

held v.itiiin a year, tlie election of otiicers was
called for. A few talks were made, advocating

the election of new men for cacli of the offices of

the society, and in keejiing therewith the follow-

ing officers were elected for 1914: President, L.

J. Spickard
;
ATce President, I. Z. Barber

;
Secre-

tary-Treasurer, W L. Cash; Delegate to State

Association, J. M. Moore; Alternate, Frank
Walker; Board of Censors, L. 0. Young for three

years, and W. P. Morse for one 3"ear.

The society adjourned to meet again on the sec-

ond Tuesdaj' in April.

W. L. CASH, Secretary.

Christian—The Cliristian County Medical So-

cietj^ met in the Avalon, Hopkinsville, Tuesday,
March 17th, at 12 o’clock with the President pre-

siding.

There were present 34 members, 6 dentists, I

druggist and the Rev. L. B. Englisli.

At 12:30 we were invited out to dinner, that

had been j)reviously arraigned by our popular

launderer, Mr. T. L. Metcalf. After thanks we
did justice to a three course dinner followed l)j'
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an after dinner talk by IT. C. Beazley as spokes-

man for tlie society and address by Kev. English,

bis subject l)eing' “ Brotlierliood of Man.”
.iVfter reading' and adoption of the minutes of

the last meeting and transaction of some new

business tlie cliair entertained a motion from Dr.

Keith, seconded by Dr. Bell, for the chair to ap-

point a committee of not more than two to re-

ceive contributions from the members to be

spent by the committee in presenting Mi Met-

calfe a token of our appreciation of his kind-

ness. Motion passed unanimously and each

memlier freeh' contributed $2.00.

J. A. Barker, Perkins, Williams and Barnes all

presented clinical eases for diagnosis. All the

cases received close e.xamination and were freely

discussed.

D. B. Roach read a very interesting paper on

Sero-Diagnosis and illustrated his ])aper with

black board drawings. The discussions of this

pajier proved that it was a live paper on a live

subject.

Owing to the lateness of the hour we adjourned

leaving the balance of our progi'am for the next

meeting, the third Tuesday in April.

W. S. SANDBACH, Secretary.

Daviess—The Daviess County Medical Society

met at the City Hall on Tuesday, March 17th.

The President, Dr. J. M. Stuart, presided and

forty-eight members were present.

C. M. Rice presented a transfer card from the

Hancock County jMedical Society, and ivas ad-

mitted to membership.

R. L. Foster, who lately came here from Okla-

homa, was admitted to membership.

F. M. Sherman reported a case of facial par-

alysis. An interesting discussion followed. Some
took the ground that treatment would do no

good
;
others thought it would—all gave a favor-

able prognosis.

A. McKenney reported a case having periodic

fever, but quinine did no good.

Ed Barr reported a case of double tubal preg-

nancy. Both tubes and ovaries were removed,

but woman still menstruates regularly.

F. A. Miller reported case of man who fell sud-

denly in convulsion. Had never before had

symptoms but urine was loaded Avith albumen.

J. T. Dixon read a i)aper on "Some Problems

in Infant Feeding.” Quite an interesting dis-

cussion folloAved in which Ed Barr, ,T. L. Carter,

J. W. Ellis, C. H. Todd, W. E. Irvine, and J.

W. Barnhill took part

R. L. Schroeder read a paper on "The Labora-

tory ISIethods the General Practitioner Should

Use.” Discussed by C. ]\1. Rice, J. I\ Dixon, J.

Claim, O. W. Rash, W. T. Stirman and A. Mc-
Kenney .

Harlan—The Harlan (^ounty Medical Society

met in the oflice of tlie Secretary. No papers

were read but several subjects were discussed.

The society meets the first IMonday in each

month.
WM. ]\r. MARTIN, Secretary.

Henderson—The Henderson County Medical

Societj^ met in regular session at Henderson on

-January 12th, 1914:

The President, W. A. Poole, made a short talk

in which he outlined the work of the club for the

ensuing year.

D. 0. Hancock handed in his report on the An-
nual Banquet in which he stated it was a great

success in every jiarticular.

P. Ligon made his re]iort as retiring secretary

and treasurer. The report showed the finances to

be in good condition.

Thomas Sellars made application for member-
ship in this .society, and his a])plication Avas re-

ferred in the regular Avay to the Board of

Censors.

D. 0. Hancock presented tAvo cases of hare-lip

that had previously been operated upon and then

read a paper on "Hare-lip” Avhich Avas very in-

teresting. The folloAving doctors took part in the

discussion: Cyrus Graham, W. S. Galloway, W.
A. Poole, B. J. Neary, and D. 0. Hancock closed

the discussion.

B. J. NEARY, Secretary.

McCracken:—At the annual meeting of the

McCracken County Medical Society held Decem-

ber 19, 1913, the folloAving officers AA’ere elected:

0. R. Kidd, President; E. B. Willingham, A'ice

President
;

Delia CaldAvell, Secretary
;
H. P.

LeAvis, Treasurer; Yernon Blythe, Censor; H. G.

Reynolds, Delegate for 1914 and 1915.

As this Avas a called meeting for the election

of officers, the regular meeting falling on Christ-

mas eve, there Avas no other business.

DELIA CALDWELL, Secretary.

McCracken—IMcCracken County Medical So-

ciety met on -January 14th at the Woman’s ( tub.

After interesting reimrts of clinical cases by Drs.

Yernon Blythe and C. E. Purcell, the society ad-

journed to the dining room Avhere a delightful

banquet Avas served. ( over.s Avere laid for twen-

ty-

DELIA (’ALDWELL, Secretary.

Owen—The Owen County Medical Society met

at the office of Drs. Foster and ^IcBec, on March
5th. Alt members ])resent except one.

The meeting Avas very interesting from begin-

ning until adjourned.

G. Purdy gave an excelhuit talk on "Gen-

eral and Jjocal Treatment of (^hronic Catarrh of

Nose and Throat.”.J. -J. RODMAN, Secretary.
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Tlie discussion was led by AV. E. Foster.

A. E. Threlkeld read a \ery interesting paper

on “Early Diagnosis of Pregnancy.”
Tliis was followed by a general discussion.

Meeting then adjourned .to meet with J. A\'.

Butts, the fii’st Thursday in April.

J. H. CHRISMAN, -Secretary.

Pendleton—The Pendleton County Medical So-

ciety met at tlie office of John E. AATlson, at But-

ler, Ky., witli the following members present.

Beckett, Blaydes, Brown, Daugherty, Eckler, El-

lis, Hopkins, Kendall, John E. AA^ilson, J. Ed AA^il-

son, AVoolery, Yelton, J A. and J. H. Caldwell, of

Newport visiting. The meeting was called to or-

der by Dr. AA". H. Yelton in the absence of the

President.

Tliis was Tulierculosis Da}’ and John E. AVilson

read a jiaper on ‘
‘ Diagnosis of Tuberculosis. ’ ’

S. M. Hopkins read a paper on “Prevention of

Tuberculosis. ’ ’

T. T. Eckler read a jiaper on the “Treatment
of Tuberculosis.”

These papers were very thoroughly discussed

by neai’ly every member present, and all seemed
to enjoy the papers and discussion thoroughly.

AYe also had a splendid report of clinical cases.

This meeting was enjoyed bv all present.

AY. A. IMcKENNEY-, Secretary.

Shelby—The Shelby County Medical Society

held its regular monthly meeting in Shelbyville,

Thursday, Alareh 19th, with the following mem-
bers present : Drs. Hughes, Alorris, F. M. Beard,
Holt, E. B. Smith, J. N. Smith, Buckner, Law-
rence, Nash, Berryman, Sellers and Allen. In
the absence of the President, Lowry Beard, J. N.
Smith presided. The essayist. Dr. Jones, not be-

ing present an informal session was held in the

forenoon.

At high noon the society sat down to an ele-

gant dinner, the conce}ition of our homeopathic
brother, E. B. Smith, Avho for once laid aside his

well known tendency to serve out ])ortions in in-

finitessimal (luantities and outdid his allopathic

brethren in the number and variety of v’ell pre-

l)arcd and elegantly served viands, all Avell ahead
of their season. The ampleness of this feast was
only surpassed by the enjoyment of those for-

tunate enough to be present*.

N. R. Jones, coming in during dinner, read, at

the afternoon session, his paper on “LaGrippe.”
•This ])aper was an unr.sually good one and shoAv-

ed serious thought and extensive research on the

doctor’s part in its prejAaration. Its appreciation

by the society Avas shoAvn in the very full and
animated discussion Avhich it brought out, nearly

every member taking part.

AV. E. ALLEN, Secretai’y.

AVarren—The AA'arren County Aledical Society

met in the Council Chaml)er on January 14, 1914,

Avith the folloAving members present: Drs. T. AV.

Stone, Briggs, A^. U. Moss, LeAvis, Strother, Sim-

mons, Hall, Blackburn, South, London and Ruth-
erford.

The house Avas called to order .by the president,

T. AA'^. Stone, Avho made an interesting talk in

Avhich he expressed desire that each member
Avould contribute bis part to making this a suc-

cessful year of our meetings, and advised that in

the production of our papers that Ave not copy

from text, but to rely largely on our personal ex-

perience Avitli the diseases upon Avhich Ave write.

The secretary tlien read the minutes of the last

meeting Avhich Avere approved by the house. A
motion Avas then made and carried that each es-

sayist be limited to tAventy minutes in reading

his paper, the member Avho opened the discussion

to ten, and other members to five minutes each.

There being no other business the house then

took up the regular program of the meeting,

Avhich Avas as folloAvs:

J. H. Strother on “Lobar Pneumonia in Chil-

dren,” and J. F. Rogers on “Broncho Pneu-

monia in Children.” The discussion to be

opened by AT. U. Moss.

J. H. Blackburn on “The Indications for Op-

eration for Gall Stones,” the discussion to be

opened by A. T. McCormack.

Dr. Strother Avas not present.

J. F. Rogers read an interesting paper on the

subject, “Broncho Pneumonia.” The discussion

Avas opened with a very practical talk from V. U.

Moss. He laid particular stress upon the grav-

ity of the disease and from his years of experi-

ence AA’as able to give us valuable advice in re-

gard to its treatment, after which each member
of the society interestingly discussed the subject.

J. H. Blackburn then gave an interesting talk

on the “Indications for Operation for Gall

Stones.”

A. T. McCormack not beng present the other

members of the society proceeded to discuss the

subject.

A motion Avas made and carried that a com-

mittee of three be appointed by the President to

arrange a program for the next meeting. Drs.

Reardon, Blackburn and Rutherford Avere ap-

pointed.

Although the entire program Avas not rendered

on account of the absence of tAVo of the essayists,

Ave had a very interesting meeting.

There being no further business to come before

tlie house, a motion Avas made and carried to ad-

journ.

B. S. RUTHERFORD, Secretary.

Tapeworm.—Treatment. Thymol in cachets of

0.25 Gm. (4 grains) to be given in the morning

on an empty stomach for eight days. AVorm

usually exjAolled on third or fourth day. TAventy-

three cases treated Avith success. All alcohol to

be stoppeil during treatment.—Artault.
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TOBACCO, ITS EFFECT ON LONG-

EVITY.

By E. S. Frey, Louisville.

It has been said that some very brilliant

members of the Jefferson County Medical So-

ciety, men in the zenith of their career and
usefulness, have met an untimely death, caus-

ed by direct or indirect over-indulgeance in

the use of tobacco.

The use of tobacco in its various forms is so

general that the subject is of almost universal

interest. The smoker may not be willing to

give up his indulgence, but he is entitled to

know its dangers, while educators and others

who have anything to do with the young,
whether by example or by precept, will ap-
preciate scientific facts with which to back
up proper deductions from experience.

Columbus was the first European to dis-

cover tobacco. When he and his companions
saw the Indians smoking it, and blowing the
smoke through their nostrils, they were as
much surprised as they had been at the first

sight of land. Sir Walter Raleigh, in the six-

teenth century, found tobacco on the planta-
tions of Virginia, and introduced it into Eng-
land and Ireland.

Tobacco w’as formerly used as an infusion
in the treatment of dropsy, in spasmodic
asthma and the paroxysms of difficult breath-
ing in emphysema. Five drops doses of wine
of tobacco was a popular remedy for hiccough
and an enema of tobacco was a very effective

remedy in the treatment of tetanus. In the
form of an ointment, tobacco was used in

prurigo and scabies. But so many unfortun-
ate accidents have resulted from the external

and internal applications of tobacco, that
other remedies have taken its place.

Tobacco contains a powerful alkaloid, 7iico-

tine, in combination with malicacid. It is an
oily, colorless liquid, strongly alkaline in re-

action. Its taste is hot and acrid, and its odor
peculiar and disagreeable.

Lee, in his analysis of tobacco, found in
smoke from 100 gms. of tobacco 1.165 gm. of
nicotine, 0.146 pyridin and eollidin, the
former derived from the destruction of a por-
tion of the nicotine, the latter from combust-
ion of the fibre in the tobacco. In addition
there is H. C. N. 0.08 gms. ammonia 0.36 gm.
Carbon monoxid; the vapor of tobacco con-
tains numerous basic substances of the py-
eolinie series, and cedes to caustic potash,
hydrocyanic acid, sulphureted hydrogen, fat-

ty acids, phenol, creosote. Also aldehyds,
particularly aldehyd furfurol. The smoke of
a single Virginia cigarette, according to Lan-
cet experiments, may contain as much fur-
furol as is present in two ounces of whiskey.

Strychnia is according to Haughton, a true
physiological antagonist. Ergot, digitalis,

belladonna, ammonia and alcoholic stimulants,
antagonize the effects of tobacco on the heart
and arterial system.

Tobacco is a decided motor depressant, a
severe and very depressing nauseant and
emetic, it is locally an irritant to the mucous
membrane, and produces burning pain at the
epigastrium. The emetic effect is due to three
factors—its cerebral action, its local irrita-

tion of the gastric mucous membrane, and
third, its specific emetic property. Its active

principle, nicotine, diffuses into the blood
with great rapidity. It corresponds in the
mode and intensity to hydrocyanic (or Prus-
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sic) acid. In two cases narrated l)y Taylor, a

fatal result ensued in three ininntes and five

minutes after a toxic dose. Death comes
through its paralyzing action on the muscles

of respiration.

The amount of nicotine inhaled during
smoking depends not so much upon the to-

bacco smoked, as upon the form in which it is

smoked. The greater the condensation area

between the point of combustion and the

entrance into the mouth, the more nicotine

will be inhaled.

Tobacco differs widely in its action upon
different individuals, and no sweeping state-

ment can be made. Smoking raises the blood

pressure by vaso constriction, accelerates the

heart and respiration, and increases the intes-

tinal movements. This explains the pleasure

so large a number of people take from the

lase of tobacco. They claim it increases the

mental energy and output, and in some meas-
ure augments the power of .iudgment by ex-

citing the nerves of the brain. The moderate
smoker, thus defends his stand, biit he can not
long content himself with a few puffs daily.

The quantity of tobacco, is increased, more
stimulant is needed, the habit is established

and this veritable poison now holds you as a
slave.

Gastro intestinal derangement now mani-
fest themselves. Gastric hyperacidity is one
of the eai’ly symptoms of nicotine poisoning.

The varioiis derangements of the stomach
accompany the excessive use of tobacco seem
to be productive of cardiac neuroses and we
have the “tobacco heart.”

Inhalation of tobacco smoke often excites a

bronchial catarrh. It is pointed out by some,
that the mere breathing of an atmosphere
laden with tobacco smoke from the smoking
of others is almost as bad as direct inhalation.

One often sees nicotine poisoning in people
who have been in such an atmosphere without
not having been smoking at all themselves. To-
bacco is responsible for chronic gastritis,

chronic rhinitis, in acute and chronic pharyn-
gitis and laryngitis.

Many prominent authorities tell us the con-

tinued use of tobacco has a causative effect

upon arterio sclerosis and cancers of the lip,

mouth, pharynx and larynx.

President Grant, and Emperor Fredrich,

the present German Emperor’s father, both

died of laryngeal cancers, and eminent phy-
.sieians tell us both were excessive users of to-

bacco. No doubt this was the direct or indi-

rect cause of those malignant growths.

The rock on which the treatment of these

conditions most frequently depends, comes
to grief, namely the unwillingness of the to-

bacco user to pay the price of his recovery in

self restraint and self denial.

Every physician of experience well knows
how such patients will use every argument to

induce the physicians to believe that the latter

is mistaken in his judgment, that smoking
never hurt him, that he is in reality a moder-
ate smoker, that his digestion is greatly im-
proved by smoking, his teeth preserved, that

it disinfects, etc.

Man is always read.y to impair his physical
constitution provided he can strengthen his

intellectual sentiment thereby. Undoubtedly
many tobacco users have lived to a great old

age; tliat they might have been healthier and
longer lived without the use of tobacco is

quite probable. It is also a well known fact

that many of the most useful old men of the
world have been abstainers from tobacco, and
it is also a fact that men, whose physical
power and endurance was tremendous, were
non-users of tobacco.

Constant, relates of Napoleon, that he once
took a fancy to smoke for the purpose of try-

ing a very fine Oriental pipe, which had been
presented to him by a Persian ambassador.
The lighted pipe was handed him. But
scarcely had he drawn in a mouthful, than the
smoke penetrated into his throat and he said

in disgust, “Take that away from me!—my
stomach turns.” He renounced forever the

pleasure of a habit which he said was only fit

to amuse sluggards.

When asked if smokers were desirable mem-
bers of his Polar expedition. Commander
Robt. E. Peaiy replied. “As for taking a

man with me who is dependent on the use of

tobacco, I should as soon think of taking a
man who had to have pie.”

Every athlete knows that tobacco hurts his

wind. Sharpshooters and riflemen know that

their shooting is more accurate when they do
not smoke. A great billiard player, who does
not smoke, once assured me that he felt sure

of winning when his opponent was a smoker.
A tennis player began to smoke at the age

of 21 and found that men whom he had before

beaten with ease, could now beat him.
The habit of chewing tobacco and using it

as a snuff and as a dip is probably much less

common than smoking, but it has all the bad
feature of the latter and is certainly much
more offensive. Indeed the bad effect of to-

bacco on the physical and mental develop-

ment of children is so well known that the law
of many states make its sale to children a mis-

demeanor, punishable by fines and imprison-

ment. Doctor Seaver, Director of the Physic-

al Laboratory at Yale, labidated the record of

the students entering that university diiring

nine years
;
all the young men were examined

and jueasured. The smokers averaged 15

months older than the non-smokers. They
were also shorter in stature. Nicotine inter-

feres with growth, and its effect in that re-
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^ard is very measurable. At Yale, during the

four year course, the non-users of tobacco, al-

though taller when they entered gained 25 per

cent, more in height and 26 7-10 per cent,

more in girth of chest than do the habitual

users. Doctor Hitchcock, of Amherst College,

found even greater differences. The differ-

ence in the lung capacity is very striking in

the two classes, and has been noted by all ob-

servers. It shows the effect of tobacco on the

respiration, nicotine being a potent motor-

depressant. As regards the effect of tobacco

on the mental processes (
it is more difficult to

interpret the meaning of statistics. Out of

the highest scholarship men at Yale, only 5

per cent use tobacco; while of the men who
do not get appointments, 90 per cent, use it.

The symptoms of tobacco intoxication are,

vertigo, somnolence, distarbed capacity for

intellectual effort, abnormal moods, amblyopic
symptoms, neuralgia, uncertainty of move-
ment, a form of ataxia, tremor, muscular con-

tractions, irregularity of heart action, or pal-

pitation, emaciation, bradycardia, insomnia,

amnesia, transitory aphasia, disturbance of

judgment, etc. A true and characteristic

psychosis, having origin in tobacco intoxica-

tion is fairly well established, according to

Kjellberg, Schwartz, Frankl, Hochwart. It

is observed that the true psychosis is invari-

ably found in excessive and prolonged users

of tobacco. With reference to the nervous

complexes, due to the abuse of tobacco, there

is noted, among very excessive smokers, a

premature mental weakness, a kind of senility

at an age around 50 when such organs are in-

frequent. There is no extreme dementia,

but rather a certain reduction of the mental
horizon, a distinct decrease of energy. Frankl,
Hochwart cites the case of a physician, “aged
40, a great smoker of cigaretttes, whose
memory had become so defective as to lead to

the commission of serious errors in his prac-

tice.”

A physician, a healthy man of 31, whose
first attempt at smoking began at 5 years of
age and who finally became a very excessive

smoker, noted suddenly, in his 28th year, that

his memory for names became very deficient

and he developed a tremor.

The internal revenue report shows that the

use of tobacco is on the increase. During
three months of 1912 in the United States, 3,-

800,000,000 cigarettes and 1,950,000,000 cigars

were consumed. It is therefore seen that in

spite of the public school instruction as to

the physiologic action of tobacco and its dan-
gers and in spite of tbe anti-tol)acco leagues,

the consumption of tobacco is enormously on
the increase.

Professor Huxley said, “For forty years of

my life, tobacco has been a deadly poison to

me.” Dod does not fix longevity. Who does

them? We all do. AVe have not the right to

blame a cruel deity for untimely deaths,

which are actually due to carelessness and
bad habits, i)eruicious in character, and a re-

fu.sal to exercise the common sense which is

also an inspiration from the Almighty.
Let us keep up with scientific progress, let

us as medical advisers, practice what we
teach. The public looks to us to lead them by
example and precei)t in all matters of health

and i)revention of disease. Let us shun this

habit of using tobacco, whicb pollutes the

body and shortens longevity. Lovers of per-

fect health and longevity, should beware of a

custom and habit that has injured many
others and will impair their bodies and
shorten their span of life. Let iis say with
Charles Lamb :

hbirewell to tobacco, the

Stinking’.st of the stinking kind.

Filth of the mouth and Fogs of the mind,
Africa, that brags of her foison.

Breeds no such prodigious poison.

Henbane, Night-shade,

Hemlock, Aconite—nay
All four cannot excel tobacco in a ])ernici-

ous way.

DISCUSSION.

Leon L. Solomon; The doctor’s paper is so

scholarly ami concerns a sid)ject that affects so

many of us, that it appears to me a serious word
in discussion of it will not be amiss.

If I may be i)ermitted to refer to a question

asked by a ju’evious sj^eaker, I would say that

when the essayist referred to tobacco as a cen-

tral emetic, he meant in contradistinction to its

action as a local emetic. If I am not correct in

this, I will be glad to be set straight. Rarely

does an individual smoke tobacco for the first

time without experiencing more or less nausea,

which occurs, as a rule, immediately, or shortly

after he begins to smoke—shortly after he takes

the cigar or pipe into his mouth. This is prob-

ably the result of reflex action, from the month
to the gastric nerve endings, but the central

emetic action of tobacco is apparent almost im-

mediately after the nicotine is introduced into

the blood; the vomiting center is at once af-

fected, and the emesis is more ]n’onouneed and

more i>rotracted than that which follows the

administration of apomorphia.

I think tills is a most important subject and

one deserving the intelligent consideration of

the .Jefferson County Medical Society. It is my
belief that there wonld be very much less smok-

ing if men began to smoke after they became men,

and then exjierienced for the first time the nausea

and vomiting that almost invariably accompanies

the first cigar. The habit is usually formed dur-

ing boyhood, and the individual soon forgets the
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emesis, general relaxation and weakness tliat fol-

lows the first smoke. I recall my first snu>ke, in

which I itululged, clandestinely, of course, when
I was a lad of about fourteen years. Tliat was
before cigarettes were as generally used and as

easily procured as they are to-day. I smoked off

and on, though not to any great extent, until 1

attained the age of twenty-three or four, when I

went to Germany and, cigars being so chea))

there, 1 began to smoke cigars, as a student, and

smoked continuously and excessively. 1 want to

say right liere tliat any man can quit smoking if

he so desires, just as readily as any man can

(juit alcoliol if he so desires. I threw my cigar

into the water as the boat was leaving on the re-

tuni trip. The reason I (|uit smoking was be-

cause I had in mind taking uji the study of

jiediatrics, and I do not know of anything more

objectionable to invalids and childi-en than a to-

bacco-laden breath
;

in fact, a breath smelling

mai’kedly of tobacco is offensive to a great many
adults—it is to me.

Just how much tobacco a given individual may
smoke witli impunity is impossible to determine.

I know a lawyer of rejnite, a man about forty

years of age and a liachelor (and they say that

baclielors smoke more than married men) in

whom tliree cigars a day will have a marked in-

fluence upon his ability to argue a case or prepare

a brief; it also has a pronounced effect u])on the

rate and volume of his pulse; I think the essay-

ist has most beautifully illustrated the effect of

the use of tobacco upon men who do brain work
in his citation of the statistics of \arious uni-

versities. Ibiqucstionably the first influence of

tobacco is the stimulation of the circulation, di-

rectly and indirectly. I si)eak now of the man
accustomed to its use, upon whom tobacco has

an influence wholly different to that of the man
who is not accustomed to it. Undoubtedly this

is what keeps many a man wedded to his i>ipe

or cigar, despite the fact that he knows it is do-

ing him harm. I believe we could do lasting good
if, as individuals, we would make it plain to our

l)atients that over-indulgeance in tobacco umpies-
tionably leads to vessel changes, and to the con-

ditions that are de)iendent upon vessel changes.

Walker B. Gossett: We all know, of course,

that immoderate smoking is injurious, just as in-

temperate eating and driidcing is injurious. 1

remember the first egar I smoked, when I was
eight or nine years of age, and it nearly killed

me. I did not begin to smoke again until 1 had
graduated in medicine. We have very few ])leas-

ures in this life, and if we indulge in them mod-
erately, no harm is done. In the morning after

breakfast, I light my pipe, read my pai)er and
get a great deal of enjoyment out of it, and I

do not believe it does me any harm.

While I was i)racticing medicine in IMissouri,

we saw an old man, about ninety-eigbt years old,

who had pneumonia, lie had smoked and drunk

to excess all his life, and we felt sure he would
die. The old doctor 1 was practicing with advis-

ed not letting him have anything to drink. How-
ever, at my suggestion, we finally decided to give

him all he wanted to drink, putting a bottle of

whiskey by his bedside every morning, lie draidc

about a ()uart a day and got well. Six months
later he was still well.

Of course, we should not indulge in anything
to excess, but 1 do not see any harm in a mod-
erate amount of smoking.

M. Casper: 1 enjoyed Dr. Frey’s paper very

much indeed.

A great deal dci)ends upon what one calls mod-
erate smoking. We never see a poker player who
ever lost anything, and it is much the same way
with smokers,—it is always the other fellow that

smokes to excess. Some individuals can stand

more smoking than others. 1 do not believe there

is any doubt that a laboring man can stand more
tobacco without any apparent or real injury to

his system than can a clerical or professional

man, who uses his brains. The latter are usually

of more nervous temperatment, and are more
])rone to the excessive use of tobacco. The late

Dr. Cecil told me on several occasions that he

believed tobacco to have been his downfall.

From a series of experiments recently carried out

in France, it has been j)retty conclusively shown
that arteriosclerosis is very fre(|ently directly

traceable to the use of tobacco.

I believe I could call the names of at least a

dozen ])hysicians who stay away from tlie meet-

ings of the Jefferson County Medical Society for

tlie sole reason tliat the fumes of tobacco are ol)-

noxious to them. Fersonally, 1 liave a decided

idiosyncrasy against tobacco. As a young doctor,

1 persistently tried to become accustomed to to-

bacco, with more or less success, but it always left

a disagreeable effect, and I finally gave it iqi.

Wlienever 1 come liere to a meeting T absorb

enough smoke to give me a lieadache for tlie next

Iwo days. It also tends to produce nervous symp-
toms, and as I ha\e a decidedly neurotic temper-

ament, I frerpiently stay away from the meetings

on that account.

Dr. Frey has covered this subject thoroughly

and scientifically, and I for one enjoyed it im-

mensely.

David C. Morton: Some of the speakers have

said that arteriosclerosis is, in many cases, di-

I'ectly traceable to the excessive use of tobacco.

T think that is rather a broad statement. We are

too prone to jump at conclusions of that sort. It

might be interesting to know that arteriosclerosis

is as freipient in non-users as in users of tobacco.

Arteriosclerosis is essentially a disease that at-

tacks individuals of a very definite anatomical

type, and individuals of that type are prone to

devclo]! arteriosclerosis whether they be users

of tobacco and alcohol or not. 1 mention this

simply to put the brake on, as it were, on any
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such sweepins;’ statement as tliat tlie use of to-

l)acc() is an essential factor in tlie developiucnt of

arterio-sclerosis.

In regard to the use of tobacco in this room, I

am one of those wlio smoke, and 1 am amazed to

hear that there are as many as a dozen physicians

in Louisville wlio do not come to tlie meetins>s

liecause of an idiosyncrasy ajjainst tolmcco. We
spend appi’oximately two hours here every week

and if thei’e is one physician who does not come

because lie cannot stand tlie smoke, then 1 for

one say tluit we should seriously consider the

matter and determine whether we, as individuals,

will or will not smoke in this room.

Ellis S. Allen: Dr. Frey has i>ene into this

subject very thorouo'hly and has "iven us an ex-

cellent ]iaper. I do not beliei’e there is a ])hy-

sician who smokes who does not realize that he

is doin« himself an injury; that he is intoxicat-

in«' himself, and it is simjily a (luestion of who
can stand more than another. There is no doubt

that a man who uses tobacco and lives to be

ninety-eight, would live to be older if he did not

use tobacco.

In regard to Dr. Morton’s renuu'ks about ar-

teriosclerosis, we know that this condition is the

result of thickening of the arterial walls; that

the muscles in the arterial walls, upon which the

heart ’s action so materially depends, lose th.eir

effectiveness in the presence of arteriosclerosis,

and that this is directly caused by intoxication or

irritation of the muscle cells in the arterial walls.

AVherever we have irritation or poisoning of any
cell protoplasm, there is some resistance to the
})oison unless it is sulficient to kill the cell direct-

ly. Rei>eated poisoning of the protoplasm of the
cells will result in thickening, and make the ce'l

respond less sensitively to nerve impressions and
impulses. As a result of this constant thicken-
ing, the avenues for carrying the blood are con-

stricted; there is a tendency to passive conge.st-

ion, with deposits of lime salts, wliidi give us a

hardened artery. When an artery becomes hard-
ened it throws more Avork on the heart, and com-
pensation takes place only as long as the arteries

can carry sufficient nutrition to the heart. Ar-
terial constriction results in thickening of the
heart muscle; therefore, Ave haA’e deterioration

of the cardiac muscle also. So, Avith a muscle
that is not helping the heart, and Avitli a heart

that is not receiving its normal blood supply, it

is only a question of time until the heart does
less and less Avork, and the patient becomes an
inA’alid, or it causes his death. Take these little

street urchins, Avho begin to smoke early, they

never become fully groAvn. Why"? Because
brain and bone can groAv only Avhen they receive

a definite amount of nourishment. These indi-

viduals have early arterial changes, Avith the re-

sult that these structures receive an insufficient

blood supply and cannot grow; the arteries can

not expand and feed them. It is a Avell known

fact that an athlete who has by training develop-

ed Avonderl’ul muscular al)ility, if he stops train-

ing and then tries to train again, lie cannot at-

tain his jirevious condition, simply because tlie

arteries have not contracted but ha\'e remained

stationary. TheA' have lost their elasticity and
the heart, not getting the proper amount of nu-

trition, cannot hypertrophy.

Personally I am very fond of smoking. i\Iy

brother, who conducts the laboratory Avas absent

for a week or tAvo recently, and I did his AVork. 1

felt the need of something stimulating, so 1 ojien-

ed a box of cigars and 1 believe 1 smoked twelve

in one afternoon, and 1 Avas about half ci'azy for

the next tAvo days.

Milton Board: I do not knoAV that I am per-

sonally (pialified to talk on this subject in vieAV of

the fact that 1 have never yet smoked a cigar or

tal:en a chcAv of tobacco, but I have had many
opjiortunities to observe people Avho did. 1 agree

Avith Dr. Solomon and Dr. Pasiier that the use of

tobacco is jiarticularly harmful to the nervous

system. As an organization and as individuals,

the memhers of this Society should endeavor to

teach the public and teach them right. The use

of tobacco, and particularly in the form of the

cigarette, Avhich has come into such general use,

is very harmful in the young. It is harmful for

several reasons. These individuals begin to

smoke Avhile very young; they begin Avhen the

jirojiensity to do anything conservatively is not

very strong. Furthermore, cigarettes, )ierhaps,

contain more of the alkaloid than does tobacco in

any other form. It is a matter of fact that

neither the (Jovernment school at Annapolis nor

at West Point Avill receive as a impil anyone Avho

is addicted to the use of cigarettes. It is also a

matter of fact, as Ave Avho are accustomed to

treating drug habitues knoAV, that there never Avas

an individual addicted to cigarette smoking and

the use of morphin, Avho Avas cured of the mor-

jihin habit, Avho did not also (piit smoking cigar-

ettes. It is utterly inqiossble to successfully treat

the drug habit unless the tobacco habit is giA’en

up also, and these individuals must avoid the use

of tobacco if they expect to remain cured of

the drug habit.

The use of tobacco is a baneful habit, if haliit

it is. From a neurotic standiHiint, it sometimes

acts both as a cause and as an effect. An indi-

vidual Avith some nervous trouble Avill smoke per-

haps tAveuty or thirty cigarettes a day. The
cigarette smoking predisposes to nervousness, and

the nervousness in turn predis]ioses to the more

excessive use of cigarettes. Thus it acts both as

a cause, and as an effect, and oftentimes does a

great deal of harm.

W. F. Boggess: There is no ([uestion but Avhal

nicotine is a poison; there is also no question but

that different individuals are affected differeully

hy that ]mison, according to the indiA'idiiars sus-

ceptibility. One man may smoke tAventy or tAven-
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ty-five cigars a clay and apparently not feel it,

while in another one cigar may produce a dis-

tinctly toxic effect, just as one yierson may drink

eigiit or ten cups of coffee a day and never feel

any had effects from it, while another may drink

one cup of coffee and be kept awake all night.

However, while the susceptibility of the indiv-

ual plays an important part, there is no question

but that every man who smokes constantly is get-

ting a bad effect on the heart, the nervous system

and the blood vessels. I used to smoke twelve to

fifteen strong cigars a day, until I found that my
lieart was beating 120 and skipping every fourth

or fifth beat. I have not smoked for ten j^ears,

but I have a crippled heart—a heart that was only

functionally disturbed at first but later became
organically affected. I have no high blood pres-

sure, but I am sure that my life has been materi-

ally abbreviated by the amount of smoking I

formerly indulged in.

Nicotine is a poison, and one that frequently

leads to tlie use of other drugs to bolster it up
wlien the individual fails to get the desired ef-

fect. When any man becomes dependent upon

any artificial stimulation or sedative for normal

action, he has reached the danger point; they

are apt to go from one thing to another, and

they suffer mentally, nervously and physically.

Dr. Allen is right when he says that any toxic

agent will produce arterial changes. There is no

question but that the use of tobacco will lead to

arteriosclerosis and changes in the cardiac

muscle. I do not agree with Dr. Morton that a

man to have arteriosclerosis must be anatomically

liredisposed to that condition; it is almost invari-

ably the result of a toxic condition—either auto-

intoxication caused by faulty metabolism, or due
to the constant inhibition of nicotine, alcohol, or

any other toxic agent. The constant use of to-

bacco by a laboring man is not as positive in its

effect as in a man of sedentary habits. A w’ork-

ing-man witli a good strong constitution and
nervous system can stand considerably more
nicotine, witliout any a))parent effect, than can a

man who does office work, or who leads a sed-

entary life.

No drunkard, mori)hin habitue or tobacco-

user ever acknowledges tliat lie indulges in more
than a moderate amount. "Moderate” is too in-

definite a term to use. Therefore, if we, as

medical men, desire to indulge in these things,

we sliould be perfectly honest about it and say

that, wliile we know tliej' are doing us liann, Ave

are willing to take the consequences for the

pleasure they give us. Nevertheless, the fact re-

mains that nicotine is a poison and, when con-

stantly put into the S3"stem, it Avill jiroduce

structural clianges and be a potent factor in the

production of premature senilitv', if \’ou choose,

or in producing changes in tlie arteries and blood

vessels that will tend to sliorten the individual’s

life.

E. S. Frey, (Closing) : I simply wish to thank
the gentlemen for their generous discussion of

my pajier.

HISTORY OP TYPHOID VACCINATION.

By Peter S. Ganz, Louisville.

The einploAuneiit of vaccination for the pur-
pose of producing active immunity against ty-

phoid fever took its origin in the researches

of Chantemesse and AVidal, in France (1888),
Brieger. Wasserman and Kitasato, in Ger-

manov (1892) and Bruschettini, in Italy

(1892) who proved it possible to vaccinate an
animal against fatal doses of tv^phoid bacilli

by previousH injecting doses of cultures of

the same microbe sterilized b,v heat, or the

soluble prodiTcts (endotoxins) secured by
autol.ysis from the bodies of the bacteria. In
1896 Pfeiffer and Kolle, in Germany, and
Wright, in England, took up the question of

t.vphoid proph.ylaxis anew. Wright introduc-

ed antit.yphoid vaccination in the British

Arm.y, in 1898, and his experience soon be-

came so extensive that he Avas considered the

chief authority upon the subject—in fact, the

general use of tA'phoid vaccination at the pres-

ent day is in great part the result of his ef-

forts.

The more i-ecent work of Leishman, in Eng-
land; Pfeiffer and Kolle, in Germany; Vin-
cent, in France, and Russell, in America, has
placed the procedure on a firm basis as an ef-

fective proplndactic measure.

DOSAGE FOR IMMUNIZATION.

The dosage of t.vpho-bacterin almost uni-

forml.v emplo.ved for immunizing consists of

500 million killed bacteria for the first inject-

ion and 1000 million for each of the two sub-

sequent injections, three injections usually

constituting the prophylactic treatment. Rus-
sell state sthat this dose is designated for a

healthv' man iveighing 150 pounds, and is to

be diminished for women and children in pro-

imrtion to their weight.

Reaction of Bacterin. The s.vmptoms fol-

lowing vaccination are usually confined to a

slight headache and malaise, and a local re-

action consisting of a red and tender area,

about the size of a hand and sometimes ten-

derness in the axillary’ muscles. In some few
individuals there is a more severe general re-

action consisting of headache, backache, nau-
sea, A’omiting, herpes laliialis, and rarely al-

buminuria and some loss of body^ iveight.

Hatehel and Stoner in analyzing records of

1306 cases found that redness and local ten-

derness were present in all eases. Alalaise

followed the inoculation in 775, headache in

635, muscular pain in 106, nausea and vom-
iting in 60, chills in 57, and rise in tempera-
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lure in 884 eases. In 1160, or 56.7 per cent.,

constitutional symptoms were absent. The
temperature following injections ranged from

normal to 101 degrees F. in 785, or 38.4 per

cent.
;
101 degrees F. in 82, or 4 per cent, and

in 17, or 0.8 per cent., it exceeded 103 degrees

F. In those exhibiting systemic reactions

analysis of 874 records showed that the react-

ion occurred after the first injection in 132

cases; after the second 255; after the third

injection 382. After the first and second in-

jections extreme reaction occurred in 59, the

second and third in 14, the first and third

in 10, and after all three in 33. In 246 of the

884 having a systemic reaction this lasted

I’roin 1 to 6 hours in 14 cases; it persisted

from 6 to 12 hours in 96 cases it disappeared

in from 12 to 24 hours in 89, from 1 to 2 days

in 43 cases, from 2 to 3 days in 5 cases, from
3 to 4 days in 6 instances, in 5 days in one;

and it lasted over 10 days in two persons.

Duration of Immunity. Russell states that

we do not yet know definitely the duration of

immunity following antityphoid vaccination.

It apparently begins to diminish at about the

same time as immunity to vaccination and it

is ])o.ssible that it may last nearly, if not quite

as long. “We know also that the immunity is

not absolute, for in the year 1911, among 80,-

000 persons vaccinated in the aimiy there were
12 cases of typhoid with one death,” due to

intestinal hemorrhage, and in 1910 there oc-

curred 6 eases among the vaccinated, with no
fatalities. The fact that the immunity is not

absolute is no objection to its use, but is rather

an argument for its repetition at intervals to

be determined in the future as the lessons of

experience become clear, just as we now do

in the case of smallpox. We shoidd revaccin-

ate against typhoid fever at the beginning
after the third year.

Results of Vaccination. The Surgeon-Gen-
eral of the United States Navy reports that

there have been moi’e than 62,000 inoculations

with typhoid prophylactic in the United
States Navy since January, 1912. Of this

number a small fraction of 1 per cent had
I'eactioii requiring excuse from duty, and only

a small percentage had reactions causing any
inconvenience. There were no serious re-

sults.

REAIARKABLE RESULTS FOLLOWING USE OP VAC-

CINE, IN BRIEF.

82,0000 United States Soldiers immunized
up to July 1, 1912. The typhoid late dropped
from 3.03 per thousand in 1909 to 0.3 per
tliousand in 1912. A reduction of 90 per
cent.

01,022 Hritish Soldiers immunized in In-

dia during 1911. With a death rate of 0.17

per cent.

21,795 dapanese Soldiers immunized in

1909. Death rate 1 case typhoid per thou-

sand.

30,000 persons immunized in Memphis,
Tennessee, tluring the recent typhoid epi-

demic. About 1 per cent, death rate.

2,044 persons immunized in Baltimore dur-

ing 1911-12. Not a single case of typhoid fe-

ver occurred among these persons.

1,381 nurses and hospital attendants in

^Massachusetts hospitals were immunized.
Only 2 cases of typhoid fever developed.

Typhoid Bacterin in Treatment. In the

treatment of typhoid fever with typho^bac-

terin we are dealing with a problem entirely

different from that connected with immuniza-
tion. Here we have a person already infect-

ed. Typhoid bacillus colonies are localized

in the intestinal tissues and from these col-

onies the bacilli find their way into the blood.

Agglutinins, opsonins, and baeteriolysins are

always present during the course of the dis-

ease. Yet that good results have been recur-

etl in numerous eases 1 )3^ the injection of kill-

ed t3'phoid bacilli is now beyond question.

Semple discusses the subject as follows:

“Reaction. When dead t3'phoid bacilli (or

vaccines) are injected into the tissues, it is

the product of the metabolism of the bacteria

which act; and these products are the results

of the action of the tissues at the seat of in-

jection. Here we get a localized toxic effect

on the tissues, and a consequent local pro-

duction of bacteriotropie substances, which
find their way into the blood. On the other

hand, when—as during an attack of typhoid
fever—the bacteria are broken up in the hlood

stream, the liberated toxin is diluted by the

whole volume of blood, and served out of the

tissues in such a diluted form as only tardily

to give rise to an immunizing response. In
such a condition we get the full toxic effect,

l)ut onlv a slow immunizing effect or cure, and
although, a cure does eventually come about.

Russell in his explanation of how typhoid
vaccine is beneficial in ty^phoid fever, ad-

heres to the views put forward by Wright.
He holds that the subcutaneous tissue pro-

duces antibotlies freeh’, and that, as it is not
ordinarily involved in tv'phoid fever, sub-
cutaneous injections of vaccine in this dis-

ease do good 1 )3
' throwing this unused centre

into action. Was.sermann and Citron as the

result of their experiments on rabbits with

dead tyiihoid bacilli injected subcutaneously

have also arrived at this conclusion.

Dosage and Administration. The dosage

of tA’plio-baeterin used in the treatment of

this fever is different from that employed in

immunizalion. As a general rule, a smaller

initial do.se is enq)lo3'ed (from 50 million up-

ward) and tlie subse(pient doses is given at
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sliorter intervals from 3 to 5 or 7 days, are

governed by tlie etfeet of the first dose.

jMeakin and Foster seem to have used the

largest doses. In 41 eases treated their initial

dose was 1 billion. Eight days later a sec-

ond dose of 1,500 million was given and at

the end of the second period of 8 days, if it

was found necessary, a third dose of 2 billion

Avas given. In many of the cases the fever
terminated so rapidly as almost to be by crisis.

Callison reports a collection of 323 cases of

typhoid fever treated with vaccine with 17

deaths and 20 relapses.

My personal experience in the treatment of

typhoid fever was as follows

:

1 treated ten (10) cases in all, eight cases

treated with bacterin with beautiful results.

Every case reaction set in after the first in-

.lection of 125 million bacterin, temj)erature
dropped gradually in 36 hours from one to

two degrees. In from three to five days an-
other 250 million germs were used, the temp-
erature gradually became normal and all re-

mained so, the typhoid facia disappeared, the
delirium cleared up, tongue, which was heavi-
ly coated, cleansed, all patients became vio-

lently hungry and were on the road to recov-

ery. In all these cases the bowels were
emptied by enema every other day, when
temperature remained normal for eight days,

feeding of soft food was begun and as condi-

tions alowed was increased. No relapses oc-

curred in either ease, one case was complicat-

ed with lobar pneumonia which died in the
second week, no benefit from the bacterin.

One case in which bacterin was used had in-

testiiial hemorrliage, no effect from bacterin
no reaction on accomrt lesion.

1 do not believe that bactei'in should be
used during third week in stage of intestinal

ulceration. The bacterin should be used as

early as possible for the l)est results from
serum. In no case have I had unpleasant
symptoms to follow the use of bacterin.

I wish to mention four cases complicated
with bronchitis. Recovery.

The injections were made in the skin on
deltoid muscles.

In all cases l\Iul fords bacterin were used,

the package contains 4 bottles marked A, B,

C, and D, each bottle contains 125, 250, 500
and 1000 million killed bacterin. It is my
opinion that the vaccine treatment of enteric

fever is sound and practical and will grow in

favor as time will go on.

DISCUSSION.

W. B. Gossett: If I mulerstood the essayist

correctly, lie said that lie liad seen ten cases of

typhoid last year and ten this year. While T

do not mean to ([uestioii his diagnosis, 1 think it

is very nnnsnal to see so many cases in this city

since the completion of the filter plant. Person-

ally, I have not seen a case of typhoid fever in

three years, and I have lieai’d docter friends of

mine say that they had seen very little tyiihoid

fever in the past two or three years. I have,

however, seen a number of cases which a good
many yeai’s ago might have been diagnosed as ty-

phoid, starting- in with fever and a tongue

very similar to that in tyiihoid, but after a good
purge, followed by as])irin and pbenacetin, the

symptoms woidd clear up in from three to seven

days.

Virgil E. Simpson: I have enjoyed the essay-

ist's paper very much indeed. It is a very prac-

tical question that confronts ns. In the Uecem-
ber, 1911, number of “Progressive Medicine,’’

editorial comment was made to the effect

that, at that writing, the tyjihoid vaccine did not

appear to offer very mnch as an adjunct to the

therapensis of typhoid fever. The same publica-

tion for December, 191.3,—two years later—states

editorially, that there is no vaccine, the status of

which is more definitely fixed, more satisfactorily

settled, than that of typhoid vaccine. This com-

j)arison, I think, embraces, in a terse form, the

history of the use of tyi)hoid vaccine and the re-

sults obtained, as a proj)hylactic as well as a

therapeutic measure.

As has been clearly indicated by the essayist in

the statistics quoted, the use of typhoid vaccine

as a prophylactic measure has long since passed

the stage of experimentation. In army and navy
circles especially, the administration of typhoid

vaccine for the purpose of preventing the devel-

opment of typhoid fever has been attended by

such nmjuestionably beneficial results, that Ave

need to no longer quibble over minor details. It

has only been comparatively recently, however,

that much use of the vaccine has been made in

tbe treatment of typhoid fever. It should be

borne in mind th.at the typhoid vaccine does not

act as an anti-toxin, Avhich, immediately u])on its

injection into the system begins to at once neu-

tralize the toxins produced by the bacillus that

is responsible for the infection. During the first

five days after tbe introduction of typhoid vac-

cine into a normal individual, as a pro])hylactic

measure, there is no appreciable increase in the

opsonins, agglutinins, or bacterial alexins of that

individual; but after the first five days have

elapsed, and during the succeeding twenty-five

days, there is a steady increase in the blood of

the contents I have enumerated. In an individual

who has typhoid fever, the process of the estab-

lishment of immunity has already begun; there-

fore, the reaction folloAving the administration of

typhoid vaccine in such an individual will be

manifested earlier than in a normal person con-

sequently, the intervals between the administra-

tions of vaccine may be sliorter than would be in-

dicated for the jmrpose of establishing immunity

in a perfectly healthy individual. It has been
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s/iowii by Ijeisluium atul iiis associatos fliat, (luito

unlik(! our experience witli most i'orins of vac-

cines, tlie use of stock lyplioid vaccine, eitlier as

a propliylactic or a tlierapeutic measure, is at-

tended by almost, it not (juite as fiood results as

are obtained from an autogenous vaccine. As
stated, tliis differs materially from our exj)eri-

ence with other forms of vaccine tlieraj)y. For

ordinary infections I prefer to use an autogen-

ous vaccine, but it seems that an attenuated vac-

cine, singly, gives as good results as a mixed vac-

cine of a highly virulent type.

Some interesting work has been done by Bes-

redka in conjunction with Metchnikoff, in Avork-

ing out a new })roeess of obtaining tyi)hoid vac-

cine; namely, to sensitize the bacteria I)efore they

are standardized or used as immunizing agents.

Ordinarily, in using a vaccine, Ave inject a ({uan-

tity into the system, containing a number of

dead germs, and dejAend u])on the Avell knoAvn

vital reactive poAver of the body to produce bac-

teriolysis; in otlier Avords, Ave expect a reaction

to ensue, in consequence of the ])resence of the

gcu'ins, Avhich Avill produce an amboceptor, Avliich

in turn unites the germs Avith the com))lement

Avhich ahvays exists in the blood, residting in the

destruction of the organism. Besredka’s theory

is based on this hyjmthesis; that if Ave are able

to sensitize the bacteria before their introduc-

tion, bjf mixing the germs Avith a serum obtained

from some animal that has been immunized

against that particular organism, AAm ha\'e gained

a step in shortening the process of the disintegra-

tion of the bacteria, fn other Avords, diagram-

matically (illustrating on blackboard), Ave under-

stand that the bacteria constituting Avhat is com-

moidy I’ecognized as the antigen must be united

by the amboceptor Avith the complement in the

blood before the destruction of the micro-organ-

ism ’can take place. This complement in the

blood exists normally. The bacteria is the insult-

ing agent, and Avhen introduced into the system

in the form of vaccine, before the complement can

combine Avith the bacteria and bacteriolysis oc-

cur, there must haA’e been formed the ambo-
ceptor, Avhich unites the l)acteria Avith the com-

})lement and enables bacteriolysis to take place.

Tn the use of so-called sensitized vaccines, we
have a micro-organism that has heen added to a

serum obtained from one of the loAver animals

that has been immunized against that organism.

The process in brief is as folloAvs:

First a quantity of blood serum is obtained

from an immunized animal, a horse or a goat,

into Avhich dead typhoid germs have been intro-

duced at intervals, in increasing doses, until Avhat

Avould originally liave be(m a fatal dose can be

introduced Avithont causing a reaction. A culture

of typhoid bacteria is groAvn on agar for tAventy-

four liours, Avashed in saline solution, filtered

and added to the scrum from the immunized ani-

mal, and alloAved to stand at laboratory tenqiera-

ture for tAventy-foiu' hours. Tlien standardiza-

tion, according to the method of Wright, is car-

I'ied out. Thus, u])on introducing tlie bacteria al-

I’eady cond)ined Avith the amboceptor into the

system, the ])rocess of bacteriolysis begins at

once. Tliere is no reaction folloAving the intro-

duction of tlie sensitized vaccine.

Anothei- jihase of the subject of vaccine ther-

apy that has heen (piite interesting to me, and
one uiion Avhicli I Avas in hojies tliat the essayist

Avould touch, is in reference to typhoid carriers.

We have learned a gi'eat deal about the projia-

gation of typhoid fever that Ave did not know
Avlicn I Avas a student. It has been estimated by
careful observers that four or five per cent, of

all cases of typhoid fever end in being ty))boid

carriers. It has been also estimated that per-

hai>s as large a ])ro|)ortion as tAventy ]Acr cent, of

all cases of typhoid fever that deA'eloj) are the

result of infection conveyed by these typhoid car-

I'iers. It has been stated by autiiorities Avhose

right to make the statement cannot be (luestioned

that probably one out of every five hundred indi-

viduals, taking them as they come, Avhether they

have had tyjAhoid fever or Tiot, arc typhoid car-

riers. Clinically Ave recognize two tyqies of car-

I'iers, the contact earlier and the secondary car-

rier. The first is an individual Avho, Avhile having
never had an attack of typhoid fever so far as

the clinical symptoms go, yet harbors in his sys-

tem typhoid fever germs. This can be explained

on either of tAvo hypotheses; that the germs in-

fecting an individual, such as, for intsance, a
nurse or a doctor Avho has been attending a ty-

phoid patient, are not sufficiently virulent to pro-

duce symptoms Avhich Avould lead to a diagnosis

of typhoid fever; or, that the individual’s resist-

ing poAver, Avhile sufficient to prevent the develop-

ment of the disease, is not sufficient to entirely

destroy the germs that infest his system, and
these germs find their Avay into the gallbladder,

kidneys, periosteum of the bones, etc., and may
remain in situ for a long time. These are called

contact carriers. Possibly some of them are

cases in Avliich typhoid fever really existed, but

Avas not recognized. I am of tlie opinion that

many cases of summer diarrhoeas, milk infec-

tions, and so on, in children, that last anyAvhere
from ten days to tivo weeks, are really tyiihoid

fever, and these children become typhoid carriers

of the other tyjie, comprising tliose Avho liaAm liad

typhoid fever and recovered, lint following recov-

ery still harbors ty])hoid germs, and eliminates

tliem in the urine or feces.

Medical treatment of typhoid carriers has been
demonstrated to be almost Avorthless, exceiit Avlien

given early—that is, Avhile the patient is still in

the convalescent stage; but after tlie patient has

recovered, and the condition has become essenli-

ally a chronic one, but little can be accomplished

by drug therajiy, excejit ]iossibly by the use of

urotropin in cases where the kidney is at fault.
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These iiulividuals, especially where they happen
to be engaged in occuj^ations where they must
come in contact with food products, constitute a

menace to the public, and it is here, I take it,

that tlie typhoid vaccine will accomplish almost

as mucii good as it has been demonstrated to have

accomplished in the prevention of typhoid fever.

Another thing 1 would like to impress upon the

members is the value of early diagnosis of ty-

phoid fever in connection with vaccine therapy.

It is an unquestionable fact that the earlier the

vaccine is used, the better the results will be, and

this is true with respect to any treatment, the

object of which is to head off the condition and

remove the cause. Since in the normal individual

into whom we inject the vaccine, it requires at

least five days to bring about anj^ appreciable in-

crease in the agglutinins, we can readily under-

stand that to wait until a positive Widal reaction

can be obtained, means a loss of valuable time.

Therefore, I would insist that it is far wiser to

make a blood culture in these cases rather than

to wait until the time when a AYidal reaction is

positive.

Ellis Duncan: I liave enjoyed this paper very

mucii indeed. As a medical officer in connection

with the organized militia, I had occasion to make
requisition on lilajor Russell, to whom Dr. Ganz
referred, for a quantity of typhoid vaccine to be

used as a prophylactic among the men who are

members of the regiment. I administered a

jirophylactic dose to between 125 and 150 men
and while in every instance there was a distinct

and appreciable reaction, in no case was it suffi-

ciently severe to be more than bai’ely noticed. Dr.

(Tithbert Thompson reported to me that one of

the men had come to him suffering from intes-

tinal hemorrhages, and lie suggested the possibili-

ty that the prophylactic dose of typhoid vaccine

had something to do with it. I think this is veiy

doubtful. I do not. see how intestinal hemor-

rhages could pos.«ibly result from the administra-

tion of dead bacteria
;
they are supposed to be

caused usually by the activity of live bacteria in

the intestinal mucous membrane.

I gave the vaccine in accordance with the ad-

vice of Major Russell; that is, five hundred mil-

lion (1-2 C. C.) at the first injection, one thous-

and millions (1 C. C.) after an interval of ten

days, and another thousand millions (1 C. C.) af-

ater a second interval of ten days, 2—1-2 C. C.

being administered in that time.

ilajor Russell advises the use of the vaccine ev-

ery three years. I do not know Avhether Dr.

Ganz mentioned that or not. In the U. S. Army
the men ai’e required to be re-vaccinated every

three years, and every man who re-enlists must

take it again. The cases reported by Dr. Ganz

certainly indicate the beneficial results to be de-

rived from its use.

Leon L. Solomon: The subject of this paper

might well be divided into discussions of tlie use

of typhoid vaccine as a prophylactic measure and
the use of tyjihoid vaccine as a therapeutic meas-
ure. It appears to me that there is little room
for argument as to the efficacy of typhoid A^accine

as a prophylactic, Avhich seems to have been con-

clusively demonstrated by its use in the armies
and navies of the Avorld—England, Gennany, Rus-
sia, France, Italy, Japan, as Avell as our own
standing army of some eighty-tAvo thousand
troops. To ray mind there is no moi’e brilliant

chapter in the entire history of medicine than the

recent chapter on the prevention of typhoid fever

by the use of bacterins. Sustaining evidence of

the success of this measure, that Avill last for

years to come, Avas given I’ecently on the Mexican
frontier. The results achieved by our army offi-

cers everywliere, jAarticularly as concerns ty-

phoid fever, have been brilliant, as Avitness the

results obtained in Panama from the hygienic

measures adopted there in order that the canal

might be built.

As has been so plainly brought out by Dr.

Simpson in his discussion, the question of the

employment of typhoid vaccine as a therapeutic

meausre is entirely different. I agree Avith Dr.
Simpson that it is a mistake to Avait until Ave

have proA'ed our diagnosis of typhoid fever by a

Widal reaction before administering the vaccine.

In some cases in Avhich typhoid is later proven to

exist, the urine Avill not shoAV the presence of the

bacteria. Therefore, it may be a loss of valuable

time to defer the administration of a therapeutic

dose of vaccine in such cases. Indeed, I am in-

clined to the belief that no serious harm would
be done by administering a therapeutic dose of

vaccine Avhen Ave have done no more than estab-

lish a reasonable clinical diagnosis of typhoid fe-

ver. I am aAvare that this Avould not be, strictly

speaking, scientific management, to proceed Avith

the therapy before Ave have fully established our

diagnosis, but the bacteriology of typhoid fever

upon blood examination is not ahvays uniform,

and may lead us astray. Digressing for a mo-

ment, I Avish to agree Avith the gentleman Avho

said that it is unusual to see so many cases of

typlioid fever in this city at the present time. I

have seen A'ery feAv cases of typhoid since the

completion of the neAv filter plant—indeed, but

feAv eases Avere reported to the health officer last

year, and it may be that some of us are derelict

in our duty in having failed to report cases that

came under our observation. I saAv three cases

of typhoid fever last summer, in which the diag-

nosis Avas later confirmed. In one of these cases,

in the early stages, bacteriological examination

revealed nothing. All of these cases Avere treated

by the ordinary dietetic and hygienic measures,

clearing out the intestinal tract early, and the

administration of intestinal antiseptics later. In

tAvo of the three, lysis occurred at about the thir-

teenth day, and in the other at about the fifteenth

or sixteenth day. 1 say “about” because it is al-
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ways ilinicult to determine just when the disease

hefi'an.

1 wisli to say again, it' you will pardon the nn-

seientific statement, that I believe it is a good

plan to administer a therapeutic, dose of vaccine

upon making a reasonable clinical diagnosis ot

typhoid fever, even before it can be continued by

a Widal reaction or a blood test. I believe, fur-

thermore, in repeating the dose at short intervals,

relying u))on the clinical manifestations in cen-

junction with laboratory examiations for guid-

ance as to the interval between doses.

Wm. A. Jenkins: Vaccine therapy may be said

to be the medical “Land of I’romise. ’’ However,

to be conservative. Me must still hold the whole

(piestion of vaccine therapy sub-judice. We can-

not say anything against it, and 1 admire the gen-

tlemen M’ho have the hardihood to come forward

M'ith their correlated, carefully recorded cases,

and stand u]) for their belief. We all feel that,

at some time or other in the distant future, there

will come a glad time M’hen many, if not all, of

the acute infectious diseases may be met and

conquered early in their career along these prom-

ising lines. There is only one possibility of mak-
ing an error along this neM’ therapeutic line, and

that is to alloAv onr enthusiasm to outrun our

judgment. When it has been thoroughly tried out

by reputable clinicians, and practitioners of ac-

credited standing all over the country, and there

has been accumulated a mass of evidence suffici-

ent to convince the average practitioner that it

has come to stay, then it M’ill be taken hold of

generally.

Just one M'ord in regard to sensitized vaccine.

This idea is not really new
;

it has been Morked
on in laboratories for a long time, and one or tMo

of our enteiqndsing pharmaceutical houses are

noM- putting out sensitized vaccines.

I M’ish to mention one point in connection M'ith

the preparation of sensitized \accines (m'IucIi,

hoM'ever, may not be of mucb interest to the gen-

eral practitioners, because M-e do not prepare onr

oM-n vaccines). When an ordinary bacterial vac-

cine is placed in the sensitized serum, obtained

from an animal that has been immunized to tliat

sj)ecific disease, it sliould be alloMed to remain

for only a short time. If alloM ed to remain longer

than that they are apt to take uj) something else

that may prevent the bacteria from uniting M'ith

the natural complement, thus destroying the effi-

cacy of the vaccine. After remaining in the im-

mune serum the reejuired length of time, the bac-

teria are filtered. Mashed and prepared for use.

R. Hays Davis: 1 cannot agree Avith the gen-

tleman M’ho believes in ])romiscuously injecting

typhoid vaccine in cases in M'hich the diagnosis

of typhoid fever has not been established. So
many conditions resemble typhoid fever that are

later found not to be typhoid, and if m'c inject

every patient that has a coated tongue, M'itli liigh

temperature, M'ith typhoid vaccine, M'e Mill make

:m

many mistakes and un(iiiestional)ly do harm. I

cannot conceive of a vaccine being used in dis-

eases other than that for aaIhcIi it is intended,

M'itliout jiroducing harmful results. Ceitainly.

it M'ill not do the patient any good to inject ty-

])lioid vaccine foi’ a condition M'hich may be a

septicaemia, or military tubercidosis, or some

other condition tliat re'sembles typhoid fever.

There are scientific methods by means of M'hich

most cases of typhoid fin’er can be diagnosed,

even in tlie early stages. We knoM' that the blood

culture is positive in ninety ))er cent, of cases if

made early, in the first feM' days of tlie disease;

the longer tlie disease runs, the less likely is the

blood culture to be ])ositive. After the first fcM'

days, Me have the leucocyte count, M'hich Me knoM'

is loM' in typhoid and high in seiiticaemia and

other conditions. It is also Iom' in miliary tuber-

culosis, but here M’e have other differential signs.

After that Me ha\'e the Widal reaction, M'hich is

])ositive in the large majority of cases of typhoid.

In addition to these measures. Me have in typhoid

fever, the jiresence of rose spots, M’hich practi-

cally never occur in other conditions. We also

have a sIom' dirotie imlse M'hich is highly

characteristic of typhoid. Furthermore, Me have

bronchitis occurring at about the eighth day in

typhoid, M'hen it usually occurs early in other

conditions. In addition to these, thei’e are vai'i-

ous other things to be taken into consideration

before resorting to the injection of typhoid vac-

cine. The trend of evidence seems to be that the

typhoid vaccine, as a curative measure, may be

of some value, but its use in this M’ay is still

more or less in the ex[)erimental stage, and has

not attained the status that its employment as a

proiihylactic has.

Charles Farmer: I M'ould like to ask the es-

sayist for Avhat ]>eriod of time immunity is es-

tablished in an individual after the use of ty-

))hoid vaccine as a prophylactic measure. Last

summer I treated an attack of typhoid fever in a

young man M'ho had formerly been in the F. S.

Navy, and had been vaccinated against the dis-

ease fourteen months previously.

Leon L. Solomon: One of the speakers has

seen fit to discourage and class as dangerous the

administration of a single dose of typhoid vac-

cine as a thera])eutic measure, even before the

tliagnosis of typhoid fever had been fully estab-

lished, M'hich I advocated in my discussion, at the

same time admitting that it Mas someM'hat unsci-

entific. This gentleman seems to have overlooked

the fact that M-e have before us re))ot'ts M'hich

show that millions of individuals have been given

a prophylactic dose of the vaccine M'itliout d('ing

them any harm.

P. S. Ganz (Closing) : 1 mIsIi to thank the gen-

tlemen for their generous discussion of the jiaper.

I’he (|uestion often asked is. *‘!)oes the vacciiu'

ever do any harmf" It is claimed by the manu-

facturers that never, in a single case, has the use
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of vaccine resulted in liaini. Tliey state, howev-

er, that its use is contra-indicated in tlie presence

of tuberculosis, chronic or acute arthritis, albu-

niinuria, etc. I have read the records of all the

different manufacturers and have written to

them, and they claim that they ha\ e never known
a case in which death resulted from the use of

bactcriiis, although in some instances a dose of

tliree millions of germs has been given at one in-

jection. Tlierefore, in cases where there is a rea-

sonable suspicion of tyi)lioiil fever, 1 do not be-

lieve the administration of a single therapeutic

dose of the tyi)hoid vaccine in the average indi-

vidual, as advocated by Dr. Solomon, would do

any material harm.

SURGICAL TREATAIENT OP CERTAIN
ACUTE AND CHRONIC DISEASES
OF THE PALPERRAL AND OCU-

LAR CONJUNCTIVA.

By ]\I. F. CooMES, Louisville.

First: lu specific and nonspecific purulent

inflammations of the conjunctiva 'where the

ehemosis is exti’cme, and especially where the

suh-eonjunetival tissues become so infiltrated

tliat the lids can neither be closed nor opened,

and that cleansing cannot he properly ac-

complished, and that applications cannot he

applied as they should be a}>plied, then tlie

conjunctiva should he cocainized and freely

snipped with the scissors so as to iiermit free

drainage from the infiltrated tissues
;
one-

fourth of one per cent, solution of cocaine is

quite strong enough for this purpose; in fact,

the snipping of the conjunctiva can he done
without any anaesthetic whatever because the

distension of the tissues renders them anaes-

thetic to a considerable degree.

If the snipping does not give the proper
relief, canthotomy should he performed. The
cut in this instance should he made horizontal-

ly, and not upw’ards and outwards, at forty-

five degrees, because in this instance the only

thing needed is temporary relief of tension.

If the subject is a young infant, which is

frequently the case, it will not he necessary to

stitch the conjunctiva and skin together—

a

procedure which might ho necessary in adults,

hecaiise of the greater likelihood of the parts

not adjusting themselves pro})erly.

TRACHOM.4.

This disease, as we all know, is peculiar to

itself in as raucli as it has the peculiar dei)osit

known as the trachomatous body or bodies,

chiefly beneath the conjunctiva, that is in the

sub tissues, and sometimes in the conjunctiva
itself. l\Iedicines will not cui-e this di.sease,

although they may palliate. All cases of tra-

choma are curable by proper surgical inter-
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ference. The milder the case, the moi'e amen-
able to surgical treatment.
The surgical treatment consists of two pro-

cedures, the first of which is the e.xpression by
means of the use of the Knapp roller, or some
other such device. The expression should be
thorough. If the case is a mild one, and of
short duration, the expression will be suffici-

ent
;
but if there is spasm of the orbicularis

])ali)ebrai'um muscle, there should be a free

cantlioplasty. Great care should be takeii in

making this cut, with the scissors extended
along the line of continuation with the free

border of the lower lid, wdiich is ui)W'ards ami
outwards at the angle of about forty-five de-

grees.

The object of this cut is to evade the ten-

dinous portion of the orbicularis muscle.
By making the cut through the muscular
fibres, you not only relieve spasm, but in the

process of reparation, new tissue is built in

between the ends of the muscular fibres, there-

by increasing the length of the muscle, and
rendering pathological spasm impossible;

whereas, if the cut is made through the liga-

mentous portion of the muscle, as soon as un-
ion occurs between the divided ends of the

ligaments, you are very likely to have a re-

turn of the spasm, and the result of your op-

eration will only be evanescent in its effect,

in as much as the spasm will return as soon as

union is completed.

The canthroplastic cut is best made with a

good strong pair of blunt pointed scissors—

a

small IMayo scissors with blunt point is ad-

mirably adaiited to this work. Great care

should be taken in stitching the conjunctiva
and skin together. The angular stitch should

always he placed first by introducing it into

the conjunctiva opposite the angle in the skin

wound, letting the needle pass out through
the sub tissues, and up through the integu-

ment one-fourth of an inch external to the

edge of the wound. The adjusting and tieing

of this stitch ari-ests hemorrhage and brings

the other two sides of the Avound in ai)])osi-

tion. so that the introduction of the two re-

maining stitches is rendered easy.

The stitches should remain three days, ami
in their removal great eai’e should be taken
not to leave any portion of the thread, as it

results in troublesome lid abscesses. Silk is

the best ligature material—linen thread will

suffice.

In many of these cases of traclumia we have
panus in varying degrees, and unless the

spasm of the orbicularis muscle is kept under
control sAiffieiently to prevent fi'iction, other

than normal, the panus Avill be slow to clear

up, and in many of the advanced cases, that

is where there is great vascularity of the

cornea, ulcerations and other complications

will arise, and the results of these complica-
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lions will often produce serious defects in

vision by leaving sears and opacities in the

cornea.

l>APIian.\RY HYPERTROPHY, OR SO-CALLED GRAN-

ULAR LIDS.

The groat pathological distinction between

trachonia and papilliary hypertrophy is the

fact that in the latter form of disease there is

no foreign structure or substance connected

with it—the thickening of the lid is due to e.x-

cessive cell proliferation or growth building nj)

the individual papilliae, thus making them
broader and longer, until finally the lid pre-

sents the peculiar granulated surface, which
is not a true granulation, such as we have in

the reparation of tissue, but is simply an in-

crease in the size and the length of the papil-

liae. Each of these little papilliary bodies

must have its nerve and blood supply. The
larger the papilliae, the greater the blood sup-
ply, and of course, any unusual irritation ap-

plied to the eye, or to these individual ])apil-

liae, produces an increased flow in the blood

stream which finally amounts to a state of

chronic congestion—hence, any unusual act-

ion of the orbicularis muscle will produce an
excessive amount of irritation over and above
that which exists in the lids where there is no
spasm. AVith this understanding it is perfect-

ly plain that thei’e are two things to do, from
a surgical standpoint

;
the first is to get rid of

the spasm of the muscle by canthoplasty, as

is done in cases of trachoma. The next thing
to be done is to establish a new condition of

affairs in the hypertrophied papilliae, and
there is nothing to equal the crushing process
with the Knapp roller, or some other similar

device.

The object of this operation is to break up
adhesions between the individual papilliae

that may have occurred, and to establish a

new set of blood vessels in the hypertrophic
mas.s, and also to bring about an atrophic
condition in the papilliae—in other words to

reduce them to their normal.
This line of treatment is the most satisfac-

tory of all forms of treatment applied to such
cases, because of the speediness and certainty

as concerns results. AVith proper manage-
ment, in from ten days to two weeks tlie trau-

ma, resulting from such operations as can-

thoplasty and the use of the Knapp roller,

has subsided.

There can be no comparison between the

results obtained by proper surgical manage-
ment of trachoma and granular lids and that

of any line of medical treatment that may be

instituted. As far as pain is concerned, the

canthoplasty and expression with tlie Knapj)
roller is not worse than the application of

stick copper, or the strong solutions of sul-

phate of copper—in fact, 1 know of nothing

more painful than the application of copper

sulphate solution in the eyes; it is prolonged
and harassing.

Another great objection to the use of cop-

per, silver, alum, and other astringents and
irritants is that it reipiires a great length of

time to accomplish any results, and even tlien

the eye lids are deformed, and frequently

much of the cornea is left opaque. Copper
should never be used.

The four local applications ujion whicli 1

mostly rely are, first of all, boracic acid with

nonnal saline as a general wash and cleanser;

secondly a solution of eserine containing one
grain to the ounce of water. This ajiplication

acts as a myotic—closing the pupil and keep-

ing out the light, wdiicli is so intolerable to

many patients. F’urther, eserine is a great

stimulant to the blood ve.ssels, and has a most
wonderful reparative effect upon the cornea
in many of its ulcerated conditions, especial-

ly where there ai-e a number of small ulcers

scattered over its surface. There can be no
harm from its use in these cases. It can be
applied night and morning for an indefinite

period of time without any evil results occur-

ring.

The next local application of great value is

pyoktonin (blue)
;
watery solution of five or

ten grains to the ounce may be applied to tlie

conjunctiva sac with impunity, and practical-

ly without pain. It is particularly valuable

in those cases where there is a sluggish, muco-
purulent discharge. This application once

each day for three or four days usually clears

up this condition, which otherwise is difficult

to get rid of. Furthermore, there is no dan-

ger of any staining of the cornea, whereas

some of the silver salts are not to be reck-

oned in these cases, and particularly the

nitrate of silver.

Lastly, but not least, one of the most valu-

able local applications is a saturated solution

of the muriate of ammonia. This is jirefer-

ably dropjied upon the everted lid once each

day. For the instant, it is very painful, but

the pain is so evanescent that patients toler-

ate its application with impunity; no harm
whatever can result from its use.

In conclusion, 1 wish to say that I am firm-

ly of the opinion that if the surgical treat-

ment of trachoma is followed up strictly in all

cases of this disease, we would soon eradicate

it from the State, for the reason that there

woidd be very much less danger of contagion

by the transmission of the clisease from one

person to another, because of the very short

duration of the disease under surgical man-

agement; in other words, I believe that the

surgical treatment should be compulsory in

all cases as soon as the diagnosis has been

made, because such iiersons art' a menace to

the community, as well as to themselves.
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DISCUSSION.

S. G. Dabney: I have listened to Dr. Coomes’

l>aper witli a great deal of interest, especially

since he is not in accord with the views general-

ly held. We all like to see a man who has the

courage of his convictions, and whose experience

entitles him to consideration. Most of wliat Dr.

t'oomes has said, however, is not to be found in

either the older Ijooks or the new ones, and is

hardly in accord with tlie experience of most of

us. Perhaps we are all jirone to practice too lit-

tle some of the things he referred to.

I think Dr. Coomes over-estimated the value of

canthotomy. Perhaps most of us do it less than

Me should, hut I hardly believe it Avill accomi)lish

as much as the essayist seems to think. In the

first place, I have never seen occasion for it in a

baby. A baby's tissues are soft and fiabby. and

are not of the same firmness as an adult 's. In

l)urulent ophthalmia in adults it is an admirable

procedure. Some years ago I sav- in consultation

a doctor M-ho had contracted a ]mrulent ophthal-

mia of one eye from treating a gonorrhoeal case,

and suggested canthotomy M’hich helped him very

much indeed.

I M’isli Dr. Coomes had touched upon removal

of the tarsal cartilage in cases of old chronic

trachoma. This is an operation that has been

very much discussed lately.

I cannot agree Mith the essayist in I’egard to

copper. I have tried all sorts of medical agents,

and I believe practically every oculist M'ill agree

M’ith me that, if there is one remedial agent in

trachoma, it is copper. IIoM•e^er, I think it is

imiiortant to impress upon the laity that surgery

is more effective and more iiermanent in its I’e-

sults than any medical treatment of trachoma.

I have never used (piinin-urea about the eye.

One condition M’hich mc never see mentioned

in the hooks as indicating operation, and Mhich

has often given me a great deal of trouble, is

that condition of the margins of the eye-lids

M’hich Me used to call a strumous condition, the

lids heing thickened and red, Muth considerahle

inflammation aliout tlie liair follicles a.nd adjacent

tissues. 1 liave often Mondered if firm exj)ression

Mould not do good in such cases. I liave never

tried it, having ahvays enpiloyed medical treat-

ment, hut I Mould he glad to hear Dr. Coomes
relate his experience M’ith such conditions.

I cannot agree M’ith the essayist in regard to

eserin. In many peoide it ]iroduces ciliary

spasm, and I cannot help hut think that in cases

of trachoma M’ith corneal ulcer, it M’ould be very

apt to produce iritis. Certainly m’c very often

see congestion of the iris, M’ith a narroM’ed jnnul

in corneal ulcer, and for my jiart I Mould hesi-

tate to give such a patient a solution of eserin

and tell him to go home and use it.

It is strange hoM’ our exiieriences M’ith the

same drug differ. Dr. Coomes finds that atropin

fails to give the patient comfort, M’hile so many

of us have noted the opposite effect, although it

undoubtedly dilates the pupil and lets in more
light. There are three things Me hold to in the

medical treatment of trachoma—atrojiin, hot ap-

plications and bluestone—both before and often

after operative treatment.

Gaylord C. Hall: I can subscribe to a good
many things that the doctor has mentioned in

his paper, particularly the use of eserin. Before
I used it, I Mas of the same opinion as Dr. Dab-
ney, but upon trying it in cei’tain eases of ulcer

of the cornea, I found that the patient Mas very

promptly relieved
; M’hereas, j)reviously the ap-

plication of atrophin had not afforded relief.

In regard to canthotomy, I think a distinction

should he made in its use in the intlammatoy con-

ditions in the eye. Where Me have an acute in-

flammatory condition M’ith chemosis and much
swelling as in purulent ophthalmia M’e take a

scissors insert at outer canthus and cut outM’ard

as far as possible. This temporarily relieves the

l)ressure. We, hoM’ever, do no plastic Mork. It

has been also recommended that radiating incis-

ions in the bulbar conjunctiva may be necessary

in cases of excessive chemosis although I have

never found this procedure necessary.

The operation I do in trachoma is not a

canthotomy in the sense of being merely a slit.

It is more properly a canthojilasty. The external

canthus is extended outMard to the external an-

gular process. Then inserting the points of a

scissors underneath both skin and conjunctiva

the tarsal ligament is felt for, cut loose and a

small portion excised above and beloM’.

The rationale of the treatment is this: the

main feature of the pathology of trachoma is

atrojiliy Avhich effects both the conjunctiva and

tarsal plate. This is accompanied by an in-

flammatory action the M’hole resulting in increas-

ed pressure against the globe M’hich results in

ulceration and ]iannus.

Old cases of trachoma shoM’ an involvement of

the free edges of the lid M’ith a tendency of the

hairs to turn in further increasing the liability

to ulcei’ation and pannus. The operation describ-

ed is therefore ahvays done in old eases to re-

lieve the jn’essiu’e already existing and in all of

those except very recent cases to prevent iiressure

M’hich M’ill develop M’hen atrophy takes place.

The ]iressure being relieved the tendency to ulcer

formation and ]>annus is jiractically obviated.

In advanced trichiasis folloMing old cicatrical

deformity, I do not believe that canthoplasty or

canthotomy Mill meet the indications. We must

do much more extensive surgery, ami I believe

the best ojAeration for a condition of th.at kind

is the Hotz Anagnostakis operation, consisting

of an incision ]iarallel M’ith the ciliary margin

of the ujAper lid, and about three or four milli-

meters above the ciliary margin. This (illus-

trating on blackboard) Mill represent the pal-

])ebral slit. If there is- a surplace of tissue in
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tlie upper lid. 1 always e.\('ise l)etwceii these

l)()iiits and take oft tlie redundant skin. Then
I pick up witli foreei)S llie fascia and fibres of

the oi-hieularis niuscle, e.\posin,i>' the upper por-

tion of tlie tarsal jilate. If it is inucli thickened,

1 slice out a portion with a very tliin knife. Af-

ter tliis is done you will find that the lid is niucli

more freely movable. Next comes our sutures.

The operation 1 do differs from the Hotz Anag-

nostakis operation in tiiat, insteail of usiii"' a

sinyle suture, 1 use a matress suture, in order to

secure fii’iner union.

By pulliny on tlie ends of the threads after

the siitui’e has been placed, one can judge the

amount of correction reipiired, and regulate it to

any degree necessary to cause a turning out of

the ciliary border of the lids.

There is one other method of dealing with

these cases, which I have tried to my chagrin;

namely, removing these lashes by means of

electroly.sis. 1 do not know what the ex[ierience

of others has been, but when I tried to eradicate

these lashes by electrolysis, they siirang out

faster than I could dispose of them. Therefore,

in extreme cases I have resorted to the other

operation, which has been attended by complete

success.

M. F. Cocmes, (Closing) : First, in regard to

the use of eserin. Eserin does two things; it

shuts out the light and stimulates circulation. I

would feel absolutely at a loss in a case of cor-

neal ulcer if I could not use eserin.

Dr. Dabney stated that many of the points

brought out in my jiaper could not be found in the

books. I did not find them in books; they are the

result of nearly forty years’ experience, and I

wish to thank Dr. Dabney for bringing out that

point.

I have never seen iritis result from the use of

eserin. We are all afraid of certain things, but I

see no reason why any one should be afraid of

eserin. I never use a solution of less than one

grain to an ounce of water, and I have never

had any bad results from it. I have not used

atropin for ten years and never expect to use it

again. Eserin and atropin are absolute opposites

so far as the effect on the pu()il is concerned, and
it is rather peculiar that men of the experience

of Dr. Dabney and myself should differ so wide-

ly in regard to such things.

So far as the distinction between ti’achoma and
ordinary granulated lids is concerned, there is

just as much difference as between daylight and

darkness. In trachoma we have something em-

bedded in the conjunctiva that does not belong

there. It is a foreign body, and it is easily diag-

nosed, whether they be in abundance or in mod-

eration. In trachoma if we will hlanch out the

conjunctiva, we will find these little bodies, or

nodules, in it; in granulated lids we may blanch

the conjunctiva as much as we i)lease, and we

will find a smooth surface; these little nodules

are iu)t i)resent.

As to the use of copper sulphate, of course we
all go more or less by our own experience, but 1

believe we can get so much better results from
muriate of ammonia. When we j)ut a saturated

solution of niitrite of ammonia in the eye the

stimulation is so great that it turns the con-

junctiva white, l)ut the patient goes out of the

office feeliiig good. On the other hand, we may
leave copper there for twenty-four hours and it

<loes no good.

Take a case of trachoma that it is desired to

operate on. I simply slip a needle under the

skin, evert the lid and inject the trachomatous
conjunctiva full of (piinine urea and operate

twenty minutes later. The immediate result is

always good, just as in the case of the woman I

reported. We all know how sensitive the face is.

In this case, I filled everything up with cpiinine

urea, and then made a linear cut from the edge

of the lid to the lip, nearly four inches in length,

and she said the oidy ])ain she felt was when the

needle was introduced.

There is an operation that may be done much
more quickly than that outlined by Dr. Hall, in

children, and the results are so much better.

There are two things to do. First, as in the case

of the woman I reported, take a large piece of

skin out of the upper lid, going clear down to

the cartilage, and stitch it up. If we stop there,

with or without canthotomy, we do not get re-

sults. The thing to do then is to take a cataract

knife and cut along the margin of the lid, inside

the lash, and let it granulate from the bottom.

By this means we get the lash turned up Avith

practically no deformity at all. There is nothing

new about it, but this is one of the most satisfac-

tory operations I have ever done.

I wish to thank the gentlemen for their dis-

cussion.

Fracture of Forearm.—Treatment. To cor-

rect overriding of fragments, attach to hand, an-

teriorly and posteriorly, as seiAarate straps, zinc

reaching from above wrist to 6 inches beyond

extended fingers, and fixed above wrist and about

knuckles Avith encircling strips. Apply usual

oxide adhesive plasters 2 1-2 inches in Avidth,

splint dressing an dalso a i)laster-of-Paris encas-

ing bandage, including hand and loAver arm.

When this firm, include beneath enveloped fore-

arm, by more turns of plaster bandage, a light,

flat Avooden splint I'cojecting 1 or 2 inches be-

yond extended fingers. To a cross-jiiece at end of

this, ju'ojecting an inch, attach the double ad-

hesive strap from hand Avith tacks, thus keeping

bony fragments from overriding.—Miel.
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CLINICAL CASES

ACUTE RIIEU:\rATISM.

Hy Asa W. Nickeij^, Louisville.

Ill submitting for your consideration this

evening a iirief resume of this important suh-

.iee.t as lield by our most modern investigators

and my sul)se(iuent report of an unusual case,

1 desire to place especial emphasis on .some

jiluises of this disease wliich will doubtless

elicit some interest, especially among those of

experience, and who have the most graphic
concejition of this infection.

1 will speak a word as to the prophylaxis,

but have purposely omitted the direct treat-

ment and that of such complications and se-

(piellae as h_yperpyrexia, cardiac comiiliea-

lions, anemia, meningitis and chorea, trust-

ing these will be taken up in the discussion.

Acute rheumatism is an infectious disease

which manifests itself by its tendency to in-

volve the joints and serous membranes else-

wluu'e ; recognized and characterized hy an ex-

udative non-suppiirative inflammation of the
joints with a ])rononnced tendenej" to second-
ary involvement of the endocardium, pai’ticu-

larly that of the mitral leaflets and left cham-
ber of the heart (especially in children, dur-

ing which period aortic lesions are relatively

rare,) the pericardium, heart muscle, the

j)leura. Occasionally, however, the peri-

toneum and meninges. The most serious se-

(piel of this disease is that which results from
its involvement of the cardiac valves. In
mild cases of endocarditis of rheumatic origin,

almost complete resolution may take place,

leaving perhaps a slight thickening of the

valves and endocardium. ]\Iost usually, how-
ever, considerable crippling of the leaflets

from inflammatory thickening, adhesions and
secondary contraction occurs and valvular de-

formity and defects result. The mitral valve
is most frequently disturbed and the aortic

next in frequency, lesions in the right heart
are rare.

Etiology of this disease has been discussed
since the earh" history of medicine. Fonnerly
some special secretion or rheum, various
chemical intoxications and numerous acids

were supposed to be important etiological

factors. Among tliese lactic and uric acid

have held a high place. The acid hypothesis

was suggested by the acid sweats and high-

ly acid condition of the urine. Recent bac-

teriological investigations throw some light

on the micro-organisms responsible for the

disease. An anaerobic bacillus described hy
Achalme and other French observers, resemb-
ling the anthrax bacillus had been considered

of importance but his findings have not been

sustained. Now the majority of recent in-

vestigators indicate the organism generally
present as a streptococcus or diplococcus,
somewhat allied to the streptococcus pyogenes
and pneumococcus. This has been found in

the blood of patients and fluid obtained from
rheumatic joints in patients suffering from
rheumatism. Their absence sometimes on
microscopic examination of joint fluids is ex-
])lained as due to the fact that the miei’o-or-

gauisms have been destroyed, or retained in

the tissiH'S of the synovial membrane, while
the fluid exudate is sterile. This organism
was named by Poynton and Payne, as the
“diplococcus rheumaticus” and they and
other recent investigators regard it as the spe-
cific cause of the disease. Mantle, Klebs, Sin-
ger, Popotf, Leyden, Westphal, Wassermann,
Ainley, Walker, Longseope and iMalkoff with
Poynton and Payne, have reported that this

organism has been repeatedly recovered,
grown in pure culture and shown to produce
an acute arthritis in a large series of rabbits
by inoculation. This was regarded by Poyn-
ton as a short chain streptococcus in “family”
resemblance, and a diplococcus in relation to

species. It is very small, retains Gram’s stain

feebly, shows greater resistance to drying.
It produces acid readier and more profusely
than the streptococcus pyogenes. Its tend-

ency to abccss production is less than the lat-

ter. The numerous reports bearing on the

intimate relationship between infection of the

tonsils, accessory si uses, pharynx, bronch-
iectases and other foci in relation to rheuma-
tism and endocarditis, shows strongly that
rheumatism is not only an infection but is

associated largely with chronic and acute ton-

silar infection from which the streptococci are

most frequently isolated. For example, D. J.

Davis in the analysis of 45 eases of rheuma-
tism found a diverse flora on the surface of

the tonsils, but in the crypts found nearly
pure cultures of streptococci, representing dif-

ferent strains, nearly all of which when in-

jected in the rabbits in small doses produced
arthritis and the streptococci were recovered
and regrown from the joint lesions. It would
therefore seem from the reports of many skill-

ed observers that not only may the tonsils be

diseased and filled with pathogenic organisms,

without perhaps the patient recognizing any
serious trouble as an angina, but the organs
may appear normal at a casual examination,

while they may contain pus and act as an
inculiator for pyogeniccocci. The effect then

of such destructive processes in such suscepti-

ble tissue as the tonsils, the many grades of

toxemia produced by their absorption must be

considered. Even when there is no real bae-

teriemia, fhe body tissue is unquestionalily af-

fected by the materials generated hy the con-

stant germ activity with the resulting
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(lestruelion of tissue. Such may be of special

frc((uency in childhood when such a process

may pi-oduce no more evidence of rlieumatism

tlum tlie so-called “fj;rowing pains.”

Dr. Clieadle’s excellent summary for believ-

ing rheumatism infectious is: the occasional

epidemic prevalence, the variability of type,

the incidence upon the young, occurrence of

tonsilitis, endocarditis, pneumonia, erythema,

rapid antmiia, tendency to acid albuminuria,

the implication of the joints, the relapses, the

nervous disturbances and the specific power
of salicylic acid, are all suggestive of an in-

fectious disease. Some claim we can go little

beyond this assertion at the present, that

neither finding the germs in the affected tis-

sues, nor the production of arthritis in ani-

mals with recovered organisms is sufficient to

l)rove the cmisalivc factor, as many diseases

are associated with an arthritis and many
germs will j)i‘oduce this condition in animals.

Bat we must admit that the streptococcus or

diplococcus is found with remarkable regu-

larity by Poynton and Beattie and produces

in susceptible tissue, the chief lesions and
comj)lieations of acute rheiunatism with
alarming constancy. The fact that the or-

ganism is arranged sometimes like a diplo-

eoceus and then like that of the stx’eptocoeeus,

is interesting in its relations to the findings

reported by those investigating the flora of

diseased tonsils. Recent statistics show coinci-

dent tonsillitis in 80 per cent, of cases of

acute rheumatism and sometimes an acute or

slight tonsilar infection antedates rheumatism
by three or four weeks. Then we are bound
to admit the close connection between certain

known infections whose etiolog.y we can dem-
onstrate and the phenomena of rheumatism.

In consideration of the mox’bid anatomy of

rheumatism we note the lesions are in struct-

ures which are very active, as a joint, muscle
tendon and heart. The association of heart
involvement is so common in children that it

is considered to represent tyixical ravages of
the infection. Macroseopically, the joints pre-
sent the typical features of involvement.
Rheumatic nodes can be felt beneatb the skin

in the tendons of the digits, the patella, and
region of the occiput, in small oval masses.

In endocarditis, the endocardium is swollen

and anemic witlx the presence of warty pro-

txiberanees and are nxost frequeixt on the

miti'al aortic valves. In myocarditis, the

walls ajxpear stx-etched and flabby. The peri-

cai'dium may show xulhesions betweeix its lay-

ers and sometimes a certain fibrinoixs exudate.
Micx’oscopie examiixatioix discloses three /ones
as being constant : the outer /one of swollen

connective tissue, one of cellular exudate aixd

one of iK'ci'osis with exudate. Whei’e there is

])ericai'dial and joint involvement, tlu; tibi-ino-

cellular exudate, furnishes constituexxts for

the fluid in either pericardial or synovial sacs.

Warty growths oxx the valves are txbrixx. ]\Ia-

lignant eixdocarditis is rax’e. When px'eseixt

there is axi area of ulceration while in myo-
carditis, there is ofteix found ax'eas of fatty

degeixeration.

In view of the almost eoxxclusive infoxana-

tioxi, coxxcerxxing the eaxxse axxd portals of ixi-

fection, 1 believe that projxer care of the

xxose, throat, axxd teeth iix children axxd adxxlts

coxxstitixtes the first proeedxxre ixx prophylaxis.

We must also coxxsider prompt ti’eatment any-
where about the xx])per air passages and es-

pecially the toxxsils. The early removal of

adenoids and diseased tonsilar tissue is im-
perative. Not entirely becaxxse of the relatioxi-

shi[) betweexx focal infections and acxxte and
chx'Oixic arthritis, but becaxise of poor nutx"i-

tioxx axxd retarded developmexxt, which xnay
and perhaps does, intluexxce the fxiture of such
unfortunates.

(report of case.)

I regret that I have lost nxy record of this

ease and will as best I caix recall some of the

salient points. It was a pecxxliar ease of rheu-
matism, exliibitixxg one feature that I have
rarely seexx in such eases, that of such pro-
nouxxced axxd prolonged delirium. The pa-
tient was a Germaxx gardner, about 50 yeax's

of age, sxxbjective histoi*y unsatisfactory. Ob-
jective, axx axxgina preceded this attack with
all its symptoms, thexx the typical symptonxs
of intlamnxatoxy rhexxixxatism, infiammatioxx

aboxit the joints with considerable effxxsioix

into the sacs, px-aecox*dial oppx'ession, et

eetex’a. I had him x’emoved to St. Axxthoxxy’s

Hospital the early part of March and kept
him there perhaps six weeks or ixxore. After
he had beexi thex’e a short tinxe he beeaixxe de-

lirious and durixxg the sxxcceedixxg 24 hours,

looked as if he miglit die at any time, sooxx he
beeanxe stroxxger and more violent and whexx

oecasioxx presexxted woxxld leave his bed and
try to get away and kept the other patients ixx

axx xiproax’, l)xit by the close vigilaixce of the

orderlies we kept him ixx bed where sooxx his

coxidition became so gxaive and he was so wexik

that he was xxot difficult to control and he jxist

lay there for sevex’al dixys with a low mxxttei'-

ing delix’ixxm, till after a proloxxged and cXggivx-

vatixig ixeriod he began to clexxr xxj) {ixxd in

xiboxit ten days was coiixparxxtively lucid. I

bad Dr. Cecil see him with irxe oxx two occas-

ions axid did not change the ti-eatmexxt in any
way. I did xxot give him axxtistreptococcie

serxim or the phylacogens because 1 w;is

afraid of the reaction fi-om the latt(U‘ agent
with his conditioxx pi'c.sent. He had a genuine
pancni'ditis and fox’ some tiixie it .sexmual as

though the heart sac w;is filh'd with fluid and
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the sounds scarcely audible. Finally the con-

dition clear d up and the patient left the hos-

pital. This was one of tiie woi-st cases of tiie

kind I have ever seen and for that reason I

desired to report it.

DISCUSSION.

J. M. Ray: 1 read an article recently, on the

siil)ject of the relationship between the tonsils

and tuberculosis, in one part of whicli, (luotini*'

i'roiu Wright, who is one of the best pathologists

in this country, he said that, while tuberculosis

may be contracted through the tonsils, he does

not believe this is true in the vast majority of

cases. I think we can say ])ractically the same
thing in regard to the relationship between the

tonsils and rheumatism. A great many people

have tonsilitis who do not have rheumatism, and

vice versa. Simply because the two conditions

sometimes occur simultaneously is no reason for

believing that tlie tonsil is the avenue through

which the rheumatic infection gains entrance into

the system. Practically all of the investigators

along this line have been able to trace the in-

fectious organism into the tonsil, but none of

tliem has been able to ])ositively determine how
it gets from the tonsil into the circulation. Tu-

berculous infection, for instance, may get be-

yond the tonsils, into the lymphatic glands of the

neck, and stop there. I am inclined to agree in

the opinion that, in early life, during that period

when we think we know that the tonsil has a

function, its removal really means the removal of

a barrier to the entrance of various infectious

organisms. Later on in life, after the period

when the tonsil has a function, it becomes a

disease-promoting organ, and may then be remov-

ed
;
but as long as the tonsil has a function, which

is to protect the system against various infections,

I think it is best to leave it in situ. If the ton-

sil promotes disease by the absorption of infect-

ious material, then why not also the mucous

membrane of the phaiynx and naso-pharynx,

which offer a much broader surface for absorp-

tion than does the tonsil. Some time ago I saw

a child who was subject to recurring attacks of

follicular tonsilitis, the recurrence having become

sufficiently frecpient to demand radical treatment.

I removed the child’s tonsils, and the mother be-

lieved, of course, that the child would never

have any more systemic troul)le from that source.

However, in time the child developed follicular

spots similar to those that had apjieared on the

tonsils, and exhil)ited the same evidences of sep-

sis that it had before the tonsils were removed.

C. H. Harris: I fail to see anything unusual

in the case reported by Dr. Xickoll. It is not un-

remmon to see delii'ium in a case of active rheu-

matoid arthritis. The only feature that might

be considered unusual is the fact that the man

had ])ericardial effusion, myocarditis, endocar-

ditis and pericarditis, and got well in four

weeks. 1 do not know what tlie doctor's treatment
was, but if he cured endocarditis, pericarditis,

and myocarditis, with effusion, in four weeks,
he certainL’ obtained a re’."'‘arkable result.

Asa W. Nickell, (riosing) : I think Dr. Harris
is a man of some experience; but Dr. Cecil, with
all of his experience, as internist and teacher,

said that this was one of tlie most unusual eases

he had ever seen. I did not state I cured this

man in four weeks but at the expiration of six

01 ' eight weeks he left the hospital for the home
of his sister where in three or four months he

resumed his duties. I leave it to the Society as

to which opinion of the two gentlemen they should

attach the most significance.

This man I.ad a myocarditis. I believe that, in

the pre.sence of any toxin in the system, whether
it be from influenza, pneumonia, diphtheria, or

ilieumatism, if the' heart has to deal with it very

long the patient will have a myocarditis in

greater or less degree. We may have an endo-

carditis sometimes and not leave much pathology

behind. Also, according to some of the best

clinicians in this country, we may sometimes have

a myocarditis of severe type, with an entire ab-

sence of fraidv .symptoms.

I have great respect for the o])inion of my
friend Dr. Ray, but he must confess he differs ab-

solutely from that of D. ,1. Davis, of the North-

western University of Chicago, and others who
have been employed by Research Lureaus of this

country to investigate the etiology of rheumatism
on R bests monkeys, etc. They not only find this

poison in the tonsils, but in the accessory sinuses

in the antrum of Highmore, and in the ])har>mx,

and they have demonstrated this in 80 per cent,

of cases by taking this poison from tl'e tonsil

and injecting it into rabbits, producing the typic-

al symptoms of this condition. It seems to me
that is almost conclusive evidence of the relation-

ship between the tonsils and rheumatism.

PPIRIOSTEAL SARCO:\rA.

(report op case.)

By Guy P. Grigsby, Loni.sville.

The hi.story of the case that I wish to pre-

.sent to-night is as follows. Rose II., colored,

age 19. Family history negative as regards

malignancy, has had the disea.ses of childhood

hut has never had any serious illness up to

the present time. Has in fact been unusually

free from anj" sickness. The present trouble

began, she thinks, about four or five months
ago. Tlie fi:st thing that she noticed was the

presence of a small tumor about the size of a

walnut on the outer side of arm just a little

lielovv tlie shoulder joint. Careful (piestion-

ing 1 could not elicit any tiistory of injury or

anything else that might be considered as a

causative factor. Tbis growlli was painless
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and in consoqucnco she i)nid no attention to

it. It rapidly increased in size and a, little

l)oroi’e X-iuas she consulted her family doctor

who is colored. lie treated it upon tlie su])-

position that it was an inflaiumatory condi-

tion ha.sed upon the fact that she was running
a little teni])erature, tlie i>ain, and the local

condition. The tiimoi' increased in size and
lie consulted two of the local doetoi-s and they
advised bringing her to the city. After e.x-

aniining her I made a tentative diagnosis of

sarcoma and advised an X-ray. Dr. Keith
has made two very beautiful plates that are

more or less confirmatory of the original diag-

nosis, that of a periosteal sarcoma. The term
“osteosarcoma” has very unfortunately crept

into the literature of tumors, and is used to

signify a sarcoma which originates from
hone regardless of the structure of the tumor.
1 believe tliat it is better to classify these tu-

mors as myelogenous and periosteal sarcomas
of the hone. Myeologenous sarcoma may ap-

pear in connection with any lione of the body
especially the lower jaw and the epij)hyses of

the long hones, rarely in the diaphysis. They
are made up of several stnictures, small or

large round celled, spindle celled, or 'mixed.

They aften show great numbers of giant cells.

Contrary to general opinion sarcoma are sot

confined to any period of life, but may occur
at any age. However periosteal sarcoma ai-e

perhaps oftener found in the young patients.

The tumor is usually firm but may be ex-

tremely soft. The growth is often spindle

shaped and gradually surrounds the bone,

metastases are likely to occur relatively eai’ly,

and the tumors, as a rule, are very rapid in

growth. There is danger of confusing the

diagnosis with syphilitic lesions and especial-

ly with tixberculosis, which cannot always be
done by a Wasserman or the tidxerculin tests,

for it must be remendxered that a syphilitic

or a tulierculous individual may develop sar-

coma. It is even moi’e difficixlt as in this case

when it is near an articulation. They may
also be confused with inflammatory processes.

The continued growth, the outlines of the

tumor, the continuation of the growth
whether the part is functionating or at rest

—

inflammatory processes especially the chronic

ones are improved by rest—favor the diag-

nosis of .sarcoma. The skiagraph after all is

the most important means in arriving at a

correct diagnosis. The diagnosis of the case

in question is based xrpon the local apjxear-

ance of the tumor, the rapidity of the gi'owth,

the involvement ,so early of the .surraunding

structures, the age, and the X-ray findings.

The ti-eatment, of course, is palliative, as it

has advanced so far that sui-gical intervenliou

would only promise' a veiy ('ai’ly l•('(•urrem‘e.

DISCUSSION.

C. B. Spalding: I am very glad indeed to have

seen this ease. The ti'eatinent and the ultimate

outcome of the case are to me the most interest-

ing features. I would like to know what Dr.

(Jrig'sby jeroposes to do for this patient. My own
oi)inion is that not much can he promised, as the

glandular sti'uctures and muscular tissues under-

neath are apparently already involved.

Ben Carlos Frazier: Dr. (Irigshy did not refer

to the treatment in his report of this case. The
most interesting' (piestion in connection with this

patient is, how long will she live, and whether or

not slie will have changes in the mediastinal

glands and lungs before very long. As the doctor

said in his report, it does not appear that there

is anything to be done for this })atient that holds

out any promise.

W. C. Dugan: This is certainly a very interest-

ing case. In view of its rapid growth, and the

feel of this tumor upon palpation. I do not be-

lieve tliere is any (|uestion that it is a periosteal

sarcoma, or what is called a vesiculating osteo-

sarcoma, where the blood vessels become calcified,

and the growth is very ra))id, soon involving all

of the soft structures. 1 have seen two such

cases, both of which ran very rapid courses, bear-

ing out what Dr. Grigsby said in regard to treat-

ment—that only palliative measures are indicat-

ed. Shoulder-joint am|)utation will do the ]ia-

tient absolutely no good.

H. H. Harris: Do not these conditions often-

times follow trauma?

Guy P. Grigsby (Closing) : Answering Dr.

Harris’ question in regard to trauma, it is true

that trauma is very frequently a factor in tlie eti-

ology of these tumors. However, a sarcoma may
occur Avith no aptiarent cause, as it did in this in-

stance. I was careful to bring out the point in

the report that I tried to elicit a history of in-

jury, but Avas unable to do so. The phase of this

subject that is most intere.sting to me is that of

diagnosis. I have been unfortunate enough to

have seen tAvo similar cases Avithin tlie past year.

One of these Avas seen later on by Dr. Vance, wlio

did a shoulder-joint amputation, followed by re-

currence and the death of iiatient AA'ithin three

months. Both of these cases Avent unrecognized

for a period of six or eight months, until there

Avas absolutely nothing to hojie for from opera-

tive interference.

One of these eases was in a man ahoiit .'12 years

of age. As stated in the report, the develoiuneiit

of sarcomata is not confined to anv certain lime

of life—they occur in the old as well as tin'

young. The jieriosteal type of sarcoma, however,

is more jirone to de\elo]) in the young.

^Vhenever 1 see a tumor, no matter Avhere it

may be located, the first thought that occurs to

me is the |iossibility of malignancy. !\ly first

step, therefore, is to ('liminati' malignancy, and
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not until I liave done that do I proceed to some
other exjjlanation of the causation of the tumor.
In this way there is less likeliltood of overlooking
such conditions as this until it is too late for suc-

cessful surgical intervention. The first case I

saw had been under the ol)servation of her phy-
sician, a colored doctor, for more than three

months, and had been examined by two other doc-

tors, none of wliom had recognized the condition.

Tlie diagnosis is a very pertinent question in con-

nection witli this subject, and should not be ov-

erlooked.

ABSCESS OF LIVER.

(report op case.)

By S. T. Ye.vtts, Louisville.

Patient M., colored, female, age 45, weigld,

144 lbs. She had been a resident of Louisville

for a numher of yeai-s, occupation, a seams-

tress and housemaid, had been married 22

years, one child born. The patient had been
in good health, wdth the exception of occasion-

ally an attack of indigestion, also two attacks

of severe pains in region of liver, about one

and two months previous to this trouble.

On March 16th, I was called by Or. L. T.

Clieatham, of this city to see this woman, the

diagnosis already made, abscess of the liver,

sent to the Red Cross Hospital and ready for

operation. 1 found her with a pvdse of 120,

temperature 102, suffering 'with a great deal

of pain in region of liver, also a distinct

bulging over the i:)ainfi;l area.

Under gas anaesthesia administered by Dr.

W. O. Onderdonk, the field of operation was
first cleansed by l)enzine, allowed to dry, then

painted over with a 50 per cent, solution of

iotline, the incision was made over the most
bulging portion which was the outer border of

rectus muscle. After dividing skin, fat and
fascia of rectus muscle, the fibres of this

muscle were necortic and full of pus, the

liver was adherent to abdominal wall cover-

ing over a large area, hence it was not neces-

sary to enter the abdominal cavity to open the

abscess.

Upon opening the abscess there escaped a

large quantity of typical chocolate colored

pus, drainage tube inserted, wound closed,

patient put to l)ed with no marked depression

or shock.

Within two days following the operation,

lier pulse and temperature returned to nor-

mal, appetite increased, bowels became regu-

lar. In 7 or 8 days permitted to use the bead

rest.

Drainage tubes removed on tbird day and

at this time she was given the bacterins
;
giv-

ing a dose every 3 or 4 days, but tbe drainage

remained profuse.

She had a dry hacking cough, all fhe time

as they do when the diaphragm is involved,
though her respiration was not interferecl

with until about the 10th day. She developed
trouble wdth left lung. Supposedly an in-

farction, respiration became embarassed,
temperature and pulse went up. Her condi-

tion grew worse until the 14th day, when she

died.

Post mortem could not be obtained.

DISCUSSION.

J. Hunter Peak: I liad tlie good fortune to see

tins case witli Dr. Yeatts. I have seen a number
of these eases, and in most of them the termina-

tion has been similar to tliat reported. Those

eases of abscesses of the liver that I have seen

have usually followed some condition below, such

as tyi^hoid fever or appendicitis. In this case,

liowever, thei’e was no history of any abdominal

condition prior to this attack.

This case was interesting for more reasons

than one. In tiie first place, the patient had al-

ways enjoyed good health; tliere was no liistory

of any previous intra-a1)dominal condition that

might have led to an abscess of the liver. Fur-

thermore, it appeared to me that Nature was en-

deavoring to take care of tlie condition, and for

a while it seemed that the abscess would open

itself. The liver has no cajisule to prevent it

from swelling, and in tlie presence of an inflam-

matory process it sometimes swells to such an ex-

tent as to fill almost half of the abdomen, and in

this particular case the liver seems to have be-

come attached to the abdominal wall, which had

been infiltrated by the pus, as jms was found be-

tween the psoas and rectus muscles, and some of

the fibres of the muscles were necrotic, making
it very urgent to o]i>en the abscess and, if pos-

sible, without contaminating the abdominal cav-

ity. For a time it aiipeared that the jxitient

would get well, but the infarct or embolus in the

lung soon wound up the case.

Virgil E. Simpson: I would like to ask what
character of vaccine rvas used in this case.

S. T. Yeatts, (Closing) : We used vaccine con-

taining strejitococci, ' staphylococci and colon

liacilli, after an examination h.ad shown those

organisms to be present.

AN UNUSUAL CASE OF PREGNANCY.

By C. E. Frey, Louisville.

On the evening of the 23rd of last month,

IMrs. C., with her adopted daughter, 11 years

of age, came to my office for consultation.

The mother complained about the girl’s

breasts, saying “they ke])t wet, some fluid Avas

coming from them.” Upon inspection of the

breasts I noticed a coloration around the nij)-

ples, the diameter of the pigmented circle be-

ing very large, ])ossibly 11-2 or 2 inches.

Slight pressure of the nipple brought foidh
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a little watery 'milk. The girl, having a long

and tight coi'set on, I reqiiestcd the mother to

return with her the following night, ilressed

loosely without corset. Both appeared at the

appointed time, the girl put upon the table

and on auscultation the fetal heart sound was
made out quickly and positivel 3^ Taken oft'

the table and in the standing position hallotte-

ment revealed the foetal head upon digital

examination, per vagina. Both were inform-

ed of my diagnosis, the girl strenuously deny-

ing having had intercourse. But the follow-

ing morning admitted her seduction in July

of last year. I report the case on account of

the girl’s youth, she being 11 years old last

month, having been born in Alarch, 1903.

The girl is a typical blond, weighs 116 pounds,

height 4 feet 10 inches, menstruated at the age

of 9, suppression of menses since last August.

The girl became pregnant at the age of 10

years and 5 months.

A CASE OF SCLERODERMA CIRCCAI-

SCRIPTA.

By Al. L. R.vviTcn, Louisville.

Sister L. B., of Henderson Academy, was

referred to me by Dr. AV. AV, AVilson of the

same city. Patient, who is thirty years of

age, began to complain of general weakness

two 3’ears ago. She had a genei’al pruritus

and a tingling sensation alt over the I'ody for

the last year. About seven or eight months

ago, she noticed a parasthesia of the fingers

of the right hand. Shortly afterwards, there

appeared a marked tension of indurated skin

above the elbow. It gave rise to an exceeding-

ly unpleasant feeling so that the patient had

a sensation of having part of the skin in a

straight jacket. This form of scleroderma

which we found in this patient, usually oc-

curs in oval or rounded patches and is known
as morphea or cireumscrilied scleroderma.

Histologically, we notice changes in the

corium, there is an increase in the connective
tissue with here and there hyaline degener-
ation

;
later on, we see atrophy of the stratum

eorneuni and the papilla.

The latest investigators acknowledge that

the etiology and pathogenesis of this affection

are unknown. The consensus of oj)inion

among the investigators is, that this affection

is rather a disorder of the functions of the

glands.

The prognosis is not as unfavorable as in

general scleroderma. Some cases have been
known to yield to treatment. Koborants, mas-
sage with emolient remedies, eleeti'o-theraj)y

are veiy useful agents.

MEDICAL PROGRESS

DEPARTAIENT OF GYNECOLOGY AND
ABDOAIINAL SURGERY.

By A. D. AVili,motii and Ciias. Farmer,

Louisvile.

Some of ihe Newer Methods of Bcdiocing

the Mortality of Operations on the Pelvic

Organs.—Dr. Geo. AA^. Crile from J. A. M. A.,

Oct. 25th, 1913.

Since the inauguration of asei^tie surgery

the mortality in all abdominal operations has

been constantly falling, due to the improve-

ment in technique and the more carefid select-

ion of cases for operation.

The saving of the handicapped patient is

one of the important problems of surgery,

particularly the patients with hypertension

and hypotension, the result of infection or or-

ganic diseases. Operations on these patients

can be safely done if the operation can be

postponed to bring the patient to a condition

safe for operation.

The dangers in hypertension cases are em-

bolism, thrombosis, renal insufficiency, an-

gina, pneumonia and cardiac failure. Psy-

chic and physical strain produce identical re-

sults in patients with hypertension and the

seat of danger is in the brain tissue. This

has been proven by experiments on animals.

The physical substance of the brain cells is

exhausted. Emotional stinmlation also pro-

duces an increase of the internal secretions,

epinephrin, thyroid secretion and glycogen.

If an operation could be performed so that

no traumatic impulses could reach the brain,

or all emotional stimuli connected with the

operation could be abolished or reduced to a

minimum, then the dangers from an opera-

tion would be only those which result from

the local injury inflicted. It is claimed that

anoci-associatiou accomplishes this.

The operative i>rocedure under this princi-

ple consists of the administration of solacing

drugs to lessen the pre-operative strain, the

administration of inhalation anaesthesia to

obliterate harmful impressions during the

course of the operation and the progi-essive

use of a local anaesthetic to prevent the pas-

sage to the brain of traumatic stimuli from the

field of operation, and finally the use of a lo-

cal anaesthetic of lasting effect that the tis-

sues may be kept relaxed and painful after

effects are eliminated.

Ether possesses certain dangers for pa-

tients with hypertension. There is a period

of excitement in its earlier stage. Nausea and
vomiting are dangerous in Ihese eases. In

nitrous oxide gas there is much danger of

harmful after results.
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The complete technique is as follows : An
hour or so before the operation the patient re-

ceives a hypodermic of morphine 1-6 of a

grain and 1-150 of a grain of scopolamin. The
anaesthetic may he administerecl in the pa-

tient’s room or he may be conveyed to the op-

erating room and the anesthetic given there.

When the patient is anaesthetized the division

of tissue is jireceded by nerve blocking by the

use of a solution of novocaine, 1-400. Each
division of tissue in the course of operation is

preceded by the injection of novocaine. The
skin and subcutaneous tissue are injected,

then the fascia, tlie remaining muscle or pos-

terior sheath and the peritoneum. Momen-
tary pressure is e.xercised on these structures

after the solution is injected so that the anaes-

thetic etfect may spread. Next, the peri-

toneum is everted and a 5 per cent, solution

of urea and (piinine hydrochloride is infiltrat-

ed, and subjected to momentary pressure.

The effect of this will last for several days

and wound and gas pain are minimized.

If no cancer or acute infection in the field

of operation the meso-appendix, the l)ase of

the gall-bladder, the uterus, the mesentery, or

anv ])ortion of tlie peritoneum may be inject-

ed: C. F.

Conccr of the lUcnis.—So»ie Points to he

Observed in the Earlj Diagnosis.—Dr. Kufus

R. Hall, J. A. M. A., October 14, 1913.

Dr. Hall states in this article that though

cancer of the uterus has received more atten-

tion than all other diseases peculiar to wo-

men, most of the study has been directed to-

ward the development of operative technique

rather than the problem of early diagnosis.

It is important that the family physician

who sees the patient early should make a diag-

nosis in time for operation. If a diagnosis is

to be made early it must be through the edu-

cation of the laity by the family physician.

The woman should be carefully supervised

during the cancer period Avhich is placed at

from 37 to 47 years of age, not that cancer

does not occur earlier or later than this

period but it is most frequent at this age.

Tlie slightest complaint, whether paizi in the

back associated with a slight watery discharge,

leueorrhoea or pruritis should be inquired

into. During the past five years for every

operable case that came under his care there

were sixteen inoperable in cancer of the

cervix. In cancer of the body it was one to

five. If is the family physician’s duty to ex-

amine into every symptom referable to the

sexual organs of a woman just as carefully as

if he believed that she had cancer. He would

thus save many patients and avoid a great

deal of criticism of himself when the ]iatients

i-each the inoporable stage.

The trauma of labor jilays an important
etiological role in the jiroduction of cancer of

the cervix, and this should be borne in mind.
IMore than 98 per cent, occur in women who
have borne children. The early symptoms of

cancer of the cervix in the order of their ap-

pearance are first, watery discharge
;
second,

irritable bladder; third, a little irregular

bleeding; fourth, disagreeable odor. The
watery discharge may be present four' or five

weeks or three or four months before the pa-

tient considers herself ill.

Soon after the appearance of the watery
discharge, the patieirt urinates more frequeirt-

ly than irsual. There is associated with the

watery discharge a pruritis. The irregular-

bleeding is not an early sign of the disease.

The disagreeable odor so rrruch spoken of by
sonre writers is a late symptom of the dis-

ease.

If cancer is srrspeeted from the above his-

tory a carefrtl vaginal examination should be

made. If malignant disease is present a hard
nodule will be forrnd in the angle of a lacera-

tion. It bleeds very readily when touched
with a probe.

The early diagnosis of malignant disease of

the bodj^ of the uterus is neglected. It rarely

occurs before the menopause. The first sym])-

toms are a watei-y discharge with irregular-

bleeding coming on several years after the

irrerroparrse. Associated with this disc-har-ge is

an arrno.ying prrrritis. The bleeding becomes
irrore irrofuse as the disease extends.

With this clirrical history the physiciarr

should rrrake an examirratiorr. The uterrrs will

be forrrrd enlarged and rnor-e sensative tharr

rrorirral. A probe passed irrto the uterrrs

shows that it measures three or more irrehes irr

depth. Slight irrstrunrerrtatiorr causes a free

discharge of blood. If rrot sure of a diagnosis

after this examirratiorr the rrterrrs shotrld be

errretted and a microscopic examirration made
of the scrapings.

C. P.

Tlemorrtiage, from the Non-Pregnant Uter-

us.—Dr. John R. Deaver, irr Volume Tran.sact-

ions of Sectiorr of Abdominal Srrr-gery and
Gynecology, A. M. A., 1913, gives a very ex-

harrstive paper- orr this all importarrt subject.

He calls atterrtiorr to the confirsirrg classifiea-

tiorr that is made of rrterirre hemorrhage arrd

charges .srreh corrfusiorr to ignorance of the ex-

act principles underlying merrstrrration.

Dr. Deaver irr dividing the subject from a

practical standpoint speaks of hemorrhage oc-

crrrring dirring three jreriods of female life

—

pirberty, child-bearing period, and the meno-
pause arrd states that all are due to either- lo-

cal or constitutional causes. Under constitu-

tional causes he places hemorrhage due to in-

terfer-enee with or depai-tures fi-om the nor-
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mal ill tlie internal secretion or secretions

from the ovary and other dnctless f?lands, The
changes thus produced in the uterine flow

may he in quality, (juantity, or regularity.

fn all cases of hemorrhage the following

well known constitutional causes should be

looked for and ruled out. Hemophilia should

he esiiecially iiupiired- after. Anemias includ-

ing chlorosis, leukemia, higli-hlood jiressure,

infections, fevers, arterio-sclerosis, syphilis,

chronic diseases of the heart, lungs, liver, and

kidneys.

The curette once so popular should be saved

for the bust and then only to be lused as a

temporary measure. One in every five cases

generally speaking derives no benefit from
curetting hence curetted unnecessarily.

If ])atient has had leucori’hoea, with its re-

sulting thick endometrium, such cases may be

benefitted by the curette.

Local caiises may be found in almost any
of the pelvic diseases such as gonorrhoeal or

puerperal infection of the uterus, myoma,
polyp, or cancer, tears, retro-displacement,

tubal, ovarian, or tubo-ovarian disease.

In hemorrbage due to local cause or causes,

the indications for treatment are obvious-and

the extent of interference is controlled by the

extent of the involvment. A very large num-

ber in this cla.ss is due directly to parturition.

These cases are benefited in most instances

by the scientific use of the curette, its use

hastening the return to the normal.

Puberty and the menopause furnished the

mo.st difficult cases for diagnosis and for

relief. Hemorrhage at puberty may be due

to ovai’ian disease or to some form of infect-

ion or polyp but are rare, most cases being
‘

‘ essential’ ’ hemorrhage.

Contrary to the general belief, many are

the result of mild hemophilia which, however,

may be severe enough in some eases to pro-

duce death. A few the result of chlorosis and
some the residt of syphilis. IMitral stenosis

deserves special attention. Such cases should

never be confounded with the endometritis

cases and should not be curetted and great

care used in the examination, since nervous
shocks are ]>rone to produce a morbid mental

attitude toward sexual and mental life.

Hyperthyroidism is believed by Heaver to

be another cause of increased and irregular

l)leeding.

Halehe’s explanation of the rapid growth
of the body and sudden development and ma-
turation of the ovary unsettling the normal
equilibrium and ea using a so-called “ovarian
ataxia” in wbich there are periods of hyper-
secretion followed by hyposecretion should

not be confounded with maeroscoi)ic disease

of the ovary. Again Heaver believes that

there is a direct relation between calcium

metabolism and mestruation and would ad-

vise that in the treatment tlie calcium index

be detei-mined and if low, suggest the use of

10-20 grains of lactate calcium three times

daily.

He believes that calcium is the only remedy
of detinite value although many others such

as ovarian, adrenal, thyroid, i)ituitary ex-

tracts, animal serums, ergotine, styj)ticiau

and hydra.stin are used and believed by many
to ovei'come the cause and control the hemor-

rhage.

Hr. Heaver’s paper is of inestiiuable value

to the profession if in no other way by the be-

ginning his treatment in warning against the

too fre<pient use of the curette.

Trratmcnf

:

Nothing is so effective as rest

in bed for those eases of essential hemorrbage.
If bot douches are used they should be limited

to marrie<l woman but should be avoided in

young girls. If the application of heat is de-

sired it should be obtained by hot rectal in-

jections but its use is questioned in any case,

since cold to the abdomen in the form of ice

bags is far more efficacious.

Heaver’s ecnviction (and also many others)

is that the vaginal douches as a routine meas-
ure do more harm than good. They are one

of the many local treatitients that swell the

number of women both married and unmar-
ried who suffer from psychoneurosis. Week-
ly eimnging of pessaries, unneces.sary vaginal

examinations, digital massage of the uterus,

as done by the osteopaths are also followed, by
disastrous results. X-rays should not be ;ised

for the' control of hemorrhage because of its

destructive influence on the ovaries.

In hvqierthyroidism too much should not be

expected from ligation of vessels and removal

of portions of the gland, since the symptoms
ai-e possibly due to disordei’ed secretions moi-e

than to excessive secretions. Thyi'oid opera-

tions should not he done in the .young until

all other means have failed.

Gelatin is uncertain by the mouth and dan-

ger of sepsis too great to be used sub-cut-

aneously. Electricity is a local treatment
hence to be condemned.

To Sinnmanzc

:

The treatment of uterine

hemorrhage at puberty consists in quietude,

rest in bod, free action of the bowels, ice to

the abdomen, together with the use of calcium
and such other drugs as have been mentioned.
Above all time must be allowed for these

cases to improve.
Again he warns against the use of the c\ir-

ette. In hemorrhage at or near the meno-
pause Hr. Heaver calls attention to the preva-

lence of cancer and strongly urges the use of

the curette, as being the only means of diag-

nosing cancer of the uterine body, a condition

for which there is no excuse for overlooking.
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until the patient is far advanced and beyond
recall.

Inspection and section of the cervix is neces-

sary to exclude cancer there. If the cervix or

body are at all suspicious a complete panhys-
terectomy should be done.

If no pathology can be found by curette

you are reasonably certain that the case is one
of fibrosis of the intermuscnlar structui*e

along with sclerosis of the uterine vessels.

Sclerosis of the nterine vessels is not to be

confounded with a general arteriosclerosis.

Deaver calls attention to the fact that the

change is the adventitia and media. The
media is diminished in size because the mus-
cles are relapsed by fibrous tissue. The in-

tima is not involved and the lumen of the

vessel is not encroached upon, a jioint in dif-

ferentiating from syphilitic atheroma.
The uterus itself may be small, apparently

normal, in otliere large and soft, in still an-

other class large and firm. The sclerosis is

common to all forms.

The treatment in these cases has for its ob-

ject the preservation of the organs, for this

reason X-rays has its advocates, but it must
be remembered that atrophy of the ovaries

and iiterus takes place after its use for any
length of time. The results obtained from
electricity in any form is not as a rnle perm-
anent.

The application of steam has some advocates

in the hemorrhage during child-bearing

period, but the utter impossibility to regulate

the destructive atmqcai;sis places it as Deaver
had said into a class of remedies never tried.

Where the hemorrhage is severe packing
has to be done but should only include va-

ginal packing unless one is certain of asepsis.

Deaver believes that all eases of hemor-
rhage due to sclerosis should be relieved by
complete removal of the uterus.

Hysterectomy is to be especially recom-
mended in these cases as in the polyp cases a

diagnosis is sure and certain and conservative

treatment can be carried out.

In cases over forty the supra-vaginal hys-

terectomy should be done with the removal of

both ovaries.

A. D. AV.

Pancreatitis, Subacute. Treatment. 1. Rest. 2.

Limitation of diet. 3. After acute attac-k of pain

has passed off, cliolecstostom}’.—Archibald and

Mullally.

Pellagra. Treat.meut. Gelsemimu followed by

mucli improvement in 5 cases. Fluid-e.xtract, 3

or 4 drops every four hours, given. Discontinue

drug if ptosis or diplopia occurs.—Blosser.

MEDICAL PROGRESS

DEPARTMENT OF OBSTETRICS.

By Fi<orence Brandies and Ben C^ujeos

Frazier, Louisville.

I..

Win. Kohlman in New Orleans Medical
and iSnrgical Joiirind for March, in writing of
Cesarean section in ante-partum hemorrhage
claims that the (luality of obstetric operations
has improved in treatment of this complicat-
ing emergency as in other important obstetric-

al crises.

In placenta previa tlie two old well recog-
nized procedures have been version according
to Braxton Hicks and metrenysis. Without
discussing the merits of these he states that
reports from many institutions show a mor-
tality of mothers from 7 to 10 per cent and
more, and- children from 60 to 70 per cent.

Sepsis has been given as the cause of death of
the mothers in only 10 per cent, while loss of

blood has claimed the majority of the victims.

Cesarean section has therefore in recent years
been looked to as the solution of this great
problem

;
he gives three main points in favor

of this radical procedure: First, intra-partum
hemorrhage prevented, as dilatation of lower
uterine segment not necessary

;
second, in case

labor set in and loss of blood makes termina-
tion imperatiA-e, a pro-Cesarean may yet save

motlier and child
;

third. Cesarean prevents

post-partum hemorrhage.
Kohlmann cites Kroening and Selsheim as

advocating this method of delivery in selected

cases as in placenta previa centralis and later-

alis, complete dilatation not having taken

place. The great reduction in mortality of

mother and child must without doubt accord

to this operation, the place it so justly merits.

He reports a case of pregnancy at eight

months, multipara with repeated hemorrhages
of varying amounts, e.xamination showed pla-

cental tissue in-esenting over os—labor pains

felt during two houi’s
;

diagnosis, placenta

previa centralis. Operation, Cesarean section.

Alother and child both did well and left the

hospital on ninth day.

He reviews history of hemorrhages in ac-

cidental, premature separation of placenta

and calls attention to the greater danger to

l)oth mother and child in this condition than
in placenta previa—this Avould suggest Cesar-

ean section as operation of choice.

He quotes Goodell, Branus, Hertzfeld, Stef-

fens and Zweifel and from all Ave gather the

overpowering mortality record, and lays great

stress upon the dangers of post-partum hem-
01‘rhage. After reviewing the A-arious causes

productive of accidental hemorrhage. Kohl-
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iiianii reports a ease of that character in which

there was danger of post-partuin hemorrhage
in wliieh he advised and did a conservative

Cesarean, delivered the mother of a much-
longed for living child Aveighing five pounds
ami six ounces and uterus contracted so

promptly and well that there was not more
loss of blood after delivery than is usual in a

normal birth. This excellent result he ascribes

to the use of ])ituit)-in, which was given hyi)o-

dermically in dose of 1 c. c. just before incis-

ion of uterus. In this case also another left

hospital together well early in puerperium.
F. B.

II.

The Southern Mcdieal Journal prints the

j)aj)er of Stuart iMcCuire read at te Southern
IMedieal Association meeting at Lexington,

Ky., subject being “Evolution of Treatment
of Ectopic Pregnancy.’’

After referring to history of knowledge of

condition, of procedures in handling same he

I>ays a fine tribute to our own iMcUowell, who
opened the abdomen for other conditions

;

why not for this one—it was not, however, un-
til after the publication of Parry of Phila-

delphia in 1876 in which he analyzed 500
cases of ectopic pregnancy, and reported a

mortality of 67.20 per cent, that this appeal
for help was answered by Lawson Tait, who
undertook a death grapple Avith this dire

emergency and reported a ease of death from
failure to operate; this shamed him so he
opened the abdomen in a case of ruptured
tubal pregnancy in January, 1883.

This first attempt met failure hut Avithiu

the next six years he reported 39 cases with
but two deaths—a triumph indeed I

From Tait’s triumphs to the even greater
ones of Joseph Price the story goes and as

IMcGuire says history rests.

The still unsettled questions facing the
surgeon are those of

:

L Drainage-. In a case of ruptured tubal
I)regnancy Avithout infection, close abdomen
Avithout drainage.

2. Saving Ovarg of Affected Sides Never
remove sound ovary—thus avoiding possible

sterility and premature menopause.
3. Immediate Operation Operate on un-

ruptured cases as soon as diagnosis is made
and on ruptured cases also as soon as patient
is seen.

4. To Remove or Ligate Opposite Tube to

Prevent Repetitions After recital of opinions
of other operators, IMcGuire reviews histories

of his own primary and secondary operations
and Amices the conclusion that the chances
for subsequent pregnancies are fair and
should he accorded to every woman. lie

fears oi)erations little and values babies high-

ly. F. B.

III.

The Medical Herald, March, 1914, publishes

the paj)ers of a “Symposium on I’regnancy
which Avere presented before tlie IMedieal So-

ciety of the IMissouri Valley, at Omaha, Sep-
tember, 1913, the titles being:

1. “Diagnosis, Course and Management of

Normal Pregnancy.”
2. “Abortion, Diagnosis and Treatment.”
3. “Ectopic Pregnancy.”
4. “Advice to Expectant mothers.”
5. “The Medical and Hygienic Manage-

ment of Moderately Abnormal Pregnancies.”
The last contains a strong plea for early

and frequent \dsits of the expectant mother to

her chosen medical advisor.

Dr. Strong advising that the physician see

the patient; have her bring specimen of tAAmn-

ty-four hour urine and not leave it at office

but allow an inspection of aspect and examin-
ation of pulse in addition. She urges early

recognition of even slight abnor-malities of

IJelvis, and in such cases insists upon especial

cai-e given to diet of mother and exercise of

same—thus regulating to some extent the size

of child and someAvhat the ossification of the

head. The most important aid to the fii*st

being AA'ork for the mother’—exercise calling

into play the abdominal muscles Avlrieh hasten

the engagement of the head, forcing it into

the pelvis. She describes the practice of a

large maternity hospital of Noav York, Avhich

makes every expectarrt mother do her part in

scrubbing the floor of the Avard—this is good
for obvious reasons.

She next revieAA’s the diet
;
forbidding oat-

meal, whole Avheat cereals and fresh milk

—

sweets are also tabooed. Brrttermilk, :tll fre.sh

green vegetables, meat in rnoder’ation, also

eggs and bacon sparingly, Avith fresh frrrits,

except bairanas, are alloAved. Water, pure
and fresh must be used freely.

The doctor insists uimn explicit directions

and iqmn the use of such terms as each indi-

vidual may understand—aAmid technicalities.

Attention to pidse, quality and rate, examina-
tion of urine

;
free and fre(pient, regular

evacuation of the bowels, never taking pa-

tients AAmrd as to the amount of fecal matter

])assed—always insist upon more.

Care to prevent engorgement of liver by

ahoA’e method, and in eases of toxaemia she

advocates the use of calomel in 10 grain doses

even before serious developments arise

Under hygienic management she advocates

baths, neither hot nor cold; keeping tlie skin

active to the point of perspii-ation. Care
imist be taken to ascertain the effect of baths

\qAon 2)nlse and pressure especially in even
mild cardiac or renal involvement. She out-

lines a diet in renal and hepatic insufficiency

and insists in both instances in withdrawal of
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meat aiul judicious use of water and lemon-

ade.

Hlie sumarizes thus: “Be sure of your
jielvie diameters; a dia^:omd conjugate of

2 1-2 inches being tlie province of the surgeon.

If diameter be moderately decreased keep

baby small and mother strong by proper diet

and regulate work or exercise.

For toxemia, diet, and free eliiuination by

skin, kidneys and bowels.” F. B.

IV.

The JoimiaJ of October 25, 1913, in an edi-

torial on the work of iMuilin and Bailey on

“Further Observations on the Pi-otein i\Ieta-

l.olism of Normal Pregnancy” rejoices in the

fact that this important work should serve to

dispel some of the illusions current in regard

to the supposed perversions of nntrition fre-

(]uently connected with the late period of

gestation ; that so much has l)een asserted re-

garding the supposed deviations from the

normal in this period, so much emphasis has

been placed on the dangers from a Ingb am-
monia percentage, that it is a .satisfaction to

learn the conclusions reached by the ('ornell

investigators.

In general they believe that peculiarities in

the composition of the urine of normal preg-

nancy as regards its nitrogenous constituents

may be accounted for on purely physiologic

grounds. F. B.

I.

USE OF PITUTTRIN IN OBSTETRICS.

Pituitrin like many other valuable medicin-
al agents is u.sed for many purjioses. but we
will only discuss its u.se as an oxytoxic as that

is where it has been most used and with best

results. There are many reports now both
from home and abroad setting forth its use
and effects. iMost reports are (piite simihar,

usually quite complimentary to the action of

jiituitary exti-act,' though some are much more
inclined to limit the use of it than others.

Personally I am inclined to think we have not'

learned just how much to expect from its use

and it may he that some have condemned it

before they had used it, or become acipiainted

with its use to give an unbiased consideration.

iMalinowsky reports favorably and gives

charts showing the rliythm of uterine con-

tractions, normal, violent and tetaiuc excited

by doses of this matei-ial. The effects accord-

ing to iMalinowsky of 1 c.c. of jiituitrin lasts

for one hour. The duration of each pain is di-

minished and so are the intervals. Tetanoid
contractions spoken of liy others, he seems to

thing a physiological curiosity as he has never
found the into do harm either to mother or

child. 1 c.c. of pituitrin is (juite enough for a

do.se and should only he used from ampules.
Smaller doses are less satisfactory.

There have been practically no had results

from the use of iiituitrin to the mother in

])i’operly selected cases. Tlie second stage of

labor is where the best effects are to he looked
for fi'om its nse. Some very gratifying re-

sults have been reiiorted from the use of pitui-

trin in puerperal convulsions. Its use of
course, is given with the desire to hasten de-

liv'ery. "With a high blood pressure already
jiresent and recognizing that pituitrin raises

the blood pressure you have a contraindica-
tion for its use, but the effect is transient and
if rapid enough to cause spontaneous delivery

or to bring the head on the perineum where
forceps can lie easily applied and thus bring
about a hasty delivery, the desired end has

been accomplished.
If, however, you have a poorly dil.ated os

with a high blood pressure and the admini.s-

trajion of pituitrin should further rai.se your
blood pressure it seems that eclamptic con-

vulsions are very apt to be the result. 1

would not hesitate to use one dose {1 c.c.),

but I would not venture further if not suc-

cessful with the first dose.

Ifenson says, that the action of pituitrin in

the average case is nothing short of wonder-
ful. lie has used it in seventy-seven cases

with only one failure to have marked effect on

the pains. lie further states that in the

multipara cases where he has used jiituitrin

there were few after pains and they were of

short duration. Benson, as well as Edgar and
others, lays great stress upon the necessity of

a fresh preparation used only from ampules.

He also warns against the possible dilntion

with alcohol which he seems to think inter-

feres with the action of pituitrin.

Chloroform in the early administration of

])ituitrin retards its effects and should not be

given until the head is quite low. The fleet-

ing action of jiituitrin calls for repeated does

to have a continued effect and there has been

a warning sounded against the slowing of the

fetal heart sound, however, there has been no

fatal case to the baby reported, except in the

first stage of labor where coiiijire-ssion of the

jilacenta or deep riqiture of theeervix. Very
few authors advise the use of pituitrin in the

first stage.

Most others also claim that the most positive

results are in multipara rather than in primi-

])ara cases. The preparation is supjiosed to he

better in full term than in premature labor.

In fact (pnte a number of reports think its

action in abortion or premature labor is un-

certain, though there are some other gentle-

men reporting cases where they have gotten

good rsults from its use in abortion, (^ardiac

and renal diseases are contraindication for its

use as observed by men who have had most

experience.
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I’ituitriu has no place in normal labor and
its administration should be confined to cases

in secondary inertia.

DeLee, in Practical Medicine Series, says it

has become necessary to sound a grave warn-
ing against pituitrin. lie states that, as we
all recognize, it as a most valuable drug, yet

it is being most fearfully and criminally

abused, lie further states that pituitrin is a

veiy useful agent, adding so is the obstetrical

forciep, but the man who will use the foreep

without scientific indication is no more crim-

inal than the man who uses pituitrin without
scientific indication. The use of pituitrin in

deformed or contracted pelvis is of coiu’se a

contraindication to its use. B. C. F.

II.

TRE.VTMENT OP TJIE TIIIRU STAGE OP LABOR.

There are three methods ordinarily recog-

nized in the treatment of thethirtl stage, first,

the Dublin, second, Crede, and third, Ahlfehl.

It was not until 1861 that Crede taught by his

familiar technic to express the placenta as

soon as the child was born. This slowly gave
way to the expectant method of Ahlfeld. It

was not many years later that Crede himself

recommended waiting for half an hour for

the normal delivery of the placenta.

I have always thought that the kneading of

the fundus in normal cases was unnecessary,

and frequently harmful. According to Ahl-
feld the uterus should be left entirely alone

and the attendant only satisfying himself oc-

casionally as to the consistency of the con-

traction. B. C. F.

III.

PRIMARY RESTORATION OP THE PERINEUM APTER

LABOR.

All perineal lacerations should be repaired
at once if the patient is in sufficient hygienic
surroundings to insure clean work. Some
authors advise that repair in primipara is

more or less useless because in subsequent
bearing of children laceration will again oc-

cur and the premature repair has been useless.

This seems to me to be rather poor reasoning
as there is always a possibility that the mother
will not bear further children and even if she
should there should be sufficient perineal sup-
port to give her some comfort even up to the
time of the next pregnancy, when a laceration
might not occur. Of course, there is a possi-

liilify of the lavator ani being sutured too

high, to cause a certain amount of stenosis of

the vagina. In very few cases is it necessary
to freshen the tissue as careful suturing will

liring the muscles well in apposition, and good
results will be obtained unless there are

shreds with blood supply not sufficient to heal.

Vei-y small lacerations, of course, should be

let alone because there is a certain amount of

I'epair that take splace anyway. These small

tears 1 usually leave unrepaired. B. C. F.

IV.

NURSING BY PUERPERAL WOMEN.

It has been a general belief that a great

many women could nurse their babies if they

only had sufficient inclination and the doctor

and nurse were persistent enough in their ef-

forts to assist her. A few authors have gone
so far as to say that any healthy woman who
has the desire can nurse her child. It seems
to me that anyone making a statement of this

kind has had very little experience and obser-

vation in the breeding of lower animals be-

cause it has been definitely proven that a good
many lower animals have not sufficient milk to

maintain their offspring, and the same thing

applies to the human. JMany families are

poor milkers, often a daughter cannot nurse

her child and it will be found that the mother
could not nurse her children. I have had
very few mothers under my care who refused

to nurse their babies and quite a number have
made persistent efforts, even having all the at-

tention and help possible, but could not pos-

sibly furnish enough milk to maintain their

children.

There are some galactagogues that are of

some service and these along with nutritious

food, rest, lack of worry, sufficient exercise to

keep up appetite usually will place a mother
in a position to nurse her child if her mam-
mary secretions are at all worth while.

However, occasionally with every advan-
tage there are certain mothers who are unable
to nurse their babies sufficiently to have them
grow. Women who bear children late in life

are much less likely to be able to nurse their

babies than those who have borne children in

the late teens or early twenties.

Of course, chronic diseases, puerperal sep-

sis, ami such conditions are indications for the

child not to even attempt to nurse its mother.
Women usually refer to nurse their chil-

dren both from the pleasure of nursing and
to save a certain amount of trouble ami care

that a bottle baby causes irrespective of the

fact whether the nurse or mother is to care

for the baby. All mothers should be encour-

aged to nurse their babies if their health is

such as to warrant the belief that they can do

so without jeopardizing either their own
health health or that of the babies.

B. C. F.

Pemphigus. Treatment, ('ase of refractory

l)emplii”us in wliicli intravenous injection of

blood from patient’s Inishand, witliout previous

detibi’ination, was followed by complete recovery.

— Piaetorius.
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VENEREAL PROPHYLAX IS.

By Irvin Lindenberger, Luisvillp.

The bi))lioj>rapliy on this sulijeet is most ex-

tensive. A sninniary of same is not ajiiieml-

ed.

For those ^lio throngli ignorance or other

reasons do not need preventive measures, it

can he said that tliere is not the sliadow of

proof to show that continence is damaging to

health; to those tliat do, I think there can he
no (piestion that the time lias arrived to en-

deavor to regulate and control the spread of

venereal disease.

That pro.stitntion is the prineijial source of

sexual disease is not disputed. Prostitutes

who are the especial objects of police care are

demoralized, they spread demoralization,

cause enormous waste, and inevitably and in-

variably spread disease. Losch has estimated
the annual cost of jirostitution in the German
Emjiire at something like if>l 25,1 )()(),000. This
outlay may be contrasted with that spent by
the Prussian Government on its entire (‘du-

cational system, i.e. .ji50,000,000.

Kelly estimates that venereal diseases cost

America three billion dollars a year. These
figures seem underestimated rather than e.x-

aggerated. The Chicago Vice Commission
estimates that the profits accruing from ]>ros-

titution in that city alone amounted to .+15,-

000,000 annually.

Fiseer thinks that 10 per cent, represents
the leutie cases in the Ignited States, and he
further states that there are 2.50,000 deaths
each year due to venereal infection. i\Iorrow

states that 75 per cent of adult males acquire
gonori-hoea at some time, and that from 5 to

10 per cent acipiire syphilis. lie bases his

figures not only on his own observation, but
on the opinion of such men as Neisser and
Fournier, and on the statistics found in the

clinics and dispensaries of continental Eu-
rojie. In this connection he calls attention to

the unreliable reports furnished by our hos-

pitals, because ca.ses of the primary diseases

are not admitted, and only in the practically

incuralile stages, ai'e venereal cases given
housing under such titles as arthritis, pros-

tatitis or endometritis in gonorrhoeal pa-
tients, and general paresis, tabes dorsalis,

aneuiysm and so forth, in specific cases.

Osier puts syjihilis next to tubercukxsis,

pneumonia and cancer as a death dealing

agent. A conservative estimate jnits 10 per
cent of the insane in the Massachusetts asy-

lums due to syphilis, and the yearly cost of

their maintenance is i[i300,000. Morrow also

a.ssures ns that 80 per cent of infections jie-

culiar to women are due to gonorrhoea. Were
it not for that disea.se the gynecologic depart-

ments of the hospitals might be almost done
away with, for from 75 to 80 per cent of all

o})erations on the female genital tract are
necessitated by gonorrhoeal infections. Gon-
orrhoea is not considered so malignant by
the general run of men, but as a matter of
fact with its quite occasional complications it

is quite a serious condition. Rosenstein ven-
tures the opinion that 20 to 25 per cent, of

the inmates of our institutions for the blind

are the results of gonorrhoea alone. At the

liresent time 95 states and territories have
laws concerning ojihthalmia neonatorum.
Our own State passi'd .such a law at its last

Legislature.

Concerning the source of .supply of prosti-

tutes is the startling fact that practically the

total derivation is from the lower working
classes, and usually the unmarried women of

the.se classes. Very rarely indeed a person of

.some education, social standing, and personal

charm is met with. Most cases have had only

rudimentary training, and evidence shows
causative relationshi]) between mental defect

and prostitution, but however, far from being

the only relationship. The relation of the

home is one of many causative factors in the

production of prostitution.

Cities and countries diffei- in race, ideals

and traditions, and while bad housing, em-
])hasized by some as a marked factor in the

cau.sation of the “social evil,” is of less im-

portance than the racial traits of the dwellers.

In the Ghetto of New York City, perhaps the

most congested district in the world, contain-

ing many houses unfit for human habitation,

prostitution among the Jewish girls is rare. I

judge they must follow the 22nd Chapter of

l)euteronomy, for here we have the practical

results of religious education. Up to April

1st there have been from outside this city

over 200 women turned away from The Busi-

ne.ss Woman’s Club, not that they do not

want them, but they have no accommodations
for them. The future of some of these girls

can be surmised as a i-esult of their leaving a

good home in the country, or a good home in

the city.

The ai-guments pro and con concerning any
method of control of vice and venereal dis-

ease have never up to the present time had

the unanimous verdict of any society or or-

ganization. There is a unity in three recent

report.s, i.e. the Police Commissioner of

Boston, the committee of Fourteen in New
York, and the Mayor’s Vice Commission in

Chicago. These committees all agreed on tlie

need of stern repression of open vice, of a

more wide-spread dissemination of medical

knowledge among lay adults, of sound thor-

ough educalion of the young in the funda-

mentals of .sex hygimie, of sti'ict (mforccmient
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of individual resi)onsibility, and of the pay-

ing of a “living wage” 1o girls employed in

the industries. They also recommend the

aholition of the rear door and hotel features

in connection with the saloon. Of es])ecial

significance is the fact that the committees

are unanimous in the helief that crusades, and
the like, are harmful, particidarly when con-

ducted, as they often are, hy misguided

fanatics.

Part of this seems not impossible of ac-

complishment in a determined community,
for [owa with its Injunction and Abatement
Law has one phase of the solution solved. A
law similar to this was introduced in our last

Legislature, but failed of jiassage.

The United States has no law against in-

fecting others with venereal disease, as shown
by the recent decision of the Sui)reme Court
of ^Mississippi. Dr. Isadore Dyer, of New Or-

leans, reports a case of a patient with pri-

mary syi)hilis who refu.sed even charitable

ti'eatment, and carried a book wherein she

kept a record of the number of men she had
inoculated. AVhen she was first seen she de-

clared that the number had reached 219, and
she would not be treated until she had had
revenge upon 500 men.

The question of personal prophylaxis as to

whether we should recommend im'aus by
which infection may be more or less combat-
ted is not unassailable. Only a few da^’s ago
I suggested to a Father the advisability of his

son using proi)hylaetic treatment, as I knew
he laid himself open to infection occasionally,

and he advised against such a procedure, say-

ing it Avould make it too easy for him.
There can he no two opinions as to the bene-

fit to be derived from •such treatment in our
soldiers, both army and navy. The results oii

the U. S. S. Ranger as regards prophylaxis
against venereal diseases are merely confirma-

tory of those obtained on the U. S. S. Con-
cord, on which ship, of 281 known exposures
followed by the adoption of prophylactic
measures, there resulted only two cases of

venereal disease, both of which had exceeded
their time limit on shore, and, as a result,

treatment had been delayed. The command-
ing officer of the Concord states that during
the first five months in which these prophy-
lactic measures were in force there was not a

single case of gonorrhoea or syphilis contract-

ed by the crew. I'lie statistics regarding the

measures above are overwhelmingly in favor

of prophylaxis of this kind.

i\roral arguments may be adduced against

such a procedure, but are hardly to be consid-

ered as reprehensible as the present wide sale

of condoms. These ai'ticles are jiui’chased

with malice aforethought, whereas metlical

prophylaxis can be based only on the su|)posi-

tion that venereal disease is the punishment
for transgression, an obsolete and Puritanical

view, that is detrimental to any cause, and
that carried further, would intimate that no

attempts should be made to cure venereal pa-

tients. If the prophylactic properties of

these packages now on the market were gen-

erally known, their sale would go far toward
i-educing the i)revalence of venereal disea.se

among men, and, therefore, among women.
I personally believe, from statistics adduced
from Naval .Medical Reports, that if every il-

licit or dangerous intercourse were followed

by a reliable lu-ophylaetie, in a few years we
would witness the passing of the scourge as

complete as the ei’adieation of yellow fever,

typhoid and malaria. The Washington State

.Medical Society recommended that all houses

of prostitution be compelled to provide

j)roi)hylactics to their patrons, and in New-
l)ort, R. I., prophylactic tubes are in the regu-

lar houses of prostitution of that place.

.\ few of the arguments for and again.st the

official regulation of prostitution are as fol-

lows :

A. Medical examination is inefficient.

In manj- cases venereal diseases can be diag-

nosed only by the specialist, and with the

greatest difficulty.

.4. With the aid of the Wassermann re-

action and modern methods of cultures and
..staining of the gonococcus, diagnosis is not

diffimdt, certainly not so in eases likely to pro-

duce infection.

B. Regulation does not regulate, and seg-

regation does not segregate.

B. Efficient regulation is a matter of

money, anl can be obtained by paying for it.

C. It is impossible to control all women
practicing prostitution

;
even in cities where

regulation is most favorably carried out only
a small proportion of the j)rostitutes ai-e un-

der control.

0. Regulation is not a means of eradicat-

ing venereal disease, but for every infected

prostitute that is controlled a certain number
of eases of venereal diseases are prevented.

The lower cla.ss of prostitutes are the ones
that alwa.ys come Tinder control, and are tho,se

in whom regulation is most necessary.

I). At best regulation affects only the wo-

man, while the men are quite as virulent

spreaders of the disease.

I). Whereas a man has intercourse with

one woman, a pro.stitute has intercourse with

twenty or more men. But a very small pro-

portion of infected men will jiractice fornica-

tion, as they all know they are infected. Some
women are not aware of their condition,

whereas others will continue their trade foi-

financial rea.sons. The Chicago Vice Commis-
sion reports one girt who bail intercourse
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with 45 men in one night. It shonld be bonie
in mind that if the woman, thongh not herself

infected, may be the carrier of disease from
one of her patrons to others of the series.

E. It is impracticable to house all the

prostitutes that are infected in pnl)lie insti-

tutions.

E. The large number shows the urgency
of reducing the amount of venereal disease.

Only those in an infectious state need he in-

carcerated. It would seem that “606” may
greatly diminish the time required to make
.syphilis non-infectious. Gonorrhoea is a cur-

able disease.

Because a system is inefficiently administer-

ed, it does not follow that it is without value.

.Vo methods .should he branded as inefficient

unless they have been definitely proved to be
so. Too much shoidd not be expected in a

shoi't time, as, owing to the character of

venereal disease, and of gonorrhoea in partic-

ular, little can be hoped for except by pro-

longed effort.

There were on March 30th of this year, as

given me by the Chief of Police of this city.

Col. II. Watson Lindsey, 121 houses of prosti-

tution; 81 houses of assignation, making a to-

tal of 202. The number of inmates of regular

houses were 500. Number answering calls,

72. Total mimher of prostitutes 572. There
have been closed since January 1st of this

year, 18 houses. Numl)er of prostitutes leav-

ing the city in the same time, 65. His de-

partment regarding the features as pertain to

crime is thoroughly systematized, and cooper-

ation with him, I know, would be most glad-

ly welcomed regarding any health feature.

The debasing effect of alcohol on the

moral sense as a capsative factor, I will not

enter into.

If I were to go before a meeting of criminal

jurists and argue that it is useless to im-

prison thieves because the punishment does

not dimini.sh the number of thefts, but, on the

contrary thefts are on the increase, I believe

they would look on me with something more
than snrpri.se. It is nearly, but not quite the

same thing for a physician to give his oum
personal opinion that the regulation of pros-

titution is the cause of increasing the .spread

of venereal disease.

There is much truism in the fact that phy-
sicians eager to equip themselves as special-

ists in venereal diseases go to the crowded
clinics of Paris, Vienna and Berlin, all regu-

lated places, hecau.se there disease is found in

greatest abundance and richest variety. In

Paris regulation has been in effect 50 years,

but the scientific manner of handling it does

not ap])roach that of Germany. I judge regu-

lation does do some good or they would not

have kept it up for this long.

The law of Norway to me has many feat-

ures that could with much advantage be used
in the United States. In order to assist the

health, not the police authorities in controll-

ing the diseases in question all physicians are
required to report daily, usually without
names (natnes are given when Ihe physician
feels that the patient is likely to spread in-

fection, or when the patient is sent to a hos-

pital), their venereal patients, to furnish the

patient with a co])y of the laws relating to the

communication of venereal disease, and to re-

(piire the patient to sign a .statement acknoiwl-

cding the fact that he or she has thus been
exifiicitly warned.

Attention is called to the following sections

of the Penal Code, Section 155. Whoever,
with knowledge or conjecture that he is suf-

fering with a contagious sex disease, infects

or exposes to infection another person, by
means of sexual intercourse or immoral con-

tact, shall be punished by imprisonment for

not more than three years. The same punish-

ment is provided for those who connive at en-

abling any pei*son who is known or suspected

to be affiicted with a contagious disease, to in-

fect in the above manner or expose to infect-

ion, another person.

Section 358. Imprisonment for six

months or less is the punishment for any one

who, without calling attention to the danger
of infection: (1) causes a child to be mirsed,

knowing or suspecting the child to be afflicted

with contagious syphilitic disease, or engages

any one to nurse such child or, (2) Knowing
or suspecting that he (or she) is suffering

from contagious syphilitic disea.se, enters the

household of another as servant, or remains

in such service, or receives a strange child to

nurse it, or aids in bringing about such con-

ditions. The same punishment is provided

for those who engage or, having engaged, re-

tain, any person known or suspected to suf-

fer from contagious syphilitic di.sease, as

nur.se for a child, or who aids in bringing

about such engagement or retention of service.

Regarding the warning, the following is

given to the infected party.

I herewith acknowledge that Dr.

has called my attention to the following

points

:

1. That I am suffering from, .say, syphilis.

2. That my disease is contagious for at

least .

3. That, I am punishable, if I in any way
expose others to infection. Copies of Penal

(’ode. Sections 155 and 358 received.

Date Signature

The physician also endeavors to ascertain,

the .source of infection, and the person incul-

pated is reported to the Health office. This

latter individual on calling by invitation
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(You are respect fully i-ecpiested to rei)ort at

office No. 55 Akers Street, third door, as it is

desired to talk to you) is informed of the na-

ture of the charge, the name of accuser be-

ing withheld, and is invited to submit to ex-

amination at a liospital or by a municipal

j)hysician. No compulsion is applied, the ad-

vantages of knowing the truth, and that offer

of free and skillful treatment in complete

privacy, form the entire inducement.
If disease is thus proved to e.xist, treatment

can he compelled, to the extent of forcibly

contining the infected person in a hospital.

Reliable persons receive ambulatory treatment
at the hands of municipal physicians, women,
at the Hoard of Health office where a woman
j)hysician is on duty. The police are invoked
only" if an individual having been “denounc-
ed’' neglects or refuses to comply with the

summons of the Health Department. Per-

sons who, having knowledge of their infect-

ious condition, communicate disease, are pun-

islu'd with imprisonment for not exceeding

three years. The Danish is quite similar in

many" respects.

As to the solution, I will not dwell on the

ideal, the abolition of pro.stitution. Educa-
tion is being sti’ongly advocated, and is of un-

doubted advantage, hut let this education

come from the home, where often religion is

made part of it, or the family doctor, for it is

doubtful to my mind if all the magazine,

picture shows, and many “Social Evil” lec-

tures really do the good intended they should,

even if given by sincere, well-meaning per-

sons Wilson states that the medical students

furnished a lai-ger percentage of venereal in-

fections than any other student group at the

University' of Pennsylvania. Tn many fam-
ilies a sense of false modesty prevents most
parents from giving any' instruction to their

children upon sexual matters, and indeed, it

is the testimony of mo.st persons that the dis-

cussion of the anatomy" and care of the

genital organs, the source and dangers of

venereal disease, and the subject of the social

evil, are topics which were rigidly excluded
from discussion in their homes.

I would advise the abolition of houses of

prostitution, houses where a madame can hire

out girls and make a profit therefrom. The
abolition of intoxicating drink in houses that

do exist. The advisability of ad'sdce by the

physician of prophylactic tubes where he is

of the opinion it would do good. The adopt-

ion in part or in Avhole of the Iowa Injunction

and Abatement law, and part or in whole of

the law of Norway.

As to a solution, or to a state of betterment

for this city, as at present nothing is being

done, T would suggest, that knowing, and hav-

ing the record of 500 prostitutes in regidar

houses, 1 would make it incumbent by" ordin-

ance, that the madames should ho made to re-

j)ort the eases of venereal disease that may
exist among their number. This method is

followed in Detroit, Mich. It is not I’ecom-

mended that these houses be licensed, and
regular medical examination he made of the

inmates, because medical inspection without
doubt tends to produce a false sense of secur-

ity and is insufficient to prove the absence at

all times of disease.

To have a better understanding with the

keepers of these resorts, known to the police,

they should he notified that inspectors from
the Hoai'd of Health will make occasional vis-

its at these houses for the purpose of examin-
ing inmates. These visits to he made at un-

announced and irregiilar intervals. No cer-

tificates of good health are to be accepted
whatsoever, or none given.

When an examiner finds one or more of the

inmates ill with a venereal (contagious) dis-

ease, the house is to be placarded with a large

l)lacard with the one word, “Quarantined,”
printed in large type. If the keeper of the

house or her phy"sician reports the ease be-

fore it is discovered by the examiner, the pa-

tient is to be given the alternative of going to

the ho.spital or having the sign up.

After the quarantining of one of these

houses in Detroit, reports of at least 20 eases

of venereal disease were made in one week,

with the request that the patients be removed
to a liospital. Competent medical examiners

and proper hospital accommodations are nec-

essary for the above.

Is it a question of “what can not be cured,

must be endured,” or should we attempt to

better the problem, for the nation that solves

it will outstrip all others.

UIONEER MEDICAL JOURNALIS.M IN

KENTUCKY.

By J. G. Hendrick, Central City".

A few months past I contributed a num-

ber of excerpts from “The Western Lancet,

Vol. 6, IMay", 1847. As they were published in

the JocRN-M.. therefore of some interest, I

concluded to contribute excerpts from the

July issue, 1847. The Western Lancet Avas a

hi-monthly", published at Lexington, Ken-

tucky", edited by Dr. L. ]\I. LaAvson.

“Article 1. Original Communications.

—

Procidentia Uteri, an inaugural dis.sei4ation

submilted to the examination of the trustees,

and medical faculty' of Transylvania Univers-

ity" for the Degree of Doctor of Medicine, on

the 20th of January", 1847, by John Nash Le-

Grand, of Warren county", Mississijipi.
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J)isi)laec'meiits of the uterus liavo been

known to the medical i)i'ofession since the

days of Hippocrates. They I'csnlt f)-om me-

chanical violence, disease of the ligaiuenis,

sustaining the uterus, uterus itself, or from
constitutional derangemenis. They are rare-

ly, if ever primary affeclions. hut the se-

(pience of other diseased conditions. When
from disease of the uterus or ligaments, the

character of the suffering will he in accord-

ance, when from violence the cause is appar-

ent, when as sequence of disease of the gen-

eral system the character of suffering will he

as variable as the primary affections. Not-

withstanding the amount of talent, indiistry,

research, and investigation, have signally

failed to cure them.

Procidentia uteri may he divided into three

stages: First, the os uteri is lower in the

pelvis; second, the uterus has descended still

lower in some instances resting upon the

peiuneum. In the third the uterus is precipi-

tated from the pelvis.

The author enters upon a lengthy discus-

sion of disease of uterus, and constitutional

diseases hearing indirect symptoms in the

uterus. I will give a few excerpts. It will he

seen that he was materially influenced hy
theories at 'hat time recently promulgated,
that many ailments of the uterus are influ-

enced hy constitutional affections, and some-
times entirely reflex neurotic. Graily Hewitt
of London in his exhaustive treatise oji dis-

eases of women i.ssned in 1882 taught that

constitutional ailments were prime factors.

At the ju'es'^nt day gynecologists realize the

fact and direct treatment accordingly. The
author says. “It is evident from considera-

tion of the causes of procidentia, the general

health preceeding, and accompanying proci-

dentia, must he more or less impaired. It has
striking, and intimate sympathetic relation-

shij) with the skin, stomach, hrain, kidneys,

howels, and nervous system. They may ap-

pear to have consumption. A case is given hy
I’rofessor Dudley, patient had all the symp-
toms of iflithisis pulmonalis. On postmortem

examination no disease of lungs, ahdominal

viscera healthy. But the whole uterus,

posterior walls of bladder, and front walls of

rectum entirely destroyed. I am persuaded

that physicians wmdd succeed more pi'ompt-

ly, and satisfactorily hy directing treatment

to the organ first diseased. Restore healthy

condition of stomach, howels, skin and nerv-

ous system. Investigation should he made
with patient erect, to ascertain the degree of

prolapsus, sensibility of cervix and os, heat,

size and weight of uterus, relaxation of va-

gina and perineum.

TREATMENT.

The treatment relied on has heen astrin-

gent injections, pessaries, recuudiant posture,

]>ads, cushions, and steel si)rings. I have de-

rived no henefleial I'csults from them in some
instances injury. If the disease has a constitu-

tional origin their general health has heen re-

stored, in spite of the treatment, the local af-

fection has of necessity heen relieved. Dr.

Hamilton first attempted cure hy producing
adhesion of vaginal walls, this was abandon-
ed. It is necessary to restore general health

nece.ssary to take the weight of the utenis

from ndaxed ligaments, rigid reenmhant
])osture. She should he on carpeted floor of a

large well-ventilated i-oom, shoulders never

I'aised till suspen.sory ligaments have stj-ength-

ened to sustain the uterus, diet regulated,- se-

cretions and e.xcretions attended to, amuse-
ment vai-ied, her skin, body and limbs spong-

ed dail}" with salt water, or with coarse towel

.saturated with salt brine well dried before

use. Exercise is necessary, how? Direct her to

j’oll herself from side to side of room as many
times as her strength will allow, direct her to

fasten her feet to .stirrups of soft material

tied to furniture, attemj)t to draw the aificle

attached, then take stirrups in hands, exer-

cise .same way, twice daily or moi-e, give as

little medicine as possihle. As to time taken
from Hoor, six or eight weeks in mild cases

;

if long .standing, sevei'al months or more than
a year. Galvanism to loins, vulva, rect-um, I

augur well, will give it a trial, when ligaments

are sufficiently strong, patient allowed on
feet, or feet and hands. Exercise in oi)cn car-

riage, pelvis elevated above shoidders for

several weeks safer, a hamuiock is an admir-
able mode of exercise.

Article 2. Remarks on a Peculiar Epidemic
Fever in IMiami County, Ohio.—By G. Vol-

ney Dorsey, i\I. 1)., of Picpia, Ohio.

The doctor describes a section of country
which is level, low, and mar.shy, no drainage,

hut rich mouldy soil producing rank vegeta-

tion, much fallen timber, water had for fam-

ily use, of course intensely malarial. He says

“The fevers of this region are not usually

moi-e severe or fatal than those of the sur-

rounding counti'.v, have in some sea.sons pre-

sented peculiarities which are worthy of note.

The month of June, 1842, I was called in con-

sultation to visit a family where five persons

were ill of this prevailing fever, one was dy-

ing, two scarcely expected to live. 1 copy

from my note hook the following symptoms.

After tile chill in the beginning of attack,

there comes on severe vomiting, coldness of

extremities, burning, and sense of weight in

stomach, strong pulsation in epigastric re-

gion, rapid, feeble pulse, tongue with thick

white fur, constipation, great difficulty in re-
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Jieviii" coldness of extremities, sinapisms, hot

friction, blisters fre<niently in vain, matter

vomited at first viscid mncons, but become

bilious, assuming a peculiar grceiiisb blue

api)earanee, similar to a mixtui'c of bile and

indigo. Aftej- a few days continuance of

sym})toms accompanied with difficidt and la-

borious respiration, frequent sighing, became

dull and comatose, strong j)ul.sation of caro-

tids no increased beat of bead, eyes dull and

glassy, stupor and death closed the scene.

No delirium.epigastrinm, right bypoebon-

drium uniformiy sore. Of the five in family

mentioned four died in s))ite of treatment and

advice of several })bysicians. I saw no more
cases that season. The year 1843 the same
time and neigbboi-bood, the disease broke

forth with severity. I was again called.

Scarcely a family exempt. Tn several fam-

ilies from two to five cases, symptoms differed

in no material respect from those of previous

year. Instructed by unfortunate issiie of

cases previous year, convinced that inflamma-

tion of stomach existed, T resolved to use the

lancet unspairingly. On first visit I bled

every ease, ordered to be repeated if obstin-

ate vomiting recurred in my absence, it was
re])eated in several eases three or four times,

blisters and cathartics employed, every pa-

tient recovered under these means. On Still-

water river the disease also pi‘evailed. I rec-

ommended to the physician a similar coui’se

;

it was almost uniformly successful, where
neglected the issue was very generally fatal.

Blistci’s to stomach, spine, over coeliac plexus,

and ejidermic application of morphine were
advantageous. Opium, by mouth, was not
well borne, calomel and opium accustomed to

reliance was not beneficial, in many eases

hurtfnl. As soon as irritation of stomach had
subsided patient free from thirst and burn-
ing. I u.sed cold infusion of qua.ssia and
orange i)eel drank freely, and found bene-
ficial. The disease prevailed in the infected

district in 1843, several cases in 1844, no
cases in 1845; during the warm weather of
1846 I met a few cases. The Western prac-

titioner familiar with localities where the dis-

ease usually termed “sick stomach,” or
“milk sickness,” is said to prevail will have
recognized in the described symptoms suppos-

ed to indicate its presence, this was the com-
mon name given to the disease.

The existence of a disease communicable by
drinking the milk, eating the butter and flesh

of beef cattle is acknowledged in the West.
This poison is restricted to paritcular districts

various attempts have been made and are mak-

ing to follow to its source this poison, it has

been located in the water, earth and various

plants. The rhus toxicodendron eaten by cattle

will produce disease known familiarly in the

AVest as “trembles,” how far this disease can

be communicated to human has never been

shown. In those districts where cattle are so

aflbeted epidemics frc(piently prevail, .symp-

toms resemhh' eflects allrilmted to “milk
sick” to defy diagnosis. 1 have been unable

to lay down any diagnostic oi- distinctive

marks between the cases, 'bhe disease docs

arise in the human without introduction into

stomach of ])oi.soned food, a pecidiar miasma
has the power of giving the peculiar symp-
toms of this disease. Alay it not arise in the

same way in catth* and from them transmit-

ted by flesh or milk to man. Bilious fever be-

comes under circumstances so concentrated

and virulent as to pass fi'om infected to a

healthy subject. Closest scrutinizing observa-

tion will probably determine the “milk poi-

.son,’ ’to he an epidemic fever. The lancet and

epispastics are our most important therapeutic

agents.” The theory of Dr. Dorsey that “milk

sick” was intense Tiialarial infection or mi-

asma as he termed, advocated by others be-

came to be accepted. The compiler of these

excerpts began the practice of medicine in

4868 at a village located on Green river at

the confluence of smaller river and creeks,

and lakes, the timber was being cut in the

l)ottom lands for market, leaving the tops to

decay on the wet ground, malaria was exceed-

ingly rife, frecpiently the intensely epidemic

type described by Dr. Doj-sey with the symp-
toms, but the “milk sick” idea had been

abandoned.

“Article 3. Open Scirrhus of the Cardiac

Orifice.—(bire by B. Ku.Gi Mitchell, Al. 1)., U.

S. Navy.

“The annals of the profes.sion, so far as 1

am acquainted, present but few authentic

ca.ses of cure of the disease. 1 thought the

presented case might not he an uninteresting

detail.

Afrs. AV., married, age 48, of sallow, cadav-

erous hue, active habits, spare frame, came
under my notice when attending physician of

St. Louis City Hospital, .she held office of

matron. Her mind and body active, she,

however informed me she had been subject to

organic disea.se of stomach, an utter iucaj)aci-

ty of passing into the stomach any .solid food.

The bolus would pass easily to a point corre-

sponding to the cardiac orifice. After re-

maining fi-orn 1 to 10 minutes, pain was ex-

perienced, the bolus was ejecte(l. Dige.stion

of fluid was painless and pei'fect, its

passing causing no uneasine.ss, upon which

she had lived for years. She was attacked

with severe dysentery at that time there were

also thirty patients in hospital of tyi>hoid

grade. Her idio.syncimsy foibade opium, her

disease was cond)ated with calomel and
krameria, a blister to abdomen, acto plumb.
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j)ort wine, wine whey, soon discovering peri-

odicity directed quinine. She l)egan to com-
])lain of pain ot‘ cardiac orihee, hyoscyamus
was ordered Inil continned for only twenty-
four hours at which time vomiting set in,

ejections being glarry, tinged with blood, a

few streaks of pus, shortly a copious deject-

ion nearly capacity of the chamber, deject-

ion wholly ill conditioned pnst, yellowish

white, or milky, slight consistence, odor pow-
('rfully intolerant. For three weeks deject-

ions and ejections of .same character and
quantity continued, no food or medicine be-

ing retained, onaciation and loss of strength
to render patient unable to help herself. Di-
agnosis by my.self and Dr. Knox, ulcerating
scirrhus of cardiac orifice, which was con-

firmed by consultation with Dr. Beaumont,
late of the U. S, Army, and Professor John-
.son, University of Missouri. Nitrate silver in

pill, act. plumb, sulph. zinc, astringents,

strong acids, counter irritation. Ox-gall, nu-

ti'ient injections, sponging with whisky all

unavailing, none of the remedies retained, in-

stantly rejected. I devoted more time to Mrs.
AV., determined to employ the following mix-
ture: Uupri .sulphas, zi

;
spts. lavander comp,

zi
;
tinct mosehi, ziiii; aqua zzii. M. T direct-

ed a teaspoonful every two hours, first dose

soon rejected, second remained fifteen min-
utes, given ten minutes after first; third dose

wholly retained. 1 directed six doses be
given. In the morning I learned all do.ses re-

tained, dejections diminished in quantity and
frequently, morphus-like, epigastric pain
measurably subsided, allowed no food nor
drink. Patient feeling much better, desired

partridge meat to suck, allowed. The pre-

scription continued every three hours. In
;16 hours she took 120 grains sulphate of cop-

per, the remedy was continued at longer in-

tervals for two days, followed by a week’s
use of calomel and dandelion pills. Ten days
from retention of copper prescription was
able to sit up in sick chair, by accident she

discovered the passage to stomach was free

to largest bolus, seven months from illness in

better health since young days. The case, I

think, is a remarkable one. To the combina-

tion of cuprisulphus aided by the ii’on consti-

tution the favorable termination is fairly

a.scribed.

In “Department of Reviews and Notices,”

Velpeau’s Surgery, Von Behr’s Anatomy,
AVm. Lawrence on diseases of the eye, were
noticed.

In Department American Sumtnary, were
a number of extracts from American jour-

Tials. One from a paper by Lewis Shanks, AI.

I)., “('.Yea; Orleans Medical Journal) several

cases of dysentery, severe tyj)e, he used ice in-

ternally and externally, ice rubbed over en-

tire body, immediately dried, well rubbed
with coarse towel, repeated for several days
a’lowed patient same time to eat ice. Alor-

phine, acetate of lead, blister and hot fomen-
tations, injections, and occasionally the lancet
were used.” As many as nine extracts on the
effects of ether as an anesthetic, giving record
of deaths sid)se(|uent to \ise of ether.

The following is of some intere.st, “On the
Cure of Phthisis by Kxerci.se of the Lungs
and by Fattening,” by AT. Bureaud-Rioffrey,
Complcs Rendus T. xxiv, p. 11. Researehs
and autopsies pr-oved Uibercules are inorgan-
ic, unassimible foreign bodies, it is necessary
to prepare the way by which they may be ex-

pelled. Exercise of the lungs may fulfil this

indication, l)y strengthening and dilating

bronchi. It is necessary to regulate and
adapt respiration to the strength of patient
and demand of pultnonary combustion. In
repaii'ing the waste we ought to endeavor to

fatten to prolong life and change constitution

and tuberculous diathesis.” The fattening

theory was revived by some not very many
yea re ])ast, but abandoned because the fact

was evident that food of qu-ality and quantity

that could be digested and assimilated should
be given. “The following is significant:

‘Clinical Statistics of the Leaimed Profes-
sion.’ (Med. News, London,) ‘From a statis-

tical document recently published in the

Monifenr, it should appear that of all the lib-

eral pi'ofessions medical men furnish the

smallest number of criminals, impossible to

fix a fractional ratio as with other classes.

Since the year 1829 not more than two phy-
sicians have been tried as criminals at the

assizes. In the ten years from 1829 to 1839
there w'ere tried in the various criminal

courts, forty-one thousand six hundred and
seventy male prisoners, above the age of twen-
ty-five, among these thirtythree priests, thir-

ty-three lawyers, seventy-five notaries, sixty-

six tipstaffs, but not a single medical prac-

titioner.” It is with just pride and satisfac-

tion that the medical profession can at the

present date and for ages past refer to court

records to sustain the a.ssertion that no other

profession, not excepting the ministry, furn-

ishes fewer criminals.

Editorial Department.—“AVe learn froin

the South. Jour, of Medicine and Pharm. that

Dr. J. Lawrence Smith, one of the former

editors of that journal, has .since his arrival

in Constantinople, been appointed Geologist

and Inspector of Alines to the Sultan of the

Ottoman Empire.”
“The National Aledical Convention—The

National Aledical Convention convened in

Pbiladelphia on the 5th ATay last (1847) and

remaiiu'd in session three days. A large num-

ber of delegates were present, although not
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representing? eqiially the different parts of

the nnion. The following officers were elect-

ed; President, J. Knight, of Conn.; Vice

Presidents, A. II. Stephenson, New York,

Geo. B. Wood, Philadelphia, A. II. Buchan-
nan, Tennessee, J. Harrison, Louisiana; Sec-

retaries, K. I). Arnold, Georgia, A. Stille,

Philadelphia, F. C. Stewart, New York. At
the close of the session tli.e convention resolv-

ed itself into the ‘'American iMedical A.ssocia-

tion.” The following officers were

elected for the A.ssociation : I’resident,

Dr. Chapman, Philadeli^hia
;
Vice Presidents,

Dr. Knight, New Haven, Dr. Stevens, New
York, Dr. Moultrie, South Carolina, Dr. Buc-

hannan, Tennessee; Secretaries, Dr. Stille,

Jffiiladelphia, Dr. Dunbar, Baltimore; Treas-

urer, Dr. Hays, Philadelphia. Baltimore was
designated as the place for the next meet-

ing.” The session of the American Medical

Association this year will he the si.xty-seventh

if the physicians of the northern states con-

vened each year during the Civil War from
1861 to 1865 or even some years after the war
terminated physicians of the southern states

did not attend.

Dr. Hamilton, of P]ast Liberty, Ohia, makes
the following remarks in relation to the use

of quinine in malarious fevers of that local-

ity. “This ditsrict is malarious. During
the past season the fevers assumed a congest-

ive character chiefly intermittent, unless

checked promptly by free use of (piinine,

proved fatal. A good many cases assumed
gastro-enteric form, with vomiting of blood,

large evacuations from bowels, reseml}ling

beef brine, which prostrated patients in a few
hours. The treatment was sulph. quinine doses

5, 10 or 15 grains combined with morphine
or opium every two hours, brandy almost ad
libitum. This practice was successful, not
losing one patient where it was promptly
adopted, where not used or used sparingly,

the disease was very fatal. The prejudices
against the use of this Sampson of the i\Ia-

teria Mediea, are fast giving way, fear of its

administration when there is headache or a

little fever is beginning to vanish.”

The compiler of these excerpts located on

Green river in 1868 and at intervals the sec-

tion of country was visited by epidemics of

intermittent fever of the type descril)ed by
Dr. Hamilton, termed “congestive”, quinine

was the sheet anchor. As he says, quinine in

large doses given in time was successful. But
the physicians were frecpiently too late reach-

ing patients, therefore many died. Physici-

ans in the same locailties now do not encoun-

ter such epidemics, the country is cleared,

and cultivated, and drained, and protection

from mosquitoes by screens common. During
these epidemics i)ractice was laborious and
trying, patlietic to devotees of the profession.

COUNTY SOCIETY REPORTS

Caldwell—The Caldwell County Medical So-

ciety met in the city hall at Princeton on Tues-

daj' afternoon. Ai)ril 14, 1914, with the following

membei's iii attendance: L. J. Spickard, J. N.

Bailey, P. K. Shell)V, C. J. Pollaixl, J. M. Moore,

I. Z. Barber, W. L. Cash.

The minutes of the last meeting were read and
approved, and a rei>ort of the financial condition

of the society Avas made. Cpon motion President

Spickard appointed a committee to examine and
audit the treasurer’s books.

The scientific program was then taken up, and

C. J. Pollard read a very interesting and in-

structive paper on ‘‘Some NeAver Preparations,”

and called esijecial attention to the use of anti-

typhoid vaccine, phylacogens and i)ituitrin, and
jAi’otested against the indiscriminate use of the

last named preparation. There Avas a general dis-

cussion of this paper, and the essayist Avas com-
])limented for the presentation of the subjects.

The society adjourned to meet again on the

second Tuesday in May.
W. L. CASH, Secretary.

Henry—The Henry County Medical Society

met at the oltice of the secretary, in Ncav Castle

on Monday, March 30th, 1914.

In the absence of tire president and vice presi-

dent, the meeting Avas called to order by the

secretary.

W. B. Oldham Avas chosen as temporary chair-

.

man for the meeting.

A. M. Zaring, having moved to St. MatheAvs,

Avhich is out of the county, it Avas decided to

elect a presiderrt to fill the vacancy made by his

absence.

Everett Morris was urranirnoirsly choserr as

irresident for the year, 1914. Cpon being elected

irresident of the society. Dr. Monas resigtred as

delegate and Jno. C. Hartman Avas elected dele-

gate Avith 0. P. Chapmarr as alternate.

Cpon motibrr it Avas decided to formulate a

program for the entire year as to ))ai)er-s to be

read before the society and the folloAving phy-

siciarrs are apjrointed

:

Papers for Airril meeting, Jno. C. Ilartrrran, E.

E. HoAvard aird Thos, J. HoAver; for May, A. P.

DoAvden, AVebb Suter and Louis Coblin
;
for June,

AV. B. Oldlurm, O. P. Chapman and (). M. Hunrs-

ton; for July, E. E. Bickles, C. J. Renfro and O.

P. GoodAvin; for August, AY. L. Nuttall, E. D.

Hancock and AA". J Morris; for September, AA’.

AA'. Leslie; C. R. Jolinson and AY. E. Asbury; for

October, Curtis Hancock ; 0. AI. Humston, A. P.

DoAvden; for November, Jno. C. Hartman, John
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Murdock and J. R. Guthrie; for December,
Everett Morris, C. R. Martin and A. G. Elliston.

The above named physicians are requested to

complete their papers two weeks prior to the

date of reading and forward them, typewritten, to

the secretary, who will read them if the writer

is unable to attend the meeting
Paper on “Constipation,” was read at this

meeting by W. L. Nutall. The paper was dis-

cussed by nearly all members present.

There being no further business the society ad-

journed to meet April 27th, at 1 o’clock P M.
OWEN CARROLL, Secretaiy.

Henry—The Ilemy County Medical Society

met at the Court House in New Castle on May
27th, at 2 o’clock P. M. Meeting called to or-

der by A. P. Dowden, President pro tern.

Present, W. B. Oldham, 0. P. Chapman, E. E.

Beckers, W. L. Nuttall, Jno. C. Hartman, E. E.

Howard, Webb Suter, W. J. Morris and Owen
Carroll.

E. A. Guillion, Editor of the Henry County

Local and County Judge Luke Kavenough, were

also present, as was Dr. John McDonald of the

state of Washington, who gave the society a nice

talk and entered into the discussion of the pa-

pers.

E. E. Beckers read a paper on the subject
‘

‘ The True Physician.
’ ’

J. C. Hartman read a paper on “Infantile

I )iarrhoea. ’ ’

E. E. Howard read a paper on “Aneurisms.”

The papers w'ere discussed by all present and

a generally good meeting was held.

A. P. Dowden, Webb Suter and Lewis Coblin

are assigned for papers at the May meeting.

On motion, meeting adjourned to meet May
25th.

OWEN CARROLL, Secretary.

Warren—Tlie Warren County Medical Societj'

met in the Council Chamber with the following

members present : Drs. Lillian South, Heiser, A.

T. McCormack, Freeman, Strother, Arnold,

Wright, Moss, Rogers, Huddle, Cartwright,

Drake, Blackburn, Francis, Marks, Neal, London,

Keen and Rutherford.

The progTam of the meeting w’as the “Etiology

of Rheumatism” by Dr. London.

“The Treatment of Rheumatism,” by Dr.

Keen.

“The Relation of Rheumatism to Tonsillitis,”

by G. E. Townsend.

The discussion to be opened by Dr. Lillian

South.

As tliere were not present at the opening of

the meeting, any of the essayists, a motion Avas

made and carried that we have a report of cases.

H. P. Cartwright reported a case of rupture of

tlie paranchyma of the lung with profuse hemor-

rhage and pneumo-thorax.

B. S. Rutherford reported a galloping rhythm
of the heart and explained its mechanism.
Both these eases were interestingly discussed

by the members of the society.

Finis London read a very excellent paper on
“Etiology of Rheumatism,” which was followed
by an interesting talk by Dr. Keen on the treat-

ment of this disease.

G. E. Townsend, who was to have read a pa-
per on the relation of rheumatism to tonsillitis,

was not present.

L. H. South opened the discussion which was
followed by a general discussion by the members
of the society. There being no further business,

a motion was made and carried to adjourn.

B. S. RUTHERFORD, Secretary.

Warren—The Warren County Medical Society

met at the Council Chamber on December 10,

1913, with the following members present: Drs.

Grubbs, Stone, Briggs, Arnold, Huddle, Helm,
H. P. Cartwright, F. D. Cartwright, Souther,

Townsend, Hall and Rutherford.

There being no program for this meeting, a

motion was made and carried that the house pro-

ceed to the election of officers for the ensuing

year..

B. S. Rutherford was elected secretary pro tern.

Drs. Stone, Grubbs and Briggs were nominated
for president, after Avhich the house proceeded to

vote by ballot. Dr. Stone receiving the major-

ity of votes cast was declared elected.

J. H. Strother was nominated for vice presi-

dent. There being no other nominations, the sec-

retary Avas instructed to cast the vote for Dr.

Strother.

Nominations were then declared in order for

permanent secretaiy. Drs. Arnold and Rutherford

and Briggs Avere nominated. The house voted by

ballot. Dr. Rutherford receiving the majority of

votes Avas declared elected.

Nominations Avere declared in order for a dele-

gate to the State Meeting. Drs. Hall, H. P. Cart-

Avright and Arnold were nominated, after Avhich

a ballot Avas taken and H. P. CartAvright receiv-

ing the majority of votes Avas declared elected.

G. E. ToAvnsend Avas nominated and elected as

Councilor.

H. P. Cartwright reported an interesting case

Avhich Avas discussed by the members of the so-

ciety.

There being no other business before the h..use

a motion Avas made and carried to adjourn.

B. S. RUTHERFORD, Secretary.

Paralysis, General. Treatment. Hexamethylen-

aminc, gr. x (0.6 Gm) thrice daily, found effectu-

al in preventing retention of urine and avoiding

necessity for catheterization.—Baird.
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EDITORIAL.

THE COM.MGNITY PHYSICIAN.

lu further consideration of this important

snhjeet, it is important that we clearly luuler-

stand what is meant liy a eommnnity and then

consider the functions and opportunities of

.a community physician.

A community, for our jiurposes, is a settle-

ment within somewhat delinite boundaries

containing from three to si.x-hundred families,

who can he made to understand that the prac-

tice of medicine has reached that point in its

development where scientific supervision of

health and living conditions will prevent
about seven-tenths qf the sickness and nearly

one-half of the deaths which are now occur-

ring, prematurely. Such a community must
understand that the physician who will de-

vote Ids time to systematic prevention of dis-

ease is entitled to a reasonable compensation
for such services. It has been suggested that

where three hundred families compose a com-
munity that they agree to each pay the com-
munity physician •i'lO a year for his services.

These services will include such sujiervision

of their living methods, such education along

health lines as will keep the individual com-
posing it from being sick, as far as possible,

and in case of sickness, the physician would
attend the cases. In such an arrangement, it

will be seen that it would be to the interest

of the doctors to prevent sickness and that

this would rapidly become the important part

of his work.

On the other hand, looking at it from the

standpoint of the physician : It would be his

first purpose to create such a health consci-

ence as would prevent any one having a pre-

ventable disease from spi-eading the seed of it

1o others, lie would supervise the building

of sanitary privies at every house in his com-
munity; he would teach the tubercular to ex-

liectorate only in tbe containers that could
he burned

;
he would so actively supervise the

emptying of vessels containing typhoid stools

into sanitary pi-ivies or other fly proof, water-
tight, disinfecting vats as would effectually

jirevent this disease. lie would see that every
child was vaccinated by the time it was six

months old and I’e-vaccinated at the necessary
inter-vals; he would inspect the school or
schools in his district frecp,ently, thus dis-

covering defects or disease at their beginnings
rather than after thoroughly developed. He
would carefully supervise the isolation of con-

tagious diseases; he would talk to the mothers
not only about the kind of lunches taken to

school but about impinving both the variety
and quality of the food supplied to the work-
ers of the household. He would help super-
vise the screening of kitchens and dining
rooms

;
in other words, it is contemplated that

the community physician is, in a large meas-
ure, taking the place that was once occupied
by the family physician, becoming the leader
in his community and knowing the living
methods of his various families in such a way
that he could help them to the best results in

good health and long life.

Such development as this is surely coming
and it would be well for you to begin to dis-

cuss it with the leaders in your community
and to consider it from every standpoint that
it will find you prepared when called upon.

DR. D. B. WILCOX.

It is with sincere regret that the Journal
announces the death of Dr. I). B. Wilcox, for

many years secretary ol the Carter County
Medical Societ.y. As a friend and a physician

his neighbors in Carter County will miss him,

bnt as a leader in the medical organization of

the State, his loss is well nigh irreparable.

The Slate Association has been very fortunate
in finding in most of thi' counties a county
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secretary who would undertake the arduous

duties of this office with real knowledge as to

its difficulties and with a i*eal purpose to get

everything possible out of the development of

a real county society. The success of the

county society can be measured by the ef-

fectiveness of the county secretary. The
Carter County organization is a good one be-

cause of Dr. Wilcox’s effectiveness and we
trust it will be as fortunate in the selection of

his successor.

AN EXHIBIT WORTH WHILE.

The H. K. Mulford Company will have a

moving picture show at the Atlantic City

session of the American Medical Association

in the Hotel Chalfonte, which will show the

different processes employed in the product-

ion of their biological jn-oducts. This exhibit

will be particularly interesting to the Ken-

tucky doctors who attend the session of the

American Medical Association because

through an arrangement Avith the IMulford

Company, our State Board of Health is sup-

plied with IMulford’s biological products ex-

cepting diphtheria antitoxin.

The II. K. Mulford Company deserve credit

for taking advantage of this new manner of

displaying their latest methods.

A. M. A.

The annual meeting of the American
IMedical Association will be held at Atlantic

City, New Jersey, beginning June 22nd.
This Avill be a most important and enjoyable
meeting and it is hoped that as many of our
members as possible aauU arrange to take ad-

vantage of it.

Atlantic City in June is delightful and it

will be an especially valuable trip if you will

take your wife along and let her get the ocean
breezes and the stimulation to be gotten from
the change in air and scene.

MEDICAL EXAMINATION.

The examination for a certificate to prac-

tice medicine will be held in the auditorium
of the Ileurj^ Watterson Hotel in Louisville,

beginning June 15th, next, and continue for

three days. It is important that tliis be borne
in mind by those of our doctors who contem-

plate moving to other states, whose certificates

Avere issued Avithout examination. JMany

states require an examination in Kentucky be-

fore they Avill grant reciprocity.

SCIENTIFIC EDITORIALS.

AS TO THE ABORTIVE TREATMENT
OF SYPHILIS.

Attempts to abort syphilis by the way of
excision of the chancre, has been tried long
ago. Such attempts may l)e traced to the
times Avhen syphilis Avas not so well under-
stood as it is now. Even at this' time this mo-
mentous question had its advocates and an-
tagonists. According to the statistics of
Crivelli, out of 454 cases of excision of
chancre, 104 of them Avere absolutely success-
ful; according to Elder’s, out of 584 cases of
hard chancre, 137 Avere successful after the
chancre had been excised. This method Avas

then strongly condemned by some syphilo-
graphers, and though the great Ricord stood
for excision, his pupil, Fournier, Avas antag-
onistic to this theory. I remember about two
years ago, at the meeting of the A. M. A. at
Atlantic City, in the symposium on syphilis,

in discussion, this question of excision was
brought up again. From my oaati conviction
and thinking I Avas on the side of those who
advocated the excision of the chancre. The
chancre, to my anind, is a local infection and
local manifestation on the part of the body
to rid itself of the invaded organism. Look-
ing over the literature on sjq)hilis, many
cases Avere reported to have been aborted l)y

either excision or thorough cauterization.

Jai, Lang and others have strongly advo-
cated excision method in abortion of .syphilis.

In the last decade Avhen the study of syphilis

A\ms more developed (since tlie discovery of

spirochetae, reaction of Wasserman, etc.) the

question of aborting syphilis received a neAV

light. Thanks to the very simple method of
Burri, it aa'bs possible to find the pale spiro-

chetae the first feAv days of the appearance of

the chancre. With the discovery of Wasser-
man test it Avas possible to tell Avhether

syphilis was aborted in the system and
Avhether one or the other method of the treat-

ment Avas effective. Since we can make by
the present methods the diagno.sis of syphilis

in the earliest stage, Ave should then be able to

combat the disease AAdtli the first appearance
of the hard chancre.

Klingmueller used the method of excision,

complimented by salvarsan, in 56 cases of
hard chancre Avith negative Wasserman re-

action, and 60 cases Avith positive reaction.

He received better results from mixed treat-

ment than from salvarsan alone. Hecht also

experienced great success in aborting syphilis

Avith mixed treatment. Neisser advocated the

early excision and thorough cauterization in

conjunction AA"itli administration of mixed
treatment. Stern, Scholtz and many others
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had the same expei’iences. In Seholtz’s 70

cases of indurated cliancre, under early treat-

ment of salvarsan and mercury, 60 cases re-

mained with negative Wasserman.
Voss, of Halle, advocates early excision of

the chancre or application of Pacpielin

cautery and administi’ation of salvarsan and
mercury. Earing followed this method suc-

cessfully and in one of liis eases had a rein-

fection a few months afterwards. Jadassohn
insists upon early abortive treatment of

syphilis and adds, that any physician that is

going to wait for the manifestation of second-
ary smuptoms after the liard chancre has ap-

j)eared, is undertaking a great responsibility

and is doing his patient a great injustice.

Ilallopeau, who is regarded as the most orig-

inal authority on syphilis, in cases of hard
chancre, injects in the neighborhood of the
chancre, heetin (an arsenal preparation),
with the addition of novcain, then, he gives
mercury and iodine.

In the last two congresses, in Rome and
London, the liest authorities on syphilis, ad-

vocated early abortive ti'eatment. The only
two noted syphilogi-aphers that were strongly

opposed to abortive or early treatinent of
syphilis were ilulzar, of Strassburg, and
Gaucher, of Paris. They claim that early
abortive treatment, comjilimented by salvar-

san, is liable to prolong the course of syphilis.

But any new idea always has its antagonists.

In going over the literature in regard to

abortive and early treatment of syphilis, par-
ticidarly since the diseoA'ery of salvarsaii, the
preponderance of opinion is in favor of it.

We are also inclined to follow the abortive
treatment. Since syphilis is a chronic sys-

temic disease, recpiiring from three to five

years, and longer, of active treatment, would
it not be preposterous not to adopt a treat-

ment that wo\dd cut its course to a few
months? Would it not be a blessing if we
could shorten the duration of tj^fiioid fever
to a few days, as we may expect it Avill soon
be done?

S.Apbilis, it must be remembered, has other
I^hases. Clinical and experimental data show
that in the beginning it is purely a local dis-

ease. The process of it may be summed up as
follows : After a suspicious coition, the spiro-

schetae are deposited on an abrased or irritat-

ed skin
;
nature, trying to protect itself

against the invasion of said spirochetae into
the deeper tissues, sends out protective fluids

which envelop the spirochetae, trying, so to

speak, to choke the invading enemy. The re-

sult of this process is the formation of the
chancre. Why not eradicate this chancre,
thereby aiding nature in its previous efforts?

If we do not undertake this step, the spiro-

chetae in the majority of cases, overcomes the

effort of the protective fluids and succeed in

entering the deeper tissues. Once we allow
the primary stage to go on into secondary,
and treat the secondary stage, we can not
saj" that we initiate the abortive treatment

;

we may call it early treatment but not
abortive since under abortive treatment we
have to deal with the purely local condition.

Once we get a general or systemic condition,

giving positive Wasserman reaction, we can
not call such treatment aboiffive. To us,

when we speak of abortive treatment of

sjTjhilis, only those cases count which have
only a local primary manifestation of a sore

in which are found pale spirochetae of Sehau-
din, which give a negative Wasserman.

M. L. Ravitcii.

WATER.

In pre-historie times the astronomers and
geologists tell us that space consisted of a vast

nebula of self-luminous, gaseous matter very
higbly heated and that as a result of consensa-

tion and cooling the earth took form. This

geological view, differing as it does entirely

from the theological one, maintained that at

that time water was dissociated or separated

into its two gases, hydrogen and oxygen and
owing to the earth being at a temperature in

excess of 3,632 degrees F. these gases could

not combine to form Avater and as the molten
state of the earth probably maintained a temp-
erature 6,000 degrees C. a considerable time

had to elapse before it Avas finally cooled suf-

ficiently for the Avater to form first as steam
and then to condense to the liquid state. Up
to one hundred and thirty years ago the gen-
eral vieAv held Avas that of Thales, one of the

Seven Wise Men of Greece, who said “Water
is the element, the principle of things,” but it

Avas in 1718 that Priestly and Lavoiser sliow’-

ed that it Avas composed of two gases. Later
it Avas found that it could be decomposed by
electrolysis and the tAvo gases measured.
Hence, it Avill be seen that water at last in the
form of its elements is older than even the
earth itself and AAmter at least can be said to

liave existed since “the beginning.” Water
may exist in three states; gaseous, liquid and
.wild, but this is not remarkable because it

is possible to transform nearly every sub-
stance into these three states, ibut Avhat is

really interesting in this regard, in Avater, is

that it can be aceomplisbed Avithin the range
of ordinary temperatures, Avhicli is rather ex-

traordinary.
.

To the gaseous state l)elongs steam and at-

mospheric water vapor. The absence of ,at-

mospherie Avater vapor, which is usually
found in arid desert regions, no clouds are
formed, there is no rain and as a rule such a
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place is not only devoid of life but is prac-
tically uninhabited. At the opposite extreme
is to be foiind the disagreeable climates that

are hot and humid and in wliich the atmos-
pheric vapoj- is tremendously increased.

i\loney may make the mare go. l)ut certain-

ly steam practically makes the world move.
What would we do without the wonderful mo-
tive power of this agent ? From the tiny in-

fantile mechanical toy that it moves to the

terrific explosion of such a volcanic mountain
as Krakatoa seems a witle step and yet it is

this tremendous range of power that makes
steam siich a remai'kable agent. Steam is

that condition of water whicli is stable at

temperatures of 100 degrees C. at an ordi-

nary atmospheric pressure. Liquid water
which is the most interesting and important
of any form is really "‘wet water.” In this

form it is the most fascinating of all chemical

substances, besides being the most useful. It

forms 75 per cent, of tlie human body and
without it nothing could live ; it covers two-

thirds of the earth’s surface to an average

depth of 12,500 feet; it is the best solvent

known; is essential to all chemical action and
without it nearly all branches of science

woidd be at a stand-still. It occurs ns rain,

fog, dew, river and ocean water, spring water,

etc.

When the vapor of the atmosphere con-

denses around small particles of dust in the

air, clouds are formed or if very near the

surface a fog. If the small particles run to-

gether it will fall as rain. Dew is nothing

more than water that has condensed out of

the atmosphere onto cold objects. Pure
water is odorless, tasteless and in small quan-
tities colorless, transparent, liquid

;
in large

quantities it becomes blue in color and very
near opaque. It never occurs pure in nature,

its nearest approach being rain water after it

has rained for sometime and the next nearest

melting snow. It can be purified by distil-

lation, one distillation being enough for ordi-

nar}' purposes, but in many chemical and
particularly for intravenoiis work it should
be re-distilled. When re-di.stilled it is prac-

tically a non-conductor. It is only slightly

compressible.

Under a normal pressure water boils at

100 degrees C. It is a powerful refractor of
life. IMany substances when dissolved in

water lower its freezing point that is one I’ea-

son why salt is used in the freezing mixture
when making ice cream. The stirring serves

two purposes; bringing all parts in contact

with the cold and causing more ra]»id crys-

tallization of the contents. If watei- is j)cr-

fectly still the temperalui'e may be lowered

.several degrees below tlie freezing j)oint, but

a jar will cause it to freeze immediately. Be-

sides lowering the freezing ])oint. dissolving a

substance in a licpiid also raises tlie boiling

point.

When an acid, base or salt is dissolved in

water, the molecules of the substance are split

up in two parts, eay-h part being charged with
equivalent ipiantities of electricity. These
charged particles are called ions. A com-
])ound which yields ions is called an electro-

lythe, all others such as sugar, for in.stance,

are called non-electrolytes. Of all common
liipiids, which dissolve substances, water has
the highest power. Water is never a side

issue in chemical reaction, it is really the most
inqiortant and the fundamental thing in

them.
When a soluhle solid, no matter how great

its sjieeific gravity, is placed in the bottom of

a vessel and covered with water, it will in

time diffuse through the entire liipiid until

it is homogenous, though the force of gravity

is {lulling continually against it endeavoring
to keej) it at the bottom. Solid water consists

of snow, hail, frost and ordinary ice. Snow-
flakes are as.'-emblages of minute crystals of

ice from the aipieous vapor in the atmosphere.

They always assume a hexagonal sluqie.

Snow is only white to the eye because of its

great refractive power com{)ared to the crys-

tals. Under the microscope it is trans{)arent.

It forms when a cold enough wave {lasses over

a moist atmosjihere condensing the water; it

then crystallizes.

Hail, on the other hand, is formed when
rain passes through a region of atmosjihere

sufficiently cold to freeze it. Just as dew
condenses out of the atmosphere on a summer
night or a winter night when the temperature
is low enough, frost forms. Frost has played

and continues to play an important role in

changing of the earth’s surface.

Water, when it cools, contracts until it

reaches a temperature of 4 degrees C., and
then it begins to expand slowly at first until

it very nearly reaches 0 degrees C., and is

about to freeze then it increases very sudden
in volume. AVater is used as unit for .sirecifie

gravity measures. In freezing water gives off

a very large’ amount of heat, so that we can

understand why there is a warming u{) just

before a snow storm.

Ice is often seen to contain dirt. If the

water was stirred while freezing so that the

cyrstals would sei^iarate small they would be

very nearly pure. Certain compounds have

the {)ower to crystallize, with a greater or less

amount of water. The “water of eryst;dliza-

tion,” as it is called. Some chemical sub-

stances, like calcium chloride if allowed to

stand in the aii- will attract tlie moisture and
become wet; they are said to be del i(]ue.sc( iit

,

others like .sodium sulphate tend to lose tbmr
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water of erystallizalion on standing open to

the air; tliey are railed cj]iorc>icent

.

Few peo-

})le know what an enormons })ereentage water

])lays in the nourishment of the human body.

A human body weighing 150 pounds rontains

about 113 pounds of water and re(piires tlaily

for its sustenance, either as a liquid or com-

bined with food, 5 1-2 pounds of water, this

(‘(puds more than one-half gallon. Volumes

have been written of the effects of water as a

coi-rosive agent in geology, under the action

of frost, rain, wav(^s. rivers, glaciers, lakes,

oc('ans. subteiTaneon waters, etc., both upon

the interior and exterior of the earth.

It has seemed to the reviewer that so few

of us in the pressure of the modern practice

of medicine I’ealize the many inherent values

of water, nor do many stop to reflect upon its

imwerful potency as a thera])eutic agent, in-

ternally and externally. Tt has therefore

seemed interesting and |)ertinent to revi(nv

the values of water per se. To enumerate its

therapeutic activities in merest outline would
require more pages than can be devoted to a

scientific editorial. Curran Pope.

THE TNPLTTENCE OF DIET IN SKIN
DISEASES.

AVhile the importance of diet has long ago
been considered an influential factor in gen-

eral practice, it is only in the last few years
that it has been found to be even more so in

skin diseases.

It was the A^enna School that held most all

dermatoses as purely local affections of the

skin. A^ienna School’s opinion or rather dic-

tum was followed for a long time. In the last

decade a reaction has taken place, and the

theories, so long hehl by the A^ienna School,

were doubted. New ideas sprung up and the

causes of a good many skin diseases previous-

ly taught to be due to external infl^iences,

were found to be due to metabolic disturb-

ances. Bouchard was the first man to teach
us the importance of auto-intoxications, par-
ticularlv those arising from the intestinal

tract. The amount of the indican in the urine
corresponded vfith the amount of intestinal

putrefaction. Diet of course played a great
role in production of putrefaction as was of-

ten ascertained. I think it was Lichenstein,
then Sobolew. and in our country, AVhite, that
have found the prevalence of indicanuria in

skin diseases induced by faulty diet. After
extensive experimentations it was found that
in many dermatoses the skin condition im-
proved or got worse again with the state of
the gastro-intestinal tract.

Every pediafri.st and general practilioner
knows well that an unsuitable diet may be the

cause of skin affections among children in the

first years of life
;
in adults, on the other hand,

the diet may not have such an apparent in-

fluence.

Eczema of seborrheoic type in healthy chil-

dren very often is the result of over-feeding,

and over-abundance of milk fat is the most
obnoxious agent. This over-abundance of fat

enters the system as a foreign protein and
causes anaphylactic reaction, terminating in

eczema. In such cases it is advisable to limit

the (jauntity of milk feeding, particularly rich

milk, and instead give them different kinds of

sou})s, buttermilk, fruit juices and cooked

fruit which will be found both grateful and
useful. Eggs are not well tolerated by chil-

dren suffering from eczema as they may act as

a foreign protein and cause the same anaphy-
lactic reaction as milk fat does.

Finkelstein’s opinion that eczema in chil-

dren is caused by the accumulation in the or-

ganism of sodium chloride which acts hygro-
scopically, causing the skin to ooze or to form
urticarial eruption, is rather speculative and
(.‘rroneous. It may work well in a few indi-

viduals, but experience teaches us that the

diet of salt-poor milk is surely injurious.

Bruch, who has made extensive experiments
in child-feeding, has insisted that Prankel-

stein’s idea is wrong. In his timely and prac-

tical article in the Monatsschrift fur Kindre-

lieiJkunden, for 1909, he showed that by en-

riching the organism with sodium chloride ec-

zematous processes were greatly improved,

while washing out the salt, would make the

conditions worse.

A strict and limited diet is, anyhow, per-

missable and useful in well-fed children. In

addition to this, local treatment is a very im-

portant factor. The bad results, reported

from local treatment of the skin of nurslings,

is rather rare. And the rare eases are the re-

siilt of unscientific and careless local treat-

ment.

A strict limitation of meat diet has been

found useful in a great many cases, particu-

larly in strophulus in infants; while in cases

not based upon intestinal toxemias, the diet

has little influence.

In skin diseases of adults, you can expect

much from a certain diet regime. Certain

cases of pruritus, of urticaria, dependent up-
on idiosyncrasy to certain foods, are, of

course, amenable to treatment by changing
the food. In acne vulgaris it may be found,

that ingestion of fatty material is injurious,

particidai‘ly, since such material is absorbed

and deposited in the sebaceous glands. In

Rosacea, agents that cause flow of blood in the

face, such as coffee, tea and alcohol, are very

injurious. The influence of diet in psoriasis

has been found a very imi)ortant factor in

causing the latter disease. In mj' editorial on
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the “Etiology of Psoriasis,” the reader will

find that diet plays an important role as a

causative factor in this disease.

In looking over the long list of skin dis-

eases and in seeking their causes, we cannot
help admitting the fact, that diet in a great

many cases is quite an important factor.

kr. L. Ravitcii.

ORIGINAL ARTICLES

CURRENT i\lEDICAL EVENTS.*

By J. T. Reddick, Paducah.

Our secretary asked me at the last meeting

of the society to prepare a paper for this

meeting on the newer things in medicine.

The very newest thing is a news item sent out

from Chicago under date of iMarch 6th, and

published in the daily papers. I quote the

article

:

“Dr. G. Frank Lydston announced last

night at a meeting of the Chicago Medical As-
sociation that he had successfully transplant-

ed the generative gland of a dead person to

the body of a living man. Dr. Lydston de-

clared that when he had been unable to find

a subject willing to undergo the operation he

had made the transplantation upon himself.

An operation performed January 10th,

1914, he said, seemed to have been successful.

The gland was taken from a youth of 18 who
had been dead seventeen hours.

Dr. Llyston said if the operation should
prove a permanent success it may be a new
remedy for Bright’s disease, hardening of the

arteries and ailments due to premature senil-

ity. The surgeon said he had been unable to

find any record here or in Europe of such an
operation ever having been performed.

Dr. Lydston also said he had implanted in

a woman of 59 years the generative organs of

a woman of 17 years, who had been dead from
violence twelve hours. This operation, he
said, had been performed too recently for him
to predict results. The wound, however, he
declared, was healing rapidly, and the opera-
tion gave evidence of being successful.”
The next newest thing in the way of

medicine is another newspaper article sent out
from Cincinnati just a few days ago. As yet
we have seen nothing in medical literature to

corroborate these articles and as a rule phy-
sicians are slow to accept these newspaper
statements until we have further confiimia-

tion or proof of their genuineness. However,
the veiy high professional character of the
surgeons quoted and the ethical standing of
the gentlemen, inclines us to give these state-

ments much credence. I also quote the article

sent out from Cincinnati

:

“A discovery by which surgery is made
painless, after, as well as during operations,

was made 'public here by Di. Chas. A. L.

Reed, who, in his demonstration at the Cin-
cinnati General Hospital, declared that the

era of painless surgery had at last dawmed.
He has used the method successfully in ab-

dominal cavities and in the removal of cancers
and tumors. He related the case of a very
fleshy woman on whom he had operated for

conditions which under old and yet prevalent
methods would have caused great agony. In-

stead, she did not know that she had been op-

erated upon ; awakened immediately without
pain or siclcness, asked for the newspaper and
innocently arranged to go to hear Tettrizzena

sing that evening, when told what had been
done. She went home at the end of three

weeks without even having had a twinge of

pain. Dr. Reed then demonstrated the meth-
od on a patient from whom he proceeded to

remove several tumors and some of the bod-

ily organs. She was awakened immediately
after the operation entirely free from pain.

Dr. Reed calls the method ‘ Anocithesia,’

which means wfithout fear or pain.”

ARDERHAI,den’s TEST FOR I’REGNANCY.

One of the newer things in medicine, and
one that is much discussed at the present time

is Abderhalden’s test for pregnancy. It

would require too much of your time to go

into a full discussion of the preparation of

the material for the test, and it would require

a careful study on the part of any one to un-

derstand it. I would not be qualified to give

you anything like a comprehensive descrip-

tion of the test without a more extensive study

of the matter. Abderhalden has performed
more than two hundred tests. “Schlimpert
and Ileney examined 316 eases. In 39 non-

pregnant cases all gave negative tests. The
sera of 28 pregnant women all reacted posi-

tively, even one who liad gone over her period

but four days. Elder had constantly negative

results in 25 non-pregnant individuals, while

in 37 pregnant women he always obtained the

reaction. iMost of his pregnancies were in the

firet week; four were ectopic pregnancies and
six were incomplete abortions’.”

A NEW LABORATORY TE.ST FOR CANCER AND

SARCOMA.

Dr. T. G. Davis, in California State Jour-

nal of Medicine, Nov. 1913, says: “The urine

should be carefully collected, fresh. No pre-

.servative should be used except tliat when it

is impossible to make immediate examination.

Hydrochloric acid in the proportion of one

part to ten of urine may be added, this being*Read before the McCracken Count.v Medical Society
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the proportion used in tlie test. Select a flat

bottomed flask of about six fluid ounces ca-

pacity, with a nai-row neck, that the ether

may l)e brought up into it and easily seen and

separated. To 100 eem. of urine in the flask

add 10 ccm. of hydrochloric acid. Heat over

a slow Are until ebullition begins; turn out

the tire and allow it to cool slowly for a time,

after which cooling may be hastened by im-

mersion in water. When cold add 30 ccm. of

ether. Cork, tying the cork to prevent evap-

oration. Turn the fluid upside down several

times during the six or eight hours required

to complete the test. Avoid hard shaking

which interferes with separation of the ether.

While in cases of pronounced or extensive

cancer the ether will acquire a markedly red

color in as short a time as twenty minutes, he

has found six or eight hours necessary for

the complete extraction hemo iiro-chrome by
the ether. The author claims the test will

give evidence of the presence of cancer before

it can be seeji or determined by palpation or

any other method. lie claims the test has

proven positive in a large percentage of

eases.^”

The medical world is now eagerly watching
for every thing which will throw any light

iipon the early recognition and etiology of

cancer, and this becomes necessary from the
fact that the number of cases are rapidly in-

creasing. Frederick L. Hoffman, statistician

for the Pi-udential Insurance Company, in an
address recently delivered, states that cancer
is becoming moi-e prevalent in the United
States every year, and that now its death toll

is greater than that of tuberculosis. In the
United States the death rate per annum is

75,000
;
for the civilized world, nearly half a

million. Among men between the ages of 45
and 64 the proportion of deaths from cancer

is 7 per cent., among women 16 per cent. Dr.

Willingham gave this society a good paper a

few weeks ago along the same lines as this pa-

per and spoke of the treatment of cancer by
radium.

PITUITARY EXTR.VCT IN OBSTETRICS.

Pituitary extract is quite well established

in medicinfe, but as it is one of the newer
things and a very potent remedy, capable of

doing much good, there is danger that we may
become over-enthusiastic regarding it, from
the very optimistic advertising circulars sent

out by the manufacturing houses, and do
harm by its discriminate use. Prom some of

the advertisements we are led to believe that

it is safe to use at any stage of labor.

Having had some experience with the drug
and having kept well up with it in tlie hands
of others who have had a much huger experi-

ence, I am forced to the conclusion that we

ought to be just as careful in its use as with

any of the active tlrugs.

“The pituitary gland is divided anatomic-

ally into three parts, the anterior and posteri-

or lobe and the infundibulum, but phj'sio-

logically it seems to be divided into only two
parts; the anterior lobe having one action, the

posterior lobe and infundibulum another.

The anterior contains some unknown sub-

stance which is absolutely necessary for the

life of an individual. Tlie posterior lobe and
infundibulum, on the contrary, are not indis-

pensable to life, but contain some principle

which has a marked physiological action as a

vaso-constrictor and uterine stimulant. To
the best of my knowledge, there are on the

market to-day, onlj^ three extracts of the pitui-

tary gland, two made by American and one

by a foreign firm, and all of them from the

posterior lobe and infundibulum®.

The remedy is put up in ampules, the dose

being 1 to 2 ce. Edgar has given 4 cc. The
remedy should be given by intramuscular in-

jection. I have never observed any local re-

action from its use or any more pain than

from any ordinary hypodermic puncture. I

began its use about one year ago, and will

give you briefly my experience taken from my
obstetrical record.

Case I. Lina II., age 40. Para II. 'Strong,

muscular, colored woman. Labor began at 5

a. m., pains slow, short, and inefficient; cervix

soft and dilatable, roomy pelvis. 1 cc. pitui-

trin at 8 :45, pains strong and regular in 7

minutes, and child delivered in 15 minutes.

Case IT. Bessie W., age 22. Primipara.

Labor slow, pains inefficient, vervix soft. 1 cc.

pituitrin, pains hard and regular in 8 minutes,

but had to deliver with forceps.

Case ITT. IMarie T., age 17. Primipara.

Began having pains at 6 p. m. I was called at

midnight. Pains slow, os slow dilating. Pains

stopped at noon, began again at 1 p. m. Os

about size of dollar but soft and dilatable. 1

ee. pituitrin, pains hard in ten minutes and

labor soon complete.

Case IV. Dinkie B., age 30. Para VIII.

Strong, healthy colored woman, short and fat,

had been in labor 6 1-2 hours, pains slow and

inefficient, os about four fingers dilated, cervix

thick and hard. 1 cc. pituitrin. Pains hard

in ten minutes and very large child delivered

in 22 minutes, no lacerations.

Case U. Bessie G., age 34. Para HI.
Pains inefficient, cervix dilatable. 1 cc. pitui-

trin, in few minutes hard and rhythmic pains

and labor terminated in short time.

Case VI. Drusilla P., age 30, para VI.

^Membranes rujitui’ed before I arrived and all

the li(]uor amnii had ('Scaped. child high up
and could liardly be felt by finger and held in

that position by a short cord wound around
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neck. Cervix dilatable and pains slow, short,

and doing no good. 1 ec. pituitary liquid,

pains hard in six minutes and child delivered

in a short time.

This is the extent of my experience with

pituitary extract, which has been altogether

very favorable and indeed almost magical in

some cases. I might have used it oftener hut

1 do not believe it has any place in normal
labor, and my cases were well selected cases,

only one of which, case IV, was there any
rigidity of cervix. In that case the rigid

cervix, which was about four fingers dilated,

softened rapidly under the regular, hard
pains.

In my opinion pituitary extract is of un-

questioned merit in obstetric practice, but

should not be used in undilated cervices, for

we can never tell when we have a friable, dis-

eased cervix, and we can not tell how hard
the pains are going to be, and there is danger
of a rupture of the uterus. We should also

always have an anaesthetic so that we may
control the pains if necessary. I believe it a

much safer drug than ergot, for it produces
strong, inteimiittent. uterine contractions,

whereas ergot is inclined to produce tonic or

tetanic contractions.

J. Clifton Edgar, of New York, recently re-

ported a series of 70 cases classed as follows:

In the first and second stage -39 cases

Immediately after the third stage 19 cases

In Cesarean section 6 cases

For the induction of abortion 6 cases

I take pleasure in giving you some of his

conclusions

;

“Full and even small doses of the drug in

the first stage of labor have caused in our
ease fatal compression of the fetus, premature
separation of the placenta, and deep rui)ture

of the cervix.”

“Pituitary extract acted promptly and ef-

ficiently in most of our thirty-nine cases of in-

ertia in the first and second stages. Its action

was more positive in multipara than in primi-

para ; it acted better at full term than in

premature cases; also better in second than
the first stage of labor when administered
shortly after the spontaneous rupture of

membranes. ”

“In the nineteen cases in which the dnig
was used immediately after the third stage

for post-parti;m hemorrhage due to inertia,

our results were disappointing. So much so

that we consider its action here most unreli-

able and not as positive as the ergot prepara-

tions.”

“For primary inertia in abortion cases, our
results with the drug were disappointing..”

“We consider the use of the drug in the

first stage a dangerous practice, liable to

cause death or deep asphyxia of the fetus,

separation of the placenta, ixncalled for lacer-

ation of the cervix, and possibly uterine rup-
ture.”

“We look upon the use of pituitary extract

before full dilatation or dilatibility of the cer-

vix as equivalent to the use of ergot at this

time. In fact it is pi'obably more harmful
than ergot, by reason of the more powerful
contractions produced and the uncertainty of

its action.”

“We have rei)eate;!ly observed prolonged
tempestuous contractions, when the drug was
given in the face of too much resistance, close-

ly simulating tetanic contractions of the

uterus (tetanic uteri).”

“We have repeatedly observed both in pri-

vate and hospital practice that 0.2 gram, of

pituitaiy extract, half the usual dose common-
ly employed, produces such prolonged and
powerful contractions that iiterine rupture
was imminent and anaesthesia was required

to control the action of the drug ou the

uterus*.
’ ’

Ilerz, a Gertnan writer recently reported a

case of uterine inertia after prolonged labor

in a young primipara who also presented a

fiat, rachitic pelvis. The fetal head Avas in

mid pelvis and the cervix two fingers dilated

and rigid. One cc. pituitrin Avas injected.

Within a few minutes the pains became
stronger and after a period of tAventy min-

utes became tetanic in character. About one

hour later the patient collapsed, after a very

severe pain, and presented evidence of uterine

rupture. The pains continued and she gave

birth to a A'ery small, asphyxiated infant.

The placenta Avas delivered spontaneously.

Subsequent examination showed that the

cervix was entirely separated from the lower

segment of the uterus and the fetus and pla-

centa had been born through the tear. The

parametrium Avere involved on either side.

The Auigina was packed and the patient treat-

ed expectantly. Two Aveeks later an examin-

ation shoAved fairly good union of the lacerat-

etl area.®
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Septicemia, Treatment. Fi.xation abscess ad-

vised, consisting in injection of L5 minims (1 c.c.)

of spirit of tnrjtontine in cellular tissue of thigh,

loin, or deltoid region.—Carles.
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LAHOHATORY MPYPIIODS THE (JENER-

AL PRACTITIONER SHOULD USE.*'

Jiy R vui'ii L. SciiKOEDER, Owensboro.

Wliile humanity has l>een the recipient of

inestimable l)lessings at the liands of physici-

ans wlio knew little, if anything, of labora-

tory methods, the day has come when failure

on the part of the general practitioner to

avail himself of such means in the diagnosis

of human ailments is inexcusable.

Oenei-ally streaking, the diagnosis of a ease

is of greater importance than the treatment
and is made jmssible only by a careful study
of the history, syinptomatology and the labor-

atory tindings.

Within recent years many advances have
been made in laboratoiy jnethods and at pres-

ent the chemical, pathological, bacteriologic-

al and X-ray laboratories each constitute a
specialty. Conse(inently, much of the work
in each of these departments, to be de])end-

able, must be done by expsiJs. This is especi-

ally time of pathological and major X-ray
work. When we consider the technical skill

required and the grave responsibility attach-

eu, for instance, to the examination of a sjieci-

men of suspected carcinomatous tissue upon
the findings of which a diagnosis rests, it

seems evident that work of this nature be-

longs to the' expert pathologist. I do not
mean by this that the general practitioner is

not capable or qualified to do this work in ex-

ceptional instances. The average man, how-
evei-, has done neither true nor major X-iaiy

work and while the X-ray is one of our inosl

valuable aids in diagnosis generally, aside

from its iise in case of accidents, it must of

necessity play a minor role in the laboratory

of the general i:>raetitioner.

The chemical laboratory, on the other hand,
while of equally great importance and per-

haps more often consulted, lends itself admir-
ably to the average physician. It would hard-
ly be possible to-day to find a doctor’s office

in which some pretense is not made at this

nature of work. Even here, however, some
facts must be faced and I believe it is safe to

estimate that fully fifty per cent, of physici-

ans in active general practice to-day are whol-

ly incapable, even granting the necessary ma-
terials be furnished them, of making a reli-

able, complete, qualitative, ipiantitative, chem-
ical and microscopical examination of the

urine. Many men v/ho make a routine of ex-

amining for albumen and sugar do not bear
in mind the fundamental reipiirements for a

dependable test of even this nature.

The examination of the urine from one
voiding as frequently practiced is of no def-

inite value but often misleading. As in the

case of indicanuria, large amounts may be

found at certain times even in one day while

at others only a trace can be detected. The
same holds true of certain forms of albumin-

uria and in the estimation of the percentage

of urea. In examination of the urine the

specimen should be taken from the 24 hour
voiding. The complete analysis of this, the

entire amount voided in 24 hours being

known, rarely fails to give us trustworthy and
interesting information.

While the microscopic examination should

often be made the result must frequently be

modified by other means before it is of defin-

ite value. Thus, while the microscope may
show blood or pus in the urine it does not re-

veal its source. Simple clinical procedures

have been devised whereby this can be de-

termined. Hy having patient void successive-

ly into three glasses we determine if there is

blood or pus in the first and second only or

in all three. If the third gia.ss is free, we
know the bladder and structures above are

not involved and tb.e lesion lies anteriorly or

in the urethra. If the third glass reveals

blood or pus we know the lesion lies either in

the hladder or higher in the ureters or kid-

neys. To determine further a simple test

may be used based upon the knowledge that

the normal vesical mucosa absorhs practical-

ly nothing. Inject 10 or 15 grains of potas-

sium iodide dissolved in several drachms of

water and test the patient’s saliva by having
him expectorate into some ordinary starch

paste acidulated with nitric acid. If the test

is of a vesical lesion we get the positive re-

action usually in the course of one-half hour.

Should there be no vesical lesion, the potas-

sium iodide is not absorbed and a negative

reaction means the ureters or kidneys are in-

volved. Blood from above the bladder leads

us to suspect tuberculosis of the kidneys and
while the examination of the urine for the tu-

bercle bacilli is not a satisfactory procedure,
the history of the case, the physical findings

and the use of the Von Pirquet followed by a

positive reaction will determine the diagnosis.

If there remains doubt, as to the diagnosis, a

cystoscopic examination and catheterization

of the ureters is of great value, but the gen-

eral practitioner is rarely (]ualified to carry
out this work himself.

The ordinary tests for albumen such as

Heller’s and the heat and nitric acid are not

sufficiently delicate to deter faint traces of
albumen. The detection of such traces is fre-

(luently of greater importance than that of

larger amounts. Ulrics modification of tlu'

saline acid heat test is reliable in showing
such traces. A few cubic centimeters of a

saturated filtered .«aline solution acidulated to

two per cent, with acetic acid an' boih'd in a*Read before the Daviess County Medical Society.
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clean test tube.' Overlay this with the urine
and if alhuinin is present in the most minute
(quantity a white line is readily seen at the

point of contact.

Some few tests of the urine are j^ractically

diagnostic. Thus the finding of easts of the
granular or epithelial variety indicate neph-
ritis, of indican, intestinal indigestion or fer-

mentation, the Diazo reaction, typhoid fever.

From our present knowledge, it would seem
that the Diazo should he chosen hy the gen-
eral practitioner in preference to the Widal.
It is simi^le of technic, appears early when
the diagnosis is of greatest importance, re-

appears with relapses and is practically spe-

cific with the exception of acute miliary tu-

berculosis from which it can be distinguished
hy Russo’s test.

The sputum is usually examined to determ-
ine the presence of the tubercle bacilli. In
collecting a sample for examination care must
l)e exercised to get the true bronchial contents
and not }uerely saliva. The finding of the ba-
cilli in any number is of course diagnostic,

yet the absence of bacilli from the sputum
does not prove the patient free from tubercu-
losis. All possible means should be utilized

to establish the diagnosis in these eases before
the bacilli appear in the sputum and upon
this early diagnosis depends in great meas-
ure the success of our treatment. The sputum
may also be examined for albumin and elastic

fibres. The finding of albumin, in the

absence of valvular lesions and nephritis is

strongly presumptive of tuberculosis.

For the purpose of clearing up the diag-

nosis of chronic gastric diseases, the test

l)reakfast and analysis of the stomach con-

tents are frequently indicated. In interpret-

ing the result of such examinations care must
be exercised not to be governed too great by
the findings. The presence of food remnants,
lactic acid, Boas-Oppler bacillus, low acid in-

dex, l)lood and the absence of free hydro-
chloric acid is not pathognomonic of cancer.

The same findings may obtain in other con-

ditions such as latent calloused ulcer and re-

flex pylorospasm. Cases have been reported
in which cancer of the stomach was accomp-
anied by a normal or even high acidity.

These tests, however, may be readily made
by the general practitioner and in selected

cases are of great value.

With the advent of bacteria therapy has
come an increased demand that more atten-

tion be devoted to bacteriology. If we are to

expect favoi’able resiilts from the use of the

various bacterines it is obvious that the exact

causative organism mu.st be known. A gen-

eral failure on the part of practitioners to

avail themselves of the laboratory in determ-

ining this point has resulted in the various

polyvalent mixtures now flooding the mai-ket.

The use of such preparations is in no way
scientific and while there are exceptional eases
and extenuating circumstances, where the
symptomatology is specific or a delay would
be detrimental, the use of stock vaccines with-
out a laboratory diagnosis is to be condemned.

In many suppurative or chronic conditions
the proper examination of the blood, especial-

ly the differential count, is of great import-
ance. The question of opei'ation in cases of

acute appendicitis depends largely upon the

blood picture. So in the various anemias,

t.’S'phoid, malaria, syphilis, etc.
;
valuable in-

formation can be obtained from blood examin-
ations.

The amoiuit of laboratory work the general

practitioner should do and the method he
should employ are questions that can only be

decided by the individual. Such are the fa-

cilities at present for having much of the

special work done by experts in the various

fields of laboratory work in private or public

laboratories that the average physician will

limit his work to the more ordinary examina-
tions which require but little equipment and
not much special training.

The laboratory but rarely makes a positive

diagnosis and at all times the findings must
be qualified, modified, and acted upon only in

accordance with the accompanying symptom-
atology and physical findings.

Syphillis.—E. B. Kriimhhaar and (b M. IMont-

gomery, Philadelphia, (Journal A. M. A., Janu-

ary 24), found 3 per cent, of a thousand new

consecutive cases in the outpatient department of

the Pennsylvania Hospital syphilitic which they

consider probably less than half of the actual pro-

portion that had contracted the disease. They

give an analysis of 108 cases tested by the Was-

sermann reaction and conclude that their experi-

ence Avill be ec[ualled elsewhere. As regards the

proportions encountered in the general medical

dispensary, the manifestations of the disease in

such cases are often obscure and misleading, and

they form a group quite distinct from the type

ordinarily found in the dispensaries for genito-

urinaiw, surgical or nervous diseases where dis-

tinct symptom-complexes or localizing phenomena

are commonly encountered. Students should be

instructed as to these atypical forms of syphilis

and be impressed with the need of being constant-

ly on the lookout for them. Dispensaries should

have, as nearly as possible, a definite routine

treatment for these cases, salvarsan having a

l)rominent jilace and every available means, in-

cluding the cooperation of the social service de-

l)artment, utilized to insure the cariwing out of

proper treatment.
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RECENT .METHODS IN HOSl’lTi\L AN-

ESTHESIA.

By C. N. CiiTPMAN, Washington, 1). C.

iMore real progx’ess has been made in the

study of anesthetics and anesthesia during
the last ten years than during the preceding
sixty-tive years which have elapsed since the

first public demonstration of anesthesia \was
made. For manj^ years little attention was
paid to the administration of anesthetics,

either in the selecting of the anesthesia agent,

the method of giving the same, or the eqxiip-

ment used. Any old way was good enough,
the chief object in view was to have the pa-
tient completely narcotized, it being an iron-

clad rule that the patient mxist never move or

cough after being placed on the operating
table for fear they might disturb the surgeon
in some way. It made little difference if it re-

quired days and sometimes weeks of the most
intense nausea and vomiting to recover from
the effects of the anesthetic. It is little won-
iler that a patient having had an anesthetic in

those days and requiring the second went to

the hospital in greater fear and dread of the

anesthetic than of the operation itself, be-

cause of the smothering and choking before

and the nausea and vomiting following. They
also did not fail to inform their friends need-
ing an operation what a very pleasant time
they would have taking the anesthetic, so that

many dragged along without the much needed
operation rather than suffer like their friend.

This state of affairs is probably accounted for

by the fact that anesthesia has always been
xinder the direct supervision of the surgeon,

generally administered by a nurse, or an un-
trained assistant. And as the old saying

‘
‘ we

can not do two things at the same time,” the

siu-geon needing all of his time and attention

for the operation, the anesthetic was neglect-

ed, the surgeon often getting a bad result, and
the patient worse than a bad result, a pine
box sometimes being required to end the story.

A young siu*geon called in a nurse, unquali-
fied with respect to anesthesia, to anesthetise
for a short, and as far as life was concerned,
an unnecessary operation, when doctors were
easily available for the purpose. The patient
died in less than ten minutes. The result was
a court procedure, and the necessary removal
of the doctor to another locality. Another
physician desiring to examine a man for hem-
orrhoids called in' a dentist to administer
nitrous oxide and oxygen. The patient died
in the doctor’s office. The result was a court
procedure, tlie question being that dentists
should not use nitrous oxide and oxygen for

surgical purposes, unless specially trained.

So you see there is the medicolegal aspect as

well as the risk the patient undergoes in using
an untrained anesthetist. The courts hold a
surgeon responsible if he uses an untrained
anesthetist acting merely as an assistant. In
these daj^s of specialism anesthesia can no
longer be considered merely a part of the
surgical procedure. IMortimer suggests that
in becoming a “specialist,” the anesthetist

opens himself to actions for damages on ac-

count of injuries sustained during anesthet-
ization.

Up to about three years ago the hospitals of
this city were using untrained anesthetists,

internes, students and nurses. About that
time I collected the number of anesthetics

given during the px-evious five years in all of
the hospitals of the city. The results duxfixxg

the days of xintx-ained anesthetists wex*e

aboxxt eight deaths fx’oixx chloroforiix, or one
out of every 243 persons anesthetized with
chloroform dying.

There were some foxxr or five deaths from
ether, or one oxxt of every 11,000 persons anes-

thetized with ether dying. These stateixxents

show beyond a doubt that in ixntrained hands
ether is mxxeh safer thaxx chlorofox’m.

Withixx the past three years all the hos-

pitals, with two or three exceptions, have em-
ployed trained axxesthetists. So far as I am
able to state to-night, within the past three

years there have been soixxe three or four

deaths fx'oixx ether and oxxe fx’oxxx chloroforxn.

The deaths referred to above were oixes that

occurred dixring the operation; several oc-

cxxrred duxfing prinxax’y anesthesia before the

operation had been started, so that tlxey are

straight anesthetic deaths.

The recent chloroforxn death was of that
character, the patient dying before the opera-

tion was stax'ted. The anesthetist had beexx

using ehlorofoxmx for years and thoixght it

was safe, but he only had the saxne result that

every one obtains wlxo uses ixxuch chloroform.

It is now coxxceded that chloroforxn which
has played such a stoxmxy part in the drama
of anesthesia, should never he used alone, or

as the terixxixxal anesUxetic. Personally, I

think it shoixld not be ixsed in anj^ forixx. As
late as 1908 ixx sonxe of oxxr hospitals, chloro-

forixx was used for fifty per cexxt. of the

operations.

INTR.VVENOUS ANESTHESIA.

General aixesthesia by the intx'avexxous route
was demonstrated as a possibility by “Ox’e.”
in 1872, who used chlox’al Ixydrate as tlxe hyp-
notic agent. Since that time it has been used
by varioixs xnembers of the medical profession,
like many discaxxled or forgotten surgical
procedures, because of tlie apparent xxovelty

x-atlier tlian any good i-esults obtained. It is
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a method that will never he of general use.

The only good feature is that it produces a
(juiet anesthesia. The objections are high
death rate, special training required, extens-

ive ap])aratus, keeping a fluid at even temper-
ature, scrupulo\is asepsis required in opening
of the vei.n and introduction of the eaninda,

danger of septic thrombosis, and last biit not

least, the introduction of 500 e.c to 3000 c.e.

of fluid into the veins is a serious objection

because of the increased oozing and overload-

ing of the heart. R. C. Colnirn recently stat-

ed that although a very small amount of ether

is administered in the intravenous method as

compared to that nsed in the inhalation

method, we have a gi’eater ether toxieation

when the intravenous method is used.

RECTAT, ANESTHESIA. L

The oil-rectal method is a possible but
not a practical way of administering ether

and producing anesthesia. Unlike the method
above, it requires little in the way of equip-

ment, 6 ounces of ether, plus 2 ounces of olive

oil, a tlouche can and small rectal tube are all

that are required. The objections are very
often light anesthesia, or again very deep nar-

cosis, irritation of rectum, etc. R. C. Coburn
also claims increased ether toxieation by this

method.

SPINAL ANESTHESIA.

Spinal anesthesia is not a universal anes-

thetic, although it produces the greatest de-

gree of muscle relaxation with the least proto-

plasmic disturbance. Even if skillfully ad-

ministered it is probably more dangerous
than a transient and light narcosis under
ether or nitrous oxid and oxygen. Spinal
anesthesia causes an earlier and more marked
fall in blood pressure than other anesthetics,

with a slowing and weakening of the heart

action, and should therefore be used with cau-

tion or avoided in conditions of marked hypo-

tension of the circulatory system. Spinal

anesthesia requires a more highly developed
technique and a greater degree of watchful

supervision than does the use of ether.

Spinal anesthesia is relatively safer in the

young and robust than in the enfeebled and
toxic. Spinal anesthesia has a high death

rate.

INTRATRACHEAL INSUFFL.VTION ANESTHESIA.

IMeltzer and Auer have shown that continu-

ous insufflation of air into the trachea under
moderate pressure is capable of ventilating

the pulmonary alveoli of effecting the neces-

sary exchange of oxygen and carbon dioxide

and sustaining life for many hours when all

respiratory movements have been abolished

by curare. They have shown that it is the
most effective and ideal method of artifleial

respiration known. They have developed the
method of intratracheal insufflation anesthesia
with the following conclusions

:

1. intratracheal insufflatioL, administered
with accurate control of the strength and
amount of ether vapor, is a new principle in

anesthesia which in certain classes of cases has
many advantages over other methods.

2. The difficulty of intubating and the

necessity of inducing full surgical anesthesia,

before this can be accomplished, makes this

a method unsuitable for many short, simple
operations. Its use should be restricted to the

cases in 'which it has special advantages.
3. It is absolutely safe both as to adminis-

tration and freedom from deleterious after ef-

fects if a proper apparatus is used.

4. It is an ideal method of dilferential

pressure for operations involving the oiien-

ing of one or both plural cavities, greatly re-

ducing the danger of intra thoracic operations.

5. It prevents aspiration of mucus or sa-

liva, vomitus, blood or other foreign matter
into the trachea, simplifying and decreasing
the danger of operations on the tongue, jaws,
mouth, nose, pharynx, etc., preventing aspira-

tion pneumonia.
6. It is especially useful in operations

about the head and neck. The anesthetist is

out of the way; the operative field is easily

kept sterile and obstruction of the upper air

passages is absolutely prevented.

7. The degree of anesthesia is under per-

fect control. Over-etherization is impossilile

at or below 21 per cent, by weight of ether

vapor.

Ether may be used also in the same manner
for intracracheal and intrapharyngeal anes-

thesia.

Nitrous oxide and oxygen may be substi-

tuted for ether in the above metbods with
even better results, because the gases are un-
der great pressure in the cylinder, so that no
pump is needed; nitrous oxide and o.xygen is

the safest anesthetic, also nitrous oxid does

not irritate the lungs as does ether.

THE DROP METHOD.

The most universal anesthesia to-day is

ether by the drop or open method. Some men
advocate that all oiierative cases can be anes-

thetized by this method. The .simplicity of

the teehniipie, the small cost of the material,

and a simple open inhaler, makes it an anes-

thetic that may be given at any time or place.

By this method it is iiossible to anesthetize the

patient, quietly, without any excitement or

coughing, carry them through a serious and
prolonged operation and have the jiatienl re-

act within a few minutes with little or no
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nausea and vomiting. Do not iiiisundersland

me as advocating this metliod alone, for it is

l)V the utilization of combinations and se-

((uences that were practically unknown until

within recent years, that renders the modern
winch has helped so materially in the reduct-

anesthetist e(pial to almost any emergency and
ion of the mortality statistics as applied to

anesthesia.

XITROrS OXin-OXVGEN .\XESTHESIA AXD ANOCI

ASSOCI.\TIOX\

Of the general anesthetic agents now em-
ployed, the com!)ination of pure nitrous oxide
with oxygen, when properly administered, is

the safest, the most agreeable and the freest

from porstanesthetic complications.

Anoci association is the word coined by
Oi-ile, of Cleveland, and used by him <o desig-

nate a condition of the patient in which harm-
ful stimuli are prevented from reaching the
lirain by blockading or paralyzing the recej)-

tor meclnaiism by anesthetics or narcotics.

With this dissipation of nervous energy there
rt'sults a general functional weakness which
causes a condition clinically of shock. In
speaking of the part played by anesthetics in

I>roducing brain cell exhaustion, he states that
although ether anesthesia produces uncon-
sciousness, it apparently protects none of rhe
brain cells against exhaustion from trauma of
surgical procedure.

lie further states that the negative evidence
that inhalation anesthesia offers little or no
protection to the brain cells from traiima is

derived from the following experiment

:

A dog, the spinal cord of which had been
divided at the level of the first dorsal seg-
laent, and then kept in good condition for two
months, showed a recovery of the spinal re-

flexes, such as the .scratch reflex, etc. This
animal is known as the spinal dog. Now in

Ibis animal the abdomen and hind extremities
iuive no direct nerve connections with the
brain. In such a dog a continuous severe
ti'auma of the abdominal viscera and of the
hind extremities lasting four hours caused
not the slightest change in either the circula-
tion or respiration and no microscopic altera-
tion of the brain cells. Judging from a large
number of experiments on normal dogs, un-
der ether, sucli an amount of trauma should
have caused not only a complete physiologic
exhaustion, of the b.rain, but also morphologic
alteration of all the brain cells and physical
destruction of many.

AV e must, therefore, conclude that althoiigh
t tlu'r anesthesia produces unconsciousness, it

a]>pai'ently protects none of the brain cells
against exbau'stion from trauma of sui'gical
oj)eratiotis. Ether is, .so to speak, but a veneer.
Under nitrous oxid-oxygen anesthesia there is

api)roximateIy only one-fourth the exhaust-
ion after e<[ual trauma as under ethei'. Either
nitrous oxide i)roteets or ether predisposes to

exhaustion under ti’auma.

Such men as Teller, Gwathmey, Iluvette,

(latch, Henderson and others have found that

nitrous oxide and oxygen anesthesia causes

little or no shock, and does net produce neph-
ritis, pneumonia or any of the degenerative
changes so common after ether or chloroform
anesthesia. The only practical danger of gas
oxygen anesthe.sia is that of a.sphyxia, caused
by the fact that nitrous oxide must be given
Troiu eighty to ninety per cent, pure, so that

the gas will act on the nerve cells and bring
about the profier anesthetic state. The ]>a-

tient can pa.ss from profound anesthesia to the

conscious state within sixty .seconds, and for

that reason the extreme rapidity of induction
and elimination makes the administration of

nitrous oxid and o.xygen the most difficult

general anesthetic to administer properly.

ADV.VXTAGE3 OF NITROUS OXIDE AND OXYGEN
ANESTHESIA.

1. Rapidity of action.

2. No unpleasant sen.sation to patient.

3. Absence of post-operative complications.

4. Very little post-operative vomiting.

5. Absence of pneumonia, nephritis or

blood changes.

6. Little or no shock.

7. Lack of dread should future anesthesia

be required.

DISADVANT.IGES.

1. The necessity of a trained anesthetist,

and an expen.sive apparatus.
2. Cost of the nitrous oxide and oxygen.
3. Rigidity in some cases; although this

can he entirely avoided by using Crile method
of local infiltration of 1-400 solution of novo-

eaine, .so that it is po.ssible to have complete

relaxation in all cases.

As a preliminary to ether, I believe nitrous

oxide and oxygen lias no equal. AVith pre-

liminary of morphine, nitrous oxide-oxygen

and local infiltration of solution of novocaine

it is possible to operate upon a patient and
they not know anything about the operation

until the wound is redressed or entirely well.

This is accomplished by taking the patient to

the hospital and not telling them the day they

are to be operated upon. They are daily

given a hypodermic of sterile water, enough

nitrous oxide-oxygen to put them to sleep and

a bandage is applied over the place to be op-

erated upon. The dav of the operation mor-

phine sulphate, gr. 1-3. atropine sulphate, gr.

1-1 bO, is substituteil for the hypodermic of

sterile water and with nitrous-oxide-oxygen

anesthesia and local infiltration of novocaine
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anesthetic the oj)eratiou performed. They
are returned to their bed as on former days
without pain, shock, nausea or vomiting, or

any nnpleasant conditions. This method,
when properly carried out is the ideal anes-

thetic. This method can he used witli few ex-

ceptions if tlie proper techniqiie is carried out.

IN CONCUISTON.

1. Ether hy the drop or open method is the

anesthetic in mo.st univei’sal nse and is the

safest in unskilled liands.

2. Nitrous oxide-oxygen \\ith a ])relimin-

ai’.y of morphine sidpliate, gr. 1-4, atropine

sulphate gr. 1-150, and infiltration of a local

anesthetic is the ideal anestlietic.

3. Every large hospital, should have as a

regular member of its staff an attending anes-

thetist, as is the case in some, whose authority

in his special department shmdd be as com-
plete as is that of the attending physician or

surgeon in their field.

THE TRUE PHYSICIAN.*

By E. E. Bickers, Port Royal.

There is no greater calling for man than
that of a true physician unless it be that of

the ministry, there is no business that carries

with it as great a responsibility as does the

practice of medicine and of surgery, in his

every day duties he is dealing with the lives

of his fellow man, a mistake in the ti’eatment

of the case may snap the brittle th?*ead of

life and launch that human being into etern-

ity.

If he is a ti’ue man and pliysician his high-

est ambition is to see the sick restored to

health again. There is nothing that brings
him iuor<‘ pleasure than to see one that has
been almost at death’s door with some bad
disease, to see them rapidly returning to

health again, and it is very gratifying to the
physician to think that by his masterly skill

and his good knowledge of therapeutics he
has been enabled to, overcome the disease and
return his }>atient to healih again. He is a

man of all men that must keel'' his wits to-

gether because he never knows when he may
be called to attend some one that is almost at

the point of death from some accident, when
all other attendants are scared out of their

wits from the appearance of a bleeding artery,
or a post-partum hemorrhage when you are
called to attend the lying in woman and find

her in eselamptie convulsions. It is these cases

that reriuire judgment and a steady nerve to

tide them over these precipices and land them
on the right road to recovery.

There is no class of professional or scientific

men thaf have confribufed more to the general

welfare of the world than have the men of the

research laboratory. They have given the
world the benefit of their researches and it

has been through these true men of science

that medicine and surgery has been made
what it is to-day.

The writers of the world’s history have
written pages as an eulogy to so)uc noted gen-

eral who has slain Iris thousands and compier-

ed his enemies and gained the victory for his

cause. They have also paid honor to that

statesman that has gone forth in the delVnse

of his country’s rights; they have erected mar-
ble slabs to the memories of the sleeping he-

roes of the world that have won honor and
fame in times of war and peace. But in their

wild rush to pay honor to the.se men that have

won fame in the world’s history they have
forgotten some of the gri'atest heroes that are

to-day sleeping beneath the sod of the valley;

such men as Jenner, Kotch, Loefler and many
others that have given their life and time to

science.

The time will come when these men that

have given their lives to this great cause, in

order that the world may be made better,

healthier and happier by their having lived

in it, will take their places among the heroes

of the world, and before the close of the pres-

ent centuiy the people of the entire world will

be speaking praise of these great men of sci-

ence.

It has been the mission of the true

physician in all ages and in all climes, to

teach the people how to keep from getting

sick, something that no other class of >msiness

men would do, try to put themselves out of

business. It mattei-s not in what part of the

civilized world you may go you will tind the

physician’s preaching preventive medicine.

The physicians and health boards are the

guardians of the futui'e welfare of our nation.

Had it not been for the health officers when
would the Panama Canal have been dug
Never I It had been undertaken on previous

occasions but had been given up on account of

the bad sanitary conditions; men could not

live in that country, but to-day the panama
canal zone is as healtliy a I'llace as there is in

the Cnited States.

What have the physicians and health iboards

done for the South and other tropical coun-

tries. They have practically eliminated some
of the most dreaded diseases that were so

common in that climate from the list, namely
yellow fever. The time was when this dis-

ease would come in the form of an epidemic

and would almo.st paralyze all forms of busi-

ness, .people would leave that land of sun-

shine and dowers by train loads, going to a

more healthy clime.

But through the skill of the health officers*Reacl before the Henry Count.v Medical Societ.v.
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of I ho imtiomil govcrnmont. iiidod l^y Iho local
men oi tho Houlh, a few years ago found the
cause of this dreatled disease, and hy means of
]>roj)hylactics have pracdically driven that dis-

ease* from the Southern ports.

In (he great struggle to hind the cause of
that disease some three* or four men of the
national hoard of health lost their lives, being
inteeteel by the yellow fever mosepiito. Yet,
the peojele of the nation anel, especially of the
Seeuth, in their great rush te> pay honoi* anel
ti'ibute to men that have eonti*ii)uteel to the
weerlel soine valiant sei'viee*, have foigotte*n
llu'se men that have maele the South what it is

to-day. a health resort for the whole world.
The man of leisure can now invaele the ports

e)f the South anel escape the cold winter winds
of the noi*th with the assurance that he will
not have to dee on sherrt notice to escape vel-
low fevei*. The phy.sieians and health boards
have been of more real value to countrie\s in
the tropical I’egious than any other cla-ss of
professional and business men. The law of
disinfeetio?!, the law of (juarantine and i.so-

lation have added more to the real value of
the country than any other law that has ever
been enacted by any law making body.
There is nothing tb.at can add more to tJie

wealth and happiness of a country than good
health. ]>y the means of vaccination and
(piaj'antine, some of the most fatal diseases
we have had to deal with in the past have .al-

most been eliminated from the list, especially
small-j)o.\. ,\t one time it was one of the most
dreaded of all diseases but to-day the severity
is almost nil. You can hardly make the peo-
jih* believe that it is small-pox.

I>ij)htheria and scarlet fever a few years
a^o wmuld break out in a community and
render that community almost childless, but
to-day by the law of quarantine and isolation
aide-l by the tlierapeutic use of the serum
therapy we (*an confine it almost to a few
cases.

1,'phoid tYver has been the bane of human-
ily ev^*r since the hour of his existauce but is
bc'iug jdaced on the list of proventahle diseases
liy means of a vaccine. No doubt before the
i,;;:wn of another decade typhoid fever will be
one of the diseases that w*e A^'ill scarcelv hear
of.

So year by year we are adding to the list of
prevental le diseases until before the close of
anolher quarter of a century the acute infect-
ious drsea.ses will be* a thing of the past

^

So, summing up the life work of the true
pnv .sici.an we find that no class of business or
professional men have contributed more to the
world’s good than have these men that have
given their lil'o work in order that man mav
know how to keep well. Ilis life has been one
of )-nvation and sacrifice, and sacrifice with

no eight (Jt* ten hour s.vstem, but on duty twen-
ty-four hours in the day three hundred and
sixty-five days in the year, with small pay for
what he has done for humanity.

But in the evening of his life wdien the sun
is setting behind the western hill of time, he
can sit down with a clear conscience feeling
that he may not have accumulated wealth but
he has given something to .suffering humanity
that is far more valuable than gold or sdver,
a life of true devotion.

Now that the bu.siness, commercial and
social world no longer add new' charms to his

life; the political world with the harrangue
of the jiolitical demagogue as he scales the

heights of the political arena in his endeavor
to ju'oclaim that tariff reform or the election

of Idiited States Sentors by popular vote, are

,
the essential re(juisites to good government,
no longer distui*b the peaceful mind of this

man that is in the declining years of life en-

joying the thoughts of a w'ell-spent life and
hoping by the many good deeds and true

service that he has given to suffering human-
theity, that the Great Physician, who has been

the balm and giliad of man since the dawn of

his existance wdll take notice of these many
noble deeds and give him a life in that land

of eternal bliss wdiere there wdll be no night:

Liberation of Formaldehyd.—The liberation of

forma Idehvcl hexamethylenamin in pathologic

fluids lias been studied by Paul J. Hanzlik, Cleve-

land (Journal A. M. A., January 24), wlio had

previously shown that decomposition of hex-

amethylenamin takes place only in acid urine and

gastric juice and that it does not occur in the

body fluids that are neutral or that are truly alka-

line and in normal conditions. It seemed possilile,

however, that the reaction of certain pathologic

fluids might be truly acid and they therefore have

tested tho urines, cerebrospinal fluids, bile, edema
as ascitic fluids in various diabetic jiatients to de-

termine the distributicn of hexamethylenamin and
free formaldehyd and the reaction of these fluids

in various pathologic conditions. In twelve

urine.s in ])aticnts suffering from nephritis, the

behavior of hexamethylenamin was found to l)e

the same as that in normal persons. Examina-
tions or cei'ebrospinal fluid, bile, and various

jiathologic .serums and the blood of diabetics i*e-

vealed no free formaldehyd, and it can l)e cem-

tended, therefore, than no bactericidal action

coiihl have been expected. The conclusions de-

duced from their studies is: “The deconqiosition

of hexamethylenamin in jiathologic fluids obeys
the same laws as m normal circulating fluids, and
fluids in \itro under different clinical conditions.

That is, the liberalon of free formaldehyd from
hexamethylenamin dejiends on the hydrogen in

concentration of the fluid (true acidity). ’’
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THE DUTIES 01^' THE ANESTHETIST.*

By Emmett F. Horine, Louisville.

Until about tit'teen years ago the anesthetic

was usually administered by an untrained
assistant or by a nurse. The potentialities

for harm when this was the case were very
great. An agent powerful enough to produce
unconsciousness and complete insensibility to

j>aiu should be carefully used and only by an
e.\i)erieneed person. The life of the patient

i.s truly in the hands of tlie anesthetist and he

must be prepared foi' any emergency that

may arise. Can the sui-geon afford to place

the life of his patient in the hands of one un-

skilled in anesthesia, such as an untrained
assi.stant or a nurse’/ 1 grant that a nurse
may successfully anesthetize for some time

but sooner or later an emergency will arise

demanding more medical knowledge than she

it is that the degree in medicine gives the legal

l>ossesses and then trouble will ensue. True,

that it is the degree in medicine gives the legal

right to administer an anesthetic though it

does not confer the moral right. For an
anesthetist must not only possess medical

knowledge but he must fully understand the

physiological action of the agents employed
and by clinical experience know which anes-

thetic to select for each case.

The anesthetic of to-day cannot be a slave

to any one anesthetic. It is foolish for one to

say that he gives ether and never any other

anesthetic, or that he gives only chloroform,

or as some say: “never anything but nitrous

oxide and oxygen.” As is well known there

are certain indications and contraindications

for each drug. This being true it follows that

to give an anesthetic in the face of certain

contraindications would not only work a grave
hardship on the patient but it would also show
the anesthetist to be incompetent. The com-
petent man is the one who can skilfully ad-

minister any one of the three known agents,

nitrous oxide, ether or cholroform either alone

of in combination or sequence. In addition a

tine sen.se of discrimination must be used in

selecting tlie agent or secpience in each ]>ar-

ticular case. Nitrous oxide which is ordi-

narily the safest anesthetic becomes danger-
ous if used in unsuitable eases. Fltlier is safe

and in some clinics is used in a majority of

the cases but it also bas its limitations.

Chloroform is the most dangei’ous but in cer-

tain cases it is especially indicated. The ex-

})ert considei's every factor in the case at

hand and then selects the agent which will be

the safest and which will produce the least

after-eflect. One must always be ]U'epared to

change to a different agent should indications

*Read before the Muklraiigh Hill Medical Society, April

10. lOH.

for such change arise. Without doubt some
of the deaths during anesthesia can be attrib-

uted to the use of an improper agent.

In administering an anesthetic one assumes
a moral obligation which is indeed weighty.

Where possible the patient should be examin-

ed on the day previous to the operation. The
fear of the anesthetic is a real one and the pa-

tient should be reassured. IMost patients ar{>

considerably more worried at the thought of

having to be anesthetized than they are over

the operation itself and some are positive in

their assertion that they will never awaken.

The anesthetist must always attempt to gain

the confidence of the patient by approaching

him or her in a calm, (juiet and dignified man-
ner so as to in no way cause excitement or

alarm. If he can inspii-e the patient with con-

fidence a far more satisfactory anesthesia may
be obtained.

But whether the examination be made a day

or two prior to or immediately before the

operation, it should be conducted with the

following points in view.

1. Determine the exact condition of the jia-

tient’s heart and lungs.

2. Take pulse and respiration and make an

estimate of the blood-pressure.

3. If the urine has not been previously ex-

amined it becomes the duty of the anesthetist

to see that this is done.

4. Obtain the previous anesthetic history,

if any.

5. Give orders with reference fo the pre-

liminary hypodermic.
6. Decide upon the anesthetic and sefpience

most suitable taking into consideration the na-

ture of the operation.

7. Above all, try to win the full confidence

of the patient and by voice and manner in-

spire him or her with your ability and with

your earnest desire to do your best.

Before the anesthetic is begun all foi'eign

bodies should be removed from the mouth.

During the period of induction care should

be exercised not to startle the patient. Ab-

solute quiet on the part of the onlookers

.should be insi.sted upon during this period.

It is best to exclude relatives and h-iends

from the I’oom though of course in certain in-

stances it is well to have them remain. The
anesthetist must keep his whole altention on

bis work and under no condition should he

allow outside influence to interfere with it.

The steps in the operation should be from

time to time observed and the depth of anes-

thesia regulated accordingly. The respiration

and pulse should be watched and in the more
.serious cases estimations of the blood-pressure

.should be made at either five or ten minute

intervals.

A permanent record of each administration
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should ho made wliieh sliouhl include the fol-

lowing data: Name, age and address of pa-

tient; ilate
;
findings at examination, rate of

pulse and respiration, blood pressnre; anes-

thetic employed: diagnosis; operation; name
of surgeon and physician; names of assist-

ants and witnesses. In addition it is well to

state time when anesthetic was begun and
when the patient was fully anesthetized as

well as length of operation. The amount of

anesthetic used should he given as well as pa-

tient’s weight. The careful man usually visits

his cases on the day following the operation

for the jiurpose of ascertaining if nausea oc-

curred and if any unusual symptoms arose.

The anesthetist must know the exact condi-

tion of the patient during the entire opera-

tion. He must be ever watchful and he

should notify the surgeon of any alarming
symptoms. By constant watchfulness trouble

may he anticii)ated and therefore quite often

prevented. As a I’ule stimulants and hypo-
dermoclysis or intra-venous saline are not

needed but the ane:sthetist should see that they

are in readiness should untoward symptoms
arise.

At the end of the operation the condition of

the patient is carefully noted. The anesthet-

ist should now see that the patient is safely

placed in bed and left in charge of a compe-
tent person, special instructions being given

if necessary. If the operation has been per-

formed in the home and no nurse is present,

the anesthetist should remain until satisfac-

tory symptoms of recovery have' been observ-

ed.

In conclusion I agree perfectly with Netf

who says that :

‘
‘ Whether the case is an ap-

jmrently simple or a critical one, it should be

remembered that the good anesthetist, like the

good surgeon, is he who, besides being compe-
tent. has a conscience, and feels his responsi-

bility, who appreciates that there are some
who are anxiously awaiting the outcome, and
have a d^ep interest in the life that is in his

hand.s.”

Plague in Porto Rico.—S. R. Grubbs, Provi-

flenc, K. I.. (.Journal A. M. A., January 24), gives

a history of the bulionic plague in Porto Rico in

1912. It was first discovered in a squalid dis-

trict of San .Tuan and the positive diagnosis was
given to the governor liy tlie director of health,

tliree days after the ease was discovered. The
governor pronqitly jiroclaimed tlie existence of

plague and measures Avere taken at once to clean

up tlie city and eradicate the disease. Of course,

a panic ri'sulted and radical measures were pro-

posed hut these, however, were not deemed neccs-

sai'y and the panic (|uicUly subsided. In all 5(i

cases occurred Avitli .'ifi deaths and the infection

was conqiletely <leslroyed in three months’ time.

FOREIGN BODY (STEEL) IN THE EYE
BALL—.METHOD OF RE.MOVAL.*

By J. II. IIESTER, Louisville.

On I\Iay 19, 1913, Mr. W. D., of Peoria, HI.,

age 22, occupation laborer, was sent to the

Illinois (’harital)le Eye and Ear lufirmary by
his family physician of that city, and as I was
House Surgeon of this institution at that

time, it became my duty to look after this pa-

tient as he was plaeed on my service.

He gave the following history: Ten days
ago he was attempting to take a door off the

hinges, with a chisel, when a piece of steel,

from the head of one of the screws, struck
him in the right eye. The pain and loss of

vision resulting therefrom caused him to seek
medical aid

;
so he consulted a specialist of

that city. He was under this doctor’s car<‘

for about ten days, ami during this time sev-

eral attempts were made to remove the steel

with a giant magnet, but to no avail. The
doctor then advised the removal of the eye,

hut he refused to have this done. He then
consulted his family physician, who advised
him to come to this institution.

Condition when patient arrived at hospital

:

Right eye vision, could only see a bright light

when reflected in his eye from a mirror, but
could not point out the direction of the
light, or in other words poor lAereeiDtion and
no projection

;
lids normal

;
marked con-

junctival and ciliary injection; cornea had
a perforating wound about 5 in.'m. in length,
pointing at about 8 o’clock, anterior chamber
filled with blood; iris lacerated and slightly

prolapsed. Left eye vision, 20-20-1.

Treatment and subsequent history: It was
my custom Avhen a patient came into the hos-
pital with a history of a piece of steel in the
eye-ball, to try to remove it with the giant
magnet, and failing in this, he was sent to

our X-ray man for a diagnosis. In this case
the giant magnet was msed with no results;

so this patient was sent, and an X- ray made,
which showed foreign Iiody in right eye as
per diagram which I will now pass around. It

took twentj'-four hours to get this report, and
in the meantime, 1 had Dr. Dodd, one of the
head surgeons of the institution, see this pa-
tient and he suggested the removal of the eye
if pain continued until morning. When
morning came the patient had slept but little,

and then only when under the influence of
moi'i)hine. By this time 1 had my X-ray re-

poi-t which showed the foreign body and loca-

tion of same. The jiatient was prepared in

the usual manner for enucleation, liowever
before doing this, 1 had decided to try an-
other method of removing the steel; so 1 did

*Hoiul before the .lefFer.son County Medical Socict.v.
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a posterior sclerotomy on the outer side of

the eye hall, about ten m.m. hack of the

linihus. 1 again tried the giant magnet with

no results. It then occurred to me that I

could take a strabismus hook and place it in

the eye near the steel and attach the magnet
to the hook, hence removing the steel in this

way ; so I did this and as soon as the current

was turned on I felt the resistance of the steel.

I gently removed the hook by raising the

magnet and when it came out 1 had a piece of

steel size 1x2 1-2x5 1-2 m.m. I lost no vitre-

ous, and the patient complained but little

while removing the steel. Tliat part of the

iris which was prolopsed was removed. This
was all done undei- cocaine and adrenalin
anesthesia. Atropin and dionin were put in

the eye. bandage applied, and i)atient put to

bed with a hot water bottle to his eye. The
patient slept well the following night, and
did not complain of any more pain. The
eye was treated in the usual way, and at the

end of one week the eye had cleared ;ip till

patient could see shadows. One week later

patient was disehargeii. (Condition: Right
eye, could distinguish objects. Left eye vis-

ion had remained same during all this time.

.
I had a letter from the patient about four

weeks after he left the hospital, in which he
stated he could count fingers at a distance of

ten inches with the injured eye.

This book should have the title “Ten Sex Talks

to Mothers of Girls.’' The writer lias very little

patience with the efforts of some would-be re-

formers to teach such information as is found in

this book to young girls, congregated together in

the school or elsewhere, unc.haperoned b}^ their

mothers. The projier person to teach a j'oung

girl sex relations is her mother in the privacy of

the h.ome surrounded by home influence and freed

from the curious comment of some in any crowd
of girls, who would twist the lesson to an unholy

use.

In tlie matter of teaching sex to .school chil-

dren by the teacher, the cart is put before the

horse and a great deal of liarm would result from
this kind of crusade. If all minds were pure and
all teachers were informed of what to teach and
how to teach it, only good could result. Unfor-

tunately, neither of these conditions obtain and
the putting forth of such books as this into the

hands of young girls, in the writer’s o])inion, is

but serving as a stimulation to a morbid curi-

osity which is being gratified by an attendance

upon social and problem jjlays which have to do

with sex relations. Such material as this would

be read with the same avidity by the ty)>e of

mind that fairly consume the clieap and (luestion-

able literature of certain magazines which play

for populai'ity and feed tliese victims with litera-

ture of unsavory and immoral Havor.

BRONCHITIS.*

By C. E. ViDT, Russell.

The unusual prevaleneo of hronehia! dis-

furhanees in the last few mouths has, un-
(lotihfedly, instigated a recpiest for a I’eview

of the more common hronel’ial comlitious,

raid eert.iinly such a review is not amiss :it

Ibis time and meeting. I will not atteiu[)t to

cover the subject in its entirety, hut will

limit my remarks principally to symptoms,
diagnosis, and differential diagnosis.

At the present time the world at large is at

war vociferously with tuberculosis, and this

is especially true in Kentucky. Much has

been said and as much more has been written

with reference to the early diagnosis, manage-
ment, and prevention of this intractable dis-

ease. Capable and masterly essays have been
read and listened to by the members of the

numerous medical societies, and, which in

turn were followed by eloquent and scientific

discussions. Not only is this interest limited

to the medical fraternities, but the various

magazines and daily papers have irropagated

and heralded the importance of early medical

attention, to every reading individual to the

most inaccessahle portions of our States. 1

doubt very miteh whether the increased de-

mand for medical attention by the general

public for respiratory troubles is due to an
increase over the average amount of cases we
have previously seen at this time of the year,

but am inclined to believe that the constant

lecturing, splendid woi’k done by the various

organizations, and the drily press, have edu-

cated the public to a point wdiere they see the

importance of early medical attention. This

to the practicing physician should be consid-

ered with a great deal of responsibility, for

upon his interpretation of the chest-findings

of an individual who presents himself for

some disturbance within the thoracic cavity,

and his verdict, depends the future welfare

of that person. Unless the physician takes

advantage of such an opportunity and uses

all the knowledge and skill which he possesses

in making an early diagnosis, he certainly is

depriving that patient of his just rights.

Again the movement on foot to eliminate tu-

berculosis will all be for naught unless we
physicians take the matter up from this point

and use all the methods that we i>os.«ess in

making a definate diagnosis when the case

presents itself.

Acute bronchitis, without a doubt, is one

of the most frecpient conditions for which the

physician is called upon to prescribe. Pre-

scribe probably he does well enough, but how
often does he examine the chest of his |)a-

tient to determine whether or not there' is an

*ReiKl before the Greenup ''ounty Mediea' Soriety.
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underlyiu.^ condition, possibly tuberculosis,

which very frecjucntly is tlie crse, anil of

which the patient is not aware? l^y consid-

ering these cases too lightly the patient inno-

cently loses a great oport unity, and later may
give rise to serious trouble.

SYMPTOMS.

The history of these eases carefully taken

will i)i-ove of iuestimahle value. Cough
which at the beginning is hard and dry, is the

most conspicumis symptom. Shortness of

breath is occasionally present in a mild form,

nd the temperature, if any, rarely exceeds

101 degrees F., if beyond this it would he well

to look for a more deep-seateil envolvement.

The expectoration at first scanty and mucoid,

gradually becomes moi'e abundant and muco-
purulent. The ph.vsical signs with the ex-

ce])tion of auscultation are practically nega-

tive. On auscultation we will find dry rales

of a sonorous type, transient in nature, and,

in a great majority of instances, invading
both lungs. I wish to lay particular stress

upon this one point, that is, the bilateral tend-

ency of this condition. A subcrepitant rale is

also heard, occurring during both inspiration

and expiration. It is wiser and safer to

guard one’s diagnosis of a unalateral bron-

chitis and have the patient return at short in-

tervals for further e.xaminations. These
symj)toms together with the history makes
bronchitis I'eadily distinguishable from other

cough ])roducing affections.

DIAGNOSIS.

The history, presence of the dry sonorous
rales

;
the subcrepitant rale occurring during

both inspiration and expiration, coming and
going; a clear percussion note and the bilat-

eral tendency is sufficient to make a definite

diagnosis

DIPFERENTI.Uj diagnosis—CHRONIC BRONCHITIS.

Tins is not usually difficult. The history

and various moist rales, more pronounced at

the bases of both lungs posterior, with other-

wise negative physical signs, usually .suffice

to (lifiLerentiate it from othei- bronchial dis-

turbanee.s.

TUBERCUI.OSIS.

Here is where the physician’s utmost care

and knowledge is called upon. 1 refer here

to tuberculosis in its inciiiieney, foi- here only

does it resemble somewbat bronchitis, for af-

ter we have the stage of complete consolida-

tion the diagnosis is not diflficull and the i>e-

riod when treatment will be mo.st beneficial to

the patiimt will havi> passed.

INSPECTION.

Prom this we may learn nothing. Thei’e

may be a slightly diminished expansion of the

infraclavieidar spaces of the infected side as

compared to that of the opposite side. In

some instances the general appearance may
be suggestive, and the respiration a little

more rapid.

PALPATION.

Palpation is usually negative, there may be

an increased vocal fremitus.

ATJSCULT.vnON.

A change in the breath sounds is undoubt-
edly the fii'st evidence of the disease. The ab-

normality .shows it.self principally in a pro-

lon.gafion of the e.xpiratory murmur and a

harsh inspiratory sound. Subcrepitant rales

at the eml of in.spiration are also heard.

PERCUSSION.

Percussion generally elicits a slight impaii'-

ment of resonance in the region of the clav-

icle.. Hy having the patient to hold his

breath at expiration, dullness may be de-

tected.

To differentiate this condition from a bron-

chitis of a mild and prolonged type is at times

difficult in the early stages, but by careful

ipiestioning, observing, and painstaking ex-

amining of the chest, together wdth the tu-

berculin test, competent Koentgen ray exam-
ination, and blood picture, a definite diag-

nosis can in the great majority of instances

be arrived at.

The Small Hospital.—How to make over a

dwelling-house for liospital purposes is told by

J. A. Hornsby, Chicago (.Journal A. M. A., Jan-

uary 24), in a very fully illustrated paper. He
gives illustrations of thi-ee such remodeled dwell-

ings. He says: “In contemjilating the equipment

of one of these small dwelling houses for hospital

purposes, about the only thing that need be

thought absolutely necessary is a small sterilizing

plant made up of water, dressing, utensil and in-

strument sterilizers. This jilant adeipiate in size

should be as follows: two 6-gallon water steril-

izers: one dressing sterilizer 16 by 24. One uten-

sil sterilizer 16 by 18 inches: one instrument

sterilizer 6 by 9 by 12; cost of sterilizing-plant,

$300. The balance of the eipupment foi’ a hos-

pital of this sort follows, with approximate

prices which will have to be paid for tbe several

ai'ticles, the whole eipiipment to cost approxi-

mately .$952..60 plus .$40 for each patient more
than one, since the bed equipment for only one

patient is counted.’’ 'I'he di'tails of this further

e(|uii)ment costing the ])rice mentioned are given

in full.
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THE :ME1)!CAL TKEAT.MENT of AP-
PENDICITIS.*

By A. P. Dowden, Eminence.

In attempting to give you a paper on the

“Medical Treatment of Appendicitis,” 1 am
aware of the fact that 1 am liable to start

something. However, 1 believe we should not

be “the first l)y whom the new is tried nor yet

the last to cast the old aside.” and anything 1

shall say this afternoon will be based upon
my reading and what I have learned by act-

ual experience at the bedside. In the earlier

years of my practice, and the years are not

yet heavy on my shoulders, I was taught and
believed that as soon as a diagnosis of ap-

pendicitis was confirmed 1 ought not to stop

until the appendix was out of the abdominal
cavity. I may be growing old, I hope not, but

I am trying to grow more conservative.

Don’t understand that 1 shall say any-

thing in condemnation of, or in opi^osition to,

surgery. Far from it; I believe in surgery

but I also believe the internist has a part and
a very important part

;
and that in the treat-

ment of appendicitis, like every thing else we
fast Americans undertake, the pendulum has

swung too far and we are too hasty in our
surgery. Before the paper is ended I hope
to cite you a few eases in my own practice

where a few years ago I wouldn’t have rested

until the patient was operated upon; to-day

they are alive and well and under medical

treatment and their bank account has not

been depleted by some surgeon and hospital.

I ask you in your discussion, and I invite

your discussion and sharp criticism, to re-

member that this paper deals with the coun-

try doctors’ cases where the only help he can

get is from his brother practitioners and a

trained nurse. I am not speaking as a city

man who has within easy call a rubber-tired

ambulance, trained assistants and a hospital

at his convenience.

I would not have you think every ease can
be carried through without an operation, but
I believe most of them can if seen early

enough by the doctor and treated by him not

by the patient’s family. In support of this

proposition I cite you to no less authority

than Dr. Beverly Robinson of New York City,

who states in iNIay Clinical Medicine: “I feel

convinced that in a very few years from the

present time an operation for appendicitis

will be extremely rare, and we shall have

gained real wisdom and shall guide oui- pa-

tients with united advice to seek the best

means of prevention and cure.”

As my paper deals only with the treatment

I will not go into the pathology or diagnosis.

*Keacl before the HeniT Count.v Medical Sociel.v.

Suffice it to say, sudden abdominal pain, a1

first diffuse, later localized over the appendix,
nausea, vomiting and frequently constipation,

slight fever, 100 to 102. The pain may be
colicky and sharp or dull and aching, and
may radiate in testicle or down the right leg,

usually increased by movement or coughing.
Palpation, reveals localized tenderness, tu-

mor may or may not be palpable after 24 or
48 hours. Chill may or may not occur at

the outset. Our diagnosis of appendicitis
confirmed, what do we exiieefl We expect,

as a rule, that it will terminate in one of

three wa^’s; resolution, abscess or diffuse

peritonitis.

Nine-tenths of our patients when we see

them have been given a purgative; something
to increase peristalsis, this is the very thing
we wish to avoid. Once we are sure that we
have appendicitis to deal with, we should get
the intestines in a splint so to speak, as

quickly as possible by absolute rest, nothing
by mouth and opiate enough to quiet peris-

talsis. Of course we all have our preference
in drugs. As a routine measure with me af-

ter I have made my diagnosis 1 give hypo-
dermically the H. M. C. tablet of Abliott
which consists of hyoscine bytl rate 1-100,

morphine hydrobroniati gr. 1-4, cactoid gr.

1-64; repeat in from six to twenty-four hours
as patient suffers pain or tenderness for the

bowels to move. I relieve the lower liowel

with enema of glycerine and warm Avater al-

lowing water to fill the bowel slowly Avith

syringe not elevated OA^er 18 inches, and of

>*ourse have the patieut use the bed-pan.
Once I get the lower boAvel empty (which I

try to do the first 24 hours of the attack) I

leave it alone except to pass a rectal tube if

gas accumulates.

Locally: lee-jAack at least 45 minutes out
of the hour the first 48 hours. I am aware
of the fact that there is noAV some citieism re-

garding the use of ice but as stated at the be-

ginning of this paper I am writing from
personal experience and it seems to me heat

would hasten the formation of an abscess, the

complication Ave would be trying to avoid.

Treatment: Calcium sulpliide to satura-

tion for its action in limiting or ])reventing

suppuration. If there is evidence of a severe

infection usually give a combined vaccine

consisting of streptococci, staphylococci, ba-

cilli coli communis, and diplocoeci ]nieumouia,

eserine, grains 1-50 hypotlermaficaily to con-

trol the accumulation of gas.

Diet

:

Al)soIutely nothing for 72 hours, ex-

cej)t occasionally a si]) of water. After the

acute symptoms luiA'e subsided tem])erature

becomes noianal, ])atient’s a])pe1ite retui'iis, 1

then l)egin feeding as aAve woidd a ty[)hoid

patient, liquid food, .semi-solid food and
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fj:i-a(lu;illy baek to solid footl, dei)ending ui)on

and being guided I)y the amount of disten-

sion, character of tlie pulse and disappear-

ance of the tumor, etc.

This in tlie main lias been my method of

treating diseased apjiendices that have ap-

])ealed to me for relief during the past four

years. In that time I have liad one operated
on within 15 liours from the time of my first

visit, it being his fifth attack and showing
profound shock when I saw him and the op-

eration revealed a pin-hole perforation. A
fecal fistula followed the operation but in si.v

weeks from the day of the operation he re-

turned to his work as a blacksmith and has

been well since. Two other cases were seen

])y me in consultation
;
both had been given

a purgative before their doctor saw' them;
both were operated upon as cpiiekly as pos-

sible and recovered after a stormy conva-

lescence. One other case I have in mind was
operated on immediately after an attack. I

think that this operation was unnecessary as

he made a complete recovery under the treat-

ment mentioned aliove and seems entirely

well. Opposed to these cases I can cite you
one of a young lady whom I saw at the begin-

ning of the attack, who ran a typical course,

has since married and given birth to a child

and has had no trouble since. 1 could men-
tion several others who have had no trouble

after being treated along the lines mentioned
above. Now do not understand me to say
that every' case can or should be treated by^

the internist and not by the surgeon
;
but 1

do believe that the majority' of cases is se^n

early, before over-anxious friends have given,

or the patient himself has taken, a purgative,

and if he can he controlled b.v the doctor, can
he cured wtihout surgical interference. I be

lieve we have been in too much rush to carry
our patients to some hospital. I believe they
have a better chance to leave them where we
find them, ti-eating them along the lines men-
tioned, of course studying each case as the

emergency arises and meeting it believing the

middle way of wisdom between surgery' and
medicine is the safest for our patient.

This afternoon, at my' request, we have be-

fore us a gentleman who is a very' good illus-

tration of the point I am tr.ying to bring out
in this paper. In February, 1913, j\Ir. S., a
farmer, was opei'ated upon by me for hemoi‘-

rhoids, Dr. Zaring giving the anesthetic. He
was just recovering from a moderate attack
of lagrippe, was anemic, took the anesthetic
very badly and showed considerable shock
when the bowel was dilated. However, bis

recovery' was uneventful and on April 5tbe
he came into my' office complaining of pain
around the umbilicus. As he had taken a

dose salts before he left home 1 sent him

home to bed. I saw him three hours later; his

temj)erature was 98, pulse 50, respiration 22

;

abdomen vei\v much distended and he was
rolling in intense agony although his wife

had given him two 1-4 grains of morphine by
mouth. Tenderness most marked over tbe

right quadrant, nausea and vomiting. 1 im-

mediately put him on the treatment above.

At midnight his temperature was 100 and
ranged from that to 102 for four day's.

This man had absolutely nothing by moulh
for six days except an occasional sip of

water and very little of that. After the first

week’s illness the tenderness began to sid)-

side; he rapidly' improved and has been do-

ing everything a farmer can find to do ever
since besides building four miles of road,

lie has not had a sick day since and does not
know he ever had an appendix. I can cite

you other cases about whom some of you
know that have been eui-ed and have remain-
ed well, treated along these lines.

You may, in your discussion, doubt my
diagnosis in some cases (none of us are infal-

lible of course), and my' answer to that criti-

cism is that I have seen, and so have you 1

suspect, cases operated on for appendicitis
when the appendix showed no evidence of

ever having been irritated. I have seen other
cases operated on after a severe attack where
the appendix had sloughed awa.v. It had
beqn obliterated by the violence of the attack
and would never have give nany' more trou-

ble. Only last week T had a patient that re-

quired a complete hysterectomy for a mul-
tiple fibroid of the uterus. The appendix
was found very' much elongated and had to

be dissected out of its sheath and its entire

length bound down by adhesions. Evidently
this patient had had a number of catarrhal
attacks, but told me she had never had a doc-
tor until she noticed this tumor dite to the
fibroid. Here was a case where ignorance
was bliss.

In conclusion: If we can see our natients
early before they undertake to treat them-
selves and handle tbem along the lines men-
tioned above, I believe tbe majority' of cases
will recover promptly without operation.
Then teach them how to live in regard to diet,

regular habits, etc. Our results will be just

as good, if not better, than in the past and
our patients will not delay sending for us as

they do now.

Scarlet Fever.—Treatment. Salvarsau used in

109 cases. Htviking effect on throat symptoms,

es])ecially in necrosing form, noted. Indicated in

sevei'e toxic forms especially. (!ood results even

n|)on local application. Neosaharsan not suit-

able.—Jodimann and Sclireiber.
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IN(0IMF;NT rULMONARV TFBFHC’U-
LOSIS.*

By A. J. Bryson, Fullerton.

We luive for our discussion to-day, one
pliase of tile most important of all the varied

ills to which the human family may ever be-

come a prey.

Any subject involving the (piestion or any
manifestation of any ]iart of tuberculosis,

must necessarily, for obvious reasons com-
mand onr es]iecial attention and considera-

lion, and then too, when we are consideraing

the beginning, the inciiiieney, the time when
a correct interpretation of the condition may
mean so much to the tubercular patient, a

time that may imuin a prolonged life of more
or less usefnhiess, or it may mean the begin-

ning of a premature and untimely result, es-

]>ecially so should the condition jiass unrec-

ognized at this time.

In many diseased body conditions, the be-

ginning does not esjiecialjy concern us, or

in other woi'ds, 1 mean to say the future man-,

agement and the ultimate rc'.sult do not hold

the same concern that tuberculosis does iu

its incipient period. Tf the early tubercular

is left undirected, unguided and unmanaged,

we can readily imagine, in fact we are made
to realize the actual outcome from our almost

daily observation.

The magnitude of the involved subject

might be made more impressive by mention-

ing the fact to you. that there are something

like 20,000 cases of tuberculosis in our own
state at the present time. A large ])er cent,

of these cases have passed from the incipient

type, thereby adding greater risk to the un-

infected and less hope For recovery to them-
selves.

l\ry circumscribed observations, and my
limited time in the preparation of this paper,

must of necessity, forbid my entering into

a detailed consideration of every ])ai-ticular

involved, hence I .shall content myself by at-

tempting to direct onr attention to some few
of the most im])ortant connections. It seems
u.seless to me to attempt to go into a review

of the historical facts as i-egards our sub-

ject to-day, suffice it to .say, however, that

the pi'ofoundest consideration has been given

by medical men to the study of tuberculosis

thi'oughout the various medical ages, and that

one man in particular has pi'oven the infect-

iousness of phthisis by animal experimenta-

tion, previous to the time of Koch’s wouden*-

ful di.scovery. It was left, however, to the

great Koch to place oui- umhu’standing of

tubercidosis on a much moi-e solid foundation

by his wonderful bacteiiological efforts.

‘Read befot-e tlie (Ji'eeiiui) C'oiiiit.v Medical Sociel.v.

In considering incipient phthisis, the most
important thought that occurs to my mind
is that We recognize the disease before it has
passed from its incipiency, and also, that the

.study of the prophylactic side of this ques-
tion is of the greatest concern. If we can im-
press at all the importance of these two jiarts

of this great question our time will not have
been wasted.

Kfiological Factors and Causes. The fact

has long since been made evident, especially

by Koch and many others, that the specific

cause of tuberculosis is the tubercle bacilli.

There are, however, many things that help

pave the way, that help to offer an invita-

tion for the tubercule bacilli to take np their

abode in susceptible lung tissue. There
seems to be a peculiar suscei)tibility on the

part of many individuals to tubercular in-

fection, why this is so is rather difficult to

explain at times, for direct herdity is not ad-
mitted only by .some few. but we do know
that a lowered general vitality may be hand-
ed down, the probabilities are that a gener-al

lowei-ed resistance on the part of the patient

would offer the best explanation.

The anatomical makeu]) can be mentioned
as another predisposing reason, by this we
mean chest contour, etc., thoughtlessness as

regards full and free breathing, especially in

those that may be predisposed otherwise,

manner and mode of life, environment may
be quite an important factor, habits, occupa-
tion and lack of education may all act as fa-

vorable factors under ceihain conditions. Dis-

eases, esi)ecially bronchitis, ])neumonia,

measles, pleurisy and influenza are all im-

portant, as causes at times, preparing the way
for bacterial invasion by the almost ever

j)resent tubercle l)acilli, foods and especially

meats, caii he the cau.se often, more so in the

pa.st than at present, milk very likely has

l)cen the means of infection in a large per
cent, of instances, but at present the dairy-

ing is controlled rather carefully by muni-

cipal and state authorities, thereby making
the likelihood of .getting tubercular infected

milk much less than formerly.

Fmpha.sis, however, should be made of the

fact tliat all who live with, or have the care

of, oi)en cases of tuberculosis, must be in

gi'eat danger of contracting the di.sease; this

7-ealIy is nothing oth.er than environment.

Sijmpfonuilologji

:

The symptoms found in

the inci{)ient type aiT more or less indefinite,

however, these indefinite symptoms should

and must be considered very carefully for

onr i)atients’ welfare. In a large number of

instances there will be found a tired or W(>ak

feeding, especially following slight exertion, a
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peculiar pallor of face, languor, anorexia and
some fever. The fever is one of the most im-

portant hndings, to get a correct meaning the

temperature should be taken every two hours

over a considerable period of time, not los-

ing sight of the fact that we have at times

even an apyrexia, wliicli usually occurs in the

earl}' morning hours. A continued pyrexia

found to exist at more or less regular times

with other suspicious symptoms should be

considered and almost positive limliiig. The
mode of onset and manner of beginning is so

ilitfereiit in dilferent cases, that tbe physician

should always be keenly alert and on the look-

out in all suspicious cases.

Hemoptysis is an initial symptom in quite

a large number of the early cases, any case

in which bleeding occurs that cannot l)e ac-

counted for to tile complete satisfaction of

the physician should be looked upon as a be-

ginning tuberculosis. In quite a few pa-

tients most all symptoms are referred to the

stomach, possibly from having no appetite as

is so often found, much care slioukl be exer-

cised in this class to avoid a mistaken diag-

nosis. Cough, usually slight in early case.s,

is present in practically all instances of

l)lithisis pidmonalis; it may be so slight as to

even escape notice on the part of the patient

or physician, and these cases may go on to

considerable lung involvement with no ap-

preciable cough. The amount of sputum ex-

pectorated is usually very little, but the pa-

tient can often be made to recall having had
to cough and expectorate at least slightly on
arising. In still other instances the begin-

ning may be with a laryngitis. A great many
times the condition can be traced back to the

history of a neglected “cold’ or an attack of

bronchitis that was not properly appreciated,

this unfortunately is found to be all too true,

necessitating that we ever be on our guard in

all suspicious cases.

Phnsic.al E'indiiigs: “The physical signs in

the initial period are very indefinite, nothing
is perfectly plain at this time, our search
should then be more diligent for this very
reason. Inspection will often disclose a long

flat shaped chest, a lack of expansion might
be noted, an unusual depression above or be-

low the clavicle will be ipiite fre([uently ob-

served, a variation from the normal reson-

ance or rather an impaired resonance is ex-

])ected to be found, tactile fremitus might
I)ossibly be increased over that part of lung
tissue involved, this is quite true if the dis-

ease; has lasted for .some time. Auscultation
will usually reveal some very fine moist
rales, found at or near the close of inspira-

tion, the ])reath .sounds are most often very

much enfeebled or weakened. The whispered

voice sounds are increased in intensity, and,

of course, all the.se .signs and symptoms are

soon to be found much increased, but that

takes us away from our subject of the incipi-

ent type into the advanced stage of plithi.sis.

Diagnosis: That an early diagnosis in this

disease is desirable cannot be contradicted,

that it is not easy l)y any means to make a

correct diagnosis in early incipient cases is

alos very true, but for the sufferer to secure

most benefit an early diagnosis must be made,
hence we should make every effort to arrive at

the earliest possible diagnosis. We .should

ever keep in mind the word “early” when
considering the question of diagnosis in

initial tuberculosis. Given two or more sus-

picious .symptoms; say the presence of a lit-

tle pyrexia and even a slight loss of weight

that cannot be accounted for readily. Why
not call it incipient tuberculosis until other-

wise dispi-oved? It would be far better to

make an error in this way that to have the case

pa.ss on unrecognized into an advanced stage.

In all suspected eases, a thoi-ough, pains-

taking and repeated examination of the chest

should be made, going over every part of lung

tissue carefully, the same process to be re-

peated at a number of different times. Re-

peated examinations of the sputum should be

made for the presence of tubercle bacilli, how-

ever our diagnosis should be made if at all

possible, before the bacilli have made their

presence known in the sputum. ^Mention

might be made here of the xise of tubercidin

as a diagnostic agent, most likely some form
of the skin test would best serve the p\irpose

for gejieral uses, with a little experience one
can readily interpret the findings, the fore-

arm offers a convenient place for testing,

cleanse thoroughly, do not use strong anti-

septics, scarify at two places some little dis-

tance apart sufficient to cause .serum forma-
tion, inoculate at one point by applying about
one drop of tubercidin. old. The reaction

may be expected within from twelve to thirty-

six hours. I have merely mentioned this

plan, a number of others could be used equal-

ly as well.

Prophylaxis

:

The prevention of tubercu-

losis is one of the greatest problems confront-

ing the medical profession to-day, and also

that every layman is or should be vitally

concerned in this great question. The in-

cipient ease is not .so dangerous during the
real initial peifiod, but when we recall thal

.so few of the incipient cases remain so very
long, and how dangerous o})en tuberculosis is

to individual and ])ublic health in general,

enough emphasis can scarcely be placed on
the importance of prophylaxis as ai)j)lied to

this disease. It is only within recent years

that an effectiv(> and organizi'd effort has

been made in the pi-evention of phthisis pid-
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monalis. The question lias been agitated to

the extent that we now find thoroughly or-

ganized associations, clubs and anti-tnbercn-

lar societies in most all parts of the civilized

world that are making a determined light

against “the great white plague, it goes

without saying that it is the duty of every

physician to be in this fight, in fact it is the

duty of the physicians to he at the very head

of these moves in order that they may help

direct this important crusade. In the rear-

ing of children parents should use every sen-

silile means in preventing or safeguarding

the child against tubercular infection, this

necessarily, presnpjioses the parent to he fa-

miliar with the prophylaxis of infection,

which, however, is by no means true at the

jiresent time, this recalls ns to state that it

would he best by far to have every case of

tuberculosis isolated. An especial care

should he exercised over 'Children during

school life, furthermore, 1 believe every pub-

lic school teacher should be made familiar

with the fundamentals of bacteriology, at

least to the extent that he could fidly under-

stand the infectiousness of this or other dis-

eases, he could then so instruct his pu]')ils and

the resulting good could scarcely be estimat-

ed. If such tubercular }>atient was properly

advised as to the protection of others, and
would faithfully comply, one of the very

strongest prophylactic measures will have

been accomplished. Often the (luestion of

marriage comes to our notice in which one

or both of the conlraeting parties are tuber-

cular, now in so far as the theory of the mat-

ter is concerned, we have a pi*etty clear idea,

but making it a practical pi-oposition is an-

other thing altogether. All ca.ses of open tu-

berculosis should of course be advised strong-

ly against marriage for many reasons, among
others there would be the (piestiou of progeny,

but I am not going further here, else we get

into the matter of “eugenics” a question I

do not care to take up in detail to-day. The
employee’s in shops, factories, etc., should be

made familial- with the many ways in which

infection might come about, an excellent

])lan it seems, would be for them to have

proper instruction along this line at stated

meetings. All places used by the public-

should lie cleaned often, made and kept sani-

tary if at all possible. Let us continue to live

in iiope that there will yet be ])roduced a per-

fected product against tubercular invasion,

and let us hope too. that Kentucky will soon

make jirovision for an “all-time” health of-

ficer for each county, something that failed to

receive the jiroper attention at the last meet-

ing of the (lenei-al A.ssembly.

TnahnnU

:

There is no fixed plan to fol-

low that can lie applied to all tubercidar

cases alike, thei-e is ])robably no disease re-

(juiring so much fact on the juirt of the phy-
sician as this one does, true, no doubt as a re-

sult of the long continued indi.sposition. It

is very essential for the ])hysician and patient
to have a complete mutual understanding.
So many factors come u]) for consideration in

planning any line of management or treat-

ment in these cases; among others would be:

The family connections, the financial stand-
ing of the patient, the social conditions, the

])lace of treatment, etc., as we under.stand at

the present there is no known specific in the

treatment of tuberculosis, there are however,
a few things on which the concensus of opin-

ion is pretty well united, viz: a life in the

open air, a suitable ])lan of rest and exercise

and a generous, well- balanced diet. 1 fully

believe that every initial ease of phthisis

should have treatment in a sanatoi-ium.

i\Iore than that, every ease that is physically

able should hav(' a period of sanatorium ex-

perience, not so much for the benefit of the

advanced consumptive, but for the gain to

prophylaxis by way of the instruction given

the patient while a resident at the sanatoria.

The selection of a suitable climate will not be

taken up by me here. I prefer to leave that

open for discussion. If our patients cannot
take advantage of sanatoria treatment they
should at least have the sanatorium plan of
treatment. Practically all of incipient pa-
tients show the presence of fever, every pa-
tient manifesting pyrexia should have more
or less absolute rest uutil the temperature re-

turns to the normal point, but very little ex-

ercise should be taken for several days after

the return to normal, then the plan of “rest

and exercise” should be instituted. Space
and time forbid of a more detailed account.

Drugs have a very minor j)laee in the

treatment of early cases of tubercidosis. Not
that we. want to dispense entirely with their

use in these patients, for many times they

can he used to advantage, l)ut we no longer

depend on medicines alone to cure patients

.suffering from tubercular infection. (Dn-

siderable attention has been given the use of

tubercidin, especially in treatment of early

involved cases likely when a perfected pro-

duct along this same line is produced and the

indications for administration more fully ap-

l)reciated, the results may be far bette]- than

those gotten from tuberculin at present.

IMany things have purpo.sely been omitted in

compo.sing this article, morbid anatomy,
prognosis, etc., have been left out in order to

give more time to those that .seemed to be of

more practical value.

However, I hope you will discuss every

phase of incipient tuberculosis most vigorous-

l.v.
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THE FORUM

To tlio Editor:—

If every county society had officer's who
would take a irersonal interest in the welfare

of their societies, it would soon be found that

they would hecoine so vitalized that if a luem-

her who had been an absentee for some time,

should happen to attend a meeting, he would

scarcely know where he was. The office of

secretary is of course the most important, and
if he is enthusiastic and not discouraged by

frequent failures, but keeirs everlastingly at

it, injecting a little spice and vaidety into his

notices, his labor will be rewarded in the end

by a full measure of success. J wish that

more of our county societies had such an one.

'fhe Carter (bunty Society is fortunate in

that respect as is shown by one of his recent

notices which follows

:

J. W. Kincaid,

Councilor Ninth District.

Crayson, Ky., April 9, 191i.—Dear Doctor:

I wish to inform you that the next regular

session of the Carter County Medical Society

will be on the Idth inst. Please be here and
especially those who have topics assigned

them. We are planning an “Out of Door”
session to be held at the Caves some time this

summer. We can invite Dr. Kinnaird and
others from Ashland and Catlettsburg out.

have a day off and a jolly good time.

If Dr. H. T. Sparks Avill furnish us with a

paper on the subject, “Physician and Surg-
eon a iMisnomer,” and Dr. Harvey Fultz on
“The P^asibility of a County Hospital,”

and Dr. D. B. Wilcox on “iMr. Tapeworm
Captured,” humorous. We will have a meet-

ing next time worth attending.

Dr. Wilcox is the only known doctor, to me,

in the county that has been able to capture a

real live tape worm, and if he will only tell

it in his own language, it will be sufficiently

humorous. Dr. Burton can give us a few
pointers on catching the imitation worm, as

lie successfully routed a covey of Quaker
fakirs, and thereby became the liero of the

hour, rendering the county an inestimable

service. He de.serves a Carnegie medal.

The members of the society will be pleased
to know that all the doctors of the county, be-

long to the county and State societies except
five and one of them, Dr. Logan, of Kilgore,

says he and his dues will be here next Tues-

day.

We would be glad if those to whom topics

are assigned will send in their paper, if they
find they cannot be here.

Fraternal I3' yours,

,
G. B. O’Roark, Secretary.

:153

TWO REPLIES TO DR. RAVITCH’S AR-

TICLE ON “SCLERODERMA,”
FRO.M PIKE COUNTY.

PIKEVILLE IS TRYING TO GET ON
THE :\IAP.

Some time ago there was a lettei* jirinled

in the .louRNAh, under the above caption,

written by one of our medical friends

from the city of Louisville, to-wit

:

Dr. Ravitch. He says, “Pikeville is trying to

get on the mail” because there happens to be

a ease of “scleroderma” in the town, and the

patient, a child, who was in no wi.se respon-

sible for having the “disease” and not even

responsible for its being here. The doctor re-

fers to this as being a “common disease”,

which is not true as this disease is not com-
mon in Kentucky, neither is it common in any
of the adjoining states. He makes a few ra.sh

assertions then copies the balance of his ar-

ticle from the authorities which have given a

good description of the disease in question,

most doctors prefer the text-book “reading”
to that of a “medical journal” article if it is

to be copied as the one referred to has been

done. The only article worth reading is one

containing the facts and what the doctor has

learned by actual experience at the bed-side,

it is not worth while to write an article and
copy all except a few unfounded assertions.

There are something like (1000) physicians

in Kentucky, very few of which ever saw a

case of “scleroderma.” I venture the asser-

tion that 90 per cent, o*’ the physicians of

Kentucky including the City of Louisville,

never saw a ease of the asserted “common
disease,” scleroderma.

The purpose of this letter is that I want the

medical profession to think, and think, and
think, and know, that all the “fools” in the

medical profes.sion don’t live at Pikeville, and
in the mouiitriins of Kentucky, either, what
do you say,- members of the profession? AVe
of the mountains have always heard the ex-

pression used “quack doctors,” and we be-

lieve this applies to the “fellow” Avho was
trying to practice medicine without being

prepared, or qualified to pi’actice medicine, in

any of its various branches. The above ap-

plies to the Ijoni.svillo “man” onlv, if his

practice corresponds to his writings. If he

is not a “quack” the best proof to the profes-

sion would be for him in his next aidicle to

eliminate the “text-book” part of his article

and tell us what he really knoAVS. and Avhaf

he has done himself while he has been in the

medical profession. I want to ,«ay further if

a little “sense” is good for the country doc-

tor a little more Avonld be gopd for a “sjiecial-

ist” living in the metropolis of a great State,
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like we have in Kentucky, as tlie specialist

should he one in wiiom otlier people living in

ruralar districts could depend on for advice

in his line.

In conclusion I wish to say for the benefit

of the “Louisville Specialist” that Pikeville

now has a permanent place on the map, and
that it is located on the banks of tlie “Big
Sandy River,” and that people even live be-

yond Pikeville, many of whieii places the

“sj)ecialist” would do well to visit, that he

may become a “wiser and better man.”
With all due respects for the specialist, 1

am. Yours truly,

II. II. Stidlard, .51. D.

Pikeville, Ky.

51ay 6th, 1914.

In reply to an article of April 1st, written

by Dr. Ravitch will .say that it is a great

])leasure to have a little article published in so

great a journal as the official organ of the

Kentucky State iMedical Association, but 1

certainly had a different feeling 'vhen I read

the article “What We Know About Sclero-

derma.” Dr. Ravitch makes the assertion

when beginning that every practitioner runs

across cases of scleroderma, I will not ans-

wer that statement as every memlier of the

Kentucky Medical Association knows that is

false.

I spent four years in the MedPal Depart-

ment of the University of Jjoiiisville, and 1

observed a few things but never saw a case

of scleroderma during the whole time.

The Pikeville case of scleroderma was on
e.xhibilion at the meeting of the Southern
iMedical Jissoeiation at Lexington and .some of

tl'.e greatest dermatologists of the Soiith fail-

ed to recognize it. The faculty of the Uni-

versity of Louisville, and I’m proud to be

numbered among her alumni for she is the

greatest medical institution in America,
i-ecommendcd to ns that there was no better

text-book, for the general practitioner than
Stelwagon.
On page 558 under Etiology, Stelwagon

.says, both t\’pes of scleroderma are infre-

(pient, the diffuse type is rare, the circum-

scribed variety much less so.

Dr. Ravitch would have us think that the

Pikeville case, being a child, is possibly a case

of sclerema neonatorum but this child is 8

years old and only developed this disease one
year ago, that 1 think he will find that the
word neonatorum wouldn’t apply, and also

(page 559) Stelwagon says .sclerema neona-
loru!u is extremely rare.

iVhether Pikeville is trying hai'd to get on
the map I am not able to answei’, but she has
Ihe location, .she has the fertile soil, and Pike

county has any other county “skinned a

block” when it comes to minei'al wealth, and
if you don’t lliink her women are pi-etty ask
our wortliy State Registrar, W. L. Ileizer.
lie knows.
Now, ju.st a word in closing, I cr.n’t believe

that Dr. Ravitch evej’ saw or could even rec-
ognize a ease of scleroderma and for his bene-
fit, we will have the little child at Pikeville,
when file Pike County IMedical Association
meets on the first (Monday night in June.

P. C. Sanders.

NEWS ITEMS AND COMMENTS

The Boyd County Health League was or-

ganized about three months ago, and on
April 14th opened in Ashland a free di.spen-

sary for the treatment of tuberculosis patients.

They have employed an efficient vi.«iting

nurse, in the person of Miss Bogai’d, and the
medical service is being attended to by assign-

ment of its members by the Boyd County
iMedical Society.

Dr. A. P. Banfield of Catlettsburg, was in

New York, doing some post-graduate work in

his specialty, eye, ear, nose and throat. He
returned about (May 10th.

Dr. G. W. (Moore, of Ashland, has recently

accompanied one of his ]>atients to Rochester,

(Minnesota, to consult with Dr. (Mayo with ref-

erence to an operation for goitre.

THE WALKER HOSPITAL.

Our readers will note that the Evansville

Sanitarium has changed its name to the

Walker Hospital. W’e are glad to call atten-

tion to this change as it shows a recognition of

the worth of one of the best men and most
skillful surgeons in the country. Kentucky
is to be congratulated that it is near enough
to have access to Dr. AValker’s work.

Alimentary Galactosuria.—(Maliwa tabulates

tlie findings in twelve eases of liver disease, in

ten of orthostatic albuminuria, and twenty-one

other jiatients, after ingestion of 40 gm. galac-

tose, fasting. The data demonstrates that intol-

erance for galactose is by no means an unequivo-

cal symptom of insufficiency of the liver. The

kidneys often have something to do with it.

55’hen the latter is the case, the galactose elimin-

ation begins abruptly and in large amounts,

droi>ping off eciually abruptly. 5Vitli insufficiency

of the livei', the curve of elimination is generally

more protracted.
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COUNTY SOCIETY REPORTS

Adair—The Adair Counly Medical Society

came out fi’om its winter <)iuiiters on May 14th,

1!)14, inx iyorated )>y its long winter nap, and met

in Dr. (’arlv. riglit 's ollice with the following’

incnihers |)i'esent: S. P. Miller, President; Ih L.

Taylor. Secretary; W. K. (irissoin, E. T. Sallee,

\V. E. Partwright, (
'. .M. Pussell, (iarland Gris-

som, N. M. Hancock and B. J. Bolin. We were

encouraged l)y two distinguished visiting bretli-

ren B. 11. McPliord, of Lebanon, and J. S. Lock,

cf Barlioursville. The meeting was called to or-

der at 2 P. M., and there being no special busi-

ness outside the progi’am, it was called. The first

on the program was a paper by S. P. Miller on

“Diphtheria.” It was a very exhaustive j)aper,

well received, well prei)ared, and very much ap-

preciated, and discussed by all the members

present, and the two visiting members. The next

l)aper was by R. C. McChcrd on the “so-called

non-operable cases of cancer of the cervix.” It

was a splendid paper, and well illustrated. It

was freely discussed, and all the members were

nnicli pleased at the doctor's tine success that he

reported from his manner of treating this terri-

ble disease.

At night there was a public meeting at the

court house, with a full program, and all who
were on it present. But in view of the fact of

the importance of the sul)ject assigned to Dr.

Lock, all the others gave \yay to him, and he oc-

cupied the entire evening on “Preventive

medicine” and gave one of the best lectures that

has ever been heard in Columbia. There was a

good audience l)ut not half what it ought to have

been. But every one present was ])leased and

benetitted. He gave much of his own experience

in the Kentucky Mountains, illustrated by stere-

opticon views. It was unfortunate that the fiscal

court could not be present, and liear he lecture,

they would have been more liberal to the health

work tlian tlie courts we have heretofore had. It

certainly did great good to tlie people of Colum-
hia, and they will be a long time forgetting it.

U. L. TAYLOR, Secretary.

Carter—The Carter County Medical Society

met in regular session at the office of Dr. G. B.

O’Roark in Grayson, May 11, 1914, with Dr.

J. L. Lyons in the cliair. After drafting resolu-

tions of respect and condolence relative to the

deatli of our honored friend and fellow doctor,

I). B. Wilcox, who departed this life on April 25,

the sbciety transacted its regular business.

Talks were made by the rnemhers on various

topics. Ty])hoid, and its prevention, was discuss-

ed at length by Dr. J. lY. Kincaid, of Catletts-

burg, who was kind enough to lionor us with his

presence. He also gave an interesting talk on
alley cleaning- and the disposition of animal car-

casses whicli we tl'.ink it would b'e well to publisli

in pamplilet form and (listril)ule widely over the

stale.

But tlie paper of the day was tlie one he read

on “A Plea for Greater Accuracy in Diagnosis.”

Wc have never heard anything better or more

appropriate. It was so highly appreciated that

the society, on motion of Dr. J. W. Strother, ten-

dered to Dr. Kincaid a vote of thau.ks and re-

(piested him to forward his pajicr to the Journal

for Publication.

No further business aiipearing, the society ad-

journed to meet at Stam[)er Hotel, June lb.

E\ei’y one went away feeling richly rewarded for

Inn ing taken a da}- off.

Resolutions.

M’hereas, God in His infinite wisdom has called

from among us our lieloved confrere, D. B. Wil-

(ox who for several years has been a busy, suc-

cessful practitioner, Th.erefore, be it

Resolved That in tlie death of our esteemed as-

sociate the Carter County' Medical Society has

lost one of its most loyal and useful members,

the community one of its most progressive and

valuable citizens and the bereaved family a de-

voted husband and an affectionate and indulgent

father.

Resolved, That the society tender to his wife

and children our deepest symijiathy and for con-

solation, commend them to Him who doeth all

things well.

Resolved, That we manifest the esteem in

which we held our departed fellow jiractitioner

b\' presenting a copy of tliese resolutions to the

liereaved family and sending a copy' to tlie local

pajier and tlie Journal of the Kentucky' State

Medical Association for ])ublication.

W. A. HORTON,
J. W. STROTHER.
J. L. LYON,

Committee.

G. B. O'ROARK, Secretary'.

Cumberland Valley—The Cumberland Valley

Medical Society met at tiie Majestic Opera
House, Corbin, on Thursday', Mareli 2b, 1914,

with about 500 members of the laity present at

the afternoon session and tlie following members
of the society: W. F. Boggess, Louisville; lY. L.

Heizer, Bow'ling Green; A. D. IVilmoth, Louis-

ville; T. J. Ballard, J. F. lYilder. J. 11. Parker.

B. J. Edwards. G. G. Edwards, W. C. Bryant,

J. F. Bryant, lY. JL Cox, of Corliin; H. S. Pit-

man, East Bernstadt; J. lY. Parker, Grays; O.

P. Nuckols and J. G. Foley, Pineville: C. A. and
E. S. Moss, Ij. O. Smith. 'Williamsburg; J. S.

Lock, Barboursville; P. E. Br.vant, J. B. Mason,
H. V. Pennington, and G S. Brock, of London;
P. E. Giannini. Dorothy; L. M. Scott. J. L. Hef-

ferman, and Jim Richmond, of Jellico, 'I’enn.; F.

R. Burton, Watlick; J. S. Owsley', Lilly; L. S.
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Siler, Woodbine; M. Pennington, Bertha; George

('ornin, Wilton

The program was opened by a speech of wel-

come by B. J. Edwards of Corbin, and was fol-

lowed by a res})onse by 0. P. Nuckols.

W. F. Boggess then gave an excellent talk on

“The Relationship of the Physician to tlie Pub-

lic,” showing us how to eliminate worry and

were a perpetual smile. Discussion by H. V.

Pennington and others.

And though we were very much disappointed

that Dr. McCormack could not he with us, we
were more than pleased with W. L. Heizer, whom
lie sent to represent him. Dr. Heizer gave ns a

very instructive talk on some of the needs of the

times, esiiecially in regard to the present .system

of education in our schools which teaches the

student practically nothing of the laws of health

and the need of the medical ins]iection of schools

and an all-time health officer, and was enthusi-

astically responded to by the laity when he re-

(piested that those who would be willing to pay

ten cents a head for an all the time health officer

to rise to tlieir feet. Discussion by A. D. Wil-

moth, E. S. Moss and J. G. Foley.

J. H. Parker then gave ns a paper on some of

the finer points in “Appendicitis,” which was

one of the best papers of the day. Discussion by

.7. E. Hefferman. E. S. Moss, A. D. AVilmoth, W.
Boggess and by -7. H. Parker in closing.

At this time the afternoon session was adjourn-

ed to the banquet hall at the Wilbur Hotel where
the Corbin Medical Society entertained the vis-

iting doctors with the usual Iventucky hospital-

ity. J. H. Parker acted as toastmaster, then,

after several “new ones” we got down to busi-

ness again and saw the unseen with J. B. Mason
in his paper, “Some Uses of the X-ray as a

Diagnostic Agent,” and the excellent pictures

accompanying it. Discussion by 7.,. i>I. Scott and
T. J. Ballard.

D. M. Pennington, in the next paj)er, establish-

ed his re]Uitation as an artist in word painting in

his ]>aper, “The Countiy Practitioner and Cut

Fees,” his paper was heartily enjoyed by every

one. Discussion by 77. J. Edwards. C. A.- Moss,

L. S. Siler and J. "W. Parker.

A. D. Wilmoth read the next pa]>er, “Diagnosis

of Cancer of Breast.” It was an unusually good

one. and contained a wealth of information and

instruction mined from the storehouse of a wide

experience and close observation. Discussion by
AV. M. Cox and others.

Those present decided to make this a perm-
anent organization, with June 4. 1914, Corbin as

the time and place of next meeting. The follow-

ing officers were elected

:

President. J. H. Parker, (^orbin. First Vice

President, J. G. Folejq Pineville; Second Yice-

Pi'osident, H. S. Pitman. East Bardstadt; Secre-

tary and Treasurer, C. A. IMoss, AVilliamsburg.

C. A MOSS, Secretary.

Henderson—The Henderson County Medical
Society met in regular session at the rooms of

the Commercial Club and a good attendance was
on hand. Dr. Poole presided over the meeting.

J. W. Cooper read an interesting paper on
“Intestinal Indigestion.” This timely subject

was handled well by the reader. The most prom-
inent feature was “Milk supply as related to in-

fant feeding” and “the excessive infant mor-
tality.” The paper elicited a free and full dis-

cussion by the following members: Drs. Dixon,
Royster, Letcher, Galloway, I-*oole, Ligon. For-
wood, Floyd, Hancock, Aleary. Dr. Cooper in

closing said he hoped the health officer would ex-

ert more immediate supervision in the matter of
milk supply. The meeting then adjourned to re-

assemble on May 2oth, 191d.

B. J. NEARY, Secretary.

Graves—The Graves County Medical Society

met at H. A. Shelby's office Tuesday, March 31st,

with a very large attendance of tl;e physicians of

the county.

The meeting was called to order by President
Jno. L. Dismukes. The minutes of the last meet-
ing were read, approved and adopted.

G. T. Fuller read a paper on “Lobar Pneu-
mcnia.” This was a mo.st excellent paper and
M'as received with much interest by the doctors.

It was discussed bj^ Drs. Hunt, AY. E. Merritt,

Shelby, Pinyear and Dismukes.

H. A. Shelby read a paper on “A’eratrum.”
The doctor handled hjs subject very thoroughly

and brought out some points that will be worth

while to remember. General discussion of this

subject by the society.

Mrs. Cora Beck, Registrar, read a ]mper on

“Yital Statistics.” This was a very interesting

paper. The essayist brought out some very im-

portant thoughts, urging the doctors of the coun-

ty to co-operate with the registrars and to make
tlieir reports of dea.th and births promptly and
with the greatest cai’e as to th ; cause of death

Mrs. Beck bears the distinction of having the

best report of any registrar in the State, and she

said this was due to co-operation of tiie physici-

ans in her district.

Next came the election of officers for the year

1914, as follows:

J. H. Shelton, President; M. AA’. Hurt, A'ice

President; G. T. Fuller, Treasurer; II. H. Hunt,

Secretary.

Committee on Credentials, Drs. G. T. Fuller,

chairman, J. C. Puryear and AA'. J. Shelton.

Delegates to C onvention—Drs. J. L. Dismukes

;

M. AA’^. Hurt, alternate.

Upon invitation of Dr. AA^. E. Merritt, the so-

ciety is to meet at Fancy Farm, Thursday, May
28. 1914.

The society extends to Hale & Gilliam, the pop-

ular druggists, their sincere tlianks of a])]uecia-

tion for their kindness while in session.
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Tlu re being no furl her business tlie society

then adjourned.

11. 11. HUNT, Secretary.

Gieenup—The Greenup County Medical So-

(io'y "iis lield at Hussell, on May 7, 1914.

A. J. Bryson, of I'ullerton, read a paper on

••Incipient rulmonary Tuberculosis.”

E. ii. Fitch, of Hussell, read a paj)er on ‘•Tu-

berculosis ol‘ the Hip Joint.
”

A. H. HUNT, Secretary.

Groenup -The G 'eenup Cor.uty Medical So-

ciety was held at the Davis Hotel, at Fullerton,

on April 2, ioi4, at 3:00 p. m.

Menibers present, H. T. Morris, A. S. Brady,

C. E. \ idt, E. H. Fitch, j\I. W. Meadows, A. J.

l>iy.-Lon, \V. E. Nic. ols and A. F. Hunt.

ii. T. Morris read an e.xcellent [>aper on tl.e

“ Svniptoins, Diagnosis and Medical Treatment of

ITeurisy.”

A. P. Hunt read a very interesting paper on

tie ‘•Surgical Treatment of Pleurisy.”

The discussion was opened by A. S. Bi-ady,

followed by C. E. ^ idt, A. J. Bryson, \^ . E. Nicii-

oLs, E. R. Fitch, M. W. Meadows, and closed by

H. T. Morris and A. P. Hunt.

‘•How To Make a Better Society,” was dis-

cussed by all me. ibers present.

After the meeting was over the members were

served with luncheon at the hotel.

A. P. HUNT, Secretary.

Harrison—The Harrison County Medical So-

ciety met in regular session May 4, in tlie ottice

of Drs. Givens, Wells A Moore. At this meeting-

twenty members were present. The minutes of

the last meeting were read and approved.

N. W. Moore, reported a case of pneumonia

treated with hypodermic injections of camphor

and oil with apparent relief from toxemia and

reduction of temperature, after two or three

doses had been administered.

W. H. Carr reported two cases of difficult labor

that were delivered with forceps. These cases

were discussed by Drs. Rees, AVells, Carr and

Moore.

W. H. Carr read a paper on ‘
‘ Pevention and

Control of Contagious Diseases in Children.

L. S. Givens read a paper on ‘‘Influence of the

Olfactories on Digestion.”

These papers elicited a lively discussion in

which Drs. Wells, Martin, Rees, Wood, Smiser,

Moore and Carr participated.

The meeting adjourned to enjoy an elegant

smoker-lunch, the guests of Dr. Givens. This

feature was very much enjoyeil. Dj'. Givens is

a ]>ast master in enlertaininii’ and every one de-

parted with a warm spot in his heart for the

genial doctor.

W. B. MOORE, Secretary.

Muldraugh Hill—Meeting called to order by

President Pope in the City Hall at 10 :20 a. m.,

about twenty members being present. Reading

of the minutes being dispensed with, the Society

heard the report of the Committee on Constitu-

tion and Geographical change. After the Com-

mittee had read the Constitution as a whole it

w'as adopted, article by article, and finally as a

v/hole. It is understood that this Constitution

binds the Society and takes precedence over all

former Constitutions and By-Laws. The Com-
mittee further recommended that as the doctors

of Meade and Breckinridge took no interest in

the Society, and as they had no way of conveni-

ently attending the meetings, that these counties

be dropped from the roster and the Counties of

Warren and Barren added. Upon a vote this rec-

ommendation was adojited. The Secretary was
instructed to notify the doctors of these two

counties of this fact.

A. 0. Pfingst reported an interesting ease of a

very large naso-pliaryngeal ]mlyp that extended

down into the pharynx. Discussed by Drs. Hall

and Hester, and in closing by Dr. Pfingst.

A. D. Willmoth reported a ease of a large in-

fected kidney containing a large stone.

G. C. Hall presented j^ictures of two cases of

unilateral trachoma, one a case of a boy eleven

years of age w'ith w'ell developed granulations,

the other a young lady whose disease had existed

over six years. Discussed by Dr. Pfingst.

C. W. Hibbitt reijorted a case of tubal pregnan-

cy seen in consultation, in which operation was
done before rupture. Discussed by A. D. AVill-

moth, who made point that when hemorrhage oc-

curs patients do not usually bleed to death as was
once feared.

H. N. Leavell spoke of ectopic gestation first

on one side, then on the other. Temperature due

to absorption of fibrin ferment or fibrinogen.

J. H. Peak thought tube had ruptured, but that

it had been held intact by folds of broad liga-

ment. Pain due to distention. Thought com-
plete absorption could occur and complete resti-

tution take place. Care should be taken in mak-
ing an examination as rough handling may cause

rupture. Patients may bleed to death.

G. W. Hibbitt in closing took issue witli Dr.

Peak, first that this had nijAured and been in-

closed in broad ligament. Thought that also

tubes are capable of large distention. Thought
cases of severe hemorrhage were due to rupture

of tube.

J. H. Hester read a case report of Steel in eye-

ball and method of removal. Discussed by Dr.

Hall, who thought Dr. Hester’s method simihu' to

that re])orted by Dr. Jackson, of Denver. In

doubtful cases in i)oor peo])le with large families

enucleation was prefei'able, while in |)atients of

considerable means who can afford 1o lake the

time, conser\ali\’e (I'eatmenl should !)e adopted.

A. 0. Pfingst thought that outlook after giant
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magnet opei’ation was gloomy, and reported eases

of late degeneration. Thought eyes with injuries

of ciliary body should be enucleated.

Curran Pope explained the methods of localiza-

tion in cases of foreign body in the orbit.

Adjournment at 12 N. for dinner.

Society re-assembled at 1 :30 P. M. for scien-

tific Avork.

A. D. Willmoth read an essay on the diagnosis

and early removal of cancer of the l)reast dem-
onstrated with lantern slides in natural colors.

Discussion opened by Dr. Peak. I\Iust remem-
ber that alt tumors of breast must be dealt with

as if they Avere malignant. Must make a A-ery

Avide incision to avoid recurrence and Avithout re-

gard to closure of avoujuI. One should pay par-

ticular attention to the removal of all fascia of

muscles. Skin grafting in sIoav healing wounds.

Begin at axilla and Avork doAviiAvard and inward.

Advantages in control of hemorrhage and pre-

venting metastasis. One should never have any

instruments, hands, or any material that has

touched the groAvth touch the Avound surface.

H. N. Leavell acknoAvledged the compliments

paid, by the essayist and jn’evious speaker, to his

brother-in-laAv, Dr. Rodman. He detailed the in-

cision as noAv practiced by him. Made a practi-

cally bloodless field. Condemned the Jackson in-

cision.

With the mortality of this disease so high and
the results of delay so disastrous one should act

promptly and carefully; clean out all tissue at

all suspicious. Make the diagnosis afterAvard if

necessary. If case is malignant you are on safe

side. If innocent your operation has done no
harm.

C. W. Hibbitt asked if there were any reason

Avhy an}' tumor of breast should be left. We
should be verA' careful in cleaning out axilla.

Curran Pope spoke of the efficacy of the mas-

sive high frequency current in preA'enting recur-

rence or treating the AVound to promote closure.

Spoke of the high frequency ciu-rent in removal

of papillomata and similar growths in the closed

cavities. Spoke of the Abderhalden sero diag-

nosis of maligmancj'. Has had good results Avith

ajAplications of the X-ray Avith a very hard high

tube. Thinks it does a great deal of good after

operations not before.

A. D. Willmoth in closing spoke of the trans-

plantation of cancer cells to other parts of the

body of the patient if the same knife Avere used

that made the primary decision. Make a com-

plete removal at the one operation. It is a mis-

take to do a seeondaiy operation in but a feAV

da}'s afterAvard. Pathologist sliould be on hand

to make frozen sections and giA'e an immediate

report. Must ahvays clean out axillary space.

Thought that it Avas an adA-antage to leaA'e pec-

toral muscles. Objected to by Drs. Leavell and

Peak Avho asked of Avhat good it Avould do to re-

move part of the fascia as metastasis occurred

through that channel. Siioke of Dr. Bambridge’s
Avork Avith high frequency currents and fulgura-

tion. Also the implantation of radium gelatin in

the AA'ound. Injection of ascetic fluid in cases of

cancer had done A'ery little good.

Charles Hibbitt read a j)aper on the Complica-
tions of Pelvic Operations.

J. H. Peak in oiAening the discussion thought
vomiting much less frequent than formerly. Fre-
quently neurotic or psychic. Doesn’t believe in

fasting patients and gives Avater to Avithin five or

six hours after operation. BelieAms in Avashing

out stomach frequently. Has iieA’er had hemor-
rhage folloAving abdominal operations. Gas pains

are veiy troublesome, thought fasting- made it

Avorse. Advocated early use of rectal tube. Had
seen acute suppression of urine folloAving even

simple operation. Thought it d- e to the ether.

Thought it practically impossible to ))revent in-

fection if patient had to be catheteA’ized often.

Did not like boric acid in cystitis.

A. D. Willmoth spoke of tlie vomiting folloAv-

ing operation due to acidosis and one should fill

jAatients’ stomach Avith Aveak lemonade.

In post-operatiA'e peritonitis mop out Avith 2

1-2 per cent, solution alcoholic of Iodine and put

liatient in Muiphy position.

Curran Pope called attention to the fact that

Avhiskey is not a stimulant, but is toxic, depres-

sant, and anaesthetic.

C. W. Hibbitt in closing still maintained that

Avhiskey had a place as a stimulant
;
thanked the

members for tbeir discussion.

E. F. Horine read an essay on the Duties of

the Anaesthetist.

H. N. Leavell opening the discussion spoke of

the change in medical practice since he first grad-

uated and at the present day Avlien there is the

specialist in anaesthesia

A. D. Willmoth spoke of the importance of this

subject and the importance of selecting a compe-

tent man to give the anaesthetic and let him se-

lect his drug. Spoke of the importance of the

quiet pereonality of the anaesthetist and careful

Avatehfulness of the anaesthetist of the blood

pressure.

J. H. Peak thought the subject of extreme im-

portance; spoke of the decorum to be maintain-

ed in the operation. Avoid loud talking, joking,

etc., about the operation.

G. C. Hall complimented the paper of Dr. Ho-

rine and bore testimony to his skill as an anaes-

thetist as Dr. Hall had taken an anaesthetic ad-

ministered by him the previous summer. It Avas

quiet and easy, Avithout a single disagreeable

symptom or remembrance such as some peojile

complain of. Neither did the ether liave any dis-

agreeable after effect Avhen he again got back to

Avork and began operating. Thought tliese hap))y

results largely due to Dr. Horine 's skill and train-

ing in handling tlie anaestiietic.

A. 0. Pfingst told some personal experiences of
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anaesthesia. Tlioiight it could be made very dis-

agreeable by an untrained man. Tliougb easy

manners, quiet decorum was great importance to

the patient.

H. N. Leavell again spoke, explaining that in

rui'al districts one man should be selected and

ti-ained to give anaesthetics.

Curran Pope interpreted the psychology of the

patient's mind during the period of anaesthesia.

Anaesthetic room should have quiet, appealing

furnishings. There should be no crowd and no

talk. Anaesthetist should have a quiet, appeal-

ing voice while every effort should be made to lull

tlie patient into a sense of security, avoiding all

sight of instruments, etc.

E. F. Horine in closing stated that in answer

to Dr. Pfingst that while chemically the purified

products should he the same he liad found that it

seemed to take less of the Scpiibh products than

of other makes. '

In small towns one man should he trained as

an anaesthetist. Hearing is last sense to be

abolhshed hut is so in complete surgical anaes-

thesia.

At the close of the discussion the names of

Drs. J. H. Peak and E. F. Horine were regularly

presented to the Society and unanimously elected

members '

'
i

'

There being no further business before the so-

ciety adjourned to meet again in Augaist

G. C. HALL, Secretary.

CONSTITUTION OF THE MULDRAUGH HILL

MEDICAL SOCIETY.

Article 1.—Name.

The name of this Society shall he the “Mul-
draugh Hill Medical Society.”

Article 11.

The object of the Society shall be, first, to pro-

mote good Avill among its members.
Second, to stimulate and maintain an active

interest in the science of medicine and surgery

and to encourage among its members careful

and conscientious work along those lines.

Article III.—Officers and Their Duties.

Section 1. The officers of the Society shall

consist of a President, one Vice-President for

each county composing the Society, and a Sec-

retary-Treasurer, elected for one year or until

their successors qualify.

Sec. 2. It shall be the duty of the President to

preside at all meetings of the Society
;

to call

special meetings at any time be may deem proper

or at the written request of seven members of

the Society.

Sec. 3. It shall be the duty of tlie Vice-Presi-

dents, one to preside in the absence of the

President; tliis Vice-President to l)e selected in

alpliabetical order of counties; to keep alive an
active interest in the Society, particularly in liis

own county, and to endeavor to enlist tlie sym-

pathy and acti\'e support of all reputable phy-

sicians wl’o come within liis spliere of influence

He shall co-operate with tlie Secretary in arrang-

ing for program for the meetings liy personally

seeing members in the county and endeavoring

to get them to prepare papers or case reports.

Sec. 4. It shall be the duty of the Secretary-

Treausrer to keep all records of the Society; to

preserve an accurate copy of the minutes and

transactions and see tliat same are published reg-

ularly in the Kentucky State Medical Journal.

He shall keep an accurate account of moneys

of the Society received by him as dues or in pay-

ment of advertisements in the program, such

money to be used by him in defraying the legiti-

mate e.xpenses of the Society.

He shall each year at the annual meeting sub-

mit a written report of the financial affairs of the

Society which shall be sulimitted to the Executive

Committee for auditing and approval.

Article IV.

Section 1. There shall be an Executive Com-
mittee consisting of the President of the Society

and two other members elected by the Society.

Sec. 2. It shall be the duty of the E.xecutive

Committee to exercise general supervision over

all the affairs of the Society: to lay before the

entire membership from time to time such mat-

ters as in their judgment reepaire its action; to

look after the interest of the Society and exert

themselves for its benefit and advancement; to

audit the accounts of the Secretary-Treasurer

following his annual report.

Sec. 3. Y'aeaneies in the Executive Committee
shall be elected by the Society at its next regu-

lar meeting.

Sec. 4. One member of the E.xecutive Commit-
tee shall be elected for three years, and one for

two years.

Article V.

Section 1. The meetings of the Society shall

be held on the second Thursday in April, August,
and December.

Sec. 2. The meeting place of the Society shall

be Elizabethtown provided, however, that upon
invitation to meet in another town the meeting
for that invitation may l)e changed by a two-

thirds vote of the members present.

Article VI.

Section 1. The annual meeting of the Society
shall be in December at which time an election of

officers shall be held and the annual reports of

the former officers presented.

Sec. 2. Election of officers shall be held in tlie

following order. President, Secretary-Treasurer,

member of tlie E.xecutive Committee.

Sec. 3. Election shall be by ballot except by
unanimous consent. A majority of all votes cast

is necessary for election. In the event that more
than two men are nominated for an office after
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fir.st ballot low man will be dropped.

Sec. 4. Nominations for ollice are made orally.

Article VII.—Membership.
Section 1. Applications for memljershii). Any

member may projDose the name of a reputable

l)hysician for membersbiji. It must be submitted

in writing' and seconded by another memher.
The name is then presented to the Society and

a ballot taken. Three negative votes shall ex-

clude a candidate.

Sec. 2. Membership in the Society shall he of

two classes, active and honorary.

Sec. 3. Active membership. Any re])utable

physician residing in the counties of Jetferson,

Hullitt, Hardin. Nelson, Larue. Grayson. Ma-
rion. Taylor. Green, Hart, Barren and Warren,
may he elected an active member of the Society.

Sec. 4. Honorary members are such physicians

who distinguished by irrominence in the medical

pi’ofession or long and faithful work in the So-

ciety the Society desires to honor by electing to

that order.

Honorary members are elected by a three-

fourths vote of the members j)resent. They are

entitled to all the privileges of tlie society except

the right to hold office and are exem|)t from dues.

Sec. 5. Active membei's shall pay to the Secre-

tary-Treasurer one dollar a year as dues in Janu-

ary of each year.

Article VIII.

The fiscal year of the Society extends from
January 1st to Hecember 3.1st.

Article IX.

Section 1. Ten members present in person at

a meeting shall constitute a quorum for the

transaction of business.

Sec. 2. Special meetings may be called by the

President at his discretion and must be called

by him when requested in writing by seven or

more member’s.

Article X.

jVmendments of this Constitution and By-Laws
must be submitted in writing at a regular meeting

of the Soviet}’, after which all members shall be

notified in writing of the ]>ro])osed amendment,
wliich sliall be brought irp for consideration at

tlie next regular meeting. A two-thirds vote of

tlie members jirescnt shall be necessary for

adoption.

Article XI.

Section 1. The following order of Imsiness

stall be observed at all meetings of the Society,

('all to order; reading of minutes; unfinished

business; (reports of ollicers; reports of Com-
mittees; election of officers, at annua! meeting);

new business.

Sec. 2. Scientific Program. Presentation of

new instruments. Presentation of clinical cases

or s])eeimens. Case reimrts. Ls.says. Miscel-

laneous l)usiness. Adjournment.

Sec. 3. Case reports and essays must be sub-

mitted in writing, iireferably typewiitten, on one

side of the page only. In short, articles presented

to the society must be in shape for publication.

After being read they are the property of the

Society.

Pendleton—Tlie Pendleton ( ounty Medical So-

ciety met at the Day House in Falmo’.ith, with

tlie following members present ; P. N. Blacker!)}’,

Chipman, Clai’k, Daugherty, Ecklar, McKemiey,
J. Ed Wilson Woolary.

The meeting was called to order by J. Ed Wil-

son president, and after roll call and a reading of

the minutes of previous meeting, we proceeded to

tlie business of the day. After transacting the

routine of business, we had a report oi t'linical

(bases, as there was no essayists reaily. We l:ad

some very good reports of clinical cases.

We then adjourned.

W. A. McKENNEY, Secretary.

BOOK REVIEWS

A Treatise on Diseases of the Skin.—For the

use of advanced Students and Practitioners. By
Henry W. Stelwagon, M. D.. Ph. I)., Professor of

Dermatology, Jefferson liledical College, Phila-

delphia. Seventh edition, thoroughly revised.

Octavo of 1250 pages, with 334 text-illustrations,

and 33 full-page colored and half-tone j)lates.

Philadelphia and London ; W. B. Saunders

Company, 1914. (Joth .$6.00 net; Half IMoroeco,

$7.50 net.

It is hardly necessary to remind the readers of

this review that seven editions of Stelwagon ’s

Diseases of the Skin speak more for its popu-

larity and practicability than any original re-

view. This language is clear, simple and easily

understood. The symptoms are g'iven in detail

and differential diagnosis is made comparatively

easy. The treatment is carefully considered and

l)ractical. It is unhesitatingly recommendwl to

the general practitioner and specialists.

The Principles of Pathologic Histology.—By
Frank B. Mfdlory, 1\L D., Associate Professor of

Pathology, Harvary Medical School and Pathol-

ogist to the Boston City Hospital. Octavo of

677 pages, with 497 figures containing 683 illus-

trations, 124 in colors. Philadelphna and Lon-

don; W. B. Saunders Com]3any, 1914. Cloth,

.$5.50 net.

Pathology has come to occupy such a promin-

ent part in the consideration of cause of diseases

and their cure that this book most likely will sup-

]dy a long felt want. An accurate conception of

the pathology of any tissue en masse can only be

ac(]uired by an intimate and thorough knowledge

of the changes in its cellular coiiqiosition. The
])urpose of this book is to supply such a knowl-

edge of ])athologie histology that comprehension
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of lesions fully or i>artially developed become
plain.

A Text Book of Physiology.—By Isaac Ott, A.
M., M. I)., Professor of Physiology in the Medico-
riiirnrgical College of Philadelphia, etc. Fourth
edition, revised and enlarged, illustrated with

forty-three half tones and other engravings,

many in colors, by F. A. Davis Company, Phila-

delphia.

The chapters on blood circulation and meta-
bolism have been entirely revi.sed. Respiration

and glands with an external secretion have been
revised to a considerable extent. It is a standard
text hook on Pln'siology.

Materia Medica, Pharmacology, Therapeutics
and Prescription Writing.—For Stundents and
Practitioners. By Walter A. Bastedo, Ph. G., M.
I)., Associate in Pharmacology and Therapeutics
at Columbia University. Octavo of 60G pages,
illustrated. Philadelphia and London: W. B.

Saunders Company, lt)1.3. Cloth, .$3.50 net.

This hook is a complication of lectures deliver-

ed at Columbia University, with certain editions.

Considerable stress being laid upon those things
that have a direct l)earing on practice. It is not
too technical and is of real worth to the prac-
titioner.

Medical Gynecology.—By S. Wyllis Bandler,
1\1. D., Adjunct Professor of Diseases of Women.
New York Post-Graduate Medical School and
Hospital. Third Thoroughly Revised Edition.
Octavo of /90 pages, with 150 original illustra-

tions. Philadelphia and London : W. B Saunders
Company, 1914. Cloth, $5.00 net; Half Morocco,
$6.50 net.

In these days of gynecological surgery the gen-
eral i)ractitioner is made to feel at times as if

there was nothing left for tlie doctor to do and
yet it is well known that the medical gvnecolo-
gist has a great field of usefulness if the physician
will but prepare himself for this work. This book
is entirely fair to the surgeon but gives to the
general practitioner his right and just due. It

is certain that the general practitioner can in-

crease his practice of diseases of women ma-
terially by making himself more familiar with
this subject and this volume seems to contain
about all that is needed.

Principles of Surgery.—By W. A. Bryan, A. M.
M. D., Professor of Surgery and Clinical Surg-

ery at Vanderbilt Univer.sity, Nashville, Tennes-

see. Octavo of 677 pages with 224 original illus-

trations. Philadelpliia and Loudon: W. B. Saun-

ders Company, 1913. Cloth, .$4.00 net.

This book forms a clear ex[)osition of the sub-

ject; is well illustrated, practical, not too tech-

nical and an all-around good book.

The Practice of Pediatrics.—By Ciiarles Gil-

more Kerley, M. D, Professor of Diseases of Chil-

dren, New York Polyclinic Medical School and

•Hosi)ital. Octavo of 878 images, 139 illustrations.

Philadelphia and London: W. B. Saunders Com-
]mny, 1914. Clotli, $6.00 net; Half Morocco,

$7.50 net.

This book is the outgrowth of a demand upon

Dr. Kerley for more extensive work on iliseases

of children. It is in every way equal and even

superior to his former l)ook on diseases of chil-

dren and doubtless will find its way into many
more doctors’ libi'aries than its pi’edecessor.

Development and Anatomy of the Nasal Ac-

cessory Sinuses in Man.—Based on 290 lateral

nasal walls, showing the various stages and types

of development from tlie sixtieth day of fetal

life to advanced maturity. By Warren B. Davis,

M. I)., Corinna Borden Keen Research Fellow.

Jefferson Medical College, Philadelphia. Octavo

of 172 pages with 57 original illustrations.

Philadeliihia and London : W. B. Saunders Com-
pany, 1914. Cloth $3.50 net.

This is a splendid volume. The illustrations are

superb, the text comitrehensive and it is of special

value to specialists and contains a great deal of

real benefit to the general practitioner.

A Text-Book of Physiology: for Medical Stu-

dents and Physicians.—By William H. lloAvell,

Ph. D., M. 1)., Professor of Phj^siology, Johns

Hojtkins l^niversity, Baltimore. Fifth Edition

Thoroughly Revised. Octavo of 1020 pages, fully

illustrated. Philadelphia and London: W. B.

Saunders Company, ]913. doth, $4.00 net; Half

Morocco, $5.50 net.

Recently we had occasion to review the fourth

edition of this book. It was then strongly com-

mended. The fifth volume is a decided impro\'e-

inent and brings the subject matter entirely u))

to date. It is prolmbly the last word in its

treatment of principles of Physiology.

The Text-Book on Anatomy and Physiology for

Nurses.—By Amy E. Pope, with 135 illustrations,

published by G. P. Putnam’s Sons, New York.

Price $1.75.

This book of 500 pages is chuck full of facts

essential to the practice of nursing and doubtless

will receive, as it deserves, a ready sale.

Volumes 7, 9 and 10, Practical Medical Series,

1913.—Published by Year Book.

Volume 7 on Obstetrics by DeLee. deals with

the physiology, diagnosis and pathology of iireg-

nancy, abortion, pathology of labor and o])erative

obstetrics. It is worth while.

Volume 9 on Skin and Venereal Diseases, mis-

cellaneous, by Baum and Moyer, 'fliis deals with

dermatoses in constitutional infections, tbera-

])eutics of the dermatoses, gonorrhoea and syidii-
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Us and genito-iirinary medicine. In tlie back ap-

pears literatiire on medical liistory, sociology

and eugenics.

Volume 10 by Patrick Bassoe, on Nervous and

Mental Diseases. This volume deals with the

neuroses, diseases of the brain, meninges, the

cord, the peripheral nerves, dementia precox

and paretic dementia and traumatic insanity.

Posture of School Children, with its Home Hy-

giene and Efficient Methods for School Training.

—By Jessie H. Bancroft, Assistant Director

Physical Training Public Schools, New York City,

published by the McMillan Company, New York.

Price, $1.50.

This book is so full of practical suggestions of

useful information that it would be difficult to

specialize in a short review. It should be in the

hands of every school teacher and parent that

tliey mig'ht be fully efficient in caring for the

health of the children by securing better cooper-

ation between the home and school. Physical

training especially in the cities is left largely to

the schools which sometimes fail in their duty
witli the result that the health of the child is

seriously handicapped.

The illustrations alone teach valuable lessons.

A Text-Book of the Practice of Medicine.—By
James M. Anders, M. D., Ph. D., LL. D., Pro-

fessor of Medicine and Clinical Jledicine, Medico-
Chirurgical College, Philadelphia Eleventh

Edition Thoroughly Revised. Octavo of 1335

pages, fully illustrated. Philadelphia and Lon-
don: W. B. Saunders Company, 1913. Cloth,

$5.50 net; Half Morocco. $7.00 net.

The impularity of Andere Practice of Medicine
warrants this the eleventh edition. A review of

its treatment of the diseases, knowledge of which
has undergone a change in recent months, shows
that it lias been thoroughly revised and brought
up to date.

Case Histories in Pediatrics.—By John Lovett

Morse, A. M., M. I)., Boston, and published by

IV. M. Leonard, Boston. A unique book, aimang-

ed under twelve headings. The first, “Normal
Development and Physical Examination of In-

fants and Children, “ takes up 62 pages, and is

well written.

When you read on page .50 this sentence, “They
are, moreover, not a sign of an admixture of

negro blood, but merely of tlie persistence, in a

rudimentary form of a functional layer of pig-

ment cells in our ancestors, the monkeys,” don’t

become disgusted and shelve the book for by so

doing you would miss a great deal of useful in-

formation. Under the other eleven headings, i.e.

“Diseases of the Gastro-Enterie Tract,” “Dis-

eases of Nutrition,” “Specific Infectious Dis-

eases,” etc. etc., 200 cases are reported giving

full history, physical examination, diagnosis,

prognosis and treatment in every case. If you
read the book through carefully you will be as

well prepared to practice medicine among chil-

dren as you could be from reading books. For
the beginner the book is a boon, for the older

practitioner quite a help. The type is all that

could be desired.

J. J. RODMAN.

Gonorrhoea in Women—By Norx-is. Publish-

ed by W. B. Saunders Company, Philadelphia.

This book is a complete exposition of the subject

and embraces practical treatments from a med-
ical and surgical aspect

Glycosuria and Diabetes—By Allen. Pub-

lished by W. M. Leonard, Boston. This large

volume contains a great deal of technical and dif-

ficult research in determining the etiology and
various phases attending these conditions and is

entirely too technical to be appreciated by the

average practitioner

“A Practical Treatise on the Treatment of

Sexual Impotence and Other Sexual Disorders in

Men and Women,”—By William J. Robinson

and published by the Critic and Guide Company.
A great many practical suggestions are found in

tliis volume and it is presented in an interesting

and plausible manner. Any one interested in this

special line would do well to consult this work.

Pharmacology, Clinical and Experimental.

—

Halsey’s translation of Meyer and Gottlieb’s

pharmacology. Price $6.00. By J. B. Lippincott

Company, Philadelphia. This volume of 590

pages by tliese recognized specialists is probably

as complete and accurate a text as can be found.

In eighteen chapters are considered pharmacol-

ogy of the motor nerve-endings, central neiwe

system, sensory nerve-endings, vegetative nerv-

ous system, eye, digestion, reproductive organs,

metabolism, heat regulation, inflammation, the

various organs of the body and factors, influenc-

ing pharmacological reactions. 64 illustrations

supplement the text.

Electricity in Diseases of the Eye, Ear, Nose

and Throat—^By W. Fj’anklin Coleman, Cliicago,

and published by tlie Courier-Herald Press. So

many of our profession using electricity in their

practice that this book will be of interest by rea-

son of its practicability and intrinsic worth. Too

much time is not given to fanciful details and

fine spun theories but most of the attention is di-

rected to tellin.g how the work is done and why.

The book is profusely illustrated and makes

much of the text clearer. Price, $4.00.
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Stammering and Cognate Defects of Speech.

—

Second Volume. Pi'iee $5.00. By C. S. Blumel

and puhli.shed l)y G. E. Stecliert & (^ompany, New
York. InsuOicient attention lias been given to

tlie sul'fei'ers from tliese pliysical incapacities. It

is a revelation to one who has not given it much
study to find how mucli real information of bene-

fit to the patient is secured by a perusal of these

two columns.

Case Histories in Pediatrics.—Second Edition

by Dr. John Lovel Morse. Price $9.00 Published

by the W. M. Leonard Company, Boston. This

book is in its second edition; is very much im-

proved and is brought up to date in e.xtended re-

view of this first edition in March 1st, 1911,

Journal. Again we commend it to the medical

profession.

The Clinics of John B. Murphy, M. D.—At
IMercy Hospital, Chicago. Volume III, Number
1 Octavo of 190 pages 91 illusti’ations. Phila-

delphia and London : W. B. Saunders Comjiany,

1914. Published Bi-Monthly. Price per year:

Paper, $8.00. Cloth, $12.00.

In the absence of a personal visit to the

Murphy clinic, a copy of one of these volumes is

the next best thing. Presented in Dr. Murphy’s
clear, convincing style of teaching and with

abundant illustrations, it gives the reader the

impression that he is present in the Hos])ital. It

is Avorth while and recommended to the readers

of this Journal.

History of Medicine—With Medical Chronol-

ogy, Bibliographic Data, and Test Questions, by
Fielding H. Garrison, A. B., M. D. Principal As-
sistant Librarian, Surgeon General’s Office,

Washington, D. C., Editor of the “Index Med-
icos,” Octavo of 763 pages, many portraits. W.
B. Saunders Company, Philadelphia and London,
1913. Cloth, $6.00

;
Half Morocco, $7.50, net.

This work supplies the practitlpner with
abundant historical material relative to his pro-

fession and to its develojjment and progress. It

furnishes the basis of more extended study of the
history of medicine. For the medical essayist, it

is invaluable. The reputation of the Author is a
sufficient guarantee that the subject matter and
facts are dei^endable and they are arranged in

such a way as to give one a clear conception of
the history of medicine. The large number of
references in the footnotes provides the student
and medical speaker or writer with an encyclo-
pedia of information that is Avithin reach by rea-
son of their logical and careful arrangement. It

should be in the library of Kentucky physicians.

The Diagnosis and Treatment of Digestive Dis-
eases.—By Geo. M. Niles, M. D., Professor of

Gastro-Enterology and Clinical Medicine at At-
lanta Medical College. Published by P. Blakis-

ton Sons & Company, 1012 Walnut Street, Phila-

delphia. Price, $5.00. This book of 570 pages

deals Avith diagnostic methods, examination of

feces, the digestive organs and the discussion of

the differential diagnosis for tlie medical and

surgical cases, stomach tulie, gastric lavage, va-

rious metliods of local treatment of the stom-

ach and intestines. Diet and drug therapy,

psycho-therapy and hydro-therapy are given un-

der separate chapters. In part second, there are

considered special diagnosis and treatment of dis-

eases, including the neuroses, the gastrites, mo-

tor insufficiency, hematemesis, tumors of the

stomach, ulcerations, diarrhoea, dysentery, con-

stipation and intestinal parasites. Tlie arrange-

ment is splendid, text clear and method of treat-

ment are rational and altogether is quite an ad-

dition to the library of the general practitioner,

particularly interested in the diseases of the ali-

mentary tract.

Treatment of Chronic Leg Ulcers, a Practical

Guide to Its Symptomatology, Diagnosis and
Treatment.—By Dr. EdAvard Adams. 122 Pages.

Cloth $1.00. Published by The International

Journal of Surgery Company, 100 Williams

Street, Ncav York City.

This little book of 110 pages is replete with

suggestions and measures for the relief and
treatment of these particular lesions Avhich are so

difficult to handle.

Chestnut Toxemia?—T. C. Merrill, Washing-
ton, D. C., (Jouraal A. M. A., January 24), calls

attention to certain toxic symptoms that have

been observed in persons after eating chestnuts

from trees affected from the so-called chestnut

blight due to a fungus .Avhich has been destructive

in some of the Ncav England States Chestnuts

from healthy trees are not considered toxic, but

it should be remembered that during germination

they are remarkable for enzymic activity and it is

jiossible that liberation of toxic substances may
then occur. The fungus of chestnut blight (Endo-

thia parasitica) affects the nutrition by destroy-

ing the bark and Avhile infection of the nut has

been observed, such chestnuts are not likely to be

eaten. Influences affecting the eatable portion

may be due to perverted sap in the tiiseased trees.

He gives a table of the symptoms observed in

tAventy-one cases Avhich cannot be easily reproduc-

ed here but which is instructve. No positive

claim is made that the symptoms are due to the

eating of chestnuts. The post hoc, though pres-

ent, is not here intended necessarily to mean
jiropter hoc. It may take several chestnut sea-

sons to determine this ((uestion. Food-poisoning,

aside from the chestnuts, is excluded In the series.

The cases seem to be acconqianied with gastro-

enteric symi)toms and great prostration and sIoav

recovery seemed to be almost tlie rule. The term

“great prostration” is used as indicating an ef-

fect disproportionate to any known cause.
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ELKJIHILITY OF N0N-PR0PRJP7rARY
MIXTURl^S.

IJiysiciuns and i^ublisliers of journals who

wish to adhere to the recommendations of the

Council on Pharmacy and Chemistry of the

American Medical Association, are herewith

reminded that non-proprietary mixtures are

deemed by the Council as eligible for prescrib-

ing and advertising, without the necessity of

being admitted to New and Nonofficial Rem-

edies.

Sti'ictly non-proprietary mixtures of of-

ficial sul)stances, etc., (for instance, morphin

and atrophin tablets) are generally sold with-

out any special claims whicli would make

them subject to investigation by the Council

;

wliile the number of these combinations listed

by the various manufacturers is so great that

that even tlieir mere enxuneration in New and

Nonofficial Remedies would be practically im-

possible. The intelligent physician is the best

judge of the advisability of prescribing ready-

made non-proprietary mixtures of this tj^pe.

The danger is that he may not always be able

to discriminate clearly, on the one hand, be-

tween these non-proprietary mixtiires that

are not listed in New and Nonofficial Rem-
edies because their admission would be super-

fluous, and on the other hand, the proprietary

mixtures which do not appear in New and
Nonofficial Remedies because they have been
refused admission. The appended definition

of “proprietary mixtures’’ shows where the

line is drawn by the Council.

Propriet yRY i\IiXTURES.—A mixture will

be considered as proprietary, and therefore
re(piiring consideration In- the Council and
admission to the book or appendix, if it con-
tains any proprietary article, if it is marketed
under a name whicli is in any way protected
or if its manufacturer claims for it any un-
usual therapeutic qualities.

All mixtures to which this definition ap-
plies are deemed jiroprietary and will be list-

ed by name in New and Nonofficial Remedies,
if they comply with the rules of the Council.

In all doubtful cases, the secretary of the

Council will gladly supply specific informa-

tion. W. A. PUCKNER,
Secretary of the Council on Pharmacy and

Chemistry, 535 North Dearborn Street,

Chicago.

Paralysis General.—Treatment. Hexametliyle-

namine, gr. x (0.6 Gm) thrice daily, found ef-

fectual in preventing retention of urine and

avoiding- necessity for catheterization.—Baird.

Brass-Poisoning.—A case of l)rass-poisoning in

a woi’ker in l)rass hut not a bi’ass founder is re-

l)orted by C. A. Pfender, Washington, D. C.,

(.Tournal A. M. A., .January 24). The frequent

attacks were first interpreted as malaria, but

blond examination failed to reveal tlie parasite.

Quite by accident, the patient observed that his

attacks would occur only after lie had been braz-

ing, never after foi-ging or welding with the

acetylene-oxygen torch. He would feel apparent-

ly well until he reached fresh air, when, as he

expressed it, lie was suddenly “knocked out,’’

sometimes liardly able to get home. He would

experience a general Llssitude akin to exhaustion,

pain in chest and rawness of lungs, and a taste as

of blood in the mouth and accompanied by a

sharp rigor and general contraction of the mus-

cles of the chest, arms and legs. Dyspnea was

jn-onounced at times. When the attacks were se-

\-ere—which v\'as always the case when he had

been exqmsed to the fumes for several hours—he

would be literally stricken dumb, unable to move

or call for help. He describes the sensation as

lieing “similar to lockjaw.” The worst attack

he had lasted four hours. His distress was so

great that I resorted to morphin, 1-4 grain, and

atrophin, 1-100 grain which afforded relief..

Sweat did not always follov' tlie chills, nor was

fever always present and at no time did it ex-

ceed 101 11 The pulse was rapid and fairly

strong, but lie would tremble for hours after the

jiaroxysrn had subsided. As soon as Pfender

found tliat the brass fumes were the cause of the

trouble he cautioned the patient accordingly.

Installation of better ventilation in tlie work-

shop was recommended and the patient was ad-

vised to intermit his work between jobs with

some other employment. He was given iron and

arsenic for a considerable time and was greatly

imin-oved. An annoying nervousness and tremor

of the hands and arms which occasionally trou-

bled him afterward was relieved by from fifteen

to thirty minutes autocondensation treatment

with about 600 to 800 miliamiieres of the D ’Ar-

son val current. It struck Pfender that the re-

peated attacks which the patient suffered might

affect the lungs and a careful physical examina-

tion of the chest sliowed a number of minor

changes which might predispose to tuberculosis.

In conclusion he advises more care than is usu-

ally given in inquiring about a patient’s occupa-

tion especially if the disease is refractory to

treatment.

Pancreatitis, Subacute.—Treatment. 1. Rest

2. Limitation of diet. 3. After acute attack of

pain has passed off, cholecystostomy.—Archibald

and Mullally.
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ORIGINAL ARTICLES

MANUAL RE:\I0YAL OF PLACENTA
AND MEMBRANES.

By Walker B. Gossett, Louisville.

In a normal delivery of placenta and
membranes, we find that the nterus remains
retracted and quiescent. In a short time, five

to fifteen minutes, active contractions begin
and then at regular intervals. The separa-

tion of the placenta occurs especially during
the contractions, also the period of quiescence.

We know that different views are held re-

garding how the separation occurs, to retract-

ion of the placental site, to relaxation of the

uterine walls after contraction, and to

Schultz’s view of the formation of a retro-

placental haematoma. We know it takes time
for the separation to take place and con-
traction of the nterus to expel it. We cannot
put a time limit upon the third stage, any
more than we can to the first and second
stages. I condemn the practice of the forc-

ing of the placenta out immediately after the
end of the second stage. Also, do not begin
the immediate kneading of the uterus after
end of second stage, unless for some cause. It

is good practice to place the hand over the
uterus to see that it does not become overdis-
tended. The uterus should have a period of
rest before it begins to contract to expel the
placenta. Kneading too quickly may set up
a tetanic 'eontraction of the uterus, especially
the lower part of the body, also destroy the
quiet formation of the retro-placental haema-
toma. I follow the custom of keeping the
hand resting quietly upon the uterus, or even

have the nurse or patient, for at least fifteen

minutes, then begin the kneading of the uter-
us every three to five minutes. When the
placenta has passed from the body into the
lower segment of the uterus, diagnosed by the
altered shape of the uterus, fundus rising
higher and nterus less globular, then make
pressure for the expulsion. If the placenta
is not expelled in thirty minutes, then use the
Crede’s method, we all know what that
method is.

When the placenta appears at the vluva
orifice and does not readily drop into the
hand, then carefully remove by direct tract-

ion or twisting.

After having tried Crede’s method and
find I have an adherent placenta, I then in-

troduce my hand into the uterus and manual-
ly remove placenta and membranes. Be ab-
solutely surgically clean. Always re-wash
your hands or dip your rubber-gloved hands
into a lysol solution before the introduction
of the hand into the uterus, also have the
^mlva thoroughly cleansed. It is customary
to have your patient anaesthetized but I have
performed this operation without this being
done. The fingers should be passed up be-
tween the uterine wall and the placenta, and
the placenta stripiied off, then make your
wide sweep to get all portions, then grasp the
placenta and membranes in your hand and
the uterus made to force the hand and pla-
centa out together. Keep the external hand
upon the uterus to steady it and work along
with the internal hand. Some operators ad-
vise an intro-nterine douclie of boiled water,
hot, to stimulate contraction and wash out
any debris, but this is not absolutely neces-
sary. If in hospital practice, it is very good,
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but at private homes I do not make a prac-

tice of doing this. Ergotole given, hji)0-

dramatically, in all cases.

After a normal placenta has been expelled

by nature, examine it to see if the mem-
branes and the whole of the placenta have

come away. Now if you find that the bulk of

the membranes has been retained, then intro-

duce the hand and remove same. If only a

small portion is retained, it is a wise course

to leave this alone and trust to nature to ex-

pel it, but no portion of the placenta should

be left behind and left to nature to safely

expel it. It should be removed.

DISCUSSION:

Edward Speidel: I think we are sometimes a

little too hasty in the removal of the placenta.

All of the modern text-books, as well as Crede
himself, state that his method should not be re-

sorted to within a period of half an hour after

labor. Eepeated attempts to secure the expulsion

of the placenta within a shorter length of time

are very injurious, especially squeezing the

uterus before it has become firm and hard. The
proper time for the expression of the placenta,

when it is not expelled by nature is, of course,

after it has become detached from the upper seg-

ment of the uterus and is in the lower segment.

This can be determined in either of the two ways
mentioned by the essayist. First, by elongation

of the uterus, which can be noticed if the hand

is kept lying upon the fundus. Another and
more positive means of recognizing this condi-

tion, is to place a pair of arteryforceps on the

portion of the cord protruding fi’om the vulva

after the cord has been cut. If, within fifteen or

twenty minutes, the forceps have moved thine

or four inches, it is an indication that the pla-

centa has slipped down into the lower segment of

the uterus, and the time for expression has ai’-

rived.

As to manual removal of the placenta, I think

the physician should wait a considerable length

of time before resorting to this extremely dan-

gerous operation. I read quite an interesting

article in a recent number of the American Jour-

nal of Obstetrics and Diseases of Women on the

third stage of labor, describing the custom in

the Rotunda Hospital in Dublin, with respect to

the removal of the placenta. No attempt is made

at removal of the placenta until half an hour has

elapsed after labor. If the attempt is then un-

successful, they wait an hour, or an hour and a

half, or sometimes two hours, before resorting to

operative removal.

When we are compelled to undei’take operative

removal of the placenta, it should be carried out

under rigid precautions, because it is one of the

most dangerous operations for the mother in the

realm of obstetrics. It sliould be done under rigid

asepsis and, in my opinion, with gloved hands.

It has always been my custom, and I think it

is a good one, to irrigate the uterus after manual
removal of the placenta with a large quantity of
hot water. It serves a double purpose, not only
removing any infection present, but it assists

in bringing about firm contraction of the uterus
and prevents any bleeding from the placental

site.

John K. Freeman: I hope the essayist will

bring out a little more definitely, in his closing

discussion, his idea as to the time we should in-

terfere. It has been my rule never to attempt

manual removal of the placenta unless there is

a hemoiThage or some other special indication

for it. I have often waited a long time for the

placenta to be delivered, and I have never re-

gretted the waiting. I remember heai’ing the

late Dr. Anderson read a paper on the manage-

ment of the third stage of labor, in which he

stated that it was his practice to wait as long as

two hours, and that he had no reason to regret it.

We are often a little too hasty and, if you will

pardon me gentlemen, I think some obstetricians

are, strictly speaking, meddlesome; they are in

too big a hurry to deliver the placenta and get

away and they do not give Nature a fair chance.

The woman has been under chloroform say half

an hour or an hour, or sometimes two hours and

is exhausted, and Nature, after the uterus has

been emptied of its contents, must react. There-

fore, as long as there is no hemorrhage, I think

we should wait and give Nature a chance. I have

delivered many women at full term—possibly

more than a thousand—and I have never, with

but one exception, resorted to manual extraction

of the placenta. I am speaking of deliveries at

full term understand.

The method described by the essayist is the

one that should be carried out. I have only re-

cently begun to use gloves in obstetrical work.

Of course we can extract the placenta very much
better, especially in premature delivery, with our

bare fingers than with gloved hands, and we

sometimes have to do this where we have hem-

orrhage and have not our rubber gloves with us.

The essayist has written upon a very practical

subject and I have enjoyed it very much indeed.

Simrall Anderson: I would like to ask the

essayist if he does not think there is a difference

between an adherent placenta and a retained

placenta.

I remember reading in an old book on obstet-

rics that I picked up some time ago, of the in-

jection of cold water into the umbilical cord with

the object of securing separation of the placenta

from the uterus. I would like for the doctor in

closing to tell us whether he knows anything

about the merits of this procedure.

Harry J .Phillips: This subject is one of

w'hich the medical student is taught but little

during his term at college. It occurs to me that

I saw my first obstetrical case after I w'as en-
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mmed in active ])ractiee. Tlie average student

does not have an oport unity of seeing cases of

tlii skind in clinics.

Every one of ns in the course of time, adopts a

routine procedure tliat lie carries out in liis own
practice. I would like to know just how many of

us make traction on the cord in a case of retained

jdacenta. I have known, and liave seen old prac-

titioners, witli thirty-tive or forty years of ex-

perience, make traction on tlie cord to liberate a

retained jdacenla. Of course, that is contrary to

our views now, and 1 daresay no one liere would

think of doing tliis—yet it is often done. It

might not be amiss to say here tliat in twenty

years ]>ractice, I lia\'e never had a post-partum

hemorrhage or a case of sejisis. It is remark-

al)le what amount of abuse the uterus can stand.

I have never worn rubber gloves in a single ob-

stetrical case and, like my colleague. Dr. Free-

man, I have delivered a great many babies in the

liast twenty years. I have been careful—just as

careful as can be, Imt I have not waited thirty,

or fifty or sixty minutes for the delivery of any

jilacenta, nor shall I ever do so. I have made it

a practice to keep my hand upon the fundus of

the uterus as the child is being born, allowing

the child to remain on the bed for two or three

minutes while the nurse gets the silver solution

ready to place in the child’s eyes, meanwhile

keeping my hands uiion the fundus of the uterus.

Then, after I have tied the cord, I .occasionally

step to the bedside and gently knead the uterus,

getting it firmly contracted and the placenta in

the lower segment. Then, after having waited
possibly twenty minutes, I place my forefinger

in the vagina to see if I can feel the placenta

and, if so, I immediately emploj' the Crede

method and expiel it. I never make direct tract-

ion U13011 the membranes ,but invariably twist

tiiem into a rope, and in that wa}'’ bring them all

away. M}" personal experience has taught me
that this is the best plan and, after all, we learn

things best by personal experience. I have never

had a case of post-]mvtum hemorrhage or sep-

sis, nor have I ever lost a woman in child-bed

from any condition.

T. K. Van Zandt: I Avish to congratulate Dr.

Phillips; he has made a record.

In regard to the point he made about tlie mem-
branes, I believe the modern teaching is that this

method should not be employed.

I am surju'ised to hear that Dr. Phillips has

never used gloves. I note that Dr. (Jossett states

in his paper, that he used gloves in his case, and
I am glad to see that he is coming to it.

Walker B. Gossett, ( Closing) : I must admit

that I have not been in the habit of using rubber

gloves, l)ut I now use them fre((uently—especial-

ly when I wait on doctors' wives. One reason

I did not use them was because I do no surgery;

1 am a general i)ractitioner and obstetrician and

I do not handle pus and, under those circum-
stances, a man who practices strict asepsis will

have no .septic cases even if he does not use rub-
ber gloves.

r agree with Dr. Piiillips that twisting the
membi'anes is a good rule, and I sometimes employ
slight traction. However, each individual case is

a law unto itself.

Answering Dr. Anderson’s question, the dif-

ference between a retained placenta and an ad-
herent placenta, is that the former is lying in

the uterus Avithout being attached, and a little

traction Avill exjjci it. Under these circumstances
the Crede method is a very good one. In septic
cases Avhere the placenta is adherent, Ave should
giA'e Nature more time to expel it. In such eases
I Av.ait as long as an hour, but I have never Avail-

ed longer than that for the expulsion of an ad-
herent placenta.

As Dr. Speidel has pointed out, manual ex-
pulsion of the ))lacenta is one of tlie most serious
operations in obstetrical practice, and it should
be done only under the most rigid asepsis. For
that reason I liaA’e not made it a practice to em-
ploy intra-uterine douching’, because Ave are liable
to infect the patient. Also in forceps delivery, I
do not jiractice iTitra uterine douching because I
am afraid of introducing’ septic material into the
uterus along Avith the douche. Sterile Avater can-
not be obtained as readily in the home as in the
hospital.

In cases of retained placenta, I do not believ’e

Ave should run the risk of introducing the bare
hand into the uterus. While Ave may do obstet-
rical Avork safeh’ Avithout gloves, still I do not
think Ave should go into the uterus after a re-
tained placenta Avithout gloA'es on.

The Call of the Child.—The Federal Children’s

Bureau is more than justifying itself according to

Frances Bradley, Georgia, Avho giA’es (Journal A.
M. A., .January 24), an account of the methods
used by the bureau at the recent ConserA'ation

ExjAosition at KnoxA’ille, Tenn. xVs a part of the

Child V elfare Exhibit, a children’s health con-

ference Avas installed to determine the prospect

of raising futui’e healthy citizens. All parents

Avere invited to bring their children but no scoz’-

ing Avas done or prizes given, the natural incentive

of parenthood and desire for the Avelfare of the

child onl^’ being relied on, and the I’esults justified

the method. Husbands Avere as interested as

Avives and the parents Avei’e shown hoAv they suc-

ceeded or failed to do their best for their olfspring

The examinations Avere opened to all classes and

conditions and to all ages under fifteen. Bradley

gives a number of instances show ing hoAV A aluablc

counsel could be given even Avhen it seemed hard-

ly needed as Avell as Avhen the need Avas obvious.
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SURGICAL JUDGEMENT IN OPERA-
TIONS FOR ACI'TE :\[ASTOiU-

ITIS.

By Gaylord C. IIaiJj, Loiiisville.

iMost surgical procedures are not nianually
difficult. Some, however, require a nicety of

touch or delicacy of manipulation that places

them in a class above the usual operation.

This is particularly true in those regions of

the body where surgical procedures must be
carried out within a small space which is sur-

rounded by important structures ; wliere the

inadvertent slip of an instrument or an ill-

chosen step in technique might residt in seri-

ous injury to our patient. On such a plane
we must place the mastoid operation. So
much has been written along this line in llie

past twenty years it is unnecessary to men-
tion the particular dangers that l)eset this

procedure as they are doubtless well known
to you all.

Unless one is sufficiently conversant with
this technique to follow a diseased condition

to the end, yet at the same time avoid these

dangers, he is but illy prepared to pursue
his special work.

Important, however, as this technique is to

acquire, or however facile one may become in

its accomplishment there are certain other
qualities one must possess before one can hope
to fulfill the highest ideals of surgery as well

as he a safe and conscientious adviser. This
particular quality is surgical judgment, by
which I mean the sense that will enable one
skilled in the knowledge of the condition to

digest the symptom complex presented in any
given case and arrive at a conclusion as to

the necessity or not of operative interference.
In short, it is a mingling of sound common
sense with the sjiecial knowledge required in

the work at hand.
With these prelimiiiary remarks I wish to

consider the subject this evening under two
main divisions. First, the considerations that
lead us to operate in acute cases. Secondly,
some points in the method of operating.

Considering the first phase of our subject
the first question to be answered is what con-
stitutes mastoiditis. This brings ns to a I'e-

view of the chief symi)toms. There is risual-

ly, though not invariably, a history of middle
ear disease. The appearance of the ear di-um
varies greatly. It may be red; bulging, and
unopen. Usually rupture has occurred or the

ear has been opened. Looking through the

rupture pulsation is usuall.v present. The
lips of the woiind may be pouting or protrud-
ing which usually indicates too small an open-
ing with deficient drainage. The position of

the opening of the drum is of importance. If

above or anterior it is much less favorable

than below and behind and much more apt
to have caused trouble.

Finally there may be a hole of eonsiderahle

size in the drum without swelling and ap-

2>arently well able to take care of any dis-

charge
;
as in those cases in which the dis-

charge varies within wide limits. There may
be no discharge or at best but slight moisture
with white flakes in it as in the ease just cited.

In the very early stages the discharge may be

profuse and sanguinous or if later purulent
and thick. It may be so j)rofuse as to con-

stitute in-actically a continual flow into the

canal interfering greatly with the inspection

of the deeper structures.

In my opinion the- extremes are more sig-

nificant than the moderate discharge. The
color and }:>hysical characteristics are of little

importance.

Of greatest importance is the bacterial con-

tents of this discharge, all being agreed that

the streptococcus mucosus is the most danger-

ous organism, i:)rone to marked destruction of

tissue with but few symptoms. Next in im-

portance the streptococcus pyogenes; follow-

ing this the pneumococcus and staphylo-

coccus. There are, however, rarer bacterial

infections in this region that are far more de-

structive than the last named organism. We
have occasionally a Krebs-Loeffler bacillus,

Friedlauder’s pneumo bacillus, bacillus intfu-

enza, and meningococcus ,bacillus pyoeyanens.

There may be a mixed infection or a pure
culture present.

One shoiild obtain the secretion for ex-

amination direct from the middle ear if pos-

sible and not that which has lain an indefi-

nite time in the external canal.

Another symptom of considerable value is

the sagging downward of the posterior su-

perior canal wall due to an edema or a super-

ficial periostitis anterior to the mastoid an-

trum.

Pain may be absent or severe. It is apt to

be worse in severe infections with an abnor-

mal discharge and an inadequate opening of

the ear drum.

The location of the pain is of importance.

Tip pain is not iiartieularly significant as it

occurs in most cases of simple otitis media in

the early stages. Its location high up or in-

volving that side of the head, or referred to

a iioint behind is much more characteristic of

a mastoid infection. Finally it may be ab-

sent altogether or exist only as an indefinite

something which the patient feels but can

not adequately describe. The character of

the pain may vary from the aeutest suffering

down through all stages and varieties to noth-

ing at all.

Tenderness over the tip, as in jiain, has no

special significance. Deep tenderness over
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the antrum or behind at the point of exit of

the mastoid emissaiy vein is sujjgestive of

mastoiditis.

Such furthei’ symptoms as swelling and
edema over mastoid with displacement of the

auricle outward, which symptoms occur par-

ticularly in children, are but confirmatory

evidence and indicate a rupture oixtward

through the cortex with localization of the

infection.

The general symptoms of the disea.se pres-

ent as wide variations as the local ones. The
patient ma>' be profonndly septic : unconsci-

ous, with high temperature; j-apid pulse and
all the attendant sj'inptoms. On the other

hand pulse and temperature may be normal
and the patient show no evidences whatsoevei’

of his infection.

The usual course is about as follows: An
infection of the middle ear followed by rup-

ture or opening of the drum has a temporary
amelioration of symptoms with sudden recur-

rence. This may be ushered in by a chill;

the patient feeling sick; all of the ear symp-
toms are accentuated though sometimes there

may be a sudden cessation of the discharge

with the advent of mostoid symptoms.
After reviewing these svinptoms in detail

one may pertinently ask at this point what
svraptoms point unmistakably to a mastoid-

itis.

I think no categorical answer can be given

to this question. Any combination of three or

four of the a^'ove mentioned symptoms if con-

tinued for twenty-four or thirty-six hours
shoidd convince one of such a condition, but
this does not by any means dispose of the sub-

ject for there are' undoubtedly cases of mas-
toiditis that occur with practically all of the

classical symptoms absent.

I believe we have all seen such cases with
no particular pain or tenderness; withoiit

drooping of the canal wall
;
without charac-

teristic discharge, or redness, or swelling be-

hind the ear, or any general symptom that

would indicate a severe infection and found
on operating a process greatly diseased with
abundant inis to testify the necessity for

operation.

In this connection I wish to report the fol-

lowing cases

:

Case I.—W. S., age dJ years. Coal miner
by occupation. One month before operation
had suffered an acute abscess in the middle
ear which had ruptured, Avith abundant dis-

charge for several days after which all symp-
toms became belter. Throughout the month
in which he had had the trouble, however,
there had been three different recuri-ences of

the inflammatory symptoms all of which had
subsided spontaneously.

On examination, ])ul.se, temperature, and

:169

res])irr,tion were normal. There was no ten-

derness at any point. The patient had an in-

definite feeling of discomfort in the direction

of the occiput and involving the muscles oh
that side of the neck. The drum was widely

opened ami contained biit a moderate amount
of discharge. No additional discharge could

be obtained by suction. Infection showed
streptococcus.

Operation Avas decidetl on from the charac-

ter of the discharge, the indefinite pains in

the head and the history.

Operation disclosed a tremendously devel-

opecl mastoid process, foid pus in antrum un-
der pressure; excavation backvA^ard revealing

a large mass of granulations OA'er the site of

the sinus. This Avas so extensive and extend-

ed so far back that aa’c at first thought aa'c

were dealing AA'ith a thrombosis of the sinus

and removed the granulations Avith that

thought in mind. The mass Avas finally dis-

lodged, thicker around than the finger and
fully an inch and a quarter long, under AA'hiOa

could be seen the bluish sinus uncovered for

that length practically from the knee down to

the jugular bulb.

A very AA'ide and thorough di.ssection w' c

made in all directions finally excavating th'

largest cavity Avhich I hcA^e ever seen in the

skull. The Avound Avas partly closed and the

caA'ity lightly packed AAnth iodoform gauze,

rubber tissue being placed over the expose
’

sinus.

Recovery Avas prompt and uneventful ex-

cept that for a feAv days folloAAung the opera-

tion there Avas daily excursions of tempera-
ture from 97 1-2 to 99 1-2, Avhich, hoAvever,

subsided Avithout further interference and the

patient AAent on through an uninterrupted
recovery.

Case II.—H. S., age 24 years. FolloAving

tonsillitis and rhinitis developed an indolent
infection of middle ear. This Avas promptly
opened with the subsidence of all symptoms.
After about three Aveeks, hoAA^ever, patient be-

gan to complain of pain, indefinite in charac-
ter, coming on at odd times alfecting that side

of the head. There AA'as no acceleration of

pulse or temperature at any time. The pa-
tient Avas up and around. One feature, hoAv-

ever, Avhich developed someAvhat later in the

t)-eatment Avas fainting every time the ear Avas

dressed. The discharge Avas not abundant
and Avas a mixed infection, pneinuococcus pi’e-

dominating Avith staphylococcus.

A course of vaccine had been given Avithout

infiuencing Ibe condition. Operation reveal-

ed abundant jius in the antrum under consid-

erable pressure. This entirely relieA'ed the

condition and patient had an uninterrupted
recoA^ery.

In such cases the decision to 02)erate is
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fraught witli many difficulties and no abso-

lute rules can be laid down, as a decision of-

ten rests on the observance of a single symp-
tom that is out of all proportion in severity

and extent to the apparent disease process.

In such cases must we humbly bow to the

years of experience of some of our older col-

leagues since long observation of the vagaries

of a disease in a given locality certainly gives

one a superior understanding of a doubtful

condition.

I recently had the pleasure of assisting a

gentleman, whose attainments we all admire
and respect, in an operation for acute mas-
toiditis. The patient was an elderly lady past

sixty and the only prominent symptom in this

patient’s case was dizziness.

Operation revealed pus under great pres-

sure atfecting chiefly the lower portion of the

process with erosion of the bony covering of

the lateral sinus.

I am informed that the operation was com-
pletely successful in relieving all symptoms
and the patient made an excellent recovery.

FinalW in some eases the answer must be
left to the verdict of an exploratory operation

as in certain abdominal conditions and as in

such eases this exploration is as free from dan-
ger either to life or function.

The sooner that otology learns the lesson

that surgery has been taught about appendi-
citis the better off it will be.

'Waiving discussion regarding the three es-

sential points in any infection, namely, viru-

lency of infecting organism; size of dose; re-

sistance of patient
;
we find broadly speaking

there are two classes of cases.

One where the process burns itself out and
remains strictly localized, the resistance of

the patient being well marked. All of these

patients should I’ecover with operation. The
other where there is no delimitation of the
process, resisting power on the i^afient’s part
being feeble, the whole organi.sm suffering

from the onsloughl of the infection. Such
cases usually die.

There are two other possible outcomes that
are subordinate to these two. In the non-re-
sisting cases by very prompt resort to surgical
means in ridding the patient of the great
mass of infection we may be able to turn the
tide in our favor, the operation having the
effect of so diminishing tlie dose of the in-

fection that even the feeble resisting powers

at our command can cope with it. As in ap-

pendicitis so in mastoiditis it is possible to

operate at a time when the line of defense is

but partially developed the insult of the o])-

eration causing it to give way altogether and

converting what would have been a localizt'd

process with safe operation later to a rai)id-

ly sx)reading diffuse process the patients

usually succumbing to meningitis.

Therefore, from the ineiioieney of any mid-
dle ear inflammation the strictest watch
should be kept for the advent of signs of

mastoid involvement. Such signs appearing
the case should be submittetl to operation at

the earliest possible moment.

If seen late and the case is showing doubt-
fid resistance reasonable delay in an endeavor
to strengthen such resistance is justifiable.

1 grant tiiat the analogy is not so coimplete

as in appendicitis for the reason that it has

not been so thoroughly worked out. I believe,

however, this postulate holds good. Either

opei’ate very early or in cases seen late in the

develoinnent of the disease attempt by con-

servative means to stimulate resistance until

you can convert the patient into a reasonably

safe surgical risk.

Concerning the operative xirocedure I do

not intend to describe its technique, all men
are agreed that the proper thing to do is to un-

cover the mastoid antrum and work in all di-

rections from this iioint; to remove all diseas-

ed tissue. Difference in the manner of arriv-

ing at this end is of no importance.

Difference of opinion as to what consti-

tutes “all diseased tissue” is of imxiortance

since stopping short of this tends to delay

convalescence or may be the starting point of

further disease or necessitate another opera-

tion.

I therefore desire to call attention to two
points that I think of importance in technique

and which I believe renders recovery more
certain and convalescence more rapid.

The first of these is the wide opening of the

drum membrane. The reason for this is man-
ifest. Presumably at least the mastoiditis

itself arose because one was unable to main-

tain sufficient drainage from the middle ear

through the drum. I usually make this in-

cision at the beginning of an operation and
pack the canal with cotton. It is a little

point but one I think that is often neglected.

The second point in technique to which I

desire to call attention is the excavation for-

ward from the antrum of the zygomatic cells

and in the direction of the aditis ad antrum.

In fact these should Ire cleansed out until by

means of a bent canula (Heath’s) one can

syringe from the antrum through the aditus

into tlie middle ear. After excavating these

cells I place the tijr of the canula deep into

the cavity with its mouth toward the middle

ear. Hot saline is then washed through until

a mass of pus and detritus precede this.

The imirortauce of this is manifest if one

Imt considers the anatomy of the parts. The
determination of a mostoid infection is not

tlie mere jrresence of pus behind the middle
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ear l)ut the presence of pus tliat can not drain

out tliroug!'. tlie natural channel wliich is the

aditus ad antrum : therefore, in every case of

mastoiditis tliere is a time when by reason of

pus or swelling of the membrane the aditus

is blocked and drainage between the antrum
and middle ear is cut off. lienee the neecs-

sity of clearing out this ])assage which is

hut following the disease to its source and re-

moving it.

Trivial as these two points may seem 1 be-

lieve they are the answer to a short conva-

lescence and the man who neglects them and
stops his oiieration after opening the antrum
and tip sentences his patient to a long con-

valescence and the possibility of a second op-

eration.

DISCUSSION.

J. M. Ray: 1 have enjoyed Dr. Hall’s paper

very much indeed. First in regard to diagnosis.

1 think any case of acute sniipnrative middle-ear

disease, with a persistent discharge and pain eon-

tinning for three or four weeks is evidence of

involvement of the mastoid. While a great many
of these causes will get well without operation,

still I think they should be operated upon, for

the sake of safety if nothing else. A simple mas-

toid operation does not amount to so very much,
while if the condition is allowed to go on for

some time, it may amount to a great deal. I do

not believe that mastoid disease develops in

three or four days from a suppurative middle

ear. Every once in a while some one calls me
up and tells me to go see a patient that has the

mastoid disease, and in many instances I find

that the diagnosis has been based upon a little

tenderness over the mastoid.

I believe in thorough oiierative procedure.

When I go in I do not stop until I am fairly sure

that all of the diseased structures have been re-

moved. A gentleman was in my office a few
days ago upon whom I had done a double mas-

toid operation, first on one side and then on

the other, at different times. This man was over

seventy years old when I operated upon him. In

the operation I opened the lateral sinus and
there was considerable hemorrhage, which was
easily controlled and he got web. He ivas in my
office the other day bragging on how good he was
feeling. If I had cut the operation short in this

old man, before having removed all of the dis-

ease, there is hardly any doubt that he would
have had a sinus thrombosis which would prob-

ably have terminated fatally.

In acute mastoid cases, let the middle ear

alone as much as possible. If it has good drain-

age, let it alone; do not probe into the middle
ear because of the danger of dislocating the ossi-

cles and producing permanent deafness. 1 like

to see the middle ear dry within three or four
days after operation, letting the drainage come
from behind.

Adolph 0. Pfingst: I think the point of prac-

tical interest to a society of this kind, the ma-
jority of whose members are engaged in general

jiractice, is tlie fact that there are symptoms
other than the so-called cardinal symptoms,
which indicate mastoid operation; in other

words, that it is not always necessary to wait
for the typical symptoms of swelling and bogai-
ness behind the ear and sagging of the ear ca-

nal—sj-mptorns anybody can recognize—before
Oldening the mastoid. Dr. Hall brought out this

point, but it is worth repeating. One of the
symptoms he spoke of is sagging of the ear ca-
nal. The presence of this symptom is a fairly

good indication that the mastoid is involved, al-

though its absence does not indicate the revei.se.

I would pay considerable attention to the amount
of pus. In my opinion, iiersistent and copious
discharge of jms is one of the most important
symjitoms we have of invoi\-ement of the mastoid
bone. I think attention was first called to this
by Politzcr, but he placed the limit of time at a
little longer than it is now. He believed that in
the piesenee of a profuse discharge, persisting’
for four or five weeks, operation should be done
even in the absenec of other symptoms of mas-
toid involvement. However, according to Dench
and others, operation should be resorted to ear-
liei than four or five weeks. I have operated in
ca.ses where the only symptom was profuse dis-
charge and elevation of temperature in the ab-
sence of pain, bogginess, or any otJier of the so-
called cardinal .sj^mptoms.

I do not believe an elevation of temperature
IS in any degree indicative of mastoid involve-
ment, because we may have this in ordinary mid-
dle ear disease.

Dr. Hall spoke of making microscopic exami-
nation of the pns to determine the species of or-
ganism present, • as an aid in telling when to
operate. I have never been able to carry this
out with any degree of satisfaction. I do not be-
lieve I would go into the mastoid simply because
of the presence of a streptococci infection in the
middle ear, unless there were other clinical
symptoms tending to confirm the diagnosis. In
Dr. Hall s case, however, the discharge was suf-
ficiently profuse to indicate operation, regard-
less of the micro.scopic findings.

C. T. Wolfe; Just a word on this subject from
a prophylactic standpoint. Most of these condi-
tions start with a simple ear-ache; or, rather, a
great many simple ear-aches terminate in mas-
toid involvement. A great many of iis, especial-
ly those who clo general practice, are prone to
use sweet oil and laudamim, or other similar
lemedies, with the idea of controlling the jiain,

when a sim]de incision of the ear-drum would re-
lieve the trouble by releasing the pus, which, un-

der in-essure, causes the pain. It behooves every

one of us to be thoroughly familiar with the anat-

omy of the car-drum because, in my opinion, a
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great many mastoid ojjerations could be avoided
)j3’ early incision of the drum.

C. H. Harris: I believe if I liad mastoid dis-

ease, 1 would want my mastoid opened. 1 would
like for Dr. Hall to answer one question in clos-

ing. The late Dr. Wm. Dusej', who oj^erated up-
on two or three children for me, took the posi-

tion that free incision of the ear drum, cutting-

down through the periosteum over the mastoid,

would relieve mastoid abscess. I remember one

child, a little over a 3'ear old, that he operated

upon. He cut down through the periesteum, and
said if that did not relieve it in a little while, he

would do a radical mastoid operation. I did not

have a great deal of faith in it, but much to my
surprise the S3UU23toms were relieved and the

child had no further trouble.

Gaylord C. Hall, (Closing) : I wish to thank
the gentlemen who have discussed the paper.

During tlie season just past, we have been seeing

a great many cases of mastoid involvement with-

out any of tlie usual s3’mptoms. I believe I would
be safe in sa3’ing that, of the cases I have operat-

ed upon this season, the majority have been

without the classical S3’m2Jtoms of mastoid in-

volvement. Whether this ^\as a seasonal inci-

dent, or whether it was due to the t3'pe of infec-

tion prevalent, I do not know, but certainly the

season just past has been vei'3" unusual in that

respect.

As to Dr. Ra3^’s remarks, regarding probing

the middle ear, I want to say in defense of my-
self that I never put a ijrobe into the middle ear,

or attemiit an3’ surgical procedure whatever

there, except for the purpose of securing a vei'3'

wide opening of the ear drum, for the reason,

as stated in the paper, that mastoid infection is

at least jiartH determined b3' the fact that there

is inadequate drainage through the opening al-

reacl3’ existing, which is jiroof that the oiiening is

insufficient.

In regard to the species of organism as an in-

dication for operation, that was one of the fea-

tures of the particular case I mentioned. This

man had suffered three siiontaneous attacks fol-

lowing tlie initial lesion, and tlie3’ had all sub-

sided spontaneoush'. He had come a distance of

more than two hundred miles, and he exiiected

radical relief. While he had a very moderate

discharge, it proved to be a streptococcic infec-

tion, and in view; of this face, together with the

histor3’-, I felt justified in operating upon him, the

result of which speaks for itself.

Dr. Hai’ris’ question is, as usual, a very diffi-

cult one to answer. He refers to the Wild in-

cision. The only exijlanation I can give of the

relief afforded by tliis operation is that in the

first jjlace, the mastoid of a child is vei-y i)oorl3’

developed, the antrum is high, and the cortex is

there. It is simyih’ one of tlie means 1)3
’ which

nature enables children to resist infections. The

incision in the direction of the antr-um deter-

mines the outlet of pus in that direction, and
nature is able to take care of it. In older chil-

dren, with a better develo))ment of the mastoid,
I do not believe such an incision would be ade-
quate. In fact, I would not care to iiractice it at
all, but those cases in which it does the work are
very young infants, with an absence of tip cells,

the antrum high up, and cartilaginous substance
between the posterior canal wall and the an-
terior surface of the mastoid antrum; thus the
incision determines the infection forward and
nature takes care of it.

CLINICAL CASES

EXCISION OF THE TARSAL CARTI-
LAGE AND CONJUNCTIVA IN

OLD TRACHOMA.
B3’ C. T. AV^olfe, Louisville.

In view of the fact that a recent investiga-

tion of the trachoma situation in our schools,

by men connected with the United States
Public Health Service, has shown that 2 2>er

cent of all the children have trachoma, we are
necessarily confronted with the problem of
its elimination or at least means must be de-
vised to prevent its further progress. AVhile
I had the jileasure on several occasions of be-
ing associated with these officials in the work
the3’ did in Louisville and though large num-
bers of cases were reported, I am still of the
opinion which opinion I expressed some
months ago in a paper before this society,
that trachoma does not constitute a serious
problem in this city. AVe have in Louisville
an the facilities that medical science has in-

vented, our pli3’sieians and surgeons ax*e of
the best and in goodly numbers, and though
this disease, which as a rule is found to be
most prevalent among the poorer classes, they
need not suffer as a consequence, for our
clinics are numerous and well taken care of.

If a like condition to this existed e.g. in

Eastern Prussia, trachoma would not there be
considered, as it is now, a national problem.
Further their social and economic conditions

predispose to trachoma and are necessarily

far below our level, and their sanitation is an
unknown quantit3'. AVhat we do need in

Louisville is a campaign of education to

bring the matter before the public.

It ma}^ be of interest to note that in dealing

with trachoma we are dealing with a disease

of great antiquitv'. Hirshberg assures us that

it existed fullA' three thousand xenrs ago.

'Though fro’.n that early age to the present it

lias been attacked both aiedicinallc' and surg-

icalbv, no one has 3mt discovered a metlica-

ment or devised a surgical procedure that will
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act either as a p".nacea or as a phophylaetie

agent.

The very early surgeons realized the all too

frecpient inefticacy of medical measures in the

treatment of this most intractal)le disease and

resorted to surgical procedures that indeed

seem crude at the present day.

The Arabians are given credit for first at-

tacking trachoma from a surgical standpoint

juore tlian a thousand years ago. Their meth-

od consisted cf rubbing the trachomatous

conjunctiva with a fig leaf until blood appear-

ed.

According to AVood the modern treatment

of trachoma, both medical and surgical, dates

from 1812, when the French troops, i‘eturn-

ing from Egypt, imported the disease into the

(continent of Europe. At a period when
bleeding was regarded as a sine qua non of

correct therapeusis is not surprising that

surgeons should have practiced depletion of

the conjunctiva in the hope of checking the

disease. It is stated that great quantities of

blood, even up to several pints, were abstract-

ed. In addition leeches were used, and blis-

ters were applied.

Other methods Avere brought to light at

different times and heralded over the world

as apparentas apparent formed steps such as

scarification, enretage and brossage and while

all are useful, a tremendous impetus was given

methods of this type by Knapp in 1891, when
ho introduced his ingenious roller forceps.

ThoAigh all of these methods are advan-

tageous they nevertheless have their short-

comings in that they do not prevent recur-

rences and none of them will cure trachoma

per se.

Thus it can be i-eadily seen that the treat-

ment of trachoma, especially in its latter

stages, has ever fallen far short of our expec-

tations. There has been but little to offer in

the way of encouragement to individuals so

unfortunately afflicted, for the disease at this

stage responds but little to the usual medica-

ments, and if at all, is so slow that our pa-

tients through discouragement become wan-
dering habitues of the various clinics until

nature ultimately arrests the disease. But
the end she gains hardly justifies the loss the

patient sustains. For there results a com-
plete obliteration of the retro-tarsal folds, a

shrunken and distorted cartihrge, with its at-

tendant evil effects, a pannus that is usually'

dense and permanent and a dry and shrunken
conjunctiva.

Therefore, from the standpoint of theory
it was reasoned that since the disease will not
subside until these tissues are destroyed, why
not remove them before nature has had to

and save the patient the time and suffering

Avhieh must necessarily cover years. Thus

the operation in question was attempted con-

sisting of an excision of the upper retro-tarsal

fold of conjunctiva and the superior tarsal

cartilage, ooliterating entirely the trachoma

bearing area in the upper lid.

In the hands of its originator. Dr. Ileisrath,

and his assistants, Drs. Vassius and Kuhnt, of

Eastern Prussia, it has yielded 50 per cent to

60 per cent of cures and in addition has af-

forded practical immunity from reinfection.

In view of these facts it is indeed surprising
the indifference with which the American
surgeons have regarded it, for it has not been
adopted universally in this country.

The indications for this oiieration, accord-
ing to Wootton, are in the severe trachoma of
adults with corneal complications and in all

stages except the cicatricial. Claiborne be-
lieves it is indicated in all cases of trachoma
in which cicatrization has commenced and
panus and keratitis aye present. On the
contrary he thinks it should not be perform-
ed in any ease in which granulations are suf-
ficiently abundant to justify expression un-
less the disease has several times repeated it-

self after the operation. As to its being con-
tra-indicated in the cicatricial stage, I am in-

clined to take exception, since such striking
results were obtained upon one of my patients
who had a very pronounced cicatricial pro-
cess. The results of my experience corrobor-
ate those of Claiborne and I believe as he does
that if there is one class of cases in which the
excision is indicated it is in the purely cica-

tricial or the cicatricial form combined with
granulations.

AVhile my experience covers but six cases,
the results have been very gratifying, and I
believe that when indicated this procedure'
fills a long want in the alleviation of this most
troublesome malady.

DISCUSSION.

J. M. Ray: 1 have enjoyed Dr. Wolfe’s rej)ort

very mueii indeed. There are just two points
that I want to discuss; first tlie trachoma prob-
lem. It seems that attention has been most viv-
idly directed to the sup])osed prevalence of trach-
oma by the recent inspection of our city schools.

I have practiced medicine here a good many
years, and I constantly have several cases of
traclioma under my observation

;
yet I have never

been impressed that we have more eases of

trachoma here than exist in other cities of the

same size. 1 am sure that the relative propor-

tion is not as large as it was Avhen, as a young
man, 1 was an interne in an Eye Hospital in

New Yoi’k. At that time 1 had in one eleemosy-

nary institution, more than one hundred cases of

trachoma out of a total of three hundred and
fifty children.

Any one who has practiced medicine here as
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long as I have, and is familiar Avith the State

of Kentucky, knows that there are a number of

places located throughout the State that might

be termed ti’achoma areas, of communities. 1

remember that, Avhile a hospital interne in NeAV

York, I made a visit to my old home in Nelson

county, Kentucky, and while there a doctor

friend of mine told me that he wanted me to see

a family that he was treating for sore eyes. I

Avent Avith him, and found a mother and three

children all suffering from trachoma. I told them
it was contagious, and Avarned them against using

the same basin, toAvel, etc. Since then I have

seen nearly all tliis family, and they have the

disease. I do not belieA’e that trachoma is con-

tagious in the sense tliat it can be contracted

tlirough the air, but constant association, using

the same Avash-basin and toAvel, sleeping on the

same ijillow, etc., Avill so<iaier or later result in

every member of the family contracting the dis-

ease. Since I have been practicing in Louisville,

1 haA’e operated on tAvo or three members of that

family for trachoma, and I think I have treated

seven or eight other members and several neigii-

bors for the same condition. Altogether, I have

seen probabl}’ a dozen eases, outside of this

famih’, from that same community.

I think the neAvspaper notoriety given to the

recent inspection of our schools has unduly ex-

cited a lot of people Avitli respect to trachoma;

many of them seem to think that Ave have a neAV

disease to deal Avith and one that is highly con-

tagious. I do not believe that one child can con-

tract trachoma from another simply through as-

sociation at school, unless they are intimate

enough to use tlie same handkerchief, Avash in

the same basin, or something of that kind. 1

had an illustration of the effect of this inspec-

tion to-daj'. A mother sent her child to me Avith

one of these little slips from the inspector, to-

gether Avith a note from the teacher to the effect

that unless the child Atms treated, it Avould not be

permitted to return to school. This child had a

A'eiy mild infection in the culdesae. 1 hardly be-

lieve that child is dangerous from the stand-

point of association at school. We need a little

education along the line of diagnosis, because

everytliing that is called trachoma is not really

trachoma. I have seen cases tliat had been rec-

ommended for operation that Avere not trachoma.

In regard to the operation described by Dr.

Wolfe, I am sure he does not intend to be under-

stood as bringing it foi’Avard as a new operation.

I haA’e been doing it, off' and on, for a good many
years. In the late stages of trachoma, in certain

cases, it is a very A’aluable operation. When I

left the hospital as an interne, I Avent abroad,

and in Paris I saAV GalezoAvski do this operation.

He operated on these patients under cliloroform.

With forceps and a pair of scizzors he takes out

the culdesae, and neA’er put in a stitch, and after

seeing this I became less afraid of operations on

tlie culdesae. I heard some one say last summer,
“Avhat is the use of fooling Avith this operation?

Turn OA’er the lid, cut out the culdesae, put the

lid back and get along just as Avell as Avith

sutures.

Adolph 0. Pfingst: 1 had the pleasure of see-

ing Dr. Wolf operate on one of these cases, and
of seeing one of tliem after operation, and I Avish

to compliment him on the results. One of these

Avas a very interesting case. The man had mark-
ed pannus and a corneal ulcer. In tliis case

tliere AA-as marked improvement Avithin ten days
after the operation, altliough prior to the opera-

tion practically every remedy recommended for

tliis condition liaif been used Avithout results.

As to the operation itself, it is the rational

procedure in adA’anced cases. The principle in-

volved is that it exposes that part of the con-

junctiA’al sui’face Avhere Aie haA'e the most trou-

ble and Avhere recurrence most frequently takes

place; namely, the culdesae, above the margin of

the upjiei' lid. All of us have operated on these

cases by other methods and sent them home ap-

parently Avell, only to have them return in six

or eight months with a recurrence starting from

this culdesae. This is also the place most fre-

quently neglected by the practitioner in folloAV-

ing up the treatment. In the operation rejAorted

by the essayist the cartilage is cut aAvay Avith its

conjunctival surface, and the conjunctiA'al of the

culdesae drawn to the edge of the lid, making it

amenable to treatment.

As to the indications for this operation, I do

not believe Dr. Wolfe intended to couA’ey the

idea that it does aAvay Avith the roller forceps

and other methods that Ave have carried out in

the past. We all use roller forceps to get rid of

granulations on the conjunctiva, but in advanced

cases, Avhere thei’e is jAannus, ulceration or scar

tissues Avith its deformity, it is certainly a valu-

able operation.

C. T. Wolfe, (Closing) : Just a Avord in regard

to suturing. I do not believe Dr. Kay Avould op-

erate on a case of this kind Avithout putting in

sutures. Without them Ave do not accomplish

Avhat Ave desire from the operation; namely, to

bring the conjunctiva forAvard and make a new

lid and thus do aAvaj’ Avith the irritation that

results from granulation in the lid.

This operation Avas formerly done on the loAver

lid also. l)ut most ojierators have noAV abandon-

ed that. Tlie loAver lid is not tlie one that is re-

sponsible for the symptoms and sequelae of

trachoma; it does not giA’e rise to corneal ulcers

or other irritations of that kind.
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VESICAL CALCULI,

(report op case.)

By Ellis Saunders Ai,len, Louisville.

Vesical calculus is a concretion of the solid

urinary constituents. Calculi may be gener-

ally grouped under the following headings:

1. Those formed from the normal constitu-

ents of the urine,—uric acid, the phosphatic,

the mixed, and the urate calculi.

2. Calculi formed of salts found in nor-

mal urine, but never present in excess except

in disease, the oxylates and carbonates.

3. Concretions formed from elements en-

tirely foreign to normal urine,—cystin, in-

digo,, and xanthic oxide.

The large majority of stones are formed of

uric acid and the urates, the phosphatic and
mixed calculi come next in order of fre-

quency
;
and last come the oxalates and rarer

forms,—indigo, xanthic oxide, etc.

Uric Acid Calculi are formed in acid urine.

Originating in the pelvis of the kidney, they

descend through the ureter to the bladder,

usually causing that form of violent and par-

oxysmal pain which is termed renal colic.

Once in the bladder their further growth is

due to accretion of uric acid alone, or they

may form nuclei for the deposition of other

elements. Uric acid calculi are generally

smooth, spheroidal moderately hard, and yel-

low to reddish bromi in color.

High living and a gouty diathesis are fac-

tors predisposing to the formation of these

concretions. They occur at the extremes of

life.

Urate Calculi. The sodium, potassium, and
ammonium urates, though rarely forming
large stones, are constantly aud copiously de-

posited as sediment in febrile affections, and
when, from any cause ,the urine becomes
markedly concentrated. The urate calculi

are observed almost exclusively in children.

In the adult they may form the nuclei or

lai'ge concretions made up of divers elements.

They are grayish yellow in color.

Phosphatic Calculi follow the uric acid
and urate concretions in order of frequency;
there are three varieties:

1. The amorphous calcium phosphate
rarely forms a calculus of itself. It is com-
monly deposited in laj^ers about calculi of
other sabs, or is intermingled with them,
sometimes reaching considerable size. It

ci'umbles easily
;
its color is a dirty brown or

Avhite.

2. The triple phosphates (ammonio-mag-
nesian pliosphates) are commoner in calculus
formation than calculi phosjiliate. Such cal-

culi are crystalline and of a whitish color.

Formed in ammoniacal urine only, they are

vesical in origin and frequently complicate

cystitis.

IMixed fusible calculi, being composed of

the triple phosphates and calcium phosphate,
are not uniform throughout, forming about a
nucleus of calcium oxalate, uric acid, foreign

bodies, etc. They appear as masses which re-

semble white friable mortar, and are formed
in ammoniacal urine.

Calcium Oxalate Calculi, like those of uric

acid, are of renal origin, and occur most fre-

quently in patients suffering from oxaluria,

a diathesis associated with indigestion and
neurasthenia. These are the hardest of all

stones, and are usually small or of medium
size, spheroidal in shajie, dark brown or black
in color, and have a tuberculated surface, giv-

ing rise to the name of mulberry calculus.

Amorphous urates and phosphates are often
deposited between the tuberculations.

('alcium Carbonate Calculi are rare. When
found they have been multiple, small, weigh-
ing from thirty to forty grains, each, and hard
and lamellar in structure, similar to the cal-

cium oxalate calculi.

Cystin calculi. Cystin as a major constitu-

ent of calculus is extremely rare.

Those suffering from vesical caluculi as a

rule present the following symptoms; pain,

frequent urination, hematuria and very fre-

quently pyuria and bacteriuria. And when
they present themselves for an examination
the diagnosis of cystitis is made, and the usu-

al treatment for this condition instituted,

which consists principally of urinary anti-

septics irrigation and, of late days, vaccine

therapy.

The patient is generally more or less free

from symptoms as long as the treatment is

kept up, but as soon as there is a lapse in

treatment, the old symptoms present them
selves. Such ivas the histoiy of the cases I

am about to report.

Case I. IMr. W., age 50, white, family his-

tory negative, lives in the country, under the

best hygienic surroundings. For 20 years
been suffering Avith Avhat Avas regarded as a

chronic cystitis
;
obtains partial relief at times

by rest in bed, medication and irrigation.

Twenty years ago, he consulted the late Dr.

Vandell of this city, Avho irrigated the blad-

der a number of times, placing him on urin-

ary antiseptics. After each visit to Dr. Yan-
dell he obtained temporary relief; hoAA'ever, at

intervals the spasm and vesical tenesmus Avas

so intense, as to require large doses of ojiiates

to obtain relief. At no time Avilhin this in-

terval of tAventy years has he been able to go

more than a couple of hours without empty-
ing the bladder and at times for months he

could not go longer than 20 minutes. About
four years ago, his suffei’ing was so intense
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that he consulted Dr. Hugh Young of Balti-

more. D^. Young did his punch operation,

removing a small portion of the middle lobe

of the prostate. He was eystoscoped a num-
ber of times with negative findings, except
an infected and contracted bladder. He re-

mained under Dr. Young’s care for five

months, the treatment consisting principally

of irigation and instillation with an attempt
to dilate and increase the capacity of the blad-

del. No relief Avas obtained, and the patient

returned home suffering as usual. Two years

ago he returned to Dr. Young and similar

treatment Avas carried out. At this time he
remained under Dr. Young’s care for tAAm

months, Avith A^ery little relief. In December,
3913, he consulted me. I sent him to the

hosijital Avhere I could investigate his case

thoroughly. A laboratory report of the urine

shoAved blood, pus, colon bacilli, staphylococci,

and numerous mole fungi. An autogenous
vaccine AA^as gh^en and injections of a 20 per
cent solution of argyrol into the bladder. The
capacity of the bladder at this time was not
more than an ounce; there was marked
vesical tenesmus causing the patient to empty
the bladde’’ every fifteen or tAventy minutes;
this kept up through the night. The patient

told me that he never slept longer than 20
minutes at one time, so I sat up with liim one
night and recorded the intervals at Avhieh he
was disturbed.. Only one time during the en-

tire night did he go longer than twenty min-
utes and at this time he Avent tAV'enty-four

minutes. He told me that this had kept Aip for

ten years. In about a Aveek’s time under the

treatment mentioned above he Avas able to go
as long as three hours AA'ithout being disturb-

ed, and AAfith an irrigation of boric acid solu-

tion I demonstrated a capacity of six ounces.
I then sent him home for a Aveek to see if his

symiitoms avouIcI return. He remained aAvay
for ten days, upon his return he was suf-

fering as usual. I then passed a sound and
demonstrated a foreign body from which
could he elicited a distinct click.

I suggested a cystoscopic examination
Avhieh Avas beautifully done by D^'. Bronner,
discovering a stone. At the same time Dr.
Bronner called my attention to an orifice of a
pathological nature and location. This man
very readily consented to an o])eration AA^hich

Avas performed on the 7th of January of this

year, extracting the stone that I present to

you. The suprapubic operation Avas done

;

the bladder Avas thoroughly explored and a
diverticulum A\’as found located on the left

side of the bladder about an inch lateral to

the trigone. This diverticulum Avas filled

Avith a tenacious mucus. As there Avas no con-

striction of the neck of the diveiliculum I

made no interference. The bladder Avas clos-

ed AAdth a double roAv of No. 2 catgut sutures

a small AAdck drain being inserted into the

space of retizius, and a retention catheter was
placed in the bladder. This patient had no
symptoms nor leakage from above until on the

eighth day Avhile h.aving his bed changed the

catheter was accidentally jerked out and as

J AA'as out of town, the patient began to leak

through the incision as the orderly was un-
able to reinsert another catheter. Tlie supro-

pubic Avound Avas about a month in closing

and the patient had considerable tenesmus
and an enormous accumulation of mucus in

the bladder Avhich Avas so tenacious as to com-
pletely occlude a large sized catheter. This
patient left the hospital at the end of about
six Aveeks not entirely relieved from the tenes-

mus, having had several attacks of rather se-

A'ere muscular spasm of the neck of the blad-

der but informs me to-day that he is very
much better.

Case II. Mrs. B., age 55
;
married

;
family

history nogatiA’e, aa'Iio for five years has pre-

sented symptoms of a chronic cystitis AAuth

acute exacei-bations presenting the urinary
findings of an abundance of pus, blood, mu-
cus, and colon bacilli. She has been treated

during the last five years by a half a dozen
different men for cystitis. One man of ability

stated that she had a tumor of the bladder,

Avhich was probably malignant. She came
under my care in November, 1913, she was
giA^en the same treatment as the other case,

i. e. urotropin autogenous vaccine and argyrol

injections which for a time gave practically

complete relief, the urine showing only a feAV

pus cells, an occasional blcod cell, and very

feAV bacteria. However, AAdien treatment was
discontinued for a couple of Aveeks all of the

trouble returned as sevei’e as before. I then

suggested a cystoscopic examination, Avhich

Avas admirably done by Dr. Brennan, demon-

strating a Dtge stone. This patient too, had
suffered so very much and been so inconven-

ienced that she I’cadily consented to an opera-

tion. The bladder was opened January 7th

by the suprapubic method, and the larger of

these tAAm stones removed. The retention

catheter Avas introduced. This patient AA'ent

home on the 10th day, suprapubic AVOund en-

tirely closed and all symptoms cleared up.

As vesical calculi are so very common and

as their removal is rather a simple procedure,

I Avould have little excuse for reporting these

eases other than to suggest that there Avould

probably be a good idea to have an early

cystoscopic examination ]uade in order to de-

termine Avhether or not Ave are dealing Avith

.‘ui Aincomplieated case of cystitis, for as long

as there is a foreign body Avhieh continues to

ii-ritate the mucosa of the bladder there Avill

be recurrence of vesical symptoms Avith all of

its annoyances.
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DISCUSSION.

Herbert Brenner: Owing to Dr. Allen’s

splendid preliminary treatment in this case, the

bladder was very tolerant to the cystoseope and

it was comparatively easy to obtain a very clear

view of this ohlong-sliaped argyrol-stained stone,

as well as the orifice of the diverticulum on the

left side of the bladder. I was unable to be

j)resent at tlie operation, but I understand the

doctor did not find it necessary to do anything

for this diverticulum other than thorough dilata-

tion of the orifice.

The after-symptoms in this case have been ex-

plained by Dr. Allen. I believe the patient de-

veloped an attack of acute cystitis, probably

largely brought on by trauma. It is barely pos-

sible, however, that some infectious material

may have accumulated in this diverticulum and

caused another attack. From the appearance and

shape of this tone, I believe it had its origin in

the diverticulum.

The second case is also of interest. Stones

within the urinary bladder of the female are

comparatively rare; men of large experience

have operated upon only a few eases. The rea-

sons for this rarity are plain. Primary stones

pass out very easily on account of the shortness

and dilatabiiity of the female urethra. Second-

ary, or phosphatic tsones are seldom found be-

cause the exciting causes such as occur in the

male-stricture, enlarged prostate and other ob-

structions—do not occur in the female.

A. C. L. Perceful: It appears to me, from the

shape of this stone, that it might have been en-

cysted in the diverticulum, and the diverticulum

closed up, which -would account for the other men
not being able to find it.

I would like to ask Dr. Allen if he has ever

seen a record of a case of stone in the bladder

without a history of pain at any time, I have a

case under observation at the present time, with

symptoms similar to Dr. Allen’s ease with the

exception of the pain.

E. 0. Grant: Just one point about dealing

with the diverticulum. The main difficulty is in

getting a sufficient hold ; it is difficult to hold it

with either forceps or a hook. In the past few

months, Dr. of Cleveland, has

brought out a new operation for these cases. His

procedure is to entirely pack the diverticulum

with a strip of thin gauze, such as we use for

mopping out the bladder, making a semi-solid

tumor out of it and cutting the diverticulum

around that. It makes an easier operation than

by holding with forceps or a hook, and it vmuld

])robaby l)e well to give it a trial in these cases.

Geo. H. Day: I would like to ask Dr. Allen

if this patient had ever been X-rayed by Dr.

Young? It does not seem to me that he has fol-

lowed his usual techni(iue in this case. However,

it serves to emphasize the fact that such cases

should be X-rayed. While it is a fact that vesical

stones will often escape the X-ray, still it should

be done as a matter of routine.

W. C. Dugan: I wish to emphasize the point

brought out by Dr. Day in regard to the employ-

ment of X-rays in these cases, bearing in mind,

however, that not finding it does not mean that

the stone does not exist. We should bo very care-

ful in our criticism of men who overlook stones

with a searcher. No one who knew the late Dr.

Yandell will question that he was a past master

with the sound, and yet he occasionally overlook-

ed them, as was done in this case.

As to the diverticulum, I agTee with Dr. Grant

that the best plan is to take it out and get rid

of it, and the method he mentioned is a good

one.

E. S. Allen, (Closing) : It seems to me that

this stone must have been in the diverticulum or

it wmuld not have been overlooked. It was also

overlooked by Dr. Wheeler of Lexington, but

upon the introduction of the cystoseope by Dr.

Bronner, the stone was very easily seen. Both of

these men are good men, and they have had far

wider experience than I have, and it is not my in-

tention to criticise them. The point I particular-

ly Avanted to bring out is that w'e frequently treat

these old chronic cases of cystitis over long

periods of time wdth antiseptics, ii’igations, vac-

cines and so on. I believe that in such cases

after a certain length of time, when the symp-
toms have cleared up, wm should make a thorough

investigation, either with the cystoseope or the

X-ray, or both.

In regard to Dr. Percefull’s question, I think

Ave very frequently haA^e stone existing in the

bladder Avithout giving rise to much symptoma-
tology, depending a great deal upon the forma-

tion or shape of the stone. I think I have such

a ease on hand noAv. This patient three years

ago, had an attack of renal colic, and has never

})assed a stone or had any symptoms since then.

In looking up the literature this afternoon, I

found a number of cases in Avhieh the first symp-
tom Avas a haematuria. Very frequently this

is the only symptom until infection dcA^elops,

Avhicli increases the hypersensitiveness in the

bladder. When this man came to me he had re-

tention of urine. This stone had gotten into the

mouth of the urethra and caused complete occlu-

sion. By means of a large syringe I forced argyrol

into the bladder and very ])robably dislocated the

stone. Upon attempting to urinate he passed a

small stone, and if it had not been for the pas-

sage of tliis small piece of stone, I Avould prob-

ably not have discovered the stone in the bladder.

He Avould begin to urinate and the stone, because

of its shape, Avould become engaged in the neck

of the bladder and occlude the passage.

W. C. Dugan: Suppose you had found nothing

Avith the cystoseope. Avould you have gone ahead

and opened the bladder for diagnostic purposes'?

E. S. Allen: I avouUI probably have drained it

peritoneally.
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FKACTURE OF THE PELVIS AND SEP-
ARATION OF THE SACRO-

ILIAC JOINT.

By W. Barnett Owen, Louisville.

Because of the similarity of symptoms and
treatment of saero-iliac separation strain and
disease will include in this case report eight

cases of saero-iliac strain and one case of t\i-

berculous disease of the saero-iliac joint.

As the symptoms of these conditions are in

the main identical, will briefly state them

:

Pain (referred to the side of the pelvis or

radiates over the buttock or thigh, sometimes
straight through, greatly resembling pain of

appendix disease), a peculiar feeling of in-

security and weakness about the pelvis and
hip joint on the affected side, the trunk is in-

clined toward the sound liml), as the result of

which the pelvis is tilted causing an appar-
ent lengthening of the limb on the affected

side. There may be a sensitiveness to direct

pressure over the saero-iliac joint. Pain is

agravated by lateral pressure on the pelvis

or by any manipulation that disturbs the

articulation.

Saero-iliac strain is frequently mistaken
for sciatica, lumbago or disease of the hip or

spine. Upon examination with the pelvis

fixed the freedom of motion and lack of mus-
cular spasm would usually rule out hip or

spine involvement. However, with the pri-

mary involvement of the acetalndum, the

findings upon examination are very similar

and it frequently requires very close study to

differentiate the two conditions. The symp-
toms of local sensitiveness to point pressure
and to manipulation usually exclude sciatica

or lumbago.
Case I .—Tuberciilous disease of the sacro-

iliac joint, was a young lady, twenty-two
years of age, luimarried, family and personal
history negative, present condition of three

month’s duration, was admitted to the Hos-
pital for Ruptured and Crippled, New York
City, Dec. 1904. The above diagnosis was
verified by X-ray pictures. Treatment con-

sisted of the ai)plication of plaster spica, with
the limbs abducted to about thirty-five de-

grees. The dressing was clumged every two
months for one and a half years. The
Thomas hip-splint was applied and the pa-
tient allowed to walk. The disease did not

])i'ogress after the first dressing was applied.

The case was lost sight of one year later hut
until that time was able to walk comfortably
with a slight limp. Should an abscess form
(and this happens in the majority of such

cases because early treatment is rarely insti-

tuted), it may burrow into the pelvis and
])resent itself above the crest of the ilium. It

may pass through the sciatic notch or appear
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in the ischiorectal fosa, and may rupture into

the rectum.

The eight cases of the saero-iliac strain are
all adults, six females and two males. Clas-

sification as to occupation—two nurses, one
colored laundress, one dress-maker, three
house-keepers, two railroad employees, one
worked in a shop and the other a conductor.
Their ages were from 22 to 53. Seven of

these cases gave a history of a definite over-

strain or injury and the diagnosis was com-
paratively easy. A belt about four inches

wide and of heavy material was snugly buck-
led around the pelvis. Seven of these cases

were immediately benefited and eventually
cured.

In one case, female, age 40, housekeeper,
fell from step-ladder and felt something give

way in her back. A belt was applied but the

support was not sufficient. A plaster of Paris

spica was applied for two weeks, the limbs
being abducted to about 35 degrees. She
was relieved of pain after the first day. The
belt was again re-applied and worn continu-

ousljq there being no recurrence of pain or

discomfort for the past five months. There
being nothing out of the ordinary in the

other eases, will not go into detail.

TREATMENT.

The ordinary saero-iliac strain can be suc-

cessfully treated by the application of a belt

about four inches wide around the pelvis to

be worn continuously. Advanced and ob-

stinate eases of saero-iliac strain, and all cases

of sacro-iliae separation or disease should

have a double plaster spica applied, with the

limbs abducted to the normal range. The
bandage should be snugly, evenly and com-
fortably fitted around the pelvis and molded
over the crests, giving sufficient support be-

hind. The saero-iliac joint gets eonsidei’able

support from the application of the belt, biit

in eases which can not be relieved by its use,

would immobilize, support and protect by the

application of a plaster spica, applied in the

manner previously mentioned.

The case of fractured pelvis and separation

of the saero-iliac joint is as follows:

i\lrs. i\l. B., age 39, married, admitted to

City Hospital Octoher 16, 1913. Family his-

tory negative. Personal history: had pneu-

monia, frcfiuent attacks of i)leurisy l>etween

ages of 16 and 30. Has had articular rheu-

malism following an attack of pneumonia.
Had three miscarriages, all between one and
three months. Hade uneventful recovery

from each—last one three years ago. Present

llistoi'y: jumped fi'om second stoiw window
on j)icket fence OctoI)er 16, 191:5, fractured

ramus of ])ulhs on both sides, separated left

saci'o-iliac joint and lacerating labia. The

KENTUCKY MED ICAL JOURNAL.
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iiiiniediate attention consisted of catheteriza-

tion of bladder, sixteen ounces of urine being

obtained. Labial laceration repaired and
broad adhesive straps weer applied snugly

about the pelvis. «

Patient suffering tremendous shock was in

a higlily nervous state, a morphine fiend, and
attempted suicide.

iMorphine was continued for two weeks. X-
ray pictures were taken by Dr. Louis iMoir

which showed the condition above mentioned.

The case developed typical pneumonia, in-

volving both lungs, and lasted about ten

days. On October 31, under gas-oxygen anes-

thesia, lasting six minutes, both limbs forcibly

abducted, and the sacro-iliac separation was
reduced. Apparently no union had taken

place in the left pubis. The right was in good
position and was not felt to move at time of

reduction.

A plaster spica, including both limbs, was
applied, and another X-ray picture was taken

hy Dr. i\Ioir the following day, this time, the

pain was especially severe in the sacro-iliac

region. After the reduction, the pain in this

locality ceased, although she complained of

pain in different parts of the body at times,

we attributed that to the withdrawal of the

morphine which she had been taking regu-

larly for several years.

At the end of four weeks, this dressing was
removed and a wide belt applied. After the

patient had been walking about the hospital

for aboiit two weeks, we allowed her to go
home. The records show that, in spite of

many complications and drawbacks, she was
fortunate enough to get a good result. Being
greatly interested in this ease, I instructed

her to report at my office every month
for an examination. She came one time and
upon examination found that she had con-

tinued to improve and was able to walk com-
fortably with a very slight limp.

In conclusion, (1) Many eases of sacro-iliac

involvement are treated for sciatica, lumbago,
rheumatism, etc.

(2)

. Sacro-iliac strain and disease should
be excluded by a thorough examination of

every ease of persistent or recurrent pain in

the back.

(3)

. The best results in the shortest time
are obtained by early treatment of sacro-iliac

involvement as in all joint conditions.

DISCUSSION:

Guy P. Grigsby: More than anything else I

wish to verify Dr. Owens’ statement in regard
to the X-ray plates. Unfortunately, he was un-

able to have them here to-night.

I was in service at the City Hospital when this

woman was brought in. One thing that struck me
as remarkable was the fact that, notwithstanding

the nature of the injury and the fact that she

had sixteen ounces of urine in the bladder, slic

did not have rupture of the bladder.

The position of adbuction certainly i)laced the

fragments in the most perfect position possible.

This was shown veiy distinctly by the plates,

and 1 am sony that Dr. Owens could not get

them to show here to-night.

Jno. J. Moren: I am very glad indeed that

Dr. Owen has brought up the subject of sacro-

iliac strain. It is a very interesting one, because

a great many cases that are treated for sciatica,

neuritis, etc., are really due to this source. I

have seen cases of supposed sciatica which had

I’esisted practically every for mof treatment rec-

ommended for this condition ,and which yielded

promptly under proper support of the pelvis.

Recently I saw a gentleman from the country,

who had been suffering for several weeks from
so-called sciatica, or lumbago. He had curvature

of the back, very large hiijs, and he could not

walk a square without suffering the most ex-

cruciating pain. I procured a belt, about four

inches wide, and placed it around his pelvis at

the sacro-iliac joint. In less than two days he

walked from the Tenth Street depot to my of-

fice without any discomfort whatever. I have

heard from him since then and he is getting along

very nicely.

This afternoon a gentleman was sent to my of-

fice complaining of a peculiar pain down his leg.

In stepping over anything he could make it all

right, but when it came to stepping down, he

could not bend his back. He could not make an
ordinaiy stride, because when he did it caused

tension on the ham-string muscle, giving rise to

the pain. Another good diagnostic feature is

that these patients cannot lift the affected leg as

easily as they can the unaffected side. I remem-
ber one patient that I had under observation suf-

fering from typical strain and sciatica, who got

in the middle of a street car track, and to save

his life he could not step over the rail; he had to

get down and practically roll out.

To come back to the young man who was in

my office this afternoon, I iiut an ordinary belt

around his waist and then told him to lift his

foot. He did so, and one could tell from the ex-

pression on his face that he could do it better

than he had before. I then told him to see if he
could strike his regular stride, and he could, but
when he took off the belt the former condition re-

turned.

Geo. A. Hendon: I would like for Dr. Owens
to tell us Avliat method of treatment he pursues

in cases of tuberculous disintegration of the

sacro-iliac joint. This is a proposition that is

quite different from traumatic strain. 1 have
always believed tliat in those cases, the mechan-
ical support should extend to the limitation of

motion in an up and down direction as well as

laterally, and tliat we should insist upon their

putting a high shoe on the good foot and using
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crutches. I would like for Dr. Owen to mention,

in closing, the direct treatment of tlie lesion it-

self; whether he aspirates the joint and injects

some antiseptic medium, or whether he depends
upon the influence of rest to effect a cure, or

whether he advocates opening and curetting the

joint.

W. Barnett Owen: I wish to thank the gentle-

men for their discussion. As to Dr. Hendon’s
question in regard to the treatment of tubercu-

lous involvement of the sacro-iliac joint, I think

the first thing to do is to get an X-ray picture

in order to determine the extent of the infection.

If the focus is sufficient^ accessible and the pa-

tient’s condition will permit it, a radical opera-

tion for its removal should be done. Unfortu-

nately, most of these eases are so far advanced

when we see them that it is not safe to carry

out this latter procedure. In such cases I would

depend more upon protective dressings. In the

abduction position the joint is more nearly at

rest, and a tuberculous focus is supposed to be

more or less self-limited if protected and the pa-

tient is properly nourished. I believe I would

treat these cases along that line.

RUPTURED OVARION CYST.

(report op case.)

By B. F. Zimmerman, Louisville.

I thought that this specimen, being in a

fresh state, might be of interest to the society.

I saw this patient a Aveek ago to-night, at

about nine o’clock, with a history of severe

pain in the abdomen, beginning at four o’-

clock that afternon, and she was stiU suffer-

ing when I saw her. although not so severely

Pulse 100 ;
temperature nearly normal. She

said that, follovdng the severe pain in the

abdomen, her bowels had moved, as they had
done th’’e other times during the day. She
had considerable pain in the region of the rec-

tum, and an uncomfortable feeling in the

bladder upon the passage of urine. Her
menstnial history gave no sugestion of preg-

nancy. She had menstruated about two
weeks prior to this time, and it had been free,

as it usually was
;
in fact, she had been trou-

bled with menorrhagia fo” a number of years,

and had frequently complained of pain in the

right side since an attack of typhoid eight

years ago. At times decided swelling had
been noticed in the right side. She was very
tender over the lower part of the abdomen,
but as her condition did not seem serious I

gave her something to relieve the pain and
told her I wmuld examine her the next mean-

ing. Upon examination 1 could make out

nothing definite except uterine di,splacement

with tenderness in the right side. The pa-

tient weighed more than 250 pounds and it

was difficult to make a satisfactory examin-

ation. ]\ly diagnosis lay between an extra-
uterine pregnancy and an ovarian twisted
on its pedicle. I advised optration and she
went to the Infii-mary and Avas operated upon
Friday morning, fou” days after the begin-
ning of her trouble. During this time as long
as the Avoman remained quiet, she had no
pain.

Operation. Cutting doAAm upon the peri-

toneum I found blood in the peritoneal cav-
ity ,and at once concluded that 1 Avas dealing
Avith an exti’a-uterine pregnancy. Then I

went into the pelvis and found the right tube
small, as you see it here, and someAvhat dis-

torted about this longitudinal band on the
appendix. In the peMs I found a double
handful of clots and there were clots adher-
ent to the ovary. These were removed, sus-

pension done, a small cyst taken from either

ovary and the appendix removed. The uter-

us Avas curetted. It was enlarged to the size

of a two-months’ pregnancy, and there was
more than the usual amount of endometrium.
The clots, which were very adherent, were
submitted to Dr. Allen for examination and
he reports that he was unable to find any em-
bryonic tissue.

I take it that this Avas an ovarian cyst that

had ruptured, and possibly some cases of

ovarian pregnancy that have been reported
Avere of this character.

FRACTURE OF INTERNAL CONDYLE
OF FEMUR TREATED WITH WIRE

NAILS.

(report op case.)

By C. B. Spalding, Louisville.

During the evening of Saturday, the 7th of

December, 1912, I was called by Dr. Elmore,
to see J\Ir. T. 0. H., Avho had been injured in

a car accident. Upon a superficial examina-
tion by Dr. Elmore and myself, we were able

to make out a fracture in the right knee, but
due to the extreme swelling, coupled with the

shock and pain present, Ave could not be sure

of the extent of damage so applied a tempor-

aiy splint, and ordered the patient to be

moved to St. Joseph’s Infirmary the follow-

ing morning, an X-ray picture to be made by
Dr. Morr, en route to the infirmary.

This X-ray picture showed a complete frac-

ture, irregular in contour, of the internal

condyle of the right femur, a few small frag-

ments of bone being entirely separated near

the proximal end of the line of fracture.

AVe explained the condition to the patient,

advising him of the probability of a stiff, use-

less joint; and also, the possibility of loss of

limb, from pressure, due to the extreme ten-

sion Avithin the joint from haemorrhage.
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He was advised ol“ tlie possibilities; as well

as the risk of opening the joint and attempt-

ing to repair the injury. Holding out to him,

in case of success, the hopes of a fairly useful

joint, and telling him plainly what might hap-

pen in the event of the operation being un-

successful, he promptly accepted our opinion,

and gave us freedom to use our judgment.
The operation was delayed until IMonday,

the 9th, to insure the cessation of all active

hemorrhage.
At the time of operation, the patient’s gen-

eral and local conditions were as follows : Age
47, white, male, weight about 160 pounds,

height about 5 feet 9 inches. Family history

negative. Personal history showed that he
had sustained a fractured rib, in the April
preceding, which repaired rapidly.

HABITUAL BEER DRINKER.

Examination of lungs was negative, heart

action, normal, pulse 68, blood pressure 170.

Temperature 99 1-5 degrees, urinalysis show-
ed a specific gravity 1038, trace of albumen, a

few hyaline casts, an occasional pus cell, no
blood; and sugar reaction, negative.

The local picture presented a greatly swol-

len knee, superficial veins engorged, and the

soft structures putting on pressure well up
to the middle third of the thigh.

Dr. Heim administered the anesthetic,

using gas-oxygen preliminary, with a total of

215 gms. of ether. Anesthetic started at 1 :10

and stopped at 2 :46 ;
operation began at 1 :32

and was completed at 2 ;40. Blood pressure

during operation varied from 170 at the start

to 130 a tthe finish. Pulse ran from 120 at

start to 132 at the finish. Respiration 28 to

30.

The operation consisted of an incision about

five inches long, along the anterior border of

the sartorius muscle, extending above and be-

low the adductor tubercle. Extravasated
blood was encountered immediately under the

skin, and throughout. When the sight of the

fracture was reached approximately a pint of

black blood and synovial fluid escaped from
the joint and surrounding structures. Four
small fragments of bone were removed; and
the line of fracture was found to be very ir-

regular, the inner condyle being pulled well

up toward the shaft of the bone and firmly

held there by its muscular attachments.

Two wire nails, (a 6 and an 8 penny) were
started into the fragment. The one, entering

below the adductor tubercle and pointing out-

ward and upward, the other, above the tu-

bercle, and directed downward and outward.
When these were well planted in the sub-

stance of the fragment, two fingers of my left

hand pressed firmly dowmward on the frag-

ment while two assistants pulled on the lower
e.xtremity. Thus exerting all the means at

hand to replace the fragment downward,
which was very difficult, and at that, we were
unable to place it perfectly. When it had
been lowered as much as possible the nails

were driven into the opposing bone. The
faseia and muscles were sewed in place, and
the skin closed without drainage. Catgut
was used throughout. The leg was dressed in

plaster, on a double inclined plane, leaving

the joint free for dressing, if necessary.

Convalescence was uneventful, patient hav-
ing a normal temperature in the morning and
running a fever of 99 degrees to 99 4-5 de-

grees in the afternoon, for two weeks. Pa-
tient left hospital January 6, 1913, and was
visited at his home until INIareh 6, 1913. Cast
Avas removed January 20, 1913, and cpiite a
little stiffness was present. Dr. Elmore took
charge and with frequent treatments, suc-
ceeded in accomplishing much for the motil-

ity of the joint.

At present the patient has about a right
angle flexion and almost perfect extension,
with quite an outward bowing due to the in-

ability to fix the fragment in exactly its nor-
mal plane with its fellow.

This gentleman has a very useful leg and is

maintaining his position with the school
board and has been since early fall. The op-
eartion having been performed one year and
nearly three months ago.

DISCUSSION.

F. T. Fort: This report should not be alowed
to go without discussion. Very briliiant results

have been obtained along- this line. In fractures

of the internal condyle of the humerus, the in-

ner condyle of the femur and the neck of the

femur, it is almost impossible to hold the bones
together unless we fixe the mby some means, and
the best method of accomplishing this seems to be
the use of wire nails. One thing to remember is

that, in wiring these fragments in close proximity
to a joint, we must be very careful not to alloAv

the head of the nail to enter the joint cavity.

By a thorough knowledge of the anatomy, and
an X-ray picture as a guide, one can in most
instances introduce the nails Avithout entering

the joint cavity. If the technique has been gopd,

one need not fear infection from leaving the

nails in there. HoAvever, more care is demanded
in these cases than in the ordinary run of cases,

because an infection seems to be much more
easily started. One should ahvays use gloves and
handle the materials as little as possible. It

more of this kind of Avork Avas done, Ave Avould

have fewer cases of deformity and moi-e useful

limbs.

W. C. Dugan: I Avould like to indorse Avhat

the preceding speaker has said. If theer is any
place that the use of Avire nails is indicated, it is

in fracture of the condyles. In the knee joint.
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leaving out the use of -wire nails entirely, open-

ing up the joint and draining it will be a veiy

potent factor in an early recovery.

I believe the doctor would have had better re-

sult and less trouble in approximation, if he had
cut the tendon of the abdutcor muscle. I see no
reason why that could not have been done and
it would have averted the sliding upowards of

the fragment, making approximation easier.

C. B. Spalding, (Closing) : I wish to thank

the gentlemen for their discussion.

To all who are engaged in the practice of

medicine, there come times, more or less frequent-

ly, when we are called upon to assume verj^

great responsibility. So far as I know, this pro-

cedure has never before been carried out in this

city, and in attempting it I subjected myself to

the possibilitj' of utter failure and subsequent

criticism. It was rather a hard position, and

without the co-operation of the physician and the

patient, the results might not have been so good.

In regard to Dr. Dugan’s suggestion, as to

cutting the abductor muscle, I agree with him
that this would be a very good thing to do. The
only possible objection would be the possibility

of interference with the blood supply, and I do

not believe that would be sufficient to do any

great amount of harm.

Dr. Murphy originated this procedure, and he

claims that even in cases where the bone is en-

tirely black from lack of blood supply, if nailed

back in position it will derive a blood supply

from the adjacent bone, and regeneration will

take place.

I believe it would have been better to have cut

the tendon, as it was almost impossible, with all

the strength we could use, to get it in position.

The edge of the fracture was very jagged and

widely spread, making it a very difficult thing to

secure approximation, as I am sure Dr. Elmore,

who saw the case, will agree.

Had this patient in the least degree resisted

the suggestion Ave made, or if the physician. Dr.

Elmore, had not cooperated with me in every pos-

sible way, this procedure could not have been

carried out. On the other hand I believe that,

Avithout it, the patient Avould haA'e had a stiff

joint, although not necessarily a locked joint.

Dr. Fort has suggested to me the advantage of

using tAvo nails rather than one. In some cases

one is sufficient, but in a case like this, Avhere Ave

haA’e the condyle broken off in a position like that

(illustrating on blackboard), the muscles Avill

pull one nail out. After getting it through the

shell of the bone ,it is like driving it in soft

structures. My idea in introducing tivo nails and

crossing them Avas to get a Avedge, so that the

small fragment Avill pull against this Avedge and

it Avill not pull out.

ECLAMPSIA.

(report of case.)

By B. J. O’Connor, Louisville.

Dly reason for reporting this ease lies chief-
ly in the fact that the condition was antici-

pated early in the pregnancy. The patient,
a primipara, 21 years of age came to me in
the early stages for a diagnosis of pregnancy.
Her family history was excellent and per-
sonal history good with the exception of an at-

tack of scarlet fever in her twelfth year,
Avhieh was folloAved hy a dropsy. She also

suffered occasionally with rather severe head-
aches. Her blood pressure Avas 140 but she
was other wise in good physical condition.
On the succeeding day her husband

brought me a specimen of her urine, Avhich
showed a moderate albuminuria, with numer-
ous hyalin and a few granular casts. The
probability of serious trouble Avas explained
to the husband in order to emphasize the
necessity of frequent examinations of the
urine and proper prophylactic measures. A
partial explanation Avas made to the patient
in order to impress her with the importance
of a restricted diet, proper regulation of her
habits, free elimination and the avoidance of
mental and jAhysical ii'ritants.

She reported regularly at the office with a
specimen of her urine during the firet six

months and continued in good shape. Every
specimen of urine examined hoAvever reveal-

ed a persistence of the albumen and casts.

Her blood pressure varied from 136 to 148.

Beyond the hygienic and dietetic measures,
nothing was given during this time except an
occasional compound cathartic pill and salts,

and several pints of Basham s mixture.
From this time onwards she shoAved a grad-

ually increasing di*opsy commencing in the

feet and later becoming distinct in both the

hands and face. Despite enforced rest, care-

fully restricted diet and active elimination no
decided improvement could be attained in

either the reduction of the albuminuria or the

oedema. The quantity of iirine voided and
the total solids Avere satisfactory. The blood

pressure at no time exceeded 150, ranging
usually from 140 to 150. She had several

moderately severe headaches diiring this time

but they invariably promptly yielded to free

elimination. No other symptom of uraemia
or the anticipated eclampsia became manifest
until about 12 days prior to the date on
which Ave expected labor.

The evening before her eclamptic attack

she had some gossips as company, Avho enter-

tained her to a late hour Avith narratives of

tlie difficulties and dangers of labor and Iioav

various acquaintances had suffered, aye, even
died. She spent a restless night full of hor-
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rible dreams and arose with a terrific head-

ache. As I had directed she telephoned me
immediately. I was unable to make the call

immediately but I ordered the druggist to

send her a half dozen powders, each contain-

ing 2 1-2 grains of calomel anti 5 grains of

aspirin, one to be taken every half hour until

relieved. I saw her about two hours later, she

had taken three powders but was still suffer-

ing. Her blood pressure was 185, pulse rate

96 and her general expression unfavorable. 1

gave her another powder and followed it with
a bottle of magnesia. Veratrum viiide was
ordered in ten minim doses every 30 minutes
to be continued until the pulse rate was re-

duced. Although anticipating an eclamptic

attack I felt fairlj^ safe with ten grains of

calomel and a bottle of magnesia under the

patient’s belt. I left the nurse in charge and
told the family 1 would retuim in aboiit three

hours.

About an hour and a half after my depart-

ure my patient became unconscious and had
a hard prolonged convulsion. The nearest

physician, Dr. Heman Humphrey, was called

and administered chloroform. I saw her to-

ward the end of the convulsion, she was pale,

but deeply cyanotic, and mild spasms con-

tinued for about 30 minutes. This was fol-

lowed by deep stupor which continued for

three hours. She had a few labor pains prior

to the convulsion and as examination showed
a moderate dilatation of the cervix, I resort-

ed to manual dilatation during this stupor
and finally with the patient still in a semi-

stuporous . and semi-delirious condition.

About eight ounces of urine were removed
with a catheter and the patient had several

watery evacuations. The pulse rate dropped
to about 80 and the pressure to 160. The pro-

gress of the labor was satisfactory until the

head reached the perineum. After a reason-
able wait forceps were applied after the pa-
tient was anaesthetized and the labor com-
pleted witbout difficulty. It was somewhat
difficult to establish free and easy respiration
in the infant but it seemed to be perfectly
healthy. Even after the completion of the
labor the patient still remained somewhat
somnolent and her mind was cloudy.

Hot drinks were given during the night
and hot packs used on the patient. On the
following morning the kidneys acted fieely
and the mental haziness cleared. The puer-
perium and convalescence was perfectly nor-
mal but the bed rest was continued until all

the oedema had disappeared. Several ex-

aminations of the urine since that time show-
ed neither albumen or casts, the patient nurs-

ed the baby and the yoiingster now about six

months old weighs close to twenty iiounds.

As stated in the beginning my reason tor

reporting this case is to emphasize the advis-

ability of routine urinary examinations in

every case and the frequent use of the sphyg-
momanometer during every pregnancy. In
this instance, as well as in others, we can
obviate many difficulties and minimize many
of the dangers in this trying time of a wo-
man’s existence.

DISCUSSION:

Edward Speidel: I desire to make a state-

mezit, and 1 would like to Imow whether it can

be corroborated by the experience of other mem-
bers of the society.

1 take the blood pi-essure of every case of

pregnancy that comes to me and, as a rule, I

find very little difference in the blood pressure of

the pregnant woman and that of the healthy non-

pregnant woman. Another thing I have noted is

that, in toxemic cases, presenting albumen in the

urine, the blood pressure, until near labor, is

rarely above 150, whereas in those cases of tox-

emia which present no kidney symptoms, the

blood pressure is, as a rule, very high. 1 have

seen it as high as 210 and 220 before labor. I

would like to know the experience of other mem-
bers in this respect.

The case reported by Dr. 0 ’Connor, before the

onset of labor, before the patient had the first

convulsion, would have been a splendid one for

venesection. I believe that ,had a half a pint of

blood been drawn from this patient, followed

the injection, intravenously, of normal saline so-

lution, the convulsions and coma might have been

avoided.

As to the after-treatment, I think the doctor

followed the right plan. The patient went into

labor and almost delivered herself. If anything

at all was indicated, it would have been to dilate

the cervix manually and effect delivery more
rapidly.

I think it should be impressed upon every

one that he anesthetic of choice in these cases is

ether, because it has been conclusively demon-
strated that chloroform will produce changes in

the liver corresizonding to those produced by the

toxemia of pregnancy. Consequently, of all

forms of anesthesia, ether is the one of choice.

As to viratrum viride, I have used it but I

am somewhat afraid of it. It is exceedingly de-

pressing. Although it is highly I’ecommended by
many authors, I prefer venesection and the in-

troduction of normal saline.

Another thing that might have been used with

benefit in this ease is a method that I use in City

Hospital cases, principally on account of nerve

tension—that is, small doses of morphia. In
some instances 1 also use morphin, but in this

case mori)hin was not indicated because of the

kidney condition, Izut a half grain of aporomizhia

every four hours would jn-obably have been of

benefit.
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Ben Vaughan: In tliis connection I Avisli to

brie% mention a case that came under my ob-

servation.

I delivered a woman on the 22nd day of April,

and on the 23rd day of May following, I was call-

ed to see her and found her in typical eclamptic

convulsions. The history in this ease was that

the woman had borne one child pi’evious to this

one, and she had suffered eclampsia at that time.

1 had seen the woman only once or twice prior to

delivery, and had given her advice in regard to

her diet, a few cathartics, and so forth, and she

had a normal labor as far as I was able to judge.

xVfter the fourth or fifth day following the de-

livery, I did not see her any more until the 23rd

daj' of May, when she had some fourteen or fif-

teen typical eclamptic convulsions. I looked up
the literature, but could find no mention of any
case in which the condition had come on so late.

This case impressed upon me the fact that

this condition Avould occur more frequently if it

were not for treatment. I am inclined to be-

lieve that this Avoman Avould have had eclamptic

convulsions during labor if it had not been for

the treatment she received. I noticed, in ooking

up the literature, that the frequency of eclampsia

varies from one in eveiy tAvo hundred eases of

abor, acording to some authors, to one in tAvo

thousand. I have had four cases in my own
practice and I have not delivered anything like

six or eight hndred Avoman. I have been prac-

ticing eight years and average probably tAven-

ty-five deliveries a j'ear, which Avould make it

about four in tAvo hundred cases.

Milton Board: I Avish to call attention to the

mental symptoms in puerperal eclampsia. They
are due to the condition of the kidney. I wish

to take occasion to emphasize the fact that, not

onlj' in this but iir other acute toxic mental con-

ditions, Ave have to deal Avith a diseased kidney,

and Avhen this is treated the symptoms will clear

i;p. Noav, hoAv ai’e Ave going to bring that about?

Irritative diuretics Avill probably produce a little

more urine, but Avhcn jmu get through you have

a god deal less kidney. Hence diuretics that are

in any degree imtative should not be employed.

The ingestion of large quantities of Avater Avill

do no harm and may do much good. The point

I Avish to emphasize is that by attention to dia-

phoresis much can be done for these patients.

While I do not practice obstetrics and knoAV vei-y

little about it in latter years, I belieA-e that, in a

city of this size, Avith convenient and adequate

hospital facilities, it is entirely feasible and prac-

ticable to place these patients in a hospital Avhere

diaphoresis can be brought about by the jAroper

means. I mean in advance of the eclamptic

state six Avecks or two months preceding labor.

Give them Turkish baths, or electric light baths

—something that Avill produce good diaphoresis

and relieve the strain on the kidney Avithout em-

ploying irritating diuretics. I knoAV that it

works Avonders in other mental conditions due
to a diseased kidney, and eclampsia is the same
thing in the respetc that it is caused by a tox-

emia.

Walker B. Gossett: In regard to the anes-

thetic to be used in labor, I favor chloroform. I

do not know of a single instance of a woman dy-

ing under the use of chloroform in labor. It is

claimed that ether is much easier on the liver,

but there is no doubt that chaloroform is much
easier on the kidneys and bronchial tubes.

I saw a case in consultation last Aveek, in Avhich

the doctor had been called suddenly to delwer

the Avoman. He did a Aversion and delivered her

very quickly. I do not know Avhether she Avas

conscious after delivery or not, but Avhen I was
called she had been unconscious for some hours

and had oedema of the lungs. In this case ether

Avas the anesthetic used and the doctor had had

no chance to ascertain anything about the condi-

tion of the Avoman’s bronchial tubes; she might

have bee nthe subject of bronchitis. Therefore,

particularly where Ave are called uiAon suddenly

to deliver a Avoman, I think chloroform is much
safer than ether. I have nev^er used ether in my
obstetrical Avork, and I believe that chlaroform

is far safer.

C .H. Harris: Tavo or three statements have

been hade here to-night Avith Avhich I cannot

agree. We Avere formerly taught that ether

should not be given where the kidneys are in-

volved. Therefore, I have ahvays stuck to

chloroform in labor cases, and have never had

any trouble fro mit.

I think Dr. Speidel hit the keynote when he

said that venesection is the thing in eclampsia.

On tAvo or thi-ee occasions I have been forced to

resort to venesection in these cases, and it is

maiwelous how Ave can stop an eclamptic con-

vulsion by withdraAving a pint of blood. Just

Avhy it is I do not knoAv—whether it is because

it loAvers the pressure or drains out the toxine;

at any rate, it does good.

Dr. Vaughan has reported a case in which the

patient developed eclampsia a month after de-

livery. The present-day teaching is that

eclampsia is due to some toxin generated by the

foetus and that pressure on the kidney has noth-

ing to do Avith it, the high tension being merely a

symptom of the toxemia tha texists. I think

it is quite unusual to see eclampsia developing a

month after delivery, due primarily to puerperal

toxemia. No doubt in Dr. Vaughan’s case, there

were chronic changes in the kidney that pro-

duced the condition.

I have never given any one viratrum viride or

aconite. They are tAvo drugs that I am almost as

much afraid of as I am hydroscyanic acid.

Tincture of aconite depends upon tartaric acid

to hold the aconitin in solution, and is never a re-

liable drug. It is good for a liniment, or to drop

in the ear, but Ave can never depend upon the
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ordinary drug-store preparation being held in so-

lution. A’iratrum viride I am afraid of because

its effect is cumulative. We may get no effect

whatever from either of the first few doses and
then get the cumulative effect of all of them at

one time, causing the blood ijressure to become
very low and the patient to become cyanotic.

In regard to Dr. OConnor’s treatment of this

case, it seems to me that it was a little risky

to give aspirin and calomel at the same time; it

is rather a bad combination to put into the stom-

ach. I am inclined to believe that the heat pro-

duced in the stomach by the aspirin, together

with the high temiierature in the liver—say 107

degrees F.—would have a tendency to change

that calomel into acetate of mercury.

Bernard J. O’Connor, (Closing): In regard

to Dr. Harris’ remarks, I have given calomel and

aspirin together often, and have never seen any

harmful effects from it. My object was to relieve

her headache as soon as possible and to secure

active catharsis, and it was due to the fact that

i could not reach her immediately that I took

this course. When she con^^lained of headache,

I immediately suspected an eclamptic condition.

Venesection is all right, but in view of the fact

that this patient had had ten grains of calomel

and a bottle of magnesia, I did not believe vene-

section was necessary. The bowels began to

move about the same time that the convulsions

came on, and it is possible that, if she had re-

ceived this treatment a day or two beforehand,

the convulsions might have been averted. In cer-

tain cases, however, I think venesection is indi-

cated.

The point I wish to emphasize is the necessity

of observing the blood pressure in these cases.

Most authorities hold that a blood pressure of

more than 165 in pregnancy is a danger sign,

and one that demands attention, as it practically

indicates the onset of convulsions. Certainly it

did in this case. This woman had a blood pres-

sure of not more than 150 until that morning,

when it went to 180.

In my opinion, chloroform does not increase

the blood pressure. Furthermore, in the pres-

ence of kidney involvement, it is less irritating

to the kidney, and in eclampsia due to nephritis,

chloroform is a much safer anesthetic.

Yeratrum viride is a drug that I have used

very little. It slows the pulse and reduces the

blood pressure. One of the Eastern authorities,

who has used it considerably, now decries its use.

I do not know whether the cxi>erience of others

will bear this out, but there are many phases of

this subject that are debatable.

TWO CASES OF HODGKIN’S DISEASE.

By F. C. Askenstedt, Louisville.

The recent research of Bunting and Yates,

which has demonstrated the power of a diph-

theroid bacillus to produce Hodgkin s disease,

or pseudo-leukaemia, has added new interest

to the study of this disease. These men have
isolated from the affected lymph glands an
acid-fast, Giam staining, polymorphous bac-

terium, at times I’esernbling the diphtheria
bacillus, at other times assuming the morpho-
logical characters of a staphylococcus, both

forms occurring in the same gland. Those
glands farthest advanced pathologically have
been shown to present the largest number of

bacteria, the staphylococcic form predominat-
ing, while in the more recehtly infected glands
the diphtheroid type prevails. Monkeys in-

oculated with cultures of these organisms have
developed the pathological evidences of

Hodgkin’s disease and have proven capable of

transmitting the infection to other monkeys
by direct inoculation. Thus the pathogenic

power of the bacterium is established in fuff

accord with the accepted postulates of Koch.
Hodgkin’s disease is therefore now recognized

as an infectious disease due to a specific or-

ganism, and this knowledge insures a more in-

telligent treatment, botli prophylactic and
therapeutic, in the future management of the

disease.

While not rare in occurrence, Hodgkin’s
disease is overlooked often enough, at least in

its earliest stage, to merit a more careful con-

sideration by general practitioners, and this

has induced me to report the two cases which
follow, although neither presents features of

peculiar interest.

Case I. Mr. M., came to consult me in June,

1911, for backache and pains in the right side

of the abdomen, which he attributed to an at-

tack of “la grippe” during preceding March.
He also complained of distension of the ab-

domen, with inability to pass gas either up or

down, a she expressed it. At night he was
restless, and a sense of weakness was present

at all times. During previous years he had
been enjoying unusually good health. At the

time of the examination he was 59 years of

age, weighed 182 lbs, and measured 5 feet 5

inches in height. A considei'able swelling

of the left side of the neck, due to enlarged

cervical glands, was observed. There were
also a few^ enlarged glands in left groin and
in both axillae. These glands felt rather

hard to touch, were not adherent to the skin

or surrounding structures, and were not ten-

der. On the left tonsil a caseous mass, about

the size of a pea Avas noticed. After removing
this mass with a cotton applicator, the tonsil-

lar surface beneath it appeared perfectly
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noriual. The patient liad a di\v cough, but
])l!ysical examination of the lungs and a von
Piiapiet test applied })roved entirely nega-
tive. Respiration was 32, pulse 88, and a

temperature woidd rise each day to 100 de-

grees. Blood pressure taken while patient
was l.ving, was 122 m.m., systolic, and 90 in.m.

diastolic
;
while in the standing posture it was

much lower—systolic 90, diastolic 70. second
dorsal, first, fourth and fifth lumbar vertebrae
were tender to pressure. The bowels moved
regularly, and urination was normal. The
urine was free from albumin, sugar, and ex-

cess of indican. A blood count showed 4,976,-

000 red cells, 88 per cent hemoglobin, and 23,-

166 white cells, distributed as follows: .small

lympliocytes, 4 per cent; large lymphocytes
and transitional, 3 2-3 per cetn.

;
polyniorpho-

neucleated leiicocytes 92 1-3 per cent. No ab-
normal cells were disco^'ered. The spleen was
not palpable at this time upon deep in.spira-

tion. Examination of the heart failed to re-

veal an apex beat, largely beeaiise of the adi-

posity of the patient; relative dulness extend-
ed 3 inches to left and 1 1-2 inches to right of

midsternum. The sounds were normal, ex-

cept deficient in muscular tone.

During the following month the patient

lost steadily in weight and strength. Ano-
rexia developed and a constant dull pain in

the abdomen annoyed him greatly. The
glands in the right side of the neck also be-

came involved and proved slightly tender.

Both groins, Scarpa’s triangles, both axillae,

and the left side of the neck presented large

masses of enlarged lymph glands, extending
in a chain under the clavicle. Sometimes he
complained of tinnitus aurium. When lying

his pulse rate registered 100, systolic blood

pressure 104, diastolic 85; while on standing
his pulse rose to 118, and his systolic blood

pressure fell to 92, diastolic to 75. Vomiting
set in and became so obstinate, in conjunction
with complete anorexia, that niitrient enemata
were resorted to. In addition there developed
a marked ascites, requiring paracentesis ow-
ing to the inci'eased embarassment to the res-

piration occasioned l)y the distension. The
tapping yielded 1 1-2 gallons of a reddish

white fluid of a specific gravity of 1016, and
containing numerous red cells, a few leucocy-

tes and 1.8 per cent, albumen. After removal
of the ascitic fluid a number of enlarged

glands could easily be made out in the epigas-

tric region and the .spleen became easily pal-

pable. Rapid return of the ascites necessi-

tated twice a removal of the tapping, with re-

moval each time of almost a gallon of fliud,

which presented a milkv’ appearance but no

longer blood. A fall of 8 m.m. blood pressure

was noticed after the completion of the a.spir-

ation. As the disease progressed and the cir-

culation became impaired general anasarea
ensued, complicated by a severe and exhaust-
ing diarrhoea. The urine was now scant
(450 c.c. per 24 hours), highly acid, presented
sediment of urates, and contained a consider-
able amount of diaeetic acid, with an excess
of ammonia. Albumen, sugar, and an excess
of indican were never present. The blood
pressure, which proved refractory to the in-

fluence of adrenalin administered hypoderm-
atieally, sank to 72 after the last aspiartion,

two days before death, which occurred about
four months after the first appearance of the
symptoms.

This case presents a few unusual points to

be noted: (1) The caseous mass upon the
tonsil, suggesting this organ as the avenue of
infection; (2) the rapid involvement of dis-

tant glands; (3) the development of ascites

due, as indicated by the appearance of the
fluid, to pressure upon the thoracic duct by
enlarged retroperitoneal or messenterie
glands; (4) the rapid course of the disease

Case II. iMrs. S., age 63. Spare build,

weight 107 pounds. Came to the office in

iMay, 1913, complaining of loss of strength
and flesh since preceding February, and, more
lately insomnia and attacks of sudden pros-

tration. In (March she had first detected an
enlarged gland in left groin, and later others
in different regions. At the time of the ex-

amination there were several enlarged glands
in the posterior and anterior cervical regions,

in both axillae and in both groins. Examin-
ation of the blood revealed 4,888,000 red cells,

95 per cent hemoglobin, and 8,700 white cells.

A differential count gave 3 1-2 per cent, small
lymphocytes, 3 per cent, large lymphocytes
and transitional cells, 82 1-2 per cent, poly-

morphoneucleated neutrophiles, and 1 per
cent eosinophiles. There 'was a moderate
amount of fever, intermittent in character,

and the piilse rate varied from 95 to 100.

The urine was free fro mallmmin and sugar,

and indican was present in but normal am-
ount.

During the month which followed the temp-
erature ranged from 98 to 103 degrees. There
were severe and shifting pains in the chest,

head, back, and limbs, and hypnotics were re-

quired to produce sleep. Appetite was lost

and 2iaiisea became frequent. Axillary, in-

guinal and cervical glands continued to en-

large, forming considerable masses. Under
the right clavicle a chain of glands showed an
extension into the thorax. Tliat the medi-
astinal glands were also involved was appar-
ent from a turgescence of the veins of tlie

chest. Notwithstanding this marked and gen-

eral involvement of the lymph glands the

spleen failed, even after deep inspiration, to

be palpable, while the patient remained un-
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der observation. A mitral regurg'itation ac-

counted for a luaderate degree of hypertrophy

and dilatation of the heart. Systolic blood

pi’essure was 132 m.m., diastolic 95. Respira-

tion 22, and pulse varied from 88 to 112.

The subsequent course of the case was
without interest. Diarrhoea alternated with

constipation
;
fever, pains and gastric syni])-

toms showed considerable fluctuations
;
and a

general decline was noticed. Tn July the pa-

tient removed from the city, and died the fol-

lowing September.

This case ran a subacute course of about six

month’s duration, with the symptoms of a

typical febrile form of pseudo-leukaemia, if

we except the absence of palpable spleen and
of hemorrhages or petachia.

The treatment of thees eases was not limit-

ed to the resources of any one school, but no
tangible influence upon the course of the dis-

ease can be claimed by any agent we employ-
ed. X-ray exposures were considered in the

second aese reported, but on account of the

rapid and extensive involvement of so many
different regions, the radiologist consulted did

not deem such applications advisable.

To-day a ray of hope is heralding a brighter

day for the future treatment of such eases.

The discovery of the specific cause of the dis-

ease, the bacterium hodgkini, has led to the

employment of autogenic vaccine, which,
though failures are frequent, has afforded

some encouraging results in the few cases so

far reported. I refer to a paper by Drs.
Billings and Rosenow. published in the issue

of Dee. 13, of the Journal of the America
Medical Association. The early surgical re-

moval of the focus of infection has also given
favorable results in some cases.

Fully realizing the shortcomings of this

report, I hope nevertheless, in closing, that

one lesson of practical value has been con-

veyed, viz: In the diagnostic consideration of

all enlarged lymph glands remember the pos-

sible presence of an incipient Hodgkin’s dis-

ease.

DISCUSSION.

Carl Weidner, Sr.: Dr. Askenstedt stated in

his report that in this case the disease ran a
course of only about six months. This was rather

a rapid course. Most of those that I liave seen

extended over a period of two or three years.

In a number of post-mortems that I have made
in these cases, I have found practically every

gland in the body enlarged, resembling, as T

once made the comparison, the bunches of garlic

that we see hanging in the stores, varying iir size

fi’om a liazelnut to a large walnut.

I have tried tlie arsenical treatment in a num-

ber of cases and, Avhile it esemed to l)ring about

temporary improvement, the terminations of my
cases have been uniforitdy fatal.

I notice that recent investigators have discov-

ered what they believe to be the siiecific organism

of Hodgkin ’s disease, l)ut I am inclined to doubt

that it will prove to be the true cause.

One very interesting phase of the subject that

has been discussed a great deal, is whether or

not Hodgkin’s disease is tuberculous in charac-

ter. Some authors claim to have traced a good

many cases to this source, but whether or not the

tuberculous troul)le in such cases is a secondary

infection is a question that remains to be settled.

The main difference between the ordinary tuber-

culous process and Hodgkin’s disease, is that in

the latter condition the glands do not become

broken-down; they remain more isolated. The
blood pictures of the two conditions are also dis-

tinctly different. However, some of the recent

authors have descril>ed cases where a tuberculous

condition of the glands existed and which had

been diagnosed as Hodgkin’s disease.

Wm. A. Jenkins: -Just a word regarding the

etiology of Hodgkin’s disease. I do not believe

it can be considered an accepted clinical fact

that it is due to a specific organism. However,
the evidence seems to be accumulating in this di-

rection, and the trend of modern text-books and
among the best clinicians seems to be to classify

Hodgkin’s disease among the infectious gvanu-

lomata. Most of them believe that, sooner or

later, it will be conclusively demonstrated to be-

long to that class. The raj)id course of the dis-

ease and the febrile curve are distinctly snggnest-

ive of an infectious process. Upon section of the

glands removed we find two conditions that are

strongly sugestive of an infectious process. One,

more or less characteristic, is eosinophilia, and

the other is the presence of giant cells. Both,

from the standpoint of histology, are indicative

of an infectious process. Differential diagnosis,

when modern laboratory methods are employed,

should not present great difficulties. The bleed

picture wil lat once differentiate Hodgkin’s dis-

ease from true leukemia, either of the myelo-

genous or lympl'.atic type. So far as tuberculosis

is concerned, it is now generally accej)ted that

those cases supposed to l)e of tuberculous origin,

are really cases in which an intercurrent tubercu-

lous infection has taken place. Therefore, the

tuberculous condition is secondary rather than

primary, or the purpose of differential diag-

nosis, Ave have the family history and the vai’ious

reactions for tuberculosis; likewise for syphilitic

conditions we have the therapeutic test and the

Wasserman reaction.

Just a Avord in regard to the case of myelo-

genous leukemia imported by Di’. Grigsby. I’liere

arc three things to use in tliis type of the dis-

ease; (1) arsenic; 12) exposure to Koentgen rays,

and (.'{) the benzole (reatmeut. Of tliese, ti e lat-

ter is pei'haps the most tiieatrical in its results.
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lYlien there has been a marked reduction in the

number of white blood cells, it is time to discon-

tinue the benzole treatment. In the eases in

which I have seen this reraedj’ used, it has cex‘-

tainlj' exerted a marked influence in bringing

about a reduction of the number of white blood

cells, with a corresponding increase in the num-
ber of red blood cells and hemoglobin percent-

age. It is usually administered in doses of ten

drops, in a soft gelatin capsule, followed by a

glass of milk, thre times a da}^ for two weeks,

then a rest of two -weeks, and then resuming the

treatment, and so on, making intercurrent exam-

inations of the blood at intervals of ten days or

two weeks, and Avhen the white cell count has

been materially i-edueed, tlien, after a period of

rest, switch over to some of tlie arsenical pi’ep-

arations and give it in increasing doses.

I believe tlie concensus of opinion among for-

eign observers at the pi’osent tim.e is that the

improvement following this treatment is tempo-

rary rather than permanent. This will have to

be settled in the future.

Leon K. Baldauf: I would like to ask Dr.

Askenstedt if he made diagnosis on the clinical

symptoms alone in this case?

F. C. Askenstedt: Yes, sir.

Leon K. Baldauf: While I do not mean to im-

ply that he diagnosis in this case is not con’ect,

I believe the safest method of making diagnosis

of Hodgkin’s disease is to take out a gland and

examine it microscopically. Histologically, the

picture of Hodgkin ’s is perfectly distinct
;
no

otlier glandular lesion presents a picture like it.

Dorothy Reed gave probably the first and most

careful description of the glands in Hodgkin’s

disease, and she believed that some of the eases

that Hodgkin himself described were not really

Hodgkin’s disease.

While, as Di’. Jenkins has stated, the evidence

seems to indicate that Hodgkin’s disease belongs

under the classification of infectious granulo-

mata, there is still some question about it. It is

true that we find giant cells, eosinophiles, a gTeat

increase in the fibrous tissue, etc., but the giant

cells differ from tliose found in other infectious

graiiulomata, such as syphilis and tuberculosis.

Dorothy Reed emphasized the point and it is

now generally accepted, that whei’e we find (as

Ave frequently do) tuberculosis co-existent Avith

Hodgkin ’s disease, the tuberculous infection is

secondary ; that Avhen the glands are rcinoved in

the early stages of Hodgkin’s idsease, they shoAv

no tuberculous infection, Avhereas in many cases

of Hodgkin’s disease, examination of the glands

in the latter stages Avill show tuberculous lesions,

demonstrating that the tubei-culous infection is

secondary rather than primary.

Hodgkin’s disease does not act exactly like

an infectious condition; it acts more like malig-

nant disease. These patients ha\’e a definite

anemia. Dr. Askenstedt ’s cases do not show
quite enough anemia.

Carl Weidner, Sr. Is it not a fact that these

eases sometimes do not shoAv marked anemia
even after the disease has existed for some time?
I liave found as manj' as three or four million

blood cells after the condition had existed for

a considerable length of time.

Leon K. Baldauf: That skoAvs anemia, but a

hemoglobin percentage of ninety-five does not

shoAv an anemia at all.

F. C. Askenstedt, (Closing): .As pointed out

by Dr. Weidner, the dui’ation of the disease in

these cases Avas unusually short; as a rule, it

averages from one to tAvo years.

As to the diagnosis, I believe Avith Dr. Bal-

dauf that to obtain absolute proof, a microscopic-

al examination of the glands should be made, but

practically it seems unnecessary in many cases.

In private practice Ave do not always have the

same facilities that Ave have in hospital cases,

and microscopical examinations of the glands in

my cases Avas not possible. I am, however, con-

vinced that these were cases of Hodgkin’s dis-

ease. In the first place, I knoAv of no disease

other than Hodgkin’s disease, except leukemia,

that Avould bring about involvement of as many
sets of glands in as short a time as occurred here.

The progressive debility, emaciation, diarrhoea

and cough showed involvement of the intestinal

and bronchial mucous membranes, which, to-

gether Avith enlai’gement of the spleen in the first

case, and the absence of exces sof mononucleated

Avhite cells, made up a typical picture of Hodg-
kin’s disease. Both cases had fever, Avhich does

not always occur in Hodgkin’s disease. Here,

hoAA’ever, it accounts for the increased numbers
of polymorphonucleated white cells. As to the

red cells, it not infrequently happens that these

Avill not shoAv a decline in the beginning of the

disease. I read an article some time ago in which

a number of cases Avas reported, and I Avas sur-

prised to note that one-half showed a normal

blood count. In my cases, if the blood count had

been repeated a feAV months later, I should prob-

ably liave found a reduction in the red blood

cells. In each case, however, the blood count was
made about a month after the inception of the

disease, so T do not think that the findings

speak against the diagnosis.

In regard to the etiology of Hodgkin’s disease,

in 1910 Fraenkel and Much first advanced the

theory of a diphtheroid bacillus as the cause, and

the question has been one of more or less dis-

pute since that time. HoAvevei’, the researches of

Bunting and Yates in the past feAv years haA’e

furnished positive eA’idence. They succeeded in

cultivating a diphtheroid bacillus which, upon

injection in pure cultures, into monkeys, pro-

duced the t.ypical patholo.eical lesions of Hodg-

kin’s, and the enlarged glands upon examination

presented a histological picture identical Avith
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those of Hodgkin’s disease. Furthermore, in-

oculation of other monkeys with these glands re-

I^roduced the disease. Not onh' tliat, but Bill-

irtgs and Rosenow of Chicago, have treated

twelve cases of Hodgkin’s disease with the auto-

genic toxin of thees patients, and all but one

one showed improvement. One case made a com-

plete recovery. It is something we may well take

notice of.

MEDICAL PROGRESS

DEPARTMENT OF MENTAL AND NERV-
OUS DISEASES.

By T. J. Grice, Louisville.

Since Lambroso enunciated his views as to

the physiognomy of cUminals which caused
him to place them in a class by themselves, he
has gained many adherents with views modi-
fied and also extended. There has developed
naturally enough an opposing army of think-

ers, who may be divided into those who place

the blame for criminal offenses entirely on the

social environments of the offender; including

his training or rather lack of training from
birth to matuUty'

;
and those who regard him

as wilfully A'i‘‘ious even though morally de-

fective and therefore responsible for his act-

ions.

It would seem that in the course of the con-

troversy the latter view has steadily been los-

ing ground. While the former has not as yet
made good in the minds of many, it has lost

many from its camps, because of disappoint-

ing results, following half-hearted attempts at

prison reform without any practical knowl-
edge of the material dealt with. Some of this

so-called prison reform for political advertise-

ment and to be able to secure some character
of institutional “job” has been practiced to

some extent in this state. iMore and more
champions of the Lambrosian idea in its es-

sence, namely that the criminal is inherently
abnormal, has come to tlie front with evidence
more or less, and criminology at the present
time is fast becoming a medical science

rather than a legal one.

There appeared an article written hy Dr.

Bruce Thompson, 1870, Resident Surgeon in

one of Soctland’s prisons which argued from
the medical point of view in sUong terms.

“On the borderland of lunacy lie criminal
populations.” It is a debatable region, and
no more mixed problem comes before the med-
ical psychologist than this, viz., where mad-
ness ends and madness begins. The inmates
of asylums and of prisons are so nearly allied

that thin partitions do their walls divide.

The following propositions I believe are well

worth our consideration

:

1. There is a ci’iminal class distinct from
other civilized men.

2. Tre criminal class is marked by pecul-

iar mental and physical characteristics.

3. The hei'editary nature of crime is

shown by the family liistoiw of criminals.

4. The transmission of other nervous dis-

orders with crime in tliis class proves the al-

liance of hereditary crime with other diseases

of the mind, such as epilepsy, dipsomania,

etc.

5. The incurable nature of crime in the

criminal class goes to pi'ove its hereditary na-

ture.

With these propositions, justified or not,

they go to show the impression that a close

study of the criminal made on a careful ob-

server before the days of modern psychiatry"

and psychanalysis before the realm of the

sub-conscious mind had been explored by
Charot, Freud and Judin, but this new school

or phase of the subject is by no means on a

footing sure enough to convince either the

public at large or the legal profession of the

justification for its point of view, nor has it

received often enougli that .respectful hearing
in the courts which would have prevented in-

justice being done not only to the prisoner at

the bar of justice, but also to society. Never-

theless, complete justice to both offender and
society is slowly on the way and even those

Avho oppose or take no thought of the newer
doctrines are unconsciously following in line

Avith them by their attempts to ameliorate

the conditions of the convict by agitating for

prison reform.

Indeterminate sentences, the parole sj'stem

and the changing of the prison into an insti-

tution for correction and custody rather than
punishment. True enough, more of senti-

ment than of science is back of these methods,
and theerfore in many indmdual instances

harmful injustice to society and ultimate

harm to the offender against society is

Avrought. This is ineAdtable in any period
transition from an erroneous to a more cor-

rect method of dealing AAdth social problems,

because of a contact gradually groAving more
intimate.

Justice to all AA-ill come nearer, and it is the

psychiatrist, AAith his callohorator, the psy-

chologist on AA’hom the responsibility may rest

most heaA'ily if the noAver ideas of the crime
as a disease of the criminal as a sick man are

to prevail. There is no longer any credited

opposition to the vieAv that criminal offenses,

petty or otherwise are the product of individ-

ual and social disease. With the latter aspect

of the subject I am not at jnesent concerned.

While the influence of the environment for

those most charitably inclined, eveuses the of-

fender from I’esponsibility for his condition

;
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it does not excuse him froon responsii)ility for

his acts. But if any offender is a diseased per-

son in the psycho-physiologic sense, his re-

sponsibility must come into question before

the courts of justice.

Question of Kesponsihilitij. Many a medi-

co-legal battle has been fought over this ques-

tion. The issue has been confused usually be-

cause the legal mind has ever thought of con-

sciousness as synonomous with sanity. Be-

cause a man knew what he was doing the law-

yer has held him responsible, but a man’s
mental make-up is a very complex thing

;
it is

a bundle of psychic forces and habits which
may be summed up in three divisions.

1. Intellect, or consciousness.

2. Emotion, that is, impulse to act.

3. Will, that is. action itself. No two
persons are alike in the strength or weakness
of one or the other of these forces.

To take the view that consciousness of the

wrongfulness or illegalit.v of an act at the

time of its committal makes the offender re-

sponsible for it and legally sane is inconsist-

ant with the well-founded knowledge of

}uental functions vvlnch w-e now possess. Con-
duct is not dependent chiefly on knowledge,

but much more on impulse or emotion and a

will, capable or incapable of conti-olling and
directing impulse in a way to harmonize with
knowledge

;
that is consciousness. It is just

because this complexity of function that so

many different kind sof crimes are committed
and so many different types of criminals ex-

ist and the more or less inadequate classifi-

cation of criminals that have been attempted
by various writers will show when analized

that consciously or unconsciously the classi-

fiers have characterized the objects of their

stpdy according to the mental function most
involved in them. Classification

:

1. The criminal by instinct who is the

born criminal.

2. The passional criminal who commits
crime under th einfluenee of passion.

3. The cirminal from chance.

4. The criminal from habit.

5. The insane criminal.

In the first group would he placed those

who l)y reason of some inherent defect involv-

ing the intelectual and emotional functions

are incapable of developing the sense of love,

self-sacrifice, pity, honor, altruism or remoi’se.

Persons whose .standard oi- right and wrong
can never he the same as that of the average

member of society in the priod in which he

lives.

These are cases of arrested development in

the ethi‘'al spliere and rei)reseiit reversions in

this faeulfy to primative tyi)cs. Tllustrafions

of thj hiaite instinct wliieh we all i)Ossess, are

seen in the class of criminals, who.se acts are

due to passion, becoming of sufficient provoca-
tion, beyond control, because of weakness of
will in the nature of a deficiency or inhibi-

tion power in the nervous system. Now it Is

known from physiologic investigation that it

is a function of certain nerve cells and fibers

in the ‘‘ortex of the cerel)riun.

In the case of the criminal from choice, we
are confronted with a feebleminded pe'son
who is easily made the subject of suggestion,

because of deficiency of judgment and who re-

sponds to the criminal .suggestion becau.se of
deficiency of inhibition. Persons of this kiiid

are the tools of the more inteligent in crime,

and harmless in themselves, in an environ-

ment in which they are safe-guarded from
temptation, they lead normal lives. They are

children all of their lives in so far as their

faculty of judgment and power of will are

‘'oncerned.

In the class of habitual criminals are to be
found those who by reason of environment,
especially early environment, lead criminal
careers in response to the association of ideas

which their environment has a’bused, or
which has been aroused by psychic shocks dur-
ing the age prior to that of mature judgment.
These shocks have affected the subconscious

mind in a way to make it seek relief in peri-

odical raction, usually of a resentful retali-

ative nature. Siieh a career is for them the

path of least resistance.

The fi^'st crime has relieved the depth of

the sub-conscious mind from tension and thus

aroused in it sufficient pleasure or desire to

cause disassociation of emotion from intellect

at the time when the opportunity to commit
the crime again occurs. Persons of this kind
from the class of recidivists or repeaters and
it is noteworthy that prison officials have ’’e-

poried that the subsequent offense of the re-

peater is exactly like or similar to the preced-

ing one. Their “Condition may be compared in

a measure to that of the kleptomaniac in

whom, however, there is a much wider disas-

sociation of consciousness and who is more
definitely insane. They may also be compar-

ed or likened vCy closely to the hysterical

patient as regards the e.ssence of the disorder.

In the definitely insane grouj) of criminals,

that is, those having one of the clear-cut

psychoses, there vare all grades of mental dis-

integration involving, as in the borderland

eases, one or more, or all of the functions of

mentality.

Those most prone to commit statute offenses

are the paranoiac. With his disruption of

judgment, the epileptic, in wliom consciou.s-

ne.ss is almost entirely split off and who at

the time of the act is almost entirely a suh-

conscious a.ulomatic personality; the klepto-

maniac, the dipsomaniac and other drug ha-
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l)itues, especially the cocaine fiend, who may
commit violence in reaction to hallncinations.

Hesj)onsihility for crime, committed by per-

sons of this kind can he at once dismissed.

Hut when there an^ offenders of the first four

classes enumerated, to consider, we are

brought face to face with the borderland
cases, these in psychiatry. These comprise
that vast immher of unfortnnates who are

psycho])athic, hut are rarely committed to

hospitals for the insane and are so disposed

of oidy in their episodal periods of excitement
or (piarrelsomeness. AVhen they recover to

their usual level, they are again discharged
into society

;
no more fit than before to cope

with its complexities. Among these are the

ones who commit petty offenses for which
they are sent to jail, workhouse or reforma-
toi'ies for short te'ins

;
after their release they

soon are returned because of inability to get

along in any environment in which they are

not closely subjected to organized discipline.

They behave very v.^ell in custody and if kept
so for prolonged periods, would gradually de-

velop habits of self-control, concentration of

mind and industry, which would make them
self-supporting in occupations fitted for their

capacities. The vagrant, the browler, the

gangster, the prostitute, the ne’er-do-well all

belong to this group. They have been called

by several writers “Constitutional Inferiors”
and this is a correct term to apply to them. If

the particular function of mentality in which
they are inferior is designated, otherwise the

term is unsatisfactory, for in some of their

capacities many of them are found to be ex-

ceptionally brilliant or at least superior to

the average
;
that is, in music, drawing, liter-

atixre and inventions. For tliese, one writer
prefers the term ‘

‘ Constitutional Abnormal-
ity. ” All offenders indeed may be character-
ized by one or more of the following attrib-

utes :

1 . Exaggerated suggestibility.

2. Exaggerated egotism.

3. Emotional instability.

4. A lack of altruistic or unselfishness.

5. Lack of the power of sustained energy
that is abnormal nervous fatigue.

6. A tendency to the easy disintegration
of consciousness which permits the brutal o''

inferior cjualities of the subeonseions mind
easily to beeonie dominant when temptation
occurs and to be nngoverned by the critical

quality of the conscious mind
;
even when the

critical function is sufficiently aroused, the
power of direction by the will is in abeyance.
Here is again some of the similarity in mental
make-uj) of these jxersons to that of one af-

fected with hysteria.

Treatment of the Criminal In.sanc. Ai-e we
to abolish prisons and penitentiaries and take

the pessimistic view that all crime is incur-

able? Shut up all offenders in asylunis for

the remainder of their lives? Abolishment of

ininishment is certainly called for and it

seems it is gradually coming as the prison is

gradually changed into a house for correction

and custody, into a colony for abnormal peo-

ple where they may live as nearly normal a

life as possible. Where their individual

characteristics and capacities are .studied and
their lives arranged acordingly. The same
change has already occurred in the methods of

dealing with the insane as may be seen by a
visit to some of onr up-to-date State Hospitals.

if these methods are w’orth while in the

ease of the chronically insane, they are still

more so in the treatment of criminal offend-

ers who though mentally abnormal, are in the

majority of instances, ameuiable to much
greater improvement in habits of thinking,

feeling and acting; however, such treatment
cannot be accomplished without the super-
vision and eo-opei’ation of the medico-psychol-
ogic profession. It is perfectly possible for

those who have asociated for a long time in a
professional capacity wdtli psychopathic per-
sons to determine who is ameniable to this,

that or the other form of correction and to

tell when the person is sufficiently cor''ected

in his neuropsychic functions to justify his

parole into normal society. It is also perfect-

ly possible for those of the legal ixrofession

to determine who should be kept in perman-
ent custody. It is not possible for those of

the legal piofession to determine these ques-

tions justly unless they also have had the

training of the physician and the p.sychiatrist,

nor is it possible for them to frame just laws

as to penalties. The question of trained phy-

sicians I think should especially applj^ to our

insane asylums instead of the courageous

politicians dictating who should treat our

sick insane in the state of Kentucky.

It is not unreasonable therefore, to foresee

the time when the function of the lawyer and
the judge will be restricted to the determina-

tion of the guilt of the offender and the func-

tion of prescribing Avhat is now called the

“sentence or penalty,” but which some day
will be called the therapy or treatment, Avill

be taken over by physicians w'ell-trained in

mental diseases who are in the service of the

State and conseciuently free fi'om bias judg-

ment. T. J. C.

iiamine, gr. x (0.(5 Gm) tliricc daily, found ef-

fectual in preventing retention of urine and

avoiding necessity for catheterization.—Baird.
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TYPHOID PHVEK.*

By J. F. Adams, Bagdad.

Typlioid fever is an acute, infectious dis-

ease, the cause of which is the l)acillus of

Kberth. Pathologically it is characterized by
hyperplasia and sloughing of the solitary fol-

licles and Peer’s patches of the intestines, as-

sociated with parenchymatous changes in the

principle viscera.

Typhoid fever may occur at any age but is

especially freciuent between the ages of 15

and 25 years. It is less frecpient later in life

althougli it has been known to occur in per-

sons over 70 years of age.

MODE OF INFECTION.

In most cases the germ is swallowed, but
I believe it is conceded that it may reach the

circulation through the respiratory organs,

then again it is admitted that they may de-

velop some initiatoi-y lesion in the lungs,

pleura or the tonsils then pass into the cir-

culation.

The period between the time the germ en-

ters the system and the development of active

symptoms is usually 10 days to 3 weeks,

tiiough sometimes longer and occasionally not

so long. During this period the patient may
not experience anything aside from his nor-

mal constitution, but in most cases he com-

plains of headache, languor, muscular pains

in the back and limbs and a lack of disposition

to work. This condition may last from a few

days to a week or even two weeks. Now in a

typical case (which I shall confine myself to

in this article as it would take too much time

and space to speak of all the different types of

this disease) we find three distinct stages:

first; stage of development, second; stage

of fatigium, third
;

stage of decline. The

stage of development is as a rule very gradual,

patient usually complaining of chilly sensa-

tions and hot flashes with increased prodromal

symptoms. We seldom see typhoid ushered

in by a distinct rigor and often about this

time when we are greatly in doubt as to the

nature of the patient’s trouble, nose bleed

may occur and thus clarify the diagnosis.

These syinjitoms are soon followed by pros-

tration of patient .so severe as to cause him to

go to bed. Again the disease may be ushered

in by severe nervous symptoms as spasm
especially in children, or some pulmonary
symiitoms as bronchitis.

As the initial jicriod progresses the symp-

toms assume a more severe type ;
we find a

gradual rise of temperafurc each day showing

an increa.se of from 1-2 to 2 degrees over the

preceding day. This condition usually exists

for about a week when the temjierature reach-

es its fastigium, which marks the beginning of

the second stage, whicli usually lasis about
two weeks. During the first week of the sec-

ond stage the symptoms become more severe,

patient suffers more from the continued high

fever, the evening temperature usually reach-

ing 103 or 104; pulse usually rapid, but not

dicrotic. The headache, which was so marked
in the beginning usually ceases, but we usual-

ly find mental dullness or mild delirium, es-

pecially at night.

The tongue is co;ited and may be dry and
cracked

;
the abdomen is often tender and dis-

tended and about the tenth day we find rose-

colored sjiots on the abdomen or chest or per-

haps both. The spleen may be enlarged.

About the end of this week we may have se-

rious complications as perforation or intesti-

nal hemorrhage.
During the second week of Ihe fastigium

the previous symptoms continue in severe

form, the pulse becoming more rapid aud
maybe diacrotic. but the temperature may be-

come remittent in type; this is the stage dur-
ing which we are more fearful of complica-
tions as hemorrhage or perforation or hypos-
tatic congestion of the lungs or lobar pneumo-
nia and even if we do not have these compli-
cations, the condition of the patient is fre-

quently serious.

This stage of the disease varies in duration
according to the severity of the infection.

STAGE OF DECLINE.

We generally find or expect to find on or
about the 21st day of this disease in favorable
cases the fever declining and the other symp-
toms improving; this is usually followed by
true eonvalesence, but sometimes we find the

disease runs on through the fourth week with

symptoms more severe than previous, the pa-

tient suffering from diarrhoea, stupor and
delirium, feeble pulse, -\great tjqoany and
even involuntary discharges from the kidney
and bowel with the fever continuing into the

fifth week or even longer.

CLINICAL SYMI’TOMS.

To speak briefly 1 will say we usually find

general in disposifion, headache, muscular
pains, stcpladder type of temperature, until

its full height is reached—abdominal tender-

ness and nose bleed.

DIAGNOSIS AND PROGNOSIS.

I base my diagnosis on the preceding .symp-

toms, especially when the temperature resists

full dose of quinine for 24 to 48 hours.

The prognosis depends largely upon the

severity of Ihe type of fever, but it should al-

ways be guarded, even in the eases seemingly

(he mildest, as we may have a fatal hemor-
rhage or perforation when least expecting it.*Rpad l)efoi(‘ the Shell).v Count.v Moclical Societ.v.
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TREATMENT.

As typhoid fever is a self-limited disease,

characterized by ulceration of tlie intestine, 1

think the chief indications for treatment are

to support tlie patient and keep the intestinal

tract as thoroughly disinfected as possible, in

order to give nature a chance to repair the ul-

cers. First I place my patient in a large well-

ventilated room, preferabh' on a mattress pro-

tected by a rubber sheet and in all cases 1 ad-

vise them to secure a trained nurse if possi-

ble. Then as cleanliness is the first step to-

ward disinfection and in order to cleanse the

entire tract and produce a free fiow of bile,

which is nature’s antiseptic, I prescribe calo-

mel combined with bicarbonate of soda in 2

gr. doses for an adult until three such doses

are taken and follow this up in 5 or 6 hours

with oil or salts, iireferably the former, and
after the bowel has been well cleansed i give

some intestinal antiseptic, of which 1 prefer

salol, in doses from 3 to 5 grs. every 4 hours,

according to the age of the patient.

For the high temperature 1 use either the

warm or the cold bath, followed by an alco-

hol rub as indicated by the condition of the

patient. I find in plethoric patients the cold

bath to be the best, but in the thin, nervous

cases or with children, I prefer the warm bath
on account of the lessened liability of shock to

the patient. I liathe for a temperature of 102

or over.

In order to assist in the expidsioii of gas

and thereby relieve tj uipany and so lessen the

danger of perforation and hemorrhage, 1 use

an enema of normal salt solution one day and
give oil or salts the next. I support the heart

as soon as indicated and often before. I be-

lieve it well to begin our precautionary treat-

ment against cardiac weakness about the mid-
dle of the second week of the disease by using

Strychnia in doses of 1-60 to 1-40 gr. every 4
to 6 hrs. as needed, digitalis when the pulse is

rapid or diacrotic. I encoui’age patient to

drink cpiantities of water and keejj him on a

strictly li(iuor diet, as buttermilk, egg albu-

men with lemon or orange.

I keep my cases in bed for ten days after

the entire disappearance of all fever. I feed

at regular intervals of 3 or 4 hours, according
to amount taken and the way it is absorbed.
T have patient use the bed pan every time, if

possible, and have him turned frecpiently to

prevent any ])ulmonaiy complications or bed

sores and I have all body or bed linen kept

perfectly clean
;
when soiled I have them re-

moved and thoroughly hoiled, and all dis-

charges from the bowel, kidney, vomited mat-

ter or sputum thoroughly disinfected by using

bichloride mercury 1-500 chlorinated lime 5

or 6 oz. to the gallon or a solution carbolic

acid 5 to 10 per cent
;
also the vessel should be

kept clean and disinfected.

AVhile 1 have had no e.xperience with the

Serum treatment, except as a preventative, I

am heartily in favor of it.

For the delirium 1 depend on opium in

some form, preferably morphine hypodennat-
icall}'. For intestinal hemorrhage I depend
on morphia as required to quiet peristalsis

and elevate the foot of the bed, apply ice lo-

cally over the abdomen and after the bleeding
ceases I usually wait from 48 to 72 hours and
move the bowels by enema of normal saline

and keep patient in recumbent position till

all danger of a recurrence of the bleeding has
passed. In severe hemorrhage I use normal
saline subcutaneously or intravenously. For
perforation, while we have had some brilliant

results from surgery, I have always been very
successful in letting my eases all die, but I

try to let them die as easily as possible by
keeping them under the influence of opium.

J'or the dry. cracked tongue 1 give turpen-
tine in 5 to 10 drop doses, 3 or 4 times a day
and mop tlie mouth often with some alkaline
preparation.

I think we often discharge our patients too
soon after convalescence begins, I believe we
should keep them under our care until all

danger of relapse from indiscreet feeding has
passed and after they are discharged, the
room and all the clothing and caiqiets exposed
should be fumigated.

THE RELATIONSHIP. OF THE PHYSI-
CIAN TO THE PUBLIC.*

By AV. F. Boggess, Louisville.

It is always a matter of positive pleasure for
me to meet with the profession of the towns
and country. Those magnificent specimens
known as the country physician, those men
who have made the profession what it is, who
are, next to the mini.stry, and along with the
educator, the back-bone and sinew of Ameri-
can civilization.

It is also a peculiar pleasure for me to come
in contact with the clientele of such men. The
people who hold iip the hands of the physi-
cian, who assist him in every way possible in

his wonderful unselfish work of saving life,

relieving pain and prevenfing disease. Such
altruism as is exhibited by the physician is

not shown in any other phase of human life

aiul human activity.

AVith all this pleasure, however, I always
feel somewhat embarrassed in determining my
line of thought before an audience of pliysi-

cians and laymen. It is somewhat difficult to

*l’ul)Hc addivss at a m(‘cliiifr of lhi> (’unilH-i laiid Valliw

Medical Sociely. Coil)iu, IC.v.. on March 2ii, 1SU4.
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)uake a professional subject so plain that even

a child can understand and appreciate it, and
at the same time not appear purile to my eru-

dite i^rofessional friends. Yet the layman
and the doctor meet on siich intimate and im-

portant ground, the one so dependent upon
the other, and so closelv associated not alone

in matters of life and death, hut in the more
sacred confines of home and its protection that

I feel there are many subjects, such as the

"White Plagiie, the Venereal Peril, Infant

Mortality, The Abortion ^Evil, the Decreasing
Birth Pate. The Divorce iMill, Child Labor.

The Prevention of Blindness, The White
Slave Tratfie, Physical Conservation and many
other of like importance, about which the pro-

fession and laity should meet on a more con-

fidential and intimate plane. In my mind
there is so much about which I should like

to have a heart to heart talk with my breth-

ren. all practical, all important, and all wor-
thy of a better mind to present, yet it is not
my purpose to confine myself to any one line

of thought, but shall j^resent in an uneongru-
ous way some thoughts with the hope of ex-

citing present interest and present facts and
ideas for future elaboration and study.

Permit me. again to ]iay a tribute, so de-

served, to these splendid profe.ssional charac-

ters of your county, these noble general prac-

titioners who, with their splendid manhood,
that every physician should have, are striving

with an altruistic spirit to come in closer

touch with you, the people, in our modern
warfare against disease and death. For it is

through you, the layman, that we can hope
to obtain such i-esults. In the battle of life

there are. or can be no hired substitutes—an
axiom and a truth that no one can appreciate

better than a physician. Permit me here also

.say that .chile the layman is ean'ied away
by the wonderful and spectaciilar achieve-

ments of modern surgery and specialism,

which is oftentimes purely meelianical, deal-

ing only with the material and tangible in

life, yet does not grasp, nor fully appreciate

bis family physician as he should. With ac-

knowledgement of all credit t'or the wonder-
ful strides of surgery within the past two
decades, I must impi-ess upon you that the in-

ternest,—the general practitioner,—deserves

as miich credit and as much honor, and his

achievements have been just as wonderful. He
deals with the hidden . and the occult. He
does the scientific part of the work, makes the

diagnosis. While not overlooking or under-
estimating the wonderful strides of surgery,

I must insist that the advancement of inter-

nal medicine is even more wonderful. The

painstaking pathologist and bacteriologist, tbe

erudite and careful chemist, the scientific

and experimental therapeutist have made di-

agnosis almo.st an exact science. The physi-
cian of to-day is no longer held by the shack-
les of emiiercism, Imt should, and is practic-
ing an intelligent scientific medicine. One of
the most wonderful advancements of modern
medicine is along the line of prophylaxis, or
preventive medicine. The quietessence of
modern achievement in medicine is the find-
ing and determining the cause of disease and
then its prevention.

The country was horrified recently by the
terrific and sudden tlestrnction of seventeen
hundred lives in the sinking of the Titanic.
The whole world was in mourning, and our
own fair land was particularly grieved at the
untimely and unexpected destruction of so
many of our splendid citizenship. Yet, in the
I nited States alone more than seventeen hiin-
dred of her citizens are dying daily from pre-
ventable and needless diseases. Over these no
funeral pyres arc Ini, It no loud piot.-.stations
of .sympathy and condolence are uttered. The
physician siands out as a beacon light crying
out to the laymen for help and assistance,
looking to you laymen as his only means of
turning the great army of ignorance and sel-

fishness and superstition back with the poAv-
erful forces of education and elightenment
that these public talks are given by the phy-
sician.

Without going into details I only mention
here the magnificent and monumental work
that the medical corps of the United States
Array and iMarine Service are doing to pro-

tect our country against the ravages of the
Bubonic plague, which is a constant menace
to our Western shores, to the protection of

our citizens against cholera from the cesspools

of Europe, against tiie yellow plague where
the South American countries arc in eternal
danger to our fair land. The establishment
of quarentine stations and leprosy colonies,

health inspection of immigrants are all means
and measures to keep out diseases, contagion
and death. Against the ravages of smallpox
and other epidemic and oentagious diseases of

serious character, our state, county and our
municipal health officers, in conjunction with

the National Government, when necessary, of-

fer protective measures and means of great

A'alue.

Our list of infectious, contagious and pre-

ventable diseases are rapidly increasing, ow-
ing to our more thorough knoAvledge of the
causation of disea.se. Disease is never acci-

dental, suffering always has pathology, causa-
tion of disease is not always determinable, for

we have not only to look to the patient’s pres-

ent condition and surroundings, but also to

his past history, method and mo ’e of living,

and even go back beyond his birth to his pro-
genitors and ancestors.
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Let us consider a few of the conditions by
which laymen can do so much for tlieir own
preservation, for the protection of themselves
and their offspring, for the protection of their

state, for tlic economic value of liuman life to

a State is hard to estimate, and for the help
and glory of their physician.

First, the Prevention of Consumption.
There is no disease that quite reaches the im-
portance and prominence at this time in the
minds of the profession, as well as the laity, as

does the great white plague, that awful
scourge that is almost as wide spread as hu-
manity itself, certainly as wide spread as the
bounds of civilization. A scourge that comes
right to the doors of every home and almost
to every individual to such an extent that a

consideration of any phase of the subject is

of great importance.

The last census, which is in itself very in-

complete, shows that one million, seven hun-
dred and fifty thousand people in the United
States are tuberculai-. One out of every sixty
of our population is tubercular and tllat one
Imndred and seventy-five thousand persons
die annually from consumption in the United
States alone.

Since the discovery by Koch, in 1882, of
the infectious nature of the disease the posi-
tive demonstration of the cause and the sub-
sequent knowledge of its true pathology and
etiology our ideas as to the preventability, as
well as the curability of the disease have been
materially changed and revolutionized.
That it is an absolutely preventable disease
is no longer questioned. We have been shown
by positive statistics, as well as personal ex-
perience that it is not only preventable but
in its early stages, curable, possibly as much
so as pneumonia and typhoid fever, and at
any stage except the last, capable of being
arrested and checked.

So it is for a consideration of the possible
pievention of tuberculosis that I come to you,
not with the hope of bringing new or origin-
al ideas,

^

but with the desire that I can
awaken in my audience, both professionally
and the laity, a more sincere effort to use
every means and measure to prevent the
further inroads upon humanity bv the awful
ravages of consumption. If I can awaken any
one from ti;e ajmthetic lethargy that comes
to us fmm something we have always with us,
something that because it is so common, so
usual, we paj^ little attention to it, I will
feel that my little talk has not been in vain.
How wide awake, how excited we become in
even the threatened approach of yellow fever
or smallpox or some other epidemic, none of
which diseases are nearly so fatal, nearly so
vital and wide spread in their epidemicity
as consumption, A'^et in the terrible scourge of

consiim])tion we sit supremely qidet and if

perchance a few of these unfortunates get
well, by the grace of (Jod, we formerly felt

that we of the pmession have done our whole
duty by humanity. The time has come when
we should wake up to the realization of not
only the absolute preventability of the dis-

ease, but also our duty as citizens in bringing
about that millenium ,so earnestly desired.

There are many factors to be considered in
presenting this phase of tubercidosis. In the
first i)lace let me impress upon you the fact
and a fact it is ,that heredity plays no ])art

in consumption. The disease is not transfer-
able through the ovum from parent to child to

whip up in future years. It is not heredity,
but environment that is to be considered.
Oidy twenty-five per cent, of our consump-

tives show any inherited predisposition what-
soever, and in these it was not inheritance,
but association with the disease, living in a tu-

bercular atmosphere and surroundings. There
are only two factors necessary for the develop-
ment of tuberculosis in any individual. One
is the presence of the tubercle bacillus to

which we are all more or less exposed. The
other is lowered vitality in the individual.
The tuberculosis bacilli will not grow in

healthy tissue. It will not thrive on tissue

whose vitality is up to par. Anything that
lowers vitality renders the individual subject
to tuberculosis bacilli. Modern civilization,

]>resent methods and modes of living, fashion,

dress, contention for mammon and social

prominence are all destrojdng human vitality

and resisting i^ower. The strenuous times in
which we live, the departure from the simple
life are not only rendering the present genera-
tion candidates for tuberculosis, but are a
menace to future generations and pro-
geny as well. For without strong sound
parentage, posterity will consist of weak-
lings. If the human race showed as
much concern, knowledge and science in its

own propagation as it does in the develop-
ment of its stock and cattle, humanity would
present a different ])ieture. So in the pre-
vention of consumption we must go back to
the very beginning of a human life and the
child of frail natui’e or one born of tubereii-
lar pai’ents or in an atmosphere that is tuber-
cular, must be bi'ought up with the greatest
care and guarded most zealously against any
possible lowering of vitality, as well as asso-
ciation with any possible focus of infection.

Tubercidosis is essentially a bouse disease
and when savages give uj) their laide out-dooi-
life and pass the greater part of their time

between walls and under the roofs, it soon

makes its appearaiua' among tlnmi. Vet civil-

ization will march on and the houses will al-

ways be a i>art of civilization, but they need
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not necessarily be l>reeders of consumption.

If we liave smallpox or scarlet fever or diph-

theria in a house we would not tliink of hav-

ing a new family move into that house Avith-

out thoroughly disinfecting it, and yet land-

lords and owners of tenant houses pay no at-

tention AvhateA^er to the infection of a house or

a room l)y tubercle bacilli and this just as in-

fectious under the circumstances as any of the

other contagious diseases. Until we Avake up
to the realization of the danger from infected

houses, our prevention Avill be Avoidhless. It

has been positively shoAvn that the dust of

rooms, hospital Avards and other localities by

patients Avith pulmonarA' tubercAilosis contains

myriads of bacilli and is infective. The in-

fectiousness in this Ava.A' is so clearly shown
in that the death rate of phthisis is estimated

at fifteen per cent, of the total inortalitA’.

While in prisons and sanitariums the number
of nurses and attendants Avho are attacked are

in direct ration to the stringency in Avhicli

sanitary precautions are carried out. Cornet

has given us an axiom in “The consumptive

in himself is almost harmless and only be-

comes harmful through bad habits.”

Now a fcAv Avords in regard to the prevent-

ability of typhoid feA'er A disease that so of-

ten plays such ravages in the country and in

the smaller towns among the young and the

middle age of your citizenship.

This disease is absolutely preventable. For
Avithout a preceding ease of typhoid fever and
the contamination of milk and Avater or food

supplies directly Avith the typhoid bacillus aa’c

Avould have no t.A’phoid fever. The l)acteria of

typhoid leave the patients sick Avith the dis-

ease only in the excretions, urine.- feces and
sputum. These bacteria are capable of Ihung
for quite a Avhile under favorable conditions

outside of the body. These infective excre-

ments through natural drainage, surface or

sub-SA;rfaee are carriefl into your Avater sup-

ply and rapidly contaminate. These e.xeret-

ions are carried by flies, birds and insects to

be deposited upon your food products, this to

be carried into the gastric intestinal tract, or

may be carried through the uncooked vege-

table, oysters and shell fish.

In one of youi- neighboring cities a feAV

years ago they had a sevei'o endemic of ty-

plioid fever caused by contaminated ice, made
from the AA'ater of a creek which Avas the nat-

ural drainage of the tOAvn.

AVe have learned to look iipon the common
house fly as one of the great and dangerous
puiweyers of typhoid infection. It was pos-

sibly tbe cause of tl’.e great epidemic that AA’as

such a commentary upon our inefficient army
regulations that they had in our military

camj)s particularly at Chickamauga tinring

the Spanish-American war. Swarming from

the sewer ditches to the kitchen and the dining
room, and thus carrying the infection to the
food. Hence, the constant cry through the
magazines and ncAv.spapers and social circles

of “swat the fly.” To guard against the in-

fection of typhoid, j)recautions must be taken
to prevent the access of infected substances
into the mouth. From the hygienic stand-
point. especially in regard to typhoid, the
pure Avater supply, inaccessable to contamin-
ation is one of the most A’aluable and import-
ant possessions of any community.
By preA^enting the infectious material be-

ing distributed froTii patients it is theoretical-

ly possil)le to stamp out and prevent typhoid
fever in a given district. Not only should the
water supply be looked into, but the milk is

supply is undoubtedly responsible for many
eases. One drop of contaminated Avater in the
milk can of Avarm milk fresh from the coav is

capable of infecting many gallons in a feAV

hours, and cause localized endemics among
the people Avho use this milk.

Our chief aim in prophvlaxis, therefore,

should be to prevent the distribution of bacil-

li by destroying them in the excreta as soon
as possible after they leave the patient. In
this AAny aa^b not only can prevent contact and
direct infection, but by lessening the total

number of cases in the eommunitv, and so pre-

venting the chance of the infectious agent
entering general sources of food and AA’ater

supply. AA'e may aid in preventing epidemics.
The greatest difficulty is in the early recog-
nition of mild cases. These mild cases are
especially likely to occur in yoAing cihl lren.

Correct diagnosis, therefore, becomes an im-
portant part in the prophylaxis of the disease.

This is greatly facilitated by our present

])aeteriological methods, and AA’hen possible

these should alAA’ays be employed. But for

prophylactic measures to be inaugurated it

is not necessary to Avait for exact, positive

diagnoses, but these measures should be put
into execution in all cases Avhere there is a

suspicion that typhoid fever exists.

AVhenever you liaA’e a case of typhoid fever

in the country or in the toAvn, you should at

once give all persons avIio are likely to have
been exposed to the same soiiree of contamin-

ation, the typhoid A’aecine, for by this arti-

ficial immunization it is possible to prevent the

infection of persons exposed to the contag-

ion.

I AA’ill not take time to call your attention to

the AA’ouderful positive results of typhoid vac-

cination. It is very close to the marvelous,

it is Avithout danger, it can be giv’en Avith ab-

solute immunity, and should be giA’en in all

cases Avhere a possibility of e.xposui'e to infect-

ion is assiu'ed. It is also a remedy of much
value in the typhoid carriers in Avhoni the ty-
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j)hoi(l ))aeillus lives for years, who go about

the oountiy spreading the infection from
place to place. Typhoid vaccines given in

sufficient ((uantity and sufficiently frequent

will render the carrier immune.
I regret that my time will not allow me to

go fully into the methods and disinfection of

the excretions of typhoid fever patients. T

leave that to the intelligence of your physici-

ans who have the cases in charge.

The prophyla.xis of venereal diseases is also

a question of extreme inqiortance and of para-

mount interest, not only to Ihe present gen-

eration, but for the generations to come. It

is a question that we hesitate to handle in a

mixed audience, yet- whose business it is to

instruct in ""his matter of venereal diseases

and their prevention? It should be, but is

not, the business of parents to instruct their

children, for parents themselves are ignor-

ant. It is not the business of tec.chers—for

.such subjects are not embraced in their cur-

riculum, for most of the teachers are them-
selves young and ignorant and are not capable
of handling the subject before a child in a

way that it would be educational.

It seems not to be the business of politicians

or judiciary or so-called statesmen, for they
seem afraid of injuring their political chances,
and in the plans of the proctical politician,

the Utopian dreams of enthusiastic reform-
ers have no place. It seems not to be the
business of preachers, for they oftentimes
know little of the world’s ways, and are too
oftein concerned with the “soul’s eternal sal-

vation,” forgetting that there are sins against
the bodv as well as again.st the spirit, for
which the divine Creator holds us equally re-

sponsible. The strange paradox which re-

quires of the ministers of at lea.st one great
branch of the church that they refuse abso-
lutely to maimy persons who have been di-

vorced. and vet permits them unhesitatingly
and, cheerfully to proceed to unite in holy
wedlock the pure, innocent, un.suspecting
youn^ girl, with the a-ay young man about
town, whose blood at that moment is recking
with deadly virus of specific disease, is wor-
thy of tlioughtfu Icousideration. The ignor-
ant father of such a girl asks no questions,
the shortsighted and improyideut state which
grants the license a.sks no questions, the man
of God, .as he stands in the presence of high
heayen before the contracting parties and
their assembled friends, does ask a most vital
and significant question, which, in its form
and upon its face, is apparently an earnest
appeal for important information but as he
waits for one brief ominous moment after re-

])eating the solemn ch.arge “speak now or for-

ever after hold your jieace” he does not ex-

])ect an answer. So when it revolves itself a

(piestion for the physician to decide this prob-

lem of the control and limitation of venereal

diseases and to be educator and instructors to

tlie great ma.ss of people who are both ignor-

ant and take not time to consider the welfare

of theii- children and grandchildren.

All of this in regard to venereal diseases

bi-ings us to that splendid field for socialistic

and economic propaganda which we term eu-

genics, which simply means proper and right

race propagation.

Let me reiterate if the human race showed
the same care and concern and science in its

own proitagation as it does in its cattle and
fowls and hogs, and even in the vegetable life,

the human race would show a very ditferent

and more magnificent picture than it is show-
ing.

Not only in the problem of clean parentage
and consequently clean and wholesome phyic-

al children, but the development and growth
of the mind and character requires the same
careful instruction and handling as the cul-

tivation of the mo.st delicate plant and flower.

Children do not inherit their temperament
or character or habtis, good or vicious, from
parents. These things in the child are the

results of the early handling in the formative
period of their little brains and neiwous sys-

tems. Nothing disgusts me more than to hear
stated that a boy inherits intemperance from
his fathr, or that the girl inherits her nerv-

ousness from her motlier. These are not ques-

tions of heredity, but are resiilts of hereditary
environment or the result of lack of scientific

care and training of the mind and characters
0 the children by such parents in their early
lives.

To explain the term that I am using, by
environment, we mean the intfuence exerted
upon one’s nature l)y things and beings ani-

mate with which or w'ith whom we are closely

associated and surrounded. This factor in

the human life is one generally Tinderestimat-

ed and too little appreciated.

While my views as to hereditai-v’ inffuences

of parental blood and family histoT-y may be
a little crude, and may do violence to the sen-

sitive feelings of many who rely so extensive-

ly on their family tree and progenital dis-

tinctions. yet it is truly Democratic and
American to state that it is not what your
parents have done or were, it is what you. as

an individual do and are, and it is incontro-

vertable that you and your life work are

largely made Avhat they are by your early

enviornment and training.

From a social and personal standpoint
there should be no aristocracy, except as to

characler, noi- is there any. It is then easily

supposed that what we call hei-edi1y—simple

abnormalities pa.ssed from progenitors to off-
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spring is after al but the result of education

and training of the oenti'al nervous system by
environmental influences.

Before we l^egin to ti’ain the central nerv-

ous system we should start by overcoming the

bereditan’ and miserable defects in the

physical for the otfspring of defective pai-ents

are themselves physical weaklings. This is

true of plant and animal lie as Avell as human.
So a delicate and defective physical child can
be made a healthy animal, and you can over-

come these inherited and congenital physical

abnormalities by inffuence, scientific training

and euA-ironment. Bring them in close touch

Avith nature and natural forces. GiA'e them
sunshine in the real and figurative sense.

Sunshine for its body, sunshine, loA^e and af-

fection for its heart. Surround it not onlj^ by
an atmosphere of nature and natural forces,

but also an atmospliere of tenderness, affection,

love and educated control and direction, thiis

bringing aroAind it every natural and divine

force that tends to make the normal human
being and that in future life promises to make
life Avorth the living.

These are a feAv of the many ])roblems that

must be met on a common ground by the phy-
sician and the layman. There are others .just

as important for lAublic discussion, particu-

larly, such as the alcohol and drug habit

curse. This is a problem that AA'ould require

an evening in itself to discuss.

The subject is one of importance, and
should liaA^e had deAmted to it much more time

and consideration than I am ghfing it. While
it is often said that the craving for stimulant

and narcotic drugs is a vice of civilization,

yet it is a question Avhether Avith the advance
of emlization the use of stimulants and nar-

cotics is more prcA'alent. We find it among
savages, among the aborigines, each nation or

tribe having its stiimilant and narcotic, dif-

fering someAvhat in chai-acter and mode and
manner of use. The instinct of self preseiwa-

tion not only carries Avith it the desire and
longing or life. Imt also contains a desire for

all that there is in life, for the fullness of it,

its pleasures, its happiness, of its rest, that is

not made or caused by schemes or Avork, but
by happ.A" ])leasurable realization. The in-

stinct to liA'e life in comfort and hap]>iness is

as great as the instinct of .self pi-eservation.

I think in our modern civilization and in

the method and mode of our living, and in the

high tension that modern civilization keeps
indiAuduals when it comes to oui- present con-

sideration we are all neurotics. For ((uick-

ness and sensibility, acute ]>erception and

alert muscular reaction are the (|ualities of

high bi'eeding and not morbid chai-acteristics.

The opposite phase of civilization; the nat-

Airally ignorant and degenei-ate, Avhere the

higher intellectual faculties are subdued and
undeveloped and the individual controlled al-

most entirely by passion and vice, it is an
easy road, and I might say a natural road to
drug subjugation. Hence the tendency of ad-
A'anced civilization is to a greater use and de-
mand of stimulants and narcotics. Not alone
by the laAuuan, but by the educated and re-
fined ]Ahysician. The care of our inebriates
and drug habitues by tbe State and munici-
palities is a crying need that should appeal to
the people, and through the people to their
legislators and officials. The States should
be aroused and educated as to the economic
needs and necessities of State help for these
drug habitues, these qthysical and moral
derelicts, that haA'e become so on account of
the use of the drugs, and our legislators and
civic officials should be urged to assist the pro-
fession in establishing this whole subject of

treatment of habitues on a thoroughly itrac-

tical yet scientific basis.

If I haA'e in this rather Avandering talk

given you, the layman any thoughts for fu-

ture elaboration and study, I AA'ill feel that my
Ausit to your beautiful little toAA'n, Avith its

intelligent and splendid citizenship has not
alone been a pleasure, but a profit to not only
the present but future generations.

COUNTY SOCIETY REPORTS

Henderson—The Henderson County Medical
Society held a Aery interesting meeting in the

rooms of the Commercial Club on May 25th, 1914.

Arch Dixon read a paper on ‘Mleo-Colitis,”

Avhich Avas freely discussed by the folloAving:

Drs. Ligon, Hancock, Graham, Letcher, Floj'd,

Xeary and GalloAvay. in closing Dr. Dixon said

that the supervision of the milk supifiy should be

looked into. The lolloAving doctors AA'ere appoint-

ed by Dr. Ligon. avIio Avas acting President in the

absence of Dr. Poole; D. 0. Hancock, Chairman;

Floyd, and J. H. Letcher, to look into the

milk supj)ly and make the I’ecommendations

thought necessary.

D. 0. Hancock rei)oiied a case of ‘Tetanus,'’

which Avas freely discussed In’ all present.

As there Avas no further l)usiness before the

society, it Avas luoA'od and seconded to adjourn.

P». J. XEARY, Secretary.

Pancreatitis, Subacute.—Treatment. 1. Rest

2. Limitation of diet. 3. After acute attack of

l)ain has passed off, cholecystostoiuA’.—Archibald

and Mullally.
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EDITORIAL.

THE AMERICAN I^IEDTCAL ASSOCIA-
TION AND Chicago.

The Lancet Clinic has raised a point for

serious consideration as to the location for the

permanent home of the American College of

Surgeons. A movement is on foot -to locate

its headquarters in Chicago. We trust that

this discussion is academic, as we feel sure

that the Board of Regents will profit by the

experience of the American iMedieal Associa-

tion and will not make the mistake of locating

in Chicago. In many ways the metropolis of

Illinois is the greatest of American cities, but

most of the' elements that contribute to its

greatness help to create a medical atmosphere
that is a serious detriment to an organization,

the headquarters of which are located there.

To those who have followed closely the history

of the American Medical Association, it is no
secret that most of the mistakes and practical-

ly all of the personal bickerings and feeling

that have entered into the councils of the

American Medical Association have been en-

gendered by the local jealousies of Chicago
medical polities. Frequently it has been im-
possible to seriously consider the great policies

of the Association because of the personal at-

tacks on its officers, and because the things

that have happened in Chicago have forced
every loyal member of the Association to

stand by them right or wrong. The rank and
file of the profession have not understood that

practically all of these outrageous and unjust
attacks have been caused, not by anything in

which the profession as a whole is inter-

ested but b}^ what has been a part and
parcel of the bitter and unrelenting fac-

tional campaign to secure conHol of the
Chicago Medical Society and the Illi-

nois State Society. In spite of all these things.

the Association has accomplished wonders.
Dr. Simmons has builded iqr the greatest and
most influential medical Journal and its in-

fluence is unsurpassed, but the time has come
when the medical profession of America is en-

titled to consideration. As individuals and as

an organization it is on trial now as never be-

fore, before the bar of public opinion and if

it is to succeed eventually in its great aim and
purposes, it will not be because its leaders are

great men or have great motives, but because
of the rank and file of its members and each
and all doing something to further these pur-
poses. In other words, it must be real organi-

zation and not merely a list of subscribers to

The JouRNAii. Whatever sacrifices, whatever
changes are necessary to accomplish this pur-
pose should be brought about speedily, and,
if necessary to move the headquarters of the

Association to some place where the local en-

vironment will be better than in Chicago,
there ought to be no question but that when
the membership is advised of such a necessity

the removal will follow. We trust the Lancet-
Clinic will continue its investigation of the

matter and that a dispassionate discussion of
it will take place throughout the organization
that we may all be advised of what is best for

American medicine.

MALT SUGAR IN INFANT FEEDING.

In our advertising columns we are pressing
the claims of Dextri-iMaltose or Malt Sugar
in Infant Feeding. This is a very important
matter. IMost Kentucky mothers nurse their

own infants. Ninety-nine of these out of ev-

ery hundred should do so and any artificial

substitute for the natural mother’s nourish-

ment falls far short. However, every few
months it is necessary for some baby to be put
on some artificial nourishment. The Amei’ican
students of diseases of children are fast fol-

lowing in the footsteps of the German in the
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preparation of artificial infants’ food and
they seem especially impressed Avith the Ger-

man studies A^ith regard to the sugar content.

In Kentucky, practicall.y, all artificial food
AAfill be one of complicated preparation, or, in

the vast majority of cases, coav’s milk. Prac-

tically, the rational modification necessary in

cow’s milk can be arrived at by diluting it

AAnth water, varying the propoi’tion of milk
and Avater to suit the indiAudual ease, the

carbo-hydrate being supplied in varying
amounts of malt sugar, possibly the most read-

ably assimilable of sugar.

The Journal is very much interested in

this whole question. The problem of infant

feeding can best be worked out by the family

physician Avho actually sees his little patients

in their normal surroundings and sees them
often enough and intimately enough to kuoAV

how they are really doing. We suggest that

you AATite i\Iead Johnson & Company, Jersey
City, New Jersey, for their literature on this

subject and we belicA'e it AA'ill pay you to tiy

Dextri-LIaltose Avith your hand-fed babies.

POOR RICHARD’S AIDIANACK.

The NeAV York Pharmacal Association has

recently sent us a copy of Poor Richard’s Al-

manack for 1914. This is extremely interest-

ing and valuable and AA^e are sure that every

medical man AA’ill appreciate the activity of

this progressh’e firm in getting out its publi-

cation. If you haven’t secured a copy we
AA’ould advise you to write for one.

OUR ADVERTISERS.

Are you thinking of buA’ing anjdhing? If

so, look through the advertising pages of The
Journal and see what firms carry the articles

you want. Go a step further than that and

Avhen you buy let the firm know that you saw

their advertisement in your Journal and that

your patronage is the result. We do not per-

mit the advertising of any firm or article that

is not reliable to appear in our advertising

pages. Therefore, you may depend on them

as a safe and sound business directory.

Our advertisements are paid for by those

AA’ho expect some profit and return for the ex-

penditure. They should be mutually helpful

to the reader and to the adAmrtiser. The fact

that the advertising appears in The Journal
is sufficient to commend it to your faA’orable

consideration. The advertisers help support
The Journai, and as the adA’ertising income
increases so Avill the size and value of The
JouRN-Ai. increase. Let the advertiser knoAV

that you saAV his announcement in The
Journal.

SCIENTinC EDITORIALS.

ONE REPLY TO MY TWO “SCLERO-
DERMIC” FRIENDS.

I AA’as surprised that this Journal allowed

the publication of such replies as signed by
Stallard and Sanders. Both gentlemen plan-

ned an attack, but not a I’eply. It is nothing

short of abuse and vituperation.

When I wrote my editorial on scleroderma,
I meant to ridicule the lay press who fre-

quently sent out sensational reports about this

“mysterious” disease, and never mentioned
the profession. There AA’as no occasion what-
ever for Drs. Stallard and Sanders to make
such a combined vicious attack. If these two
medical confreres are so Avell posted in medi-
cine, and dermatology in particular, it Avould

not hurt them a particle to take a post-gradu-
ate course in letter writing and use more po-
lite epithets than “fool” and “quack” to-

Avard a brother practitioner.

Your humble servant was not so fortunate
as to be a graduate of the great University of

Louisville, but is often called in consultation

bj^ the professors of this university, and he
has given special instruction in dermatology
to many physicians and also graduates of the

University of Louisville. Since the honored
gentlemen of PikeAdlle asked for my creden-
tials, I will say that your humble servant, to

AA’hom you referred, in the heat of passion and
anger, as a “fool” and “quack”, holds a title

of M. A. and J\I .D. of the University of Mos-
coAV; is a member of the local county and
State Medical Societies, a member of the A.
M. A., and has been an active member of the

dermatological section for the last sixteen

years. I am one of the associate editors of

the Journal of Cutaneous Diseases and a con-

tribtuor to the American and foreign medical

literature. If the gentlemen Avill look into

Stelwagon’s work on dermatology they Avill

find my name referred to several times. They
Avill also find my name referred to in French’s
“Practice of Medicine.” At the request of

the best knoAAm dermatologists in the United
States, I haA’e made plans to translate one of

the best Russian Avorks on dermatology and
AA’ill have the co-operation of men like Stel-

Avagon, Gottheil, RaA’ogli, Sutton, IMcKee,

Fox, Dyer and others. Your humble friend

sees over a half dozen eases of scleroderma
yearly. He is only sorry that the graduates
of the University of Louisville do not see such
interesting cases. Only a feAv AA’eeks ago a

A^eiy interesting case of circumscribed sclero-

derma Avas referred to me by Dr. W. W. Wil-
son, of Henderson, Ky.

So long as the best physicians in Kentucky''
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and the best dermatologists in the United

States very often refer to my dermatological

cases, and among them the jovial secretary

and editor of this Journal, 1 won’t lose very

much sleep over the opinion of two vitupera-

tive and self-satisfied “sclerodermic” antag-

onists.

1 have enjoyed the hospitality and courtesy

of a great many country physicians from va-

rious sections of Kentucky, and do acknowl-

edge that the majority of them have a good

education and plenty of sense, but I doubt

very much if I would become “a wiser and
better man” (Stallard’s expression) by a visit

to men who only know how to abuse.

Fraternally yours,

M. L. Ravitch.

THE PROGNOSIS AND TREATMENT
OP SKIN TUBERCULOSIS.

While many remedies were suggested and
favorable prognoses were made in regard to

tuberculosis of the skin or local tuberculosis,

no definite conclusion as to a final and specific

treatment has been made. The concensus of

opinion is that we do not know as yet whether
tuberculosis of the skin is a disease, so to

speak in ipse, or a local manifestation of gen-

eral systemic tuberculosis.

The more thorough investigators into the

cause of skin tuberculosis are of the opinion

that it is a purely local disease, and, that be-

ing the case, it should be easily combated.
It should be remembered that the majority

of grave and disfiguring forms of lupus vul-

garis is to be seen in early childhood or adol-

escence, when the disease consists of a small

number and, rather, small foci. The aim of

treatment of skin tuberculosis depends a

great ‘deal upon knowing how to reach the dif-

ferent foci, and then handle them in the

proper way. It should not be forgotten that

we often see local tuberculosis of the skin
complicated with tuberculosis of the lungs,
bones and glands. In the latter cases, the dis-

ease being more serious, needs more energetic
remedies, such as change of climate, rest and
nutrition. Notwithstanding the most ener-
getic remedies, the prognosis is not very fav-
orable. Sometimes the tubercular process
may appear on the face from the diseased
nasal and oral surfaces.

According to the statistics of Jungmann,
out of 1809 eases 775 were found in the region
of the mucous membrane. Hence, the
therapy of the latter cases are found more
difficidt and the prognosis more serious than
of the ones that attack the skin purely.
Looking over the different methods of treat-

ment by the best known authorities, I find

that the tuberculin treatment is the most in-

effective one and it is a very dangerous agent

to use. Though some writers claim some vir-

tue for it, yet Jungmann, who had very ex-

tensive clinical experience with it, could never

see any good results.

Of the many methods of treating tubercu-

losis of the skin, the two most effective ones

are surgical and light treatment. The first

method, surgical, such as ablation of patches

of lupus and following by skin grafting ac-

cording to Thiersch’s, is highly praised by
Lange, but it must not be forgotten that this

method is successful only in cases where the

multiple foci are not extensive and of recent

origin
;
on the other hand, where the diseased

foci are more extensive and numerous and,

particularly, if they are located on the face,

this method is rather prohibitive. The opera-
tion for excision or ablation of the tubercular
glands, nodules or other foci can be accom-
plished under local anaesthesia. Out of 535
cases of tubex’culosis of the skin operated by
Jungmann, 400 remained in a good shape for

a long time; in 10 per cent, of the cases the
disease re-appeared within one to five years.

Curettment and erasion were practiced by
Anderson, Vigo, Vidal and Unna. This method
has a great many followers. Success lies in

the technic and good judgment.
Carbolic acid and iodine have given me bril-

liant results. This method was originated by
Sherwell.

Multiple scarification and multiple punc-
tures as practiced by Pick, Vidal and Veiel,

are methods of doubtful value. Galvanic and
Paquelin’s cautery are, by far, better meth-
ods and they have the earnest support of
Plutchison and Besnier, while Lustgarten and
Jackson adhere to electrolysis.

Of the modern methods, the most radical
measures are Finson light and radiotherapy.

Sunlight is the basis of the Finson light
method. It was known and used for centuries.
But as the sunlight was not always available,

the electric arc light is concentrated by means
of an apparatus which cuts off the heat rays
and leaves only the actinic rays. Finsen Light,

being too expensive and rather complicated
in its application, manj^ smaller lamps were
invented. Among the smaller ones, Finsen-
Reyn’s lamp is the nearest type to the true
Finsen ’s. Since seances have to be given from
one to two hours and for a long period, this

method is rather tedious and prohibitive. The
latest statistics show that only from 30% to

40% of cures have been accomplished by this

method. This method is not applicable to

luims of the mucous surfaces or to ulcerating

or vegetating lupus. The chief advantages of

this method are the painlessness of its treat-

ment and its excellent cosmetic effect.

Roentgen ray treatment comes next in

value. To my mind it is far superior and
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more effective than the B''insen method. It is

particularly useful in necrotic forms of skin

tuberculosis, such as scrofuloderma, Ijnnph-

angitis or lymphadenitis tuberculosa.

The much advertised Quarz-lamps may be

useful in the very superficial forms of skin

tuberculosis, but absolutely useless in deep-

seated ones.

High Frequency Current has been success-

fully used by Oudin and Brocq, but I doubt
its efficacy. Chemical pastes made of resorcin,

salicylic acid and pyrogallic acid are at times

useful. Hot air current up to 300-C on one
hand, as freezing with ethyl chloride on the

other hand, have been employed. Pusey’s car-

bon dioxide snow has been tried. Lately, po-

tassium permanganate has been advocated by
Schultz, but it seems that none of the methods
have proved specifics in the treatment of tu-

berculosis of the skin.

M. L. Ravitch.

ORIGINAL ARTICLES

HEALTH PROBLEMS OF KENTUCKY.*

By D. P. Curry, St Charles.

We meet here to-day with a pregnant pro-
gram. One that appeals to every true physi-
cian, quite contrary to popular opinion that
classes us with the charlatan and quack, or
commercial man and financier, who must nec-
essarily foster and encourage a growing inar-

ket for their wares as competition and pro-
duction increase. With the medical profes-
sion a paradoxical state exists. Each year
sees our own ranks swelled everv' commence-
ment season by still larger nmnbers of better
equipped, younger men. The cost of gasoline
and other necessities of life soaring skyward.
Luxuries of to-day becoming necessities to-

morrow. Increased equipment demanded.
And yet we seriousl}^ devote, not only this

day, but our very best efforts every day, to

the prevention of disease.

No longer simply to alleviate pain and dis-

tress—these are but iueidents—^but the whole
aim of the medical profession of the day is to

meet the attack of disease at its very source
and by preventing, or desti'oying, or removing
that source, to which most diseases can be
traced, we not only protect and lengthen life,

but, sad to relate, many honest dollars are

diverted from the pockets of the physician

and retained by those who reap the fruits of

our endeavors. It is our proudest boast that

we have accepted this condition of affairs and

that in the world to-day you can hardly find

an example of a single renegade physician

who would place a straw in the path of the

Read before the Hokpins County Medical Society.

progress of this greatest of humanitarian sci-

ences—preventive medicine.

We accept our cross of impecuniousness and
our crown of ingratitude and ask only of the
future that we be written among those “who
loved their fellow men.” Yet though I say
none will impede—is it true that we have left

nothing itndone? Is there not much, lying at

our right hand and at our left, that is imper-
atively calling for our own devotion and en-

thusiasm? Shall we place all the burden on
others, and await for the millennium with our
own hands folded in selfish ease or else opened
only in covetous eagerness ? Is it not true that
we have right here a great mass of people still

in a state of medieval ignorance as to infec-

tion and contagion, hygiene and sanitation?

Even Jenner’s wonderful discovery after a

century of massed proof, is it not repudiated
in our midst?

God spake through the prophet Hosea and
said, “My people are destroyed through lack

of knowledge.” Who then shall give them
knowledge, that they be not destroyed? Is it

the preacher ? He seldom has it in this sense

;

Is it the teacher? the lawyer? the merchant?
No, neither of these is qualified. Only the doc-

tor, trained by study and observation and ex-

perience, with his sense of the due relations

and proportions and significance of such scien-

tific knowledge as is necessary to the people,

can administer to this need. And then again,

who but the home doctor, who knows his peo-
ple, his locality, their most pressing needs and
greatest deficiency?

There is in the State of Kentuckj^ an organ-
ization of which Kentucky is justly proud. In

1879 our present Governor appointed the first

State Board of Health. Could I, in my own
35 years of life, point to as great growth in

spirit and usefulness as has this board in the

same period of time, I should be a colossus in-

deed among men.

The State Board was extremely fortunate

in the choice of its first and, until recently,

only executive Secretary. Under its initiative

Kentucky people have been protected and, in

a large manner, instructed, Kentucky doctoi*s

have been stimulated and assisted, wise legis-

lation enacted and enforced, quackery and in-

competency eliminated or repressed and med-
ical instruction perfected, until, to-day, no

Kentucky physician need be ashamed of the

reputation of his compeers before the rest of

the Avorld.

The State Board of Health issues a bi-

monthly bulletin which is placed gratis in the

hands of all physicians and educators in the

State. One Avho has read and preserved these

Imlletins as I have can appreciate their value.

They deal with such siibjects as hookworm,
tuberculosis, typhoid fever, small-pox, scar-
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let fever, vital statistics, the Kentucky Sani-

tary Privj'^ (of which I shall say more later),

and others, all written in a style acceptable to

the physician and captivating to the layman.
Any citizen of Kentucky may have his name
placed upon the mailing list by request.

Another feature of the State Board’s ac-

tivities is its corps of Sanitary Inspectors,

working in conjunction with and assisted by
the Rockefeller Hookworm Commission.

John D. Rockefeller, being impressed with
the prevalency of liookworin in the South and
its pernicious elfect on whole masses of people

who were in ignorance of its presence among
them, gave the sum of one million dollars to

be used toward its eradication. Chief among
the ideas of this lienefactor was this : that

hookworm, being comparatively gross in its

morphological structure, widespread in its

distribution, and seemingly miiraculously cur-

able, could be easilj" and grapliically illustrat-

ed to unscientific minds, and. using this as an
object lesson, other more difficult forms of in-

fection and need of hygienic reform could be
demonstrated. Results have confirmed this

belief. No county in the South has been visit-

ed by the hookworm campaign without yield-

ing returns that at first astounded as well as
gratified the workers.

The plan is as follows

:

A county, to avail itself of the woi'k of the
commission, must first appropriate or sub-
scribe a sum sufficient to pay the expenses of
the workers. (Not their salaries, however,
these being paid by the State Board of
Health and the Rockefeller Commission.)
Usually $500 suffices for a six-weeks’ cam-
paign. The force consists of an inspector with
a stereopticon for illustrating his lectures, and
two microscopists who do their work publicly
and encourage bystanders to take a peep. At
least a dozen dispensary locations in the
county are appointed and these are visited
about three times during the campaign. Lec-
tures are given, specimens of feces are exam-
ined, diagnoses are made and treatment for
hookworm supplied free of charge. While
hookworm is the main object of the search, it

is, as I have said, also with a view of catching
and holding the mind of the audience so as to

allow the inspector to drive home his points
upon all infectious diseases and their method
of dissemination. The house fly witli his dis-

gusting habits, typhoid fever and tuberculosis
being dwelt upon.

How illuminating is the picture drawn by
this man! He tells of tlie house fly; born in
the manure heap, feasting to surfeit in tlie

privy (])ossibly typhoid infected), then visit-

ing the kitelien, pantry and diniug-laldc;
where he di.sgorges his last ]iieal in ordei- to
avail himself of the present one. To hear him

describe the two forms of “fly-specks”: the

one small and brown, or black, being the ali-

mentary dejecta
;
the other, larger and gray-

ish in color, being the vomitus, or filthy food,

discarded, like the Roman Emperors of old, to

make room for the more savory food of the

table. Could one forget it or ignore it ? Fly
screens are always in demand after a visit of

the hookworm squad.

The writer was appointed last summer by
the State Board of Tuberculosis Commission-
ers to represent them in a sanitarji' campaign'
in Christian County. At first he was associ-

ated with that most lov'able of men. Dr. W. W.
Richmond, whose every lecture was an ovation
and who, sacrificing his health in his strenu-

ous activity, was compelled to retire from the
scene of his labors at the very moment when
his efforts were about to be crowned by an ex-

hibition of almost unbelievable enthusiasm.
Just picture in your mind, if you will, a

thousand country folk, coming at ten o’clock

in the morning, some from many miles away,
and staying until ten-thirty at night. School

children, half a dozen large wagon loads of

them, gaily decorated Avith flags, banners and
bunting

;
barbecued mutton, on tables stagger-

ing beneath a load of the finest products of

the farmAA'ife’s skill; politicians by the score;

preachers and teachers
;
Avater melon and pop

vendors; everybody and his brother. And
for Avhat? You might, if you saw the croAvd

unexpectedly, say it Avas a circus, or a county
fair. But could you believe that it was to

hear a feAv doctors preaching the doeti’ine of

good health and how to keep it ? Nevertheless,

that is Avhat happened day after day in Chris-

tian County, Kentucky, and I presume it is

the same elsewhere.

Dr. Richmond’s place Avas taken by Dr. M.
W. Steele, who made a record of national re-

pute by AA’orkiug against hookworm in the

mountains of Kentucky, both before and after

joining the Rockefeller Commission.

In Christian County a A^ery small per cent,

of hookworm A\-as discovered. Yet in that j)a,rt

of the Avork in Avhich your essayist Avas en-

gaged a frightful state of affairs Avas found
to exist. Tuberculosis everyAvhere ! 25% of

the county’s death rate! As a result of the

campaign the county last fall voted to estab-

lish a tuberculosis sanatorium and the ])vesent

Fiscal Court has appropi-iatetl money for the

purchase of its site. I quote these incidents to

show that the people can be expected to do

their part in a popular health campaign.

Let us now tiirn our attention to Hopkins
County. Can avc exj^ect to benefit from a

similar movemeni Li 1911 we had 491 deaths

and in 1912 4!H) (h'aths. I’raidically one out

of every five was caused by tuberculosis, one

out of every twenty by typhoid fever; nearly
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onc-half of the entire death rate was from
causes that are classed as preventable. These
figures, which may be read more in detail in

the published reports of the Board of Health,

it seems to me, amply justify iis in planning a

campaign for popular instnxctioii, especially

at this season of the year when the most fatal

of the infectious diseases prevail. Already,
in my own small town (I blush to say it) we
have had six cases of typhoid fever with one
death this spring Last summer we had about
24 cases with one death. A peculiar feature

which I may mention in ixassing, is that near-

ly all those afflicted were children.

How, then, should Hopkins County set

about its task? Undoubtedly the most effect-

ive way to achieve results woxild be to call up-

on the already organized and expxipped forces

of the State Roaxxl of Health. 1 shoxxld love to

see that graxxd old man. Dr. Richnxoxxd, txxx'xx-

ed loose amongst ixs for six weeks. Tbxfortix-

nately, two serioixs obstacles presexxt them-
selves. Those of xxs who have beexx engaged in

the x’ecent efforts to ixxterest the Fiscal Coixrt

ixx the eouxity farm demonstx'ator and the tu-

berculosis sanatox'ixxixx will kxxow what the first

and xnost insepax-able one is. Oxxr present

Fiscal Court, in spite of its able and broad-

xxxinded Coxxnty Jxxdge and Attorney, are iixr-

pregnable whexi it eoxxxes to appropx-iating

money except for tx-aditional or ixxevitable ex-

penses. The seeoxxd difficxxlty is that a pixx’ely

Ixookworm caxxxpaign is xiearly boixnd to fail,

for it is the experiexxee of ixxyself and others

that Ixookworxxx is rare in this section of the

State. While it does exist sporadically, it is

not here in sxxeh appx’eciable xxxxxxxbers as to

xxxake it valixable for a dexxxoxistration. A'astly

differexxt is it fronx the easterxx part of the

State whex-e as high as 75% of the people ax-e

infected axxd cases xxxay be spotted at raixdoxxx

ixx evexw audiexxce. Nevertheless, many other

forms of intestinal parasites are to be foixnd

here. The plan that sixggests itself to xxxe is a

sixnple one, yet oxxe that calls for a degree of

sacx'ifiee, effox-t axxd devotioxx fx-onx evexy doc-

tor in the coxxnty, withoxxt an exceptioxx. We
caxx condixct oxxr owxx health campaign withoxxt

any fixxxds.

Ixx the first place, the campaign must be

fostered Ixy this society and every other pby-
siciaxi ixx the coxxnty. It shoxxld x'eceive the exx-

dorseixxexxt of coxxnty and nxxxxxicipal officials,

chxxrches, oxiganizexl conxmercial bodix^s. axxd

fx-atexmal societies. All other means that will

lift it above sxxspicioxx of coxxcealing xxny .sel-

fish xxxotive 0X1 the part of axiy one man ox- set

of xxxen fox- their owxx profit ox- aggx-andize-

ixient be eixiployed. Officials axxd xnexx of staxxd-

ixxg ixx the eo'ixxxxxxxxxity .shoxxld be asked and ex-

pected to take part ixx the progx-axxx. Even the

eaxididate for political office should. be invited

to be px-esexxt. It shoxxld be the aim fix-st of

all to atti’act attentioxx and draw a crowd.
Newspaper pxxblicity is a sine qua non. Past
meetings shoxxld be reported and fxxtxxre ones
anxioxxxieed. The pxxblie xxxxxst be taxxght to

take an interest ixx the whole caxnpaigxi axxd

to desire to have it brought into their coxnmxx-

nity.

Let the county be divided into a nxxmber of

convenient distx-icts axxd let the physicians ixx

that district be the committee ixx charge there.

We could hax-dly devote every day fox- six

xveeks to the work, nor, as this paper does xxof

eoxxtemplate a hookworxn caxxxpaigxx, would so

loxxg a tixixe be xxeeded. Neither need the meet-
ixxgs be held on eonsecxxtive xlays. Satux-day
afterxxooxx axxd evexxixxg or other holidays best

suit the wox’kixxg xiiaxx axxd his faxxxily.

The coxxxmittx'e ixx chax-ge of each district

coxxld select their owxx speaker—either one of
thexiiselves or axxothex’—yet the arraxxgexnexxt

should he xlefinite and positive, A disappointed
audience is axx exixbarrassixxg thing. I believe

that physieiaxxs of neighborixxg eoxxxxties would
be glad to be hoxxored Ixy requests to deliver

lectxxres ixx this campaign. Even our State
Board of Health xnight be expected to co-

operate with us and occasionally send assist-

ance. The Dx’s. jMeCorxnack, father and son

;

Dr.. South axxd Dr. Heizer are always draw-
ing cards. I also believe it possible to borrow
fro XXX the State Board of Health axxd the Txx-

bercixlosis Coixxmissioxx a stex’eopticon and
slides that will draw crowds at xxight lectixres.

Now, what shall we teach?

In this county, as everywhere, txxbercxxlosis

easily eoxxxes fix-st, oxxtnuxnbering axxy other

eaxxse of death over 4 to 1. Theix typhoid
fever axxd the other fatal bowel troixbles, and
all other ixxfectioxxs diseases. Sixnple talks oxx

gex-xxx life, personal hygiene, hoxixe hygiene,

vexxtilatioxx of home axxd school, sanitatioxx axxd

the xxxany other things that will sxxggest thexu-

.selves to each of xxs.

Oxxe of the most effective thixxgs that I have
seexx ixx xny work oxx the txxbercxxlosis car axxd

ixx the eoxxxxty caxixjxaigns is the Kexxtxxeky

Sanitax-y Px-ivy. Woxxderful ixxventioxx ! I do
xxot know xvho fix-st discovered the px-ixxciple of
the septic tank. But I do know that as adopt-
ed by Dr. i\leCox-mack it is easily the xxxost

px-acticable oxxe that is ixx existexxce ! Every
oxxe of xxs is too thoroxxghly familiar with the

evil smellixig, fly ixxcxxbafixxg, disease disseixxi-

ixatixxg hox-ror that xxxost Kexxtxxckiaxxs xxse as

a toilet. Show yoxxr axidience a cxxt or a nxodel

of a pex-maxxeixt, ixxe.xjxensive, axxtomatic px’ivy

—^xvithout secxit or offexxce or mexxace—that

can be placed close behind the kitchexx, or eveix

made a pai-t of the hoxxse when ])ropex-ly con-

structed, and yoxx will be gratified at the inter-

est shown in it. We ai-e just completixxg one
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ill Saint Charles, and I hope, through its deiii-

onstratioii, to see many more Iniilt in that sec-

tion of the county. School trustees especially

should have their attention directed to this

feature. Jefferson County, as a result of the

demonstration at the State Pair two years

ago, ordered two Kentucky Sanitary Privies

built at each school in the county, nearly 200
in all.

Now, gentlemen, I have written longer than
1 had intended, and, having jirohahly e.x-

hausted my audience as well as myself, I shall

briefly close. On such vast cpiestions as jn-e-

ventive medicine, sanitation, hygiene, and oth-

er kindred subjects, many volumes have been
written and are at your command. Put that

part of this knowledge which the people
among whom we live and labor need they can-

not get. even from the hooks, Avithout losing

themselves in a maze of theory and technical

terms. It behooves us, then, to spread such
knowledge as they may assimilate with profit.

The plan T have faintly outlined is a mere
suggestion on my part. It is youi's to con-
sider and develop, or to reject. No one man
can carry it out alone. Only a united effort

on the part of this society and those whom
this committee of the Hopkins County Com-
mercial Club represent and these others
Avhom I have mentioned can make it feasible

and profitable.

Put I prophesy this. That it is in the pow-
er of Hopkins County to make itself famous
among the peoples of the world. That com-
munity that first puts into practice the laws
of health, even as we now know them, shall

light a beacon by which the rest of the world
may steer its course. That community Avhich
first rediiees its list of deaths from prevent-
able causes to practically “0,” will raise a

host of sons and daughters fit to sit in high

places and rule the world. For ignoi'anee is

the throne on which sits the three evils—dis-

ease, }>auperism, and crime. Indifference is

the guard that ]>rotects that throne. We must
first grapple with oin- own slothful indiffer-

ence and give to God and His people that ser-

vice which we alone can give, even though oui'

own reward be, not in worldly wealth, but in

the consciousness that we have I'eceived and
di.schai'ged a faithful trust.

Hemorrhage.—Treatment. In operations where

hleeiling Irom bone troublesome, cut a fvamnent
of muscle from any convenient |4ace in operative

field and apply to bleeding l)ony surface or

edge. Hub in if it will not adhere at first. Al-

ways efficient in arresting the bleeding.

—

Vaughan.

Tb'PERCCLOSIS.''

Py W. L. Heizer, Powling Green.

UREV.tEENCE.

Tuberculosis is the greatest health ])roblem

of Kentucky. As shown by the official death

records secured under the operation of our
Vital Statistics Law for three years, tubercu-

losis was the cause of more deaths each year

and for the three years than typhoid fever,

(lil)htheria, mea.sles, scarlet fever, whooping
cough, cancer, meningitis, influenza, and all

of the murdei's and suicides; in all, 14,821

Kentuckians were sacrificed in this period to

this needless, preventable tlisease, most of

the.se were in the prime of life, and in addi-

tion an army of 88,926 people were victims

of the disease, nearly all of whom will make
up the death records of equal volume in the

ne.xt six years. Furthermore, this vast army
of sufferers scattered in every school district

of Kentucky are ignorant of the nature of

their disease and are scattering its seeds by
the millions in the homes of their friends and
families, in schools, and other public places

so that the high, sick and death rate will con-

tinue to be exacted in the life-blood of the

very people for whom the State is now spend-
ing nearly three and o.ne-half millions of dol-

lars each year to educate. Hei’etofore, this

education by the State has carefully avoided
teaching this life and health-saving knowl-
edge to the extent that more people die in

Kentucky on an average of tuberculosis, ty-

phoid fever, and like preventable diseases,

than die in the rest of the L"nited States where
records are kept—many parts of Avhich have
as high death and sick rates as Kentucky.

So long as the State through its State De-
partment of Education and Text Pook Com-
mission continues to withhold the necessary-

knowledge to prevent them, the sick and
death rate with the resultant suffering, sor-

roAV, and monetary loss will continue to be as

high or higher than at present.

CH.A.RACTERISTICS.

Tuberculosis usually develops slowly and
without pain. It may attack any part of the

body but most freciucntly the lungs. It af-

fects all ages but particularly children and
these in eaidier years of maturity, cb.ild-bear-

ing women being frequently the victims. It

is infectious and whole families are sometimes
elesti’oyed where close cojitact aucl nnb.ygienic

c.onditions obtain. It is not inherited and

the only paid heredity plays is one of lowei'ed

resistance or we.akenod vitality whicb. might

bo ex])ected from tin* off'si)ring of those physic-

‘Puljlic Address al a meeting of the Cumberland Valle.v

Aledical Society. Corbin. Ky.. March 2(i.
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ally unfit to bring children into the world.

in children, tb.e intestines are usually the

gateway of infection and the disease appears

first in tlie lymphatic glands of the mesentery

which firmly anchors the intestines in their

proper position. Thence, the infection in the

later years of life often spreads to the lymph
or blood current and lodges in the lungs most

frequently. Then develops the disease com-

monly known as “consumption,” “cold on

the lungs,” “deep colds” of a long duration

accompanied by the characteristic signs, “con-

sumption brought on by exposure,” “weak
lungs,” “spot on the lungs,” “lung trouble,”

“hemorrhages,” many cases of “bronchitis,”

“stomach trouble” if accompanied by cough

and expectoration, and repeated attacks of

pleurisy. If the disease germs lodge in the

lymphatic glands of the neck and grow the

disease then is commonly known as “scrofu-

la,” “scrofulow,” or
“

‘kernels’ in the neck.”

When the disease locates itself in the hip or

knee it is Icnown as “hip joint disease” or
‘

‘ white swelling.
’

’ When it attacks the bones

of the spinal column, crumbling away the

bony blocks that keep the body erect, this

form of tuberculosis is known as “Pott’s dis-

ease,” and results often in the well-known

condition of “hump-back” v.diieh is nearly

always attributed by the laity to a fall in

childhood, but never is.

CAUSE OF TUBERCULOSIS.

The only cause of this disease is a seed or

germ which, like all disease producing germs,

multiplies verj^ rapidly under the favorable

conditions of food, warmth, moisture, and ab-

sence of sunlight and enemies. It is as foolish

to try to grow beans without a seed as to ex-

pect “consumption” to occur in the absence

of its seed, the bacillus of tuberculosis as it

is called. This seed or germ can be easily

grown in an incubator and Dr. Koch in his

efforts to find a cure grew them in masses that

weighed a pound or more. The billions that

enter into such a mass can be imagined some-

what by recalling that each germ is so small

than 10,000 laid end to end would not meas-

ure much more than an inch.

Under the microscope it appears often

staining as a slender red or reddish rod, hence

its name, bacAllus.

The facts necessary to prove that a certain

diseases caused by our particular germ are

very simple.

1st. Every such disease must show that

particular disease germ.

2nd. That particular germ when injected

into a living body (a guinea pig for example)

must produce a like disease and no other.

3rd. Upon growing that particular germ,

outside the body it must reproduce itself and

no other.

COURSE OP THE DISEASE.

When the germ or seed finds lodgment any-

where in the human body its growth results

in tubercles. These are nothing more or less

than a growth of cells in which nature is mak-
ing a strong effort to limit the spread and
stop the activity of the gernus through the

action of the white blood corpuscles and cell

growth. If nature is successful, these tiny

tubercles will be walled off by tough connect-

ive tissue and the white blood cells will de-

vour all of the germs of the disease. Failing

in the first efforts, other and numerous tuber-

cles are formed as the battle is waged and
many times a mr.ss as large as a walnv.t or

even larger will be found in otherwise healthy

lungs, completely surrounded by a tough cap-

sule inside of which the germs with the debris

of the battle—^broken-down corpuscles, dead
germs of tuberculosis, tissue cells, etc. will be

safely imprisoned to protect the rest of the

body. In the dissecting rooms of medical col-

leges, such healed tubercular processes are

found in about sixty-five per cent of all lungs

of people who have died of other diseases. It

is estimated that nearly three-fourths of the

human family have had, have, or will have tu-

berculosis. Not nearly so many die of it now
as foiTuerly (in Kentucky one of every six

deaths was due to tuberculosis in the past and
perhaps will continue to be true for a number
of years) so it is perfectly apparent that

many thousands of cases of tuberculosis are

cured, many of them being cured without the

knowledge of the fact that they have had the

disease.

If nature is unsuccessful in limiting the

spread of the destructive germs, the process is

carried out further and further into the lung
tissue, for example, moving in the line of least

resistance. From the tiny speck, microscopic-

al in size, it grows till it becomes large enough

to see or feel and finally in fatal cases a whole

lobe, or lung, or large part of both lungs, 'wiU

be filled with these destructive growths.

IMany times they burrow into a blood vessel

and it empties itself into an air passage. If

severe, this blood is coughed up and the vic-

tim is said to have a “hemorrhage.” When
the process breaks into an open space (an air-

tube, or bronchial tube) an ulcer forms.

These become infected with the common pus

germs and result in added destruction to the

tissues and ehar-ge the blood with additional

poisons which further weaken the victim and

cause his death.

SYMPTOMS OR SIGNS OF THE DISEASE.

All of the signs of the disease depend upon

the extent and progress of the process caused

by the growth of the germs. In the very

earliest stages there will be few or no symp-

toms to warn even the expert of the presence
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of the sti’uggle which may end in invalidism,

death, or recovery. Every death or destruct-

ion of health from this disease started with

just such a tiny point of invasion and infect-

ion.
, „ .

A **deep cold” which does not get well in

a few weeks should excite suspicion and calls

for a rigid examination by a capable physic-

ian.

A persistent cough, especially upon rising,

or a “hacking cough” calls for examination.

The cough in consumption is caused hy the

irritation of the nerve endings deep in the

lung tissue and is simply nature s effort to re-

move this foreign and destructive matter by

expulsion through the mouth.

Earlv in the disease then a cough is par-

ticularly significant. The victim begins early

to run a slight fever, especially in the after-

noons. This is an indication that nature is

engaged in a warfare with some infection that

is menacing the safety of the individual.

Later, this fever is more persistent and runs a

higher course especially if ulceration has de-

veloped and infection with the common pus

germs has taken place. This fever produces

the soealled “hectic flush” which is indicated

by the rosy—too rosy—cheeks of the jiatient

when the fever is present.

The patient early begins to lose weight, two,

five, ten or more pounds in as many weeks.

This is ample evidence to show that in the ef-

fort of nature to vanquish the invading germs

she has called out the reserve forces of the

body and is using up more of the body energy

than is possible to produce with food.

The appetite becomes fickle and the stom-

ach refuses to relish or digest the ordinary

amount of food. The tight at this stage has

become serious for, without proper nourish-

ment to furnish energy to the resistive forces

in the white and red blood corpuscles, the re-

serve energy stored away in the fats of the

body Avill soon become exhausted and the pa-

tient reduced to invalidism at an early period.

There may or may not be a “hemorrhage”
depending upon whether or not the tubercu-

lar process has burrowed into a blood-vessel

of sufficient size to produce it.

There are all signs that may he noted by
the patient and are danger signals to the

well-informed individual.

In addition to .tliese signs, the expert or
well qualified physician can detect many other
signs of the disease, called physical signs.

Hence, one should be consixlted early to de-
tect the presence of tuberculosis.

With the patient’s chest exposed, by care-
ful measuroments he may determine a differ-

ence in the amount of expansion due to a
filling up or solidfying of the lung tissue. By
placing an ear or instrument to the chest

JCAL JOUB.NAL.

wall certain peculiarities of sound or transfer

of sound of the patient’s voice may help him
to determine whether or not the destructive

process is extensive, has burrowed into the air

passages, or exists at all. By “sounding”
with a finger or an instrument he can tell by
the difference in sound whether or not there
is more or less of a solid spot of diseased tis-

sue underneath.

By having the temperature of the body re-

corded from day to day he is able to add to
the evidence of disease; likewise, a record of
the body weight for several weeks will be of
aid.

The final and positive test for the disease is

to have a microscopical examination made
from time to time of the sputum or “spit”
or the matter which is coughed up from the
lungs. The early morning expectoi-ation is
probably the best to examine.

The physician may do this himself, send it
to a private laboratory which usually charges
the patient five dollars for the examination,
or he can send it free of charge to the Bacteri-
ological Laboratory of the State Board of
Health at Bowling Green and secure reports
as often as necessary. If the germ or seed is
found in the sputum, the verdict is final and
the patient is known to be infected. If the
report shows no germ, it does not necessarily
mean that the patient is free from the dis-
ease but several more specimens collected at
different times should be sent to the labora-
tory or until the germ is found. Many
times the germ does not find its way to an
air passage until late in the disease.

Prom these facts it can be readily under-
stood that the day of the pulse-feeling, tongue-
looking doctor is rapidly passing if these are
the only ways he employs to tell what is wrong
with the patient. No man has yet been suffici-
ently endowed by nature at his birth, or later,
with sufficient knowledge of the mysteries of
the human body, in sickness or in health, to
be able to look wise and tell without diligent
and painstaking effort what is the matter
with the “human machine.”

HOW THE DISEASE IS SPREAD.

Koch discovered that consumption is a seed
disease in 1882—this discovery is only thir-
ty-two years old. Tuberculosis is probably as
old as man and for centuries it has reaped its

harvest of millions of victims. All of the
population of the world remained in absolute
ignorance of the nature or cause of the dis-
ease. Ilipijocrates, centuries ago, wrote from
his wonderful experience, “of three things be-
ware, a disease of tlie female breast, an injury
to the knee, and the spitting of pus, (con-

sumption).”

It existed in all countries and it was no
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vosj)pctor of persons high or low. With ex-

]>ectorated matter of the ancient Jews,

Kgyptian.s, Chaldeans, Hindoos, and their

contemporaries, and the more modern Greeks,

Romans, Saxons, and Mongolians wdth theirs,

and the millions of people to-day, countless

myriads of the seed of this scourge were sown
among the sons of men and are being sown
with only a feehle etfojd here and there to dis-

continue the involuntary manslaughter of

thousands who are killed every day.

Just as weeds have found their way into

every cultivated piece of land through long

negligence and freedom from attack, so have
the tiny living seeds of tuherculo.sis and like

seed diseases been scattered over the face of

the earth wherever man is found. The job

now of exterminating tuberculosis is like pull-

ing out the weeds in a spring garden and pre-

venting their return, onl}' the field is world-

wide and most of the people refuse to believe

or do not know that it can he successfully

done.

The disease germs are spread in many ways
and one has only to remember what is going

on in the lung to realize the facts. Here with-

in the lung which has thousands of air tubes

all draining into one outlet sewer—the

trachea or ‘"windpipe”—are growing the

germs of the disease. If it is all advanced
and broken through the walls of the air cells

or tubes, the nerve endings are pricked and
stimulated and wise “old nature” causes the

muscles of respiration to take into tiie lungs
an extra supply of air and suddenly to con-

tract with great force causing an outward
nish of pent-up air to pass smldenly through
tlie mouth carrying with it the foreign mat-
ter (accumulated pus and mucus and germs).
This is a cough. It is perfectly clear and if

we could lock iip the sewer outlet, the mouth
and nose none of these disease germs would
find their way into the outside world and con-

sumption would disappear in a generation.

The same woiilcl hold true of (liphtlieria,

pneumonia, bronchitis, follicular tonsilitis,

‘‘bad colds,” and whooping cough. The
next best thing, tlierefore, is to destroy the
output of this sewer immediately upon its dis-

charge. Unfortunately this knowledge is only
thirty-two years old and hardly anyl)ody
knows it, a lot of people don’t I)elieve it, and
nearly everybody ignores it.

Spitting, coughing, sneezing. talking,

drinkin"^ eating, nose-blowing, kissing, are

the acts whicli gather tlie output of this

sewer from diseased lungs and scatter it to

beds, bedding, caipets, rugs, walls, floors,

handkerchiefs, knives, forks, glasses, drinking

cups, spoons, in i)eople’s faces and mouths,

the sidewalk, to flies, to fingers, to food, to

the dust in the air we breathe, in railway and

street eai\s, Pullmans, in telephone transmit-
ters, in moving picture shows, chui-ehes, court-
houses, the living room of one’s family, an-
other’s bed, into the neighbor’s home, into

schools, and to the world.

31ilk from tul)ercular cows, esj)ecially when
the disease occurs in the teats or udder, is

responsible for a large number of cases of the
disease in children in particular. Every dairy
cow, therefore, should he tested for this dis-

ease by what is known as the tuberculin test

which is correct in more than ninety-five per
cent of the tests made. It is harmless to the
cow and enables the owner to protect the rest

of his herd fi-om infection.

Dogs and cats are often victims of the dis-

ease and for this reason, in addition to their

possibility of contracting hydrophobia or
‘‘rabies,” should not be permitted to as.soci-

ate intimately with children. The habit of
kissing and fondling these animals is a filtliy

one and should be prohibited.

PREVENTION.

1. Care hi/ the Infected Person. In the
age of discretion the person who suspects the

presence of the disease, or before this time, his

parents or guardian (including teachers)

should by repeated examinations by skilled

physicians and microscopical examinations
ascertain that the infection is present or
absent. If present, certain lines of procedure
are absolutely neeesary to follow in order that

such a person may not become more danger-
ous to himself and the lives of others, especial-

ly his family and intimate friends, than a

raving maniac, who would be speedily cap-

tiu’ed and kept away from society. The ig-

norant consumptive without a health consci-

ence is permitted by law to kill from one to a

hundred of his fellow citizens and poison
many times this number by scattering, where-
ever he may choose to go, the sick and death-

dealing seed of his malady. The first and
most important thing for a consumptive to

learn is this fact and knowing it resolve firm-

ly that no person shall be infected from the

discharges of his nose or mouth. This has
been well called a “Health Conscience,” when
applied to all of the preventable diseases and
is the chief hope of sanitarians for the ulti-

mate suppression of such diseases. Into fam-
ilies which always will he infected without it.

this cla.ss of diseases will continue to come for

a long time on account of tlie ignorance, care-

less-mess, or inditference of others, but with the

development of an individual and family

health conscience, the .spread of such diseases

from such individuals or families to others

can he limited and stopped within a genera-

tion.

The main purjmse of tuberculosis sanitoria

is to bring the infected individual into a
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workinfj knowledge of llie ])reventioii of his

clisoaso and tlii-ouf?h him, as an arrested or

cured ease, to carry such knowledge to his

family and community for their protection.

This article outlines tliese procedures.

DISPOSITION OF SPUTUM.

Whether from coughing, sneezing, talking,

or any of the respiratory acts, the utmost

care must he used to prevent the scattering of

sputum en masse or in drofilets. All dis-

charges of a (piantity large enough to he seen

or felt should be expectorated or caught into

a spit-cup which can he Inirnetl. Tliey can

be bought very cheap or can he made from

newspapei*s and carried inside a metal or

waxed paper cup with a well-titting top. A
smootli, seamless metal cup in which a jiaper

cup is carried can he easily boiled and clean-

ed. A heavy-weight waxed paper cup con-

taining the receiving cup is probably safer,

for when it becomes unclean it can be burned.

These are usually earided in the side coat or

apron pocket, and the inside cups are chang-

ed and burned three or four times or more a

day, depending upon the amount of expectora-

tion. If the fingers are soiled when handling

these cups or the handkerchief, they should

be washed at once.

It is very important that sputum from the

lungs should not be swallowed, for in an ap-

palling number of instances the patient rein-

fects himself in this way and develops intes-

tinal or other forms of tuberculosis. This

point is of vital importance. i\Iany hopeful

cases and permanent cures are lost because of

the negligence of this. rule.

2. Care of a Patient hij Others.—The
Room. When the disease has reduced its vic-

tim to invalidism or to the point of confine-

ment for curative purposes, he should be plac-

ed in a large screened room with hardwood
or well-varnished floors with cracks elimin-

ated. Draperies and carpets should not be

used. The lied should be out in an open
screened porch opening into the living room
of the patient.

The windows should be so arranged that

plenty of sunlight can he admitted and, in the

absence of a sleeping porch, so that a com-
plete change of fresh air can be secured every
thirty minutes.

Fresh air in unlimited quantity regardless

of low temperature must be furnished. In ex-

tremely cold weather the patient can be made
comfortable by wearing an escpiimau suit, or

having hot water bottles placed in tlie bed, or

the bed can be warmed with steam or hot
water pipes where such s.vstems of heating are

installed.

The floors should he kept well oiled to pre-

vent the flying of dust. Bed clothing, sheets,

pillow cases, etc., should be soaked in a bi-

chloride of mercuiy .solution, 14 grs. to the

gi'.llon of water, fumigated in an air-tight

closet with formaldehyde gas, or boiled fifteen

minutes before being laundered.

In every ease the patient alone must sleep in

his OM'ii bed, use his oum bed clothing exclus-

ively. iMany cases of tuberculosis are con-

tracted by young people spending the night

with their tubercular friends and sleeping in

the same bed or room or using the bedding of

another tubercular patient. Upon several oc-

casions the writer has seen bed-clothing sold

after the death of a consumptive who used

them, to innocent and ignorant people who
thought they had secured a bargain.

AVhen several in a family are eonsumptives,

this habit of u.sing beds and bedding in com-

mon is probably more responsible than any
other one factor.

Coverlets and comforts together with the

mattresses should be given a day’s sunning at

least once or twice a week.

The patient must be taught not to cough
into his bedelothing but into a clean •cloth

which is kept in a covered container and
burned when .soiled. The spit-cup” is in-

dispensable.

It is a filthy and dangerous habit to spread

a pa])er upon the floor and have the patient

spit upon it. Scatter flour upon the flies

which greedily devour this deadly and nause-

ating material and see how quiekh^ they may
lie found upon the lip of the sleeping baby, its

nursing bottle, in' your milk or butter, or up-
on your bread.

All eating and drinking utensils must be
boiled at least fifteen minutes immediately af-

ter their use by a consumptive, and under no
circumstances must the family dipper or pub-
lic drinking cup be used by him.

COMMUNITY AND STATE PROTECTION.

No claim of sanitary protection is stronger

than its weakest links. It is necessary, there-

fore, when the individual members and fam-
ilies of any community have developed a
“Health Con.seienee” to stop the further

sjiread of preventable diseases occurring in

their homes, that some regulations and rules

be adopted and enforced which will govern
the careless, ignorant, and criminally indif-

ferent. Schools are dangerous disease spread-

ers because certain members of society refuse

to keep disea.sed children at home. Churches,
courthouses, and other public places are open
to the same criticism.

Such regulations by any community are ab-

solutely nece.ssary and their enforcement im-

perative. They are known as health laws and
are at present administered by tlie city, coun-

ty, and the State Boards of Health. At pres-

ent they are inadequate and imperfect and
but reflect the state of the public mind upon
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the pi'ohiem. As iuformation and the sense

of responsibility are spread, healtli laws and

the means of enforcing them will become bet-

ter.

Any community, city, or county operating

under perfect health laws properly enforced

is still in danger of becoming infected with

tuberculosis and other preventable diseases

from surrounding communities and counties.

The existence and perfection of a State Board

of Health with power of regulation after all

the counties is indispensable.

In like manner it is easily seen that, finally,

a National Department of Health with ample

proportions and support will inevitably be

necessary to protect the various states from

inter-communicable diseases.

In Kentucky we now have the Kentucky

Tuberculosis Commission and the State Board

of Health which are given certain powers and

duties to protect the health and lives of our

people.

Under the powers of the former any com-

munity of a county or several counties may
erect a modern school for consumptives where

the i-nmates are cured and taught to so care

for themselves and others that their disease

will not be a danger to their associates. This

school is termed a Sanatorium.

THE CURE OP TUBERCULOSIS.

It is not within the scope of this paper to

outline any treatment for this should be left

in the hands of a competent physician. Any
attempt to outline the treatment of fresh air,

rest, and nourishing food would probably re-

sult in attempts at self medication which is

always to be condemned as useless and dan-

gerous.

The taking of patent medicines is a per-

nicious and dangerous habit, for most of them

are concoctions of alcohol, as cheap Avhiskey,

and some opiate which give the patient a

sense of comfort and security altogether mis-

leading and harmful. It is necessary to knoAV

two things well t it ivill take a considerable

time, many months perhaps, to cure or arrest

a case of tuberculosis and it ivill require a

great deal of patience and ivill power to do

as one is told to be cured. Patience, perse-

verence, and obedience to the orders of a

competent physician, however, will save many

a victim of this disease.

Cardiovascular Disease.—Treatment. Ideal diet

in presence of impaired circulation consists es-

sentially of Imead and butter, with some milk to

supply fluid, and enough cheese to make up pro-

tein requirements; fruits and vegetables to be

added in moderate amount.—Bishop.

EXTRA UTERINE PREGNANCY.'*

By C. A. Fish, Frankfort.

By this term we mean a gestation which

occurs outside the uterine cavity. The con-

dition was first mentioned in the tenth cen-

tury by Abulcasis, and in 1626 Riolan report-

ed several cases
;
but until recent years it was

considered more as a freak of nature; how-

ever, in the light of our present knowledge
we know it to be of rather frequent occur-

rence, and since the first operation perform-

ed by Lawson Tait in 1883, it lias been
snatched from a state of utter hopelessness

and placed in that growing list of conditions

where surgery has scored its most brilliant

results.

The most common form is that of tubal

pregnancy and the fecundated ovum may
have its nesting either in the median, am-
pullary or interstitial portions of the tube,

occurring most frequently in the order named.
And occasionally we have gestation occur-
ring in the ovary itself. We speak of it as
primary when the ovum occupies the original
seat of implantation; secondary, when by
rupture or absorption it occupies a new po-
sition. Practically all cases of abdominal
pregnancies are secondary as the ovum is

soon absorbed and digested by the peritoneum
if originally implanted there, though pri-
mary abdominal pregnancy has been report-
ed as occurring on the posterior fold of the
broad ligament and omentum, but is exceed-
ingly rare.

PATHOLOGY.

It matters not in what portion of the tube
the fecundated ovum is implanted, the course
is the same. Development at once begins by
the ovum burrowing into the wall of the tube
in a Avay analogous to that of normal preg-
nancy and as the ovum grows it distends the
walls of the tube and comes to lie in the tissue
beneath, the villi haAong rapidly dissected
their AA^ay through the epithelium, causing a
weak spot or rent through Avhieh the ovum
may escape Avith rupture of the tube; but
rupture is really caused more by erosion of

the perforating villi and accompanying hem-
orrhage than by distention.” The early

stages of placental formation are almost

identical Avith those of uterine pregnancy.

Rupture of the tube usually terminates dur-

ing the second or third months in the median
and interstitial types and at the placental

site. In tubal rupture the foetus does not

alAvays die, the life of the foetus depending

largely on the extent of detachment of pla-

centa from its original implantation. When

*Read before the Franklin County Medical Society.
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I’lipture occurs early and llie ovum is en-

tirely extruded from tlu^ tube the foetus dies

and is rapidly absorl)ed, as shown lin o[)era-

tion. However, when the ])lacental attaeli-

ment is sufficient to maintain life of tlu'

foetus, pregnancy proceeds under extra

uterine conditions which ai-e fraught with

constant danger to both mother and child,

it being exceptional though possible for the

foetus to reach full term, and if so, we have

spurious labor resembling normal labor with

cramp-like pains continuing often for hours

or even days due to uterine contractions and

accompanied with bloody discharges fi'om

the uterus; but after a certain length of time

the foetal movements cease, indicating death

of the child, the abdomen then begins to di-

minish in size, and if the foetus is not re-

moved by operation it becomes inbedded in

the placenta and membranes and may undei'-

go several changes of stnictui-e, namely,

mummify by absorption of fluids ;
undergo

calcareous change and form a lithopedion

;

or infection and suppuration may occur,

forming a large abscess, which may rupture

into the bladder, vagina or rectum; or gen-

eral sepsis may intervene. The decidua is

usually cast off from the uterus .soon after the

death of the foetus either in whole or in pari

in a bloody vaginal discharge. This is an

important diagnostic sign and is often mis-

taken for uterine abortion. In a small per
centage of cases we may have ru])ture into

that portion of the broad ligament not cover-

ed by peritoneum, resulting in broad liga-

ment hematoma, which is the most fortunate

termination when nature is unaided.

TUBAL ABORTION.

When the ovum is implanted in the am-
pullary portion of the tube especially, we
may have tubal abortion, its course resemb-

ling closely uterine abortion, hemorrhage oc-

curring in the decidua serotina. loosening the

ovum from its bed and the foetus escajies

among the clots in the lumen of the tube and
is either extruded through the fimbriated end
of the tube into the peritoneal cavity, where
it may be absorbed uidess tbe liemorrhage is

so great as to demand interference : or, if ex-

ti-usion does not take place, tbe ovum is usu-

ally destroyed by the hemorrhage and may
be converted into a mole. There are no doubt
many cases of tubal aboidion with spontane-
ous recoveries which ]iass under a mistaken
diagnosis.

OV.VRIAN TYJ'E,

The ovai'ian type is very rai-e. oidy about
thirty cases being on recoi'd. This pui'sues

about the same course as the tubal, impi'cg-

nation taking jilace before tbe ovum leaves

tbe ovary. Rupture of the sack with hema-
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tocele is the usual termination of ovarian

abortion.

ETIOLOGY.

The positive cau.se is unknown, but endo-

.‘•alpingitis, neoplasms, infantile or accessory

tubes, pelvic adhesions, diverticula, congeni-

tal malformations, (gonorrheal and jmerperal

infections being frequent antecedents.) are

the most frequent cairses.

SYAIPTOMh.

4’he .symptoms are in the main those of

early normal pregnancy, such as supjiression

of the menses, empty enlarged uterus, nausea,

a softened cervix, lax vagina, unilatm-al pain

in the lower jielvis, and if the foetus dies

early and laipture or abortion does not im-

mediately occur we have more or le.ss uterine

flow, containing shreds and clots, which may
be mistaken for an uterine abortion. At the

time of rujitiii’c. the patient will pre.sent evi-

ilences of shock, anemia, localized pain, rapid
pulse, etc.

PROGNOSIS.

The iirognosis is followed with varying re-

sults, depending largely on the circumstances.

Under modern surgical treatment we have a

mortality of less than five per cent, but when
nature is iinaideil, the mortality is appalling,

being estimated at about sixty-eight per cent.

DIAGNOSIS.

The patient usually gives a history of miss-

ing a period or irregulai menstrual discharges,

together with the early signs of normal preg-

nancy. On examination we find an empty,
enlarged, open uterus with a soft cervix, lax

vagina, and often we can jialpate a unilateral

tumor close to the uterus. If in addition to

this, we have had an expulsion of a decidua,

the diagnosis is positive. When rupture oc-

curs we have profound shock, anemia, rapid

pulse, cyanosis and a stormy onset. The
diagnosis is often difficult, though practi-

cable, before rupture. If pain and hemor-
rhage are not severe we may infer that the

lesion is that of tubal abortion, but in many
cases, the .symptoms ar(> not distinctive and
a positive diagnosis is imjiossible; especially

wlum the cliild survives after rupture or

abortion of the tube. In addition to these

tests we may use a microscope to demonsti'ate

whether there are choi-ionic villi iu tb.e utei'-

ine tlischarge. If tbe foetus sbould survive

and approacb full teian. tbe diagnosis may
prove to be very difficult liefore spurious la-

bor occurs. It is easier to diagnose in the

broad ligament than in the abdomen. AVben

tbe diagnosis is uncertain the patient should

be placi'd in a hosidta! for observation. We
should differentiate ])yo.salpinx, hydrosalpin.x.

ovai'ian cysts, apiiendicitis, renal anil gall

stone
,
colic. The main points in differential
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diagnosis are finding an empty enlarged
uterus alongside the tumor, and the stormy
onset of the early signs of pregnancy.

TRE.^TMENT.

There is no exiDectant treatment for this

condition. “Whether the rupture is i^artial

or complete, an immediate abdominal section

for removal of the explosive body and con-

trol of hemorrhage, unless the patient should

be in profound shock when we first see her,

when it 7uay then be the part of wisdom to

postpone operation until reaction takes place.

The operation previous to rupture is simple

and safe. The treatment of rupture and
tubal abortion are practically the same. If,

however, the • foetus has advanced towa’xl

term, the operation becoimes much more
formidable, and if the diagnosis has not been

made before full term and the foetus is still

viable, some operators prefer to wait for its

death and for thrombosis of the placental ves-

sels.” But most surgeons operate immedi-

ate!}" after the diagnosis is made. If the

pregnancy be intra-ligamentous or tubal,

without many adhesions, it is not so difficult

and dangerous, as when the placenta and
sack are attached to the intestines and ad-

jacent organs; then there is great danger

from hemorrhage in separating the placenta

and it is often best not to try to remove it

until after the circulation has ceased, simply

open the sack, remove the child, and sew the

placenta to the abdominal wall and securely

pack, as the placenta will usually separate

and be discharged or can be twisted out and
removed through the original incision within

a few weeks.

bibliography.

Dp Lee’s Obst»trics.

American Practice ofSwgers.

Neuritis.—Treatment. Place long electrodes

consisting of absorbent cotton wrapped in gauze,

jiarallel in pairs along limbs or spinal column.

Current to be transmitted through metallic bands

of suitable length. Intensity of current 60 to

80 milliamperes for an arm and 100 to 125 for

a lower limb. Sitting to last three-c|uarters to

one Iiour. and be fre(|uently repeated. Method
used in nearly 600 cases, with excellent results.

Traumatic myelitis benefited.—Hirtz.

Ophthalmia, Gonorrheal. Treatment. Stock

gonococcic vaccines used in nine cases causing

prompt reduction of swelling and protecting

deeper corneal and conjunctival tissues from in-

vasion. Initial dose for babies, 50 millions; sub-

secpiently 100 millions. For adults, double these

doses. Local cleanliness and antisepsis to be sim-

ultaneous! maintained.—Mittendorf.

VACCINE TREATMENT OF PERTUSSIS.*

By J. Allen Kirk, Louisville.

Whooping cough has existed fro’.n early
times, and as an infectious disease of import-
ance ma}' be classed with diphthei’ia and scar-

let fever. It is probably the cause of more
deaths to-day than any other infectious dis-

ease. It does not kill directly through the
means of a specific poison, as cloes diphtheria
and scarlatina, but on account of its prolong-
ed course, and its many complications is equal-

ly effective as a life destroyer.

The bacillus described by Bordet and Gen-
gou in 1906 is at present generally accepted as

a probable cause of pertussis, although abso-

lute proof of its etiologic specifiicity is not
yet complete. The bacillus is present in the
sputum in enormous numbers, and almost in

pure cultures on the first two or three days af-

ter the onset of a whoop, and it may be found
several days before tlio spasmodic stage be-

gins. At the end of the first week of this

stage, however, other bacteria such as pneu-
mococci, and staphylococci, have usually be-

come so numerous that isolation of the bacil-

lus is impossible. Jochmann and Krause
found the influenza bacillus in the sputum of

pertussis patients in 100 per cent of the cases

they studied. Wollstein states that it may be

there before the whoop develops and Davis
states that it may be present six months after

the attack has ceased. In children who have
died during the spasmodic stage of an attack

of pertussis, the Bordet-Gengou bacillus has
been found in the heart’s blood and also in the

lungs, where the bacillus influenza is usually

present as ivell.

The bacillus of Bordet and Gengou it ap-

pears grows by choice, low in the lung, and
rarely above the larynx. During the early

stages of the disease it is found abundantly
but becomes more scanty as the disease pro-

gresses. Under the microscope according to

Bordet, the organism apiiears as a small cocco-

bacillus, in size and shape comparable to the

bacillus of influenza. Examined in original

cultures it is usually rather longer and
plumper but during the progress of sub-cul-

tivation it becomes smaller until it finally ap-

pears as a mere point even under the highest

microscopical powers. Bordet’s bacillus is

non-motile, negative to Gram’s stain and
stains feebly with the usual basic dyes, such

as methylene blue but best by weak fuschin.

Pfaundler and Schlossman, in their work
on Children’s Diseases gives the average dur-

ation of pertussis in light of uncomplicated
eases as varying between eight and twelve

weeks.

Holt gives the average duration of the disease

as eight to nine weeks while in the more se-

*Eead before the Jefferson County Medical Society.
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vere eases, especially diu'iug- the wiuter

mouths, it may he pi'olonged to three or four

mouths.

As to pathology, there is very little eliavae-

teristic pathologic change iu pertussis. There

is an indammatiou and intiltration of the

mucous mem'hrane of the larynx and upper

trachea, which is doubtless the seat of the

speeitic infection. As to the treatment up to

the discovery of tlie speeilic organism, the

bacillus pertussis or lloi-det-haeillus and the

vaccine made from same, we had to depend on

drugs, such as antipyrin, (piinine, bromides,

etc., which we cannot entirely dispense with

as yet.

It was during the wiuter of 1911 Parke,

Davis & Co., and INlulford first )nanufactured

the pertus.sis vaccine and let it out to the med-
ical profession for experimentation. It re-

mained in the experimetnal state for about a

year then it was put on the nuarket. The vac-

cine then contained twenty million killed bac-

teria to the c.c. and the initial dosage was one

third c.c. or about seven million bacteria to

infants and one-half c.c. or about ten million

bacteria to older children. Then in four days
the infant i-eceived two-thirds c.c. or about

fourteen million bacteria, older children one

c.c. of twenty million. Then in four days in-

fants and older children alike, receive another

c.c. or twenty million bactei’ia.

The vaccine now contains fifty million and
one hundred million per c.c. and that is the

plain pertussis vaccine. The combined vac-

cine contains per c.c. bacillus pertussis, fifty

million
;

staphylococcus pyogenes aureus,

twenty million
;
streptococcus pyogenes, ten

million
;
micrococcus catarrhalis, twenty mil-

lion; bacillus intlueuza, twenty million.

This combined vaccine is for use in later

.stages of the disease. In private practice we

.sometimes are not called until the second or

third week as I said earlier in the paper at

the end of the first week of the spasmodic
stage of the disease, other organisms can he
found, such as pneumococcus, sta])bylocoeens

and bacillus influenza.

The result ex])ccted or that has been obtain-
ed from the use of pertussis vaccine is to

lessen the number and severity of the pai'-

oxysms, lessen the amount of vounting, render
e,om])lications less liable to ensue and .shorten

the duration of the disease. The dosage used
now is much larger than when the vaccine
first came out. The initial dose now to in-

fants is one-third c.c., or fifteen million killed

bacteria, to older children one-half c.c. or
twenty-five c.c. which is more than double the
initial dose formerly given. It seems that we
get better results from the larger dosage.

Sill, in an article in the American Journal
of Diseases of Children, gives the vaccine ac-

cording to the number ami severity of the

paroxysms. He gave from twenty million in

mild cases to sixty million in severe cases. In

one case, a child fourteen months of age, he

gave foi'ty million at a dose, every two days

for two weeks, the vomiting having stopped

the ninth day after treatment was begun.

The writer has had only a very limited ex-

perience with the pertussis vaeeim'. In Peb-

ruai-y and iMarch of 1918, 1 had fifteen ease

in an Italian settlement in Louisville, the ages

of the children i-anging from six months to

fourteen years. I got these children in all

stages of the disease but not a one before the

first week of the spasmodic stage. I started

each of these children with the initial dose

of ten million killed bacteria, and in fo;ir days
gave the second dose of twenty million killed

bacteria, and in four days another twenty mil-

lion killed bacteria, witli the exception of two
cases which had been whooping for three*

weeks before 1 saw them, did I have to give

the fourth dose. 1 had no way of keeping an
exact record of these ca.ses, these people being-

very hard to deal with, fdiey could scarcely

tell me whether the children had had lessened

paraxysms, or not. All they could tell me
was that the children wei*e better, they
thought. In each of thees eases I gave Cal-

cidin, two and one-half gi-ains every three

hours. I had to do this in order to get a

chance to use the vaccine, as the parents ob-

jected to the iise of the hypodermic needle,

and they saw no improvement until after the

second dose.

In these few eases I feel sure the vaccine

lessened the .severity of the paroxysms, the

vomiting and shortened the duration of the

tlisease by several weeks. There was not a

complication and no had effects from the use

of the vaccine in any case.

Freeman of London, \ises as a routine treat-

ment for a child five years of age, two hun-
dred and fifty million Bordet bacillus and ten

million pneumococci weekly, giving the vac-

cine daily. Very young children receive fif-

ty million Boi-det’s bacillus and two million

l)neumoeocci. Freeman has ol)served no iin-

favorable after effects and feels that on the

wohle the inoculation gives the children a bet-

rer chance, and inoculat(*d his oAvn children

when they had whooping cough.

Several of my fellow practitioners have*

used the vaccine, some of them in a great nnm-
ber of cases, others in a limited number like

mj^self. They all speak favorably of the vac-

cine and advise its use and think that it is the

best treatment that we have to-day for per-

tussis.

C-ONGUTSIOKS.

1. This treatment seems to lessen the se-
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verity of the disease, abort complications, and
shorten the duration.

2. The sooner the treatment is liegun the

lietter the i-esults.

8. I l)elieve this is the best metliod of

treating pertussis we have at hand to-day, al-

though it does not seem to be a speeitic yet.

4. The method seems to he withoiit harm-
ful after results.

SO-lIE USES OF THE KOENTGEN RAY
AS A DIAGNOSTIC AGENT.*

By B. IMvson, London.

The importance of the Roentgen Ray as a

diagnostic agent is well shown by a glance at

the programs of the various medical societies,

)uany of which devote an entire session to its

consideration as applied to some one of tlie

specialties alone, or by turning throiigh the

pages of any of our current medical journals.

It has so influenced medical and surgical

opinion until it is frequently the deciding

factor not only in determining the diagnosis,

when or when not to operate, but the prog-

nosis as well.

Progress along this line in the past five

years has been very rapid indeed, due to im-

proved apparatus and improved technic. In

fact the period from if-OS, when Roentgen
first made known the result of his discovery,

until the present has iwi n one of the most re-

markable in the his1or\ of medicine. .Vnaf-

omy, physiologi', and pathology take on a new
and added interest when studied in the living

subject. Other methods of diagnosis are not

displaced by the Roentgen Ray, whether
they be phyiscal or laboratory, but as a means
of checking up ond confirming other methods,
it is invaluable, often giving information not

obtainable in any other way. As an illustra-

tion, take the work that is being done in the

stomach and intestines. Here we can determ-
ine the shape, size, muscle ton(>, stasis if pres-

ent, whefher or not there be a growth in the

lumen of the stomach, and the presence or

or absence of a constriction at the jiylorus.

Some of this information can be gained in no
other way. Even a laparotomy will not give

size, shape, or emptying time oi- tone of tliis

organ. This is accomplished without the dif-

ficulty of passing a stomach tube to the op-

erator. oi‘ the inconvenience of swallowing
same to the patient. Those of us who learn-

ed to think of the stomach as described in our
text hooks had to materially revise our con-

ception of it.

After a bismuth meal, in the erect position,

the lower edge of the stomach is nearly al-

*Read bofoie tht* meetintr of the Cumhei laiid Valley Medi-
cal Society at Corbin. March 2ti. 1914.

ways seen on a level with the umbilicus. The
pylorus a little higher than the lowest point

of the stomach. AVhen the bismuth enters the

stomach peristaltic waves are seen to begin

and move toward tiu pylorus. This is con-

tinued until finally a portion is seen to pass

through the pylorus into the duodenum.
There are four recognized types of normal
stomachs, all occupying a more or less vertical

position in the abdomen. A very ingenioiis

method of studying the entire gastro-intes-

tinal tract at one examination has been sug-

gested, that of giving bismuth meal at three

different times, one twelve hours before exam-
ination, one six hours before, and another at

the time of the examination. The Roentgen
or the Roentgenoscope showing the position

occupied by the three meals. Case has recent-

ly in a vei’y suggestive j^aper, called atten-

tion to the exaggerated anti-peristalsis in di-

agnosis of malignant disease of the intestines.

The anti-i)eristalsis hei'e seen being analagous

to that olhservcd in pyloric obstruction. He
also calls attention to what is no4V rather a

well-recognized fact, that the colon tube has

)io advantage over the short rectal tube in

giving any sort of enemas, in fact has some
disadvantages.

The science of Roentgenology is based on
the fact that the structures of the body vary
in their density, and in the amount of I'esist-

ance offered to the jiassage of the rays. So

the degree of contrast which any organ or

part shows on a plate depends on its opacity

to the rays as compared with its surrounding

structures. The bones stand out in marked
contrast as compared wilh the soft parts, and
the tendons cast still (piite a different shadow.

The heart is seen (paite plainly as compared
with Ihe less dense structure of the ’lungs,

and in th.‘ same way, rc^-ognition of pulmon-
ary lesions is quite easy, in fact the Roentgen

Ray is the most accurate means at oui- com-

mand to di;ignose and definit-'ly locate such

lesions.

It was in the diagnosis of fractui'es, dislo-

cations, and odier hone lesions ^.'.at the Ro-

entgen Ray scored its earliest success. In such

cases it offers advantages and gives results

not obtainable by any other method of diag-

nosis at oui- command as well as ])oints the

way to successful treatment. It also offers a

degree of protection to the physician that be-

comes often imperative beeaTise of the large

number of damage suits occurnng from time

to time, and evhieh, like Bancpio’s Ghost,

stares the pliysician in the face every time he

is called to treat a fracture. It has been the

experience of men doing iuuch of this work
that inost of the sprains occurring in the wrist

and ankle joints are instances of fractures. I

have seen more than one such occurrence.
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Some time baek I saw a case with Dr. Bry-
ant, a man who had .some eight or nine weeks
previously been injured in a mine by falling

slate. After removing him to his home it was
found he could not move one leg. He was seen

by a physician who was unable to make out a

fracture, and thought the injury was confined

to the soft parts. When Dr. Bryant saw the

<‘ase he was making some attempt to get about
on crutches. As there was some swelling still

j)i-esent and as there seemed to be slight short-

(>ning, Dr. Bryant suggested he have a Roent-
genogram made. This was done and showed
a large amount of callus thrown out around a

fractur(' of the upper third of the thigh. He
was a very large, miiseidar men, and while it

might liave been possible to have made a di-

r.gnosis under an anaesthetic, it would even
tlien have been difficult, as there was hut lit-

tle sepai-afion of the fragments.
It is in such cases as this that the Roentgen

Ray eliminates all doubt, and allows the doc-

tor to go into court it necessary and make
])ositive statements as to his findings.

I had a boy come under my care last year
ccmplaining of pain in his heel. The exami-
nation revealed nothing except the pain com-
plained of on pressure. The Roentgenogram
showed a wide separation of the epiphyses

of the os calsis. (No. 1) Another made about
two weeks later showed an abundance of cal-

lus, (No. 2) and another made about five

weeks ' later, seven weeks after first coming
under observation, showed nothing except a

little bony prominence at this point.

1 believe the injury Avas due to muscular
action, tendo-Achilles, as the injury came on
suddenly while jumping.

Dr. Pennington sent me a case recently

where a man had been complaining of pain in

one heel for some time, and had been unable
to bear any weight on it in walking. Noth-
ing was found on examination except localized

tenderness. A Roentgenogram showed a

large calcareous spur on the under surface of

the os caleis.

Other instances could be cited of like na-
ture, but they Avould hardly he pertinent in

a short paper of this sort.

The Roentgen Ray has recently become one
of the most valuable assets in diagnosing
pregnancy. It will not only show the pres-

ence of the foetus, but will determine if mul-
tiple or single. Elding, according to Skinner,
is able to sb.ow trustworthy shadows as early

as the last of the second or beginning of the
third month. O’Donnell says that position of

the foetus can be clearly determined froni the
fourth month on. ]Murph.y diagnosed anchy-
losis of the elbow of a seven and one-half
month foetus, AAdiieh diagnosis was confirmed
after birth. A good idea as to the size and

shape of the pelvis can be obtained at the
same time.

McLean and Hickney report a very inter-

esting ease of a fleshy married woman, weigh-
ing about 250 pounds, in whom there had
been absence of menstruation for twelve
months. xUong with the amorrhoea there had
i)een gradual enlargement of the abdomen,
which it was decided was uterine. She was
examined by a number of physicians who
wei-e unable to defentiine the presence or ab-
sence of pregnancy. There had been no nau-
sea or A'omitiug, no hreast signs, neither could
the foetal heart sounds be heard. The diag-
nosis lay between j)regnaney and fibromata.
Two X-Ray exposures were made, both of
which shoAved the spine, thoracic cage, legs
and arms of a well ossified foetus.
The author in reporting this case says:

“This ease illustrates the ease Avith Avhich
such a diagnosis can be made and show's how
the element of uncertainty can be eliminated
in jiiany eases in which the thickness of the
abdominal AA’alls and the obesity of the patient
make the ordinary examination difficult.

APPENDICITIS.*

By J. H. P.ARKER, Corbin.

In attempting to Avrite a paper on a subject
that has been so often before medical socie-
ties, and has been so thoroughly treated by
men of large experience, I am not Avithout
some apprehension, lest it should fail to be of
interest to everybody present. However, the
subject is of such great importance that no
doubt, the discussion will make up for the de-
ficiency of the paper.
When we go in search for the history of

this disease, Ave Avill find that only since 1888
this disease has been established on any path-
ology, and that only since the noperative Avork
has been done to relieA'e this serious condition,
so prevalent at the present day. As to the
cause there are so many theories advanced by
many prominent men of large operative ex-
perience, that it is easy to understand hoAv the
different theories can be defended. In the
first plase, it is a disease that attacks sudden-
ly and locally, Avithout any cause, as far as

the patient knoAvs. The course may be rapid,
or it may he sub-acute. In either case it may
be impossible to knoAv Avhat has been the cause.
In the beginning of the pathology, it has been

thought that small .seeds of grapes or toma-

toes Avere cau.ses, but this explanation has been

laid aside for many years.

It is rather strange that Avhen Ave go back

to the older text hooks, such as Gross, aa'c find
.. .. iia

*Reii(l hofore the meetiotr of the Cuml)ei l!uul A'alle.v Medi-
cal .Societ.v. at Corliiii. Marcli ‘.tii. H'U.
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only a few pages devoted to this sub.iect, and
it reads as tliougli it were an aet of courtesy

that he gave it any mention at all. That
much is certain ; whether this disease was
prevalent or not, we have no history of it far-

ther hack than 1888, as much as I could find

out. Hence we ask, what has been the change
in the human condition, that has brought us
this new disease? We have always had the

same structures, the same opportunities to

contract it. And why since 1888 and not be-

fore that time?

When I first began to read of appendicitis,

or listen to papers on this subject, I iised to

think that only siu'geons, like Deaver, jMc-

Rurney, and others found eases of it, and
when I came upon my first ease, 1 made my
diagnosis of appendicitis, and then tried to

make something else out of it, till I almost lost

my opportunity of saving my patient by op-

eration. I did not expect that I would ever
have a ease. To-day the more intelligent

classes of the laity can make a correct diag-

nosis of it in many cases. And many people

have come to understand that it is a disease

that should have an immediate operation.

Appendicitis is more prevalent among
young people between the ages of 12 and 35

years, and is found more frequently in the

male than in the female. It seems to attack

ordinarily the more vigorous persons and with
varying degrees of violence. Sometimes we
find a man that was suddenly attacked with

severe pains and pi-ostration. In a few hours
he has piis, and bj* the time he is on the oji-

erating table gangrene has set in on the ap-

pendix and surrounding structures. I don’t

know of any operative condition that runs
such a rapid course in so short a time in the

severe form.

And what are we to do for the relief of a

patient with a disease that gives us siieh short

notice? We find it almost in any locality and,

strange to say, it seems to occur more or less

in epidemic form. Now, I ^auII not take much
of your time with diagnosis. The attacks, as

stated above, come on with severe pain, which
may be more or less all over the abdomen at

first, but gradually become localized in the

right illiac fossa. Soon tenderness will de-

velop, and after two or three hours there will

occur nausea and vomiting. The rising of

temperature usually commences within from
4 to 12 hours, ranging from one half to four

or five degrees. Rise of temperature always
is present in the acute variety in tbe early

stage. The differential diagnosis in acute at-

tacks involves an exclusion firai : of cholithi-

asis, second-, of acute intestinal fermentation.

Third-, renal calculus and retention. Fourth -.

acute tubal infection. Fifth -. Rupture of in-

tra abdominal abscess. Stixih -. gastric and in-

testinal perforation. Seventh -. Intussescep-

tion, and some other conditions, which I will

not enumerate. In many of these comj)lica-

tions we may have a more or less ranging his-

tory, that will caiise us to look for the compli-
cations of the various charactei's.

Then we have the recurrent attacks, in

which the first attack was not so severe, and
is of the type that so many physicians think
they can secure in the acute conditions, by
diet and i‘est. In nearly all these cases the

patients are nervous, and suffer with indiges-

tion and constipation, and other intestinal

troubles. Female patients often get hysteri-

cal. They cannot exert themselves without
having these nervous reflexes, accompanied by
tenderness and gases in the bowels.

The time for operative intervention may be
best considered in four periods:

First within the first forty-eight hours.

Second in the actively increasing inflamma-

tory process
;
from 2 to 5 days.

Third in the subsiding inflammatory pro-

cess, from fifth day on.

Fourth in the intermediate stage between
attacks.

From the previous statements concerning
the clinical course and liathological changes
it can be seen that the most favorable time for

operation is within the first thirty-two hours
from the attack, or just as soon as the diag-

nosis has been made. Errors in diagnosis

should be very rare. The dangers in early op-

eration are scarcely more than in exploratory'

laparotomy. The time of convalescence is

short. Drainage as a rule is not indicated,

and hernia improbable. The patient would
be relieved of his appendix without hazard.
Unfortunately, we in the countiy seldom see

the cases of appendicitis in the first twenty-
four or thirty-six hours. Our patients have
generally reached the second stage when the
inflammatory condition has circumscribed the

appendix and surrounding structures with
circumscribed or general peritonitis, with
temperature and pulse high, with intestinal

paralysis, acrute infection of tissues and mani-
festations of severe intoxication.

Operation in this stage is only for the relief

of tension. Drain with the removal of appen-
dix if it be accessible and ea.sily amputated.
There should be the least possible separation
of aggluttination or other trauma to the in-

fected tissues, as these are life savers, by ren-

dering the local tissues incapable of absorp-
tion, and without irrigating or sponging, and
without manipulation of the tissues.

On the other hand, in the ascending stage

of the disease, when the depre.ssion is not no-

ticeable, when the intoxication is not severe,

even if (piality of pus is lai’ge, circumscrib-

ed or not circumscribed, the appendix is re-
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moved. We sliould he governed l)y the con-

stitutional symptoms of sepsis. One fact

should never he lost sight of in operating on

this class of cases; that the pus is usually

virulent, and when organized aflhesions are

present, they must not he ruhhed or torn oft’,

as they carry endothelium and leave abraded

ahsorliing surface. The peritoneum should be

considered as skin. While the epithelium is

intact, there is practically no absorhing sur-

face. The rule which we follow then is not

to treat any of the active inftammatory condi-

tions on the expectant jilan. but to relieve the

suppurating infected centers by opening and
inserting an efficient drain.

After the operation we should place the

patient in the Fowler’s position, or semi-

sitting, administering saline solution per rec-

tum, allow it to seep in continually. No water

should be given by the mouth, as the stomach

will not ab.sorh it. Mild catharsis should be

given in eight hours after operation with

small doses of calomel.

The sitting position after operation allows

the pus to settle in the most dependent parts

of the peritoneum, whence it is pumped out

through the tube by the alternating diaphrag-

matic pressure.

Now I will not say very much about the

post-operative treatment, which no doubt very
important. This T hope will be fully brought
out in discussion.

Ileus, intestinal obstruction following op-

eration for appendicitis may be classified as

paralytic ileus, so common after severe ab-

dominal operation of every type. First, mus-
cular paralysis from trauma and exposure.

Second, local traumatic peritonitis. Third,

local or general septic peritonitis. Fourth,
embolism of mesenteric vessels.

Muscular ileus is rarely associated with
nausea and vomiting. The tympany is con-

siderable and gas pains occur frequently.

There is marked borboiw^gmus, often inabili-

ty of expelling flatus or feces for days after

the operation. The symptoms are the most se-

vere at the end of the second or the beginning
of third day, and beyond that period they be-

come alarming. The treatment of this condi-

tion of repeated carminative enemas is pref-

erably of alum water (1-2 oz. of dried alum to

quart of water). This will sometimes stimu-
late peristalsis and often give prompt relief.

If nausea and vomiting is present, repeated
lavage must be practised, bearing in mind
that i-epeated emesis of small quantities does
not indicate an empty stomach. Medicinally
the best results in adynamic ileus are obtain-

ed by hypodermic injections of physostygrain
salicylate (1-40 gr.) repeated every two
hours. Next in efficiency I consider hypoder-
mic injections of 1-60 gr. of atropine every

three hours until constitutional effects are

produced. If this fails to relieve the gas
pains, there is a great probability that ileus

is due to mechanic obstruction, which may be

due to angulation, adhesion or incarceration.

The treatment of this condition, if it is not re-

lieved by the above treatment, then it should
be presumed that the obstruction is of me-
chanic origin, and the abdomen must be re-

opened and carefully searched for the point
of obstruction, meeting the indications on the
basis of general principles. There is no more
perplexing problem in all surgery than to de-

cide when to reopen the abdomen for post-

operative conditions.

Of other post-operative conditions I will

not speak of, as they are not so serious and
more amenable to treatment.

THE COUNTRY PRACTITIONER AND
CUT FEES.*

W. Pennington, Bertha.

The advance of wages and cost of living

within the past twent}" years and the increas-

ed cost of requirements for entry and extend-
ed years in medical colleges would indicate
an advance in the practitioner’s fees, but this

is not true in rural districts in this section of
the State, as in some localities the doctor’s

bills are the only cheap commodity to be
found. iMost all doctors advertise in some
way. A few, by their eccentric so-called pro-
fessional way of dressing, while others make
their strong points by using technical terms
to the laity and giving clinical lectures about
cases they are now treating or have treated.

Some make a display of bright instruments
and electrical appliances to impress and awe
the public. Others pet the babies and com-
pliment the other members of the fami ly.

Some make a point to sport a nice new car,

or the best turnout in town, while but a few
smile complacently when their name appears
in the public press in connection with some
professional service. A few don’t say a word
or make any display, but the members of

their family and close friends eulogize their

professional abilities and thus make a splen-

did showing in their hustle for the purpose of
influencing the people to get the “best doc-

tor.” This has often been done at the cost of

the reputation of the fellow practitioner.

Then, we have the fellow who is so busy
that he cannot use any advertising schemes
and he just tells the people how he has ridden
two horses almost to the point of complete
exhaustion and that he never gets a full

night’s rest, which makes him more a subject

of pity than envy. We also have the enthu-

*Rcad at the meetinpr of the Cumborlaiul Valley Medical
Societ.v, Corbin, on March 2ti. 19U.
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siastie fraternity fellow, who joins all of the

lodges in the eoinniunity and naturally ex-

pects professional jiatronage from all of the

brethren.

Some envio\is memhers of the' profession

think they have come in contact with the

church doctor, who connects his deaconship

with the most popular cliurcli in his commu-
nity to form an alliance with his professional

duties; hut we think this class is very small.

Hut, the dangerous advertiser that makes
his career a failure and damages the profes-

sion is the fee cutter. This disastrous prac-

tice may l)e divided into three classes, namely

:

First. The contract practitioner, who pos-

sibly does less damage on account of working

for a class of people of whom many are un-

able to pay regular hills.

Second. The one who makes regular bills

at the customary price, hut when he collects,

cuts his hill in half in order to keep in the

graces of his patrons, making it appear as a

special favor in each instance. He is soon

understood and properly labeled.

Third is a fellow who boldly cuts the price

and is glad for the entire community to know
that he will ride, further for a dollar and give

more medicine for a quarter than any man
in tlie county. i.Most of this class start on cut

fees as soon as they begin practice and are

never able to get out of the rut.

He is a young man with a sheepskin under
his arm, decided to locate at a certain place.

He takes stock of his outfit, finds he has a hy-

podermic syringe, a pocket case of instru-

ments, a bi-valve, vaginal speculum, a cross

saddle pair of pill bags and one volume each

of standard works on branches such as he was
required to study, a half worn suit of clothes

with some nitric acid stains on his pants and
vest, he owes a thousand dollai's, the preminm
on his life insurance is due next month, he

needs a horse like a Texas man needs a pistol

and when he opens shop and sees the com-

munity doctor ride by to see a member of a

prominent family nearby, his courage begins

to ebb and thinks something must be done, so

he decides to cut fees if the opportunity is

afforded him, which eventually occurs, result-

ing in the irreparable damage to the commun-
ity. He is at war with the doctors and the

laity takes up his side in the .struggle and as

time goes by he accepts his fate and tlie peo-

ple use him in trivial sickness. l)ut in any-

thing of a serious nature they call a physician

from town for consultation. They do not ex-

])ect nmch from the cuti-ate man. He leaims

to expect help in all grav(‘ cases and becomes

negligent in studying that would keep liim up

in the advances of the profession. What the

people tliink comes true, he is only a fellow

i)etween the laity and the real doctor.

Tiie older doctor is restless from the eftcts

of liis lost work and makes a vain effort to

explain why the people should not accetit the

services of the fee cutter. But his impudence
is 1‘ewarded by a loss of prestige and as the

breech widens between the two doctors con-

sultation between them is more like a school-

house debating society tlian a professional

conference and their patrons are forced to

accept one or the other of them and get con-

sultation elsewhere, which causes loss of time

and probable larger bills.

If the la it}" would think seriously they

would not want a doctoi- who does two men’s
work, or does his work for half pay, as he will

do a poor job in the practice of medicine, as

well as in other lines of business. The man
who is poorly paid for his services fails to

meet his hnaneial obligations promptly, and
the man who has been dunned by everybody
from his banker to the paper boy, is in no

state of mind to niake an accurate diagnosis

and is likely to give calomel and trust to the

vitality of the patient to make things right.

The man who makes small bills collects poor-

ly, as he has not the time to get after them
considering them small affairs and permits

them to remain unpaid.

i\lany of the malpractice suits grow out of

enmity existing among doctors, and cut fees

—

directly and indirectly—cause more enmity
than any other grounds.

The physician as a rule is a jioor business

man and an easy prey for sharks, as they are

stung b}- all from the book agent to the gold

mine stock vender, and in many instances, as

senility creeps upon the dear doctor, we no-

tice that his spring suit is not quite so nobby
as he formerly wore; perhaps his last year’s

hat has not been discarded, his home has not

received its customar}’ coat of paint, his lawn
is not nicely kept as in days of yore, his horse

looks old and lean, his buggy that once hum-
med upon the highways now knocks and
squeaks in a threatening manner, the sign in

front of his office is rusty and the lettering

hard to decipher. No longer do we see the

wealthy and influential citizens go up his of-

fice steps. When he enters the village drug
store, that v/orthy is very busy behind the

prescription ease and fails to show that for-

mer air of recognition and inquiiy after his

desires. The parson who was often seen about

his office and making so-cial calls at his home
and occasionally referring to him in order to

illustrate some point in his Sunday evening

sermon, now spends bis time elsewhere and
refers to the more favored ones of his flock.

This disease is so insideons that the doctor is

tl’.e last one to diagnose his own case and it is

with a bowed head and aching heart that he

admits to himself that the grocer does not
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want his business and the smithy is most too

busy to shoe his horse ami lie, with the rest

of the town or con.munitj', knows tliere is a

reason. This condition in a majority of cases

can be traced to a lack of proiessional har-

mony and cut fees.

TlthJATiMENT.—There is no specific, and
in this, as in many other diseases, tlie prophy-
lactic treatment is very important, in the

colleges of medicine seniors should be im-

pressed with the importance of keeping up
staiKtard fees. When a new shingle is hung
out 111 any community the older physicians

should show the new ones every possinle cour-

tesy, speak a good word for tliem and, when
possible, call tliem info consultation, a man
just out of college, who has passed the Ken-
tucky State Board of Health, is as well quali-

fied lo practice medicine as the one who has

been out ten years and not been a regular at-

tendant at his county medical society and
State association. So give him a boost, he

will repay you many time.s, as the young man
needs consultation more often than the older

one.

The treatment of the well-developed case is

to inake j'our county medical society a wide-

awake one. Get every pliysician in the county

to be an active member, have a good scientific

program and fhen a social side, have experi-

ence meefings and all testify, unbosom your-

selves, get better acquainted with your neigh-

l)or doctors and their troubles, sjunpathize

with them and like them, and you will have

some improvement, if not a cure.

Conflicting Wassermann in Mother and Child.

—The reaction was negative in the mother but

positive in the nursling. The child showed no

signs of syphilis but did not seem to thrive until

after it had been given a course of specific treat-

ment. A number of similar cases from the litera-

ture are compared with this to emphasize the im-

portance of the Wassermann test for young chil-

dren, even those apparently normal. It may re-

veal those liable to develop serious nervous or

other trouble late in life which there was nothing

to suggest in childhood, the mother and' other

children apparently free from any taint of syj^hi-

lis. Cassoute has encountered three cases in

which dementia praecox developd about 20, like a

bolt from a clear sky, as tiiere liad been nothing

in the history of the familj' to suggest syphilis,

hood—on the basis oif a positive Wassermann

—

If proper treatment had been started in child-

irrejjarable injuiy of the nervous systeiii might
have been warded off.

Hemorrhage.—Thermocautery employed witli

success in two cases of hemo])hilia to arrest hem-
orrhage that had pioven rel)ellious lo pressure,

epinejihrin, gelatin, etc.—Hahn.

OUK HONOREI) VISITORS.''

By B. J. Kdwards, Corbin.

To me has been assigned the iileasing task
of bidding you welcome to our little city. On
the broad highway stretching from continent
to continent across the seeminglj' boundless
ocean, even ships that pass in the night are
hailed with joyous welcome. Though their

flags bear widely different emblems, though
their race and nationality are far apart, and
tliough the glad “Ship Ahoy” is sent across
the waters in tongues both strange and for-

eign, yet the glad thrill of a common humani-
ty is still present in tliaf hail of joy and wel-
come. But if these ocean greyhounds carry
the same protecting aegis of the .stars and
stripes of Old Gloiw, are laden with the na-
tionality of our own dear native home,
fraught with the .same pride in the same na-
tional institutions, interests, laws and govern-
ment, if the glad shout of welcome is given
and returnetl in the well-known accents of
the same Anglo-Saxon derivatives, how great-
ly increased is the jo.y, how- thrilling the
pleasure, how intense the ecstatic feeling of
common hopes, common interests, common
ancestry, and common responsibilities. The
Grand Army of the Republic and the Confed-
erate Veterans, heroic remnants of a more
than heroic struggle, meet in reunion around
the camp-fire as of old and recount the details

of days long since past, days of battle, pro-
tracted and bloody, days of victory or defeat,
days of wounds and hardships in the charnal
house of civil strife. Stories of a sickening
Iiloodshed are theirs, where their cannon and
other dire implements of human carnage and
slaughter, sent tens of thousands of human
souls into eternity in the twdnkling of an eye.
Not such a reunion is ours of to-day. No rem-
iniscences of w’hole.sale bloodshed in the mad-
dening pas.sion of war infuriated soldiery, in-

trude into our councils and form the purport
of our meeting. No fields desecrated by the
demons of hellish conflict form the theme of

our memories and discussion. No encounters
that brought wholesale ruin, the death of our
bravest and best and the universal wmil of

widows and the pitiful cries of orphans, no

—

verily, none of these things form the joys of
our reunions. Instead of destroyers of our
race, we represent its physical saviors, miti-

gants of pain instead of its authors, healers of

suffering instead of ruthless, barbarous in-

flictors of the .same. We bear the balsams and

balms for human woes, for disease in its

ghastly and gruesome forms, for the plagues

that stalk about at midnight and the pesti-

*Road at the im'Pt intr of the Cumiierliiiul Valle.v Medical

Socict.v. Coitiiii, on MaicliSt!. Ii'l4.
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lence that walketh at noonday. Tlieret'oi-e, we
hid you a threefold weleoine: first as intelloe-

lual, intelligent exaunples of our American
civilization, representing advance and prog-
ress in every nohle work

;
secondly as repre-

sensatives of what is best and noblest in our
social system, and last, but not least, as the

Knights of the Golden Circle of the healing

of the nations, whose diagnosis, prognosis,

clinic and materia medica form one of the

richest blessings to our entire planet, allevi-

ating distress, mitigating disease and snatch-

ing from the jaws of death our noblest and
our best. Here in the foot hills of the old

Cumberland mountains a new era has dawn-
ed in the science and art of healing. Old
things have passed away and behold, all

things have become new. The cpiaek and
charlaton have had their day in the dark and
ignorant past, and are rapidly passing in the

sunlight of a new intelligence and enlighten-

ment.

No more does the boastful pretender to the

divine art of healing throw his patients into

fits, because “he is death on fits,” no more
does the owl-like practitioner prescribe “Yarb
tea” for everything from an ache in the liig

toe to pulmonary tuberculosis, and no more
are simples administered to human kind whose
absurdity would put to shame a Comanche
pow-wow or medicine man. No, we have

wrought an evolution, rational, logical, effect-

ive and wonderful. But while we rejoice over

this happy revolution of method over mad-
ness, still we further rejoice in the prospect

of increased knowledge and efficiency and
from you, our visitors, we wait in passionate

longing for the wisdom born of your broader

field of seridee, your riper and more extensive

experience and your more effective, metro-

])olitan, up-to-date treatment of disease.

Therefore, our little city is yours, our

hearthstones ar-e at your service and we our-

selves are your most obedient servants. Wel-
come to our banquet, our feast of fat things,

welcome to our affection and admiration, and
welcome, above all. for what we expect to

learn from you in the practice of our noble

profession.

Diagnosis of Pulmonary Tuberculosis.—Inman
is convinced from exi)erimentation tliat tlfc anti-

hemolytic power of tn))erenloiis serum can be

made manifest in a liemolytie ex])eriment by in-

troducing Besredka’s antigen into the mixture.

He says that repeated positive reactions, especial-

ly with a .12-fold serum dilution, in the absence

of a jmsitive Wassermann reaction, indicate the

jtresence of an active tuberculous lesion. Re-

])eated negative reactions indicate the absence of

an active tuberculous lesion, it cases of under

twelve months’ duration be excepted.

TIAIORS OF THE BREAST.^'

By T. G. Nicuous, ^Morgan.

From a practical point of view, tumors of

the breast may be divided into inflammatory,

adenoid or innocent, and malignant, for sim-

])le hypertrophy or excess of growth of the

gland can hardly be classed among the tu-

mors. The first point a surgeon has to deter-

mine when consulted by a patient who has

“something the matter” with her breast, is

liractically the existence or non-existence of

a tumor; is there a new growth developed be-

hind, and in connection with the mammary
gland? or, is the disease from which the pa-

tient is suffering situated in the substance of

the glandular structure itself? This first and
most important question ought to be solved

before a further step can, with safety be

taken; before the formation of a correct diag-

nosis of the case can be made; and it is quite

impossible to magnify its importance. To do

this, however, considerable care is necessary,

and some manipulative skill must be called

into re(iuisition
;
as a careless examination

will sui-ely end in an uncertain diagnosis, and
with this, a. failure in treatment must neces-

sarily follow. In examining a breast, there-

fore, with diagnostic intention, the surgeon
with the whole gland well in ^fiew, should

place the palmar siirfaces of his fingers over

the suspected spot, and, taking the gland in

liis hand, manipulate it gently and in every
joint with his fingers and thumb; when, if

an isolated tumor can be found, he will, in all

probability, detect its presence
;

if, however,
he is uncertain upon this point, he should

make the patient lie down, for if a patient be

sitting or standing, and the breast is grasp-

ed by the finger and thumb, when induration

of the gland itself exists, a sensation is felt

a.s if a tumor were present. If, now, the pal-

mar surface of the fingers be pressed flatly

against the chest in the same part, nothing re-

markable will be distinguishable. If a tumor
or new growth exists, however, it is immedi-
ately perceptible. But if a doubt arises in

the -matter, the patient should recline when
under examination, and then—if there be a

tumor—it is immediately manifest to the

touch, and often to the eye. Having then de-

tected the presence of a tumor, that is, an in-

dependent growth. The (piestion arises as to

its nature. Is it a simple or a malignant tu-

mor? If the tumor be movable and hard, if

(piite free, or has but a very uncertain con-

nection with the gland structure, there is a

strange probability tliat the tumor is of a
simple nature

;
and, if it has existed for sever-

al months, this probability becomes stronger,

for, the cancerous tumor has a tendency even

*Road before the Pendleton County Medical Society.
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wlien primarily developed as a tuber or as an
independent structure, to associate itseli' and
becomes connected with the neighboring tis-

sues; and it! this has not taken place, the ab-

sence of these conditions enhances the prob-

ability of the simple nature of the growth un-

der examination. If the patient is also young
and healthy, and no other abnormal condi-

tions, either of the breast or neighboring

structures are to be detected, the probability

becomes a certaintj' and the presence of an
“adenocele” ma3

' be determined on. The ad-

enoceles ai*e found, as a rule, in the }’oung

and unmarried, and in the apparently' heal-

th.y and robust, although occasionally tlie.y oc-

cur in the aged, carcinoma of the breast, or

cancer. This affection is found either as an
infiltration of the gland, wholly' or in part, or

as an independent tumor or tuber within the

meshes of the gland tuberous cancer. It may'

likewise be met with or associated irith cysts

—cy'stic cancer, this being only' a variety of

the other forms. In the infiltration form the

gland appears hard, inelastic, and incompres-
sible

;
as the disease progresses, it seems to

contract and to draw all the parts around to-

gether and gradually' to infiltrate them. In
this way' the nipple often becomes drawn in

or to one side. At times, after having been

drawn in, it becomes infiltrated with the dis-

ease, and becomes again prominent
;
at others,

by' the contraction of the gland, it may be

strangulated, become edematous, and then

slough off. The skin is at first dimpled, then

puckered, and at last infiltrated. The breast

also, from being a movable organ, becomes fix-

ed
;
so fixed, indeed, that it cannot be sepa-

rated from the pectoral muscle.

This form of cancer is the more common.
The disease may' appear in one lobe or in all,

and be slow in its progi’ess or rapid, but in

every ease its progress is much alike
;
general-

ly, however, this infiltrating form of cancer

assumes the character of the tuberous. Tu-

berous cancer commences as circumscribed

independent growth within the gland struc-

ture, with a well-defined capsule separating,

but not infiltrating the tissues. Sometimes

two or more tubers appear together, and these

may^ at last coalesce. This form, unlike the

infiltrating, does not contract, but grows in

all directions, involving all the parts which it

touches, pushing the breasts to one side,—or

drawing it to itself. It often attains a large

size, giving rise to an irregular, lobulated tu-

mor. It is at times soft in consistence, when
it is called medullary' cancer; when firm, it is

known as fibrous
;
when .jelly'-like, gelatine-

form; and more rarely^ it is black or mela-

notic. As it grows forward, it ma.y involve

the skin, bi-eak and ulcerate, giving rise to

the appearances formerly' called fungus hema-
lodes; this form l)eing always accompanied
with liemori-hage. In both forms, the I.vmpli-

atic glands in the axilla above the clavicle, or

on the side of the neck, will sooner or later

become involved. As the glands enlarge,

nerve pains down the arm appear, and oedema
of the arm commences from the mechanical
obstruction to the nervous cirmdation of the

extremity' caused by' the enlarged glands. At
times a serous effusion takes i)lace into the

pleural cavity' of the effected side sufficient to

destroy' life. In some rare cases of cancer the

disease appears as a brawny' infiltration of

the breast and integument over it. Some ery-

tliematous, redness and oedema being mixed
with it at its onset. These cancers are of the

worst kind, and speedily destroy life. In other

cases mostly' chronic, the disease is more cu-

taneous, and shows itself as a tubercular af-

fection of the skin, which gradually spreads,

till at last the part affected seems skin-bound.

This condition may be limited or extensive;

and occasionally' involves the whole of one

side. A caneei’ous tumor of the breast most

frequently' appears in middle life—that is,

Avhen the procreative organs are verging to-

ward their natural period of functional de-

cline, such a period taking place at an earlier

date in the single than in the fruitful woman.
It attacks married women more frequently'

than the unmarried, and when infiltrating or

involving the breast-gland, is seldom station-

ary'. As the disease progresses unchecked,

ulceration of the integument, preceded liy' a

softening down or breaking up of the tumor
itself will soon appear, and with this, the

characteristic infiltration of the margin of

the wound will occur and give rise to indu-

rate, exerted edges. A general cachexia from

the pain and wasting discharges will soon

show itself, and more or less distinct eviden-

ces of the complication of other organs be-

come apparent. Tiider such circumstances,

the end is not far otf, for the disease has run

its course, and with it the powers of its vic-

tim have become undermined, for the victory-

remains with the strongest. In a general way-,

a cancer runs its course in two or three y'ears:

though sometimes it is most chi'onic in its ac-

tion. (Cancerous tumors should be removed as

soon as the diagnosis of their existence is

cleai-, for accumulated evidence tends to show,

that the earlier a cancer is removed the better

are the prospects of a comjdete or lengthened

immunity' from the disease, and that whether

the disease returns soon or late, the best

chance is thus afforded to the ])atient.
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TKACH0I\1A.^

By Koscoe 1. Kerr, Belmont.

1 am not an authority on trachoma and in

this brief paper, 1 sliall only mention a few
practical points wliich 1 have either learned

or verified, in my experience with this disease.

In m.v work at Highland Hospital I saw
(piite a number of cases of trachoma, in all of

its stages and phases ;—mild, medium and
severe; acute and chronic; simple and com-
plicated, etc., and my observations have led

me to the following conclusions:

1. That the disease affects all ages,—but

that the eyes of children are far more suscep-

table. Of the several hundred children ex-

amined in the schools and colleges of Breath-
itt county, I found about 40 per cent had the

disease. i\lany of these eases were so mild
that the people were ignorant of any eye trou-

ble. Some few families were found in which
the children were all affected and both par-

ents free. This, however, was not the rule

and if either parent was free it was iisually

the father.

2nd. The disease is unqixestionably in-

fectious, the contagion being carried through
the secretion. In the mild cases there is very
very little secretion, bi;t it is usually profuse
in the severe cases, especially if complicated
and in the acute stage.

3rd. J do not believe any chronic case is

uncomplicated. The secondary disease often

is credited with trouble which the ti’achoma is

really causing and vice versa, but as a rule

the differential diagnosis is not hard. P^ol-

lieular conjunctivitis has been in my experi-

ence the most common complication, possibly

10 ])er cent, showing this disease. It is so

frecpiently seen in conjunction witli trachoma
that some authorities claim it is one form of

tliis disease. Personally I do not think so.

4th. To differentiate between trachoma
and follicular conjunctivitis, I find these

points helpful and worthy of rememlu-ance

:

(a) I have only seen follicles on the lower

lid, while granules seemed to prefer the up-

per.

(hi Follicles are found on the loose folds,

while the granules invariably come in the cor-

ners.

(c) Follicular conjunctivitis does not pi’o-

duce an inflamed lid, but trachoma has a con-

gested lifi, even in nuld cases.

(d) Follicules ai-e as large as pin heads,

gi-anules as small as ])in points,

(e) Follicular conjunctivitis rarely caiises

pain or burniTig, but trachoma invariably

does if anything like a severe case.

(ft Trachoma causes an injection of the

*R(>act before the Bullitt Couut.v Medical Sooiet.v.

ocular conjunctiv;',, but 1 have seen no cases

where follicular conjunctivitis did.

5th. I find fhaf very often the follicles of

follicular conjunctivitis cover the granules of

trachoma so completely, that unless all other

symptoms are carefully noted, the trachoma
will be overlooked.

Let me impress the fact upon you loo, that

it is important for the general practician to

be sure of his diagnosis for the following rea-

sons :

There is some dift'erence in the kind of

treatment, a great deal of ditference in the

length of treatment, and a decided dift'erence

in your prognosis. T find that treatment
which will remove the follicles will only prove
powerful irritants to the granules, so that

should you tell your patient you will have
him well in thirty or forty da.^s, he may at

the end of that time and in a worse condition,

drift into the hands of a more competent man,
or a specialist, and you receive your share

of criticism.

6th. I believe that in the mountains of

Kentucky hookworm disease and trachoma go.

more or less, hand in hand. Not that there

is any connection between the two diseases

other than the environment, but they seem to

play qfiite an important part in the result of

treatment. In other words, it is hard to build

up the general physical condition of your j^a-

tient, which is so nearly essential in order to

eradicate the trachoma.
7th. Among the most freiiueut complica-

tions is corneal ulcer and pannus. I recall a

case, complicated with pannus, which may be

of interest

:

REPORT OP CASE.

Patient, a girl, 10 years of age : Slim and
anemic. Came to me in January, 1913, com-
plaining of persistent headache. IMy diag-

nosis was headache due to eye strain and
caused by trachoma. She had been taken out

of school .some time before on account of head-

ache. I recommended operation, but at that

time any eye treatment was declined. After
about 2 months the girl was led into the hos-

pital. A pannus had formed over both eyes

and she could not see to walk alone. An op-

eration was performed the following day and
the usual post-opeartive treatment carefully

carried oixt and keeping the patient in dark-

ness for 48 hours. At the end of 60 days she

returned to school, without even glasses.

Sill. It seemed to me that those patients

who ate onions, were the most severe eases

of trachoma and the hardest to cure. Their
eyes were congested at all times and a great

deal of lachrymatibn was common.

9lh. And lastly. I would .say this: Never
dismiss a suspected case unless you have ex-

amined the retrotar.sal folds.
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Never make a ues'ative diagnosis until after

you have failed to see the granules fromi a

side view in a good light.

Never fail to look thorougldy into both the

juiier and outei- eanllms.

Do not i)roiuise .your patient lie will he well

hy a certain date, nor that Ihe disease will

never return.

Don’t fail to encourage the mind and treat

the body while you are working on his eyes.

Don’t forget and innoculate .voui' own eyes

with .vour hands.

HDPOKT OF CASK OF DICIILOHIDK
P04S0N1N0 WITH KEFOVEKY.*

Hy 11. (4 TIh’.iuung, Le.xington.

Owing to the wide advertisement that this

deadly drug has received througb. the daily

press since the fatal case of poisoning at At-

lanta, Oa., we. not infreciuently. see in the

journals and press reports of attempted sui-

cides Avith this drug.

The girl having heard or read of the cases

so widely advei-tised decided to trv this )'oute

rather than bv carbolic acid. This girl was
an inmate of one of the resorts of the city and
having in her possession a bottle of “anti-

septic tablets” decided to use it for she coidd

not get carbolic acid so easil.v.

This shows that notwithstanding Ihe man\
warnings as to the careless use of the “anti-

.septie tablets” and severe pain suft'ered b.v

this method of suicide, this drug s ii! :•ma'ns
a household commoditv.

In the Journal A. M. A of iMarch 2S. 191 1,

under IMiscellanv. p. 1042. the Journal <|imles

i\r. I. Wilbert in Public Health Reports, No'r

14, 1914. That there is sufficient legi.slarioii

at jiresent. which, if enforced would si‘i v(> .is

a reasonable safeguaral in connection with the

sale at retail of th.is poison. Thirty-eight

states include coriv'sive sublimate specifcall.v

in the laws designed to restrict the the sale of

poisons, amt only I 'tab exempts corrosive sub-

limate tablets from registration in the poison

register.

The fact that this poison is named in the

lists of poison to be I'egistered by druggists

wdien sold at retail in Penns.ylvania led the

governor of that state to veto a special act

prohibiting the sale at retail of mercmy bi-

chloride except on a physician ’s prescription.

A greater evil in connection with the sale of

this drug as pointed out by Wilbert, is the

custom of manufacturers of pharmaceutical
preparations in the United States of market-
ing tablets containing corrosive sublimate un-

der a name usually “antiseptic tablets” with-

out properl.y indicating the nature of the ma-

*Bead before the Fayette Oounty Medical Society.

terials contained therein. Thus an examina-

tion of the current price lists of fve of the

larger manufacturers of pharmaceutical

preparations in the United States revealed

the startling information that not one of them
properly designated the presence of the dead-

l.v poison in “antiseptic tablets.” It Avill be

seen that any la.yman ma.v purchase “antisep-

tic tablets” not knowing tliat he is purchasing

the deadl.v corrosive sublimate.

Wilbert further states that the fact that the

tablets are given a di.stinc.tive shape and color

does not serve to protect the jiurchaser if he

is uninstructed as to their contents. Un-
doubtedlv the fact that the tablets are easily

obtained under a totall.v misleading name, to-

gether w'ith the agitation concerning them
and their popular use. onl.y serves to increase

their sale.

The responsibilit.y of the manufactures put-

ting out these tablets witli instifficient tvarn-

ings as to their dangerous character is great

and should be met in some w'ay.

The ph.ysician should come in for his share

of the censure as in numerous cases he pre-

scribes this drug forgetting to warn his pa-
tients as to its poisonous contents.

The German Pharmacopea has a prepara-
tion of mercuric chlorid which if introduced
into the Pharmacopea of the United States

would be of good efiPort in educating the lait.v

as to the poisonous properties of eorro.sive

sublimate.

The German preparations are tablets or
pastils and are colored a bright red rvith an
anilin dye, un;st have a cylindrical shape and
be twdee as long as thick. They are to be
wu'apned individualh- in black paper bearing
the German equhmlent of the AA’ord “poison”
in white letters. The weiglrt of the tablets

must be stated and they must be dispensed in

glass tubes or bottles.

When cases of poisoning occui- Aviiether in-

tentional or accidental the new’spapers should
uot publish the details of tlie kiuds of poisons
used.

Case. A. jM., twenty-five years of age, mar-
ried and has four children living and w'ell.

Family History: IMother and father living

and well. One brotlier and sister both in good
health.

Personal History : Patient was unable to

live wdth her husband for some time because
of his cruelty. She came to Lexington a short

time ago from the mountains and visited her

sister Avho is an inmate of one of the resorts

of the city. .She remained here for a short

time returning Jo heiHiome. in the meantime

she developed syphilis. Later on slie returned

here and was given Neosalvarsan along with

mixed treatment. At the time she attempted
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suicide she had develo])ed well-marked second-

aries.

According to the girl’s story she had he-

coine tired of the life she was leading and was
going to make way with herself. Her sister

related that she had threatened to take her

life before, but little attention was paid to

her. ]\Ionday afternoon she took five “anti-

septic tablets” dissolving them in half a glass

of water and drank it. Ten minutes later

she was found l\y her sister lying across the

bed retching and vomiting. She told her sis-

ter what she had done and a physician was
called over the phone and was told the cir-

cumstances, who advised giving her all the

sweet milk that she could drink which was
done.

Following this slie vomited very freely,

complaining of feeling weak with slight pain
in stomach. An ambulance was called and
patient Avas hurried to the (food Samaritan
Hospital within half an hour after she had
taken the poison.

Upon arriving at the hospital she was
throwing hei-self around, froathing at the
mouth and vomiting constantly and Avas very
unruly.

A clear history could not be obtained at

this time as she Avould not talk and her sister

Avas too excited, but at glancing at her gold
rings they Avere covered Avith amalgam as she
had put her hands to her mouth in vomiting.

She Avas put to bed and stomach tube Avas

passed and stomach Avas thoroughly Avashed
out Avith a solution of sodium bicarbonate (1

oz .of soda to gallon of Avaterl
; this Avas kept

up until about 3 gallons of water Avere used;
1-10 gr. of aDomorphine Avas given hypoder-
matically Avith good re.sults. FolloAving this the
Avhite of 4 eggs Avere given alternating with
milk and lime AA'ater every fifteen minutes
(milk and lime Avater half and half). The
first dose of eggs Avas vomited but all doses
folloAving were retained. The eggs were
given for about six doses and gi-aduallv cut
down. Following the above 20 grains of
sodium hyposulphite Avas given eveiy three
hours for four doses. A high enema Avas

giA'cn folloAved later by saline by bowel
every three hours.

About thi-ee hours later 1 s.aav her. She cam-
plained of having a slight headache, weak-
ness and difficulty in swalloAving also feeling

numb in arms and legs. In the enemas she
passed large amounts of mucous streaked AA'ith

blood.

In a late issue of one of the medical .jour-

nals appears editorially an antidote for “bi-

chlorid” poisoning. Sodium phosphate is

used with excess of sodium bicarbonate. This
solution, it is claimed, instantly converts the

biehlorid to the mild ehlorid, Avhich can be

remoA'ed by a dose of castor oil. It is very
Jieeessary that the sodium phosphate should be

chemically pure. It further states that the

names “sodupu phosphate” and “sodium
phosphite” are so similar that a serious error

can be made by the misprinting or misin-

terpreting a single letter. Sodium phosphite
has been suggested as an antidote to convert

mercuric ehlorid into calomel (mercurous
ehlorid) Avhile the phosphite is changed to

phosphate. According to the comment
sodiiim phosphate Avill have no such action on
mercuric ehlorid because it is already as

highly oxidized as possible.

In the further treatment of the ease a close

watch Avas kept upon the patient in regard to

treatment is begun AvithoAit delay a larger

percentage of these cases can be cured. A
daily examination of the urine Avas made and
elimination and if the proper eliminative

in tAventy-four hours albumin, red and white
cells appeared in the urine. The albumin in-

creased until the fourth day then it began to

diminish.

There appeared recently in the A. M. A.
Journal an article by Vogel and Lee of Ncav
York upon the “Detection of IMercury in the

Excretions.” The test AA^as applied in this

case and Avas successful after a second at-

tempt. According to Vogel and Lee this test

is a combination of various steps from several

older methods and is very satisfactory in

identifying the poison and following its

elimination in stomach contents, uinne and
feces.

In dealing AA’ith the urine, about 150 c.c. is

taken, and in order to break down the organic

compound in AA'hich the mercury is likely to

1)e present, it is acidulated Avuth 5 c.c. of hy-

drochloric acid and evaporated over a free

flame until its bulk has been rediiced to 25 or

30 c.c. About 2 c.c. of hAulrochloi-ic acid is

added to replace the loss by evaporation, and
enough potassium chlorate to oxidize tbor-

oughlv the organic material present. This
usuallv recjuires about 2 gm., and Avhen it has
been effected the fluid becomes yelloAv or color-

less. It is then diluted to about 60 c.c. and
boiled vigorouslv until the ehlorin gas nrevi-

ously evolved has been driven off, Avhich is

.shoAvn by the absence of chloidn in the steam.
The solution usually darkens again on cool-

ing. A ])ieec of conper Avire (about 18 size)

about four e.m. in length, bent back upon it-

self tAvice and cleansed by boiling a short time
in a test tube Avith dilute hydrochloric acid, is

dropped into the solution and allowed to re-

main an hour or more. If the mercury is

present in considerable amounts it avuH then

be found to lie coated with a silvery film of

mercury
;
but this is not sufficient to establish

the identity of the juetal. and if it exists only
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in traces the changes in the appearance of the

wire may be inconclusive. Tlie wire is remov-

ed from tlie solution by a glass rod and dried

l)etween filter paper, avoid unnecessary hand-

ling. The wire is then pul in the bottom of

a glass test tube and a plug of gold leaf is put
in the tube also until it is alamt 2 c.m. of the

wire. Holding the tube borizontally, the end
containing the wire is gradually heated by

brief .successive introductions into tb.e flame

of a bunsen burner, care being taken to avoid

heating the paid of the tube containing the

gold leaf. The gold leaf must be examined
frecjuently for any change of color. If mer-

cury is present it will manifest itself by the

appeaixinee of a silvery jiateh of amalgam
upon the gold leaf. If the mercury is in very
small amount there may be only a slight dis-

coloration of, the geld seen better by a hand
lens or low power of the irderoscope. In this

case the mercury was in such large amount
that it was easily seen by the eye. If further

confirmation of the mercury is required, the

gold foil may be suspended in a tube contain-

ing a few crj^stals of iodin and. gently warm-
ed. The mercury is changed to red mercuric
iodid.

In testing the stomach contents or feces the

same method is employed, but a smaller am-
ount of material is used.

In this case the first trial was unsuccessful

and instead of using 150 e.c. the second time

500 c.e. was used and a very large amount of

mercury was deposited upon the gold foil.

The patient was feeling fine on the sixth

day and went home against advice. She was
seen on the thirteenth day and was feeling

well and on the twentieth day no trace of

albumin was found.

PLEHRISY.*

By H. T. Morris, Greenup.

Pleurisy is a tibianous inflammation of the

pleura either acut(\, subacute or chronic in

character, occurring either idiopathically or

secondarily; characterized by a sharp pain
in the side, a dry cough, dyspnoea and fever.

It may be limited to a jiart, or may involve
the whole of one or both pleui-al membranes.

In the majority of cases it is excited by
micro-organisms or their products. Patho-
logically it may be divided into fibrinous,

.sero-fibrinous, purulent or hemorrhagic. One
of these may shift into another or terminate
in a chronic form, but in a considerable num-
ber of cases the original character of the in-

flammation persists without change.

No one microorganism is found in acute

pleurisy, but the three pi-incipal bacteriologic-

al forms are the tuberculous, pneuimocoecic

and streiitoeoccic.

Acute fibrinous or dry j)lcurisy, may per-

haps occur as a resuH of cold, but much moi'c

commoidy it is secondarv, especially to lo-

bar pneumonia, less frecpiently to pulmonary
abscess, gangrene, infarctions, rheumatic fe-

ver, chronic nephritis or chronic alcoholism;
or it may originate by extension from peri-

cai-ditis, peritonitis, oi- hejjatitis. It is very
commonly tuberculous, occurring sometimes
as a primary infection, more commonly as a
.secondary event to a iiulmonary tuberculous
focus.

Sero-fibrinous pleu.risy may be the second
stage of a dry pleurisy, but there is often
serous exiulate from the first. Cau.ses are es-

sentially the same as the preceding.

Purulent pleurisy is a rare sequence of

acute sero-fibrinous pleurisy in the adult, but
common in ehihh’en. in whom if the effusion

is not purulent at the on.s6't, may rapidly be-

come so. It is common as a secondary lesion

in infections, especially scarlet fever, pneu-
monia, pulmonaiy tuberculosis or pyemia,
and it may occur from measles, pertussis, ty-

phoid fever or a fracture of a rib or a pene-
trating wound of the chest,

SYMPTOMS.

There are stitch pains in the side, usually
in the neighborhood of the nipple or it may be
referred to the axilla and when the diaphrag-
matic pieura is involved to the abdomen or
the lower part of the back, increa.sed by move-
ment and especially by inspiration and ac-

coni])anied by a dry and painful cough. Both
cough and respiration are restrained and the

patient usually bends toward the affected

.side in order to minimize the pain. For the

same reason the breathing is hurried, shallow,

jerking and mainly abdominal in type. Fe-

ver is usually present, but in ilry pleurisy

seldom exceeds 101 and in mihl cases may
hardly rise above the normal. In sero-fibrin-

ous pleurisy, at tbe onset, the fever may reach
102 or 103 usually falling in a day or two to

101 or even less and disappearing, always by
lysis in from one to three or more weeks.

When effusion occurs and the inhaiiied sur-

faces are separated the jiaiii lessens or disap-

l>ears. There is dyspnoea, tiue at fir.st to the

pain, later, unle.ss the effusion has occurred
very slowly, to jiressure of fluid upon the

lung. Latent jileurdsy. with slowly formed
effusion, may be unattended l\y dysjmoea ex-

cept on exertion. In severe cases cyanosis
may be manifest. Tbe patient is apt to lie

upon the affected side. Cough usually shoi-t

and dry or wifli slight expectoration, occas-

ionally lilood sti'caked, is an early syiujitom.

The pulse is fi'cipient and in large effusions,

may be abnormal in rhythm and size. The*Read before the Gfeenup Coimt.v ^Medical Societ.v
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urine is diminished in ([uantity. except dur-

ing tlie absolution of the fluid, when it may
lie increased. The bowels are usually consti-

pated.

The physical signs are important, and vary
with the three stages of the disease : the dry
stage, the stage of effusion and stage of re-

sorption. The signs of the first stage are

those of acute fibrinous pileurisy. In the sec-

ond stage or stage of effusion, the affected

side expands imperfectly, if the effusion is

large there is an increase in its size, with ob-

literation or bulging of the intercostal spaces.

Von seldom have fluctuation or oedema of the

chest walls. The apex bea1 is displaced to a

varying extent, depending upon the quantity

of effusion
;
in right side exudates, it will he

displaced toward the left axilla, deiiending

upon the quantity of fluid : in left-side exu-

dates, it may lie liehind the sternum and be

imperceptible or be carried to the outside of the

right mammillary line in the third or fourth

intersjiace. The vocal fremitus is diminished
or absent according to the amount of the ef-

fusion, although it may persist with large ex-

udates, if there are connecting hands of ad-

liesions between lung and chest wall, the af-

fected side is found upon measurement to ex-

ceed the other by 1-2 to 1 1-2 inches especially

at the end of exi:>iration.

On percussion, you will find impaired re-

sonance, passing into dullness or absolute flat-

ness as the effusion increases. This is usu-

ally found first posteriorly. If the upper
limit of the dullness is determined, it is found
to be at a higher level posteriorly than in

front. A movable line of dullness obtained
by marking in the mammillary line, can not be
demonstrated in very large or encysted effus-

ions. The dullness or flatness of the fluid

lias a peculiar resistant quality readily recog-

nized by practice.

AUSCULTATION.

Commonly the breath sounds over the fluid

are weak or absent, but in large effusions

there may be distinct, but distant bronchial

breathing. The vocal resonance is usually

annulled over the body of the effusion, but

there may be bronchophony. If the ])ortion

of the })leura, which overlies the heart is in-

flamed there may b<‘ a pleuro-pericardial frii‘-

tion sound.'

DIAGNOSIS.

In the majority of cases there is little diffi-

culty in making a correct diagnosis from the

symptoms, particularly' the physical signs.

In pneumonia ,vou may sometimes he uncer-

tain. pneumococcus pleurisy at the time of

onset may closely simulate a lobar pneumonia.
In the lattei- disease there is an initial rigoi'

or chill, the fever is higher, the ])rostration

more decided, the dyspnoea of greater in-

tensity and there is rusty sputum. The uni

lateral flush on the cheek is not seen, as a rule,

in pleurisy. In pneumonia the dulness is less

resistant, the vocal fremitus and vocal reson-

ance are increased, not diminished, or absent;

there is no displaceihent of the heart, spleen

or liver and intercostal spaces do not bulge.

In doubtful cases the exploratory puncture
is decisive, and should always be employed.

HYDROTIIORAX.
The absence of fever, pain and friction

sounds, together with the history of disease

of the heart or kidney in hydrothorax, usual-

ly enables a ready differentiation.

Pericardia! effusion, if extremely copious,

may closely simulate a left side pleural effus-

ion. In jiericardial effusion there is pulmon-
ary resonance at the haso. a dull tympanitic
resonance in the axilla and around the border
of the distended sack, and the heart is not dis-

placed to the right. ^Moreover, the dyspnoea
is extreme in comparison with the apparent
amount of effusion, the pulse is small and ir-

regular, and there is often a history of anti-

cedent rheumatic fever.

Hepatic abscess, when of sufficient size anti

suitably located, may push the diaphragm
high up and cause dulness and weak or ab-

sent respiration at the right base. The upiier

line of dulness, however, in such cases is im-

movahle and often curved upward, and a

friction sound is audible over the dull area,

which would not he the ease if the pleural

surfaces were separated by fluid.

TREATMENT.

Locally blisters have served me well, it

seems to suspend the process, as well also as

to relieve the pain to some extent. Succeed-
ing the blister, a cotton jacket should be ap-
plied, for a time at least. The severe pain is

])romptly relieved by the hypodermic inject-

ion of morphine sulphas, or the frequent use
of small doses of DoA'er’s powder.

In the very early stages of ]deurisy, it may
be cut .shoi’t by sodium salicylate gr. x-xv,

well diluted, every three or four hours. In
the stage of effusion, the salicylates are im-
])ortant. For the absorption of tbe fluid, use
potassii iodidum gr. x, well diluted, every
four hours, with flying blisters over the af-

fected side, or mercurial ointment in the arm-
pits. groins and over the site of the effusion.

If there is much delay, however, in the ab-

sorption of the fluid, paracentesis should be
jiracticed as soon as the fever has subsided.

This is an operation every physician should

be able and I'eady to do without calling on the

sui'geoii. The jioini, which I pivfer. is the

scvt'iith interspace in the mid-axillary line

The intersjiaces are made wider and the oper-

ation easier, if the arm of the side to be oper-
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ated is carried over the liead. Tlic needle

should he introduced close to the upper
margin of the rib, so as to avoid wounding the

intercostal arter^^ In severe dyspnoea do a

paracentesis at once.

Empyema should he left to the surgeon.

DIAGNOSIS OF PKEGNANCY.*

By A. E. TiiREiiKELD. Wheatley.

There are circumstances in the pi*actiee of

medicine when the probability of the exist-

ence of pregnancy suffers
;
and then again we

are brought face to face with conditions,

when notliing short of an absolute' diagnosis

is permissible; wdien a mistake would be dis-

astrous to our own welfare as well as to that

of our patient. Under such circumstances
with our signs as known we would hardly be

justified in making a positive diagnosis dur-

ing the early months of pregnancy. The most
skillful diagnostician can hardly obtain posi-

tive proofs during the first sixteen weeks.

Signs of pregnancy have been divided into

presumptive, probable and positive. Prob-
ably the most useful and practical method is

to divide them into doubtful and positive

signs.

To my mind there are only three positive

signs.

1. The foetal heart sound.

2. Quickening, or active motions of the

child.

3. Ballottement, or passive locomotion of

child. Four others though not so valuable
are usually classed with the positive signs.

4. Kecognition by abdominal palpation.

5. The uterine murmur.
6. Intermittent contractions of uterus.

7. Hegar’s sign.

The doubtful signs of pregnancy are dif-

ficult to enumerate numerically, but for con-

venience of recollection we may enumerate
five that are easy of recognition, and five that
are less so. In the first group Ave have:

1. Suppression of menses.
2. Changes in the breasts and nipples.

3. Morning sickness.

4. iMorbid longing and dyspepsia.

5. Changes in size and shape of abdomen.
In the second gi’oup

:

6. Softening and enlargement of os and
cervix uteri.

7. Violet color of vagina.

8. Irritability of bladder.

9. Pigmentary deposits in the skin.

10. IMental and emotional phenomena.
The elaboration of all these signs is beyond

the scope of this paper, l)esides a full descrip-

*Reiid before the f)wen Count.v Medieal Societ.v.

tion of same ihay be found in any text book
on obstetrics.

Probably a few points on differential

diagnosis may not be amiss.

From ovarian tumors. The positive signs

of pregnancy are absent; menstruation gen-
erally continuoits; there is fluctuation; tumor
begins on one side of abdomen and is of sloav

development; Avomb not enlarged and ceiwix
not softened.

From uterine fibroids. In this ease the tu-

mor is harder and more inelastic
;

it is un-
symmetrical and nodular in outline; of sloAver

groAvth; is accompanied Avith profuse mens-
truation; and ceiwix is not softened.

From obesity. In enlargement of abdomen
from fat other parts of body are enlarged.
Belly is soft and doughy to touch and Avith-

out any central (uterine) tmnor.
From ascites. In dropsy there is distinct

fluctuation and no uterine tumor, resonance
on percussion changes its boundary line upon
changing the position of the woman.

Besides the signs above enumerated there
are two others that possibly should be
enumerated among the positwe signs of preg-
nancy. I refer to the Koentgen Bay and the
Abderhalden serum test.

Edling, of Germany, has found it possible
to obtain instructive radiographs of the foetus
as early as the beginning of the third month
of pregnancy. iMultiple gestation and ab-
normal positions can be readily recognized by
this means. It is equally reliable in regard to

extra uterine pregnancy. No harm from the

procedure Avas CA'er detected.

In 1912 Abderhalden described a sero-diag-

nosis of pregnancy. HaAung found that if

foreign protein is injected into the blood, or
introduced parenterally, ferments for the de-

struction of this substance are produced, and
a digestion of these substances takes place in

the vascular system. He next deimonstrated
that in the blood of a pregnant animal there

circulates a protolytic ferment, AA'hich causes

a breaking doAvn or change of placental pro-

teins. Furthermore there is in the blood of

pregnant Avomen, protolytic ferment or fer-

ments for human placental tissue. By testing

blood serum by Avhat is called the Niribydrin
test the presence of these ferments may be
demonstrated. This test can noAv be made in

research laboratories.

This test has been confirmed by numerous
observers in oA'er 2,000 eases. i\Iost observers
obtained positive results in practically all

cases. On the other hand less favorable re-

sults haA’e been reported by a feAv. At pres-

ent the test can not be regarded as an abso-

lute clinical method, until it has been more
Ihoi’oughly iuA'estigated and possible sources

of error corrected. However, Ave must con-
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elude that so far as pi'eg’uauey is eouecrued,
we have here a method of diagnosis of wide
ai>plieahility and pi'aetieal value. Tlie re-

sults show the presence of the ferment from
the sixth week after the last menstruation to

the third week j)ost partum. Experiments
upon animals prove that the reaction may be
obtained as early as twenty-four hours after

implantation of ovum.
Thus this test is of especial value in en-

abling us to make a diagnosis before any of
the ordinary positive signs are available.

SOME RARE TYPES THAT WE HAVE
MET.*

By T. IT. (tajiblik, IMonticello.

No trade or profession exists that does not
have some few in its ranks that are an except-
ion to the rule.

The medical profession does not escape this

classification
;
there are men within its com-

pass that fall far below the standard of the
model doctor. I will say here, it is well, too.

before heaping condemnation upon the head
of a brother, that we pluck from our own eye
the “cinder,” if it hf‘ there.

Any way, as you go along in the practice of

your profession, you are a])t to meet (only
occasionally however) with a type of doctor
that does not come Tip to the standard of the
ideal.

With your j)ermission 1 will mention a few
of them. First, there is the eccentric doctor,

one who is ei-ahid and insulting. When a

man talks insulting without provocation, is

it proper to say, “Oh, he is eccentric, it’s

just his way?” T think, when I hear him,
that he is wi-ong in the noodle; there is no
division line hefween sanity and insanity. If

a man is sane he should he held responsible

for his conduct
;

if insane he should be con-

fined in an asylum

There is the church doctor. 1 once heard
of a doctoi- who pi-eai-i'anged for his being
called out of church dui'ing services in order

that he iiiight receive good advertising. Such
a procedure shoidd receive condemnation
from both Ood and man.

There is the fool doctor. This term is used

for the lack of a better one that would express

the meaning. There ai'e some men in all pro-

fessions who ti'av'el on theii' shape, or good

looks, it may he. too. that they have some
hi-ains, hut they put them to poor use. Their

disposition is to “strut,” and they ready

think they are better than their fellows. If

tills he I. gentlemen, consign me to an eternal

oblivion.

There is the ci-ank. They ai-e to be Found

in all walks of life, and imedieine has not

<*scaped this form of insaiiity. You will meet
with the mail who has a sure .specific for most
ewry disease. He has thought of it so long

and has tried it so often that it is useless to

argue with him. It may be in the form of a

serum, pill, jiowder, tar water or lymph, but

with him it has worked miraculous cures, al-

though with you it has accomplished nothing,

you need not tell him so, you will not change
his mind and incur his displeasure: better

leave him alone with his hobby and trust to

the future to cure him of his folly. Pads are

very much like the brook, they will go on for-

ever.

There is the over-polite doctor. Politeness

is a virtue. But over politene.ss is a bore. I

liave seen men of refinement render them-

selves the laughing stock of a company of

ladies and gentlemen by their effort to be po-

lite. Dignity is one thing and assumed po-

liteness another. Select the first and ignore

the last.

And there is the effeminate doctor. I speak

of him without allusion to the female doctor.

Too much praise cannot be given to the noble

women who have joined the ranks of the med-
ical profession, they purify the temple of

medicine; they have shown themselves man’s
eipial in medicine, and we should hail their

advent into this, the noblest profession of

them all. with great pleasure.

But he, of the effeminate ways, that bears
with him oders of the most delicate perfumes,
and Avho.se hair is made to curl; Avho’s pom-
ades are fresh from Paris, finger nails mani-
cured each AA’eek. and mustache 'waxed each
day, rosy cheeked and fingers tapering e.x-

qiiisitely. Such a one is proud of hiimself.

and is fit only for the ladies to play Aviih, not

to practice medicine.

And there is the .smooth doctor. Without
trying to explain the term smooth as used
here, you Avill readily understand to whom
reference is made. Shakespeare had him in

mind when he spoke of the Avink of the eye
and the nod of the head, for the smooth
doctor has both under most excellent control.

He is not sincere, but full of flattery as well
as treachery. Seemingly a friend. His self-

important nod or Avink of the eye, offends my
appetite, chokes me in the gutti'el, and is so
offensive to my nostrils that my stomach
lurns.

Next I Avill mention the unsuccessful doc-
tor. If you should meet with one I beg you to

extend a helping hand. I notice that so long
as man is but little known, has made no repu-
tation, he is in nobody’s Avay. But let him be-

gin to climb the ladder of success, and then
the shafts of envy, jealousy, malice and
hatred Avill he shot at him in rapid .succession.Read before the AA’a.vne Comit.v Medical Societ.v.
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So witli tlie unsuocossful iium. It wus Josli

liil lings who said lliat, “When a man starts

(low)i liill, everything seems greased for the

occasion.” i^iaeh one who passes him will

give him a kick instead of a lift. You may
find such a one in your profession who from
misfortune, ill luck or that the fates were

against him (and 1 don’t think that you have

any farther to go tluin myself) 1 beg you give

him a lift instead of a kick. BoiKpiets are

softer than bricks. Encourage, beg, entreat,

and if needs be go down in your pocket and
help him. There is no man but what at some
day you may need his assistance, and the man
who asks alms to-day, may be aide to compen-
sate you to-morrow.

These types 1 have mentioned, tleal with

them as your good sense prompts. But be-

ware of becoming infected with any disease

germs, for possibly some of these tjmes are of

microbie origin.

AVhether your path in life has been strewn
with flowers, or you have been pricked with
thorns; whether successful or unsuccessful,

the time will surely come, and perhaps the

saddest time in life of man is in the realiza-

tion of the fact that the hour has come when
he must quit, for, according to nature, this

time of retirement creeps by degrees upon
him. But woe to him to whom it does come, if

it finds him unprepared for a rainy day.

Now, if the time to (piit is of so much sor-

row to man it is of just as much concern to

woman, and comes to her at an earlier day.

Day by day she has watched the decay of the

bloom upon her cheeks, one by one the wrin-

kles appear, each year brings her some evi-

dence of decay. But 4 think to grow old

gracefully is the most perfect charm.

When 1 was a child as I played around my
old gray-haired grandfather and another, I

thought that they were the prettiest people I

ever saw, and hoped to some day look like

them. 1 believe one of the sweetest things left

to those in retirement will be contemplation
and reflection. INfany will be the times that

you will live your life over in your musings.
In the twilight you will romp and play again.

The dear old faces will come to you, the games
of your youth, the admonitions of your good
old father and the embraces of the sweet-faced

mother will make yf)U a child again. The
day when you i-eceived your diploma, the first

case, the first death, the days that you sjaent

with your sweetheart, the engagemenf, the

wedding, the children; all these will be for

you pleasant in youi- dreams and memory.
The good companion of your busy life may be

with you, the one who has helped you to beai-

yoiir burdens, helped you in gaining a living

if your lot was a hard one, hers was harder, if

you suffered, she suffered more
;
when you

wei’e happy, she was liajapy; when you were
full of grief, she wept. Think, man, when
recounling youi- great deeds, the part she

bore. She has been the power behind the

throne. Aftei- the weary life is over, after the

day has passed; after the folding of the

hands, after all adieus, after the dark river

is reached, you will pass over to the other side

to bask in the green grass by the still water.

Then yoiii- soul will rest in peace for Ood is

just.

TIOOKWOlNAl ARTHRITIS.*
(report op case.)

By B. V. V,\N AIeter, Lexington.

AVhile on a hunting ti-ip in Pulaski County
three years ago, I was asked to see a boy, E.
A,, white, age 7. Having been under a diag-

nosis of tubercular arthritis of both ankles,

j'.nd ainable to walk for two years. At the

time of my seeing him three years ago with
his family physician, I was sure that the diag-

nosis was not that of tuberculosis.

The boy was very thin and emaciated, both
ankle joints swollen, and lender, limitation of

motion in all directions, flexion and extension
being more free, than other motions. No
oedema of the legs, in fact nothing except
emaciation, anemia and an arthritis of both
ankles. 1 was unable to make a diagnosis,

though I was sure that he did not have tuber-
cular arthritis.

After being asked to look at a skin erupt-
ion on a younger brother, who was not sick,

1 advised his family physician to put him on
mercury and iodid. Under the treatment of

mercury and iodid he was able to go out and
walk to the extent of chopping cornstalks on
the farm the following summer, but later in

the fall his ankle joints became more acutely
involved, more swollen than ever before, his

having stopped the mercury, with both knees
water joints, though not very painful or
acute, just fluxuating water joints, but no
oedema of the shins, or anywhere else.

Two years after .seeing him first I was back
in Pulaski hunting birds this last November,
and saw the patient the second time, and was
still unable to make a diagnosis. Aly hunting
companion, Air. W. E. Simms offered the boy
financial help and he was brouglit to the Lex-
ington Hospital for obsei'vation.

After a very short time 1 ari-ived at the

conclusion that his joints were being fed by

an infection from his intestinal ti-act, this led

to an examination of his stools by Dr. Ernest

Bradley, when hookworms and round woians

were both found. He was given a routine

*Read before the I'a.votle Count.v Medical Societ.v.
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treatment for liookworm, his ankle .ioiuts he-

ing so much damaged that the}' were put np

in plaster of Paris slightly inverted, and kept

for six or eight weeks, later examination of

intestinal contents were found negative.

At the end of eight weeks this boy now ten

years old, had gained about twenty pounds,

entirely free from pain, and was discharged

wearing a double bar brace with free joint at

the ankle, in order to protect his very much
damaged angle joints.

There are two points in the ease that have
special interest, first : that there is such a

thing as a clear cut hookworm arthritis; sec-

ond : that the hookworm arthritis will show
improvement under vigorous administration
of mercury. As long as he took his merciiry

regularly he showed improvements, as soon as

he stopped he relapsed, although the mercuiw
did not have the effect, that it would have had,

if the infection had been specific.

This case here reported can’t be the only
ease of hookworm arthritis in the State and
I feel it my duty to forward this report, in

the hope that through the Journal it might
reach some other eases, that were being treat-

ed for tuberculosis.

AN UNUSUAL OBSTETKICAL CASE-
QUADRUPLETS.*

By J. F. Furnish, “Waterford.

On February the 10th, 1914, at 7 :00 o’clock
P. M., I was called to the home of Y. D., who
lives on Plum Creek, Spencer count}', to at-

tend a. ease of labor. At 8 :45 P. M. the
mother gave birth to a boy weighing 4 1-2

pounds; on further examination, I found oc-
cipital presentation of a second child. Labor
continued in a normal way and at 4 A. iM. of
the 11th, the second child was born, it being a
boy also and it weighed 5 1-2 pounds. On
further examination I found a third child
presenting breech, and labor continued norm-
ally and at 5:15 A. IM., on February 11th the
third child was born; it was a boy, too, and
weighed 5 1-2 pounds. On delivering the pla-
centa I found two imperfectly developed chil-

dren, whose sex I did not determine.

The placenta Avas iiear-shaped, being larg-

est at either end than in the center, and had
three cords attached to it. There was an
isthmus at center. The children, that Avere

liorn dead were contained in the membranes
of the placenta at delivery. No. 2 and No.

3 Avere perfect tAvins, their cords coming from
the same placental attachment, and both AA’cre

brunettes, and a perfect likeness of each

other. No. 1 Avas a lilond, and was somewhat

smaller than Nos. 2 and 3, both in Aveight and

in feature. At present both mother and chil-

dren are doing nicely and she is nursing the

three children. I am sure such an unusual

case AA'ill excite interest throughout the St«.te.

NEWS ITEMS AND COMMENTS

TURNED THE TABLES.

Drs. J. E. Wells and N. W. hloore had an

amusing experience Avith a sneak thief whom
they caught in their offices in the Harrison

Deposit Baiffi building late last Wednesday
afternoon. The felloAV sneaked up the stairs

and concealed himself in the drug room, but

his reflection on a glass panel in the door

gave him aAvay. He refused to come out AA'heu

ordered, and held the door Avith his shoulder

AA'hen Dr. IMoore tried to open it. Dr. Wells

had a key to another door and entered that

Avay, and the thief Avas trapped. He said he

had come to see a doctor and put up a bold

bluff about not being treated respectfully.

He started to go doAA'n stairs, but Avas prevent-

ed and Policeman Hughes Avas called. Then
the felloAV AA'eakcncd and claimed he Avas suf-

fering from the effects of appendicitis. Said

he had plenty of money and Avanted to be ex-

amined, and Dr. IMoore gaA'e an examination,

and, of course, found he Avas faking. Then
the doctor collected a dollar as his fee and
Policeman Hughes took the felloAV aAvay. He
AA'as alloAA'ed to go, and left tOAA-n on the ten

o’clock train. The doctors are laughing over

hoAV they collected a fee from a felloAV Avho had
come up to rob them. It is probable that the

man, Avho Avas a dirty, disreputable looking

felloAV, had drojApetl off the five o’clock train

here Avith the intention of doing a Little sneak
Hiief AA'ork. It is a common thing in larger

cities for thieA'es to make AA'ay Avith overcoats

and clothing from doctors’ offices. They slip

in, and if detected, claim the yare sick and
looking for the doctor.

Grafting Procedure to Prepare Orbit for Arti-

ficial Eye.—Magitot refers to cases in which the

resection has had to he so extensive that there is

no pocket left to hold the artificial eye and no

material to Avhieh a graft can be sutured to make

a pocket. He has been cpiite successful in such

cases Avith a convex, holloAv, sih'er support, flat at

tlie hack, Avith a hole at the rear into which fits

a spring. This almond-shaped support is coa'-

ered Avith a Thiersch flap at least 5x6 cm. in size.

The edges of the flap are tAicked into the opening

at the hack ami are held there by the spring.

This skin-coated jn'othesis is then slipped into

the orbit, AA’hcre it forms an adequate support for

the artificial eye.
Read Wefore the Puencer Count.v Medical Society.
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THE FORUM

“THEN AND NOW,”

On IMay 12tli, 1891, twenty-three yeans ago,

I was elected secretary of the Southwestern
Kentucky IMedical Associatioi. At that time
Dr. Reuben Saunders of Paducah was the re-

tiring President, he having been elected the

3^ear before, at tlie age of eighty-tv/o, witlioixt

opposition. Dr. Saundei’s was one of the or-

ganizers and tlie first President of the associa-

in 1866, and as the crowning event of his

useful and eventful life, association decided
to give him the honor the second time.

The title of Dr. Saundei’s’ President’s ad-

dress was “Then and Now,” and as secretary

I made it my duty to transexllxe the address

DR. REUBEN SAUNDERS
Paducah -1847-1891

on the record book of the associatioJi verbatim
et literatim.

Recently, May 12th, 1914, I was i*e-elected
secretary of tlie same association in its forty-
fourth annual session and in looking over the
old record book I re-read with much pleasure
the above mentioned address. Considering
Dr. Saunders’ social and professional stand-
ing in the cemmunity, the fact that he was at
that time . eighty-three years of age, and the
excellency of the paper, it occurs to me that
a short biographical sketch of Dr. Saunders,
together with this address might fit well into
the JouRNAi; and thereliy be retained in perm-
anent form.

Dr. Saunders was born near Frankfort in

tiiis state, September 6th. 1808, and while yet

a boy moved to the state of Alabama and
studied medicine, attending one course of

lectures in Charleston, S. C. He graduated
from the Jefferson iMedieal College, Phila-

delphia, in the class of 1836. Returning to

Wetumpka, Alabama, he practiced for six

years in partnership with the illustrious J.

iMarion Sims.

He located in tlie then village of Paducah,
in 1847, where he lived the remainder of his

useful life and where he died December 14th,

1891. He was a man far above the average in

medical intelligence and ranked as one of the

foremost practitioners in the western part of

the state. Dr. Saunders was the first physici-

an to call attention to and use the combina-
fion of atrophia and morphia in the treatment
of extreme collapse and shock, a treatment
tliat is to-day, and has been for many years,

recognized and used by all the intelligent phy-
sicians in the world. This treatment he dis-

covered in the epidemic of cholera in the city,

county and adjoining counties in 1873.

THE ADDRESS.

(icnllcmeii of the A.ssociation

:

As it is customary for your presiding of-

ficer in retiring, to deliver an address, I have
thought it would not be uninteresting to call

your attention to a few of the changes in the

character and treatment of some of the most
prevalent diseases that I have witnessed since

1 began the practice of medicine, now more
than half a century ago.

Bilious fever, pleurisy, pneumonia, rheu-
matism, croup and cholera infantum, with an
occasional epidemic of scarlet fever, were the

most prevalent and fatal of that day.
As the above mentioned diseases of that

daj", had a decided tendency to inflammation
of some important organ, blood letting was re-

sorted to freely. The first thing on being
called to a case of bilious fever, was to sit the
jiatient up in a chair, or in bed, cord the arm,
draw blood in a full stream until signs of
syncope appeared, following this with an
emetic if he had not already vomited. After
the action of the emetic, a full dose of calomel,
twenty grains, or four to six Cook’s pills, with
some antimonial mixture, such as antimonial
wine, spirits nitre, etc. If after the action of
tliese remedies, the iiaticnt was not decidedly
better the blood letting was repeated, and the
mercury continued until the fever abated or
signs* of salivation appeared.

Blisters were applied if there was iiersist-

ent, acute pain in any of the important or-

gans, such as the luxid, live)- or stomach. 1

have seen the head shaved and blisfei-ed when
inflaiumafion was feared.

Bneumonia was li-eated by bleeding and
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blistering', Dovers’ powders and calomel, or

the nitrous powder, and some antimonial ex-

pectorant. Mercury, however, was not given
as freely as in bilious fever. The blood-let-

ting was repeated from day to day, until the

pain and difficulty of breathing ceased. I

have often repeated the blood letting two or

three times a day in the .same ca.se, and but
seldom if ever had cause to regret it.

Although the pneumonia met with now does
not assume that acute inflammatory form
that it did then, and to all appearances does
not seem to demand blood letting, I have no
doubt many cases might be relieved by the

lo.ss of blood. The lung being obstructed by
effusion, or hepatization, the heart musi be
embarrassed by not being able to free itself of

the accumulation of blood, caused by the ob-

structed lung, a withdrawal of which would
certainly relieve it, without pre,]udicing the

case.

I have no doubt b\it more patients laboring
under pneumonia, are lost from the free use
of (luinine, morphia, veratrum, etc., than from
loss of blood. Our success was equally as good
then as now, under a different treatment, if

not better.

Pleurisy, rheumatism and croup were al.so

terated by free blootl-letting. Every physic-
ian carried his lances—both thund) and spring
—also the midwive.s—and usetl them freely

on all occasions of acute attacks. I will not
pretend to say, that damage was not often
done, for such is the ease with all ])opular

remedies.

Blood IcUhu), .says .Mai'shall Hall, is a diag-
nostic test. Put the palient in tlie ui)right

])osition, if the case is one of inflammatory or
congestive character of the .serous or capillari/

.system, systematic bleeding will be welcome
and the ])atient benefited. If, on the contrary,

there is no inflammatory tendency, signs of

.syncope will occur before enou.gh has been
done to prejiulice the ca.se. lie recommended
blood letting in all cases of congestion and in-

flammation, excej)! the mucous membrane of

the bowels. Such cases do not bear it well.

Blood letting was also the remedy in that

da.v foi- dysmenorrboea. I have been often

sent foi', fo)' no oth(*r purpose. Tell the doc-

tor 1 want him to come and bleed me, was of-

t(‘ii the message.

Typhoid fever, is rai'ely, if evei' seen now as

it occun'ed many years ago—as dc'scrilaal by

Bai'tlett and other.s—namely, constani fever,

intense headache, (by, brown tongue, hemor-

rhage of the nose and bowels. sii])pressiou, oi'

inability to discharg(> urine, involuiitai'v dis-

(‘.harges and tympanitis of the bowels, for

many days before death, or slow recovei'.v last-

ing from five to eight weeks.

In my judgment, the so-called ty|)ho-ma-

larial fever is nothing more than modified

tyi^hoid, anti-malarial remedies make no vis-

ible impre.ssion upon it. The same treatment

as in typhoid—which is merely symi)tomatic

—to combat unpleasant symptoms as they

arise, baths to reduce temperature, and nour-

ish the patient until the disea.se runs its

course, is about all we can do. Good nursing

is of more sei'vice than medicine.

The theory and practice of Cook of the

Tran.sylvania School was the prevailing prac-

tice then, as mo.st of the doctors, south and
west, were his pupils. He taught that all fe-

vers were i)roduced by congestion of the

liver, and caloimd, or his pills was the remedy.
If the 'j)atient died, it was because he did not

get enough. Occasionally, however, they got

too much. Conse((uently, many ca.ses died of

salivation, llis theory was easily taught and
easy to pratcice. T fell into the hands of one

of his (liseii)les once myself, and did uot get

over the sore mouth for several months.
Now gentlemen what has caiised tides grad-

ual change or modification of the di.sea.se I

have mentioned”^ The improving in the farm-
ing and mechanical implements, the inven-

tion of the mower and reaper, improvements
in plows and other farming utensils, has re-

lieved the male population of much physical

toil. The banishment of the si^ininng wheel
and hand loom has relieved our females of

constant physical toil from morning till night,

the year ’round. 'Fhe establishment of com-
mon schools throughout the country is gradu-
ally developing the brain and nervous system.

These are some of the causes which are

gradually i)roducing a change in the charac-

ter of the disea,ses of the country, from circu-

latory or inflammatory to the nervous system.

Instead of constant toil at the spinning wheel
and loom, our girls are now typewriters in

banks or lawyers’ offices, clerks in our stores

or teachers in our schools.

( 'onsefpiently, the neiwous system has, and
will continue to become, more developed and
moi'e ])roiuiiient in the diseases of the coun-

try. As the nervous becomes more develo])-

ed by education and heredity, these violent

infiammatoiy diseases, spoken of as occur-

ing in imy early practice, may never occur

again. The text books now in use, may, in

the course of another generation be as value-

le.ss as those of forty and fiftj' years ago, are

now.
I’he diseases I have mentioned are rarel.v

seen now as then. I have seen but one or two
violent or decided cases of bilious fever since

ISbO and no 'aisi* of shaking ague, .\cute

rhmimatism is of rare occui'i'mice. Membran-

ous crouj) is less fre(pient and scailet fewer

has also assumed a modified form. Very few

deaths occur from it now.
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It is not surprising', therefore, to the nietlie-

al profession, that these and numerous other

changes in hal)its and customs should super-

induce a radical change in the manifestations

of disease. Change is everywhei'e, and in-

cessant.

Thei'e is no such thing iii nature as entire

absence of change in the inorganic or organic

\vorld. iMoleculai' change is unceasing;

change is life. Tlie absence of change is

death.

For the discovery of this great and mo-

mentous truth—change constantly taking

place, in all organic life—tlie world is in-

debted, in a large degree, to the medical

profession.

From tlie earliest period of scientitic dis-

covery, to the present day, those who have

been first and foremost in searching out, and
utilizing, for the lienefit of mankind, the

secrets and mysteries of nature’s acute

changes, have been tlu* patient, encpiiring

jihysician. Yes, he has not only been the

leader in the higher sciences and curative art,

but he has been the leader in mechanical dis-

covery, i'or there is hardly an instrument in

the world, valuable in the investigation of sci-

ence and disease, that has not been invented

by some scientific physician or surgeon, la-

boring to solve some abstruse problem of

nature ’s manifestations.

And when he adds to the constantly chang-

ing conditions, the intellectual change of pro-

gressive education, the changed food, habits

and customs of adA’ancing civilization, and the

condition of local environments, he can hardly
fail, not only to recognize the fact that all

forces acting in the living liody. are identical

with those living in tlie inorganic universe,

but by the laws of cause and effect, disease

must change and it is his highe.st aim to un-

derstand those changes.”

Value of Mask over Surgeon’s Mouth.—In or-

der to demonstrate tl>e value of a mask over the

surgeon’s mouth during operations t'andler car-

ried out the following experiments with Bacillus

in'odigiosus : With ordinary breathing and (juiet

siieaking no bacilli left the mouth. Coiighiiui’ for

two minutes caused only a few Iiacilli to be

emitted, and there were controlled by a mask of

eight layers of gauze, one of four layers being

insullieient. Sneezing was shown to be a most

dangerous source of infection from the mouth, one

sneeze, and that an artificial one, producing IdO

colonies of microorganisms in a circle of d 1-2

inches diameter at a distance of 18 inches. A
mask OiE eight layers is not siillicient to keep back

all organisms during lu'olongtd sneezing, althougli

it reduces the infection considerably. There was,

however, no growth on a plate exposed to one

sneeze through such a mask.

COUNTY SOCIETY REPORTS

Christian—The Christian County Medical So-

ciety met in regular .session in the Avalon, Hop-
kinsville, I’uesday, May l!)th, at P. M., with

the following members in attendance: Watts,

Keith, I,acy, Erkileiian, Harned, Rozzell, Caudle,

d. F. Stone, (laither, Cates, Kudd, l*aine, Sargent,

Williams, Barker, Allen, McGraw, Bell, Kollow,

Bice Lox'in, Barnes, Stites, Reynolds, Stephens,

and Sandbach. Visitors, Drs. Frey and Cower of

Trenton and Trigg and Sanders of the W. S. H.

The minutes of the last meeting were read and

approved and the society read a letter from the

Red Cross Society askinu’ tiiat a committee be aj)-

])ointed to organize a i)ernianate organization

in the county. Moved by Dr. Bell and passed

that the letter be tabled till the next meeting.

J. G. Gaither moved that a committee be a^)-

])()inted to solicit contributions from the members
to et|uip a room in the new hospital now nearing

completion. The motion passed and the Chair

ai>pointed ,1. C. (iaither, S. H. Williams and J.

P. Keith.

M. W. Rozzell ])resented two clinical cases, one

of ‘bFacial Neuralgia and Herpes Zoster,” and
the other of “(tranulated Lids.’’

B. A. Caudle repoi'ted a case giving symptoms
in detail and asking for a diagnosis.

H. W. Watts and J. G. Gaither reported a

very interesting ease which proved upon opera-

tion to be turpentine ipoison alfecting tlie blad-

der.

R. W. Frey reported a case of a signoid im-

paction with tile iadiogra])h showing a fecal

mass with th.ree openings.

J. L. Barker, Sargent, Frey, Stites, Bell, Lovin,

Gaither, and Sandbach discussed these cases at

length.

S. J. Rollow read a very interesting paper re-

porting three cases of ‘‘Sarcoma of the Pelvic

Organs,” each terminating in death. He laid

particular stress upon an accurate and early diag-

nosis. The pa])er cvas freely discussed.

The society adjourned to meet again the third

Tuesday in dune.

W. S. SANDBACH, Secretary.

McLean—The McLean County Medical Society

met at the court hous in Calhoun on Ma.v 14th, at

2 o'clock P. M. Meeting called to order by J. S.

Fitzliugli, President.

Present. W. P. .Miller, H. \V. Cates, W. L.

Haynes, P. D. .Moore, AV. Spicer, R. L. Ford,

J. S. Fitzhugh, AV. H. Aloore.

Tliere being no program for tliis meeting, a

motion was nunh* and carried that the lumse pro-

ceed to tlie election of officers for the ensuing

.vear.

Motion by AA". 1*. Aliller. that the iiresent of-

licers be re-electi'il. Motion carried: Tlie otiicers

are as follows: J. S. Fitzhugh, President; AA'. W.
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Si^icer, Vice President; W. H. Moore, Secretary.

J. S. Fitzhugh made a talk on ethics, rvliic’n rvas

followed by a general discussion.

There being no other business Irefore tlie house

a motion was made and carried to adjourn.

W. II. MOOKE, Secretary.

Carlisle—The Carlisle .County Medical Society

met in the aBptist Church, at Milburn on June
2nd, 1914, at 11 A. M. After the approval of the

minutes of the last meeting, the regular program
was taken up.

H. A. Gilliam read a very practical paper on

the “Early Diagnosis and Treatment of Tulrercu-

losis.” After enumerating the clinical symptoms
he entered into a practical discussion of tuber-

culin as a diagnostic means. Dr. Jackson opened

the discussion. At this point. Dr. Purcell, of Pa-

ducah and Dr. Kasterson of Lowes, wei’e elected

honorary members and invited to take part in

the discussions. Dr. Thos. A. Pease, of Kirby-

ton, was elected a member of the society. Drs.

Mosby, Crouch, Marshall, Kasterson, Hoeker,

Simpson and Dunn discussed the paper’, which
was closed by Dr. Gilliam.

The society adjourned to tlie Hotel for dinner,

reconvening at 1 P. M.
C. E. Purcell, of Paducah, gave a valuable and

instrirctive lecture on “Mastoiditis,” laying-

special stress on recognizing mastoid trouble

early and incising tlie drum membrane when
found bulging, red and tense. Dr. Mosby opened
the discussion, Drs. Crouch, .lackson and Dunn
also discussed the paper. Dr. Purcell closing.

R. T. Hoeker, read a good paper on “Gonor-
rhea. ” E. K. Simpson opened the discussion and
the paper was discussed by '\Iosby, Crouch, Mar-
shall and Dunn, Dr. Hoeker closing.

Motion mae and carried that we thank Dr.

Purcell for being with us and delivering his ad-

dress.

Motion made and carried that Ave thank Dr.
thanks to the congregation of tlie Baptist church

for the use of the church as a meeting place, also

that Ave thank the Committee on Arrangements
for the meeting and entertainment.

The society adjourned to meet on Forked Lake
the first Tuesdaj’ in September. Drs Mosby.
Marshall and Croucli Avere appointed a committee
on an-angements.

Members jiresent; H. T. Crouch, "W. L. Mosliy,

T. J. Marshall. Bardwell, J. F. Dunn, IL T.

Hoeker, and AV. Z. Jackson, Arlington; F. K.

Simpson and H. A. Gilliam, Milburn; C. E. Pur-

cell, Paducah; Thos. A. Pease, Kirbyton, and Dr.

Kasterson of LoAves.

T. J. MARSHALL, Secretary.

Henderson—The Henderson Counly Medical

Society met at the rooms of the Henderson Com-
mercial Club, a very interesting: ])rograni Avas

presented. The I'olloAving members being iires-

ent: Drs. Dixon, Fletcher, Floyd, Ligon, Gallo-

Avaj’, Hancock, Poole, Royster, Neary and Cooper.
— — Cooper read a very interesting paper on

“Intestinal Indigestion,” Avhich Avas very freely

discussed. In closing Dr. Cooper said he hoped

for a more rigid examination of our milk sup-

ply in the future.

W. A. Poole, the president, being called away,

Dr.Roj’ster Avas called to the chair. After com-

pleting all business before the society, it Avas

moA’ed and seconded that Ave adjourn.

B. J. NEARY, Secretary.

Pendleton—The Pendleton County Medical So-

ciety met at the office of Dr. J. Ed Wilson, in

Falmouth, on AVednesday, May 13th, 1914, Avith

the folloAving members present: J. N. Blackerby,

Beckett, BroAvn. Blades, Chipman ,Clark, Cram,

Daugherty, Eckler, Ellis, Hopkins, Kendall, Mc-

Kenney, Nichols, John E. AA'^ilson, J. Ed AVilson,

AA'oolery, I. A. Shirley, of AAHnehester, Councilor

Tenth District and member of State Board of

Health, Avho is in this county doing hookAvorm

Avork, Avas present and contributed to the enjoy-

ment of the day by relating some of his valuable

experiences.

AA"e had a fine report of clinical cases, which

Avas entered into Avith spirit by all the members

present, and from the number of cases report-

ed, it made a valuable field of rich experiences

and eA’erj' member felt that it Avas good to haA'e

been here.

W. A. AIcKENNEY, Secretary.

Shelby—The Shelby County Medical Society

held its regular monthly meeting the third

Thursday in May,. 1914, in Shelbyville Avith the

folloAving members present: Drs. Eggen, Ray, F.

M. Beard, S. L. Beard, LaAvrence, Adams, J. N.

Smith, Sellers, Perrin, Berryman, Allen and Dr.

Locke of the State Board of Health.

J. F. Adams read a Avell prepared i^aper on

“Typhoid Fever,” Avhich brought out an unusu-

ally interesting discussion on this old but intense-

ly interesting subject.

J. S. Locke’s discussion Avas very interesting as

he brought out so many neAv points on the

prophylaxis of this disease.

Dr. Adams’ paper Avell deserved the manj'

com])liments ]iaid it by the members present.

.Vt noon the society discussed an elegant three-

course luncheon, the contribution of Dr. Sellers.

This discussion Avas very animated and long

draAvn out, every one keeping steadily at it as

long as anything remained in sight to be “dis-

cussed
'
’.

The society voted to adjourn during the hot

months so tlie next meeting Avill be held the third

Thursday in September.

A\'. E. AIjLI'IN, Secretary.
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ORIGINAL ARTICLES

MILK.

By W. E. Gary, Louisville.

Since mdllc is one of our best and cheapest

foods and is usually taken into the stomach in

the raw state it is one of our greatest sources

of food-borne diseases although it very often

is wrongfully accused. It contains articles of

food that render it a good culture media for a

great many kinds of bacteria and because of

its liquid state it takes up and delivers others

to the waiting stomach. For this reason and
because milk is not cooked before using it is

necessary to throw sanitary safeguards
around its production, more so than any other

of our food stuffs. The production of milk by
the few for the benefit of the many is a busi-

ness that has been carried on for centuries.

Customs and methods of dairying have been
handed down from father to son neither of

whom knew or ever heard anything until a

few years ago about sanitation.

It is impossible to make these people pro-

duce a perfect milk in one year or even five

years. It is a subject that will have to be
taught to the child almost from the cradle up,
before we will have a generation of milk pro-

ducers that will know the scientific reasons
for and underlying principles of sanitary
dairying. In the meantime it is necessary to

use all the means at hand to teach old dogs
new tricks, to create an ambition among
dairymen to produce a clean milk, to create
competition between the dairymen producing
the best grades of milk, and to prosecute those

that cannot be reached by these methods, and

if fear of prosecutions and advertising of
their shortcoimings fail to stir them they must
be eliminated from the business.

I will outline briefly the work that has been
done since the passage of our present milk
ordinance five years ago. All the dairies were
scored, using the National score-card, by the
City Health and State Pure Food authorities,

and all scoring below 65 points were given
hearings and told what to do to improve their

score. Then pint samples of milk were taken,
analyzed and graded to show the actual con-
dition of their product. This is a card used
with each sample giving name, address, chem-
ical test and sediment grades. This is the
standard we have set for grading milk.
These cards are filed in alphabetical order
and we have the records of dairymen for five

years showing the chemical test and three
years showing the sediment test. The average
sediment grading for 1912 was 72.10; 1913,
85.89, and for the three years 78.95.

The analysis of each sample together with
the cotton pad showing the amount of dirt

filtered from one pint of milk is sent to the
dairyman to let him know the condition of his

product. Very dirty or watered milk is de-
stroyed by order of the court. Beginning the
fiust of this year we are making bacterial

counts of milk taken from delivery wagons
and expect to publish the results monthly.
The problems confronting a town of 20 or

30 thousand people that get their milk from a
radius of 5 or 10 miles is quite different from
ours coming from 75 to 100 miles. In the
small town the milk is produced, transported
and delivered by the same person and the en-

tire control of its condition lies in that per-
son’s hands. Here one pei’son produces it.
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the railroads haul it and another person de-

livers it to the customer. If there is any fault

it is of course the other fellows. High bac-

terial counts indicate that the milk is either

old, has been kept at a high temperature or

is contaminated. While high counts do not
always indicate that milk is harmful and in-

jurious, for we know that good buttei-milk is

beneficial and that it contains a large quan-
tity of bacteria, still milk is safer that con-

tains few bacteria for it shows that it has been
handled properly and even if contaminated
the harmful bacteria have not been perndtted
to multiply sufficient to create a disturbance.

Thirty-five per cent, of our milk is 36 hours
old and thirty-five per cent. 24 hours old
when delivered to us. This is usually pas-
teurized 18 hours before delivery and iced un-
til delivered. The bacterial count of this milk
when it reaches here is very high, due to the
fact of the long time on the road without re-

frigeration, which of course can not be ob-

tained except at a prohibitive freight rate on
shipping. Under pi’oper pasteurizing meth-
ods these counts should be cut below 50,000,

and I am pretty certain will be cut that low
after we have carried on our present adver-
tising scheme a few months. Our certified

milk and milk from about 60 local dairies is

only about from 2 to 14 hours old when de-

livered.

]\Iore important than the count, however,
is the test for gas forming bacteria using the

lactose bile culture media which shows the

presence of germs of the eoli group and the

extent of the contamination. The residts of
this test will be incorporated in our monthly
reports from now on.

In 1910, 1911 and 1912 we caused to be tu-

berculin tested 22,000 cows. Since then no re-

tests have been required owing to the unsatis-

factory conditions existing about paying the
veterinarians for testing. There is no paid
official head of the veterinarians. The veter-

inarians are not registered and have no law
covering their profession. However, there is

a bill to license veterinarians and another to

put the enforcement of the tuberculin test un-
der control of the State Live Stock Sanitary
Board and to pay the State Veterinarians. If

these pass it will be of great good to require

a retest of all cattle every two years. Of the

22,000 cows tested less than 4 per cent, re-

acted and less than 2 per cent were condemn-
ed for meat showing that less than 2 per cent,

were diseased to any extent. An unexpected
result of the tuberculin test was the increase

in market value of all tested cattle ranging

from $5 to $10 per head. Thus you see 22,000

cows tested increased in value not less than

$110,000. The total loss on 440 head at $60

Avas $26,400 partial loss on 440 at $20 was $8,-

800 cost of testing at the maximum price of

$1.00 per head $22,000 making a total cost of

$57,000. Unfortunately, of course, the dis-

eased cattle Avere not evenly distributed

among the dairymen and one some the burden
fell heavily. Some lost as high as 95 per cent,

of their herd. One case especially shows the
necessity of sanitary methods of lighting, ven-
tillating and disinfection very clearly.

An old brick barn without Avindows was
used for stabling 100 head of cattle. They
were tested and 58 reactors were removed.
The barn was not disinfected and the lighting

conditions were not improved. One year later

the herd Avas again tested and 64 reacted, the

herd having been increased to 100 after the
first test. The post mortem showed that a
majority had recent lesions and that the
glands of head and throat were chiefly in-

volved. Had this barn been disinfected or

been constructed so that the sunlight could
shine on the feed troughs where the drippings
from the noses and mouths of the cattle ac-

cumulate, the story would have been different.

We use in Louisville from 5000 to 7000 gal-

lons of milk a day, according to the season.

Other cities of the same size use considerably

more. In Milwaukee, for instance, one firm

handles over 18,000 gallons a day and sup-

plies about half the town. The value of milk
as a food and the cost in proportion to other

food stuffs is not generally recognized. One
quart of milk is equal in nutritive food value
to 10 eggs, 7 potatoes, 8 oranges, 12 apples, 5

bananas, 1 head of cabbage, 11 ounces of

meat, 15 ounces of codfish, 5 ounces of corn

meal, 6 1-2 ounces of prunes or 4 1-2 ounces of

nuts. This shows that milk at 10c a quart is

less expensive than any of these except com
meal, potatoes, apples and prunes.

Kind Cost No. or Weight AVeight Total
of Food Measu re Grams lbs. oz. Cost

Milk $0.09 per at. 1 qt. 970 2 2 $0.09

Egg'S 0.35 “ doz. 10 .500 1 3.9 0.29

Meat 2 0.22 “ lb. 307.7 10.8 0.148

Codfish 3 0.15 “ lb. 428.5 15.1 0.141

Corn Meal 0.03 “ lb. 137.7 4.9 0.009

Potatoes 4 1.00 bu. 7 722.7 1 9.4 0.020

Gal)bage 0.25 “ lb. 1 head 1875 4 2.2 0.10

Oranges 0.40 lb. 8 1.304.4 2 14.0 0.220

Apples 0.00 *• pk. 12 1052.0 2 5.1 0.092

Bananas 0 20 “ doz. 5 774 1 11.3 0.10

Prunes 0.15 '
11). 187.5 0.2 0.001

Nuts 0.(«) “ 11). 128.7 4.5 0.103

2. Meat-fat round beef. 4. Potatoes 00 lb.s. to bushel.

3. Codfish-boneless.

Prom the reports Ave are now making it is

possible to select a milk supply that is reason-

al)ly safe, as safe perhaps as any other food

stuff Ave noAV have on the market. In infant

feeding especially, hoAvever, Ave advise the se-

lection of the certified milk or the milk from

a local dairy Avith a low count, no gas-forming
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bacteria and that is delivered before it is 12

hours old.

One thing we do wish to call attention to

very distinctly and that is the indiscriminate

use of so-called butter milk for drinking pur-

poses. There is practically no buttertnilk on

the market made by churning ripened cream

in the process of making butter, but it is

churned sour milk. Now if this churned sour

milk is not ripened at the proper temperature

tor the proper length of time, then cooled and
used for drinking purposes very promptly it

becomes old, exceedingly acid and very fre-

quently causes serious gastric and intestinal

disturbances. It is very probable that con-

taminated milk ripened at 90 degrees or 95

degrees instead of 68 or 75 degrees allows of

tell excessive development of germs of the

bacilli coli group which give rise to the gas-

tric disturbances in a great many cases.

Nearly all of the eases of milk poisoning in

the last three years have been from the use of

butter milk of this type;

One other point in regard to typhoid fever.

Whenever two or more cases are reported as

using milk from the same source inspection of

the dairy depot, and the dairy are made look-

ing for possible sources of contamination.

The water used for washing milk utensils is

analyzed and plated for bacteria. If any
contamination is found the source is elimin-

ated if possible ,if not the sale of milk in the

city is prohibited. County health officers of

counties supplying us with milk report to us
cases of t^qilioid occurring in the families of

dairymen all of which are carefully investi-

gated in the same manner.

DISCUSSION.

Ciuthbert Thompson: I have listened to Dr.

Gary ’s paper witli a great deal of pleasure. The
Health Department of the City of Louisville has

certainly made a record to be proud of in connect-

ion with tlie milk supply of this city. When they

took up this work some five or six years ago our

milk supply was one of the worst in the country;

now it is probably one of the best.

I am sorry to hear what the doctor had to say

about the tuberculin testing of cattle, but this, of

course, applies to the market milk supply. Certi-

fied herds are tested at least once every year, and
this has been done ever since this society appoint-

ed its Milk Commission.

I am very much surprised to hear that only two
or three per cent, of the 22,000 cows tested by the

Health Department were found to be diseased.

In other states the percentage has been much

lai'ger than this, and even in the certified herds

it has been somewhat greater. Of course, a hei’d

that has once been tested and the tuberculous

cattle eliminated, is not likel}^ to show more than

two per cent, of reactors upon re-testing, but in

new cattle coming into the herd, the pro2)ortion

of diseased animals is much larger than that

—

something like fifteen or twenty jaer cent.

Ben Carlos Frazier: I simj^ly w'ish to emjfiia-

size what Dr. Thompson has said in regard to the

good work that has been done by the Health De-
partment in improving the milk supjdy. When
they began this work our milk supply was very
bad indeed, and it could be im2)roved uj)on even
yet. The greatest difficulty met with in the w'ork

of improving the milk su})i)ly is in dealing Avith

the situation out in the country. Almost all of
the dealers here have learned how to take care of

the milk after they get it; but, as Dr. Gary point-

ed out, much of the milk has a very high bac-

terial count Avhen it is received by the dealer,

and this can only be avoided by the establishment
at various i)oints in the county, of receiving sta-

tions e<|uipped with facilities for keeping the

milk cold until it can be delivered to the dealer.

Very few of the far.mers make use of the facil-

ities that they have at hand for cooling the milk,

such as iiutting tlie cans in well Avater or ice-

Avater. They drive to the station some ten, fif-

teen, or tAventy miles before train-time and un-

load the cans on the platform, sometimes Avith a

Avet rag around them and sometimes Avithout,

sometimes in the shade and sometimes ni the

sun, and there they stand from ten to forty min-

utes before the train comes. What is to prevent

a high bacterial ociuit.

The tuberculin testing of cattle has been very

interesting to me. Dr. Eisenman and others were
inclined to believe that fi'om thirty to forty jier

cent, of the cattle in this state Avere tuberculous,

but Avhen they Avere tested it Avas found that this

A\ as not true by any means. EA’en uiAon the first

test there A\’ere comparatively few reactors, and
since then they have been feAver still. I think it

is a great misfortune that these 22,000 cows can-

not be re-tested, and it seems to me that some-

thing should be done to require the farmers to

have them tested. Every noAV and then there is

an outbi'eak somewhere in the State and a feAv

coAvs or a herd or two is lost, but I lielieve there

are comjiaratively feAv tuberculous cattle in this

county because, as Dr. Gary has said, the tem{)er-

ature and Aveather are such that the cattle can

stay out in the open most of the time.

C. H. Harris: Only those Avho have been more
or less familiar Avith the milk problem in this

city can appreciate Avhat the Health Depart-

ment has done to better 1he milk sujAply, and a

great deal of credit is due our oAvn Milk Commis-

sion, particularly in connection Avith the feeding

of infants. When this Avork Avas begun, it Avas

necessary to overcome a great deal of jirejudice

and surmount many dillicultics. Here, for iur

stance, Avas a AvidoAv, Avith half a dozen coavs, Avho

made a living for her family by selling milk,

sending a boy to peddle it around from house to
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house. Feed just as little as possible and get as

much milk as you can, was the motto. In a little

dairy in the Western part of the city I have seen

a man in wooden shoes, wading around in cow-

tilth, grasp tlie cow Ijy the tail and pull her

around, and then proceed to milk with the same

hand. He could not be made to undei’stand that

anything could get into the milk that could not be

eliminated by sti’aining it through a piece of mus-

lin. Breaking down these prejudices has been a

big job for the Health Department, but Ave are

noAV beginning to reap the fruit of the great am-

ount of labor they have put into it. Two of my
oAvn children have lieen raised on certified milk,

and I want to take this occasion to say, “All
hail to the Milk Commission of the Jefferson

County Medical Society, which has saved many
babies by teaching people how to feed them and

giving them good milk to feed them with.”

Harry J. Phillips: I do not care to discuss the

sweet milk c(uestion, but inasmuch as two mem-
bers of the Health Department and two members
of our OAvn Milk Commission are present to-

night, T wish to speak of an e.xperience I had with

tAvo Iversons Avho Avere ]3oisoned by drinking but-

termilk.

About tAvo Aveeks ago T attended members of

five families living in the Western part of the

city, Avho had been ]>oisoned by buttennilk. In

each instance the patient Avas suffering from pto-

maine poisoning. In some instances tliey had
eaten biscuits made from the buttermilk, and
these patients Avere not made so sick as v/ere

those Avho drank the buttermilk. Upon investiga-

tion I found that all of the buttermilk had come
from the same dairyman, avIio Avas in the habit of

churning every day and making fresli l)uttermilk.

Those of my patients Avho had taken as much as

one glas sof tlie milk after supper Avere made
seriously ill

;
one avIio had taken tAvo and one-half

glasses Avas veiy sick indeed. Although, in those

five families, I saAv tAvelve persons suffering fi’om

])tomaine poisoning from drinking buttermilk.

AVhen complaint Avas made the next morning to

tlie grocer Avho had sold tlie milk, he in turn com-
plained to the dairyman, avIio said tliat he had re-

ceived otlier complaints and intended to send a

samjile of tlie milk to the City Chemist and find

out Avhat Avas the matter Avith it. The City Chem-
is analyzed the sample sent him and then called

up one of my jiatients and told her that the troii-

biie lay at her end of the line; that, the dairyman
in making the buttermilk had to heat it to a cer-

tain degree of temperature, after Avhich it spoiled

easily, and if the inirchaser failed to put it on ice

and keep it at a low temperature, it Avould be un-

fit for use. This occurred at a time Avhen the

Aveather Avas very cold, and my jiatieiit asked

whether it Avas necessary at that time to kee)i the

buttermilk on ice, and the City Chemist replied

that she ought to have ice every day in the year to

preserve either buttermilk or SAveet milk.

I Avould like to knoAv if either the members of

the Health Department or the members of the

Milk Commission avIio are jiresent can tell me just

Avhat Avas the matter Avith that buttermilk, and
Avhether it is necessary to keep butermilk on ice,

in cold Aveather, Avhere, as is true in many cases,

the house is not furnace heated, and where, by

imtting the milk out on the porch or in the

kitchen pantry it can be kept at a fairly Ioav

temperature?

Leon L. Solomon: I have been very much en-

tertained and instructed by this splendid prac-

tical paper, Avhich emphasizes the virtues of our

Health Department. Unquestionably it has ac-

complished much good for the City of Louisville

in bringing to it a very much improved milk

supply.

Probably the most practical part of the doc-

tor’s paper is his comparison of milk Avith other

articles of food as a producer of heat and force

units, Avhich makes it plain that in milk Ave have

an almost ideal food for this purpose.

Another most important point that the essay-

ist brought out is in regard to the Ioav grade of

buttermilk Avhich is available in this city. For a

number of years I have tried to persuade my pa-

tients not to use buttermilk, despite the fact that

buttermilk carefully preiaared from pure milk

and kept under proper conditions, is a very

healthful article of food. I agTee Avith Dr. Phil-

lips that it is hardly necessary to keep buttermilk

in a refrigerator at this season of the year; many
people keep it in a pantiy or in an outside room,

Avhere the temperature is even loAver than in the

average ice-box. The trouble lies in the character

of milk from Avhieh the buttermilk is made. I

have not seen any severe cases of poisoning such

as Dr. Phillips relates, but I have seen a number

of cases of gastro-intestinal disturbance resulting

from the use of buttermilk, and this has led me
to put the buttermilk ordinarily olffainable under

the ban.

Probably every practitioner of medicine Avill

bear me out in the statement that in the past feAv

years, so-called summer complaint in children has

almost disappeared. I see feAver cases every sum-

mer, and I take it that the decrease of this most

serious ailment is largely the result of the splen-

did Avoilc of the City Health Department and
the Milk Commission o]ierated in conjunction

Avith this society.

E. 0. Witherspoon: I have listened to the

}>aper and discussion Avith a great deal of inter-

est, and I am someAvhat surprised at the lack of

knoAvledge on the part of the medical profession

in general Avith respect to the milk situation in

Louisville. The improA'ement of the milk supply

has been one of the hardest fights the health offi-

cers have even had and it has been kept up con-

tinuously for fi\'e years. The Milk Commission
appointed by this Society has done very excellent
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work, but it bas only about seven dairies to look

after, while the Health Department of the City

of Louisville handles between four and live hun-

dred dairies, and 1 am glad to say that the ma-

jority of these have always evidenced a willing-

ness to do what is right. However, in any line

of business there are always a few men who will

resort to every kind of trickery and subterfuge

in an effort to market a product which is not up

to the standard, because they can make more

money out of it. We have been after this class

of men and have succeeded in putting a good

many of them out of business.

It is a source c)f }>ride to me that the Health

Department has also done a great deal of work
in the way of improving the conditions under

which food supplies other than milk are sold in

the City of Louisville. However, I will venture

tlie assertion that there are not more than thi-ee

men in this room who know that anything along

this line has been accomplished. We print the

Bulletin of the Health Dei)artment every month
and send it to every member of the medical pro-

fession, and T suj>ix)se ninety ]jer cent, of them
go into the waste-basket unread. T notice that a

good many men, mainly those interested in sur-

gery, who were present in the early part of the

meeting, are now missing. This shows the lack

of interest in the subject which is one of the most
disheartening difficulties with which the Health

Department has to contend. When will people

wake up and become interested in what they put

into their stomachs'? We are doing the best w’e

can and expect to continue to do so, but we would
like to have the moral support of the medical

])rofession and to know that they are behind us

in this work. Unfortunately, we cannot do every-

thing that Ave know ought to be done, because we
are not backed up l)y the proper laws. The people

of Louisville can break up the handling of bad
milk in this city in thirty-six hours by ordeiing

from the dairymen who sell milk witli a low bac-

terial count. They used to tell ns that they could

not do it, but they can. We would certainly be

glad to enlist your aid in the work along this line.

Jno. K. Freeman : T want to tell Dr. Gaiy that

the majority of the medical profession are thor-

oughly in sympathy with the work of the Health

Department, but T do not believe we can stamp
out, in a few hours or a few days, the practice of

selling impure milk to the citizens of Louisville.

As the essayist has pointed out, we have not the

proper laws. T know of one instance where a

man in this town Avas caught putting distilled

Avater into whiskey, and it Avas not long before

Uncle Sam had him in jail. On the other hand,

if the Health Department catches anyone selling

adulterated or impure milk, they may, after a

long process of laAv, succeed in having a five or

ten dollar fine ini[)osed. Noav, Avhy cannot Ave

have as rigid laAvs governing the sale of milk as

Ave have governing the sale of Avhiskey? Five

years ago I attended five cases of poisoning from

milk—my oAvn children among them. The same
dealer that sold this milk kept on selling it, and

in the course of the next tAvo months poisoned

about seventy-five others. Nothing Avas done, and

seemingly nothing could be done. A sample of

the milk Avas sent to the Experiment Station at

Lexington, and their report that it contained pus

and filth confirmed my own findings under tlie

microscope.

I heartily agree Avith the doctor that Ave ought

to have more rigid laAVs Avitli resjAect to food

])roducts. 1 do not believe there is a member of

the medical ))rofessioti Avho Avould lay a straAV in

the Avay of the Avork the Health Department is do-

ing. I, for one, feel like patting them on the

hack and saying—“Go ahead!”

W. E. Gary (Closing) : I Avish to thank the gen-

tlemen for the kind remarks they have made con-

cerning the Avork of the Health Department. It

has only been Avith the aid of the Jefferson Coun-

ty Milk Commission that Ave have been able to ac-

comidish as much as Ave have in improving the

milk supply. They have a dairy in nearly every

section of the county from Avhich LouisAulle

draAvs its milk supply, and Avhenever any dairy-

man expresses a desire to better his conditions,

Ave simply refer him to the certified dairy in his

section. Naturally, he does not want anyone in

his neighborhood to produce better milk than he

does and it stimulates him to d obeter.

In regard to the cases mentioned by Dr. Phil-

lips, I am sure that the Health Department did

not receive a report of so many people haAung

been made sick from the use of buttermilk. We
heard of only tAvo cases, and I believe the trou-

ble there Avas that the dealer Avas selling skimmed
milk that had been soured at a temperature of

95 degTees. Buttermilk, as Ave understand it, is

Avhat is left over after churning butter. To prop-

erty ripen milk for butter it must be kept at a

temperature of from 68 to 75 degrees. In skim-

med milk ripened at a temperature of 95 degrees,

the chances are that bacteria Avill deAmlop more
rapidly than in ordinary buttermilk. It is just as

imjAerative to keep buttermilk cool as it is SAveet

milk. We have several buttermilks on the market

to-day made from skimmed milk pasteurized at a

temiAerature of 180 degrees and then ripened Avith

buttermilk tablets. I should think this Avould be

the safest l)uttermilk to drink. Nearly all dealers

that have ])asteurizing jjlants make it this Avay,

and it is only a (]uestion of time until Ave Avill be

able to educate them all to folloAv this method.

At the present time it is the practice of many
dealers to sit the cans of skimmed milk beside the

. stove and let it sour, and there is no Ava,v of tell-

ing it from the cliurne«l buttermilk. Food author-

ities AA’ho liaA'e been woi'king' on this )>roblem tor

a long time have been unable to establish a stand-

ard for buttermilk.

In the past tAvo years less than tAvo per cent of
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the 700 dealers in this city have been found guilty

of watering' or skimming milk, but this two per

cent, has given us a lot of trouble. The remedy
we have in these eases is that if the dealer is

found guilty a second time, we can revoke bis

permit, and during the past year we put four or

five out of business for six months.

THE ^MANAGEMENT OF NEPHRO-
LITHIASIS.

By H. H. Grant, Loiiisville.

This subject is far too extensive to enter-

tain presenting in detail on an occasion like

this, and my only thought is to go over the

predominating points without discussing too

many opinions or a variety of treatments.

One of the greatest helps the physician can
have with him is to know one good way of

dealing with any presenting condition, for

though there may be, and often are, several ac-

credited methods of management in many
lesions, it is far better to have one definite

plan of action than a confusion of many
plans. If then we can decide on a good gen-

eral procedure, acceptable and approved by
the knowledge and practice of the present

day, we have clarified a situation often confus-

ing. We have long been in the mental habit

of regarding the vital organs of the body as

the brain, the heart, and the lungs, but though
the process is slower, the kidney function is

equally indispensable to life. Notwithstand-
ing it is reported that even total suspension

of this function has lasted twenty-eight and
even thirtj^ days before death, this is the in-

evitable sequence. In the study of surgeiy
of the kidneys it must be borne in mind that

such work is in the class of most difficult and
delicate operative attempts, and unless care-

fully provided for beforehand and skillfully

done under the proper conditions will bring
disaster rather than good. For not only
does any operative stej) upon this iui})ortant

organ have in view the improvement or restor-

ation of its functions, but if it is functionating

at all the existence of compensatory work in

the other kidney must be uinnistakably de-

termined by so'me or all of the accredited
methods for such calculation, otlierwise the

only kidney elimination may be ,stop])ed.

Suppose to get at the gist of the matter
under consideration, we ask four (piestions:

First. How do stones form in the kidney?
Second. What damage do they do?
Third. How do we know tliey are tliere?

Fourth. What is to he done about it?

Calculi, while more common in men than in

women and more frequently encountered in

adult and middle life, may form at any age,

and indeed calculi have been found in autop-

sy made upon the embryo. Hahits of life may
enter considerably in the predisposing causes

but offer little help in settling the question.

JMuch stress is laid by some authorities on the

diet. It is also a physical fact that stones are

more frequent in the more movable right kid-

ney. As to the immediate cause, the deposit

of lu'inary crystals, perhaps upon a blood clot

or a small collection of mucus and pus or

some foreign body or more rarely some chance
])arasite in the pelvis of the kidney or some-
times even in the lobule of the kidney itself

originates the formation. Stones so started

are called primary stones when the surround-
ing stnictures of the kidney remain intact.

After a considerable pathologic change takes

place salts due to the fermented and decom-
posing urine makes secondary stones of a dif-

ferent texture, chiefly composed of phos-

phates, as opposed to the uric acid and urates

and oxalates composing the primary stone.

The size and number of these stones varies

greatly, as the destructive changes in the

kidney favor the formation of secondary cal-

culi, and these new deposits may greatly in-

crease the size of the primaiy stone by a new
coating of a different material.

An aseptic inflammation, involving the

pelvis and sometimes extending to the inter-

stitial tissue of the kidney is a common result

of the irritation due to the presence of the

stone and usually is present sometime before

infection takes place.

The sources thro\;gh which septic, infections

of the kidney may arise are chiefly direct and
indirect traumatism, and by lymphatic route.

Direct ascending infection through the

ureter is probably very rare, and where infect-

ion ascends from the bladder to the kidney it

is probably along the lymphatic chain either

in the ureteral walls or the connective tissue

about it. It has also been demonstrated ex-

perimentally that severe contusions over the

region of the kidney externally are often

folloM-ed by haematogenous infection within

the kidney stimeture. Any of these infections

while predisposing to stone formation, and
veiy often complicated by it in one stage or

another, are influential though really unim-
portant points in the diagnosis of stone in the

kidney. I say unimportant because as we
shall see presently a positive diagnosis must
be made by other means before the question is

settled.

To favor the foimiation of stones in the kid-

ney is required the existence of certain condi-

tions of a constitutional character, in other

words, a form of toxemia, for Ave have abund-
ant illustration of the fact that the local

causes may very often exist without there

being any stone formed. Experimentation as

well as actual pathologic conditions which one
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would suppose would result in the crystalliza-

tion of the organic salts are often unattend-

ed witli any results wliatever, or if any stone

begins to form it soon undergoes a spontan-

eous solution. In the second place the origin

of these local causes while not always clearly

definable is undoubtedly distinctly mechan-
ical and whether it be a drop of pus from a

hematogeneous infection or a more consider-

able x^athologic process from a severe contus-

ion or whether a foreign body accidently en-

gaged in the urinaiy tract is the origin, some
mechanical irritation from a foreign body is

necessarily the primaiy focus. Wherever
these stones are situated primarilj' they orig-

inate in the kidneys and though they may be

gradually carried down by the i;rinaiy cur-

rent into the ureters and may be even lifted

up and carried back toward the kidneys and
their position thus quite frequently altered,

they neither primarily form in the ureters

nor do they as a rule increase in size after

lodging there. The complete obstruction of

the ureteral tract by a deposit of this kind oc-

casionally occurs but this is due to the irrita-

tion produced by the stone which causes the

mucous membrane to swell around it and
by this swelling to obstruct the duct rather

than l)'y the increase in size of the foreign

body itself. It is a matter of common obser-

vation that even where the urinary flow is

completely cut off by the presence of stone it

is often possible to get a probe or catheter

beyond the foreign body into the kidney,

thus clearly demonstrating that the ureter is

not absolutely blocked mechanically but
rather occluded by the swollen mucous mem-
brane. It is very probably time that when
anuria results from the presence of stone that

it is not due always to occlusion from any
cause but that partly through nervous influ-

ences and partly through the high congestion

of the structure of the kidney itself the func-

tion of the kidney is temporarily in abey-

ance and that this nervous influence and con-

gestion may involve not only the kidney upon
the side containing the stone but even the

other kidney by sympathy may cease to func-

tionate.

With regard to the formation o f

stone as a matter of fact we determine that

they originate in the kidney because some-
thing interferes with a normal flow of the
urine

;
that the urine itself must be changed

from the normal, to precipitate its salts so as

to leave them undissolved
;
that this change in

the urine may be referred to dietetic error or

some constitutional affection ; and that its

cause is not often determinable. (This cause
•is referred to by Squier of New York as “An
irreversible colloid ) . However, the principal

influences are local interference with normal

movement of the urine by the adventitious

products that are present, i. e., mucus, for-

eign bodies, etc., as the real factor.

Second. What damage to they do?
Whatever the origin of primary stones they

are probably never harmless, though many in-

stances are reported of stone found post-

mortem which had given no symptoms during
life and were in no way connected with the

cause of death, and moreover many cases of

well-established nephro-lithiasis go on for

years in fair health or perhaps die of inter-

current affections after a long history of com-
paratively inconsequential symptoms. Changes
due to mechanical irritation without infect-

ion may result from primary stone and these

changes may cause an atrophy of the kidney
or perhaps an interstitial nephritis, ordi-

narily accompanied by no symptoms of stone.

The occurrence of septic infection, however,
develops a pyelitis to which easily succeeds
the formation of secondary stone, extensive

destruction of the kidney until perhaps it

leaves nothing but a great pus sac, the infect-

ion sometimes even extending to the perineph-

ritic structures. Though, as has already been
said, these issues may not necessarily follow,

or if they do may be a long time deferred, still

this very picture is so convincing of a great

and threatening danger that it is not needed
to describe what is likely to be the course of

such a process. The direct tendency is to rid-

dle the kidney and occasion grave irritation

of the bladder and gradually render the pa-
tient septic if he escapes acute uremia and
death. Often the other kidney from the extra

duty thrown upon it becomes hypertrophied
and for a time compensates for the damage
done its fellow but sooner or later it becomes
septic or else inflamed by its own overwork
and it, too, fails of its function.

Third. How do we know stones are pres-

ent?

It is fair to emphasize that the symptomatol-
ogy of calculi in the kidney though it may be
and usually is highly significant, can rarely

be conclusive, and in our present facilities for

diagnosis the symptoms must always be veri-

fied by both the laboratory and the X-ray.
Almost every practitioner knows by personal
observation the meaning of renal colic—with
its sudden development even though pre-

ceded by premonitory pains in the loin and
back, with the writhing agony continuous
though remittant, the temporary suppression
or urine, the retracted testicle, the symptoms
of shock often attended with nausea and vom-
iting, he knows how this paroxysm with but
trifling remissions may resist large doses of

morphia and even demand an anesthetic to

control its severity—knows how it may sud-

denly .subside into perfect relief often follow-
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ed by a copious flow of urine and perhaps the

expulsion of the calculus from the bladder.

These attacks more or less typical occur in

perhaps thirty per eent. of all cases of kid-

ney stone and where the calculus is not ex-

pelled or where other calculi remain these

attacks may be repeated, but the absence of

their repetition is not conclusive, though if

tlie stone escapes it is presumptive of a cure.

These severe colics are highly diagnostic, al-

though other conditions, notably neuralgia of

the kidney or nephralgia and even idieumatic

lumbago may greatly resemble colic
;
the pain

is perhaps due to the spasmodic effort of the

jjelvis of the kidney and upper ureter to force

the stone out. Now, on the other hand, how-
ever, there may be a complete destruction of

the kidney without any significant pain and
many stones may be carried about for a long

time without being suspected. Hence in or-

der to determine if the conditions still exist

after these attacks less prominent symptoms
are of great importance. First perhaps of

these is the presence of blood succeeding these

attacks or found at any time in careful exam-
ination of the urine. The in-itation produced
by the stone in the kidney sometimes produces
very considerable hemorrhage, but rarely pro-

fuse enough to attract serious attention.

More frequently the microscope discovers in

suspected urine traces of blood not discover-

able to the naked eye. A persistent aching in

the back and loin frequently regarded as lum-

bago, especially if attended with tenderness

on pressure over the region of the kidney

should lead the attendant to have a careful

examination of the urine made and here the

presence of blood and perhaps kidney deriva-

tives together with pus which it can he de-

termined doesn’t come from the bladder,

greatly aids in settling the diagnosis. Pus in

any considerable quantity is not to be expect-

ed unless marked destruction has occurred.

Sometimes there are found crystals of uric

acid or oxalates indicating the character of

the stone. Physical signs of enlargement or

tumefaction are not expected in the earlier

stages and temperature changes rarely com-
bine to help out the diagnosis. It is a very

unusual thing to be able to palpate a kidney
of normal size unless it is displaced.

These indications can l>e often helpfully sup-

plemented by cystoscopic examination which
may show a healthy bladder thus sliifting the

pathology higher xip—perhaps a swollen, pout-

ing ureter ejecting altered urine. Further
explanation is obtained by the ureteral catli-

(‘ter, but other diseases of the kidney, and

notably tuberculosis of that organ as well as

infections independent of stone, constantly oc-

casion all the symptoms just described. Here

the diagnosis must rest until the kidney and

ureter can be skiagraphed. Usually these in-

dications point out positively the affected side.

Bi-lateral stone, however, occurs in eight or
ten per cent, of all cases, but unless of sudden
development with total and persistent anuria,

only one side should be dealt with at a time.

Temporary deficient urinary secretion is usu-
al during the attacks of colic, though connnon-
ly there is a marked vesical irritability.

However, total anuria may complicate the at-

tack, but usually after a few hours the secre-

tion is spontaneously i-esumed. When even a
few of these characteristic symptoms present,

and tuberculosis of the kidney, floating kid-

ney and traumatism in this region are ex-

cluded the diagnosis is completed by a well-

executed X-ray negative which will almost
always, if properly taken, show a stone if it is

present. This exposure should include both
kidneys and the region of both ureters.

When stone is suspected one negative
examination should not be accepted as

conclusive if the symptoms persist, unless evi-

dent kidney lesion indicates exploratory op-
eration without further confirmation. The
exact location of the stone or stones, obtained
l)y this picture, is a great help to the surgeon
in tletermining wliat part of tlie kidney to at-

tack and this is an additional reason for

careful confirmation of the diagnosis by this

method.
Fourth. What is to be done about it?

During the attack of colic the patient is to

be quieted by morphine in free doses and of-

ten the inhalation of chloroform, if a careful

nurse is at hand, may be employed, if the at-

tack is very severe, to interrupt the agony.

The duration of the attack may be for several

hours, sometimes eight or ten, but usualiy sub-

sides suddenly, and if during this time repeat-

ed large doses of morphine have been given,

the patient may be in an overdosed condition

when the pain stops. This should be guarded
against. If the calculus should be expelled

an examination will determine its character
and will regulate the dietetic and medicinal
treatment. In chronic oxaluria and uric
acid diathesis proper imedication may allay,

and indeed cure, all symptoms. When, how-
ever, the symptoms are kept up and have led

to the establishing of the diagnosis of a stone
in the kidney or where it remains persistent

in any portion of the ureter, all surgical

teaching demands an operation for its re-

moval even though the symptoms are not
troublesome or tbreatening, and in the pres-

ence of severe and threatening symptoms, if

for any reason the diagnosis is not confirmed

by X-ray the kidney should be explored. It

is of course clearly understood that the proper

kidney function must be determined by ef-

ficiency tests, of which there are several, before
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any operation, and the patient should under-

stand in doubtful cases that the extent of

the operation cannot be positively defined be-

forehand. The operation may be simj)ly ex-

ploratory, it may be a nephrotomy, a pylo-

tomy, a nephrectomy, or an operation upon
the ureter. The existence of anuria which
may be complete though only one ureter is in-

volved, is a necessity for prom})! action. Here
if the diagnosis has been previously made by
X-ray, there should be no delaj" in reaching

and draining the diseased kidney. If it is

known that there are stones in both kidneys

the one last involved which is presumably the

healthiest should be relieved first. If this re-

establishes the urinaiy flow, time is allowed

to determine the propriety of operative steps

upon the other kidney. Even if tJie stone is

not encountered in this urgent operation, the

drainage will usually give relief and save the

patient and later proceedings can be made if

necessary. Anuria is by no means rare. It

is of the greatest importance to accurate diag-

nosis tliat both kidnej'S should be skiagraphed
along with the corresponding ureter, even
though the symptoms clearly indicate one
side as giving the trouble, because it is not

an uncommon thing to find the kidney that

produced no symptoms also contain stones

and operative measures may be followed by
dangerous symptoms and even anuria which
would not be understood. As before intimat-

ed anuria is by no means always caused by
obstruction, and the sympathetic irritation

felt in the kidney supposed to be unin-

volved may stop its function as well. Life is

sometimes prolonged in anuria for a surpris-

ingly long period, 20 to 30 days in a few re-

ports, but no delay is to be allowed in drain-

ing the kidney after the diagnosis is reason-

ably certain. The prognosis in operations on
the kidney varies with the character. In sep-

tic conditions involving the kidney structures

the mortality is high after anji" operation and
in acti;al pyelonephritis with multiple abscess

a condition not usually consequent on stones

alone, the prospect is dismal. In my own
hands the results of all operations upon the

kidney have fortunately been most encourag-
ing, but statistics sliow septic nephrotomies
and nephrectomies to give from five to thirtj^-

per cent, mortality. We have seen that the

tendency to kidney destnietion is not only in-

evitable where stones are pi'esent, but often

so insidious as to be beyond relief when dis-

covered as such facts determine the propriety
of prompt interference after diagnosis.

The character of operation demanded we
may briefly outline

;

Fii-st. In order to confirm the diagnosis

aspiration may be employed to show tlie pres-

ence of pus or water.

Second. Pyelonephritis is the operation of

elioice if the stone can be located in the pelvis

of the kidney after exploration.

Third. Nephrotomy shoidd be the primary
step where the kidney is found to be in fail-

condition.

Fourth. Nephrectomy where the kidney is

badly damaged, or where nephrotomy is

found later to fail to give relief.

Fifth. Where the stone is located in the

ureter of one or both sides tlie operation at

one sitting should he complete as indicated,

and

Sixth. In anuria prompt removal of the

stone upon the affected side and if both sides

are affected the best kidney should be operat-

ed on first provided the patient can’t bear a

double operation.

As an illustration of the difficulties of diag-

nosis I subjoin the following report:

Case 1.—A woman age 30, was brought
into the hospital in the middle of the night

from a distant town with the diagnosis of

acute appendicitis with probable rupture.

The patient had been complaining for several

days with so much pain and apparent full-

ness in the right loin, constipation, rapid
pulse and a temperature of 101 that she was
believed to have peritonitis. After a careful

examination, and inspection of some urine
passed directly after her arrival the absence
of localized tenderness and rigidity, the oper-

ation was deferred w'itli a probable diagnosis

of suppuration in the right kidney. In three

days all of the symptoms had subsided with
the exception of pus in the urine, the fever

passed aw-ay, she made a pretty fair recovery,

went back to lier home as a school teacher and
although no X-ray was made the presence oc-

casionally of pus in the urine notwithstand-
ing fair general health, practically confirms

the diagnosis that she has a pyelitis due to

stone.

Case 2.—-A woman, age 34, married, seen
with Dr. Pelle. She was suffering with in-

testinal obstruction, constipation, vomiting
and very severe pain for 36 hours. The pain
•was referred to the abdomen and right loin

and though there had been no response to

purgatives or enemas the appearance of the
patient did not indicate structural obstract-
ion. Inspection and later examination of the
urine showed it contained large quantities of
pus and after an enema of milk and molasses
given at the infinnary to which she was
l)romptly removed, a free action was obtain-

eil. She improved gradually day by day, the

temperature subsided, the pus still remained
in the urine and six days afterwards when
arrangements were being made for an X-ray
examination she ])assed from the bladder a
stone 3-4 of an inch long and as large around
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as a large lead pencil, a good deal resembling

a peach kernel. Undoubtedly this stone had
been in the kidney a long time and had gradu-

ally dilated the ureter until it could escape

into the bladder. It is now six months since

this stone was passed and her health at the

present time is perfect.

DISCUSSION.

Irvin Abell: As Dr. Grant has said, tliere is a

great deal to this subject, but I wish to speak

only to the question of routine examination. The
essayist opened his paper by saying that one

should have a definite plan of action in every

acute case. Of all the surgical diagnoses we are

called upon to make, this holds true in kidney les-

ions especialU. The examination should consist,

as he has outlined, of analysis of the urine, and

critical analysis of the past history', symptoms
and physical findings. The bladder should be

looked into carefulh' with a cystoscope, and the

urine obtained from either kidney for the pur-

pose of determining wliether the condition is lim-

ited to one side or both. Even then the surgical

examination should not be confined to the sus-

pected side, but should include both kidneys,

ureters, and the bladder. With the introduction

of the cj^stoscope, the shadowgraph ureteral cath-

eter should be employed. Especially is this true

where shadows along the course of the ureter

have been shown by X-ray examination. Ureters

are frequently opened and searched for stones

which are not found and do not exist. It is a

well known fact that phleboliths and calcified

glands will give rise to shadows which seemingly

are stones in the ureters. These are easily dif-

ferentiated by means of the shadowgraph

catheter. In addition to this, there will be cases

coming under observation in which the symptoms

are apparently typical of stone, so far as the

presence of pus, albumen and blood in the urine

are concerned, but in which no stone is present.

In some cases the introduction of a catheter will

determine the presence of ureteral kinks by its

passage being obstructed, or they may be detected

by introducing collargol into the ureters with sub-

seciuent X-ray examination.

If such an examination as this be carried out as

a routine measure, one will be in position to say

positively beforehand whether or not stone is

present, and whether or not any complicating

conditions exist and, in addition to this, he will

be able to form a definite idea of the character

and extent of the surgery to be carried out and

to give a rather definite prognosis. In the main I

heartily agrae with Dr. Grant’s conclusions.

Louis Frank: .1 have enjoyed Dr. Grant’s pa-

])er very much indeed. He has attempted to

(:over rather too much ground but he has given

advice which is absolutely safe for the general

practitioner to follow'.

I wish to emphasize the remarks made in re-

gard to careful examination of these patients by
means of the cystoscope and, particularly, the

skiagraphic catheter, on both sides, before at-

temi)ting any operative procedure, and this

holds good irrespective of how definite the symp-
toms may be from a clinical standpoint. We are

not justified, except in very rare instances, in

opening the kidney and doing an operation for

stone, without having prei'iously made skiagraph-

ic examination. I w'ould even go a step further

and say that w’e are not justified in opening the

ureter or kidney for stone unless a skiagram has

been made just prior to the operation. This

sliould be done in every case. I have personal

knowledge of two instances in w’hich a skiagTam

indicated the presence of stone in the kidney, but

w'hen the kidney was opened, no stone could be

found. In one it was later located lower down in

the urinary tract. In the other case where the

ureter w'as opened at the site of the stone as re-

vealed by skiagraphic examination, no stone w'as

found, and another skiagTam after the opera-

tion show'ed that the stone had gone back into

the pelvis of the kidney. With the facilities w'e

have at our command in the present day, there

can be no excuse for not having a skiagraphic

examination immediately prior to the operation.

One point that Dr. Abell failed to mention in

connection with the injection of collargol, is that

this should be done when the patient is on the ta-

ble, just prior to the skiagraphic examination.

AVith reference to the kinks mentioned, (here

again illustrating the necessity of making these

reexaminations just jirior to t he operation) I

have had to occur wliat might be termmd reverse

intussusception, if that term be permissible. In

this case a calculus had been present for a long-

time, producing repeated attacks of obstruction,

causing enormous dilatation of the ureter above

the site of the stone, the ureter being proportion-

ately narrowed below. In attempting ureteral

catheterization, it w'as impossible to introduce

the instrument beyond this point. At operation

it was found that the ureter had become invagin-

ated upon itself, forming a valve which obstruct-

ed the flow of urine from the kidney and gave

rise to marked hydronephrosis. I have never

seen a condition of this character reported.

I was particularly interetsed in what Dr. Grant
had to say upon the subject of calculus anuria. I

have had opportunities for seeing several of these

eases, and have knowledge of another occurring

in the practice of Dr. W. H. Coleman. This lat-

ter case did not come under my personal observa-

tion, but the history was related and given me
by Dr. Coleman. The patient, a child three

months old, had total anuria for a period of tw'en-

ty-one days. It was oedematous and comatose

for a day or tw'o and then began to pass large

quantities of urine, and three days later passed a

calculus three-eights of an inch in diameter, after

wiiich the symptoms all subsided.
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1 would al.so call attention to the fact that, in

some instances we can relieve calculus anuria by

ureteral catheterization, and immediate operation

is unnecessary. 1 have now under observation a

woman who has four calculi in one ureter, which

have been present some si.x or seven years. I

saw her after probably thirty-six hours of total

anuria. X-ray examination revealed the presence

of four calculi on the left side; none on the right

side. We were able to introduce a ureteral cath-

eter with a tiliform tip, and to pass the stones,

which an ordinary ureteral catheter, blunt point-

ed, had failed to pass. After passing the highest

stone, a large quantity of urine was discharged.

The catheter was left in place for thirty-six

hours, and at the end of a week the woman left

the hospital with no symptoms whatever. X-ray

pictures taken subsequently show that the stones

are still there, but the woman has had no further

obstruction. I mention this case as illustrating

a procedure which might be advantageous in

cases of calculus anuria where the obtsructing

stone is low down, and where it may be advisable

to relieve the anuria before attempting operat-

tion.

In anuria where stones are present on both

sides, operation should be carried out at once.

This has been shown by Watson and others to be

the procedure par excellence. Where stones are

present in both kidneys, it is, in my opinion, ad-

visable to operate upon both sides at the same

sitting unless some condition arises during the

first operation which precluded the possibility of

carrying it out on the other side.

A study of the literature would seem

to indicate that the proportion of cases

in which the calculus is bilateral is much
larger than eight per cent. From an exhaust-

ive study of the literature in the past few months,

I gather that the proportion of cases of bilateral

calculi is about thirty per cent, and that calculi

recur in about twenty per cent of cases. It has

been shown that bilateral calculi sometimes fol-

low operations for calculus on one side. I do not

believe bilateral anuria is ever produced by re-

flex action, through the nervous system, on ac-

count of the presence of a calculus on one side. I

do know, from one case I have seen, that we may
have reno-renal reflex pain,—that is, that a cal-

culus may exist on one side and the pain be re-

ferred to the other kidney. Nor do I agree with

the French observer who said that wherever we
find unilateral obtsruction resulting in complete

anuria, it may be taken as a positive indication

that the patient lias been living on one kidney

only, because, in the case mentioned, I knew that

perfectly normal urine passed from the otlier

side for at least seventy-two hours after the

anuria was relieved. Also, in another case, in

wliicli I was associated witli Dr. Weidner, tlie

man liad a perfectly
'

good kidney on the otlier

side and still lias it, from this kidney came nor-

mal urine. As to the cause of total anuria where

we have calculus on one side only, I think it is

purely mechanical. AVe have a condition not un-

like that which exists in some cases of nephritis.

In nephritis we may have anuria due to conges-

tion; here we have it resulting from arterial hy-

l^eremia. More blood enters the kidney than can

get out; hence the circulation is stopped, no more

hlood can get in and there is necessarily cessa-

tion of the secretion of urine. Immediately upon
decapsulation of the kidney, the arterial congest-

ion is relieved and the secretion of urine is re-

sumed. In one such case, the good and unob-

structed kidney secreted ninety ounces of urine

in twenty-four hours. This is a comparatively

large quantity.

B. F. Zimmerman: Just a word in regard to

reno-rcnal reflex jiain. I saw a demonstration of

this not long ago in a case that was brought to

me with a diagnosis of renal calculus, although it

seemed to me, from the appearance of the pa-

tient and the character of one of the attacks that

I saw, that the condition was of hysterical

origin. However, I decided to take no chances.

Examination of the urine revealed a little pus but
no blood; X-ray examination was negative. The
left ureter, which was the one in wdiich the pain

seemed to be located, was catheterized but noth-

ing was found. Having made a positive diag-

nosis in my own mind of an hysterical condition,

I suggested to the physician that we endeavor to

imi)ress upon this patient that a few introduct-

ions of the catheter with lavage on that side

would cure the condition, telling her that we had
found a slight disturbance in the ureter on that

side. In the first injection of argyrol I used

about six c.c., and that caused some pain on the

left side. At the second sitting, the following

week, I introduced into the ])elvis of the kidney
six c.c. of this solution, and pain began on the

right side, and became very intense. The pain

was typically renal, and so marked was it that

I thought possibly I had gotten into the wrong
ureter, but with the catheter in situ and a cysto-

scope introduced on the othei' side, I found I was
right. The catheter was introduced during the

two succeeding weeks with a little pain on the

left side but no more on the right. I believe the

because it occurred upon the introduction of a

pain in the right kidney was an hysterical reflex,

rather small quantity of the solution into the

l)elvis of the left kidney, and the patient has had

no further attacks of pain since that time, which

was last October.

Jno. K. Freeman: I am sure that all of us

have enjoyed Dr. Grant’s paper. One very inter-

esting phase of the subject that he touched ui)ou

is the period of life in which kidney stones are

are apt to occur. This has been talked about and

written about ever since we have had a history of

medicine. There are two periods of life when we
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are more susceptible to renal calculi than at any

other time; namely, in early infancy and chikl-

hood and in the latter part of life. We know
that in the embryonic stage tlie human animal is

quite similar to the lower forms of animal life.

Embryology tells us that we very closely resem-

ble reptilian life, and we know that the snake

secretes almost pure uric acid crystals, especi-

ally during the hibernating period, and we often

find uric acid calculi in the unborn foetus. Cal-

culi of varying sizes have been rather frequently

removed from children of very tender age, but

we seldom see calculi in cl'.ildren after they have

reached the age of two or three years. Any of ns

who liave done much obstetrical work have noticed

tlie pink stain on the napkins of babies during

the first few months of life. That is the ma-

terial of which calculi are formed. As a rule,

as lu’ought out by Dr. Grant, there is a foreign

body around whieli tliis solid matter in the urine

will crystalize. All of us have noticed, upon in-

troducing a self-retaining catheter, how often it

will become covered with phosphatic concretions,

urates of ammonia, sodium, etc. Therefore, any

little object, whether it be a blood clot or a bac-

leriiun of microscopic size, may be the starting

point of a calculus in the uerter, in the pelvis of

the kidney, or any of its ramifications.

I have had one case in which I am satisfied the

calculus resulted from trauma. The trauma

caused a hemorrhage into the kidney, resulting

in the formation of a blood clot wbich acted as a

J'oreign body, and the uric acid, urates, jihos-

lihates, etc., crystallized around it.

As to the stone exhibited by Dr. Grant, I can-

not understand bow any woman could have pass-

ed a stone of this size through the ureter. I

think it must have passed into the bladder when

it was smaller and increased in size there.

H. H. Grant, (Closing) : I have nothing to say

in clcsing; except to tliank the gentlemen wh.o

discussed the paper for amiilifying tlie sul'ject,

vhich 1 realized was much broader t' an could be

lu’operly presented in one e\'ening, and I left it

to these gentlemen who have so well filled, out

what T had not time to present.

As to tlie stone about which Dr. Fi'eemau is

skejitical, 1 can only say that it was jiassed about

a week or ten da.ys after the woman had this at-

tack, and it nn'st have liceu in the kidney be-

cause the synr torns were indisputably those of

renal cakuli. Tiiat the stone could liave increas-

ed in size during period between the attack and

the time it vnis passed is, I think, most unlikely,

as it showed no e.idcnce of i-ecent calculus for-

mation.

HERNIA.

By Guy P. Grigsby, Louisville.

I feel some hesitation in presenting for

your consideration the subject of hernia,

since it is sucli an old and apparently well-

known one. But when one realizes the num-
ber of sufferers from this malady and how
few seek or at least obtain permanent relief,

it causes no little wonder upon the part of

those of us who are convinced of the efficacy

of the operative relief for this condition.

There must be some reason for this. Is it

due to the ignorance or fear of the operation

by the laity? Is this engendered by the ig-

norance and indifference fir.st of the prac-

titioner and secondly by the failures of the

ill-informed operator? The skepticism occas-

ioned by one failure will, liy far outweigh the

confidence gained by a hundred successful

cases. It therefore behooves those of us wdio

are sincere in our convictions and are backed

by the results in competent hands, that brook

of no contention to first convince the “doubt-

ing Thomases” in our own ranks of the mer-

its of the operation that they may in turn give

advice so sincere and convincing to their pa-

tients that many, rather than a few, will .seek

the benefits of this operation.

I wish, then, to direct my remarks first to

the general practitioner and second to the

operator. There are various stimuli which

move us to write on various .subjects. It may
be an unusual case, or many cases from which

we draw several conclusions. I have chosen

this subject because upon several occasions I

have advised some persons suffering from a

ru])fure to be operated upon. I meet them a

few days later wearing a self-satisfied smile

and upon inquiry learn that a drug clerk has

fitted him with a truss, at the same time as-

suring him of a cure and the futility and
danger of an operation. Often, however, he

has gone to the family doctor. One of the in-

different kind, who may suggest the possibil-

ity of an operation but certainly does not
dream of urging it; the result is that the drug
clerk or the instniment maker gets him, just
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the same, only now, with the endorsement of

the doctor.

We are all creatures of habit and we, as

})hysicians, are especially prone to fall into a

routine method of treating certain conditions

and maladies. We have all experienced the

difficulty and reluctance with which we give

uxi an old favorite method that has been more
or less satisfactory, for some newer method
that apparently oifers far better results.

This fact is clearly shown, if 1 may so term
it, by namely—the truss liabit in the treat-

ment of hernia. If by this paper I can enlist

your efforts toward the elimination of the

truss (except in certain suitable cases) J

shall feel that it’ has served its purpose well.

I cannot help but condemn tlie indiscrim-

inate application of a truss upon every other-

wise healthy individual who is suffering from
a hernia. A truss is very analagous to an
opiate; it relieves temporarily but does not
cure, and once the truss habit is formed there

is very little hope that the individual will

ever submit to an operation, not realizing that

the time of golden opportunity is fast pass-

ing, nor the many dangers of strangulation
he is constantly running. When you place a
truss upon an unsuitable case, you not only
do him an injustice, but yourself and the pro-

fession harm, because many of the cases will

invariably fall into the hands of the quick-
cure rupture quacks. While House Surgeon
for the Kuptured and Crippled Hospital, in

New York, I took occasion to look up the va-

rious concerns and individuals who were ad-
vertising sure cures for rupture. It is need-
less to say that the number was a revelation
even to me, and their methods of cure were
equally amazing and unique—tnisses, salves,

and even Christian Science being vaunted as
sure cures. I wrote to several who were lib-

eral advertisers and, therefore, apparently
the most successful. Their plan was to send
a salve or liquid, of wonderful strength and
curative power; also a pamphlet explaining
what hernia, was, and why their particular
appliance (usually some form of truss) was
the only safe and sure cure. It was interest-

ing to note that not one failed to condemn
and decry the surgeon and his horrible knife.
There may, perhaps, still linger in the minds
of the older practitioners some doubt as to
the success of operation, due to the many fail-

ures and relapses coincident with the earlier

operative procedures. For these I can only
hope that they will take tbe time and occasion
to inform themselves of the true facts.

i\lay I brtcfly state the use of the truss and
its limitations. It is of invaluable aid in the

use for the cure of hernia in childi-en under
five years of age, for the relief of those pa-

tients over sixty years of age, or those who

have a more serious ailment, that makes the

hernia a minor consideration. The question
of how large a per cent, of cases of hernia, in
children are cured by mechanical means is

an important one. It has falsely been stated

that all hernias in children could be cured
by the truss. This assumption was shown to

be untrue by Bull and Cole}'- in a study of

15,000 cases in adults. A large percentage
gave a history of herjiia in infancy or child-

hood. It is very probable that many more
cases really had a hernia during infancy
which was long forgotten. Some surgeons ad-
vise operations without lhe trial of truss

treatment. Personally, I believe that undei
the age of four j'ears a considerable numbei
of cases of inguinal hernia and nearly ah
eases of umbilical hernia can be cured b.\

truss treatment, hence the advisability of giv-

ing mechanical treatment a fair trial before
resorting to operation. The truss must be
worn for several years. It must make accur-
ate pressure over the hernia ring and should
be removed only for the purpose of cleansing,
when the rupture is held up by the thumb ot

the mother or nurse who has been jjreviously

instructed. The truss should be applied just
as soon as the rupture is discovered and it is

not an unwise procedure for the physician to

make frequent examination for this condition
in early infancy. Ibnbilical hernia is fre-

quent in infancy and early childhood and the
results are even more favorable than the in-

guinal variety when treated by the means of a

button and an adhesive strap. In the select-

ion of a suitable truss in adults one should
study each ease carefully until he under-
stands clearly what he desires to accomplish.
The chief aim is to keep a small well-fitting

pad directly over the internal ring, so that
the mouth of the canal is closed, thereby ob-
literating the communication with the abdom-
inal cavity. It should lie adjusted perfectly
to each individual patient. It should lie

above the Glutei muscles, so that in walking,
their action will not tend to disturb the posi-
tion of the truss and its pad. It should press
backward and upward, but never downward
on the spine of the pubis. Tlie pad should be
oval in shape and not too conical, otherwise
it allows itself to be forced into the ring
which in time would gradually dilate the ring.

]\fy personal plan, is to take the ])atient to a

truss maker and fit the truss best suited to tlie

individual case.

It is best to beai- in mind that the weaia r of

a truss is more or less a cihpple, geneiadly de-

barring him from army, navy, police and tire

department service and makes him an unde-

sirable in.sui-anee I'isk. and strangulation is

always a possibility. In chihlren over five or

six years of age, thei-e is practically no assur-
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anee of a cure l)y the use of a truss, no mat-
ter how faithfully it has been used or how
scientifically it }uay have been fitted, because
it has been shown as j^reviously mentioned
that many of these eases though apparently
cured, recur in later life. Now let us com-
pare this with the radical or operative cure

for this condition. 1 know of no operation

that 1 can so safely i^romise a patient a cure
as I can that for hernia.

At the Hospital for liui)tured and Crip-

pled from December, 1891, to Januaiy, 1914,

there were performed 4285 operations, of

which, 3136 were for inguinal hernia in the

male; 3119 indirect with 21 recurrences or

.67 per cent, and 17 direct with no recur-

rences; 776 operations were performed for

inguinal hernia in the female, namely 510
in children, wilh 1 or .19 per cent, recur-

rences, and 259 in adults, with 12 recur-

rences, or 4.63 per cent.
;
7 direct with 1, or

14.2 per cent recurrence; 181 femoral hernia,

59 of which were in children, with no recur-

rence, and 122 in adults with 6 or 4.92 per

cent, recurrences. Umbilical, 11, of which 34

were in children, with no recurrence, and 77

in adults, with 3, or 3.8 per cent, recurrences.

Ventral, 68; that is, 16 in children, without

recurrence, and 52 in adults with 10, or 19.2

|)er cent recurrences. Kpigastrie 12 with 1

recurrence, or 8.3 per cent, and lumbar 1,

without recurrence.

As regards the method of operation, the

typical Bassini operation was j^erformed in

the great majority of the cases of indirect in-

guinal hernia in the male, e.g. in 2441 cases,

with 12 recurrences, or .49 jier cent; in 678

the cord was not transplanted showing 10

relapses, or 1.4 per cent, as regards the di-

rec't tyi)e, Bassini operation with tran.splan-

tation of rectus was done iu 17 cases, with no
recun’ences.

The results of operation at the Hospital
for Ruptured and Crippled from 1891 to

1914 show that in 181 cases of femoral hernia

there were 6 relapses, four of which occur-

red after operation for a i)revious recur-

rence.

Separating the children from the adults,

we have 59 cases in children without relapse,

and 122 in adults, with six relapses of 4.92

per cent.

For umbilical hernia they are now using
the Mayo or overlapping method wdth great

improvement over foi-mer residts, i.e. in 80

cases operated upon l)y the Mayo method
there was 1, or 1-2 per cent recurrence; in

31 cases oj)erated without overlapj)ing, there

was 2, or 6.4 per cent, recurrences. In 32

cases which weic strangulated, Ihere was one
I’eeurrence of 3.1 per (ient

;
61 operations were

done for superficial inguinal and interstitial

hernia, without recurrence, and 231 opera-

tions for undeseended testicle associated with

hernia, with one recurrence;. The total num-
ber of deaths was 8, or .18 per cent.

This report sjreaks more strongly than any
argument that 1 might bring fortli as to the

safety and merits for the operative relief for

this condition. This statement might be con-

tested on the grounds that these operations
were performed l>y men of, unusual skill in

this particular operation. This is not wholly
true, because many of these cases were per-

formed by assistants and various House Surg-
eons. b’urthermore, they comprise many
cases during the early period of this opera-
tion when the technicpie and 'asepsis Avere not
so nearly i)erfected, hence the results are not
as good as they are at teh present time.

Now it would seem to me that when a j)a-

tient comes to you with a hernia that he has
the right to know from you these facts. Tell

him that a truss offers practically no hope
for a cure, an everlasting semi-disability and
he is constantly running the danger of stran-

gulation with its high mortality. That op-

eration affords him over 99 chances out of lUO
for a penuanent cure, that it means a total

disability for two weeks, a semi-disability for

two weeks and operative risk so slight that it

is hardly worth considering. There is a nat-

ural skepticism and antagonism that is borne
by the public against operations that can only
be overcome by a plain statement of facts by
the physician that will prove to him that the

operation is the wisest course both as to cost

and to health. Now, I am convinced that the

laity in general do not know these facts and
they have a right to know them and from you.
If you are as firmly convinced of the merits

of the operation as I am myself, yoai wdll not
only advise but urge that they submit to it.

I hardly know whether 1 am justiffed in

going over the details of the technique of the

operation for inguinal hernia, as it is so well
known and so often performed by a number
of my hearers. My only excuse is perhaps
that in so doing that I may offer some sug-
gestion that may not he exactly clear to some
of those who do this operation. I know of no
operation, the technique of which can be so

systematically planned before operation and
can be so siiccessfully carried out at time of

operation. However, there is a right and a
wrong way to perform the operation. If we
are to meet with uniform success we must
have a general plan that has to be followed
and that is modified to meet special condi-
tions. The operation that I believe has stood
the test of time and gives the most uniform

success in the hands of many operatore has

l)een the Ba.ssini operation or some modifica-

tion of it. What then are the essentials that
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lead to success in this particular operation?

1. Asepsis.

2. A thorough understanding of the anat-

omy of the parts.

3. Familiarity and moderate proficiency

with general surgical work.

4. Nice clean dissection with a minimum
of trauma that will protect the vitality and

the nutrition of the tissues.

5. Com])lete hemastasis.

6. Removal of all foreign substances in

the canal such as fat, etc.

7. Free exposnire of the shelving portion

of Pou])art’s ligament and internal of ohli(pie

muscle.

8. The accurate approximation of the

muscles and fascia that are used to repair the

defects.

We should hope and expect to get primary
union hut a superficial infection does not

necessarily mean that your operation will he

a failure. An infection is I'arely carried into

the deep part unless some unahsorhahle su-

ture material has been used. On the other

hand, do not think because you get primary
union that you have necessarily effected a

cure. It after all, depends upon the accur-

rate approximation of the deej) parts regard-

less of the manner in which the skin is closed.

As soon as the skin incision is made remem-
ber the fact that all bleeding should he con-

trolled at once. The nearer that this detail

of the operation is carried out, the easier will

the important structures be recognized. If

you do not control your bleeding, particular-

ly after the aponeurosis has been split, your
cord and sac will soon become blood-stained,

making it most difficult to recognize the sac.

A great many operators have ditficulty in lo-

cating the sac, and much injury is caused to

the surrounding structures by a too strenu-

ous search for it. This is often accounted for

by the fact that the .sac is usually covered by
the cremaster muscle as well as the trans-

versalis fascia. To find the sa'c always re-

member to look for it high up near to the in-

ternal ring. By the use of a tissue foreep the
overlying fascia and muscles are easily re-

moved exposing the white sac beneath. This
is grasped by forceps and is dissected fi-ee

from the cord structures. Examine the sac
carefully, if it should be unusually thick,

hear in mind the possibility of it containing a
portion of the bladder, eonsecpiently open it

carefully. To illustrate this I wish to brief-

ly report a case.

Mr. E. D., white, consulted me the latter

part of February, 1914, on account of a left

inguinal indirect hernia, lie was 16 years of
age. lie first noticed his ru])ture six months
previous and it only occasionally gave him
any discomfort. It was reducible, about the

size of a hen egg. I operated upon him and
upon dissecting out the sac, I fmind it con-

tained something I thought was inte.stine. I

cax-efully opened it and found instead that it

was a prolongation of the bladder, which was
colsely adherent to the sac. I was able to free

the bladder from the sac, without injury. It

was pushed hack into the cavity ajid the sac

was ligated in the usual 'manner. 1 was im-

pres.sed at the time with the fact that if I had

not been vei\y careful in examining the sac

before opening it that I would have cut into

the bladder. A complication that is not

necessarily fatal oi’ even serious but on that

should not occur. The patient made an une-

ventful recovery.

If the sac should contain omentum, that

shows that at any time that it has been con-

stricted or is abnormal it is best ligated. The
sac should be dissected from the cord, high

up. It is then transfixed and ligated care

being taken not to allow anything from the

cavity to protrude and be caught in the liga-

ture. After the sac is cut into, the ligated

portion should retract underneath the mus-
cular structure. I believe this is one of the

most important features that determine the

success of this operation, namely—the free

dissection and high ligation of the sac.

The cord is usually transplanted following-

out the idea of the typical Bassini operation.

There may be some instances in which it is

advisable not to transplant the cord, particu-

larly in cases of unde.scended testicles. The
next step is the bi-inging together of the in-

ternal oblicpie to the shelving portion of the

Boupart ligament. The suture material is

medium kangaroo tendon. One suture is

placed above the coi-d. Do not close the

muscles too tightly about the cord for fear of
constricting its l)lood supply. Remember to

only bring the muscle and Boupart’s liga-

ment together with 'moderate tension on your
sutures or otherwise you will produce ne-
crosis and defeat the very purpose you are at-

temptinging. The aponeurosis is closed by
a continuous suture, likewise the superficial
fa.scia. The skin may be closed in any way
to suit the idea of the individual operator.

In dii-ect hernias or those eases of atrojdiy
of the internal ohlique the transj)lantation of
the rectus is used.

DISCUSSION.

F. T. Fort: T have listened to Dr. (irigsby's ])a-

per Avitli a great deal of pleasure. T do not be-

lieve there is any operation in siu-gery that prom-
ises any better results than that for hernia, llow-
evei-, an essential reciuisite in this operation, es-

l)eeially for inguinal liernia, is ])erfe<‘t teehni(|ue.

I do not Ixelieve in the use of trusses. It may
be tliat they can be used to advantage in the very
young, but even here it is a question whether or
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not a hernia will develop later in life, for this

reason : Where you use a truss, j'ou simply seal

the canal, just as we seal a letter, and in after

years the patient has enterojitosis, and the bowel

gradually worms its way out whei'e the sealing

has taken place until the hernia is back at the be-

ginning'. Where the patient does not liave en-

teroptosis, T do not believe recurrence is so likely

to take place, but where they do have this trouble

later in life, with all of the abdominal organs in-

clined to come down, the hernia will recur and

if the individual happens to be working for a eor-

})oration, a suit based on a traumatic hernia, is

apt to be the result. It is cases of this kind that

give rise to claims for traumatic hernia. The

chink has never been thoroughly closed, but has

simply l)een sealed up and the intestines are rest-

ing in there, and they worm their way down far-

ther and farther until almost any slight jolt or

jar will produce hernia. On the other hand, if

we operate and get union by first intention, the

]>atient can accept almost any strenuous employ-

ment without fear of a recuiTence. During my
sixteen years experience as a railroad surgeon, I

have operated on a great many men employed as

switchmen, brakenien, and conductors, who are

constantly jumping on and off cars, and there has

not been a single recurrence that I know of. I do

not believe there is any better test of the radical

cure for hernia than in such occupations as rail-

road men. I am not as familiar with the An-

drews operation as with that of Bassini, and

while there '.re some points about Andrews op-

eration that appear to be advantageous, still as

long as I am able to secure the results that I

have obtained heretofore with Bassini ’s opera-

tion, I think I shall stick to it.

W. C. Dugan; In the main 1 agree with every-

thing Ur. (Irigsby has said in his excellent pa*-

]ier. I am glad he brought this subject up, espe-

cially the statistics as to tlie mortality and re-

sults of operations for hernia ; they are even bet-

ter than I had thought.

I’here are one or two ))oints I would like to

s])eak to. One is the question of the removal of

tlie fat. I have been surprised by the large per-

centage, of patients lu'esenting fat in the cord. 1

have seen eases where tlie fat was in the form of

a tumor and had been mistaken for the hernia,

but as a rule, in such cases, we will find the her-

nia further on, if we look foi- it. 1 am glad that

tlie essayist lias enqihasized the importance of fat

in the cord and its careful removal. I also wish

to agree with him in regard to carefully controll-

ing the hemorrhage. I think that is the keynote

of good results from these ojierations.

In regard to the omentum, I believe tliat in ev-

ery one of these cases where the omentum is in

the sac, it should be removed. This is a rule to

which I do not admit an exceiitioii. However, in

separating it we should be cai'eful to ligate each

segment in which there is a large vessel.

In regard to transplantation of the cord, I for-

iiierh'- practiced this, but I have quit it because I

find tliat just as good res '.lts can be obtained by
separating it carefully from the sac and allowing

it to remain on the shelving process, and then su-

turing behind the cord.

I am glad the doctor called attention to the ad-

vantage of exposing the shelving process. This is

most inqiort.ant. The tissues should be wiped off

with a sponge until the fibres of the shelving pro-

cess of the internal oblique are brought plainly

into view. When this is done, the risk of damag-
ing the blood vessels beneath is reduced to a min-

imum. We can obviate this risk almost entirely

by slipiiing the nail of the finger under the shelv-

ing process of the external oblique and bringing

the needle out right at the finger nail. Unless

this is done, there is always danger of punctur-

ing the veins and arteries lying just beneath this

structure.

Another point is the ligation of the sac. As
the essayist has said, unless we separate the sac

so as to destroy the infundibulum, the operation

is likely to be a failure. That is my first step, sep-

aration of the sac from the patient so as to place

the ligature within tlie abdominal wall—not the

cavity, but the wall. Second, the ligation. The
operator or his assistant should introduce the

finger so that the tip is just within the inteimal

oblique. This serves a double purpose. First, it

insures that you will not include in your ligature

a knuckle of gut or a piece of omentum
;
secondly,

you can place the ligature just where you want it.

Then slip the ligature in until it reaches the end

of the finger and slips over. Then you know you
have nothing that should not be included in the

ligature. I do not care to transfix the sac as the

doctor has suggested ; I simply tie it en masse. I

see nothing to gain by transfixation. Of course,

it does help to jirevent slipiiing of the ligature, but

the experienced operator does not fear that. There

is a possibility of a slip, I will admit, but I have

never been so unfortunate as to have it occur.

In regard to traumatic hernia, I saw a case

just a few days ago which illustrates two ])oints.

This boy was sup])osed to have been cured of

hernia when he was a child by means of a truss,

which he wore for several years. A few days ago,

while at work, the hernia recurred, and he claims

it was due to some unusual effort he made, which
it doubtless was. It was a complete hernia, going

through the canal and entering the upper portion

of the scrotum. Of course, there is no question

that this was a recurrence of an old hernia, but

the case illustrates the jioint made by Dr. Parsons,

this boy Avas operated u)>on for strangulated

hernia, and it iirovcd to be a congenital condition,

as we expected. .\s intimated by Dr. Parsons, I

believe all such cases are old herniae which are

reopened.

R. T. Pirtle: I wish to congratulate Dr. (ri'ins-

by upon the excellent paper he has given us.
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Speaking;' of j-o<nirrence of hernia, T saw a great

big fellow weigliing about two Imndred ]>oinids,

whom Dr. ( oley had o])erated upon, and about

the third week after the opei-ation, lie carried a

piano downstaii’s by liimself and tbe rujiture re-

curred.

During the time I was in the Ruptured and

Crippled Hospital in Xew York, these cases were

followed up very carefully. Tiie jiatieiits were

asked to report back at tbe hospital at inter-

vals, and some of them Avere kept track of for

four or five years. When one was lost track of,

some of the boys would be sent out to bunt up the

jmtient.

Another point the doctor did not mention is

tl:e Avay Ave used to dress these children. First,

Ave used aristol jAOAvder on them; then a gauze

j)ad Avas applied and a heaAy canton flannel band-

age over that. Then a plaster of Paris bandage

Avas applied and kept on for a Aveek. This kept

them from tearing the dressing off and also pre-

vented the urine from soaking the dressing. At
the end of a Aveek they Avere taken to the operat-

ing room and the dressing removed. Then they

Avere dusted again Avith aristol poAvder and a

))lain spica applied. At the end of the second

Aveek they Avere dressed again, and after a feAv

days alloAved to go, Avith instructions to report

back at intervals.

Dr. Richardson Avill remember one case in

Avhich I operated on one side and one of the other

internes on the other side. At the end of six

Aveeks the patient came back Avith Avhat Avas

thought to be a recurrence. After examining the

jjatient, hoAvever, it Avas found that in addition

to a double inguinal hernia, the patient had a

double femoral hernia also. This Avas ojierated

uimn and the patient had no further trouble.

Jno. B. Richardson, Jr. In the case referred

to by Dr. Pirtle, in doing the subsequent opera-

tion for the cure of the femoral hernia, the opera-

tor opened up Avhat he thought to be the heraial

sac, and it proved to be the bladder. It Avas im-

mediately closed, Avith a small drain, and no un-

toAvard results ensued.

One point that Avill lielj) us to knoAV Avhen

Ave have entered the bladder, is the fact that the

bladder Avill ahvays bleed, Avhile the hernial sac

Avill not.

The truss exhibited by Dr. Grigsby is certain-

ly a veiy good one. There are many Avho object to

it, claiming that the shank on the piece around
the abdomen is not a good idea, but Ave knoAv

that it does cure hernia in children up to four

years of age. It has been claimed that it Avill ef-

fect a cure in fifty per cent of cases, but this per-

centage is probably a little high.

Dr. Dugan spoke of the danger of injuring the

deep A'essels. This danger can be almost com-
pletely obviated by tying the sutui-es as Ave put
them in. However, if hemorrhage does occur, no

ill results Avill folloAV. Remove the suture and

tlie hemorrhage Avill stop.

I Avish to indorse ])ractically everything Di'.

Grigsby has said on this subject.

Albro L. Parsons: Altlioiigh the essayist did

not go into tlie etiology of herniae, I do not be-

belieA'e it Avill be carrying the discussion very-

far afield to ask one (ptestion. The subject of

traumatic liernia is intensely interesting to me at

the ])resent time, in vieAV of the fact that I have

l)een made the defendant in a suit for damages
on account of a so-called traumatic hernia. This

individual, a plundmr avIio Avas doing j-epair Avork

on a house Avhich I happen to own, claims to have

fallen into a ditch. According to his claim, he

was injured internally, externally and eternally.

Among other things he claims to have ruptured

himself. I Avould like to ask Dr. Grigsby to tell

us, in closing, his aucavs on traumatic hernia;

Avhether a fall into a ditch could cause the de-

velopment of a conq)lete scrotal heraia for the

first time in the life of tlie indidivual.

W. Barnett Owen: “I have enjoyed the paper

very much indeed, and I agree most heartily Avith

practically eA-erything the essayist has said. I

Avas particularly glad to hear him emphasize the

essential points of the operation; namely, com-

plete haemostasis, high ligation of the cord, and

closure of the different layers Avithout any tens-

ion on the sutures.

The ease he reports, illustrating a prolapse of

tlie bladder into the hernial sac, I had the pleas-

ure of assisting him, and had he not been v-ery

careful, a she says, he certainly Avould have

gone into the bladder.

As to the method of operation, I have seen a

great many different methods. Men Avho have a

Avide experience in these operations have prac-

tically discarded all except the Bassini operation,

except in undescended testicle.

Lee Kahn: I concur in the main Avith the es-

sayist and those who have discussed his excellent

paper. I merely Avish to emphasize some of their

points.

I agree Avith Dr. Dugan that it is essential that

fat be eliminated from the herniotomy Avound, if

an ideal result is to be expected. I agree Avith

him that the imbrication method of Andrews is

(he one of choice in inguinal hernia. Whether
the cord be transplanted or not is a matter of

indiA'idual jireference. In the indirect variety

I see no reason for doing so; the establishing of

a iieAV canal is an unnecessary procedure Avhere

the natural canal is not anatomically at faidt.

If it is restored, eliminating the sac and ligating

its neck Avell aboA’e the internal ring, you have

done all that is necessary.

The manner of closing the sac, I think depends

to a great extent upon its thickness; if its neck is

thin and small, it is best closed Avith a transfixed

ligature; if it is thick and large I should not
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ligate it en masse but close it as we ordinarily

close the peritoneal cavity, by suture.

In dealing with femoral herniae we seem to

have lost sight of this old observation, that it

is exceedingly difficult to keep patent any circu-

lar opening in the body that is not lined with

serosa or mucosa. If in a femoral herniotomy we
will content ourselves with eliminating the sac,

dissecting it high and ligating it high at the in-

ternal border of the femoral ring, I believe that

nothing more is necessary, assuming, of course,

that the fat has been thoroughly removed.

I understood Dr. Grigsby in quoting statistics

of tlie Hospital of Ruptured and Crippled, to say

that manj' cases of femoral hernia recurred. It

would be interesting to know in connection with

these recurrences, whether or not the continuity

of the ring had been broken, as may have been

necessary to relieve strangulation. Of course,

under such circumstances merely dissecting out

the sac Avould not give a perfect result.

Some of the difficulties encountered in the

technic of herniotomy have been mentioned. 1

l)elicve the danger of in.iuriug the blood vessels

would be lessened by careful selection of our

needle. 1 jArefer a round, curved needle with a

large eye, carrving a pliable suture.

As to injury to the bladder. Dr. Richardson

brought out a very jiractical point Avhen he men-

tioned that it be recognized by its tendency to

bleed, but our best warning of its proximity is

the presence of much properitoneal fat. Hoav-

ever, entering the bladder is seldom of serious

moment if promptly closed.

Guy P. Grigsby, (Closing) : One phase of tlie

subject in Avhich I Avas most interested Avas not

touched upon in tlie discussion; namely, Avliy do

not more of tliese cases come to operation? At
medical societ.v meetings like this. Ave hear that

the results of o])eration in these cases ai’e really

Avonderfu], and tlie very next da.v, perhaps, some

of tlie men avIio were present Avill ])ut a truss on a

case of this kind. That is the point I tried to

liring out in t!ie jiaper—wliy Ave Avill [lersist in

imtling trusses on tliese ]iatients Avhen Ave know
the good results that may be obtained from

ojicrative procedure. In every case of this kind

1 advise and urge o}>eration, but wliere the pa-

tient Avill not consent, of course, T a)>ply a truss,

although 1 almost feel that T am doing the pa-

tient an injustice, and I never jiut on a truss ex-

(-ei)t as a last resort, because, as stated in the

pa])er, these jiatients hardly ever come to oiiera-

tion aftenvards unless strangulation develops.

Dr. Parsons’ (jiiestion is one that has been dis-

cussed pro and con for many years. 1 believe the

concensus of o]hnion among the great majority of

men of experience in this class of cases is that

practically all herniae arc congenital. If a

hernial ring is ])resent at birth, all that is neces-

sary is some unusual trauma that will increase

the nitra-abdoininal ]iressnre sul'ticient to force

some portion of the abdominal contents through

the opening, and a hernia develops. For that

reason, although Ave may have hernia folloAving

trauma, it is simply the filling up of a congenital

hernial sac.

In regard to transplantation of the cord, in the

Hospital for Ruptured and Crippled, it Avas the

practice, in all double herniae, to transplant the

cord on one side, and carry out the non-trans-

plantation procedure on the other side. The re-

ports from that hospital sIioav a greater recur-

rence in those cases in Avhich the cord Avas not

transplanted. In other Avords, the typical Bas-

sini ojAeration Avith transplantation of the cord

is the operation of choice.

COUNTY SOCIETY REPORTS

Pendleton—The Pendleton County Medical So-

ciety met at the Day House in Falmouth, on Wed-
nesday, June 10th, 1914, Avith the folloAving mem-
bers present : : J. N. Blackerby, Blades, Brown,
Chipman, Clark, Cram, Eckler, Ellis, Kendall,

McKenne.v, Nichols, J. Ed aylor, Woolery, J. H.
CaldAvell NeAvport; S. G. Murphy, Amarillo,

Texas, and G. W. McMillen, of the same place,

formerly of this county, paid our society a visit.

After roll call and reading of the minutes of

the last meeting and the transaction of some rou-

tine business, Ave proceeded to the transactions of

the day.

We had a very good report of clinical cases.

J. H. Caldwell, a surgeon of NeAvport and Cin-

cinnati, reported some Amluable cases of surgery

that he had operated upon from this county and
ones that some of our doctors were much interest-

ed in and shoAved some splendid results. He also

entered into the discussion of cases, and also of

the single paper that Avas read to the society.

T. C. Nichols read a good paper on ‘ ‘ Tumors of

the Breast,” which Avas along a line that all Avere

more or less familiar Avith and all entered into

the discussion Avith some vigor. This pajier Avas

sent to the Journal for publication.

Take it all in all Ave had a splendid day and all

present enjoyed themselves as Avell as the distin-

guished visitors from abroad.

W. A. McKENNEY, Secretary.

Leukemia. — Treatment. Benzol (benzene)

used in six cases of myeloid leukemia and one of

Hodgkin’s disease Avith good results. Given in

capsules each containing 0.5 Gm. 18 minims),

Avith same amount of olive oil; at first, 4 capsules

daily, after meals, then 2 capsules 3 times daily,

later 4 times, and finally 5 times. .Leucocyte

count graduall.v loA\-ered to normal, fever disap-

])ca)'s, and general condition improved. Effectual

Avhere other measures, including X-ra.vs, have

failed.—Kiralyfi.
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EDITOIOAL.

NEWPORT MEETING.

The preliminary scientific program for the

meeting of the State Association, to be held at

Newport, is published on page 470 of this

issue. Dr. Anderson is to be congratulated

on this splendid program.

PELLAGRA.

Several of the leading practitioners of the

State have been urging upon the State Board
of Control consideration of the advisability of

the admission of eases of pellagra to the State

Hospitals during the early stages and before

mental symptoms develop, with a view to the

prevention of such development. This sug-

gestion is based upon the lack of a successful

treatment for the advanced stages of the dis-

ease and the fact that fear of the still un-

known contagium prevents the nurses and
members of the family from giving the de-

gree of systematic attention to the unfortun-

ate victim of this disease that its seriousness

deserves.

The medical profession of Kentucky takes

a good deal of pride in the improvement in

recent years of our State Hospitals for the

Insane and it is a pleasure for the Journal
to note the confidence with which the leading

clinicians of the State appeal to our own
State Institutions for up-to-date scientific

treatment.

TYPHOID FEVER IN HENDERSON.

The entire profession and people of Ken-
tucky are interested in the typhoid fever situ-

ation in Henderson. The people of Hender-
son are to be congratulated upon the public
spirit with which they have met the situation.

It is of more than passing interest that the

proportion of cases there is not much greater

than in several other cities of the same class

in the State, and Henderson is setting a good
example for others in making public its dif-

ficulties and in going about their solution in

the right way. The City health authorities

have kept in close touch with the situation,

and at their request a careful survey of

health conditions in Henderson was made on
July 14 by Dr. W. L. Heizer, State Registrar

of Vital Statistics, and Dr. W. H. Frost,

Passed-Assistant Surgeon of the United
States Public Health Service. The condi-

tions found are in no way unusual. The raw
wmter supply from a river polluted with hu-
man excrement, lack of sewage disposal in

the city itself; ineffective methods of super-
vision of the meat, milk and other food sup-
plies: conditions in nowise peculiar to Hen-
derson, but alike dangerous and deadly in

any place in which they occur. The towns
and cities of Kentucky must clean up and the

question is whether the taxes shall be paid in

money or toll for civic stinginess paid in hu-
man life.

INSTRUCTIONS FOR PREVENTING
THE SPREAD OF TYPHOID

FEVER.

The instructions for preventing the sjiread

of typhoid fever are so simple and so com-

plete that we publish them here with the

hope that they will be read by every medical

practitioner in Kentucky. It is a recognized
fact that intelligent compliance with these
instructions would really prevent tj-phoid

fever from spreading. The time is coming,
and coming fast, wiien the profession of

medicine shall give a large share of its atten-

tion to the prevention of sickness and death
from such diseases as typhoid fever, and to

the building up of such a condition of

health in the individuals dependent upon
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them for advice as will fortify them against

many of the diseases which are now classed

as unprcventable. Of course methods of com-

pensation and all of their relationship be-

tween the profession and people will have

to be revised before these things can come to

pass; the discriminating and far-seeing phy-

sician is familiarizing himself vdth such
plain, common-sense instructions as Drs.

Heizer and Frost have prepared for the peo-

ple of Henderson and is utilizing them in

such a way as to entitle him to be considered

a real guardian of health of the individuals

composing his clientele

:

“Typhoid fever is due to a germ, the ty-

phoid bacillus. This germ is very small,

(1-25000 of an inch), so small that many mil-

lions may be picked up on the point of a pin

or carried on the legs of a fly. The disease is

caused by swallowing these germs. The ty-

phoid germs are present by the thousands of

millions in the bowel discharges and urine of

people sick with typhoid fever. Wherever
these germs may be found, they came from
the hoivel discharge or urine of some person

infected xvith the germ.
Anything that will carry the bowel dis-

charges or urine from a person with typhoid
fever to the moiath of anotlier person may
cause the disease.

These are some of the most common ways
in which the germs are carried

:

(1)

. They are carried on the fingers of

persons who have handled typhoid fever pa-

tients or the discharges from these patients.

Fingers that look clean may still carry enough
germs to cause the disease, by contaminating
the food and drink taken by other people.

(2)

. They are carried by flies which get

the germs on their feet in the sick room, in

the privy vaults where the discharges have
been emptied, or on the back porch where the

bed pan is kept. These same flies may next
visit your kitchen or your dinner table.

(3)

. They are carried by water, milk, ice-

cream or other food and drink which has been
contaminated witli these discharges and is

taken into the stomach without cooking,

kills the typhoid germs.

The ivay to prevent typhoid fever is to de-

stroy the germs. The place to destroy the

germs is in the discharges from the typhoid

fever patient. The time to destroy them is

before the discharges are taken from the sick

room. The methods for destroxying the germs
are told in this article. You can not kill the

typhoid germs by giving medicine to the pa-

tient. You can kill tliem l>y disinfecting the

bowel discharges and urine of the patients ac-

cording to these rules. You can not prevent

the rest of your family from taking typhoid

fever by giving them medicine. You can pre-

vent it by following out these rules.

rui.es to be observed in the care op ty-

phoid FEVER PATIENTS.

If you neglect these rules, you endanger
the health of yourself, your family, your
neighbors and the city.

As soon as you learn that you have a case

of typhoid fever in your home, begin at once
to carry out strictly all the following pre-

cautions :

(1)

. Put the patient in the coolest, most
comfortable room in the house. Kill every
fly you find in the room. Screen the room'

thoroughly, remembering that a small hole

may let in a whole lot of flies. If you can not
afford wire screens, tack mosquito netting

over your windows and keep the door shut.

Keep fly paper in the room and kill all the

flies that get in, using a wire fly killer.

(2)

. No one should be allowed in the sick

room except those who have the care of the

patient. Children and visitors should never
be admitted into the sick room.

(3)

. Make up and keep on hand a good
supply of disinfecting solution No. 1. (See
end of article for directions.) For the dis-

charges of the patient, and solution No. 2, for

the nurse’s hands and the soiled linen.

(4)

. Every time the patient has a move-
ment of the bowels or passage of his urine,

add immediately in the same vessel which the

patient has used a pint of solution No. 1. Mix
this thoroughly with the stool or urine, cover
the vessel tightly to keep out the flies, and
let stand one hour before emptying into the

water closet or privy. If emptied into the

privy cover at once with slacked lime. No
disinfectant can kill the germs unless it is

brought into actual contact v/ith them for a

sufficient time to act. After the patient has a

movement of the bowels, wipe the parts with
toilet paper moistened with solution No. 2.

(5) After handling the patient or any-
thing used by him the nurse should first soak
her hands for two minutes in a basin of solu-

tion No. 2. Then wash Ihem thoroughly with
soap and water. A basin of solution No. 2,

should always be kept in the room for this

purpose.

(6)

. All dishes, knives, forks, spoons, and
glasses used by the patient should be put into

a pan with enough water to completely cover
them, and as soon as taken from the room
should be boiled. The patient should be pro-
vided with separate eating utensils, glasses,

etc. All scraps of solid food left by the pa-
tient should be burned. Milk and other

liquids left by him should be emptied into

the bed-pan, containing solution No. 1.

(7)

. Sheets, pillow cases, night dresses,

handkerchiefs, and all other linen used by the
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patient must be disinfected before they are

washed. To disinfect these articles, either

soak them for an hour in a tub of solution No.

2, or else boil them as soon as they are remov-

ed from the sick room.

(8)

. All water that has been used for

bathing the patient should have undiluted

carbolic acid or chloride of lime added to it

before it is emptied. (Six tablespoonsful of

carbolic acid or one-half cup full of chloride

of lime to every gallon of water).

(9)

. Bottles or cans in which milk or ice

cream is delivered to houses where there is ty-

phoid fever must never be taken into the sick

room; they must not be handled by the nurse
and must always be washed and boiled before

being returned to the dairy.

Remember, that a person who has typhoid
fever may continue for a long time to dis-

charge the germs from his bowels and blad-

der. For this reason every person who has

recovered from t^'phoid fever should continue

for at least six months to use every precau-

tion to prevent giving the disease to others.

He should not use an open privy, should not

pass his urine on the ground, and should al-

ways wash his hands carefully after urinat-

ing or having a movement of the bowels.

To carry out the instructions will cost you

but little trouble and a very small expense.

To neglect them may caiise other eases in

your family, resulting in much greater trou-

ble and expense.

If these precautions are carried out strict-

ly you need not greatly fear contracting ty-

phoid fever from a case in your own family

or among your neighboi’s.

DIRECTIONS FOR MAKING DISINFECTING

SOLUTION.

Disinfecting solution No. 1, for disinfect-

ing stools and urine

:

Add one-half of a pint of the best chloride

of lime to a gallon of water, mix thoroughly

and keep in large well stoppered bottles.

This solution must be made fresh every few

days.

Disinfecting Solution No. 2, for the hands

and the linen : Add six tablespoonsful of

crude carbolic acid to a gallon of water, or

for other quantities in this proportion
;
mix

thoroughly. Always keep a bottle of this dis-

infectant in the sick room for the nurse’s

hands, and a tub or pail of it for the sheets

and other linen. This solution is poisonous if

swallowed. ’ ’

SCIENTinC EDITORIALS.

DERIMATOLODY AT 1914 A. M. A. SES-

SION.

The future dermatology in America is very

promising. The American dermatologists are

making very rapid progress and it is only a

question of a few years that we will have just

as good dermatologists here as there are in

Europe.

l\Iany questions of importance were discuss-

ed in the last meeting. The necessity for the

establishment of a national leprosarium was

thoroughly discussed. Assistant Surgeon

General Rucker showed that leprosy is gradu-

ally increasing in the United States. He
claims that the study of leprosy has been
very much neglected in this country. And
that lepers, in many eases, have been subject-

ed to inhuman treatment. Everybody is

aware of the fact that the way lepers were
treated by the dilferent States of the Union is

a disgrace to American civilization and in the

words of Dr. James Winfield, is “a parody on
American love of fair play.” The establish-

ment of a national central leprosarium would
prevent the migration of lepers from one state

to the other.

Dr. Dyer, of New Orleans, who had very
large experience with the study of leprosy

and who is in charge of the leper colony in

New Orleans, voiced the sentiment of Dr.

Rucker that the study and care of leprosy

should be in the hands of the federal govern-

ment. State administration does not ac-

complish much. With complete federal con-

trol of leprosy there will be great opportunity
for research, treatment and cure. A commit-
tee was appointed by the dermatological sec-

tion and a bill was drafted to be presented
to the President of the United States and the

House of Representatives, setting forth the

danger of the leper at large and urging upon
the United States Government the necessity

of a national law and the establishment of a

national home.
Diphtheria was shown to not be found in

the mucous membrane alone, but that unusual
type of diphtheria are found on the skin.

Many cases of diphtheria to the skin were
studied and cited.

Prof. Arndt, of Berlin, the most eminent
dermatologist in Germany, read a very inter-

esting paper on the diseases and new growth
of the skin of lymphatic origin. His classifi-

cation of leukemia cutis was practical and ex-

cellent. Under leukemia cutis he includes

sarcoma, sarcoid and Hodgkin’s disease. The
paper was a very scientific and practical one.
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and when it appears in the A. M. A. Journal
it wdll he well worth reading.

While Dr. Sehamberg, the director for re-

search studies in psoriasis, holds metabolism
as an important factor in the production of

this disease, other investigators were not so

enthusiastic about this theory. Dr. Gottheil,

of New York, claims remarkable results for

the intravenous autoserum injections.

Salvai’san treatment has received quite a

severe jolt. It has not proved such a wonder-
ful and permanent therapeutic agent as was
expected. Promiscuous use of salvarsanized

serum was greatly condemned. Intraspinal

medication must he used cautiously and care-

fully by men who are greatly experienced in

neurology.

Hazen, of Washington, D. C., sounded an-

other warning in regard to comparative fre-

quency of syphilis in negi’oes. He claims that

75 per cent of the negroes, who serve us, are

afflicted with syphilis. Some special problems
of prophylaxis treatment should be establish-

ed.

Dr. Foerster, of IMilwaukee, very ably

brought forth the idea of association of ery-

thema nodosum and tuberculosis. Reviewing
the extensive literature, he showed that there

is association of erythema nodosum with tu-

berculosis. This etiological factor is more evi-

dent in children, while in adults it has no uni-

form etiology.

Radium, as a thei’apeutic agent, has not

ai'oused so much enthusiasm as it did a few
years ago. In the discussion, the followers of

X-ray therapy claimed as good results as fi'om

radium therapy. Radium is a valuable ad-

dition, though, to our armamentarium and it

has its use and limitations in skin diseases.

M. L. Ravitch.

Test for Typhoid Bacilli in Water.—Bielo-

novsky used an agglutinating serum for detect-

ion of typhoid bacilli in river water. Turn liters

(4.2 pints) of water weer mixed with enough

agglutinating typhoid serum (titrated 1:1,500)

to make a strong titrated serum of 1 :100. For

this purpose he added 2 gra. of dry serum, previ-

ously dissolved in physiologic salt solution. The

mixture ivas placed in a thermostat at 37 C.

Twenty-four hours later the supernatant fluid

was decanted and the sediment spread on the

cultiu’e medium of Drigalsky-Contradi. With
this method he succeeded in detecting tlie ty-

phoid bacilli in very great quantities in different

sources of the water-supply of the town Reval in

Russia. Bielonovsky considers this method,

which is a modification of the Vindelbandt-

Sbepilefsky technic, much superior to other

methods. With others, the presence of typhoid

bacilli in the water could he proven only twen-

ty times, while in more than 5,000 tests these

methods failed.

ORIGINAL ARTICLES

ACUTE DYSENTERY.*

By P. M. Sherman, Lewusport.

lu the summer months and early autumn,
there is possibly no intestinal disease which
confronts the doctor so often and taxes his
ingenuitj^ and skill so much as does dysen-
tery, or flux as it is sometimes termed. We
And it in the young as well as in the old, pre-
vailing at that time of the year when the days
are hot and the nights are cool. Malaria in
some instances seems to play a part, possibly
acting more as a predisposing factor than a
direct cause of the trouble. However all
forms of dysentery are bacterial in origin,
and it seems from investigations thus far
made than no one form of bacteria is respon-
sible but many play a part.

It seems wise with our present understand-
ing of eases to drop the term dysentery as a
generic one, grouping them under the general
head of ileo-colitis, until an etiological clas-
sification shall become possible it being an in-
fectious disease like typhoid fevei* the princi-
pal source of contamination being from food
and drink, occurring either sporadically, en-
demically, or epidemically.

Clinically the disease manifests itself in four
forms, viz : The acute or catarrhal, amoebic
or trophical, croupous or diphtheritic and
chronic. I shall only attempt to describe the
acute form in this paper as it is the one we
usually meet.

In regard to the pathology of the acute
form, I shall not enter very fully, as I am
quite sure you are all familiar with the patho-
logical conditions wdiich exist, sufficient to
say that there is a congestion and swelling of
the mucous membrane and submueosa of the
large bowel with an over-production of mu-
cus, the follicles are enlarged as a result of
their inflammation and the retention of their
contents. The mucous membrane softens and
is detached in patches, forming ulcers. The
ileum and colon being most seriously affected.

Although it is not uncommon to find quite
marked changes in the small intestine and in

severe cases even in the stomach.

Symptoms. Onset of the disease is usually
sudden often wdth vomiting. Sometimes for

twenty-four hours tlie symptoms may be those
of acute indigestion.

Character of stools, consists of at first, of

fecal material and undigested food
;
second,

slimy and purely mucus; third, watery in

character; fourtii, blood and mucous, this is

the general character of the stools, of course

*Read before the Daviess County Medical Society.
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it may Vary in different cases and in differ-

ent forms of colitis.

'When the patient goes to stool he passes a

small amount of blood and mucus, and has a

great tendencj^ to sit and strain with more or

less tenesmus and griping on passage of stools,

frequent desire to defecate; may have an
action as often as every half hour, passing

possibly not more than a teasiJoonful of blood

and mucus at a time
;
after two or three days

the blood gradually disappear from the stools

and only appears in traces, but the mucias is

present in large quantities. Abdominal pain

is usually present and is Tisually very intense

just before defecation frequently there is con-

siderable tenderness along the course of the

colon
;

for the first twenty-foi;r hours the

temperature ranges from 102 to 104 degrees

P., the greater part of the attack it ranges

from 99 to 102 degrees F. 'With this constant

Joss of secretion and hemorrhage and loss of

ap{)etite we woidd naturally expect to find

great prostration and emaciation.

Diagnosis is usually easy. It is to be dis-

tinguished principallj^ from typhoid fever

and in children it may be counfounded with
intussusception. Typhoid fever may be dif-

ferentiated by the slower invasion more con-
stant temperature, step-ladder in character,

and the absence of hemorrhage in the first

stage, and if occurring at all it is usually in

the latter part of the disease. And most of

all by the "Widal reaction, and eruption. It

should not be confounded Avith intussuscep-

tion, in intussusception, although aa’o have the

sudden onset with the pain and vomiting, and
marked prostration, there is rarely fever and
hemoiThage at the onset, having had one ca,se

in Avhich the temperature remained subnor-
mal until the later symptoms set in, which
was obstipation, presence of tumor, tympani-
tis, rising temperature, and stercoracous vom-
iting, and collapse. The different clinical

forms as a rule must be distiiiguished by a

microscopical examination of the stools.

Prognosis is much Avorse in infants than in

adults, it is especially bad in cities among the
])oorer classes, also l)ad Avhen preceded by
rickets and malnutrition and Avhen compli-
cated by broncho-pneumonia, nephritis or
meningitis. Frequent stools, continuance of

hemorrhage, persistent high fever, and mark-
ed prostration, are veiy unfavorable symp-
toms.

XoAv coming on down to the treatment,
keeping the folloAving dictum of Osier in

mind, no ease of dysentery, hoAvever light,

should not be lightly considered. “Dysen-
tery is one of the four great epidemics of the
world : in the tropics it has destroyed more
lives than cholera, and it has been more fatal

to armies than poAvder and shot.
’ ’

The patient should be confined to bed as

soon as a diagnosis of dysentery is made and
kept quiet as possible. JMy first instructions

to the family is in regard to the prophylaxis.

I first try to ascertain Avhere the contamina-
tion occurred, Avhether from the Avater sup-

ply, food or Avhat ever source it may be and
try to correct it if possible. Next I direct

their attention to the care of the patient. All

the passages from the bowels and kidneys
should be received in a proper reeeptical and
carried off’ and burried at proper localities,

Avhere they Avill not contaminate the AA^ater or

afford a banquet for flies, or thoroughly dis-

infected Avith a strong solution of bichloride

of mercury or chloride of lime, or some good
disinfectant.

Now, in regard to the medicinal treatment,

dysentery should receive prompt and radical

treatment from the beginning; however, I do
not believe in the shotgun diarrhea mixtures
that are given by some. Only such drugs
should be used as there are special indications

for. JMy first intention Avhen called in to see

a ease of dysentery, is to unload the boAvels

as completely as possible, Avith some good ca-

thartic, which Avill produce the least peris-

talsis and irritation. And I know of nothing
that has served me better than castor oil and
syrup rhubarb, equal parts, of this I give a

teaspoonful eA^ery two hours to a child a year
old until the bowels move freely and more
natural. This has a tAA'o-fold effect, that of

thoroughly cleansing out the boAvel and an
astringent after-effect, after aa^c have swept
out the boAA’els, this is often sufficient in mild
case-: to control the hemorrhage, and about all

Ave have to do is to give some good intestinal

antiseptic such as bismuth in some form; I

prefer the subgalate, being a better astringent

than the other bi.smuth i^reparations
;
but in

the more seo'ere cases Ave Avill have to resort

to some stronger astringents, such as tannic

acid, taralfibin, or opium in some form, the

opium quiets tlie peristalsis and puts the

boAvel .at rest also acting as an astringent

lessening the griping and tenesmus, one very
essential thing in all eases is to keep the pa-

tient as quiet as possible in bed, in severe

cases I always employ enemas Avhich to my
opinion is one of the most direct Avays of

getting at the trouble using a soft nibber tube

Avell annointed. for these I use an emulsion of

slipperyelm bark or starch Avater Avhich

seiwes to coat over the boAvel and is veiy

soothing, quieting the tenesmus and griping.

Noav in regard to the diet, it should be light

and as nutritious as possible, something that

Avill leaA'e as little i-esidue as possible to pass

over the inflamed boAvel during convalescem,*e.

stimulants should be used if there is much

prostration and emaciation and tonics ouch
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•IS iron in some form or syrup laetophospliates

of calcium, after the stools have become quiet

normal and appetite better, cod liver oil may
he given in some form which is palatable, this

often prevents many serious complications.

OUR ARMOR-PLATE.*

By E. Duff Burnett, Anchorage.

Uncle Sam is considering the idea of mak-
ing his own armor-plate, and thereby escape

the iron-clad prices of that mighty octopus,

the Steel Trust.

AVe doctors should catch a ray of inspira-

tion from this idea and plan to beat the

“Steal Trust” that pinches us day by day
and year by year.

Eveiy one of us believes in altruism and
the survival of the fittest. Then it behooves
every man to become eminently fit for the jol)

he sets himself over, and to recognize the

brotherhood of inan and respond to its every
day mandates.

But why the County Aledical Society?

The Society is an arsenal. Here we bring
together our best skill, experience and train-

ing, and pool the same for the highest possible

seiwice and aid to humanity. “No man liv-

eth unto himself.” In fostering the interests

and guarding the ever.y day life of our con-

frere, we are calling down the benedictions of

heaven upon him and the helpless public we
strive so faithfully to serve. Can any phy-

sician be so reckless with his trust that he will

fail to recognize and seize every opportunity

to better himself for his high calling?

The day is coming when the public—per-

haps that day is at hand—shall ask, why does

not Dr. Slow attend the county medical so-

ciety, or the state association? Every family

has a divine right to expect and demand that

the physician be the best informed, most ag-

gressive and be.st equipped man in the com-
munity.

Our society can be made a clearing house
of ideas and experiences. It should be a gym-
nasium for mental and moral development.
It must become a research lahoratorv for the

discovery and dissemination of new ideas and
true scientific facts. It may become a library

for reference, comparison and logical conclus-

ions. It will become a veritable post-graduate

school in preventive and clinical medicine'and
surgery if every man will add his talent and
time to its growth. And above all let ;is erect

here an hallowed altar whereupon may be laid

our differences, our .ioys, our sorrows, and
mutual benefit as well as our experience and
knowledge.

My fellow co-wmrkers. I do not believe Ave

*Read before the Oldham County Medical Society.

are doing our best. AVe are all in the same
boat and are culpable. AVe fail to give indi-

vidual eases enough attention and study. AVe
depend too much on what we did yesterday
etc. AVe are not in close touch and sympathy
for every man’s opinion. AVe are afraid to

express an opinion for fear of being ridiculed

—let him that is without fault or mistake in

his work cast the first stone. AVe are too

ready to call a city man for help. AVe do not

charge enough for OAir time and services, and
therefore are handicapped in our equipment.
Our Armor-Plate is not puncture-proof.

Take a look at the practical side. Instead

of “How old is Ann?” there presents itself

the unsolved problem of how much money
does it take to buy bread, rent, clothes, insur-

ance, equipment and enough style to be a

leader in the community?

Pood stuff, clothes, household necessities

and all commodities have advanced from 20

per cent to 50 per cent in the past 20 years,

and the family medicine man still charges

$1.00 for a local visit, $1.50 to ride four or

five miles, and gives his skill, advice and serv-

ices at his office free gratis.

The day laborer gets 100 per cent, more for

his work to-day than he did 20 years ago, but

the modest, timid, spineless physician is

afraid to advance his fees so that he can keep
step Avith the day and make a decent living.

Aledicax science and efficiency have advanced
sufficientl.y in the past decade to AA'arrant

an adA^ance of 100 per cent, in fees. Our
predicament comes from our inertia. AVe are

courting paralysis because of inaction. The
public Avill do Avhatever we say if our verdict

be a unit—unanimous.
AVhat should constitute the average fin-

ancial needs of the average physician in our

part of the world?

Food stuff - $300.00 per annum
Rents 200.00 per annum
Laundrj^ 100.00 per annum
Clothing , 125.00 per annum
Rig, etc 200.00 per annum
Insiu’ance - 100.00 per annum
Supplies 100.00 per anmuu
Telephones 50.00 per annum
Incidentals 50.00 per annum
Self improvement and trip 75.00 per annum
Bene\mlence 50.00 per annum
NeAV supplies, furnishings.. 150.00 per annum

Total $1500.00 per anuAim
Bad bills 150.00

Total $1650.00

The above table is based on the expectation

that there be a familj’ of tAvo, and that the

Avife do her OAA-n cooking and household work,
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and that the husband groom his horse and hoe

his garden and do the neeessar>' chores. In-

cluded in the self-improvement items are the

following: State iMedieal Journal; National

iMedical Journal
;
three new medical hooks

;

thx’ee new books on other subjects
;
daily

newspaper; county newspaper, literary maga-
zine; religious paper; a trip to the state

medical society and one other luief vacation

for husband and wife.

The average yearly income of^a doctor of

medicine in this great republic is less than

$800.00 per annum.

Something must be done 1o square our in-

come with the stern necessities of the day and
the glorious advance of 20th century medicine.

The surgeon does not fail to fetch the price

up to his work—and we should lift our hats

to him

!

Now let us dissect this “Steal Trust” and,

too, build here our impregnable armor-plate

;

and thereby render ourself immune to the poi-

sonous fangs of this monster. Note his many
arms

!

1. Low fees.

2. Lack of scientific knowdedge.
• 3. Indifference and carelessness.

4. Fighting the other doctor. (Malpractice
suits).

5. Poor equipment.
6. Dead Beat bills.

7. Immorality.

8. Lack of unity and false ideals.

Here in this society we .shall become better
physicians, truer friends, closer students,
more accurate diagnosticians, more skillful

surgeons, and be of mutual aid and encourage-
ment. Here we shall catch the inspiration

that will give a greater joy in services and
greater love for suffering mortals.

Here shall we forget the armor-plate that
will be a defense against poverty, malice and
loAv aim. We shall develop the best that is in

us and give a full service for the public weal.
And here, too, xve shall set up a training
school in sanitation, hygiene and prophylaxis
for our neighbors and mankind. Shall we not
rally to the call of the xveak for protection
against the mighty forces of infection and
death ? iMethinks I see here erected a glorious
monument, more lasting that marble and
more precious than fine gold that shall become
a rich heritage for generations yet unborn
that shall rise up to call us blessed.

Leprosy.—Treatment. Salvarsan used in five

eases. Caused clinical improvement, cases show-

ing partial or complete resolution of nodules of

tissue examined. Effect is not specific or perm-

anent.—Wellman.

:\IEDICAL PROGRESS IN THE PAST
THIRTY YEARS.*

By Robert Lockhart, Owensboro.

In choosing this subject I am fully aware
of the fact that it cannot be adequately'
treated in the limits of a paper or even in

many volumes. Dr. August Schachner of

Louisville in a recent publication .stated that

medicine had made more progress in the past

thirty years than it had in the last three thou-

sand years. Probably the most brilliant ad-

vances or at lea.st those that have gained the

most notoriety have been made in the domain
of surgery. However, these if I mention at

all 1 will only mention casually. This paper
will be largely devoted to a discussion of the

wonderful results that have been achieved in

discovering the causation of disease, its

proper treatment and above all, its preven-
tion. Also a short space will be given to the

changes which have taken place in the

physician himself, in his ideals and in his pro-
fession, its ethics and its organization.

The first great change we notice in the prac-
tice of medicine is in drugs, their form, their

quality and their administration. Formerly
it was taken for granted, especially by the
laity, that drugs were not effective unless they
looked bad and dangerous, tasted worse than
they looked, nauseated the stomach, worked
the liver vigorously, caused headache, ringing
in the ears, and various other unpleasant
symptoms. Freqxiently thirty years ago the

physician in the country districts and in the

smaller towns and villages was forced to do
his own dispensing, making up his own pills

and decoctions and .seldom failing to give the

patient enough doses and plenty of physic in

each dose. To-day there is hardly a village

of a hundred souls that does not boast at least

one drug store with a duly licensed pharma-
cist. A practitioner who dispenses at the

present time does so because he wants to, not
because he has to. In this he is encouraged by
the large drug houses in the big commercial
centers, who send their representatives to his

door and they vie with each other in present-,

ing for his approval and selection drugs,

beautiful in color, pleasant to the taste, stand-

ardized, of uniform strength, approved by the

National Council of Medicine and Pharmacy.
The other great advance in drugs is in their

method of administration. It used to be that

the poor old stomach had to be dosed, no mat-

ter what the trouble was nor how unfit the

stomach was to absorb even food, not to men-
tion a nauseating, irritating drug.

To-day when we know that the stomach will

not tolerate a drug or we want to have a

*Bead before the Daviess County Medical Society.
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medicine quickly taken up in the system we
make a solution of the alkaloid or active

principle of the drug we wish to employ, draw
this solution up into a hypodermic syringe

and quickly inject it beneath the skin. To-

«day a jiraetitioner of medicine who did not

have a hypo would be a curiosity.

Again when we want a patient to have a

larger amount of medicine and want it taken

up in the shortest possible time, in other

words, want it in the blood at the earliest pos-

sible moment, we inject the solution directly

into the patient’s vein. The various anti-

toxins. seimms and vaccines are often given

this way. ^Meningitis serum is injected di-

rectly into the spinal canal after an equal am-
ount of spinal fluid has been withdrawn.
This serum has also been injected directly

into the ventricles of tb.e brain after a por-

tion of the skull has been removed by the tre-

phine.

The most wonderful advance that has been
made in medicine, however, is in our knowl-
edge of the causation, the treatment and pre-

vention of disease. In the first place we have
discovered that most of the minor aches and
ills we have are our own fault. Our systems
are poisoned by foul, stale air, by noxious
gases, by smoke, by eye strain, by ear strain,

by neglected colds, by fatigue, by woriy, by
loss of sleep, and by intoxications of different

kinds, as food, alcohol, and lead. I mention
food intoxication fii’st as more neople are
guilty of the indiscretion of overeating than
any other.

The one class of diseases in which modern
medicine has made the greatest progress is in

those which are classed as infectious. To ill-

ustrate the progress that has been made in

the classification of diseases and the recog-

nition of their causes, we find that Dr. Bartho-
low in the third edition of his book on the

practice of medicine puldished in 1886 does

not classify any of the diseases as infectious,

making oidy two divisions—local and consti-

tutional diseases. Under constitutional dis-

eases he has eruptive fevers, such as smallpox,

measles, scarlet fever, and erysipelas. Under
the head of fevers he classifies typhoid fever,

typhus fever, rela])sing fever, yellow fever,

dengue. Again under this same head he
classifies mia.smatie diseases as cholera, diph-

theria. cerebi-o-.spinal meningitis, influenza,

hay fever, whooping cough, mumps, malaria,

intermittent and remittent fevers. Scrofula,

acute miliary tuberculosis, and acute rheu-

matism are sj)oken of as disorders of nutri-

tion. Hydrophobia is described as an animal

poison. In this day all these diseases are

classified in modern text books as iiifectious.

Tetanus, or lockjaw, the most dreaded of all

infectious diseases. Dr. Rartholow classifies as

a eerebro-spinal neurosis, and tuberculosis

—

the most prevalent of all infectious disease.s

—

he deserihes as a local disease according to the

organ it affects.

It is in the recognition of the fact that most
diseases are infectious, that is, caused by the

entrance into the body of disease producing
germs and their multiphdng therein, that

modern medicine is fast getting to be on a sci-

entific basis, not only with respect to the

treatment and cure of disease, but what is of

infinitely more importance, the prevention

thereof. To make plain how much more sci-

entific and rational modern treatment has be-

come, we will contrast the treatment of diph-

theria thirty yeai’s ago and to-day. At that

time the generally accepted theory was that

diphtheria was a local infection followed by
a systemic poisoning. Many men advocated
destruction of the false membrane in the

throat by the strongest cauterizing agent,

thus hoping to prevent the infection from go-

ing through the system. They did not know
as we do now, that the toxines or poisons of

diphtheria are being spread all through the

system of the affected individual during the

incubation period or development period of

the disease.

This being time, the cauterization of the

throat was an utterly illogical procedure.

Some twenty years ago Yon Bering of Ger-
many solved the problem of properly combat-
ting the toxines of diphtheria and by so do-

ing reduced the mortality of the disease some
sevenfi\'-five per cent. Diphtheria antitoxin

when injected mto the body of a person suf-

fering from diphtheria promptly enters the

])lood stream and not only itself fights the tox-

ines of the disease but induces the formation

of other antitoxins or antibodies in the blood

itself, which in their turn destroy the poisons

of the infection. Here let me say, other

things being equal, that when antitoxin fails

to cure a case of diphtheria, it is from one

of two reasons, or for both reasons, namely,

either the remedy was not administered early

enough in the disease or the dose was too

small. Not only does tliis diphtheria anti-

toxin cure the disease after it has developed,

hut it will also prevent a person who has been

exposed to the disease from contracting it.

Also it requires a very small dose of the rem-
edy to assure tlie exposed person of immuniU"
to the disease, thus illustrating that old

]u-overl), “A stitch in time saves nine.”

In many otlier infectious diseases although

treatment by antitoxins or vaccination or

the infecting germ is known the results of

serums has uot been so brilliant as in the case

of diphtheria. In 1882 Bobei’t Koch discov-

ered that tidierculosis was caused by the tu-

bercle bacilli—a small rod-shaped, microseop-
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ical ibody. Soon after its discovery he began

the preparation of a serum which he termed
tuberculin. Neither this tuberculin nor any
other tuberculin or modification thereof has

been successful in the cure of tuberculosis.

The concensus of opinion of medical men
seems to he that tuberculin as a remedial

agent is of very little value, although a few
observers have reported good results from its

use. Countless scientific researches are being

made to-day to discover a specific for tubercu-

losis, but the goal as yet seems afar off.

]\lost of the other serums and vaccines have
more value as a means of prevention than a

means of cure. Lockjaw jnay be frecpiently

prevented by the use of tetanus antitoxin.

While the mortality from hydrophobia has

been reducetl to about three per cent, by the

Pasteur method of vaccination. This, how-
ever, must be used before the development of

the disease, immediately after the patient has

been bitten by the rabid animal, or the results

are not as favorable.

Many efforts have been made to discover a
specific germ as the cause of infiammatory
rlieumatism, but so far without very favor-

able results. A number of observers have dis

covered a germ in the affected joints which
resembles the streptococcus, and claim that
this is the caiise of rheumatism. The fact that

acute articular rheumatism is so frequently

associated with attacks of tonsillitis, either oc-

curring just before, just after, or during an
attack of rheumatism, and that the strepto-

coccus pyogenes is frequently discovered in

the secretions from the tonsils would indicate

that rheiTinatism is an infectious disease and
due to one or more of the pus producing or-

ganisms. A mimiber of serums and vaccines

have been advocated and used for this affect-

ion, but have not produced much better re-

sults than are gained by the old lines of

treatment.

The greatest success "which has been made
in a vaccine since Jenner rendered smallpox
a controlable disease by the use of his vaccine
which was obtained from the kind eyed cow, is

the typhoid vaccine. Its use has been made
compulsory in the U. S. Army for the past
two and one-half years. In the year 1913
there were 90,000 men in the U. S. Army, all

of whom had received injections of the ty-

phoid vaccine. Out of this number there were
three cases of typhoid fever and no deaths.

Another great advance which has been
made is the discovery that j^ellow fever and
malaria are transmitted by two varieties of
mosquitoes, the former by the stegomyia, the

latter by the anopheles. The life, habits, and
dwelling places of these dangerous insects have
been carefully studied and the best methods
of killing them and preventing their continu-

ed increase and activity have been discovered.

There is one disease which so far has com-

pletely baffled the efforts of the medical in-

vestigators, either to find the cause of or to

suggest a successful treatment for. That is

the dread disease cancer. The surgeon in this

instance is the best friend the cancerous pa-

tient has. Early diagnosis and prompt opera-

tion, that is a complete removal of the cancer-

ous growth, is the only chance the sufferer

has to recover from his dread malady or to

prolong his life.

In addition to the progress that has been

made in the treatment of disease by drugs,

and various antibodies, as vaccines, serums,

antitoxins, there is yet another method of

treatment which is becoming mox’e popular

each year and that is organotherapy, or the

treatment of disease by extracts or juices, or

secretions obtained from the organs of ani-

mals of the brute creation. The favorite ani-

mals from whom these organs are usually

taken are the meekest, namely, the sheep and
the cow. The three preparations which have
been most successfully employed in the past

few years are first the thyroid extract and
sometimes in obesity, second, adrenalin, a

preparation made from the suprenal capsule,

and used very successfully in the prevention

and arrest of hemorrhage and shock, pituitrin,

made from the posterior lobe of the hypophy-
sis cerebri, and having very imieli the same ef-

fect, only a more sustained one, as adrenalin.

All of these bodies are very closely related to

the sympathetic nervous system and undoubt-
edly furnish it great assistance in its work
of keeping up the metabolism and nutrition of

the body. iMany scientific investigators are

now employed in testing out different organs,

as to their value as remedial agents. This

may be the line upon which we will have to

proceed if we ever find a specific for cancer.

Possibly the most definite progress which
has been made in the practice of medicine in

the last 20 or 30 years has been in the organi-

zation of the physicians. The A. M. A. ever

since its organization has been an active and
positive agent for the uplift and betterment

of the profession, and for the instruction and
protection of the public. Through the influ-

ence of the A. ]\I. A. the number of medical

schools has been materially reduced, their

scholastic standing has been raised, the time

for graduation has been changed from three

to four years, and they have also been classi-

fied accordingly to their ability and facility

to turn out the most modern and best equip-

ped graduate of medicine. As a consequence

we have fewer and more capable physicians.

Also the A. M. A. has done a great work by

establishing the Council of IMedicine, and

Pharmacy. The function of this committee
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is to cliemieally and otherwise examiue patent
and pi-oprietary preparations and to repoit

on their efficiency to do what tliey claim to do.

One other cliange and I am through. This
is the rise of specialism. We have specialists

for almost every organ and function of the

body. While as can be readily seen, this is

a good thing for the laity as they can thus

have every ailment readily and properly

treated by the person best qualified to do it,

yet it has its drawbacks. The principal thing

we regret to see is the injury it is doing the

income of the general practitioner. Internal

medicine which for years was his principal

source of income is now cut up into special-

ties. We have the gastrologist and the pathol-

ogist, thus depriving him of the alimentary
canal with the exception of the esophagus.

Then the chest specialist deprives him of the

lungs and heart. The oculist, aurist, rhinol-

ogist, neurologists, alienists take the head and
everything it contains away from the general

practitioner. The pediatrists separate him
from the children. The gynecologist will not

let him treat the women. Then osteopathy,

chiropractice, x-rays, radium, electricity,

Christian science and the drug clerks get any
body else that is loose. AVhat can the poor
man do? Eitlier continue to serve as a guide

130st, or turn into a specialist liimself. Cer-

tainly the general practitioner is now the

hardest worked and poorest paid member of

the medical profession. However if we are to

believe the words of one of the most eminent
surgeons in America, Dr. John B. IMuryhy, of

Chicago, ex-president of tlie A. M. A., the

future of the general practitioner is very
bright. Dr. IMurphy states that the physician

of the next decade will undoubtedly make his

name and fame in solving the numerous prob-

lems of internal medicine. This being the

ease the general practitioner will soon begin

to receive more of his reward here and less of

it hereafter.

In conclusion permit me to say that the fu-

ture of medicine was never so bright as it is

to-day. Never has there been so widespread
an interest among the educated classes in

medicine as there is at the present time.

Never has there been so many organizations

among the laity to aid in the great work of

preventing and curing disease. The several

states of the union have established State

Boards of Health which are of the greatest

importance and help to the practicing phy-
sician and the public, wliile the army and
navy surgeons are leading the way in their

.study and solving of the problems of prevent-

ive medicine. Although to be a mendier of

the medical profession of to-day, to live up to

the high standard of etliics prescribed by its

great organization, the A. i\I. A. to be alive to

the wonderful progress that is constantly be-

ing made in the science and art of medicine
is one of the greatest privileges and one of the

liighest honors which a man can gain.

THE MEDICAL DOXOLOGY.*

By J. A. Freeman, Crestwood.

I wish to express my pleasure in being here

to-night, and having been placed on the pro-

gram with the good fellows who have preceded
me and whose sijeeches have been so enjoyable.

Webster, defines the word “doxology” in

the words, opinion, glory, praise, and adds
that it is usually applied to a short song of

praise to God. Therefore, when you sing the

doxology, you express your opinion and give

glory and praise.

i\ly opinion of the medical profession is a

private matter. i\Iy opinion of the men and
women, too, of the profession, is grand and ex-

alted. I know men in our rank who are as

proud as Lucifer, as bold as a lion and yet as

gentle as a woman, men of great wisdom, high
character, honest intentions and ideal lives.

i\Ien who would give honor and uplift to any
calling to which they might belong, and I be-

lieve that if every good doctor was also a good
Elk, they would be absolutely the Rest people

on earth.

AS TO GI.ORY.

We can proudly claim our share, brought
to us by and through IMcDowell, Dudley and
Pasteur and many other noble souls who have
given their lives to and for the medical pro-

fession.

AS TO PRAISE.

That is scant. There is little praise for the

individual or the mass of medical men. In

fact, there is more praise in the profession

that’s out of it.

I mean by that, that one good doctor will

praise another doctor, far more frequently

than any layman and do it honestly and with
the best of sentiment.

Just now and then you will find an honest

soul who will praise the doctor who has served
him well, but they are few and as hard to find

as gems in the depth of the ocean.

THE DOXOLOGY.
The doxology comes at the end of things, at

the end of the sermon, and as my speech comes
at the end of this royal feast, and it seems to

me that the Creator had an eye to the end of

things. There was an end to Creation itself,

and when it was finished he rested from all his

work.

There is an end to the verse, an end to the

chapter, an end to the book.

*Re;ui at tlie .lubilee SuDper to Dr. .1. H. Speei-, Oldham
Countj' Medical Societ.v.
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Tliere was an end to Napoelon’s dream of

empire. There was an end even to the 'beauti-

ful sermon on the mount. There was an end
to the material glory of Solomon’s Temple,
and an end to the still more glorious reign of

King Solomon himself.

And 1 believe that the angels and the arch-

angels and the redeemed of men will sing the

doxology at the end of time.

There will also be an end to the arduous
practice of medicine, and the chosen few then
left will indeed and in truth sing the doxology
of medicine.

It will come tlu’ough higher education,

through sanitation, through preventive med-
icine, through the alkaloidal and serum treat-

ment of diseases.

And way along down the aisles of time, the

anxiety, the dread, and the trouble of the

practice of medicine will grow lighter and
lighter until the advent of the glorious dawn
of the millenium.

When there will be no more sickness and no

more death.

CANCER OF THE BREAST, WITH PAK-
TIGULAR REFERENCE TO CER-

TAIN PHASES OF DIAG-
NOSIS.''

By Newton Evans, Murray.

The fact that the mortality from cancer is

so frightful and that it is admittedly increas-

ing rapidly in frequency makes a study of its

diagnosis and the best methods of manage-
ment most important. In this country in

1909 death from cancer held seventh place in

importance in the vital statistics. And in all

deaths after the age of 40 it holds second

place only to tvd)erculosis, in fact almost

equals it.

At present it is admitted that surgery is

still our only hope in cancer of the breast.

That being true the solution of the problem of

saving the greatest number of lives depends
on, first : early diagnosis ; second, early opera-

tion. and third, correct operative procedure.

In the past five years there has been practical-

ly no advancement in operative technic in

this condition and surgeons do not expect
much improvement in that field. Any im-
provement then in our death rate in this con-

dition must depend on more general diffus-

ion of information as to the right manage-
ment of cancer of the breast, not only among
the laity including particularly the cancer
victims themselves, but especially among the

mass of general practitioners who first see the

greatest number of t hese patients.

*Ut^ad at the West Temies.see ihedicai and Snitrical .Vsso-
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Recent studies of the number of cures fol-

lowing breast operations indicate that al-*

though there has been no improvement in
the technique in the last five years yet there
has been a very appreciable improvement in
results during that time. Bloodgood of Balti-
more has published during the last few
months figures based on the records of 681
eases of cancer of the breast from the J. H.
II. laboratory records showing what 1 take to
be the most favorable results ever published
as to cures following operations for breast
cancer; showing a total of 42% of five year
cures of all operated cases as compared with
35% of cures in the statistics published five
years ago, and this too in the face of the fact
that during this later period there was a much
smaller number of cases rejected as inoner-
able. In the figures five years ago there Wre
27.5% of inoperable eases while in the pres-
ent series there were only 18%. The figures
show clearly that the inerea.se in proportion
of operative cures is due to the general tend-
ency of these eases to be operated upon early
before the condition becomes hopelessly in-
operable.

The great importance of early diagnosis
and early operation is emphasized by the fact
that, as said by Judd in 1909, 85% of all tu-
niors in the woman’s breast are malignant to
begin with and one-half of the remaining 15%
will become malignant if not removed. The
same lesson is taught most emphatically by
the figures which show the difference in re-
sults betu een operations done ccu’ly and those
done late. Complete or radical operations on

Eloodgood’s series show a cure
of J3%. Similar operations on late cases
sliow 36% cured. By early eases he means
tumors which have not yet caused retraction
of the nipple or adhesions to the skin, and so
cannot be recognized as cancers except by re-
moval of the tumor and patliPlogical examina-
tion; while the late eases are those which can
be recognized as malignant before operation is
undertaken by the characteristic retraction
of the nipple or by adherance to the skin
What then in the light of these facts is our

duty with reference to all lumps in the female
breast? Evidently it is to advise their im-
mediate removal and examination, and if
pathological examination shows them to be
cancer then to perform the radical operation,
f exainination shows it to be benign and not

malignant then simple removal is all that is
necessary.

What then must be our opinion of the
physician who w'^ill advise a patient Avho
comes with a small lump in the breast to wait
until it develops before having anything
done? We must conclude that he is either
ignorant of these important facts just recited
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or tliat lie lacks the courage of his convictions.
' The statistics from the i\Iayo clinic with

reference to the comparative results of opera-

tion in early and late eases are in accord with

those from the Johns Hopkins Hospital. In

the cases for the last five year period reported

the cures from early operation are 85% while

from late operations they are only 25%. The
Mayos’ basis of classification, however, is a

little different from that of Bloodgood. They
classify all cases as early in which there has

not yet appeared any metastasis in the axil-

lary lymph nodes as indicated by microscopic

examination by tlie pathologist. The late

cases are those in which cancer metastasis are

found at the time of operation.

And still more instructive, if possible, are

the figures collected from the records of the

Mass’achu setts General Hospital for the cases

operated on during the period of ten years
from 1894 to 1904. During the first five years
the total of five year cures was 16%. Duidng
the last five year period the total cures equal

26%, the difference in results apparently be-

ing due to difference in technique
;
in the lat-

ter period a much larger proportion of radic-

al or complete operations having been the rule.

One of the conclusions of this report is par-

ticularly significant, viz., that incomplete op-

erations on the early cases yielded more cures

than radical operations on eases which Avere

well advanced.

DIAGNOSIS.

As a working basis all eases of carcinoma of

the breast ivliieh come to the surgeon may be
classified into three general groups. First,

early eases, in which there is the presence of

a tumor which by physical examination can-

not be said positively to be a cancer, and
whose positive diagnosis depends upon an ex-

amination of a section of the tumor itself.

Second, late casps in which the diagnosis is

evident from the external appearance of the

breast, the skin being adherent or the nipple

retracted. Here no examination of the tumor
in section is necessary. Third: The late in-

operable eases, in which secondary cancers are

present in other organs, or Avhich have spread

so far by local metastasis that a complete re-

moval is impossible.

At this time we are particularly interested

in the first of these three classes, those in

which the positive diagnosis can only be made
by examination of the tumor itself, and fur-

thermore it is only in this group of cases that

we can hope to cure more than a small propor-

tion. What is the ideal procedure in these

early doubtful cases of cancer ? It is not good
surgery of course in these doubtful cases to

look upon them all as benign tumors, or to

advise Availing till they develop definite ma-
lignant charaeteristies befoi’e doing anything.

It is not good surgery to i-emove the tumor it-

self from the breast or even to remove the en-

tire breast and then to hope the condition is

cured, doing nothing more. It is not good
surgery to remove the tumor from the breast,

close up the wound and send the tumor to the
pathologist, and after Availing one or several

days, then, in ease the pathologist reports the
presence of cancer to again operate and do a
radical operation, removing breast, axillary

glands, etc. Halstead has shown plainly that
the prognosis for ultimate recovery is much
less favorable after a procedure of this kind
than Avhen the entire operation has been done
at one time.

The ideal procedure and only right thing to

do in the light of our present knowledge, is

in, every case Avhere the diagnosis is doubtful
to make an incision and carefully excise the
tumor giving it a Avide margin of normal tis-

tue for safety. Then after the tumor is re-

moved, Avith the patient still under the anes-
thetic, submit the tumor to careful examina-
tion, AA'hich should mean in every case a mi-
croscopic examination. There are some surg-
eons and surgical pathologists Avho are com-
petent to distinguish most of the malignant
tumoi's by a naked eye examination of the cut
surface of such a tumor, and there are some
surgeons Avho depend upon this method alone,

but in my mind there is no question but that
the microscopic test is more accurate in the
hands of a competent pathologist equipped
Avith the best means of making frozen sections

and of rapid staining.

Dr. Judd, of the JMayo clinic, says, with
reference to this point that “so far as we
knoAv at the present time a differentiation

other that microscopic cannot be made be-

tween a benign tumor and a very early malig-

nant one.” “Quite often the tumor may be

diagnosticated froim cross section, but we are

never justified in disregarding the microscopic

examination. ’ ’

So far as I know this rapid tissue diagnosis

is most effectively and systematically used at

the ]\Iayo clinic, where practically all tissue

removed at operation is immediately examin-
ed by making sections with the freezing micro-

tome and then staining them Avith polychrome
methylene blue, and immediately subjecting
them to microscopic examination. The whole
procedure requires only a very few minutes
at (he most. This is a method which can be
used and Avhieh should be used in every hos-

pital Avhere operations are done. Of course
it involves the necessity of having a really

competent pathologist to do the work
;
because

a diagnosis of a tissue section by a man who is

not competent is much Avorse than not having
it at all, for it may lead to a failure on the

part of the suregon to use his own judgment
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and other means of diagnosis as he otherwise

might do if he were not depending upon the

microseopist. If, then the examination of the

tumor section shows that it is a benign growth

the wound can be immediately closed and the

operation finished. The removal of the tumor

alone is adequate. If on the other hand the

examination reveals the presence of cancer,

the operation must be continued. A complete

radical operation must be done in every case.

Probably the best operative procedure is the

Halstead operation whicli includes removing

with the breast, a large area of skin, a much
larger one of the superficial fascia with its fat,

the pectoral fascia, both pectoral muscles and

all of the gland bearing tissue in the axilla.

Dr. ]\Iurphy says he has discarded the Hal-

sted operation, as he believes the removal of

the pectoral muscles is unnecessary, only re-

moving sufficient of the muscular tissue to

make it possible to dissect out all of the axil-

lary tissue containing the lymph glands. In

the early cases it may possibly be true that

the removal of the pectoral muscles is not es-

sential provided all of the other structures are

removed. It seems to me wiser to include the

pectoral muscles in all operations on the late

eases. Dr. Judd says that in several late

cases they have demonstrated the presence of

cancer metastasis in the lymphatics within the

pectoral muscles.

In the management of the class of breast

changes in which the tumor present is not a

distinct small tumor but a more diffuse mass
in the breast not readily delimited from the

surrounding normal tissue it is best to remove
the entire breast (rather than to try to dis-

sect out the diseased portion) and then to ex-

amine the most suspicious portion for cancer.

However, in this class of cases another altern-

ative is to dissect down to the diseased portion

and then without removing the entire mass to

excise a small wedge shaped portion of the

effected tissue and make a microscopic section

of this. If this method is followed it is well,

as recommended by Bloodgood, to cauterize

that portion of the incision which involves the

diseased tissue, either with phenol or by ex-

cising the fragment for examination with the

actual cautery; this of course to prevent any
possible disseminuation of cancer cells into the

circulation. The result of this pathological

examination will then determine the subse-

quent management of the tumor, as described

above. This diffuse involvement of the breast

tissue is most frequently seen in the so-called

“abnormal involution or ebronic cystic mas-
titis” which by the way is the most frequent

pathological condition seen in the female

breast outside of cancer itself.

Of course it must be admitted that even

after removal of the tumor from the breast

the pathologist or surgeon may still be in

doubt as to the presence of malignancy. Then
the best procedure will be to treat it as an
early malignancy. All pathologists admit the

existence of breast lesions in which the pres-

ence or absence of malignancy can not be posi-

tively affirmed, although their proportion is

very small.

Since we have begun the use of the rapid

tissue diagnosis method in our small hospital

and have made it an invariable rule to exam-
ine all doubtful breast tumors before complet-

ing tbe operation we have had a number of

eases which would have been subjected to the

radical operation unnecessarily had it not
been for the tissue diagnosis, and on the other
hand there have been cases which would have
had simple removal of the tumor 'had not the

microscope indicated that the complete opera-
tion was necessary.

Dr. Wilson, of Koehester, says with refer-

ence to this point “Indeed it would seem in-

cumbent upon every hospital which main-
tains an operating room to maintain also a
laboratory for pathological tissue diagnosis,”
and I think his position is well taken.

The treatment of our second general group,
those in which the diagnosis of cancer is plain
without any pathological examination of the
tumor, is complete radical operation at the
earliest possible time. In this group must be
included the cases of Paget’s disease, epitheli-

oma of the nipple, and in fact chronic ulcera-

tion of the nipple practically never occurs ex-

cept in carcinoma.

It should be pointed out in this connection
that the radical operation for breast cancer
practieall}^ without danger to life when done
by competent men. The operative death rate

is practically nil.

In our third general group are those cases

of breast cancer where the radical operation
udll give no hope of permanent cure. Some
of the more important findings tvhich would
lead us to decide against operation are the

presence of unmistakable signs of the involve-

ment of some distant structure, such as cer-

tain bones, in which the X-ray is of much
assistance in determining the presence. The
liver is also frequently involved extensively

in the more advanced eases, and at times other

organs.

Involvement of the siipraclavicular lymph
nodes should usually be taken as a contraindi-

cation to operation
;
but simply enlargement

of these nodes such as to make them palpable

is not incontestable evidence of cancer metas-

tasis in them. In such cases some of these en-

lai-ged glands should be removed luider local

anesthesia as a preliminary operation and the

presence or absence of malignancy determin-

ed by microscopic examination.
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If local metastasis of a breast cancer has

become so extensive as to fix the tumor to the

chest wall, then operation is hopeless, as its

complete removal will be impossible, and the

lymphatic system will be found extensively in-

volved. In certain forms the skin becomes so

widely involved as to make complete removal
of the tumor impracticable.

On the other hand extensive ulceration of a

breast cancer is not necessarily a contraindi-

cation if evidences of extension to the other

tissues here mentioned is absent.

There is one type of breast tumor which
must be borne in mind in the diagnosis of

cancer of the breast. I refer to the relatively

rare types of myxoma and myxo-sarcoma
which are seen most frequently in younger
women and which usually have a rapid

growth and often becomes very large in size.

These myxo-sareomas are relatively non-/na-

lignant in character and in common with

other sarcomas do not 'form metastasis by the

lymphatics. Consequently when removed by
operation it is not necessary to make the com-
plete operation indicated for epithelial cancer.

Whenever, therefore, from the size of the tu-

more and age of the patient it is suspected

that we may be dealing vdth this type of tu-

mor it is imperative that pathological examin-
ation of a section of the tumor be made before

proceeding with a radical operation.

UNCINARIASIS, OR HOOKWORM DIS-

EASE.*

By J. A. Frantz, Russell.

Uncinariasis, or hookworm disease, is a dis-

ease characterized by symptoms which are

caused by the presence in the intestinal canal

of the worms ankylostoma duodenalis ond un-

einarasis americana, which if not identical, at

least closely resemble each other. They be-

long to the class of nematodes, in which are

included ascarius lumbricoides, oxyuris verm-

icularis and trichinae.

Hookworm disease is found in practically

all the tropical and semi-tropical countries.

It has been comparatively recent that the fre-

quency of unicariasis has been recognized, al-

though the symptoms produced by them have
been considered as a clinical entity for over

a century. This disease is not new; it is only

newly understood. The .symptoms of the dis-

ease were described in the records of the

Egyptian Empire, but its cause was unknown.
Early in the niueteenth century a special

form of anemia was recognized as affecting

the miners of Hungary. In 1838 Dubini

found ankylostoma in the intestines of a girl

who had died of progressive anemia. In 1851

Griesinger declared that this parasite was the
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cause of the Egyjitian chlorosis, but the clin-

ical importance of the parasite was not dehin-

itely settled until 1882. Peroncito showed
that tlie epidemic of so-called miner’s anemia,
which occurred during the building of St.

Gothard tunnel was due to the ankylostoma.

Since the occupation of Porto Rico by the

American about sixteen years ago, the disease

has been thoroughly studied by American
physicians, especially by Drs. Ashford, King
and Stiles. These men have proved the great

])revalenee of the disease in the southern part

of the United States. The maleworm is about
11 m.m in length and about 5 m.m. in width.

The female is about 15 m.m. in length and
about 1 m.m. broad It is found most abund-
antly in the jejunum, but it may be found in

the duodenum and ileiun. It may be firmly

attached to the mucus membranes or may be
free in the intestinal canal. The eggs are

passed in large numbers with the feces, and
under favorable conditions may retain their

Autality for a long time. These favorable

conditions include, warmth, moisture and
darkness. Sunshine and the incidental dry-
ness ai’e destructive to them. After passing
from the body of the host they rapidly become
scattered about. Their most common attack

on the human subject is through the feet.

Both adults and children who run about bare-

footed in places where the disease is endemic
suffer from a derinitis, which is caused by the

action of the ova, or eggs on the skin. They
first produce a dermitis on the skin and next
an eruption of vesicles which are liable to be-

come infected by various bacteria producing
pustules and ulcers of varying depth, which
may persist for a long time, and which when
healed usually leave dis(!olorations. The ova
pass through the skin by which they are car-

ried to the lungs; here they escape into the

bronchioles, thence to the larynx and into the

throat, from which they are swallowed. The
eruption is known as ground itch. The dis-

ease may be brought on by the swallowing of

the larvae, incidental to unclean habits, the

food being infected by unclean hands, or by
drinking water containing the larvae, but it is

considered that the round-about route of in-

fection through the skin is the most common
method.

SYMPTOMS.

The symptoms of this disease differ in sever-

ity with the general health of the individual

infected, and with the number of parasites in

the intestinal canal, if in scanty numbers, the

evidence of their action are few, but if in

multitudes their de.structive action on the

blood is excessive. The mild cases are char-

acterized by pain and uneasiness in the ab-

domen. These symptoms are commonly at-

tributed to indigestion, and rather apt to be
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more prominent on the right side of the ab-

domen. They may be accompanied by ten-

derness in that region. The pains are some-
times increased and sometimes relieved by
taking food. Tlie appetite in some cases is

diminished and in some eases increased.

There may be headache and dizziness and
there is usually indisi^osition to exertion,

either mental or physical. As the case ad-

vances the pain in the abdomen may be more
pronounced, the headache more severe and
there is dizziness and often tinnitus aurium.
The mucous membranes and the conjunctiva
are pale, the appetite is impaired and there

may be nausea and vomiting. Breathlessness

on exertion is common. The patient com-
plains of fatigue and there may be fever.

The anemia is great and becomes more strik-

ing the longer the disease exists. Edema of

the feet and ankles is common and sometimes
there is general anasarca. The pulse is weak
and compressable and there may be pain in

the precordial region. Dimness of the sight

is common and the pupils may be dilated.

Often there is sleeplessness. The patient’s

strength has been sapped, his physical and
intellectual growth stunted

;
children, once

bright and well advanced in their school

work, lose their zeal and mental alertness,

they fall behind in their struggle with their

healthier classmates, and finally discouraged,

and more than likely abused, they give up in

despair.

DIAGNOSIS.

The examination of the feces is of great im-

portance, both from a diagnostic and thera-

peutic point of view, while in regions where
the disease is endemic the general symptoms
especially the anema and the indisposition to

exertion may lead to a presumptive diagnosis,

which is generally correct, but the only ac-

curate diagno.sis is based on finding the eggs
or worms in the feces, and these should be

carefully examined in every suspected case.

After the treatment has been carried out the

only way of definitely determining whether
or not the cure is complete is by examining
the feces and determining the absence of both

worms and eggs.

TREATMENT.

The prophylactic treatment is of great im-

portance, both to the individual and to the

community. As we know the disease is

spread by neglect in providing for suitable

disposal of the discharges of the bowels. In
warm climates wliere the disease prevails

among the poor classes of society the method
of sewerage employed in cities are unknown
and the majority of people deposit their feces
in whatever situation in field or forest, they
may happen to be when the desir.e comes on
them. When s.anitaiy legislation reaches the

point that transmi.ssion of infectious disease

by the feces is almost impossible there will be
no further danger of the transmission of this

disease to uninfected persons. This, of

course, is an immense problem, but one which
it seems very likely will have to be met sooner
or later. The second point in prophylaxis is

the prompt curing of all sufferers from the

disease. When this has been accomplished, of

course, the necessity of the first will be less

urgent, but the carrying out of one proposal
is almost as difficult as the other, and the first

proposition is the most important, because
the improper care of the feces results in
transmission not only of this disease, but of
several others. The individual prophylaxis
to be observed by persons living in regions
where the disease is endemic consists in the
first place, of protecting the feet and limlis by
wearing shoes that will keep the dirt and
sand away from the skin. Of less importance
but still also to be observed, are cleanliness

of the hands, care in the preparation of food
and avoid water which may be infected.

MEDICINAL TREATMENT.

Several drugs have been recommended in

the treatment of this disease, the most im-
portant are turpentine, oil of eucalyptus,
betanaphthol, and thymol. Of these the evi-

dence is very strong that thymol is the most
useful and safest, and is fairly entitled to be
termed a specific. When this drug is used the
patient should be prepared for the treatment
by being compelled to fast during the whole
of the previous day. The previous night he
should receive a sufficient dose of magnesium
sulphate to produce several watery move-
ments. In the morning before any food has
been taken the thymol may be administered.
The dose may be divided into two or three
parts, which may be taken at intervals of one
or two hours. The whole amount administer-
ed in one day should be 3 grams. Two hours
after the last dose another dose of magnesium
sulphate should be given. It will be found
that the thymol having attacked the worms
has either destroyed them or at least lessened

their vitality to such an extent that they

have loosened their hold on th mucous mem-
branes and a final dose of magnesium sul-

phate will carry them out of the intestines.

It is important that the intestines should be

empty as far as possible wleui the drug is

taken and the preliminary dose of magnesium
sulphate not only washes out the food debris,

but also the mucus and the intestinal canal,

in which many of the worms are often imbed-

ded. The action of the drug is desired on

the worms in the canal, therefore it is unde-

sirable that the thymol should be albsorbed,

consequently no fatty acid, alcohol or oil
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should be taken. Castor oil should not be

given as a cathartic. The treatment shoidd
be repeated at intervals of five to seven days
until examination of the feces shows entire

absence of both eggs and worms. Finally it

remains to speak of the treatment of the re-

sults of the infection. It is surprising with
what rapidity patients begin to improve af-

ter the worms have been removed. However,
the administration of iron hastens the recov-

ery from the anemia. It makes little differ-

ence what form of iron is used. We may
use fresh Blaud pill or the reduced iron, or

tincture of iron, or if a child we may use a

tablet of saccharated oxide of iron, each three

grains to chew up like candy.

GONORRHEAL ARTHRITIS AND TEN-
OSYNOVITIS.*

(report of two acses.)

By S. E. ViDT, Russell.

The relative frequency of gonorrhea in

both male and female, and the rather fre-

quent co'inplieations which arise during the

couree of this malady, leads me to report two
eases of joint and tendon complications seen

recently in female subjects; one of which was
treated with the anti-gonococcic serum, and
the other with the various drugs heretofore

administered in this condition.

Case /. This patient was seen by me for

the first time on the 9th day of January, pre-

senting symptoms of a mild septicemia.

From a rather hurriedly and incomplete ex-

amination, the following s;\miptoms were
elicited.

Had not been feeling well for the last three

days
;
complained of a dull frontal headache

;

nausea
;

chilliness
;
uncomfortable feeling in

lower abdomen with occasionally crampy
pains; temperature 101.8 F.

;
pulse 130;

moderate pain in left elbow joint, and severe

pain in metacarpo-phalangeal joint of the

right thiunb. Upon inspection of left elbow

joint there was slight redness over, and im-

mediately surrounding the internal condyle;

some tenderness on pressure
;
producing some

pain on motion, but no appreciable edema.

The metacarpo-phalangeal joint presented an

altogether different picture. Here was pres-

ent all the signs of a severe and active arth-

ritis; redne.ss, swelling severe pain, and
tenderness. The patient dared not move the

joint less she suffered excruciating pain. The
patient was not questioned closely, put to

bed, purged and given quinine and calcium

sulphide, and informed to let me hear from

her in the morning. 1 heard nothing more
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from her then until the 21st day of January,
when I was called to see her and herewith
present the history complete.

h’emale, white, age 18, single, waitress.

Pamihi History. Nothing of importance.

Personal History. With the exception of

the diseases of childhood, always enjoyed
good health. Menstruated at the age of 13,

and regularly until October 28th, 1913, when
they ceased. Develoj^ed gonorrhea seven
weeks ago.

History of Prcsen! Illness. The onset

which began January 9th has been described

above. Upon my second visit, 12 days later,

1 found the following condition : The left

elbow joint had cleared up. The right meta-
carpo-phalangeal joint, while it did not pre-

sent the acuteness it did twelve days ago, pre-

sented an ugly picture. The wrist joint was
now also involved, together with the left

ankle joint. To ijlacc the hand in the most
comfortable and painless position, the patient

resorted to extreme flexion of both thumb and
wrist, together with slight inward rotation.

The left ankle joint was of recent involve-

ment and showed considerable swelling and
redness, and caused severe pain. The heart
.sounds were somewhat weak but no audible

mfirmiir. The patient was three months
pregnant. In tliis case the serum was ad-

vised, but owing to the high price of the sub-

stance was unable to administer it.

External Treat)nent

:

The thumb and wrist

joint were immobilized by placing the hand
on a padded splint, and the infected areas

covered with equal parts of mercurial and
belladonna ointment and bandaged. This
was applied daily. The ankle joint was like-

wise treated. Douches of potassium perman-
ganate (1-2000) were given three times a day.

Internal Treatment

:

Calcium .sulphide grs.

1-2, and quinine sulphate grs. 2, eveiy three

hours. Potassium iodide grs. 20 four times

a day. In addition to this she i-eceivetl three

doses of gonococcic vaccine (combined). This
treatment was continued for 11 days, with
practically no improvement in ankle joint.

The wrist and metacarpo-phalangeal joint

showed some slight improvement.

After the lapse of this time the patient de-

cided to go to her home in an Ohio city where
she was treated by a local physician. I heard
from the ease frequently, and only recently

has she attempted to Avalk. From her de-

scription the ankle joint has very limited

motion and the metacarpo-phalangeal joint is

ankylosed.

Case II. Saw this patient for the first

time April 21st and can report the following

h.istory

:

Female, white, age 23. single, Avaitress.

Family History. Negati\'e.
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Ecrsonal Hislon/. Had diseases coirmion

ill infancy : Dijihtheria twice. Developed

gonorrliea si.x; weeks ago.

Historij Present Illness. Severe frontal

I'eadache for 24 hours and pain in the lower

abdomen for several days. This was followed

liy nausea and vomiting; decided chill; temp-

erature 103.5 and pulse 140. Comjilained of

severe pain in i-egion of cervical vertebra and
of a general aching of extremities. At this

time there was no joint nor tendon involve-

ment, and the diagnosis was somewhat in

doubt. That evening she vomited consider-

able and felt very chilly. Twenty-four hours

later she complained of severe pain in first

phalangeal joint of right index finger, and al-

most simultaneously with pain just above

and anterior to the right ankle joint. The
patient now seemed to feel some better, temp-
erature 102 P, pulse 120

;
vomiting and chilli-

ness had ceased. T^pon close but careful

questioning the diagnosis of a gonorrheal in-

volvement was confirmed. The syuiptoms of

the phalangeal joint grew rapidly in severity.

Twenty-four hours after the onset of the

trouble in the phalangeal joint, the e.xtensor

tendon of the index finger showed signs of

involvement, together with the carpo-meta-

carpal joint of the thumb. The swelling in

the tendon was rapid and of great magnitude
and pain exerueiating. Upon close inspect-

ion the involvement at the ankle joint seemed
to be in the tendons of the extensor longus

(ligitorum, and the earpo-metacarpal joint of

the thumb was a peri-articular nature, but in

neither of the two was the trouble very severe.

Two c.c. of anti-'gonoeoccic serum was given

intramuscularly, on April 25th, and this dose

repeated on the 26th and 27fh. On the 28th

1 c.c. of gonococcic vaccine was given to stim-

idate the passive immunity. This was fol-

lowed with subsidence of ankle and thumb in-

volvement, and also the pain in tlie region of

the cervical vertebra. The tendon and joint

of the index finger showed no improvement.
Three days after the last dose of serum, pa-

tient had a slight chill, temperature 108.8,

pulse 130 and her hand paining beyond en-

durance. The tendon and joint showed
signs of suppuration. Under general anes-

thesia the joint and tendon sheathe were
opened and thoroughly irrigated with tincture

iodine. Continuous biehloidde (1-3000') irri-

gations were kept up for 48 hours and then

hot boric acid compresses applied. The pus
was examined microscopically and found to

contain numerous gonococci. Serum was
again administered; 2 c.c. daily for three con-

secutive days, and this followed by 1 c.c. of

gonococcic vaccine. At this time my atten-

tion was called to a painfnl tumor about the

size of one’s fist, situated about the junction

of the lower with the middlethird of the

thigh externally, and the formation of a

smaller one over the right tibialis antieus

muscle about the middle third. I now decided

to give the serum in larger doses. On the

evening of iMay 4th. 1 administered 6 c.c. and
repeated this dose the next morning. Twen-
ty-four hours later 1 c.c. of gonococcic vac-

cine was given and this dose repeated in 48

hours. From this time on the patient made
rapid improvement. Four days after the fix'st

dose of 6 c.c. of the serum, her temperature
dropped to normal, pulse 80, and the recent

tumefaction on the thigh had disappeared,

and that in the tibialis antieus practically

gone. Her appetite gradually increased and
she left for her home May 18th. The hand is

now entirely healed, with some stiffness re-

sulting, but this I believe can finally be over-

come by constant manipulation.
I may add that in addition to the serum,

she received quinine, iodide of arsenic, per-

manganate douches and santal oil and salol.

Bier’s hyperemic treatment was instituted

for sevei’al days after the hand was opened,

with very good results.

There is no doxibt but what the serum is of

decided value in the treatment of gonorrheal

complications, but only so when given in

much larger doses than that advocated by

the manxifaeturers. Corbus in a recent article

in the Journal of the A. M. A., shows dis-

tinctly the value of serum when given in

large doses.

The one objection, however, to its use in

this class of patients is its high cost. When
one considers that 30 to 45 c.c. of the serum

are necessary for a curative dose, and the

price $5.00 for 6 c.c., the total price will of-

ten cause a serious delay in its administra-

tion, and in some instances the well-nigh im-

possible.

The only untoward results noticed in this

l)articular ease was an eruption of wheals ac-

companied with marked itching and some

pain.

Nevi.—Treatment. Use of radium advised.

Skin should first be broken over lesion, even if

only by lightest electrolysis, to permit of rapid

action and therefore small dosage of radium salt.

Eradication without scarring.— De Courmelles.

Lead Poisoning.—Treatment. Obstinate lead

colic relieved and constipation overcome by giv-

ing a tumblerful of olive oil once daily.—Brara.
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OFFICIAL ANNOUNCEMENTS

PKELII^riNARY PROGRAM.*

State Medicai> Association, New'port Meet-

ing, September 23, 24, and 25.

Address in UrologA' -J. Bentley Squier,

New York City.

Tuberculosis of the Kidney
;
Its Diag-

nostic Difficulties and Therapeutic

Problems Filipp Kreissl, Chicago.

Childhood Infection
;
Adult Death in

Tuberculosis Otis Senour, Union.

^Methods of Early Diagnosis in Tuber-
culosis B. K. Menefee, Walton.

Tuberculous Cervical Glands
J. W. Kincaid, Catlettsburg.

Treatment of the iMiddle Ear Through
the Eustachian Tube R. W. Bledsoe,

Covington.

Trachoma J. A. Stucky, Lexington.

Economic apd Social Aspects of Deaf-

ness Isaac Lederman, Louisville

Clinical Aspects of Carbo-Hydrate
Metabolism Louis Hamman, Baltimore

The Mentally Defective Child

George W. Armes, Louisville.

Enurisis in Children N. W. Moore,
Cynthiana.

Mediastinal Lymph Nodes in Children

A. 0. Sisk, Earlington.

iMinor Lesions of the Pudenda
II. C. Clark, Falmouth.

Uterine Myomata and i\Ialignancy

Joseph G. Gaither, Hopkinsville.

Deferential Diagnosis of the Paralyses

of Childhood C. A. Nevitt, Lexington.

Abbott’s Treatment of Scoliosis

John B. Richardson, Ixmisville.

Classification of Joint Lesions

W. J. Gerding, Newport.
Etiology and Symptoms of Acute
Rheumatic Fever .. .J. M. Salmon, Ashland.

Prophylaxis and Treatment of Acute
Rheumatic Fever G. G. Thornton,

Lebanon.

Exploratory Incision as an Aid to

Diagnosis W. A. Quinn, Henderson
Who Should Do Surgery?

Ap Morgan Vance, Louisville.

Surgery in Headache G. A. Hendon.
Louisville.

Bone Grafting for Potts’ Disease and
Ununited Fracture R. W. Ryerson,

Chicago.

Relation of Gynecological to Nervous
diseases George P. Sprague, Lexington.

Examination of the Spinal Fluid in

Mental and Nervous Diseases

II. P. Sights, Hopkinsville.

Common Natural Causes of Sudden
Death Ellis Duncan, Louisville.

Rural Hygiene and the Sanitary Privy
C. W. Shaw, Alexandria.

Alcohol as a Health Problem
J. N. Hurty, Indianapolis.

A Study of Typhoid Carriers

A. T. McCormack, Bowling Green.
Practical Value of Serums, Vaccines,

etc., in Treatment Leon Solomon
Louisville.

Preparation and Use of Autogenous
Vaccines John D. Allen,

Louisville.

Placental Serum in the Toxemias of

Pregnancy E. F. Horine, Louisville.

Sero-Diagnosis of Pregnancy
H. J. Farbach, Louisville.

WARNING AGAINST WORTHLESS
ANTIFAT “CURES”.

Numerous inquiries received recently by

the U. S. Department of Agriculture indicate

that promoters of so-called obesity remedies

and fat-reducing cures are using an old trick

dressed in new clothes to deceive fat people

into spending money for worthless or dan-

gerous preparations. The advertisements ap-

peal to the vanity of people who wish to re-

gain graceful figures and also to the business
necessities of those who become so fat that

they can no longer do their work efficiently.

In order to be able to give a definite reply

to many people inquiring about specific rem-
edies, the drug sueeialists of the Bureau of

Chemistry recently conducted a series of

tests with a number of nostrums of this char-

acter on employees in the Department who
wished to lose surplus flesh without injuring

their health. One of the most widely adver-

tised so-called prescriptions for reducing
flesh was tried for a period of six months.
The re.sult was that two of the subjects under
experimentation were obliged to stop after

taking the medicine for two or three weeks
on account of its injurious effect. The third

subject gained 2 1-2 pounds instead of losing

flesh. Another of the so-called remedies of a

“Great Obesitv Specialist” was tried. The
subject scnipulouslv followed the diet list

which accompanied this remedy and faithful-

ly carried out the system of exercises recom-

mended. After six months’ treatment there

was a reduction of 18 pounds of flesh but

this the experimenters attributed to the fact

that the subject ate no bread, butter, starchy

food, pastr>\ sugar or candy while under ob-

servation. The first month after discontinu-

ing the treatment the subject gained 10

pounds, and in three months was back to the*Thls program is not complete
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original weight recorded at tlie heginning of

the treatment.

Tlie eirculars, h'tters and other announce-

ments of these .so-called ol)esity remedies,

which are published broadcast, in many cases

asserted that a two cent stamp is the only

charge. Those sending the two-eents to the

supposed philanthropist, who wishes to help

other sufferers to get rid of surplus flesh,

commonly received a statement that the phy-
sician or “professor” di.scovered this remedy
in the wilds of some foreign country or re-

ceived it from some famous Indian medicine

man on his deathbed. Then after due praise

of the effectiveness of the remedy the “pro-

fessor states that he is willing to supply this

wonderful treatment for a fee of from $15 to

$25 a month. Tf the prospective patient does

not answer immediately he is besieged with a

line of follow-up lettei's. and finally as a

great individual favor he is told that he can
obtain this marvelous guaranteed flesh re-

ducer for the sum of $2.50. Tn return for the

reduced price, liowever, tlie patient must
agree to tell all his fat friends about this

wonderful means of shedding avoirdupois.

Judging from the letters received by the

Department of .'Agriculture appealing to it to

stop this practice under the Food and Drugs
.Act, women are usually the victims of these

“professors.” Aluch of the literature con-

tains alleged statements of .some individual

woman’s thrilling experience in fat-forming

and fat-redueing, and this makes the situa-

tion seem real and personal to the other wo-
men. Cases are on record AVhere women have
parted with almost their last dollar in the

hope of iiujiroving their figures, and have
awaited results with anticipation that makes
their later disappointment almost pathetic.

The strong featm-e of most of the literature is

than no dieting is necessary; the medicine is

to do it all and the patient is told that he
can eat all he wants and as often as he wishes,

which is a strong indueetnent to most stout

people.

These preparations u.sually contain thy-

roids and a laxative. The thyroids may
prove very hurtful unless given under the ad-

vice of a physician personally familiar with
the subject’s physical condition. The De-
partment has on record an instance where
death has followed overdoses of preparations
containing thyroids. Other preparations
contain poke root, (phytolacca) a poisonous
drug, and others, analysis shows, contain

nothing that could possibly have the slight-

est effect in reducing flesh.

The promoters of one preparation assert

that it secures most marvelous results by a

process of elimination of foods without di-

gestion. These people guarantee the reduct-

ion of a pound a day. A ])Teparation of this

character, if it did what its makers claim for

it, would i)robably eliminate any need of di-

gestion in the future. Another product, ex-

amination shows, consists principally of ordi-

nary soa]). The idea is to apply this locally

with friction and thus remove the fat where-

ever it may he in excess. A still more clever

scheme provides chemicals to be added to the

water in which they form a sort of curd in

the water after the patient has bathed. This

curd, the advertisement states, is fat and sur-

plus tissue removed from the body. Other
schemes supply a tablet at 75 cents a dozen
for which a claim is made that it will reduce
fat at the rate of a pound a day.

No other class of preparations exploited to

humbug the people has a wider sale, and in

nearly every instance they are absolutely

worthless. In many cases where patients

seem to lose weight this result is attributed

to the hot baths and the diet and exercises

recommended as an accompaniment in taking

the medicine.

The only way that the Department’s speci-

alists know of safely reducing flesh are rigid

dieting, and strenuous exercise, and those to

he effective must be continued over a long

period of time. The fat reducing patient

must eliminate from his diet fats, starchy

foods and sugar. In many cases it is not

wise because of other physical conditions for

fat people to attempt any rapid reduction in

weight. As a general rule diet and exercise

are best directed by a skilled physician. Loss

of flesh is by no means a blessing if accom-

panied by loss of health, energy or strength.

It is practically impo.ssible to prevent the

sale of these preparations in interstate com-

merce under the Food and Drug Act for the

reason that the claims upon the packages are

purposely so guarded as to evade action. As
a rule the claims, guarantees, etc., appear in

advertisements, circular letter’s, etc., and

these the makers are very careful to keep

separate from the package.

The Post Office Department, however, has

been instrumental in silencing some of these

promoters by issuing fraud order’s against

them aird denying them the use of the mails.

The Department of Agr’icrrltrrre, can only

warn lire people to beware of all srrch prep-

arations containing srrch claims, for in the

knowledge of all drug specialists at the pres-

ent time there is no preparation that can be

deperrded rrpon to redrrce flesh in any marked

degree without doirrg injrrries.
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IN MEMORIAM

Dr. Glenmore Combs died in. church, May 17th,

1914, in the siicty-sixth year of his life. All the

above time he lived in Clark county. In early

life a country school teacher in which he Avas

successful, he gave it up for the professon of his

choice and Avas ever regarded a leader among his

fellows. It was the Avritter’s fortune to know
him before his gTaduation at the Louisville

Medical College in 1875 and the friendship then

formed continued to the end; it Avas our personal

DR. GLENMORE COMBS
1849-1914

sad misfortune to be Avith him in his dying hour,

for being seated near him Ave did our best to stay

the sad summons Avhich Avas but of a feAV minutes

duration. Dr. Combs Avas as true as steel to his

friends and Avas equally determined toAvard those

he thought liad Avronged him; so you can see you
always knew Avhere to find him; he ahvays took a

stand on all questions Avhether professional, po-

litical or social, and his course Avas knoAvn to all

for he straddled no <piestion. He kept ever

abreast Avith advanced medical thought and on

his shelves could be found the latest and most re-

liable jirofessional opinion. When we say we
thought Avell of him it is enough to say that he

Avas our family jiliysician; to him Ave trusted not

only our oAvn life but that of the loved ones of

our household; Avhen a physician knoAving liis

fellows calls one of them to attend his OAvn fam-

ily, he, in my opinion, pays the highest compli-

ment in his poAver; in this relation Ave never re-

gretted having done so for Ave thought him com-

jAetent, faithful and true. We shall miss him as

hut feAV ]iliysicians Avill ; for having commenced
the practice of tlie healing the same year that

he did and having Ijeen, during all these years,

often associated Avith him as attending physician

or consultant Ave feel that Ave are in a position to

speak authoritatively to his genuine Avorth as

physician and friend. Dr. Combs Avas a physician

of Avorth, an upholder of the traditions of

medicine, a man during life having made the

Avorld better and Avhen gone leaving behind a

host of grateful and son-OAving friends to Avhose

miseries he has often administered. Good bye,

brother, may the days be pleasant over there un-

der the shade of the trees, and may you enjoy to

the fullest tlie Avell-earned rest after having done
Avhat YOU honstlv conceived to be Amur full duty.

I. A. SHIRLEY.

At a called meeting of the Clark County Med-
ical Society, on May 19th, 1914, the folloAving

resolutions Avere unanimously adopted

:

Whereas, Time in its unsAverving course has

removed from our midst Dr. Glenmore Combs, an
associate and felloAv-member, and
Whereas, Throughout his long, busy and useful

life his interest in professional affairs and his

skill and honor as a practitioner have placed him
in a position of respect and esteem, and
Whereas, His loss Avill be keenly felt by those

Avho haAm known his beneficient influence, and to

Avhom he has so kindly ministered, therefore be it

Resolved, That the Clark County Medical So-

ciety expresses its esteem for him as a member
of our profession, and its sincere regret at his

death, and tenders its sympathy and respect to

his family in their sad loss, and be it further

Resolved, That the Secretary incoiporate these

resolutions in the minutes of the Society, and
that a copy be sent to the bereaAmd family, and

to the local papers and the Kentucky State

Medical Journal for publication.

I. A. SHIRLEY,

JOHN A. SNOWDEN,
H. R. HENRY, Sec’y-,

Committee.

The Kidney Functioning in Chronic Nephritis.

—Crosa gives the deails of extensive research in

ten cases of chronic nephritis to determine the

influence on kidney functioning of a meat diet

and other factors. The results shoAV that a mod-

erate amount of meat is not injurious in such

cases, Avhether the nephritis is of the chronic in-

terstitial tA’pe or of the subacute or chronic

parenchymatous type. The results of the find-

ings Avith the A'arious functional tests applied

did not always harmonize. It is evident that

even Avith all the progress in modern diagnostic

methods, the most valuable information is still

as ever to be derived from the quantity, specific

gravity and sediment in the urine and its al-

bumin content.
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COUNTY SOCIETY REPORTS

Greenup—The Greenup County Medical So-

ciety held its regular meeting at Fullerton, July

2, 1914, at the Davis Hotel.

Members present, C. E. Vidt, E. R. Fitch, J. A.

Frantz, H. T. Morris, A. S. Brady, A. P. Hunt,
J\r. W. Meadows, W. E. Nichols and A. J. Bry-

son. Visitors present, Drs. Rardin, Test, Robe
and Sapp.

A. S. Brady read a paper on “Vai-ious Condi-

tions Arising in the Breast of Nursing Mothers.”
J. A. Frantz read a paper on “Hookworm.”
C. E. Vidt reported one case of ‘“Gonorrheal

Athritis” and one case of “Tendino Synovitis.”

Jno. Rardin opened the discussion of the pa-

pers followed by Robe, Test, Meadows, Nichols,

Alorris, Vidt, Fitch, Hunt and Bryson, closing by
Brady, Frantz and Vidt.

Mr. Sapp made a short talk urging the mem-
bers of the society to lend their support in the

anti-tubercular campaign, which they agreed to

do.

This was the best medical meeting' ever held

in Greenup county and we hope to make our so-

ciety better each year.

The next meeting will be held at Russell, Au-
gust 6, 1914.

A. P. HUNT, Secretary.

Bourbon—The Bourbon County Medical So-

ciety held its regular quarterly meeting with the

clinical section in the County Court Room of the

Bourbon County Court House, Thursday, June

18, at 8 P. M.

The minutes of the preceding meeting Avere

read and approved.

F. L. Lapsley, Chairman, made final report on
School Inspection.

W. M. Kenney and Rankin, reported three

cases of peculiar interest.

M. J. Stern and C. G. Daughtry gave a dem-
onstration of Von Dungen’s test for syphilis.

A report of clinical cases followed.

Symposium on Typhoid Fever.

C. G .Daugherty, “Preventive Vaccination. ’h

A. H. Keller, “Prophylaxis, Disinfection, Hy-
giene and Prevention.”

Wm. Kenney, “ Diag'nosis.
”

J. T. Bro'wn, “Use of Bacterins in Treatment.”
W. C. Ussery, “Diet.”

Frank Fithian, “Drug Treatment.”

C. G. Daugherty, “Use of Horse Serum for

Hemorrhage. ’ ’

Discussion opened by Doctors Smith, Daily and
Middletown; Anderson and Smith, Shawhan;
Calhoun, Millersburg; Cook and Henry, North
McClure, Plum Lick; Linville, Centerville. Fol-

lowed by a general discussion.

C. G. DAUGHERTY, Secretary.

Cumberland Valley—The Cumberland Valley

Medical Association met at Corbin, March 26th,

1914. The following doctors were present: W. F.

Boggess, A. D. Wilmoth, Louisville
;
W. L. Heizer,

Bowling Green; T. J. Ballard, J. H. Parker, B.

J. Edwards, G. G. Edwards, W. C. Bryant, J. F.

Bryant, Wm. Cox, and J. F. Wilder, of Corbin;

H. S. Pitman, East Bernstadt; J. W. Parker,

Grays; 0. P. Nuckols, Pineville; C. A. Moss, E.

S. Moss, Williamsburg; J. S. Lock, Barboursville

;

P. E. Bryant, J. B. Mason and H. V. Pennington,

of London; P. E .Giannini, Dorothy; Jim Rich-

mond, L. Scott, and J. L. Hefferman, of Jellico,

Tenn.;F. R. Burton, Flatlick; Oivsley, of Lily; G.

S. Brock, London; L. S. Siler, Woodbine; J. G.

Foley, Pineville; Pennington, Bertha; George
Corum, Wilton.

B. J. Edwards, of Corbin, delivered the address
of Avelcome which Avas heartily responded to by
0. P. Nuckols of Pineville. After which the

society and the large croAvd of the laity which
filled the Majestic Opera House Avere delightful-

ly entertained and instructed by W. F. Boggess,

of LouisAdlle, in his speech “The Relationship

of the Physician to the Public.”

W. L. Heizer then gave an excellent talk, em-
phasizing the necessity of an all-time health of-

ficer in Whitley County to loAver that appalling-

death rate from preventable diseases and to see

that our schools use books teaching the laAvs of

health. He Avas gTeeted by great enthusiasm
Avhen he asked if those present Avould be Avilling

to pay a tax of ten cents a head to have an all-

time health officer.

J. H. Parker, of Corbin, then read a very in-

structive paper on “Appendicitis.” After this

paper the meeting adjourned to the banquet hall

of the Wilbur hotel Avhere the society of Corbin

had arranged for a banquet to entertain the aus-

iting doctors.

After the banquet, J. B. Mason, of London,
read an extra good paper on “Some Uses of the

X-ray as a Diag'nostic Agent,” this Avas folloAv-

ed by M. Pennington, of Bertha, Avith a paper on
“The Country Practitioner and Cut Fees.” Dr.

Pennington has established himself as a Avriter

of ability Avith this paper Avhich Avas thoroughly

enjoyed by all.

A. D. Wilmoth, of Louisville, then gWe us a

paper containing a Avealth of information upon
the subject “Diagnosis of Cancer of the Breast.”

The annual election of officers Avas then held

and J. H. Parker, of Corbin, Avas elected presi-

dent; J. G. Foley, of Pineville, first vice presi-

dent and C. A. Moss, of Williamsburg, secretary

and treasurer.

C. A. MOSS, Secretary.

Daviess—The Daviess Countj^ Medical So-

ciety held its regular quarterly meeting on June

16th, at LeAvisport.
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The President, J. M. Stuart, presided. Forty-

two members were present.

J. W. Knox, in a very 25leasing talk, welcomed
us to Lewisport.

The President responded and told him we were

very hai^jiy to be in his town,

A. E. Popham, of Knottsville, made applica-

tion for membership.

J. L. Carter rei)orted a case of “Pott’s Dis-

ease,” in a child two and one-half years old,

bringing the child before the society for examin-

ation. Several examined the jiatient, stating with
Dr. Corten, that the cliild had in addition to

Pott’s disease, tuberculosis of the lungs. An in-

teresting discussion followed.

Three good papers were read and discussed.

Robert Lockhart read a i3ai:)er on “Ib-ogress in

Medicine During the Last Thirty Yeare.” “Pre-
ventive Medicine,” by A. McKenney, and “Acute
Dysentei’y,” by F. M. Sherman. These have all

been sent to the JOURNAL, as well as a very

interesting paper, “How To Run a Hospital,”

read by invitation by Mrs. Ella G. Davis, Matron
of our City Hospital.

The doctors of Lewisport, assisted by their

friends, treated us royally. Good cheer and wel-

come was read on every face. They set a bounti-

fully loaded dinner table before us, and we left

it not as Ave found it.

Thirty-three of us with several ladies made the

trip to LewisiJort and return on the gasoline boat

“Messenger,” tAventy miles each Avay. It Avas a

delightful ride. The .joys of this meeting Avill

long be remembered.
,T. J. RODMAN, Secretary.

Oldham—The first half of this year finds our

society in good Avorking sliape. With a paid-up

membership of 12 Ave think tliis is Oldham’s best

year.

The following officers are doing creditable

Avork

:

J. E. L. Llarbold, President; R. B. Cassady,

Vice President
;
E. D. Burnett, Secretary-Treas-

urer; C. N. Goldsborough is Delegate, and E. D.

Burnett, Alternate, to the State Society for 1914.

On ,June 4th a reception Avas tendered J. H.
S])eer, the Nestor of the county doctors. A nice

program Avith music and refreshing ices made the

occasion a hapiJ}^ one.

The folloAving is the July }orogram:

J. L. Hancock, “Diagnosis and Treatment of

Chronic Gastric Catarrh.”

H. B. Blaydes, ‘
‘ Summer Diet. ’ ’

R. B. Pryor, “Tyiihoid Prophylaxis.”

T. G. Connell, “ Case ReiDorts.”

R. B. Cassady to lead the discussion.

The society meets the first Thursday in each

month at the Park Hotel, La Grange.

E. D. BURNETT, Secretary.

In two clinics of 38 and 16 cases, the use of the

soluble salts of

as Drinking Water, Bath Water or intravenously, in the

sub-acute and chronic stages of

ARTHRITIS
Showed

:

80 i RECOVERIES and IMPROVEMENTS
(31 and 12 cases respectively)

Of the second clinic, 80 per cent, showed an increase in red cells of from 259,000 to 1,-

175,000; 73 1-3 per cent. shoAved an ultimate marked increase in hemoglobin. The average

decrease in blood pressure was 15 5-7 mm.
Uniform success Avith the “Standard” Radium products is assured by reason of their

therapeutically accurate, carefully standardized guaranteed Radium ELEMENT content.

SupiAlied upon prescription from our laboratories only.

Literature and Complete Clinical Records upon Request.

RADIUM CHEMICAL COMPANY - - PITTSBURGH, PA.

Radium Element

content gunranteed
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ORIGINAL ARTICLES

EVERYDAY ORTHOPEDICS.

By AV. 0. Humphrey, Louisville.

Andr>', in 1741, coined from two Greek
words, opsor “straight” and iaio “a child,”

the word orthopedic, and gave it to this

specialty as defining a distinct department of

surgery. Yet very little had been accomplish-

ed before 1831, when Stromeyer, of Hanover,
practiced subcutaneous tenotomy. Surgeons
from every part of the world have contribut-

ed toward the development of this specialty,

and to-day it occupies no small place in

American practice. It has been said that all

orthopedics originate with the family phy-
sician, because he is first called, and I have
therefore purposely selected a few of the af-

fections which are common in the experiences

of almost all of us, and will attempt to dis-

cuss the orthopedic interpretation and the

treatment of the cases.

The deformities of rickets may occur in the

arms, legs, pelvis, clavicles, chest, head and
spine. The rachitic deformity most frequent-

ly observed and to which I will direct your
attention this evening is bow-legs. The term
bow-legs is generally applied to an outward
curving of the legs, and may exist either as a

gradual curve of both thigh and leg, a curve
of the leg only, or an outward angular de-

formity of the knee in which the thigh and
leg share only slightly. Body weight and the

pull of contracting muscles cause the soften-

ed bone to yield in the line of least resistance,

outward in some eases, in others forwai’d,

while in others inward at the knee, causing
knock knee. With proper treatment outward

bow-legs in children can almost invariably be
ciu'ed by suitable mechanical or operative
treatment. The parents of the child are in-

structed to have the child, twice each day, sit

with the ankles together, while they press the
legs with the flat of the hands over the points
of greatest curve. If at the age of three years
the curve persists, a brace should be applied,
running up the inside of the leg and pulling
the knee inward. At the expiration of the
third year even deformities of moderate grade
should be operated upon. Operation before
this time is likely to be followed by relapses,

as the bones are not as a rule sufficiently

eburnated.

Pes planus, this most common deformity is

either congenital or acquired. Congenital
flatfoot is a condition of not very great fre-

quency and when seen is often associated with
defective formation of the bones of the leg. A
pad of fat, just under the arch causes the foot
to appear flat, but if the condition really ex-

ists, the whole foot is displaced outward, the
sole rolled outward, the inner malleolus prom-
inent and the foot abducted on itself. Manip-
ulation of the foot into a correct position and
the application of adhesive plaster to retain
the corrected position is usually effective

treatment. AVhen the child begins to walk,
the arch of the foot should be at first support-
ed by a proper plate. The diagnosis of mus-
cular rheumatism is frequently made in ac-

quired flatfoot, and is often the source of
much misdirected treatment. So-called rheu-
matic pains in the calves of the leg, knee, or

hip, especially at night, and backache aggra-
vated by standing or walking may be second-
ary to flatfoot. Only a few days ago a man
came into my office and wanted something for
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his rheumatism and all but refused to remove
h.is sl'.oes and clothing to allow an inspection

of his feet. The common form of flatfoot is

tlie static variety and its chief cause is the

use of shoes of improper shape and size, not-

withstanding the often existing disproportion

between bodyweight and the sustaining power
of the muscles and ligaments, produced by
rapid increase in weight. No one will dis-

pute that it is the chief predisposing cause
making all the following causes more efficient

;

weakness and insufficiency of the muscles
resulting from rapid growth, from poor
general condition, advancing age, and con-

valescence from acute illness, childbirth

and traumatism of the legs, especially

fractures. The abnormal position is an ex-

aggeration of the normal yielding of the

foot under weight bearing, simply a change
in the relations of the bones and not the bones
themselves. Flexible flatfoot is a type in

which the arch can be restored by gentle ma-
nipulation and is easier held in its normal po-

sition. The use of a proper shoe is the first

step in the treatment of all cases. Sometimes
this is not so easily accomplished, because the

patient objects to the looks of the shoe, but
this point must be insisted upon. A shoe
should be as wide as the breadth of the ball

of the foot when weight bearing and should
have a nearly straight inner side, and the

depth of the shoe must be sufficient not to

bind at each step. Supports are flexible or

rigid. The flexible supports are suitable for

use in young children, in slight eases, and in

convalescent cases, where it is desirable to

have the patient exercise the muscles. They
may be made of felt or leather and must be

sewed to an inner sole fitting the shoe. Rigid
supports are best made of tempered steel,

fitted to a cast of the foot. The shape of the

plates is a matter of individual judgment. In

the severest cases of flexible flatfoot the skin

cannot endure the pressure of the plate and
properly ai^plied adhesive plaster or a brace

must be used to take the weight off the plate.

Treatment of rigid flatfoot demands that the

patient should l>e etherized and by a process

of forcible manipulation similar to, but the

reverse of that used for clubfoot, restore the

foot to correct position, and retain this posi-

tion for several weeks, after which a i)late

should be worn.

Round shoulders, is of static origin, the re-

sult of rapid growth, muscular weakness and

faulty attitude, a condition which is usually

first detected by those of you who are doing

school inspection work. Improper school

furniture, sitting in bad positions at home,

overwork, bad air, improper diet, rapid

growth and suspending the weight of clothes

from the tips of the shoulders by the ordinary

type of child’s waists are the chief causes. In
some of the types the whole back is curved in

one posterior bow and is spoken of as
‘

‘ round
back,” in others the backward dorsal convex-
ity and the lumbar forward convexity are

exaggerated and are referred to as “round
hollow' back.” Absence of the diagnostic

signs of Pott’s disease coupled with the gen-

eral condition almost invariably muscnlarll>'

weak makes the diagnosis. Improvement of

the hygiene, the use of proper scliool furni-

ture, the proper arrangement of the clothes,

and properly performed daily gymnastics un-
der careful supervision, constitutes the treat-

ment. Braces should be avoided, as they can-

not be regarded as treatment, but simply as

a means of holding the patient between treat-

ments.

Congenital clubfoot is a fairly common
deformity, and one with which we are all fa-

miliar. Of the cases obviously caused by in-

trauterine pressure, we can account for the
deformity only as we account for deformities

in general. While the cause of clubfoot is

an insignificant issue, its treatment is para-
mount. A neglected case becomes one of the

most difficidt and la.sting problems with which
Ave have to contend. If treatment is insti-

tuted early enoiagh Avhile the tissues are more
yielding, an absolute cure can be obtained
with perfectly normal feet. The treatment
should begin when possible, while the child

is two or three weeks old. The foot must be
manipulated into an over corrected position

by gentle force, and an adhesive plaster dress-

ing applied to retain the over correction, or a

plaster of Paris bandage snugly applied over
cotton rollers. Adhesive plaster dressing

shoidd be removed and the foot manipulated
into a further over-correction, and then reap-

plied eveiy Aveek. If a plaster of Paris dress-

ing is used, the knee should be flexed to pre-

vent the leg from slipping in the east, Avliich

Avould alloAV the foot to resume the former
position of deformity. This dressing is worn
for two AA'eeks, and at each subsequent dress-

ing and at each rencAval of the adhesive plas-

ter, there should be a distinct gain. When
the over-correction i s complete, adhesive
plaster or a light brace should be used to hold
the over-correction, and as soon as the child

is old enough to Avalk, constant use of the foot

in ‘Weight-bearing should be encouraged.
Older children, Avho have been alloAA’ed to go
untreated, of course require osteotomies, or

tenotO'inies, and oftentimes both, which at best

give indifferent results, and are a reflection

on the medical men, for failing to insist on
early and immediate procedures. Time lost

at the start can never be regained, and par-

ents must never be told to AA'ait until the child

is older. ,

• •
r
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Two things T wisli to empliasize i)efore clos-

ing and they are, tliat the diagnosis of these

conditions is evident from inspection and
must l)e most carefully and rigidly carried

Old, and that the treatment is often hdiorions

and seemingly endless.

DISCUSSION.

W. Barnett Owen: I have enjoyed Dr. Ilmn-

jihrey’s paper very much indeed. He has cover-

ed so much ground that it is dilticnlt to know
where to open tlie discussion.

Tile condition of weak foot is often miscalled

‘Mlat-foot.” In many of the most painful condi-

tions of the foot, the areli is aiiparently not de-

formed at all. In all cases of acc|uired weak foot

or flat foot, I believe the I’eal cause or beginning

of the trouble lies in tlie fact tliat the individual

lias been taught to turn the feet out. Even the

si'ldiers in the army are taught to turn their feet

outward at an angle of alioiit forty-five degrees.

However, I was told not long ago that this prac-

tice has been discontinued in the army. The rea-

son this causes flat foot is that the weight on the

feet is not balanced properly, causing strain of

the internal ligaments and perinei muscles, and

slipping of the astragulus. In very few cases of

acquired flat foot in the negro race does the con-

dition seem to cause much pain. I do not know
why this is, but it is a fact that we seldom see

a negro with jiain in lus feet, although they are

nearly all flat-footed.

Rigid weak feet cannot possibly be corrected

except under anesthesia, with forcible over-cor-

rection for a sufficient period of time, after which
a cast or mold of the foot should be taken and
a well-fitting brace made to hold the foot in po-

sition. The application of a brace will not cor-

rect flat foot; all it is good for is to prevent a

recurrence of the deformit}" after it has been cor-

rected.

Dr. Humphrey did not mention one of the most
common and most neglected conditions met with
by the surgeon and general practitioner; namely,
infantile parah^sis. I have seen so many cases of

infantile paralysis that have been alloAved to go
without any protective dressing or apparatus of

any kind, the physician instructing the patient

that this is the proper thing to do; that it tends

to develop the muscles. This is a mistaken idea,

because a group of muscles once paralyzed as the

result of infantile paralysis, always remain so,

and any development that may occur is in the un-

affected inuscles which contract .against the

paraHzed muscles and, of course, cause deformity
much more quickly because they have nothing to

pull against. These cases should be protected by
a proper dressing before they get into this de-

formed condition.

^Vnother condition Dr. Humphi'ey failed to men-
tion, and which is met with \-ery frequently, is

arthritis. There are so many causes of arthritis.

I attended a medical meeting up in Indiana a

short time ago, and heard Dr. Mayo read a jiaper

in which he touched upon the many different

causes of arthritis, and mentioned one in particu-

lar which we sometimes hear of but seldom meet
with; namely, arthritis due to appendiceal in-

fection. He said that a number of cases had been

recorded in which, upon removal of the apiiendix,

regardless of any other treatment, the joints re-

sumed their normal attitude. A beginning arth-

ritis should be put at rest, regardless of what the

cause may be. It is exceedingly difficult to make
a positive diagnosis of tuberculous arthritis, but

if we allow the case to go until deformity has

occurred .and destruction of the bone has taken

l)lace, it is almost too late to expect to get a good

result. Not long ago a little boy was sent to me
from Southern Indiana, with a beginning arth-

ritis. Upon examination I found that he had con-

siderable flexion and muscular sjiasm. An A-ray
picture had been taken before he came here,

which showed no destruction of bone. After
operating upon him, I have been taking X-ray
pictures at intervals and the last one showed
slight erosion of the hip joint. However, his

temperature has been normal since the first

month.

I think we make a great mistake in not con-

sidering these cases of arthritis serious before it

is too late. If proper treatment be instituted

early enough, Ave can frequently get a perfect re-

sult. In the case mentioned, I believe the p.atient

will be able to walk Avithout a limp. The de-

struction of tissue has been very slight, and there

has been no further destruction since the second
plate Avas taken.

In cases of rachitis, it is ahvays necessary to

build these patients up, because the main cause,

I believe, is malnutrition. Correction of the de-

formity Avithout correction of the underlying con-

dition is fruitless. In operations for boAv-legs

and knock-knees, I belieA'e subcutaneous osteo-

tomy is the generally accepted method at tlie

present time. Every ease should be greatly over-

corrected. It may appear to be entirely too much

correction at the time, but Avhen Ave put the brace

on after the plaster has been removed, we Avill

find that it is not any more tlian Ave Avant.

I am glad that Dr. Humphrey brought up this

im}H)rtant brancli of surgery and I have enjoyed

his paper veiy much.

The Council cn Pharmacy and Chemistry of

the A. M. A.—Puckner describes the Avork and

aims of the Council and relates Avhat it has ac-

complished in this country and suggests hoAV a

similar Avork might be successfully carried on

under tlie conditions pre\’ailing in Germany.
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A CONSIDERATION OP THE INDICA-
TIONS FOR CEREBRAL DECOM-

PRESSION.

By G. A. Hendon, Louisville.

There are two classes of cases that come
within the therapeutic influence of decom-
pression of the skull, traumatism and neo-

plasms. The immediate purpose of decom-
pression is to afford more space to allow for

the hrain expansion because of pathological

changes. In case of an abnormally large

brain in a normal cavity expansion must be

provided for, or dire results are inevitable.

1. Wet Brain: The symptoms embrace
all the degrees and varieties of mental dis-

turbance. Most often, however,, the conspicu-

ous symptom is immediate and continuous
mental cloudiness; and stupor, without dis-

turbance in the respiratory rhythm, as in more
serious injury. Convulsions are quite com-
mon in children sustaining this injury.

Sometimes the patient will answer such
questions as where he lives or what his name
is or the name of his parents, but beyond that

cannot be induced to go. The pulse appears
about normal, with blood pressure increased.

Generally there is elevation of temperature,
vomiting, and constipation. The pupils are

equal and react to light. If the patient is

conscious he complains of headache and diz-

ziness. The symptoms begin immediately af-

ter injury, and there has been in every case

seen by me an immediate period of unconsci-
ousness followed in the lighter cases by
partial return to normal. The perceptible
lesion varies in severity from a bruise upon
the scalp to a fracture of the skull. The ex-

ternal marks of injury do not serve as an in-

dex to the amount of damage done to the
brain beneath. Convulsions, when they ap-
pear, are always significant of a grave lesion

and are generally believed to indicate filling

of the ventricles with blood or serum. I have
records of five eases of this kind in which a
decompression operation was followed by
prompt relief.

2. Fracture

:

As a relief of symptoms ac-

companying fracture of the base my experi-

ence has been uniformly disastrous. I have
not seen a single case benefitted l)y this pro-

cedure. The only argument supporting its

continued trial is that there is nothing else to

do and we employ the operation Imping at

least to save one hopeless case. ]\Iy observa-

tion tends to make me believe that meningitis,

not pressure, is the prevailing cause of death
in this class of injuries.

3. Subdural Clot

:

For subdural clot the

indication is obvious. Its presence is 'mani-

fested by symptoms of cerebral irritation

combined with focal paralysis.

4. Extradural Clot

:

Extradural clot pre-

sents the same obvious indications. This
condition is manifested by stupor combined
'with focal paralysis, the symptoms develop-

ing after a distinct interval from receipt of

the injury. . The technique of treatment in

sub and extradural clot differs from decom-
pression in other lesions in that it admits of

the use of osteoplastic flap whereas the other

conditions calling for relief from pressure re-

quire a permanent defect in the skull. I have
had no experinee with decompression in the

newborn and can only refer to reports in the

literature. I cannot believe that it will ever

become popular.

5. Epilepsy: Like all other remedies for

epilepsy, decompression has failed iinless

there is some definite pathology to be seen

and recognized and removed. The mere re-

moval of a segment of bone has not proven of

value. But by removing sear tissue in the

dura or the spasm center (according to

Krause), or by brealdng adhesions between
eoi’tex and dura certain cases of epilepsy

have been cured; only, however, when they

are of the true Jacksonian type and present a

definite traumatic history.

Apoplexy

:

Decompression for this disease

is earnestly recommended by Cushing in his

article on the brain in Keen’s System of

Surgerj'-.

Trauma: I beg leave to quote three au-

thorities and attempt to draw our own con-

clusions from a composite view of the three

separate opinions:

Frazier {Progressive Medicine, March,

1914), gives the views of Homans as follows:

“If the patient Avhen seen from six to twen-

ty-four hours after injury shows a slow pulse,

rapid and irregular or shallow respiration,

low 'blood pressure, a temperature of 103 or

over, bright bloody fluid on lumbar puncture,

and deep unconsciousness, I am not inclined

to operate because I feel I shall gain noth-

ing.” Frazier then divides the eases into

three groups:

(a) Those which are serious, grow rapid-

ly worse, and die in from six to twenty-four

hours after the injury.

(b) Those less grave which exhibit their

most serious phase in the first twenty-four

hours, but after several days of more or less

profound unconsciousness gradually improve.

(c) Tliose which at first are without ap-

parent fatal tendencies, but later exhibit

signs of serious medullary disturbance that

may be relieved by operation.

In the latter group alone, and it comprises

oulj" the minority, is operative treatment

justifiable.

Grosshart (quoted in the same article by
Frazier) reported 15 cases operated on

;
12
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recoveries; 1 death. One case developed epi-

lepsy six years after. In cases presenting un-

consciousness, vomiting, and loss of reflexes,

he can come to the conclusion that operation

should not be delayed if there is no improve-
ment at the end of forty-eight hours.

Let us attempt to correlate these three

points of view:
(a) Homans says in substance that the

operation of decompression is a good one if

the symptoms do not indicate fracture of the

base, because the symptoms he enumerates as

prohibitive or operation are pathognomonic
of basal fracture, i.e., slow pulse

;
rapid, ir-

regular or shallow respiration
;

low blood
pressure; temperature of 103 or over; bright

bloody fluid on lumbar puncture, and deep
unconsciousness. In short, in fracture of the

base with the inevitable pressure of clot and
meningeal infection operation does no good.
(Frazier expresses almost the same opinion in

different phraseologjO •

(b) If the case is serious enough to die in
twenty-four hours after injury do not oper-
ate.

Those which begin to improve after twenty-
four hours do not need operation.

(e) Those which do not look bad in the
beginning but grow worse after a few days
should be operated upon.

According to Grosshart, the cases present-
ing loss of consciousness, vomiting, and loss
of reflexes without the slow pulse, rapid and
irregular or shallow respiration, low blood
pressure, temperature 103, bright bloody
fliiid on lumbar puncture, and deep uncon-
sciousness, should be operated upon. In other
words, the entire discussion as I see it re-
solves itself in the advice that if there is a
traumatic head injury and symptoms of frac-
ture of the base are present operation will do
110 good. If the patient does not seem to have
sustained a severe injury and is improving
operation is not needed. If there ai’e signs of
cortical pressure decompression is the rem-
edy.

_8. Injuries Incident to Labor

:

In consid-
ering decompression as a remedy for the
cranial traumatisms of labor, the differentia-
tion between cerebral and cerebellar pressure
has an added importance because of the fre-
quency of the latter. In other words, a sub-
tentorial clot could not be relieved by a pre-
tentorial decompression. On the other hand
lumbar puncture is of no avail when a pre-
tentorial clot exists. Accompan\Ting preten-
torial pressure we And the following list of
symptoms: Extreme restlessness and spasm;
rigidity of the extremities; epileptic! like
twitching of the face, ainns and legs; lower-
ed pulse and respiration

;
rapid rises in temp-

erature; increased reflexes; bulging of the

fontanelles; widening of the lambdoid su-

ture; narrowing and, later, widening of the

pupil on affected side (in cases of unilateral

hemorrhage), and in some cases paralysis of

the facial, hypoglossal, and accessory nerves;
subconjunctival and palpebral hemorrhage

;

edema of the eyelids, and proptosis.

The child cries and screams almost con-

stantly and for no apparent reason. The in-

explicable screaming is pathognomonic and
is due to dural tension with the peribulbar
type (or subtentorial). The baby is usually
in a somnolent condition, with cyanosis of the

face, head and hands
;
pulsating fontanelles

;

irregular breathing, and sometimes con-

vulsions. In these cases lumbar puncture will

usually elicit signs of hemorrhage.

Of considerable morneut in the differential

diagnosis between infra and pretentorial

hemorrhage is the time in which the symp-
toms first manifest themselves. In the latter

(pretentorial), there may be an interval of

several hours or days of freedom from symp-
toms, Avhere, as in peribulbar hemorrhage, the

influence of pressure appears more abruptly
and at shorter intervals. It is only cases

where lumbar puncture has failed to relieve

the subtentorial type, and aspiration through
the fontanelle fails to relieve the pretentorial

type, that decompression is called for.

I am rather constrained to the belief that

cranial surgery of the newborn is a field very
mueh neglected. Hensehen reports 56 per
cent, of mortality, which probably accounts

for the small number operated on to date.

None of us like to work in a field where the

prospects are so gloomy and such little hope is

held out.

Neoplasm : Krause makes' the following ob-

servation relative to decompression for inop-

erable tumor: “The immediate dangers of

decompression trephining are not great and
the operation may disclose the location of the

tumor and decide the question whether it be
operable, presenting thus a blessed palliative

measure. It is analogous in this respect to

gastrostomy in cancer of the esophagus

;

colostomy in inoperable sigmoid cancer, and
gastroenterostomy in inoperable carcinoma of

the pylorus.

In addition, oftentimes these measures ]>ro-

long life. Of no less import is the relief af-

forded cephalalgia, vomiting, and disturb-

ance of vision. Horsly advises the operation

as soon as neuritis optica appears. His ex-

perience leads him to conclude that the meas-

ure is ineffective in this connection only,

when file neoplasm involves the optic tracts

themselves. At this time it seems proper to

state that in most instances the ojitic neuritis

involves only the side coiTcsponding to the

seat of the neoplasm. Horsley also has point-
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ed to the fact that subacute encephalitis may
produce the symptoms common to tumors of

the brain and that in this class of cases de-

compression trephining affords relief. The
measure is of less value in the majority of

cases of rapidly growing tumors located at or

near the cortex of the brain, more especially

glioma and gliosarcoma which are diffuse in

character and involve wide areas of cortex or

white substance and present unfavorable con-

ditions in this connection. The establishment

of a vent affoi'ds only temporary relief and
soon the progressive growth forces the osteo-

plastic flap upward, and even though union
of the wound may have taken place the line

of incision is separated or the scar undergoes
degeneration. The contents of the skull are

extruded and cannot be restrained in any
way. Each amputation or cauterization sim-

ply invites renewed protrusion. In eases of

this sort the free use of morphia affords the

only available modification of the distressing

physical and. fortunatel.v, also the mental
suffering. (Quoted from Horsley by Krause.)

It would be appropriate to observe in pass-

ing that cerebral surgeons receive their cue

from nature, as it was noticed that cases of

cerebral tumor accompanied by erosion of the

skull showed improvement when the erosion

proceeded far enough to relieve the pressure.

Reviewing the sid^ject of decompression as

applied to epilepsy, trauma and tumor,
Frazier gives the following summary :

‘
‘ The

fatal tendencies of cerebral contusion, with
or without basal fracture, are in no wise

averted by decompression. Cerebral decom-
pression, in the experience of the aiithor, has
no more influence in any form of epilepsy

than that of operations per. .se. In decompi*es-

sion without exploration, the element of iin-

certainty as to the diagnosis must l>e given

due allowance when compiling statistics. In-

fernal hydroeephalus, meningitis serosa, and
the real nature of the affection is not detei-m-

ined unless revealed at autopsy. Whenever
other conditions may so simulate tumor that

a general ane.sthetie is contraindicated, tem-

j>oral decompression should be performed un-

der regional anesthesia by an alcoholic inject-

ion into the third division of the trigeminal

nerve. In critical ea.ses with excessive tens-

ion. experimental and clinical evidence indi-

cates that no more immediate benefit is de-

rived from a bilateral than a unilateral 0})en-

ing: and. secondly, that a contralateral open-

ing gives no appreciable relief to the state of

tension on the opposite side. From observa-

tions in the exi>erimeiital laboratory it has

been found that a i>retentorial or ttmiporal

opening as effectually ]-elieves the tension as

one in the std)tentorial or suboccipital region.

In the seleetion of cases for deconi])ression.

exclude those with coma or stupor, either

periodic or eontiniious, as they are both indi-

cative of the terminal stage of the disea.se and
are not influenced, as are other symptoms, by
an artificial opening. Simple decompression
without exploration in properly selected eases

is so free from risk that the danger of opera-

tion jier se need not be reckoned Avith when
dealing Avith a condition evidently fatal and
often calling for immediate relief.

The expectation of life A'ai’ies according to

the seat and character of the tumor. In the

author’s experience the survi\'als include

periods of three. foAir and six years. After
decompression, headache. Ammiting, and
A’ertigo are relieved altogether or in large

measure in most eases. In patients afflicted

AA’ith papilledema, ultimate blindness is al-

most alwaA's sure to result unless in the

earlier stages the brain is decompressed.
When performed early, the prognosis as to

sight is most favorable. Decom^n-ession

properly executed and judiciously employed
has survived the period of probation and has

more than substantiated the forecast of

earlier writers.

Eagleton reports three cases in Avhich he
did a decompression operation and relieved

graA'e auditory disturbances.

Taylor {Annals of Surgery, Vol. 56. p. 56),

has this to say concerning the operation

;

“The A'alue of decompression in relicAung the

distress incident to the increased intracranial

pressAire is now so Avell established and the

operation so uniA^ersally pi-aeticed that little

need be said here in its faAmr. One of my
own eases rapidly becoming blind Avith head-

ache and Ammiting. AA'hose skull Avas opened
first on one side and then on the other in the

temporal region, has been able to take up his

AA'ork as a gardener and has supported him-

self over tAvo years. It relieves the intense

headache and papilledema thus preserAung

the eyesight, and if undertaken sufficiently

early undoubtedly materially prolongs life.

“Alany of our early operation on the brain

Avere too radical : the search for the tumor
Avas too prolonged and great daiuage Avas

done in consequence to the couA'olutions and

centers. INlany of these cases Avere in desper-

ate straits—were really past the point Avhere

they could be benefitled. To-day these same
cases would haA’e to come to operation earlier

and AA’ith much better chances of relief. I be-

licA’e noAV. eA'on Avith increased experience,

thal unless the location of the tumor is A’ery

evident the tissues of the brain should not be

damaged in an effort to find it. and that reli-

ance shoidd be placed upon decompression to

relieve all symptoms. In several instances

decompression, and thus relief of high pres-

sure, has permitted the tumor to push its Avay
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to the surface of tlie brain and at a second

operation l)e removed. The operation of de-

compression as now practiced is one of such

simplicity and safety that in the absence of

acute localization it shouhl always be advis-

ed.”

DISCUSSION.

W. C. Dugan: The essayist has covered so

much gToimd that it is hard to determine wliere

to begin tlie discussion.

I am a believer in decompression in selected

cases. However, in basilar fractures 1 do not fa-

vor operation unless we see the case very early.

The point the essajdst made in regard to determ-

ining whether we have a clot to deal with rather

than a laceration, is a good one. If the patient

exliibits a rapid pulse after a reasonable length

of time for reaction, and an elevation of temper-

ature, 1 do not believe operative interference in

any imrtion of the l)rain will lie of benefit. On
the contraiy, however, if tlie patient reacts, and

tliere is an interval during which the patient is

fairly conscious, or even approaching conscious-

ness, with no elevation of temperature, operation

is indicated. I have learned from experience

Unit the most definite contraindication to opera-

tion in these cases is the failure of tlie patient

to become conscious. I do not believe such cases

are ever benefitted by operation. At any rate, I

have never seen one that appeared to be bene-

fited.

In abscess of the brain 1 do not believe a de-

compression operation meets the indications,

especially since, in the present day, we can locate

the abscess fairly accurately by means of the X-

rays. Any benefit to be derived from a decom-

liression operation in such cases ivould be of such

a temporary character that I would not regard it

as an operation for abscess at all because, in

spite of the operation, it will terminate fatally

within a short time.

In tumor of the brain, I believe that decom-

pression is the only thing to do where the tumor

cannot be removed. In such cases we should be

guided largely by the findings upon examination

of the eyes. They should be referred to an oph-

thalmologist upon the first evidence of choked

disc. I question the propriety of operation upon
these cases until symptoms of this character have

developed, indicating that there is intracranial

pressure. The essayist did not mention the se-

lection of the site of the decompression opera-

tion. In this we should be guided largely by

whether the patient is right-handed or left-hand-

ed. If left-handed, select the right side of the

body, because the speech center would become in-

volved if you operate on the left side. Therefore

in left-handed people, select the right side, and
the opposite side in right-handed people.

Now, in regard to dealing with the dura. The
dura should be excised or retracted and turned

over the wound, and I believe the latter is the

best way to deal with it—make a crucial incision

and turn it over the edge of tlie wound. Make
an osteoplastic flap if you intend to preserve the

tiap. However, I ha,ve always removed the bone

in the cases that I have operated upon, and I

think this should be done in every case of tumor.

Some operators leave a small portion of the

bone cutting it off so there can be no union be-

tween the edges of the flap, leaving it open as a

protection. Then the covering of the temporal

fascia will yield sufficiently to permit the brain

to expand, and the patient will be relieved. The

first case of this kind that I saw was in the

Asylum for the Insane, at Lakeland, a number of

years ago. This patient had been operated upon

by a doctor in the towm from which he came.

This man, a native of Kentucky, had gone to

Missouri, where he entered politics and became a

member of the Legislature. Some time after-

wards, while making a political speech, he suf-

fered an epileptic seizure, which was followed by

several similar attacks and he became afraid of

himself, gave uir his political career and came

back to Kentucky. He w'as operated upon by a

doctor in Georgetown, whose name I cannot now

recall, was relieved and returned to Missouri.

The operation was not tlie classical decompression

operation of Cushing; he was operated upon the

site of what was supposed to have been a frac-

ture. The relief afforded by the operation lasted

only a short time, and he again developed epi-

lepsy. He came back and was operated upon

again and was relieved for a number of years.

By this time the tumor had expanded to such an

extent that there was quite a bulging at that

point. Finally, it became so large that nothing

could be done, and he was sent to the Asylum for

the Insane at Lakeland, where he died. That was

the first case I ever saw operated upon for tumor

of the brain and relieved without removal of the

tumor. I have seen several cases relieved of

blindness by a decompression operation. One

was a patient whom Dr. Lederman referred to

the hospital some time ago. Unfortunately, this

patient developed infection and subsequently

died, but he was relieved of all focal symptoms

by the operation. Another patient who w’as to-

tally blind, was relieved for some time. Then
he developed atrophy of the optic nerve and lost

his sight. I understand that he is now totally

blind, but he was relieved for quite a wdiile.

I was glad to hear tlie essayist speak of wet

brain. These cases of headache, blurred mental-

ity, lost memory, etc., are the ones in which we
can obtain the most brilliant results from opera-

tion, when operated upon early. I recall such a

case in one of our most able attorneys, who was
operated upon by Dr. Vance a number of years

ago, and it was predicted that he would soon be-

come a mental wreck, but to-day he is one of our

best and most active attorneys.

I have enjoyed the paper very much
;
the sub-

ject is a very important one.
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Ellis S. Allen: AYe all realize that the opera-

tion of cerebral decompression is for the relief

of intraci’anial tension. One thing that we fear

in intra-cranial tension is anemia of the brain.

The vaso-motor center in the medulla depends

upon the vaso-motor apparatus, and this, in turn,

depends upon receiving nutrition through the

vaso-motor centers. Intracranial tension is the

symptomatic manifestation of the attempt on the

part of Nature to keep alive the vaso-motor

center by increasing vascular tension by calling

the musculature of the arterial system into action.

The sphygmomanometer is one of the most valu-

able aids we have in determining when to operate

in these conditions.

I hear Dr. Murphy make a statement in con-

nection with this subject which I thought was

well taken. It was intended for the benefit

of tbe general practitioner out in the country in

fracture of the skull or any condition producing

acute intracranial tension. In such cases, he said,

a life-saving operation is the temporary ligation

of the common carotid artery, thus avoiding

strangulation of the vaso-motor apparatus.

With the brain receiving a lessened amount of

blood, the intracranial tension is necessarily de-

creased.

I believe that most surgeons to-day depend

largely upon the blood-pressure apparatus as a

means of determining when to operate in these

cases.

G. A. Hendon, (Closing) : I wish to thank the

members of the society for their liberal discus-

sion of the paper.

It seems that some of my statements were not

cleai’l}'^ understood. I tried to make it plain that

decompression is indicated only where, Avith all

of the evidences of abscess, we are unable to lo-

cate it. It strikes me as being tlie better part of

wisdom to invite the pointing of the abscess at

some place and take a chance on it pointing near

the surface where it can be easily located, as op-

posed to extensive operation upon the brain tis-

sue in an effort to locate the abscess. I admit

that we have so many aids to diagnosis of ab-

scess of the brain now that this emergency will

hardly ever be met Avith, but Avhere it does arise,

a decompression operation affords a loop-hole of

escape.

In regard to selecting the site for a decompres-

sion operation, I purposely avoided going into

that phase of the subject. Generally speaking,

however, the site of selection is through the

temporal muscle, Avhere the bone is quite thin,

and where Ave can work over the silent area of

the brain, Avhich is the chosen field for cranial

defects. Fortunately, it is tlie least protected of

any portion of the brain.

An osteoplastic flap is not advisable in a de-

compression operation, exce])t Avhere the cause

of the trouble is removed. The only cases in

Avhich I use an osteoplastic flap are those Avhere

a clot exists and can he removed, or Avhere Ave are

certain that a tumor exists Avhicli can be remov-

ed. Decompression for the relief of tumor is in-

dicated only Avhere the case is inoperable from
tlie standpoint of the removal of the tumor.

PEOGRESS IN THE DIAGNOSIS AND
RELIEF OF GENITO-IJRINARY

AFFECTIONS.

By D. Y. Keith, Louisville.

When the first kidney stone Avas shown by
a radiogram sixteen years ago the real scien-

tific diagnosis of numerous lesions of the

genito-urinary tract was inaugurated. The
progress since that time has been step by step,

earned by study and hard work; not by one
man or set of men but by the combined efforts

of the medical profession in this country and
Europe. It would not be amiss to mention
here that an American physician. Dr. Leon-
ard of Philadelphia, was the first to present a

kidney calculus on a photogi’aphic plate by
means of the X-ray. In the early work many
eases were diagnosed as stones in the kidney
or ureter which were found to be negative at

operation, throwing the most valuable diag-

nostic aid at that time in ill repute. Many of

the older operators relied upon the clinical

history more than on the radiogram. If these

eases could be checked to-day I am sure we
Avould find that “poor X-ray plates” would
be the most frequent explanation of the

errors.

At the present time every one has acknoAvl-

edged the X-ray as a positive diagnostic fac-

tor and state when they do not find a stone

that “it must be there but I failed to find it”
at operation.

Many of the shadows formerly diagnosed as

stone would at the present time be recognized
as artefacts. A fcAV of the things that would
simulate stone are, phleboliths, small fecal

bodies, calcified glands, old inflammatory
masses of connective tissue formations : es-

pecially is this true of shadows in the pelvis.

JMany shadows are so characteristic that a

good radiogram is positive evidence. Quite a
number can not be diagnosed Avithout the

cystoscope and radiographic ureteral cath-

eters. (Figure I.) This is particularly true

of shadows in the pelvis Avhere 70 per cent, of

all ureteral stones are found, for it is in this

region that phleboliths are so frequent.

Sanes reports a case of peri-ureteral infil-

tration that cast a shadow which Avas proven
by vaginal operation. When a shadow is seen

against the ureteral catheter the diagnosis

is usually positive of a calculus. A stereo-

scopic radiogram would absolutely be posi-

tive, for liy it Ave get the third dimension i.e.

thickness or depth. In the region of the kid-
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ney pelvis a shadow is nearly always indi-

cative of a stone.

Cause of Kidney Lithiasis. The accepted
theory to-day is stagnation of urinary flow

accompanied by infection. Stagnation may
be due to kinks, twists, tumors or pi’essure

from without the ureter
j
even pregnancy is

given as a predisposing cause. I believe the
time has arrived when we can say that infect-

ion is the prime factor in lithiasis. Shat-
tock^ reports flnding organic salts in the neu-
cleus of an Egyptian stone 7000 years of age.

Chemistry. The chemical makeup is ac-

cepted as being principally calcium-oxalate,

uric acid and phosphorus pentoxid. It be-

ing very rare to find a stone that contains

only one chemical element.

Kahn and Rosenbloom^ reports a series of

twenty-five chemical analyses of stones from
different surgeons and hospitals giving an
average of the following

:

Calcium oxylate 67]4%
Uric acid 5 %
Phosporous pentoxid 8 %

This is an average in twenty-five cases
Three cystic calculi were examined, showing
only a trace of calcium oxalate; no phos-
phorous present

; 97 per cent to 98 per cent,

respectively was of uric acid
;
the remaining

portions being moisture. Their analyses

practically coincide with reports from num-
erous other authors throughout the country.

Uaematuria. Haematuria in the urine is

considered as malignant by Braasch until

otherwise proven. Haematuria may come
from irritating drugs, turpentine, etc., stone,

tumors, trauma, obstruction of urinary out-

flow, obstruction of blood supply, abnormal
renal vessels, congestion, chronic nephritis

and hemophilia. We may also name essential

haematuria.
By the aid of the eystoscope and ureteral

catheters we are able to determine from
which kidney the blood emanated, followed
by a separate urinalysis will in many cases

prove the etiology of the bleeding. Neo-
plasms give blood constantly, calculi during
or after the colic has subsided: the urine be-

ing normal between the attacks of colic due to

stone.

Pain. Pain is a very indefinite symptom
and may be referred anywhere down the urin-

ary tract. Ureteral obstruction even low
down always gives kidney pain. After you
have located the exact point of obstruction
the area of tenderness is easily illieited in the
majority of cases.

I doubt very much if we are correct in ac-

cepting the theory of referred pain to the op-
posite side from the lesion. It is my opinion
there is some condition locally which gives
this annoying symptom. In all cases of this

character the painful kidney should be close-

ly studied for some local lesion, be it a
ureteral kink, dilated or distended renal
pelvis. I am positive the time is coming when
we shall be able to find some local pathology
to explain this symptom. It will require a
competent diagnostician to make this differ-

entiation but it should not be given up until
the eystoscope, pyelogram and renal function
test have been carefully applied.

The severe colic is due to urinary obstx’uct-
ion but I can see no reason why the passage
of a rough stone or the ureteral contractions
in trying to force a foreign body down the
lumen should not cause the most excruciating
suffering. In many of the cases where pain
is present with a negative radiogram I feel
sure a very small calculus is or has been pres-
ent which we have failed to detect. Small
particles of renal sand are thought to be pain-
ful and irritating to the uz’inary tract.

Pyelography. Pyelography, which is the
making of a radiogram of the kidney pelvis
after the injection of eollargol or some silver
salt through the ureteral catheter. This gives
an approximate outline of the size, shape
and degree of dilatation of the renal pelvis.

It was first brought into use in .1906 and has
been popularized in this country by Braasch,
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of the ]\rayo clinic. At first tliis was thought

to be entirely harmless hut numerous reports

have appeared in recent literature showing

the stain of silver throughout the kidney,

even to the capsule. Uidess done hy a care-

ful operator in selected cases much harm may
he done to the substance of the kidney.

IMarked difference is noted in the amount of

solution required in ditferent individuals to

produce pain which is the sign relied upon
to stop the injection. Many eases suffer se-

vere kidney colic after th.e pelvis has been in-

jected even with a small amount of fluid.

The colic is brought on hy dilatation of the

renal pelvis.

The greatest service rendered by pyelo-

graphy is in malignancy, dilated pelvis, kinks,

strictures or dilatation of the ureter; also

showing the position of the ureteral orifice

in relation to the renal pelvis; 75 per cent, of

the renal tumors show an involvement of the

renal pelvis by pyelography.

In hydro or pyonephrosis it is possible to

get a distinct outline of the kidney provided

the patient has been properly prepared and is

not too stout. Starvation is much preferred

to purgation as the patient has much less gas

in the gastro-intestinal tract than when purg-

ed. To get a satisfactory kidney outline the

patient must be absolutely free of gas in the

intestines. Tubercidous kidney where enlarg-

ed gives the picture of hydro or pyonephrosis,

tubercle bacilli being present in the urine.

Ifefore relief is attempted a proper diag-

nosis is the first essential. The time has ar-

I'ived when a routine genito-urinary X-ray
examination is the proper procedure for diag-

nosis after a chemical and microscopical urin-

alysis. In some eases the radiogram may pre-

cede the urinal.vsis for the information is by
far greater than that obtained by any other

examination. The waxed catheter is rarely

ever used as a diagnostic agent at the present

time.

Trentment. In eases where very small

stones are present it is thought best to give

a few weeks’ treatment in a medicinal way
consisting of a selected diet, rest in bed and
large amounts of water at regular intervals.

In addition to this small doses of turpentine

three to five minims three times daily is given

in capsules. M 'j

When a calculus is small enough to pass

through the lumen of the ureter it will be ex-

pelled if the precaution is taken to have the

patient given a large dose of morphine and

put in a hot sitz liath wlien an attack of colic

is pending.

Watson^ reports a series of 54 cases treated

by this line of medication
;

87 per cent, of

which expelled the stone spontaneously while

under trentment. All were selectod cases in

which the calculi were small, the size being

determined by radiograms.

When the stone is impacted or largei- lluui

the lumen of the ureter treatment in a medic-
al way is absolutely futile.

FIG. II—Showing large calculus in left kiclnej’ pehMs after

.six months' medicinal treatment, in an effort to dissolve

the stone.

In this type of ease the sooner mechanical or

surgical measures are instituted the quicker

the patient will be cured. The surgeon whose
patient is relieved by mechanical means, con-

sisting of injections of oil or glycerine around
or above the stone is very fortunate, for I

doubt the efficacy of this mode of treatment
unless the stone is very small or has become
impacted. By dislodging a calculus of this

character the ureter may be able to expel

it in case it is not too rough. Where calculi

are impacted in the uretero-vesical orifice the

use of fulgeration and the operating cysto-

scope should not be overlooked.

A few eases have been rcjiorted where upon
inserting the ureteral catheter in kidney les-

ions of pregnant women the relief of symp-
toms have been prompt. In this type of cases

a stagnation was present in the renal pelvis

of pus or urine, f'he patient was siitfering

from a pyohydro-nephrosis. This is one type

of cases that should be given the benefit of a
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li-ifil at (lrainai>'(‘ by llic ureteral eatiieter be-

fore any operative proeedure is' instituted

upon the kidney.

In eonelusion I wish to sliow you a few

ratliofframs and I'epoid two eases whicli dem-
onstrates the line of ti-('atment that sliould,

in my o|)inion, be instituted after tlie radio-

sri'aphie plates have been interpreted.

I'Ki. 1 IT -Multiple stone-, in i)r()stalic srlaiul: also two stones

in the left ureter. This i)atient’s riirht Uidne.v was de-

stro.ved. having 2.5 or ;’.0 stones on that side.

Case f. iMr. J., referred to the laboratory
by Dr. -J. T. VVindell for the loe.ition of a

iirtderal ealeulus as lie bad made this diag-

nosis on the jiatient’s first visit to b.is offiee.

A ])late over the pelvic iirea jiresenttHl a

sluidow the size of a small grape, thought to

be in the left ureter, ;i few inches from the

bladder. Surgictil removtil w;is projiosed by
Dr. Windell tifter which he heard no more
from the patient. Some four to six weeks
later, during the fifth week of medicinal
treatment by a local physicitin he ])a.ssed a

few small fragments of stone and was thought
to be relieved. Tbesi' small fragments were
jiassed without any kidney colic, the only
pain he experienced was in their jiassage

through the urethra which was not very
.severe.

Anotlicr i-adiogram was suggested as I did
not believe' it {lossible for a calculus of this

size' to be' force'el iiitei the' blaeieh'r without
gre'at pain. I pre'si'ut the' se'cemel plate' tee you
which appe'ars to be' a eluplicate' eif the' first. 1

believe this will illustrate the folly of trying

te) dis.solve or wait for the jiatii'iit to e'xpe'l a

stone of this size, d'he longe'r the' steeiie' re'-

mains in the ureter just that much more' lia-

ble is the ]>atient to siitfe'r irre'parabh' elamagi'

to the kieliu'v above.

Cas( II. l\Ir. N. 'f., first se-i'ii by Dr. -I.

Jlancock in Decembe'r, l!)ld, suftering with

])ain in lower abeiome'ii, giving a history of

unsatisfactory bowel evacuation. He' was
sent to tbe hospital with a le'iitative- diagnosis

of fecal imjiaetion. Afte'r h(' was give'ii sev-

e'l'al enemas the jiatie-nt was absoliite'Iv fre'e'

from pain and returne*d to his work in two or

three elays. In March. lf)14, three memths

after the initial attae'k, the Doe-tor was ai’ain

calleel to see the patient anel found him suf-

fering severe pain in the- left sieli' e>f the- ab-

demii'n with moelerate abdemiinal eliste-ntion.

He was again se-nt to the- hosiiital with the-

same jiroblematical eliagnosis. Similar tre-at-

ment was instituteel as before with ve-rv lit lie-

re'lief, tbe enemas returning e-le-ar. A elo-e'

of ))iturifi'in gave some bowe*l action with

moelerate I'elief.

1 tii'st saw this patie'iit on Mai'ch 41, about

10:00 P. IM., suffering sevei'e pain in the- le-ft

abdomen. On injection e>f 20 to 40 oune-e's of

water into the -bowel the patie-nt had excruci-

ating pain lasting until the bowe-l was
emptied. Knowing that tbe |)ati('iit Intel some'

four yeai'S pi'evious been infecteal with gono-

cocci the possibility of a renal or ureteral cal-

culus, with obsti'uction. was sugge'ste'el. The-

next day his bowel raoveel satisfacteirily with

only slight relief from pain, the abdome*n be-

ing flat anel free from disfention.

Dr. Hancock then concludt'd he- was suf-

fei'ing with nrinai'y obstruction and brought
him to the laboratoiw for an X-ray examina-
tion. A plate of the left kielne.v are-a was
negative, showing a gi'eat deal of gas in the-

bowel. A jTlate of the pelvis revemle-el a

shadow on the left siele file size anel shape- e>f

a small pe>ar. Tn this mass was se-e-n twe> ve-ry

small calculi, l.felieving the large-r ma.ss,

which was not as de-nse- as a calculus, let be

elue to a very dense fecal mass, an e-ne-ma was
given which gave the jiatient sm-h gi'eat pain

that he was completely prostrate-el. Afte-r

expelling the enema anotlu-r ))late was maele

which pi'csenteel the same shaelows except the-

larger one was not so symme-trical as the one-

seen eui the fii'sf plate. A eathe-te-r was then

intreielueed into the- left ureter by Dr. Day
when a large ameiunt of ve-ry tbie-k pus be-gan

to flow info the blaeleler. !f was e-stimate-el

that as much as an emnee or eiue- anel one'-balt

oune-e of pus flowe-el info the- bladele-r. An-

eitber plate was then maele- with the- shadeiw-

graph e-athe-ter in the- le-ft iire-le-r whic'h slmw-

ed almost eomple-fe- abse-nee eif the- large-r

shaefow with two very small pie-ces eif steuie-
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resting against the catheter. A small amount
of pus was then obtained, in a sterile con-

tainer, through the catheter from which an
autogenous vaccine was made. Two days
later two small calculi were passed through
the urethra. His temperatui’e at this time

was 101.6 F., with a pulse of a hundred.
Staphylococci were more abundant in the

urine obtained through catheter although
colon bacilli were present.

The subsequent treatment was rest in bed,

large amounts of water by mouth, vaccine

and urotropin. Eecovery has been unevent-

ful : the patient returning to work in six or

seven days. Dilatation of the ureter will also

be given at frequent intervals to prevent
ureteral stricture.

I think Dr. Hancock and Dr. Fanner
should be complimented on their surgical judg-

ment in declining to make an abdominal sect-

ion upon this patient as he was anxious and
insisted upon an operation for relief when
first seen by them.

Before a general discussion is invited I am
sure Dr. Day will be kind enough to describe

the cystoscopic picture to you in case No. 2.

BIOGRAPHY
1. British Medical .Tournal. 1912. page lUl.

2. A. M. A. Journal. 1912. page 1221.

3. Boston Medical and Surgical Journal. Jan. 9. 1913,

DISCUSSION.

Geo. H. Day: I had never seen this patient un-

til he was referred to me by Dr. Hancock to he

cystoscoped. He had a very severe renal colic at

this time. Dr. Keith showed me the X-ray plate

and to my mind the diagnosis was well defined,

even without cystoscopic examination; namely,

stone in the ureter with diffused area about it.

Upon cystoscoiiie examination, the bladder ap-

peared to be normal, except that the left ureteral

orifice was lacerated, as if a stone had recently

passed through it, and the passage of the ureteral

catheter was met liy great gushes o£ pus, filling-

up the bladder so that it soon became impossible

to see where the catheter entered tlie ureteral

orifice. The catheter was allowed to remain in

the pelvis of the kidney for tliirty or forty min-

utes, after which another picture was taken

which, to our surprise showed just Avhat you see

here now. Evidently the area about the stone,

shown in previous pictures, had been caused by

the pus. I cannot recall having seen a case of

that kind before, where pus made such a dense

shadow. The man had a comparatively comfort-

able week following this, and Dr. Hancock tells

me he has been practically free from pain ever

since.

This was in many ways a very unusual case, T

might add that, in my opinion, this man’s colic

was due to back pressure, caused by the pus oc-

cluding the ureter.

Herbert Bronner: It seems to me that such a

splendid essay should not be allowed to jiass

without discussion. If there is one lesson it

teaches us more than another it is that by team
work between the radiographer and the cysto-

scopist, a great many obscure conditions of the

genito-urinary tract may be cleared up. Just

recently the doctor had a case in which I was
very much interested. This case was illustrat-

ed by one of the plates he showed to-night. Tlie

plate showed three shadows, and we were certain

that he had ureteral stone, but the question was,

how many? We were able to introduce a catheter

into the right side, and in the plate taken at

that time, one of the shadows coincided with the

ureteral catheter, demonstrating veiy clearly

that this stone was in the ureter. On the other

side we were unable to introduce an ureteral

catheter for the reason that the stone was far

down in the vesical portion of the ureter. It has

been demonstrated recently that when the stone

is in the vesical portion of the ureter, the cysto-

seopie findings are in themselves characteristic,

in other words, there is so much oedema about

the ureteral orifice that it is impossible to intro-

duce the catheter. In this case, however, I have

since been able to introduce the catheter as far as

the stone. I wish to correct Dr. Keith in one

respect. This plate was made before the intro-

duction of oil. I introduced oil about four days

ago, and some time this week I will have Dr.

Keith take a picture and see what is to be found.

I was glad to hear the doctor speak of collargol,

about which a great deal has recently been writ-

ten. It is undoubtedly of value as an aid in the

early diagnosis of tuberculosis and kidney tu-

mors, but a number of instances of injury which

have been reported recently raises some doubt as

to whether it should be used in all eases. How-
ever, the information to be obtained from its use

in many conditions is so important that I am in-

clined to believe that, provided we are very care-

ful in our technique, it should be employed in se-

lected cases.

Jethra Hancock: I wish to speak of the case

Dr. Keith saw with me. This man had been sent

to the hospital about three months previously

with what appeared to me to be typical symp-

toms of intestinal obstruction or impaction

—

vomiting, distension, etc. I sent him to the hos-

pital, telling him it would be necessary for him

to be there in the event it became necessary to

operate. Under the administration of enemas of

molasses and milk, he obtained relief Avithin a

feiv hours, and I then felt sure that mj' diagnosis

was correct. I Avish to suggest here that prob-

ably the pressure employed at this time relieved

tlie ureter of the back pressure, by alloAving the

urine to pass by the stone. Avhich perhaps was

not so perfectly formed at that time, and that is

what gave him relief. Tliree months later I Avas
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called to see him again, and this time it did not

take me long to determine what the trouble was,

and I immediately began to pour olive oil, gly-

cerine, turpentine and soap-suds into him, none

of which relieved him, so I sent him to the hos-

pital again and asked Dr. Keith to see him. Dr.

Keith took him to the laboratory and took an

X-ray picture. The next morning Dr. Farmer

saw him and it was his opinion that there must

be something else besides obstruction. He had

had considerable abdominal distension the day

before, but when Dr. Farmer saw this was not so

marked, and he believed that there was some

other intra-pelvic condition that might be reliev-

ed by operation. It was with the idea of looking

further for stone in the kidney that we sent him
to the laboratory and had this picture made.

One interesting point in connection with this

case was overlooked by Dr. Keith. When this pa-

tient went to the laboratory he was almost in a

condition of shock; in fact, Dr. Hanes was con-

siderably exercised about the man’s condition.

He Avent into the office that Avay, but ivhen he

came out he walked to the automobile by him-

self and amused himself looking at the pictures.

He Avent back to the hospital and I told him I

Avould see him late that evening, which I was pre-

vented from doing and when T did see him he

Avas suffering very intense pain. He described it

as very different from the pain he had suffered

previously. He described it as a “ cutting pain,
’ ’

more severe than the otlmr and just like a knife

cutting him. I ordered morphin for him that

night, and by the next morning he had passed

into the urinal tAvo stones. I am sure these

Avere fragments of the stone passed soon after he

Avent to the hospital. At the present time he is

getting along beautifully and has gone back to

Avork. We took a small quantity of the pus and
had an autogenous vaccine made, Avhich Ave are

giving him noAv. The infection Avas found to be

staphylococcic with a fcAV colon bacilli in it.

The general condition of the jAatient at the

present time is splendid. No ureteral catheter-

ization has been done since. He brings me a

specimen of his urine every fcAV days and macro-

seopicall.A^, it appears to be perfeetl}' nonnal.

Chas. Fanner: I am veiw glad to have heard

this A’eiy interesting paper. I had the pleasure

of seeing this patient Avith Dr. Hancock at St.

Anthony’s Hospital, and at that time, Avhilc I

Avas inclined to suspect that there Avas some ob-

struction of the boAA’el, still he had A'ery little

distension, no rigidity, and the only tender ]>oint

Avas just under tlie ribs on tlie left side. The
pain he suffered was teriffic, and he Avas clamor-

ing all the time to be cut open. He did not have
typical renal colic, at least, it Avas not like the

cases T have seen heretofore. He had no fre-

quency of micturition, no pain radiating doAvn

the testicles and tliighs, and it was very dillicult

to decide just Avhat tlie trouble Avas. It Avoiild

have been a A'eiy difficult matter indeed to have

made the diagnosis Avithout the help of Dr. Keith

and Dr. Day.

D. Y. Keith, (Closing) : I am glad to hear Dr.

Hancock make the explanation he did. I am sure

that on the occasion Avhen Dr. Hancock first suav

this patient, after the ureteral abscess Avas drain-

ed, he passed these small stones into the bladder,

and that the bladder expelled them Avithout dif-

ficulty. This man undoubtedly had damming
back of pus in the left kidney pelvis, giving him
such severe pain in the left side.

I expected to hear some of the men interested

in obstetrics tell what they think about the fu-

ture treatment of kidney lesions in pregnant avo-

men. In tlie literature Ave found a report of two
or three eases, all by the same man, and he re-

ports instant relief and disappearance of all

serious kidnej^ symptoms of pregnancy after

stasis in the kidney Avas drained by ureteral

catheterization. In one case, a feAv months later,

eclamptic symptoms again appeared, Avhich

prompth" disappeared upon relieving the kidney
stasis by the ureteral catheter. The s.ymptoms
in this case AA-ere first present about the fifth or

sixth month. I Avould have been glad to have
heard some one say Avhat they think about the

future treatment of cases of this kind, and if it

is not much more preferable to drain the kidney
of a woman a feAv months pregnant by the

ureteral catheter than by opening the kidney
pelvis by pyelotomy.

SOME PHASES OF ANAESTHESIA.

By J. Allen Kirk, Louisville.

The exacting demands of both operator
and patient in the surgery of the present day
have taxed the skill and resources of the
anesthetist to the uttermost limits, and have
caused both him and the surgeon as Avell, to

explore all fields AA'liich give any promise of
anesthetic possibility. The layman, A\fith a
somewhat exaggerated idea of the safety of

modern surgical operations, disregards the

potential factor of danger present in all

operative procedures, but invariably serious-

ly considers tbe probable risk from the ad-

ministration of an anesthetic. The surgeon
insists upon a period of stable anaesthesia of

indefinite duration. Avith complete relaxalion

of the musculature of the patient, minimum
risk, freedom from post-anaesthetic nausea
and vomiting, and finally the absence of those

more seidous complications of the post-opera

-

ti\'e stage, Avbich are noAV believed to be the

direct result of tlie narcosis.

The selection and administration of an
anesthetic should be jilaced on the sanie

sound, scientific basis as asc])sis or Ibe prac-

tice of surgeiw. Sui-geons who Avork with

regidar anaesthetists should be in close rela-

tionship with the anaesthetist, and should
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consult with him regarding the selection of

the anaestlietic and the host method of ad-

ministration, especially in tlie so-called

“surgical risk.” It is in these cases wliere

Ids judgment is of great imi)()i-tanc,e, so tliat

he may adapt to eacli pli.ise of the j)atient’s

condition the most suitable' anaesthetic. As
the anaesthetist is resjionsihle foi' that ])art

of the work he should he allowed the pidvilege

of consulting with the sni'egon. The surgeon

may he likened to the captain, the anaesthetist

the i)ilot, and the initient to the ship. The
captain must of necessity de]>end upon the

pilot to steer the shij) into and through the

darkness of oblivion, 1)ack 1o the light of con-

sciousness. It is the pilot who, seeing the

shoals and sandbars and i-ealizing how near

they are to disaster, ((uestions the chosen

course. The experienced pilot is much hetti'r

able to cope with the situation than the in-

expeideiiced, aiid yet he loo, although seeing

danger ahead, may not he able to escape be-

cause the undercurrent, which is the method
of anaesthesia em])loyed, is biwoiul his control.

Before going into the discussion of the

relative advantages of the different methods
of anaesthesia 1 wish to emphasize a point

which is commonly regarded as a preliminary

to anaesthesia, hut which is in itself a most
important integral part of the anaesthetic

itself. This is the preliminary use of the

alkaloids. The administration of the alka-

loids before anaesthesia is of great import-

ance and may he considered fi’om at least

three points of view, namely; the ])atient’s,

the anaesthetist’s, and the surgeon’s. The
three alkaloids usually employed are morphin,
scopalomiu, and atropin. That thei-e are ad-

vantages in the preliminary use of the alka-

loids no one will question, but the disadvan-
tages must not he lost sight of. The advan-
tages claimed for the use of the alkaloids are
as follows; less anaesthetic is retpiired, gland-
ular activity is diminislu'd. thei'chy reducing
the dang(>r of pm'umonia. ilu'i'c' is less vomit-
ing before and dui'ing anaesthesia, therefore

a smoothei’ narcosis, and also h'ss postopera-
tive vomiting. 'I'he i)atieiit enters the oi)erat-

ing room in a (priet and sleejiy manner, and
the apjtrehension of impending danger is

lesseiK'd. The stage of excitement is less pi-o-

nounced, the patient remains asleep aftei- the
completion of the oi)eration. therefore h'ss

])ain. The disadvantages of pi-eliminary

medication may he snmmari/x'd as follows;

destruction (d‘ ])upillary T-eactions, varying
effects of the dnig, and habit foi'ming. ’Phis

})relimiiiary is not given to infants, to the

aged aiul to thos(' whos(‘ |)sychic i)rocesses

are already sufficiently depressi'd.

The most prevalent im'thod in this country

of anaesthesia are, ether, nitrous oxkh' and

ether, and nitrous oxide and oxygen in con-

jun'etion with aiioci-association. The fact

that ether induces unconsciousness with coni-

j)arative slowness has led to the primary use

of nitrous oxide gas for two obvious reasons;

first, that the stagi' of primary atiaesthesia

might he made exceedingly hri(>f. Tins is

])ai-ticnlarly advantageous since under these

circumstances the patient does not suffer

from any of the disagreeable sensations when
the drug is first inhaled, time is saved and
stniggling is avoided. Thei-e can he no doubt
that the primary use of nitrous oxide is veiy
wise for the large' ]n'oportion of cases for this

reason. Its safety, the si)eed Avith which it

acts, and the slight influence which the gas

exercises upon the vital functions peimiit

ether to he given with confidence after anaes-

thesia has developed. Second; less ether is

recpiircd thereby greatly minimizing the de-

leterious })ost-oj>erative effects such as post-

operative vomiting, gas j)ains. and the latc'r

complications of ])neumonia and nephritis.

Now as a matter of fact the graver post-opera-

tive com])lications are not pi-esent very fre-

<iueutly after good ether anaesthesia. It is

only when one studies the smaller grou'p of

handicapped individuals and the graver

oi)erations that the difference becomes more
evident.

Nitrous oxide was introduced as an anaes-

thetic in 1844. In 1868 Edmund Andrews of

Chicago used a mixture of nitrous oxide and
oxygen for a continued anaesthetic. Since

then it has been in general use by dentists and
occasional use by surgeons, until recent im-

provement in t('chnic and ai)i>ara1us have
rapidly increased its ust' in geiK'ral surgeiy.

Nitrous oxide owes its anaesthetic [)roperty

largely, perha])s entirely, to its diminntion
of the oxygen supi)ly to the brain, or at least

of the use of oxygeii. The inhalation of pure
nit]-ons oxide alone causes phenomena re-

sembling as])hyxia and si)e('dily i-auses death.

l>y whatever method nitrous oxide prodiic('s

anaesthesia it can be wholl.v controlled by the

use of oxygen. The state of the anaestlu'sia

can be altered from the sligthest to the deep-

est 'by oxygen. The iiercentage of oxygen
controls ah.solntc'ly tin- degree of anaesthesia,

not oinly controls it. but does so most delicate-

ly. The pressure of the gas inhaled is another
big factor of importance. Increasing the

jtri'ssure in the face mask augirn'ids tlu'

anaestiu'sia, the gas shotdd 1 h' givi'ii with a

d('linit(' and constant flow, (hile says in his

article oti nitrous oxide anaesthesia in Keen’s
Surger.v, lhal tlie role of oxygen in gas anaes-

llu'sia is that of :i pilot light, just enough
o,\\g('ii slioidd b(' giv('u to keep the Hame of

life safely burning. Turn up this Hanu', the

patient imnn'diately comes out of the anaes-
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tlicsiu, turn ('.own tlic ftiuiu', ho is loo dooply

suhuiorg('(l, luni it out iio di(“S. lie further

stoles tli.-it if the initial auaesttu'sia is puslied

too rapid'y stertorous hreathiiig may appear,

aeeompauied by eyanosis, muscidar twitcdiing

and even wide-spread muscidar contraction.

In t!ie Lakeside clinics th.e liest results are

obtained by inducing anaesthesia gradually.

If during tlie esta'blisliment of tlie anaes-

tlu'sia the resiiiration becomes too rapid and
loo deeo the nitrous oxide should he at once

tlcereased. ami for a minute or two ether va-

por should lie turned into the oxygen stream.

Tlie respiration fluriw is at once allayed and

the nitrous oxide may again he turned on.

The most important points in the administra-

tion of nitrous oxid(> anaesthesia are the res-

piration and the color of the jiatient.

Now in consideration of anoci-as.sociation

it is impoi'lant to thoroughly understand its

purpose which may be briefly summed up in,

‘‘the pn.'vention of shock.” Shock, accord-

ing to ('rile and the most advanced ideas, is

due to the histological changes in the

chromaffine matter of the Purkinje cells of

the- brain. It is a matti'r of common knowl-

edge that anv gemual anaesthetic produces

amu'stliesia of only a ])ortion of the hraiu.

The first effect is superficial sensory pai'alysis,

then motor, thmi deep sensory, then pushed

more deeply the paralysis of the vital centers

of the hull). Up to the lethal administration

the higher center of sensory perception for

pain are not anaetshetized. That is to say tlie

Purkinje cells suffer the change in chromaf-

tine matter, but becau.se the sy.stems of com-
munication with the external world ai’e para-

lyzed they cannot make them.selves I’ecog-

nized. It is therefore es.sential that we pre-

vent these nocuous sen.satious fi'om reaching

the subconscious centres and damaging the

I’urkinje ci'lls. This can only he done by
seizing the evil at its root, that is blocking otf

all the afferent sen.sory impulses as we go

along. Tliis is best done by using novocain

and (piinine urea hydrochloride.

SrJIMARV.

The effect of the anae.sthetic must be con-

sidered in three phases; that before the opera-

tion, which is psychic, due to fear, toxic and
traumatic due to pathological condition; that

during the operation which is toxic and trau-

matic. These factors may continue after the

operation. The first phase is controlled by

the preliminary use of the alkaloids, the sec-

ond phase may be controlled by the method
of anaesthesia used together with, the local

anaesthetic. The third phase or the post-o])-

erative is well controlled by the preliminary

medication, the method of anae.sthesia, and

the anoci-association.

DISCUSSION.

Curran Pope: If no one else will discn.ss this

])aper from the strict standpoint of the subject, 1

will try to discuss it from the psychical stand-

l>oint of the individual.

J have asked quite a number of individuals

that have come under my observation follow’ing

various surgical procedures, what possessed the

greatest terror for them the greatest fear, and

they have almost invai'iably replied that it was

the anesthetic. It is siiriirising how many individ-

uals feel this way with I’espect to anesthesia. It

is rather a i>ecnliar p.sychological ju'oblem when
one stops to consider the history of surgery.

We know that in the beginning the operating

room resembled a charnel house—a room filled

with screams, cries and hoirors that no words can

describe nor pen can i)icture, and it was tlu’ough

the inti’oduction of anesthesia that the entire field

was changed from the frightful, dreadful pre-

anesthetic scene to the calm and quiet and free-

dom from suffering that characterizes surgery

under anesthesia.. So, at first blush, one would

be inclined to think that iiatients would rather

welcome the thought of anesthesia during an op-

eration rather than regard it with fear and dread

it has seemed to me that, underlying the dread

of anesthesia is, not the risk entailed by the anes-

thetic itself, but rather tlie idea of helpless un-

consciousness—that is to say, an inability to

wake under ordinary stimuli from a sleep that

ma}’ perhaps be a sleep that knows no awaken-
ing. This feeling of utter helplessness, utter in-

abilit.v to return to consciousness, coupled, prob-

abl.v, with the thought of death, has, in m.v opin-

ion, a great deal to do with the fear inspired b.v

ane.sthesia. We all know that death is one of

the still unsolved riddles—the Sjihinx of Death
has never given up its riddle and jirobablv tie\er

will, and it is this uncertainty and fear of un-

consciousness, together with the thought of death,

that tends to inspire the dread of anesthesia.

There is no (piestion but what these indivaduals,

when they begin to assume this attitude, revert,

in large degree, to an infantile state of mind.

We know' that the infantile mind peoples dark-

ness with hoi’rors and jiremonitions, and when
the individual in his fear, or pre-shocked state, if

1 may so term it, reverts to his infantile mem-
ories, he loses the calmness and self-control that

would ordinarily be jiresent.

What is shock ? T do not mean the symptoma-
tology that is present, but what is the underl.ving

]irinciple that governs shock? Shock is reall.v

pain inflicted without warning, .lust as fear is

the anticipation of pain, or of a change from a

certan state to a worse state, so shock is jiain in-

dicted without warning. Reaction to slux'k al-

wavs causes a reversion to the infantile; that is

to sa.v, the individual tends to revert to those

functions and those conditions, both jihysical and

psychical, that are infantile, and in this state he
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becomes imwilling and unfit to undergo an anes-

thetic. We know that other neuroses are based

on primitive functions, instincts and ideas, and
here we have an individaul literally sufferng from
fear of anesthesa. The state of pre-shock is

really that of a child suffering- from a mild neu-

rosis. What a man really fears is himself, be-

cause his inner, primal nature is that of which he

knows least, and which may seize and completely

control both liis body and soul. Thus an indi-

vidual may be a hero in his cortex and a most

arrant coward in his ijons and solar plexes. As
Shakespeare so beautifully said, “A coward dies

a thousand deaths; a brave man dies but one.”

Therefore, the man who can best adapt himself

to the needs and weaknesses of the individual on

the table, who understands folk-lore and its in-

fluence upon the human race, and who is famil-

iar with the history of anesthesia, is the one who
is best suited to give anesthesia.

C. H. Harris: You say that the individual

fears himself. I would be glad if you would

elaborate upon that somewhat.

Curran Pope: The individual does not literal-

ly fear himself in the way intimated by Dr. Har-
ris, because he does not realize that he fears

himself, but in his unconscious mind there are

stored hundreds of infantile memories that con-

trol him and which, upon analysis, we ivill find

are the roots of all fears, of whatever type. Tear
is an infantile condition at all times; the origin

of all morbid fears can be traced back to in-

fancy. Therefore, what the individual really

fears is what is in his unconscious mind, conse-

quently what he unconsciously fears most is him-

self, just exactly as the mysophobic, fearing con-

tamination, does not really fear the microbes

and contamination of Avhich he speaks but the

unconscious repressed thoughts. This fear is

simply the idea arising out of a particular soul

conflict that has taken place, and if we will delve

into it deeply enough, we will find that it has its

origin in something of Avhich the individual is

absolutely unconscious. All fears arise from

memories stored in the unconscious mind of the

individual and Avhat he fears most is, not the

anesthetic, but himself, and this is true, not

only in connection Avith anesthesia, but of all

the other fears of life.

Geo. A. Hendon: I was particularly interested

in that portion of the jAaper Avith respect to pre-

liminary alkaloids as an integral lAart of an anes-

thetic. I have had some experiences recently

Avhich have given rise to grave doubts in my
mind as to the practicability and safety of the

administration of alkaloids prior to the anes-

thetic. These experiences, tAvo of Avhich im-

pressed me very deeply, Avere connected Avith

ether anesthesia. The patient was given a

preliminary hypodermic of 1-4 gi-ain of morphin

and 1-150 grain of atropin, and the ether Avas ad-

ministered by a gentleman Avho, Avhile quite an

accomplished physician, is not a trained anes-

thetist. The operation, consisting of a cysto-

tomy, 25roeeeded Avithout event; the gallbladder

Avos opened and drained, and the entire opera-

tion, including the toilet, consumed ijrobably an
hour, at the end of Avhich time the patient Avas

returned to bed. About tAvo hours later I Avas

informed by telephone that the patient Avas

breathing improperly and irregularly. I re-

turned to the hosjAital and found the xAatient

breathing about eight times a minute, Avith con-

contracted lAiqDils. This condition continued for

seventy-tAvo hours, at the end of Avhich time the

patient died. I Avas not jAresent during all of

the subsequent events, as the operation Avas done
in a toAvn some distance aAvay and the patient

Avas left in the hands of her regular physicians.

They employed artificial respiration and used oxy-

gen, and did all the things usually done in

emergencies of this type, (except that there was
no pulmotor available) yet fihe patient went along
and died, Avithout any elevation of temperature,

and Avithout any complications concerning the

field of operation.

The other ease started but about the same Avay

but had a more fortunate termination. An hour
or tAvo after being jAut back to bed this patient

showed signs of irregular and imiAroper breath-
ing; the pupils Avere contracted and the jAulse

was sloAv. She also had been given 1-4 grain of
morphin and 1-150 grain of atropin prior to the
anesthetic. By lAracticing artificial respiration,

using the pulmotor, the patient survived.

Whether the lAulmotor turned the tide in her favor
I am unable to say. The operation in this case
Avas a simple appendectomy in the interval be-

tAveen attacks, consuming not more than thirty

minutes. The anesthetic Avas ether, and was
given by a trained anesthetist.

These two experiences seem to be to be suffici-

ent to raise in the minds of thoughtful persons
some doubt as to the advisability of administer-
ing alkaloids prior to the anesthetic. I Avish to

say, hoAvever, that I haA'e nevertheless continued
to use alkaloids as a preliminary to anesthesia

and have had no trouble since then, but instead

of 1-4 grain of morphin I give 1-8 grain. I do
not believe in making a routine out of anything.

There are several veiy good practices that I have
not employed in Any Avork on every occasion, sim-

ply to prove that I did not have to do it. Habit
and routine are very dangerous things, especially

for surgeons. Every case is cai’efully looked into

with reference to the preliminai'y administra-

tion of drugs, and those that are not fit to receiA’e

morphin are not alloAved to have it. Tor in-

stance, I do not give preliminary alkaloids in

prostatectomy cases. I do not believe they are

indicated and there are obvious reasons Avhy they

should not be given. I Avould like to hear some

of the members Avho have had more exjAerience

than myself discuss the subject from the stand-
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point of the preliminary adminitsration of al-

kaloids.

Edward Speidel: I would like to have heard

the essayist touch upon one phase of anesthesia

which I have never heard included in papers on

this subject; that is, what is known as obstet-

rical anesthesia, administering the anesthetic

during the labor pains and withholding it in the

intervals. I would like to know just how much
the brain cells are involved in that form of anes-

thesia, and furthermore, whether it is as safe as

it is generally supposed to be. I have never

known it to result fatally in my own experience

or that of any of my colleagues, but knowing how
dangerous it is to have incomplete anesthesia in

surgical cases, I have sometimes wondered if the

same danger is not present in giving anesthesia

in this way in obstetrical cases.

J. A. Kirk, (Closing) : In regard to Dr. Hen-

don’s remarks, I did not mean to be understood

as advocating the routine use of alkaloids prior

to anesthesia.

As to Dr. Speidel ’s question 3-egarding obstet-

rical anesthesia, I am as much in the dark as he

is. It is the general belief now that either ether

or chloroform should be given continuously; in

other words, the patient should not be given an

opportunity to come out and then be re-anes-

thetized.

G. A. Hendon: Have you ever seen any effects

such as I described?

J. A. Kirk: I have not. I had one very unhap-

py occurrence in a man who died four hours af-

ter anesthesia. He had been given a preliminary

dose of 1-6 grain of morphin and 1-150 grain of

atrophin. Ether was the anesthetic administer-

ed and he took it very nicely. He was put to

bed at twelve o’clock. At two o’clock he rallied

somewhat, but remained in a semi-conscious con-

dition until four, when he suddenly gave a few

gasps and was gone.

G. A. Hendon: Was there any irregularity or

slowness of respiration?

J. A. Kirk: No, sir. A post-mortem seemed

to indicate that he died from the effects of the

ether, just as if he had taken it hypodermatically.

Theer was no dilatation of the heart.

Staphylococcus Sepsis.—Jocob has encounter-

ed in the last two years eight cases in only three

of which the course was of the classic type with

osteomyelitis, a paranephritic abscess and severe

bacteriemia. In the others, the primary focus was
in the tonsils, the intestines or bronchiectasia,

and there was no suppurative metastasis which is

the rule in 95 per cent, of such cases. Two of

the patients died. This experience teaches the

importance of bacteriologic examination of the

blood and urine in dubious febrile cases, and
shows that if it were more of a routine proced-

ure mild forms of sepsis might be discovered

oftener.

THE SURGICAL TREATMENT OF
CANCER.

By R. Lindsey Ireland, Louisville.

The treatment of cancer resolves itself into

operative measures, although we are glad in-

deed that very interesting experiments are be-

ing carried out by many scientific men, some
of which research work has some of the ear

marks of some success in certain types of ma-
lignant disease, or at least the reports with

which the medical press is teeming these lat-

ter da}^s arouses within the surgeon and
medical man alike, the hope that upon fur-

ther development and perfection at least

some of the many measures now being experi-

mented with, may prove as efficacious as our
fondest imagination could hope for; but as

yet the opening sentence of this article is ac-

cepted as fact by the closest students of this

wide spread malady of the human race.

At the meeting of the American Surgical

Association held in New York City two
months since, Dr. Win. J. Mayo selected for

his presidential address the broad, but always
interesting subject of Cancer. In orderly ar-

ray, like the great surgical general that he is,

he marshalled the salient features, which are

known to be the chief causative factors in

cancer, and stated that the neatest stumbling
block to the success desired in treatment of

cancer, which is essentially surgical, was the

frequent lack of an early diagnosis. Dr.
IMayo drew attention to the very comforting
fact that the radiologist had been able to

make a definite diagnosis in a much larger

percentage of cancers of the stomach than all

other means combined and since early and
positive diagnosis is so exceedingly important
in this disease we should by all means make
use of this most valuable method of diagnosis

in all suspected eases of cancer of abdominal
^fiscera,

If, in this paper, a word concerning the

cause of cancer may -be permitted, I would
say that to-day it is about as much a mys-
tery as in the days of Hippocrates; at times
light seems about to burst through the cloudy
horizon of mystery when a few more days of

investigation but cause the same dark impen-
etrable clouds of mystery to gather closer

together than ever.

Unlike the great Sphinx of tbe desert, the

crab-like cancer-sphinx has not yet yielded

up its secrets to science. Notwithstanding the

fact that scientific and skilled men all over
the civilized world are bending their every
energy at diligently lioring into the vitals of

this disease-monster, it has baffled all their

combined skill as though it were invulner-

able, but ere long I dare say, a projectile of

a mighty modern scientific ordinance piece
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will jH’iK'trate the annov plate of this oldest

and deadliest of dreadnauglits
In dismissing its cause and other means of

treatment ,and taking scalpel in hand as it

were, we do it with ])rofound veneration, for

this method of the treatment of cancer from
remote antiquity to the present moment has

stood the te.st of attack and time.

. Throughout the ages, surgical removal has

heen advocated, not entirely by concensus of

opinion, hut by a sufficient number of the

ti'i(‘d and true, both in clinical experience and
by pen, to cause it to be the (libraltar among
methods of cure of cancer.

In an Indian manuscript 'written two thou-

.sand years 11. C. surgical removal of cancer-

ous growths was advocated, according to his-

toi-y, and all along the devious path of med-
ical and surgical poi'gre.ss. surgery has been

advocated as a means of relief from cancer.

Celsus, in the first century of the Christian

era, and Galen, in the second, and DeMonde-
ville, one of the greatest repi’esentatives of

the iMontpelier school of medicine in the four-

teenth century, taught radical excision, “leav-
ing not the smallest particle of infected mat-
ter behind,’’ and “even cutting out the

I'OOtS.”

>Sui'gical technic in its general principles is

the same wherever applied. There are, how
ever, some special principles to apply to can-

cer sui'gery and their lack of employment
>nay be attended with dire results.

The manner of extension of cancer is not

entirely agreed upon by surgeons and pathol-

ogists.

We may or may not accept the auto infect-

ivity of cancer, but e.x])erinient and Observa-

tion has proven the ease with which cancer
may be trau.splantcd in the same host.

Il('nc(* instruments coming in contact with
cancer tissue during the course of an opera-

tion should not be used in healthy tissue

without resterilization.

Unless for purpose of getting a section for

immediate microscopical examination the can-

cel’ tissue should not be incisi'd and thus na-

ture’s barriers left intact.

Kvery care and effort should be put forth

in an earnest endeavor to remove all cancer-

ous tissue, and en mas.se, if ])Ossible, for as

Paine and Nichohson in their experimental

researches have demonstrated, cancerous tis-

sue left in situ develops much more rajiidly

than the original mass on account of the in-

creased blood sup])ly.

Ojieration, according to Handley should be

in line with tbe fascial planes. i\lani])ula-

fions of cancei’ous tissue should be avoided as

much as po.ssible during operation lest cancer

cells be milked out into blood and lynijih

channels.

Dissection of tissmcs (“spc'cially lymph chan-
nels should be made toward the cancerous
mass, this can be applied especially in am])u-
tation of manrmary glands.

Irritation of tissues both dining and after

operation should be avoided as much as pos-

sible, hence use hot gauze ])acking whenever
possible to control hemorrh.age from s'lnall

vessels instead of a gi-eat number of clamps,
foi’ the devitalized tissm* wlii're forceps hav(‘

i-emained on a good while, is more prone to

undergo cancei’ous change than is normal tis-

sue, lik('wise when di-ainage is necessary use
rubber tissue instead of rubber tubing.

Always endeavor to cover surgical area
with skin and avoid if possible undue traction

or pressure on .same and leave under skin a

good ]iart of fat which is nature’s buffer and
le,ssens subsequent initation.

’I'he writer agrees with C’heyne, in this re-

spect, who has written considerable on the
.subject

;
he tries to avoid large scars and the

nec'‘ssity for skin grafting.

It is (piite remarkable how .skin denuded
areas, that seem impossible to do .so, may be
covered by cuticle by dissecting up contigu-
ous skin and sliding same over raw surface.

The tension on skin a})proximation sutures
may lie relieved by mattre.ss relaxation

sutures under wh.ich soft gauze pads are

placed which, being resilient, will not cut off

circulation or cut out
;
and over all, long strips

of adhesive plaster may be placed, taking still

more tension off .sutures and thus making pos-

sible the .seeming impossible; viz. covering
denuded area with skin and getting unio)i by
first intention.

The application of surgical measures to

cancer should have the following definite

pnrj)o.ses: 1st, Prevention; 2nd, Diagnosis;
3rd. Early and complete extii'patiou, which
means cure.

In regard to prevention I refer to well

known precancerous tissues such as pig-

mented mole.s, and some benign tumors of

the body especially expo.sed to iiultation,

adenoma of female breast for instance, papil-

lomata. myomata, naevi, bad sears, keloid, ele-

vated angiomata, ulcer of .stomach and intes-

tines or elsewhere, gall-stones, areas of fis-

sile wherever situated that are subjected to

chi’onic irritation, eithei- the irritation or the

tissue should be removed.

Keen was perhaps the first surgeon some
twenty or more years ago to call .specific at-

tention to this matter of irritation as an excit-

ing cause of cancer and as time goes on it is

recognized more and moi’c as a fact.

A few more lines concendng the early and
complete removal of cancer and I shall draw
this incomjdete study of The Surgical Treat-
ment of Cancer to a clo.se, hoping that I may
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li.ivo Siiid (Mioug:li 1o sui>:^(‘s1, to tlio minds of

tlios(‘ pi‘(‘S(‘iit, tlioii'i'lits tliiit may l)o oluc'i-

(lated in tlm discussion.

Since it is commonly accepted as a fact,

tlial cancer begins as a purely local comli-

fion and is entirely removable at some time it

is certainly within the pi'ovince of surgery, if

thoroughly applied at th.is time, to entirely

cure it.

While as I liave several times slated in this

]m])ei- that the reinoval must be thorongh and
e.xtensive, by that 1 mean go beyond even sus-

pected tissue whenever possible, I do not wish

to be misconstrued and would condemn the

ruthless sacritice of nerves and muscle of other

li.ssue, i)articu!arly if such 'would destroy

function or render appearance unsightly. So
that just how far to go into normal tissue in

the removal of malignant tissue is a question

of the utmost importance. Here especially

is where experience is mo.st valuable.

Haijibridge says, “The inexperienced op-

ei-ator cannot always recognize that tine line

of distinction between diseased and normal
tissue, ability to judge of which constitutes

the imponderable, unteaehable element of di-

agnostic skill that comes only with long and
I'areful experience. It is necessary of course

to develop in cancer operations, as indeed it

is in most surgical conditions, that invaluable

possession that skilled surgeons attain and
the other hope to attain, the fact is en'ditis,

as it is mainly the feel of the tissues that

determines the siirgeon in his procedure.

Tie is, to be sure, aided in this differentia-

tion at times by sight, and I wish it were pos-

sible for me to describe just how cancerous
tissue looks and feels, but to do so would
make me immortal, hence I leave that for yon.

Previously in this paper I have referred to

the great amount of research work that is l)e-

ing done in laboratories all over the civilized

world which L Avish to commend and would do
all in my power by whatever means in my
possession to further and encourage, but it

seems to me tliat what we need perhaps most
of all is not to let the comparatively few do
all the work having for its ultimate aim and
purpose the prevention or cure of cancer but
that every one practicing medicine and surg-
ery should be more alert and start a caan-

]>aign of education among ourselves and the
laity, similar in scope and character to the
beneficent one that is being so energetically

and judiciously conducted now against the

great white plague, tuberculosis.

We could begin by having the subject of
cancer more frequently on our programs in

our medical societies, both local and state.

There is precedent for this suggested 'cam-
paign, for five years ago the State .Medical
Society of I’ennsylvania appointed a commis-

sion with instnudions. “'I’o study, as fai- as

})ossi'ble. Ihe cancel' problem in the Slate and
to employ whatever measures might seem
practical with a view to educating the profes-

sion and the peoide so that the disease may be
more often recognized and treated eai'ly.”

This commission has directed its greatest

effoi'ts to grasping every opportunity possible

to impress on the medical ])i‘ofession through-
out the state the pai'amount necessity of be-

ing always on guard against the possibility of
cancer and to the imjiortance of either ex-

cluding its presence if there are suspicious
symptoms oi- else if the diagnosis is either
certain or ju'obable to insist on jiroper surg-
ical treatment.” Also two years ago at the
meeting of the Clinical Congress of Surgeons
a similar committee was apjiointed with in-

structions, “to take up educational work con-
cei'uing cancel' as actively as possible.”

There is also a special medical society in

Xew York City acting along similar lines.

A peru.sal of the programs of recent medic-
al .society meetings ami contents of journals
also will show the recent activities along this
line.

Childe, of Portsmouth, England, in his re-

cently pulilished book on cancer, states that
“cancer is the most curable of all chronic
disea.ses,” when subjected to proper surgical
procedures early in its appearance. Thus it

is like tuberculosis in its wide spread preva-
lence and high mortality and also like tubei'-

cnlosis, in that to be cured the projier meas-
ures mu.st 'be instittned early.

C’hilde further states “that the trouble is

not that we are unprovided with conditions
which should be ample to forewai'U the public
and medical profession, but the gi'eat cause of
our present difficidty lies in the fact that
neither of them is sufficiently alive to the
significance of these early sym[)toms. ” Con-
tinuing he says, “The nece.ssity at present is

not to wait for further discovei'ies from lab-

oratories, but to be in position .so that both
the medical profes.sion and the public will be
able to take immediate advantage of facts al-

ready known.”

As previously stated the need is for a cam-
paign of education on much the same ba.sis as
that which has already been so successful in

tuberculosis.

DISCUSSION.

A. D. Willmoth; 1 think this is one of tlie

be.st i);qAers this society has had foi' a long time,
and at the outset I wish to thank Dr. Ii'eland for
it. The subject is one of tiie most important
tliat could ])ossi!)lv come before the societv. for
many reasons. I'first, if we are correctly inform-
ed, cancer is far more jirevalent to-day than it

was a few years a.go. 1 lielieve one of the Com-
mittees referred to by the essayist has made a
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report to the effect that cancer is five times as

frequent to-day as it was five years ago.

Whether this increase is real or only apparent is

a question. It may be tliat vital statistics gather-

ed in certain sections of the country where the

causes of death have been more accurately record-

ed than in others, liave led them to ])elieve that

it is more prevalent. Certainly, it is more preva-

lent in some areas than in others. Dr. McGuire,

as all of you know, has made the assertion more
than once that there are, in tlie State of Virginia,

more cases of cancer than of tuberculosis. Men
who have had experience in that State will tell

you that cancer is one of the most common condi-

tions that go to make up its vital statistics.

Cancer is so very common, not only in the hu-

man race, but in other animal and plant life, that

it is becoming a very live question in the field

of chemistry, as to whether there is any relation-

ship between them. It has been shown by Gov-

ernment chemists tliat the ordinary sugar beet de-

velops a sarcoma identical, as far as can be de-

termined, with that which develops in the human
being. It has also been shown by Government
men, in connection with the Fisheries DeiJartment,

that certain types of fisli are destroyed, in spite

of every effort to prevent it, by certain varieties

of cancer. If all this be true, tlien it becomes a

very important question as to how, when and
where we come in contact with certain conditions

—we know not what at the present time—that

excite the growth of cancer. However, certain

facts have been established in connection with

this disease which give us something to work
upon in the way of obtaining the best results in

combatting it. The first is, of course, early diag-

nosis. If we can firing the public to realize that

one in every five women, who attain the age of

forty-five or fifty years will die of cancer, it will

soon become a subject that is frequently dis-

cussed among the Avomen, and they ivill become

educated to the point ivhere they ivill no longer

carry a groivth on the breast until it is veiy

large before even telling the members of their

OAvn families about it, but will seek medical ad-

vice and do it early.

It will be remembered that in Bloodgood’s re-

port some few months ago on the subject of can-

cer, he dwelt almost entirely upon the fact that

in the beginning, cancer is a local condition, and

that from thirty-five to thirty-seven per cent of

cases have their origin in benign growths, and

that there is no doubt tliat all of this thirty-

seven per cent are curable by operation if seen

in their incipiency. Of course, there is a possibil-

ity that the same conditions Avhich produce the

first gTOAvth might produce a second one, but Ave

could certainly relieve them of the present

groAvth Avhieh has Avithin it the possibility of be-

coming malignant. Evei’y sui’geon has seen fib-

roids, originally benign, that have taken on car-

cinomatous or sarcomatous degeneration, destroy

ing the patient’s life Avithin a very short time.

Dr. Ireland’s paper is a very timely one be-

cause it Avill cause us to think about this subject,

and Ave, in turn, should cause the public to think.

If Ave Avill put the equestion to the public fairly

and squarely, Ave Avill soon educate them to the

jioint Avhere they Avill haAe every benign growth

removed. If we will tell the mthat thirty-seven

out of every hundred of such groAvths Aviil in time

become malignant, but that every one can be

cured if taken in the beginning, tney Avill soon

become educated to the point of haAung them re-

moved early. It is purely a question of educa-

tion.

I am not a laboratory man, and if I Avere, there

is probably not a sutiicient number of cases of

cancer in this city to enable one to determine

Avhether or not very much can be accomplished in

the Avay of treatment of cancer. As Dr. Ireland

said, many forms of treatment have been sug-

gested which Avill later on be proven to be of no

value so far as the cure of cancer in an advanc-

ed stage is concerned. Kadium noAv holds the

center of the field, and probably next in import-

ance is electricity, using as higb as 45,000 volts.

It has been demonstrated, I believe, that cancer

can be I’elieved in this Avay, but hoAV long it Avill

stay aAvay is a quetsion.

If Ave Avill pursue the same course in connect-

ion Avith cancer as Avith tuberculosis, talking

about it every chance Ave get, Ave will arouse the

public to the point Avhere they will fear cancer,

and in a short time every little growth will be

exposed to the physician at a time Avhen it can be

removed, a section made, and positively determ-

ined Avhether we are dealing Avith a benign or a

cancerous condition.

A. C. L. Percefull: I have enjoyed Dr. Ire-

land’s paper A’ery much indeed. AVe ought to

haA'e more of these practical pajAers.

After all has been said that can be said upon

the subject of cancer, the whole question resolves

itself into tAvo things; namely, early and pois-

tive diagnosis, and early and thorough removal

of the gTOAvth, Avithout dilly-dallying with treat-

ment of any kind.

F. T. Fort: I Avish to emphasize Avhat Dr.

Percefull has said in regard to early diagnosis.

Furthermore, Ave should endeavor to impress

upon the general practitioner the importance of

making a thorough examination of all patients

who present themselves. I recall the case of

an old Avoman in Avhom I diagnosed cancer of the

uterus. She did not like my diagnosis and I did

not see her again for some time. Then she came
back to me and said that she had consulted an-

other doctor who told her she looked all right and

did not have a cancer. He treated her for a Avhile

and she Avent to another doctor, Avho did not make

a vaginal examination. It Avas in March that I

first saAv her. In November she Avent to a third
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doctor who made a vaginal examination and diag-

nosed cancer of the uterus, well advanced. She

came to me again a month later, but at that time

the case was inoperable. Two weeks later she

went into coma and died within a week. I re-

call another case very similar to this one. I be-

lieve that when any woman who has passed the

menopause and has any sort of vaginal discharge

presents herself, the doctor is derelict in his duty

if he does not make a thorough vaginal examin-

ation, and if he finds a condition which he does

not understand, lie should give her the benefit of

the doubt and have a specialist examine her.

Unless we can get the medical profession to real-

ize the importance of early diagnosis of these

conditions, there is no use in trying to get the

laity to co-operate with us. In Germany, if my
information is correct, many women have adopted

the practice of jiresenting themselves for exam-

ination once every year after they have passed

the menopause. If this were a universal prac-

tice, many lives would be saved that are now
needlessly sacrificed.

Hugh N. Leavell: Dr. Ireland has given us a

very timely paper and it contains facts for us

to think over. The early diagnosis of cancer is

not always an easy matter. While the recog-

nition of pre-cancerous conditions is not especi-

ally difficult, if we tell these patients that they

have a condition which may lead to cancer, it

will upset many of them both menially and phys-

ically, and they will often consult some one else

who is willing to give them the benefit of the

doubt, and as a result of this dilly-dallying, the

condition soon becomes such that “one who runs

may read.”

Better than the early diagnosis of cancer itself

is the early diagnosis of conditions which may be

exciting causes of cancer. We know that a cancer

cannot grow in healthy tissue, and it is a good

plan to remove eveiy gTowth as soon as possible,

whether it is cancerous or not. How many of

us can make a positive diagnosis of cancer of the

stomach? We not infrequently hear some one

say that he had an ulcer of the stomach and Dr.

So-and-so cured him. How can any one know
that he has cured an ulcer of the stomach? As
a matter of fact, a great deal of cicatricial tis-

sue has formed at the site of the ulcer, and what
is that but a pre-cancerous condition? The pa-

tient is allowed to go thinking he is entirely

cured, and yet he has an old cicatrix which is

one of the finest breeding places for a malignant
condition that a person can have. I do not be-

lieve anyone can say positively that an ulcer of

the stomach has been cured until he has opened
the abdomen and inspected it, and, if possible,

obtained a section and looked at it under the

microscope. It seems to me that an exploratory
incision should be made in practically every case

where there is any doubt as to the diagnosis,

rather than to wait for a malignant condition to

develop and involve possibly a third of the stom-

ach, and then call it an early diagnosis. Not
early diagnosis of cancer itself, but the early

diagnosis of pre-cancerous conditions and their

prompt removal is the solution of the problem.

R. Lindsey Ireland, (Closing) ; Dr. Willmoth
stated that from thirty-five to thirty-seven per

cent, of benign groAvths become malignant. That
figure is about right for growths tliroughout the

body generally, but in certain portions of the

anatomy, as, for instance, the breast, from six-

ty to sixty-five per cent, of tumors are either ma-
lignant or Avill become so.

I agree with Dr. Leavell in regard to the ne-

cessity for making diagnosis of precancerous- con-

ditions. I endeavored in the paper to lay stress

upon the fact that practically every benign
growth should be removed, rather than to per-

mit the patient to go along and develop a can-

cerous condition and then remove it.

A campaign of education on this subject, sim-

ilar to that we have had in connection with tu-

berculosis, is exceedingly important. I need it;

you need it. If these things are not called to our
attention from time to time, Ave are not apt to

give them the thought and attention they deserve.

I am sure every man here knoAvs more about tu-

berculosis than he did a feAV years ago as the

result of the campaign of education along that

line. Members of the medical profession, as Avell

as the laity, derived benefit from it? LikeAvise, if

Ave Avill inaugurate a campaign of education on
the subject of cancer, after the manner sug-

gested in the iDaper, I feel that it Avill do a great

deal of good and save a great many lives.

New Combined Method of Prostatectomy.—An
incision is made into the bladder under spinal

analgesia, and as soon as the bladder is emptied

of fetid urine, Thomas pours about an ounce of

pure tincture of iodin into it, then drains perin-

eally after injecting tincture of iodin through the

meatus along the urethra into the prostatic bed.

The patient is lying on his back as in the ordinai’y

suprapubic operation during the Avhole of its per-
formance, the perineal opening being made on the
point of the forceps passed transvesically from
above, while the legs are simply spread apart in

order to see and to cut on the projecting end of
the forceps under the skin. The enucleation is

done by the forefinger in the bladder, but fre-

quently Thomas passes the other forefinger into

the perineal opening to assist the enucleation
from beloAv as in the ordinai’y perineal i^i’osta-

tectomy. The pouring of pure tincture of iodin

into the bladder before the enucleation is started

he claims is of gveat imiiortaiice, because as soon

as fresh raAv surface is made in the process of

enucleation the tincture folloAvs into every hole

and corner. The injection of the tincture along

the urethra also ensures a cleaner urethra and
further floods the freshly made “prostatic bed.”
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CLINICAL CASES

REl’ORT OK OHSTKTRIOAL OASES,

liy Ei)W.\ri> Si’EiDEL^ Louisville.

FI?.\NK BKEKCH PRESENT-VnONT IX A PRIMIPARA,

WITH DEEIBERATE FRACTURE OF THE ITUIVI-

ERI^S AND 1;I\TNG CM 111,1).

This piitient, the wife of ;i pliysieinn, a

pi-iinijiara, had her Iasi jauMod on iMarch 2!)th,

!!)ld, and was due on -January 5lh, 1!)14.

1 was ealled to see luu- Ihe first time, on Jan-
uary htli, and hy ahdoininal pal|)ation, aus-

eultation and vaf>inal examination, diagnosed
a vert(‘x ])resentation. On Januai'y 16tli tlie

hiishand of tlie ])a1ien1 teh'iihoned me at 8 A.
Jl., that labor i>ains liad begun at 2 A. i\[.,

that tliere was ])ut little jirogress so far, and
to 1elei)hone liiin in two hours. 1 ealled up
one and one-half hours later and was told to

eoine to the house at once. Upon my arrival

1 found the serotum of the eliild i)resenting

at the vulva. Pre])arations for delivery were
(piiekly made and the patient brought cross-

wise of the l)ed. The breech came out very
slowly and I soon noticed that the legs were
extended along- the body. When the trunk of

the hahy had lieen delivered, palpation of the

(‘ord showed interfei'enc with the cii'cula-

tion. The posterior arm was (piickly deliver-

ed, the anterior arm, however, had l)ecome ex-

tended, rotation j)osteriorly could not he per-

formed ami 1 realized that delivery would
have to he comiileted (piiekly to save the life

of the child. In conseijmmce 1 forced the arm
of the child downwards and could tell at once
that 1 had I'ractured the humerus and so in-

foruu'd Ihe father. 'I'he head of the child

was (pnckly brought and and the haliy re-

suscitated. Dr. Irvin Abell was called in to

attend to tin* fractured arm and under his

skillful trc'atimmt perfect union and mobility

were secured.

This is the first birth fracture that I have
had in my inactiee, and in this instance it

was done deliberately as it seemed to he tin'

only way to secure a living child.

DeLee in his late text hook on Olistetrics,

relates two cases in which he deliberately

fractured the humerus, in oi'der to deliver liv-

ing children.

As is well known, breech deliveries are

less freipumt in primijiara, than in multi])ara

and the simjile or frank breech with legs ex-

tended along the front of the body is less fre-

(pient than the complete breech in which the

l(>gs are flexed in tin* normal altitude. The
full hi'(‘ech is a ])oor dilator of the pelvis pa.s-

sages, the frank breindi secures even less dila-

tation on account of th(> smaller surface foi’c-

ed through the pelvic jiassages. It can then

be, understood how little room there would l)(>

in the vagina of a jirimipara at the end of

such a breech delivery for the mauijmlations

that determine the successful outcome of such

a laibor and in this instance will support the

claim, that it was justifiable to proceed in the

manner shown.
If the original diagnosis made 'when the pa-

tient was first seen on -fanuary Gth, was cor-

rect then this case again proves as in a num-
ber of others that 1 have seen, that Ihe ju'e-

semtation of tlu‘ child can change in the last

week of .gestation.

C.VSE ll. E(’1,AJ1PSI.\, WITH IMPACTED TR.VNS-

VERSE I’RRSENTATION.

'I'his patiemt was seen with Drs. Asbury
and ('i!a])man, of Tunier’s Station. The ])a-

tient, a ])rimii)ara 2J years of age, was about
full term on April 4th, 1014. Labor began
at 2 A. M., with violent convulsions. Loth
])hysicians were called and gave the patient

all jiossible attention to control the convuls-

ions and to effect a delivery. A high forceps

was attemj)ted and then a version, without
succ(‘ss. 1 was notitied at. 1 P. i\l. and reach-

ed the patient’s house at 7 P. 1\1.

The ])atient was being kept under chloro-

form to control the (‘onvulsions. Abdominal
palpation showc'd a transverse presentation,

with the uterus firmly confracted down on the

child, the menibranes having been ruptured
since early in the morning. No fetal heart

sounds could be heard and it was evident that

the child was dead. A vaginal examination
showed a prolaj)sed arm and shoulder forced
down into the entrance of the pelvis. After
jiroper iirejiarations had been made, liringing

in a firm kitchen table, anesthetizing the pa-

tient and cleansing very thoroughl.v with soap
and water, delivery was (‘ffected by tirst re-

turning the prola])sed arm into the uterus.

The umbilical cord jialpated at the time show-
ed no ])ulsations. A foot was then grasped,
but could only be drawn a few inches out of

the firml.y contracted uterus. The foot was
flrml.y caught with an hysterectomy forceps,

a noose of bandage was placed over this

liigher u[) on the leg and with firm traction

on the forceps and the bandage sling, delivery

of the breech was effected. Further delay
was caused by the fact that the other leg "was

extended along the bod.v of the child. The
shoulders offered but little difficulty in deliv-

(>ry, but the head could not be brought down
by the Smellie-Yeit nianeuvre. Axis traction

forceps had to be ajiplied high up in the

pelvis to the aftercoining head and it requir-

ed considerable traction to deliver success-

fully. The placenta was expelled by the

Krede method and the uterus thoroughl.v irri-

gated with two gallons of hot water. There
was no laceration of the perineum and the pa-
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tioiit was retui'iied lo l)C“d in a fairly good (‘.on-

dilion, llie i)roparations and tlie dt'livery hav-

ing o(5(‘n|)itMl two liours. Tin; |)a1i(‘n1’s ))lood-

j)r(‘ssnr(! aft(n- (Udivery wtis 120 M. i\I.

According to lati'r rcpoi'ts fi'oin llic a1 tend-

ing physicians, the ])aticnt made an njiinter-

riipted ireoveiy. Tlie inierperium was al)so-

lutely normal cx(h“J) 1 a tem])eralnre of !)9.S

tlie second and third day.

Convnlsions ceased as soon as the nterns

was emptied and tlie patient was conscrions

the following morning.

HI.—Kcn.\Mi’si.\, with indvction on

I’KHM.ITUKK. I.AIIOK, .\NO DEl-lVKRY OF

1 1 I >KO-CEI ' 1 1 I , IC F FT US.

This jiatient. a. multijiara, was seen in con-

sultation with Dr. Weidner on May Hth, with

the following history.

'I’he patient had heen treated for chronic

interstitial lu'jihi'itis for the last t'wo yimrs,

the condition hecoming v(‘ry mncli aggravat-

ed !>y this jnvgnancy. Two weeks before 1

.saw her she had a convulsion, with alhmniu-

nria, suppression of urine and ocular symp-
toms and in conscMpienee she was restricted

to an absolute milk diet in addition to proper

theraiieulic measni-es. In spite of this, vom-

iting began, the patient finally not even re-

taining the mixture of barley water and milk

given her. The urine on the morning of May
8th was almost solid with albumen upon boil-

ing and contained a good deal of blood. The
blood iiivssure was low, only 126 m.m. in fact

that has been my experience in eclamptics

with ])rononnc(Hl kidmy symiitoms. There
was marked dimness of vision and nervous-

ness. Upon abdominal examination the fun-

dus was found one inch above the umibiliens,

with the patient now seven months and one
week advanced in gestation. No fetal lunirt

sounds could be heard, although the jiatient

claimed that she had felt movement once on
the jirevious day. The (piestion as to the ])ro-

priety of indueing labor was deteided upon the

fact, that the urinary symptoms weiv getting

woi'se in sjiite of the extreme restidction of

diet, there was no improveimmt wuth the

therajumtic measures used and in addition

the ocular symjitoms were becoming more
pronounced. A large tulie was introduced

into the uterus at 1 P. -M. The tirst jiains

la^gan at 11 P. IM. and the fetus w'itli the

gauze }>aeking and tube was exiielled with

one pain at 4 A. .M., just a few minutes before

1 reached the house. The fetus, judging by
the coloi‘ of the umbilical cord, had been dead
a number of hours. The. body was smalt and
undeveloiied with llu' head unusually larg(>

and showing the i)rominent characteristics of

an hydroce])halus.

The maternal surface of the placenta show-

(h 1 to a marked degrc'e, the pathological

changi^s due to kidney disease of the mother,

th(“ j)lac(>nla being a mass of white infarcts.

Immediate impi-ovenumt in all symptoms and

in the condition of the urine followed upon
the (Udivery of the patient.

RMPOHT OF TWO CASUS OF PUFKPFdl-

AL ECLAMPSIA.

]5y 11 AUK y L. Read, Louisville.

On .January lOth, P)14, the writer was en-

gag(!(l to deliver -Mrs. 1'., aged nineteen years,

jirimipara, who had then advanced to about

the seventh moidh of ubu'o-gestation. She

aiipeai-s in perfect general h(*alth, although

there was slight edema of the feet and ankles

such as is oftentimes obsei'ved at this stage of

l)r('gnancy. Examination showed normal ab-

dominal distension for seven months’ gesta-

tion, with normal p(dvis. I'he fetal h('art

sounds were strong and easily det(!cted. A
specimen of urine was obtained, analysis of

which showed specific gravity of 1012, react-

ion a(dd, no albumen. • Heat and nitric acid

t(>st used. The urine was again examined two
weeks later, and no albumen found.

The following history was furnished by the

mother: Father of tlie patient dead, cause

unknown; mother in good health; one brothei’

died in infancy; no sistei's; patient was a bot-

tle-fed baby. At the age of six months she

had an attack of dysentery, during which
several convulsions occurred. She had none
of the usual diseas('s of childhood, nor had
thei-e been any serious illiu'ss since. Menstni-
ation was not establish(‘d until the age of six-

teen, and had always been irregular.

I'rcseiil JIIdcss. Was calk'd to see the |)a-

ti('Ut Febi‘uary 5th, 1914, wlu'u hei‘ jireg-

nancy had advanced to the eighth, month.
She was then considerably nauseated, and
had vomited once; she complained of sevei'e

fi-ontal headache; pulse 78; kidiu'.vs and
bowels had acted a few honi's before; thei‘e

was pronounced edema of feet and ankles.

Thrf'e onnees of saturated solution magiu's-

ium suliihate administered at once, and two
hours later a large eiu'tna of noi'inal saline so-

lution given. A spe'-imeii of her urine was
obtained and taken to the office for immediate
examination. It was found to contain a larg(>

amount of albumen. The examination had
scarcely bei'ii comjileU'd when a c;dl was ix'-

ceived to come at once to her home, and on

reaching there it was found a convulsion had
ocenri-ed half an hour previously, the ])atient

falling from her chair into tin* fir(> sustaining

a slight burn of the right arm. Slu' was ('x-

1i‘(''m('ly iiei'vous, pulse 100. vision entirely ob-

literated. blood pressui-e 190 m.m. hg. One-

(piarter grain morphine immediately admin-
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istered hypodermatieally. Within thirty

minutes she had another convulsion, which

was controlled with chloroform. Assistance

was called and preparations made for im-

mediate delivery; but before we could get

everything in readiness (which was about

forty mimites) another convulsion occurred.

Examination at this time showed no dilata-

tion of the cervix, and of course none could

be expected at that stage of gestation. The
patient was then anesthetized with chloro-

form, the cervix being rapidly dilated and
delivery accomplished with forceps within

about an hour.

The child was markedly eyanosed and ap-

parently dead at the time of birth, hut after

working with it for thirty minutes breathing

became fairly normal. The infant lived six-

teen days, and during that time had ten or

fifteen convulsions.

The placenta was normally expelled within

twenty minutes. There was a slight vaginal

laceration for the closure of which two silk-

worm gut sutures were inserted followed by
perfect union.

As soon as the patient regained conscious-

ness from the anesthetic, two ounces of sat-

urated solution magnesium sulphate adminis-

tered every half hour until free evacuation

occurred. Two hours after delivery she had
a convulsion during which the bowels and
kidneys acted involuntarily. The blood pres-

sure at this time was 155 m.m. At midnight

1-8 grain morphine given hypodermically to

promote quietude.

The following morning, February 6th,

pulse 90, temperature 101 degrees F. Ad-
ministered five grains calomel, followed in

four hours by two ounces of castor oil. Ex-
amination of the urine at this time showed a

moderate amount of albumen. At five o’clock

P. M. she had a convulsion; pulse 114.

Twenty minims veratrum viride administered

hypodermatieally, and within half an hour
the pulse had declined to sixty per miimte.

Ordered ten minims doses veratrum to he

given by the nurse when necessary to main-
tain the pulse rate at about sixty.

February 7th, 9 :00 A. kl., pulse 64, temper-
ature 100 degrees F., respiration 20, blood

pressure 140 m.m.
;
patient still semi-consci-

ous and unable to disinguish light from dark-

ness. Ijater in the morning she retained five

ounces of tea. About noon she had a con-

vulsion lasting five minutes, the nurse being

unable to count the radial pulse; 1-30 grain

strychnine given hypodeDuatically
;
twenty

minutes thereafter pulse rate 152; hypoderm-
atic injection ten minims veratrum viride,

and within two hours tlie pulse rate had de-

clined to 56. Ordered five grains calomel, 1o

he followed in four hours by two ounces sat-

urated solution magnesium sulphate every
hour until free evacuation.

February 8th, temperature 99 degrees F.,

pulse 56, blood pressure 135 m.m. Patient

voided twenty ounees urine in the forenoon.

Beginning at four o’clock P. M. ordered salts

to be given every hour as before, resulting in

large watery stools. Patient for the first time
since beginning of illness able to distinguish

light, i.e., when a lighted match was passed
before her eyes there was a perception of

light.

February 9th, temperature 99 degrees F.,

pulse 74. Hot milk permitted every four
hours; two grains calomel on tongue, follow-

ed by salts in six hours. Mental condition

and vision much improved.
February 10th. temperature and pulse

normal
;
blood pressure 130 m.m. Liquid food

allowed every four hours ;
1-2 ounce Bash-

am ’s mixture t.i.d.

February 12th, patient mentally clear, and
vision restored.

February 25th, recovery perfect.

Case 2. May 18th, 1914, I received a call

to come to see Miss G., aged twenty-three
years. On reaching her home, which was two
hours later, I found the patient to be aibout

eight months pregnant, semi-conscious, vom-
iting, pronounced edema of feet and limbs,

pulse 100, temperature normal. The family
told me that she had been suffering with se-

vere headache, and had had four convulsions

within the last three hours. I made a digital

examination and found no dilatation of the

cervix. Gave 1-4 grain morphine hypo-
dermatically, ordered saturated solution of

salts one ounce every thirty minutes until

free bowel movement.

In less than twenty minutes she had a con-

vulsion lasting three minutes. It was aJbout

twenty minutes before she regained sufficient

consciousness tp take a dose of salts. In

about forty minutes I gave twenty minims of

veratrum viride hypodermatieally. Ordered
ambulance and sent patient to hospital. She
reached there about seven P. M. when her

temperature was 97 4-5 degrees F. in the

avilla, pulse 80. respiration twenty. Blood
pressure 184. Patient semi-conscious. Urin-

alysis showed specific gravity 1008, acid re-

action, albumin abundant. Ordered two
ounces magnesium sulphate, sakirated solu-

tion, every hour; also high enema of soap

suds alternating with glycerine-salts enema
every hour until free watery evacuations.

The patient vomited a copious amount of

greenish fluid during the night. She had sev-

eral large fecal movements.

May 19th, nine A. 1\I., blood pressui’e 160.

Patient conscious. She I’ernembered but
faintly the happenings of the previous day.
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and asked what had happened to her that she

was in the hospital. Gave her five grains of

calomel on tongue. Ordered water freely as

enema had greatly diminished.

May 20th, blood pressure 140. Avoided nor-

mal amount of urine, bowels acted freely; or-

dered milk and liquids.

May 21st, six A. M., one ounce castor oil;

urinalysis showed specific gravity 1012, acid

May 22nd, Basham’s mixture 1-2 ounce

t.i.d., liquid diet.

May 23rd, pulse 64, blood pressure 134;

patient sat up in chair for two hours.

May 24th, one A. M., patient complained of

severe frontal headache. Ordered high enema,
result copious defecation. At four A. M.,

vomited copiously greenish fluid, ordered
calomel five grains, followed by salts in four

hours. At seven P. M., pulse 70; gave vira-

trum viride 10 minims hypodermatically. Pa-
tient was then in partial stupor. Thirty min-
utes later she had a convulsion lasting three

minixtes, partially controlled with chloroform,

involuntary micturition
;
pulse 86, blood pres-

sure 170. Gave 10 minims veratrum viride

hypodermatically. High milk and molasses
enema resulted in large pieces of hardened
fecal matter.

Pulse ranged during the day from 46 to 60

;

bowels acted thoroughly; patient vomited a

great deal, and was mentally clear by night.

Again asked nurse what had happened to her
during the day.

May 25th, temperature normal, pulse 68,

blood pressure 130. Patient had a comfort-

able night.

By the end of the week patient sitting up
and around ward. Sent home May 31st. Doing
nicely at present. Urinalysis shows specific

gravity 1012, faint trace of albumin. Expect
to deliver her in about fifteen days.

DISCUSSION.

Walker B. Gos.sett: I wisli to congratidate Dr.

Reed upon the success he has met with in the

management of these cases. There is no doubt
that viratimm viride is a valuable aid in the

treatment of this condition. I would like to ask

the doctor why he used silk instead of cata’ut

in repairing the perineum'?

Dr. Speidel’s eases were also very interesting,

especially the first one. In the eases of breech

presentation that I have had, I have always been

able to deliver the posterior arm, then rotate the

anterior arm posteriorly and deliver it. I con->

gratulate the doctor upon the good judgment and
nerve exhibited in deliberately fracturing the

humerus. I would like to ask him in what posi-

tion the anterior arm was at that time. I under-

stood him to say it was extended. Was it an-

terior to the child or posterior'?

Leon L. Solomon: These reports are unusually

interesting, especially with reference to the medi-

cation employed. I confess that I am not a be-

liever in veratrum viride in such cases. I can

see no good to be derived from it. If the his-

tory of this case, which was so ably handled by
Dr. Reed, be carefully investigated, I believe it

will be evident, that very little good was ac-

complished by the use of veratrum, administered

in what seemed to me to have been heroic doses.

It is an agent, whicli, in large doses, sometimes

works great harm and rarely accomplishes the

purpose for which it is given. In this case, it

did not succeed in keeiring down the blood pres-

sure, which leads me to say, that the blood pres-

sure is something upon which we cannot depend

as a guide in eclampsia. In some eases the

pressure is high and, in others, low, and we won-
der, in the former, why it is so high and in the

latter rvhy it is not higher.

It is told, that the celebrated Prof. Parvin, con-

cluded a paper on the subject of “Puerperal
Eclampsia,” in his own inimitable way with

“And, gentlemen, if I were to be consigned to

the islands of the seas with eclampsia, as my lot,

for the balance of my days, I would thank God
for sending me there rvith an abundance of

chloroform.”

As to the use of iron, I believe we constantly

give larger doses of iron than are needed.

Basham’s mixture, in one, or at most two, dram,

doses, represents about as much iron as the av-

erage individual will assimilate, and it is a ques-

tion whether, in administering iron in half ounce

doses, we are not giving more than can be assim-

ilated. Surely, the best authorities to-day insist

upon iron in smaller doses than the doctor has

here employed.
,

Ben Vaughan: I have come to the conclusion

that when one has faith in any certain remedy in

eclampsia, he had better not investigate it too

closely, or he is liable to lose that faith. In my
early experience I used veratrum viride freely

and apparently most successfully, until I made
the discoveiw that the veratrum viride I had
been using was inert.

I disagree with the doctor as to the use of

chloroform. It has been proven by laboratory

experiments that chloroform will produce a con-

dition of the kidney almost identical with that

found in puerperal eclampsia. Therefore, it

would appear that, by giving chloroform in this

condition, we are simply adding fuel to the fire.

For a long time I was an earnest advocate of

venesection, until I read, in the American Jour-

nal of Obstetrics, a case report by a German phy-

sician, in which the patient had a ruptured

uterus. She was removed to the hospital and a

complete hysterectomy done, after which eclamp-

sia developed. It appeared, therefore, in this

ease, that emptying the uterus, with the ac-

companying free hemorrhage, was not sufficient

to prevent the development of eclampsia. Of
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coiii’se, tills iiiiiy liavo lieon an exceiitional case.

Virgil E. Simpson: 1 believe it is a cardinal

principal in tlie study of tlierai>eutics that Avhere

a number of drugs are advoted for a given condi-

tion, no one of tlieni will be found to be uniform-

ly effective in the management of that condition.

This apjilies to eclampsia as well as to many other

diseases, rntil we have succeeded in learning

the cause of eelamiisia, we must necessarily grotie

in tlie dark Avith respect to its therapeutic man-
agement.

I (|uite agree witli the statement that a high

lilood jiressure in eclam])sia is not necessarily

cause for alarm, and if this be true, the adminis-

tration of such agents as e.xert a lu'imary influ-

ence upon the blood [iressure tbrough the vaso-

motor nei Aous system Avould scarcely relieve the

condition. I ha\e tiever belieAed that puerperal

eclampsia is renal in its origin. Personally, I am
(|uile convinced that it can be explained only upon

the hypothesis of tlie manufacture in the body of

placental jirotein material, wbicb, in the eclami)-

tic individual, accumulates because there is not

imiduced a sullicient (piantity of ferments to

neutralize this jirotein material. To me this aji-

jiears to be the most rational and logical expla-

nation ol' the cause of eclaiu|isia that lias ever

been ad\'anced, and it is upon this hypothesis that

work is now being done wliich, in all jirobaliility,

will eventually lead to more successful manage-
ment of this condition.

J fail to see liow veratrum \iride, as a sjiecific

illustration, can do anything other than jierhajis

lower the blood tension; I do not see Iioav it can

reinoAo the cause. It does not pre\ent con-

A iilsions; it is notoriously unreliable and uncer-

tain in its thera|ieutic effects. Therefore, I do

not S( e why the nu'dical pi'ofession as a whole,

should persist in making use of drugs of this char-

acter in the management of eclamjisia. 1 have

seen indixiduals with blood pressui’e ranging

from 250 to 21)0 milliimders of mercury, in con-

ditions not of an eclam|)tic nature, go to their

death without e\'er having coinuilsions. If high

blood pressure were the cause, or a cause, or a

contributory caus.e, ol' the convulsions in these

cases, we aaouIcI (ertainly have coinulsioiis in

other conditions with extreme high tension.

A'e follow customs and we get into routine

habits—all of us, and I do not know that Ave are

altogether to blame for it. Tlie old custom of

using laudanum and lead-A\ater as a local apjilica-

tion to relicAe jiaiu Avas not based ujion scientific

tl.erapeiitic principles. Opium, externally ap-

plied, lias no anesthelic elfect. 'I’lie instillation of

moriihin sulphate info the con.junctival sac is an-

other illusti'ation of how A'.'e have blindly follow-

ed tlie ci'.stoms of our fathers for years, and

years, regardless of the fact that this agent does

not produce the effi'ct ('xiu'cted. It has been

demonst rated, successfully and coii(dusi\'ely that

the gaslro-intest inal mucosa is unable to absorb

more than a grain of iron in tAventy-four hours.

Therefore, Avliat good can come from heroic doses.

When Ave g;ive iron in large (piantities Ave are al-

most. certain to uiduce a state of rebellion on the

part of the stomach, and thereby defeat the pur-

jiose of the therajiy by making the digestive tract

unfit for the assimilation of food, and yet, v.e

continue administering iron in large doses.

Ed'ward Speidel, (Closing): In regard to the

difficulties attending the delivery in the first case,

I Avant to say that this imtient Avas a very small

Avoman. I Avas very glad that the husband of this

]iatient Avas a doctor, and could ajipreciate the

diniculfies under Avhich Ave labored. l\Iy hand is

smaller than the average, and I Avas totally un-

able to manipulate tlie ann Avitb the hand high

up, above the sujierior strait. 1 introduced my
hand as far as I could, but was unable to turn

file body around. T believe the end justified the

means in this case.

Jn regard to the case Dr. Heed reiiorted, T have

used verafrum viride, and I must confess that it

has been Avith considerable fear. It is a very un-

certain di'ug, oAving to the fact that preparations

jiurchased on the market may be very old. There-

fore, Avhen it is desired to use veratrum viride in

the jiresent day, it should be in the form of Aihat

is knoAvn as “veratrone,” Avhich is put up in

ampoules and is stajile and reliable. As I under-

stand the action of A-eratrum viride, it is su]i-

jiosed to depress the jiatient to such an extent

that the jioisoned blood is distributed into the ca-

jiillaries, but as soon as the heart can sustain it-

self again that jioison Avill, of course, be brought

back into circulation. In all of these cases,

esjiecially in the later stages, I have ahvays be-

lieved in venesection, jiarticularly Avhere the blood

Jiressure Avill justif\' the AvithdraAval of a definite

amount of blood, and likeAvise a definite amount

of jioison. T believe that the best treatment of

these cases is the narcotic treatment, so Avell de-

scribed by Dr. Rtroganoff, avIui has a record of

800 cases Avith 20 deaths. None of us, of cour.se,

have had so extensive an exjierience Avith eclamji-

sia, and it is deserving of our consideration. In

the early cases of eclamjisia, say before the

eighth month, the jiatient should be kejit under

the influence of narcotics, and thorough elimina-

tion should be jiracticed. If nee ssaiy, delivei’y

can be effected at any time Avithin from three

days to tAvo Aveeks by means of sIoav dilatation

and bougies, Avithont I’esorting to moi-e forcible

measures. In later cases T think venesection

should be jiracticed, Avith delivery according to

the condition of the jiatient.

As to the last case mentioned by Dr. Read. T

Avould Avatch this jiatient very carefully. In sjiite

ol' the ajiparent recover.v. an accumulation of the

poison ma.A' occur, eclamjitic symiitoms develoji

and result in the death of the child and jiossibly

serious injury to the mother. At any rate, I
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would liave lier in a hospital where she could be

kept under observation. ,

Harry L. Read, (Closing) : I feel that there

are many men here to-night who use veratrum

viride in tliese cases, but they have not discussed

the subject. On the other hand, those who do

not use it have criticised its use. There are men
who are using veratrum viride in this country to-

day who are just as comjietent authorities as any

among the ranks of those who do not use it. 1

have not had experience enough in these cases to

say that it should be used as a routine practice,

but 1 do know that in these two eases, as long as

they were under the influence of veratrum viride

and the pulse was around 60, they did not have

convulsions.

T do not believe any one can say jtositively just

what veratrum viride or an}' otlier drug will do

in these cases. If there is a condition tliat must

1)0 treated individually, it is this one.

MEDICAL PROGRESS

DEPART*MENT OF GENITO-URINARY
AND SKIN DISEASES.

r>y (.’i..u'nF, (),. II(iPF.M.\.N' AND IIarry C.

Weber, Louisville.

I.

I. Trcaimcnt of Certain Cases of Prostatic

Obstruction by Cauterization by the High
Frequency Current. Imder the foregoing

superscription Stevens (American Journal of

Surgery, New York, iMareh 1914, p. 93) sug-

gests (a) that it is possible to destroy pros-

tatic tissue by the high frequency current,

and (b) that this is a perfectly feasible means
ef eliminating prostatie obstruction in certain

cases. In substantiation of these contentions

tw’o illustrative cases are cited:

(1). Patient of 46. Progressive urinarj'

fre(iuency
;
enuresis

;
prostate slightly' enlarg-

ed; residual urine 26 to 34 ounces persisting

after repeated catheterization, etc.
;
bladder

markedly trabeeulated. Destruction of

“group of long villi attached to roof of pos-

terior urethra” produced no change in urin-

ary' symptoms nor amount of residual urine.

After four treatments with Oudin current

to posterior portion of vesical aspect of pros-

tatic border, there was marked reduction in

residual urine (9 ounces). Cystoscopy show-

ed at site of cauterization necrotic tissue, with
distinct depression. Later “small troughs”
burned in right and left anterior aspect ex-

tending half an ineh into prostatie urethra,

with further widening of posterior notch.

The author regards the latter of the greatest

importance.

Gradual improvement in symptoms. Ces-

sation of enuresis; residual urine 1 1-2 ounces;
intervals between micturition during day six

hours; patient no longer has to urinate dur-
ing night. Number of treatments six

;
total

time of application Oudin current 18 minutes.

(2). Patient of 65. Frequency of urina-

tion
;
enuresis; residual urine 13 to 15 ounces;

prostate not markedly' enlarged: intravesical

projection of jnedian lobe. Six applications

of Oudin current, total time of application

9 1-2 minutes, caused disappearance (ne-

crosis) of entire lobe. All sy'inptoms relieved
;

residual urine less than one ounce.

“Both these patients tolerated instrumen-

tation so well that not even local anesthesia

was used. Neither patient had post-operative

pain nor hemorrhage of any consequence.”
The author refers to another patient upon

whom “three cutting prostatie operations”
had been previously performed. Frequency'

of urination continued; residual urine 3 to 6

ounces. C.vstoscopy' revealed irregular medi-

an prostatie bar; cauterization of small pro-

jecting lobe resulted in no benefit; subse-

quent treatment of median bar reduced; resi-

dual urine to 1 1-2 ounces. Patient still un-

der observation.

Two patients with enlargement of both
lateral lobes refused surgical intervention,

and application of Oudin current imprac-
ticable because of intolerance to instrument-
al manipulation.

Based upon his experience the author does
not advocate the high frequency current for

large hy'pertrophies, believing that the major-
ity' of such cases are better treated by open
operation. He is inclined to reserve the high
frequency current for cases in which a com-
paratively' small portion of prostate at vesic-

al neck is causing a relatively large degree of

obstruction
;
but possibly' it may afford partial

relief in other types, and may reasonably' be

tried when there exists serious objection to

prostatectomy. With the Oudin current a

single cauterization is not deep, and progress

in destroying prostatie tissue is slow compar-
ed with results obtained in vesical papillo-

mata.

Not infrequently' the prostate reaches con-

siderable size before development of symp-
toms, and a slight additional enlargement'

may induce great discomfort. In such cases

of general enlargement the author believes a

considerable degree of i*elief may be obtained

by' cauterizing “troughs” in the enlarged

lateral lobes; but it is obvious recurrence of

.sy'inptoms may readily be induced by' further

slight growth of the obstructing mass. On the

contrary', in the types of cases regarded as

e.speciall.y suitable for the high frequency
current, particularly those in which the entire

obstruction is due to a middle lobe which can
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be entirely eradicated, the prognosis is cer-

tainly excellent.

“A very practical consideration always is

whether the patient takes kindly to instru-

mentation. Intolerance to the cystoseope af-

ter good local anesthesia may easily turn the

tide in favor of operation in a case otherwise

regarded as suitable for this simple proced-

ure.
’ ’

II.

11. Modern Treatment of Urogenital Tu-

hercMlosisi. The proper treatment of urogen-

ital tuberculosis has for years remained a per-

plexing problem to both the physician and
surgeon, the last word not having yet been ut-

tered upon either side of the controversy.

There have been in vogue three general plans

of treatment, ^’iz: (1) non-surgical, i.o. hy in-

ternal and climato-theraphy
; (2) the practice

of conservative surgery; and (3) radical surg-

ical intervention. Each method still has earn-

est advocates, and thus the controversy is pro-

longed.

The International Journal of Surgery for

May, 1914, reviews an excellent article by F.

de Queiwain (Semaine Med., No. 4, 1914)

upon this subject, in substance as follows:

(1)

. The author advises radical operation

in unilateral renal tuberculosis; conservatism

where the lesion is bilateral except in rare in-

stances :

(2)

. In tuberculosis of the epididymis;

currettage if the disease is unilateral
;
inject-

ion of iodoform-glycerin or resection may be

employed, but always in connection with

climato-therapy

:

(3)

. If the testis and epididymis are in-

volved, unilateral castration is indicated
;

if,

in addition to these stmetures, the prostate

and semdnal vesicles are implicated, the re-

moval of the prostate and seminal vesicles are

implicated, the removal of the tuberculous

foci in the testicle may be followed by a cure

of the secondary lesions:

(4)

. In tuberculosis of the female genitals,

the question of conservative or radical treat-

ment depends upon the extent of the process

;

in the initial stage, or when far advanced, it

is best treated by conservative methods. The
presence of tuberculosis in other organs and
the age of the patient must also be considered.

The measures adopted should be as conseiwa-

tive as possible, consisting essentially in the

surgical removal of the tubes which are so of-

ten primarily involved

:

(5)

. In view of the fact that tuberculosis

of the bladder is usually secondary, the re-

moval of the primary process in the lU’O-

genital tract is indicated.

III.

The Combined Use of Mercury and Sal-

varsan or Neo-Salvarsan in the Office Treat-

ment of Syphilis. Since the momentous dis-

covery of Ehrlich the routine treatment of
syphilis has undergone decided revolution,

but has not yet reached the anticipated acme
of perfection. AVhile it is not now conceded
that the disease may be permanently cured, as

was at first promised, by a single dose of sal-

varsan, this new arsenical preparation cer-

tainly constitutes an invaluable adjunct to the

older plans of treatment

The technique of administering salvarsan
(or neo-salvarsan) has been markedly simpli-

fied during the last year or two. The major-
ity of observers now recommend and practice

the intravenous route, provided the patient

can be treated in a well-equipped hospital

;

but cases are not infrequently encountered
where hospital treatment is impossible. Under
such circumstances some other method of ad-

ministration must necessarily be employed to

insure requisite safety to the patient.

In an admirable paper, Panoff {The Urolo-

gic and Ctetaneous Review, April, 1914, p.

171), offers certain suggestions (in regard to

the treatment of sjq)hilis) which are •worthy

of serious consideration, where the patient

must be subjected to office treatment, viz., the

intra-muscular employment of salvarsan or

neo-salvarsan in conjunction with salicylate

of mereuiy. At the same time he admits that

if all patients were so situated that salvarsan

could be intravenously administered, that

would be the only method to use. He employs
for intramuscular injection smaller doses of

salvai*san than usually recommended (0.1

gm.) but repeats the dose every four days;

that is two doses of mercurj^ to one of sal-

varsan or neo-salvarsan, the intervals between
treatments being four days. After consider-

able experimentation as to frequency of dos-

age, etc., and after comparing the data thus

obtained, he found that the best results ac-

crued where two doses of mercurj" were given

to one of salvarsan. In all the patient receiv-

ed twelve doses of mercury and six of salvar-

san, the treatment extending over a period of

seventy-two days. This constitutes what the

author designates as a “course” of treatment.

After the last dose of salvarsan under this

plan, the patient is given a re.st of four
weeks, then a Wassermann test is made. This
course of treatment is repeated, with intervals

of rest varying from four weeks to six

months, until the Wassennann reaction be-

comes permanently negative. The patient is

then discharged as cured.

Panoff claims that small doses of salvarsan
or neo-salvarsan administered intramuscular-
ly may be given with the assurance of its be-

ing absorbed,and the amount of pain follow-

ing the treatment is no greater than that from
the injection of mercury. He uses a glass
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syringe of 3 e.c. capacity with a twenty gauge
needle about two inches long, the site of the

injection being massaged for about five min-

utes. The four day interval was decided upon
from the fact that investigation showed sal-

varsan was eliminated from the blood in four

to five days, although deposits of the drug
were found months afterward in the glandu-

lar organs, particularly the liver.

The author believes neo-salvarsan in doses

of 0.15 gm., corresponding to 0.1 gm. sal-

varsan, is ideal for intramuscular injection,

a solution of about five per cent, being utiliz-

ed. To make this with the 0.15 gm. dose,

about 3 e.c. of freshly distilled or sterilized

water should be used at 68 degrees to 71 de-

grees F. On account of the rapidity of oxida-

tion of neo-salvarsan solution, it should be

used as soon as prepared
;

it should not be

kept in stock solution, and should never be

warmed.

No emphasis need be placed upon the state-

ment of Panoff that the best results may be

expected to aecrue from tbe intravenous ad-

ministration of salvarsan or neo-salvarsan,

and that the treatment should be prosecuted

in a suitable hospital with trained assistance

and aseptic surroundings. However, where
these desiderata are unobtainable, or where
the patient has valid reasons for not desiring

to undergo hospital treatment, some other

plan must be substituted
;

and where office

treatment becomes necessary, the suggestion

of Panoff, i.e., the combined use of mercury
and salvarsan or neo-salvarsan as stated,

seem worthy of adoption with the expectation

that favorable results will accrue in the ma-
jority of cases provided the treatment be

faithfully applied.

IV.

The Gonococcus Complement-Fixation Test.

According to an editorial in a recent number
of the American Journal of Surgery, New
York, (March, 1914, p .323), as a logical re-

sult of the original researches of Muller-Op-

penheim, supplemented by the clinical and ex-

perimental investigations of Schwartz-Mc-
Neil, the value of the complement-fixation test,

for differential diagnosis of local and system-

ic infections by the diplococus of Neisser, has
been definitely established.

The editor quite correctly observes that the

importance of such a test is at once obvious

:

(a) in determining the cure of urethral and
para-urethral Neisserian infections, (b) in

the differential diagnosis of the arthritides

and female pelvic inflammations, and (c) in

determining the gonoccoccic origin of sys-

temic infection marked by lesions innvolving

the heart, kidneys, bone and muscle. He re-

fers to the extensive studj'- of this entire sub-

ject by Thomas and Ivy {The Archives of In-

ternal Medicine, January 15th, 1914), and
cites in substance the following data from
their conclusions, to indicate the specificity

of the complement-fixation test, and the condi-

tions under which a negative reaction may be
expected

:

(1)

. A positive reaction in invariably re-

liable and always denotes the presence of a
focus of gonococcic infection

:

(2)

. A negative reaction frequently fails

to determine the presence of disease, especial-

ly in the acute and subacute stage, when lim-

ited to the urethra, and never (i.e., always
fails) when it is confined to the anterior
urethra or vagina

:

(3)

. In no alien (non-gonocoeeie) infect-

ions or systemic disease has a positive reaction

been obtained
;
the test, therefore, appears to

be absolutely specific

:

(4) A positive reaction has been found
present in 21.05 per cent of patients clinical-

ly cured
;
such patients, therefore, should not

be discharged from treatment nor observation

until a negative reaction has been obtained

;

(5)

. Not infrequently, either when sus-

picious lesions are presented, or accidentally,

positive reactions will be disicovered in pa-
tients denying the possibility of Neisserian

infection

:

(6)

. In only 9.09 per cent, of eases of

acute and subacute antero-posterior urethritis

has the complement-fixation test resulted posi-

tively; the earliest appearance of a positive

reaction in a primary attack of posterior

urethritis, without complication, occurred in

the sixth week ;

(7)

. In a number of eases of chronic re-

current urethritis, with acute exacerbations,
the test was invariably positive; many of

these patients undoubtedly had prostatitis

:

(8)

. The reaction resulted positively in

one-third of all eases of chronic posterior

urethritis
;
undoubtedly many of these pa-

tients had a mild or low grade prostatitis

:

(9)

. In 52.08 per cent of cases of chronic
prostatitis a positive reaction was obtained

:

(10)

. In two-tbirds of all strictue cases a

positive test was demonstrated :

(11)

. In epididymitis a positive comple-
ment-fixation test was observed in 87.5 per
cent of cases. Excluding one case probably
tuberculous, and imposing a time duration of

five weeks, the positive result in this form of

disease was 100 per cent.

(12)

. In cases of arthritis, i;ndoubtedly
gonococcic in character, positive reactions

were obtained in 100 per cent

;

(13)

. In the diagnosis, and dift’erential

diagnosis, of pelvic disease in women, the com-
plement-fixation test is unquestionably to

play an important role. The authors were
unable to obtain any positive results in un-
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complicated urethritis, vulvovaginitis and
Bartholinitis, therefore it Avould appear that

the infection must ascend at least to the level

of the ixterus to produce a positive blood re-

sponse :

(14)

. Inoculation of “gonococcus hac-

terin, anti-gonococci serum, etc.,” by the pro-

duction of immune bodies, may he causes of

I^ositive reactions. Plow long these immuniz-
ing effects may endure is unknown, but pa-

tients treated by immunotherapy observed
one year later demonstrated negative comi)le-

ment-fi.xation reactions :

(15)

. Although the bacteriological demon-
stration of the Neisser organism culturally is

tlie only absolute method for its identifica-

tion in chronic inflammatory processes ,the

)uethod as a routine procedure is impi-actical,

and suscei)til)le to many failures and fallaci-

ous results; the complement-fixation test is

not on]}' less laborious, hut is productive of a

higher percentage of positive findings.

As suggested by the editor (Dr. W. M.
Brickner) the importance of the foregoing

data cannot be overestimated, not only from
the standpoint of accuracy in diagnosis, hut
also in relation to the adequate treatment of

certain lesions the origin of which has hither-

to been submerged in obscurity.

A B DPI K 1 1ALDEN ’S S K RUM K EACT ION.*

By J. H. TTolmstedt, Newport.

Pdiere are various protective mechanisms in

tl'.e human body that guard against the in-

vasion of foi'eign substances in the blood

stream. The hepatic cells act as a guai’d be-

tween'the digestive system and the circulatory

system
;
and the lymphatics act as a guard be-

tween the tissue cells and the blood current.

Note the ])rocesses of food digestion from the

insoluble colloidal albumen through the vari-

ous stages of peptones, peptids and finally

into amino-acids befoi-e their absoi*ption.

These food products undergo an analysis

within the liver where the unfit are separated

from the fit, the unfit east off through the bile

and the fit conveyed into the circulatory sys-

tem, there to form ])art of the blood’s own
substance.

Should there occur an hyper-absorption of

hetei'ogenous substances, too much for the

hepatic cells to take care of, thereby permit-

ting the entrance into the blood current of

substances foreign to it, there occurs the phe-

nonuma of reaction, when there is secreted

an enzyme, variously called proteolytic en-

zyme oi‘ ferment, or ])roteetive enzyme or fer-

ment. Said enzyme digest said foreign sub-

Kcad lipforc th(' Camplipll-Kwiton Comity Medical So-

ciety.

stances into blood-own substances, thus ren-

dering these foreign materials fit to l)e utiliz-

ed in the metabolic pmeesses of the cells.

I’liis phenomena may occur in over-eating,

infection, the absorption of the products from
malignant growths, or by the intra-venous

injection of substances directly into the blood.

These enzyme have the property of specifici-

ty
;
that is, they act only on that kind of ma-

terial that causes their secretion.

In IMay, 1912, Abderhalden announced his

method of detecting this enzyme in the serum
of a pregnant woman, and gave the test to

detect pregnancy. There have been, since

then, some able workers who have demonstrat-

ed, to their satisfaction, the reliability of the

test
;
and yet on the other hand some of the

most able Euroi)ean workers do not believe

in its efficiency, they having found the serum
of pregnant women digest other than placen-

tal tissue. Charges of faulty technic is as-

signed to many failures, hut when such able

workers as are found in the iMunich clinic dis-

pute the efficiency, note must be taken of

their work. Notwithstanding the dispute as

to the positive tests, they all agree when the

test is negative it negatives the ease.

The test is a very simple one, but it is abso-

lutely necessary that the technic be perfect. I

will give you tlie method of Dr. Judd, of Bal-

timore, Md.:

“I—A fresh placenta is obtained, fine-

ly ground in a meat-chopper, washed en-

tirely free of blood and then thrown into

a quart of vigoroiisly boiling water to

which it is preferable to add a few drops
of acetic acid. After five minutes’ boil-

ing, the water is drained off and the tis-

sue boiled in a second quart of water for

a period of five minutes. This process is

repeated as often as is necessary to ren-

der the water at the end of five minutes’
boiling, free from the biuret reaction or a
modification of it. Thereafter, the tissue

is either drained and thoroughly dried
in a desiecater or stored away as a house-

wife does preserves, except that to fur-

ther prevent fiutrefactive changes, a lay-

er of toluene shold be added.
“2—Dialyzers impermeable to serum

albumin and to the intact placental pro-

tein, (Tho.se of Schleicher and Schuell
No. 579 or 579a are very convenient).
“3—Glass containers for the dialyzers,

whose inside diameter is not more than
4mm greatei’ than outside diameter of

the dialyzer. (The ordinary ui'inometer

cylinder serves well).

“4—A few capillary pipets, test-tubes

and a bunsen burner.

“5—An apparatus for procuring at
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least 6ec of sterile blood from a vein of

the patient.

“6—Reagents for doing tlie biuret

test.

The biuret test is performed by adding
in a test tube about an equal volume of a

strong caustic solution to the fluid tested

and layering this mixture with a weak
fabout 0.25%) solution of copper sul-

.

phate. At the line of juncture, if biuret

or allied bodies are present, a violet-pur-

plish ring of demarcation occurs. A
more delicate method for the detection of

the decomposition products of the pla-

centa is by means of a reagent, triketchy-

drindenhydrate, or ninhydrin. Of a 1%
solution of this 0.2cc are added to lOcc

of the test fluid. This is then boiled for

one minute. A lavender to deep purplish

blue indicates the presence of the suspect-

ed substances, a colorless or slight yel-

lowish tinge, its absence.

“The performance of the test is like-

wise simple. The blood is obtained from
the patient by veni-puncture and allowed

to separate or is centrifugalized. The
clear, fresh (not over six houi’s old) and
hemoglobin-free serum is pipetted off

and 1.5ce of it placed in a dialyzer which
has become thoi’oughly saturated mth
water are placed in the container and the

charged dialyzer partially submerged in

it. A layer of toluene is added to both
dialyzer and container and the whole in-

cubated for from twelve to sixteen hours
at 98.6P. As a control use two extra di-

alyzers and containers
;
in one of which

place senim alone, and the other tissue

and distilled Avater, both of which are cov-

ered with a layer of toluene. Or serum
and tissue (the serum in this case being

heated for half an hour at 56C to de-

stroy any enzyme present), is placed in

another dialyzer and incubated as in the

other instance. This controls a possible

error due to the permeability of sitbstan-

ces other than the placental digestion pro-

ducts. which yieUl a l)iuret reaction. At
the end of time of incubation lOcc of

the solution in the container are tested

for biuret. Tf positive, it indicates that

the complex placental iproteiu molecule
has broken down to simpler molecules,

which, passing through the dialyzer, have
imparted to the Avater on the other side

of the membrane—the dialysate—a biuret

reaction.”

You Avill note that in this test the serum of

a pregnant AAmman decomposes the placental

cells and soluble and diffusible products are

formed AAdiieh pass through the memlu-ane of

the dialyzer and can be detected in the dialy-

sate. The technic must be perfect. The water
that has been used in washing the dialyzer

should be tested and if it responds to the biu-

ret test, the washings should be continued un-
til the dialyzer no longer gives that response.

This test will prove that there is a specific

ferment in this condition as the seimm will not
digest any other tissue. The test responds
from the eighth Aveek of pregnancy to three

months after parturition.

In syphilitic cases the reaction has shown
j)ositive results in known sphilitics and nega-
tive in non-syphilitics. The test is more sim-
j)le than the original Wassci-man, and when
it is conclusively shown to be as reliable, it

will, no doubt, replace the Wasserman.
Dr. Raeslack, of Detroit, Mich., made the

test by using the gumma formed as the result

of inoculating a rabbit Avith syhilitic tissue

or of the blood of a syphilitic. These gummas,
or, strictly speaking, mucoid degenerated
bodies, are perhaps best, as they contain the
Bpirocheta Pallida in large nuudiers and are
almost free from blood and so make error less

possible. The test is performed that same as
that for pregnancy and the resultant reaction
depends upon the density of the color in com-
parison Avith the serum control test. In the
sei‘um-no-tissue control, it is possible that
there may be present amino-acids Avhich re-

sponds to ninhydrin. The deeper the color in

the serum-tissue, the more positive and more
active the ease. Dr. Baeslack gives the tests

made in 55 eases, of which 46 Avere syphilitics.

Of the 46 eases 36 cases gave the serum reac-

tion. The eases were grouped into 8 primary,
18 secondary, 7 tertiary, 5 tabetics, 7 general
paretics and 1 congenital. The remaining 9

senims Avere 4 norma Ipersons, 3 chanci'oids,

and 2 scarlet fever.

One scai’let fever patient gave ])ositive

Wasserman and negative serum, Avhile the
other 8 gave negative Wasserman and serum
test. Of the sAqihilitics, one healed secondaiy
gave negative Wasserman and senuu

;
and 6

general paretics and 3 tabetics gave positive

Wasserman and negative serum.
I\Iore Avork Avill be necessary among a great-

er number of Avorkers before definite conclu-
sions as to its absolute diagnostic Amine can
be arrived at.

Some AA’orkers believe that an analogous re-

action occurs as the result of the absorj)1ion

of products Avhen malignant tumors are pres-

ent, and adopted the following methods to de-

tect such reaction

:

A small piece of cancerous tissue is

placed in a dialysing sack and covei’ed

with a fcAv cc of scnim of the suspected
cancel- jiatient ; this sack is ])ut in a 2%
solution of sodium dourid in a suitable

container and the Avhole placed at 22C
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(71. 6F.) for thirty-six hours. At the end
of this time the fluid outside of the dia-

lyzer is tested for the products of pro-

tein digestion. The presence of peptones
signifles a positive result—the patient has
cancer. It is absolutely necessary for per-

fect sterility to be maintained through-
out, as contamination spoils the result.

Ei’pioum® boils a small fragment of

cancer tissue in twenty times its volume
of water for ten minutes, tests the water
for biuret reaction, and if positive, bathes
it in distilled water with 3.5% sodium
flourid until the liquid no longer gives

the biuret reaction, and then proceeds as

above. Sodium flourid is germicidal and
has no elfectupon the enzymotic pro-

cesses.

A few of the many resiilts dift'erent investi-

gators have obtained are herewith given.

They comprise carcinomas of different or-

gans. Dr. BalF, Rutland, Vt.,—7 poistive

and none negative in those known to be malig-

nant; 20 positive and 8 negative in suspici-

ously malignant cases, and 4 positive and 32

negative in clinically non-malignant cases.

Dr. Lowy®, Newark, N. J.—19 positive

and none negative in knoAvn malignancy.
Frank and Heimann VI., Berlin, had 97.2

% positive in 54 cancer eases and 95% neg-

ative in 20 normal cases.

Erpicum, Belgium—100% in 46 eases of

earminoma, Avere positive.

In nervoAis affections tlie serum of pati-

ents have been tested for various conditions.

It is assumed that a protective ferment is

formed in the organism against cells or pro-

tein Avhieh have etnered the blood from a de-

generated organ. In dementia praecox the

brain cortex degenerates Avhieh it is believed

causes protective ferments to be elaborated
Avhicli A\dll decompose products of the luiman
brain. If the genital gland of the dementia
praecox patient is affected, said gland is sub-

.ject to digestion by the serum of the same sex

from Avhich the gland is derived. These fer-

ments are so specific that the ferment of one
sex Avill not affect the glands of the other sex

;

that is, the serum of a Avoman Avill not digest

testicular tissue, nor will the serum of a man
digest ovarian tissue.

These organs should be taken from a cada-
ver 24 hours after death and not from a per-

son that AA'as cachectic, or one avIio died after

a long agony or has suffered from an infec-

tion or high fever just before death. This
should be done under strict aseptic precaution
and should contain as little fat as possible.

The test is performed the same as that for

pi-egnancy. Dr. Simon®, of Baltimore,
found the serum in dementia j)i'aecox cases to

respond in 88% of 25 eases against sex

glands, 56% of 13 cases against Basedow
thyroid and 40% in cases against the cortex.

There are many conditions, such as scarlet
fever, diseases of the thyroid and thymus, oti-

tis media Avith brain abscess, that have been
tested according to the method of Abderhal-
den, and found Avorthy of further investiga-
tion. In fact, I believe, as our technic im-
proves and more investigation been made, it

AAnll result in a valuable addition to our diag-
nostic methods. It is something which the
internist, surgeon and neurologist should
give their careful attention and study. It
may never result in being an absolute diagnos-
tic means, but Avill be of a confirmatory char-
acter, and therefore a valuable one. Sero-
pathology will engage the internist attention
in the near future as much as anatomic path-
ology does at the present time, and he and the
laboratory man often called together for con-
sultation. For instance in a doubtful malig-
nancy, is it not best to have a serum test

made and have one more diagnostic point
no cancer present; or guard against the

cleared, than to cut into an abdomen and find

AA’asteful excision of useful organs and possi-

ble nervous wreck of the patient. And the

neurologist ought to be able by this means to

locate the offending organ and possibly save

a useful man to society. ' As said before, too

numerous would be the diseases to which this

test could be applied to mention in one brief

paper, but I hope I have given you just one
little subject to think about (a subject that

has surely interested me), and feel grateful

for this opportunity to present this brief

paper.
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Leukemia. — Treatment. Benzol (benzene)

used in six cases of myeloid leukemia and one of

Hodgkin’s disease Avith good results. GiA-en in

capsules each containing 0.5 Gm. (8 minims),

Avitli same amount of olive oil; at first, 4 capsules

daily, after meals, tlien 2 capsules 3 times daily,

later 4 times, and finally 5 times. Leucocyte
count gradually loAvered to normal, fe\-er disap-

pears, and general condition improved. Effectual

Avlicre other measures, including X-rays, have
failed.

—

Kiralyfi.
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SOxME EYE DISEASES WHICH SHOULD
BE THUATED BY THE GENERAL

PRACTITIONER.*

By T. F. AVickliffe, Jackson.

I wish to make this article as short and
practical as possible, and yet be able to care

for these cases as they should be treated at

home and not sent off to a specialist. Ca-
tarrhal Conjunctivitis is the most common of

these diseases. In the past eight months, I

have seen 287 cases of this, their chief com-
plaint is that the lids feel gritty, there is no
real pain or cutting like we find in trachoma.
There is always a mucous discharge and if

this collects over the pupil it will interfere

with vision, but otherwise their sight will be

normal unless there is an error of refraction.

There is no photophobia. The blood vessels of

the conjunctiva are greatly engorged and the

under surface of the everted lids will be veiy
red. The hj'peraemia fades as the cornea is

approached
;
by this last symptom we can

readily differentiate it from the more serious

eye diseases. This is easily cured by treat-

ment unless due to an eye strain which will

necessitate that they be fitted with glasses be-

sides being treated.

Treatment.—Zinc sulphate gr. X. Aq.
Dest. g.s. ZI. Sig. For office use and label as

Sol. Zinc Sulph. 2%.
This applied to the everted lids Avith an ap-

plicator with cotton on point of it, and excess

washed out with a solution of Boric Acid Sol.

Give them for home use the following

:

Rx,—Acidi Borici gr. X.
Spt. Vini Rect. M XX.
Aq. Dest. qs. Zi. Sig. Three drops

in eye t. i. d.

Phlyctenular Ophthalmia is rather common
and can be readily differentiated by its char-

acteristic symptom. The phlytenules are

usually around the margin of the cornea, but
may be on the cornea itself. Leading Horn
the phlyctenule there is a fan-shaped area of

hyperemia, the apex of which is at the phyc-

tenule, where there are seAmral of the phlycte-

nules, the whole eye-Jball may be red. Th pho-
tophbia and blephorospasm is generally quite

intense; occasionally a general anesthetic be-

comes necessaiy to exen examine their eyes.

The phlyctenules are apt to come in crops, as

one gets well another may come, unless they
had them as children. I have seen them in

grown people with the exception of two cases

(one in New Orleans and one here). This dis-

ease occurs in the children who are poorly

nourished, generally undersized, of a tubercu-

lar diathesis, and are generally living in over-

crowded, badly ventilated houses. The great

‘Read before the Breathitt County Medical Societ.v.

majority of these cases need not become blind

if seen early and proper treatment given.

Text books tell us to use Hydrai-gyrum Chlo-

ride Miti. (powdered)
;
also Ung. Hydrargy-

rum Oxidi Flavi, but the last four years expe-

rience has taught me to use the following and
I have yet to see it fail : Eveiw three days ap-

ply to the everted lids at 3mur office a 2% so-

lution of Zinc Sulphate and give them an eye

wash for home use consisting of the follow-

ing:

Rx.—Zinc Suli)hate gr. I. Acidi Borici

gr. X. Aq. Camph. dr. II. Aq. Dest. qs. ZI.

Sig. Three drops in eye t. i. d.

Get the child out of doors most of each day
and have windows open at night

;
regulate

their diet by cutting out a lot of trashy things,

see that the}’’ get plain, wholesome food with
plenty of fresh eggs and milk. It Avill sur-

prise you how quickly these cases clear up
and the little patient seems a different child.

Blepharitis Alarginalis is an inflammation of
the margin of the lids. It becomes very red,

sore and even excorated ; the lashes come out
and if the case is a marked one the roots are

killed. This means that the patient will lack

eye lashes the rest of their lives. There is gen-
erally an associated catarrhal conjunctivitis

which will need to be treated also. This is

really a very stubborn condition and it is im-
possible to cure them with just a few treat-

ments. The great majority of them wdll have
an error of refraction and must be fitted with
glasses that can coimect this error.

Rx.—Ung. Hydrargyrum Nitritis. Petro-
latum Album. Sig. For office use only and
label shoAving contents.

Rx.—For home use Ungentum Hydrarg.
Oxide Flav. one tube. Sig. Apply to roots
of lashes tAAdee a day. Do not put in eye. Use
the cotton applicator, rubbing it well into the
lids AA’here the roots of the lashes are. This
should be done tAA’iee a Aveek; this salve Avill

burn and irritate the eye if it gets into it, so

AA'e niAist be careful that it does not happen. I

think that it takes better effect if the salve is

applied hot; this is readily done by holding
the end of the applicator over a gas jet or
lamp until it gets pretty hot and then rub-
bing it over the applied salve. Hordeolum
(style). This is too AA’ell knoAvn to need de-

scribing to any practitioner. It occurs most
frequently in people aa’Iio have an error of re-

fraction and this is most apt to be a condition

of far-sightedness, proper glasses and the

same treatment as given for marginalis has

given good results in my hands for the last

four years.

Chalazian.—This is due to an occlusion of

a duct of one of the Aleibomian glands, it

groAvs sloAvly until it reaches the size of a

pea; in removing these apply a 10% solu-
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tion of cocaine, on cotton-tipped applicator,

rubbing it well into the everted lids. Incise the

chalazion
;
after cutting off the blood apply

with a chalazian forcep
;
some prefer a cru-

crial incision, but I remove a part of the

covering of the chalazian with scissors thus

converting my first incision into a triangle,

if now we apply some cocaine sohition on an
applicator to the bottom of the cavity, we
can then curette out the contents with prac-

tically no pain at all. Yoii will find the

smaller size chalazian curette the best to buy
as the larger ones are not jiractieal for the

smaller size chalazian. iMost surgeons after

accomplishing this much ([uit but I think

that it is best to cauterize the cavity with

trichlo-acetic acid (pure). Be sure you do

not have enough of this on your applicator to

run, just have the cotton on the tip of

applicator moistened with it, as soon as the

acid is applied, irrigate the eye with a solu-

tion of sodium bicarbonate and let them ap-

ply hot, moist cloths at home, such as towels

dipped in hot water and there will be very

little reaction.

I feel that the general practitioner either

treats these cases too lightly, or not at all and
some even consider their care a burden.

If this article can in some measure change
this, I feel that the effort has been well worth
while.

Placenta Previa.—Brincleau clings still to the

obstetrical treatment of hemorrhage from i)la-

centa previa, relying on the rupture of the mem-

branes, the inflatable hag, bipolar version, manual

or instrumental dilatation, etc. Surgical treat-

ment is only instrumental dilatation, etc. Surg-

ical treatment is only exceptionally required. The

child is generally horn j)reniaturely when there is

j)lacenta previa and the mortality is high, 25 to

70 per cent, even in recent statistics. Rupture of

tlie membrane suflices to arrest the hemorrhage in

about 50 i)er cent, of tiie cases, but this may lead

to complications if labor does not follow. The
inetreurynter is not always easy to introduce with

))lacenta previa, and it might push up the pla-

centa and se])arate it conqiletely. Instrumental

or bimanual dilatation still bas a mortality of 7

or 8 per cent. All of these measures tlius have

their drawbacks for the mother and ail are dis-

tinctly unfavorable for tbe child. If the hemor-

rhage still continues, the uterine artery can be

clamped through the ])Osterior roof of the va-

gina, or the aorta can he comiiressed by tbe hand

or rubber-tube wound around the waist. Still

another aid is to sli]) a chair undei' the malress

so as to I’aise the woman’s ])elvis until the venous

l)ressure is less than the intra-uterine ]n-essure,

when the hemorrhage stops of itself.

THE FORUM

To the Editor:

On Thursday, May 7, I met the Hopkins Coun-

ty Medical Society, and although it was a Shrin-

ers Day Celebration and almost every doctor in

the county is a Shriner, we had a very pleasant

meeting.

A. 0. Sisk, the secretary of the society, was
unavoidably detained in Louisville, but even in

his absence the thoroughness of his work as sec-

retary was shown by the unanimity and good fel-

lowship of the doctors of the county.

D. P. Curry, of St. Charles, invited the society

to meet with him the first meeting in June, stat-

ing that he would have a barbecue for them.

It was with real pleasure that I met so many
of the doctors of Hopkins couny.

On IVednesday, May 20, I had the pleasure of

meeting several of the doctors of Union County
at Morganfield. Dr. Lillian South gave the best

lecture I have ever heard her deliver. The court-

house where the lecture was given was well filled,

many of the doctors of the county were present.

Union county has always a good working member-
ship. With such men as Johnson, Lindle, Henry,

C’omvay, Graves, Nunn and others how' could it

be otherwise?

The Union Count}" Society has decided from
now until late fall to hold their meetings at night,

instead of in the day as heretofore.

There is no real pleasure Avithout its mead of

sadness, and I could not help thinking of my old

friend T. J. Shoemaker, a member of the Union
County Society ,also of the State Medical Asso-

ciation, who had passed since my last visit to

Morganfield. He Avas a noble type, a splendid

]ihysician, a firm believer in medical organiza-

tion and a Christian gentleman. Requiescat in

pace

!

Dr. Heniy, the secretary, and Dr. Allen, health

officer, assured me that the Thiion County Medical

Society Avould bring iqi their usual quota of mem-
bership. Yours.

CYRUS GRAHAM, Councilor.

The German Council.—Heubner describes the

German commission founded in 1911 for a pur-

jAose similar to that of the Council of the A. M.

A., but he laments that the Avork of the commis-

sion has met Avith so much passHe or active re-

sistance in and outside of the profession that the

results accomplished to date do not repay in the

remotest manner the efforts exi)ended. The

generals alone cannot Avin a battle, he declares;

Avhen the lrooi)s hang hack or go the other Avay

there is not much hojie for a victory. He draAVS

an iinj)ressi\e pitcure of the evils Avhich the pres-

ent intolerable conditions have bred.
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EDITORIAL.

KESERYATTONS AT NEWPORT.

The annual meeting’ of the Kentucky State

iMedical Association will he held in Newport,
September 23. 24 and 25th. The Hou.se of

Delegates will meet as usual on the 22nd.

All of the sessions will he held in the splendid

building of the Blue Gra.ss Inn. The rates

will be $1, $2 and $3 a day for rooms, and
meals will cost forty cents for breakfast, sixty

cents for lunch and seventy-five cents for din-

ner. In addition to this, there will be a la

carte service so that men with indigestion will

not be required to work on the entire menu.
Dr. W. W. Anderson, at Newport, is Chair-

man of the Hotel Committee and it is very
important that he know how many rooms to

have ready and every member is urged to

write him at once about his reservation. Our
Newport brethren are arranging for a unique
entertainment in that everybody in attend-

ance will be housed in the same building and
it will really be a big medical family meeting.

We trust every reader of this notice will write

Dr. Andei’son at once.

The plan of entertainment is to be quite

unique. On the afternoon of the second day
the entire membership of the Association will

be taken on one of the splendid Ohio River
steamers for a delightful trip up the river.

There will be music, dancing and refresh-

ments and this feature of the meeting empha-
.sizes the importance of bringing the wives
and daughters of the members to the meeting.
Be sure to include their names 'when you
write Dr. Anderson making reservations for

rooms.

SCIENTIFIC EDITORIALS.

ON THE ACTION OF ANTISA'PHILITIC
RE.HEDIES.

While the study of syphilis has made a Avon-

derful progress in the last few years, particu-

larly since the discovery of its cause and the

Wasserman reaction, still the therapy of it is

as yet uncertain in its results. Salvarsan did

create a Avonderful revolution in the treat-

ment of syphilis and it showed that mercury
is not a real specific, yet salvarsan itself could
not claim specificity. Owing to the conflicting
reports in regard to the true value of sal-

varsan and knowing that mercury is not a
specific for syphilis, u'e are in the same light
as that of the senator who used a very appro-
priate expression: “where are Ave at?”
A proper knoAvledge of a true therapeutic

conception of syphilis cannot be obtained
from a one-sided view. In order to give the
true value of antisyphilitic remedies we are
compelled to narrow doAvn our knowledge to
so-called trinity of drugs : mercury, arsenic

and iodine.

Finger very appropriately called these
three remedies “antisAqihilitica, ” Avhile Jess-

ner calls them antisyphilitic “triad.”
What is the real status of therapy of syphi-

lis? Is there a real status? To answer this

([uestion one must impartially inquire into

the opinions of scientific clinical observers

and make bis OAvn conclusions.

FolloAA’ers of the prcAo'ous symptomatic
method of treatment of syiihilis base their

vieAvs on the fact that mercury acted more up-
on the external appearances of the disease
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ratliei’ than on the vinxs itself, for it was not

able to prevent its I’ecnrrence.

Iodine seemed to the followei’s of symptom-
atic treatment of S3"plxilis as specific a-gainst

tertiary stage of the disease.

To arsenic, Siegmnnd attributed a roborant

action, Avhile Block and Unna claim the same

roboraixt action from xnereury. Jacqnet and
Debet, after extensive clinical research, came
to the same conclusion as Block and Unna.

In regard to the mechanism or specific act-

ion of mercuiy, it xniist not be fox-gotten that

oxxtside of its direct bactericidal propex-ties,

Marqixis and Welander claixxx that there is an
indirect oxxe, naxnely its ixxfixience in creating

iix the orgaxxism protective bodies. This is ac-

coxxxplished by the stimxxlating effect of mer-

cury on the tissues. The latter theory seenxed

to gaiix favor among the xxxajority of ixxvesti-

gatox's. Then, there ax-e agaixx, xixany cases of

syphilis ixx which Wasserman reactioxx was
positive, that have gotten well Avith little or

xxo treatnxent. Lesser axxd Sehlossberg claixxx

that there are many cases where xnex-cxxx-y does

not exert any infltxexxce whatever.

At tixxxes tlxe spirochetae disappeax-ed simul-

taneoixsly Avith the absorptioxx of the iufiltra-

tioxx,. still they often xnay remain AAfith the dis-

appearance of the infiltration. There is no
doxxbt that there exist a spirochetae that is x-e-

sistant to xxxex-cxxx-y, as it Avas slxovvn in the ex-

perience of Erlich. The action of xnex-cui’y is

mixclx stronger ixx fresh eases of syphilis, and
the inflltratioxx is very easily disintegrated by
xixex’cux'y. In regard to the influence of

ixxereixry ixjxon the spirochetae, the Hexheimer
x-eaetioxx canxxot be obtained.

In viexv of all these facts Ave xuxxst admit

that the therapexxtical action of mex-cux-y is

xiot entirely bactericidal and it appears, as

though it xxxight create protective poAver in

the organism which enables the ox-gaxxism to

combat with the disease. It xxxxxst not be for-

gottexx that xnaxxy cases, as it Avas stated above,

do not depend upon xnedication for its im-

provement.
Analogical coxxclusions xnay be xxxade in re-

gard to salvax’san. Like xnereury it does not

fulfill the requirexxxents of complete steriliza-

tion of the tissixes, that is, to destroy all spix-o-

chetae by one or two injections. But unlike

xxxereux-y, it perforxns greater services by
clearing xxp the chronic axxd stubborxx syxnp-

tomatic phenomena Avhieh resist xnereury and
iodine. Still after all, Ave could not call sal-

varsau a real antisyphilitic specific. Fixxger

Avas right Avhen he said that the prognosis of

syphilis depends not on the exxer^ of the

treatment, but xxxox-e so on the persistence of

the ox’gaxxisixx of the disease itself.

In the interest excited by the new drug, the

benefits of the older ones should not be for-

gotten. M. L. Ravitch.

ORIGINAL ARTICLES

THE VALUE OF AND NECESSITY FOR
AN EARLY DIAGNOSIS IN ALL
MALARIAL INFECTIONS.*

By Graham E. Henson, Jacksonville, Fla.

It is the opinion of the writer that if the

xxxortality fx-oixx xxxalaria Avas 25 per cent, in-

stead of less than 1 per cent, that the disease

woxxld have been totally eradicated, at least

Avithin the texnperate zone, many years ago.

If we read in our xxiorning paper that ten

thoxxsaxxd people had lost their lives in soxne

fearful catastrophe, and that one hundred
xnillion dollax’s had been paid as a further toll

to this disaster, Ave would gasp in horror
;
bixt

I ask you, gentlenxexx, is it any less horrible
Avhen this loss is spread over a year’s tixne?

May we not rather ask oxxx’selves as medical
xnen if it is not even xnore horrible when Ave

alloAV a preventable disease, such as malax-ia,

to exact this toll froxxx the United States every
yeax-—not last year, or sonxe year a decade
ago, but every year, for we are within the

lixnits of coxxserAmtisxn when we place the eeo-

noxnic loss to this coxxntry at these figures for

the past many years. Osler’^ writes: “No ixx-

feetioxx except, perhaps, txxbercxxlosis compares
Avith it in the extent of its distribution or its

ixnportance as a killing and disabling disease.”

With the diseovex-y by Laveran, in 1880, of

the plasmodia in the blood of patients suffer-

ing with malaria, the dexxxonstration by Ross
of the correctness of Manson’s theory that the

disease is coxxxmxxnieated to man by the xxxos-

quito, JMacCalluxn’s classical work on the sex-

xxal forixxs of the plasmodia, together with the

xxxore recent work of Darlixxg-, showing that

these sexual fox-xxxs can, by proper treatnxent,

be eradicated fx-oxxx the eircxxlation of man, to-

gether with the knoAvledge that gametes can
xxever even forxn in the blood of man if the

original infection is px-operly treated, renders
the eradication of xnalaria simply a xnatter of

education on these fxxndamexxtal principles.

Whexx we consider in conjxxnction with these

principles that the sporozoites and other forms

of the plasxxxodia cannot exist in the body of

the mosquito when the temperature reaches a

level of 60 degrees Fahr., it is not hard to

prophesy the complete eradication of the dis-

ease, at least in the texxxperate zone, whexx we
all xnake proper xxse of this knoAvledge and
Avith ixxtelligence eoxxxbat these infections a.s

Ave shoxxld.

To suecessfixlly eoxxxbat any disease a thor-

ough knoAvledge of its etiology is essential.

^Reprinted from Southern Medical Journal by permis-

sion of the Editor and Author.
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'i'ellmv fever lost its terrors when we knew
the i):u't played by tlie stefioniyia, bubonic

plague will prol)al)ly never become epidemic
again with the knowledge that the pnlex

cheopis conveys the bacillus from rat to iiian,

even befoie the days of vaccination against

typlioid fever the knowledge tliat it is a water-

borne disease helped ns not a little in combat-

ting this infection; the same may l)e said of

Asiatic cholera, and so on through all the list

of communicable diseases is it shown that we
must understand the etiology before we can
expect to successfully cope with any of them.

Tliere is little doubt that a prominent factor

in the continued endemieity of the malarial

fevers is the fact that while all medical men
will concede the disease is transmittetl by the
nios(|uito, there is not a clear understanding

of all the phases of the evolution of the plas-

modia in man and the mosquito, or how the

change from one host to the other is eft'ected.

Jjct us follow therefore the principal stages

of evolution the j)arasite undergoes in man,
later in the moscpiito, and how the change
from one host to the other is eft'ected, demon-
strating how a break in the cycle at any point
in either man or the mosquito would have to

mean the complete eradication of the disease.

With the bite of infected anopheles,
sporozoites, lodged in tlie salivary glands of
these insects and free in their saliva, are in-

jected into the circulation of man. These
young forms immediately assume ring shapes
and the asexual stage of the parasite is under
way. Tliis cycle is referred to as the human
cycle, the asexual cycle or the schizonic cycle,

and embraces all the changes the plasmodia
undergoes in man’s circulation. It is a sep-

arate and distinct cycle to that which takes
place in the body of the mosquito, to be de-
scribed later. The parasites at different stages
of development take on certain definite and
well-known forms, producing characte: istic

changes in the corpuscles infected, and form
a definite blood picture. The young hyaline
ring forms vary, as do the older forms of the
l>arasite, depending upon the ])articular
species of plasmodia

; have different staining
(pialities, vary in their morphology, and pro-
duce, as stated previously, characteristic
changes in the red cells. As evolution pi'o-

ceeds the parasites enlarge, mobility increa.ses

or decreases, depending upon the type, pig-

ment and chromatin increase, while the dis-

tribution of these constituents vary, depend-
ing also on the type of plasmodia. .\s the
presegmenting stage is reached the chroma-
tin gathers in clumps, pigment granules heing

distributed throughout the organisms. As
the end of the human or schizonic cycle is

reached many separate minute organisms may
'be seen to have developed within the para-

site, having the appearance of the small
ring form from which the mature organism
evolved; these are known as merozoites. As
sporulation is completed ruptui'e takes place
and the contained merozoites, numbering
from .six to twenty-four, depending upon
species, are liberated. It was formerly
held that these minute parasites become
fi-ee in the blood plasma, and entered other red
cells at their will. Bass'® has, however, demon-
strated, during his experiments with the i)las-

modia in vitro, that these young merozites die

almost immediately when free in the plasma,
and contends that only those able to enter red
cells as a result of direct contact with them
at the time of sporulation survive and are al)le

to continue the process of schizogony. We do
know that certain of them are able, in some
manner, to re-enter red cells and that they do
continue for a more or less indefinite time the
cycle referred to as the human cycle. This
cycle is repeated and ]*epeated until treatment
is instituted or nature sets up a natural re-

sistance to further sporulation. We have not
at this time a clear understanding as to why
these organisms do not go on multiplying and
multiplying, one sporulation following an-
other until the patient would have to sm^cumb
to the amount of toxines generated. We do
know, howcvei', that certain cases of malaria
will, without any treatment, apparently get
well. I emphasize apparently, for, unfortun-
ately, under the treatment in.stituted by a ver>"

large number of physicians the cure of their

malai-ial patients, while appai'ent, is not real

—it is not complete. Only in a ditference of

degree does the physician, in many instances,

do any more than nature would. What is the

actual condition found in the blood of pa-

tients having become infected with malarial

organisms, in eases where no treatment or im-

propei- treatment has been instituted? Upon
careful examination of their blood it will be

found that the parasite is continuing its inde-

fatigable cycle, not in sufficient numbers to

])roduce clinical .symptoms, but in sufficient

numbers to keep the infection alive, when, fol-

lowing any condition that reduces the patient’s

resistance a relapse occurs, an exacerbation of

all the previous clinical symptoms takes place

and the pai’asites are again actively s])ondat-

ing. It is this pha.se of the disease that often

causes scepticism regarding the manner in

which malaria is conti-acted. for persons many
miles at sea or in sections where there are no

mo.squitoes, showing a true malai-ial infection,

are unaware that they are constant harbingers

of the plasmodia and do not ivalize that the

exacerbations are simply sequelae of original

infections contracted, possibly many years

])revious, during residence in infected mos-

quito sections of the world.
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While relapses, wliich are tlie direct result

of improper treatment, are serious in them-
selves on accoiint of the inconveni(>nce to the

infected individual, a moi’e serious aspect is

the fact tliat these individuals are a source of

menace to the comuuinity in which- they re-

side. Why? The malarial parasites, like

other protozoa, reproduce asexnally while con-

ditions favor their reproduction in this man-
ner. Just as soon as conditions become \in-

favorahle an attempt is made to reproduce se.x-

nally. Conditions for asexual development of

the plasmodia become unfavorable under two
circumstances—when schizogony uninterimpt-

ed by medication has gone on a sufficient time

to render the individual immune, for the time

being at least, or when it has been interrupted

by insufficient or improper medication. This

brings us to the consideration of the forma-

tion of gametes, as they are called, the sexual
forms, rt was originally held by the majority

of authorities that sporozoites of a particular

type later developed into the sexual forms,

that is, that there were two types of sporo-

zoites, certain ones producing the asexual

parasites, others—the sexual forms. Schau-
dinn advanced the theory, which is now uni-

versally accepted as a fact, that there is but
one type of sporozoite and that after a certain

time the action of the human host cumses the

asexual parasites to undergo an evolutionary

change and assume the .sexual fonns. This is

what takes place inider the conditions I have
referi-ed to, so that we see in the blood of tlu'se

patients the male and female gametocytes, the

male being known as the microgametocyte
;
the

female, the maerogamete. It should be thor-

oughly understood that while these forms de-

velop up to this ])oint in man, further evolu-

tion cannot take i)lace until they reach the

stomach of the mos(juito. A person may be

in apparent good health for months or possibly

for years without having clinical manifes-

tations of malaria, yet be carrying these

forms in numbers sufficient to infect every

anopheles that ha]'j>ens to bite them.

Let us now follow th.e cycle that takes place

in the mosquito. The insect feeding on th(>

blood of man containing gametocytes sucks

them u[) with the 'meal of blood. Evolution of

the parasite, which had become stationary,

is again under way. The first changes noted

take place in the male —the microgaiimdocyfe-

chi'omatiti becomes situated ai'ound the p(Mi-

phery, the oi’gaidsm assuming a circular shap<‘.

Long, hyaline filaments are soon seen to pro-

trude, numbering fi-om one or two to five or

six, depending on the species of plasmodia.

A large amount of chi'omatin will be noticed

in the stained spc'cimen, situated thi'ouglioul

the entire length of the tilamient. They are

actively motile, lash aboiu, finally becoming

free from the parent bod.y, which undergoes
degeneration. 4’hese releas(!(l filaments are

the fully developed mitn-oganietes, which seek,

peneti'ate and feifilize the female forms, fol-

lowing fertilization an organism known as a
zygote develops

;
it doi's not enej'st but devel-

oi)s into an elongated form, an ookinete. This
is an actively motile organism which pene-

trates the epithelial lining of the mos([uito’s

stomach, lodging itself in the muscular wall

of this oi'gan. Evolution proceeds and tlu;

oocyst is here formed. In this body are

formed the sporozoites which find their way
to and become lodged in the salivary glands
of the insect, become fi-ee in their saliva and
are injected into man in the biting process.

It should bo noted at this point that a com-
])lete description of the evolution of the para-

site in man and the mos(iuito is not intended
in the foregoing; it simply being the aim to

emphasize and illustrate the more important
changes occurring as evolution pj-oceeds.

With a clear understanding of the etiology,

let us now, in a general way, consider the pro-

phylaxis. It is (piite generally known and a

fact almost universally acc(‘i)ted that the mos-
fputo gives malaria to 'man. It is not as gen-

ei'ally known or as universally accepted that

man gives malaria to the mosciuito. Acting
upon the more thoroughly accejited doctrine,

much attention has been given toward prt'vent-

ing mos(|uitoes from giving malaria to man,
while at h'ast the gmun-al pi'actitioner has cm-

tirely overlooked the significant fact that with-

out man first giving the infection to the mos-
quito this insect is absolutely unable to Irans-

mit it. I do not wish to be misundei’stood as

to my attitude on the advisability of continu-

ing the tight against the mostpiito wherevei'

]))-actical, but in many localities such a cam-
])aign is impractical; they cannot nor ever

will be effaced fiom certain comninnifies,

while there is no community that cannot with-

in a few months beconu' free from gamete
carriei’s, just so soon as the fundamental prin-

cij)lcs invohed in the cycle of tlie i)lasmo(lia

aiv thoroughly understood and apinvciated by
all medical men. Add to tliis ))roj)aganda the

hearty co-opei'ation of the laity and the ei’ad-

ication of malaina can be completed within a

nation, state, comity, or village, or in other

words, it beconu's a local issue. I shall not

take up in detail a discussion of the many
units that must entm' into a campaign against
malaria. The importance of the <lestniction

of mos((uitoes and their breeding jilaces, the

screening of the home and public meeting
jilace should not be passed by lightly, but so

much has already been written in regard to

these prophylactic units that they are all ])cr-

fectly familiar to yon. They concern the sani-

tarian more esiiecially than the physician.
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while, to my mind, the most important pro-

phylactie unit and one that has been sadly

neglected concerns directly the practicing

])hysician. I refer to the early diagnosis and

proper treatment of all malarial infections.

The diagnosis of malana may he considered

nnder the heads of clinical and laboratory

methods. I wish, in jnissing, to mention the

so-called therapentic test, only to condemn it.

This test consists of giving quinine to sus-

pected cases of malai’ia
;
those that respond

to the medication are classified as malarial,

while those that do not have to be content with

some other line of expectant treatment. Inas-

much as malarial fever is not the only febrile

manifestation that will respond to the action

of the quinine salts and certain other febrile

manifestations are self-limited, the fallacy of

depending upon this test is self-evident.

A clinical diagnosis of malaria is seldom or

ever satisfactory. AVe have, however, at times

to depend upon it, but this should not deter

us from making every eft'ort to make, or ob-

tain, a laboratory diagnosis. When we take

into consideration the fact that there are so

many disease processes the symptoms of which
so closely simulate malaria, when we again

consider that even in finding the parasites in

the blood of our patients we may not have a

complete key to the diagnosis, it is surely very

evident what an imposition we practice on

our patients when we do not avail ourselves of

every opportunity to find out their real con-

dition in suspected cases of malarial fever.

It is (piite generally held that a laboratory

diagnosis of malaria requires such time as to

preclude the busy physician from attempting

it. This is not correct, for with the adoption

of a proper technique 90 per cent of all )ua-

larial cases can be diagnosticated in little more
time than is required for an urinalysis. Cer-

tain teachings are responsible for a bad tech-

nique and result in so many failures than at-

tempts to arrive at diagnosis by laboratory

methods are given up in disgust. For instance,

in picking up a recent edition of a text-book

on general medicine, I read the following di-

rections for the examination of suspected ma-
larial blood: “A drop of blood is taken from
the finger or lobe of the ear during the chill,

or an hour or two previously, while the tem-
l)erature is rising.” I protest against such
teaching and would caution a man desirous of

making laboratory diagnoses to time the tak-

ing of his blood smears, depending upon the

type of infection he is most likely dealing
with, so that smears are taken when the para-

sites are most numerous in the peripheral eir-

culation. Sporulation of the aestivo-autumnal

parasites takes place almost entirely in the

deep tissues, the young mero/.oites appearing

in the peripheral circulation from two to

three hours later ami gradually (lisapj)eai-

again within a few hours to coHq)lete their

evolution in the deep tissues where sporulation

again takes place. It will theix'fore be readily

seen that if the advice T have (pmted is follow-

ed and smears taken just before, or during, a

chill, that this is the very time when there is

the least likelihood of finding parasites in the

perii)heral circulation. Do nor understami me
and interj)ret my meaning that there will be

no parasites, but at this particular time an
hour or more spent in searching for parasites

’ might be unsucee.s.sfid, while by proper timing
and taking of the smear a very few minutes
would suffice to demonstrate the })lasmodia.

In regard to the benign tertian infections,

sporulation takes place principally in the deej)

tissues, but the young merozoites appeal-

sooner and remain longer in the peripheral
circulation than in the aestivo-autumnal
fevers, so that the most likely hours for their

detection are spread over a longer period. In

the quartan type—seldom encoumered in the

southern state—sporulation is about ecpially

divided between the peripheral circulation

and the deep tissues, so there is not the same
necessity for timing the taking of blood
smears in these infections. A good general
rule to adopt is to take smears between three

and five hours after sporulation, which is

characterized by the chill, or, in the ab.seiice

of a chill, exacerbation of clinical .symptoms.
1 have heard it said that it is not practical to

wait for a laboratory diagnosis before insti-

tuting treatment. To this I would reply that

in those extremely grave cases necessitating

prompt treatment in nearly all instances a few
minutes spent with the microscope will con-

firm a suspected malarial infection. I would
urge the making of smears: if necessary, in-

stitute treatment, and at your leisure contirm

the diagnosis with the microscope. In the

very large majority of cases, however, a delay

of one or two days, giving during this time
non-specific .symptomatic treatment, will do
the patient less harm than the too universal

habit of making a diagnosis in all cases of

chills and fever. Tuberculosis, appendicitis,

endocarditis, septic cholecystitis, pyelitis and
many other conditions may closely simulate

a malarial infection, so that it is very neces-

sary that the proper treatment of these condi-

tions be not delayed by calling them malaria
and drenching them with quinine.

AVith the diagnosis established there is ui-ob-

ably no disease which we can treat with more
certainty of success than malaria. In (piinim'

we have a true specific, one of very few we

possess—in fact there is no drug so tndy

specific in the treatment of a disease as this

drug in the malarial infections. ('raig‘ in ex-

tensive studies on the action of (piinine on the
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plasmodia has demouslrated that all forms of

the parasite in all stages of its development
in man, except possibly the presporulating

forms, are acted upon by the quinine salts.

One has to read this autlior’s vei-y elaborate

tindings to thoroughly appreciate the true and

full vahie of this drug in malaria. As pre-

viously referred to. Darling has conducted a

series of experiments demojistrating that the

gametes can, l)y persistent treatment with

quinine, be entirely eradicated from the circu-

lation of man.

It is not within tiie scope of this article to

discuss the treatment of malaria, but it has

been thus briefly referred to, for “The value

of, and necessity for, an early diagnosis in

all malarial infections” lies in the fact that

with treatment promptly instituted one of the

most important prophylactic units in a cam-

paign against malaria has been taken advan-

tage of.
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Thyroid Insufficiency in Connection with Nerv-

ous Conditions and Spastic Constipation in Wo-
men.—Selirt reviews nine cases of nervous dis-

turbance acconqianying liemorrliagic uterine

affections, which he ascribed to defective func-

tioning of tl’.e thyroid and treated with thyroid

extract. Also eight cases of nervous disturbance

accompanying retarded development of the in-

ternal genitals. The benefit from the thju’oid

treatment was constant and marked, the results

so striking that he thinks they can be exiilained

only on the assumption that the neuralgias and

other nervous disturbances were due to excessive

irritability of the nerve terminals whicli liad

gradually developed under the influence of pro-

tracted auto-intoxication from lack of normal

thyroid functioning. This auto-intoxication may
lie the direct result of tlie thyroid deficiency or

may be merely iiromoted and increased by it; in

either event thyroid treatment has a distinct

causal efficacy.

THE DIAGNOSIS OF THE SURGICAL
LESIONS OF THE URINARY

TRACT.*

By Irvin Abell, Louisville.

riiitil within recent years the recognition Qf

such lesions was anything but accurate ami
many of the operative measures were, of

necessity, exploratory in character. The first

nephrectomy was done scarcely fifty years
ago, while cystoscopy which permitted ure-

teral catheterization is in use hardly more
than twenty-five years. To-day, in no other
internal organs can such accurate diagnosis
be made nor can we elsewhere so definitely

forecast the extent, character and location of
our operative procedures. Owing to the anat-

omy and physiology of the urinary tract

many, in fact most, of its surgical lesions pre-

sent, subjectively, many symptoms in com-
mon

;
these are briefly : di.sturbances of urina-

tion, pain, tumor, pus in the urine, blood in

the urine, with the systemic evidences of in-

fection, and the constitutional effects of de-

ficient renal elimination. Considering those

in the order named we find the disturbances

of urination to consist of difficulty in expell-

ing the stream, frequency of the urinary act,

lack of control or incontinence, and painful

urination.
,

U \

DLSTURBANCE OP imiNATION.

Difficulty in Expelling Urine: Difficulty in

expelling urine is caused by obstructions to

the outflow' or liy loss of nerve stimulus to the

bladder muscle: obstructions are occasioned

by malformations, congenital or acquired, of

the prepuce and meatus: by strictures of the

urethra : by foreign bodies and tumors in the

urethra
;
the writer has on three occasions

found calculi, on one, tumor, and on one, a

large black-headed shawl pin within the

urethra obstructing the outflow of urine: en-

largement of the prostate is one of the most
commonly observed obstructions, affording

obstruction not alone to the outflow' of urine,

but to the return flow of blood from the blad-

der wall, the obstruction of the return floAV

of blood from the bladder wall leads to coii-

ge.stion with frequent attempts at urination

:

tlic obstruction to the outflow of urine may as-

sume any degree from simple slowing of the

urinary stream to a complete retention. Tu-
'iiiors of the bladder situated at or near the in-

ternal meatus, as well as tumors originating

in the pelvic vi.scera, mechanically alter the
contour and contractility of the bladder, in-

terfering with its emptying power: in the fe-

male, tumors of the latter class and dLsplace-
iiients of the bladder base into or through the

*Reatl before the Southwestei-n Kentucky Medical Associa-
tion at Paducah. May. 1914.
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vagina, with or without an associated prolapse

of tlie uterus, are tlie most common causes of

ol)structiou. The lack of nerve stimulus is

noted in diseases and injuries of the spinal

cord, as a result of wliich the motor impulse

to the detrusor muscle is lost
;
in such patients

the associated lesions unerringly point to the

source of trouble. The same effect is not in-

frequently temporarily produced by opera-

tions upon the rectum and other pelvic vis-

cera.

Frequency of Vrination : Frequency of

urination is commonly observed in infections

of any part of the urinaiy tract from tlie pos-

terior urethra to the kidney; it is usually the

first symptom of tuhereulosis of the kidney,

at times the only subjective symptom of a

stone in the kidney or ureter, always present

with stone in the bladder, infections of the

bladder and infiltrating tumoi's of the blad-

der. In the female, pressure from the uterus,

pelvic growths, adhesions between tbe blad-

der, omentum, intestines, or pelvic viscera

give rise to vesical irritability: injuries of the

pelvic floor or relaxations of the pelvic outlet

with resultant bladder displacement and in-

fection are also noted as cau.ses of bladder
frequency. Foreign bodies in the 'bladder,

such as chewing gum, pieces of catheter, etc.

:

constitutional diseases such as diabetes and
neurasthenia. Irritation of bladder Anih fre-

quency of urination may be due to diverticula,

TO acid urine, to crystals, to residual urine,

to the congestion of pregnancy and menstru-
ation : to tTunors of the posterior urethra,

j-rostatic infections and enlargements.

Lad- of Control and Incontinence: Lack
of control and incontinence are seen in severe

inflammatory diseases of the bladder and cal-

culi in the bladder
; at times, renal calculi

cause such intense bladder spasm as to pre-

vent perfect control : injuries to the bladder
and cut-off muscles occur during childbirth

and may follow operative or accidental

trauma : obstructions due to prostetic enlarge-

ment or stricture, which give rise to over-dis-

tention of the bladder, may result in incon-

tinence or dribbling of the over-flow : com-
plete paralysis of nerves supplying bladder
will cause retention with dribbling: atony of

bladder muscle and contraction of the blad-

der resulting froim long continued inflajinma-

tory disease, whether of pyogenic or tubercu-

loTis origin, vrill prodiTce incontinence.

Painful Urination: Painful urination may
be caused by inflammation of the bladder or
l)osterior uietlira, suppurative, gonorrlieal

or tu.bereuloiTS : irritation of bladder mucosa
by intensely acid or alkaline urine, uric or ox-

alic crystals: tuberculous or suppurative dis-

eases of kidney: stone in the urethra, bladder,

ureter or kidney, inflammatory diseases of

pelvic viscera, tumor of urethi*a or bladder,

kink, stricture and inflammation of ureter, in-

volvement of the ureter resulting from ad-

jacent inflammation notably appendicular.

This latter condition has been observed fre-

quently after all appendiceal symptoms liad

entirely subsided.

Pain

:

Pain as a aymptom may be loca<^ed at

any point in tlie urinary tract and is fre-

(piently felt at a site widely distant from its

point nf origin. In infection of the bladder
the pain is usually felt in the bladder, in the

urethra, at times referred to the rectum and
frecpiently to the sacral region. Calculi in

the bladder cause pain in the bladder which
at the end of urination is felt along the course
of uretlira, being most intense at external
meatus. The classic renal colic may he pro-
duced by any lesion which obstructs tlie

ureter—stone, detritus from renal suppixra-
tion, kinks or valves in ureter, pi’essuix* from
tumors or aberrant vessels, severe renal con-
gestions whether due to infections, calculi, or
showei*s of crystals : hydronephrosis due to

nephroptosis. The pain due to renal and
ureteral calculi may be felt at their point of
lodgment, that is in the renal area or at any
point along the ureter : it may be referred to

the bladder, to the abdominal wall or lumbar
region : when the stone obstructs the outflow
of urine the pain i,s usually sharp and agon-
izing, being referred to the kidney, ureter,

bladder, urethra, and at times to the testicle

:

it must he remembered that any form of oh-

struction will give rise to the same symptom
complex. The pressure pains of calculi are
felt at point of lodgement or referred to back,
abdominal wall or bladder. The pain of
renal infections and suppurations is usually
felt in the affected kidney but may be re-

ferred to the bladder, freqixent and painful
urination, without bladder involvement, be-
ing frequently met with -in renal tuheia^ulosis,

renal calculi, and pyonephrosis. Benign blad-
der tumors rarely give rise to pain until blad-
der infection occurs, when it is of the charac-
ter common to cystitis : malignant bladder tu-
mors may also be painless, not only in their
incipieney hut during quite a period of their
course : usually when infiltration of the blad-
der wall is sufficient to give arise to disturb-
ance of urination pain becomes quite constant.
Tumors of the kidney cause dull aching pain
in loin: freqxiently none at all. Hydroneph-
ritic tumors, if of rapid development, cause
pain, if slow of development, frequently pain-
less. ]\Iany ob.servers have referred to the
reno-renal reflex, meaning by this pain felt in

tlie kidney opposite of the one diseased. This

has never come under my personal observa-

tion and judging from reported cases it is

rare hut must be borne in mind as a possibil-

ity in any given case.
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Tumor: Tumor as a sjouptom of the les-

ions of the nrinary tract )nay he caused by
calculi, new growths or by distention of the

bladder, ureter or kidney. Solid tumors rep-

resent n6w growths or inflanpnatory deposit,

eitlier of Avhich may occur in any portion of

the urinary tract. Such tumors are usually

liard and constant in size, increasing with ad-

ditional growth or more extensive inflamma-
tory involvement. Prostatic tumors are hard
and vary in size from those which are felt

only per rectum to those which may be ])lain-

ly evident ujjon abdominal palpation. Stones
in the bladder and kidney may rarely attain

such size as to give rise to more or less sym-
metrical, rounded, elastic swelling in the

lower abdomen; the size is limited solely by
the distensibility of tlie bladder, the writer

having observed one instance wiiere the

fundus of the bladder reached two inches

above the uml)ilicus. Distention of the kid-

ney may be di;e to the accumulation of pus or

to the retention of urine due to obstruction

in the ureter. Such cases may he classified as

fixed and intermittent; in the former, the

tumor remains fairly constant in size, is more
or less elastic, not acutely sensitive in the hy-

dronephritic type, very mucli so in the pyo-

nenliritic. The disappearance of such a tu-

mor with the discharge of a large rjuantity of

urine or urine with pus clearly indicates its

origin.

Pus: Pus in the urine signifies an infect-

ion at some point along the iirinary tract, the

urethra, prostate, bladder, one or both kid-

neys. It may vai-y in amount from a few
cells to large ((uantities. If from the pos-

terior iirethra alone the two glass test, having

the patient pass urine in two glasses, will

serve to determine its origin : if the first urine

passed contains pus while the second glass

does not, the pus comes from the posterior

canal
;
if second glass contains pus, the blad-

der, one or both kidnej'S, or all three may be

the site of origin. Neither macroscopic nor
microscopic examination wdll serve to determ-

ine its point of origin
;

it must be borne in

mind that it is but a symptoin of infection at

some jioint, which point mmst be determined
by the methods given later, when a correct in-

terpretaiton of the value of the symptoms may
be made.
Blood

:

Blood occurs in the urine in vary-

ing amounts: in inflammatory lesions it is

usually slight in quantity, severe bladder in-

fections often proving an exception to this

statement. IMicroscopic blood, that is, in am-

ounts so slight as to require the microscope to

detect it, is noted in incipient tuberculosis of

kidney and bladder, in vesical, renal and

ureteral calculi, in inflammatory lesions of

entire tract, and in beginning tumors. Large

quantities of blood especially suggest stone,

tubercle, and tumor of bladder and kidney;
also found in renal irritation from drugs and
parasites, nephritis, certain of the infectious

diseases, notably measles and scarlet fever,

purpura, hemophilia, nevi of bladder or renal

vessels, and in severe toxaemias of constitu-

tional origin. Certain tyi^es of hematuria
strongly suggest the location and cause.

Terminal hematuria, blood noted at end of
urination, is produced by lesions of i)osterior

urethra or vesical trigone, occasionally by
stone in bladder: urine admixed with bright
blood containing no clots, is usually of bladder
origin: urine with dark bloody color, con-
taining no clots, is xisually of renal origin.

Symptomless hematuria, the pa.ssage of much
bloody urine without other accompanying
symptoms or disturbance of urinary function,

strongly suggests tumor: bloody urine with
bladder spasm is fairly constant in tubercu-
losis : hematuria following exercise or jolting,

diminishing with rest, suggests stone, whilst
that occurring in tumor and tuberculosis is

uninfluenced by exercise and rest, and often
remains undiminished by treatment. Finally,

there remains a certain number of eases in

which no cause can be found for the bleed-
ing. These have been grouped under the
heading of essential hematurias. With our
increasing knowledge of the lesions of the
urinary tract and better methods of diagnosis,
this group has become much smaller in recent
years and doubtless will become still smaller
as clinical experience and pathological obser-

vations increase our knowledge. That it still

remains a definite lesion is indicated by re-

ports of such cases in current literature, .some

of which have been cured only by nephrec-
tomy.

Constiiutional Symptoms

:

Constitutional

symptoms of infection of the urinary tract

vai’y with its site and the presence or absence
of obstruction : in the lower urinary tract, if

there be no obstruction to the outflow of urine,

eonstitutional symptoms are usually mild or
entirely absent, due to the fact that the toxins
are washed out with the urine as rapidly as

they are formed: with the presence of ob-

struction and the retention of infected urine,

the .symptoms of intoxication depend on the

virulence of the infecting germ. In cases of
long standing or in the aged and feeble the in-

fection soon leads to an urinary toxaemia or

septicemia, with recurring chills, pyrexia,
profound depression and death. Infection of

the upper urinary tract usually give rise to

constitutional symptoms in direct proportion

to the extent and virulence of the infection;

repeated chills and fever with mild or unno-

ticed local .symptoms may be the only sub-

jective evidence of a pyelitis. Frequently in
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renjil infeelions, wliere llie iirimiry drainage
is unol)structed, the fever is of mild degree,

while the general health of the patient gradu-
ally deteriorates due to toxine absorption and
delieient renal elimination. Patients with

chronic suppurative renal lesions often show
periods of com])lete freedom from constitu-

tional symptoms, during which time urinary
di-ainage is good, the ui-ine exhibiting (pian-

tities of pus: with the onset of ob.struction,

the amount of pus in the urine perceptibly

decreases and there is a. corresponding onset

of the evidence of intoxication. The constitu-

tional symptoms due to ob.structions and
calculi are those due to the coincident de-

fective renal elimination plus the absorption
of toxins from a eomplicating infection.

,

The
cojisfitutional symptoms due to tumor in any
pai-t of the urinary tract are those due to the

toxaemia of infection, the defective renal elim-

ination, and in malignant eases the inroads of

the malignant invasion produce the charactei’-

istic cachexia.

Deficient Renal Elimination: Deficient

renal elimination is one of the most import-
ant symptoms of lesions of the iiriuary tract,

since the recovei’y of the patient largely de-

pends upon its extent and the possibility of

its eHmination. The terminal symptoms o^'

faulty elimination are patejit and need liard-

ly be considered here : the important facts to

be determined in a given case are: first, the

amount of work the kidneys are doing; sec-

ond, the capacity or efficiency of the kidney in

the event of operative procedure. The first

can readily be determined by an analysis of

several consecutive twenty-four hour collect-

ions: the second can not, unfortunately, be so

readily ascertained. We can know what the

kidneys are doing but what they will do when
subjected to the added strain of an anaes-
thetic and an operation still remains in many
instances an unknown factor. Diit few of iis

have escaped the disaster of death losses

from suppression of urine following operation
even when previous examinations had given
no cause to fear it. i\Iany laboratory tests

have been devised with the idea of accurately
ascertaining the renal effieieney, some of
which are so technical as to prevent their gen-
eral employment. In the opinion of the
writer, no one test will suffice for the satis-

factory solution of the question. In my ex-

perience it is best judged by the clinical con-
dition of the patient considered in connection
with laboratory tests: careful physical (xam-
ination Avith especial reference to the heart,

blood vessels, blood and blood pressure: an

analysis of several consecutive twenty-four

hour collections of urine: and finally, the

l)heiiols'alphoiiepiithalciii test. This consists in

the injection of 1 c.c. of a solution, containing

() mg. phenolsulphonei)ht!i.a]ein, into the muscles

or subcutaneously and noting tbe time of its

aj)])earaucc in the urine and the amount
eliminated in the ensuing two hours. Previ-

ous to the injection oi the drug j)atients are

instructed to driidc freely of water .so tliat a
fi-ee flow of urine may be bad. A'fter tbe

dnig is injected a catheter is in.serted in the

bladder and the urine allowed to dro]) into a

solution I'endei’ed alkaline by the addition of
sodium hydrate. As .soon as the drug appears
in the ui'ine and comes in contact with the

alkaline solution it will give a bright violet

or i)ink color. In normal cases this wdl be
noted in from five to twelve minutes. If

there is no obsti-uction to the outfiow of urine
the catheter is then withdrawn and the pa-
tient allowed to urinate at the end of one
hour and again at the end of the second hour.
If obstruction be ])resent the urine is with-
drawn at the end of the first and second hours
by means of the catheter. The amounts col-

led ed are then separately diluted ami ren-
dered alkaline so that the proper color of the
drug is brought out, the amount of which is

then estimated with the Duboseq colorimeter
by comparison with .a, standard solution. In
normal eases it will usually be found that
from forty to sixty per cent is excreted dur-
ing the first hour and from twenty to thirty-

five per cent during the second hour. AVhen
the appearance of the drug in the urine is de-
layed and the amount of elimination totals

less than fifty per cent for the two hours, it

may be safely assumed that the renal effici-

ency is impaired. Experience has shown that
in such cases where the exigency permits, it

is wise to delay operation until renal elimin-
ation can be improved.

It has been stated that it is an excellent

practice to have a routine method of exam-
ination for all patients : this is especially true

of the luunary tract. Experience has shown
the following to be mest satisfactory: first, a
careful history of Ihe patient’s illness should
be taken

;
this should include family history,

personal history with reference to possible

causes : the physical examination should be
thorough and will include palpation of kid-

ney areas, course of ureters and bladder: bi-

manual examination of the pelvic organs of
both sexes, rectum, prostate, urethra, vagina,

uterus and broad ligaments: urinary analysis

shmdd be as e.xteusive as the findings indi-

cate: preferably a twelve hour speciniien for

detenuination of pathologi'-al contents: if pus
is present stained smears should be examined
for both pus and lubei’cle germs: to estimate
reiml efficiency, several 2-i hour collect-

ions should be examined for renal derivatives

and the outi)ut of solids determined, follow-

ed by the thalein test: the patency of the

urethra and the i)i'esence or absence of resi-
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dual m’ine can l)e determined l)v the passage
of a catheter: exact knowledge of the urethra
and ))ladder should l)c ol)tained with the cys-

toscope: in the course of this examination, the

findings, with the history of the ease, will re-

veal the desirabilit.v of securing specimens of

urine from each kidney ; the analysis of which
will reveal the character of urine .secreted b.v

eardi kidney' with such pathological contents

as it maj' exliihit. Tliis is aecomitlished with
the ureteral catheter, the passage of which
into the pelvis of the kidney' will demonstrate
the patency of tlie ureters : finally', skiagraphs

of both kidney's, \areters and the l)ladder will

complete the examination. In the eveid of

shadows being found along the course of the

ureters, second plates should be made after

having inserted shadowgraph catheters : these

will serve to differentiate concretions in the

ureter from phleboliths or calcified glands. In

the event that the catheter encoiinters an ob-

struction in the ureter, plates should be made
Anth shadowgraph catheter passed to the site

of the obstruction: should the plate fail to re-

veal a calculus, 10 c.c. of a 10 per cent, col-

largol solution should be injected througli the

catheter and another plate made with the

catheter in situ: the collargol being imperme-

able to the ray, a shadow will be obtained

showing the size and course of the ureter with

the size, shape and location of the renal pelvis.

A .study' of the collected data, the history',

.syunptoms pby'sical, cy.sto.scopic, laboratory'

and X-ray' findings will then, in the vast ma-

jority' of cases, permit of an accurate diag-

nosis.

Erysipelas and Diabetes.—Welz reports a case

in which a merchant of 52 convalescing from se-

vere erysipelas of the face with slight partici-

pation of the heart, kidneys and liver in the in-

fection, developed dialtetes which gradually sub-

sided again so that the urine was free from su-

gar by the twenty-fifth day. It reached 5.8 per

cent, at one time. In a second case the diabetes

had come on likewise during convalescence from

severe erysipelas of the face; the patient was a

jireviously healthy man of 49. The erysipelas had

kept him in bed for four weeks and the diabetes

following it proved fatal by the end of the sixth

month. Severe organic changes were evident in

both pancreas and liver at necropsy. There must

have been some congenital predisposition to dia-

betes in these cases, lie tliinks, which was fanned

into a llame by the .severe erysipelas; without it

or its eipii valent the patient might have escapeil

the diabetes.

VACCINE THERAPY AND THE WIDAL
REACTION IN TYPHOID EEVER.*

Ry' Burnett W. AVrigiit, Bowling Oreon.

Vaccine ns a therapeiitic measure in the

treatment of typhoid fever have been of little

''nine and various serums have likewise fai’

ed to exert a beneficial influence during the

course of the disease. It is as a prophylactic

agent that anti-typhoid vaccine deserves men-
tion as one of the most remarkable agents in

jireventive medicine. The most convincing re-

sults of its efficiency have appeared in the

armies of the world, where anti-ty''phoid vac-

cination is now extensively practiced. In the

United States army', the occurrence of the

disease has been ten times as great among
the iinvaecinated and some recent statistics

have revealed more deaths among the unvac-
cinated suffering from the disease, than cases

?.:mong those who had received it. Typhoid
has been almost xinknown among the troops

mobilized in Texas during the past year, in a
locality' -where ty'phoid fever ranks with ma-
laria in frequency.

The immunity is produced hy injections of

killed typhoid hacilli, in doses ranging from
50 million to a billion, depending on the age
of the patient and the number of previous

doses. From two to four doses are given at in-

tervals of ten days apart and certain precau-
tions in its preparation and administration

must be observed. Cultures are grown at in-

cubator temi3erati;re for 48 hours on bouillon

or agar and suspended in normal saline solu-

tion. This is inactivated in a water-bath at

53 degrees C., to kill the bacteria. Second
plants are then made from the emulsion to de-

termine if the killing has been complete and
if no growth occurs at the end of 48 hours,

at 36 degrees C., incubation, the bacteria are

ready' for counting. The technic of this is as

follows: A red blood cell estimation is made
in a normal individual and his count determ-
ined. An equal quantity of his blood and of

the emulsion of killed bacteria are mixed on a

glass slide and the comparative number of red
blood cells and bacilli determined by a micro-

scopical count. Suppose the red blood count
showed the individual blood to contain 4 mil-

lion cells to the cubic millimeter and the

ratio of ty'phoid bacilli to red blood cells to

be 100 to 1. Then it is easy' to infer that 1

cubic m.m. of the bacterial emulsion will con-

tain 400 million bacteria. With this as a basis

the dosage is made large enough for easy'

handling b.y diluting with normal saline so-

lution and adding lysol or trikresol as a pre-

servative. Certain individuals are very sus-

*Rpad before the Warren County Medieal Society.
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eeptible to inoculation and may show a re-

action tliat at times, is alarming. For tliis

I'eason it is wise to make the tirst dose very
small in every ease and regulate the numher
and size of the subsequent doses accordingly.

This has been designated a “test dose” and
may be as small as 50 thousand bacteria. If

the patient shows no reaction, which is made
known by pain, tenderness, redness and swell-

ing at the site of the injection, a rise in temp-
erature and a slight headache, accompanied
sometimes with a very rapid pulse and gen-

eral muscidar aching, it may be considered
safe to begin with 500 million as the first dose
for an adult. If no reaction follows this dose,

the immunizing doses of a billion each. If,

however, a suscej)tible individual is encoun-

tered who has reacted to either the test dose

or the first inoculation, it is wise to divide the

size of the dose as the immunity develops, un-

til the full number of bacteria have been re-

ceived.

Absolute a.sepsis should accompany the ad-

ministration of the vaccine and certain pre-

cautions on the part of the patient should be

carried out, to minimize the possibility of an
uncomfortable and disagreeable reaction.

Strenuous exercise should he interdicted for

48 hours and exposure to hot sunshine
should be avoided. At any suggestion of

nausea or headache, following a dose, the pa-

tient should go to bed and remain for several

hours at least. Reactions are most frecpient

following the first dose, because of the tem-
porary lowering of the opsonic index, which
reaches normal again in 48 hours and from
then on, shows a steady increase until full

immunity is established. Stock vaccines siiou'

many more reactions than prepared ones and
in the administration of the latter they may
he almost entirely avoided by the use of the

test dose and the judicious dilutions of the

subsequent ones. In a series of 60 inocida-

tions in an epidemic last summer, I used the

stock variety twice and these furnished the
only reactions. None of those inoculated de-

veloped typhoid. The immunity from ty-

phoid vaccination is said to last from two to

three years, but in e])idemies and with indi-

viduals in the same house with typhoid pa-
tients, it is best to repeat in a year.

The first week of any fever is one of much
uncertainty to the attending physician and
his expressions to the anxious family of such
time-worn a n d meaningless phrases a s

“threatened with typhoid,” “bilious fever,”
“malaria,” “remittent fever,” and the like,

cover a multitude of sins. The usual plan is

to give quinine in heroic doses, even in com-

mnnifies such as ours, where the discovery of

a malarial parasite is the rarest of pleasures

and to depend on its effect for the diagnosis.

If one sees the patient’s temperature reach
normal in the first week following the admin-
istration of calomel and quinine, the case is

almost invariably classified as malaria, regard-

less of whether or not the sequence of chill,

fever and sweat lias been a feature of tlie

case, provided a casual physical examination
fails to fiiul a cause for the rise in tempera-
ture. A failure to reduce the temperature at

the end of the first week, with the slightest

suggestion or absence of abdominal symptoms,
a fairly typical tongue, the history of ty-

phoid, only to have the embarassing pleasure
of finding the patient with a normal tempera-
ture at the end of the ten days or two weeks
and the family rather skeptical as to our diag-
nostic skill. A few .such experiences as these

and the physician learns to say “threatened
with fever” and to claim the false credit of

having “broken-up” a spell of fever in its

incipiency. The routine examination of
bloods with the bacillus of Eberth (spoken of
as the straight-typhoid), as well as with the
bacilli of para-typhoid (para-alpha and para-
beta), will show a surprising number of po.si-

tive reaction for the para-typhoid bacilli,

when the ordinary Widal is negative. 'I'he

agglutinating principle is the same in all, bnt
each organism is a distinct member of the
saiine family and differs materially in its

clinical manifestations. It is essential,

there'fore, that you eliminate both para-ty-
phoid and typhoid, by negative Widal react-

ion before looking fvirther for the cause of
the condition and this can only be done by
a religious adherence on the part of the bac-
teriologist, to certain fixed rules of labora-
tory technic. A failure to comply with the
recognized methods of making the Widal test,

precludes any degree of accuracy in the re-

sults and renders the opinion of the labora-
tory worker, not only worthless, but danger-
ous. It is essential first, that the blood be
procured from the patient not sooner than the
8th day of the fever. This may be sent a con-
siderable distance to the bacteriologist, when
allowed to try, without heating, on an ordi-
nary glass slide or a slip of paper. A pre-
.seription blank serves in an emergency and at
least two drops of blood should he sent.

There should be in the laboratory, a fresh cul-

ture, planted daily one each of the bacillus of

Eberth
;
para-alpha and para beta bacilli, on

slanted types of oi’ganisms, at least 18 days
old. These shoidd be grown over night at in-

cubator temperature and used for the tests

on the day following the planting. A 1 to 10

dilution of the patient’s blood in normal .sa-

line, when mixed with an equal amount of a

milky emulsion of either of the above-named

organisms in saline, making a 1 to 20 dilution

in end, should cause a complete loss of motion
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and agglutination of tlie bacilli in 30 minutes
ill ])ositive cases. A known jiositivc and a

known negative blood, as well as a simple
emulsion of the bacteria, should be prepared
on separate b.anging-drop slides as eo/itrols

and no specimen should be reported negative

unless the tbi-ee types of bacilli show an ab-

sence of agglutination at Ihe end of a half

hour. On the other hand, a positive report

should not be given for either of the three

types unless all motion has ceased in the mix-
ture of diluted blood and bacilli within the

time limit and the bacterial emulsion still re-

mains actively motile. While these three

tyi)es of organisms are closely allied in their

morphology, they do not immunize against

each other and have little effect on their re-

si)cctive agglutinating powers in the bloods
of infected patients. .Many of the second and
third cases of typhoid in the lives of ccrtaiii

individuals are explained in this mannei’, for

an infection with any one o>f the organisms
usually gives a lasting immunity to the par-

ticular type. I have found a positive agglut-

ination with both the Ebei’th bacillus and the

para-alpha organism, with, a negative reaction

with the para-beta in an individual with a his-

tory of having had typhoid twice in the last

four years. An agghitination with any one

of the three with a negative result with the

other two, is a common finding and shows con-

clusively that they should be considereil as

separate infectious.

IXTESTINAL PAEASTTl'lS WITH SPE-
CIAL REFEREN(!E TO HOOK-

WORM DISEASE.*

By J. W. Steuitexson, Pikeville.

In selecting the sul)ject of Ibis paper 1 was
influenced largely by two factors;

First: That Ihe Kentucky State Board of

Ileallh will soon launch a hookworm cam-
])aign in this county. This campaign will not

only be to diagnose and treat the eases at

present infected, Imt will be educational as

well. They will establi.sh temporaiy stations

at various points in this county and will lec-

ture on sanitation and Ihe pi-evention o’" this

disease. I think the medical i)rofe.ssion of

Pike County should get bel)ind tiiis mov('ment
and assist them in every possible way. Tell

the pa.renls in the homes in which you 'prac-

tice and bi'ing all your hookwoiaii suspects to

these doctors. You will not only do a gi-eat

thing for your community l)ut will receive the

everlasting gratitude of soim* mother wiio.se

children you make well.

Srcoiid

:

The extremely wide distribution of

inte-stinal parasites, (‘specially hookworm
south of the Ohio and Potomac rivers.

Read luUoia^ the Pike Count.v Medical Sociel.v.

The Rockefeller Sanitary Gommission has
about one bundred 'men in our Souliiern

States engaged in tbe fight to eradicate

hookworm alone. In studying the feces for

hookworm tlu'y found multijile infection in a

great many eases, such as round worm, whip-
worm, pinworm and the different varieties of

tapeworm. These parasites may be apparent
to the layman as in taptnvorm when the seg-

ments are passed or their presence may be sus-

picioned by a number of indefinite symptoms.
Their pivsence may be alisolutely determined
liy a microscopical examination and finding

the ova in the stools. This may be in some
cases a simjile matter, while in others it re-

(piires an arduous search. The recognition

of the ova of the many intestinal parasites is

not u.sually difficult when you once learn their

general characteristics.

One must have a knowh‘dge of the structure

of the common vegetable foods in order to dif-

ferentiate them from the parasitic content.

The equipment necessary for this work need
not be extensive. A microscope, centrifuge,

cover glasses, slides, etc. To obtain the speci-

men it is not u.sually necessary to give a

purgative as the ova is present in most all

stools. Only a small amount of feces is need-

ed for an examination. The objection to a

pint jar full for instance as has been brought
to me some few times is apparent to all, but
the patient is not supposed to know these

things and should be told by his doctor how
to send his specimen in. A small vial or oint-

ment jar is ideal for this purpose.

There are several methods of examination.

First: Smear IMethod. Add several drops
of water to slide and then add a small piece of

feces and stir into a thin emulsion. The ob-

jection to this method is that you have to ex-

amine too many smears, six to ten, and it

takes too much time.

Pepper’s method. P{»p])(‘r di.scovered that

hookworm ova especially had the pi'operty of

sticking to the slides. He made a thick smear
and allowed the heavier particles to settle

for a moment, he then washed most of the

(iiaterial from the slide and examined. This

method is not acc\irate for hookworm and of

very little value in other int(‘stinal parasites.

The Gentrifuge iMethod. iMix a small por-

tion of feces with wat(*r, all particles being

broken up, then centrifuge for one minute.

The sui)crnatant !i(iuid is poured off, more

water is added 1o Ihe sediment and centrifuge

again. Re])eat this performance once more.

Then ])lace a few drops of this sediment on a

slide and examine with 2-3 obj(‘ctive. This is

the method 1 use and I have found this meth-

od very accurate as you get rid of practical-
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ly all the feces and have a clearer field in

which to search for the various ova.

Vegetable filnn-s and hairs resembling larvae

vegetable cells resembling the ova and cell

capsules filled with fecal matter are the most
confusing substances found in the feces, vege-

table fibers and hairs are of unequal size,

varying in length and thickness, some are

straight while others are curved and spiral.

Some have a hollow shaft running entirely

through the fibre while others have none.

They are frequently found in great numbers
and present no motility. The larvae of the in-

tesinal parasites are of uniform size. An ali-

mentary canal can be nia;le out which ends by

an oval orifice anterior to the posterior third.

As a rule tliey are not seen in great numbers,

present motility and the ova are found. Vege-
table cells are of iiTegular shape, size

and color and they are divided by numerous
partitions, this being a differential point from
ova, the latter l)eing uniform in size, sliapc

and color.

Starcli granules are clear liighly refractile

bodies, irregular size and shape. Some of

these resemble hookworm ova and pinworm
ova so closely as to require a clos(> study to

differentiate them. Starch granules are fre-

quently found enclosed in cellular sacks.

Upon the addition of a drop of iodine the

starch granules give the typical blue reaction

while ova do not give this reaction.

Ascaris Lumbricoides (round-worm) is the

most common parasite found in man. The
female carries the ova in large numbers, this

ova being found and recognized in the feces.

They differ from all other ova in that they
have a double wall and present a roughened
or irregular border. These ova are usually a

light brown or may be black if the patient has
been taking bismuth. The protoplasm of

these cells is granular and at times you see

a fully developed embryo within the shell.

Trichocepbalis Uispar (whip worm)- These

ova are oval in shape and have a peculiar

highly refractile button on each end. They
have a thick double wall and are filled with a

granular protoplasm. These ova are also

stained light to dark brown by fecal pigment
and are about fifty micrones in length and
twenty micrones in width.

Oxyuris Vermieularis (pin, thread, or seat

’worms). These ova are asymetrical, one side

oval and the other flattened, while one pole is

more pointed tha nthe other. These ova pre-

sent a double or sometimes a triple 'wall. You
may find the granular protoplasm or you may
find the fully developed eml)ryo in tlie sliell,

These ova are about fifty microns long and

twenty microns wide. These worms have a

tendency to come out of the rectum while

asleep and may cause ti'ouble around the va-

gina in girls.

Tape-worm, Taenia Sag.inata (l)eet tape-

worm) may be tliirty to forty feet in length

and there may he ovei- a thousand segments.

You sliould always look for tlie liead. Tlu'

ease is not cui’ed unless the liead ]>asses.

There is no hooklets on the head of this worm.
The segments of this worm contain fifteen to

thirty'-five lateral branches to each uterus. In

this way ymu may distinguisli it from the

Taenia, Solium by holding a segment between
two glasses, the taenia solium having only
seven to fifteen lateral branches.

Taenia Solium (pork tape-worm). On the

head of this tape-worm you find a doulde row
of hooklets. This worm is not so apt to causi*

anemia as the beef tape-worm. It is easier

expelled and not quite so long as the beef
tajie-worm. The ova of the above tape-worms
are similar more or less splierical, enclosed in

a radically^ striated shell. They are stained
brown and in the ova of the Taenia Solium
you may' find the six hooklets.

Dwarf taiie-worm or Taenia Nana has until

the past few y'ears been considered rare but
now we know it to be one of the most common
tape-worms in the South. It is very small,

about one and one-half inches in length and
contains one hundred and fifty to two hun-
dred segments. The head is armed with hook-
lets and the ova are larger than from the
other tape-worms and are not stained* brown.

These ova present a double shell, the outer
being from forty to sixty' microns in diameter.
The inner shell fi’om sixteen to thirty' mi-
crons in diameter. The hooklets may l)e seen
in the protoplasm.

Botliriocephalus Latus (fish tape-iworm) is

the largest parasite of man. It may be fifty

feet or more in length. It is common in some
parts of Europe and Japan but rare in this

country. The head is like the bowl of a spoon
in shape. It has neither suckers or hooklets
but has two longitudinal grooves wiiich

serves the same purpose. The uterus is situ-

ated in the center of the segment and is rosette

in shape. The larval stage is found in fish

especially' the pike. The ova are character-
istic. They measure about forty-five to .seven-

ty' microns, are brown in color and are filled

with spherules. The shell is tliin and has
a small hinged lid at one end. This pai-asite

often produces a very severe grade of anemia.
Taenia Echinococcus. The mature form of

this tai)e-worm inhabits the intestines of the

dog and wolf. The larvae develo]) in catth'

and sheep usually' but are sometimes found in

man, where they' give idse to hydatid disease

or echinococcus. Tins condititm is rare in

this country' but common in Icelaml and

Australia. Tlie adult parasite is small and
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consists of only four segments. It contains
many ova. When the ova reaches the digest-

ive tract of man the embryo are set free and
find tlieir way to tlie liver, lungs and other
organs and form cysts. They also form
daughter cysts within tliese. There is two
layers to tlie cyst wall from the inner of

which develop larvae. Each seolex has four
lateral suckers and a donble circular row of
hooklets. These may be found in fluid with-
drawn from the cysts or in the situtum or
urine when the disease involves the lung or
kidney.

ITieinaria or Hookworm. These ova are

from sixty to seventy microns in length and
thirty to forty in width. They present thin

shell oval in outline, containing tlie segment-
ing protoplasm, which rarely fills the shell,

leaving a clear one between the shell and
])rotoplasm. The various stages of embry-
onic development is easily traced from the be-

ginning of cell elevage to the escape of the

larvae from the shell. 'Phe larvae are fi’e-

(piently seen as they escape from the shell

and may also 'be seen propelling themselves

through the smear with a side to side move-
ment. The above method of diagnosing hook-

woiMU is the only sui’e way as other condi-

tions prodiu'c an anemia similar to that of

hookworm.

HISTORY OR HOOKWORM.

An Italian doctor found a worm in a man
he was performing an autopsy on in 1 888.

He conld not establish the connection be-

tween the worm and the anemia of the man
bul thought the worm had something to do
with it. About ten years later it was found
that the extreme anemia so common in North
Africa, known as Egyjitian chlorosis was due
to this worm. In 1879 it was shown that a

great many laborers in the iSaint Gothard tun-

nel, then in the process of construction were
suffering from this disease, and its preva-

lence was delaying the work. About the same
time it v/as found that this disease was pres-

ent in the mountains of Northern Italy and
was called mountain anemia. After this in-

vestigators from all parts of the world began
reporting the finding of the worm with great

frequene.y. The negro in some parts of

Africa are practically all infected and (here

can be no doubt that this disease has been
prevalent in the South since the introduction

of slaves in the Seventeenth Century. For
many years Southern doctors have recognized

a severe anemia that they could not account

for. Some of these individuals were dirt

eaters. In 1892 the first definite diagnosis of

the disease was made in this country. Since

then a great many investigators have discov-

ered the disease in various Southern States.

DISTRIBUTION.

Very few cases are found North of the Ohio
and Potomac rivers and tliese are nsnally

from some Southern state. In Porto Kico a

commission found a severe grade of anemia
due to Hookworm and this anemia was respon-
sible for nearly one-third of the deaths on the
Island.

RACIAL CONDITIONS.

Many writei's claim that the disease is more
]>revalent among negroes, 'but much less se-

vere. The immigration officials at San Fran-
cisco have found sixty-six per cent, of the
Hindu aliens infected and a large number of
Chinese.

SEX AND AGE.

iMales are probably more frequently infect-

ed than females. Children more frequently
than adults, but you may be infected at any
age. Hookworm is more prevalent in the
rural districts, due to the lack of sewerage
and good sanitary conditions. In some of the
country schools in Tennessee ninety-five per
cent, of the children weiv found infected.

HOW THE PARASITE GETS INTO THE BODY.
The worms do not niultiply in the body

but the adult female deposits great numbers
of eggs whicb are passed Avith each bowel
movement. The eggs under favorable temper-
ature, moisture and shade hatch out the larvae
in about twenty-four hours. Within a week
the larvae has shed its skin twice. It lives in

the cast off .skin and is noAV in a stage to enter
the human body, which it may do in one of
two ways.

First

:

It may be swallowed in water or
food.

Second: It may get into the body by boring
through the skin producing a condition call-

ed ground itch or dew poi.son which is usu-
ally the first stage of this disease. After en-
tering the skin the larvae enter the blood and
makes its way through the heart and lungs
and pa.sses up the wind pipe or is coughed up
and swallowed and finally enters the bowel.
After entering the small bowel the larvae
sheds its skin twice more, becomes mature and
mates. Tbe eggs have been known to appear
in the stools six weeks after an experimental
infection.

Effects Produced-. Cases may be divided
into four classes, light, medium, severe and
extreme.

In the light eases the disease is not suspect-

ed until found by a chance microscopical ex-

amination. These eases are important from
a prophylactic standpoint because they are
capable of producing a severe infection in

others.

SYMPTOMS.

1 f the infection occurs before puberty the
mental and physical condition will be retard-
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ed, the skin assumes a marked pallor due to

anemia. In old eases the skin is dry and

wrinkled. There may he swelling of the face,

feet or ankles. There is an e.xjxression of

anxiety and stupidity in severe cases. The

appetite may he light or it may he ravenous.

Lemons, pickles, salt, ]>epper, chalk, clay,

ashes, tohacco, sand, gravel and wood may In;

some of the tilings appealing to the appetite

of these unfortunate people. Nausea and

vomiting may occur and there may he hlood

in the stools. The pulse is usually fast and

has no relation to the temperature. There is

a decrease in red hlood cells and hemoglohin

and other hlood changes 'which time won’t al-

low me to discuss.

These patients are freciuently nervous and

emotional. The muscles are soft and weak

and the patient hecomes tired easily. This

has been called the lazy disease. The genital

organs may he poorly developed and menstru-

ation may he delayed for some years.

TREATMENT

Preventive: Hookworm disease is prevent-

able. When we recall the fact that the hook-

worm does not multiply in the body we can

readily see that this disease could he staiu])-

ed out. Shade and moisture are essential for

the development of the larvae and we all

know that those Avho practice soil pollution

usually choose the shady side of some hu.sh

and in that way they deposit the eggs in the

most favorable place for the hookwonn larvae.

It at once hecomes apparent that proper sew-

erage for towns and sanitary water closets

for the countiy and education of the peojxle

would soon stamp out hookworm.

Curative Treatment: Give a dose of epsom

salts the evening before to clear out all mu-
cus and undigested food. The patient should

have no supper. Your thymol being given

the following morning. You may give one-

half of the dose at 6 A. IM. and one-half two
hours later or you may give one-third of the

amount at thi-ee doses at one hour intervals

About three hours later you should give an-

other dose of epsom salts to sweep out the

thymol and worms.

Dosage

:

Under five years, seven and one-

half grains; five fo nine yeai's old, 15 grains;

ten to foixrteen years old, 30 grains; fifteen

to nineteen years old, 45 grains
;
twenty to

sixty year sold, 60 grains
;
over sixty years

old, 30 to 45 grains.

The thymol should he mixed with an ecpial

amount of milk sugar. The exti-a amount of

milk sugar giving more hulk, thei-efore caus-

ing a wider distribution of the thymol in the

intestinal canal. The thymol should always

he put up in capsules to prevent the uni>leas-

ant burning sensation in the stomach. No

food should he given from the time you give

yo'ur first dose of epsom salts until you have
gotten a good howel movement from the sec-

ond dose. Never give castor oil or alcohol

during this treatment. The patient should
also take very little water and should he kept
(juiet to prevent unpleasant dizzy symptoms.

URETHRITIS.''

Hy L. T. Eckleu, Ealmouth.

An inflammatory condition of the urethra
of long oi' short duration, produced either hy
con.stitutional or local causes. It is eithei'

acute, subacute or clu-onic, simple, non-infect-

ious or infectious.

iMany case sare of the non-infectious type,
and should not he looked upon with suspicion

;

since this .soui-ct^ can Ik; attributed to .some de-
bilitated condition of the system, or to some
constitutional disea.S(\ Oftentimes the con-
tinued })a.ssing of urea in excess, bile, ammon-
iacal urine, or highly acid urine, through the
urethra will pi-oduce urethritis; which will

I'oadily clear up under treatment of the un-
derlying cause. Uric acid being the offender
in most cases of highly acid urine, ft has
been my lot fo meet with numerous eases of
inflammation of the urethra, due to the pres-
ence of trouble higher up the xirinary .sys-

tem; calculi, collection of ouueus, pus due to

varioixs diseases of the urinary organs.

The continued pre.senee of any ])athoL)gical
substance, or foreign material produces symi>-
toms referable to the urethra. In the female
a prolapse of the xiterus causing pre.ssure on
the neck of the hladdei’, is an etiological fac-

tor Vaginitis and inflammation of the glands
of the vagina often produce, or are associat-

ed with inflammation of the urinary outlet.

The.se causes are mentioned among the etio-

logical factors, since we too often reach con-
clusions that our cases are .specific; when in

many instances a moi’e careful study would
reveal them to he of the non-infectious cla.ss.

In the male tlvu'c is another condition
which often is associated with trouble along
the urethi-a, namely, pro.statitis. These are
troublesome cases and often present Riem-
selves for treatment. While medicinal treat-

ment directed toward the prostate is very un-

satisfactory; yet there is much we can do for

oui’ patients that 'will add to their comfort.

In infectious urethritis, Ave have as exciting

causes, the gonococci and other pus producing
organisTus, as we often see in mixed infection.

Here, also, injuiy to the urethra may he class-

ed as an etiological factor. Again there might

he infection from some other ]>us producing
oi'ganism : for instance, a chancre In the

urethra or mucus ixatches witliin the urethra

*Re{V(l boforc t!io PeiulU'ton County Medical Society.
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will produce uretliritis with a discharge of

hlood and pus.

The clinical histoiw, the length of time

from last coitus and use of the microscope

serve to differentiate it from the pus of gonor-

rhoea.

Unfortunately most cases encountered are

due to infection hy the gonococcus. The

small coccus producing the symptoms has no

I’cspect for persons, neither does it consider

previous conditions of servitude. It has its

habitat among all classes, and is an unwel-

come guest at all gatherings. It is known to

all social circles. The gonococcus is foiind

among statesmen and politicians, hut is not

limited to this class. It often accompanies the

host to church and it may be into the pulpit.

It is not limited to the city or town, our coun-

try brother also shares in its entertainment.

Among the etiological factors of gonor-

rhoeal urethritis, there are to he considered

other causes than the specific cocci. It has

been said that man gives himself gonorrhoea

more often than he receives it.” The import-

ance of this statement meets with much dis-

cussion, and will l)e left for the society to

thresh out. Some cases of gonorrheal ureth-

ritis have been reported, contracted from wo-

]uen who did not have the infection. Coition

(hiring her menstrual iieriod or while she has

her leucorrhoea being cited as a reasonable

cause. Physicians are sometimes called upon

to answer very delicate interrogations, regard-

ing the chastity of the wife or of the husband.

Personally, I have never encountered a case

in which I cmdd not directly trace the con-

tagion.

The symptoms of gonorrheal urethritis, are

an irritation about the meatus urinaris, after

from three to fourteen days from the last ex-

posure. Cluing together of the lips of the

meatus with a moi’e or less clear substance.

There is increased redness of the mucous mem-
brane covering the glans in the male with per-

haps some degree of ]diimosis. The inflam-

mation at the beginning seems to he limited

to the fossae navicularis. Later it extends

further back tlie urethra causing painful urin-

ation. The clear fluid becomes more v-opius

and of a milky appearance. There is often

cliordee and blocdy urination. At tlie emi of

several days the pus becomes of a yellowish

color oftmi tinged with green. Tlie act of

urination is dreadt'd by the jiatient who re-

members tlie torture tlirough which he passed

upon previously emiitying the bladder.

Haemorrhage from the urethra most often ac-

curs from sexual excitement or from injury

or irritation. There is also associated with

gonori'hoea moi'e or h*ss constitutional react-

ion. In many cases this is overlooked by the

])hysician, but can, toward the end of the

case, be noticed with certainty. There are

many other symptoms of gonorrhoeal ureth-

ritis, but these are sufficient to establish a safe

diagnosis, especially gonococcus is found with

the microscope. Liven a case of urethritis

it is the duty of the physician to differ-

entiate, between the simple and specific. This
being the only difficulty at diagnosis.

A discharge from the urethra is not always
to be hurriedly diagnosed as gonorrhoeal. We
may create much disturbance and unhappi-
ness by too freely and hurriedly passing up-
on the virtue of the wife or husband. Not
only is a differential diagnosis important
from the standpoint of happiness in the home,
hut also from a knowledge of complications

and sequellae. The effects upon future pos-

terity. If the physician will keep in mind
the various after effects of gonorrhoea, it 'rtflll

at all times dawn upon them the importance
of insisting not only upan a correct (lia gnosis

hut ujion a complete cure.

Among many sad results of gonorrhoeal
urethritis, the following deserve much men-
tion : Blindness, sterility, mental despond-
ency, insanity, prostatitis, cystitis, orchitis,

epididymitis in the ‘male, with infection of

the uterus, tubes, and ovaries in the female

;

leading to a complete or partial sacritice of

her generative organs.

Another very important and trouldesome
seijuelae of gonorrhoea, is stricture of the

urethi-a, a condition producing much suffer-

ing and anxiety.

Naturally our patients desire to know just

how long they will be suffering from their

urethritis. In the non-infectious cases the

physician is justified in givng a probable out-

come in a certain number of days or weeks. I n

the infectious cases due to the gonococcus,

prognosis should be very much guarded. The
patient must be taught the extreme import-
ance of persisting in treatment until dismiss-

ed by his physician. No physician is justifi-

able in dismissing a case of gonorrhoeal ureth-

ritis until he has made repeated attempts to

find evidences of the infection hidden away to

make their appearance in after life.

When given a case of urethritis, at once we
are to consider the best plan of treatment to

overcome the trouble. If due to constitution-

al disturbance, to overcome such condition

should he the physician’s aim, aside from giv-

ing temjiorary relief. The treatment of the

underlying condition should be had. For ex-

ample, the accumulation of uric acid or excess

of urea or probably pus from disease further

up the tract. Prostatitis, cystitis, vaginitis,

etc., should, if they be present, receive ap-

propriate treatment before a case of inflamma-

tion of the urethra is discharged as cured.
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The following c;ise serves to emphasi/e the

importance of analyzing tlic urine before

tn'atment is instituted.

Patient, female, age 70, motlier o+‘ four

cliildren, history of nuic-li pain at different

times in the region of the gall bladder, and a

repeated attacks of urethritis, patient heavy,

with rheumatic i)aius over The body. She
urinated often, scanty, highly acid and highly

colored urine. There was much swelling

abont the meatus urinaris, and the pgssing of

a catheter x)i-odnced much pain. Patient com-

plained of burning and aching severely on at-

tempts to emiTty the bladder. The urethra

and bladdei’ were washed out at intervals of

three days with alkaline solutions and i)atient

init upon alkaline treatment. She made a

successful recovery in two weeks.

Recently some cases of ui’cthritis, following

the passing of renal calculus have been raider

my observation. These cases have been much
Ixmefited by the administration of urotropin.
Pilierizine, aciitatc of potasli, liyoscyamus and

bnchi liave been useful in the treatment of

non-infections urethritis. In the feniale the

position of the female organs should be a.scer-

tained. Recently a case presented to me gave
the following history. Patient, female, age
fifty, mother of one child. She had always
been delicate and twenty years ago had had
a perineorrliaphy. Her condition at time of ex-

ainination was about two weeks standing.

There was intense buniing and aching of the
outlet, together with tenesmus when the blad-
der was being emptied. Stie was also unable
to retain her urine. On examination the uterus
was found to be low down and pressing on the
neck of the liladder. The urethra wa.s swollen

and very tender. Patient had been in bed
several days with but little relief. The uterus
was pushed up and held for .several days with
absorbent cotton saturated with glycerine.

After a few days, soft rubber ]ies.sai‘y was
used, and douches of the vagina with salt solu-
tion were instituted. She was given citrate
of pota.ssium in fifteen giviin doses, to assist
in flushing out kidneys, bladder and urethra.
Recovery in about ten days, -with the result,
that she had to continue wearing her p(>ssary.
The treatment of gonorrheal urcThritis, is

to be considered as con.stitutional and local.
The administration of tonics and of constitu-
tional remedies is of most importance after
the acute symptoms have subsided. To l.uuld

up the system and overcome the reaction and
i-avages of the infection, is of much import-
ance and should not be neglected. We
would not think of dismi.ssing a ca.so of
anemia due to an infection without prescrib-
ing some reconstructive; neither should we
dismiss a cas(^ of gonorrheal urethiatis with-
out the administration of some good nutrient
tonic.

Locally the ti'eatmeiit laxsolves itself into

cleanliness and the aj>plication of antise[>tics.

(fleanliness is much of importance and should
be .so impres.sed upon the patient. Not only
is it necessary to be ch>an, to produce healing

of the uretei’al mucous membrane, but to pre-

vent fui-ther infection of the various mem-
branes. When j)ossible to see the patient

every day it is important to irrigate the

iiret lira
;
being careful to reach the entii’e

urethra. Care should be exercised, not to

use too much force and wa.sh the infection in-

to tlie bladder, thereby producing gonorriioeal

cystitis. Some mild antiseptic added to

tlie solution for irrigation is legiti-

mate. I do not think it wise to begin irriga-

tion in the early days of urethritis of S])eciflc

origin, from the fact that often the infection

remains limited to the fossa novicularis, and
irrigation in such cases might carry the in-

fection further back. In cases not acce.ssable

to the daily attention of the iihysician, it is

well to teach the patient how to irrigate at

home. I have had excellent results from the

administration internally in the earliest stages

of the following jire.scrixTtion

;

Rx.

llalsani Capaibaa zzi

FI Ex Buchu flzzi

Aeetat Potass zzi

Acacia et Aquae qs zzvi

-M. Sig. : One tea.spoonful three times a
day. This to be followed in four oi- five days
by the irrigation treatment.

Recently the baeterin treatment has receiv-

ed much attention, and is giving excellent re-

sults. This, however, should be persisteil in

until a cure is complete and should be fol-

lowed by constitutional treatment.

A e.ase some weeks ago came to my atten-
tion and was treated by the baeterin route,

with excellent residts. The ease was a neg-

lected one and was conqilicated with, epididy-

mitis. Two administrations of five million

each acted admirably. The doses were given

at an interval of two days.

It is not within the province of this aihicle

to consider the treatment of the various com-

plications and sequellae of ui'cthritis and will

not be attempted.

However, it is of importance to insist upon

tlie patient, that he should persist in tivat-

ment until he or she is dismissed by the i>hy-

sician as cured.

There is much more that could l)c said con-

cerning uiTlhidtis, but I trust this will be suf-

ficient to brijig out the things not meidioned
as well as a discussioii of those mentioned.
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(JUN SHOT WOUND OF ABDOMEN; BE-
PORT OF CASE.=^

By A. W. Cain, Somerset.

Patient, male, 8 years old, was brought to

Somerset General Hospital on July 16, 1914.

Was plajdng with a 22 calibre rifle, which had
been cut off till barrel for only 8 or 10 inches
in length, when he shot himself, the ball en-

tering two inches to the left and on a line

with the umbilicus. When he arrived at the

hospital about one-half hour after the injury,

tlie pulse was 120, and beads of perspii-ation

standing on the foi'chead, but he was not com-
plaining of much j)ain, and did not have the

appearance of great shock. We hoped that

the ball had not done so serious damage. As-
sisted by Drs. Berlin and Wahle, we began
the operation at 11 o’clock, just an hour from
the time of injury, making our incision di-

rectly over the bullet wound, v.dien we reach-

ed the pei'itoueum, we found the opening
j) lugged with omentum, we then began to

search for perforations, closing them as they

were fount!, there were six in the small intes-

tines, two in the ascending colon, just above

the caemm, and one in the mesentery, which
required closing. These W'ere all closed with
tine silk in the usual way, and as rapidly as

possible, there was a large amount of blood

in the peritoneal cavity, which was mopped
out as well as we could without too great

loss of time, at one point when there was the

most bleeding, there was a hematoma in the

walls of the vessel. After trying to satisfy

ourselves, which is not always easy to do, that

all OTienings were closed and hemorrhage stop-

jied, the patient still being in good condi-

tion, the v/alls of the abdomen were closed by
suturing the peritoneum muscles and skin

separately. The operation Avas completed in

less tlian one hour, the patient was put to bed
with head elevated, and hot applications to

feet, one (piart of normal saline solution was
at once administered per rectum by the drop
method, one pint Avas then administered every
four hours for the next twenty-four hours, in

the same Avay. The patient suffered some
pain which was relieved by 1-8 grain morphia,
this was repeated four times in the first three
days, on the third day 1-10 grain of calomel
was given every twenty minutes until one
gi-ain was taken, six hours afterwards a soaj)-

suds enema Avas given Avhich failed to act,

then an enema containing salts, glycerine and
turpentine Avas given, producing a large act-

ion. and causing a great deal of gas to }>ass,

Avhich gave the patient much comfort. He hatl

no food whatever till the fourth day. On this

day the patient liegan to complain Avith diffi-

culty in SAA'alloAving and pain about the angles

of tlie jaAvs. Fearing tetanus, 1500 units of
tetanus antitoxin Avere administered, and in
a fcAA' liours this symptom disappeared. We
are still in doubt as to the cause of the symp-
tom and the part played by the serum.
The temperature reached 101 on the third

ila.y only, the AA'ound healed perfectly, the
stitches Avere removed on the ninth day, and
the result AA'as all that could be desired, ex-
cept Ave failed to locate the bullet.

COUNTY SOCIETY REPORTS

Pendleton—The Pendleton County Medical So-

ciety met at the Day House, on Wednesday, July

8, 1914, Avith the following members present

:

Beckett, Blackerby, Blades, BroAvn, Chipman,
Clark, Cram, Eckler, Ellis, Hopkins, Kendall,

John E. Wilson Woolery. After a report of clin-

ical cases and the reading of a paper on “Ex-
ophthalmic Goitre,” by Dr. Ellis, the meeting
adjourned.

W. A. JMcKENNEY, Secretary.

Pendleton—The Pendleton County Medical So-

ciety met at the Day House in Falmouth, on Au-
gust 12, 1914, Avith the folloAA’ing members pres-

ent : Blackerby, Blades, BroAvn, Clark, Daugh-
erty, Eckler, Hopkins, Kendall, McKenney, Nich-

ols, Woolery. The metting AA’as called to order

by Vice-President Dougherty, and after roll call

and reading of the minutes of the previous meet-

ing Ave proceeded to the business of the day.

We had a very good report of clinical cases,

some of Avhich Avere folloAV-up cases from last

month, others new cases. We had tivo good pa-

])ers, one by Dr. Eckler and one by Dr. BroAA'n,

both on sul)jects that elicited much discussion

and Avhile not all agreeing, some good points

Avere brought out. After a good day Ave ad-

journed.

W. A. McKENNEY, Secretary.

Fulton—The Fulton County Medical Society

had its meeting at Willingham Bridge on the 16th

of IMay. It elected its officers foi’ the year as fol-

lows :

John W. Naylor, of Cayce, President; S. Cohn,

of Futlon, Secretary and Treasurer; H. Luteu, of

Fulton, Delegate.

We had several paj)ers and report of cases,

interesting in every respect.

The meeting Avas treated Avith a tine barbecue

and fish fry.

The regular meeting dates are the 15th of

each month alternating betAveen Fulton and

Cayce.

Keart before the Pulaski Countj- Medical Society. S. COHN, Secretary.
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Russell—The twenty-fourth annual session of

the Russell Springs District Medical Society and

the Russell County Medical Society held a joint

session at Fairview chur ch,a mile northeast of

Jamestown, on July 4th. It was a “Public

Health Session” with ten doctors on the pro-

gram. After calling the roll only L. D. Ham-
mond and J. B. Scholl answered present. Dr.

Combest, (a non-member) came about the noon

hour. The remainder on the program of the

laity were present and took an active part in

all the discussions. Those of the laity who were

present and took active paiT in the discussions

and asking of questions in regard to how to pre-

vent disease, were Rev. J. S. Wade, G. F. Rex-

roat, Cooper Shepherd, Prof. Grover Brown, Prof.

W. T. Mitchell, D. C. Hopper, Jones Walters and

many others, who seemed to be anxious to learn

about preventing disease.

About 9:30 A. M., L. D. Hammond, President

of the Russell County Medical Society, and I, as

President of the Russell Springs District Medical

Society, held a short caucus, or consultation, and
decided that as there were only two of us pres-

ent, we could not transact any business, and only

ti-y to do our best to carry out all of the program
we possibly could and tell the people how to pre-

vent disease. We were chagrined, however, when
the roll was called to hear only two of us answer

present out of about twelve doctors in the county.

L. D. Hammond called the program before be-

ginning to show the people what an important

program and how many doctors w’ere absent and
show how little or neglectful some doctors are.

Meanwhile some of the doctors had good excuses

for not being present, probably all. Dr. Ham-
mond, by request of Dr. Blair, gave his excuse,

that Mrs. Blair was at the point of death. I

know this to be true for I spent tbe night at Dr.

Blair’s the night before and helped the doctor

with Mrs. Blair. This was the only excuse of-

fered. Of course others had excuses and prob-

ably good ones.

At 9:30 A. M. after divine invocation by Rev.
J. S. Wade, who read Deut. 23:11-13, and gave a
lecture on cleanliness. He told the audience that

Moses was a health officer many thousand years

ago and compelled his subjects to be clean.

D. C. Hopper read a clipping from the Courier-

Journal of last week, on the cost of typhoid,

which was discussed at length and questions be-

ing asked by the laity, by Rev. J. S. Wade, W.
T. Mitchell, Grover Brown, G. F. Rexroat, L. D.

Hammond and J. B. Scholl, after Avhich J. B
Scholl distributed a lot of health literature to the

people on sanitation and typhoid and other pre-

ventative diseases. Also exhibited charts on

privies, wells, flies and hookworm. At this time,

12 o’clock, noon, adjourned for one houi’.

After dinner, I will say the best and most

abundant I have ever seen, the meeting was call-

ed to order by L. D. Hammond.
J. D. Combest gave an interesting talk.

J. B. Scholl read a paper on the “Duties of

Health Officers,” which was discussed by L. D.

Hammond, J. D. Combest and Prof. L. 0. Phelps.

L. D. Hammond read a paper on “Medical
Ethics.” It was an exhaustive paper and could

not be discussed only to say we all indorse it.

Elam Harris, gave a lecture on a “Clean
Mouth.” Discussed by L. D. Hammond and J.

S. Scholl.

Will say that I have been attending medical

meetings and societies for about a (juarter of a

century. I have attended the A. M. A., the Ken-
tucky State Medical Association, The Kentucky
Central and many county societies, but I never
would compare with this one at a Fairview church
for interest taken by the good citizens in the vi-

cinity of that good little church house. They
have attended a meeting in all these years that

were all anxious to learn about how to keep
well. There were some so interested in public

health meetings they asked the President, Dr.
Hammond, to call the next meeting at their resi-

dence. Dr. Hammond announced that it was his

desire and intention to call public health meet-
ings during the summer and fall at such places

and time as seems most necessary or where peo-

ple desire it and are interested.

I was at the church, which is situated in a

shady grove, early, and saw the people begin to

arrive. They came early in buggies, surreys, on
bicycles, in wagons (and I think no automobiles
that stopped at the meeting. However, there are

a number in the county, I think).

By the time the meeting opened there were
somewhere near 650 people. The seating capac-
ity of the church house is 500 and I feel sure
that there were many more that could not get in,

so you can guess that there were at least 650 or

700 people present at the meeting.

In the rural district of Russell County at Fair-
view church, the largest medical and public

health meeting ever held in Russell or adjoining
counties convened ,due to the faithful and untir-

ing efforts of Drs. Hammond and Blair, the Com-
mittee on Arrangements. The multitude of good
people almost such as tlie apostle John saw, con-

sisted of women, young and old, men, young and
old, children and babies. The best order and at-

tention I ever saw anywhere or any place. Even
the little babies behaved themselves. Am sure

that all present know how to behave and have
been raised by good parents. They were all

dressed modestly, but neat and clean. So these

people already know how to be clean and neat,

but still willing to help the good cause.

The church house sits in a grove of oak trees

with plenty of shade. It was clean, well lighted

and its accoustics the best.

The singing by the choir was excellent. It
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rendered vocal music diiriii'j' the day, when called

U])on to do so.

1 feel, after twenty-four years of trying' to

j>revent diseases, that I have l)een rewarded by

attending;' the laruest and best ineetin<>' ever hehl

in this or any other county. Mr. Editor 1 do

wish you could ha\e l)een uith us to have seen

what us Kussell County folks can do.

There are about twelve physicians in Kussell

county, only six are meml)ers of tlie County So-

ciety, God knows why the other si.x are non-

members. I am sure if the I’resident of the Rus-

sell County IMedical Society and 1 knew the

cause, we would try to remove the cause, but as

there has been no reason .aiven in writing why
they do not ,ioin in tlie areat work, of course we
don’t know what remedy to apply, but we, or I,

still aim to work on and look onward and ui)ward

to that bri»ht world of light where pure angel

liands will help us do right.

Mr. Editor, you jirobably will realize how Dr.

Hammond and I felt, when there were two so-

ciety programmes to lie rendered. AVe of

course, .just had uj) our own little lesson, but af-

ter finding that only two of us were present to be-

gin with., we decided to undei'take with the as-

sistance of the above named laity, to carry out

the elabor.i.te ]irograni wl'ich kept us busy from

start to finish.

Neither the President nor I were i)bysically

able to go through with the tiresome work, l)ut

both hel l out well, both of us together would not

weigh over 220 jjounds and looked like we had

hookworm when we got through that evening.

However, it was a positive pleasm-e for the

President and I to come in contact with those five

or six hundred ])eoi)le who assisted us and helji

hold up the great cause of preventing diseases,

saving life and relieving pain. This great crowd

of jieople or multitude, wdio took such interest

should be congratualted and their works and

words will be remembered for centuries as

helping in the first public health meeting in Rus-

sell county.

J. R.ytTIOLL, Secretary.

Importance of Vitalized Air in the Etiology of

Anemia.—Krotkolf found from his experiments

on rabbits that they can bear with impunity con-

siderable i)olluted air, with 8 or 10 j>er cent, of

carbon dioxid, tbe blood remaining normal, but

with loss of w'eight, provided the animals are

healthy. The rabbits were then rendered anemic

by injection of pbenylhydrazin which reduced tlie

hemoglobin to 15 or .‘iO [ler cent., the number of

reds to 1,050,()0(). Three rabbits were kept in

the open air and three in bo.xes closed up for two

months. In both series the hemoglobin and red

count became normal; the white count remained

unchanged. Krotkolf thinks that vitalized air

can cause anemia in human beings only when
there is some jn'cdisposition on the part of the

lilood-making organs to disease. Otherwise the

bad air of prisons, workshops, etc., causes only

jiseudo-anemia, that is, jiallor of the integument

but M’ith no changes in the blood.

NEWS ITEMS AND COMMENTS

CITY VIEIW SANITARIUM.

It will be of interest to the readers of the

JoniiN-U, to know that the City View Sani-

tarinni of Nasliville has just completed its

new iMens’ Department, which contains some

fifty rooms. The old mens’ building will lie

used for administrative purposes. These im-

provements add another complete Institution

in the Southern states which will he welcome

to the profession by this entire section.

The dournal acknowledges with ]ileasure

an invitation from the faculty and Class of

1914 of the training school for nurses of Dr.

\V. B. Fletcher’s Sanatorium, Xeuronhurst,

to he ])resent at the graduating e.xercises,

August 18th. It is always a pleasure for the

JouRNA], to visit this splendid Institution.

Radical Cure of Femoral Hernia Operating

through the Inguinal Canal.—Werneck reports

the case of a man with right epigastric, inguinal

and femor'al hernia. He corrected the femoral

hernia by way of the inguinal canal, ligating and

fastening by the Barker technic, treating the

hernia otherwise by Berard’s “double curtain’’

method. The advantages of the technic ft)llowed

were so striking in this case that he wonder.s why

every one does not treat femoral hernia by the

iiupiinal route as the routine technic. It permits

the sac to be ligated much higher up, the advan-

tages of which are ob\ious. It also does away

with the long funnel of peritoneinn left inevitably

when the herniotomy is done entirely in the

lemoral region. "With the latter technic the wall

is much less solid than it can be made when work-

ing through the inguinal canal which permits

other muscles to be drawn down to reenforce the

wall. Another advantage of the inguinal route

is that it ])ei’mits at the same time measures to

wai'd off inguinal hernia latei", it is a frequent

occurrence that ))ersons w'no have been oper-

ated on for femoral hernia by the ordinary in-

cision below Boiii)art’s ligament develop in-

guinal hernia later.
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EDITORIAL.

THE ANNUAL MEETING.

The Annual ^Meeting of the Kentucky
St.vte IMedicai. Association for 1914 will be
held in Newport, September 23, 24 and 25th.

Tlie first session of the Ilouse of Delegates

will he on September 22, Almost every doc-

tor in both Campbell and Kenton counties are

, members of the Campbell-Kenton County
1\Iedicai> Society. They all expect every doc-

tor in Kentucky to be present. Its offieei’s

and members are a unit in making such prep-
ations for this meeting as will insure its

success. They deserve and should receive the

support of not only every county society hut
of the physicians and profession of- the State

in their efforts to break all records to make
this the greatest medical meeting that has ever

been held in Kentucky. Ic is especially im-

portant that every memlier who attends se-

cure a certificate from his local agent, when
he purchases his railroad ticket, so that he can
secure his return ticket for one-third fare.

Have no anxiety about your rooms and
good meals. Arrangements have been com-
pleted so that if every doctor in Kentucky
should come and bring his family' they would
all be cared for with abundance of room,
plenty of bath Avater and three good meals a

day at the Blue Grass Inn, Newport. Write
Dr. W. W. Anderson, Newport, for reserva-

tions. Best rooms to first applicants.

The Journai. confidently promises every
tired, hardworking phy'sician who comes to

Newport such a hearty Avelcome and such a

pleasant, profitable meeting that he Avill re-

turn home freshened up and stimulated for

another year’s work. This guarantee extends

also to his Avife, avIio tnore than in any other

profession, shares the trials of her husband.

Let’s all get together and make the 1914 ses-

sion the biggest and best yet held.

THE DISCUSSIONS.

The Kentucky State 1\Iedical Associa-
tion is a democratic organization, where ev-

ery man is his fellow’s equal in opportunity
anyway. If you are interested in any^ subject

on this program and don’t discuss it, it Avill

he your own fault. When you have read the

program, pick out the papers in Avhicli you
are interested and write tha Secretary at once.

EA^ery pajAer on the program is, or soon Avill

be, in print. A proof Avill be sent any mem-
ber of any one paper. Then, Avill you, of your
oAvn experience and knowledge, deliberately

and earefullj", get up your discussions. Write
it out if you prefer and hand it to the official

stenographer just as you Avant it to appear in

the Journal. This plan AAmrked Avell last year
and Avill again this year, if the members like

it. Write to-day for the paper you Avish to

discuss.

THE PROGRAM.

The program is again published in this is-

sue. It is not quite complete but it promises
enough good tilings to make it certain that
no practicing physician can afford to miss it.

We desire to call special attention to the fact

that the Committee on Scientific Avork has ar-

ranged for a full program for the third day;
in fact, in many respects, the third day is the

best of the three. Many of the papers will he

illustrated by lantern slides and Ave Avili be

able to see exactly Avhat is lieiug talked about.

COMMERCIAL EXHIBIT.

We Avill liaA'e the greatest commercial ex-

hibit that has cati* lieeii in KentuekA'. We
feel that we can really say this year that it

would be Avorth one’s Avhile to attend the New-
l)ort session this year foi- the value of this ex-

liihit alone. Only those firms can exhibit tliat
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are rei)utable and have something- worth ex-

hibiting. Instrument men, pharmacists and
everything else of interest, including long dis-

tance telei^hone, will be on hand to show you
the very latest. Save your orders until you
can see what you want.

BUSINESS.

This year again we publish in great detail

reports of the Association ’s officers, giving

every item of expense and every step taken
by them during the year. Have your resolu-

tions, speeches and reports all ready for the

House of Delegates. Ample time is given for

any county society to instruct its delegates on
any subject, and the delegates from every

county society shoiild confer with his fellows

as to what should 'be done at the meeting.

Every member is urged to read all the re-

ports. If there is any kicking to be done the

Honse of Delegates is the best place to do it.

We want the membership to take enoi;gh in-

telligent interest in this Association’s affairs

to kick intelligently. You are all stockholders

in this great organization. It is your money
being spent, your work being done, and if you
are not familiar with all of its details, it is

your fault not ours.

THE HOTEL.

The Blue Grass Inn at Newport is a beauti-

ful hotel. In its one building, for the first

time in the history of the Association, there

will be ample room space for members and

visitors, as well as commodioies halls for the

scientific sessions and House of Delegates and

all exhibits. The Association this year will be

housed as one big family. The arrangements

are unusually complete. Be sure to attend.

ENTERTA 1 NAIENTS.

The Campbell-Kenton County iMedical So-

ciety urges a large attendance at the State

iMeeting and that doctors bring their ladies

with tliem. Among the social features will be

automobile trips for the ladies to the army
post at Fort Thomas and to the Zoological

Gardens, the Rookwood Pottery, the Art iMu-

seum and other points of interest in Cincin-

nati and vicinity.

The members and their ladies will also be

tendered a reception and dance on the palatial

excursion steamer, “Island Queen,” during

a river trip to the Fern Bank dam and a

moonlight evening on the water.

SCIENTIFIC EDITORIALS.

SKIN REACTION OF LUES AND ITS RE-
LATIONSHIP TO WASSERMAN’S

REACTION.

While Naguchi, in this country, has given

us the Luetin test for syi)hilis, Klausner and

Phsher, in the old country, have been experi-

menting on the same line. Naguchi ’s work
was extensively tried in this country and also

abroad, The concensus of opinion in regard

to Luetin test is about the same in thi.s coun-

try as it is abroad. The result may be sum-

med up as follows : a great percentage—85 ]>er

cent.—of positive is obtained in tertiary

syphilis, always a negative in the primary

stage and only in very few cases a positive re-

action is obtained in secondary stage. In the

latent syphilis a positive reaction is obtained

in about 40 per cent; in non-syphilitics, even

large doses of half-diluted gave negative re-

sults, but you occasionally find a few cases

where there is a slight skin reaction. Both

the investigators, abroad and here, are of the

opinion that Luetin is a splendid adjunct to

Wasserman reaction and should be used con-

jointly in a great many cases.

Klausner and Fischer first pulilished the re-

sult of their experiments in Wiener Klinischer

Wochensrrift in 1918. They claimed that

they .succeeded in getting in syphilitics with

tertiary stage, a skin reaction by using intra-

dermal grafting of a watery extract of or-

gans especially rich in spirochetae f preferably

from lungs affected with pneum. alba).

Mueller and Stein have tried very faithful-

ly to verify the experiment of Klausner and

Fischer's and the relationship of skin reaction

to Wa.sserman reaction. Fresh pie.ces of

.syphilitic organs flung, liver and adrenals')

were thoroughly macerated in a mortar with

beaded glass; the macerated mass was mixed

wilh equal parts of physiologic .salt solution

and centrifuged; the tipper part was poured

off and heated for 25 minutes to 108 Fahren-

heit; for preserving purposes, one-half per

cent solution of phenol tvas added. The an-

tigen prepared in sucli a 'way was injected

with a thin needle through the thick skin of

the shoulders and scapulas so as to get a very
small blister; if technique was perfect there

was no blood drawn. In case of a positive re-

sidt, there .soon appeared upon the grafted
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place a. l)rij?ht, ratlier limited erysipelas-like

i-edness, sometimes small infiltrations. Bet-

ter results were obtained Avith extracts of

adrenals; liver and lung- extracts- lose their

power too soon. Alcoholic extracts of liver

dried and then diluted with physiologic salt

solution, at times, gives a strong reaction. To
escape mistakes it is necessary to have control- •

experiments with exti-aets of normal organs,

because in some syphilitics, with such artigens

you get a positive reaction. A negative re-

action is noticed among gummatous patients

(out of ten cases all plus, in AYR., one ease

was negative). Out of 30 cases with mani-
festations of eondylomatous syphilis, a posi-

tive reaction was obtained only in G (one case

with Wasserman negative). Out of 12 pa-

tients with primary scleroses, two gave posi-

tive reaction (one of them with a negative,

Wasserman'.. In latent syphilis a positive

reaction is obtained oftener in cases where a

longer time has elapsed since infection; out

of ten patients infected less than five years

and giveti a plus Wasserman, only one gave a

positive reaction; out of 6 with a negative

Wasserman, only two gave a positive skin re-

action
;
out of 4 infected more than five years

and having a plus AVasserman, 3 gave a posi-

tive reaction.

It is rather pecitliar that in one ease in the

gummatous period and for several years, giv-

ing a negative Wasserman, it became positive

ten days after the patient was given an inocu-

lation with extract of adi'enals. This obser-

vation shows that inoculation of sterilized ex-

tract of syphilitic organs may act as an in-

citement to a positive AVasserman.
AI. L. Ravitcit.

Thyroid Treatment of Myxedema.—Zuber re-

ports the case of a young man who has taken

thyroid treatment systematically for thirteen

years. At the age of 8 he was the size of a child

of 2, and although under he influence of the thy-

roid treatment then instituted he has developed

both physically and mentally, he has never re-

gained those six years he lost, his size and mental

standing now being those of a normal, diffident

youth of 15. In the discussion that followed his

report, Ausset commented oir the way in Avhich

the myxedematous improve to a certain extent

under thyroid treatment and then seem to reach

a stationary stage. At this point he has found

it useful to combine the extract of other glands

Avith the thyroid treatment; improvement pro-

gresses rapidly under the addition of hypo-

physis extract. Lesne adds epinephrin also, the

arterial pressure being generally low in myx-

edema.
1 :i .11

OFFICIAL ANNOUNCEMENTS

PUKCIAIIXARY SCIENTIKIO PROGRAM, XEAVPCRT
.SESSION, KENTUCKY STATE MEDICAL ASSO-

CT.VTION, SEPTEMBER 23, 24, AND 25, 1914.

AA’kD.N'KSI) \V MOR.NI.Vfi, Septkmbf.k 23.—9 O'CT.ock.

Call to Order by the President.. AV.” 0. Robert.s
Invocation Kkv. Joseph AV. Haioiit
.Address of AVelcome IIoN. Aubrey B.arp.our
Response Curran Pope
Report of Committee on .\rranpements ...W. AV. Anderson
I nstallation of the President.
President's -Address .7. AV. Edlis

SoiENTipic Session—10 A. M.

SY.MPosir.M ON tuberculosis.
.Methods of Early Diagno.sis B. K. Menifee, Walton
Nasal Olxstruetion in the Etiology of Tuberculosis. .

Clydf E. Purcell, Paducah
Childhood Infection, Adult Death ....OtI' Senour, Union
Tuberculous Cervical Glands . . ..I. AV. Kincaid, Catfeltsburg
Tuberculosis of the Kidney: Its Diagnostic Difficulties

and Therapeutic Problems . . .Filipp Kreissl, Chicago
Oration in Medicine—Special Order 12 M. . . .

A Brotherhood of Doctors. .AVm. Aubrey Poole, Henderson

A\.^ednespay Afternoon, September 23, Scibntifdj
Session—2 P. M.

SVMPOSIU.M ON NERVOUS DISEASES.

Relation of Gynecological to Nervous Dis.eases . . . .

Geo. P. Spr.\oue. Lexington
Examination of the Spinal Fluid in Mental and Nerv-

ous Diseases U. P. Sights Hopkinsville
Treatment of Deformities Following Infantile Par-

alysis AA^ Barnett Owen, Louisville
Differential Diagnosis of the Paralyses of Childhood

John J. Moren, Louisville
Clinical .Aspects of Carbo Hydrate Metabolism . . . .

Louis FIamman, Baltimore
symposium o.n children.

Enuresis in Children M. A\'. Moore, Cynthiana
Hemorrhage of the Newborn . . . . 0. AV. Brown, Lenoxburg
The Mentally Defective Child. . . .Geo. AV. Armbs, Louisville
ilcdiastinal Lymph Nodes in Children

A. O. Sisk, Earlington

AVednesday Evening, September 23, Public Session

S P. M.

Annual Oration Eradication of Disease
Victor C. Vaughn,

President A. M. A., Ann Arbor, Michigan

Tjiursd.av IMorning, September 24, Scientific Ses-

sion—9 A. M.

symposium o.n public health.
Four Years of Kentucky Vital Statistics ; .

AV. L. Heizbf, Bowling Green
Rural Hygiene and the Sanitary Pri\-y

C. W. Sn-4W, Alexandria
A Study of Typhoid Carriers

A. T. McCormack, Bowling Green
Common Natural Causes of Sudden Death

Ellis Duncan, Louisville
-Alcohol as a Health Problem. . . .J. N. Hurty, Indianaiiolis
Periodic Examination of Well Persons

Eugene L. Fisk, New York
STMPO.SIUM on surgery.

AA'ho Should Do Surgery Ap Morgan A^ancb, Louisville
Exploratory Inci.sion As -An .Aid to Diagnosis ....

AV. A. Quinn, Henderson
Radium in Surgery M. L. R.witch, Louisville

Oration in Surgery—Special Order 12 M.
Cancerous Growths in Plant and .Animal Life

—

Their Relation to Fiequency of Cancer in Man.
Illustrated with Lantern Slides

A. D.4VID AVillmoth, Louisville

Thursday .Afternoon, September 24, Scientific Ses-

sion—2 P. M.

Surgery in Headache G. A. Hendon, Louisville
Bone Grafting in Potts’ Disease and Ununited Frac-

ture R. W. Ryerson. Chicago
.Considerations of Recent .Advances in Genito-l'rinary

Surgery J. Bentley Squier, New A'ork

Friday Morning, September 25, Scientific Session
—9 A. M.

SYMPOSIUM ON SEROLOGY.

Practical A^alue of Serums, A'aceines, Etc., in

Treatment Leon Solomon, Louisville

Preparation and Use of .Autogenous Vaccines
John D. Allen, Louisville
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Placental Serum in the Toxaemias of Pregnancy . .

E. P. Horine, Louisville
Sero-Diagncisis of Pregnancy . . . .H. J. Parbacii, Louisville
Trachoma J. A. Stucky, Lexington

SYMPOSIUM ON RHEUMATISM.
Classification of Joint Lesions . . . .W. J. Gerding, Newport
Etiology and Symptoms of Acute Rheumatic Fever . .

J. M. Salmon, Ashland
Prophylaxis and Treatment of Acute Rheumatic Fever

G. G. Thornton, Lebanon
Obscure Rheumatism of Childhood

S. P. Garrison Bellevue

Friday After.noon, September 25, Scientific Session
—2 P. M.

Economic and Social Aspects of Deafness
Is.AAC Lbderman, Louisville

Treatment of the Middle Ear Through the Eustachian
Tube R. W. Bledsoe, Covington

Minor Lesions of the Pudenda . . . . H. C. Cl.ark, Falmouth
Uterine Myomata and Malignancy

Jos. G. Gaither, Hopkinsville

OFFICIAL CALL.

The Sixty-Fourth Annual Session of the

Kentucky State Medical Association

TO be Held at Newport, Septem-

ber 22, 23, 24 AND 25, 1914.

To the Officers and Members of the Compon-
ent County Societies of the Kentucky State

Medical Association

:

The Sixty-Fourth Annual Session of the

Kentucky State Medical Association yuII

convene in the auditorium of the Blue Grass

Inn, Newport, Kentucky, on AVednesday,

Thursday and Friday, September 23, 24 and

25, 1914.‘

the house op delegates.

The House of Delegates of the Kentucky
State AIedical Association will convene in

the parlor of the Blue Grass Inn at 1 :30 P.

j\I., on Tuesday, September 22, 1914.

first general session.

The First General Session, which consti-

tutes the opening exercises of the Scientific

functions of the Association, will be held in

the auditorium of the Blue Grass Inn, New-
port, Kentucky, at 9 A. M., Wednesday, Sep-

tember 23, 1914.

and from 8 A. M. to 11 :30 A. M. on Friday,
September 25th.

APPORTIONMENT.

Each chartered component county society

will be entitled to the number of delegates op-

posite its name on the following list. Each so-

ciety is entitled to one delegate for each twen-
ty-five .members, or major fraction thereof,

whose dues have been paid to the State Asso-
ciation in accordance with the By-Laws:

Adair 1

Allen . 1
Anderson 1
Ballard 1

Barren 1

Bath 1

Bell 1

Boone 1

Bourbon 1

Boyd 1

Bo^le 1

Bracken 1

Breathitt 1

Breckinridge 1
Bullitt 1

Caldwell 1
Chillowav - 1

Campbell-Kenton 3
Carroll 1
Carlisle 1
Carter 1

(lasey 1

Christian 2
Clay 1

Clinton 1
Crittenden 1

Cumberland 1
Daviess 3
Elliot 1

Estill 1
Payette 3
Fleming 1
Franklin 1
Fulton 1
Garrard 1
Gallatin 1
Grant 1

Graves 1
Grayson 1

Green 1
Greenup 1
Hancock 1

Hardin 1

Harlan 1
Harrison 1
Hart 1
Henderson 2
Henry ]

Hickman 1
.Te.ssamine 1
Tefferson 9
.Johnson 1
Knott 1

Knox 1

Larue 1

Laurel 1

Lawrence 1

Lee 1

Letcher 1

Lewis 1

Lincoln 1

Livingston 1

Lyon 1

McCracken 2
McLean 1

Madison 1

Marion 1

Magofiin 1

Marshall 1

Mason 1

Meade 1

Mercer 1

Metcalfe 1

Monroe 1

Montgomery 1

Morgan 1

Mub.lenburg 1

Nelson - . . . . 1

Nicholas 1

Oldham 1

Ohio 1

Owsley 1

Owen 1

Pendleton 1

Perry 1

Pike 1

Powell 1
Pulaski 1

Robertson 1

Rockcastle 1

Rowan 1

Russell 1

Scott 1

Shelby 1

Simpson 1

Tavlor 1

Todd l'

Trigg 1

Trimble 1

Union 1

Warren 2
Washington 1

Wayne 1

Webster 1

Wolfe 1

Woodford 1

OFFICERS, 1914.

THE COUNCIL.

The Council will convene in the office of the

Blue Grass Inn, Newport, Kentucky, at 10 A.

AL, Tuesday, September 22, 1914.

THE secretaries OP COUNTY SOCIETIES.

The Association of Secretaries of County
Societies will meet in the auditorium of the

Blue Grass Inn, at 8 P. M., Tuesday, Septem-

ber 22, 1914.

THE REGISTRATION DEPARTMENT.

The Kegistration Department will be open-

ed in the Exhibit Hall, Blue Grass Inn, New-
port, from 10 A. AL, to 7 P. i\I. on Tuesday,

September 22, from 8 A. M. to 7 P. M. Wed-
nesday and Thursday, September 23 and 24th

President W. O. Roberts, Louisville

President-Elect J. W. Ellis, Masonville

Vice-President J. L. Neel, Drake

Vice-President I. B Kinnaird. Lancaster
Vice-President M. McDowell, Cynthiana

Treasurer W. B. McClure, Lexington

Secretary-Editor A. T. McCormack, Bowling Green

Orator in Surgery . .A. D. Willmoth. Louisville
Orator in Medicine W. A. Poole, Henderson

COUXCILORS.

Dk. E. Rau, Bowling Green, Chairman
Dr. W. W. Richmond, Clinton
Dr. Cyrus Graham, Henderson
Dr, C. Z. Aud, Cecilian
Dr. D. S. Wilson, Louisville
Dk. R. C. McChord, Lebanon
Dr. L. F. Hammonds, Dunnville
Dr. j. E. Wells, Cynthiana
Dr. j. W. Kincaid, Catletlsburg
Dr. I. a. Shirley, Winchester
Dr. j. S. Lock, Barbourville

Representative on Legislative Council, American
Medical Association .W, A. Pooi.e, Henderson
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])KI,BCATKS TO THE A.MEIUCAN' MeDICAH ASSOCIATION,
Kektuciiv

.1, \V. KixfAii) Catlettsburg
T. IfcCORM.vCK Bowling Green
11. Barulhi Lexington

\V. AV. Ricu.monp Clinton

B.vrre.v
Bctlek
Cmristiax

Memrers oe St.vte Board or Heai.th.

Dr. .Toii.x G. Sovtji. President Frankfort
1)K. Geo. T. Fri.LER Mayfield
Dr. C. Fish Frankfort
Dr. AV. AV. Riciia'Oxd Clinton
Dr. I. .V. Shirlev AVinchtster
Dr. C. Z. ,\vu Cecilian
Dr. O. C. Roiiertso.x ..Owensboro
Dr. a. T. McCor.maok, Secretary. Bowling Green
Dr. K. H. .AIark, state Sanitary Engineer ..Bowling Green
Dr. A\'. L. Hetzkr, State Registrar of A’ital Statistics

Bowling Green
Dr. L. II. Son’ll, State Bacteriologist . . . .Bowling Green

Bi t ettt
GKAV.SOX
Hardin-
II ART

.VXDERSOX
Boo.ve
Carroll

.Adair
Boyle
Mariox

PERMANENT COMMITTEES.

SciE.XTiKic li'ORK—.T. A\'. Ellis, Chairman; AV. A\^. Ander-
son, -A. MeCormack, Secretary.

JlEDtC’O,-Legal

—

J. J. Moron, Chairman; AA^ B. McClui-e,
.A. T. AlcConnack, Secretary.

Legi.slatiox and Public Policy

—

C. Z. And, D. M. Grif-
fith and Jlilton Board.

Medical Educ.^tiox

—

A\'. \A'. Richmond, D. M. Griffith

and C. A. Calvert.
K.xpert Testimoxy

—

J. N. McCormack, Curran Pope, J.
'j. Phythian.
Preykvtable Diseases oe the Eye

—

M. M. Moss, J. A.
>-.iukey, R, L. Collins.

COUNCILOR DISTRICTS.

Ballard
Cai.dwell
Calloway
Carlisle

Breckinridge
Crittenden
Davies.s
Hax ;ock

First District.

Fvltox"
Graves
Hickman
Livingston

Second District.

Hendepson
Hopkins
AIcLean
MrllLENBl-RG

Lyon
M,AESHALL
McCra( ken
Trigg

Ohio
Union
AVebster

Casey
Clinton-
Garrard

Boukbo.n
Bracken-
Cam p B L-K E NT 'N
Fleming
Gra.nt

Boyd
Carter
Elliott
Floyd

Bath
Breathitt
Cl \rk
Estill
Fayette
Kno rr

Bell
Clay
Harlan

Third District.

Cl'MBERLAND
Logan
Metcalfe
Marion

Fourth District.

Henry
Larue
Meade

A\'A H R E N -E I) .MO N so N
Simpson
Todd

Shelby
Oldiiaai
Nelson-

Fifth District.

Franklin Owen
Gallatin Spencer
-Ikfferson-

SrxTH Dlsthict.

Green Taylor
Mercer nVashing-

TON
Seventh District.

Lincol.n Russell
Pl'IiASKI AVayne
Rockcastli.

Eighth District.

Harrison
-Tessa.mine
Mason
N ICIIOLAS

Ninth District

-Tohnson Magoffi.n
Lewis Martin
IjAwrenck Pike

Tenth District.

Pendleto.v
Robertson
Scott
AA’oodford

Lee OWSLEA-
Letch ki: Pekry
Madison POWELIi
Menifee Rowan
Montgomery Wolfe

Eleventh District.

TackSON Leslie
Kno.n Whitley
Lai-rel

bi.it; grass i.w. neavport. kemk kv
All the Scipiit ific meetings and the ComiiiiTcial iuitl Scieiititic Exhibits and Kegistiatioii ami I iifoi-mulioii Biiieauswill bp lipId at

the Blue Grass Inn. on the second floor of which the House of Ihdegatps will meet.
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CONSTITUTION AND BY-LAWS OF THE
KENTUCKY STATE IMEDICAL AS-

SOCIATION ADOPTED AT PA-

DUCAH IN 1902 AS
AIUENDED.

CONSTITUTION.

ArticI/E I.

—

Name of the Association.

The name and title of this oi’ganization

shall be the Kentucky State IMedical Associa-

tion.

Article II.

—

Purpose op the Association.

The pui’pose of the Association shall be to

federate and bring into one compact organiza-

tion the entire medical profession of the

State of Kentucky, and to unite with similar

Associations in other States to foimi 'the

American IMedieal Association, with a view to

the extension of medical knowledge, and to

the advancement of medical science
;

to the

elevation of the standard of medical educa-

tion, and to the enactment and enforcement
of just medical laws; to the promotion of

friendly intercourse among physicians, and
to the guarding and fostering of their ma-
terial interests

;
and to the enlightenment and

direction of public opinion in regard to the

great problems of state medicine, so that

the profession shall become more capable and
honorable within itself, and more useful to

the public in the prevention and cure of dis-

ease, and in prolonging and adding comfort

to life.

Article III.

—

Component Societies.

Component Societies shall consist of those

county medical societies which hold charteiE

from this Association.

Article IV.

—

Composition of the Associa-
tion.

Section I. This Association shall consist

of IMembers, Delegates and Guests.

See. 2. ^Members. The members of this

Association shall be the members of the com-
ponent county medical societies.

Sec. 3. Delegates. Delegates shall be

those members who are elected in accordance

with this Constitution and By-Laws to rep-

resent their respective component county so-

cieties in the House of Delegates of this As-

sociation.

Sec. 4. Guests. Any distinguished physi-

cian not a resident of this State may become a

guest during any Annual Session upon invi-

tation of the Association or its Council, and
shall be accorded the privilege of participat-

ing in all of the scientific work of that Ses-

sion.

Article V.—House of Delegates.

The House of Delegates shall be the legis-

lative and business body of the Association,

and shall consist of (1), Delegates elected

by the component county societies, and (2)

ex officio, the offieei’S of the Association as de-

fined in Article VII, Section 1, of this Con-

stitution.

Article VI.

—

Sections and District

Societies.

The House of Delegates may provide for a

division of the scientific work of the Asso-

ciation into appropriate Sections, and for

the organization of such Councilor District

Societies as will promote the best interest of

the profession, such societies to be composed
exclusively of members of component county
societies.

Article VII.

—

Sessions and IMeetings.

Section 1. The Association shall hold an
Annual Session, during which there shall be

held daily not less than two General Meet-
ings, which shall be open to all registered

members, delegates and guests.

See. 2. The time and place for holding

each Annual Session shall be fixed by the

House of Delegates.

Article VIII.

—

Officers.

Section 1. The officers of this Association

shall be a President, three Vice-Presidents, a

Secretary, a Treasurer, and eleven Coun-
cilors.

Sec. 2. The President and Vice-Presidents

shall be elected for a term of one year. The
Secretary, Treasurer and Councilors shall be

elected for terms of five years each, the Coun-
cilors being divided into classes so that two
shall be elected each year. All of these of-

ficers shall serve until their successors are

elected and installed.

Sec. 3. The Officers of the Association

shall be elected by the House of Delegates on

the moiming of the last day of the Annual
Session, but no Delegate shall be eligible to

any office named in the jireceding section, ex-

cept that of Councilor, and no person shall

be elected to any such office who is not in at-

tendance upon the Annual Session and who
has not been a member of the Association for

the past two years.

Article IX.—Funds and Expenses.

Funds for meeting the expenses of the As-

sociation shall be arranged for by the House
of Delegates by an equal per capita assess-

ment upon each county society to be fixed by

the House of Delegates, by voluntaiy contri-

tution, and from the profits of its publica-

tion. Funds may be appropriated by the

House of Delegates to defray the expenses of

the Annual Session, for publication, and for
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such other purposes as will proiiiiole the

welfare of the Association and profession.

Artiolp; X.—Referendum.

The General fleeting of the Association

may, by a two-thirds vote, order a general

referendum upon any question i)ending be-

fore the House of Delegates, and the Ilouse

of Delegates may, hy a similar vote of its own
members, or after a like vote of the General

.Meeting, submit any such question to the

membership of the Association for a final

vote; and if the persons voting shall comprise

a majority of all the members, a majority of

such vote shall determine the cpicstion, and be

binding upon the House of Delegates.

Article XI.—The Seal.
• The Association shall have a common Seal

with power to break, change or renew the

same at pleasure.

Article XII.

—

Amendments. ..

The House of Delegates may amend any
article of this Constitution by a two-thirds

vote of the delegates registered at that An-
nual Session, provided that such amendment
shall have been presented in open meeting at

the iirevious Annual Session and that it shall

have been sent officially to each component
county society at least two months before the

session at which final action is to be taken.

BY-LAAVS.

Chapter I.^—jMembership.

Section I. All members of the Component
(’'ounty Societies shall be privileged to attend
all meetings and take part in all of the pro-

ceedings of the Annual Sessions, and shall be
eligible to any office within the gift of the

Association.

Sec. 2. The name of a physician upon the

properly certified roster of members, or list

of delegates, of a chartered county society

which has ]>aid its annual assessment, shall

be prinui facie evidence of his right to regis-

ter at the annual session in the respective
bodies of this Association.

Sec. 3. No person who is under sentence of
suspension or expulsion from an}^ component
society of this Association, or whose name has
been dropped from its roll of members, shall

be entitled to any of the rights or benefits of
this Association, nor shall he be permitted to
take part in any of its proceedings, until such
time as he has been relieved of such disability.

See. 4. Kacb member in attendance at the
Annual Session shall enter his name on the
registration liook, indicating the component
society of which he is a member. When his

right of me'mbership has been verified by
reference to the roster of the society, bo sball

receive a badge which shall be evidence of his

right to all the privileges of membership at

that session. No member or delegate shall

take part in any of the proceedings of an an-

nual session until he has complied with the

provisions of this section.

Chapter T1.—Annual and Special Sessions
OF the Assodiation.

Section 1. The Association shall hold an
annual session, meeting everj'" third year in

the city of Louisville, and the other two years

at some point in the State fixed at the preced-

ing annual session.

Sec. 2. Special sessions of either the As-
sociation or House of Delegates shall lie call-

ed by the President at bis discretion or upon
jietition of twenty delegates.

CiiApTER T1

1

.—General AIebhing.

Section 1. The Genei-al Aleeting shall in-

clude all registered members, delegates and
guests, who shall have equal rights to partici-

pate in the proceedings and discussions; and,

except guests, to vote on pending que.stious.

Each General Aleeting shall be presided over
by the President, or in his absence or disa-

bility, or upon his request, by one of the A'ice-

Presidents. Before it. at such time and place

as may have been arranged, sball be delivered

the annual address of the President and the

annual orations, and the entire time of the

Sessions as far as may be shall be devoted to

papers and discussions relating to scientific

medicine.

Sec. 2. The General Aleeting shall have
authority to create committees or commis-
sions for scientific investigations of special

interest and importance to the profession and
public, and to receive and dispose of reports

of the same; but any e.xpense in connection

therewith must first be approved by the

House of Delegates.

See. 3. Except by special vote, the order
of exercises, papers and discussions as set

forth in the official program shall be followed

from day to day until it has been completed.

Sec. 4. No address or paper before the

Association, except those of the President and
Orators, shall occupy more than twenty-min-

utes in its delivery; and no member shall

speak longer than five minutes, nor more than

once on any subject.

Sec. 5. All papers read before tlie Associa-

tion shall be its properly. Each jiaper shall be

deposited with the Secretary when read, and
if this is not done it shall not be published.

Charter IV.

—

House of Delegates.

Section T. The House of Delegates shall

meet annually at the time and jilace of tlu*

Annual Session of the Assoi-ialioii and shall

so fix its hours of meeting as not to contlict

with the first General Meeting of the Asso-

ciation, or with the meeting held for the ad-
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dress of the President and the annnal ora-

tions, and so as to give delegates an oppor-

tunity to attend the other scientific proceed-

ings and discussions so far as is consistent

with their duties. But if the business inter-

ests of the Association and profession re-

quire, it may meet in advance or remain in

session after the final adjournment of the

General Meeting.

Sec. 2. Each component county society

shall be entitled to send to the House of Dele-

gates each year one delegate for every 25

members, and one for each major fraction

thereof, but each county society holding a

charter from this Association, Avhich has

made its annual report and paid its assess-

ment as provided in this Constitution and
By-laws, shall be entitled to one delegate. In
case the regularly elected delegate is unable
to attend the annual meeting of the Associa-

tion, the President of the county society shall

have the power to appoint an alternate, who
shall have the rights and privileges of a dele-

gate.

Sec. 3. A majority of the registered dele-

gates shall constitute a quorum, and all of

the meetings of the House of Delegates shall

be open to members of the Association.

Sec. 4. It shall, through its officers, Ad-
visory Coiincil, and otherwise, give diligent

attention to and foster the scientific work and
spirit of the Association, and shall constantly
study and strive to make each annual session

a stepping stone to future ones of higher
interest.

Sec. 5. It shall consider and advise as to

the material interests of the profession, and
of the public in those important matters
wherein it is dependent upon the profession,
and shall use its influence to secure and en-
force all proper medical and public-health
legislation, and to diffuse popular informa-
tion in relation thereto.

See. 6. It shall make careful inquiry into

the condition of the profession of each county
in the State, and shall have authority to

adopt such methods as may be deemed most
efficient for building up and increasing the
interest in such county societies as already
exist and for organizing the profession in

counties where societies do not exist. It shall

especially and systematically endeavor to pro-
mote friendly intercourse between physici-
ans of the same locality and shall continue
these efforts until every jiliysician in every
county of the State who can be made rep-
utable has been brought under medical so-

ciety influence.

Sec. 7. It shall encourage post-graduate
work in medical centers as well as home study
and research and shall endeavor to liave the

results of the same iitilized and intelligently

discussed iji the count v societies. "With these

ends in view, five years after the adoption
of the By-Laws no voluntary paper shall be
placed upon the annual program or be heard
in the Association which has not first been
heard in the county society of which the

author is a member.
See. 8. It shall elect representatives to the

House of Delegates of the American Medical
Association in aceordanee with the Con-
stitution and By-Laws of that body in such
a manner that not more than one-half of the

delegates shall be elected in any one year.

Sec. 9. It shall upon application provide
and issue charters to county societies organ-
ized to confoimi to the spirit of the Constitu-

tion and By-Laws.
See. 10. In sparsely settled sections it

shall have authority to organize the physi-

cians of two or more counties to be designated

by hyphenating the names of two or more
counties so as to distinguish them from dis-

trict and other classes of societies and tiiese

societies, when organized and chartered shall

be entitled to all the privileges and rep'resen-

tation provided herein for county societies,

until such counties may be organized separ-

ately.

Sec. 11. It may divide the counties of the

State into Councilor Districts, and, when the

best interests of the Association and profes-

sion will be promoted thereby, organize in

each district a medical society, to meet mid-
way between the Annual Sessions of the As-

sociation, and members of the chartered coun-

ty societies and none others, shall be mem-
bers in such district societies. When so or-

ganized from the Presidents of such district

societies shall be chosen the Vice Presidents

of this Association, and the Presidents of the

county societies of the district shall be the

Vice-Presidents of such district societies.

Sec. 12. It shall have aiithority to appoint

committees for special purposes Horn among
members of the Association -who are not mem-
bers of the House of Delegates, and such com-

mittees may report to the House of Dele-

gates in person, and may participate in the

debate thereon.

Sec. 13. It shall approve all memorials

and resolutions issued in the name of the As-

sociation before the same shall become effect-

ive.

Sec. 14. It shall present a summary of its

proceedings to the last general meeting of

each annual session, and shall publish the

same in the Transactions or Journai;.

Chapter V.

—

Erection op Officers.

Section 1. All elections shall be by secret

ballot, and a majority of the votes cast shall

be necessary to elect, ju'ovidcd, however, that

when there are more than two nominees, the

nominee receiving the least number of votes
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ou tlie first ballot shall be dropped and the

ballotting continue until an election occurs in

like manner.
Sec. 2. Any member known to have di-

rectly or indirectly solicited votes tor or

sought any office within the gift of this Asso-

ciation shall be ineligible for any office for

two years.

Sec. 3. The election of officers shall be the

first order of business of the House of Dele-

gates after the reading of the minutes on the

morning of the last day of the General Ses-

sion.

Sec. 4. Nominations for President shall be

called for by counties.

Chapter VI.

—

Duties of Officers.

Section 1. The President shall preside at

all meetings of the Association and of the

House of Delegates; shall appoint all com-

mittees not otherwise provided for; shall de-

liver an annual address at such time as may
be arranged; shall give a deciding vote in

case of a tie, and shall perform such other

duties as custom and parliamentary usage

may require. He shall be the real head of

the profession of the State during his term
of office, and. so far as practicable, shall visit

bj’ appointment, the various sections of the

State and assist the Councilors in building

up the county societies, and in making their

work more practical and useful.

Sec. 2. The Vice-Presidents shall assist

the President in the discharge of his duties.

In the event of his death, resignation or re-

moval, the Council shall elect one of the Vice-

Presidents to succeed him.

Sec. 3. The Treasurer shall give bond for

the trust imposed in him whenever the House
of Delegates shall deem it requisite. He shall

demand and receive all funds due the

Association, together with the bequests and
donations. He shall, under the direction of

the House of Delegates, sell or lease any es-

tate belonging to the Association, and execute

the necessary" papers; and shall, in general,

subject to such direction, have the care and
management of the fiscal affairs of the Asso-

ciation. He shall pay money out of the

Treasury only on a written order of the

President, countersigned by the Secretary;
he shall subject his accounts to such examin-
ation as the House of Delegates may order,

and he shall annually render an account of

his doings and of the state of the funds in

his hands.

Sec. 4. The Secretary, acting with the

Committee on Scientific Work, shall prepare
and issue the programs for and attend all

meetings of the Association and of the House
of Delegates, and he shall keep minutes of

their respective proceedings in separate rec-

ord books. He shall charge upon his books

the assessments against each component coun-

ty society at the end of the fiscal year; he

shall collect and make proper credits for the

same, and perform such other duties as may
be assigned to him. He shall be custodian of

all record books and papers belonging to the

Association, except such as properly belong

to the Treasurer and shall keep account of

and promptl}^ turn over to the Treasurer all

funds of the Association which come into his

hands. He shall provide for the registration

of the members and delegates at the Annual
Sessions. He shall keep a card-index regis-

ter of all the legal practitioners of the State

by counties, noting on each his status in re-

lation to his county society, and upon request

shall transmit a copy of this list to the

American Medical Association for publica-

tion. In so far as it is in his power he shall

use the printed matter, correspondence and
influence of his office to aid the Councilors in

the organization and improvement of the

county societies and in the extension of the

power and usefulness of this Association. He
shall conduct the official correspondence, no-

tifying members of meetings, officers of their

election, and committees of their appoint-

ment and duties. He shall act as secretaiy of

the Committee on Scientific Work. He shall

be editor of the Kentucky Medic^vi. Journai^.

He shall employ such assistants as may be or-

dered by the Council or the House of Dele-

gates. He shall annually make a report of

his doings to the House of Delegates.

In order that the Secretary may be enabled

to give that amount of time to his duties

which will permit of his becoming proficient

it is desirable that he shall receive some com-
pensation. The amount of his salary shall be

fixed by the House of Delegates.

Chapter VII.

—

Counch..

Section 1. The Council shall hold daily

meetings during the annual session of the

Association and at such other times as neces-

ity may require, subject to the call of the

Chairman or on petition of three Councilors.

It shall meet on the last day of the annual
session of the Association for re-organiza-

tion and for the outlining of the work for

the ensuing year. At this meeting it shall

elect a Chairman and Secretary and it shall

keep a permanent record of its proceedings.

It shall, through its Chairman, make an an-

nual report to the House of Delegates at such
time as may be provided, which report shall

include an audit of the accounts of the Sec-

retary and Treasurer and other agents of this

j^ssoeiation, and shall also specifiy the char-

acter and cost of all the publications of the

Association during the year, and the amount
of all other property belonging to the Associa-

tion or under its control, with such suggest-
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ions as it may deem neeessaiy. In the event
of a vacancy in any office the Council may fill

the same until the next annual election.

Sec. 2. .Each Councilor shall be organizer,

peacemaker and censor for his district. He
shall visit each county in his district at least

once a year for tlie purpose of organizing
component societies where none exist, for in-

quiring into the condition of the profession,

and for improving and increasing the zeal of

the county societies and their members, lie

shall make an annual report of his doings,

and of the condition of the profession of each
county in his district to each annual session

of the House of Delegates. The necessai-y

traveling expenses incurred by such Coun-
cilor in the line of the duties herein imposed
may l)e allowed by the House of Delegates
upon a proper itemized statement, but this

shall not be construed to include his ex-

pense in attending the annual session of the

Association.

Sec. 2. Collectively the Council shall be
the Board of Censors of the Association. It

shall consider all questions involving the

rights and standing of members, whether in

relation to other members, to the component
societies, or to this Association. All fj[ues-

tions of an ethical nature brought before the

House of Delegates or the General iMeeting

shall be referred to the Council without dis-

cussion. It shall hear and decide all ques-

tions of discipline affecting the conduct of

members or of a county society, upon Avhich

an appeal is taken from the decision of an
individual Councilor. Its decision in all such
cases shall be final.

Sec. 4. The Council shall have the right

to communicate the views of the profession

and of the Association in regard to healtli,

sanitation and other important matters to the

public and the lay press. Such communica-
tions shall be officially signed by the chair-

man and secretary of the Coiincil, as such.

Sec. 5. The Council shall provide for and
superintend the pirblieation and distribution

of all proceedings, transactions and memoirs
of the Association, and shall have avxthority

to appoint such assistants to the editor as it

deems necessary. It shall manage and con-

duct the Kentucky IMedicau Journal, which
is the organ of the Association, and all money
])aid to the Secretary as dues shall be receiv-

ed as subscriptions to the Journ.vl. All money
receix^ed by the Journai,, the Council or any
officer of the Association, sliall be paid to

the Treasurer of the Association on the first

of each month.
See. 6. All reports on scientific subjects

and all scientific discussions and papers heard
before tlie Association shall be referred to

the Kentucky Medicaij JouRNAfi for publi-

cation. The editor, with the consent of the

Councilor for the District in which he resides

may curtail or abstract papers or discussiojis,

and the Council may return any paper to its

author which it may not consider suitable for

publication.

See. 7. All commercial exhibits during the

annual session shall be within the control and
direction of the Council.

Chapter A^III.—Committees.
Section 1. The standing committees shall

be as follows

:

A Committee on Scientific Work.
A Committee on Public Policy and Legisla-

tion.

A Committee on Medical Education.
A IMedico-Legal Committee.
A Committee on Arrangements, and such

other committees as may be necessary. Such
committees shall be elected by the House of

Delegates, unless otherwise provided.

Sec. 2. The Committee on Scientific Work
shall consist of three members of which the

President-elect shall be a member and Chair-

man, and the Secretary shall be a member
and Secretary, and shall determine the char-

acter and scope of the scientific proceedings
of the Association, subject to the provisions or

the instructions of the House of Delegates or

of the Association, or to the provisions of the

Constitution and By-Laws. Thirty days pre-

vious to each annual session it shall prepare
and issue a program announcing the order in

which papers, discussions and other business

shall be presented, Avhich shall be adhered to

by the Association as nearly as practicable.

Sec. 3. The Committee on Public Policy

and Legislation shall consist of three mem-
bers and the President ajid Secretary. Under
the direction of the House of Delegates it

shall represent the Association in securing
and enforcing legislation in the interest of

the public health and scientific medicine. It

shall keep in touch Avith professional and
public opinion, shall endeavor to shape legis-

lation so as to secure the best results for the

AAdiole people, and shall utilize every organiz-

ed influence in local, state and national af-

fairs and elections. Its work shall be done
Avith dignity becoming a great profession

and with that wisdom Avhieh Avill make ef-

fective its Avork and influence. It shall have
authority to be heard before the entire Asso-

ciation upon questions of great concern at

such times as may be arranged during the an-

nual session.

Sec. 4. The Committee on Arrangements
shall consist of the component .society in the

territory in Avhich the annual session is to be

held. It shall, by committees of its OAim select-

ion, provide suitable accommodations for

the meeting-places of the Association and of

the House of Delegates, and of their re-

spective committees, and shall have general
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charge of all arrangements. Its Chairman
shall report an outline of the arrangements to

tlie Secretary for publication in the pro-

gram, and shall make additional announce-
ments during the session as occasion may re-

quire.

Sec. 5. The Medico-Legal Committee shall

consist of three members, one of whom, the

Chairman, shall be elected by the Council for

five years, and the Secretary and the Treas-

urer shall be the other two members ex officio.

This Committee shall select and fix the com-
pensation for an attorney, who shall act as

General Counsel, and, if required, additional

local counsel. The Association through this

Committee shall defend its 'members who are

in good standing against unjust suits for mal-

practice.

Chapter IX.

—

Assessments and Expendi-
tures.

Section 1. The assessment of three dollars

per capita on the membership of the compon-
ent societies is hereby made the annual dues
of this Association. The Secretary of each
county society shall foinvard its assessment
together with its roster of all officers and
members, lists of delegates, and list of non-
affiliated physicians of the county to the

Secretary of this Association on the first day
of January in each year.

Sec. 2. Any county society which fails to

pay its assessment, or make the reports re-

quired, on or before the first day of April in

each year, shall be held as suspended, and
none of its members o r delegates shall be

permitted to participate in any of the busi-

ness or proceedings of the Association or of

the House of Delegates until such require-

ments have been met.

See. 3. All motions or resolutions appro-
priating money, shall specify a definite

amount, or so much thereof as may be neces-

sary for the purpose indicated, and must be

approved by the Council and House of Dele-

gates.

Chapter X.

—

Rules op Conduct.

The principles set forth in the Principles of

Ethics of the American Medical Association

shall govern the conduct of members in their

relations to each other and to the public.

Chapter XI.—Rules op Order.

The deliberations of this Association shall

be governed by parliamentary usage, as con-

tained in Robert’s Rules of Order, unless
otherwise determined by a vote of its respect-

ive bodies.

Chapter XII.—County Societies.

Section 1. All county societies now in af-

filiation with the State Association or those
that may hereafter be organized in this State,

which have adopted principles of organiza-

tion not in conflict with this Constitution and
By-Laws, shall, upon application to the House
of Delegates, receive a charter from and be-

come a component part of this Association.

Sec. 2. As rapidly as can be done after the

adoption of this Constitution and by-Laws,
a medical society shall be organized in every
county in the State in which no component
society exists, and charters shall be issued

thereto.

Sec. 3. Charters shall be issued only upon
approval of the House of Delegates and shall

be signed by the President and Secretary of

this Association. The House of Delegates
shall have authority to revoke the charter of

any component county society whose actions

are in conflict with the letter or spirit of this

Constitution and By-Laws.
Sec. 4. Only one component medical so-

ciety shall be chartered in any county.

Where more than one county society exists,

friendly overtures and concessions shall be
made, with the aid ol the Councilor for the

District if necessary, and all of the members
brought into one organization. In case of

failure to unite, an appeal may be had to the

Council, which shall decide what action shall

be taken.

Sec. 5. Each county society shall judge of
the qualification of its own members, but, as
such societies are the only portals to this As-
sociation, every reputable and legally regis-

tered physician who is practicing, or who will

agree to practice, non-sectarian medicine
shall be entitled to membership. Before a
charter is issued to any county society, full

and ample notice and opportunity shall be
given to every such physician in the county
to become a member.

Sec. 6. Any physician who may feel ag-
grieved by the action of the society of his
county in refusing him membership, or in
suspending or expelling him, shall have the
right to appeal to the Council, which, upon
a majority, may permit him to become a mem-
ber af an adjacent county society.

See. 7. In hearing appeals the Council
may admit oral or written evidence as in its

judgment will best and most fairly present
the facts, but in case of ever>- appeal, both as
a Board and as individual councilors in dis-

trict and county work, efforts at conciliation
and compromise shall precede all such hear-
ings.

See. 8. When a member in good standing
in a component society moves to another
county in this State, Ins name, upon request,

shall be transferred without cost to the roster

of the county society into whose jurisdiction

he moves.

See. 9. A physician living on or near a
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county line may hold his membership in that

county most convenient for him to attend, on
permission of the society in whose jurisdict-

ion he resides.

See. 10. Each county society shall have
general direction of the affairs of the pro-

fession in the county, and its influence shall

be constantly exerted for bettering the scien-

tifle, moral and material conditions of every
physician in the county; and sj'stematic ef-

forts shall be made by each member, and
by the society as a whole, to increase the

membership until it embraees every qualified

physician in the county.

Sec. 11. Frequent meetings shall be en-

couraged, and the most attractive programs
arranged that are possible. The younger mem-
bers shall be especially encouraged to do post-

graduate and original research work, and to

give the society the first benefit of such la-

bors. Official position and other preferences
shall be unstintingly given to such members.

See. 12. At the time for the annual elect-

ion of officers each county society shall elect

a delegate or delegates to represent it in the

House of Delegates of this Association, in the

proportion of one delegate to each twenty-five

members or major fraction thereof, and the
secretary of the society shall send a list of
such delegates to the Secretary of this Asso-
ciation at least sixty days before the annual
session.

Sec. 13. The Secretary of each county so-

ciety shall keep a roster of its members, and
a list of the non-affiliated registered physi-

cians of the county, in which shall 'be shown
the full name, address, college and date of

graduation, date of license to practice -in this

State, and such other information as may be
deemed necessary. He shall furnish an of-

ficial report containing such information,
upon blanks supplied him for the purpose, to

the Secretary of this Association, on the

first day of January of each year, or as soon
thereafter as possible, and at the same time
that the dues aceiming from the annual as-

sessment are sent in. In keeping such roster

the Secretary shall note any changes in the

personnel of the profession by death, or by
removal to or from the county, and in making
his annual report he shall be certain to ac-

count for every physician who has lived in

the county during the year.

See. 14. The Secretary of each county so-

ciety shall report to the Kentucky JMedicau

J0URN.4.L full minutes of each meeting and
forward to it all scientific papers and discus-

sions which the Society shall consider worthy
of publication.

CH.A.PTEK XTII.—Amendments.

These By-Laws may be amended by any an-

nual session by a t\^'o-thirds vote of all the

delegates ju-esent at that session, after the

amendment has laid u 2)on the table for one

day.

REPORT OP THE COUNCIL.

To THE House op Delegates :

Chajiter 7 of your By-Laws provide that

the Council shall make an annual report to

the House of Delegates at such time as may be
provided, which report shall include an
audit of the accounts of the Secretary and
Treasurer and other agents of this Associa-
tion, and shall also specify the character and
cost of all the i^ublieations of the Association
during the year, and the amount of all other
property belonging to the Association or un-
der its control, with such suggestions as it

may deem necessary.

Section 5, gives the Council authority to

provide for the publication and distribution

of all proceedings including the Kentucky
Medicai. Journal. Section 4 of Chapter 6

also provides that the Secretary shall emioloy

such assistance as may be ordered by the

Council or the House of Delegates. In ac-

cordance with these provisions, we have the

honor of submitting the following report- of

our activities for the current year

:

On the first day of September one hundred
less members had joaid their dues than had
done so a year ago. This does not mean that

we have fewer members but that we have
fewer in good standing. The problem of get-

ting the membership to pay their dues on
January 1st, while real, is not our greatest

one. Those who pay late pay exactly the

same amount as the ones who pay proinjitly

but they do not receive the Journal during
the year, are not eligible for protection by the

iMedico-Legal Committee, cannot be recom-
mended for reciprocity or for appointment
as insurance examiners, but the real problem
is to have each county society do such work as

Avill cause its membership to be anxious to pay
their dues at the proper time. In many coiui-

ties the societies are even yet paper organiza-

tions and the individual members of the pro-

fession in such counties are still “pegging”
along the old way without receiving the great-

est value that comes from the organization in

the attrition of mind against mind at the

monthly meetings and the spirit of helpful-

ness that comes from doing real work together.

It will be noted that for the first time since

the Owensboro }neeting, the expense of the

Association has exceeded its income. This de-

ficit is entirely due to the failure of the Jeffer-

son County Medical Society to provide an in-

come of $2400.00 for the Jefferson County

number of the Journai.. During the current

year the income of the Jefferson County num-
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l)er of the JotjRNAr. has been $1541.62, leaving

a deficit of $858.38. We are informed that an

effort will be made by the Jefferson County
Itedkal Society to meet this deficit before the

Newport meeting. We are confident that

every member of the Association recognizes

the value of the Jefferson County number. It

IS the only medical Journal i^ublished by a

metropolitan society and its scientific work
lias been recognized generally by the profes-

sion. As great as its value is to our member-
ship, it seems essential to the Council that the

actual e.xpense of publisiiing it should be

bourne by the Society wbicli conducts it. Tf

the members of that Society will patroni.ze

its advertisers because they are advertisers,

tlic}' can easily not only make it self-sup-

jiorting but soon h.ave it paying money into

its treasury. If they are unwilling to take

this much interest in its advertisers, they
should, and, we feel sure, will, init their hands
in their pockets and defray the cost of publi-

cation.

The Treasurer reports $767.70 loss cash on
hand on September 1st than on the corre-

sponding date last year. It will be remem-
bered that last year there was a deficit in the
income of the Jefferson County numlier of
$775.00. The Council directed that this

should be charged oft’ on condition that xhe
Jefferson County Medical Society would meet
its obligation this year and we are certain it

will do so.

It will be noted that the expense of the

]\Iedieo-Legal Committee, including attor-

ney’s fees, court costs and all other expenses,

has amounted during the fiscal year to

$2940.30—an increa.se of $1679.90 over 1913.

The report of this Committee, published in

this issue of the douRNAL, indicates the ex-

tent of the services rendered. From a cax-eful

sni'vey of the suits b-rought. the Counei! is of

the opinion that the expenses of these suits,

every one of them unjust and most of them
merely blackmailing malpractice suits, would
have been five to ten times as much under the

old hap-hazard plan whei’e they were defend-
ed by the individual doctor without a.sistaxice

from an expei’ienced central office. We ai‘c

impressed with the fact that this expense Avill

continue to increase for several years. The
passage of the Workmens’ Compensation Hill

by the recent Legislature, a most wise and
beneficent piece of legislatic.n itself, will pre-

vent many of tbe personal damage suits which,

have been brought by the ambulance-chasing
class of attorneys who usually bring such
suits upon contingent fees. Through the

activities especially of the Jeffei’son County
Society, inspired largely l\y the Chaireum of
the Medico-Legal Committ(‘e, jxersonal daiii-

age suits against the railway corporations in

Jeffei'son County alone have decreased more

than 50 per cent in the past year. Of course,

the i)i-ofession will appreciate the fact that

this salutary decrease in personal damage
suits has been materiallv helped by the

clear-cut action of Judge Field of the Jeff'er-

.son County Circu:! Court and the Jeft'ersoxi

County Bar Association. It is of the xitmost

importance, therefore, that the individual

members of our profession xinderstand the in-

creased danger of malpractice suits and that

they govern theimselves accordingly. In
every instance, now as always, a patient
should be told the exact truth in regard to

possible dangei's and complications from the

conditions from which they suffer. Before
the establi.shment of the I\iedico-Legal Com-
mittee it had been commonly supposed that

mo.st malpractice suits were brought against
surgeons and other specialists. On the con-
traiy it has been found during the five years
of its existence that more ilian 95 per cent, of
the suits have been brought against general
pi'actitioners in the country or small towns.
'Phe Council cordially commends the activity,

wisdom, economy and general effectiveness

which has been shown by the IMedieo-Legal

Committee in the conduct of the important
matters coming xinder its jurisdiction.

It Avill be noted with considerable pride
that for the eighth consecutive year the Ken-
TirnKY Meuioal Jot’rnal has been conducted
without expense to the Association. The in-

come of the JouRN.VL for the current year is

.$5812.61, while the entire expense of its pub-
lication and issue has been $5659.65. Wlien it

is remembered that there is still due it from
the Jefferson County IMedical kSociety $858.38,

it will be understood that the fiscal affairs of

the Journal are in a healthy condition. We
think every doctor in Kentucky I’ealizes the

value of the Jottrn \i. to our membership axid

we feel that we have denxonstrated that a

medical jouiaial may be c(mducted honestly

and at the same time profitably. We have
tried to keep constantly Ixefore our membei’-

.ship, and the income of the Journai. indicates

that in this we have been most successful, that

this remarkable showing cannot be continued

without an even xnore active suixpoi't of our

advertisers in the futxire by the profession of

the State. We are .still so confident, from
careful investigation, that tluu’e is not a sin-

gle firm among our adver Users which is not

worthy of your patronag*' that the Council

.stands ready to make good any money lost,

occasioned by a mis-.statement fi-om any of

our adverti.sers. Dui-ing the past year, I)y an

accident, we have l>een called on to make good

in one instance and have cheerfully done so

at an expense of about $30.00. So far as we

know no othei- medical or other pxd)licatiou

has ever made this practical guarantee of its
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advertisements. We aeeept no dishonest ad-

vertisements for onr Journal and, aftc-r five

years’ experience, we feel confident that onr

methods have been perfected to the point

Avhere we will not be deceived, and we are

willing to relieve onr members of all risk in

dealing with onr advertisers for their adver-

tised products.

If all of oi:r membership will adopt a plan

alreadj' in force in many societies of not only

preferring those manufacturers and sanita-

riums which make their announcements
through our own JoimNAT

,
but of calling the

attention of all those who seek the patronage

of the profession to that fact, we will have no
difficulty in continuing to fiirnisli our mem-
bers with a satisfactory organ.

If we could receive help from two or three

active members in each county, Ave could in a

few years have sufficient reserve funds to

undertake the protection of aged physicians,

the establishment of an Old Doctors’ Home,
and such other things as have been the dreams
of our profession.

The report of our Business ^Manager sIioaa’s

that HI per cent, of the total membership of

the Association have contributed to the col-

umns of the Journal through original or spe-

cial articles, scientific editorials, the proceed-

ings of our respeeti\m county societies or in

some Avay. This condition is AA’ithout parallel

in any other state and shoAA^s that our JouR-
N.AT. is really representative of our two thou-

sand members aa4io not only oaati, but actually

edit it. Since 1909, no article or other com-
munication on any subject from one of our
own members has been refused publication.

During the coming year, our expense Avill nat-

urally and necessarily inci'ease if AA'e continue

this policy. We aaIII appreciate such explicit

directions as. to the future conduct of the

Journal as your honorable body shall see fit

to give.

At the meeting of the Council in Louisville

during the 1912 session, the contract for

printing the Journal Avas let to the I'imes-

Journal Publishing Company, Incorporated,

BoAAding Green, for tAA'o years, on the folloAV-

ing contract:

This contract made and entei-ed into by the

Kentucky State lledical Association, incor-

porated, party of the first part, and the

Times-Journal Publishing Company, incor-

porated, party of the second paid, AAutnesseth :

That the party of the second part hereby
agrees to publish for party of the first part

the Kentucky Medic.ai. Jot-rnal on the pa-

Iier of the cjuality furnished, the bod.v of the

Journal to be pihnted in 10 point DeVinne
type, the discussions and similar mattei' to be

in 8 point DeVinne type, not more than one-

third of each issue to be ridvertising matter,

set by hand, ^ach Jefferson CoAinty issue to

consist of 48 pages, 2,500 copies in considera-

tion of the sum of $160.00 per month
;
and

each regular issue to consist of sixty-foAir

pages, 2,500 copies, in conisderation of the

sum of $200.00 per month, or eighty pages,

2,500 copies, in consideration of the sum of

$250.00, or of ninety-six pages, 2,500 copies,

in consideration of $300.00 per month. It is

further agreed that the party of the second

part agrees that the Journal shall he mailed

to the members before midnight on the 26th

day of the month preceding issue, subject to

a penalty of ten dollars ($10) for each tAventy-

four hours, or fraction thereof delay.

It is further agreed that one-third of the

copy of the Jefferson County number shall be

in the hands of the printer on the 26th day of

the month preceding issue, one third on the

1st day of the month of issue, and the remain-

ing one-third on the 5th day of the month of

issue; the advertising forms close on the 1st

day of the month of issue.

it is further agreeil that one-third of the

copy for the regular number shall be in the

hands of the printer on the 5th day of the

month before issue, one-third on the 10th and
one-third on the 16th day of the month before

issue.

It is further agreed that the copy shall be

correct, and the party of the second part

agrees to pay tAA^enty-five (25) cents for each

typographical error not contained in the copy,

galley proofs and page proofs are to be sub-

mitted to the editor, and it is agreed tliat it

shall be read and returned Avithin tAventy-

four hours after its submission.

It is further agreed thaJ the second party

shall furnish envelopes, the return card to be

printed on same at the rate of $1.00 per thou-

sand, AAdiich shall be addressed by the first

party, and the Journaiv shall be piit in en-

velopes and mailed by the second party.

It is further agi’eed that this contract is to

be continued for Iaa’o years, beginning this,

December 1st, 1912.

Witness our hands and seals thrs day and

date aboA'c named.

Kentucka" State jMeiucai. Association (Inc.'

By E. B-Vu. Chairman Council.

Tt.aies-Journat. PrmT.TSiiiNG Co]mpana% (Inc.)

By W. J. Dfnitarot, ^Manager.

Again this year the copy for the Jefferson

County Number has been sent in late almost

every month. We suggest that a penalty be

added for each day’s delay. In a negative

AA'ay, these delay's haA'c cost the Association be-

tAveen $400.00 'and $500.00 during the past

year and tliis leak should be avoided.

The contract Avilh the Jefferson C’ounty

IMedical Society is as folloAA's:

This contract made and entei’ed into this
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first day of April, 1909, between the Jefferson

ffounty iUedieal Society, party of tlie first

part, and the Kentucky State Medical As-

sociation, incorporated, part}' of the secoml

part, 'Witnesseth

;

That in consideration of the securing adver-

tising contracts in Jefferson County, Ken-
tucky, by the part}" of the first part for the

Journal publishcil by the party of the second

]iart, which shall provide for it a net income
from said advcrti.seinents of $2,400 per an-

num, the party of the second part agrees to

publish on or about the fifteenth day of each
month an edition of the said Journal which
shall be known as the Jefferson County
numlier, each issue to consist of forty-eight

pages of reading matter and advertisements

to be published and distributed under the fol-

lowing conditions, to-wit

:

1. The Jefferson County Kumber of the

Kentucky Medic.vl Journal .shall be pub-
li.shed of the same style, size of pages, and
shall be mailed to the same mailing list and
shall be a part of the regular issue of the

Kentucky IMedic.vl Journal.
2. Its editor and business manager shall

be the same as for the Kentucky IMeuical

Journae, but assistant editors and associate

editors shall be nominated for it by the Jef-

ferson County iMedical Society from its mem-
bership, to the Council of the State .\ssoeia-

tion.

3. The editorials for it shall be written by
its own associate editors and the scientific

editorials, by its own assistant editoi’S, pro
vided that editorial matter in regard to the

public policy of the State Association shall be
subject to the approval of the Council, as pro-

vided by the constitution.

4. Essa}"s and discussions will be publisli-

ed in the order in whicli they are received

from the secretar.v of the Jefferson County
iMedical Soeiet}'.

5. The assistant and associate editors here-

in provided .shall be assigned by the secretary

of the Jefferson County Society tc editorial

work for the various issues at least three

months in advance, and in case any such ed-

itor shall fail to send in his copy to the editor

of the Journal tavo successiA^e times, th<^

editor shrdl certify the fact to the Jefferson

County Society, and another member shall lie

nominated to fill the Auacancy thereby occas-

ioned.

6. Advertisements of medical preparations
shall be limited to Th S. P. and N. K. prepar-
ations, and to those approAod 1)A' the Council
on Pharmacy and Chemistry of the Anurican
-Medical Association

;
of food preparations, to

those Avhich (om])ly Avith the United States

and Kentucky Pure Pood and Drug Ijuavs-

and of sanitariums and business houses to

those a])proA"ed liy tlu' EiucutiA'c (Joinmitte(>

of the Ji'fferson County iMedical Society; all

advertising being subject to the approval of
the Council.

9. The business manager of the JouRxVVi.
shfdl try as far as possible lo secure advrrtiso-
ments for the Jefferson Crunty Number, and
the net income from such advertisements shall

1)0 credited in Ihe consideration herein.
10. 3'he Jefferson County Society may se-

cure adA'ertisements outside of Jefferson
County. Avith the consent of the editor, tiie ne!^

proceeds to be credited tAA'o- thirds to the Jef-
ferson C.uinty issue and on(-third to the ordi
nai'v issue. The consent of the editor is re

quired only to prevent competition between
the two issues, au(l he shall in every way as
sist the Jeff er,son County Society in securing
advertisements when the}' have a reasonable
pro.spect of securing them.

11. Subscriptions to the Kentucky IMed
iCAL Journal shall be at the rate of $2.00 a

}'ear, and two-fifth,s of the income from sub-
scriptions secured by the Jefferson County So-
ciety shall be credited on the consideration
herein, provided that such subscribers are not
eligible to membership in the Kentucky State
-Medical Association, in AA'hIch latter case, the
whole sul'seription shall go to the general fund
of the Association.

12. In ca.se the total net income of the Jef-
feiAson County Number snail exceed $2,400
per annum, sixty-six and two-thirds per cent,

of the excess shall be paid to the treasurer of

the Jefferson County Society, and thirU.'-threc

and one-third per cent, to the Kentucky State
iMedical -Association.

13. The consideration herein is based on

a forty-eight page issue. Avi+h a cii-culation not

to exceed 3.000. For eacii additional 500
copies required the consideration Avill be in-

creased $25, and for each additional sixteen

pages of any issue of 3,000 or less, it will be

increased $50.

14. While it is agreed that the Jefferson

County -Number is to be rejireseutatiA'c of and
under control of the Jeffer.son County Soeictv

in so far as it does not contlict with the Con-
.stitution of the State Association, it is under-

.stood that the editor and the secretary of the

Jefferson County Society may arrange for

such interchange of articles between the two
issues as Avill promote harmonious relation.^

and united action between the parties liereto

at all times.

AVe have had the I'ejiort of the Secretary

and Treasurer audited by Mr. Ceo. K. -Mayo,

of Bowling Creen, and submit his i-eport here-

with.

It will b(' noted again this year, as for the

])ast seven years, that each, item of expense
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and income are set forth so plainly, that not

only everj" county society and its Delegates,

bnt every member of the Association, may
know the details of onr business affairs, which
are of interest and importance to eveiy one of

us. The Council and your officers will con-

tinue to work with the most careful attention

to its every detail. It is to be remembered at

all times that we are entirely under the control

and direction of the members of tlie county

societies through their duly elected delegates.

If anything is being done wrong, if there is

any way of improving it, if newer methods or

better management will more nearly accomp-

lish the purpose of this Association, we beg

that it be submitted to the House of Delegates

for its action at this session so that in the fu-

ture conduct of the affairs of this Association

we may best promote the purpose set forth in

its Constitution and charter “to federate and
bring into one conijiact organization the en-

tire medical profession of the State of Ken-
tucky, and to unite with similar associations

in other states to form the American iMedical

Association with a view to the extension of

medical knowledge, and to the advancement
of medical science

;
to the elevation of the

standard of medical education, and to the en-

actment and enforcement of just medical laws;

to the promotion of friendly intercourse

among physicians, and to the guarding and
fostering of their material interests

;
and to

the enlightenment and direction of public

opinion in regard to the great problems of

state medicine, so that the profession shall

become jnore capable and honorable within

itself, and more useful to the public in the

prevention and cure of diseases, and in pro-

longing and adding comfort to life.”

Kespectfully sulnnitted.

Ernest Kau, Chairman.

Hyperthyroidism.—Dr. C. H. Mayo, Eochester,

Minn., said that exophthalmic goiter is essential-

ly a disease of a chronic character, presenting

exacerbations and ameliorations of symptoms ex-

tending over a period of months or several years.

The operative interference in cases resistant to

treatment should he confined to injections of

boiling water into the gland after Porter’s plan

to hasten imi)rovement. In most of the severe

cases a ligation is made fii’.st of the left upper
pole only. Should the reaction following this he

severe, the ligation of the right upper pole is in-

dicated a week later, and thyroidectomy reserv-

ed until four months have elapsed, by which time
these patients have made an average gain of 22
})oimds, Avitli breat general improvement. How-
ever, if the reaction following the left ligation

is not unduly severe, a partial thyroidectomy may
he made at the second operation, the week fol-

lowing,

AUDITOR’S REPORT.

Bowling Green, Ky., Aug. 28, 1914.

To the Council, Kcntuclaj State Medical Ax-
sociation

:

Gentlemen :

At the request of Dr. Ernest Ran, I

have aiidited the books of your Association,
both of Dr. W. B. McClure, Treasurer, and
Dr. A. T. IMeCormack, Secretary, from Sep-
tember 1, 1913 to August 31, 1914.

I find as follows

:

AS.SETS

Cash balance in Second National Bank, Lexing-
ton, Kentucky, to the credit of W. B. McClure,
Treasurer, as per pass book submitted. This
amount includes a time deposit of $1500.00
aud interest on same to April 1, 1914

—

$22.50 $3725.38
.‘lugust collections forwarded to the

Treasurer by the Accountant in
charge of auditing the books;

Society $ 45.00
JouRX.tL 244.33 289.33

Interest on investment to February
23, 1914, collected and forwarded
to Treasurer by Accountant 18.05

Less outstanding vouchers:
Voucher No. 522, L. H. South $40.00
Voucher No. 523, Mary F. Shea .. .. 25.00
Voucher No. 524, Clyde W. Howell . . . . 75.00
> oucher No. 525, C.apital Engraving
Company 8.96

A’'oucher No. 527, J. A. Miller 45.20
Voucher No. 529, C. M. Coombs .. .. 12.75
Voucher No. 530, A. T. McCormack . . 105.53
Voucher No. 531, L. H. South 40.00
Voucher No. 532, Mary P. Shea .. .. 25.00
Voucher No. 533, Clvde W. Howell. ... 75.00
Voucher No. 534, Times-.Journal Pub-

lishing Company 94.30 546.74

Net Cash Balajice $3486.02
Interest due August 23 and uncollect-

ed 30.00
Investment Bond 1000.00
Office furniture, stationery, and sup-

plies, as per E.xhibit “D” 1119.78

. $5635.80

Recepits. Tlie amounts found on the Sec-
retary’s Cash Book have lieen checked against

the Ledger, the totals agreeing with the

Treasurer’s books.

Through an error at fhe Bank, the interest

on the Investment Bond, due last February,
liad not been paid. Upon investigation it was
found to have been paid to the oi’iginal owner
of the Bond. I have collected it ($18.05) and
forwarded to the Treasurer. Interest on this

Bond is again due August 23rd and will be

paid upon presentation of coupon.

Dishursonents

:

I find overcharges for

jirinting the Journal amounting to $55.00.

This amount has been deducted from the

August account of 1he Times-Journal Publish.-

ing Company. (See Voucher Check No. 534).

I failed to find any error in the bookkeep-

ing; the system is good, the bookkeeper most

competent and tlie accounts in perfect bal-

ance.

I cannot speak too highly of your method of

publishing a detailed statement such as Ex-
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liihit “IV’. Tills imikes every render of tlie

JouRNAi. nil niulifoi- of its accounts.

The exliiliits herewith suhmitted furnisli a

full statement in aggrega+e and detail of the

entire business of the year.

Respectfull}',

Geo. K. IMayo,

Public Accountant.

EXTITBIT “A”.

RECEIPTS.

Hues from count.v societies aiul sub-

scriptions to JOPRX.AL $5976.25
Income of .lOUKN’.tL, advertising, etc.. 5812.61

Receipts for the year ,$11788.86

Balance on liaml September 1, 191 3 .. ,$528,1 . 72

Interest on time deposit to April 1,

1914 22.50
Intel est on Investment Bond to Feb-

ruary 23, 1914 18.05 5324.27

Total .Vccountability $17113.13

DISmiRSEMEXTS

State Medical .Is.sociation :

Secretary’s Salary $1300 . 00
Secretary's Stenograiiher 900.00
Secretary's Sundries 100.15
Secretary's I’rinting other than JoUR-

X.4L 50.20
Treasurer’s Office E.vpense and Bond.. 61.20
Officers, Council and Committee Ex-

penses 256.47
(losts and Expenses— Medico-Legal

Committee 365.30
jMedico- Legal Committee, .-Ittorney’s

fees 2575.00
Association sundries -13.00
Howling Green meeting expenses .. .. 866.92
Newjiort Meeting 20.90 6539.49

JoruxAO Expense:

Stamps and envelopes $ 275.41
Business Manager 580.00
Commission on adv'ertisements 317.62
Printing .lot.'RX.VL 4080.18
Freight ami drayage 1.10
Postage 165 . 50
Sundries 239.54 5659.65

Ileal,,! Supply Agency 148.80
Microscopist 279.17

Total Disbur.sements $12627.11
Purchase of 6 per cent. Investment
Bond 1000.00

Cash on hand August 31, 1914 .. .. 3486.02

Tot.\L $12113.13

EXHIBIT “B”

Detailed Statement of Disbursements of W. B. iMcClure, Treasurer, Kentucky State

iMedieal Association, each made on a Voucher Cheek signed by Dr. AV. 0. Roberts, Presi-

dent, A. T. AlcCormack, Secretary, and him-self, from September 1, 1913, to September 1,

1914.

1913.

September 1. Voucher Check No. 389
DR. U. O. HANCOCK, Henderson.

To expenses while President year 1913. Approved by Council and ordered
paid by House of Delegates.

September 1. Voucher Check No. 390
DR. I. A. SHIRLEY. Winchester.

To expenses as Councilor for year 1913. Approved by Council and ordered
paid by House of Delegates.

September 1. V^oucher Check No. 391
DR. D. M. GRIFFITH, Owensboro.

To expenses Henderson and Morganfield ....;•.
To expenses Kentucky Educational As'sn Louisville
Approved by Council and ordered paid by House of Delegates.

September 1. Voucher Check No. 392
DR. ERNEST RAU, Bowling Green.

To meeting Council in Louisville November, 1912. Approved by Council
and ordered paid by House of Delegates.

September 1. V'oucher Check No. 393
DR. W. B. McCLURE, Treasurer, Lexington.

To expenses to Bowling GrOen meeting, expressage, telephone, etc. Ap-
proved by Council and ordered paid by House of Delegates.

September 1. Voucher Check No. 394
DR. R. C. McCHORD, Lebanon.

To expenses Councilor for year 1913. Approved by Council and ordered
paid by House of Delegates.

September 1. Voucher Check No. 395
DR. CYRUS GRAHAM, Henderson.

To expenses Councilor for year 1913. Approved by Council and ordered
paid by House of Delegates.

Septemoer 1. V^oucher Check No. 396
DR. J. S. LOCK, Barboursville.

To e.xpenses Councilor for year 191-3. Approved by Council and ordered
l>aid by House of Delegates.

September 1. V'oucher Check No. 397
DR. J. KINCAID, Catlettsburg.

To expenses Councilor for year 1913. Approved by Council and ordered
paid by House of Delegates.

September 1. Voucher Check No. 398
DR. .TOHN .1. MO BEN, Louisville.

To stamps. Chairman of Medico-Legal Committee
To Long distance messages Medico-Legal Committee
Approvel by Council and oidered paid by House of Delegates.

September 1. Voucher Check No. 399
DR. .1. W. FORD, rreasurer First Christian Church, Bowling Green.

To use of church four days for Bo-wling Green meeting. Approved by
Council and ordered paid by House of Delegates.

September 1. Voucher Check No. 400'
MR. WILIj brown M.-IRTIN, Bowling Green.

To services as page during Bowling Green meeting. Approved by Council
and ordered "aid by House of Delegates.

September 1. Voucher Check No. 401

3.20
12.40

4.30
7.00

$ 46.90

$ 27.80

$ 15.60

$ 10.75

$ 26.00

$ 7.75

$ 12.21

$ 17.75

$ 9.55

$ 11.30

$ 100.00

$ 5.00

$ 5.00
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MR. S. .T. MARTIN, Bowling Green.
To .sei'vices ns "age during Bowling Green meeting. .Vpiiroved l),v Oouneil
and ordered paid l).v House of Delegates,

Seidember 1. VorcHER Ciikck No. 402
ilR. R. II. CRENSHAW, Bowling Green.

To serviers as watehinan two nights Bowling Breen meeting. .’Viiproeed

hy Connei! and ordered paid hy House (.f Delegate.';.
Seplemher 1. VorciiKR CliKCK No. 40y

MISS MAYME SL'BLI V.IN, Bowling Green.
To honorarium Bowling Green meeting. Registration Department.
Approved hy Oouneil and ordered paid hy House of Delegates.

September I. Voucher Chuck No. 404
CB.VVIS MAIIONE, (Colored), Bowling Green.

To services as .ianitor during Bowling Green meeting, .\pproved by Coun-
cil and ordered paid by House of Delegates.

September 1. Voucher Check No. 40.')

HOYT NICHOLS, (Colored), Bowling Green.
To serivees as .ianitor during Bowling Green meeting. Approved by Co\in-
cil and ordered paid by House of Delegates.

September 1. Vovcher Check No. 406
DR. W. A. POOLE, Henderson.

To expense attending joint meeting of the Committee on Medical Education
and Medical Legislation, at Chicago, February 22 and 2.5, 1913. Time
s))ent in travel and services four days.
.Vpproved by Council and ordered paid by House of Delegates.

Sei)tember 1. Vouchee Chuck No. 407 .'

AMERICAN MEDICAL ASSOCIATION, Chicago.
To 2750 President's portraits (Dr. W. O. Roberts). Api'roved by Council
and ordered paid by House of Delegates.

September 1. Voucher Check No. 408

MR. B. P. EUBANK, Bowling Green.
To auditing books and accounts of Secretary. Dr. A. T. McCormack, aiul
Treasurer, Dr. W. B. McClure, from September 1, 1912, to September 1,

1913 and re])orting same. Approved by Council and ordered paid by
tiou.se of Delegates.

Seiitcmbcr 1. Voucher Check No. 409

DR. 3 . T. WINDELL, Louisville.
To making pen and ink drawings for Dr. Winuell's State meeting paper.
Approved by Council and ordered paid by House of Delegates.

Sejilcmber 1. Voucher Check No. 410 ’

FARNSWORTH ELECTRIC (XIMPANY, Bowling Green.
1.0 10 feet loop cord $ .30
To waste cutting, etc 1.50
To 4 fuses .35
'I’o socket .25
To 10 knots .10
To 2 atch plugs .50
To 100 feet No. 14 wire 1.00
To 2 current taps ' 1.00
To 4 60-watt bulbs '.

. . . 2.40
To 4 100-watt bulbs 3.20
To 20 feet extension 1.25
To labor 7.00
-Approved by Council and ordered paid by House of Delegates. .

September 1. Voucher Chuck No. 411

J. B. SUMPTER & BRO., Bowling Green.
To decorating church contract S 25.00
To work covering windows 6.00
To 1 bolt domestic. 60 yards 4.80
To 1 bolt doinistic, 59 yards -1.72
To 18 yards sateen 3.78
To 10 yards sheeting 2.75
To 31 yards percale 3.98
Approved by Council and ordered paid by House of Delegates.

Sei)lcmb('r 1. Voucher Checjc No. 412
S. W. BASSETT & COMPANY. Providence, Rhode Island.

To 300 rolled plate K. S. M. A. buttons at .26 each $ 78.00
To 496 rolled plate “Bowling Green” bars at .19 each . 9-1.24

$172.24
Lfss 2 per cent, discount for cash 3.44

September 1, Voucher Check No. 413 •

TIMES-.TOURNAL PUBLISHING COMPANY, Bowling Green.
To 200 reprints Bowling Green session $ 1.00
To 500 enrollment cards. Bowling Green sessionn 2.50
To 2000 blank cards. Bowling Green session 2.00
To 1000 16-page programs Bowling Green session 21.00
To 3000 24-ib linen letter heads 10.00
To 3500 80-page August 15th .lournals, regular issue) 305.00
By 61 errors in same
To 3500 envelopes 3.50
To 10 changes 2.00
To difference .setting tabular matter 8 pt and 6 pt 21.20
To 3 cuts Sprague's and Willmoth's 4.50
To express on same .30
To 2300 48-page September 1st issue. (.Jefferson County) 150.00
By ] I errors in same
To 2300 envelopes • 2.30
To 5 changes 1.00
To putting in inserts August 15th .Toub.val 2.40
Approved by Council and ordered paid by House of Delegates.

Seidember 1. Voucher Check No 414 .'
'

DR. A. T. McCORM.VCK, Bowling Green.
To expenses Louisville meeting 1912 as follows:
To Hotel and meals .-

. $ 30.00
To Janitor at chuich 10.00
To car fare .95
To carriages 1.50
'To incidentals 1.50
'To express .66
'To express on membership cards .45

$ 10.00

$ 25.00

$ 5.00

$ 3.00

$ 40.00

$ 45.00

$ 25.00

$ 10.00

$ 18.85

$ 51.03

$168.80

;j!509 . 95

15.25

3.50

•1! 92.4c
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To c.\pciisps Bowling Grec-n mcoting ;is follows:

'I'o sateen covering windows
To (.\press on Dr. Lewis slides
To postals State Meeting r....
'I'o express'
'I’o telegrams
To .ianitor Bowling (Irpen meeting
.Approved by Council and ordered i)aid by House of Delegates.

October 1. VOUCH KK Chuck No. 115

7.5!)
1.00

li2 . 00
2.35
.48

1 .00

DR. A. 'T. McCORM-CCK, Bowling Green.
'To postage on August 1st Journ.vi. $ S.25
'To po.stage on August 15 .Jouk.x.vl 15.20
To postage on September 1st Joork.u. 5.53
'To 2000 No. 8 stamped envelopes 44.00
'To 4000 No. 5 stamped envelopes 84.06
'To September salary 125.00
Salary ordered by Tlouso of Delegates at Bowlitig Green session.

October 1. > OUCHER Check No. 416

DR. L. H. SOC'TH, Bowling Green.
'To September salary. Salary ordered by House of Delegates at Bowling Green session.

October 1. A'^ouchkr Check No. 417
DR. A'. E. SIAIPSON, Louisville.

To September salary.

October 1. A'oucher Check No. 418

MARY FRANCIS SHE.Y, Bowling Green.
'To September salary as raicroscopist. Salary ordered by House of Dele-
gates at Bowling Green session.

October 1. A'oucher Check No. 419
CLA’DE AA'. HOWELL, Bowling Green.

To September salary as stenographer. Salary ordered by House of Dele-
gates at Bowling Green session.

October 1, A'OUCHER Check No. 420

COURIER-JOURNAL JOB PRINTING CO., Louisville.

To 5600 membership cards litho. 2 cols, 2 kinds “1914-1015."
October 1. A’oucher Check No. 421

DR. OLIN AA’EST, Nashville, Tennessee.
'To expenses from Nashville to Bowling Green and return. Delivered an-
nual oration before State Meeting.

October 1. A'oucher Check No. 422

MESSRS. MONTGOMERY & MONTGOMERA', attorneys, Tazewell, 'I'enn.

To attorneys fee in re Harri.son case .fl.oO.OO
'To stenographer's fee 5.50
To witness fee Airs. Burke 2.00

October 1. A'oucher Check No. 42o

TLAIES-JOT'RNAL PUBTASHING COMPANY', Bowling Green.
'To 500 Letter heads and 500 Envelopes for A'ice President $ 4.00
To 300 Letter Heads -.uid 300 Envelopes for A'ice President 3.25
'To 250 Letter heads and 300 Envelopes for A'^iee President 3.00
'To 300 Letter Heads and 300 Envelopes for President-Elect 3.25
'To 500 Letter heads and 500 Envelopes for President 4.00
'To 500 Letter heads and 500 Envelopes for Medico-Legal Committee ... 4.00
To 4000 Letter heads for Secretary 12.00
'To 500 Letter heads and 500 Envelopes for Councilor Fifth District.... 4.00
'To 500 Letter heads and 500 Envelopes for Councilor Eighth District .. 4.00
To 500 Letter heads and 500 Envelopes for Councilor Second District .. 4.00
To parcels postage on above 1.66
To 2400 48-page September 15th Journals 155.00
By 8 errors in same
To 8 changes in same 1.60
To 2400 envelopes 2.40
To 2600 100-page October 1st Journals 317.50
By 1 day’s delay
Bv 47 errors in same
By lf)6 Journals not returned
'To 18 changes 3.60
To 2000 envelopes 2.60

October 1. A'oucher Check No. 424
MESSRS. W. J. & J. G. DENHARDT. Bowling Green.

'I’o 15 per cent, commission on $105.02 Regular .Journal ads $ 15.75
'To 15 Iter cent, commission on $138.49 Jefferson County ads 20.77
To 25 per cent, commission on .$48.17 Jefferson County ads 12.04

October 1. A'oucher Check No. 427 ‘

MISS PAULINE ECKENROTH, Louisville.
To depositions of Drs. .J. G. Sherrill, AY. C. Dugan, A'. E. Simpson, G. A.
Hendon and Irvin Abell taken in behalf of defendant in an action pending
in Perry Circuit Court. Lucile Kinner vs. Dr. 'Taylor Hurst—71 pages.

October 1. A'oucher Check No. 428
REMINGTON 'TYPEAVRITER COMT'ANY, Louisville.

'To first payment on note for S45.00 for new machine.
November 1. A'oucher Check No. -*29

2.00

10.00
11.7 5
20.27

MESSRS. AVOOTEN & MORGAN, attorneys, Haz.ard.
To attorneys’ fee in case of Kenner vs. Hurst.

November 1. A'oucher Check No. 430
POTTER-MATLOCK TRUST COMP.-VNY, Bowling Green.

'To 6 per cent. First Mortgage E. H. Adams bond.
November 1. A'oucher Check No. 401

DR. A. T. MeCORMACK. Bowling Green.
'To postage September 15th .Tournal $ 7.65
To postage October 1st Journal 9.77
To postage October 15th Journal 5.77
To October salary 125 . 00

November 1. Youcher Check No. 432

DR. L. H. SOU'TH. Bowling Green.
'To October salary. Business Manager Regular -Journal.

November 1. A'oucher Check No. 433
DR. A'. E. SIMPSON, Louisville.

'To October salary. Business Manager -Jefferson County issue-
November 1. Voucher Check No. 434

MARY FRANCIS SHEA, Bowling Green.
To October salary as microscopist.

November 1. Voucher Check No. 435 -

$282.94

$ 40.00

$ 25.00

$ 25.00

$ 75.00

$ 37.00

$ 6.38

$157.50

$485.84

. $ 48.56

.$ 28.00

.S 15.00

.$125.00

$ 1000.00

.$148.19

.$ 40.00

.$ 25.00

.$ 25.00

$ 75.00
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C1,YDE \V. II0WP:LL, Bowling Green.
• To October siilary. Stenographer.
Xoveinber 1. VoToliHR C’iikck Xo. 4.3(>

MESSRS. AY. .1. Sc .1. G. DKXIIARDT. Bowling Green.
'To 15 per cent, commission on $175.00 Abbott Alkaloidal $ 20.35
To 25 per cent. conimi.ssion on 55.00 S. 1). AculT, Reg 8.75
To 15 tier cent, commission on .55.00 Bansch & Bomb 5.25
To 15 per cent, commission on 25.00 R. Broughton 5.75
'I’o 15 per emit, commission in 50.00 Git.v View Sanitar 7.50
To 15 per cent, commission on 48.00 Elmwood Sanitar 7.20
'J'o 15 per cent, commission on 00.00 P'alls Cit.v Vulcan. Co 9.00
To 25 jier cent, commission on 155.00 Chas. H. Phillips 53.85
To 15 ])er cent, commission on 100.00 Pitman-M.vers Co 15.00
To 25 per cent, commission on 05.00 Star Ranch Sanitarium... 10.25
To 15 jier cent, commission on 55.00 Walker’s Sanitarium 5.2.5

Xovember 1. VoucitKK Chuck X'o. 457

MESSRS. GOAD & OLIVER. Scottsville.

To attorneys’ fee in case of Woods vs. Harris.
Xovember 1. Voucher Check Xo. 438

MESSRS. inXES Sc XORMAX, Louisville.
To retainer for year 1915.

Xovember 1. Voucher Check Xo. 459

WILLIAM WHITFORI). Chicago.
To Reporting four and one-half days .$45.00
To Transcribing minutes General Meeting 63 folio 15.75
'To Transcribing minutes House of Delegates 366 folio 91.50
'I’o 'rranscribing Discussions 250 folio 62.50
'To Transcribing Discussion jCounty Secretaries 94 folio 15.50
To Railroad e.vpenses 22.58
To Express charges 1.75

Xovember 1. Voucher Check Xo. 440

REMIXGTOX ’lYPEWRTTER COMPAXY, Louisville.
'To second payment on note lor $-45 on new machine.

Xovember 1. A'ouchkr Check Xo. 441
TIXSLEY-MAYER EXGR.VVIXG COMPAXY, Louisville.

To 50 misc. Halftone illustrations for Dr. Louis Frank’s i>aper.

Xovember 1 . Voucher Check Xo. 442

WARREX COeXTY HARDW.VRE COMPAXY, Bowling Green.
'To tacks .05
'To galv. tube .70
To buckets .50
'To dippers .10

,$138.05

$175.00

$.300.00

$254.58

$ 15.00

$ 45.00

$ .70

By goods returned
1.35

. 6.5

Xovember 1. Voucher Check Xo. 443

TI.MKS-.IOURXAL PLBLISHIXG COMPAXY, Bowling Green.
To error in making deduction in October for Journals short, which were
afterwards found $ 20.27
'To 2450 Jefferson County Jourx.vls 48-pages 157.50
By 41 errors in same 10.25
'To 2450 envelopes 2.43
To 2500 Xovember 1st JouRN.VLS 64-page 210.00
By 27 errors in same 6.75
To 2o00 envelopes 2.50
To 2 cuts for Barbecue 3.00
’To phone message to Dr. Simpson .30

Xovember 1. Voucher Check Xo 444
DR. EDWARD WILSOX’, Pineville.

'I'o expensss and services in case of John .Smith, admr.. vs. Dr. Wilson,
and in case of .lohn Smith vs. Dr. Wilson in Bell County Circuit Court (2
cases). This includes the services of Mr. Dawson also.

December 1. Voucher Check Xo. 445

DR. A. T. McCORMAQK, Bowling Green.
'fo postage on Xovember 1st Journ.vl $ 7.07
'I'o postage on Xovember 15th Journal 5.71
To November salary 125.00

December 2. Voucher Chixk Xo. 446

DR. L. H. SOUTH, Bowling Green.
To Xovember salarv Business Manager Regular Journal.

December 1. 5'ouchek Check Xo. 447
DR. V. K. SIMPSOX, Louisville.

To Xovember salary Business Manager Jefferson County Number.
December 1. VotiCHER Check No. 443

MARY FRANCIS SHEA, Bowling Green.
'To November salary as microscopist.

December 1. Voucher Check Xo. 449
CLYDE W. HOWELL, Bowling Green.

To X^ovember salary. Stenographer.
December 1. Voucher Check Xo. 450

REMTXG'TOX TYPEWRITER COMPAXY, Louisville.
To third and last payment on $45.00 note for machine.

December 1. Voi'CHEK Check Xo. 451
MISS PAULINE ECKENROTH, Louisville.

To deposition of Mrs. Marie Davis in case of Davis vs. Cheatham—25
pages.

December 1. \0UCHKR Check No. 452

TIMES-JOURNAL PUBLISHING COMPANY, Bowling Green.
To 2500 48-page Jefferson County Journals $160.00
By 17 type errors in came 4.25
'To 2500 envelopes 2.50
'To 18 changes 3.60
To 2500 64-page December 1st .Touh.n.uls 210.00
By 1 day’s delay 10.00
By 11 type errors 2.73
To reprints for Medico- Legal Committee 2.50
'To 2500 envelopes 2.>0
'To making changes in make-up 4.50

December 1. Voucher Check No. 453

$379.02

$ 45.00

$137.78

$ 40.00

$ 25.00

$ 25.00

$ 75.00

15.00

$ 10.00

.$468 . 35

$130.80
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.1 amiar.y

Jaiiuar.v

January

January

J an nary

January

January

January

January
DR. V

January

January

V’ebruary

February

February

February

February

February

February

MYKRS MANUFACTURING COMFANY, Ua.'uden, New Jersey.
To 1.50 gross eontainers for Dr. Sydney D. Porter ip OS. 40
To 150 gross containers lor Dr. D. FI. South G8.40

Camden,
Columbia,

New
S. C

.lersev.

on May 20, 191?,.

1 .

\Y.

1 .

Rowling Green.

1. VOUOIIKR CTikok No. 454
MYFRS AIANUFACTURING COMPANY,

To eontainers sent to Dr. J. U. Ward,
VorotiKi! Check No. 455
R. McNEAIi, .Sherifl' Warren Countv,
To State and County taxes for 1913.
A'ouohub Check No. 456

DR. A. T. McCORMACK. Rowling Green.
To postage on December 1st Jourm.-u, ¥ 7

To postage on December 15th .Tocrx.^t, 4,

To December salary 125
1. Voucher Check No. 457
DR. L, H. SOUTH, Rowding Green.

To December salary Rusiness Manager Regular .Ioukn.m,.
1. VoroHEi! Check No. 458
DR. V. E. SIMPSON. Ronisville.

To December salary Rusiness Manager .letl'erson County issue.

1. Voucher Chexk No. 459
MARY FRANCIS SHEA, Rowling Green.

To December salary as raiserr.seopist.

1. Voucher Check No. 460
CLYDE W. HOWELI,. Bowling Green.

To December salary. Stenograpber.
1. Voucher Check No. 461
DR. PE5TON ],IGON, Hcnder.son.

To Clerk’s cost due by Defendant $ S.
To fee for making Transcript 17.

1. VotTCHER Check No. 462 . . . .

L. GREER & SON. Rowling Green.
To rent of four table.s at Annual Meeting in Boeyling Green.

1. Voucher Check No. 463
R. McCLFlRE, Lexington.

To 1000 sheets $ 7.

To 250 sneets 2

.

To 1000 enyelopes $ 7.
To 250 enyelopes 2.

1. Voucher Check No. 464
TIME.S-JOURNAL PURLTSHING COMPANY’, Rowling Green.

To 1000 .Ynnual blanks, both sides printed $ 5.
To 1000 .Ynnual blanks list of physicians 5.
To 2400 48-page December 15th Journals 155.
Ry 27 errors in sam"
To 22 changes 4.
To 2400 envelopes 2.
To 2500 80-page January 1st .ToiiRX.u.s ....
To 55 errors in same
To 2500 envelopes
To 23 changes
2’o dierence in index set in 6-point type 22000.

1. Voucher Check No. 425 .'

MISS MAY’ME SUI,LIY’AN, Bo-wling Gree.n.

. 12.00

.$ 2.20

.$136.70

. $ 40.00

.$ 25.00

.$ 25.00

. $ 75.00

. $ 26.25

. $ 3 . 00

.$ 19.00

.$417.20

250

6.75

13.75

.$131.01

To 15 per cent. commission on $ 54.20 Kenilworth Sanitarium . .$ 8.13
To 15 per cent. commission on 43.80 Waukesha Springs . . . fi . 57
To 15 per cent. commission on 96 . 74 Oxford Retreat . . 14.51
To 25 per cent. commission on 125.00 Sawver Sanitarium , .. 31.25
To 15 per cent. commission on 93 . 78 Sawyver Sanitarium , . . 14.06
To 15 per cent. commission on 78 . 75 Oconomowoc Heallh . . . ,, . . 11.81
To 25 per cent commission on 69.96 Ottowa 'lent Colony . . . . . 17.49
To 25 per cent. commission on 65.00 Sanitary Cup, etc., ... . , . 16.25
To 25 per cent. commission on 43 . 75 ^Filwankeo Sanitarium . . ,. . . 10.94

2. Y^ot'CHFR Check No. 465
DR. A. T. McCORMACK, Bowling Green.

To postage on .January 1st JOURN.AL
To postage on January 15th Journal
To January salary

2. Voucher Check No.- 466 .’

DR. I,. H. SOUTH, Bowling Green.
To January salary. Business Manager Regular .lot'RXAi,.

2. Y’oucker Check No. 467
MARY FRANCIS SHEA. Bowling Green.

To .January salar.v. Microscopist.
2. Voucher Check No. 468
CLY’DE W. HOYVELIj, Rowling Green.

To -January salav Stenographer.
2. Y’oucher Check No. 469
DR. JOHN J. MOREN, Louisville.

To books. Medical .Jurisorudenee.
2. Vot'cher Check No. 470
MESvSRS. CLAY' &- CLAY, Attorneys, Henderson.

To attorneys’ fee in case of Amos Allen vs. Dr. IJgon.
2. Y’ouchbk Check No. 471
TIMF.S-JOT^RNAL PURI-ISHING COMPANY", Rowling Green.

To 2400 48-page .Jamiarv 15tb -Jourx.\ls
By 1 day’s delay
Ry 17 errors in same
To 15 ebanges
To 2400 envelopes

.$113.41

.$9,
4.

100 .

.

$

40.00

.$ 25.00

. $ 75.00

.,$ 19.20

. 150.00

.$374.61

By one-half day’s delay
Ry 14 errors in .Iourxal
To 2500 envelopes
To 8 changes
To 1000 bill beads
'I’o half-tones and postage from June 28 to date

IjCSS

4.25
10.00

. . 210.00

1.60
2.25

5.00
3.50

. . 20.61

$397.36 22.75

$374.61
February 2. Y’’oucher Check No. 472 $159.40
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March

March

March

March

March

March

March :

March

April 1,

April 1

,

April 1

April 1,

April 1

April 1.

April 1.

April 1.

April 1,

April 1.

April 1.

-Vpril 1.

May 1.

May 1.

May 1.

DR. TAYLOR HURST, Hazard.
Ill case of Liicile Kinner vs. Taxation of cost. Dr. Hurst defendant.
To Clerk’s cost $
To two jury fees
To sheriff, 1 process
To Sheriff, summoning 40 witnesses at .25
Defendant’s witnesses
To Stenographer’s fees •

1. Voucher Check No. 473

31.80
8.00
.60

10.00
79.00
30.00

DR. THOS. P. ALLEN, Pembroke.
To 1913 dues returned at request of County Society.

1. Voucher Check No. 474
DR. D. B. ROACH, Hopkinsville.

To 1913 dues returned at request of County Society.
1. Voucher Check No. 475
DR. A. T. MeCORMACK, Bowling Green.

To 2500 two-cent stamped jilain envelopes $ 62.50
To 2519 postals 25.19
To postage on February 1st Journal 7.69
To postage on February 15th Journal 7.44
To salary for February 100.00

1. A'^oucher Check No. 476
DR. L. H. SOUTH. Bowling Green.

To February salary. Business Manager Regular Journal.
. Voucher Check No. 477
MA.vY FRANCIS SHEA, Bowling Green.

To February salary. Microscopist.
1. A'’oucher Check No. 478
CLYmE W. HOWELL, Bowling Green.

To February salary. Stenographer.
Voucher Check No. 479

MESSRS. HINES & NORMAN, Louisville.
To fee for services in Court of Appeals in ease of Ligon vs. Allen $75.00
To traveling expenses E. AY. Hines to Frankfort to argue case 5.15

1. A'^oucher Check No. 480
TIMES-.IOURNAL PUBLISHING COMPANY", Bowling Green.

To 1000 linen heads Health Committee $ 4.00
To 3000 linen heads Public Policy Committee 10.00
To 2400 48-page Jefferson County, Feb. 15th issue 155.00
By 14 type errors in same
To 12 changes 2.40
To 2400 envelopes 2.40
To 2500 48-page March 1st .Journals 160.00
By 9 errors in same
To 2500 envelopes 2.50

Voucher Check No. 481
DR. A. T. McCORM.YCK, Bowling Green.

To postage for March 1st Journal $ 6.08
To postage for March 15th and .Ypril 1st issues 6.85
To express on cut .22
To March salary 100.00

A^oucher Check No. 482
DR. L. H. SOUTH. Bowling Green.

To March salary. Business Manager of JoutRNAL
. Y"oucher Check No. 483
MARY FRANCIS SHEA, Bowling Green.

To March salary. Microscopist.
Voucher Check no. 484
CLYDE W. HOWELL, Bowling Green.

To March salary. Stenographer.
A’'oucher Check No. 485
BEN TOPMILLER, Bowling Green.

To ice furnished at Annual meeting, September, 1913.
A’'oucher Check No. 486
BERRY'' & GR.YSSHAM, Attorneys, Paducah.

For services rendered in case of Julia Malone vs. Drs. Mason, Evans and
Keys in McCracken Circuit Court, wherein plaintiff sought to recover $25.-
000 for malpractice and was awarded sudgment for $3500. Agreed fee.

A'oucher Check No. 487
BERRY’' & GR.YSSHAM, Attoimeys, Paducah.

For services rendered in case of Robt. Littleton vs. Dr. AV. H. Parsons in
McCracken Circuit Court. Case dismissed by Plaintiff.

A'oucher Check No. 488
MESSRS. HELM & HELM, Louisville.

To services rendered in case of Ida Maher vs. Dr. Cuthbert Thompson as
explained in letter to J. V. Norman, dated March 27, 1914.

A’oucher Check No. 489 '.

MESSRS. HINES & NORMAN, Louisville.
To .services in Jefferson Circuit Court in case of CaiToll vs. Dr. J. P. Ferguson.—Voucher Check No. 490

MESSRS. HINES & NORMAN, Louisville.
To services in Jefferson Circuit Court in case of Primm vs. Scott.

A’^oucher Check No. 491
HON. J. AT NORMAN, Louisville.

To services as General Counsel for the months of .January, February and
March. 1914.

A’oucher Check No. 492
TIMES-JOIIRNAL PUBLISHING COMPAN'i, Bowling Green.

To 4000 linen letter heads $ 12.00
To 2000 80-page Journals. (Alar. 15 and Apr. 1st) 230.00
By 41 errors in same
To 2000 envelopes i 2.00
To changes 4.40
To 6132 eras, killed 2.45

A'oucher Check No. 493
DR. A. T. MeCORMACK, Bowling Green.

To postage on April 15th and May 1st .Journals $ 10.12
To salary for April 100.00

A’oucher Check No. 494
DR. L. H. SOUTH. Bowling Green.

To salary for April as Business Manager of Journals .

A’oucher Check No. 495

3.50

2.25

10.25

$ 2.50

$ 3.00

$192.82

$ 40.00

$ 25.00

$ 75.00

$ 80.15

$330.55

$113.15

$ 40.00

$ 25.00

$ 75.00

$ 1.60

$250.00

$150.00

$150.00

$ 75.00

$ 50.00

$ 75.00

$240.60

$110.12

$ 40.00

$ 4.17
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ilay 1.

May 1.

May ].

May 1.

May 1.

Slay 1.

Slay i.

Slay 1.

May 1.

.Tuno 1.

Tune 1.

June 1.

June 1.

Jvme 1.

June 1.

Tunc 1.

June 3.

June 1.

July 1.

Tuly 1.

July 1.

July 1.

July 1.

July 1.

July 1.

Aupust

August

SIARY FRANCIS SHEA, Bowling Green.
To .salary from April 24th to May 1st.

S'^ouCHER Check No. 496
CLYDE W. HOWELL, Bowling Green.

To salary for April. Stenographer.
Voucher Check No. 497
DR. J. S. JOHNSON. Barlow.

To error in sending in dues from Ballard County Sledical Society.
Voucher Check No. 498
CAPIl’OL ENGRAVING COMPANY. Nashville, Tennrs.see.

To 1 half-tone and postage on same.
S^oucher Check No. 499
HON. C. I. DAWSON, Attorney, Pineville.

To fee in trial of suit against Dr. Brummett.
Voucher Check No. 500

HON. T. G. Anderson, Attorney, Middlesboro.
To fee in case of David Gunter vs. Dr. ,Jacob Schultze.

S’oucher Check No. 501
DR. LESLIE BRAND. Slaysville.

To fee paid Miss Johnson for reporting case of Florence Barnett vs. Dr.
Brand—4 days at S5 . 00 per day .$20.00
To Clerk’s, Sheriff’s and Jury fee in Barnett Brand case 16.5.")

\'oucher Check No. 502
WORTHINGTON. COCHRAN & BROWNING, attorneys, Maysville.

To fee in Barnett vs. Dr. Leslie Brand case.

Voucher Check ivo. 503
HON. ,1. N. SHARP, Attorney, Williamsburg,

c To fee in case of Creekmore vs. Dr. Cundiff.
Voucher Check No. 504
TIMES-JOURNAL PUBLISHING COMPANY. Bowling Green.

To 500 letter heads for Vice-President $ 2.50
To express .26
To 2000 88-page May 1st .rouKK.VLS 255.00
By 25 errors in same
To 2000 envelopes 2.00
To 16 changes 3.20

1’’oucHER Check No. 505
DR. A. 1'. McCORMACK, Bowling Green.

To 4000 2-eent stamped envelopes.
Voucher Check No. 506
DR. A. T. McCORMACK. Bowling Green.

To postage on sample copies of Journal $ 7.22
To salary for May 100.00

Voucher Check No. o07
DR. L. H. SOUTH. Bowling Green.

To salary for May. Business Slanager Regular .Tot’RN'AL.

Voucher Check No. 508
MARY FRANCIS SHEA, Bowling Green.

To salary for May. Microscopist.
A’oucher Check No. 509

CLYDE W, HOWELL, Bowling Green.
To salary for May. Stenographer.

VOTTt^HER ChE'.K NO. 510
MESSRS. WOOTEN & MORGAN, Hazard.

To fee in case of Lafayette Engle vs. Drs. Hurst and Gross in Perry Coun-
ty Court.

Voucher Check No. 511
HON. T. G. ANDERSON, Middleboro.

To fee in case of Brassfield vs. Dr. Jacob Schultz in Bell County Court.
Voucher Check No. 512
HON. J. R. ALLEN. Lexington.

To fee in case of Louisa Walton vs. Dr. Alexander C. Brown, Lexington,
Voucher Check No. 513 .-.

TIMES-.TOURNAL PUBLISHING COMPANY, Bowling Green.
To 2300 copies May 15th .Journal. 48-page. $150.00
By 14 errors in same
To 2300 envelopes 2.30
To 18 changes 3.60

Voucher Check No. 514
DR. A. T. McCORMACK, Bowling Green.

To postage on May 15th and -Tune 1st .JourN.als $ 12.48
To June salary 100.00

Voucher Check No. 515
DR. Jj. H. .SOUTH, Bowling Green.

To salary for .June. Business Manager Rebular .JouR.VAL.
VorTHER Check No. 516
MARY FRANCIS SHE.\, Bowling Green.

To salary for .lune. Microscopist.
Voucher Check No. 517
CLYDE W. HOWELL, Bowling Green.

To salary for June. Stenographer.
Voucher Check No. 518
REMINGTON TYPEWRITER COMPANY. Louisville.

To one-half dozen ribbons coupon book No. 9869.
Voucher Check No. 519
CHAS. F. OGlJKs', Attorney, Jjouisville.

To attorneys fee in case of W. T. Gavman vs. Hr. Board’s Sanitarium.
Voucher Check No. 520
TTMES-.JOURNAL PUBI.ISHING COMPANY, Bowling Green.

To 2300 64-nage June 1st -Journals $205.00
By 1 day’s dela.v . . .

By 31 errors in sam.;
To 16 changes 3.20
To 2300 envelopes 2.30
To 2200 48-page .June 15th Journals 152.50
By 1 day’s delay
By 15 errors in same
To 2200 envelopes 2.20
J'o 14 changes . . 2.80

1. A’'oucher Check -No. 521
DR. A. T. AfeCORM.VCK. Rowling Green.

To postage on .July 1st and .July 15th .JournAL.S $ 12.00
To salary for .July 100.00

1. A'oucher Check No. 522

$ 75.00

$ 37.50

$ 1.31

$ 100.00

$ 75.00

$ 36.55

$200.00

$ 25.00

$256.71

6.25

$ 84.96

$107.22

$ 40.00

$ 25.00

$ 75.00

$125.00

$ 75.00

$ 50.00

$152.40

3.50

$112.48

$ 40.00

$ 25.00

$ 75.00

$ 3.50

$100.00

$336.50

10.00
7.75

10.00
3 . 7.5

$112.00

$ 40.00
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1)K. fj. H. SOUTH, Bowling Green.
To .fuly salary. Business Manager Regular .Todrnal.

-Vugust 1. VorciiKB CliiKCK No. 523
MARY FRANCIS SHEA, Bowling Green.

To .Tuly salary. Micrnscoiiist.
.Vugust 1. A’'ouciier Check No. 524

CLYDE W. HOWELL. Bowling Green.
To July salary. Stenographer.

.\ugust 1. Yoiu'iiur Check No. 525
CAl’LTOL ENGRAA’ING COMPANY, Nashville, Tennessee.

To out of floor plan for exhibit space at Newport $ 4.50
To half lone Blue Grass Inn $ 2.80
To postage on same .10
To half tone Dr. W. G. Comhs’ picture for .foURNAl. 1.50
To postage on same .06

August 1. VorcHER Check No. 526
MESSRS BERRY & GRASSHAM, Attornejs, Paducah.

To attornej's’ lee in ca.se of Roht. Littleton vs. Dr. M'. H. Parsons. Mc-
Cracken County Circuit Court at its .lune term, 1914. wherein Littleton
sued for $5000 damages against defendant for malpractice and recovered
.iudgment for $50.00 and costs.

August 1. A'ohcher Check No. 527
J. A. MILLER, Clerk, Paducah.

To e.xpenses in Plaintiff’s costs to-wit

;

To .1. A. Miller, clerk S 12.65
To Sheriff Allen 2.60
To Jury fee and tax 4.50
'I'o five witnessos’ fee at one dollar each 5.00

DEFEND.tXT'S COSTS.

To .T. A. Miller, clerk $ 7.25
To Mrs. Henderson, reporter 5.00
To Sheriff .Allen .75
To Defendant c costs in first ease; Clerk 6.45
'I'o .Sheriff Allen 1.00

TIMES-JOLRNAL PUBLISHING COMPANY, Bowling Green.
To express on cut $ .26
To 1000 contract blanks (2 sides) 6.00
To 1000 floor plans Newport meeting ... 3.00
To 1000 Commercial exhibits 4.50
To 2250 64-page Julv 1st .Tourx'als 202.50
By 17 errors in same
To 2250 envelopes for .Tuly 1st issue. 2.25
To 8 changes in same 1.60
T ) 2250 Julv 15 Journals, 32 page 105.00
To 2250 eiivelopes 2.25
By 1 1 errors in same
To 2250 -IS-page August 1st JouRN.ALS 150.00
To 2250 envelopes 2.25
By 9 errors in same
By error in front page of same
To changes in .Tuly 15th issue (.Teff County) 1.80

September 1. A'oucher Check No. 529
C. AT. COOMBS, City Tax Collector, Bowling Green.

To taxes for year 1914.
September 1. A^ouchbr Check No. 530

DR. T. MeCORJIACK. Bowling Green.
To postage on .Tune 15th .Tourn.\l .$ 5.53
To salary for August 100.00

Sei)tember 1. A'oucher Check No. 531
DR. L. H. SOUTH. Bowling Green.

To salary for .'August. Business Manager Regular .louRNAL.
September 1. A'orcHFR Check Nc. 532

MARY FRANCIS SHEA, Bowling Green.
To salary for August. Mieroscopist.

.September 1. A^oucher Check No. 533
CLA’DE AA'. HOAA'ELL. Bowling Green.

To salary for .'August. 'Stenographer.
Seiitcmber 1. A’'oucher Check No 534

TLAIES-.rOURNAL PUBLISHING COMP.ANY, Bowling Green.
To 2300 48-page August 15th .Jefferson County $150.00
By 12 errors in same
To 230Q envelopes 2.30
By overcharges 11-1, 12-1, 1913: 2-1, 7 1, 8-1, 1914

$ 25.00

$ 75.00

$ 8.96

$ 100.00

I

$ 45.20

$467.16

4.25

2.75

2.25
5.00

$ 12 . 75

$105.53

$ 40.00

$ 25.00

$ 75.00

$ 94.30

3.00

55.00

Total $13,627. 11

EXHIBIT “C”.

DptniliHl list of reeeipts from eoliiity so-

pieties from Septeml ler 1. 19i;i, to September
1, 1914. compared vrith ineoiues of same
period last year.

1913 1914

Adair $ 25.50 $ 27.00
Allen 28.00 39.00
Anderson . . . , 21.00 24.00
Ballard 42.50 51.00
liarren 02.50 71 . 00
Bath .... 20.50 35 . 50
Bell 118.00
Boone 30.00 45.00
Bourbon . . . 43.00 54 . 00
Boyd . . . 54 . 00 57.00
Bovlc 40.00 39.00
Bracken . . . . 28.00 15.00
Breathitt . . . . 10.00 21.00
Breckinridge . 55.00 48.00
Bullitt 27.00 39.00

Butler
Caldwell
Calloway . . . .

Campbell-Kenton
Carlisle
Carroll
Carter
Casey
Christian . . .

Clark
Clay
Clinton
Crittenden . . .

Cumberl.'ind . .

Daviess
Elliott

Estill

Fayette
Fleming ,. . . .

Franklin . .

Fulton
Gallatin . . . .

Garrard . . . .

Grant
Graves . . . , . .

Grayson . . .

23.00
37.50
64.00

278.00
36.00
5 1 . 00
45 . 00
26 . 00
126.00
66.50
27.50
15.00
29.50
27.00

210.00
8.50

173.00
35.00
60 . 00
51.00
11.00
32 . 00
50.00
83.00
53 . 00

20.50
45.00
71.00

200.00
33.00
45 . 00
57.00
39 . 00
137.50
54.00
27.00
15.00
29.50
33.00

207.00
6.00
8.50

203 . 00
54.00
63 . 00
33.00
11.50
29.50
38.00
93.00
63.00
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Green . . . .

Greenup . .

Hancoek. .

Hardin . .

Harlan . , .

Harrison . .

Hart . . . .

Henderson. ,

ifenry . . .

Hickman . .

Hopkins . .

Jackson . .

Tetferson .

Jessamine .

Johnson . .

Knott . . . .

Knox . . . .

Larue . . .

Laurel . . .

Lawrence . .

Lee . . . .

Leslie . . . .

Letcher . .

Lewis . . . .

Lincoln . . .

ijivingston . .

Logan . . .

Lyon . . . .

McCracken
McLean . .

Madison . .

Magoffin . .

Marion . .

Marshall . .

jrartin . .

Mason . . .

Meade . . .

Menifee . .

Mercer. . . .

Metcalfe . .

Monroe . .

Montgomery
Morgan . .

Muhlenberg
Nelson . .

Nicholas . .

Ohio . . . .

Oldham . .

Owen . . . .

Owsley. . . .

Pendleton . .

Perry . . . .

Pike . . . .

Powell . •

Pulaski . . .

Kobertson .

Rockcastle. .

Rowan . . .

.

Russell . . . .

Scott .,. . .

Shelby . .

Simpson . .

Spencer. . .

Tavlor. . . .

Todd . . .

.

Trigg . . .

Trimble . .

Union . .

Washington
Warren . .

Webster . .

Wayne. . .

AVhitlev . .

Wolfe . . .

AVoodford .

18.00
30.00
8.00

73..

50
11.00
67.00
49.00
102.00
55.50
48.00
72.50
9.00

788.00
25.00
35.50
6.50
15.00
35.50
41.50
14.00
17.50
13.00
6.50

11.00
57.00
28.00
78.00
25.00
129.50
28.00
56.50
17.50
54.00
5.. 00
4.00

36.00
31.50
6.00

54.00
29.50
25.00
.57.00
15.00
87.00
57.00
33.00
38.50
27.00
23 . 00
18.00
51.50
.12 . 00
25.00
22 . 00
68.50
15.00
19.50
11.50
20.50
55 . 00
76.00
36.00
21.00
22.50
39.00
26.00
38.50
62.00
39.00
167.50
46.75
.26.50
84.50
25.50
29.00

14.25
36.00
3.00

60.00
23.00
60.00
47.50
104.00
48.00
42 . 00
83.50
11.50

660.00
21.00
25 . 50
6.00

48.00
35.50
47.50
11 .50
24.00
15.00
25.00
12.00
51.00
21.00
78.00
27.00
122.50
27.00
51.00
18.00
51.00
51.00
3.00

36.00
29.00
3.00

57.00
31.50
42.00
57.00
15.00
63.00
47.50
36.00
30.00
35.50
27.00
15.00
54 . 00
21.00
36.00
21.00
56.50
15.00
24.00
20.00
18.00
48.00
78.00
32.50
9.00

27.00
35.50
27.00
18.00
64.00
36.00
138.00
33.00
24.00
81.00
24.00
24.00

EXHIBIT “D”.

Invoice of PropertA^ of Association, Septein-

l)er 1, 1914.

EXHIBIT ^G”.

Secretary’s iMontlilv Balance Sheet agree-

iug Avith the books.

1914 E.xpense. Collection. Balance.
September 1 . . $5283.72
September 19. . .$1299.72 3984.00
October 1 . . 1226.22 $ 974.09 3731.87
November 1 . . . . 2790.54 662 . 13 1603.46
December 1 . . 832.93 567.34 1337.87
January 1 ... .. 912.36 839.35 1264.86
February 1 .

.

. * 955.65 1835.02 2143.23
March 1 749.02 1047.12 2441.33
April 1 . . 1245.35 2356.05 3552.03
May 961.36 1408.62 3999.29
June 1 734.58 607.15 3871 .86
July 1 692.48 568.73 3748.11
August 1 873.32 (533.93 3508.72
September J . 352.58 289.33 3445.47
Interest on Time De-

posit collected . . 22.50
By interest on Invest-

nient Bond . . 18.05

Total Collections . $11829.41
Balance September

1, 1913 . . . . 5283 . 72

$17113.13
Balance September 1,

1914 . . $ 3486.02
Total Expense 13627.11

$17113.13

EXHIBIT “H”.
Collections by Editor on account of the

Journal, corresponding Avith checks, deposit

slips and receipts filed hercAvith.

Oct. 1. To Colelctions to October 1 .$717.09
-Vov. 1. To Collections to November 1 . . 626.13
Dec. 1. To Collections to December 1 532.84
Jan. 1. To Collections to January 1 435.85
Feb. 1. To Collections to February 1 862.02
March 1. To Collections to March 1 237.12
April 1. To Collections to April 1 461.05
May 1. To Collections to May 1 302.62
.Tune 1. To Collections to June 1 360.15
July 1. To Collections to July 1 464.48
Aug. 1. To Collections to August 1 568.93
Sept. 1. To Collections to September 1 244.33

$5812.61

EXHIBIT “I”.

Collections by Seeretarj’ on aeconnt of Ken-
tucky State Medical Association correspond-
ing AA'ith checks, deposit slips and receipts

filed liereAdth.

1913-1914
Oct. 1. To Collection to October 1 $ 257.00
Nov. 1. To Collection to November 1 36.00
Dec. 1. To Collection to December 1 34.50
.Tan. 1. To Collection to -January 1 403.50
Feb. 1. To Collection to February 1 973.00
Mch. 1. To Collection to March 1 810.00
April 1. To Collection to April 1 1895.00
May 1. To Collection to May 1 1106.00
June 1. To Collection to June 1 247.00
July 1. To Collection to July 1 104.25
Aug. 1. To Collection to August 1 65.00
Sept. 1. To Collections to September 1 45.00

Addressograph with 5,000 complete address plates
with list devices, etc

Folding machine
2 Oliver Typewriters
1 Desk

$ 600.00
140.00
200.00
79.00

Filing Cases
Rubber Stamps . . . .

Typewriter Cabinet
Guide Cards
1-3 Adding Machine
Typewriter Chair . .

I Electric Fan . . . .

64.75
9.00

33.00
7.48

106.25
8.00
18.00

I Desk Chair 32.50
1 Globe Cabinet Safe with Fixtures 130.00
2250 No. 5 two-cent stamped envelopes 59.40
1500 No. 8 two-cent stamped envelopes 32.40

Totai- $1519.78
Reduction for depreciation of machinery 400.00

$1119.78

$5976 . 25

Typhoid Perforation.—Dr. (I. E. Armstrong.
Montreal, pointed out the great difficulty in diag-

nosing. The first indication Avas usually pain,

but it Avas absent in 25 per cent, of the cases.

Tlie symptom next in importance Avas cliange of

expression, Avhich Avas (piite evident in tlie ma-
jority of the cases; 65 ))ei- cent. shoAved a definite

alteration. 28 per cent. slioAved a gradual one. and

7 per cent. none. Tenderness Avas ])resent in 88

])er cent, and absent in 12. Kigidity Avas dis-

tinct in 85 per cent, and not in 15.
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REPORT OF THE SECRETARY.

1 liave the honor of submitting the follow-

ing report from September 1, 1913, to Sep-
tember 1, 1914. Our roll shows a decrease of

practically one-hundred paid members in

good standing on September 1, 1914. It is a

matter of great regret that it has been impos-

sible to introduce accurate business methods
in many of the societies. Approximately 2,-

400 doctors are carried on the rolls of the

various county societies. About six hundred
of these pay their dues on an average of

about one j^ear in five and are missed in the

annual collections by the secretaries the other

years. Most of them are good men but are in

the counties where societies have paper or-

ganizations only. These men fail to receive

the JouRNAii and in this way are not kept in

touch with the progress of their fello'ws in the

(State, do not understand what the organiza-

tion is doing and, consequently, are not much
interested in its affairs. In the past two or

three months, quite a number of members
have paid their dues. IMany of these will not
pay them again on the first of the year and
in the few months intervening will not get

into the habit of reading the Journal. The
most important work still before the Associa-

tion is to make a real working body of each
of our county societies. A county society

which merely collects the dues of its members
at an annual meeting is but little better than
none and some few doctors in each county
will have to do some real wmrk if their society

is to be of any actual value. If those of our
members who have not had the benefit of

regular meetings and the consequent inter-

change of scientific and other knowledge with
their associates, could attend a few sessions

of such societies as are held in Bell, Christian,

Fayette, Henderson, Warren, Daviess, Harri-

son or many of the other sixty or more coun-
ties holding regular meetings, this condition

of affairs would soon be brought to an end.

The only use for our organization is that it

better qualifies the practicing physicians who
compose it, to do the real work of caring for

the sick and afflicted people of the State. I

am sure the members will note with interest

that in the new text l)ook every child attend-

ing our common schools will be taught to ask
his family physician whether he attends his

county society meetings regularly, and that

he is not a safe doctor unless he does so.

During the last year we have advanced fur-

ther in securing popular support for all that

is highest and best in modern medicine than

we have in receiving the actual professional

Avork and cooperation Avhich is necessary to

make our aims realized. It is essential that

every doctor in the State understands that

the people are being educated as to possibil-

ities undreamed of a few years ago, both in

the prevention and treatment of disease, and
it is essential that we be prepared to Avork at-

tuned to this increased popular knowledge.

Our records indicate that more Kentucky
physiciajis have been doing post graduate

work in the medical colleges than ever be-

fore. It is of interest that practically every

one of these have eo'me from counties

where there are good Avorking county so-

cieties.

In the same AA’ay and to the same degree

does professional organization affect all of

the other practical steps Avhich the profes-

sion desires to make. During the recent ses-

sion of the General Assembly, the members
both of the House and Senate reflected al-

Avays, as a mirror, the professional sentiment

of their counties. Every county which had a
good society Avhieh had attracted the favor-

able attention of the people, had a represent-

ative in the Legislature who Avanted to favor

all the advanced legislation for the protect-

ion of the health of the people. In both
houses, a large ma.jority of the members were
heartily in favor of the Whole-Time Health
Officer Bill and it AAms only defeated at the

last moment by a cabal in the Senate AAdiich

made an unholy eomlAination Avith various

yested interests for its defeat. It may have
been better that it Avas not enacted into laAv

at this session as at the next it can be pre-

sented AAuth a clearer demand for its passage.

We feel confident that a poignant regret at

their share and responsibility for the deaths

of hundreds of men, AA’omen and children

AAdiich might have been prevented by an ef-

fective health force in each county may be

sufficient punishment, and these men them-

selves Aidll come to Frankfort in 1916 active

supporters of this Avork.

Health campaigns, under the title of

“HookAAmrm campaigns” have been conduct-

ed in tAventy-five counties. While in a feAA'

of these there have been less than one-fourth

of one per cent, of the population infe ted

AAdth HookAVorm disease, the actual results

both in preventive medicine and in the in-

creased confidence in and respect for the pro-

fession has been noteworthy. In several

counties from tivo to four hundred specimens

have been examined for the bacillus of tuber-

culosis during these campaigns and the value

of such AAmrk is apparent. Up to the pres-

ent time, this Avork has been largely financed

l)y Mr. John D. Rockefeller through the

Rockefeller Commission for the Eradication

of Hookworm Disease. The fund so gener-

ously donated liy him for use in this cam-
paign and over the entire south has been ex-

hausted and this AA’ork in future AAdll devolve

upon the profession of the various counties

and the county boards of health. We believe
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the demoristration of the existence of hook-

worm disease in one-third of more than 300,-

000 individuals examined in the State and of

some one or the other intestinal pai’asite in

almost one-half of those examined, make it

an evident duty for the doctors in the infect-

ed districts not to treat any ease without hav-

ing examinations made for the intestinal

parasites.

The attached tables show the average mem-

Spencer 6 3 3
Trimble 7 6 1

Total 291

Sixth District.

Av. Memb'ship

296 14 9

County. for six years. 1914. Inc. Dec.
Adair 10 9 1

Bovle 15 11 4
Green 7 5 2
Marion 19 17 2
Mercer 16 19 3
Tavlor 9 9
AVashington . . . 11 12 i

bership for six years compared with member-
ship for 1914 witli the increase or decrease

as the case may be

:

Total 87

First District.

Av. Memb’ship

County. for six years. 1914. Inc. Dec.
Ballard 18 17 1
Caldwell 17 15 2
Callowav 20 21 i
Carlisle 13 11 2
Pulton ..._.. . . 15 11 4
Graves 27 31 4
Hickman 16 14 2
Iiivingston . . . . 7 7
Lvon 8 9 i

Marshall 16 17 1

McCracken . . . 43 41 2
Trigg 9 9

Total 209 203 7 13

Second District.

Av. Memb’ship

Countv. for six years. 1914.
Breckinridge. . . . ....... 16 16
Crittenden . . 11 10
Daviess 68 69
Hancock 2 1
Henderson . , . . 34 34
Hopkins 26 27
McLean 10 9
Ohio 14 10
ATuhtenberg . . . . 26 20
Union 20 9
AVebster 11 11

Total 238 216

Inc.

i

Dec.

i

1
4
6

11

24

Third District.

Fourth District

Av. Memb'ship
County. for six years.
Bullitt 9
Orayson 20
Hardin 25
Henry 17
Hart 10
Larue 10
Meade 10
Nelson 18
Oldham 12
Shelby 23

Total 160

Av. Memb’ship
County. for six years.
.Anderson 8
Boone 13
Carroll 15
Franklin 21
Gallatin 5
.leffersou 205
Owen 11

1914.
13
21
20
16
15
12
9

15
11
26

158

1914.
8

14
15
19
4

218
9

Inc. Dec.
4
1

5
1
1

Seventh District.

Av. Memb’ship
County. for six years.
Casey 8
Clinton 6
Garrard 10
Lincoln 17
Pulaski 24
Rockcastle 8
Russell .7
IVayne 9

Total 89

82

1914.
10
5
9

17
18
8
6
8

81

Inc. Dec.
2

1
1

Eighth District.
Av. Memb’ship

County.
Boyd. . . .

Carter . .

Elliott . .

Greenup .

Johnson .

Lawrence

County.

Av. Memb’ship
for six vears. 1914. Inc. Dec.

Lewis . .

Magoffin
Pike . . ,

-Allen 10 13 3
Barren 21 23 2 Total .

Butler 9 7 2
Christian 37 44 7
Cumberland . . . .

•
9 11 2

Logan 25 26 \

Metcalfe 10 10 County.
Monroe 10 14 4 Bath. . .

Simpson
Todd

11 9 2 Breathitt
15 11 4 Clark. . .

AVarren-Edmonson . . . . . . 49 46 3 Estill . .

Total 206 214 19 11
Fayette .

Lee . . . .

Ninth District.
Av. Memb’ship
for six years.

17
19
4
9

11
4
5
8

10

Tenth District.
Av. Memb’ship
for six years.

11
5

21
6

Fayette 62
4

Knott 3
Letcher 4
Madison 18
Menifee 2
Montgomery 15
Morgan 5
Owsley 5
Perry 9
Powell 6
Rowan 6
Wolfe 9

1914.
18
19
2

12
8
4
4
6

12

85

1914.
11
7

18
2

70
8
2
7

17
1

19
4
5
6
7
5
8

10

County. for six years. 1914. Inc. Dec.
Bourbon 16 16
Bracken 7 5 2
Campbell-Kenton . . 68 68
Fleming 12 15 3
Grant 15 11 4
Harrison 23 20 3
Jessamine 9 7 2
Nicholas 11 11
Mason 13 12 i
Pendleton 16 18 2
Scott ........ 16 16
AVoodford 10 8 2

Total 220 212 6 14

Inc. Dec.
1

2
3

3

! ! i
2

2

6 8

Inc. Dec.

2
3
4

1
3 Total . . . 191 197 22 16
1

3 Eleventh District.— — Av. Memb’ship
10 12

County. for six years. 1914. Inc. Dec.
Bell '.

. . . . 27 36 9
Clay 8 9 1

Inc. Dec. Harlan . . . . 4 6 2
Jackson . . . 2 4 2

1 Knox . . . . 14 16 2
Laurel . . . . 13 15 2

2 Leslie . . . . 4 5 1

13
1 AVhitley . . . 21 27 6

2 Total . . . 93 118 25
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It will be noted from this table that the

eleventh district had mnch the largest in-

crease in membersliip. Every county society

in the district shows an increase. This shows

these societies are working. I have heard

doctors from other other parts of the State

say that they could get up interest, too, if

they had a lot of pellagra and hookworm dis-

ease and new things to stimulate interest. It

is difficult for most of us to realize that there

are more deaths from consumption in many
coiinties than there have been from pellagra

in the State, and that there are more cases of

typhoid fever in most counties than there

have been of pellagra in any. There is plenty

of work for any county society to do if it

will do it.

Especial attention is called to the decreased

total resources of the Association from

.$6491.30 last year to $5635.80 this year. As
indicated in the report of the Council, this

will be more than covered when the Jeffer-

son County Medical Society makes good the

delicit of the Jefferson County issue of the

Journal. It will be noted that we were able

to print the Journal this year for practical-

ly the same as last year and that the Journal
is still self-supporting. The l)iennial report

of the food and drug depaidment of the Agri-

cultural Experiment Station will be placed in

the hands of each member during the meeting

and will, T feel sure, be of great interest.

In conclusion I desire to record my especial

apiireeiation of the active co-operation of

practically all of our county secretaries in

tlie routine work of the year, which has been

carried on under your direction. Next to the

Councilors, who are the sine qua non of our

system, the county secretary is the most im-

portant link in the whole chain. To him fall

the arduous duties of making and tilling the

program and the society is a strong or a weak
one in exact proportion to the value of the

county secretary. To your officers, and to the

whole membership and to my very efficient

stenographer. Miss Clyde Howell, I desire

to extend my gratitude for the assistance and
courtesy which have made the arduous duties

of my position unusually pleasant during the

past year.

Kespectfully submitted,

A. T. McCormack, Secretary.

Sarcoma of Both Kidneys.

—

A few months af-

ter measles, dii)lococeus pleurisy and scarlet fever

in quicdc succession, a tumor developed in each

kidney without fever or spontaneous pain and

no l)lo()d in tiie urine until toward the last.

There were scarcely anv signs of uremia and the

rapid debility suggested malignant disease, as

also tlie rapid growtli of the tumors followed by

a subsidence in size as part of the tumor broke

down.

REPORT OE BUSINESS MANAGER.
As the Journal is owned and managed

solely l)y the members of the Association, no
outsider having a dollar’s worth of interest

in or voice in the direction of its affairs, the

following tabulated statement, showing a com-
parison of its doings for the previous seven

years wnth those of 1914, should be of abiding

interest to every one of you and to every mem-
ber of the county society you represent at this

auspicious meeting

:

STATEMENT 1907-1913 1914
Number of pages of reading iiiattor 67(59. 908
Number of advertising p.ages 2836 472
Special Articles 74 5
Official AnRouiicemcnls 253 47
Scientific Editorials 212 19
lidilorials 539 65
Book Reviews 243 48
Inde.x 51 7
Minutes of County Societies 1287 81
Original Articles 1576 249

HOW THE JOURNAL IS MAINTAINED.

During this period of seven years over
438,060 Journals were mailed to the physici-

ans of the State, at a net profit of $954.13.
This mean.i that the entire cost of the print-
ing, distribution, and other expenses incident
to the ivork of placing this enormous amount
of live literature in your hands has been paid
from funds received from your advertisers,

with a net profit of .$136.30 per year. In fact

the chief income of the Association for all pur-
poses has been from our advertising pages,

and this gratifying financial statement woulcl

not be possible but for the recognition by
county societies and the membership generally

of tiffs interest in the success of this feature
of the Journal. But there is still more to

be done. To meet the growing demands of

the county societies and to continue to be able

to publish every article and county society

report that comes to the office, as we have al-

ways done in the past, it is necessary to secure

more advertisers and to always, when prac-

ticable,patronize those we have.

Occasionally an advertisement appears as a

test of whether or not an interest is taken in

our advertisements by the members and
future contracts and renewals are made upon
the returns received. We earnestly urge
every member to look through the advertising

pages of each issue and in making orders

for needed supplies show as much interest in

your advertisers as you do in the balance of

the JoimNAL, remembering that in doing so

you will provide means for a bigger and bet-

ter Journal.
EXHIBITORS

An especially active campaign was made to

secure exhibits. A brochure containing the

floor i)lan, price list and a picture and de-

scription of the place of meeting, was mailed

to every reputable manufacturing firm in

America wdth the result that we have secured
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a most creditable display. A full description

of eacli firm’s exhil)it and space number will

be found elsewhere in tliis issue.

Only those firms can exhibit that are repu-

table. We earnestly urge you to save your
orders until you can see if it is represented

here.

COUNTY SECRETARIES.

The County Secretaries Association was oi'-

ganized in 1909. Since that time Monday
evening of each session has been devoted to

full discussions of all the important prob-

lems likely to confront the secretaries. Under
the able guidance of the President, former ef-

ficient secretary of the Jefferson County
iMedical Society, Dr. A. C. L. Percefull, of

Louisville, a splendid program has been ar-

ranged and all county society officers and
members are cordially invited to attend.

INDEX.

The January issue contains a complete In-

dex to Volume XII. All articles are indexed
under the proper subject heading, and cross-

indexed under the most important w'ord of

the heading used in the JoimNAij so that ready
reference to the subject is made easy. Each
month’s proceedings of your county societies

are listed so that a file of the Journal can he

used for the official records of secretaries.

Names of all physicians who have contributed
in any way to the Journal are also included
in the index.

now EACH COUNTY SOCIETY HAS HELPED THE
JOURNAI,.

Every article and county society report

sent to the office has been published, and as a

matter of interest to the entire profession the

following is published to show what each

county society has contributed to the JouR-
NAi. for 1913 and 1914:

MINUTE.S ORiniXAL ARTICLES

COUNTY 1913 1914 1913 1914
Adair . . . 3 2 4 2
Allen . . . 1 0 0 0
Anderson . . . 0 0 1 1
Ballard . . . 1 0 4 0
Barren . . . 3 0 5 0
Bath . . . 0 0 1 0
Boone . . . 0 2 0 0
Bell 9 1 7 19
Bourbon 9 1 1 0
Boyd . . . 0 0 3 0
Boyle . . . 0 0 0 2
Bracken . . . 0 0 0 0
Breathitt . . . 0 1 0 0
Breckinridge . . . 0 0 0 0
Bullitt . . . 0 0 1 2
Butler . . . 0 0 0 0
Caldwell . . . 0 2 1 0
Calloway . . . 1 1 2 3
Oampbell-Kenton

.

. 2 0 7 2
Carlisle . . . 4 3 .5 3
Carroll ... 0 0 0 0
Carter . . . 1 2 0 0
Casev 1 1 0
Christian 5 5 1 3
Clinton . . . 0 0 0 0
Clark . . . 0 0 2 1
Clay . . . 0 0 0 1
Crittenden . . . r, 0 4 3
('umberland . . . 0 0 0 0
Daviess . . . 3 5 12 10
Elliott . . . 0 0 0 0

Estill ....
Payette . .

Henry. . . .

Hart. . . .

Franklin . .

Fniton. .

Gallatin . .

Garrard . .

Grant. . .

Graves .

.

Grayson .

.

Greenup . .

Hardin . . .

Harrison . .

Harlan . . .

Hart . . . .

Henderson
Henry . . . .

Hickman . .

Hopkins . .

Jefferson . .

Jessamine

.

Johnson .

.

Kno.x . . . .

Laurel . .

Lee . . . .

Lincoln . .

Logan . . . .

Ijyon . . . .

McCracken
McLean . .

Madison . .

Marion . . . .

Marshall . .

Mercer . .

Mason . .

Meade. . . .

Metcalfe. .

Magoffin . .

Monroe . .

Montgomery
Nelson . . . .

Ohio . . . .

Oldham . .

Owen . . . .

Owsley . .

I’endleton. .

Pike . . . .

Pulaski . .

Rowan . .

Russell . .

Scott . . . .

Shelby. . . .

Simpson . .

Spencer .

.

Taylor ...
Todd ....
Trigg. . . .

Trimble . .

Union . . . .Warren . . .

Washington
Wayne . .

Whitlev . .

Wolfe.'. . .

Woodford

0 0
1 0
1 1

0 0
2 ;i

0 1

0 0
0 0
1 0
\ 1

1 0
0 4
1 0
4 4
0 1
3 0
2 5
0 2
0 0
0 0

21 1

0 0
0 0
2 1

0 1

0 0
0 0
1 0
1 0
0 2
2 1
0 0
0 0
0 0
.0 0
1 0
0 0
0 0
0 0
1 0
0 0
2 I

0 0
3

1 1

0 0
1 1 10
1 0
0 0
1 1

1 0
5 1

1 0
0 0
1 2
0 1

0 0
0 0
0 0
8 4
1 0
1 0
2 2
1 0
0 0

0 0
7 6
0 1

0 0
1 2
0 0
1 0
2 0
1 1
0 0
0 0
0 5
0 1

1 2
0 0
1 1
3 3

1 3
1 0
0 3

155 108
0 0
0 0
2 2
1 1

0 0
1 1

1 2
1 0
1 1
0 1
0 1
0 2
0 0
1 0
0 1

0 0
1 0
1 0
0 0
1 0
3 1
0 0
0 14
0 0
0 0
3 13
0 0
0 0
0 0
0 0
0 0
0 1

5. 1
0 0
2 1
0 1

0 0
0 0
0 0
8 5
2 0
1 1

1 0
0 0
0 0

Total 124 83 282 238

Earnestly trusting that each one of you will

return to your county socielies resolved to

encourage its memhership to do even more
than it has in the past to hold up the hands
and extend the usefulness of the Journal.

I am, yours sincerely,

L. H. South,
Business JManager.

Movable Kidney.—Tieliy reviews the various

metliods for correction of a wandering kidney,

citing -161 articles lieariug on tlie subject. His

conclusions are in favor of suspending the kid-

ney from the twelftli rib liy means of a ring

formed from its periosteum. This proliferates

to form an adequate support wliicli interferes

less with ti’.e functionating of the kidney tlian

any other material that can lie used for the inir-

])ose. He found it far superior to fascia for tlie

purpose.
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SIXTH ANNUAL LEPORT OF THE
ME I ) I CO-LEOA L COI\IM ITTEE.

Tile following yearly record will show ihe

number of eases reported each year and those

remaining on the files to be disposed of. Since

the organization of this Committee in 1509,

we have succeeded in disposing of forty-nine

eases. The only loss we have had, occurred
this year when a verdict of $50.00 was render-

ed against the doctor and the trial Judge de-

nied a new trial and we could not take an
appeal on account of the small verdict.

1S)09 .5 0
3910 0 0

1911

11 1

1912

13 3

1913

18 1
1911 17 10

Total 64 j 5

Since our last report we have lost the serv-

ices of our wise counselor and good friend, IMr.

E. W. Hines.

However, we were equally fortunate in se-

curing Mr. Fred Forcht to act as our general

counselor. He has fought more malpractice
cases than any man in the State and comes
to us as an experienced man—^we might say

a specialist. We were lucky to get him.

Respectfidly su'hraitted,

(Signed) Jno. J. Moren,
Chairman.

THE COMMERCIAL EXHIBIT.

Mellin’.s Food Company, Boston, Mass.

Space 1.

The ]\lellin’s Food Company invite you to

llieir exhibit, where they will be represented

by Messrs. Boyd Thomas and George W.
Sweeney.

Physicians will be given every opportunity
jo know definitely the composition of all milk
mixtures resulting from the Mellin’s Food
Method of iMilk Alodification.

This information, so readily obtained,

places the matter of “food mixtures” direct-

ly and completely in physicians’ hands to ad-

vise and adjust as the needs of the individual

infant dictate.

There is nothing obscure, there is nothing

to surmise, in the use of this clearly defined

method.

The CiiAs. H. Piiieups Cjiemicai; Co., New
'j'oRK AND London. Space 2.

We will exhibit:

lUiillips' Mill- of Magnesia—A pure hy-

droxide of magnesium. “The perfect antacid”

and milk modifier.

I'Jiillips' PItospho-Muriaic of Quinine Com-
pound—A condensed form of tonic and cell-

huilder.

Phillips’ Emulsion of Cod TAver Oil—Fine
as fat in chyle—ready for absorption.

Phillips’ Digestible Cocoa—A nourishing,

easily digested, liquid food—substitute for

plain milk when latter is not liked or is tired

of.

Appeeton & Company, New York, Space 3.

A number of important new anedical pub-
lications will make the exhibit of I). Appleton
& Company one of wide-reaching interest and
attention. Not more than once in a quarter
century is there published a work compar-
able to Billings-Forchheimer’s “Therapeusis
of Internal Diseases.” This monumental pro-

duction is now complete, the fifth volume on
Serum and Vaccines and index having re-

cently come from the press. So broad is the

scope of this work that it is impossible to

summarize its many, splendid qualities in a

paragraph. Needless to say it covers the field

of modern therapeutic progress thoroughly
with elaborate chapters on the all-important

subjects of serums, vaccines, toxins, etc. The
latest findings in syphilis and every phase of

immunology are incorporated in this epochal

work.

Another timely work produced under the

auspices of this progressive bouse is Kelly
and Burnam’s “Diseases of the Kidneys,
Ureters and Bladder” in two volumes, with
554 original drawings by Max Brodel, the

cost of which alone was $20,000.

Among the other new publications of D.

Appleton and Company are Gwathmey’s
“Anesthesia,” Behan’s “Pain,” Crile’s

“Anemia and Resuscitation,” Stockton’s

“Stomach,” Thompson’s “Occupational Dis-

eases,” etc.

PlTTiM-VN-AloORE ChEMICAI. COMPANY, InDIA-

NAPOus, Indiana. Space 4.

Will exhibit repr sentative collection of

their high quality chemicals and pharma-
ceuticals.

Terre Haute Inhauatorjum Cabinet Co.,

Terre Haute, Indiana. Space 5.

The Terre Haute Inhalatorium Cabinet
Company of Terre Haute, Indiana, will con-

tain an exhibit of the Inhalatorium manufac-
tured by the company. All progressive phy-

sicians will be interested in this exhibit. The
Inhalatorium is used in treating those cases

that were formerlj^ considered amenable to

change of climate, by volatilizing remedies to

lie inhaled; also those cases usually consider-

ed amenable to the mineral springs treatment,

by volatilizing remedies for medicated baths.

The nurnher of Inhalatorinms in use and the

endorsements of physicians in various parts
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of the countiy for more than ten years war-

rant ns in calling yonr attention to it especi-

al 1}'. The company will give special discounts

at this meeting. Do not fail to see this ex-

hibit.

IIorlick's Mai.ted Milk, K.vcine, Wisconsin.
Space 6.

llorlick’s Jfalted i\Iilk Company, will ex-

hibit the Original-Genuine, Horlick’s Malted
iMilk in both powder and tablet forms, and
also serve the famous Horlick’s iMalted i\Iilk

ice cream. The delicious and distinctive

flavor and aroma which characterizes the

Original-Genuine, Horliek’s Malted Milk, to-

gether with its high nutritive value are the

results of many years of experience, and un-
eipialed facilities. These are distinctively

Ilorlick qualities and are obtainable only in

the Original-Genuine product.

AVelcii Grape Juice Company, Westfield,
N. Y. Space 7.

This firm will have a large and handsome
booth in the form of a grape arbor, complete-

ly covered with artificial grapes and vines,

from which Avill glow hundreds of tiny elec-

tric lights. Here Welch’s The National
Drink will be dispensed to the Delegates and
their frieiuls. In addition to its food value,

W’^elch Grape Juice is being used by physici-

ans as an excellent menstruum in which to ad-

minister oily and other disagreeable medi-
cines.

E. K. Squibb & Sons., New York. Space 8.

Among the exhibitors at this year’s meet-
ing Avill be the old and Avell-known firm of E.
K. Squibb & Sons, of New York, who Avill

have a comprehensive display of their high-
quality chemicals, pharmaceuticals, tablets,

and biological products. A unique and very
interesting feature will be the exhibition of
the impurities removed from certain chem-
icals of regular pharmacopoeial purity in or-

der to bring them up to the higher, Squibb
quality. The exhibit ivill attract a host of

callers, to all of whom it will prove of keen in-

terest.

The White-Haines Optical Compana',
Coluaibus, Ohio. Spaces 14, 15.

We expect to display a full line of optical

supplies, and to particularly feature The
Roger’s Dioptrometer.

This is an instrument to use for testing the
vision, and is a machine that all doctors could
use to good advantage, as it enables them to

recommend their patients to an oculist intel-

ligently, as they can tell for sure if the vision

is defective and can get a good idea as to

about what is required for tlie correction, and
with a little practice could use the instru-

ment to the advantage of their patients.

Reed & Carnrk.k, Jersey City, Space 16.

The exhibit of Reed & Carnriek will be

purely of a scientific nature showing the dif-

ferent stages in the manufacture of their va-

rious physiological and glandular products.

Each gland is shown separately beginning

Avith the macerations of the fresh glands as

they come from the animal selected, down to

the final stages where, as a fine powder, they

enter into the formation of the particular

products desired. The glands exhibited in

their various stages of preparation are in

part the pancreatic, peptic, intestinal, thy-

roid, thymus, renal, splenic and salivary

glands. Tests for some of the special internal

enzymes of the glands will be made, and the

microscope will be used to show the micro-

scopical appearance of the various nucleo
enzymes as they appear in powder form.”

F. Waldo Whitney, Neav AMrk. Space 17.

We will exhibit Whitney’s Reagent: quan-
titive and qualitative test for sugar. Neutral
Hypophosphites, strictly ethical. Hypodermic
Tablets : soluble, accurate, reliable, Pheeo-

lates; powerful chologogue, antiseptic, Phe-

colax : laxative, amlolytic, protolytic, emulsi-

fient, Phecotones : chologogue, antiseptic, lax-

ative, excitomotor, stimulant. Whitney’s Re-

agent has been used by the medical profession

principally in this state, since 1896 and is the

standard qualitative and quantitative test for

sugar in the urine, giving quantitative re-

sults in two minutes. Neutral Hypophos-
phites is an ethical preparation with the same
salts and dosage of Fellow’s syrup. It is a
chemically pure preparation of medicinal
salts in U. S. P. simple syrup, and is adver-

tised and sold to the medical profession only.

This preparation and our Hypodermic Tab-
lets have been on the market ever since 1882.

Sharp & Smith, Chicago. Space 20.

The exhibit of Sharp & Smith will be a
complete display of surgical instruments com-
prising the latest and most improved models
AVe might also state that every visitor will re-

ceive a handsome souvenii- of the occasion.

The exhibit will be in charge of Air. Hutch-
craft who has been in constant attendance at

the State Meeting for six years.

The Blickensderfer Manufacturing Coai-

I’ANA', CiNCiNN.vn, Ohio. Space 21.

We will exhibit a new line of typewriting

machines, (bir number 8 model being especi-

ally adapted for the physician’s use.
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IT. ISL Alexander & Co., ^Marietta, Pennsao.,-

vANiA. Space 22.

We expect to prepare an exliibit illnstrat-

ing the products we manufacture as well as

the various steps taken in Ihe manufacture of

said products. We will also demonstrate the

various devices we have for administering the

products.

. R. L. Hawkins, Cincinnati, O. Sp.vce 23.

In addition to the Green Cross Bandages

and Bacterial Vaccines, 1 will have on dis-

play an extensive lino of the fine products of

Burroughs Wellcome & Co., of London,

England.

Carnes Artificial Limb Compana', Kansas

ChTA", iVissocRi. Space 24.

The exhibit of mechanical arms and hands

by the Carnes Arlificial Limb Company, of

Kansas City, iMo., will be of interest to all

surgeons and physicians. The demonstration

will consist of men Avearing the artificial

arms for different amputations.

They Avill exhibit a mechanical arm Avith

automatic opening and closing fingers, turn-

ing and bending wrist, and for amputations

above the elbow, natural elbow movement.

These movements are all accomplished Avith-

out any assistance from the good hand.

Lesions of the Thyroid Gland in Exopthalmic

Goiter.—Hoiissy and Clunet give an illustrated

description of the changes they found constantly

in the thyroid gland in twelve cases of exoph-

tliahnic goiter and never in ordinary goiter or in

mere tliyroiditis. These lesions are so charac-

teristic, they say, tliat niicrosco])ic examination

of a single scrap Avill serve to differentiate the

disease Avithout further data. The clianges

found suggest that drugs to comliat infection, so-

dium salicylate, f[uinin, arsenic, mercui’y', may

);e useful at first. When the lesions are once es-

tal)lished, palliative organotherapy or removal of

the th.yroid or thymus is indicated unless radio-

thera)>y is given the ])reference. This acts more

like a gradual natural in-occss, and has the ad-

vantage time it acts on both thymus and thyroid.

ORIGINAL ARTICLES

GONORRHOEA IN THE iMALE.*

By Robert T. Hooker, Arlington.

Our efficient Ex-officio Committee honored
me even more than they probably thought of

at the time in assigning to me one of the most
important subjects in the limitless area of

IMedical Science.

We have to meet an acute inflammation of

the cocci of suppuration.

Gonococci are the prime cause of the de-

velopment of the disease. Gonorrhea is one
of the most common and Avidely disseminated
diseases that afflict the human family. It is

estimated that one-half of all sterile Avomen
and a large tier cent of sterile men have be-

come so as a result of this disease. It must
bear the blame of causing a great many
abortions, for above fifty per cent, of female
pelvic diseases and many eases of blindness
from infection of eyes of children during de-

liA'ery. In the male the disease begins A\dth-

in the meatus and fossa navicularis, rapidly
extending until the entire urethra is involv-

ed. The mucous membrane sAvells and be-

comes congested, the discharge is first mucous
and serum and within one or two days pus.
For from five to ten days the inflammation
steadily increases then is stationery for a feAv

days Avhen it begins to decline, the discharge

becoming thinner in consistency and less pro-

fuse. The duration of an average case of

gonorrhoea is from six to ten Aveeks as given

by DaCosta. Your essayist fully believes

that Avhen he has taken charge of cases Avithin

two or three days of the initial symptoms he
has relieved them Avithin from two to three

weeks. DaCosta says that AAdien even limited

to the anterior urethra they are rarely cured
within from four to six AA'eeks. What an at-

tack signifies is brought to light in part by its

complications some of Avhich are gonorrhoeal
arthritis, myelitis, poliomyelitis, and multiple
neuritis, mild septicemia, myostitis, plebitis,

mild endorcarditis, celebral embolisan, cere-

Iiro-spinal meningitis, and gonorrhoeal rheu-

matism. Partlon a digression, gonorrhoeal
arthritis is so intractable and the cause of

such suffering that Ave have a horror of it.

The period of incubation is from a few hours
to two Aveeks, ordinarily it is from three to

five days. The diagnosis is usually not diffi-

cult. It is unnecessary to enter into details

of symptoms before such a body as this. The-

SAVollen penis, painful micturition, and

chordee Avould enlist the sympathy and arouse

the interest and energy prompting to the best

*Read before the Carlisle County Medical Society.
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effort—of which he is capiihle—of any ])rae-

litioner worthy of the noble title of doctor,

it would he extremely unfortunate for a case

of gonorrhoea to he overlooked, every ureth-

i-al discharge should he carefully examined in

order to make a positive diagnosis. The rule

should, he applied lo all eases of gleet, puru-

lent ophthalmia, the discharges from iuflam-

med joints in children. Catarrhal gonorrhoea

or sxd)acute gonorrhoea is liable to develop in

men who have had gonorrhoea from prolong-

ed or frequent coitus or from contact with

menstrual fluid, leucorrheal discharges.

Chronic catarrh oceuring perhaps in a larger

percentage of cases in the small towns and
country districts than in the city is caused by
neglect of all treatment exce})t such as sug-

gested by the laity, and a small percentage of

cases by inetfleient treatment and most of

these not due to incompetence of the doctor

but bis inability to get his treatment properly

carried into effect.

Treatment of acute gonorrhoea: The gi-eat-

cst difficulty with which we have to contend is

getting our patients to obey our instni.ction

in minor matters comparatively but are es-

sential to our success in getting the best re-

sults. Direct him to wash his hands always
after touching the parts, dry with an indi-

vidual towel used for no other purpose, wear
a suspensory bandage. Ecfrain from violent

exercise, especiall.y much Avalking, horseback
or bicycle riding. There is no harm in mod-
erate exercise, its effect is wholesome. Sexual
congress nor excessive sexual excitement is

allowable. Spiritous. vinous, and malt
liquors to the amount of one drop is to be pro-

hibited. In case of heavy drinkers a small
amount of whiskey largely diluted may be
taken with a view to preventing impairment
of the general health. Three times a day
bathe the penis not less than five minutes in

a cup of warm water containing oz 1 of

common salt. The pain of micturition is

greatly diminished by immersing the penis in

warm water. Catch 1he discharge as it flows
from the meatus but never tie a string arm;nd
the penis. Abortive treatment can only .suc-

ceed when used within two days after the first

symptoms ai’e in evidence. We are rarely

consulted until the time for abortive meas-
ures has passed. This coiirse usually ends in

failure. I never have nor do I ever expect to

try it. Nothing would in all probability be
accomplished except eripjiling the urethra.
In the cities where the disease is more preva-
lent abortive treatment is sometimes admis-
sible, the unfortunates being more prompt in

making their troubles known. A trealment

which has been successful in a limited num-
ber of cases carefully selected in rProfessor

Orville Howitt’s clinic is as follows: after

ui'ination four drops of a four per cent solu-

tion of eucain in injected, after this one or

two drams of 1-4 ])ercent solution of protargol

is injected and retained for three minutes, in-

jections are repeated every two hours when
awake. If successful i-ecovery is accomplish-

ed in about seven days. Another abortive

treatment is the injection of hot solution or

corrosive sublimate 1 to 20,000. Abortive
treatment should he abandoned after three

days unle.ss there is decided improvement. I

am not afraid to go on record as opposed to

it under any circumstances. The u.se of tea,

coffee, fish, pickles, in brief articles difficult

to digest, and exce.ssive exercise should be
prohibited. Irrigation treatment has given
happy results. Begin with permanganate of

potassium 1 :4000 gradually increasing up to

1 :1000, use once or better twice a day for five

or six days. Nitrate of silver injections 1 :12,-

000, increased to 1 :8000, is an excellent treat-

ment. The irrigation treatment is not appli-

cable where there is a strictur-e. In mild
cases weak injections may be begun at once.

Permanganate of potassium 1 :400, sulphate
zinc T-2 to 1 grain, 1 oz. boric acid, 10 gr.l oz.

peroxide hydrogen 10 to 15 per cent, protar-
gol beginning with 0.25 increasing gradually
to 1 per cent. Argyrol is perhaps the best of
all the silver preparations and may be be-

gun with a two per cent solution increased if

necessary to five per cent, itfethylene blue is

a valuable agent. Give two grain capsule
three times a day. With the stage of decline
the strength of the injections is reduced and
continued for from ten to twelve days after
the discharge has cea.sed. At the onset of the
disease if there is chordee, violent pain, hem-
orrhage, swelling, free purulent discharge, in-

jections are contraindicated. For painfid
micturition let patient lunnate with the penis
immersed in hot water and administer chlor-

ate or nitrate of potassium. For chordee an
action of the bowels every evening has a
wholesome effect. Bromide of potassium in

fifteen to twenty grains every four or five

hours during the day and a dose of thirty to

forty at bedtime. When can we pronounce
our patient well? When the purulent dis-

charge ceases the patient considers himself
cured or so nearly so that nature will finisli

the work. Frotropin is said to render the
urine sterile. A syringe with a hard rubber
point should be used in giving the injections
As already indicated the patient is liable to

believe himself cured when he is far from it.

Doubtless doctors sometimes eri* upon this

point. We are well aAvarc of the painful

truth that but a small percentage of the vic-

tims of the disease are ever cured. When a

case of gonorrhea continues ovei- ten weeks

we denominate it gleet. The discharge is
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but slightly purulent. On being consulted in

this class of cases the gentleman kindly in-

forms us “that he had. gonorrhoea some two
or three iuonths since but is now well.” “To
be sure there is a little thin clear discharge
but that his ease is so trivial that he does not
think he needs anything but Doc”—they
nearly all address us in that easy, confident
familiar manner. In addition to being called

“Doc” we are told “if we really think it nec-

essary you can prepare me a fifty cent or

even a one dollar proscription which I sup-

pose wilt be ample to cure me.” The doctor,

inured to suffering as we all are, does not at-

tempt to commit manslaughter, swear, nor
even get mad. The physician knows that he
has a hard ordeal before him requiring many
months of efficient labor before he can even

hope for success to crown his efforts and then
it often terminates in failure.

To include the numerous, the almost count-

less complications, and seqiaela would need-

lessly prolong this paper. No doctor is wor-
thy of a place among us who is not fully

aware of the fearful gravity of this awful
disease. There is no individual who can feel

perfect safety. It is the imperative duty of

the members of our good profession (the most
unselfish on earth) to warn our citizens of the

fearful ravages of this loathsome malady.
And urge with all of the energj’- of our souls

our people, especially our boys and girls from
twelve to the consummation of marriage and
to the close of life, to lead lives of chastity

and purity even in thought. Ihichastity is

the greatest curse of the age. If all men and
women would lead pure, virtuous lives we es-

* tiinate that approximately one-half of human
affliction would vanish from the earth.

HELP THE HOSPITAL.*

Py .Mrs. Elt,.\ Oreex Daviess, IMatron of

Owensboro City Hospital.

That city is blest that can point to a well

equipped hospital. It is a blessing to any
community. Daviess, and the surrounding
counties may justly be proud of the Owens-
boro Hospital, in that the counties have the
privilege of .sending tbeir sick pay patients

there as well as their charity eases. "While we
do not treat any one outside of Ihe city limits

free, yet there is a j)auj>er fund set aside by
every county that can be used, with advan-
tage by getting hospital service for the sick

poor. I want to give a brief account of the

growth of our hospital. The first patient was
admitted December 10, 1899, and in 1900,

the first complete year of its existence only

51 patients were admitted. During the year

of 1913, 422 patients were adimtted. Thei'e

Avere 4,601 days of care of private patients
and 3,058 days eax'e of charity patients. Our
daily average Avas 21 patients. In three days
Ave eared for more patients than in the first

year of the ho.spital. These figures reflect

more than a groAving population they^ evi-

dence that the people are realizing the bene-
fits of hospital care. In 1900 not one gradu-
ate nurse Avas in Owensboro. In 1901 a
Training School for Nurses AA'as opened, from
Avhich 17 nurses have graduated, and there is

now in training 13 young AAmmen who Avill

take the three years’ course, Avhich consists

of two lectures per Aveek from October to

June, given by the doctors of OAvensboro, as

Avell as daily lessons given b}' the superin-
tendent of nurses.

I am proud to say that Ave have a training

school for nurses as good as is found in the

State. It is governed by directors of the Ow-
enshoi’o Hospital Training School of AA'hich

our Dr. Todd is President. Our work is not
limited, but all kinds of operations are per-

formed, from the gravest major operation
doAA-n to the most simple, plastic operations.

What results you may ask? Out of 203
operative cases in 1913, only three died.

What attention do the patients receive? We
as nurses, folloAv our doctors’ orders to the

best of our ability. When the case needs a
special nurse, if he can afford it, he has the

privilege of getting one. If the patient can-

not afford it, then Ave, the nurses, for human-
ity’s sake do double duty and see him
through, thus giving him the benefit of spe-

cial care. Our city charity patients, are

looked after by doctors from the city medical

society. Taa'o on for a month at a time. I

can truthfully say that they receive the best

of attention as the foremost medical and surg-

ical doctors in Owensboro serve on the staff.

Then aa'c have three ear, eye, throat and nose

specialists, Avho serve three months, turn

about on the staff. Therefore, there is noth-

ing that comes up in medical or surgical

cases that is not met and the best care given.

Do Ave take patients from outside of Oaa'ous-

bore? Just as many as we can get. or at least

up to our full capacity aa-IucIi is 75 beds.

We have a rate of $2.00 per day for those

Avho are able to pay, in addition Ave charge
$5.00 for major operations and $3.00 for

minor operation, and if avc furnish dressings

and medicine Ave chai'ge ju.st Avhat it costs

us. But if the patients are not able to pay,

those liA’ing in OAvenshoro are cared for free,

Avhile those from the counties can get a per-

mit from their county judges or from the

magistrate in the di.strict from Avhich the pa-

tient comes, and receive the same care that is

given to otlier pay patients. I find it cheaper*Re.icl befoi'c tlii' llancoclv Count.v .Alcdical Soeiot.v
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to seud the sick poor to the hospital at $2.00

per day, than to furnisli the necessary nurs-

ing- and food at their homes. Besides if tlie

patient is to make a speedy recovery, he must
he lifted out of his surroundings as a usual

thing. 1 believe our prices will compare fa-

vorably with other Hospitals for we seldom

ever tack on extras, a tiling done liy most
hospitals.

AVhen the Alayo’s were asked if they ex-

pected to do any business in the out-of-the-

way town of Kochester, they replied, “Yes,
for we are going to have what the people

want.” I think we have what the people

want, a good up-to-date hospital, prepared
with scientific methods for caring for the sick,

and it is a haven of rest for those stricken

with disease. Tt helps nature to restore to

health those who are ill, it also furnishes a
laboratory for our physicians. Here practice

maj^ develop into skill, for Avithout practice

in medicine, or any other profession, the prac-

titioner naturally retrogrades. I want to

thank the doctors of Lewisport and Hancock
county for this liberal patronage in the past,

and hope you will keep it up. I, as superin-

tendent of the hospital, invite you one and all

to come down and see what we have and what
we can do. I want you to take my word for

it, that our doctors can do and have done as

good Avork as the doctors in larger cities, and
the patient has the comfort of being near

home and loved ones. It takes doctors to

make hospitals, and if you Avant a good hos-

pital at your own doors, then give to Owens-
boro your patronage, and Ave will soon have a

world-Avide reputation, and people from
everywhere will flock to us. Doctors it re-

mains with you Avhether we progress or reti o-

gress.

UTEKINE DISPLACEMENTS; VARIE-
TIES AND TREATMENT.*

By 0. W. BroaA'N, Lenoxburg.

There is perhaps no subject connected Avith

gynecology of more interest, and been abused
more than this. Both the physician and surg-

eon find an immense field of practice here,

and I Avill say also, that the quacks don’t for-

get to come in for their share of the proceeds

from this source.

AVhen av 3 stop to think of the anatomy and
topography of the uterus Ave might Avonder

how any AAmman could go through life without
having some sort of uterine displacement.

The Aiterus swings as a hammock in the mid-
dle of the pelvic cavity, and is supported by
delicate bands, ligaments and atmospheric
pressure.

AVhen Ave consider the structures that are

above and pi-essing to some extent constantly
during active life, there is little Avonder that

the uterus l)Ccomes displaced in so many diff-

erent directions.

In order to intelligently understand the ab-

normal positions of the uterus Ave should have
a clear understanding of the normal position

of this organ. Different authors have differ-

ent opinions as to the exact location of the
normal uterus, Imt all agree that it is in very
slight antoversion and that the axis of the
uterus corresponds to the axis of the inlet of
the pelvis. Of course Ave can readily see that
the position of the woman Avould naturally

change the position of the uterus to some ex-

tent, and I helicAU that is one reason we are

often misled in making vaginal examinations
to determine the location of the uterus. But
granting this position to be the natural one,

and one in Avhieh we Avould expect to find the

uterus in all healthy women, we are almost
astounded sometimes to find the uterus in

some extreme abnormal positions, and yet
causing no discomfort to the woman.

In our examinations for uterine displace-

ments AA^e shou-ld also remember that a
healthy uterus is freely movable and may be
temporarily displaced by the contents of the

bladder, rectum, respiration, intra-abdominal
forces, etc. The displacement could read-
ily be understood if the pressure from anj^ of
these mechanical influences AA^ere remoA-ed.

Text books classify many different varieties

of uterine displacements, but these are only
synonymous Avith other influences, both intra

and extra-abdominal.

AVe have descent, anteversion, anteflexion,

retroversion, retroflexion, lateral version, lat-

eral flexion. Three degrees of descent. Re-
ti’olocation and if there is any other possible

position Ave may have it also. These malposi-
tions are determined by excessive change in

the inclination of the uterine axis and I don’t
helicA^e any of us are capable of distinguish-

ing some of these positions in our ordinary
examinations.

I don’t knoAV Avhat the experiences of

others have been, but I haA^e found that de-

scent (or ])rolapse) and the retrolocation of

the nterus has given more trouble thau all the

others combined. Although only Amry recent-

ly I saAA^ a third degree prolapse that gave the

Avoman very little discomfort.

Just Avhy these malpositions in one AAmman
AA'ill cause very little disturbance and same
condition in another Avill confine her to bed

is something aa'o cannot understand, but yet

we all see this A'ery thing fi'equently. It is

of importance to know of the untold suffer-

ing, and so many different aches and j)ains‘Read before the Pendleton County Medical Society.
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that aceoinpaiiy these displacements and Iheir

eomi)]ieations.

I don’t believe these women suffer so much
from the misiilacements direct as they do
from complications arising from long stand-

ing malpositions. The uterus becoming fixed

in some of these positions will bring on many
disorders, such as metritis, ovaritis, salpin-

gitis, atresa, stenosis, cystitis, peritonitis, tu-

mors, cicatrices and innumorable complaints

that we sometimes term neurotic or hysteric-

al. We must remember that there is a reason

for almost every physical discomfort if Ave

can l)ut run it do\ni. and there is a reason for

th.c woman who vainly goes from one phy-

sician to another seeking relief. There is a

reason for the aching pains in her back, drag-

ging sensation worse on standing or walking,

pains in back of neck, and head, loss of en-

ergy, cardiac palpitation and many other

symptoms that we are all familiar with.

As to the treatment of these conditions,

there is much to be said and I can’t hope to

more than mention some of the most import-

ant points in this short paper.

Some men would jAi-obably assume the treat-

ment to l)e purely surgical, but this would be

far short of soiiiie very important local and
constitutional remedies that are of undoubted
benefit. One potent factor in the cause of so

many failures in these cases is a false timidity

on the part of both physician and patient.

We have had and have frequently, a Avoman
to come into our office, relate some of her

aches and pains to us, and conscientiously

expect ns to prescribe for her relief Avithout

any further examination, and I am certain

many of us do this very thing, fearing a va-

ginal examination might be objected to. I

consider that most any member of this society

is competent to make many diagnoses, direct,

and carry out treatments and best of all, cure

his patients if only a thorough examination

had been made before he referred the case to

so!ne one in Avhom he had more confidence.

If Ave Avill observe the other fellow’s examin-

ation of our patients, Ave often wonder Avhy

we did not see the same tiling? We could if

only our examinations liad lieen as thorough

as ids.

These are cases tliat absolutely demand ex-

amination, by inspection, palpation and other

jirocedures that may seem necessary. There
are so many different conditions that may be

in the female pelvis to give rise to symptoms
that simulate uterine displacement, it is ab-

solutely impo.ssible to advise scientific treaf-

ment withoiif a fhorough examinafion. So

Ave may say that one of the most imiiortant

features of the treatment AA'ould be a correct

diagnosis.

The surgical treatment of many (or ])er-

haps all) of these misplacements is, of course,

resorted to Avhen other measures fail. And
even here we are many times sadly disap-

liointed in results, for many times in the
course of a few months or years the same old

story begins ancAV and the patient drifts off

into the clutches of the quacks and patent
medicine venders.

The important point in these cases is Avhen
shall AA'e operate and Avhat shall be done at

operation ?

It seems to me that absolute rest in bed
AA-ith tonics and nutritious diet has in the
course of a feAv A'/eeks Avorked AAmnders in

some of these cases and I a>m not so hasty to

advise an operation now as formerly. Ex-
plain to your patient just AA'hy the rest Avill

do her good and usually she Avill take your
adAuee. It is only a mechanical proposition to

understand Avhy these ligaments and bands
Avhen relieved of the tension and congestion
that must be there to cause these conditions,

may be relieved by the recumbent posture.
If after tAvo Aveeks of rest, tonics and good
food, the symiAtoms do not improve it is time
enough then to operate and the AA’oman aa'III

be in much better condition to go to the

operating rooms. Of course in long standing
cases in the extreme of any of these Ave natur-
ally AA’ould not expect this rest treatment to

do A^ery mAich good.

But above all things don’t torment your pa-
tients Avith any sort of a pesary, for they Avill

do more harm tlian good. If the doctors of

this and all other medical organizations Avere

alive to the fact that Lydia Pinkham’s cure-

all for female diseases is supported and en-

riched by these female sufferers they certain-

1 a^ shoAild and Avould do all in their poAver to

foA’tify against the appearance of this nos-

trum in any home. But Ave are forced to ad-

mit that this company receives dollars to our
nickels in the treatment of these sAifferers, for

in many instances the patient has spent many
dollars Avith this company before she consults

her physician. I often haAm Avomen consult

me as to their suffering and many Avill state

that they are “taking Wine of Cardiff,” or

some-mother Avorthless preparation and Avant to

knoAV if I think it is good for her. I ahvays
ask her if she understands just AAdiat is Avrong

and almost alAAm.A’s she Avill state that, i\Irs.

So-and-so told her she had female trouble,

and advised her to get LA’dia Pinkham’s med-
icine. Then I ask her if it has done her any
good, and usually get the ansAver in the nega-

tive. XoAV. right here is Avliere AA'e should get

busA' and prove to this Avoman that Ave are

real Iia’c and up-to-date doctors, and that

there is nothing but fiaiud and disappoint-

ment in the.«e high jiriced .and AA'orthless ].'rep-

aravions. Our patients are beginning to knoAV
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what we can do and when we advise operative

I^roecdiires these days ip this and all other

conditions that demand it, we are not met
with sneh resistance as in former years.

So, if yonr patient is in need of an ab-

dominal section to correct any of these mal-

])ositions, don’t hesitate to tell her so, for the

cure of a few of this kind in a community will

be well advertised by the patient and place a

stigma on the name of nostrums that will take

sometime to eradicate. Also place laurels on

the crow;c of her family physician in whom
she will liave all confidence ever after. So
don’t feel satisfied with a few questions to

yonr patient, giving her a perscriptioii or a

bottle of medicine and telling her to return

in a few days for you no doubt feel in your
own mind that she will not bo relieved with-

out your knowledge as to the exact condition

and are doing both the patient and yourself

an 'injustice.

SOME PROBIiEMS IN INFANT PEED-
ING.’>^

By J. T. Dixon, Owenslmro.

It is a well known fact that our heaviest

death rate is with infants under two years
old. And it is a fact equally well Icnown that

this mortality is largely dependant on disor-

ders of digestion. In truth, it is estimated
that 68 per cent of all sickness in infancy is

due to dietetic errors, and that 80 per cent, of

all sickness in the artificially fed infant is due
to gastro-intestiuai disorders. By far the

largest mortality per cent, is drawn from
these artificial!}^ fed babies. It has been esti-

mated by so good an authority as Griffith of

Philadelphia that the breasth'ed baby has at

least five times the chance of living that the

bottle-fed baby possesses. Dr. Jacobi has ad-

vanced the theory that the reason liabies

while at the breast do not so readily contract

contagious or infections diseases such as diph-

theria, scarlet fever or any other disease the

mother may have had is 'because the mother
accumulates antitoxins in her blood and tis-

sues and in her future milk, thereby protect-

ing both hex’self and her nursling. Therefore,
mothers’ milk has certain protective proper-
ties not possessed by any artificial foods. We
may then assume it proved beyond question
that the absence of breast-feeding is periiaps

the chief cause of infantile mortality in the

first and second years of life. We are justi-

fiable in going even further than this and
claim that the pernicious results of bad bottle

feeding in many cases is noticeable in after-

life. Is it not the general experience that

many bottle-fed infants in later years suffer

froin various fonns of indigestion, anaemia.

rickets, general infections, malformalious,

early sclerosis and oilier morbidities? We
as physicians know all this and in our prac-

tices of many years we can select case after

ease .giving evidence of tliese truths.

Then as physicians what can we do to rem-
edy this evil? What can ive do in the way o:^’

solving these problems in infant feeding that
is taking from us so many of our babies? The
answer is easy. We must have more breast-

fed babies. We must teach the mother that

she can nurse her baby and explain to her
the difference in the baby’s chances for liv-

ing, and that actual eontraindicatioms for

mu’sing are few. Less than 10 per cent, of
mothers are positively disabled when facts are
all known. In Japan breast-feeding is the
rule. Among the Esquimaux of Alaska where
there is no cows’ milk to be fed we are told

that infants often nurse two and three years.

There is abundant evidence that where econo-
mic conditions call for the mother’s milk,
where it is the country’s custom to nurse their

young, tliere is no difficulty.

When we are presented with the question
of taking the baby from the breast because of
some fancied inability to nurse or imability

on the part of the infant to digest its mother’s
milk, we should remember the fact tliat this

can never be determined by a brief trial. It

is only liy prolonged and repeated, and again
repeated efforts that we can reasonably con-

clude that it is necessary to put the baby on
the bottle at all.

I think it is the physician's duty when he
hands the new born babe into the mo i her ’s

arms to carefully instruct her just how to

nurse and manage her baby. She should be
told the necessity of .systematic and regular
feedings and to not try to hush every cry be-

lieving it to be a cry of hunger, by putting
the child to the breast, oftentimes the cry is

because the baby already has too much jn its

stomach. The mother should be told about
the baby’s requirements for water and just

how carefully this water should be prepared
and just how carefully it should be given.

The mother should be told about keeping the

baby cool in hot weather and the necessity

of giving it frequent baths. All these in-

structions are well worth Avhile. They are

highly appreciated by most mothers and will

do good. It is preventive luedicine and much
better than cure. If, however, the error has

already been committed and the baby is fret-

ful or sick we must persevere in our efforts

to correct the error or fault ivliatever it may
be. If it is a lack of milk secretion we must

revise the mother’s diet and habits and re-

lieve her anxiety. If the milk is of poor (pial-

ity it may bo made richer through dietetic

measures. Oftentimes the breast which atRead before the Daviess County Medical Society.
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first gives insulticient milk will later render
an abiiiulant supidy and the infants’ dige^stion

at first nmdi disturbed will after a while ad-
just itself perfeetly. So we should never put
tlie bahy on the bottle because it is the easiest

way out, nor lieeause of willingness or eager-

ness of some mothers to wean their babies.

There should be a clear indication for the

bottle before we adopt it. Wo should not re-

sort to it simply to be agreeable with mothers
or for some trivial cause. There should lie a
real, unquestioned cause. 1 believe that the
occasions when a baby should be iveancd on
account of some fault in the mother’s milk
are rare. It frequenth' takes some time for

the baby’s stomach to adjust itself to mother’s
milk and during this time more or less gastro-

intestinal trouble is bound to result. If the

mother concludes that this is due to some im-
perfection in her milk and weans her baby on
Ibis account a great mistake is made. Often
times the mother is influenced through the ad-

vice of some officious friend, perliaps a

“Sarah Gamp,’’ who maintains that she has
raised thirteen children and for that reason
should give advice ( although she has lost

seven of them). These officious friends

should be sat upon.
If finally we decide that artificial feeding

is necessary and the mother has a iiartial sup-
pl> of milk, we sliould eagerly conserve every
ounce of this breast milk and make it a case

of co-ealled supplemental, or mixed feeding.

Thei’e seems to be a vital element in breast

milk even in small quantities that will assist

the digestion and assimilation of modified
cows’ milk, there is nothing we can do for

the infant that will approach it in vahie. It

is priceless. I believe that mixetl feeding,

where properly carried oiit is next best to

breast feeding for the infant. In some cases

it is almost as beneficial. Hence, I- protest

against weaning the infant entirely from the

breast because of insufficient supply of milk

or even j)oor quality of milk or any other

reason except some organic disease in the

mother. Such as tuberculosis malignancy,

mammary abscesses, etc. If the baby has al-

ready been started on the bottle at the

mother’s own initiative, or if it actually be-

comes necessary for the physician to start

the baby on the bottle there is but one substi-

tute for mother’s milk and that is modified

cows’ milk, to meet the re(piirements of each

individual baby. The proprietary foods that

are dangled before the mother’s eyes, exploit-

ing their merits in extensive and expensive

advertising in handsomely illustrated book-

lets and periodicals containing specific direct-

ions for preparing the food without ever con-

sulting a physician, is a Will-o’-the-AVisp.

They are not to be tiaisted as an exclusive

food. No single one of them is capable of

meeting the requirements of a growing baby.
Their composition is dried milk and some
cereal. Alost that can be said in their favor
is their occasional iise for a short time only to

bridge over an emergency. Modified cows’
milk is the food. -Modified to imitate moth-
er’s milk. It is the only legitimate substitute.

And that we may properly understand what
this modification really means, we must know
all about mother’s milk and all about cows’
milk. We must know their difference in fat,

j)roteid and sugar. We must know just how
mueli water to add and how much sugar to

add in order to imitate or duplicate as nearly
as i^ossihle tb.e food elements as they are

foimd in normal breast inilk. We must main-
tain the correct percentage of fat, protein
and sugar shown in mothers’ milk and we
must have a knowledge of the food value or
the calories to be obtained from their combi-
nation in definite quantities and mixtures.
We must know the calorie strength of milk
and sugar, and how many caloric units per
pound is necessary to sustain the growing
child.

If we have these few simple facts well in

hand, the arrangement of formulas for each
individual ease is a very easy matter. But
without those facts the question of infant
feeding becomes a matter of guess-work, or

resorting to text-book formulas, which is a

veiy imsatisfaetory 'method.

The fact that manj^ babies live throiigh any
and all kinds of feeding without any pretense

to percentage combinations, or a knowledge
that milk really contains fat, protein and su-

gar, or that cleanliness is Jiecessary, or that

there is such a thing as calorie units, is cer-

tainly no argument against scientific feeding.

Such treatment to the weakly or sick baby
means its death. This is tlie reason our in-

fant mortality is so great.

For the general practitioner, coming in

contact with all classes of people, the simple

dilution of whole milk is the best method. It

does awaj^ with the mathematics of top milk
]uixtures and separated cream mixtures,

which is alright in laboratories but too com-
plicated for home use.

To arraign our mixtures of wdiole milk to

suit the individual case, we must know that

one ounce of whole milk is equal to 21 caloric

units, that one ounce of sugar is equal to 120

calorie units, and that to sustain the energy

of a growing infant for the first twelve

months it requires 40 calories for each pound
in weight. Thus a child weighing 10 pounds
would require 400 calories.

In arranging our formulas we must remem-
ber that the 4 per cent fat 4.5 per cent, su-

gai' and 3.5 per cent, pi’oteid found in cows’

milk must be modified in a way to change

these percentages to imitate mothers’ milk ap-
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proxiniately 3 pov cent. i‘al, G per cent, sugar,

and 1.7 per cent proteid, (^quoting Fulton).

The dilutions should he inaile so many parts

in 20. If 20 ounces oi‘ whole milk contains

4 per cent. lat, 4.5 per cent, sugar and 3.5

per cent j-roteid, one ounce of milk will con-

tain 1-20 of this amount which would be .2

per cent fat, .225 per cent sugar, .175 pro-

teid. The above figures established it becomes

an easy matter to bring the percentage to anj^

desb’ed point by increasing or decreasing the

number of ounces of whole milk in 20. By a

little mathematics the exact amount of sugar

can be added to bring it up to the requisite

6 per cent. Now we have a mixture the exact

percentages known, its exact caloric value

-known. We have absolute control of it. If

If it produces fat indigestion with vomiting,

we can lower the fat per cent. If we have

green fermenting stools we can lessen the su-

gar per cent. We can change the percentage

up or down by adding oi‘ substracting, an

ounce of milk at a time, and successfully car-

ry a sick baby through a gastro-intestinal

crisis.

After we have settled on a formula for the

indi\udual case in hand, we must look to the

purity and cleanliness of the milk. This is

of the utmost importance. If the dairyman is

watering his milk, its caloric value will be less-

ened and the baby will not get its quotient of

nouirishment. If the milk is unclean ;as is

usixally the case when the dairy is not under
official inspection, or if we do not know
aboxit its cleanliness, it shoxxld be pasteurized.

However, if we are sure the milk is clean,

coming from home cows xnxder home sxxper-

visioix it may be xxsed without this precaution.

By pastexxrization is meant bringing the nxilk

to a tempex’atxxi'e of T18 degrees F., and hold-

ing it at this temperature for 20 minxxtes and
then placing it on ice. This xvill xlestroy all

the pathogenic bacteria, not spore bearing.

Pastexxx’ization does not affect the chemitsry
of the milk ixo part of it is coagulated. It is

as digestible as x*aw nxilk. Any tempex’atxxre

in excess of 148 degrees F., begins to coagu-
late albxxmins aixd easeine ixxaking it more dif-

ficult for the infant to digest. Tlxei’e is a vast

diffei’ence between pastexxx-ization and sterili-

zation.

The home modificatioix of milk pastexx’ ized,

axxd each ixxxrsing prepared in an individxial

bottle axxd sex'ved oxxt of this bottle, assxxx-es

the bal)\" clean milk. It assux*es the baby the

same quantity at each nxxrsing axxd it assxxres

the baby regxxlarity ixi feeding. The average
mother is xxxore likely to be impressed with the

importance of baby’s feedixxg and follow the

physician’s dn*ections, if the xxxilk is pastexxx’-

ized. The avex-age mother is nxox’e likely io x‘e-

port inxxxxediately all dietetic distux-banees in

her baby, sxxeh as colic, vomiting, diax-rfxoea.

loss of weight or any other evidexxce of food

disagreement, and the phj’sician will then

have the blessed opportunit}' of correcting the

error before axxy i-cal pathological coxxdilions

resxxlt. It means the saving of xnany little

lives.

DYSiffENOBRIIOEA CURED BY TKEAT-
INO NOSE; AVITtI REPORT OF

CASE.*

By 1). Al. Griffith, Owensbox'o.

Relief from dysinxmorrhoea ixi its vaxwixxg

degrees of severity by ti’eatmcixt of ixose has

of late ax‘ou.sed coxxsidex’able intex'est both on
the part of the rhinologist axxd gyxxeeologist,

and must be of special ixxterest to the general

j)x*actitionex‘, becaxxse sxxeh distressiixg cases

come first xxxxder his eax'e.

That a ixxarked and manifest x'elation be-

tween the xxose and the xxterixxe orgaxxs existed

has beexx known for xxxaxxy years, bxxt oxxly ixx

the past several has it been definitely decided
that there were areas in the nasal xxxxxcosa that

beeoxxxe engox-ged at every period of xxterixxe

exeitemexit.

These ai'eas Fliess designated as the “gexx-

itai spots’’ their locations are the txxberculxxm

septi and ex-ectile ax’eas of the infei’ior turbin-

ates. Alayer has cxii'ed 60 per eexxt. of h’s 93

cases, xxxaxxy of whoux had had ])x*evioxxs xixxsxxc-

cessfxxl sxxx’gical xixeasxxres sxxeh as dilatation

axxd curettage.

Cases of dysxxxenori-hoea in individixals who
have organic lesions of the pelvic ox’gans ax’o

logically cux’ed Ixy treatixxg the diseased or

gans. However, there ax*e a great nxxmber of

cases, which have xxo organic lesions, axxd

xvhiclx have failed to secxxx’e x-elief fx’oiix all

ixivxvious nxethods of tx-eatment, axxd these

cases can, in a great xxxajox-ity of ixxstanecs se-

cxxre a reasonable sure relief bx' pi’oper treat-

ment of the nose which embx’aces cautei’izxixg,

the gexxital spots. Those cases presexxtixxg t'uat

syxxxptoxxx-coxnixlex of px*exxxenstral headache,
nausea and colic at heginnixxg of flow axxd

xvhieh have decided disease of xxose with block-

age of saxxxe secure alnxost certaixx x-elief by
this tx-eatxneixt.

Ixx view of the great nuxxxber of eases x-eport-

ed cured by the few xxxen who have tided this

treatment, it is impossible for any one to

doubt the relationslxip between the uos' and
the sexual ox’gans or doubt the iminediate x-e-

lief and perxxxanexxl cux-e secux*ed by this ;:xoas-

ure.

Bx'ettauer x-epox-ts iixxxxxediate x-elief in over

one half of his cases and perixianent x-elief ixx

over one-third axul makes the following state-

ment, “I eoxxsidex- this treatment ol‘ gxeat

*Read before tXie Daviess County Medical Society.
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value aud one which sliould l)e resorted to in

all cases of dismenorrhoea in which i)eivic

disease is absent.”
Mayer reports 96 cases, fi-oni every 'walk of

life, many wdio had nasal stenosis, many with
engorged genital spots, many with endion-
drosis and many without any apparent nasal

disorder. He concluded as follows: ‘‘No re-

lief in nineteen, fourteen were improved and
forty-eight were curetl, a cure total of 60 per
cent, of the eases treated wdth benefit to a to-

tal of 75 per cent.”

When 1 recall the extreme pallor and her

expression of horror of the next approaching
period and compare it with her lusty looks

and facial expression free from jjain and ap-

])rehension, 1 feel justified in this report.

N. J., age 19, referred by Dr. S. P. Old-

ham. For past five years has suffered most

severe pain each month. Nausea, headache,

cramps and great exhaustion accompanied
each period. Was sick for a week, was con-

fined to bed three or four days aud was com-

pelled to have morphine for relief. Upon
examination between peiiods, I found the

nose apparently normal. No encondrosis or

congestion of “genital spots” and free from
tissue engorgement or blockage.

Since operation she has passed four periods

absolutely free from pain aud is now happy
instead of helpless.

That operation aud subsequent treatment

have completely cured this patient can best

be show]i in her owm words,” 1 suffered un-

told agoii}^ each mouth, now by flow is free

aiul easy, my period ends in foiir days and I

am perfectly free from pain.
’

'

While I realize that one swallow does not

make a summer, still 1 beg to report this ease

that my one case may be added to the many
reported by others.

Purulent Pericarditis.—Francini reports a case

in a previously healthy woman of 18
;
the acute

pericarditis was well under way when symptoms

of acute articular rheumatism developed, con-

trary to the customary sequence. High fever,

dyspnea and cyanosis had developed in the

course of a few days, suggesting pneumonia until

the signs of a large effusion in the ]iericardium

became evident. Puncture revealed pus and the

fifth costal cartilage was then resected, permit-

ting access to the pericardium. Fully a pint of

jnis was evacuated and the wound was drain-

ed with a tube; this soon became obstructed and

was re])laced with a capillary drain which ans-

wered ideally the desired purpose. The patient

was discharged completely cured by the end of a

month. The diagnosis was facilitated by the

shifting about of the fluid in tlie pericardium on

change of ])osition. The operation was done un-

der a few whiffs of ether, Francini dreading pos-

sible complications with local anesthesia.

OUR .ETinus.*

By T. II. 0.\MBUN, Monticello.

There are several resolulioms that I started

out wuth nearly twenty-five years ago, and I

believe, gentlemen, that I have faithfully car-

ried them out. First, to my medical 'brothers

and patient, be just, and wrong not them. I

believe from my heart that I can truthfully

say this 1 have carried out during my wdiole

professional life. I have tried to be just and
honest to all mankind.If I saw myself not
competent or in doubt, 1 lost no time in send-
ing for one Avho was. 1 think it is a narrow
spirit, indeed, that would not do this if neces-

sary. It is painful to know that there are

doctors wiio -would try to take some dirty ad-'
vantage of another in consnltation, and in

some way try to expose him. Gentlemen, I

w'ould rather my tongue cleave to the roof
of my mouth, my arm be palsied at my side,

than in the least betray a brother in consul-

tation.

I have tried to keep a keen eye on myself.
1 never did misrepresent, willingly or with
malice aforethought, a brother of my profes-

sion, and never allowed myself to be misled by
idle gossip. It is said the world is given to ly-

ing—I do hate a liar—for his tongue is dan-
gerous and as vile as hell itself. If I know
him I wull pass him as I would a rattlesnake.

iMen and w-omen may come to you under cover
of friendshi]) and recite their damnable tales

of gossip, kno-wing full well that there is no
truth in them. When men come to me to tell

some naiiseaus tale, Avhat this or that one has

said about me, I tell him to go to, to go to.

and then turn a deaf ear for I do not like de-

ceit or hypocracy. This thing of doctors be-

ing at enmity -with each other is a disgrace to

the profession. This is a shameful condition

of affars and brings the profession into ridi-

cule. Go to him and you will find upon in-

vestigation, that he has as much reason to be
offended at you as you have at him, if he will

not make up then, let him go his way.
Now gentlemen, my brothers, I have this to

say: that I have been called several times in

consultation with a certain doctor
;
no doubt

you have been almost forced to do the same
thing, he does not claim to have any book
learning, or to be much in anatomy, or any
of the allied branches. I doubt not he knows
whether the liver is in the abdominal cavity

or in the chest.

I was once attending a very sick lady when
it was suggested that they call in this doctor.

Of course I consented. He came with specks

on nose and listened attentively while I re-

cited the history of the case and when I fin-

ished he said with great dignity: “Did you

* Koad before the Wa.vneCounty Medica Society.
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ever try a black eat-skiu poultice in such a

case?” Tn my io-noranee, I confessed that I

never had. I saw a ^ood opportunity to

escape from the case, so I told the family that

the old doctor had known them so long that it

would be best for him to take charge of the

j)atient. They consented and I could see with

a great deal of ])leasure that that was an aw-

ful night on cats, especially on black eats. Of
course the patient died, but he told them that

if he had called a litlle sooner, and had suc-

ceeded in getting a little blacker cat, he could

have saved her life.

It is a singular fact that men who have
great bmsiness capacity will, if a member of

the family is sick near unto death, employ the

worst of quacks or the loudest moidhed
charlatans. This is a mystery past finding

out

You need not say to me that the true doctor

is selfish or devoid of sympathy for we who
are engaged in the same luadable, mereifid

calling could be otherwise, you may talk of

the ties that bind other professions together,

but I feel that the fraternity that does exist

in the medical profession out-shines them all.

lict your child or yourself be stricken at mid-
night with some fearful malady, and though
the night is dark and the storm rages without,

our brother physician will come to you though
drenched with rain or iielted with hailstones.

Then say to me that doctors are selfish or de-

void of sympathy. Such a thing is ranknown.

SOME FUNCTIONS OF THE ADRENALS
AND THE THYROIDS.*

By Geo. J. Herwann, Nevq)ort.

As we h.ave noted adrenal preparation.s

—

extracts, the powdered gland and the active

principle such as epiniphrin. supracapsulin,

adrenalin, etc., cause a rise in blood pressure

with a slowing of the heart beat, a minute
dose suffices to produce a mai-ked effect but
the effects prodiiced by such extracts are qiiite

temporary in character.

In the course of a few minutes the blood
pressure returns to normal as also the heart-

beat, showing that the sixbstance has been in

some way destroyed in the body, but how and
where this destruction occurs we do not know.
The first question of importance then is

:

What is the fate of the adrenal substance?
Adrenal preparations are all endowed with
an oxidizing power, and yet we have seen that

it is a redvicing agent.

How can we account for this anomaly. The
secretion of the adrenals has a marked affinity

for oxygen and inevitably readies the pulmon-
ary air cells.

*Rc.T(1 before the Cami)ben-Kcntoii County Medieal So-
ciety.

That the adrenal secretion reaches the air

cells directly lias been proven (‘onclusively by
the fact that the vein from the adrenals pass

directly into the inferior vena cava and
thence to the right side of the heart and from
theer to the lungs.

On reaching tlie air cells the adrenal secre-

tion absorbs oxygen and becomes a constitu-

ent of haemoglobin and of the red blood cor-

])useles. It is the adrenal secretion which af-

ter absorbing oxygen from the pulmonary air

and being taken up by the red corpuscles sup-

plies the whole organism including the blood

with its o.xygen.

It is as such the o.xydizing eon.stituent of

the haemoglobin, which in turn sustains tissue

oxidation and metabolism. That the supra
renals are related in some uay to metabolic

changes in the tissues and oi’gans, there can
be but little doubt. This is indicated by the

symptoms of Addison’s disease.

Addison’s disease may be due as is well

known, to tuberculosis, cancer, cirrhosis and
other organic disorders of the adrenals or to a

pathological change in the solar plexus or

semi-lunar ganglion, but how these lesions

cause the Addisonian syndrome in all its com-
plexity we do not know.

In its relations to general diseases, the

identity of the adrenals as the controlling-

agents of oxydation accounts for that id)i(iuit-

ous symptom (fevei‘) the mechanism of which
has also remained obscure. This gives these

organs a prominent place in ]>athology. In-

deed, if the modern doctrine that fever up to

a certain limit is the outward expression of an
auto-protccture or immunizing process is

sound and the bulk of evidence strongly sus-

tain this view, the adrenals as direct 'factors

in fever become also direct factors in protect-
ing the body against disease.

Their role in the economy thus assumes
noble proportions in the extreme, since by
their influence of tissue oxidation they sus-

tain life while through their participation in

immunity they defeiid.

Closely related to the siqn-arenals in some
manner is the parathyroid apparatus. The
“harmone” from the Greek “to arouse or ex-

cite” is a name gh'en to any substance origin-

ating in any one organ and capable of stim-

idating another to action.

The internal secretions being included
among the harmones, we can state that the

harmones produced b}- the thyi-oid apparatus
are capable of stimulating the adrenals.

That the thyroid secretion does not serve

only foi- this ])ur])ose, however, is suggested
by the fact that it is a compomud of tbe blood

at large. We can only, therefore, look upon
the exciting effect u])on the adrenals as an in-

cidental feature of a general function. The
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thyroid i)roduet according to Oswald is an
iodized glolmlin, tliis globulin being the al-

buminous constituent of the haemoglobin, also

the action of the tliyroid secretion resembles

that of an organized ferment.

It has been shown that the product of the

thyroid passes into the perivaseiilar l\miph

spaces, being then transformed to the larger

cervical lymphatics and from there it is dis-

charged into the thoracic duct and from there
into the subclovian veins and by way of the

superior vena cava into the right side of the
heart and thence to the lungs.

As the venous blood cai-rying the adrenal
secretion passes from below to these organs to

be oxygenized, so is the thyroid secretion car-
ried from above to the air cells, so much for
how the products of these organs reach the
general circulation.

The thyroid constituent of the haemoglobin
enhances oxidation by increasing as a fer-

ment tbe vulnera-bility of the phosphorus
which all cells, particularly their nuclei, con-
tain.

The simultaneous presence of iodine and
phosphorus in the nuclei coupled with the
presence of iodine in the red corpuscles sug-
gests the nature of the processes carried on
in the cells. This action is strikingly shown
by the fact that iodine and the active constitu-
ent of the thyroid secretion and its salts,

cause excessive elimination of phosphates and
phosphoric acid and that thyroid preparations
act in the same way.

The untoward etfeet of large doses of thy-
1‘oid preparations on the nervous system, is

thus accounted foi-, owing to the wealth of
])hosphorus and fat it contains, this is mani-
fest by tremor, tachycardia, neuritis and the
disturbance in the vascular system. A famil-

iar action of the . thyroid prepaj*ation is a

rapid reduction of fat in obese subjects when
full doses are administered.

Another function of the thyroid secretion
is to increase the gei-micidal and antitoxic
])ower of the blood by endowing the albumin-
ous part of the haemoglobin with sensitizing

properties, and as sneh it is the blood con-
stituent Avhii'h Sir A. E. Wright has termed
op.sonin.

The thyroid .secretion and the thyroid prep-
arations used therapeutically act by inerea.s-

ing the .sen.sitiveness of the pho.sphorns in all

cells, particularly their nuclei to the oxidizing

agent of the adrenals and this enhances meta-
bolism and nutrition. They also in virtue of

this action augment the autoprotective or im-
munizing power of the blood., by increasing

the .sensitiveness (as op.sonin) of all bacteria,

forth, that contain })hosphorus to oxidation
their toxins, endotoxins, toxic wastes and so

and thereby to the digestive or destructive

action of the complaint both in the blood and
in its phagocytes.

Turro, the Italian physiologist by experi-
ment found that the thyroid of the swine and
sheep were capable of dissolving almost en-
tirely the comma, the typhoid and anthrax
bacillus, also the bacillus coli and the strep-
tococcus.

By way of laboratory experiments I wisli

to cite you but one of very recent date made
by Prof. Alfred Eohn ofthe University of
Prague.

lie experimented upon tadpoles by feeding
they the thyroid extract and the thymus ex-

tract and produced at will giants and
dwarfs.

The mo.st .striking and at the same time un-
(lupstionable re.sults were attained by thyroid
feeding. The influence of thyroid food was
such that it stopped growth but ha.stened de-

velopment, it accelerated the differentiation

of the body immensely and brought it to a
])remature end. The suppression of growth
was merel}’ the consequence of the precocious

development.
As soon as the thyroid food was given the

differentiation of the body began and the out-

come of such pix'cocious development was
dwarfism.
The influence of the thymus diet on the tad-

):>oles was as evident as that of the thyroid

l)ut in the opi^osite direction. The thmnus food
caused an accelerated growth beyond the nor-

mal tgiant tadpoles) and at the same time it

retarded or oempletely suppressed the differ-

entiation of body.

The thyroid and thymus diets were thus

diametrically opposite in their influences.

One produced giants and the other dwarfs.

The physiologists of to-day are standing uj)on

the threshhold of a new era and may be liken-

ed unto Sir Isaac Xewton when he discovered

the law of gravitation while standing upon
the ocean beach, he picked up a pretty pebble

muidi whiter, smoother, and cleaner, yet the

whole ocean of truth lies undiscovered be-

fore him.
Gentlemen the interni.st can go only as fast

as the physiologist will allow him.

Acetone Substances in the Blood. — A revised

technic for tlie determination of acetone bodies

in small samples of blood is described by Mar-

riott. He says that tlie blood of normal Imman
subjects, and of dogs, pigs and cattle contains

less than 1.5 mgm. of acetoacetic acid and less

than 4 mgm. of butyric acid per 100 grams of

blood, the results being expressed in terms of

acetone. In acido.si.s the acetone bodies in tlie

Idood are liielier tlian normal. The highest fig-

ui-e obtained was 28 mgm. of acetoacetic acid and
-15 mgm. of oxybutyric acid per 10 grams of

blood, expressed as acetone.
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FEOUNDATIOX, CONCEPTION AND
GESTATION.*

liy W. E. Peynoi.ds, Hopkinsville.

Jn order to better explain or present this

j)art of my paper we will make a difference in

fecundation and conception. While some
writers claim that the words mean practically

the same and may so l)e considered, so far as

vitalization is concerned.

No'w fecundation is when the ovum comes
in contact with the spermatozoa and is vital-

ized, but without proper conditions of the

field of contact we can’t have conceiffion as

1 will better explain hereafter.

There has been some difference of opinion

in impi’egnatiou. When, where, and how the

ovum is vitalized. The older writers endeav-
ored to prove this took place in the ovaries,

others in the fallopian tubes and upper third

of the uterus: I believe that it is generally

conceded that it can take place anywhere, ail

things being favorable. I will not attempt to

burden my paper with what has been written
on this pait of the subject, further than to

prove some of the absurdities and impossibil-

ities.

It is believed by a good many that impreg-
nation call take place at any stage of the mens-
truation, either before, after and during the

flow, limiting the time at about ten days be-

fore and after.

It is necessary for us to keep in mind the

cause of this flow; the ripening of the ovum,
causing congestion hyperemia and exfoliation

of mucous membrane: with the discharge of

blood ]irior to the exit of the ovum through
the Fallopian tubes. However there has been
a question as regards the exfoliation of mu-
cous membrane : That only the epithelial

membrane is cast off otherwise we would have
membranous menstruation, difficult and pain-

ful. And as this is a part of vital importance
in our subject, I wish to present a few plausi-

ble remarks.

In the first place we can not have the am-
ount of flow of blood with only the removal of
the epithelial membrane. Because the small ca-

pillaries are undisturbed and until they are
exposed we can’t have a hemorrhage. And
again it is impossible to have an attachment
of anything to a mucous membrane. Hence
the trouble in curing a fistula in ano. If you
will keep the mucous out of the canal, the fis-

tula will get well with but very little trouble.)

So in order to harmonize the flow of blood
and membranous menstruations : we believe

the idea is plain that we have a superabund-
ance of blood in the parts eonse(|uently a dis-

integration of the mucous membrane: as it

*Rpacl before the nopldnsville Academ.v of Medicine.

were, small particles of membranes are push-
ed off; not the entire membrane as we have
in membranous menstruation but small par-
ticles; hence we liave a slight flow at one time
and at other times more, owing to the amount
of congestion a.nd amount of particles of mem-
liranes exfoliated. This, gentlemen, accounts
for tlie flow and also leaves an open, clear

field for attachment of impregnation.
Next, and after the flow partly subsides, wo

have the ovum making its way to the uterus,

l)y the i)eristaltic action of the muscles of tlie

Fallopian tubes assisted by the uterini ma-
nii)ulations in discharging the remaining
contents of a .serosanguineous consistency,

which offers, as it were, a pathway or medium
by which the spermatozoa gains access to the

uterine cavity. These being in a vivid condi-
tion the healthy ovum is here surrounded by
Ihe spermatozoa foianijig a culture media for

the immediate integration, and conception
with Ihe various changes and formations of
membranes befoi'e it may be properly called
an embiyo. For tliese ch<'.ng<:>s I will not re-

write as there ai-e no special dift'erences of
opinion as regards their changes. IMy object
being to try to establish the fact that concep-
tion can not take jilace on a mucous membrane
any more than a vivid surface can adhere to

a mucous surface. Then this being a fact, the
theory of the seprmatozoa being carried to the
uterine cavity by the movements of the villi

is a mistake, and if it was placed around the
ovum on a mucous surface we could only have
inti gration oi- fecundation of the ovum, or
in other words, wo would have the ovum siii'-

rounded by the spermatozoa and vitalized,

but having no suitable field of contact ; that is

a vivid surface, we would not have conception
consequently the fecundated ovum would
pei'ish in its own cidture media and would be
considered a false cojiception such as moles,
hydatids, etc.

I think the idea of the semen being carried
to the interior of th.e uterus by the move-
ments of the villi (when it has been demon-
strated that the movement is towards the out-
let) is too unreasonable and absurd for a fair

minded man to entertain. But grant this to

be true, I wo\ild ask what would become of
all the semen if carried into the woml) by this

})roeess. According to this theory I see no
chance for the .semen to pass away only at the

menstrual periods, and I dare say some ladies

would have quite a burden to take care of the
amount they would have fi-om one period to

the other. And besides we would have con-
ception taking place in the Fallopian tubes
more often than anywhere else, from the fact

that the spermatozoa would be ready in an
abundance to vitalize Ihe ovum immediately
aftei’ rupture of the ovary. Oi- if the semen
should become as a foreign substance which
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necessarily would be the ease, then we would
have disease continuously.

Xow niy theory is
;
we can not have concep-

tion during the menstrual flow because the se-

men is washed out, and besides as soon as the

blood begins to diminish we have excreted by
the uterus, before the mucous membrane
forms, a thin watery alkaline fluid or' serum
which is a cultiu’e media and a lead from the

external vagina to the internal cavity of the

uterus. As such, if the semen is deposited

within the vulva it meets a medium to tra-

verse until it comes in contact with the ovum
and at no other time or any other Avay can the

semen enter the uterus. If this was not true

then we could have the nmeous membrane of

the vagina impregnated. AVhy not?

Then to account for this phenomena, na-

ture in its alwise creation has provided a

])ei'iod of 28 days by which an ovum has de-

veloped through the various changes of the

graffian vesicles, causing hyperemia and dis-

entegration of mucous membrane, with a flow

of blood and lastly serum, the source of trans-

portation for the spermatozoa with their

vermicular movements to the inner portion of

the uterus, whereby this time, they meet the

ovum and fecundation is the result. And if

the mucous membrane has not formed (Avhich

it never does) we have (-oneeption. So the

serum and temperature of the uterus stands
in the same relation to the ovum as the same
temperature and moisture does to the egg of

a fowl. The egg may be vitalized or fecundat-
ed Imt without proper moisture and heat we
can never have a hatch.

This ends the theory of fecundation and
conception as I see it and is that part of the
subject that is no concern of ours further
than to have a knowledge of the phenomena.
Next is gestation. This brings us into a

field of. duty pi-eparatory to tbe great battle

of life, which should interest every physician
who })roposes to attend a case of lalior.

AVe have many changes of membranes as

well as in tlie embryo, but the first thing that
confronts us is, the patient’ AVe will men-
tion some of the most prominent symptoms.;
su])pression of the menses, sick stomach, breast
increase in size, areolae around nipple becomes
dark, follicles more developed, kyestein in

urine from eai'ly jieriod. bloatment about the

eighteenth wec'k. if head is presenting, also

.sound of foetal heart. ])lacental soefHe, move-
ment of the foetus percej)tible to mother
about the sixteenth or seventeenth we»^k, neck
of uterus dimini.shes in length at advance
stage, leucorrheal discharges, an infallible

sign is micro.scopieal changes in the urine.

AVe may be mistaken with ])i‘ominent .syni])-

toms, the mother who has bad four or five

cliildren may be mistaken when .she declares

she has felt the fetus kick, when .she would be
.seven or eight months in pregnancy.

However, we conclude our patient is preg-
nant and proceed to direct her as the many
troubles may come up. The first and most
frequeiit trouble is sick stomach. For the treat-

)uent, I have nothing special to offer more
than has been written on this sidiject, except
keep on trying something

;
make her think

you are doing something to relieve her, or the
patient may get into the care of another phy-
sician and if she should get relieved in spite

of everything the doctor could do, she would
give him credit to yoiir discredit, which of

coiirse this doctor woixld not try to correct.

Threatened abortion, false conception, as

moles, hydatids, disease of the placenta as

dropsical conditions, also of the cord and dis-

eases of the foetus, which may give us c(uite

a lot of trouble and anxiety. Every ease has
its own individual treatment but most fre-

(piently it ends in a case of abortion or prema-
ture labor.

Deformities might call for treatment, but
this is of such length that we will not attempt
to di.seuss it here.

Our attention should be mostly directed to

the complaints of the mother, such as head-

aches, nausea, vertigo, dimness of vision.

These should be looked after at once or we
may have convulsions or premature birth of

a dead baby. This may occur often at about

the fourth or fifth month most frequently,

and at every pregnancy thereafter unless

prevented, withoiit very alarming syinptoms.

These symptoms should necessitate an examin-
ation of the patient’s ui’ine, but I have often

made the examination and foiind the urine

perfectly normal. But with any head symp-
toms. or if 1 have no reference to uremic trou-

ble further than a number of abortions or

prematiire laliors, T go to treating my pa-
tient for uremic conditions, and I hit it nine

times out of ten. The most simple and best

treatment T ‘ever gave is ep.som salts and
cream of tartar, one teaspoonful of salts and
one-fourth spoonful of tartar in half a glass

of water, three times a day until odematous
conditions are gone.

In uremic troubles if you fail to have con-

A'ulsions you may have post-partum hemor-
rhage. Invariably uremic patients either

have a long tedious labor and hemorrhage, or

convulsions, or it may be a very quick labor

with possibly laceration.

Next, and a very mueb neglected treatment,

is mas.sagins: the abdominal muscles. This

helps 1o relieve all soreness, strengthening
the muscles in theii- functions for supporting
the infant in ntero as well as in muscular con-

tractions during labor. We might mention
here the care of the breasts, before delivery.
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]\liie}i can be done to prevent akscoss and sore-

ness and tenderness of the nipples by massag-
ing the breasts and bathing tlie nipples in

borax or alnm water. By close attention we
might remedy many serious troubles, such as

cross presentations, and other bad presenta-

tions, and be better prepared for the occasion.

Also placenta-previa, this might be better

treated if taken in time. We can do a very
good work by advising our patient in her

everyday avocations of life, and out of doors

exercise, regulate habits and a word of en-

couragement occasionally adds much consola-

tion to the patient and is evidence of your
sympathy, if no more. I think a lady should

be kept in a tranquil state of mind, unexcited

by fear or ill temper. This tempei’ament of

the mother has very much to do with the nerv-

ousness and temper of the child. Advise
with your patient about her troubles and of-

ten you may find out things of great import-

ance by asking, that she woidd often neglect

to speak of. To be interested in your patient

will increase her confidence which is a great

factor in labor. AVhile a great deal more can

be said on this subject of much interest, yet

I feel it is time to bring this skirmish along

the lines of gestation to a close, preparatory
to the great battle of life.

CHRONIC INTESTINAL STASIS; ITS

CAUSES AND RELIEF.*

By J. Edward Pirrung, Covington.

By chronic intestinal stasis I mean the

continued delay or inhibition to the passage
of the intestinal contents. This together with
the excessive absorption from the intestinal

tract of bacteria] end products, and other
effete matter, the results of fermentations in

the bowel, gives us the condition known as

“intestinal intoxication.’' This toxic ma-
terial circulating in the blood and lymph ves-

sels of the patient, gives rise to varied sjnnp-

toms. The symptoms are due to the interfer-

ence with the function of the several glands
and organs in the body. Failure on the part
of the emunctories to eliminate all, or a part,

of these poisons from the body of the patient,

may lead to diseases from which no tissue in

the body seems exempt.

The time of retention of the faeces within
the intestinal tract varies, and failure to have
a daily bowel movement is not an infirmity in
all persons. Some people enjoy excellent
health in whom a bowel movement occurs only
every three or four days, while others are con-

stipated unless they have one or two move-
ments daily. We should remember that un-

*Read before the Easfle Valle.v Medical Societ.v. Saunders.
August. 19U

loss the retention of faeces within the intes-

tinal tract causes troubles tlirough delay, dis-

tentions and absorption, that it cannot be con-

sidered abnormal.
The causes of colonic and intestinal stasis

niay be classed as general or local. Some of

the general causes are age, sex, heredity, dis-

eases, dietary, sedentary occupations, digest-

ive disorders, circulatory and chronic diseases,

diseases of the blood, liver, stomach and intes-

tines or of the nervous system.

Local causes are Aveakness of the abdominal •

muscles, failing to give the normal external

support and compression of the viscera,

changed intra-abdominal pressure, atony of

the musculature of the bowels, dilatations of

the colon (congenital or acquired), entero-

spasm, narroAving or strictures, foreign bodies,

faecal impactions, pressure from tumors of

the uterus, liver, spleen, pancreas, kidney or

ovary or from pressure of a gravid uteims. A
stone in the 1)ladder or a fissure or fistula in

ano, may be the cause.

Women are afflicted more often than men
because of their inactivities. Poorly nourish-

ed shop girls, and women who have had re-

peated pregnancies, seem predisposed. Some
observers seem to think that unmarried fe-

males are more likely to become victims of

stasis than their married sisters. Sedentary
occupations, tight lacing, the upright position

continually through the day, tends to weaken
the general musculature Avhich in turn pre-

disposes to atony of the musculature in the

bowel. From the surgeon’s standpoint, the

most important local causes are those due to

adhesions, false mesenteries about the bowel
or a prolapsus of different portions of the
bowel. The location of these adhesions va-
ries, many are found about the caecum and
ascending colon. Others extend about the
hepatic flexure of the colon. Some of them
fix the sigmoid laterally to the abdominal wall.

The appendix is involved to a. greater or lesser

extent in all of these adhesions that occur on
the right side of the abdomen. Afany views
are held as to the causes of tlmse adhesions.
Sir William Lane believes them to be a crys-

tallization of the lines of .strain developed to

overcome the dropping of the viscera.

Jackson has described these adhesions un-
der the name of “Membranous Pericolitis.”

He does not attempt an explanation of their

cause. Jackson’s membrane is that mold
which spreads over the anterior surface of the

ascending colon and caecum. It has numer-
ous blood vessels and has atlachmcnls to the

parietal peritoneum.

Binnie considers these adhesions to be due

to a primary pericolitis.

Iloffmeister as due to inflammation. He
(Iloft'meister) reitorts ten cases in which he
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found the tricocephalus dispar present.

Clias. ilayo believes them to be due to a de-

velopmental error caused l\y a late rotation

and descent of the caecum from the hepatic

de.xure.

John G. Clark thinks they are congenital.

J. Rilus Eastman considers many of them
to be developmental errors, others bacterial

the result of a colitis.

Douglass G. Eeid, of the University of

Cambridge, England, has written recently of

tliese memhranes. lie considers them from
an embryologic standpoint. They are spoken
of as ileo colic folds, ileo mesenteric folds,

cauli, Jonesco membrane or the “bloodless
fold of Treves.” That band extending from
tlie mesentery of the ileum to the ovary and
tube, he calls the “genitomiesenterie fold.”

Prof. Keith, Curator of the IMuseum of the

Royal College of Surgeons, England, says

that during the third, fourth and fifth

months of foetal life, a profuse adhesive pro-

cess sets in, a regulated peritonitis, he recog-

nizes a certain amount as normal, but saj^s

not all are embryological errors. “Jackson
membranes” the kinks, and fixations of ap-
pendix are abnormal. Spasms of the ileo-

caecal valve as a cause of stasis was suggest-

ed first by Hertz, and later by Case, who
termed the condition ileo-caecal valve incom-
I)etence.

If there is an}' bacterialogy of these mem-
branes it is unknown. Therefore I shall not
attempt a bacteriologic explanation. Now we
•shall consider the different locations and
causes of prolapse of the intestines. Ptosis

is the result of the slowing of the current,
(stasis) tliis causes an overloading of the

howel with an increase in the contents. This
weight continuing causes a complete loss, or
a weakening of the support through the
stretching and breaking of the mesenteries.
Absorption of toxins causes lowered nutrition,

a loss of fat and weakened musculature, to-

gether with changed intra-abdominal pres-
sure, is another factor in the prolapse of the
colon and stomach. Briefly, then, these or-

gans drop because of the loss in tone, and in-

creased weight raid lessened supports drag-
ging upon their fixed points. They cause
acute angulations, adhesions and narrowing
of the lumen. The earliest change occurs
within the caecum. It becomes elongated,
occupying the true pelvis, and crowds upon
the viscera contained tlierein. The fixations

of the ileum at tlie ileo-coecal junction sup-
j)orts the lieavy dragging caecum, causes an
acute angulation of the ileum. “The Lane
kink of the Ileum.”

The adhesions about the ileum compress
and fix the appendix in inany of these cases,

giving ri.se to symptoms simulating appendi-

citis. The next part of the colon in which ob-

structions, adhesions, and kinking occur are
at the hepatic and splenic flexures. These are
caused by a loaded transverse colon dragging
upon the meso-colon and the great omenUnn.
The colon descends and in the extreme cases
it rests upon the uterus causing displace-

ments of that organ. Adhesions also occur
between the prolapsed loops of the transverse
colon, causing a diminution in their caliber.

The tlescending limb of the loop of the pro-
lapsed transverse colon becomes adherent to

the ascending colon, and the ascending limb
of the loop becomes adherent to the descend-
ing colon. This condition is spoken of by the
X-ray photographers as “double barrelled”
colon. Thinning, narrowing and lengthening
of the colon walls occur, causing great delay
and hinderance to the onward passage of its

contents. A farther continuation of the tract-

ion upon the great omentum causes displace-

ments and distention changes udthin the

stomach. IMany eases of stomach trouble

have their origin in
‘

‘ intestinal stasis.
’ ’

The sigmoid loop may also show abnormal
adhesions similar in nature to those described

at the caecum and ileum. Finally, in extreme
cases of stasis and ptosis the caecum, trans-

verse colon and the sigmoid may all be down
in the pelvis adherent to and crowding each
other, displacing and compressing the pelvic

viscera.

The symptoms of stasis and ptosis may be*

slight or severe, varying according to the am-
ount of stasis present. The case will depend
in a great measure upon the amount of the

absorption of toxines. You must also con-

sider the amount of toxemia that can be over-

come by the orgauism, or that which is elim-

inated by the emunetories. Cases of uncom-
plicated ptosis without adhesions or stasis

may cause little or no trouble. Contrarywise
many cases of a moderate degree of ptosis in

which the l)owel is adherent and in which
case the stasis is marked, will give grave
symptoms.

Some of the symptoms of intestinal stasis

are depression of spirits, melancholia, loss of

energy, headache and backache. On the part
of the intestinal tract, abdominal distentions,

vague abdominal pains, nausea, coated tongue,

bad breath, loss of appetite, colic, biliousness,

and vomiting are of frecpient occurrence.

Foul skin secretions, skin stainings, skin

eruptions, and urticarias occur on the surface

of the body. A persistent lowered and de-

pressed condition of the circulatoiy .system,

causes cold hands and cold feet.

The diagnosis of these cases requires care-

ful inqiiiiy into tlieir past history, and thor-

ough examinations of all of the organs and
secretions of the body. The greatest aid in
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diagnosis will come from X-ray examinations

repeatedly made. X-ray examinations are

not made to determine the location of the

bowels as much as to lind out just how much
function there is present. The X-ray in it-

self is not conclusive, however it is very valu-

able. You must depend on the clinical symp-
toms for final decision and merits of each case.

Many of these cases have had a long history

of medical and surgical treatment without re-

lief, medicalh', neurasthenia, colitis, or stom-

ach trouble. Surgically, operations for ap-

pendicitis, oophoritis, gastric or duodenal

ulcer.

IMedieal treatment to be of any value should

begin early and should be directed toward
preventing the constipation habit. Once
ptosis occurs—and I mean by that ptosis,

adhesions and stasis—medicine will do little

good.

The important points to bear in mind in

the considei'ation of the surgical ti*eat.inent of

ptosis and chronic constipation are as follows

:

1. The character of the changes in the

bowel itself, as kinks, angmlations, and ob-

structions.

2. The changes in the tissues round about

the bowel as the development of false mesen-

teries and peritoneal adhesions.

3. The locations of changes in the bowel,

that is, what part of the bowel is most fre-

rjiiently affected.

4. The changes in position of the large

bowel—the ptosis.

Treatment directed toward the relief of the

ptosis of the transverse colon alone will not
suffice, but should have for its aim the cure

of the symptom complex described as chronic

intestinal stasis. Sir. William Lane says: “In
no circumstance should operative interfei’ence

be contemplated until the surgeon has satis-

fied himself that every other means of treat-

ment have failed, whether medically or me-
chanically.” This does not mean that one
should persist with braces, abdominal mas-
.sage, exercise, cathartics, and enemas, but if

within a reasonable time patients suffering

from this condition do not improve, then an
operation should be advised. We are not

justified in allowing our eases to become con-

stipated, intoxicated and neurasthenic women.
These are the end results if medical treat-

ment is persisted in for too long a time. I

.should place as a time limit three months of

conscientious medical treatment, and after

that, in my judgment, the ease clearly indi-

cates operative interference.

In a surgical sense these cases naturally fall

into the following groups:

1. The cases in which there are not as yet

many pathological changes. The sigmoid or

caecum may be prolapsed. There may be

present kinks, and some adhesions, a retro-

caecal appendix or an appendical adhesion

may be the offender. The bowel itself has

undergone no great changes. In this group

a simple division of the bands removing the

appendix and relieving the kinks together

with a few fixation sutures in the caecum or

meso sigmoid many times suffice.

In the second groujo we have the picture

above described plus this feature added there-

to. The transverse colon has a ptosis of a

considerable degree, but is not as yet much in-

volved by adhesions. In this class of eases

the simple operations as described above
(cecope.xy and sigmoidopexy) will alone not
suffice

;
our operation )uust also be planned

for the relief of the dragging transverse

colon. In addition to eecopexy and .sigmoid-

opexy, an operation fixing the transverse

colon and the great omentum will be neces-

sary.

In groups one and two the appendix should
always be removed. If the .stomach is pro-

lapsed or distended, a fi.xation after the man-
ner advocated by Rousing is to be advised.

The third group of cases comprises those in

which stasis of long standing is present. The
colon is much distorted, its walls lengthened

and adherent and its lumen is narrowed, its

longitudinal band.s and the sacculi have dis-

appeared (becau.se of the long and repeated

weight bearing). Its mesentery is also much
stretched. There is marked ptosis and drag-

ging of the large bowel on all its fixed points.

The transverse colon, sigmoid and caecum are

down into the pelvis adherent and crowding
upon eac hother. In this class of cases cure

of the condition depends upon the reestablish-

ment of thorough drainage of the whole in-

testinal tract. It is folly to try to replace

a colon thus prola])S('d, bound down and at

the seat of such gross pathological changes by
an operation of colonopexj", or by any other
pexy. In my opinion such a bowel can never
regain its normal tone or resume its functions.

In these eases ileo-eolostomy. caeco sigmoid-
ostomy of eoleotomy partial or complete is to

be advised. A priraaiw removal of the colon

is not advocated, nor is it advisable to remove
part of it at the first operation. Short cir-

cuit first, get youi- patient in good condition

by rest and feeding, and then, if no perman-

ent improvement ensues, carry out the more

radical pi’ocedure of c.xeision of the colon. In

the majority of the cases it will be found that

the second or radical excision with its much

greater sux’gical risk, will be obviated. The

mortality of the radical o])eration of excision

would b(' much greater if it were done when

the.se cases were weak and toxic, hence the

proposal of delay.
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TECHNfQtlE OP THE OPERATION OP IliEO-SIG-

JIOIDOSTOMY.

“Tlie abdomen is opened in the median line

and the viscera examined. The edges of the

incision are protected by wet sterile towels.

The ilenm and sigmoid are then identified.

Adhesions above the sigmoid are left alone

unless they interfere with the approximation
of the gnt. Double clamps are then placed
upon the ileum, whicJi is then divided by the

cautery about six inches from the ileo-cecal

valve.

The blind end of the ileum is then closed

by a purse- string suture. The terminal por-

tion of the ileum is then brought in approxi-
mation with the lower sigmoid and an end to

end anastomosis is made. Fnaliy, a fine gut
ligature is passed through the free margin of

the incised mesenteiy of the ileum and then
beneath the peritoneum forming the outer

wall of the meso-sigmoid ; this, when made
tight, brings the sigmoid to the middle line of

the pelvis and fixes it seeiu’ely in that situa-

tion immediately beneath the position occu-

pied normally bj^ the divided ends of the

ilenm. The ligatures also close the interv'al

between the two mesenteries through which a

loop of the bowel might otherwi.se pa.ss and
give trouble.” (Ijane.) The rest in bed fol-

lowing the operation, together with the elim-

ination of the factor of tlie weight of the

elongated and heavy transverse colon, allows

the stomach to regain its normal position.

“Gastroenterostomy is not indicated unless

it be purely of a mechanical nature.” (Lane).

Caeco-sigmoidostomy anastomosis between
the head of the caecum and pelvic colon.

The following objections have been raised

against the operation of ileo-sigmoidostomy
and colectomy.

1. Because it is a formidable operation.

This I believe to be true : however, it is jus-

tified by the residts obtained. It is only ad-

vised in extreme cases.

2. Because of liquid stools patients will

have no control. This is not the case. These
patients have very good control, and have
three or four stools a day.

3. Because the frequent liquid stools and
the removal of the drying influences of the

caecum thirst would supervene. This we are

also assured by the patients is not the case.

The above are about all of the objections

that have been offered to this operation and
I think that I have an.swered these. We have
still to consider a certain number of cases,

small though they be, which have not been
jiermanently benefited by the operation of

ileo-sigmoidostomy. In these cases a later

operation of excision of the colon will be re-

quired.

The^method of excision of the colon are the

same as that done for malignant disease. I

shall not burden you with a description of

that procedure. In such cases of stasis that

require excision of the colon an end to end or

a lateral anastomosis may be made. On ac-

count of the difference in size of the gut I

should advise the latter. So important is this

condition and so uncertain are some of the
• s^-mptoms presented that in all operations for

so-called “Chronic Appendicitis” I should
advise a right rectus incision in order that a
more thorough examination of the whole vis-

cera may be made.
What are the results of these operations

you may ask. All of these eases have shown
an immediate gain in w''eight and disappear-
ance of all toxic symptoms after ileo-sigmoid-

ostomy. You may ask what becomes of the

colon thus isolated. Lane and other’s experi-

ences has shown that when a low anastomosis
into the pelvic colon has been properly made
no fecal matter will be carried past that por-
tion of the bowel into the colon.

I might here give the results in a few cases

to show you the value of these several opera-
tions.

Case 1. Cholectomy for chronic intestinal

stasis obstruction in the sigmoid and back
flow into the colon after an ileo-sigmoidos-

tomy (short circuit).

]\Iiss M. W., age 28, typist, had an ileo-sig-

moidostomy performed by another surgeon in

November, 1912. Improvement was immedi-
ate and she gained considerable in weight and
strength, her toxic symptoms disappearing.

In Feb. 1913 she complained of distentions in

the region of the caecum. Examination by
her physician at that time revealed a mass
(which was said to be faeces) in the caecum.
Her condition grew worse and in IMareh, 1913,

she first came under my care. She had ob-

structive symptoms, wms thoroughly toxic,

passed only four ounces of urine in the previ-

ous twenty-four hours and was in a very bad
shape. The patient was sent to the hospital

and given enormous quantities of water to

drink and Fisher’s solution per rectum. Very
large doses of liquid paraffine Avere given per

os. The liquid paraffine cleared her bowels,

the fluid flushed out and cleaned up her toxic

symptoms so that after four days in the hos-

pital I decided to remove her colon. The
colon, six inches of the terminal ilium and a
part of the upper sigmoid was removed. No
great difficulty was encountered during the

operation and the patient made a complete
and uneventful recovery save for the usual

amount of pain that goes with removal of a

large area of intestine. Her urinary output
has again come up to 40 to 50 ounces per
diem, she now has two movements of the

bowels daily. Control of bowel is perfect,

stools formed and semi-solid.
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PaUtologic Examination. The colon walls

were tliin and stretched, the sacula had disap-

]iearcd and the longitudinal hands were
stretelied and thinned out of all proportions.

At operation there was no fecal matter in the

caecum, transverse or ascending colon. There

was fecal matter in tlie upper sigmoid. The
obstruction was due to adhesions. Her pres-

ent condition, eighteen months after opera-

tion, is very satisfactory. She has gained 30

pounds in weight, her l)Owels jnove twice a

day, she sleeps well, and she is now enjoying

good health, for the first time in many years.

Case IT. Perforated duodenal iilcer. Con-

sequent upon “chronic intestinal stasis.”

(Ulcer the result of stasis).

J\liss ]\I. Ij., tailoress, age 36 years, stricken

at work with sudden and severe pain in the

epigastrium. The pain Avas of an agonizing,

lancing character, patient vomited hut once,

the Ammitus contained no blood. I saAV her

Anthin 30 7ninutes of the onset of pain and
her condition Avas that of extreme shock.

The abdominal muscles Avere hoard-like, no
particular points of tenderness could be elicit-

ed, no dullness or unusual distentions could

be determined at that time. The pain Avas so

severe and the collapse so marked that I im-

mediately gave her an hypodermic of digi-

talin 1-50. Strychnin 1-60, morphin, gr. 1-3.

Her felloAV Avorkers A'olunteered the informa-

tion that she had been obstinately constipated

for months and years, recently AAdiatever she

ate disagreed AAuth her, CA^en water A\'as pain-

ful to her stomach. Later, the patient said

that she had ncA'er previously A'omited, but
she AA-as ahvays constipated and had had stom-

ach trouble. Diagnosis of perfoi-ated ulcer

of the stomach or dAiodemun Avas made and
patient Avas sent to the hospital. Duodenum
Avas considered mcvst likely at fault because

of history of distention and other evidences

of marked stomach trouble and intestinal

.stasis. Patient had lost 35 pounds in the past

year. Her arteries Avere unusually hard, her

.skin yelloAv, salloAA’ and stained, headache and
backache had been of frequent occurrence.

She was prematurely gray. She said that she

had been miserable for years because of her

boAvels. On Sundays she had naught to do
but go to church early in the uiorning and
spend the remainder of the day in efforts to

moA'e her boAvels. This procedure usually re-

quired the aid of throe to foui* ounces of cas-

tor oil, or a saline. She occasionally resorted

to enemas of soap Avater. The operation Avas

performed three hours after perfoi-ation.

Hedonal, inti’aA'enous, as an anesthetic. Avas

used, a right rectus incision was made, it ex-

tended from just below the right rib margin

to an inch beloAv the naA’cl. "When the peri-

toneum AA’as opened the AA'bilish, milky intes-

tinal contents Avere scattered throughout the

])eritoneai cavity. There Avas ptosis and
stasis of the colon, the terminal ileum was dis-

tended, there Avas marked thickening, indura-
tion and distentions of the duodeimm. The
ulcer Avas duodenal and Avas perforated. The
situation of the ulcer was on the anterior sur-

face of the duodenum. The size Avas that of

the tip of the little finger. It Avas rounded,
clean cut and had attached to its superior

margin a tag of omentum. The peritoneal

cavity Avas hastily cleaned Avhile an assistant

plugged the opening Avith gauze. The ulcer

Avas closed by sutures ( tAvo layers) of linen.

Tube drainage Avas left in the lower angle of

the original incision. Her condition at the

end of operation (ane.sthetic of 30 minutes)
AA'as as good as Avhen operation Avas commenc-
ed. There Avas no post operative nausea or

A'omiting. In November 1913, one year later,

patient again complaining of constipation

and stomach trouble, she Avas advised to

have short circuit or colectomy, but refused.

In April, 1914, she had obstruction at the py-
loric end of the stomach, had lost fifty pounds,
her Aveight is 81 pounds. Her height is six

feet, one inch. An operation AA^as advised and
a gastroenterostomy was done. She Avas very
Aveak after operation, failing to recover, she

died on the fifth day after operation. A
short circuit or colectomy Avas not attempted
because of patient’s condition. Had she been
operated on before her pyloric obstruction

and before she was starved she AA’ould have
had a chance for the full operation and recoA'-

ery.

Cose III. Perforated duodenal ulcer from
stasis: ]Mr. L. D., age 30, toolmaker. Well
deA’eloped and nourished, 5 feet 6 inches high,

Aveight 135 pounds. Stricken at Avork Avith

sudden and severe pain in upper abdomen

;

pain AA'as of an agonizing and lancinating

character
;
no A'omiting. I saAv him Avithin 30

minutes of onset of pain. He gaA'e a history
of three Aveeks ’stomach trouble, never had
had stomach trouble previously. Had con-
sulted no doctor previously; he said that pain
Avould occur shortly after eating and that
pain AA'ould di.sappear or be relieved by move-
ment of boAvels or by a physic. For scA’cral

years past Avas troubled Avith obstinate consti-

pation. He ahvays felt better Avhen he took a

laxative or a purg(' of Ljxsom salts. A diag-

nosis of perforated duodenal ulc<>i' from stasis

Avas made. The patient Avas .sent in th.e police

liatrol to the hospital and an immediate opera-
tion Avas ])(,i'formed. The ulcer aacs duoslenal

and Avas perforated. It Avas situated upon the

anteriol surface of the dtioihmum. The open-

ing Avas th(> size of a small l<‘ad pencil, (tas

and intestinal contents floAved freely from its

ojiening. 'flu' nicer Avas blei'ding. just a slight
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oozing from its edge. The i>eritoneal cavity

was cleared, tlie nicer edge was stretched and
freshened bj* dilating with a foreep. It was
tlien closed by two layers of linen suture.

Drainage was placed in the lower angle of the

original incision (which with me is always a

right-rectus incision). His condition at the

end of operation (30 minutes) was good.

Operation was done two hours after perfora-

tion. The after care has been an abdominal

l)elt with a pad under the umbilicus, liquid

])araffine, vegetable diet, plenty of fruit, and
liquids, exercise, rest after meals. One year

after operation he is well and strong.

Case IN. iMaternal pto.sis and stasis.

(Rovsing’s classification).

iMrs i\l., age 42, mother of five children, was
well until her last child was born 12 years

ago. She then began to have a sense of de-

pression and tired feeling upon tlie slightest

attempt at exertion. She was constipated,

sleepless, irritable and lost weight. For two

years she was under the care of a prominent
neurologist. The neurologist said that she

l;ad involutional melancholia. He treated

her with tonics, baths, rest cures, etc, with no

relief from mental depression, headache or

constipation. Her family, in despair, had
about decided to put her into a sanitarium,

fearing that she would do away with herself.

Examination shov/ed her uterus, colon and
stomach prolapsed, in fact the entire viscera

was down into the pelvis pushing the pehfic

viscera out through the vagina. A fixation of

the stomach after Rovsing’s method was
made. The caecum and the transverse colon

were also fixed, the appendix was removed,

l)erineum repaired. This proeedure held the

uterus in its normal position. That woman
to-day is sound in mind and body, she looks

20 years younger and has gained 30 pounds.

('ase V. Adhesions about the caecum caus-

ing stasis, neux’asthenia and stomach trouble.

This case, that of a lieutenant in the U. S.

iMai'ine, wlio after several years of ocean and
foreign service was sent on recruiting duty
as a. hopeless neurasthenic, unfit for active

duty. His appendix had been i-emoved for

the i-elief of stomach trouble and constipa-

tion. It was supposed tliat he was suffering

from chronic appendicitis. This operation

failing to give him relief, he contemplated
asking to l)e retired as unfit. An army friend,

a doctor, recommended that he ask for a

year’s leave of absence in order that he might
go to the European watei- cures, baths and
specialists. Six weeks treatment in the hos-

pital where the adliesions about the caecum

were liberated together with colonic irriga-

tion and liquid paraffine as an intestinal

lubricant gave him relief to such an extent

that he has again been assigned to regular

duty. I should add that he now wears an ab-

dominal belt with a spring jxadded elliptical

support under the umbilicus. Tins belt holds

up the abdominal viscera.

These are a few of the many eases that I

have had under my care. T do not recommend
surgeiy for all neurasthenics who are consti-

pated, for constipation may be the result of

the condition . A careful painstaking inquiry

into the past history of many cases unreliev-

ed by previous medical and surgical treat-

ment may help you to place some of them in

the stasis group, either as a primary or as an

end result case.
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TREATMENT OP PELLAGRA.

By Roy F. Robinson, Hopkinsville.

In May, 1913, at the AYestern State Hos-

liital, Hoiikinsville, Ky., there 'were thirteen

cases of Pellagra under treatment. We were

using oil mixtures locally and giving Fowler’s

solution without any satisfactory results,

however. Believing this to be a protozoal dis-

ease, I decided to use liichloride of mercury

externally. This treatment ivas begun the

middle of June and in three weeks the derma-

titis had practically disappeared in all of the

thirteen cases, and in the milder eases the

diarrhoea had ceased. In the more stubborn

cases, decided to use the bichloride of mer-

cury internally as well as externally, 1-60 of

a grain t. i. d. was given and at the end of two

weeks there was not a case of diarrhoea among
the pellagra patients. During this treatment

we placed the jiatients in an open air colony

and the best sanitary conditions possible were

maintained.

During the period between iMay, 1912, and

-May, 1913, nine patients died from pellagra.

During the last fourteen months, since the

treatment begun in June, 1913, only three of

the sixteen patients under treatment have

died.
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EDITORIAL.

THE NPAVPORT MEETING.

The recent annual meeting of the Kentucky
State IMedieal Association at Newport was
one of the most delightful and, in many
ways, the most sneeessful session it has ever

held. The regretable illness and consequent
.lisqnalifieation of Dr. Ellis, one of the most
tlistingnished and belowed membei’s in the

profession of the State, and the absence of

tlie three vice-presidents resulted in the

election of Dr. John J. Moreu, of Louisville,

to the Presidency. This recognition of one

of the real laborers in organized medicine was
a most deserved one. Dr. iMoren was one of

the most successful presidents of the Jeffer-

son County Medical Society, and has been

chairman of the iMedico-Iiegal Committee since

its organization. We are confident his admin-
istration will he a most successful one.

The scientific program was the best we have

ever had. Credit for it is due Dr. W. W. An-
derson, of Newport, who was indefatigable in

securing the best authorities on the most time-

ly subjects for the meeting. Many of those in

attendance congratulated Dr. Anderson upon
his patriotic support of President Wilson’s

neutrality proclamation in having on his

program an Austrian, a Russian, a German,
a Frenchman, an Englishman and several

Irishmen. It is a pleasure to announce to the

readers of the Journal that every paper,

wdtli ample discussions, wall appear in early

.issues and we bespeak your careful attention

to them.

On the social side, nothing was left undone
ly the hospitable membership of the .Camp-
hell-Kenton IMedieal Society and the ladies

and citizens of NcAvport. We have never en-

countered a hospitality so genuine and, at the

same time, so unobtrusive. The boat ride for

a whole afternoon and evening on the beauti-

ful Ohio w^as a special delight to the inland

members. The members of the State Medical
Association jiresent at the meeting can readily

understand w'hy the Campbell-Kenton Society

has accomplished more real results in the im-

provement of sanitary and professional con-

ditions in their jurisdiction than has been ac-

complished by any other society.

The minutes of the House of Delegates will

appear in the next issue of the Journal.
Probably, the most important action was the

provision that every applicant for memhex’-
sliip, as w'ell as every member of the Associa-

tion, should sign a ])ledge against fee-splitting

in any form. As soon as these pledges have
been printed and sent to the county societies,

a publicity campaign will be begun through
the daily press with a view to weeding out of

the profession those wdio dishonor it by fee

.‘'plitting.

In the election of officers. Dr. J. W. Kin-

caid, of Catlettsburg, was elevated to the

Presidency. This is the first time the presi-

dency has gone East of Winchester and Dr.

Kincaid will wmrthily bear the honor wdiich

has been .apheld by sixty-four illustrious

predecessors. The vice-presidents are Drs. F.

C. Larue, of Smithland, Chas. L. Heath, of

Lindsay, and J. C. jMohley, of Elizabethtown.

Dr. A. S. Brady, of Greenup, was elected to

succeed Dr Kinkaid as conneilor for the

ninth district. Dr. A. W. Cain, of Somerset,

to succeed Dr. Hammonds in the seventh

district and Dr. Lock to succeed him-

self in the eleventh district. Dr. IMilton

Board of Louisville and the Secretary w^ere

elected delegates to the American Medical

Association. Dr. J. G. Gaither, of Hopkins-

ville, will be the orator in surgery next year

and Dr. 0. P. Nuckols, Pineville, orator in

medicine.

The next session will he held in Louisville

under the auspices of the defferson (kniuty

Medical Society and this in itself is an assur-

ance of the biggest and best medical meetiiig

that has ever been held in Kentucky.
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SURGEON GENERAL GORGAS AND
THE NATION’S GREATEST NEED.

We take pleasiire in re-publi.shing in its

entirety an editorial from the September issue

of the Southern Medical Journal, under the

above title. We trust alt of our members
will feel the same interest in this important

subject that we do.

“ITis work as Chief Sanitarian of the Canal

Zone having been completed, Surgeon General

Gorgas has returned to Washington to assume
his duties as Chief of the Medical Corps of

the United States Army, to which he was re-

cently appointed by President Wilson. No
conquering hero ever returned to his native

coimtry with a record of greater achievement

and none ever deserved greater encomium for

his services to mankind than Surgeon General

Gorgas. The fame and vain conq;iests of

Alexander the Great, Caesar and Napoleon,
and other great conquerors in history, were
accomplished at the cost of carrying death

and desolation over continents, making mil-

lions moiirn
;
while the victories of Surgeon

General Gorgas, and those who followed him
in the campaign against tropical diseases in

the “death holes” of Panama, saved thou-

sands of human lives, made a health paradise

of tropical jungles, and, as President Taft

said, “rendered possible the completion of

the Panama Canal, the greatest industrial

undertaking in the history of the world.”

The greatest triumphs of medicine in the

knowledge of men have been the elimination

of yellow fever and the practical eradication

of malaria from Havana and the Canal Zone,

thus proving that those life-destroying and
energy-sapping diseases, the most dreaded
enemies to man in troijical and subtropical

countries, can and will be conquered every-

where. These triumphs mean that millions

will live in health, happiness and unbounded
prosperity in regions that are now sparsely

inhabited and undeveloped because of the

presence of these tropical diseases. Nothing
in history is more inspiring that Gorgas’ con-

quest over disease, and the good that he has

done will rest like a benediction upon the in-

habitants of temperate and trcq^ical countries

throughout the world, when wars and war-
1‘iors and ‘the fearful ruin they have
wrought’ have been forgotten. What a fine

theme for the thunder roll of a Homer, this

splendid genius of the American Army, with

his band of .sanitarians, routing the hosts of

Death in their tropical strongholds, ft

towers .above the heroism of the lofty plumed
Hector or the valor of faithful Achilles.

That Surgeon General Gorgas’ work is ap-

preciated in foreign countries—as it is by his

own people—is shown by the tribute paid

him by the Public Orator of Oxford Univers-

ity, England, who, last l\Iarch, in presenting
him witli the honorary .degree of Doctor of
Science, said;

‘Those are most to be honored by us who
have increased knowledge and thereby pro-
moted the welfare of the world. Such are
many students of medicine

;
it is a fine thing

to have scientific knowledge which can cure
disease

;
but theirs is still a finer, a more dan-

gerous ta.sk who can extirpate the causes
from which disease springs. It is such men
who destroy the seeds of death which are bred
in swamps, risking their health and even
their lives to serve their fellows. These heroes

are a modern realization of the legend of

Heracles, the cleanser of foul places and the

enemy of evil beasts.

‘Th.e eminent American wdiom you see to-

day has, like many of his countrymen, fought
in the forefront of the battle. His achieve-

ments are too numerous for me to relate in

detail. Suffice it to say that it is he who
cleaned Havana

;
it is he who put fever and

pestilence to flight in the Isthmus of Panama,
and made possible the long-thwarted con-

struction of the great inter-oceanic waterway

;

it is he who has recently improved the sani-

tary condition of the South African mines.
He jiurified the foul air

;
he waged war on

the myriad swarms of death disseminating
mosquitoes. The result has been an amelior-

ation of the conditions of human life in

plague-haunted districts, where once ‘in silent

fear the helpless healer stood,’ and it is now
possible to live in comfort and to work wfith

advantage. There can be no Letter example
of those ‘Whose skill hath served the human
lot to raise, and won a name that endless ages

praise’,’' (1)

The Acting Vice Chanoelor of Oxford in

admitting .Su.geon General Gorgas to the de-

gree of Doctor of Science approached the

epic in expression when he said

:

‘Pre-eminently distinguished, sagacious,

health-bringing, the modern IMaehaon of the

American Army, whom indeed I should wish

to salute not only in Latin prose, but also in

Greek verse, thus

:

‘

‘Hail, Router of the Plague of Flies! Hail,

Isthmian conqueror true

!

Gorgas, to that wise goddess dear, the Gorgon
Death who slew.’ ’ (2)

Perhaps the highest compliment ever paid

a sanitarian by a foreign country was when
the English called upon Colonel Gorgas to in-

vestigate .sanitary conditions in the Transvaal

and in Rhodesia. His recommendations to

the Transvaal Chamber of iMines for improve-

(1) .Touinal of the American Medical Association, .Tune

13. 19U. pa^re 1864.

(2) Journal of the American Medical Association. June
1.3. 1914. pape 18lio.
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ing the sanitary conditions of the employes of

tlie mines on the Rand, as published in the

-lo’arnal of the American iMedical Association,

•June 18. 1914, if carried out, as they were on

the Canal Zone, will reduce the number of

deaths from pneumonia alone by thousands

each year, and his visit will thus prove a bless-

ing to the inhabitants of South Africa.

The report of Surgeon General Goi’gas’ in-

vestigations concerning the causes of malaria

and black water fever in Rhodesia, with his

recommendations regarding methods to em-

ploy in stamping out those diseases in that

locality, which appears as the leading article

in this number of the •Journal, is probably

the ablest, the most authoritative, and there-

fore the most important, discussion on the

prevention of malaria ever pid)lished. IMa-

larial prevention is the same everywhere, and
the measures he advises for Rhodesia will ap-

ply to any locality in which malaria is preva-

lent. Why shoidd they not he put into prac-

tical operation in the malarial districts of the

United States, as well as on the Canal Zone
and in Rhodesia ? Why should we not prac-

tice among our own people the methods for

preventing all other (liseases that have given

such brilliant results in oiir territorial posses-

sions and in other countries? Surely there is

need for improvement in the liealth condi-

tions of the United States.

In the year 1912, 838,251 deaths fromr all

causes were reported in the registration area,

which comprises only 63:2 of the total popu-
lation of the United States. There were then

approximately 1,400,000 persons 'who died in

our country in the year 1912. It is estimat-

ed that at least one-third of them, or more
tlian 450,000, died needlessly of diseases that

could and should have been prevented. Pneu-
monia alone caused the death of 79,917 in the

registration ai’ea and at the same ratio for

the entire United States approximately 125,-

000 died of this disease, Avhich the average
person does not regard as preventable, and
which our government has done nothing to

prevent, yet on the Canal Zone among the

negro employes the death rate from pneu-
monia was reduced from 18.74 per thousand
in 1906 to 1.30 in 1912 (3). Of course, it is

not possilile to control the housing and other

environment of the inhabitants of the United
States as was done with the laborers working
on tbe Panama Canal, and we could not hope
to reduce the death rate from pneumonia and
otlier diseases as low as reported by Surgeon
General Gorgas, but hundreds of thousands
of lives of good American citizens could be
saved if we even approximated tbe sanitary

measures employed in the Canal Zone.

(.^) Gor^ras: .Tournal American Aleclical Association, June
13, 19U. page ISoli.

It is estimated that several million people

in the United States liave malaria every year,

and the annual economic loss is considered to

lie not less than $100,000,000 fromi that dis-

ease. Yet if the same practical methods of

malarial prevention, which were successfully

carried out in Havana and the Canal Zone,

were put into etfect and continued for five

years in our owm country, malaria Avould be-

come a rare disease in the United States.

Tbe toll of tidierculosis in our country is

noAv approximately 140,000 lives annually,

tliougb in the past twenty years the campaign
of education has reduced the tuberculosis

death rate from 200 to 150 per hundred thou-

sand of population. Tavo hundred thousand
die annualy from disease of the heart and
kidneys, Avhen according to the Human Fac-
tor, published by the Equitable Life Insur-

ance Company, 40 per cent of those deaths
could ha\^e been pre\'ented. The death rates

from diseases of the heart and kidneys are

incri'asing at an alarming rate, and yet prac-

tically nothing has been done for their pre-

vention. Cancer is increasing, and so are

many other diseases.

The figures and facts presented above are

appalling. They tell the tale of ignorance

upon the part of our people and neglect upon
the part of our goveimment. They also prove

that the Nation’s gi'eatest need is an adequate
department of health, Avith an appropriation

sufficient to provide experts, epidemiologists

and trained sanitarians to aid the health au-

thorities in the various states and cities in

their campaigns against disease.

The present United States Public Health
Service, under the wise leadership of Surgeon
Generals Wyman ami Blue, has made a Avon-

derful record in quarantine service, and Avhen

called upon to take charge of epidemics in

A'arious cities it has shoAvn remarkable ef-

ficiency. Indeed the annuals of medicine re-

cord no more bi’illiant achievements than the

eradication of plague from San Fi-ancisco

by Blue, and yellow fever from New Orleans
by White. The work of Stiles on hookworan,

Anderson and Rosenau on anaphylaxis, Lums-
den on typhoid fever. Lavender on pellagra,

von Ezdorf and Carter on malaria, Rucker,

Creel and Grubbs on plague, and Young,
Goldberger, Trask and other surgeons in va-

rious phases of public bealtb Avoi'k bas re-

flected great credit \ipon tbe United States

Public Health Service; but ten men are need-

ed in public bealtb Avork where there is now
one emploj'ed. and the Bureau of Public

Health should be enlarged into a department

with a membei- of the President’s Cabinet at

its bead.

Tbe Army and Navy Departments protect

life and property in time of war. Is it not
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just as important to protect life and property
during peace? The Department of Health
should l)e on the same l)asis as the Depart-
inents of the Army and Navy. Indeed the

medical corps of the Army and Navy should

be correlated with the Department of Health
during times of peace. It might be well to go

forther and train selected men in each regi-

ment as sanitary inspectors to be used by the

various cities and States, upon request, as in

times of an epidemic. New Orleans is now
.spending $50,000 per month in salaries for

plague prevention, when the work could be

better done at probably one-tifth the cost if

the United States iMarines were trained in

sanitary work, and could be called upon for

that service. Is not the iirotection of the

health and lives of a i>eople of equal import-

ance as the safe-guarding of labor and com-
merce, and should there not be a Department
of Health with a Secretary of Health?

The American Medical Association, the

Southern Medical Association, and practical-

ly every State, county and citj’ medical so-

ciety in the entire United States have endors-

ed legislation for the creation of a Depart-
ment of Public Health with a cabinet officer

at its head. Efforts were made to enact such
legislation during the administration of Pres-

idents Ivoosevelt and 9’aft and though suc-

cess seemed assured, the bills were defeated.

The next session of congress seems the most
propitious time' to present this most import-
ant measure to our national legislators.

Never in the history of our country has so

much advanced legislation for the good of the

entire people been made into laws as in the

past year; and the democratic party, under
the leadership of the )uost accomplished
statesman that ever occupied the presidential

chair, will not fail in its opportunity to meet
the Nation’s greatest need and create a De-
partment of Healtli. During the interim of
of the sessions of Congress physicians should
make the opportunity to inform their friends
among the Congressmen and Senators of the
needs for such legislation. If the medical
profession will stand united on this qixestion

there can be no doidxt but that before another
year Congress will have enacted the greatest

possible piece of constructive legislation for

tlie good of the whole people by providing for

an adequate Department of Health.

Great epochs develop great men to lead the

great movements for the betterment of man-
kind. The present epoch in the world’s

achievements will go down in history as the

dawn of the science of sanitation and in this

movement our country leads all other nations,

and she has produced the greatest leader. The

United States Government has .sent through

Surgeon General Gorgas the gospel of health

and sanitation into Cuba, the Canal Zone and
South Africa, and will she not call upon the
genius she has developed to lead the fight

against the hosts of Death that have invaded
our own country and that every year destroy
more lives than have been lost in all the wars
in our history.

Our Government owes it to Gorgas to cre-

ate a position of greater honor than has ever
been filled by a sanitarian, or by any other
member of the medical corps of the United
States Army. After Dewey’s return frotn
his victories in IManila Day a grateful nation
gave him such a greeting as has never been
accorded any other man in our history, and
Congress voted to make him a full admiral,
the highest position in the Navy. Are not
the achievements of Gorgas of greater seiwice
to our country and more far reaching in their

effect in increasing national prosperity and
happine.ss tlian any naval victory ever won?
If so. Congress should show the gratitude of
the people whom it represents by first making
Gorgas a major-general in the United States
Army that he may retire with that rank.
Then it should perform the greatest possible

service for the Nbition by creating a Depart-
ment of Health, and the sincere de.sire to ap-

point the man who can give the best seiwice

m the position may be depended upon to lead

President Wilson, who has proved his wisdom
in every act of his administration, to select

Gorgas as Secretary of Health in order that

the Nation’s greatest need, as well as its great-

est opportunity, may be fulfilled.”

A GOOD BREAKFAST FOOD.

As our readers realize, we rarely feel it

necessary to call specific attention to an adver-

tisement in our columns, because we are con-

fident that they carefully consider our adver-

tising pages. We depart from our established

rule, however, in calling especial attention to

a real food prepared by the Uncle Sam Break-

fast Food Company because it is of real value
in the treatment, or perhaps we should say
the proper care, of many eases which, without
some similar agency, give the physician and
patient much trouble. This food produces a

bulky bolus in the intestine that is really lax-

ative. It tastes well, quite as well as any of

the other breakfast foods, and deserves a trial

by that class of people whose sedentary habits

cause them to be constipated. In very ob-

stinate cases of constipation a tablespoonful

of oil of paraffin at bedtime given in con-

junction with this breakfast food is of great

value. We timst our ])hysieians will give

Ihi.s matter a trial, and the JouRNAn will be

glad to publish any communications from
them as to its success or failure.
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SCIENTIFIC EDITORIALS.

EXFERLAIENTAL AND CLINICAL
DATA IN REGARD TO SECRE-

TION OF SKIN EAT.

While we know that .some skin diseases are

due to disorders of the fat-producing glands

characterized by an increased, decreased or

altered secretion of sebum, no accurate ac-

count was ever made as to the real quantity

of sebum that is secreted by the normal or

pathologic skin.

According to old data collected by Krun-
kenberg and Levbuscher in their many ex-

periments, some light is thrown on the com-

l)arative amount of fat secreted by the skin in

normal and pathologic state. They determ-

ine the amount of fat secreted by the skin

>n twenty-four hours by multiplying the

amount of fat of a given area by the

number that this area is a part of the whole
body

;
they found the amount of fat secreted

by the skin in 24 hours was variable in differ-

ent persons and could not be put down with

exactness.

Rosenfeld, extracting the fat from woolen
linen by chloroform and ether, found the am-
ount of fat excreted by the skin in 24 hours
on the linen to be about 1-2 gm. and showed
thereby the influence of ntitrition upon this

process. By introducing carbo-hydrate food
(without fats) the amount of fat secreted by
the skin was larger than by the use of food
rich in fats.

Kuznitzki followed the methods of Rosen-
feld with the addition that the woolen linen

was previously made fat-free by manifold
fat abstracting agents. His method confirm-

ed the experiments of Rosenfeld and he got

the same amount of se'baceous matter in 24
hours (1-2 gm.) but lie could not see the great
influence of diet ujion the secretion of skin
fat; introduction of carbo-hydrate diet or fats

rather decreased the amount of skin fat. It

is curious, that fat, taken in the form of sea-

same oil, was found iiresent in the skin fat.

The difference in the findings of Rosenfeld,
Kuznitzki explains is due to the influence of

low temperature (winter time), for when the
subject remained in a heated room (81 F.)

the secretion of fat increased from 1.15 to

1.78 and from 1,05 to 1.29 gm.
Rosenfeld found a lowering of secretion of

daily outjuit of skin fat in diabetes with
turunculosi.s. The same phenomenon, in a
lesser degree, he found in bromism. The
author verified tlie last exjierienee on faces,

where patients wei-(> given 45 g'ln. of sodium
bromide until Ihe apjH'araiice of a bromide
acne. Before the individual was taking brom-
ide the daily quantity of secreted skin fat

reached 1.85 gm., during the administration

of bromide it fell to 0.7, and, at its discontinu-

ance it went up to 0.94 gm., but this was due
to the presence of ulcerative process caused
by taking the bromides. The amount of

bromides found contained in the given ex-

tract was very trifling, lienee the author de-

nies the possibility of direct or indirect role

the bromides (through stimulation of the

growth of bacteria) play in causing acne.

Here we rather see as a causative factor the

decrease of protective function of fat—’me-

chanical envelopment of bacteria (Listner)

and ])robal)le bactericidal action (Gottstein).

From the same standpoint we can explain

furunculosis in diabetics. On the other hand,

it is true we find facts that are contradictory

to the above conclusions ; eczema in corpulent

patients, eczema in nurslings, all disappear-

ing when we adopt a carbo-hydrate diet and

exclude fats. Czerny claims that eczema can

be caused by administration of too large doses

of fish oil.

In regard to acne vulgaris, a disease in

which we always find the presence of an oily

seboi-rhea, we get a hyper-production of fat.

Of course 'we can dissolve the .skin fat on ac-

count of its hygroscopic properties which are

almost equal to lanolin (about 100 per cent,

v.'ater, according to Lisner). The same au-

thor determined the daily output of skin fats

secreted by the skin on the face in a ease of

seborrhea oleosa and found it ecpial to 0.07

gm. The author foi- comparison determined

the daily quantity of fat of normal skin on

the face and found it equal to 0.046. If

IMecli’s and Weidenfeld’s number express-

ing the relative proportion of the skin of the

b.ead to the body as 1.21, we get in a sebor-

rhea case the total amount of fat secreted, 2.9

gm., while in normal .state it is about 1.96 gm.

Hence, the causative factor of acne vulgaris

does not depend entirely upon the lack of se-

cretion of fat but is due to other causes, such

as lowering of bacterial properties of skin fat.

It also must not be forgotten that the ac-

cui-ate amount of sebaceous secretion in nor-

mal or pathologic condition can not be de-

termined, until physiology will be able to ex-

plain the t'xact mechanism of the sebaceous

glands. Yet the study of secretion of skin fat

in human beings in different climates and in

vari(‘d diseases may lielj) to bring uj) to a

coiii])arative solution of this important mat-

ter. M. L. Ravitcii.
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PRESIDENT’S ADDRESS*

J. W. Ellis, I\Iasonville.

J have no words at niy coimnand with wliich

to adequately express to you iny high sense of

appreciation of the unsouglit and unmerited
honor jmur partiality conferred by selecting

me to preside over this body of learned and
accomplished men, who are so courageously
working for the sure rescue of mankind from
the pitiless assaults of disease.

Another year has joined the silent proces-

sion of dead centuries, since we last met in

annual session at Bowling Green, hut we have
not forgotten the deeji gloom, which like a

pall, marked the closing hours of that meeting

by the announcement of the tragic death of

Dr. J. B. Marvin in a railway wreck. Scarce-

ly had the flowers withered on his grave, be-

fore the wires were again busy announcing

the fact that another hero in our profession,

in the per.son of Dr. W. II. Wathen, had
fallen at his post.

Apparently not satisfied with these sudden
incursions into our ranks, the skeleton hand
of death only a few days later, removed from
our midst another of our most brilliant mem-
bers, Dr. d. G. Cecil.

These doctors were leaders in Kentucky, of

the very best thought in medicine and surg-

ery. All of them had dignified and adorned
the jiresidential chair of this Association, and
by their devotion to, and triumphs in their

chosen profession shed great luster upon
American i\Iedicine, and besides, won merit-

ed social prominence among their fellow citi-

zens. We lament their absence from among
us to-day. Their sudden taking off is another

stern reminder, that; “In the midsi of life

we are in death.” But while we lament the

death of our colleagues, we find real solace

in the reflection that the good influences of

their lives survive, and will continue to be an
inspiration to all of us

;
for if we cast our eyes

back over the path of our past lives, whether
our head be silvered over, or crowned with

the richer hues of youth, we shall see how
largely our course of life has been mapped
out by the lives of those whom we have
known, admired and lost.

To say these are days of great agitation and
unrest, does not accurately define conditions

at present prevailing throughout tlie civilized

world - for it is a deplorable fact that at the

present moment Gontinental Eurojie and the

British Isles are engaged in a hostile clash of

arms, which gravely threatens to develop into

the bloodiest struggle that marks the high-

ways of history. But ha])j)ily for the people

Read by Dr. D. M. Griffith before the Kentucky State

Medical Association. Newport, Sept enilicr 22-2,>. 1014.

of our own great nation and all those who
claim iirotection under the folds of its flag,

we are in the enjoyment of undisturbed {leace.

In these circumstances it is wise, especially
for our profession, to highly resolve, that it

will continue with renewed zeal, the prosecu-
tion of its humane mission of relieving and
])reventing, as far as possible, the maladies
which have so unflaggingly attended our race
through all its history. It may be well, there-
fore, to inquire what progress our jirofession
has niade in the past and what its possible
achievements for the future shall be.

There are those who claim that in spite of
medical skill and science, we ai'c degenerating,
and rapidly drifting toward race extinction.
Dr. Newell Dwight Hillis. pa.stor of Plymouth
Church, New Vork, perliaps one of the great-
est pulpit orators in this Country, has recent-
ly delivered a series of sermons on the de-
cline of the “American Physifjue.” These
sermons have been jiublished in pamphle-;;
form, and widely circulated thioughout the
entire country. The views advaiiL'fl by this

.scholarly man, were so startling that, at once
a contention for race ladterment was called

to meet at Battle (’retdc in January last; that
convection was participated in by many of
the scientists of the- Country, nearly ail of
wliom coiild see race degeneracy menacingly
staring us in the face.

As evidence of this hopeless trend of our
race they point to the fact that sixty per cent
of all the young men tested at the recruiting
offices of the army and navy of the United
States, are physically unfit; they call atten-

tion to the fact, that the .standard height for
admission to the army in 1880 was five feet

six inches; that in 1900, the standard was re-

luceil to five feet in order to fill the ranks, as

evidence of degeneracy, apparently without
reflecGng that the real cause of this seeming
reduction in the standard, is due in large

part, to the fact that armj^ life, with only

•SI ‘>.00 per month jiay, is no longer atti-acting

the best physical and mental element of

young men, when fields of profitable business

and employment lie all around, inviting them
to come up higher.

It is claimed that more than ninety i)er

cent, of fifteen hundred children examined in

three different schools in New York City were
found defective and “out of the race of life

before they got into it.” When it is known
that eightv five per cent of all the children

that come into the world are sound in mind
and body, it is difficult at first blush, to con-

ceive how such an alarming per cent of de-

fectives can exist. But a little reflection will,

1 think; make it [ilain that the claim is unre-

liable.

In the first place it is fair to presume that
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tlie rei)ort deals with schools located iii the

.sluiiis of New York (’ity, where it is a known
fact that iiuuiy of the pnpils are the children

of a very iiinlesirable contingent of onr for-

eign population, who on account of their de-

generacy and common criminality, have

sought refuge in this Country.
Again the fact must not be overlooked that

a large per cent, of the cliildren in this Coun-
try are not enrolled in the city public schools,

and moreover careful examination will in all

jirobaliility disclose that the authors of this

report wei’t' not in a position, on account of

lack of exj)erience and a proper knowledge
of all the facts, to make a trustworthy report

ui)on so im])ortant a subject.

Our own observation and experience teach

us that the report to which 1 have alluded,

ought to be largely discounted.

Y'lioever has kept ])ace with current liter-

ature, bearing upon the mental and physical

condition of children born in rbis Country,
will know that there is not the slightest

ground upon which to base so melancholy a

condition, as is alleged to exist in some of the

schools of the City of New York. But we are

told by those same pessimists, that hospitals,

asylums and better conditions of living, have
not only ninltiplied the number of defective

Individuals, but over-weigJied the race, and
that now the average of human life is but lit-

tle above the grade of “trained idiocy.”

If these views are correct, then medical
science through all these years of toil, labor

and skill, instead of ameliorating the condi-

tion of the race, appears to have been doing
the very thing which best augments the ills it

is endeavoring to cure.

But these scientists admit that weak lives

have been prolonged by sanitation .and hy-
giene, and that the average mortality has
been decreased : but by sonn^ strange process
of reasoning, they deny that the very same
environments that strengthen weak lives, has
operated to b(‘nefit strong lives, and that a

decreased j)roportion reach old age, which
they claim is the real test by which to deterni-

me whether the race is retrogratling, or ad-
vancing.

The argument that the, same influences
whicli prolong weak lives do not prolong the
strong lives and add many years to old age.

is not only illogical, but absuid. AYe learn
from history that in Sweden, where the same
hygienic and sanitary measures are taught
and enfqrced, that have constaidly been urg-
ed upon tlie people of America, by the medical
])rofession, that upon careful investigation

the facts show the expectation for life has
been increased for all ages.

If the i-eduction of infant mortality was
the cause of iucreaseil adult mortality in the

next generation, we sliotild see some ti'ace of

its effect in Sweden. If it could be shown
that tlie system which decreases the. per cent,

of infant mortality at tlie same time operates

to increase the rate of mortality in old age,

lho.se gloomy propliets, wiio argue that we are

rapidly approaching a pei-iod where ills ac-

cumulate and “men decay”, would, at least,

be able to show their prophecies rested upon
a surer foundation than on the treacherous

cpiicksands, where they appear to have anclior-

ed it. But happily for mankind, their as-

sertions find no real sanction either in sci-

ence or in authentic history.

Again there are those wlio claim tliat our
asylums are overflowing with inmates, as evi-

dence of race degeneracy. These alarmists

forget tliat the diagnostic ability of the med-
ical jirofession is so improved that evidences

of insanity are more readily discovered than
heretofore, and with the desire to improve
these unfortunates by giving them the ad-

vantages of institutional treatment, which
promises most for them, are having them
committed to eleemosynary institutions.

It is a known fact tliat medical science has
in t^he jiast few years made such rapid strides

in accurately finding out what ails the sick,

tliat what formerly appeared to be mental
and moral weakness is now known to be due
to physical ailments. Dr. Ferrell of the

Boekefeller Sanitary Fommi.ssion, says,

“Hookworm is one of the most common, most
insidiously harmful diseases known to man,
that many dls which were formerly attribut-

ed to mental and moral weakness of whole
bodies of people, are now definitely known to

be due to this infection, and curable with its

cure.” Its eradication, medical science has

already demonstr.ated, is not only possible,

but easily accomplished by proper hygienic

and sanitary measures at a merely nominal
cost.

This means much to more than half the

American ’people. It means that a great class

of j)eople who.heretofore, have been regarded
as imbeciles, degenerates and perverts who
have been burdens on society, will be, and are
being rapidly cured of tlieir physical afflict-

ions, and restored to normal useful and hap-

py citizenship, able to play well tbeir part in

the great drama of life, ami leave behind
them an improved and strong progeny.
Tiiis result accomplislied, as it soon shall be,

should convince these pessimists who are con-

stantly declaring the human race is rapidly

drifting towards degenei'acy and consequent

race extinction, that they are in dread of

evils that will never occur.

Some of the physician’s critics are assert-

ing that doctors do not make their voiees

heard enough in “guiding and influencing
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public opinion in those matters Avherein its

members can speak with authority
;
that they

more often see behind the curtain than others;

that they know more than others about the

secret causes of sin and sorrow, the delicate

influences by which the soul and body affect

each other; the mysterious and melancholy
trammels of morbid heredity.” We refer

these critics to the constant and unselfish

work of the profession, not alone in the great

centers of medical learning, but in the more
remote ditsriet as well.

We have but to point them to the brilliant

achievements of medical science in the recent

past, to convince them that the science of

medicine has not only kept pace with every
other science, but has out-stripped them all.

As the custodians of public health, physici-

ans have always regarded that the happiness

of the human race, its pi’osiDerity and longev-

ity was intimately connected with the science

of medicine, and enhanced in i^roportion to its

successful development, and have been devot-

ing their unselfish lives to the betterment of
all mankind, with the result that no period
in the world’s history shows more progress

toward freeing men, women and children

from the blighting hand of disease than the

present.

To-day, as never before, the voice of the

physician is heard all over the land, directing

the way of escape from tuberculosis, typhoid
fever, diphtheria, scarlet fever, pneumonia,
malaria, the bubonic plague, and all other con-

tagious and infectious diseases.

The i^rofession should be conceded a par-
donable pride in the successes and triumphs
it has achieved in the recent past, in stamp-
ing out the deadly diseases in the Canal
Zone, that once uninhabitable land, not only
making it a fit home for man, but the con-
struction of the Canal, now an accomplished
fact, possible.

Yellow fever, the great scourge of our beau-
tiful South, has been erased from the map by
the science of medicine, although it required
the actual sacrifice of lives of members of our
profession to accomplish it. AVorking under
the Rockefeller foundation for eradication of
Hookworm in the South, Kentucky physici-

ans in the past two years have made more
than 82,000 examinations.

The work of county dispensaries has been
far reaching, having made more than 50,000
microscopic examinations and instituted more
than 13,000 treatments. The State labora-

tory has not been idle, it has examined more
than 26,000 specimens. Physicians through-
out the entire Statt; have reported the treat-

ment of more than 45,470 cases of hookworm
disease, and have constantly been busy teach-

ing sanitation and hygiene by distributing

pamphlets, bulletins, contributing articles to

the daily press, as well as delivering public
addresses on health subjects in school houses
and churches, in almost every city and ham-
let throughout the entire State.

As a result of this useful work on the part
of the profession in this State, statistics show
there has been a decrease in the death rate of
all preventable diseases

;
although but two

short years have elapsed since this concerted
action w^as begun, a decrease is noted of 297
in the number of deaths from typhoid fever,

and 529 from tuberculosis.

Not satisfied with these splendid achieve-

ments, but recognizing that the toll of life

was still far too great in the State under ex-

isting conditions, physicians framed and
caused to be introduced in the last State legis-

lature a bill providing for a whole time health

officer in every county in the state, whose sole

duty should be to look after the health of all

the people all the time. This health officer

to he a reputable licensed physician of scien-

tific attainments. This bill passed the lower
ho;ise, but from some unknown influence, was
strangled in the Senate. This bill was con-

ceived and born in that pure altruistic spirit

which has always characterize.! the medical

l^rofession. It was 'veil knc vi' by the profes-

sion ever '.'where, !hat if th'e measure Avere

ena'ted irJo law <.].d put in motion it would
conserve the State’s most valuable asset—the

health of all the people, bringing prosperity

and happiness, as avcII as unnumbered years

of life to the human race; that it Avould pro-

tect men, women and children from the raA'-

ages of preventable diseases and those fright-

ful epidemics that annualK scourge our land

carrying Avith them many of the best sepci-

juens of young manhood and AAmmanhood, as

well as snatchin" from the mother’s breast

her infant, leaving her to sit in the Aveeds of

mourning on the grav'e of her best hopes.

Nothing daunted by this rebuff' of the hiAV

making jjower, the i)iofession is carrying tins

Jiieasure before the people instructing them,

as to its life-saving power and the blessings

that Avo'.dd come to each and CA’cry one by the

passage and enforcement of such a law. Of
all the hiAvs appearing in our Statute books.

non<' means half so much to the people and
the State as this proposed measure. It nfeans

that a specially qualified man would be

among them all the time teaching correct

methods of living. hoAV to escape diseases and
all those };ei'nicious influences that are con-

tinou.sly gmiAving at everA' vital process of

mankind, deiiriving tliem of all opportun-

ities to develop into I'obust man and woman-

hood.

The medical profession lias ahvays regard-

ed itself as the guardian of the public health.
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fiiul iins unf!ineliing]y addressed itself to

every ineasare tliat would ini])rove the physic-

al inai), and l>y so doing, would likewise im-

prove the moral and ijitelleetual man.
Tile voice of the physician has constantly

been heard directing the way of escape from
decadence and premature death, with the re-

sult that to-day the world is wiser and better

than at any previous period in its past his-

tory.

The present high physical, social, moral
and mental status of our American citizen-

ship rests to-day on surer foundations than
ever before, and inspires us with ardent hope
that yet better things and greater develop-

ments in all that goes to make up a model na-

tion of self-governing people await us in the

future.

Neither the sarcastic reproaches of critics,

the empty prophecies of theorists, nor the dis-

mal warnings of pessimists, nor all combined
can stay our onward march to a higher dis-

tiny. As we hail with delight the present

happy conditions so prouiotive of the useful-

ness, prosperity and happiness of our fellows,

we confidently gather within tlie horizon of

our faith, that as the ages go on, our race will

vontinue to advance all its standards, till they
float over an ideal citizenship, not only in our
own, but ui every land, where liberty regu-

lated by law, has a sure abiding place.

Placental Blood for Transfusion.—A patient

with pernicious anemia received three intraven-

ous injections of defibrinated blood, and one in-

jection in the gluteal muscles, with remarkable
results. Rubin's patient was a woman, aged 55

years, with a general history and blood-picture of

a typical pernicious anemia. Red blood-cells,

1,100,000; poikilocytosis; megaloblasts
;

megalo-

cytes; morpholdasts; leukocytes, 0,500. She had
frecpient attacks of dyspnea and tachycardia.

Slie received C ounces of defibrinated fresh pla-

cental blood, mixed with an equal amount of nor-

mal sodium chlorid solution, making a total of
12 ounces. This was injected through a vein in

tlie flexure at the elbow, the blood being kept at

about body teperature. The red blood-cells in-

creased 400,000 in less than twenty-four hours.

The patient showed signs of immediate improve-

ment. There was no dyspnea nor tachycardia.

A week later 16 ounces of blood in normal salt

solution were again injected intravenously in the

other arm, but after 10 ounces had run in, ex-

travasation took place and blocked the vein, so

tlie balance of 6 ounces was injected in the

gluteal region. The red cells increased 200,000

within twenty-four hours. A third injection of

16 ounces of blood in normal salt was made a

week later, increasing the red cells 500,000 in

twenty-four fours. The patient’s general con-

dition improved even more than the blood.

ORATION IN MEDICINE

A BROTHERnOOD OP DOCTORS.*

By Wm. Aubrey Poole, Henderson.

AVe are sometimes told that in the ancient

civilization men did many things better than
we do them now, and that at the best we
ought to recognize what we consider discov-

eries are mostly but rediscoveries.

Recent discoveries by Assyriologists have
moved the beginnings of things medical much
farther backward than we had believed. Evi-

dences of Assyrio-Babylonian medicine have
been traced as far back as four or five thou-

sand years before Christ. About 2200 years
before Christ medical laws were codified, and
one of the interesting things Ave find at this

time is that fixed fees were established for

certain operations, indicating that at this

early date the medical men recognized the

importance of co-operation and there prob-
ably existed at that time an association of

doctors, and perhaps a strong, binding broth-

erhood.

The writings of Hippocrates were evidently

influenced by the Assyrian and Egyptian
writings. Evidences of continuity have been
found also between ancient Indian medicine
and the Assyrio-Babylonian; therefore, may
we not conclude that Hippocrates was influ-

enced by history or traditions of the ties of

brotherhood at this ancient time, when he
wrote the “Hippocratic Oath,” in which af-

ter appealing to the gods by name as wit-

nesses to his supreme purpose and his ideas of

professional obligations, he uses this language,
“1 will keep this oath and this stipulation to

reckon him who taught me this Art equally

dear to me as my parents, to share my sub-

stance ivith him and relieve his necessities, if

required, to look upon his offspring in the

same footing as my own brother.

This oath bound all who sought to practice

the noble healing art in the most rigorous

bonds of honor and brotherhood.

After the Hippoeratean period we do not
find much evidence of medical organization

until the lime of Galen, of whom has been
said, “He was a man furnished with all the

anatomical, medical, and philosophical knowl-

edge of his time. He found the medical pro-

fession split up into a number of sects, medic-

al science confounded iinder a multitude of

dogmatic systems, the social status and moral
integrity of physicians degraded. He ap-

pears to have made it his object and practical

skill, to bring back the unity of medicine as it

had been understood by Hippocrates, and at

Read before the KeiiUick.v Slate Medical Association,
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tlie Association, the

oSS

the same time to I'aise the dignity of medical

practitioners.”

AVliile medical science i-emained almost

stereotyped for thirteen hundred years after

(lalen's time, there were many dogmatic sys-

tems brought into existence during this period

and occasionally bits of progress and of or-

ganization, when a sufficient number of medic-

al men associated themselves together to

establish schools would often develop advanc-
ed thought as did the Alexandrian school

which surpassed ds Greek original in the

study of anatomy.

Then Panins Egineta, who probably lived

in the early part of the seventh century,

brings into prominence the Byzantine school

by his great work on obstetrics and surgery,

which are really the foundation and chief

source of surgical knowledge to Europe in the

middle ages.

The school of Salerno and the Arabian
School about the middle of the 11th century.

Then iUontpelier became distinguished for

the practical and imperieal spirit of its med-
icine.

The University of Paris, Bologna, and Pa-

dua were early distinguished for medical
studies.

Paracelsus (1490-1541) in Germany, made
a clean sweep of nearly the whole of dogmatic
medicine, ignored the teaching of Galen, but

spoke with respect of Hippocrates, and found-
(h 1 a system of his own.

In 1628, Harvey discovered the circula-

tion of the blood and from that time modenr
medicine took its rise.

Then came the organization of the iMedical

Society of London in 1778.

Jenner discovered vaccination and pre-

pared the minds of men for the ideas of

Pasteur, Lister, and Koch.

IMedical and surgical science are making
more rapid strides of advancement to-day

than at any time in the history of the world,

but when we ask ourselves Avhat was the real

beginning of this unprecedented progress in

this country, we must answer the organization

of the American iMedical Association.

This thought reminds iis of iMephisto-

pholes’ ob.servation “that the human mind
merely advances spirally and reverts to a

spot close to its origin.” The original organ-

ization of the American iMedical Association

was simply an Association of Physicians, but

the real triumph came after the reorganiza-

tion and there Avas formed a brotherhood
nearer like that which existed in the time of

Hippocrates.

Thus it will be seen that whenever thei’e has

been adAumceinent made in medicine, there

existed at the same time an Association of

Doctors. The closer

gi’eater the progress.

One Avay in Avhich such brotherhood Avould
help us now is in the collection of fees. Not
by blacklist, but as Dr. iMcGormack says, by
substituting common sense plans of coopera-
tion, ideas of a real community of interests, of
practical, kindly helpfulness, in the place of
tlie habit of faultfinding, jealousy and aloof-

ness, which is still as easy to find as it is dis-

graceful betAveen the physicians of many com-
munities. We Avould try to help raise the
earning capacity of the average member by
making him a better practitioner and a bet-

ter man by means of persistent post-graduate
study ami by the influence and example of
the higher grade members, and in such inter-

course as comes in daily practice, and then
in leading him to the adoption of systematic
business metliods, and aiding him in other
ways in securing better compensation, by edu-
cating the people that the greatest investment
any community can make is to provide Avell

for the men Avho guard their health. Again
“a community which keeps its doctors in pov-
erty, Avill have a large portion of its people
die prematurely.”

Dr. W. J. IMayo said: “A physician owes it

to himself, to his family, to his profession and
especially to tlie community at large to man-
age his finances Avell, otherwise, he cannot
jiursue his studies and give to the sick his

liest efforts, Avdiich they have a right to expect
and demand. No sensible man enters on a

medical career Avith a vieAV of making money.
I have never known a physician Avho has be-

come rich from this source and it is better so,

for beyond that reasonable competence Avhich

leaA'es him free to pursue his life AA’ork, the

care of money interferes Avith the highest aims
of the true physician, and fcAV Avho have
been burdened Avith AA'ealth, have reached
their ideal in a calling Avhich makes no dis-

tinction betAveen the rich and the poor.”

Benjamin Franklin thus emphasizes this

idea: “It is more .difficult for a man in Avant

to act honestly than it is for an empty sack

to stand upright.”

Since through the secular pre.ss is unques-
tionably the easiest Avay to. reach the laity,

and since it is the duty of the medical profes-

sion to insti'uct the public and protect them
as much as possible from ([uacks and impos-
ters, it is evident that aa’c should, Avithout vio-

lating medical ethics, have some legitimate

means of reaching the neAvspapers.

Dr. Crile says, “It is obviously absurd to

suppose that communication Avith the press

can be severed. Even if it could be, it is de-

sirable to keep all meilical iieAVS from the pub-
lic? Tlie press is or may be beyond doubt the

most po'.verful means of influencing public
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opinion in tlio beneficent lines so nuicli de-

sired by all medical men—the teaching of

hygiene, pnl)lic health, sanitation, preventive

medicine atnl other snbjects of general inter-

est and benefit.

Adams says: “.Mnch can be done in the

health education of the pnblic, whether in

cancer, tnl'crenlosis, in the venereal plague,

in the epidemic diseases, by lectures; more
can be done by the ’iiagazines; but the uni-

versal agency of popular education is the

daily press.”

Information given by real physicians
would protect the pultlic from “Twilight la-

bors,” “Viava Treatments” and “Cancer
Cures.” And it would have kej)t the English
Parliament from granting -Ioanna Stephens
5.()()0 pounds for worthless pi'escriptions in

1788, and the great United States Senate from
making such uniieard of report on the pre-

tenses of Frederick Franz Friedman in 1912.

For want of a more feasible scheme of

hriuging about association with the press I

am going to give the suggestion of Dr. Pettit,

of Illinois: “A Bureau of iMedical informa-

tion can be organized, which shall furnish in-

formation to the press free, and also censor

advertising matter. This will simply be en-

larging a function of the association which is

now operating on a comparatively small scale.

This service is now being performed by the

Journal of the American Medical Association
on the request of a few of the leading news-
papers and other periodicals which are pio-

neers in thjs movement. The best means of

carrying this method into effect is a mere mat-
ter of detail, which a little experience will

soon develop. A very good plan is to organ-
ize a press bureau under the direction of the

Committee of Health and Public Instructions,

and the diities of which will be to supply the

ju’ess with medical news and censor medical
advertisements—or what may be a better

plan will be to supply the press with medical
news and information bureau under the di-

rection of the advertising departments of the

Journal of the American Medical Association.

The wisest of inen in all the generations

agone were too few to stand alone. And
while at times God himself had invested and
equipped in the mentality of some created

man a genii;s, it was but the message of

heaven through him as its apostle to send the

news of discovery and invention to the

world. He was but the medium transmitting

from diviner sense the interpretation God in-

tended for the benefit of humanity.

Even when he was a divine messenger, the

( .xperience of history tells us that he needed
the co-ordination of man, though his inferiors

and their cooperation only made the more ef-

fective the divine message sent from the

skies. No one man is big enough, there never

was a man big enough to bring that message

alone to the world. Christ himself was aided

by his Apostles. Christ with all the power of

his divinity, has tlu-ough nineteen centuries

failed, I speak it with reverence, to communi-
cate to an unbelieving world the message he

bore from Heaven.

History teaches us that through co-opera-

tion, through co-ordination, our best lessons

are taught, and oi;r best results are felt and
effected. Without co-operation, without co-

ordination. without association, you create

simply the egotist, nursing to him.self his fond

and exclusive knowledge, which but leads to

mistakes, to confusion utter, when if he had
considted with and taken the advice of his

fellowman along the line with the same
thought, he might not only have developed a

brilliant conception, but he might though to

his own confusion, yet to his greater satisfac-

tion, learned the folly of his own fancy or be

assured of a successful remedy or benefice to

the race.

It is true that sometimes some great genius

gives to the world the result of his own find-

ing and absti’use reflection and study, a great

and notable fact upon which hinges the bet-

terment of all the race. To his confusion, at

times, when unsupported by the able leader-

ship and association of men whose lives are

devoted to the conquest of the same subject,

or accomplishment, he is baffled for a time by
the ridicule and scoffing of the ignorant multi-

tude, but the very publicity of his findings or

discovery, when through the means of the

lay press it reaches the ear and the mind of

greater intelligences devoted to the same
quest, at last gives him his splendid support

and the world reaps the benefit of an exclus-

ive study, which might have been laughed to

scorn and lost in the ignorant contempt of

the multitude.

History abounds with instances of men, who
alone and independently, yet too fatally, have

been led into vulgar error by their own con-

ceit and egotism.

I am reminded as Plutarch tells us in his

Life of Cato, though a great Roman Senator

and one of the most philosophic statesmen of

the Roman Empire, was obsessed with his

own knowledge, I would rather say, his own
ignorance, of the physician’s great mission

in life. He advised his son to beware of all

physicians and added that “he himself had
written a little treatise in which he had set

down his method of cure, and the regime he

prescribed when any one of his family fell

sick. He never recommended fasting, but al-

lowed them herbs with duck, pigeon, or hare,

such kind of diet being light and suitable for

sick people, having no other inconvenience
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but making them dream. And that witli

these remetlies and this regime be preserved

himself and his family.” But his self-suf-

ficiency in this respect went not unpunished,

for he lost both his wife and his son, being all

of his family.

This independence of thought and action

has obsessed the individual from the very

dawn of our historical knowledge. Edward
the Confessor was a healer of the sick and re-

stored the sight of the blind. Jt was he who
first used the healing benediction, which he

left to succeeding royalty so that even the

jiious Charles 11 touched 8,500 of his afflict-

ed subjects and 100,000 in the course of his

reign.

This we learn from Knight’s History of

England, so that the crowned head, in his

royal robes, was obsessed with a fantasy,

which benights the undivine and unpatented

intellect of the present day, and we hud men
in this day of enlightenment, when the med-

ical press, when the lay press, when the lec-

ture platform, when the interdependent re-

search of associated men, weigh, measure,

and condemn or laud the discovery of some

genius, though it l)e an accident, giving with

richest charity to all the world the benehee of

tbeir hndings.

1 can conceive of no created man whose

mind is higher than that of the great, leanied

unselfish physician, llis highest honors come
in his successes and victories in baffling dis-

ease. llis greatest blessings, and his highest

crown, is in seeing the race of humanity
benefited by one thought, one effort of his

own, though it be dispensed and be distrib-

uted through the hands and the minds of his

fellow associates in his profession.

The old maxim “A wise physician, skilled

over ills to heal, is more than armies to the

public weal.” The greatest achievements of

the nineteenth century in medicine and surg-

i-y is the co-ordination and co-operation, find-

ing its best expression in the organized so-

cieties with which our land at this particular

time is blessed. Had there been such organ-

ization in the time of Cato or in the time of

Edward the Confessor, how each, though

great and high in the esteem of their fellow-

men, would have been laughed to scorn and
dismissed with pity had the organized and co-

operative mission of the living, cultivated,

and learned physician denounced at the time

these vile and ignorant quackeries.

No man can live unto himself and for him-

self alone. The party or the church must be

made up of many minds and the individual

must recognize early the lesson that success

of any organization is upon this principle; in

essentials, unity; in non-essentials, libert}^

each individual siii'rendei'ing much to the

judgment of the majority secures the success

of the cohesive whole.
‘ The crest and crowning of all good.

Life’s final star, is Brotherhood.”
—Edward Markham.

ORATION IN SURGERY

TUMOR EOTLAIATTON IN PLANT AND
ANIAIAL LIFE; ITS RELATION TO

FREQUENCY OF CANCER
' IN AIAN.*

By A. D.win AYif.MOTiT, Louisville.

I would indeed l)e ungrateful if I did not

at this time ex])ress to you and to this Society

my deep ai)proeiatiou of the high honor con-

ferred on me by making me your Orator in

Surgery for this meeting. An honor coveted^

enough by those of more mature years, to

make it an especial honor when falling on one

of mine.

In this age of rapid progress when the per-

son who says a thing can’t be done, is inter-

rupted by some one doing it, nothing that has

felt the tOiich of the hand of man has made
more rapid strides than the Science of

Aledicine. It has moved from the sphere of

“hoodoism,” to frighten away the evil spir-

its as practiced by savages, to an exactness.

This has been done by a profession who num-
bers within its folds, men who are as loyal,

true, and brave, as ever marched to sound of

fife and beat of drum. Ours has been a quiet

march amidst sickness, pain and death. No
martial music cheers us on, but our inspira-

tion comes from the tnie physician’s burning
desire to lessen the sorrow wdth which he

comes in contact each day and hour.

As does the lighthouse on the English Chan-
nel bear the inscription, “To give light and
save life,” so also does our motto read; “To
save life, restore function, and relieve suffer-

ing.”

How easy it is to adapt one’s self to sur-

roundings of every day life.

While the entire civilized nations of earth

are watching the Alexican situation and stand
aghast, when during a battle in far away
Europe 4:,000 or more are slain, while the en-

tire Southland is watching with interest the

Bubonic Plague in New Orleans with only a

few recoi'ded as its loll, there is and has been

around and about us an enemy that numbers
for its toll each year, in the United States

Read before the Kenluch.v Slate Medieal Association.

Newport. Se|)leml)er 22-25. 1914.
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alone, more than 75,000 souls. I refer to

cancer.

Cancer is of greater frequency at ages over

40 than tuberciilosis, pneumonia, typhoid fe-

ver or digestive diseases. One person in

eleven dies of this malady. One woman in

seven and one man in eleven over 35 years

of age is attacked by this disease. Largely
through ignorance and iieglect, cancer now
proves fatal in over 90 iier cent, of the at-

tacks, excluding a small per cent, of epi-

theliomas seen and removed early. In 1913,

cancer killed 75,000 people in the United
States. Of this number 30,000 died of cancer

of the stomach and liver, 12,000, cancer of the

uterus and other organs of generation, 7,500

from cancer of the breast and about 25,500

from cancer of other organs and ])arts. This
disease res])ects neither race, creed nor social

position. It is the common enemy of all man-
kind attacking rich and poor alike.

AVe were taught at one time that cancer
was only to be found where civilization went,
but a careful study of the question in all its

phases proves this to be erroneous. Cancer is

commonly observed in the Savage Isles, and
according to governmental reports is present
in both plant and animal life, and alarmingly
on the increase along all lines.

Only a few years ago before A^ital Statis-

tics 'were thought important enough to be men-
tioned, let alone placed on our Statute Books,
Ave would have denounced as an untruth the
cold fact, “and a fact it is,” that of the avo-

men aa’Iio liA'e to be 45 years of age one in

CA^eiy five must die of this loathsome disease
in some form.

If a storm, flood, or rapidly fatal epidemic
should Avithin a comparatiA^ely short time de-

stroy the population of this little city, what
excitement, sorrow, and grief 'AA'ould exist in

the hearts of innumerable people directly and
indirectl.y interested.

The daily press through its many and va-
rious a.ssoeiated press agents, would herald
wide the TmAvs., and scarcely an issue from
Alaine to California and from the Great
Lakes to the Gulf Avould roll from the rapid
jmess but what AA'ould have in blazen type on
its frontice page some such headlines as

:

“Horrible Disaster,” “The Great Calam-
ity” Yet in the quiet march to certain
death there proceeds this hour a number two
and a half times larger than this city, and
nearly one fourth as large as Louisville or
Cincinnati. To this number twice as many
more as die each year mu.st be added to

reach the great mass that is afflicted, and no
attention js ])aid by the laity, the press, or
the !)ulpit and may 1 say practically none
by the i)rofession as a whole.

Aside from the regrets of friends, the sor-

row and solicitude occasioned in the homes
of the afflicted, there occurs to the nation a

monetary loss estimated at $1500 for each

death
,
or total of $102,500,000; to this must

be added the Avage earning power of the

individual for at least 3-4 of a year before

death, reckoned at $1.00 per day, also $1.50

per day for food, nursing, medicine and at-

tendance, making a sum of nearly $154,000,-

000 lo.«s yearly. To this the loss of a father’s

advice and a mother’s love must be added,
Avhieh are inestimable.

As a profes.sion holding the lives of the

nation in our hands, are we c(jual to the cry
of human .souls to .save them from this

malady? If histoiy is to be belie\'ed, A\dth

the cooperation of the laity, much can be
done. Smallpox has been mitigated until it

no longer claims its thousands in death and
disfigurement. Yellow fever has been driven
from our shores, malarial controlled and the

Panama Canal made possible, thanks to a

member of our profession, Col. Gorgas.

Even with the Avaters of the Bay of Kot-

terdam so thoroughly impregnated by chol-

era vibrio as to enable the bacteriologist to

obtain almost a pure culture yet no fear is

felt of invasion. AVhat a triumph for

medicine.

AVhile AA'e are no nearer the essential

cause of cancer than we AA^ere a century ago,

eating of tomatoes doAvn to fish and other

meats, we have established certain truths,

Auz : the prevalence and duration of cancer
and Avhat constitutes a favorable soil upon
Avhieh this condition begins its groAvth, and
some of the things at least, that influence its

growth.

PREVALENCE.

AVho of US knew, only a few years ago, that
the pearl Ave so much prized, was the product
of an abnormal groAvth in its hosts, such
growth being the direct result of irritation,

so also many tribes of fish are attacked in

the hatcheries by rapid cancer formation, in

spite of Governmental efforts.

In the Auckland Society Trout Hatchery
Bonnett (Berdiner Kliniche AVochenschrift,

1905, page 1435) reports more than 3,000
cases of cancer in four months.

Lizards, rejAtiles, birds and frogs suffei’

frc(|ucntly from cancers, as does the horse
and many domestic animals. Aluch interest-

ing and valuable Avoi-k has been accomplish-
ed in the Chicago Laboratory relatiA’c to

heredity and transmissibility of cancer in

mice and I'ats. The findings and conclus-

ions ha AX' been severely (|uestioned both at

home and abroad, yet they cause you to

think seriously ami the Avork was thought
Avell enougli to be awai'ded first ])rize this

year at the meeting of the American Aledical
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Association at Atlantic City. How inucli

direct bearing this has on cancer in man re-

mains to be seen. It at least proves the fre-

quency, and the selection of special tissues

which conform to those in man.
Turning to plant life we find many va-

rieties of fruit trees are destroyed by a ma-
lignant growth produced in the host by irri-

tation frojji stings of various insects, a can-

cer to that tree.

The beautiful carnation, the favorite

flower of one of America’s honored sons, suf-

fers at its most vital point from a growth re-

sulting from irritation and conforming to the

sarcoma in man.

The sugar-beet industry is now being
threatened not only in Europe but in this

country as well, by crown gall, or i^lant

cancer. So destructive has plant cancer be-

come that the Department of Agriculture
through Erwin G. Smith, pathologist, in

charge of Laboratory and Plant Pathology,
issued in 1911 and 1912 bulletins, giving in

detail the finding of their investigations and
after a most careful study, concluded that

plant cancer contained the following points

of morphological likeness to animal tumors.

(1)

. A peripheral growth of tumor cells,

out of preexisting tumor cells, with absence

of any capsules or well defined limit to

growth. The growth is injurious and extra-

physiological and exactly as in human
cancer, the cell itself is the only visible

parasite.

(2)

. The existence of a well-developed

supporting stroma.

(3)

. The formation of tumor strands

which extend the primaiy tumor in various
directions.

(4)

. The development of these tumor
strands into secondary tumors, Avhich have
the stnxeture of the primary tumor even
when they are located in other organs.

(5)

. The existence of giant cells, i.e. cells

which contain several nuclei, and of rapidly
I)roliferating anaplastic cells.

(6)

. The occurrence of many anitotic nu-
clear divisions and of occasional abnormal mi-
totic divisions.

A needle prick will produce enough stimu-

lus in these plant cells to give rise to a mass
of soft tissue which is not encapsulated, the

cells of which infect other cells. So the pro-

cess goes on indefinitely. This behavior of

cells corresponds exactly to our views of ma-
lignancy in the human body. How carefully

do we guard the rougli handling of the sup-

posed cancer hreast in making an examina-
tion to say nothing of the care that must be

e.xercised in any attempt at removal. This

.same gentleness holds true of cancer in all

parts of the body.

h'rom time almost immemorial irritation

has been recognized as the one thing most
often producing rapid and uncontrollable di-

vision of cells. Some of the most striking ex-

amples of what in-itation will do, are seen in

the cancer of the chimney sweep, and in the
mouth resulting from a rough and jagged
tooth.

In cancer of the breast, all statistics tend
to show that women who have borne children
compose nearly 90 per cent of the cases.

Again in cancer of the uterus those who have
extensive tears following delivery are the
ones later in life to succumb to malignancy
beginning in the cervix.

Bainbridge has shown instances where
omental bands drawn snugly over the gut,

had beneath them a cancer in the intestinal

wall. At least very suggestive that the can-
cer owed its origin to this irritation. So also

are the Kangri burn cancer of the Kashmir
natives examples of irritation as a possible

cause.

Can anyone doubt for a moment that if the
Kangri fire baskets were not worn by the na-
tives of Kashmir, that this particular form of

cancer would exist. So also must the smoker
pay with his life, the price for the irrita-

tion of his lips, likewise, the natives of Izidia

for the use of the Betel nut. Every cancer
has as its beginning some form of irritation

producing a precancerous lesion or stage.

Does this line of thought, looking toward
the solution of the cancer problem, apply
with equal force to internal as well as ex-

ternal malignancy?

A study of living pathology made possible

by the introduction of asepsis and anesthesia

teaches us that all precancerous conditions

depend upon irritation either external or in-

ternal.

i\Iany surgeons for years have proven the

dangers of gall stones in irritating the gall-

bladder, showing that those who persist in

keeping them, have eight times the chances of

ileath from cancer as those who have them
removed.

As the mortality from earl.v removal is less

than 1-2 per cent., this thought should sink

deep into the hearts and minds of the sweet

oil and other medical advocates, and produce

at least an awakening of their consciences.

The stomach which furnishes nearly 1-3 of

all the cancers of the human body has many
sources of irritation, the chief of which is

ulcer. (Lee Paterson’s work on stomach dis-

eases, Wm. AVood & Co.)

Anyone doubting that irritation plays a

large roll in gastric cancer may satisfy his

doubting mind by feeding some rats on cock

roaches infected with nematodes which cause

a chronic ij ritation of gastric mucous mem-
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brane, or '.oake a careful persual of the ex-

haustive study of this particular (piestion as

it api^eared in the Berliner Klinische Wochen-
schrift of Fel)ruary 17, 1913, by Fil)iger.

Kidney ei)ithelial cancers, according to

many, have in most instances as their excuse

for pathological chances the presence of cal-

culi.

E(pially interesting as the above facts, is

the study of cancer duration.

All malignant growths possess the fol-

lowing history before operation

:

(IF The time during which the presence

of the growth does not attract the attention

of the host.

(2)

. The time consumed hy ])atient in

waiting before seeking medical advice.

(3)

. The time consumed hy the physician

in making a diagnosis.

It is imminent to all that nothing can be

tloiie to shorten the first stage, except educa-

tion of the public so tliat regular and fre-

(pient examinations can ])e made and cancers

detected early. To shorten the second stage,

the public must be educated to the fact that

all tumors are curable, that the i)ossibilities

and probahilities of a cure are in direct pro-

portion to the promptness and way treated.

Every one must know the potential dangers

of delay, that a wart on the lip may and does

take on malignancy in a very short time.

The soundness of educating the public has

been tested in Germany by Winter and Yon
Duehrrsen who through the secular press

have sent out warnings to women concerning

cancer of the pelvic organs, with the result

that many consult not only them, but other

i:>hysicians regularly several times a year to

be examined.
The time has come for a social awakening

of the realization on the part of the good citi-

zen, that he is his brother’s keeper, and that

active altruism must supplant selfish inactiv-

ity and indifference. Therefore the time is

ripe to call the laity to our aid, and already
the first steps have been taken toward tliis

end.

The National Association for the Control of
Cancer, organized in New York some time
ago had for its ol)ject the education of the
laity and general practitioner in the splendid
results obtained by early interference. This
education is needed by both the optimistic
laity and the conservative physician, who
when he sees a tumor in the breast says, “Do
nut troiihlc it until it troubles you.” If he
sees it in the spring he says, “Let me see it

again in the fall.”

Take cancer of the breast as example of
V’liat can be accomplished by shorlening Ihe
second period. The woman who subjects her-

S(‘lf to an immediate op(‘ration upon discov-
ery of a tumor in her breast, her chances of

cure are 85 per cent, with a possible 100 per
cent. After the growth has been developed
to where a diagnosis is easy to make, her best
chances of a cure are only 64 per cent in the
adenocarcinoma and if the growth is a more
malignant form only 33 per cent. The dan-
ger is really greater than this for the reason
that the neo])lasm may so extend that no rad-
ical operation can be performed.
To shorten the third stage, the surgeon

must feel the new requirements for diagnosis
and fit himself for the task. The (piestion is

at once a.sked. “Horn can the surgeon acquire
this ability to recognize lesions at sight, with
the naled eyet” In reply may I ask, “Is if

not a fact that surgical technique is in ad-
vance of surgical diagnosis.’” The minutest
details of operating are taught the students
and nothing said about diagnosis, the indica-
tion foi- and contra-indication to operation.
The young medical graduate intoxicated by

the glare of brilliant surgical achievements
during his brief stay in school, is maddened
'with a desire to do surgery. Little or nothing
is known by him of diagnosis; can you won-
der why he fails so often?

The remedy lies in every surgical clinic
giving daily instructions in diagnosis, teach-
ing living pathology. It must have a patho-
logical laboratory in which every case is de-
termined positively, no guessing to be made.
The result to he hoped for in malignant

tumor suT'gery depends entirely upon the
knowledge of living pathology, on the part of
the family physician, who sees the case in its

early stage. It is this knowledge of living
pathology that instills the science into
medicine.

Interpreting living pathology is the lesson
learned at the operating table and the mor-
tuary slab. With it you no longer wait for
terminal symptoms, but are able to study the
infinite changes wrought by disease and to
locate the broken link that severed the chain
of life.

If we are to accomplish anything 'worth the
while in awakening the professioii to a realiza-
tion of duty to their clientele looking toward
the control of cancer, it must be done by
other uiethods than those of the old time
am])hitheatre style of instructions. The doc-
tor of to-day must be one who has been in
active cooperation with those well trained, if

he expects to ac(piire that diagnostic acumen,
the keen eye, the discerning ear, the laclus
erudifis and manual dexterity rcMpiired to

know conditions at sight.

The physician’s knowledge must be so co-

ordinat(‘d and correlated as to be available
for instant use.

Tra.ined pliyiscians, liowi'vei', can do iiolh-

ing unless the public cau be made to umh'r-
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stand the dangers and come earlj^ for an opin-

ion.

In attempting to shorten the second stage of

cancer, viz ; the time consumed l).y the laity

after finding they have a growth l)efore con-

sulting a physician, an education is ahsolute-

ly necessary; just as the wide crusade that

has been made in the effort to control con-

sumption.
This great and commendable work must be

done to such an extent, that the laity will no
longei believe, may 1 say stand for, many
periodicals both secular and religious, pub-
lishing as they now do, in glaring type, mis-

leading, yes, vicious advertisements of .so-call-

ed cancer cures, which rardy or never cure.

Bainbridge was coiwect when he said this

education mirst extend to the medical college,

operating room, to the business office and to

the legislative hall, as well as to the home.

The public has a right to, and a need for,

enlightenment in medical mattei’s. How of-

ten do ive hear those whom we are asked to

treat, discussing freely subjects, that only a

few years ago were never talked of save in the

consulting room.

Take, if you please venereal disease, the

educational dawn of wiiieh is just beginning

to break. Even now iMary’s future husband’s
ailments that he may have had, concern the

correctly educated, and proper thinking girl

more than does his bank account.

In conclusion let me say
;
in Kentucky with

a Health Board active, sending out bulletins

regularly to thousands, let them devote a lib-

eral share of .space to the cancer problem.
Let each physician become a mi.ssionary

among his own people. Ask the pulpit for an
hour four times a year devoted to public

health v;ork. Illustrate your talks, if possi-

ble, by lantern slides. Get the various Wo-
men’s Cluhs to take the matter ;ip and help

to make a world wide crusade, we will then

have won that welcome plaudit, “Well done
ikon good and faithful servant.”

Drop Heart.—(Ireene maintains that contrary

to current belief both drop heart and its chronic

dilatations are extremely common and, indeed

should logically be anticipated in view of our

l>resent knowledge of the musculature of such

hearts.

They have been hitherto overlooked because of

the natural tendency to accept as the normal a

standai’d of measurements far in excess of the

drop heart normal and a failure to apply the sim-

plest of therapeutic tests.

Another cause of general oversight has been

the absence of serious symptoms of incompensa-

tion, apart from dilatation, and the decided

dominance c>f subjective manifestations.

ORIGINAL ARTICLES

THE ANATOi\IY AND PATHOLOGY OF
ACUTE INTESTINAL OBSTRUCT-

ION.

By George A. Hendon, Louisville.

ANATOMY.

There is no more fertile field in medical

science than that which is indicated by the

caption of this article, affording as it does

opportunities alike for the clinician and the

physiologist, also the pathologist. This fact

IS attested by the extensive literature bearing

on the subject. Hence it is impossible for me
to give a complete review of the literature

-within the proper scope of this paper.

The anatomic features are best presented in

the article by Dr. G. A. Monks in the Annals
of Surgery, Yol. 42, page 543. The striking

features of that essay are (a) the relations of

the mesenteric borders to each other with

reference to length-; the attached border shows

but six inches in extent and the free border

twentj^-three feet, thus producing a typical

fan effect; (b) the fact that the unattached

intestine distended is a perfectly straight

tube; (e) the method demonstrated for de-

termining the distal and proximal directions

of a coil of small intestine.

There are certain anatomical traps or
snares in the cavity which imperil the integ-

rity of inte.stinal circulation that deserve

special notice. The upper border of the

mesentery containing the superior mesenteric
artery is responsible for gastro-mesenteric ob-

struction which results in acute dilatation of

the stomach and is now recognized as one of

the po.st-operative complications to be reck-

oned Avith. The experiments of Connor and
Kelling, confirmed by the observations of

Bloodgood and Finney, prove the liability of

the diiodenum to be pinched or kinked be-

neath the mesenteric border in front and the

aorta and A'ertebral column behind and pro-

ducing acute dilatation. The .site of con-

striction may be above or below the ampulla
of Yater. The situation of the constriction

with reference to the ampulla plays an im-

portant role in determining the rapidity of

the progress of constitutional involvement.

The experiments of IMaury upon dogs seem to

]-»oint toAvard a marked toxicity of the retain-

ed biliary and pancreatic secretions.

Again, what is knoAvn as left duodenal

hernia takes place with the inferior mesen-

teric vein and left colic artery bounding the
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neck in front. Hernia into the foramen of

Winslow has been recognized in eight cases;

also hernia through abdominal openings in

the mesentery and broad ligament have oc-

casionally been observed (Moynihan). For a

exhaustive study of retroperitoneal hernia

the reader is referred to IMr. JMoynihan’s ar-

ticle on that subject.

This essay is not designed to deal with

ol)struction produced hy malignant growths,

because that is a chronic variety in the ma-
jority of cases. The ileo-eecal junction is

celebrated as a hot bed of obstruction, the ap-

pendix many times furnishing the constrict-

ing band. A case has been observed by the

writer in which the appendix had become at-

tached by its distal end to the parietal peri-

toneum and impi’isoned a loop of gut, which
resulted in strangulation and gangrene.

At the ileo-cecal junction the anatomical

elements are almost perfect for intussuscept-

ion to occur. A large sacculated intestine

joined by a tubular formation about one-

;enth the diameter of the sac and superim-

posed upon its yielding walls and propelled

in a downward direction by the peristaltic

movements, the relationship of intussuscipi-

ens and intussusceptum is more easily estab-

lished than the statistics seem to warrant.

The ileo cecal valve also furnishes a narrow
strait in which to lodge foreign bodies such as

enteroliths, gallstones, etc. I think it is the

custom of every operator to examine this re-

gion immediately upon opening the abdomen
for obstruction of the bowels. The following

maneouver is advised by Llonks for reaching

and identifying the lower extent of the ileum

:

“Carry the forefinger over the psoas muscle

and iliac vessels keeping the finger tip close

to the parietal peritoneum and so entering

the pelvis. The finger is then turned on its

own axis and hooked upward. The peri-

toneum at the back of the pelvis being follow-

ed carefully in this procedure, the finger usu-

ally goes behind the ileum, entering the cav-

ity on the left side of the mesentery where the

finger comes against the lower end of that

structare
;
the thumb and forefinger close up-

on each other, grasping what is between them.

When this is brought from among the coils

of intestine it will generally be found that it

is a loop of the ileum quite close to the ileo

cecal valve.” Next in the scale of regional

importance is the sigmoid, famous as a site

of volvulus, the omega shape assumed by this

portion of gut especially predisposing to

twists. There is here a woeful lack of pro-

portion between bowel and mesentery. The

tortuousness of the intestine admits of great

extent of mesentery
;
the mesentery springing

vertically from its parietal attachment to join

the concave surface of the bowel arching

above it. This gives the architecture of a

long stem and a sudden wide expansion, an
arrangement vvhicli readily admits of the

expanded portion being set in rotary motion
by the peristaltic wave and twisting the stem
to strangulation. After strangulation has

supervened the intestinal wall becomes charg-

ed with venous blood and gangrenous drops
liuq) into the pelvic cavity.

One other location now and then referred

to as the site of an obstruction is Treitz’ liga-

ment. Here a knuckle of small intestine is

pinched beneath the thickened fold of peri-

toneum which forms the ligament. The va-

rious sites for hernia through the abdominal
wall may also be included in this list of

anatomical traps for the unwary.

PATHOLOGY.

There are three kinds of obstruction: (1)

Obturation; (2) Strangulation; (3) Ileus.

There are always three currents to be reck-

oned with in obstruction: (1) Fecal current;

(2) Vascular current; (3)Nerve current.

The circulation of three structures is involv-

ed in the above proposition: (1) Intestinal

wall; (2) Mesentery; (3) Omentum.
Clinically the subject of obstruction is

broadly divided into acute and chronic. In
this essay only the acute variety is to be held

in mind.
Obturation should be reserved for the class

of cases in which the interference comes pri-

marily from within the lumen of the gut, the

best example of which is found in the entero-

lith or large gall-stone or other foreign body

;

also coprostasis and tumor formation.

At the recent meeting of the American
IMedical Association Hr. Miles F. Porter re-

ported a case and exhibited a specimen of al-

most complete obliteration of lumen by the

gradual hypertrophy of the mucous lining of

the small intestine.

In the case of enteroliths, whether of intes-

tinal or hepatic origin, they generally lodge

in the lower ten or twelve inches of the ileum
and cause occlusion by producing spasm of

the circular muscular fibres rather than by
jamming the gut. Cases are reported of the

enterolith rolling about in the intestine per-

fectly free, while below the gut is closed as by
a band in short siDasmodic stricture of the

gut. The pathology is different when the

holus is arrested at the ileo cecal valve. The
anatomical conditions present a sudden
change in size and shape of the channel

through which the projectile is asked to trans-

verse. The channel has hitherto been cylin-

drical and of fairly regular diameter and the

bolus has largely been adai)ted to those pro-

portions. The ileocecal valve presents diffi-

culties as regards sliai)c and size wliich be-

come insurmountable and a jamming result is
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enfoi'cc'd. Foreign bodies aceidentnlly swal-

lowed rarely eaiise obturation, because any

)uass that can pass the pylonis will traverse

the remainder of the alimentary canal.

CoprosioAif : This contingency is most like-

ly to occur in the sigmoid or cecum, though

it may take ]dace at any part of the colon.

Physiological as well as anatomical features

favoi' these localities. Fecal impaction to the

point of occlusion is seldom seen. I have

never )uet with a (‘ase in my own exjterienee,

nor (io T remember having seen any such re-

ported in the liteimture. I do not refer here

to cases of fecal accnimdation in the pouch

of the rectum. Hair balls and intestinal para-

sites should be remembered as means of in-

testinal occlusion.

Obturation ultimately leads to the next de-

gree of interference, which is strangulation;

f.r it is more logical to say that strangulation

is a contingency which causes arrest of both

currents, blood and fecal. One is indeed con-

fi’onted with a formidable task who under

takes a descri])tion of the numerous and mul-

tiplied factors which i)rodnce intestinal

strangulation.

Voh'uUts: This is most frequently seen at

The sigmoid for reasons already noted. The

t(U‘in is more used in connection 'with a twist

of the -mesentery than a torsion of the in-

testinal tube. In such event as the former the

problem is primarily one involving the circu-

lation of the bowel. I am not prepared, nor

am I permitted by the bounds of this essay, to

enter a discussion of the etiologic mechanics

of volvidns. One who has looked within the

abdoanen with a trained eye has but to reflect

a moment to realize how some disturbance of

relationship may precipitate the disaster. A
case recently came under the writer’s care in

which a farmer, aged 68 years, was assaulted

by a dehorned bull. The infuriated animal

after knocking his victim down continued the

assault by lulling him over and over on the

ground and kneeling upon his chest. In ad-

dition to a dislocated clavicle, fractured breast

bone and several ribs broken, the unfortunate

man had a volvulus of the small intestine.

This was promptly relieved and he made a

])ei-feet recovery. lie died six months later of

jmeumonia.

When the mesentery of a loop of intestine

becomes twisted the nutrition is cut off, but

always enough blood remains to determine

the resulting gangrene, as moist. Ileus (piickly

supervenes in adjacent coils of the intestine

and the well known picture of obstruction is

rapidly ])ortrayed. Torsion of the mesentery

can hardly occur, T think, wdthout one or

more shai'p kinks in the bowel, a factor which

adds mechanical arrest of fecal current to

stoppage of the blood flow. This element.

however, must be eliminated after gangrene
with its ])aralysis supervenes, unless the ap-

posed surfaces become adherent. This is not
probable when the adhesive reaction is not

su.stained. If one recalls the similarity of

the mesentery in form to that of a lady’s fan
one can jTerceive how a I'amifieation or two be-

comes folded ujmn itself as a result of inflam-

matory action carrying along its attached
segment of bowel

2>i’odueing therein acute
turns of the gut and resulting in arrest of

both currents, causing gangrene withoTit

torsion. Such occurrences are not uncom-
monly reported most often in connection with

the sigmoid.

Volvulus inevitably terminates in ileus, and
is esiTecially characterized by extensive gang-
rene of the bowel.

Jniufisiiscrpiioii: This is a pathology of

childhood. Its symptoms are characterized

by insidiousness. The mechanics include an
intnssnscijuens and intnssusceptum

;
the for-

mer receives and embra'Ces the latter. The in-

tnssusceptnm continues to obtrude itself into

the embrace of the intussuscijiiens until the

latter forms a constricting band at the ring of

entrance and complete obturation and strang-

ulation occurs. Cases of intu.ssusceiition have
been known to recover spontaneously by the

constricting ring accouiplishing amputation
of the intruding loop. Specimens four or five

feet long have been exhibited. The favorite

site of intussusception is the ileocecal junct-

ion. The big gut literally swallows the little

one.

The classical factoi's for the jTroduetion of

invagination are too well known to merit ex-

tended notice before this body. If unrelieved

intussusception in engulfed in ileus as a final

termination.

Kinls and Bands: Separate discussion of

each form of this class of interferences would
lead ns too far afield and beyond the scope of

this essay. For the sake of directness, these

blocks will be referred to as obstruction by
constriction and deflection, or it 'might be bet-

ter to qualify by saying elastic constriction,

hinder this classification would fall all forms
of strangulated hernia

;
post-oiperative bands

and adhesions; vestigial bands, anatomical in-

tersections; omental cords and diverticula.

All forms of obstruction and strangulation,

if unrelieved, finally lead to that spectacular

ensemble of pathological synqTtoms known by
the general term of ileus.

Ileus is interpi'eted as an intestinal par-

alysis and arises out of a multitude of causes

aside from mechanical stoppage of the intes-

tinal currents. To appreciate ileus one must
realize the condition as purely an innervation

of the intestinal wall. There are different de-

grees of innervation iTp to complete loss of
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muscular power. The lack of power may be

circumscribed or general. Segments of dif-

feivnt lengths of intestine or separate anato-

mical regions being involved either alone or

successively. This loss of power may proceed
from depressing influences exerted upon the

central neiwous sj’stem and conveyed through
the splanchincs, pneumogastric and phrenic or

local by action upon the contained ganglia

in the intestinal wall. The former is spoken
of as an adynamic ileus; the latter dynamic
ileus. This distinction is of academic intei*-

est only. Among the influences of central

origin the most prominent are sepsis and
shock, also detinite lesions in the brain and
cord. The anore conspicuous local influences

are injuries and infections of the peritoneum
and viscera and the various forms of intes-

tinal obstruction already deserve special no-

tice in this connection. It is also well to ob-

serve that paralysis of a segment of the bowel
will produce obstruction as effectually as a
constricting band or a twist. The gut of ileus

is distended. The distention is, owing to loss

of power in the musculature also accumula-
tions of gas and fluid which occurs in enorm-
ous volumes. The gas is the product of in-

testinal flora, which multiply in geometrical

proportions as soon as a stoppage of the in-

testinal current takes place. The fluid, which
is yellowish, soupy and foul -smelling is the

product' of intestinal secretions morbid in

character and vastly increased in quantity
\inder the stress of relaxation and septic irri-

tation. The consequent stretching of the in-

testinal wall results in circulatory embarass-
ment, in consequence whereof areas of ne-

crosis appear upon the peritoneal surface and
extend their borders, coalescing with each
other until a complete gangrene of a
whole segment of the bowel is established. In
the very beginning of the process the altera-

tion of the structure of the intestinal wall al-

lows the escape of bacteria into the general
cavity, and, under stress of pressure, they are
rapidly absorbed by the laeteals and emptied
into the circulation to poison the blood
stream

iMc'Clure and iMcCallum have shown by
their experiments that death can occur from
absorption of these poisons alone. It is re-

markable how slight a degree of peritonitis

will stop peristalsis in the cachectic and
anaemic. (Muni-ol.

Cannon and IMurphy’s experiments prove
the baleful etfeets of manipulation of the
viscera. There is no single element so pro-
ductive of post-operative ileus as to have the
int(‘stines pawed over by the surgeon and his

assistants. In the same category, but not

nearly so important, is the extensive use of

gauze during the o])eration and afterwards as

a drain. Exposure of abdominal contents is

a powerful factor. I have never seen an
eviscerated patient escape with his life.

AVhen a segment of the bowel is involved re-

verse peristalsis is a phenomena in localized

ileus, the same as if the bowel were occluded.

This reverse peristalsis occurs in all cases of

obstruction and accounts for the persistent

and uncontrollable vomiting so constant a

symptoui in this malady. Ulceration as a re-

sult of the distension in the bowel have been
observed by Kocher, and further confirmed
by IMcCallum of Baltimore. These ulcers ap-

pear ('ll the mucous lining of the gut.

INTESTINAL OBSTRUCTION.

By Geo. A. Hendon, Louisville.

The importance of a study of this malady

can scarcely be exaggerated. There is no dis-

ease, not even cancer, in which an early diag-

nosis is so important. In obstruction we meas-

ure time by hours, in cancer by weeks. Like

cancer it is in the beginning purely a local

disease and its cure involves the simplest of

mechanical principles, ivith the advancement

of time it hecomes systemic and its treatment

involves the most complex of pathological

problems and the prospects of cure fade with

most amazing rapidity. As the diagnosis ex-

ceeds in importance the etiology it will be

primarily considered.

The symptom first to attract attention is

abdominal pain referred to the epigastrium.

The pain is first characterized by intermit-

eney. It is acute, sharp, lancinating. Later

it becomes constant with sharp exacerbations

with closer and closer intervals.

The acute periods being synchronous with

the peristaltic wave. The next symptom of

importance is notably increased borborygmus
due to the violence of the etfort of the in-

testine to force the fecal current past inter-

ference. Next in order of appearance and im-
pox’tance is emesis, which at time of onset
bears a direct ratio to the distance of the
interference from the pylorus. Let us, for

clinical reasons, divide the subject of diag-

nosis into three hour intervals because that is

about the average time after onset the patient
is first seen by a physician, and at the end of
the first three hours the prevailing conditions

are but slightly modified as compared with
initial symptoms. In this first chapter of

physical woe pain is the openin,g paragraph.
Next to pain in point of importance as a symp-
tom and order of appearance is excessive bor-

borygmus. Upon practicing auscultation
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tempotuous sounds are lieard in the cavity in-

dicating tlie struggle of nature in lier effort to

clear the passage. Vomiting is the third im-

portant sign is likely not to appear in the first

interval if the obstruction is below the ileo-

cecal valve, or if the patient has an emiity

stomach at the time of onset or refrains from
taking food after his symptoms begin. If

vomiting does occur, however, the material

will consist, fii*st, of gastric contents, second,

of duodenal contents. I woidd lay special

emphasis upon the presence of any food in

the stomach at the time of onset or subse-

quently as an determining factor of vomiting.

Senn long ago called attention to this fact.

He noted in his experiments on dogs that they

invariably refused food and that vomiting
among them was rare as compared to the hu-

man subject.

The fourth symptom tympany is variable in

the first interval and its absence is not sig-

nificance b\it its presence correlated with the

foregoing does much to complete the picture.

Percussion is of small service in locating the

point of the lesion unless it he an intussuscep-

tion or a tumor.

The collapsed bowel drops into the pelvis

and the distended portion fills the abdominal
cavity, hence a tympanitic note is elicited

over tlie entire abdomen if no ti;mor is pres-

ent.

The fifth symptom is marked inability to

expel flatus. The bowels may move but no
flatus if the obstruction is complete. In this

connection I wish to offer the advice that if

flatus can be expelled strong purgatives are

admissahle, hut should he withheld upon in-

ability of the patient to pass gas. The test is to

give a soap suds enema and if in the expuls-

ion of the enema gas escapes a fair and faith-

ful trial with purgatives is permissahle be-

fore advising operation.

At the end of the second interval, or six

houi’s from the onset, the symptom above d.e-

serihed are exaggerated, especially the tym-
pany. The pulse is materially affected, being
rapid and feeble. The temperature arises to

about 99 degrees or 100 degrees. Respiration

begins to he distinctly thoracic. The vomit
contains more duodenal content.

At the end of the third interval, or nine

hours from onset, exaggeration of preceding
symptoms is well marked and the change is

noted in the character of vomit as containing

a larger amount of snccus entericus from the

jejenum as evidenced by its dark green color.

The stomach at this stage begins to he visibly

dilated, the respiration shallow and rapid,

and pain is quite constant. Tf the obstruct-

ion is the obturated variety the patient shows
but slight degree of muscular exhaustion and
is able to sit np or even walk around the room

if he is otherwise well. At this time there be-
gins decided reverse peilstalsis and the vom-
ited material is larger in quantity, more acrid
and begins to have a fecal odor. Pain is in-

tense and the pulse shows marked signs of
vasomotor disturbance.

After this period is passed, the first twelve
hours, there appears the evidence of systemic
intoxication. By this time the wall of gut
above the obstruction becomes pervious and
allows the intestinal flora to flood the peri-

toneal cavity. The condition of the patient
during the next twelve hours is governed by
his power to resist the poisoning of the toxins.

There is great distension, prostration, cold ex-

tremities, cold nose and copious vomiting of
intestinal contents with decided fecal odor.

Boi’borygnius is lessened or absent.

Suppression of urine sets in and complete
obstipations supervenes. From this time the
contest is fierce between the toxines and nat-

ural forces and the weight of a feather will

turn the tide of battle the wrong way. I shall

not enter a description of the succeeding
twenty-four hours, as it is familiar to every
doctor, and a more harrowing picture could
not he imagined. The clinical picture in the
early stage is much influenced by the charac-
ter of the interference, therefore let us look
now at the pathology v,diich involves a study
of the factors engaged in producing the ob-
struction. Let us remember there are tliree

currents, the cessation of either or all three
may be the elements of obstruction. The
fecal, the vascular, the nerve. In the first

the .symptoms are most insidious. In the sec-

ond the pain and vomiting are most violent;
in the third systemic effects are soonest no-
ticed

;
when all three exist simultaneously the

gravity of the situation is apparent at a
glance. The age of the patient is quite a fac-

tor in determining the character of obstruct-

ion. In children, the variety known as intus-

susception predominates. In adult life ob-

struction by band is most frequent, and in

old people volvulus and enterolith are often-

e.st encountered. By the same tokens we are

enabled to form some idea of the geography
of the lesions. If the siibjeet is a child we
may argue that the condition is one of intus-

susception and the most frequent site is the

ileocecal junction. If the subject is in adult
life, we argue that the ohstimction is most
likely produced by constriction of a band and
the most frequent band is the remains of the

omphalomesenteric duct situated near the um-
bilicus, next in frequency is a degenerate
appendix which serves a band like effect.

If the patient is in advanced life and the

onset 1ms been sudden then torsion of the

iiu'sentery of the sigmoid is most probable if

the onset has been insidious obstruction 'by
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enterolith situnted soinewliere in tlie lower

twelve inches of the ilium is most likely.

1 f the sym])toms occur secondarily to trau-

ma, or recognized intra-abdominal lesion ileus

is most probable. Looking now at the subject

from the etiologic point of view iir a diag-

nostic sen.se; first, if the vomiting, tympany
and borborygmus is disproportionate to the

mu.scular exhaustion and vasomotor disturb-

ance and vital depre.ssion, obstruction of the

fecal current alone is tlie rule.

If thei-e is absence of constipation great dis-

tension, little vomiting, .severe pain and great

prostration, interference with the circulation,

alone, as in mesenteric embolus is a warranted

presumption.

If there are mucus discharges from the rec-

tum with accompanying symptoms and the

presence of a tumor or definite area of dull-

ness intussusception is to be suspected. In

strangulation by band and volvulous all three

currents are blocked, hence the symptoms pre-

sent a compound of the symptoitis mentioned
above. .Morbidity, or what, kdls the patient?

Answer, systemic absorption of toxins. The
absorption takes place from both the mucus
and serous surfaces. The poison is generated

in two ways, (a) by intestinal flora, (b) by
altered glandular secretion. 'That which is

taken in through the serous surface is the bac-

teria derivatives, they enter the peritoneal

spaces through the wall of the diseased bowel
while the glandular secretion remains within

its mucous lining and are absorbed by the

mucous surfaces. The succus enteiflcus is

altered largely in quantity and essentially in

quality, having been converted by the dis-

turbed hormones into a highly pathological

fluid with decided lethal properties. These
properties are seen in its action ilpon the

skin which it burns and excoriates wherever
it touches, but the mucous membranes seem to

enjoy the relative immunity so far as macro-
scopical destruction of tissue is concerned.

It is well to remember that the lethal ef-

fects iiegin to be manifested and exerted long

liefore the vomited material becomes ster-

coraceous. I mention these factors because I

do not believe proper emphasis has hereto-

fore been laid upon their action. In the

event of the gut becoming strangulated and,

in con.se(]uenee, gangrenous, the saprophytes
add their contribution to the sum total of dis-

aster.

J'atholoffy in Brief. The most imiiortant

element to consider under this head is the

wall of the gut above the ])oint of obstruction.

So long as that remains impervious the sys-

temic s.ymptoms are milder and iiisidio\is.

The moment the integrity of the gut is lost,

great vital prostration is apparent; indicating

the wonderful superiority of the serous over

the mucous surface as a medium of ab.sorp-

tion. Ck)ns(‘quently, tlio.se forms of obstruct-

ion that intei'fere with the circulation in the

gut wall are characterized by the more rapid
signs of constitutional toxaemia. It is to be

remembered, however, that blocking of fecal

current by obturation leads to septic throm-
bosis of the mesenteric liranehes in the vicin-

ity, and in consequence a segment of bowel
wall much greater in extent than that direct-

ly pa.ssed upon by the obturating force is

damaged. Hence the advice never to remove
the obturating body through an incision im-
mediately over the place where it is situated.

It is, however, in primary thrombosis of a
mesenteric trunk that the greatest degree of

gangrene occurs.

TREATMENT.

The most important consideration in this

connection is the removal of the bowel con-
tents, thereby relieving pressure from within
upon the wall of the gut, also relieving it from
the chemical effects of the pathological secre-

tions. Taking away these morbid influences

lessens the perviousness of the bowel to bac-
teria.

Therefore, with the idea of evacuation
dominant we begin to consider therapy. Keep-
ing in mind that the importance of evacua-
tion applies oral to the point of obstruction.
Obviously the most accessible portion of the
alimentary canal to reach with that aim in
view is the stomach

;
moreover the stomach is

always above the point of obstruction.

Hence, the first step is to withhold food. I

do not think, however, this should anply to

water, because what water might remain acts

as a dilutant. On the contrary, food of any
kind furnishes a pabulum for bacterial

growth and in the proee.ss of its decomposition
liberates gases which add to the distress of

the patient.

The next step is to empty the stomach by
gastric lavage. This should be done, also as

a prepai-atory measure to operation; for, un-
der ether the patient may vomit a great vol-

ume of acrid fluid some of which enters the
bronchi and produces death by strangulation,

or later, by septic pneumonia. The next step

is to empty the bowel below the stomach and
above the site of inteiTerenee. This, of course,

necessitat(!s an abdonfinal section. With the

abdomen open, if we can liberate the obstruct-

ion and see the bowel contents ]>ass along witli

a peristaltic current Ave have an ideal case,

but too oftcTi paresis has suf)ervened and the

bowel remains as much distended after the

obstruction has been released as it did before.

In that event the course to pursue is plain.

Release the bowel and empty its contents by

introduction of a tube through an incision
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upon its convex border or by inultijile incis-

ions closing the same after the bowel is

eni])tied. This point 1 i-egard as of the high-

est importance because I have never seen a

recovery where the bowels were returned to

the cavity in a state of distension even if the

olistruetion was removed.
When a more complex affair is encounter-

ed our method of procedure should be quite

different. In late cases where great vital de-

])ression supervenes and the least shock is

mortally feared the abdomen shoi;ld be open-

ed under local anaesthesia and the first loop

of bowel to appear is brought out of the

wound and fastened by sutures then opened
for the evacuation of ils contents. If, in

con.se(]uence, the patient improves, the point

of obstruction can be dealt with at a subse-

quent period. In presenting the part of the

subject that deals with the management of the

point of obstruction, I shall not go into detail,

but will refer briefly to the question of re-

section. This question is easily answered
theoretically, but not so, clinically. It is quite

simple to advise that if the portion of bowel
acted upon by the violence which caused the

obstruction has its vitality destroyed it should
be resected. But as yet no one has been able

to set an infallible rule to follow in determin-

ing the viability of the injurc'd bowel. Of
course we know when a gut is black and feels

like leather it is dead. By the same token, Ave

know that when a gut is pink and lustrous it

is viable. But there is a vast territory for

speculation and doubt between these two
boundaries. Therefore, if at operation I can-

not be convinced either way by the well-

known experiment of hot saline apiilication

it is better to pack suspected segment outside

the cavity where it can be watched and re-

sected later if vitality is not restored. An-
other procedure of great value in desperate
ca.ses is to short-circuit the bowel in its

healthy structures above and below the dead
bowel, leaving the affected loop outside the
wound to l)e amputated at a later period.

This method is a great time saver and shock
absorber. In performing the oj)eration as lit-

tle anaesthesia as possible shoukl be used.

This can be reduced to the minimum by in-

jecting the line of incision with cocaine or

novocain solution.

Another ])raetical point is that the amount
of time spent in searching for the obstruction

should not be excessive. The patient should

not be eviscerated. If failui’;' to find the ob-

structed ])oint seems inevital)le on account of

bowel distension this difficulty cau be remov-

ed by emptyijig the bowel as above described.

It is also worth while remembering that the

pelvic cavity contains the collajised bowel or

that below the obstnieted point wdiile the dis-

tendetl bowel or that above the obstruction

occupies the abdominal cavity proper. 1 al-

ways make a median incision unless a tumor
is plainly disccrnable and search first in the
right iliac fossa then beneath the umbilicus
for a iMeckcls diverticulum, then in the sig-

moid region. These are the chief localities

for oostruction. This paper does not contem-
plate the various strangulated herniae that

Iiroduce obstruction or neoplasms or post-

operativ'e or traumatic eondicions. The post

< peartive treatment consists in the Fowler jao-

sition, proctoclysis and gastric lavage and all

the water the patient can retain. And feed-

ing is instituted on the third day after opera-
tion by allowing orange juice and egg al-

bumen. I do not regard enemas or purgatives
either before or after operation as part of the
treatment. But I do include them before
operation as means of assisting the diagnosis.

If a response is made to enema or purgatives
there is no obstruction.

After operation and release of the bowel
movement Avill occur spontaneously as soon as

the gut regains its normal tone.

Uniil it gains its normal tone no amount of

purgatives will avail.

THE .MxWAGE-MENT OF LABOR IN
COUNTRY PRACTICE.*

Bj' O. G. Thornton, Lebanon.

This is a subject which should always ap-
])eal to the general practitioner, because, like

the poor, we always have it Avith us, and be-

cause Ave can not often turn it over to the

s])ecialist and in most cases it is up to us to

make good—and that often by ourselves, so

far as sldlled assistance is concerned.
In times not so A'ery long ago, and in some

instances even iioaa', Ave have been so handi-

capped by ignorance and prejudice in the pa-

tient and her friends, that it Avas hard to do
the right thing or to get the right thing done.

1 am sure tliat most of you have been told

by some Avise old grandmother Avhen you have
suggested that yoii might need to use instru-

ments in the case that they belieA'ed in letting

nature liaAm her course, or Avhen you proposed
to give chloi’oform or something else to alleAu-

ate the suffering have been met Avith the

theory that as it Avas natural for a AA’oman to

suffer thcA' belieAm in allowing her to do so.

It has been ours to do much missionary
Avork in educating those with Avhom Ave come
in contact aw'ay from this ignorance and
prejudice aud there still remains much to be
done.

AVhen fii'st spoken to in regard to attending
a case of confinement, especially in a primi-

*Read before the Muldvaugh Hill Medical Societv.
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para, it is not only well, Out it is noc(‘Ssary,

that we should tell tlie husband some of the

thing's whieh lie should know and some of the

’dangers Avhich are to he avoided, and to im-

press on liim their importance. Of course it

is entirely unnecessary for me to say to you,

a body of modern doctors, that tlie kidneys
and bowels should be looked after, especially

during the last months of pregnancy, but if

your experienci' corresponds with mine I am
sure that you will testify that most of the

cases that you are called on to manage have
entii-ely ignored the kidney function, unless

there has been some pain or Imrning attend-

ing urination, and often the lower bowels are

found loaded with fecal masses. Here lies a

field for more missionaiy work. Another
thing whieh 1 believe every pregnant woman
should have imjiresscd upon her, is the im-

portance of a full bath as soon as labor is on,

and esiiecially of a thorough hath of the ex-

ternal genital oi’gans. Why should the doctor

he so careful of his hands as regards their

sterility, if he is to pass them over a foul

perineum or between filthy labia?

Another field for our labors is in teaching

women how to prepare the bed to protect it

and keep it clean during and after labor.

Practically all of my patients that I attend

for the first time, have an oil cloth or a lot of

otlier junk iinder the sheet and then some lit-

tle stuff on top of it. It seems strange to me
that the idea never seons to have entered their

heads that it is just as easj^ to keep the sheet

clean as it is to keep the bed clean, as the

sheet can afford very little protection to the

bed. With everything on top of the sheet,

some washing is saved, liesides it is so much
easier for the doctor and the patient not to

change everything down to the bed.

Here is the way I would have it, if I can
have time and articles needed. On top of

the sheet piit half a dozen or more thicknesses

of newspaper, stitched to gether if convenient,

and so arranged that they will allow plenty of

room on eitlier side and extend from Avell up
under her shoulders down to h.er feet, and
over this an old clean cpiilt, or an old sheet

of sufficient thickness to absorb practically all

of the liquor amnii and -blood which may
escape, and then have the gown well up under
her shoulders, in order to keep it clean if pos-
sible. IMy I’casons for specifying old things

is that they are better ahsorhants than new
things. I carry an obstetrical pad and use it

oeeasioiiallv Avhen T don’t find the things men-
tioned that T like better. When I use it I al-

ways cover it with something old and soft to

keep it from contact Avith the patient and to

absorb the fluids to keep them from running

OA'er on the bed. T don’t like it because it

puts extra Avork on me to Avash and keep it

clean and it does not cover enough space to

alloAV foi' the moving around tliaf a restless

patient will need.

Now for the examination. T wash my hands
thoroughly and use lubraseptic or earbolized
vaseline i)ut up i)i (‘ollapsible tubes, to lubri-

cate my fingei's and usually introduce two fin-

gers into the Auigina to determine dhe presen-
tation and the position. I don’t use gloves

—

])ossibly it Avould be safer for me and my pa-
tient if 1 did. If 1 find an al)hormal presen-
tation 1 proceed to correct it as soon as pos-
sible.

Just here I Avouhl say that I haAm never
had much luck in seeing eases that the bi-

manual method Avas of any serA'iee to me in

correcting malpositions Avithout the intro-
duction of the hand into the vagina. As soon
as the os is sufficiently dilated to alloAV the
hand to he introduced and after getting the
patient in proper position and giving her
sufficient chloroform that she Avill not resist

luy etforts I introduce my right hand, (al-

ways my right) with my left upon the fundus
of the uterus and supporting it, gradually
Avorking my way up into the uterine cavity
and if it be a shoulder or arm presenting I

push it up as much as possible and then do
what I can Avith the left hand to assist the
right hand in correcting tlie position. I then
search for a foot and make little choice which
it is and gradually make traction. I don’t
care for both feet, but, with the pains make
traction on the one I have, feeling sure the

other Avill folloAv. AVhen the b'reech comes
through the cervix all traction should cease
in order that the chin may be flexed and not
extended. The left hand should be kept on
the uterus and follow it down and assist the
patient in her efforts at a speedy expulsion
of the after-coming head because here lies

the great danger to the life of the child in

breech presentations. Face presentations will

generally take care ot themseh-es, but in all

cases we should do Avhat_A\'e can to have the
chin rotate forward. In A^ertex presentations
that AA’ere r. o. p. or 1. o. p. I have never felt

that my efforts to secure a forward rotation

amounted to Auu’y much, and have had quite

a number Avhere the occiput rotated into the

holloAV of the sacrum, some of which Avere

delivered spontaneously, but most of which 1

have delivered Avith instruments, sometimes
bad lacerations and sometimes Avithout any
laceration to amount to anylliing. When-
ever the os is fully dilat(>(l, and the head is

Avell doAvn, and the jAains are good and coming

from 2 to 5 minutes apai't and have been do-

ing so for Iaa'o hours or over, iu my opinion, it

is lime to use iustrumeuls. Avhetlier rotation

has taken ])lac(‘ oi' not. If used skilfully in-

stead of being a danger to the AAoman, they
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prevent many dangers and often save the life

of the child that wonld otherwise have been
.sacrificed. Not all l)abies that are born dead
sliould be attributed to the use of insti’uments.

Of course the woman and the husband should
always have the matter properly put before

them and their consent secured before re-

sorting to their use, and it would always be a

wise precaution if it were convenient to have
an anesthetist, or a consultant to assist in

these eases. But so far as my jjractice has

been concerned 1 have very rarely enjoyed
this luxury. In my cases some sensible wo-
man who will follow instructions is intrusted

with the chloroform after some instructions

as to how to give it and then, with the woman
across the bed Avith her hips Avell up to the

edge and with a sheet that has been twisted

into a rope from corners at opposite ends and
sides, and passed over one shoulder and un-

der the other and the ends tied around the

legs just above her ankles to support her feet,

either on the edge of the bed, or on chairs

set alongside of same. This method is a great

hell) in controlling the legs in nervous pa-
tients and is of considerable help to the as-

sistants. In my cases forceps are always ap-

plied Avith the Avoman in the dorsal position

and the blades are applied, if I can do it, to

the side of the head and in other cases to Avhat

ever part they can be most readily applied

to. I suppose I haA"e used them in about one
case out of ten, in a practice that has had
from 50 to 75 labors per annum for the last

20 years, and some less than that for seven
years before. I have never had a death Avhere

J had used instruments and had only tAvo

lacerations into the I’ectum. In looking back
over my experience Avith the use of instru-

inents in this number of eases, all of Avhich

I have done unassisted by skilled assistants

excepting a very few in Avhich I have been
called in to assist some other doctor, I have
nothing to say except to congratulate the pro-
fession that Ave have such aids in our Avork,

and to express my most profound sympathy
for those Avho practiced the profession before
their day. I liaA^e seen many cases AA’here I

believe the woman could ha\’e been sa\'ed

some time and considerable pain at no greater
risk if they had been used instead of leaving
it to nature to effect delivery.

There has been in use by the profession in

the last year or so a new method for produc-
ing a vis a tergo that in many cases Avill prob-

ably render the use of forceps Ainnecessary,

that is pituitrin, or extract of the pituitary

body. Thr.t there is a field for this substance

in the practice I am sure, and I am ecpially

sure that like a great many new things that

have been inti-oduced to the profession it Avill

be greatly over-worked. In my hands it has

always been disappointing in premature la-

bors, especially in one Avhere there Avas a ter-

rific bleeding. This Avas a case in Avhich it

Avas to my mind clearly indicated and one in

Avhich I AA'as very much disappointed, get-

ting A’ery little if any etfect from tAvo c.c.

given at two doses. 3Iany times Avhen labor

is slow and the pains seem not to take hold
just right, there is some cause for it rather

than in the pains themselves. Sometimes it

is a failure in the process of rotation, again it

is a rotation of the vertex into the hollow of

the sacrum and occasionally it is a dispropor-

tion in the head and the pelvic passage. Did
you never notice that when tAAm men, Iavo

dogs or tAVo of anything Avere about to fight,

hoAV much more aggressNe one was if the

other began to gh^e Avay a little? It is often

thus Avith the pains—they seem to hesitate to

go Aip against that Avhich is not inclined to

give Avay, but immediately to assert them-
seh’es Avhen progress is being made.

In full term eases Avhero the os is fully di-

lated and the head has descended to the floor

of the pelvis and Avhere Ave sometimes seem to

have reached that period of “AA'atchful wait-

ing” that onl}' needs a little more force from
behind, if one c.c is given you can count on
it acting pi’omptly and energetically AAfithin a

Iieriod of less than ten minutes. Whatever it

does is usually completed Avithin a period of

not over forty-five minutes, hence if the parts

are not already dilated or dilatable you are

going to have a laceration. When it acts it

is poAverful to do good, or harm, and if you
use it Avithout Avisely selecting your cases,

your conscience is liable to lash you, but in

properly selected cases, guarded, if necessary,

Anth chloroform it is a great addition to our
armamentarium. Its indiscriminate use in

all cases of slow labor is not to be commended.
Another reined a' Avhich has been much con-

demned and much commended, depending on
AA'hetlier it Avas spoken of by its enemies (most-

ly those Avho have not used it muchl, or its

friends ( Avho haA^e tried it and learned AA'hen

to use it and Avhen not to use.it), is, heroin
and hyoscine, or, Abbott ^s H. M. C., I use 1-12

gr. heroin hyd., and 1-2000 gr. hyoscine hyd.,

and in properly selected cases it always has

a very salutatory etfect. In nein-ous patients

Avhere the os dilates sloAvly and the pains are

attended Avith a great deal of suffering caus-

ing the Avoman to Avrithe and cry out, it is a

very useful measure and saA^es much unneces-

sary suffering, putting the patient in a semi-

conscious condition Avhile the pains are on

and alloAA-ing her to sleep much of the time

betAveen them, thus securing rest for the pa-

tient and the attendants without any harm-

ful effects Avhatever. In these cases if it be-

comes necessary to give chloroform during the
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exi)ulsive stage the patient can take it with

mnch less of the unpleasant effect and it real-

1}^ talcc-s inneh less of tlie latter to secure the

desired resnlts. It shonld not be used in

every paL.fnl l:il)or nor to mitigate the pains

during expidsion, nor in eases that are likely

to tenninate within less than four or five

hours after giving it. It is better adapted to

the pains of the first stage and chloroform to

those of the second stage. In the first stage

we use it because it endures for some hours,

and in the second often we want something

which passes away quickly. Used in the

very beginning of labor it passes away by the

time of its completion either partially or

wholly and in this way any effect it might

have on the baby is not observed.

Another remedy which we all use more or

less, is chloroform. Given to the obstetric

degree it is. in properly selected eases, prac-

tically free from danger, is a great boon to the

patients who need it and can take it without

too much unpleasantness. Not all eases need

it and even in some where it is indicated, of-

ten when the time comes that it seems indi-

cated the pains come with such terrific force

that delivery is completed before the patient

can get enough to amount to anything, and
then again it is so unpleasant for some people

to breathe—causing a sensation of suffocation

or strangling— that they had rather endure

the pains than the unpleasant effects, and
again some people have siich a fear of it that

they would rather bear the pain than take it.

In all of these cases it should properly be

left off.

In veratrum viride and venesection we have

two remedies, where eclampsia is threatening,

or has actually begun, that are about as near

specific as anything could be not to be. Of
course otliOT remedies can and will be used by
us when face to face with this terrible condi-

tion, but these are the ones on which to rely.

I have never seen a case of convulsions which
continued very long after using both of these

life-saving measures. After the convulsions

have begun give Norwood ’s tincture hypo-
dermically in 15-drop doses every half hour
till the pulse comes down to 60 or even lower
and if the convulsions are not eoTitrolled bleed

a healthy woman who weighs 150 lbs, a full

quart and you will have the satisfaction of

standing by and watching the salvation of the

Lord.

Now we will suppose that labor has been
completed and the placenta has been removed
what are we to do next. Remember, that in

the country we have no trained luu’se to turn
the patient over to, to clean her up. Here is

the course I pursue. I usually, after the pla-

centa together with clots and water has been

removed from the bed, turn up one or two

thicknesses of the pad from the lower end and
slip them under the woman and let her
straighten out her legs and x-est for awhile,

and for a few minutes (10 or 15) keep my left

hand over tlxe uterus to see that it stays con-

tracted well, thus secixring safety as to hem-
orrhage taking place. About 45 minutes af-

ter the child has been delivered I turn the

woman over on her left side( always on her

left side, because I always have her right side

next to the side of the bed that I am on) this

gives me my right hand to use and after wip-
ing off the worst part of the blood, etc., I wash
her off thoroughly with hot water and a clean

cloth, (something like a flour sack). Now is

the time to make the inspection for tears, and
this should always be done that you may be

positive they are not there, or that you may
find them and repair them if they are there.

After bathing her off if thex'e is no laceration

a sterile piece of gauze shoxdd be placed be-

tween her limbs to catch the discharge and
then the soiled pad should be removed and a
clean one put in its place and the woman
turned on her back and if the pad has been
properly ixlaeed all that will be neeessai’y will

be to straighten out the pad. I do not always
use a bandage, becaxxse in slim women they
will slip up and give moi*e worry than benefit.

I never use a douche, nor have one used after

labor, unless there should be soixiething out of

the ordiixary about it, nor do I leave any car-

bolic acid or other antiseptic for them to dab-

ble with but always insist on the use of clean

hands, cloths and boiled wmter. Now after

giving instructions as to changing napkins,

bathing and looking after kidneys and bowels,

caring for the nipple if it be the first bai)y,

danger signals, and as to the necessaiy time

for confinement, etc., etc., I take my leave not

expecting to .see the patkmt again, unless she

lives in town.

Gastroduodenal Tube.—Relifuss points out that

with liis modified gastroduodenal tube it is pos-

sible, following the technic described, not only to

ascertain the whole cycle of gastric digestion, but

to locate the presence of li(|uid rests, hyperse-

cretion, stasis, by a method of insnl'llation and

auscultation described above. It is irossiblo to

determine tlie end point in gastric digestion, by

failure to aspirate material when the imtient is

placed in different positions; by the chai’acter of

the sanqdes obtained; by the character of the

sound iirodm'cd by insnl'ilatimi and heard i)v uas-

cullation; by lavage. A melhod ol’ outlining the

stomacli on tlie principle of tlie stomach whistles,

is nossible.
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THE EC'HOLTC ACTION OP PITUITKIN.*

By .1. L. Atkinson, Cfinip])ellsville.

Wliile the title of this paper would contine

its scope to the ecbolic action of the extract

from the pituitary body or gland, I think it

will not he entirely foreign to the subject to

give something of a condensed resume of the

present day knowledge of the organ, and the

jihysiologic action of the extract when admin-

istered to the human subject.

Sajous’ conclusions are that the jiituitary

body is not a secreting gland, hut a “compos-

ite nerve center.” He says that pituitary

organotherapy “does not mean the scientific

use of a substance which can-ies on well-de-

fined functions of the body,” as ovarian and

thyroid extract, “hut ratlier the use of a tis-

sue rich mainly in chromaffin substance and

neucleins, oi- at least in substances capable of

producing jointly the effects of adrenal prep-

arations. modified and improved through the

comhination with other components of the

jiituitary body.”

It has been shown by several authorities

that the posterior lobe is the only one that is

therapeutically active. The removal of this

lobe will not cause death, but the removal of

the anterior lobe which is therapeutically in-

active. will cause the death of an animal.

The pituitary body is called the “seiisorium

commune” because it seems to be the center

of sensory impressions, and it may be likened

to a trausformei-, in electrical parlance, since

symiiatlietic cui'rents from otlier centers of

tile brain are modified by their passage

through the pons,

“The phenomena awakened by pituitary

are strikingly those of adrenal.” It raises

the blood jiressure and also contains a de-

pre.ssor substance. Pituitary extract active-

ly produces arteriosclerosis, and it is also

known to produce glycosuria.

The advantage of iiifnitary over adrenal

lireiiarations 's that they sustain tin* rise of

blood ])ressiire much longer. They also seem
to sustain the temperature and muscular
tone, cardiac, vascular, intestinal, and uterine

much longer than adrenal. This is ])robably

due to the fact that it contains other compon-
ents of the organ. This feature makes it more
useful and reliable in shock and other emerg-

ency cases. Another advantage over adrenal

is tliat it can be administei'cd by the mouth
without comimmiising its effects, but of

course it is more iirompt and certain when ad-

ministered hypodermically or intravenously.

9'he action of pituitary extract in causing

contraction of involuntai-y muscular tilire led

to its being used to clieek postpartum hemor-

rhage, and other uterine hemorrhages. Fur-
ther e.xperimentation showed that it caused
contraction of the pregnant uterus in the rab-

bit, which paved the way for its use in the hu-
man subject to augment the contraction of the
uterus in labor. I might digress further to

say it has been used with success in eases of

intestinal paresis after operation, and has
also been successful in relieving menorrhagia.
In the above conditions, viz, shock, post par-
turn hemorrhage, .and for its ecbolic effect it

should be given hypodermically or intramus-
cularly. Aarons found pituitrin superior to

ergot in labor eases. Hajous advises that it

be not used till after the completion of the
third stage of labor.

The present day prominence assumed by
organotherapy, as well as vaccine and serum
treatuient excites our intere.st in any new
agent of that class brought to our attention.

i\Iucli of the intere.st in this class of remedial
agents and the advancement along this line

is due to the exploitation by eonimercial in-

terests. While it is true that in some in-

stances the 'manufacturers of pharmaceuticals
have made claims for their biological products
that cannot be supported by the findings of

scientific investigation, and clinical experi-

mentation, yet' we may give them credit for
much work, and the expenditure of much
money in scientific investigation that has been
of great value to physicians, and the people
whom they serve. We cannot always take the

statements of the detail men, and the litera-

ture sent out by the manufacturers at their

face value, but we should be pleased to accord
them a place as educating agencies to the busy
practitioner. iMuch of the information at our
hand as to the value of pituitrin as an ecbolic

agent comes from the sources alluded to above.

The literature of the manufacturers make
claims that it is an agent of most wonderful
power and value but until it has been fully

tried we should exercise a good deal of cau-

tion in its use. i\Iy own limited experience
with the agent leads me to believe it has much
value, and a most welcome addition to our
means of a.ssisting the parturient woman,
when used in selected eases. In the few cases

1 h.ave used it strong and effective pains have
followed ])romptly in most every in.'tance.

-Al c own opinion is that it may be need to

great advantage in cases of uterine inerti-a,

and when the pains are lacking in expulsive

forc('. iiro' ided tliore are not anatomical ob-

stacles, and i' is not given till the cervix is

well dilated It does not act with the same

force in evei-y case but such coiiii'actions of

th.e uterus as it usually ])”oduccs might do

.serious damage to the cej'vix that is not well

dila1('d, ai.d is tense. It m;',y be said, Imw-

ev(‘r, that less damage ma.y result to the'Bead before the Muldraugh Uill Medical Societ'v.
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cervix by the strong ex})iilsive force of the

contrnctioiis ennsed by piiui’Tiu than by
rapid dilat.ation with instruments. I am led

to believe tliat it is a much safer eebolic than
(juinine because (p.iinine tends to increase tlie

tlanger of post partum hemori'hage, and pitui-

ti'in tends to diminish such danger; besides

its action is much more prompt.
It earniot be claimed for pitv.ilrin that it

will speedily tewr.inate eveiw ease of labor,

but when used with caution in suitable cases

I believe it will frequently obviate tlie use of

forceps, and sav<> the woman mucdi suffering

—while it will incidentally save some time for

the doctor.

Instead of detailed leports of individual

cases I will state that 1 have confined the use

of pituitrin, in obsteti'ical jiractice, to cases of

uterine inertia, in the second stage in which
no anatomical obstruction was present. One
exception to this was that I used it with one
women in second confinement, who had a nar-

row pelvis. In all these cases the response

was prompt, the child being l;orn in ten to

thirty minutes, without any mishap
;
except

in the case with contracted pelvis alluded to

above. In that ease strong contractions of the

icterus begun promptly but finally had to de-

liver with foi’ceps. One other case may be

worth noting. I attended a young woman in

second confinement which the attending phy-
sician could attribute to nothing hut lack of

contractile poiver in the uterus. This second
confinement was normal in every I'espect, but

the uterus remained relaxed, and free hem-
orrhage begun. Having the history of her
former hemorrhage before me I had prepared
a syringe with one c.c. pituitrin which I gave
at once and uterine contractions begun
promptly. What promised to be a severe post-

partum hemorrhage was seemingly averted.

One other case I may mention. An abortion
at end of third month. Some hemorrhage
had continued for one week ivhen it became
quite severe and the woman fainted. When
,1 arrived I found the fetus had been expelled,

but placenta was retained. The hemorrhage
was continuous, pulse 68 and weak. Sweep-
ing out the clots in the vagina made the wo-
man feel quite faint. I administered hypo-
dermically one c.c. pituitrin and 1-100 gr.

atropin sulphate. Her pulse dropped to 54
but she felt somewhat stronger, and 1 rapidly
emptied the uterus with a spiral curette.

The hemorrhage was controlled within a few
minutes after the hypodermic of pituitrin.

The patient was quite weak after I had
emptied the uterus so I gave 1-00 gr. strych-

nin nitrate hypodermically, and she rallied in

a reasonable length of time, making a i-ajiid

recovery, being able to get out of bed in oiu'

week. This case pres'mtes nothing unusual in

abortions, but I think the 'woman was saved
further loss of blood by tlie administration of
l>ituitriu.

IlEPOKT OF A CASE OF GUNSHOT
WOUND OF THE DLAUDER.*

By T. F. Hiller, Cave City.

E. F., white, age 19. A stout, rustic youth
of the hills, was shot Harch 10, 1910, at, 3 p.
m., with a breeeb.-loading shotgun. No. 12
boi'e, loaded with No. 4 shot, at a distance of
perhaps ten feet, the entire loading, including
both the paper and felt wadding, entered the
center of the outer aspect of the left thigh
about one or two inches below the trochanter,
the entire load entered as practically one ball,

only two shot making separate openings, the
load struck the thigh at about right angles to
the outer surface, directed slightly backward
and inward

;
the external opening was about

one and a lialf to two indies in diameter.
I saw the l)oy about 4 p. m., he was l.ying on

a pile of straw about one mile from his hum-
ble home

;
he had liled quite profusely, and

was still bleeding, though he was aide to move
the limb. The wound was packed with gauze
to prevent further bleeding, a cot was secur-

ed and the boy carried by friends to his home.
Here consultation was called for, and fur-

ther (xamination revealed that the shot had
passed practically through the thigh, groov-
ing tlie anterior surface of the femur, pa.ss-

ing beneath the great vessels of the leg.

On the inner aspect of the thigh was fouml
a mass which we took to be the load lodged
beneath the adductor longus muscle.

Tearing a door from its hinges to make an
operating table, the patient was anaesthetized,
and an incision made over the point just men-
tioned

;
ive found a considerable hematoma, a

felt wadding, one or two pieces of shirting, a

piece of over-all and perhaps a dozen shot

;

further examination found that the shot had
struck the ischium, and been deflected up-
ward through the ':'l)durator foramen into the
pelvis.

The patient was catheterized, and no blood
found in the urine. Under the circumstances,
which were of the worst, further exploration
was not considered advisable; gauze ilrainage
was carried through oui- incision and into the
pelvis through the foramen; gauze drainage
was also inserted in tlie wound of entrance.
The following day the patient was feeling

fine, temperature and pulse were only acceler-

ated, bowels and kidneys were moving normal-

ly; on the third day the iiatiimt failed to

void; a cathetm- introduced becaiiu' plugged,

and u])on removal was found to be stopped

*Ro:ul before tlie Miildraugh Uill Medical Society
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with a piece of shirting, about one half incli

in diameter; after removal of the catheter

patient voided a quart of urine without pain,

at no time was there any blood in the urine.

On the eighth day the patient had some
])ain on iirination; the urination also became
frequent, and a slight amount of pus appear-

ed at the meatus; bladder irrigations with

])orie acid solution was employed, and two or

three pieces of over-all, shirting, and pocket-

ing were removed from the bladder; the pa-

tient was catheterized only the times men-
tionecb until the morning of the twelfth day,

when T was told that he had not voided for

twelve hours, although suffering no pain; the

Avound of entrance as well as of exploratory

incision liad done nicely, with ouIa’- slight in-

fection and drainage
;
on the morning of the

twelftli day, however, the dressings Avere sat-

xirated Avith drainage, Avhich had the urinous
odor; a catheter introduced into the bladder
bailed to secure any urine, (possibly an ounce
or twol

;
believing the increased drainage Avas

urine, and to further settle the fact, the pa-

tient Avas given methylene blue, Avhich in a

feAV hours 1old that the bladder liad sprung a

leak; the patient being in destitute cirexim-

stances, enough money AA'as donated to take

him to the University Hospital, at Louisville,

Avhere on the morning of the thirteenth day.

Dr Dugan opened the bladder through peri-

neal roxite, and removed from the interior of

the bladder thirty No. 4 shot, a portion of a

felt Avadding, and tvAm or three pieces of

clothing; the shot AA'ere lying on the floor of

the bladder, some cystitis as well as urethritis

had developed
;

the temperature and pulse
had also risen, and the patient shoAA'ed the

general symptoms of a mild infection, Iioaa'-

ever, the patient did nicely, temperature and
pulse returned to practically normal, the

Avounds Avere all granulating and the AAOund
of entrance and first incision had practically

healed. On April 6tli the itatienl began to

show evidence of a severe general infection,

with jtain and tenderness in the iliac region
and hip.

On the ]iinth the patient was again anaes-
tlietized, an examinatioTi ivvealed an osteo-

myelitis in the ui)pci- portion of the shaft and
head of the femur, Avhich Avert' resected.

The patient had a veiy stoiany time for tlu'

I'ollowing two or tlii-ee days; on the thii'teeuth

or I'ouideeuth Dr. Uarbnch took a culture

Avith the vioAV of making an autogenous A'ae-

cine; on the fifteenth the patient’s mother
and brother visited him, b('ing A'ery ignoraxit

and not faA’orably impressed with hospital

life, they, Avithout the knowledge or consent

of any of the doctors, removed him to a (‘abin

home eighty-eight miles from the city, cover-

ing eight miles of the distance in a road

wagon ; the limb having no dressing to render
it stationary; the patient remained at home
until the evening of April 21st, Avhen he .sank

to a peaceful end from general sepsis.

SEVERE CAUSE OF PTTRPURA HEMOR-
RHAGICA TREATED WITH SUB-
CUTANEOUS INJECTIONS OP

PURE BLOOD.*

By C. C. IIOAVARD, GlaSgOAV.

The patient AA’as a young man twenty
years old. His family history A\’as negative
as to bleeders; his personal history AAms good.
He had ahvays been healthy and Avas a clerk

in the basement of a store.

On March 17th his nose began bleeding
’rom anterior and posterior nare. At first the

amount Avas small but this gradually increas-

ed. Sixraying Avith adrenalin chloride was
tried Avith no improvement. The third day
from date of first hemorrhaging posterior and
anterior plugging Avas done and the patient

AA'as init to bed Avith his head in an elevated

position. At this time there Avas some oozing

from the posterior Avail of the phaiynx. The
hemoi rhaging then ceased a great deal and the

posterior plug became loose and the patient

removed it. The hemorrhaging, AA’hich had
not entirely ceased, Avas greatly improved and
the patient Avas not confined entirely to his

room.

On jMarch 28th the hemorrhage increased

greatly from the nose, the posterior wall of

the pharynx, and the gums. A fcAV purpuric
spots appe.'ired on the arms and in a short

time partial left-sided hemiplegia appeared
Avith motion of right eye. There Avas Jio

change in the fundus of the eye, temperature
had remained normal up to this time, Avith

pulse at eighty to ninety. Coagulose aa^s

giA’cn a full dose, Avith sliglit improvement.
The next day this Avas repeated, but the

bleeding continued. Horse serum AA'as tried

next AA'ith no improvement, 10 c.c. Avere given.

In all forty c.c. of horse serum Avere giAmu but
yet the bheding continued. The patient’s

mentality aaos iioav much impaired; his

])ulse Avas 108 AA'ith a Temperature of 100.5 F.

Coagulose Avas again given but Avitli no re-

sults.

The patient had been bleeding .sloAvly iioaa'

foi' three Aveeks. Transfusion Avas next con-

sidered. but knoAving the danger of it and
thinking it quite likely to be necessary to re-

peat the operation, AA’e immediately began try-

ing to think out some other line of procedure.
The idea of subcutaneous injections of pure
blood fi'om healthy jiersons Avas our next sug-

gestion to the patient. We ('xi)lained to him

Head before tlie Muldraugh Hill Medical Society.
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fully that we were only trying this procedure

without any knowledge of its ever having

been tried before. He gladly agreed to try

;his line of treatment. A healthy young man
was selected whose arm veins- were very prom-

inent, twenty-eight e.c. of blood Avere drawn

from the vein and immediately injected into

the subcutaneous tissue of the hip (lAsed two

10 e.c. Luer syringes). Neither the patient

nor the donor experienced but slight pain.

The hemorrhage had almost ceased within

twenty-four hours. On the second day 55 c.c.

were injected, taking the blood from two

young men. Within twenty-four more hours

the hemorrhage had entirely ceased. The

fourth days 80 e.c. were injected, again using

two donors. The sixth day 90 e.c. were in-

jected, using two donoi-s. The patient was

markedly improved by this time. His pulse

was 80 with temperature normal. Hemor-

rhage would now occasionally stain septum.

Small doses of iodides Avere given at this time

to aid absorption.

It has noAv been three months since this

treatment was instituted. The patient has

improved to the degree that he is now able

to be out most of his time. He has gained

thirty pounds in Aveight, but has not yet re-

sumed his regular duties.

CONCLUSION.

1. Horse serum gives excellent results in

hemophelia, but failed in this case ; therefore,

we believe that one should use the Avhole

blood (fresh) to obtain all elements that are

lacking.

2. It is a simple procedure which can be

carried out with perfect safety in the remot-

est districts. All you need is a 10 c.c. syringe

and a strong, healthy person, then follow the

laAvs of surgical technicpie.

3. In our one ease it has given excellent

results. We believe it to be of value in all

bleeding where the eoagulating elements of

the blood are at fault.

Tuberculosis of the Clavicle.—Martin states

that he knows of no instance of a tuberculous

process in the clavicle of a child. The majority of

those affected are comparatively young and have

a history of tuberculous glandular processes or

otorrhea. In one case the process occurred in

the clavicle in a young man Avith inherited syph-

ilis. None of the patients had certain pulmon-

ary tuberculosis but some Avere regarded as “sus-

])ects.” Four cases are illustrated, shoAving that

either end of the shaft may be involved. If the

latter, the findings are similar to those of spina

A'entosa in other bones.

EYE STUAIN.*

By .1. II. TnoRPE, OvA'cusboro.

I Avant to say in Avay of explination that I

do not claim anything in this paper original,

but it is a gleaning of some of the fact and
beliefs of other men as given by Dr. Geo. I\I.

Gouldin his six volumes entitled Biographic
Clinics. He takes up the life histories of such

people as DeQuineey, Carlyle, DarAvin, Hux-
ley, BroAAuiing, Eliot, LcaaTs, Wagner, Park-
man, Spencer, Whittier, Jane W. Carlyle,

iMargaret Fuller Ossoli and othei*s. Prom
their OAvn Avords of ill health and intense suf-

fering Avithout relief from any source gave a
typical picture of eye-strain Avhich Avas not
understood in their time. From his many
case reports in defense of his belief, he has
driven home great truths. Whether we can
go as far as he has gone in the establishing of
the cause of so many conditions due, directly

or indirectly to eye-strain, is for the man Avho
has had as much experience or even more, to

speak authoritatively, or pass judgment.

In selecting what I have to present to you,

I have endeavored to get the salient points

that Avould be of the most interest and bene-

fit to the general practitioner possible, in such
a short Space. Gould is preeminently the

greatest man to-day in research along this

line. The leaders of the profession gave him
silent contempt Avhen he first began to publish

his ideas, only a fcAV Journals Avould accept

his articles for publication. Very feAV authors
Avould give mention in their text books of this

condition. But to-day all of them admit the

facts that he gave to the AA'orld.

The eyes that Ave have to-day are the re-

sult of civilization.

Man in his primitive state did not have to

earn his living by close application of his eyes,

therefore he AA'as looking at a distance, and
did not have to bring into use his accomoda-
tion very often, and then only for a second at

a time. He had to be on the alert for game,
the Avild animals, etc., and the only thing that

concerned him was self preservation. As peo-

ple became more numerous and civilization

advanced, he was compelled to use his accomo-
dation more and more, until now th.e time has
come Avhen he is compelled to use his eyes at

close Avork from 12 to 18 hours every 24. If

there should be an error of refraction and
especially if he should lunm astigmatism,

could we expect anything but some nervous

reflex trouble in some other organ of the body.

Eyestrain is the unfortunate and inex-

pressive term that has come into use for th.e

residts that folloAv the use of the eyes, brain

and correlated organs, to neutralize the de-

*Read before the Daviess County Medical Society.
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feetive function of the optically imperfect eye-

balls and mechanism. The optical defect is

not morl)id and has no relation to morbidity.

It is at best pathogenic, secondarily or indi-

rectly, not primarily. Its secondai;y etfect

—

the straining of the physiologic muscles and
nerve centers—is not in itself pathologic, but

illustrates, and best illustrates, the great truth

which the text books, teachers and medical

science itself are sadly prone to forget, that

abnormal physiology is tlie origin of most
pathology. Unnatural acdion and over-action

start the morbid function which lands the

physiologic on the postmortem table. I'o ig-

nore this truth is itself pathologic pathology;
to scorn it is to add unscientific sin to the

symptom-complex of the scientist’s disease.

It should be noted that as eyestrain is itself

simply functional, not organic, so its results

are at least primarily the same. Headache,

the paroxysmal neurosis, many nervous and
psychic disorders, epilepsy, chorea, migraine,

sick-headaehe. gastric, digestional, and pelvic

disorders, influenza, anemia, denutrition, etc.

when due to eye-strain, are at first and essen-

tially purely functional. Even those more se-

vere diseases, which are sometimes directly

and indirectly I’esults of eye-strain, are at

first charactei'ized by a peculiar stage of

functional and remediable disorder, preced-

ing the organic inflammatory and incurable

one.

Dr. C E. Pronger says: “The most import-

ant of the nervous ailments is, probably, head-

ache, on account of the vast numbei-s who suf-

fer from it, occurring as it does at all ages

from six or seven years of age sixty or

more. It is very common during school life,

and how much of the suffering we see in .after-

yeai's might have been obviated had the real

cause been detected at that period. There is

no special characteristic by which eye-head-

ache can be detected or diagnosed. They
vary in intensity from the dull aching across

the brows, not much more than a sense of

weariness, to the intense pain in the head, of-

ten with retching and vomiting, which com-

l)letely prostrates the patient, and the effects

of which sometimes lasts for days. The pain

may be dull aching or of sharp neuralgic

character, and the situation of it is very va-

ried. It is often in the itiastoid or occipital

region, or it may 1 h“ either across the top of

the head or the brows, or limited to one side,

and 1 have sometimes had cases in which the

pain had been between the eyes, just at the

root of the nose in which glasses have given

complete relief. In a large number of cases

of lu'adaclu' there is no suspicion, either on

the pai't of the i)atient or doctor, that the

ey(‘S have anything to do with it, for the rea-

son already given, and from the fact that

nausea, retching, or vomiting is present in

many cases, these are almost invariably at-

tril)uted by the inexperienced to some disorder

of the liver or digestive organs, forgetting

that nausea and vomiting are frequently as-

sociated with nervous disturbance in eye-

strain.”

There are valuable lessons to be gleaned
from the fact of the origin of eye-strain in

optics, at once historic, physical and physio-

logic. Thei'e is the observation that medical

science and pathology did not discover it.

The science of physiologic and i:>athologrc

optics came to medicine almost entirely from
without, it is the gift of the physics. Even
Donders had little or no thought of the ex-

tension of the practical science made by the

practical American ophthalmologist. iMitch-

ell, not an oculist, heard the story from
'riiompson about the relief of headache by

the use of cylinders for astigmatism, and he

told the profession about a little of it.

The first word, so far as wo are aware, pub-

licly uttered, which announced that ametropia

had pathologic or morbid systemic conse-

(piences was that of the dean of the American
ophthalmologic profession, Dr. John Green,

of 8t. Louis. In 1867 Dyer, of Philadelphia,

had ])egun to i^reseribe astigmatic lenses, but

there is nothing so far as I can learn to show

that he had any belief or proof that ametropia

caused ocular or systemic disease. This

honor, therefore,, belongs to Dr. Green, so

far as the relation to the eye is concerned.

To Thompson, of Philadelphia and secondari-

ly to Norris, of Philadelphia, belongs the

e(iual, and in its consequences, greater honor

of sugg('sting that the evil effects of eye-strain

extended also to the brain and nervous system,

and thence to the functions of other system-

ic organs. In conscientiously and ingeniously

correcting the astigmatism, etc., of his pa-

tients, Dr. Thompson found that they caime

back and reported relief of headache and

other distressing symptoms and with the dis-

cerning eye of the true clinician he noted,

retested and reproved the reports. This was

just prior to 1874. Dr. Thompson spoke to

b''. AVeir Alitchell, a neurologist of Phila-

delphia, of his findings, and Alitchell at once

seconded them and published three articles

concerning Dr. Thompson’s cases, in which it

was shown headaches, insomnia, vertigo, nau-

sea, and failure in general health wei’e conse-

quences of refractive and aecomodative ano-

malies of the eyes.

Few have most dim notion of the complex-

ity of the organ of vision of man, or the amaz-

ing difficulties of “Biologies” in fashioning

and perfecting it. Alillion of finger tips are

bunched together in the one-inch cup of the

eyeball, from whence run about 425,000 nerve
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filirils to topographic mecalinism of sensation

in tlic o<“cipital lobe. The eye can see an

object 1-100 of an inch in diameter. The

cones and rods are only 1-10,000 or 1-14,000

of an inch in diameter, and a million cones at

the macula occupy a space of only 1-10 of an

inch square. These crowded finger tips per-

ceive the shape of the picture and the intens-

ities of the light stimuli of all illuminated

ol)jects of a millionth of a millionth of the

kenetic energy of any physiologic force, and

of so short a duration as the .00144 of a sec-

ond. And out of these infinitesimal waves the

sensation called light and color are created.

The mechanism which creates them must be

in intimate and instant connection with the

centers initiating and controlling every other

sensation, of every motion, of every muscle of

the body. Imagine for an instant what takes

])laee in every animal and human being every

day of its existence.

Your horse avoids all stones and knows, un-

consciously, every inequality of the ground

before and beneath him by like mechanical

unity. Watch little children in play barely

missing obstacles and dangers which would
mean injuries and perhaps death with swift

unconsciousness.

See with unbelievable accuracy if j'ou

would succeed, is tbe first verse of the biologic

decalog. That is the physiologic Logos wiiich

becomes the biologic flesh.

But see inaccurately and jmu die, is the an-

tithesis, and the animal wiiich failed to obey
perished, inevitably and quickly. The savage
did the same, your horse that stumbles is use-

less, your playing child that hits its legs or

trips becomes, at least, a veiy different child,

and a very different man or woman from the

others who do not make these visual and co-

ordinating blunders. Such are the backw'ard

scholars in school and, in large part, they are

your failures in life, society’s expensive de-

generates, defectives and dependants. They
are rapidly increasing in number wdth every

step of civilization, because every such step

means the entangling difficulty of added near
vision.

hlvery sensation and its every correlated

motion is an example of reflex action, and
yet there are those who airily scoff at the very
possibility of refle.x neuroses, and other dis-

eases due to reflex action.

AVho has examined the refraction of the in-

sane? What patient wdth extreme eyestrain

or migraine has not feared insanity? The
sanest man of men, Parkman, was pronounced
insane, and so w'as AVagner and others, by
great authorities, at the climax of their suf-

ferings. Was not Nietzsche’s “atypical par-

alysis” intimately connected with his most

evident evcstrain ?

A competent oculist finds the majoidty of

the young criminals of the Klmire Reforma-
tory afflicted with so high a degree of ame-
tropia as to make study, reading and writing

and ordinary handicrafts impossible. What
else could many of the poor boys do l)ut play
truant and steal?

There is scarcely any disease wiiich the gen-

eral physician or internist is called upon to

treat that may not be and that frequently is

not due to or influenced by eye-.strain. The
commonest is designated by that silly and
meaningless word, migraine. The term has

little or no significance nowadays. It is, in

fact, the vulgarization of a misnaming and
meaningless designation of a malobserved and
trivial symptom, which in the majoi'ity of

eases is not present, of a widely prevalent and
ingravescent di.sea.se, with indescribable symp-
toms, which may, in extreme eases, wreck life

and morbidize the mind, the etiology and pa-

thology of which are unknown, the location

or organs affected being also unknown, and of

which no treatment avails. It is made to

cover the conditions indiscriminatingly called

scotoma scintillans, headache, sick-headache,

gastric and intestinal disorders, insomnia,

melancholy, etc. ; in a few severe cases such
patients have all of the .symptoms. It is al-

most always due to eyestrain, and, except in

the rarest worn-out chronic cases, it is almost

immediately curable by relieving the eye-

.strain. It is the commonest of all affections,

the great manurer of the ground for other

and terminal diseases, the supporter of quacks

and patent-medicine .syndicates. From 10 to

20 per cent, of all Americans suffer from it,

under one alias or another, recognized or un-

recognized. The larger number of these,

taught by sad experience, have given up the

hope of cure, and they are neighbors of the

person who says migraine has no relation to

eyestrain, and who does not know that thou-

sands are now lieing cured by two little pieces

of glass. Eyesti’ain effects have a peculiar

tendency to periodicities and waves of better

or worse. The nervous centers can endure for

a time the burdens and irritations laid on

them, but at last give way. This is so of

mental states and diseases and the eye as

psychologist know, is the chief creator of in-

tellect, hence those diseases or symptoms
when not dependent on organic disease, like

headache, sick-headache, fickle appetite, the

jiaroxysmal neuroses, cardiac palpitation or

irregularity chorea, epilepsy, neuralgia, in-

somnia and colds, which e.xhibit such waves

of exacerbations and depre.ssion, may be due

to ocular ii-ritation.

One of the more sui)tle but still easily rec-

ognizable methods in which eyestrain works

])erni(uously is by a slow and general denutri-

tion and reduction of mental and physical
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\4tality \vliere])v tlie resisting iiowers of tlie

system are reduced to such a tlegree that it

])ccomes the easy prey of infections, and of

general and terminal tliseases.

The age-long superstition whei’ehy almost
all the diseases of women Avere traced to the

sexual organs and functions, is fast gi\dng

away to a new view more in correspondence
with facts. That puberty and menstruation
should inaugurate a host of terrible evils, and
the menopause another legion, is at the least

contradictory. The proper name for the

cause of many supposed disorders of meno-
phania and puberty is study with astigmatic

e}’es; tliat for supposed menopausal woes is

presbyopia.

The connection between the eye and sexual-

ism is known of old, and is a deep and pro-

found one. Love of any and all kinds dilates

the pupils, the designation of tlie grand sym-
pathetic system itself arising from the fact.

A certain profound relation of vision and
sexualism will sometimes l)e established which
as yet is unsuspected.

Is it not a pathetic source of social misery
that 10 or 20 per cent, of eyes are incapable

of sewing, tyjiewriting, book-keeiAing, lathe-

work, studying, draughting, and a still sadder
that their owners have no knowledge of the

fact, find that they should suffer until “break
down” comes? Is it not an awful thing that

from 40 to 60 per cent, of all school children

are sickly? That suicide is increasing, in-

sanity and epilepsy incurable, hospitals mul-

tiplying—and taxes, and prisons, and Avar,

and want? A certain, perhaps a large, per

cent of all these backward school children,

epileptics, prisoners, insane, hysterics, neuras-

thenics, dyspeptics, have such eyes that

glasses correcting their optical defects Avmdd
bring them much relief, Avould have often

have prevented much or all of their tragedy.

And the proof of this: Put any pair of such

s})ectacles on any one of us, and Avithin an
hour there woidd be headache, giddiness, Amm-
iting or intense suff»-ring. The cynics and
skeptics of “eyestrain exaggeration” can be

speedily converted AvheneAmr they are earnest

enough to try a simple experiment on them-
selves.

It is a truth awful in its significance that

in civilized countries there are millions of

I)eople Avho are good px’oducts of the evolu-

tionary mill, but ha\'e sound minds and good
bodies, but wb.o ax’e partial or complete fail-

ures, always with intense personal suffering,

simply because of an infinitesimal xnalcnrva-

ture of the cornea, a tco long, or a too short

('ye ball, no greater than the thickiu'ss of a

slu'et of thin paper.

It is the little thing that, overlooked by
others, makes oi- mai's all undertakings, all

science, and all cosmic proceedings. The coju-

ixass guides the sliiji, and Avithont it there

would be no civilization as Ave see it.

Without vaccine virus there Avould be a
different world, there could hardly be civiliza-

tion. The history of the discovery, the re-

ception and the rejection of vaccination is a

perennial illustration. Inoculation of coav-

pox as a protection against smallpox Avas

knoAvn by many nations in the past ages.

Ilumbort says it Avas understood and prac-

ticed by the IMexican shepherds. The dairy
folk of Europe kncAV of it, and especially

those of England, long before the brave
Dorsetshire farmer, Benjamin Jetsy, inocu-

lated his wife and tAvo children from the

teats of the coav. The experiment Avas suc-

cessful, Init not even Jenner dared to repeat
it on the Phipps boy until tAventy-tAVo years
had passed. It AA’as still a long time befoi-e

the professio]! and tlie Avorld accepted the

measure, and the opposition Avas so great that

it Avas passed doAvn to the ignorant of our
OAAm time. Only Glermany and Japan have
become civilized enough to accept it fully,

and they have no smallpox. The rest of the

AAmvId is still paying the penalty for its sad
disbelief. And there ai’e to-day, perhaps, a

million antivaecinaticnists in America.
When Pasteur had demonstrated Avhat Vil-

lemin and Davaine had before said Avas true,

the bacterial origin of some diseases, histoiy

records that “the doctors, in the great major-
ity, Avere opposed to the germ theory of dis-

ease. They ansAA'ered experimental jiroof

Avith oratory. The less excited among them
urged temporizing. The surgeon Chassaignac
Avarued Pasteur that laboratory results should

be brought out in a circumspect, modest and
reserved manner, etc.”

In 1843 Dr. 0. W. Holmes conclusively

shoAAed that puerperal fever Avas contagious.

We ignored the fact. In 1846 SemmelAAmiss

of Vienna, independently jiroclaimed that

jmerperal fever Avas due to inoculation by
nurse, midAA’ife or doctor, and that this con-

tagion could be prevented. For tliis bravery
and clinical acumen SemmeLveiss A\ms pei’se-

cnted by his medical brethren, turned out of

his professorship and ruined.

The opposition DaGnerre had in discover-

ing photography is Avell knoAvn. He AA'as put
in an asylum because he said that he could
transfer his likeness to a tin plate.

In medicine it is particularly unfortunate
to reject offered truth and diseoAmiy, because

medicine is at lieart both a. science and phil-

anthrop.Ag and tlie non-acceptance means at

once lack of knoAvledge, and the no-relief of

jiatients at the instant under the care of the

skeptic Kejection of a medical truth be-

comes immediately condemnation of the pa-

tients to death or to a continuance of their
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.sufll'ei’iug. There are some cases of eyestrain

that are iucural)le and Gould gives tlie follow-

ing list

:

1. Congenital anomalies.

2. High degree of ametropia.
3. The se()tiels of inflammatory diseases,

traumatism, etc.

4. Amblyopia, or other injury of ame-
tropia.

5. Chronic heterophoria oi' heterotropia.

6. Interruptions or contradictions of the
normal coordinations of dextrocularity and
dextromanuality.

7. Cerebral or normal disease.

8. Systemic disease, or disease of the inter-

related special organs.

9. Injurious occupations, unhygimiic use
of the eyes, etc.

Space will not permit me to go into detail
about the incurable cases of eyestrain just
mejitioned.

THE SURGICAL TREATJMENT OF DIS-
EASES OF THE THYROID GLAND.*

By Jno. R. W-miEisr, Louisville.

In discussing the surgical treatment of dis-
eases of the thyroid gland, we will not burden
you with a review of the writings of others
upon this much discussed subject, but we wdll
conflne our remarks to the writer’s oiwn ex-
perience, now including several hundred cases
of goiter wdiieh have been treated surgically,
covering a period of the last ten years, furii-
ishing the data which we shall summarize and
D'oru which we shall draw conclusions for this
paper.

Exophthalmic goiter is a condition now
recognized as a result of hyperthyroidism, i.e.

increased pathological activity of the thyroid
gland.

As to the real cause of Graves’ disease there
is still some diversity of opinion, In^t the
writer believes the primary trouble begins in
tile thyroid gland and the other organs, later
effected, are secondary. This view is the one
at ])resent held by Koeher, IMayo, Wilson and
others.

On the other hand Crile does not accept
this hypothesis, and advances his Kinetic
theory, which closely connects the nervous
system with its production. Plummer has
well said tliat: “The clinical picture early in
the history of Gj’aves’ disea.se is that of a
toxin acting directly on the moi’e vital oi'gans,
most notably the central-nervous and vascu-
lar systems.”

Although the etiology and pathology are
still mooted questions, we are indeed fortun-

*Rearl tiafore the Ei?le Valley Meilic.al Society.

ate that the diagnosis is comparatively easy,

and the residts of treatment by operation in

well selected eases, in the hands of men of ex-

perience, are tlie most bi'illiant and gratify-

ing of any surgical procedures. Any enlarge-

ment of the thyroid gland usually produces
an accelerated pulse rate, some nervous symp-
toms, and the neck fullness causes a sensa-

tion of choking or something. It is especially

in the exophthalmic type of goiter that the

l»ulse remains greatly accelerated, and the

other .symptoms are most prominent.

The varied enlargements of the thyroid

gland, which we have called goiters, have
l)een cla.s.sified by the different ai;thorities in

many ways, due largely to our eom])arative

ignorance of the exact idij^siology and pathol-

ogy of tlii.s gland.

The diagnosis of the cystic types is com-
l)aratively ea.sy, as they are usually round,
protruding and generally freely movable.
They somewhat j'esemble ovarian cysts in

their appearance. So-me attain a very large

size. Of coui’se exophthalmic symptoms are

very liable to occur in these, and their early

removal should be insisted upon as the re-

sults of operation are good.

The large adenomatous goiters, so often

seen in Europe, are not of fi’equent occur-

rence in this country, as are also the fibrous

and calcareous varieties. Cancerous goiters

are seldom met with and can usually be diag-

nosed if far advanced, I)y their fixation to the

surrounding structures and their stony hard-
ness, cachexia, etc.

The most dangerous type of goiter and the

kind most often found in this country, is the

thyro-toxic variety. These are ea.sy to diag-

nose in the late stages after all the typical

symptoms .have developed, and much irrepar-

able damage has l)eeu done, but to make an
early diagnosis is sometimes extremely diffi-

cult.

The earliest sy.n})toms which -would lead

us to a diagnosis are mental irritability,

tachycardia, vasomotor disturbances of the

skin, tremor, muscular weakness, loss of

weight and exoi)bthalmus. Often the thyroid

gland is so slightly enlarged that it has been
overlooked by the physician treating the

case, and the patient has been treated for al-

most every other disease except the real trou-

ble.

What are the indications for treatment af-

ter our diagnosis has been made? They
should all be given fii’st, rest, and l)y that is to

be understood a real rest in the fullest sense

of the term, i.e. avoidance of all excessive

exei'cise, or exciteimoit and a life of (puet and
ease.

It has been clearly demonstrated by the

Kochers tliat iodine not only does no good.
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but may ))e very harmhil in that it may
stimulate an adenomatous or cystic goiter to

l)ecome the exophthalmic type. Likewise all

])reparations of thyroid are contraindicated.

Electricity is of no value and tends to excite

an already overnervous patient.

1 formerly believed that a larger percent-

age of these cases were cured by this treat-

ment, but as my experience has ripened and
J have had better opportunities for studying

(i raves’ disease, I am now firmly convinced

that what has occurred under non-surgieal

treatment has been that the acute symptoms
have sul)sided and we have a temporary stage

of (luiescence.

True the size of the tumor has apparently

disappeared, but upon operation later, we are

surprised that even this is not true, as what
really has occurred is that the long continued

pressure has absorbed the fat layers of the

neck, caused an atrophy of the muscles, etc.,

and the tumor has sunken deeper into the

folds of the neck.

This is an apparent reduction in the size

the fallacy of wliich I have time and time

again demonstrated at the operating table,

and in this connection let me say to those

surgeons undertaking the operation, that

these are the most difficult of all goiters to re-

move and the most liable to cause the recur-

rent laryngeal nerve to be injured, with re-

sultant voice paralysis. True that some cases

have shown signs of improvement \;nder med-

ical treatment, but this has been proven to oc-

cur independent of any treatment whatso-

ever; in fact, they aften do best if kept quiet

and given no medicine at all.

Based upon a comparatively large experi-

ence, I should say that if we delay operation

for several years, administering iodine and
electricity until the h.eart muscle has under-

gone degeneration, albumen in the iirine, en-

largement and fatty degeneration of the liver,

lowered blood pressure, etc., we have waited

too long to attempt any radical operative

measures and these patients will generally

die.

The proper time to advise operation with

the e.xpectation of a low mortality and good

results, is after this thyi-oid enlargement has

begun to manifest the early symptoms of

thyro-toxic goiter, and has existed for several

aiionths with little or no signs of improve-

ment.
In young girls about i)uberty, who are de-

veloping enlai-ged thyroids, T am now advis-

ing an early i)ole ligation under local anes-

thesia, as this is sufficient to check the en-

largement and cause the other symptoms to

i-apidly disappear in about 90 per cent, of the

cases.

In the selection of our patients for opera-
tion, we should realize that early operation,

before complications have arisen, as in ap-
pendicitis, gallstones, etc., offers the best re-

sults. Those cases whose pulse is not over 120
to 130, and which under careful preparatory
treatment, can be reduced to 100 or below,
and whose aiderial tension is not far below
normal, will usually give good results. It is

that class of cases where no preliminary treat-

ment seems to be able to make such temporary
reduction which seems to be specially danger-
ous. I have carefully studied my operated
cases, and I have noted that all patients in

whom I was not able to reduce the pulse in

preparatory treatment to below 100 had died,

and I lost no patient in whom we were able to

reduce the pulse to below this figure—this ob-

seiwation, irrespective of the original condi-
tion of the pulse when the patient entered the
hospital. In other words, a patient entering
the hospital with a pulse of 180, and reduced
before operation to below 100, always re-

covered, and one entering the hospital with a

pulse of only 120 to 130, and not reduced be-

low 100 always died. Those with intennit-

tent pidse are the most dangerous, irrespect-

ive of the pulse rate. Also those thyro-toxic

goiters in women approaching the menopause,
wliere the goiter has existed for some time

and is now beginning to show toxic symiitoms,
are especially dangerous.

The removal of the thyroid gland in late

cases is useless, as the real damage has been
done to the other organs and it is too late to

expect much repair. Likewise the supposed
cures by medicine occur only after the thy-

roid has exhausted itself of its poison and
damaged to the limit the heart, liver, etc.

It is little short of marvelous how in a few
days the heart beat will drop from 140 or

more to normal. Of course in cases of long
standing with a badly damaged myocardium
so great an imi)rovement cannot be expected.

The exophthalmos usually shows a slower

improvement, and the skin, hair and menstru-

al irregularities gradually change for the bet-

ter. The mental or morbid psychic state is

the earliest to disappear. Digestion soon im-

])roves and the muscular power returns easily.

In cases of long standing these changes for

the better are sloAver to make their appear-
ance and in the very worst cases we should
exj)ect but little improvement as we are only
dealing with the wreckage after the storm has
j)assed over.

Compared with other surgical cases, the im-

mediate and remote results of operation, in

the hands of the experienced can offer as good
01 ' bettei- results than many conditions like

apj)endicitis, etc.

All the patients operated upon by me and
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who left the hospital as eiirecl, have remained

as cured or greatly henefited, the latter class

being, of course, the cases seen late in the

])rogress of the disease. No case has since

die(l from symptoms like Graves’ disease. In

my earliest work, and in the work of the other

few doing a large number of goiter operations,

there were a few cases where, when one lobe

was removed, the other suhsecjuently enlarg-

ed and recpured a secondary operation.

Fortunately, 1 have since learned the art of

j)reventing such an occurrence, and no case

in the last two years has returned for a sec-

ondary operation for this condition.

Furthermore, I believe we have now almost

completely mastered the greatest drawbacks

to goiter operations, i.e. the injury to the re-

current laryngeal nerves and the resultant

paralysis of the voice, either complete or

partial paralysis. Kocher attempted to over-

come this by local anesthesia with over 5 per

cent, of paralyses. iMayo’s percentage under
general anesthesia was much larger, while the

writer with his original technique has had
no permanent injury in several hundred
eases.

We consider our patients cured if they can
undergo nervous shock like grief, worry or

fright, with no more excitement than a normal
individual.

One prominent surgeon has well said: “I
know of no class of patients who are so in-

tensely grateful, who become such militant

partisan advocates of the operative treatment

of this disease as the cured cases. There may
he some hesitation on the part of the general

l)ractitioners to recommend surgical treat-

ment for Graves’ disease, hut the cm-ed pa-

tients share no such doubts. They are

stronger advocates of operation than the most

surgical surgeon.”

IMy own mortality has not been much over

5 per cent, and I have benefited all upon whom
1 have operated, apparently cured permanent-

ly ahoiit three-fourths and the remainder of-

fered relief to some extent.

Organic Phosphoric Acid Compound of Wheat

Bran.—A previously unknown organic phosphoric

acid, inosite monophosphate, has been

isolated by Anderson in beautiful crystalline

form from wheat lu'an. All of the salts of this

acid, with the exception of the lead salt, are very

solui)le in cold water. The alkaline earth salts

are not j)recipitated with ammonium hydroxid,

differing in this resi)ect from other known or-

ganic i)hosphoric acids as well as from ordinary

l)hosphoric acid.

COUNTY SOCIETY REPORTS

Muldraugh Hill-—Meeting called to order by
Pi’esident Curran Pope on August 13, 1914; Dr.

J. h. Atkinson acting secretary; about thirty

members present.

A. 0. Pfingst in-esented a specimen of calculus

of tonsil.

T. F. Miller, of Cave City, presented a case of

‘‘Gunshot Wound of Bladder..

Discussion—Irvin Abell: An interesting feat-

ure of the case was the lack of blood in the

urine. Another interesting feature was the lack

of bladder irritation from sucli an extensive

wound and the presence of such a number of

shot and amount of debris that were in the

bladder.

John R. Wathen: I believe this to be a case

in which the wound did not at first enter the

blailder but reached the bladder wall and later

sloughed into the viscus. The first })iece of cloth

was gotten from bladder on third day which in-

dicated that bladder wall was wounded.
A. D. Willmoth discussed the case agreeing

that Dr. Wathen ’s solution was the correct one.

H. P. Honaker discussed the ca.se agreeing with
the two preceding speakers

G. G. Thornton also spoke on this case.

Curran Pope in discussing the case said it was
very unfortunate that X-ray pictures could not
have been made in this ease

T. F. Miller, in closing, says he doubts that

.shot and debris were lodged in bladder wall since

the shot were found imbedded in floor of bladder.

C. C. Howard’s paper on “Purpura Hemor-
rhagica,” witli a new method of treatment.

C. Z. Aud, in opening the discussion said it

would be regrettalile that such a pajier should not

be criticised. Has seen a number of cases of

inirjiura hemorrhagica and has never seen one die.

Doubts if tlie treatment as outlined is safe.

L. E. Comstock, of Cave City, .says a descrip-

tion of the ease as given him would justify any
treatment tnat the attending jihj’sician might de-

cide on.

G. G. Thornton complimented Dr. Howard in

his remarks. Dr. Thornton says large do;ses of

ergot or hydrochloride of ernutin give excellent

results in epistaxis and other hemorrhages.

T. F. Miller, of Cave City, has had no experi-

ence with purpura. Keported a case of typhoid

hemorrhage in which (iO c.c. was withdrawn and
injected with syringe.

H. P. Honaker reported a case of imrpiira hem-

orrhagica of severe tyiie which lu'omiitly died.

He controls hemorrhage with calcium stalls.

J. L. Atkinson asked aliout behavior of local

])oints of injection.

C. C. Howard says tliey lu'oduced some ecchy-

mosis l)ut bh'od was readily absorbed.

C. Z. Aud sounded a warning against the in-

jection of substances of unknown effect into the
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liiiinan body Dr. Aud discdaims criticism of Dr.

Howard in bis individual case.

M. F. Combs was permitted to say a few words
tlie blood of one person into anotber more on ac-

count of possible syphilitic infection.

A. D. Willmoth congratulated the essayist on

the fact that be injected the blood into the tis-

sue instead of intravenously but also warns

against the transfer of infection. Dr. AVillmoth

advises great care in the infusion of blood into

one person from another.

C. C. Carroll says he does not know how the

blood works but it certainly worked in this case.

M. F. Combs was permitted to say a few words

on transfusion advocating saline solution instead

of blood to supply the loss from hemorrhage

since llie principal loss is in the serum.

At tliis point (hirran Pope demonstrated a

small instrument he uses for withdrawing blood

from the guinea pig.

C. C. Howard, in closing, thanked the members
for their criticisms and mentioned some of his

experiences with purjmra hemori-hagica. He saj's

that in the case reported he used the treat-

ment as an emergency and in such an emergency

would use it again but did not recommend it as a

routine treatment.

‘•An Unusual Case of Acute Glandular Infect-

ion.”

“A Peculiar Case of Infection Resembling Ty-

phoid Fever.”

“A Case of Constant Bleeding in Pregnancy.”

by S. H. Ridgway, of Shei)berdsville.

In opening the discussion J. L. Atkinson asked

why the doctor should liave interfered to produce

labor in tlie third case rei)orted. He also reported

cases in which the amniotic fluid escaped some-

time previous to normal confinement.

C. Z. Aud also discussed the paper and re-

ported cases of delivery after the amniotic fluid

escaped.

S. H. Ridg~way, in closing, tlianked the mem-
l)ers for the discussion and said ])atient showed

evidence of being in labor and as it was ten

miles in the country d cided best to produce

lal)or.

‘•'Some Unrecog)iized Phases of Diseases Af-

fecting the Lower Bowels,” l)y Granville S.

Hanes, of Louisville.

The society gave close attention to Dr. Hanes’
paper v.diich was highly instructive.

“The Diagnosis of Surgical Lesions of the

Urinary Tract,” by Irvin Abell, of Louisville.

John J. Wathen in oi)ening the discussion, said

that he very much appreciated the paper, also

that it was a very complete resume of the sub-

ject and co.mmeiitcd on the advance in diagnostic

methods that had been l)rought to the notice of

the profession in recent years. He advocated

also e.xploratory incision for diagnosis in certain

cases.

Dr. Abell in closing stated that he advocated

a complete routine examination in these kidney
cases.

“Some Thoughts in the Management of Obstet-
rical Cases,” by G. G. Thornton, of Lebanon. Dr.
Thornton changed the title of his paper by add-
ing “As Seen in Country Practice.”

“Eebolic Action of Pituitrin,” by J. L. Atkin-
son, of Campbellsville.

The papers of Drs. Thornton, and Atkinson
were discussed together.

A. D. Willmoth said he thought the binder had
been discovered by all obstetricians. This in ref-

erence to Dr. Thornton’s paper. He thinks it

unwise to use the spiral curette as it may easily
bore through the uterine wall.

G. G Thornton in closing said he would like

an expression of opinion on his methods.
Discussion xvas closed by Drs. Thornton and

Atkinson.

Curran Pope gave a most interesting talk on
the use of hyoscine and the twilight sleep pro-

duced by that drug. He thought it a dangerous
practice.

There being no further business the Soeity

adjourned to meet again in December.
GAYLORD C. HALL, Secretary.

Owen—The Owen County Medical Society met
with Dr. J. AY. Botts on September 3, 1914.

Members present, A. E. Threlkeld, AAGieatley;

Geo. Purdy, New Liberty; J. C. B. Foster, of Ep;
AV. E. Foster, J. AAL Botts, D. E. Lusby and J.

H. Chrisman, Owenton.
AA^e had quite an interesting meeting. No regu-

lar program rendered, but genei'al discussion of

different topics. It was considered by all present

a ven^ interesting and helpful meeting.

J. H. CHRISMAN, Secretaiy.

Pulmonary Tuberculosis and Sanatorium
Treatment.—Artaud compares the statistics from
nine countries of Europe during the years 1906
and 1910, comparing the figures for the death-

rate and the results of sanatorium treatment,

es})ecially in Germany, Switzerland and France.

His conclusions are that at least 50 and prob-

ably 75 per cent, of all in the early stages of tu-

berculosis can be permanently cured by the sys-

tem of public sanatoriums and dispensaries. The
main point is to discover the tuberculosis in its

incipient stages, when it is always curable. The
average stay in the sanatorium should not be less

than six months; it is from the sanatorium alone

;hat we can ex])ect actual and durable cures. The
tuberculous taking fresh-air treatment at home
generally get too much medicine; the family

think that drugging is the chief factor in all

treatment of the sick. The result in this case is

that the digestion gets upset, and when the. tu-

berculous lose aiipetite and cease to be properly

nourished, the downward course is i-apid. The
family, besides, is seldom skilled enough to ward
off further contagion.
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ORIGINAL ARTICLES

CONSERVATIVE SURGERY OE THE
OVARY.

By Charles W. IIibbitt, Louisville.

Conservative surgery of tlie uterine ap-

pendages is rather of recent development, and
as applied to the ovary refers to those meth-

ods by which ovarian structure still capable

of functional activity is preserved rather than

sacrificed

.

Study of many cases shows that mutilating

operations do not always give the desired re-

lief, and are sometimes followed by develop-

ment of new symptoms much more trying to

the female than the original trouble.

It was formerly quite common to remove
practically normal ovaries for various nerv-

ous disturbances which it was thought might
be due to them. If you will but follow up a
few eases after removal you will be convinced
of the distressing effects of double oophorec-
tomy. Giles reports eases where flushes and
symptoms of artificial menopause continued
for three to four years, and in some eases for

ten years. Severe mental depression occurs
in from 10 per cent, to 33 jjer cent. In 157
cases two became insane. Sex instinct was
entirely abolished in 16 per cent. Giles fur-

ther reviewing 1000 abdominal .sections, of

which 50 were unilateral salpingo-oophorec-
tomy for pelvic inflammatory disease, con-

cludes that the removal of one ovary causes ir-

regularities ; diminution or cessation of the
menstrual flow in 16 per cent, of the eases,

and in 12 per cent, the sexual de.sire is lessen-

ed or abolished.

$2.00 Year

Norris, in his reports of the results at the
University Hospital of 133 eases in which one
ovary had been removed, menstruation was
diminished or irregular in 50.

While we may be working and studying in
a practical way along the line of conservatism,
it should not lead us to be over-enthusiastic,
for we must understand that there are some
pathological conditions in the ovary and
structures about it which render conserva-
tism absolutely impossible. As more of this

.conservative work is done and results pub-
lished, we will be in better position to determ-
ine its limitations and know in what condi-
tions it is advisable, and in what not advis-
able. The advantages to be gained by con-
servatism are

:

(1) We make pregnancy possible, that is

when part of ovary and normal tube are left
either on same or opposite side

:

(2) Menstruation is continued ,if an
ovary or functionating piece of ovary can be
left with the uterus or part of the utenis

:

This of itself has an imiiortant bearing on
the mental condition of the patient, for the
effect of the cessation of menstruation upon
the mind of the patient, especially if she is

young and anxious to bear children, may give
rise to grave mental disturbances, melan-
cholia, etc., and for this reason also it is well
to maintain ovulation and menstruation even
when there are no chances of future preg-
nancy.

(3i AVhere a part or the whole ovary is left,

the function of the internal secretion or the

trojihic influence of the ovary is maintained.
Tliis internal secretion is of great import-

ance in the light of recent invest igation,

which shows that it controls the menstrual
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cyde {111(1 directly influences the general ineta-

holisiii.

We must not lose sight of the fact, how-
ever, that there are certain limitations and
disadvantages to conservatism. The age of

the patient constitutes a limit, as it is much
more important to preserve the ovaivies in a

young woman than one in the late forties, or

who has passed the menopause, for after this

the internal secretions are changed or modi-
fied to a great extent; hut after this time,

shoukl the uterus he removed for a heuign
growth and the ovaries are hcalihy, in most
eases it is well to leave them.
We must also consider the physical condi-

tion of the patient, for a woman who has suf-

fered a great length of time and is practical-

ly a chronic invalid. aii(.l whose first and only

desire is the recovery of health, is a much
poorer subject for oons'^rvatism than one who
has suffei'ed little.

Certain diseases also impose restrictions.

Where malignant dise."se is present conser-

vatism is absolutely contraindicated, also in

purulent or tulru’cular infection Avhere the

result is an interstitial inflammation of the

ovary.

The surgeon should if possible know the

disposition of his patient, whether bright or

melancholy, before he operates. Other things

being equal he would go further in conserva-

tism on the one of a melancholy disposition

than on the one with bright and sunny dispo-

sition.

While we cannot make any fixed rules as

cases, we will consider some lesions which are

favorable to consenmtism.
Where {i benign tumor is found, it is well

to excise if it is small, and thus save part of

the ovary. Where hematoma of the ovary is

not huge and has not so distended the ovary
as to destroy normal tissue, it is only neces-

sary to turn out the clot and close the cavity.

Cysts of the Graafian follicle and corpus
luteum are seldom large enough, and are not

so intimately connected with the ovary, as to

recpiire removal of the ovary.

An ovary which has fallen 'back in the cul

de sac whether it is large, cirrhotic, or small,

shoiild not he sacrificed unless there is a gross

lesion in it. Atrophied ovaries, pr those hav-

ing the appearance of premature senile

change, are usually seen in a bed of adhesions.

They return practically to their normal state

after being peeled out of this bed of adhes-

ions and set free.

The (piestion of adhesions is the most per-

plexing and very impoi'tant, for it is these

cases in which conservatism is juvicticed that

coime back more frequently than any other.

While the ovary may be adherent to any of

the pelvic stiuictures, a grave (piestion al-

ways {irises as to whether the ])atient is liable

to suffer if doubfful struefures are left, and
whether the trouble will advance or disap-
])ear. This must be considered every time
pathological or mutilated structures are re-

turned to the ])clvis. There are adhesions,

—

and ailhesions,—and frequently the ovary is

found embedded in a mass of adhesions, but
is not otherwise involved. When they are
mild and not extensive in character, the con-

dition may he considered favorable
;
yet there

are cases whei-e the adhesions are dense and
expensive, and on liberation of the ovary if it

is not injured it can possibly be saved; but
where the ovary is buried in dense inflamma-
tory tissue, it is impossible in some cases to

free it without tearing it, thus rendering con-
servation impossible.

Esch regards pus contained in ovarian ab
scesses as peculiarly virulent, those of puer-
])eral origin the organisms having traveled
through the broad ligament to the ovary. In
many cases where Neisserian infection is the

cause, the infection is due to surface con-

tamination and is not the result of gonococci
within the ovary.

We have all practiced conservatism with
results both good and had, and while in some
cases we considered most favorable we have
had failure, we should not let this influence

us against the practice, for success comes only
by studying the pathological condition when
the abdomen is opened; having a thorough
knowledge of the limitations for successful

conservatism, and in being able to follow the

future histories of the cases. If we adopt
these larinciples we can so perfect our tech-

nique as to give to Avomen many years of com
fortahle life. The principal rules Avhich are
necessary for success are:

( 1 ) Good surgical jiAdgment:

(
2

)
Ahvays leaving an adequate blood

supply to the ovary:

( 3 )
Supporting the ovaiw in as near its

normal position as possible.

In exercising surgical judgment our first

coneei'ii is adhesions. Here Ave must dissect

or peel off adhesions leaving the surface of

the ovary free and as clean as possible from
all inflammatory tissue; but if the OA'arian

tissue is torn it should either be resected (ar

removed entirely. If any inflammatory tis-

sue is left on the ovary it Avill favor adhes-

ions a.gain and thus defeat our good results.

Small cysts Avhere they are few in number
can be punctured and fluid alloAA’ed to escape.

l\(‘section is indicated Avhere a single reten

tion cyst is present
;
but in a cystic degenera-

tion where the whole ovarj' is involved remov-
al and not resection should he done.

In hematoma, also, resection shoidd he

adopted. In doing the resection a knife is
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far more preferal)le than the scissors, as the

latter tend to squeeze or pinch the ovary un-

less they are very sharp. All the diseased

structure could be cut away, and witli very
fine catgut and small needle the raw areas

should be brought together by a continuous

stitch as this controls the bleeding more satis-

factorily than a few interrupted sutures; for

with continued oozing an hematocele may re-

sult and infection and adhesions follow.

The suspending of the ovary or the resect-

ed one is a simple but i'lnportant matter; it

probably keeps it out of its old bed of adhes-

ions; a small needle with silk or catgut is

passed through the e.xterual end of the ovary,

then through the posterior surface of tlie

broad ligament near its upper paid.

^Maintaining a normal blood supply to the

ovarian ti.ssue left is of the utmost import-

ance. Neglect in this respect is the cause of

many failures following conservative w'ork,

and edema and cystic degeneration develop.

In studying the blood supply of the ovary we
can readily see it is easily interfered with cin-

less we are very carefiil as to the placing of

ligatures in all operations where the ovary is

to be left. In salpingectomy cutting the

tiibe from the meso-salpinx care should be

used to incise the meso-salpinx through its

extreme upper border. This will leave the

blood supply of the ovary normal, and the

meso-salpinx will be satisfactory for ovarian

suspension. The utero-ovarian anastomosis is

especially in danger of being ligated at the

external cornua where the large vessels are

situated close to the tiibe. Care should be

taken in tying off the tube next the uterus to

see that this ligature does not go deeply in

the broad ligament, but only takes in the up-

per and inner edge of the meso-salpinx. In

fact it is far better to dissect the tube out of

the uterine cornua and not tie it off. Blood

vessels should be tied in the upper border of

the meso-salpinx as close to the cut edge as

possible, and in whipping over the meso-sal-

pinx care must be used not to draw the

sutures too tightly, otherwise puckering of

the tissiies including the blood vessels will oc-

cur and circulation be interfered with..

All rough handling and traumatism of the

ovary during the operation sliould be avoid-

ed, and absolute gsepsis and hemostasis

should be secured to make our ork a success.

BIlil.IOGRArilY.

(tpIIs. Quoted by Xorris.

P'sch. Quoted by Xorris.

Xorris. “Gonorrhea in Wmnen.”
Kelly and Noble. “Ovaiian Conservation,” 1911.

DISCUSSION:

Irvin Abell: This is one of the most import-

ant papers tliat has ever been presented to this

society. The sacrifice of ovarian tissue need
hardl3’ be mentioned except to condemn it. This

is true, not onh' in jmung women, but in women
who liave passed the menopause. I recall a wo-

man, 52 j'ears of age, who Avas operated upon
tAvo 3'ears ago, in Avliom both ovaries presented

the atrojiliied appearance 'usually seen long af-

ter the menopause has jrassed. She Avas operated

\ipon for a large fibroid tumor, and both ovaries

Avere removed. I liave never seen a more stormy
menopause than this Avoman Avent through. She
developed marked melanciiolia and it Avas neces-

sary to confine her to jrrevent her doing harm to

lierself. Although tAVo years have elapsed since

the oireration, her condition is not yet normal.

Manj" individuals Avho have had their ovaries re-

moA'ed come back to us years later Avitb various

neurotic disturbances. Possibly the general prac-

titioners see these cases more frequently than Ave

do. I Avish to emphasize, therefore. Dr. Hibbitt's

statement that conservation of a part of the

ovary, no matter hoAV small it may be—any part

that is capable of carrying on the function of

menstrual ion, is Avell Avorth Avhile, irrespective

of the eonditioir for Avhich the operation is per-

formed. As the essaxust has pointed out, surgical

judgment plays a very important part in this re-

spect, and this can only be gained from careful

obserwation of our eases and studj- of their pa-
thology, arrd often, unfortunatehq at the expense
of our patients. I am sure that each arrd every

one of us can go back over our experiences arrd

recall cases irr Avhich it would have been wiser to

have left one or both of the ovaries than to have
done a complete operation.

Jno. B. Richardson, Jr.: I Avish to eruphasize

the point made by Dr. Abell relative to conserva-

tism in the removal of ovaries in Avomerr Avho have
passed the menopause. Tt has beerr ruA' rrrisfor-

tune to liaAe seen several eases similar to that de-

scribed ly Dr. Abell, and thej' eertainl,v do pass

through a most storiuA' meiropause, if it can be

called that. In tAvo oi- these eases the use of

ovarian extract has been of the utmost value. One
AAomair, for tAvo A’ears after she Avas operated

upon, Avas one of the most nervous individuals I

have ever seen, and during this jreriod she had
beerr literallA' saturated Avith bromides and other

like drugs, Avithout benefit. Three months' treat-

ment Avith ovarian extract almost entirel>' relicA--

ed lier rrervous s^'uqitoms and she is again nor-

mal, and has resumed the duties Avhich she liad

been in the habit of doing Irefore the operation,

and for which her condition had incapacitated

her for two v-ears following the operation. Oc-

casionalh', Avhen she feels the airproach of uer\ -

ous sA iuptoms. she takes a few doses of oAariau

extract and is relieved. In spite of tlie fact that

the ovaries iir Avomeir who have passed the meno-
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pause usually show atrophic changes, it would
appear that they must be capable of secreting

some sul)stance M'hich is necessary to a normal

condition of health. Therefore, in dealing with

the ovaries, conservatism should be our aim.

B. F. Zimmerman: I believe we will all heart-

ily agree with Dr. Hibbitt in his c )nclusion that

we should always save as much ovarian tissue as

we possibly can, and in i)iactically every case we
can save all or part of an ovary. Often, in the

operating room I have seen surgeons remove the

tube and ovary on one side because it was not

perfectly healthy, remarking that tlie tube and
ovary left on the other side would be sufficient.

I do not believe we should do this. The more
ovarian tissue we can save, the more internal se-

cretion the patient is going to have, and the bet-

ter her condition is going to be.

I wish to indorse what Dr. Kichardson has said

about the use of ovarian extract, provided it is

begun in time. It has been my misfortune to

see a great many cases in which the ])atients had

l)een subjected to removal of both ovaries. I

have a woman under observation at the present

time, whose ovaries were removed fifteen years

ago. She has been practically a nervous wreck

ever since. She was twenty-five years old when the

operation was done, and from that time until the

present, she has never seen a well day. I have

tried ovarian extract in this case, as well as in a

number of other long-standing cases, and it has

I’esulted in very little, if any, benefit. 'When its

use is begun early, however, it acts almost like

a specific. When we are coni])elled to remove one

ovary and a part of the otlier one, it is a wise

plan to follow the oi)eration by the administra-

tion of ovarian extract. It must be borne in

mind, however, that results will not be evident

in a few days; the treatment must be continued

over a period of months. Ordinarily, very little

improvement will be noted during the first

month. During the second month the patient

will begin to feel better, an'd l)y the third month
most of the nervous symptoms will liave disa])-

])eared. It should be administered in 5 gr. doses,

tliree times a day.

I recall a woman who has been under my care
at intervals ever since she was operated upon six

years ago, the surgeon reTuoving both ovaries.

This woman would menstruate only about every
three months, and during the interval between
menstrual ]>eriods, she would have extreme
nervous symptoms. The administration of

ovarian e.xtract would l)ring about menstruation

at the normal period each month, and after three

months of tl’.e treatment she would go as long as

six months and continue to inenstruate. Then
the interval between ])eriods would beu'in to

lengthen, necessitating the use of tlie extract

again.
^ I

F. T. Fort: When I graduated in medicine

about eighteen years ago, it seemed to I)e a fad to

take out the ovaries. Then we began to realize

that we were doing the wrong thing, and a re-

action set in, and I believe the concensus of opin-

ion now is that we slioidd l)e very conservative in

dealing with the ovaries. By conservatism is

meant to leave as much ovarian tissue as pos-

sible. However, where there are a great many
adhesions about the ovary, where the omentum is

carried over and is adherent to the tubes and
ovaries, it is almost impossible to free the adhes-

ions in such a way as to prevent a recurrence of

the trouble, and the only thing to do is to take

that ovary out, although, to all appearances, it

may be a i>erfectly normal ovary. If what Pro-

fessor Tupiere, of Paris, says is true, such an

ovary may be removed and transplanted into

the transversalis tissu<>, and continue to carry on

its normal function. Where we are compelled to

lemove an ovary from one side because of adhes-

ions, although the ovary itself is perfectly

healthy, and then upon investigating the ovarv-

on the other side, we find it to be diseased, we
should trim away the diseased portion and leave

as much of it as possible. Then, as a matter of

precaution, we should bisect the ovary that has

been rem.oved, and introduce it into the trans-

versalis fascia, thus adding to the amount of

ovarian secretion furnished to the patient.

Jethra Hancock: I do not expect to add very

much to the discussion of this excellent paper,

except to bring to the attention of the surgeons

some of the things that the general practitioner

sees. I have been going over, in my mind, the

number of women that have come to me in whom
the menopause had been brought on prematurely

by removal of the ovaries, and I do not recall a

single one who seemed to think that life was
Avoi'th the living, or who seemed to feel kindly

towards the surgeon who did the operation. Our
attitude towards the removal of the ovaries has

changed during the past ten years. In former

years, as Dr. Fort has said, it seemed to be the

practice to take out the ovaries in nearly all

cases of pelvic infiammation. I, myself, at that

time, advised these patients to go to the surgeon

and be ojmrated upon, assuring them that they

would never be well until thev did. Yet they

do get wmll. and many of them later bear healthy

children. However, even if they are sterile, they

enjov fairly good health—much better than most

of those I have seen that have been operated

upon. I do not wish to be understood as saying

that there are not many cases which surgery, as

practiced at the ]>resent time will not benefit, but

the indiscriminate removal of all diseased struct-

ures has done a great deal of harm.

Lee Kahn: I think Dr. Fort has struck the

keynote of conservatism in advocating ovarian

transi)lantatiou. The excellent work of Tuffier

along this line merits moi'e consideration than it

has received in this country. .\s Dr. Fort has

said where castration of a woman is necessary it is
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.H'ood surgery to consei'\e in this way ovarian tis-

sue, grafting it where it will receive a blood sup-

ply as ricli as it is normally accustomed. It may
be planted in the muscle wall of the abdomen but

better yet in the subperitoneal tissue, where ten-

derness during its periodical congestion is less

felt. To give the transplant a generous blood

supply, Estis puts it in the uterine wall. Experi-

mental work has demonstrated that autoplastic

grafts are far more successful than the heinoidas-

tic.

Leon L. Solomon: Without meaning to c iter

upon the discussion of a surgical subject, which

is i-ather foreign to the jirovince of the- Intern-

ist, I may be permitted to say a few words about

the conservation of ovaiian structures in oper-

ative eases, passed the change of life. This

strikes me as the most inpiortant phase of the

subject under discussion to-night. Surely, it is

a matter of pride to this gathering that the

]>resent time sees so many and such dignified,

scholarly gentleman cliamjiioning the conserva-

tion of the ovary, in operations, both before and

after the climacterium. To-day, few there are, Avho

would dare think of remoi ing the ovary in its en-

tirety, unless the organ is pathologic in its en-

tirely and beyond repair. Twenty years ago, such

jiractice was a matter of daily, almost hourly

occurrence. The wrecks of the surgery of those

days were many, and they are still in our midst,

themselves miserable, a curse to ourselves. We
are taught by cases, such as Dr. Abell cites, that

the ovary performs other functions and more im-

portant functions, than that solely in connection

with the Divine command to ‘increase and multi-

ply, that we may become as numerous as the

sands of the sea.’’. Modern physiology teaches

that the function of the ovarv' continues until

late years. Concerning a point, emphasized to-

night, I can see but little benefit in changing a

hitherto “passive” woman into an “active” or

an “aggressive” woman; anything which brings

about such a result Is little short of calamity.

With reference to the em])]oyment of ovarian

extract, which has been referred to by several of

the gentlemen, Avho have entered the discussion,

I am convinced that much good may come from
it. 1 wish to em[»hasize what Dr. Richardson has

said about the ])roti'acted use of ovarian extract,

and also its very early emjdoyment. AVhere we
are compelled to remove every vestige of the

ovary, the saving of some tubal substance is woi'th

while, and may serve to prevent a ju’emature

climacterium. AVhere it is necessary to remove

everv vestige of both tubes ami ovaries, the early

and ))ersistent employment of ovarian* extract

will sometimes continue tlm menstruation unin-

terruptedly and continuously.

Chas. W. Hibbitt, (Closing): 1 am very much

obliged to the gentlemen for theii* discussion of

the i)aper.

In closing, 1 wish to speak to only one point

brought out i)y Dr. Kahn. Suppurative condi-

tions in the pelvis often tax the surgeon’s judg-
ment in determining whether or not to leave an
ovary. However, where the interstitial part of

the ovary is not affected, 1 i)elieve we can safely

leave it.

ClIROAMC PROSTATITIS FOJjJAlWJNO
(DtETHRAL NEISSERIAX IN-

FECTION.
P>y Cij.viu^e O. Hoffman, Louisville.

Chronic prostatitis re])resents a long-stand-
ing infiainniation of the prostate gland, and is

considered one of the most frequent and im-
portant complications of urethral Neisserian
infection. Tliere are two types, the remit
of a catarrhal condition of the gland, the
other following a follicular or parenchymat-
ous inflammation.

In posterior nretliritis, i-esulting from
gonococcic infection, the organisms usually
find tlieir tvay through the prostatie ducts
into the gland itself, but frequently perish,

there without producing any inttunraatm''.

Prostatic infection usually occurs in per-
sons given to excesses, such as alcoholics, mas-
tubators, and those whose occupations keep
them almost constantly upon their feet. This
causes the gland to be in an almost chronic
state of hyperemia, which is a very favorable
condition for growth of the organisms of
Neisser.

It is claimed by most autliors that pros-
tatitis is a complication in ninety per cent, of
all cases of posterior urethritis. Frank (quot-
ed by A^alentine and Townsend) reports one-
hundred per cent, of infections of the pros-
tate gland after posterior urethritis; 'whereas,
other authors repoi't prostatic infections with-
out even the slightest symptoms of 'posterior

urethritis.

The diagnosis is not always easy. The most
valuable information is usually obtained by
rectal palpation. However, palpation of llie

]U‘ostate is very disagreeable to most patients.

Naturally a foreign substance in the rectum
will cause a great deal of uneasiness, giving
the patient a desire to defecate. I have come
in contact with hypere.sthetic patients in

whom I could scai'cely palpate the prostate,

the muscular contractions being so great that

1 could not overcome them.

The noi'inal pi-ostate varies in size, there-

fore a lai’ge gland does not always mean a dis-

ea.sed one; but if the lol)es show an essential

difference in size, with tender spots in one
or the other, the condition is usually patho-

logical. The width of the interlobulai- cleft

has no clinical significance except in prostatie

hypcrti'ophy. Tlie general density of the
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normal prostate is less than that of the cervix

uteri. Some prostates will be found hard and
firm, others soft and elastic

;
the soft, doughy

kind ought always to arouse suspicion. The
consistency will vary with the sexual exercise

of the gland.

It is generally possible, by light massage of

the gland, to oibtain a few dro'ps of the pros-

tatic secretion
;
but if you find this impossible,

it is a good plan to have the patient void a

part of his urine before the massage, saving

the remainder until aftemvard, wdiich will re-

move any secretion remaining in the urethra.

This urine should then be centrifugalized and
examined microscopically. Better results can
be obtained by irrigating the anterior urethra

with a boric acid or normal salt solution, then

letting the patient void his second urine.

A knowledge of the microscopic appear-
a7ice of normal prostatic secretion is of course

necessary. The secretion massaged from a

normal prostate, microscopically, contains

cuboidal epithelial cells, a scant}- number of

leucocytes, a small number of yellowish cor-

piiscles varying in size known as “lecithin

corpuscles,” and occasionally a few sperma-
tozoa; although, the presence of numeroiis
spermatozoa would point to involvement of

the seminal vesicles and ejaculatory ducts.

The presence of the o]’ganisms of Neisser in

the prostatic secretion, regardless of clinical

symptoms, assures you of your diagnosis.

Goldberg gives a simple test for recognizing

pathological prostatic secretion, as follows: A
drop of nonnal secretion placed on a glass

plate appears as a uniformly milky fluid

;

Avhereas the abnormal secretion appears as an
incomplete emiilsion.

The symptoms of elu'onic prostatitis are

variable, and purulent cases have been known
to run their course without being recognized

by the patient. It may manifest itself in the

form of sexual neurasthenia, the patient be-

ing entii'ely ignorant as to his prostatic dis-

oi’der. Patients of this kind are very hard to

convince that their condition will remain un-

changed Tinless the cause is removed.

As the prostate is situated at the crossing

of three tracts.—the urinary, genital and in-

testinal,—it can readily be seen from the
anatomic and physiologic relation of the gland
to other organs, that disturbances due to in-

flammation may manifest themselves in symp-
toms referable to the urinary, the se.xual and
digestive tracts. The tract itself may mani-
fest symptoms of either motor, sensory or

secretory disturbances, therefore it is almost
irnpo.ssible to enumerate all the symptoms of

chronic prostatitis.

Dysuria is gcmerally an early symptom, and

the frequency of urination is usually increas-

ed. The jiatieut may suffer with nocturnal

or premature emissions and sexual impot-
eney. Pain in the loins, inside of the thighs,—especially after defecation when constipat-
ed,—^iiain in the abdomen, headache, pain
radiating along the spermatic cords, testes,

and penis. The gravity of the ease has to be
judged by the severity of the subjective symp-
toms. There may be a constant discharge
from the urethra in cases where the urethra is

small with few folds and the gland secretes
abundantly. Retention of urine is not an un-
common complication, and should be handled
with much care.

The differential diagnosis between Neisser-
ian infection of the prostate, and chronic pos-
terior urethritis due to infection by the
organisms of Neisser, is difficult. The secre-
tions may mix, then again the prostatie secre-
tion may flow backward into the bladder, thus
causing a turbid urine or a clear urine con-
taining filaments.

In the differential diagnosis of senile hyper-
trophy, the age of the patient has to be taken
into consideration, also, the presence of resi-
dual urine, and the absence of pus in the ex-
pressed secretion.

In tuberculosis of the prostate, the diag-
nosis can only be made positive by the micro-
scopical finding of the tubercle bacilli.

During the coiirse of chronic prostatitis
you may have a urine loaded with the organ-
isms of Neisser, resulting from rupture of a
small encapsulated abscess, which most fre-
quently clears up in a few days if mas.saged
and the bladder and urethra irrigated. These
abscesses most frequently rupture into the
urethra, less often into the rectum. The fol-

lowing table by Sigmond (as quoted by
Guiteras in a series of 145 cases) gives the
relative frequency of the locality in w-hich
prostatie abscesses nipture

:

Into the urethra 64
Into the rectum 43
Into the perineum 15
Into the ischio-reetal fossa 8
Into the inguinal .region 8
Into the foramen ovale 2
Into the navel 1

Into the sciatic notch 1

Into the angle of the false ribs 1

Into the peritoneum 1
Into tlie prevesical cellular tissue 1

In most cases of prostatie abscess the pus
will be found blood-stained, and sometimes
juire blood is discharged after urinating. The
treatment of jirostatic abscesses is .surgical,

and if they can be detected before rupturing,
they should if possible be opened by the peri-
neal route tlii’oiigh the prostatie urethra.
Albuminuria in connection with prostatitis

with an absence of a large amount of |)us or
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spermatazoa, usually is traumatic in origin

and transitory in character.

The prognosis of chronic gonococcic pros-

tatitis depends a great deal upon the healing

of the coexisting urethral infection. We
know that as long as the urethral infection re-

mains \incured, so will the prostatitis, caused

by re-infection from the urethra. It is never

advisable to predict a cure in less than six

months, as the time varies in different cases,

and some will take much longer.

In the treatment of these cases, the first

thing to accomplish is to destroy the gono-

cocci, and do away with all narrowing of the

anterior urethra; then practice dilatation of

the posterior urethra \yith a Kollman or other

prostatie douches; urinary antiseptics; such

remedies as may be indicated for the bowels

and the patient’s general health.

As a general routine I have the patient re-

port to me twice Aveekly for treatment, ex-

cepting at the time of an exacerbation, alter-

nating with massage and dilatation. I follow

each treatment with urethra-bladder irriga-

tion of either nitrate of silver or permangan-
ate of potassium

;
if there is much involvement

of the posterior urethra, instillations of silver

nitrate 1-500 to 1-50 with either an Ultzmann
or Cluyon syringe. I have had some very bril-

liant results with the vaccines especially in

exacerbations, but never very encouraging re-

sults in the simple chronic forms.

IMassage is the most important in chronic

prostatitis. It frees ducts Avhich have been
obstructed, causes absorption of chronic exu-

dates, and aids pus to drain and escape. In
this procedure the hxbricated index finger is

generally inserted into the rectum following

the curve of the sacrum and to the right side.

After the prostate has been located, as it is a
movable organ, it is necessary to fix it, and
while so doing to press it as far as possible

toward the finger in the rectum. The fixation

and pressure are obtained by the fingers of

the left hand pi’essing downward upon the

prevesical region. In massage of the pros-

tate, the apex should be the first point of at-

tack, the finger slightly bent and withdraAvn
with each stroke and the force gradually in-

creased. Ordinarily prostatie juice A\fill ap-
pear at the meatus before the finger has at-

tained the middle of either lobe.

Hot or cold rectal douches will be found
very serviceable following massage, especial-

ly the cold douche
; or the cold rectal psychro-

phore is advantageous in eases of atonic im-
poteney and prostatorrhea. l\Iost of these
cases require tonic treatment, such as strych-
nia and some preparation of iron. Basham’s
mixture is very popular and serviceable.

During the course of treatment we will en-

counter acute exacerbations, which are treat-

ed in the same manner as an acute prosta-

titis. The patient is put to bed on a liquid

diet
;

urinary antiseptics, anti-spasmodies,

and laxatives, are given internally
;
hot appli-

cations to the abdomen
;
sitz baths

;
hot rectal

saline douches every three to four hours.
These rectal douches are given with a foun-
tain syringe Avith the ordinary rectal tube,

or better AA'ith a return floAV tube made for
this purpose.

Patients suffering Avith chronic prostatitis

should be A-ery careful about their dress and
footgear in cold rainy AA^eather. They should
Avear Avarm clothing and rubbers, avoiding all

drafts of air and dampness.

DISCUSSION.

Leon L. Solomon: I feel a hesitancy in under-
taking to discuss a paper of this sort, on a sub-

ject, Avliich is entirely out of my line, except inso-

far as the general practitioner or internist sees

such eases by chance, possibly complicating other
conditions. I liappen to have seen one such case
reently, in Avhich the patient had a chronic
abscess of long standing, and 1 was rather im-
pressed by the fact, that, in this case, the abscess
gave rise to practically no symptoms, and had
gone undiagnosed, although the ease had been un-
der the observation of a practitioner, in attend-
ance quite a time. T say this Avithout intending
any reflection upon the practitioner in question,
but simply to emphasize the fact, that the trouble
could haA'e existed, over a rather protracted
period of time, Avithout the attention of the at-
tending physician having been directed to it.

The diagnosis of abscess had hoAvever been previ-
ously made, because, Avhen it Avms concurred in at

consultation, the patient, a mariied man, re-

marked that the diagnosis had been made in the
East and he had said nothing about it, because
he Avas ashamed to call attention to that portion
of his anatomy. Eupture occurred on the day
that Ave Avere about to attempt some surger)q the
abscess emptying through the perineum.
While not exactly in line Avith this subject, I

Avould like to mention, Avhile on the floor, the fact
that I also saw recently an abscess, folloAving an
old chronic prostatitis in Avhich there had been a
Neisserian infection, years ago, but the gonococci
could not be demonstrated on this particular oc-

casion, the abscess being tuberculous in character,
although no bacilli Avere demonstrable in the
urine. Dr. John D. Allen did a guinea pig inocu-
lation for us, in this case, and, on the seAmnteenth
or eighteenth day, the guinea pig showed a gener-
al tuberculous involvement.

I mention these tAvo cases because, in the first

one, in particular, the abscess had surely existed
for some time, and had been diagnosed by a phy-

sician in the East, some months previously, yet

the patient returned home to his family and to

his Avife’s bed, and refused to make knoAvn any
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symptoms or si^iis, Avliicli miglit have led to the

diagnosis by Ids tlien attending physician, until

rectal examination disclosed the abscess on the

occasion of the consultation.

It occurs to me that this organ, which gives

the specialist so much trouble, may sometimes be

the seat of serious disease "without giving I'ise to

any symptoms which would justify an examina-

tion and lead to the diagnosis of the condition,

and it is to that phase of the subje'-t, that I have

])articularly addi'essed myself in these re>narks.

Wm. Sanders: I have enjoyc'l the paper very

much indeed. Just one ]K)int in regard to the

symptomatology. 1 reme7nber one case that I

had in whicli an acute condition finally developed

into a chroiuc prostatitis, followed by a very se-

vere sciatica, the pain radiating down the calf of

the leg to the heel. Under massage of the pros-

tate and tlie use of an autogenous vaccine, made
liy Dr. Allen, a very brilliant result v>'as obtain-

ed in this ease. The vaccine cured the sciatica,

altliough 1 was not able to get rid of all the in-

fection in the prostate.

W. C. Dugan; Vaccine in the treatment of

sciatica appears to be something new. 1 would

like for Dr. Hoffman, in closing, to tell us about

it.

Albro L. Parsons: I would like for the essay-

ist, in closing, to tell us how often he lias observ-

ed the symptom of jiain in the heel as an indica-

tion of ]irostatic disease. Butler’s work on diag-

nosis, under the head of “Pain,” shows the pic-

ture of the heel, and at the end of an arrow point-

ing to it, the words “Prostatic trouble.”

Claude G. Hoffman, (Closing): T did not men-

tion chronic abscess in my paper, but I remember

one case which ran along for six or seven months,

beginning in the right lobe and continuing until

both lobes had slouglied away, without giving

rise to any symptoms with the exception of this

sloughing draining through the nretlira.

In reply to Dr. Sanders’ fpiestion, I have never

seen jiain radiating down to the heel except in old

cases of hypertrophy of the prostate. I have

seen patients that complained of pain in the calf

of the leg, but I have never seen one that com-

plained of pain in the heel.

Dr. Dugan asked about vaccines in the treat-

ment of sciatica. In Dr. Sander's ease it would be

hard to tell whether that symptom were coming
from the prostatic condition or not. I have never

see neither autogenous or stock vaccines do any

good in the treatment of chronic prostatitis.

Sugar and Lactic Acid in Blood.—The authors’

exjieriments demonstrate that lactic acid is read-

ily jiroduced in the liver as a result of local stag-

nation of blood How. This jiroduction of lactic

acid, they believe, is probably dependent on tlie

asphyxial (-ondition wliich is induced, and it is

very likely from glycogen that it is derived.

OSTEOiMYHLlTIS.

By (’. W

.

Karraker, Louisville.

It is impossible to cover this subject very
minutely, for this disease, while not rare, is

not seen frequently, and many times not diag-

nosed. The non-su'ppurative or acute va-

riety is usually traumatic in origin. Such as

fractures, contusions, etc. Under these con-

ditions it could scarcely be called a disease.

The occurrence of suppuration in simple frac-

ture is very unusual.

Acute Infective Osteomyelitis. It is an
acute inflammatory disease of pyogenic origin

jiriucipally in long bones of young people.

This is by far the most important and inost

common inflammatory disease of the bone.

Etiologii. Age, before puberty. Trendel
says very few contract it after seventeen
years of age. Sex. IMales, about three times

as often as females, probably because they are

more subject to sprains, contusions, and
wrenches, which are exciting caiases.

All febrile diseases, as well are exciting

causes. For instance, measles, .scarlet fever,

whooping cough, bronchitis, typhoid fever,

etc.

The a'bove is not alwa.vs the ca.se, as it may
occur as well in those of robust health. It is

an iinaecountable fact that it does not occur
as frequently in fractures and dislocations as

in slight injuries. Swimming has caused it.

The long bones of the lower extremity are

most frequently affected. It may have a

multiple foci, that is may have more than one

bone affected.

Bacteriology. Germs of this disease are

pyogenic organisms and found to be pure
cultures as a rule. When the streptococci in-

vades it seems to affect the joint. For this

the writer is unable to find anything Avith

reference to the reason Avhy. Other germs
may be the c.ause. Typhoid, pneumococci,
colon, etc., with rarely a combination.

Mode of Entrance of Germs. As it com-
mences deeply, necesi-jarily the germs must be
circulating in the blood. This being the case

there may be infection from ulcer, inflamed
wound, tonsils, skin, mouth, or any part of
the respii'atory tract. In many cases, how-
ever, there ir, nothing to indicate the origin of
infection.

Pathology. The disea.se usually begins in

the spongiosa part near the epiphysis. In
many cases it remains in this area, but in the

majority of cases it spi-eads to all jiarts of

inednllary.

Necrosis of the iniddle section of the shaft
without necrosis of the terminal portions ad-
jacent to the epiphysis is .said to l)e unknoAvn.
This infection burrows in and takes place
of the cellular and fatty tissue it breaks doAvn
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or al)sorbs or forces itself by ])ressure into

veins ami ly!ui)liaties. The latter explains

the fat emboli which are sometimes fountl in

the lungs, also the tendency of this disease to

become pyaemic through these emboli. The
pus by aceumiilation loosens tbe periosteum

and strips it off by pressure.

Regeneration of Bone. Compact bone tis-

sue has very little regenerative power. The
formation of new bone is almost all by the

periosteum and the meinbrane lining, and the

medullary .spaces. When first formed it is

soft and bulky, but gradually becomes hard.

Symptoms. As stated in the etiology this

ilisease is most generally found in cases be-

fore puberty. The onset is usually by chill

and followed by fever of 103-105. This con-

tinues with remissions throughout the disease

or until relief is given by nature or by incis-

ion. The pulse runs as a rule in accordance

with the temperature.

. The skin in early eases is hot and dry.

Often distinct flushing indicating the activ-

ity of the circulation. Very young children

may begin with a convulsion and some de-

lirium. These may continue until relieved.

Loss of appetite, headache, vomiting, dry
coated tongue, foul breath, dry skin, delirium,

and later muttering typhoid tj'pe. In some
cases symptoms similar to meningitis. The
pain complained of is agonizing, but the pow-
ers of locating the part appear to diminish,

often too in children too young to give only

a vague idea of the seat of pain. In the

older the pain is usually referred to the limb

affected, but may not be right at the seat of the

disease. Tenderness on pressure can general-

ly be found early. In searching for the ten-

der point exert pressure at suspected epi-

physis and on the shaft near it. It may t)e

necessary to examine all the epiphyses as

swelling does not appear as a rule until two,

three or four days and even longer. When it

does come it forms part of the joint above
or below, not in the sides like other joint dis-

eases

With even a great amount of swelling, it is

very difficult to get fluctuation because of the

depth of the fluid from the surface. An ex-

amination of the blood shows a marked leu-

cocytosis and should always be examined in

cases of doubtful diagnosis.

After the disease has fully developed the

child will get in postures to relax as much as

possible the muscles. Any attempt to alter

these postures by movement of the limb
greatly inc7-eases the pain.

Complications. Thrombosis of both veins

and arteries. Prom emboli abscesses may
form in lungs, kidneys, heart, muscle, spleen
or brain.

Diagnosis. It is probable that this disease

of children is one of the most important for

eai*ly diagnosis, and yet leading text books

will tell you that a large majority are diag-

nosed on the post mortem table.

The diseases most frequently confused

with osteomyelitis are acute articular rheu-

matism, meningitis and typhoid fever. Rheu-
matism is rarely confined to one joint, the

swelling is opposite the joint, and becomes
manifest earlier in the disease. It fails to

have evidences of septic intoxications at on-

set. Also the pain is more of a dull ache.

There is perspiration with rheumatism, and
leueocytosis is not present. ^Meningitis has

usually a retraction of the head and pains 021

moving any limb. Typhoid may be differen-

tiated by the Widal test and leucocyte count.

Prognosis. Occasionally a type is encoun-
tex-ed with such profound symptoms that a

fatal result is a foregone eonchxsion from the

first. In rare eases death oceixrs in thirty-six

houx:^. At times the case is so mild that it

termixxates without suppux*atixig. In these

cases there is simply a thickening of the

bone which xxxay beconxe active years later.

The ultimate results when the whole thickness

of the shaft is affected, or necx'osed is that

the boxie is usually shorter than its fellow on
the opixosite side. AVhei’e more than one bone
is ixivolved, as in radius and ulxia, tibia and
fibula then, there may be a xxiai’ked deform-

ity. Where joixits becoxxie infected they may
have ankylosis. In eases in which after treat-

ixient has been neglected there may occur

xnuscular contractures, resulting in deform-
ities.

Treatment. Is strictly surgical and should

be pi'omptly incised. Poultices, countei*-irri-

taxits, and abortifaciexxts ax*e absolutely use-

less. They are xnake-slxifts, axid tend to px’o-

mote a false feeling of security. They are sim-

ply time consuxners. Incisions shoxild be free

and yet respect the anatoxnical featui’es of the

locality as there xnay be some important struct-

ures to deal with. For instance in every one of

the epiphyses one xnight open the joint cavity.

Thex'e are a few enthxisiasts that ixxake loi'g

incisions, but as a rule a two or three inch in-

cision is all that is necessaiy. Careful

haemostasis should be exex’cised as the patient

is always far below par. As a xaxle ixi acute

cases diw dressiixgs are best, while ixi a few,

wet are to be preferred.

It xnay be necessai-y to irrigate as there

must be a good drainage. Gexierally it is

thought best to trephixxe or chisel right into

the xnedullary caxxal. Few authoxdties seem
to thixik it not necessaiy to go so deep. Look
to the bowels and the appetite. Use xiutritive

foods, and do not confine rigidly to bed as a

rule. Be careful about acquiivment of xnus-

eular deforxnities.
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If the operation for the removal of the

sequestriuni is undertaken at the proper time

(just when separating from the living hone)
the generation of the shaft will almost always
he completed in a few months.

In rare eases it is necessary to amputate.
For instance when there has been great ex-

haustion from pain, failure of nutrition, and
prolonged suppuration.

DISCUSSION.

Bernard J. O’Connor: I do not know tliat I

liave very much to say on the subject of osteo-

myelitis from a surgical stanclijoint. It is a dis-

ease that we do not encounter very often, and I

do not remember that it has ever been discussed

before this society.

The diagnosis of osteomyelitis is a very import-

ant phase of the subject, in view of the gravity

of the lesion under certain conditions, and the

necessity for early opeiative steps. One very

valuable aid in the diagnosis, which the essayist

neglected to mention, is the use of the X-ray for

the purpose of demonstrating abscess cavities,

the changes in the density of the bone being

aiqjarent under the X-rays at a very early date.

However, the physical signs are usually suffici-

ent to indicate that these changes are taking

place without the use of the X-rays. Differentia-

tion between ordinary periosteal abscess and
osteomyelitis is a very difficult matter without

the X-rays, unless it is determined by opening

the abscess. In periosteal abscess, he.aling rapid-

ly occurs, but where there is an abscess in the

medullary canal, or the bone proper, healing is

delayed and a chronic fistulous tract is fonned.

Dr. Murphy, of Chicago, has made the statement

that all cases of osteomyelitis, occurring out in

the country, away from hospital and surgical

facilities, should be operated upon by the phy-

sician wlio is called to see the case, which may be

done with an ordinary razor and gimlet if no

other instruments are available, the idea being to

limit the destruction of bone and the absorption

of septic material as much as possible. This

may be advisable wliere a surgeon cannot be read-

ily secured, but where a surgeon is available he

should be called in at the eailiest possible mo-
ment.

Jno. B. Richardson, Jr.: All text books empha-
size the importance of early diagnosis and oj^er-

ative interference in osteomyelitis, but in my ex-

jierience it has not been an easy matter to arrive

at a positive diagnosis in these cases. There are

so many things with which it may be confused in

the earlj' stage that no one should be severely

criticised for putting off operation at this time.

I do not mean to be understood as saying that Ave

should not (>]Aerate early, but to arrive at a posi-

tive dia.gnosis of osteomyelitis, so that we can be

sure of what we are doing, is often a veiy diffi-

cult matter. Of course, I believe that when the

diagnosis is established, operation should be at

once carried out.

In regard to Dr. O’Connor's remarks, I do not
believe that Dr. Murphy meant by his statement
that the mere drilling of a hole in the osteomye-
litis would result in a cure if the condition had
advanced to any extent. Unless the opening is

large and the operation radical, it would hardly
do more than produce alleA'iation of the symp-
toms to some extent.

F. T. Fort: I believe that all eases of osteo-

myelitis are of metastatic origin. In practically
all eases a search along the bone will disclose a
tender spot, and it is at this point that Dr.
Murphy advises that a h.ole be drilled. I have
heard eminent surgeons say that it is really an
advertisement of bad surgery to exhibit a large

s questrium that lias been removed from one of
these diseased bones; that if the diagnosis had
been made early, the sequestrum Avould not have
formed. I do not believe there is any class of

cases that require more careful searching to

ascertain the condition than osteomyelitis. It

comes on over night, and sometimes if it is not
done Avithin a feAV hours or a day or two at the
longest, the disease Avill have progressed so far
and there aviU be so much bone necrosis that

operation Avill not accomplish much good.

J. Hunter Peak: I ha\e seen a great many
eases of bone disease, particularly inflammatory
conditions, and it has been my experience that

in many cases, no matter hoAV quickly Ave get
them, or Avhat Ave do for them, bone destruction
Avill take place anyhoAv. HoAvever, I believe with
Keen and Murphy, that many cases can be reliev-

ed by quick operation. Even a small hole drill-

ed into the bone Avill do a great deal of good.
The best instrument for this purpose is an ordi-

nary bone chisel, Avith which an opening suffici-

ent to secure drainage can be A’ery quickly and
easily made.

Many of these cases, as Dr. Fort has suggested,

are of metastatic origin. Some of the eases I have
seen have been difficult to account for, the only
contributing cause being a, very slight injury.

For instance, in a little scuffle betAveen tAvo boys,

one of them sustains a slight injury to the shin,

perhaps not sufficient to interfere Avith his Avalk-

ing, and yet three or four days later a very seA’ere

condition has dcA’eloped. Some cases I haA'e seen

have begun Avith a periostitis, iirogressing Avithin

a short time to such an extent that if something
is not done, the periosteum is stripped from the

bone from one end to the other. The best thing

to do in such cases is immediate amputation, Avell

above the Site of the lesion. Some of these cases

develop from injuries to Avhich one hardly pays
any attention, such as striking the shin against a

])iece of fnrnitrre inflicting a very slight injury,

and in a short time great pain develops, accomp-

anied l)v higli temperature and every evidence of

extreme sepsis. Hoav the infection starts I do
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not know, unless tlirougli the l)lood stream, or

2iossibly tlirough the lyniirhaties. At any rate, it

is there, and in cases of that kind, in order to

save the limb, free incision and drainage is neces-

sary. It does not make much difference how
large the incision is; it will heal almost as quick-

ly as a smaller one.

Every ease of this kind is a law unto itself.

Everything that is necessary should be done at

one time. One o^rening is sufficient to drain the

entire medullary portion of the long bone, as all

of the spaces are intercommunicable. By mak-
ing this oirening you are giving the jratient the

best chance, and I think every ease is entitled to

that chance. Sometimes, however, no matter how
fi-ee the drainage, the bone v ill be destroyed any-

how, and the only thing to do is to amputate

above the trouble.

As the essa5ust has irointed out, this is one of

the most dangerous conditions we have to deal

with, as general sepsis is ajit to develoj), accoinj)-

asnied by the formation of emboli in the heart,

brain or lungs, and your iratient ma}' die when
you least exjrect it.

W. Edgar Fallis: Just a word in regard to the

diagnosis and prognosis in osteomyelitis. I re-

member reading an article a number of years ago

oil the destruction of bone tissue in rheumatism,

and if I remember correctly, the statement was

made in that article that, in all eases of rheuma-

tism beginning with chills and followed by high

temiieiature, there was advanced destruction of

bone tissue. That was before osteomyelitis ivas

regarded as a distinct clinical entity. Practically

however, the same thing is true to-day, and it

will be found to lie a very valuable aid in making

a differential diagnosis. In nine out of ten cases,

osteomjmlitis begins ivitli distinct chills and

rigors, followed by higii temperature, and the de-

gree of temperature is always in keeiiing with

tlie amount of jiressure within the bone due to

the infection which, in the majority of eases, is

carried tlirough tlie blood stream and is made pos-

silile l)v the lowered resistive jiower of the in-

dividual due to injury or any other cause, such as

typhoid fever for instance. I wish to emiiha-

size the fact tliat the amount of destruction of

bone corresponds to the amount of [iressure

within the bone. That is why Murphy advises

drilling a hole in the shaft of the bone, to re-

lieve the pressure. If it does no more than sim-

jily decrease the amount of j^ressure within the

shaft of the bone, it Avill lessen tlie amount of

destruction of bone.

Albro L. Parsons: I think this is a very time-

ly jAaiier. Some one has said that acute osteo-

myelitis sliould be considered tlie atqiendicitis of

bone. In other Avords, after a great deal of ef-

fort, Ave have reached the ^Aoint Avhere the gen-

eral iiraetitioner diagnoses appendicilis early and
urges early operation, and the autlior I speak of,

whose name has escaped me, believes that osteo-

myelitis should be dealt Avith in the same Avay.

One reason Ave do not get these cases earlier is

because, Avhen the average child comjrlains of

pain along the tibia, the mother jAuts it doAvn to

“groAving pains,” and tAA'enty-four hours or

more are lost in that way.
One type of this condition Avhich I have never

been able to understand, is that Avhich follows ex-

posure to cold. Eor instance, a child comes in

after having received a Avettiiig, say along in

March, and that night it has a chill and the next
day a A-ery high temperature. In such a case,

nothing helps us to differentiate the condition

from rheumatism, or groAving jiains, as a blood
examination Avill alvays show a leucocytosis.

I Avisli to emphasize Avhat Dr. Fallis has said

about drilling a hole in the bone. For a man of
Dr. MurjAhy’s ability, Avho can tell just Aviiere and
Avhen to drill a hole, that is all right, but for the

average man it is better to cut a good Avide grooA'e

down the tibia Avith a chisel, and it is better to

over-cut it than to under-cut it ewery time.

I do not knoAv of any condition in Avhich con-
senative surgery should run along parallel with
radcal surgery so much as n osteomyeltis. The
files of the .Kentucky Medical Journai of about a
year ago contain a report of a most interesting

case by Dr. Jethra Hancock, in Avhich there Avas

regeneration of the entire tibia, Avhich had been
destroyed from one epiphysis to the other, and
the man has a very good leg. It Avould seem,
therefore, that, notwithstanding Avhat the labora-
tory men tell us, the bone may be regenerated
in this condition.

What Dr. Peak has said is all right, but it

should not lead us to be too I’adieal. I Avould

hesitate to amputate in these cases until it is ap-
parent that the condition is overAvhelming the

patient. There are times when radical steps must
be taken, but I think it should run along hand in

hand Avith conservatism.

A. C. L. Percefull: This is to me a A'ery inter-

esting subject, particularly at this time, as I have
a ease of osteomyelitis of the chronic tyjAe under
obsei'A’ation. It has ahvays been a question in

my mind hoAV far to go in these cases that are

running along and giving very little trouble, and
throAving off a little piece of bone eA*ery tAvo or

three months. I hesitate to interfere in such
cases, because oftentimes it Avill only result in

making the condition worse.

T Avould like to hear some discussion along
this line; that it, Avhether or not Ave should inter-

fere in cases that are giving very little trouble

—

no pain, no fever, and occasionally a little piece

of bone Avorking out in the region of the infect-

ion. Should a radical operation be done, or

should Nature be alloAved to take its course and
throAV off the dead bone, as it Avill.

C. W. Karraker, (Closing) : T have not had a

groat deal of experience along this line. In Dr.

Percefull's case, I would continue to do just as he

is doing, and not interfere so long as there is no
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fever, and these pieces of bone are being thrown

off from time to time.

I wish to thank the gentlemen for their liberal

discussion of the paper.

THE SELECTION OF THE ANES-
THETIC.

By Emmet F. Horine, Louisville.

INTRODUCTION.

New methods and many refinements in anes-

thesia have been brought forward within the

last decade. At the present time many men
in the larger cities are devoting all of their

time or practically all of it to the study and
administration of anesthetics as has been
done in England for many years. Such work
is a specialty in itself and worthy the devo-

tion of a life time. The day has passed when
a by-stander, an untrained assistant or a

nurse with only a mask, chloroform or ether,

and a tongue forcejis is called upon to render
unconscious, I should hardly say to anesthet-

ize, the patient. In almost every town and
even in the country there is at least one phy-
sician w^ho has made a special study of anes-

thesia and who should be called for such work.

An anesthetist must be competent enough
to skillfully administer any one of the well-

known agents or to use any one of the reliable

methods. A man wdio exclusively uses one
drug or method is manifestly incompetent. I

am convinced that even the safer agents, if

given by improper methods or to unsuitable

subjects, will as surely cause trouble as the

most dangerous agent. A cursory analysis of

anesthetic fatalities will convince one that

quite often the method and not the drug must
be blamed.

The most important duty of the anesthetist

is the selection of the agent and of the method.

The following points should be considered:

1. iMortality of the agent to be used.

2. Applicability of the agent and method
for the particular operation to be performed.

The surgeon should have a free field for his

work so that he may do that work with ease.

3. The patient should be considered both

from a pathological and from a psychological

viewpoint. In some clinics little if any at-

tempt is made to select the agent. Each pa-

tient receives the same treatment regardless

of any indication to the contrary. This is

especially true in those clinics where nurses

are the anesthetists-.

We have at our disposal the following

methods of anesthesia: (a) local; (b) auto-

matic inhalation; (e) intra-tracheal insuffla-

tion; (d) rectal; (c) spinal; (f) intra-venous

;

(g) electric. For local anesthesia cocaine or

novoeaine combined with epinephrin is usu-

ally employed. In inhalation methods nitrous

oxid, ether, ethyl chlorid and chloroform are

the drugs ordinarily used. Intra-tracheal in-

sufflation anesthesia may be maintained by
nitrous oxid, though ether is the more ordi-

nary agent. In rectal anesthesia ether alone

though dangerous, was formerly employed
but lately Gwathmey has introduced a mix-
ture of olive oil and ether with which good re-

sults have been obtained. For spinal anal-

gesia either novoeaine or stovaine is now
used i n place o f cocaine which was
formerly used. For intra-venous work a
five per cent, solution of ether in normal sa-

line either alone or combined with hedonal
(ten grains to the pint) may be employed.
Solutions of paraldehyde and of isopral have
also been found useful for intra-venous work.
As to the degree of favor in which these

methods are held, either local or inhalation

anesthesia or a combination of the two is fa-

vored by the majority of men. Rectal, spinal

and intra-venous anesthesia each has its ad-

vocates though these methods have not as yet

received the stamp of general approval.

Electric anesthesia has been found successful

Avith the laboratory animal and also in several

instances upon the human subject for local

analgesia but its possibilities are as yet un-

known.

Of these methods the safest is local anes-

thesia and second to it is inhalation anesthesia.

A combination of local Avith inhalation anes-
thesia as in the method of Crile Avould natui--

ally oecupj^ a place of intermediate safet.y.

In general it is best to administer a prelim-
inary hypodermic of morphine and atropine
or of morphine and scopolamine. In the case'

of an adult patient the dose should be from
1-6 to 1-16 grain of morphine and from 1-100
to 1-200 grain of atropine. AVhen scopola-
mine is used the dose should be 1-200 grain
or less. With children and the aged it is

my rule to administer a small does of atro-

pine and no morphine.

In deteianining Avhat agent to use the ques-
tion of safety should be the first one to con-
sider. The eomparatiye safety of the yarious
agents in ordinary cases and their safety in

special conditions must be considered. Not
only should the drug selected entail the least

immediate danger but it should also cause
the fcAvest delayed results. It is not enough
to carry our patients safely through the

period of induction and through the opera-

tion but Ave must ahvays consider the possi-

ble after-effects. Authorities are agreed that

post-anesthetic aeetonuria folloAvs the exhibi-

tion of ether in a small percentage of cases,

Avith chloroform in a large number of cases

but neyer Avith nitrous oxid. The mortality

for a given agent may be less than for an-

other agent and yet for certain cases the ap-
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pareutly safer drug would be the more dan-
gerous one.

The agent sb.ould be selected which will be
best tolerated by tbe patient. The ante-op-

erative as well as the post-operative comfort
of the patient must be taken into considera-

tion.

l-OCAL ANESTIIESI.V.

Local anesthesia is at present just coming
into its own. It is undoubtedly true that the

surgeon can perform his work with greater

ease and rapidity when the patient is under
a general .anesthetic but there are many cases

in which local anesthesia should be used even
though the surgeon must go more slowly and
carefully. Without dould general narco^^is

pi’oduces more or less shock, it matters not
how trivial the operation may be. But it

is also true that with very nervous individu-

als, when a local anesthetic is used, the sight

of the operation may even produce more
shock than a general anesthetic would. In

fact death has resulted from the use of local

anesthesia in very nervous and weakened indi-

viduals. It therefore follows that cases for

local anesthesia should be just as carefully se-

lected as for any other method. The greatest

field of usethdness for local anesthesia is in

small operations though operations of any
magnitude may be performed by proper at-

tention to details. This method is of partic-

ular value in the country or in private homes
wh^n no trained assistants are at hand. In
I'esection of a rib in empyema when the pa-
tient is very weak and septic and when the
I'espiration and heart action are ’-endered dif-

ficult, the use of .a local anesthetic is impera-
(ive. It is also best in patients suffering with
diabetes mellitus

:
pneumonia

;
advanced

phthisis; advanced renal disease; heart dis-

ease, after failure of compensation
;
and in

all dyspneic conditions.

NITROrS OXID.

Without the slightest doubt, nitrous o.xid

with o.xygen is the safest known inhalation
anesthetic provided that it be ])roperly admin-
’stered. Niti’ous oxid should never be given
I xcej)t by a careful and experienced person
and its safety depends greatly upon whether
or not it is given. In reality nitrous oxid
IS a dangerous agent if employed by an in-

experienced person because its zone of anes-
thesia is so narrow. As a routine agent,
nitrous oxid with oxygen is being used by an
("ver increasing number of men and it de-
serves to be so used. But it is certainly true
ihat there are certain conditions in which
nitrous oxid is absolutely contraindicated. If
mlministered in the face of ceidain conti-ain-

dicafions it really becomes a dangerous tlrug

and i. feel that its mortality rate, slight

though it is, is largely due to improper select-

ion of the cases.

For operations of brief duration nitrous

(ixid is exceedingly valuable but it should
never be used even for a minute unless oxygen
is at hand for administration should untoward
symptoms arise. As a preliminary agent to

ether it is exceedingly valuable. Nitrous ox-
id-oxygen may be used for the 'majority of
cases and particularly should it be used in the
following conditions: diabetes mellitus, renal
disease and phthisis where it is impossible to

use local anesthesia. It is a very valuable
agent in weak, anemic and cachectic patients
as also in very nervous individuals.

In a nitrous oxid-oxygen case, if it is nec-
essary to keep the patient cyanotic to main-
tain anesthesia, this agent is unsuitable. In
such a case the percentage of oxygen should
be increased and ether added or a change to

ether alone should be made.

iMechanical obstructions of the respiratory
jiassages ai'e contra-indications to nitrous
oxid. Plethoric or fatty patients are also not
very suitable subjects because of the fact that
their lung capacity is small in proportion
to their body weight. Athletes, heavy smok-
ers and alcoholics are akso unsuitable subjects.
In children nitrous oxid does not answer so

well as ether. In patients over sixty years of
age in whom atheromatous conditions are
usually present, nitrous oxid would entail con-
siderable risk of cerebral hemorrhage. Those
with valvular defects, dilated hearts or myo-
cardial change should preferably not receive
nitrous oxid. Thyroid cases may receive it

but if the gland is large with tracheal pres-
sure it should not be used as ether by the semi-
open method is better.

ETHER.

Only second in safety to and ‘more available
than nitrous oxid, ether is tlie best drug for
general use. Of the various methods for its

use, the closed, formerly so frequently em-
ployed, has been largely superseded by the
various open methods. Administered by the
open or semi-open method it is a very satis-

factory and safe agent for the average pa-
tient. Ether given by either of these methods
has the following advantages: (1) simplicity;
('21 safety; (3) economy; (I) iPility. A ]>re-

liminary hypodermic of atropine or of ati'o-

I)inc and morphine assists materially when
ether is to be used.

Whei-e po.ssible the most agreeable method
for ether is to use nitrous oxid as a prelimin-

ary agent. This sevpteuee is very valuable

with nervous and excitable jiatients. The
period of induction is shortened, Ihe period

of visible e.xcitement is usually alisent and tlie

amount of ether used is lessened. AVith this

seciuence 1 believe the preferable technique is
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to first anestlietize with nitrous oxid-oxygen
and then gradually to add the ether vapor, to

this mixture until the patient is thoroughly
ane.sthetized. Then the gas is discontinued
and the open, semi-open or vapor method sub-

stituted It must be remembered that the

contra-indications to prolonged nitrous oxid-

oxygen anesthesia also hold good for its pre-

liminary use before ether.

When nitrous oxid is contra-indicated ether

may be given from the start. It may be

claimed that it is very unpleasant when so

given but this is true only when improperly
administered. By very gradually increasing

the concentration little, if any, unpleasant-

ness is noticed. There should not be a stage

of excitement except in a very small percent-

age of the cases, mostly in alcoholics. If the

anesthesia has been an even one there is rare-

ly any troublesome nausea or vomiting with

this method. Following Gwathmey’s suggest-

ion I have used oil of orange as a preliminary

to ether. It aids materially by masking the

odor of the ether. I have, however, not noticed

that the amount of anesthetic has been thereby
lessened as some observers have claimed.

Ether may be used liy some one of the va-

rious methods in the majority of cases. In
valvular defects, in thyroid conditions, in

mouth cases and in athletes I have found it of

especial value. In pulmonary conditions

ether may be given but nitrous oxid or local

anesthesia is preferable. It was formerly ad-

vised that ether should not be given in chronic

bronchitis but if a sufhcient dose of atropine

is nreviously given no trouble will be experi-

enced. Preferably in cases i^resenting a
permanent high blood pressure ether shoiild

not be given though in a few eases when it has
been impossible to use any other agent, I have
given it -without any trouble. The special in-

dications for the use of local anesthesia men-
tioned in a preceding paragraph would con-

tra-indicate the use of ether. It must not be
given when the actual cautery is to be used
about the face.

CHLOROFORM.

For many years chloroform was given the
preference over ether by the majority of men.
i\Tany investigations have been conducted to

a.scertain the comparative .safety of these two
agents. From a large number of statistics it

appears that ether is not less than six or seven
times safer than chloroform when tlie immedi-
ate mortality is considered. Chloroform is

dangerous no matter by whom it is given. No
one should attempt to administer it unless he
has had considerable experience in anesthesia.

It has certain advantages but these advan-
tages do not, as a rule, compensate for its

greater danger.

It was formei-ly stated that: “patients were

lost with chloroform on the operating table

and Avith ether, afterwards.” But it has been
proven that delayed chloroform poisoning is

not at all rare. Even in dilute dosage it un-
doubtedly causes more or less fatty degena-
tion of the liver and kidneys which may lead

to a fatal effect days after the operation.

This is particularly likely to occur in septic

cases because in these the liver and kidneys
have already been oveiuvorked. Acidosis in

children, and acetoniiria and glycosuria in

adults freciuently folloAV the administration

of chloroform. Particularly in obstetrical

cases AAdiere also the liver and kidneys are al-

ready overworked, I think that chloroform

should not be used.

The immediate danger from chloroform is

usually circulatory in character. For this

reason Avhen it is given a phonendoscope
shoAild always.be strapped over the precordia

for the purpose of continuous auscultation. I

have records of several cases in Avhich the

phonendoscope rendered very valuable aid in

indicating approaciiing danger from chloro-

form. Children are not safer subjects for

chloroform though in case of accident they

are more likely to respond to prompt meas-

ures than adults. Apparently men are more
susceptible to its action than Avomen thoAigh

they may be only apparently so from the fact

that a relatively larger dosage is necessary to

anesthetize.

Except in the following eases chloroform

should not be selected: (a) operations Avhich

require the use of the actual cautery about

the face; (b) in patients presenting a perm-
anent high blood pressure; (e) in aneurysm;
(d) patienis in the Trendelenburg position

take it Avell and if necessary for the purpose
of securing relaxation it may be used in se-

quence to ether or to nitrous oxid-oxygen-

ether; (e) obstructed air passages; (f) in all

other cases onhj AA’hen it is absolutely impos-

sible to use local or obtain nitrous oxid or

ether anesthesia.

CONCLUSIONS.

In conclusion I desire to emphasize the fol-

lowing points:

(1)

. The anesthetic must be selected for

each indiAudual ease.

(2)

. The field for local anesthesia is 'widen-

ing and it is A^ery Auluable in minor surgei’y

and for tlie markediv handicapped patient.

(3)

. Nitrous oxid-oxygen alone or combin-
ed Avith local anesthesia is the safest general

anesthetic and should be used Avhenever pos-

sible.

(41. Ether must still remain the anes-

thetic of choice for the majority of physicians.

(5). (hiloroform is dangerous and should
be used only Avhen positive indications are

’

I)resent for such use.
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(6). Kectal, intra-veiious and spinal metli-

ods are still on trial.

DISCUSSION:

W, Hamilton Long: I wish to compliment the

essayist upon his paper, which is a most excel-

lent one, and I agree with him in all that he has

said, and especially the conclusions he has drawn.

I am very decided in my belief that the anesthetic

should be fitted to the patient, rather than the pa-

tient to the anesthetic. No one agent or method

of anesthesia is applicable to all cases.

I believe we will have to stick to ether as the

main-stay in anesthesia for quite a while yet.

Nitrous oxid and oxygen undoubtedly bas a tre-

mendously wide field, and I would not be without

it in my armamentarium, but I believe in select-

ing the cases for which it is suitable. Some of

us, I am afraid, have not been absolutely honest

about nitrous oxid and oxygen anesthesia; we

have given nitrous oxid and oxj'gen and then

ether q.s. and called it a nitrous oxid and oxy-

gen anesthesia. That is not exactly square, but

there are undoubtedly manj’ cases in which it is

the safest method to emploj'. Nitrous oxid and

oxygen anesthesia has its disadvantages. One

of them is that no one, not even the most skillful

anesthetist, can produce with it the same degree

of muscular relaxation secured from either

chloroform or ether, but it is invaluable in the

presence of conditions Avhicli contraindicate the

use of chloroform or ether, such as pulmonary

complications, acute bronchitis, acute nephritis,

etc. However, the surgeon should understand be-

forehand that it will be impossible to get the same

degree of muscular relaxation that follows the

administration of ether or chloroform. With the

addition of Crile’s anoci-assoeiation method, a

considerabl}’ greater degree of muscular relaxa-

tion can be secured, especially in abdominal

operations, and it is only here that complete I’e-

laxation is absolutely necessary.

As to chloroform, I use it only in infants. I

do not recognize any indications for chloroform

in any jDerson over four years of age. Recently

I received a reprint of an article by one of the

anesthetists in the Maj'o clinic in which the state-

ment was made that, until two or three years age,

they had considered chloroform especially indi-

cated in certain eases, but that in the past three

years they had eliminated even these indications,

and had abandoned it entirely. I do not concur

in this view, however, chloroform undoubtedly

has a field, and there are types of cases in whicli

I would not use anything else.

I have been rather surj)rised by the fact that

some of the large clinics which use ether anes-

thesia do not employ nitrous oxide and oxygen
as a preliminary. Tliis method has everything in

its favor; the post-operative nausea is markedly
diminished because the anesthetist can wait un-

til the swallowing reflex has been entirely abol-

ished before beginning the ether. In giving ether

from the beginning, you will have noticed that

when the patient has become a little groggy, so

to speak, the saliva and .mucus, which are ether-

laden, ai-e swallowed from time to time. This

goes to the stomach and laj’s there, and greatly

aggravates the post-operative nausea. It is a

fact, borne out in my own experience, that ether

anesthesia, when nitrous oxid and oxygen is given

as a preliminary, gives rise to far less post-opera-

tive nauesa than when administered alone. That

is only one of the advantages of this method.

Another is the lack of unpleasantness experienced

by the patient in taking the anesthetic. After

three or four deep breaths of the nitrous oxid

the patient becomes unconscious.

In naming the contra-indications to the use of

nitrous oxid and o.xygen anesthesia, the essayist

mentioned arteriosclerosis. It is true that,

theoretically, this condifion always constitutes a

contra-indication to nitrous oxid and oxygen.
Practically, however, I do not hesitate to give

it to patients with a marked degree of arterio-

sclerosis and with liigh blood-pressure, but it

should be borne in mind that the percentage of
oxygen given must be increased accordingly. It

is true that nitrous oxid gas increases the force

of the heart-beat, and consequently the intra-ar-

terial pressure, due to the carbonic acid formed,
and for that reason it must be diluted with oxy-

gen to a greater
_
degree than ordinarily. Of

course, theoretically, there would apiiear to be

danger of rupturing a blood vessel, but practic-

ally, this is not true, and this I believe is in ac-

cord with the views of anesthetists who have
done the greatest amount of work with nitrous

oxid and oxygen anesthesia.

The chief contra-indication to the use of

nitrous oxid and oxygen anesthesia is the type

of individual mentioned by tbe essayist; namely,

large fat people, laborers—those whose every-

day life is out of doors, with powerfully develop-

ed muscles; also alcoholics, and those of limited

lung capacity. It is necessaiy to have both lungs

working all over in order to absorb sufficient gas

to produce anything like a satisfactory anes-

thesia.

I wish to indorse Dr. Horine ’s attitude towards

this question. In my opinion, the-giving of anes-

thesia is a full-fledged specialty wflthin itself, and

should be accorded the same dignity as any other

specialty. Before choosing the auestlietic to be

administei’ed to a given patient, the anesthetist

should get all the information possible which may
have a bearing upon the question. He sliould

have before liim an urinalysis, ascertain the hab-

its of tlie patient, examine the cliest, etc., and then

after considering all this, as well as the type of

operation to be performed, he should choose the

agent which is best suited to that particular pa-

tient and tliat particular operation at that par-

ticular time, and if there is any doubt in his

mind as to the anesthetic to be employed, then
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tlie clioiee should he the result of a consultation

l)et\veen the anesthetist and the surgeon.

1 also Avish to indorse the ])reliininary adminis-

tration of atropin and inorphin. I usually give

both hut sometimes omit the morphin, particular-

ly when it develops that the patient has an

idiosyncrasy to inorphin. It has been my obser-

\ation that moi'iihin is often the cause of nausea

during the induction stage of the anesthesia, as

well as iiost-operative nausea. T am coming more

and more to give nitrous oxid and ox3’gen only,

omitting the preliminary medication entirely ex-

cejit where the patient is extremely nervous.

Years ago in a series of cases in which I used

scojiolamin and morjihin, 1 observed a peculiar

type of breathing which I soon learned to associ-

ate with the use of seopolamin or hyoscin, the

action and chemistiy of Avhich are identical. On
account of this peculiar tj’pe of breathing, Avhich

I did not like, I aban ioned the use of both as a

lireliminaiy to anesthesia, substituted atropin,

and my trouble cleared up.

E. L. Henderson; I think the society owes Ur.

Horine a vote of thanks for the excellent jiaper

he has given us.

The giving of anesthesia should he considered

as much a specialtj’ as any other special branch

of medicine. 1 heartily agree with Ur. Horine

that ain^ man who claims to be an anesthetist

should be able to give any form of anesthesia

;

the man Avho gives nothing but ether or chloro-

form is not an anesthetist in the true sense of

the word. Personalhy I give ether, chloroform

or nitrous oxid and oxj'gen, as maj’ be required.

Tbe man aV'Iio claims to be a properl_v fitted and
trained anesthetist should be able to give anj' one

of these agents as Avell as the other. There are

man\’ cases in Avhich any one of these three

forms of anesthesia maj’ be contraindicated.

Therefore, prior to the operation, the anesthetist

should be given an opportunitj' to make an exam-
ination of the patient, study the case and de-

termine which is the i)roi)er agent to use in that

particular case. Usually the anesthetist does not

see the patient until he is brought into th.e operat-

ing room. I do not believe this is right, because

the patient upon being brought into the operat-

ing room is alwav’s more or less nervous, and one

cannot make a satisfactory examination under
these conditions.

Personally, I am inclined to favor chloroform

as a general anesthetic, especially' in children,

and I do not limit myself to those under four

3'ears of age. ] believe that in children up to the

age of ten years, chloroform is the anesthetic

of choice. I never give nitrous oxid and oxygen
to children under the age of ten, unless it is

especially desired by the surgeon, because I be-

lieve it is really the most dangerous anesthetic

we can give to children under that age.

As to the preliminary hypodermic, I do not

think we should follow a routine in this respect.

In some nervous patients, especially' women, it is
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well lo give a itreliminaiy hy'podermic, of atro-

])in and morphin, and we should give atropin as

a ])reliminary to ether anesthesia in all cases.

When niti'ous oxid and oxygen is given as a pre-

liminary' to ether we do not have the same am-
ount of mucus and saliva, but still a hynodermic
of atropin will do no harm, and it may help a

great deal.

Nitrous oxid and oxygen anesthesia is the

method of choice in the average adult. Of course,

it has its disadvantages, not the least of which is

the expense attached to it, especially if the opera-

tion consumes considei'ahle time. Furthermore, I

believe nitrous oxid and oxygen is a most danger-

ous anesthesia in the hands of the inexperienced.

To administer it i)roperly, one must have had
some experience. A marked degree of cyanosis

in the patient is an indication that the anesthetist

has not had much experience. A much better de-

gree of relaxation of the muscles and a safer

anesthesia are secured Avhen the cyanotic condi-

tion is avoided.

Ur. Horine has certainly presented a splendid

paper, and I have enjoyed it very much indeed.

J. Garland Sherrill: 1 believe all of us agree

with i)raetically everything Ur. Horine has said.

1 Avish to bring out, a little more fully, some of

the points made by' the essayist. One of them is

Avith reference to methods of anesthesia other

than by inhalation; namely, by rectal injection,

intravenous administration, etc. In my opinion,

the administration of hedonal or ether intraven-

ously, is dangerous, for the reason that Ave may
unexjAectedly' ovei'Avhelm the patient by a lethal

dose of the agent, and we have no means of con-

trolling the anesthesia after it has been adminis-

tered. By' the inhalation methods Ave have the

anesthesia under complete control, but this is not

true of intravenous anesthesia. A number of

Avriters on the subject have called attention to

the danger of narcotizing the i)atient beyond the

poAver to regain consciousness, and have reported

instances in Avhicli patients have remained un-

conscious for hours after the administration of

intravenous anesthesia.

I also wish to sound a note of caution Avith ref-

erence to the old-fashioned method of giving-

ether by the rectum. A numher of years ago I

had a very' distressing experience Avith a patient

that Avas brought to me from the mountains of

Kentucky for operation for cleft palate. Ether

Avas administered by the rectum and the patient

took it very' nicely at first, but in some manner
the hottle of ether Avas upset and the ether evi-

dently tloAved into the rectum. This ])atient de-

veloped the most intense tenesmus and passed

bloody stools for a number of hours after the

oj)eration. The patient later died of an intus-

susception, Avhich I believe Avas due to the irri-

tation induced by the ether.

To my mind the selection of the anesthetist is

as important as the selection of the anesthesia.
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Tlie man who is afraid, and allows the patient to

alternately come out and go luider the influence

of an anestlietic, is a dangerous individual to

have for an anesthetist. Likewise, the use of a

greatly diluted vapor of ether, prolongs the anes-

thesia and, although the patient becomes thor-

oughly saturated with ether, yet the anesthesia

secured is not satisfactory. Some anesthestists

will use six or seven 500 gm. cans of ether for an

anesthesia that a really competent anesthetist

would get through with by using one can or less.

I have seen instances where considerable ab-

dominal manipulation has been made under the

administration of not more than 100 gin. of

ether.

I agree with Dr. Horine that, for one to be-

come expert in giving anesthesia, he must give

the subject the same careful study that he would

to become proficient in any other branch of medi-

cine.

As to the anesthetist assuming the entire re-

sponsibility in the selection of the anesthetic, I

do not believe I can concur in that view. After

all, it is the surgeon who must be responsible for

the outcome of the case and, as the general in the

field, he must be in supi-eme command. However,
1 agree with Dr. Long that it is a wise plan for

the anesthetist to consult with the surgeon in re-

gard to the method of anesthesia to be em^doyed,

and the opinion of the anesthetist should certain-

ly carry considerable weight.

C. B. Spalding: It seems to me that the com-
petent anesthetist is very frequently handicap-

ped by unnecessary and frequent manipulation of

the viscera on the part of the operator. In many
cases the danger from anesthesia of any kind lies,

not at the door of the anesthetist, but is due to

a lack of skill on the part of the surgeon. The
sooner we learn to manipulate only to such an ex-

tent as may be absolutely necessary, the better

results we will have.

C. H. Harris: I recall that, during my first

course of lectures, when I began to study

medicine, it was the practice of the late Dr. Hol-

loway, when he desired to 2)erform an operation

of any kind, to call upon first one student and
then another to give the anesthesia, giving them
all a chance. Of course, the day of such prac-

tices has passed. I believe we will all agree that

the safety of anesthesia of any kind depends up-

on the degree of skill with which it is given. It

is really an art to get a patient under just the

proper degree of anesthesia and keep him there

throughout the course of an operation. I can

remember when it was considered the proper

thing to get the patient what Dr. Holloway called

“etl’er drunk” or “chloroform drunk” for va-

rious minor operations.

For my parr, I always insist upon the anes-

thetist receiving a fee commensurate with his

skill in giving the anesthetic. We should en-

deavor to impress upon the laity that tlie skillful

administration of anesthesia is an essential feat-

ure of any operation.

So far as the use of scopolamin is concerned, I

remember one case in which it was administered

to a woman with a valvular heart lesion, who had

been in bed for six weeks, and she developed the

delirium that is characteristic of the effects of

that alkaloid. I believe the natives of the coun-

try where hyoscyamus comes from call it “insane

root,” and chew it as a means of producing in-

toxication. I believe that scopolamin, as well as

aconite and veratrum viride are dangerous in the

extreme. It is all right to give a preliminary

hypodermic of atropin, in order to dry up the

mucus, saliva, etc., but it is a wise plan to keep

away from moiqjhin. We should select the anes-

thetist with as much care as we do the anesthesia,

and not allow every Tom, Dick and Harry to give

anesthesia for us.

D. Y. Keith: I wish to speak to just one point

which I do not believe has been fully covered,

that is the psjmhic element in anesthesia. Very
often the anesthetist does not have an opportun-

ity to see the patient until he is brought into the

operating room, and he consequently has only a

few minutes, but he can put those few minutes

to the greatest advantage in allaying the nervous

fears of the patient and impressing upon him the

fact that the anesthetist knows his business and
that, so far as the anesthesia itself is concerned,

the patient need have no fear. If the confidence

of the patient can be gained he will usually go on

to a quiet and satisfactory anesthesia, whereas if

anything is allowed to disturb or flustrate an
already nervous patient, it will almost invariably

be followed by a very stormy induction period.

I was glad to hear Dr. Horine say that he lim-

its the amount of morphine given as a prelimin-

ary to 1-6 grain. It has not been very long since

it was the general ijractice to give 1-4 grain to

a man and 1-6 grain to a woman. Now we rarely

give over 1-8 grain along with 1-150 grain of

atropine. Only in eases where the individual is

of very nervous temperament, in alcoholics or

very robust, athletic men, should we give more
than 1-6 grain of morphin.

I have enjoyed the doctor’s paper very much
indeed.

Michael CaSper: The last word on anesthesia

has not yet been said. We are constantly on the

lookout for some newer and better method of

anesthesia than any of those now in use. I am
not nearh' so old as Dr. Harris, but some eighteen

years, before I ever saw a medical college, I con-

sidered myself to be a much better anesthetist

than I do to-day. My old preceptor, over in the

hills of Indiana, allowed me to give anesthesias

for him long before I went to medical school, and

to-day I tremble to think of the many narrow

escapes I must have had.

In his remarks concerning intravenous anes-

thesia. Dr. Sherrill takes a stand just opposite
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to that of the men wlio have done the most work
with this form of anesthesia. They claim that

for any anesthetic to prodm-e its effect, it must
enter the circulation, whether through the lungs,

through the rectum or directly, intravenous

injection, and that it can be controlled more
readily by the latter method tlian in any other

way, for the reason that, by the inhalation

method, the anesthetic continues to be absorb-

ed for some little time after its source has been

removed. I believe that, after this question has

been worked out a little further, the intravenous

method will prove to he a very good one in se-

lected cases.

Scopolamin, hen-bane and night-shade all be-

long to the same class of drugs. Scopolamin, is

to hyoscin as hyoscyamin is to atropin. Scien-

tific exijeriments on animals have proven scopo-

lamin and hyoscin to be exactly similar in chem-

istry as well as in physiological effects.

I believe we have all henelited by the excellent

pairer Dr. Horine has given us.

Edward Speidel: In regard to anesthesia in

children, I gave anesthetics in the days when

chloroform was used exclusivel}^ in this class of

cases. The method I used was, in beginning the

anesthesia, to hold the chloroform mask some two

feet aAvay from the child’s face and, while talk-

ing to the child in a reassuring manner, gradual-

ly lower it until it covered the face. In this way
I w’as generally able to anesthetize the child with-

out its being aware that the anesthesia had begun.

I recently read of an ingenious method, consisting

of dropping a little perfume on the mask before

the chloroform or ether is applied. The perfume

may he said to cause a irreliminary anesthesia; at

any rate, the odor is agreeable and the child in-

hales it readily. Then the anesthetic is gradual-

ly added and the anesthesia is accomplished with-

out arousing the fears of the child.

Bernard Asman: Nitrous oxid gas and oxy-

gen anesthesia is undoubtedly gaining in popular-

ity and, I think, deservedly so. I believe it will

be generally agreed that rectal operations require

very deep anesthesia. Some twm years ago, when
nitrous oxid and oxygen anesthesia first came into

prominence, it was generally believed that it

wms suitable only for operations requiiung a very

short time. Gradually, however, the time limit

has been lengthened. I remember a patient in

w’hom some minor operation was performed un-

der gas and oxygen anesthesia, and after this was
done I discovered that there was an internal fis-

tula as well as internal hemorrhoids. I w'as some-

what doubtful as to the propriety of proceeding

further at that time, but the anesthetist said that

the patient was doing A'ery well, and to go ahead.

To make a long story short, before stopping we
had operated for the fistula and removed the

hemorrhoids. After that I kegan to use it fre-

quently for hemorrhoidal operations. I believe it

is the coming method of anesthesia. Aside from

the cost, I think it is tlie method of choice, and

I hope tile time wil come wlien it will not cost

so much.

Emmet F. Horine, (Closing): With children I

usually make it a rule to give ether, not so much
because the immediate effects are better, but from
the standpoint of tlie after-effects. Acidosis of-

ten follows chloroform anesthesia in children,

for tliat I'eason, even in tonsil operations I use

ether, liy the vapor method.

With reference to preliminary medication, I

think morphine is ]iarticularly indicated as a

preliminary to nitrous-oxid-oxygen anesthesia,

because it helps to secure muscular relaxation.

Therefore, before giving nitrous oxid and oxy-

gen, I always administer 1-6 to 1-8 grain of mor-

phin and 1-tOO grain, or less, of atropin.

I always try to see the patients before opera-

tion, although this is not jiossible in every case.

In goiter cases I always see the patient at least

a day or two liefore the operation, and at that

time I examine the heart and lungs, take the

blood-pressure, et cefera.

With reference to intravenous anesthesia, one

point seems to have been unnoticed; namely, that

it should lie administered drop by dro]i, and it is

this that enables it to he controlled. A 5 per

cent, solution of ether is made up with normal sa-

line, tlie vein exposed, a canula introduced, and

the solution allowed to flow in slowly, drop by

droj). IW this method the anesthesia is under

imrfect control and within from one to six min-

utes the imtient is fully anesthetized.

Rectal anesthesia by ether alone has been

proven to he very dangerous, as indicated in the

case reported Iw Dr. Sherrill. Proctitis and co-

litis may develop and he followed by considerable

trouble. Gwathmey uses an ether-oil mixture

and reports satisfactory results. In anesthesia,

the psychic element should l)e considered, and

the anesthetist should endeavor to gain the full

confidence of the patient.

I wish to thank the gentlemen for their discus-

sion. )

Effect of Lesions on Hepatic Function.—Oxy-

genation of the perfusing fluid by, pure oxygen

instead of air renders more complete the reduct-

ion of the ammonia content of the fluid as it

passes through the liver. Fiske and Karsner

found no difference between normal livers and

livers poisoned with the various toxic substanc s

mentioned with respect to their ability to lower

the ammonia content of the blood perfused

through them.
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EIMST.AXIS.

By W. D. Levi, Louisville.

Nose bleeding may prolong life or quickly

terminate it. It may be a salutatory or a

very grave event. It may be entirely insig-

nificant as an indicator of the patient’s gen-

eral health or tlie dramatic symptom which
leads to a diagnosis of organic disease or the

crimson herahl of an apoplexy.

ETIOLOGY.

The causes of epistaxis are local and consti-

tutional. Among the endo-nasal causes are

accidental luid surgical trauma; foreign

bodies; diseased conditions of the mucous
membrane, chiefly hypertrophic rhinitis and
rhinitis sicca; sjqihilitic, tubercular and ma-
lignant ulcers, varicose and aneurysmal ves-

sels at Kieselbach’s area of septum
;
angioma,

fibroma and adenoids.

The constitutional causes are legion. Un-
der diseases of the blood are plethora, the

anemias, haemophilia, leueemia, scurvy, pur-

pura and certain blood conditions brough
about by typhoid, influenza, pneumonia, acute

rheumatism, diphtheria and some of the

eruptive fevers.

Practically all the diseases of the blood ves-

sels are either predisposing or exciting causes

of nasal hemorrhage.
The diseases of great importance associated

with increased arterial tension and obstruct-

ion to the return of blood to the heart, are

slerosed arteries, cirrhosis of liver and kid-

neys, tricuspid regurgitation, mitral stenosis,

aortic regurgitation, bronchitis, emphysema
and large bronchioles.

It would perhaps seem careless to omit
vicarious menstruation, vicarious hemorrhoid-
al bleeding, airship riding and cannonading.
To return to the sensible, the writer feels

that this little paper will not be in vain if it

elicit a practical discussion of high blood

pressure, so that hereafter we may have a

concensus of opinion to guide us in our treat-

ment of epistaxis and make us safer in our
treatment of this type of ease.

P-iTHOLOGY.

Tlie pathology in its minutiae is not of
general interest. Enough to say that in the

majority of cases, blood can he seen pulsing
at the point of predilection which point is

half an inch back from the anterior end of the

septum and very close to the floor of the nose.

Professor Chiari, of Vienna, teaches that

about eighty-five per cent, of cases occur from
superficial erosions of the mucous memliraue.
The erosions are almost invariably found
either at the site of predilection or the an-

terior end cf inferior turbinal.

As this area can be inspected by simply

pulling the wing of the nose back with the

finger, one can readily' see that the site is very
accessible to treatment.

In those comparatively rare eases of frac-

ture of the nasal septum and those yet rarer

ca.ses of fractui’e of the cribiform plate, the
mucous membrane is of course extensively

lacerated and the tear is very difficult to find

as blood simply gushes from the nose.

TREATMENT,

In interval cases the blood vessels at the
site of predilection should be obliterated by
cauterization under cocaine with galvano-
cauter.y, trichloracetic or chromic acid.

During attacks, if there is any doubt about
the blood pres.sure being high, do nothing but
watcliful waiting until a physician expert in

the technique and interpretaitou of the

^P^bYoiiiO'itanometer, says to interfere.

Epistaxis is one of nature’s ways of an-
nouncing and, if not interfered with, of pre-
venting an apoplexy. In a few of these eases

the hemorrhage seems intractible but in the
vast majority of them cessation is spontane-
ous, first because the more blood lost the

greater is the tendency to clotting, and sec-

ondly when syncope results bleeding stops.

There is a conservative middle ground be-

tween syncope and interfering while blood
pressure is still too high.

In traumatic eases with lacerated mucous
membrane anterior lampus should be 'packed
tightly over the bleeding point, direct pres-
sure being the desideratum. Only in frac-

tures of the base of the skull and some rare
cases of secondary hemorrhage after opera-
tions in the naso-pharynx is a posterior, so-

called Belocqsche, tampon required. Dozert
Fein in his Rhinologische Winke says, “The
rhinologist who uses the Belocqsche tampon-
ade often, gives himself a bad testimonial,”
and goes on to say that the anterior tampon,
if skillfully applied, will quiet any hemor-
rhage, except haemophiliac, which spring from
the nasal cavity iiroper.

Likewise, most of the English authorities at

present decry the use of the posterior tampon
except in such rare cases that many of them
have never used it. They contend that it is

superfluous, injurious, jiainful and often dan-
gerous having jiroduced septic 2

fliai’yugitis,

purulent otitis and meningitis.

The vast majority of cases of epistaxis re-

quire little treatment. IMany of them can and
do get along without any treatment, and too

much stress should not be laid on this or that

styjitic or manipulation since, as we well

know, the condition is usually self-limited.

There are several things to do when called

to treat a brisk case of nose bleeding. First

get the psychology right, by assuring the pa-

tient that the bleeding can be readily con-
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trolled. Posture is of the greatest import-

ance. Set the patient upright with or with-

out support and drop the head forward slight-

ly so that the blood will flow frontward and
not dov/n the throat. This very simple thing

will stop coughing, choking and swallowing
movements which are often the sole cause of

the continuation of the hemorrhage. Loosen
light clothes.

Firm pressure over the wings of the nose

will cheek most cases in ten minutes. Place

cold things to the nape of the neck and put
the feet in hot water. Do not let the patient

talk or make any motions. His job is to keep
pei’feetly quiet and breathe deeply and in

measure. Cold drinks can be administered.

Sneezing is a troublesome comi:)lication. If

it cannot be stopped by pressure over well

known points, give morphine hypodermatic-
ally.

If bleeding resists this simple treatment,

insert a cotton or gauze ijledget saturated with
dioxygen or adi’enalin in the antei’ior port

of nasal cavity and press the alae gently. If

die hemorrhage then seems incorrigible pack
the entire nasal cavity tightly with tampons,
either of gauze, tape or cotton wool. We are

very fond of strijis of gauze wet with adrena-
lin, although saline would do just as well per-

hajis.

Calcium chloride, ergot, morphine and some
of the newer drugs can be administered in-

ternally. Horse serum is very efficacious.

There are a few dont’s which I have found of

value. Don’s use peroxide of iron in the nose

as it produces tissue necrosis and makes a

kind of sticky lilaek sand which makes remov-
al of dressing very painful and may start the

whole performance over again.

Don’t use posterior tampons except as a

dernier resort and then with the full knowl-

edge of the damage it may do.

Don ’t spray or let the patient sniff indiffer-

ent lotions as that method is purposeless and
maj' wash away the clot. Never allow the

tampons to retnain in longer than twenty-
fours as they soon become sei:)tic.

Don’t forget that nose bleeding may be a

symptom and should be treated as such until

I hat possibility is eliminated by careful exam-
ination.

Some Anaphylactic Reactions.—Guinea-pigs

sensitized to beef or dog liemoglobin fail to re-

act, or react but sligiitly, to liemoglobin of other

origins. The heraogloliins tried were dog, beef,

cat, rabbit, rat, turtle, pig, horse, calf, goat,

sheep, pigeon, chicken and man. The authors

conclude tliat hemoglobins from different sources

are chemically different. A low order of sensiti-

zation to isogenous proteins is found in guinea-

])igs injected with guinea-pig tissue-proteins.

CLINICAL CASES

A CASE OF DIPHTHERIA WITH RE-
CURRENCE AND EATAL TERM-

INATION.

Dy ViiiGiii E. Simpson, Louisville.

Case, C. C., female, age 11.

Familj) Uisfonj: Father was an alcoholic

iiabitue of a periodic type until past 7 years
iluring which time he has been a total ab-

stainer. JMother had had no serious illness

1 hough never of vigorous health. A paternal

uncle died of tuliereulosis and a female cousin

developed the same disease 12 years ago and
is now living in California enoying an arrest-

td condition.

I/ersonal Hisfarij: Patient was an only

child and while indulged and of a nervous
type was unusually unspoiled and fx’ee from
wilfulness. Had had rubella, pertussis and
varicella with satisfactory recovery. The
tonsils 'Were chronically enlarged and had suf-

fered repeated attacks of acute follicular

tonsillitis. Adenoids had beeix present to our
knowledge for 7 years. The parents, after

repeated advice and insistence, consented to

their removal which was done by Dr. G. C.

Hall during the autumn of 1913. The tonsils

were not removed. The palate was markedly
arched and the teeth in decidedly defective

alignment. fSteps for correction of this de-

formity were inaugurated during the winter

of 1913. The patient was of slender build

and above average mentality.

LrcscnL Illness: Developed on January
7th, 1914, with sore throat, headache and
.)ther manifestations which convinced the

mother that an ordinary attack of tonsilitis

was in progress. She was kept out of school

the following day which was spent partly in

bed, and remained absolutely in bed through

he 9th. On the lOth the mother observed

patches on the tonsils and we were called.

Examinaturn

:

The child gave every ap-

pearance of being quite ill. Some difficulty

m deglutition, marked cervical adenitis,

lemierature 104, pulse 120. tongue foul, un-

pleasant odor to breath, and a distinct mem-
l.rane completely covering both tonsils and
right side of uvula. A clinical diagnosis of

iliphtheria was made and a culture media in-

oculated at bedside, which developed almost

pure growtli of diphtheria bacilli in sixteen

hours.

Trcalment and Rrogress: Seven thousand

five hundred units of antitoxin were given be-

fore leaving the house, a purgative ordered

and absolute rest enjoined. Improvement not

entirely satisfactory and on the following

day, lith, 5000 units additional were given.
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The membrane disappeared completely by the

Idth though the tonsils remained swollen con-

siderably. The condition progressed fairly

satisfactorily until January 28th, when a sec-

ond culture was gi’own and no diphtheria

bacilli found. The quarantine was raised at

our recpiest and home fumigated February

1st. Jieturn of strength was slow during con-

valescence, thougli a hematinie was given and

the appetite was inotleratefy good. On Feb-

ruary 10th, we were again called and found

a temperature of 101, i)ulse 130, and what ap-

pearei.l to be a typical folliculai' tonsillitis

]>resented on examination of the throat. The

following day a distinct membi'ane was pi'es-

ent and a bacteriological examination demon-

strated diphtheria bacilli. The repetition of

antitoxin, after the interval following the first

attack, presented a problem of moment and

Dr. Tuley was called in consultation. Three

thousand uni’s of antitoxin were given and

relocated on the following day, February 21st.

The prostration from the second attack was
extreme and marked in coordination of the

muscles of the upper extremities was observ-

ed. Pharyngeal paralysis appeared. By the

23rd of February the throat was apparently

better, but the general symjJoms grew

worse. February 25lh, a pulmonary edema

developed about G P. IM., and death occurred

.in three hours.

CONCLUSIONS.

There are several points of interest in con-

nection with this case. One of the most im-

portant is the differentiation between what
juight be termed a relapse or a I’ecrudescenee

of an attack of diphtheria, and what is really

a second attack. It would apjmar, at first

blush, that a negative finding upon a bac-

teriological examination of the throat would
determine that a given ease of diphtheria was
well, and that any subsequent attack, oeeur-

ing within four weeks, or six weeks or six

months from that time, might properly be
called a second attack. It must be borne in

mind, however, that, notwithstanding a nega-

tive liaeteriological finding, the diphtheria
bacilli may still be present, although undem-
onstrable at that time. The method of de-

termining a reerudeseenee or a second attack

of diphtheria which seems to have been ac-

cepted by the maority of hospitals and clinics

throughout the world, is this: If an indi-

vidual suffering from diphtheria is dismissed

from the hospitals or clinic as having recov-

ered from the trouble, and another attack de-

velops, that is considered a second attack;

whereas, if the disease subsides and apparent

recovery takes place, with a second involve-

ment later, that is considered a recrudescence

or a relapse. The custom that has obtained in

private practice, and in connection with sta-

tistical work, is that when a ease of diph-

thei-ia which has apparently recovered, as in-

dicated by notification of the health author-
ities and the raising of the quarantine (which
is equivalent to dismissal from the hospital),

and develops another attack of diphtheria

within three or four weeks, it is termed a re-

crudeseenee, while if a longer j)eriod inter-

venes it is called a second attack.

In this case I am satisfied that diphtheria
bacilli were still present in the blood, al-

though the findings ui>on bacteriological ex-

amination of tlie blood, were negative, and
ihat the second attack was, therefore, merely
a recrudescence of the original condition.

Ul)on looking up statistics as to the num-
ber of recurrences in diphtheria, I was sur-

prised to find that, in Ralston’s series of three
thousand eases, he had observed 1.3 per cent,

of recurrences, and that second attacks had
occurred in only 2.-t per cent, of the cases.

Another interesting point in connection
with these statistics, was the surprisingly few
cases in which, after an individual had been
discharged from the hospital and sent home
as cured, other monbers of the same family
developed the disease and came to that hos-
j)ital for treatment, showing that the danger
of carrying the discnise home by an individual
who has been discharged as cured, is rather
remote.

Another interesting feature about this par-
ticular ease was the fact that paralysis oc-
curred during the second attack. Statistics
show, however, that in the majority of cases
reported where p.rralysis occurred at all, it

developed during or following the second at-

tack.

DISCUSSION:

Asa W. Nickell; Reeui'reaces m dijjhtheria,

while more frequent than in measles and scarlet

fever, are relatively rare, as evidenced by the sta-

tistics quoted by Dr Simpson, \7lucli I believe are
largely substantiated by O’Dwjer, W. H. Park,
the American Pediatric Society, etc. However,
he did not get rid of the infection in this par-

ticular case. The nose and throat may have
shown no pathology upon macroscopical examin-
ation, and microscopic examination of the se-

cretion may have disclosed no bacilli, yet they
were evidently in the tonsillar crypts, or perhaps
in some carious teeth, or there were some foci in

the rhino-pharynx. Larger doses of antitoxin at

the time may have given different results.

Just a word in I’egard to the prognosis in diph-

theria, which is a very important <iuestion, be-

cause we are so often confronted by )>arents who
are so vitally interested in the )>robable outcome

of these unfortunate cases. A comparison of

many of the statistical tables shows that the

highest mortality from this disease occurs in chil-

dren under the age of two years, owing to the
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fact that the mucous membrane forms almost en-

tirely in tlie larynx and lower air passages, and

that the complication of bronchial pneumonia,

both with and without membrane in the larynx

and trachea, so often occurs. In children from

two to five years of age the mortalitj' is only two-

thirds of that under the age of two years; from

five to ten years, one-lialf, and from ten to fif-

teen years, one-fifth of that under two years of

age.

I am very glad to liave heard this rejrort.

Edward Speidel: i would like to ask Dr. Simp-

son what is tlie concensus of opinion at the pres-

ent time as to the value of a jirophylactic dose

of antitoxin? If an individual who has received

three or four thousand units of anti-toxin which

we usually inject as a prophylactic dose, would

he of very little value.

Jethra Hancock: I would like to ask Dr.

Simpson how the mortality of recurrences or

second attacks of diphtheria compares with that

from primary attacks of tliat disease.

W. C. Dugan: I would like to ask Dr. Simpson

how he accounts for tlie oedema, of the lungs in

his ease?

Virgil E. Simpson, (Closing) : 1 think it is

generally accepted that the mortality from recur-

rences or second attacks of any acute infectious

disease is greater than from initial attacks. This

is true in diphtheria as it is in typhoid fever,

pneumonia, and oth.er infectious diseaess. I be-

lieve statistics will bear out this statement.

In regard to the value of diphtheria antitoxin

as a prophj'lactic, it must be borne in mind that

infectious diseases of all kinds beha\e different-

ly in different individuals, and that the ]Vroduet-

ion of immune bodies, whether by the progress of

the disease itself, or artificially, by the injection

of vaccine or of antitoxins varies materially. In

typhoid fever we can establish an artificial im-

munity which will ccntinue for approximately the

same length of time as an immunity established

l)y an attack of the disease, reckoned as about

three years. In other transmissil)le diseases such

as small-pox, measles, etc., an attack confers an

immunity lasting practically the entire life of the

individual. I have seen but one case (an adult,

thirty years old) of a second attack of scarlet

fever. In diphtheria, the immunity established

either by an attack of the disease itself, or arti-

ficially, by the injection of anti-toxin, is compar-

atively short-lived, lasting only three months. It

would appear, therefore, that second attacks of

diphtheria would be veiy frequent, but the com-

paratively few instances of this in the series of

cases referred to is snrprising, and wonld lead to

the supposition that the immunity conferred may
be much more lasting than we now believe.

In I'egard to the pulmonary oedema in this

case, I believe that it resulted from the same

conditions which ordinarily give rise to this trou-

ble; in other words, that there is paresis of the

vasomotor nervous system, with a sudden letting-

go of the blood vessels in the pulmonary struct-

ures, due to the toxemia which exists, the blood

supply of the lungs being, anatomically speak-
ing, very susceptible to such influences,

there being no muscular structures to support
the blood vessels. This explanation holds good
here as well as in oedema of the lungs in other

conditions.

A CASE FOR DIAGNOSIS.

By J. B. Lukins, Louisville.

Mr. F. J., age 46.

Family History. Father w'as tuberculous
and died of pneumonia at the age of 45.

Alother living and in good health. One
brother and one sister both living and in good
health.

Personal History. No previous illness ex-
cept mumps in 1912, when he lost about 30
pounds of flesh. This was regained and usu-
al weight of 215 pounds attained. Has been
working constantly as a proof reader for 32
years, has never taken a real rest or vacation.
Never did use tobacco or alcohol.

Seemed to be in good health until 10 weeks
previous to the time I saw him, April 27,

1914. When his wife began to notice a grad-
ual decline in flesh and strength. She be-

lieves that during this time he has a slight

elevation of temperature. He continued at

his work until about April 12th, when one
morning about twenty minutes after rising

while standing on the floor he suddenly
gasped and putting his hands to his head,

sank to the floor. This was followed by a

slight nose bleed and a short period of un-
consciousness lasting about five minutes.

During the following two weeks he remain-
ed in bed most of the time, had no appetite,

never complained of anything except weak-
ness, had morning temperature of 99 to 100

afternoon temperature of 101 to 101.5.

When first seen by me his general appear-

ance was good, defect in speech, which he said

was congenital, this was a stammer and with
each attempt to speak a word would strike the

chest with the left hand. Had no vision in

left eye except light perception. Was very
indifferent to surroundings and showed a dis-

position to evade my questions. Could not

get the slightest intimation that he had or

ever had anj^ kind of pain, anywhere.
Color, slightly pale; muscles very flabby

and weak, pupil reaction somewhat sluggish.

Examination revealed normal lungs, normal
size of liver, mitral regurgitation of heart,

abdomen soft, and flabby with no distention

and no soreness. No oedema or swelling in

any part of the I)ody, no dyspnoea, no cough,

tongue dr.y, brown and furrowed. •
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At 9 A. ]\r., temperature 100, pulse 86,

respiration 20.

At 4 P. i\r., temperature 102, inilse 90,

respiration 20.

Plood pressure 128.

Chemical examination oi: the urine showed
no albumen, no sug’ar, si)ocific gravity 1030

acid reaction.

On April 28, morning temperature was 100

afternoon temperature 102 2-5. Did not

sleep more than an hour all niglit. Patient

was given a nerve sedative, small doses of digi-

talis and calomel, followed by daily doses of

magnesia sulphate.

Condition remained about tbe same, after-

noon temperature frequently reaching 103,

morning temperature never being less than
100 until IMay 6, when the temperature fell

to 97 and pulse increased to 105. lilarked

pallor and extreme weakness accompanied
this decline in temperature, which lasted for

about 24 hours, afternoon temperature Avas

only 98, but following morning again showed
99 3-5.

About this time it was noticed that the am-
ount of urine passed in 24 hours was decreas-

ing, another specimen was examined showing
a siieeific gravity of 1020, highly colored, no
sugar, albumen present.

Blood pressure 100.

IMay 8, two vials of blood and a specimen of

urine Avere sent to the Tiouisville Keseareh
LaboratorA", and tbe following reports receiA”^-

ed:
EXAMINATION OE BLOOD

White cells, 13.200; lymphocytes increased;

mononuclears, 18 : transitionals, 2 ;
neutro-

philes, 78; eisinopbiles, none; basophiles, 1;

myelocytes, 1. Parasites, bacteria, none.

Widal test negatwe.
Remarks : Slight leucoeytosis, Avill report

on Wasserman to-morroAV.

Wasserman reaction negative.

L. R. LABORATORY,
J. D. Allen.

URINALYSIS

Color CYogel’s scale) amber; transparency,
cloudy; albumen, serum, abdt; neucleo, abdt;
reaction acid; specific gravity, 1030; mucin,
abdt.; urea, 1.8 per cent.; sugar, none; Uric
acid, present; indiean, abdt.: sulphates, in-

creased; bile, none; cldorides, diminished;

phosphates, increased; acetone, none; total

solids, 66 gms. 1000 e.c.
;
HfP Nitrogen, 6

per cent
;
Diazo reaction, none.

Microscopical : Cells : Cystic, few
;

renal,

feAv round cells; pus, feAV; Ifiood. fcAV ; miscel-

leneous sq. cells. Casts: Hyalin, numerous;

granular, numerous; pus, few; blood, feAV;

epithelial, few pieces. Cylindroids, numer-

ous; shreds, mucus, crystals, uric acid, abdt.;

amorphous salts, urates.

L. R. LABORATORY,
J. D. Allen.

From INiay 7th lo 10th, jiatient Avas slight-

ly improA’ed, slept well at niglit, took more
nourishment and shoAved some interest in sur-

roundings, on IMay 9th nose bled twice. On
I\Iay 9tb and 10th complained of severe pain
in calf of left leg, amount of urine passed in

24 hours AA'as daily decrea.sing until total was
only 15 ounces. On IMay 12 th and 13th, hot
wet packs AA’ere given with only slight liene-

ficial results. Dr. IT. E. Tnley saw the case in

consultation in the night of IMay 12th.

Patient’s mental condition had been dull

and listless all along but on IMay 13th A\ms

slightly delirious for the first time.

On i\Iay 14th, AA'as still flighty, vomited
some and, had slight nose bleed.

During this Aveek temperature ran slightlv

loAver, A. U., 99 3-5 to 100, P. M., 100 2-5 to

101 2-5, pulse from 95 to 116. On May 14th
Avas given a combination of sodium chloride
and sodium carbonate as recommended by Dr.
Fisher, of Cincinnati, as a diui'etic in oedema
of the kidnej's. In 48 hours the amount of
urine increased from 15 ounces to 45 ounces.
On ]\Iay 16th urine Avas again examined and
found to contain albumen, granular and hya-
line casts, blood and a fcAv pus cells.

Blood pressure 118.

From May 14 to 20 patient became more de-
lirious and restless. May ISth considerable
twitching of facial muscles.

On Ma.A' 18th examination revealed some
abdominal ascites, bulging of chest Avail over
cardiac area and one bloAving sound of heart.
Fi’om this time on temperature ranged from
102 A. I\I. 103 to 104 P. M.. pnlse 112 to 120.
TJneonseious more than half the time. LUine
normal in amount and heavy bloody color has
disappeared, slight amount of albumen.
On IMay 21st respiration became labored,

boAvels and kidneys acted involuntarily. Nose
bleed daily.

Patient graduall.y became Aveaker, temper-
ature remained high, pulse got more rapid
and he sank to a peaceful end on IMav 26lb,

at 3 P. M.
DISCUSSION.

E. S. Allen: Tliis is a a’ciw interesting' ease,

ami T am sorry tliat T cannot lielp tlie doctor out

in regard to the diagnosis. I am confident that,

at the last, tlie patient had a nephritis. Tlie his-

tory in the beginning makes it look very mnch as

if he had a hemorrhage, folloAved l)v cerebral

oedema. T cannot account for liis early leucocy-

tosis, Avhich Avonld aiq>ear to indicate tliat lie

might have had an al)scess somewhere. Tlie onset

of the symptoms and tlie liemorrliage from tlie

nose Avould seem to indicate that he had a slid-
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den increase of intracranial tension, •which

would necessarily bring abont ireripheral tension,

the vasomotors being stimulated in crying to

overcome the ensuing anemia in the mednlla, but

the blood pressure was too low to show any in-

creased tension, and he lasted too long for the

low ijeripheral tension to have been caused by

strangnlation of the vasomotor centers in the

mednlla.

John B. Ricnardson, Jr.: From the history of

the case as related by Dr. Lnldns, I believe this

man died of a chronic interstitial nephritis, with

oedema of the brain.

The more I use the blood ]iressnre apparatus,

the less confidence I have in it. If this patient

had an interstitial neidiritis. it does not neces-

sarily follow that his blood jn’essnre would be in-

creased. I have seen patients die from oedema

of the brain Avithout the blood pressure going-

over 120. During the ]iast Aveek Dr. Zimmerman
lost a man Avho had marked intracranial hemor-

rliage, and yet the blood pressure Avas never over
130'.

Tlie history of Dr. Lukins’ case from start to

finisli, Avitli the exception of the lencocytosis, for

Avhich I cannot account is that of an interstitial

nephritis Avith oedema of the brain.

C. H. Harris: Tlie history recited by Dr.

Lukins almost exactly corresponds Avith that of

a case of myocarditis Avhich came under my obser-

vation. This patient had sudden terrific pain in

the cliest, Avhich Avas so sei-ere that lie Avas con-

stantly pounding himself in the chest, attended

by a constantly decreasing blood pressure. His

urine upon examination Avas characteristic of a

liarenchymatons nephritis rather tlian an inter-

stitial nephritis.

W. C. Dugan: 1 Avas talking Avith Dr. Lukins

abont this case at the Norton Infirmary the other

day, and I Avas Avaiting to see if aiiA'one Avas go-

ing to liring out the point made by Dr. Harris. I

agree Avitli him that it looks more like a cardiac

condition, and I belieA'e this man had vegetation

in the cardiac valves Avh.ieh Avas swept otf and car-

ried to the brain, causing tlie sudden ]>ain that

he had. T lielieve it Avas imimarily a case of sei>-

tic myocarditis, or else an endocarditis with mj'o-

cardial trouble,

John B. Richardson Jr,: T would like to add

that I believe all eases of ])arenchymatous nei)h-

ritis originally had an interstitial nephritis,

Avhich gives rise to cerebral oedema much more
tre(iuently than the former. I do not mean to be

understood as saying that this man. later on, did

not ha\-e a condition other than interstitial neph-

ritis. but I do believe that this Avas the jArimary

condition. I’he doctor did not make micioscopic-

al analysis of the first two or three siAecimens of

urine, but Avhen he made them later he found k'd-

ney debris in the urine. I’ossibly if he had made
microscopical urinalysis earlier, he would ha\e

found evidence of an interstitial nephritis.

W. C. Dugan: How would you account for the

sudden onset of paiir, Avhich caused him to throAV

his hands to his head?

John B. Richardson, Jr.: I do not kuoAv that I

can explain it. Such conditions often arise sud-

denly. A man may bo perfectly Avell and have
acute oedema of the brain folloAved by paraplegia.

C. H. Harris: I cannot get aAvay from the idea

that the primary cause of this man’s trouble Avas

an acute myocarditis. The urinary findings Avere

negative in the beginning, and the blood pressure

decreased to 100, Avhich is characteristic of myo-
cardial trouble, and then the urine shoAvs evi-

dence of a jAarenchyraatous nephritis. The only

thing lacking to make it coupAlete is a history of

capillary stasis.

S. C. Frankel: I agree with Dr. Dugan that

the primary trouble in this case Avas a myocardial

condition, Avith vegetation Avhich got loose into

the circulation and lodged in the brain. Dr.

Lukins stated that the patient shoAved no positive

symiitoms of myocardial trouble—no cough,

dys])nea or other cardiac syiiiptoms. However, in

vieAv of the Ioav blood pressure, it Avould appear

that this man had an infarct into the brain and
later on another one into the kidney. The leu-

cocytosis could only be accounted for by a sep-

tic condition someAvhere.

Albro L. Parsons: I Avonld like to speak to

just one point. The question of typhoid fever

arose in connection Avith this case. I understood

the doctor to say' that a AVidal test Avas made
abont a Aveek after the patient Avas taken sick. In

ninetj'-seven cases out of a hundred, the Widal

test, made after the eighth day. Avill give a cor-

rect diagnosis. Therefore I do not believe the

trouble in this case could liaA’e been typhoid

fever.

In vieAV of the results noted by' a Boston phy-

sician recently in a series of three thousand post-

mortems, I think anyone Avould be rather bold in-

venturing to say Avhat Avas the matter Avith this

man. Cabot, of Boston, in the series of post-

mortems just mentioned, demonstrated that seA'-

enty-five |)er cent, of all diagnoses Avere errone-

ous. the conditi(Aii being either overlooked en-

tirely, Avrongh' diagnosed, or only partially diag-

nosed. Without a post-mortem I do not see hoAv

anybody can tell Avliat Avas the matter with Dr.

Lukins’ patient.

J. B. Lukins, (('’losing) : I AA onld be glad to

hear every one present express their A'ieAvs on
this case. To me it Avas one of the most interest-

ing cases 1 have ever seen, but even noAV I could

not say' positively Avhat killed this ]Aatient. EA’ery'

clue that I started iqAOn and Avorked out, such as,

for instance, nephritis, myocarditis, typhoid fe-

ver, had to be abandoned.

1 agree with Dr. Kich.ardson that the man had

some kidney condition for about two years before

J saw him. Wliether or not it was an interstitial

nephritis, 1 cannot say. We do not find the spe-
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cific gravity of the urine in interstitial nephritis

that was jiresent in tliis case.

As to tyi>hoi(l fever, a glance at tlie man as he

walked across the room would have ruled that

out. His abdomen was soft and Jlaljby, and lie

got up out of bed one day wliile at liis very worst,

and shaved himself. I really did not need the

Widal test to prove to me that it was not typhoid,

but simply because I had the blood there the

test M'as made. This was the tenth day of the

disease and, as pointed out in the dicussion, it

would have been positive at that time.

Answering Dr. Allen’s question about eserin,

it was given by the rectum and by the mouth.

The output of urine following the administra-

tion of eserin was remarkable; further than that

it did absolutelj^ no good.

I believe this man died of oedema of the brain.

AVhethei’ it was secondary to a kidney condition

or not, I cannot say. Towards the last he had

considerable cardiac disturl)ance, evidenced liy

increased dullness and bulging of the cardiac

area
;
no dyspnea, coug'h or ]>ain. Eveiy ease of

cardiac trouble that I have seen has had pain in

the region of the heart. The only pain he had

was in the calf of the left leg, coming on very

acute one night and lasting about forty-eight

hours. Dr. Dugan intimated to me that he

thought that was cerebral or secondary to the

heart.

The indifference of this man was remarkable;

he simply wanted to be let alone. I believe he

had a slight cerebral hemorrhage on the morning

he got out of bed and fell on the floor. I did not

see him for twelve days after that; he had no

doctor, but simply staid in bed and rested.

Whatever symjitoms followed that cerebral hem-

orrhage had almost cleared up when I saw him.

C. H. Harris: Was there any hitsory of any

condition in this man’s life that would predispose

to cardiac valvular trouble?

J. B. Lukins: Xothing at all; he Iiad never had

tonsilitis or rheumatism and, in fact, had never

taken a dose of medicine in his life. He worked

for thirty-two amars at proof-reading. There was

no tumor and no lack of compensation in any

part of the bod\’.

It was also suggested during the course of the

disease, that the trouble was due to an acute in-

fection of the kidney, but the ensuing history of

the case did not hear that out. The leucocytosis

must be explained as coming from the heart and

not from the kidney. T cannot believe that this

man had an abscess of the kidney, or a pyelitis,

or anything in the kidnej’ that would produce a

leucocytosis.

SOME INTERESTING APPENDICES.

Hy C. B. Spalding, Louisville.

Quite frequently, when called upon for
case reports, we are inclined, and naturally
so, to report rare and peculiar cases and con-
ditions that come under our observation;
whicli is unquestionably an excellent idea

;

that all may benefit by the unusual experi-
ence of one

;
however an occasional review of

some of the every day varieties of pathology,
in their various forms and conditions seems
at least worth while, if by such a review, an
expression along the line of clinical diagnosis

and surgical teehniiiue, may be elicited from
the internists and operators present.

Our study of anatomy and embryology give
us some very definite and final information
which is well worth bearing in mind constant-

ly. The appendix has a definite attachment,
of beginning, no matter what the position of

the caecum ;it may always be found on the

caecum beginning with the end of the longi-

tudinal bands. It ma.y or may not have a
mesentery, or it may have a mesentery in only
part of its course. Further, the caecum’s
range of position is quite extensive, it being
found anywhere in the right half of the
cavity, occasionally in the left half, as well

as occupying any abnormal communicating
cavity. At about the twelfth week of the em-
byro’s life it is found under the liver in the

’eft side, from wdiere it crosses over the de-

scending duodenum to a position under the

liver on the right side, then on down to the

iliac fossa, at or about the time of birth, any
cessation in descent resulting in a high or

lumbar caecum, and any exaggerated descent

giving rise to pelvic appendices, and other un-

usual positions. Again no matter wliat the pa-

ihology the caecum always has the longi-

.uulinal bands, the small gut never has; the

. aecum always has a juuetion with the ileum,

.ind does not normally connect with the

nnentum, which always comes oft‘ of the

fransverse colon. The aiipendiceal lymph
gland connects with the glands about tlie liver

and gall bladder and also the right ovary.

These simple points in anatomy, familiar

.hough they maj" be to all of us, are absolute-

ly essential if we expect to locate rapidly and
without hesitation and treat with an appen-
dix, tl'rough the usually comparatively small

abdominal incision.

The first group of cases are reported, wish-

ing to especially call your attention to the

treatment of near abscess, abscess, and gener-

al infection cases; in appendices situated at

about the usual site, witli emphasis on di’ain-

age and wall care.

Case I. O. II., white, male, aged ‘29,

weight 130, heiglit 5 feet 7 inches, referred
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by Dr. Muster, November 24, 1913. Family

history negative. Personal liistoiy not very

definite, but says that he has bad several at-

tacks of pain in the right side during the past

j 8 months, accompanied by severe and more

or less constant backache and pain down the

right leg, so severe that he could scarcely

work. No acute attack for the past two weeks.

General condition shows a thin musenlar man
with a very thin abdomen. Pulse normal,

temperature normal, urine normal. Severe

pain on palpation deep in appendical area.

On November 24, 1913, at St. Joseph’s Infirm-

ary, under gas-ether anesthesia, and through

a grid-iron incision, a badly inflamed and

thickened appendix, adherent to the posteror

parietal peritoneum, sliowing every evidence

of long and continuous inflammatory action,

was removed. Peeovery from local and general

symptoms rapid and complete.

Case 2. A. W., white, male, aged 15,

weight 120, height 5 feet 7 inches, referred by

Dr. Lyons, June 11, 1912. Family history

negative, personal history shotvs that this was

iiis first attack, came on that daj^ following

eating a quantity of ice cream and nuts.

General condition good, pulse 90, tempera-

ture 99 1-2, urine normal. Local condition

sliows acute tenderness and rigidity^ over a

mass iow down on the right side, near the

crest of the ilium. The same evening, through

a low grid-iron incision I was able to remove

a large gangrenous appendix greatly enlarg-

ed and distended and plasten-ed aboiit with

thick coagulated lymph. Cavity full of

serum, caecum thick from contact inflamma-

tory processes. Cigarette drain was used.

Peeovery' uneventful.

Case 3. Mr. D., male, white, aged 40,

weight 190, height 5 feet 8 inches, referred by

Dr.^Ledeiauan, iMarch 25, 1913. Negative fani-

ll_v history, personal histor.v shows one previ-

I'us attack, pain in right side, but histoiw not

definite. Has had some bladder irritation at

intervals. General comlitiou showed pulse

80, temperature 99 1-2. urine normal. Great

])ain in right side ami frequent vomiting.

Local condition; large, fat abdomen very

acutel.v sensitive at McBurney’s point, and

(juite rigid. Operation that night at Norton

Infirmary, through grid-iron incision, under

gas-ether anesthetic, revealed a distended

gangrenous retro-caecal appendix, which

rnptnred during removal, pns was V('iw font

smelling, one large concretion near the ti]i.

Tube and gaiize stri]) used for drainage, quite

a little infection and sloughing of structures

in contact with drain. Lecoveiw rapid and
•satisfactory.

Case 4. IL S., age 16, female, wliit(‘, weight

i'lO, height 5 feet 3 inches, refeia-ed by Di’.

Katzman, May' 22, 1914. Family' history nega-

iive, personal history shows one attack of ap-
pendicitis, one ymar ago. Present attack came
on very' rapidly', seen first by Dr. Katzman at

four o’clock, operation at eight. General con-

dition; pulse 100, temperature 100, urine
normal. Local condition, shows extreme ten-

derness and rigidity at McBurney’s point.

At St. IMaiy and Elizabeth under gas-ether

anesthetic and through a right rectus incision

a gangrenous adherent appendix was found.
Appendix was full of mushy fecal matter,

densely' adherent to adjoining gut and gang-
renous to the extent that it ruptured during
removal. A cigarette drain and small tube
were used. Recovery' uninterrupted.

Case 5. C. K., white, male, aged 18, weight

150, height 5 feet 6 inches, refei’red by Dr.
Peetol on January' 15, 1914. Family history

negative. Personal history' shows that his at-

lack began six days previously and that he
has suffered great pain in light abdomen, run
a fever, and had vomited often. Family held
off operation. General condition, pulse 90,

temperature 101, urine normal. Local con-

dition, large mass on right side below McBur-
ney'’s point, very rigid and. sensitive. On
.Taniiary' 15, 1914, at St. Joseph’s Infirmary,

mider gas-ether anesthetic through a right

rectus incision a large appendical abscess

with gangrenous appendix was found. This

was walled off and drained and appendix re-

moved. Rubber tiilie and cigarette drain

used. Convalescence uninterrupted.

Case 6. I\Ir. K., male, white, aged 45,

weight 160. height 5 feet 8 inches., referred

li.v Dr. Peetol, April 13, 1914. Family his-

tory negative except that son ivas operated on

for same condition two months previous.

Personal history showed that he had one at-

tack of supposed appendicitis one year previ-

ous. Present attack started two or three days

jirevious to consultation, during which time

opiates were given. The patient resisting

Aigorously' the idea of surgeiy. General con-

dition. pulse 90, temperature 102 1-5, A'omit-

uig, urine normal. Local examination re-

vealed great rigidity' and tenderness in ap-

pendical region. On the same day' at St.

Joseph’s Infirmary' under gas-ether anesthetic

and through a right rectus incision an acutely'

inflamed ruptured appendix Avas removed.

General pertonitis having already' started.

Rubber tubes Avere used for drainage. Con-

A'alescence uninterruptd.

Case 7. Mr. K., white, age 22. weight 130,

height 5 feet 8 inches., referred by' Dr. Katz-

man, Sept. 8. 1913. Family' history' negative,

personal history showed patient alway's deli-

cate and nervous. Has had several attacks of

]
ain in appendical region, none .severe but

lias bad great trouble AA’ith digestion. Gen-
eral examination sboAved pulse 100, temjiera-

ture 100, urine normal. Locally', tenderness
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and rigidity over iUcBurney’s point. On
September 28, 1913, at St! Joseph’s Infirmary
under gas-ether and through a grid-iron in-

cision an appendix, adherent at the base, con-

gestetl and sliglitly distended at the tip was
removed. Wound closed. After the third

Jay a slight elevation of tempei-ature con-

tinued. Patient complaining of severe pain
in liver region, entire right side. Wound
healed perfectly. Patient was very sick,

severe sweats and every evidence of pus some-

where. On October 9th, twelve days after

operation, under gas-oxygen, the loin was
opened and lower pole of kidney exposed,

but I could not reach the pus, so I drained
the incision, feeling sure that pus would
come through sooner or later; then made a

stab wound incision in the border of the

right rectu.s high up, and ran my finger up
towards the area of the upper pole of the

kidney and was rewarded with several drams
of thick tenacious foul pus. Two rubber

tubes were quickly inserted. Hot applications

were continued constantly and in 24 to 36

iiours there was free drainage, both from the

loin incision and rectus incision, and the pa-

tient recovered nicely. The primary ap-

pendix incision never had a drop of pus in

it. I take it that this was a sub-phrenic

abscess originating from . the appendix and
rdarting before the appendix was removed.

In these cases both the grid-iron and rec-

tus incisions have been employed according, to

ihe indi\fidual ease, and no muscle fibre has

1 een cut, and there are no resultant hernias.

In the next three cases I Avish to demon-
strate some of the types of retro-peritoneal

appendices, and the method of treating with

them.

Case 8. Miss B., aged 20, white, weight

130, height 5 feet 6 inches, referred b.v Dr.

Hamilton, October 21, 1912. Family history

shows one brother operated on for appendi-

citis, one sister for gall stones. Personal

history shows two attacks of pain in appen-
Jieal region, one two mouths previous, and
one two weeks previous, to the present condi-

tion. Constant soreness in that area. Pres-

ent condition, pulse 100, temperature 99,

urine normal, local examination showed no
distension, slight rigidity, severe pain on deep
pressure over iMcBurney’s point. Operation
cd St. Joseph’s Infirmary under ether, Octo-

ber 22, 1912, through a grid-iron incision, re-

vealed an appendix entirel.v retro-peritoneal

except the tip of the extremit.v. Base was am-
putated first, then appendix freed from over-

lying peritoneum. No drainage, recovery
uninterrupted.

Case 9. Dr. .A. !M., aged 29, white, weight

270, height 6 feet 4 inches, seen on May 22,

1912. PMniily history negative. Personal

history, shows a diarrhoea following heavy
eating, duiJng several yeai's. Frequent pain
in left side. This was the first time pain had
occurred in right side. Pj-esent condition
showed pulse 90, temperature 99 3-5, urine
normal. Local condition reveals tenderness
and rigidity over appendical region, with a
•severe acliiiig ])ain in that region

;
nausea and

vomiting. On 31ay 23rd, 1912, at St. Jo-
.seph’s Infirmary under gas-ether and through
a grid-iron incision, a very long appendix
about 8 or 9 inches in length entirel.y retro-

peritoneal rxceitt tlie extreme tip, Avh'ich was
greatl.v distended, was removed. Caecum was
held down by Lanes bands, making delivery
of caecum impossible until they tvere freed.

Abdominal wall extremely fat, about six

inches deep and with the tremendous motion
of abdominal muscles with breathing, to-

gether with the pathology, rendered the
I peration very difficult. Appendix was am-
luitated at the base then dissected out of its

covering. Wound was covered layer by layer
t.ver-lapping the external oblique, to doubly
guard against hernia. At the end of two
weeks a quantity of broken down fat escaped
from the incision, but this cleared up in two
days and there was no interference with
muscular union.

Case 10. iMiss B., white, aged 37, weight
-i65, height 5 feet 9 inches, referred by Dr.
Hamilton, July 22, 1914. Family history

iiegative, personal history shows a constant
so-called indigestion for the past year, with
1‘onstant loss of Aveight from 200 pounds.
Creat distension from gas following eating,

and only got relief after use of oil. Severe
pain and tenderness in right side over both
gall bladder and appendix. Temperature
normal, pulse 72. urine normal. Operation
ihrough right rectus incision, on July 23,

1914, at St. Joseph’s Infirmary, under gas

ether and anoei-assoeiation, revealed a large

mass composed of adhesions between the

ascending colon and the transverse colon and
jdastered Avith a big mass of fat omentum.
Phis kinking seemed enough to almo.st cause

obstruction. Just beloAV the mass, the ileo-

cecal valve Avas situated, and the appendix
sought. By tracing the longitudinal band to

its termination, I AA'as able to locate the base

of a very long, entirely extra peritoneal ap-

pendix It Avas amputated and traced Aip

under the parietal peritoneum almost to the

loAver pole of the right kidney. It Avas about
9 inches long, and den.sely fixed, requii'ing

great care in avoiding ui’eter, and other extra

peritoneal structiuvs. The adhesions of the

colon were freed and covered as best I might,

then freely aunoiuted with A’aseline. There

was no trouble about the gall bladder. No
drainage Avas used and recovery Avas rapid.
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The pi'cvioiis severe (•{)nstij)ation is relieved,

and tile jiatient tells me that even in this short

iimg'th of time she can eat freely; the old
pain, nausea and distension hai’ing entirely

h'one.
,

i-i

This variety of appendicitis, due to its posi-

tion, covering and hlood supply renders it ex-

ceedingly tedious of removal, if one pre-

serves the peritoneum and avoids raw areas

and suhseipient adhesions.

The next cases ax*e reported villi esiiecial

reference to llieir low posilion, their diagnosis

and method of handling under different de-

grees of pathology.

Ca.se 11. i\riss H.. wliite, age 20, weight

126, height 5 feet 4 inches, referred by Dr.
Crane. Family history negative. Personal
history shows three attacks of severe pain in

I'iglit side radiating from gall bladder area
down as low as right ovary. Had been given
morphine for supposed gall stones on two
occasions by another physician. Examination
revealed normal temperature, pulse 72, urine
normal. Right side of abdomen very tender,

high u]) as gall bladder and e.specially, over
appendical and right ovarian areas. Patient

kept her body flexed to proteet that side.

Operation duly 29, 1912 at Norton Intirmary,

under gas-ether anesthetic. Incision through
right rectus, revealed a thick inflamed ap-

pendix, containing two large concretions, ad-

herent to ileum two inches from valve and
also to omentum and right tube and ovary.

Caecum thick from long inflammatory pro-

cess, nothing wrong with gall bladder. Ad-
h.esions freed and appendix removed. Recov-
ery uninterrupted. No drain used.

Case 12. iMiss W., aged 27, weight 140,

height 5 feet 6 inches, was referred to me by
l)i-. Co.ssett. October 1, 1918. Family history,

lather died with tuberculosis, one sister had
tubercular peritonitis. Personal history

shows that patient had had a pulmonary tu-

berculosis, which at present seems (piiescent.

Has had previously two attacks of pain in ab-

domen. So-called indigestion frequent, pres-

<mt attack began the previous day, hut sub-

sided and she started to work, but decided not

to go out. Late in the afternoon she called

Dr. Gossett, who found no fever, and a pulse

of 72, hut diagnosed appendicitis. I saw her

at 7 P. i\l., at which time the pulse was nor-

mal, temperature 99 1-5, abdomen very ten-

der, especially in ovarian region. Being a

virgin, 1 examined per rectum and was able

to locate a very tender area, indicating intra-

abdominal inflammation. Prompt operation

was advi.sed and at 9 P. IM., under gas oxygen
anesthetic, at St. Joseph’s Infirmary, tlu-ough

a median incision below umbilicus, a greatly

distended appendix dipping well down into

the pelvis, was removed. It was distended in

two areas, one very thin, so much so that the
outline of a stone could be made out. There
was no contact intlammation, so I judged that
Ihe gangrenous condition was one of obstruct-
:on, rather than infection, and being success-
ful in removing it without rupture, I closed
the wound without drainage, and the patient
made an uneventful recovery. The appendix
was strictured in the middle, each end greatly

ilistended and containing a fecal concretion.

I’atient has since gained quite a little weight
suffei’cd no ill effects from anesthesia.

Case 18. J. S., age 14, white, male, weight
125, height 5 feet 9 inches, referred by Or.
iMuellei’, April 21, 1914. Family history
negative. Personal history shows frequent
intestinal disorder. This attack began fol-

lowing eating; pain severe, vomiting, no
fever, pulse 72. No pain at all over McBur-
ney’s point, recti rigid and most of his pain
was above the umbilicus. Refused opera-
lion at first, but consented late the next day.
Incision in right rectus, low down, under gas-

ether, revealed a very gangrenous appendix,
the extremity of which was well down in the
pelvis, and gangrenous omentum, agglutinated
about it. Appendix was not ruptured, but
pelvis was full of serum. It was removed,
without riqxture, also large piece of omentum
was removed, two large rubber tubes were put
in jielvis; removed at end of ten days. Re-
covery uneventful, except severe hemor-
rhage from wound at end of two weeks.

Case 14. F. P., white, male, aged 25,

weight 140, height 6 feet 1 inch, referred to

me by Dr. Mueller, June 26, 1913. Came into

St. Joseph’s Infirmary, walking, about 10
(/clock at night. Family history negative.

Personal history shows that he had been seiz-

ed witli a severe pain in abdomen one week
before, vomiting off' and on throughout the

week pain most severe below umbilicus and
on the left side of the median line. He chang-
ed physicians, and consultd Dr. IMueller the

day I saw him, who brought him directly into

the hospital that night, having diagnosed ap-

pendicitis. Local examination revealed a

large mass, size of a child’s' head, back of the

bladder, and mostl}" situated to the left side

of the median line. It gave the same appear-
ance that a large fibroid gives in the female.

The mass was very tender, especially through
i-ectal examination; showed severe bladder
symptoms, and necessitated use of catheter.

As the mass seemed Availed off, we waited un-
til the next morning to operate. Under the

gas-ether anesthetic a median incision was
made, and the mass walled off from the cav-

ity with gauze, the adherent loops of gut were
separated, sufficient for cAmeuation^of a quan-
tity of foul-smelling discharge. iMy finger

dropping into this cavity, could feel the tip of

an enlarged appendix, just protruding into
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1li(> cavily of the al)S('Oss. This was not mo-
loslod, as 1 did not earo 1o saci'itice the gen-

eral cavily and tlio patient; whose pulse at

tile time, was 180. A large tube was intro-

duced, and gauze strij)s left in place. Wound
s(‘wed up with cat gut and re-enforced with

silkworm gut. Patient I'allied rapidly, and
at the end of 36 hours, the gauze strips were

i-emoved, the patient left the hospital on the

31st day of duly, a small sinus lemaiuing;

and was advised to come back in a month or

so for removal of appendix.

On September 1, 1913, he re-appeared for

operation. The small sinus continuing,

temperature normal, pulse normal, urine

noi-mal, general condition good. On Sept. 2,

1913, at St doseph’s Infirmary, under gas-

ether anesth.etic, the old scar and sinus was
removed, all adherent gut about shius freed,

and a large appendix presented deep in pel-

vis near median line; this was attacked at

base first, and removed with much difficulty

as there was little mesentery; the end of the

appendix was open and communicated with

the sinus. The appendix contained pus and
one large fecal conc?’etion. The raw surfaces

on the guts were covere 1 as much as possible,

then annointed with vaseline and covered

with omentum. Small tube and cigarette

drain used, whieli were removed in five days,

('at gut closure, re-enforced with silkworm
gut used. Patient left table with pulse 160
and made an uneventful recovery, no hernia

I’esulting.

Case 15. Negro boy, age 18, weight about

110, seen on December 6, 1913, at City Hos-
pital. Admitted one week previously to med-
ical ward. Was stumbled upon accidentally.

1 happened to be in the surgical ward at mid-

night visiting another case, when tlie interne.

Dr. Daugherty, called my attention to a boy
whom he said was suffering terril)ly and they

could not relieve him. 1 found the boy in

profound shock and suffering severely, though
opiates had l)een administered. Abdomen
was quite rigid and tenderness general,

temperature 102, pidse very rapid. Peri-

tonitis was diagnosed and little hope offered,

though drainage advised as the only chance.

Opei-ation was performed immediately, under
ether anesthetic, and consisted of drainage
ihrough right rectus incision below the um-
bilicus. Cavity was found full of fluid, in-

testines almost gangrenous, and on lifting up
a loop of gut low down, and opened up what
had been a walled off abscess from a ruptured
appendix, and about one-half gallon of thick

yellow pus escaped from the pelvis, also one
large fecal concretion. Drainage was insti-

tuted. Patient in bad shape and died in 24
hours, never rallying from tin' shock. I take

it ,that this was an appendical abscess, located

in the pelvis, which subsequently had leaked

into Ihe genci'al cavity, causing the general

])eritonitis and death.

thise 16. B. II., negi'o, 'aged 49, male,

weight 161, height 5 feet 11 1-2 inches., seen

at City IIosi)ital November 5, 1912. Family
history negative. Personal history shows
lliat ten years previously he received a rup-
ture in a ’’ailroad wreck. Wore truss for

eight years. A mule threw him just before

cntc'ring the hospital and his heimia could not

be reduced. Temperature 95, respiration 34,

])ulse 110, urine normal. Local examination
showed mass size of one’s fist in right in-

guinal region. Very sensitive and firm. Op-
eration immediately performed, revealed an
obsti'ucted right inguinal hernia, containing
the caecum, several inclies of ileum, and the

apj)endix. Ai)pendix was removed and Bas-
sinni herniolomy completed. Anesthetic, gas-

ether. Recovery uneventful.

Of interest in this group is the variability

of the location of paiii, the value of vaginal
and rectal palpation, and the extreme location

of the appendix.

In conclusion, allow me to emphasize the

importance of early diagnosis and the value of

a blood count in arriving at a conclusion.

Also tlie importance of proper drainage and
wound care, wheie the case has gone on to

suppuratioji
;
and also the necessity for pre-

•serving the protecting adhesions of an ap-
pendicial abscess, even if a secondary opera-
tion is necessary.

DISCUSSION:

E. S. Allen: Tliis is certainlj^ a very interest-

ing series of cases. 1 tinnk that one of the

easiest o|)erations we have to do in alnlominal

surgery is that foi' the removal of the appendix,

and, under certain circumstances, it may be one

of tlie most dirticult, jiarticularly where we find

the appendix to l)e gangrenous, witli the sur-

rounding tissues undergoing j^atliological changes,

in such cases we are liable to injure the blood

vessels, resulting in thrombosis, or to injure the

])eritoneum and give rise to an infection, etc., and

it takes tlie greatest of care and a much longer

time than ordinarily to remove the ajipendix

without doing the patient very much harm.

As the doctor stated in the beginning of his

report, wc may find the appendix anywhere. I

recall a case in which the history was typical of

appendiceal attacks, and upon opening the right

rectus, 1 found the apiiendix adherent to pus

tubes, which were fulminating, with the pain

radiating on the other side, and an extra-uterine

pregnancy complicating matters.

1 think the doctor has very ^iroiierly laid stress

upon the care with which we must deal with a

gangrenous appendix, whether riqitured or not.

because the fact that it is gangrenous means that

there has been heaking-out of the bacteria which

have already gotten through the iieritoneum, ami
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we have a mild infecdion altliougli it is apiiar-
eutly well taken care of by Nature. Therefore,
the slightest abrasion in t!ie i)eritoneiim o])ens

up an ai'ea for s\’steinie infection. Around an
intlaminatory ajipendix, the lymph vessels ai’e oc-

cluded by lymph and white blood cells, with which
Nature has endeavored to jirotect herself, and
that is the reason why we should bo careful in

manipulating- the aiDpendi.x.

1 agree with Dr. Spalding that where we be-

lieve we are dealing with an acute inflammation,

which is doing destruction at the time, that we
should open the abdomen through the right rec-

tus area, and make a very large incision. IVe can
easily deal with the appendix, as a rule, by mak-
ing a grid-iron incision, but where we have a

gangrenous appendix that has broken down, we
want plenty of room so as to enable us to wall off

the peritoneal cavity and not injure the peri-

toneum by the tractors, etc. We need plenty of

room to see as well as to feel. I do not believe

we should depend upon the finger to run the ap-

pendix down to a small opening, especially where
there is marked inflammation. We should be

able to see evei-y step as we go along, and in that

way we can take care of the surrounding struct-

ures and reduce the liability to infection.

This report has been very instructive to me
and I wish to conuiliment Dr. Spalding upon it.

Harry J. Phillips: Dr. Spalding’s report has

l)een both entertaining and instructive. It seems

to me that the most important point in connect-

ion witli this subject is the diagnosis. Of course,

it is an easy matter to make the diagnosis of ap-

j)endicitis in the presence of pus, but it is not so

easy to make the diagnosis in simple catarrhal

conditions of the appendix. The vast majority

of cases of api)endicitis are catarrhal in the be-

ginning. As a matter of fact, we do not often

see these rapid cases of appendicitis in general

practice. They are tlie ones that are picked out

and make the subject of papers such as we have

heard to-night. The general practitioner more
frequently sees tlie cases that come on insiduous-

ly and are catarrhal in origin. Quite frequently

in my practice I have seen cases in which a mass
had already formed, and in which there could be

no doubt as to the diagnosis of appendicitis,

with the inflammation prol)ably walled off by ad-

hesions, and yet (the patient refusing operation)

tliis mass has disappeared within from five days

to a week. In the number of sucli cases my diag-

nosis has lieen confirmed by such surgeons as Dr.

Sherrill and Dr. Grant, and they have predicted

that these patients would return with another at-

tack in a short time. While I concur in the view

that every case of ajipendicitis is one of danger,

yet it has been my ex])erience tliat some of tliem

will go on to a favoralfie termination without

surgical interference.

After all, the most important thing in api)en-

dicitis is to make t!ie diagnosis eaily, so that, if

an operation is requiied, it can be done before
the i)atient reaches a ciitical stage.
Albro L. Parsons: Tlie hour is growing late,

but I cannot permit a report like tliis one to 2>ass
without adding my congratulations upon the
splendid outcome of these cases. I wish more of
the surgeons were here, because by their discus-
sion tne}' miglit help us to meet tiiese conditions
as successfully a Dr. Spalding has.
Two things stand out in this report; first, that

Dr. Spalding o])erated as soon as the diagnosis
was made. The old idea that we should wait un-
til the cavity has become walled off to some ex-
tent has been exploded. If we were all as good
diagnosticians as Dr. Ochsner, of Chicago, there
are some cases in wliich we might take the
chance of waiting, Init few of us j^ossess that
aliility, and it is therefore, generally speaking,
safer to operate just as soon as the diagnosis has
been made.
The second thing tliat impressed m_e was that

Dr. hiialding' was alile to remove the appendix in
most of the abscess cases, and the excellent judg-
ment displayed in allowing it to remain in cases
where he was fearful of doing too much trauma
and aggravating the patient’s general condition.
It is said that the more skilful a surgeon is, the
more often lie will be able to remoi'e an appendix
whicli forms a part of an aliscess, but it is cer-
tainlj' much better at times to leave the appendix
to be removed at a second operation rather tlian
to expose tlie patient to too great risk.

The diagnosis of appendicitis is something
which we should all study with more care. Al-
most any surgeon can remove an appendix, but
not every one can make the diagnosis of appendi-
citis. Tlie way m which the symjitoms arise is

probably of as much importance as the symptoms
themselves. However, it is so late that I will not
attempt to go into that phase of the subject. I
simply wish to compliment Dr. Spalding upon the
outcome of his cases.

C. B. Spalding, (Closing) : I apjmeciate the
discussion that has been accorded my report.
One point that I wished to bring out esjiecially,

was that we should have the anatomy of the ab-
dominal cavity fresh in our minds in dealing with
these eases, so as to be able to do the operation
with the least possible amount of trauma. I have
seen a great deal of trauma done by the handling
of viscera in an effort to determine just what
part of the intestines it was.

Another jioint is the treatment of abscess cav-
ities and the method of draining. While in a
great many cases the apjiendix can be success-
fully removed througli a grid-iron incision, I do
not believe it is suitable to all cases. However,
the old idea that a grid-iron incision gives one no
room has been changed by tlie possibility of
splitting the sheath of the rectus and shifting the
rectus over. In some of these eases the mass is

so apparent that it is jiossible to cut down direct-

ly upon it through a grid-iron inci.sion, and this
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reduces tlie liability to sul}se<iuent hernia.

One point to be remembered is tliat we should

not constrict the tissues too tiglitly around the

drainage tube, because if we do it is apt to cause

a great deal of sloughing. The tissues will not

break down if not constricted too tis'litly.

T have been fortunate; none of the cases re-

ported have developed iiernia. If we will con-

serve file muscle tissues, do not cut against tlie

muscle fibres, pay particuku- attention to tiie

drainage, keep the patient in bed a sufficient

length of time, and keep the wound clean, it will

largely do away with the danger of subsequent

hernia. Many of these patients apparently had

enough sloughing to give rise to a Iiernia, but so

far as I know, none of them had developed sucli

a condition.

MEDICAL PROGRESS

DEPAirrarENT op racteeiology.

Ry JnO. O. Al.iJiN AND Wm. EdG.AR PaIjIUS,

Louisville.

SPECIFIC FERMENTS.

The study of specific ferinents. or ferments

generated during parenteral or cell digestion,

has opened up an entirely new field for diag-

nosis and therapeutics. Tt has long been
known to be a fact that individual cells react

to foreign substances and during this react-

ion generate protective substances more or

less specific in character, but only recently

have these specific protective substances been

made a special study, isolated and used as

diagnostic and therapeutic agents.

Any substance which reaches the parenter-

al cells without having been previously di-

gested by the ferments and enzymes of the

intestinal tract, is treated by the individual

cells as a foreign substance. The prime object

of cell life is digestion, consequently every
substance foreign or not, Avhich comes in con-

tact with cell life is treated as food by one
cell or another of the animal body, conse-

quently foreign substances which have not

been previously digested by the intestinal

tract and suited for cell assimilation have to

be digested by the body cells, at least digest-

ion is attempted, and during this digestive

jirocess ferm(‘uts are thrown off In^ the cells,

which ferments act as digestive agents and
will under suitable conditions destroy, or di-

gest the foreign substance: at least they will

split a. complex molecule into a simple one,

such that the cells can asshuilate. Since the

molecular structure of all different substances

is different, it is nessary that the ferments

genei-ated for the digestion of different sub-

stances must l:e different for each foreign sub-

stance, in other words must be specific.

Therefore whenever r. foreign substance gains

entrance to the body cells, the fluids O'f the

body bathing these colls contains the specific

ferments, or digestive substances stimulated

by the S230cific foreign substance. The demon-
stration of the specific ferments in the body
fluids di.agnoses the presence of the specific

substance. All foreign substances undigested

or unneutralized are toxic to the body cells

and it not infrequently happens that the cells

,are unable to generate sufficient digestive

ferments to care for the foreign substance;

therefore if we can supply the body cells with
these ferments Ave have administered a v/on-

derful therapeutic agent.

The demonstration and administration of

these .specific ferments, constitutes the newest
field in modieine, and is the basis of the “sero
diagnosis” of pregnancy, cancer, and syphilis.

Alderhalden and ofher laboratory v/orkers

have done extensive Avork in the diagnosis of

])regnancy by demonstrating the presence in

the blood serum of specific ferments for
placental tissue. During pregnancy small
particles of placental tissue gain entrance to

the circulation, this being a foreign proteid
is digested by the parenteral cells and di-

gestive ferments for the same are throAAUi off

into the circulation. So that if the blood of

a iiregnant Avoman is mixed with placental

tissue in vitro, digestion takes place proving
the presence in the blood of the specific fer-

ments. Owing to faulty technique we have
recei/ed conflicting reports as to the merits

of this reaction, however at present most of

the points of error have been eradicated, so

that it is taking its place as one of our most
valuable diagnostic methods. Statistics shoAA^

that a negative reaction is of more diag-

nostic importance than a positive one. Hav-
ing demonstrated the fact that a patient suf-

fering from the toxemia of pregnancy gives a

negative reaction, proving the lack of these

digestive ferments in the patient’s blood,

some good results have been obtained by the

administration of the serum of a normal preg-

nant patient, Avhich suppylies the ferments
necessary to digest the foreign ^iroteid de-

rived from the placenta. eAudenlly the cause

of the toxemia of jAregnaney.

Similar Avork is being done in the diagnosis

of cancer. Cancerous tissue of course, being
foreign and gaining entrance to the paren-

teral cells is digested by these cells and spe-

cific ferments are thrown off so tliat the

l)lood of a cancerous jiatient contains fei’-

ments Avhich Avill digest cancerous tissue in

vitro. This work is still in the experimental

stage, due to the fact that it is impossible to

olitain pure caucei'ous tissue free from con-

nective tissue, so that uon-malignaiit lumors
.sometimes give iiosilivo reactions.

Along the same line a very accurate diag-

nostic metliod for syphilis has been Avorked
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out. In this case gummatous tissue is digest-

ed in vitro by the blood of a syphilitic patient.

The gummatous tissiie being a foreign sub-

stance specific ferments are generated for its

digestion. This test has proven of equal im-

portance with the Wasserman reaction in the

diagnosis of syphilis.

Dr. Vaughn has worked extensively along

this line and proven that infections are taken

care of by the generation of digestive fer-

ments, hy the parenteral cells, for the

specific hacteria. He also has broadened our

knowledge of opsonins proving that they are

digestive ferments for the bacteria in ques-

tion, and that vaccines act by stimulating a

production of specific ferments which in turn
digest the living bacteria, or prepare the

bacteria for cell digestion. J. D. A.

In attempting to lay before the profession

a review of the Progress in Bacteriology and
Pathology, it is needless to say that in an ar-

ticle of this nature we can but discuss a few
of the more practical advances of the day.

Among the most frequent diseases to re-

ceive special stud>', from an etiological stand-

point is rheumatism, and although good au-

thorities have for a number of years consider-

ed the disease as an infection, no definite bac-

teria was considered until the streptococcus

rheumaticus was isolated and althoiigh for a

short period of time this organism was con-

sidered a specific cause it is a thoroughly

established fact, that other bacteria are pro-

ducing exactly the same phenomena. All

these organisms seem to be of the lower grade
of virulence and have a selective action for

serous membranes. Greeley has studied the

disease very carefully and his work is con-

vincing, that 90 per cent, of these infections

are some form of the streptococcus. The
pathological and etiological findings in con-

junction with the experimental lesions which
he produced, leads one to believe that his con-

clusions are correct, and that acute inflamma-
tory rheumatism, chronic articular rheuma-
tism and arthritis deformans, are hut ditfer-

ent manifestations of the same cause, modi-
fied by the individual susceptihility. The
type of the infecting organism, the local

and general resistant power of the ])atient,

and the duration of the infection.

Kosenow in his recent investigation has iso-

lated three types of cocci, fi-om th(‘ joints of

rheumatic subjects, these three sti'ains all

.‘•how markedly different culture and experi-

mental clinical phenomena, for examj)le the

first type will produce clinically just a simple

unco'm])licate(l non-destnictive aidhintis, the

the second type will pi'oduce ai'thritis, ]>eri-

earditis and always produce' .some muscle

changes. The thii'd type will jeroduce' arth-

ritis with pericarditis and endocardit is, but

no muscle changes. He thinks that the differ-

ent culture changes explains why different

observers name these organisms streptococcus,
di]doeoccus and micrococeiis rheumaticus, de-
pending upon the particular type with which
they happen to be working.
Another of the very prominent advances,

during the last few months is the work of
Plotz, in isolating and cultivating a small
anaerobic bacillus from the blood of five pa-
tients suffering from Drills disease and from
six cases of ty])hus fever. A review of the
recent literature on this subject, will aid one
in believing that Plotz is correct, and that he
has discovered the specific organism for these
two diseases, this also confirms the work of
Anderson and Goldberger who had previous-
ly studied these two diseases and consider-
ed them identical with IMexican typhus with
which they were exqjerimenting at that time.
IMonkeys which they had previou.sly inoculat-
('(1 with the blood of patients ill of Drill’s

disease, were immune to sub.sequent infections
with typhus and ^Mexican typhus, and
monkeys recovered from infections of IMex-
ican tyj)hu,s were immune to Drill’s disease.
This evidence seems to be sufficient to estab-

lish not only the etiology but the identity of
these two diseases.

Of great importance indeed is the finding
of Noguchi, which has apparently settled the
etiology of rabies. In this work he was em-
ploying a similar technique to his original

method for ciiltivating the spirochetae of re-

lapsing fever and by the aid of a very high
magrdfication he detected in the brain and
medulla of infected animals very minute
granular jdiemorphic chromotoid bodies.

That these bodies are the specific cause of

rabies is well established in the fact that
healthy animals inoculated with cultures con-
laining llicse granular or nucleated bodies

have develop(‘(l the disease; from the brain
and medulla of these inoculated animals
which have developed the disease these bodies
can be demonstrated in great numbers, truly
fulfilling Koch’s law.

Pi-obably the mo.st phenomenal recent de-

velopment is the wonderful increase in our
knowledge of .syphilis and especially the neu-
rological aspect: Noguchi’s demonstration
of thi presence of spii'ocheta pallida in the

brain ti.ssm of cases of dementia paralytica.

-Mott’s finding of the spirochete in the bi-ain

of i)ai;ilylies and Ver.ses’ isolation of these

organism from the cord tissues of tabetics,

teaches us that the time-worn para-syphilitic

di.s(‘ases or symptom complex, are just as

mm-h real manifestations of a syphilitic in-

fi'ction as any of the other primary, second-

ary and tertiary lesions. This subject has

been most thoroughly studied and the dis-

ease been transmitted to animals experi-
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mentally. Nicliols and Hongb by injecting

emuLsions of fresh brain tis.sue from paretics

liave produced a definite interstitial keratitis

identical witli that whieli is known to be due
to .spiroeheta pallida experimentally in rab-

bits.

Boas and Bonne have examined the mem-
bers of thirty-three families, in which cases of

intei^stitial keratitis have been found, and al-

though some of the hi’others and sisters of

these patients suffering fi'om interstitial kera-

titis were apparently sound and free from
any leutic manifestation, they all showed a

positive AVasserman reaction.

It is therefore evident from the proof here

j>resented that the spiroeheta pallida is an
etiological factor in a very large percentage

of the cases of interstitial kei*atitis. J. Tgers-

heimer has excised a portion of the tissues

from the eye of a patient with this condition

and demonstrated the spiroeheta pallida in

the sections.

Before closing this brief review of such a

large subject, we must mention the valuable

work of AVinternitz, Longscope, Cummer and
Dexter, on the pathologic changes in syphi-

litic aortitis, which seems to prove conclusive-

ly that it is responsible for most aneurysms.
These authors estimate that in from 70 to 75

per cent, of the cases of diseases of the aorta

syphilis is the etiological factor, as well as in

a good portion of the eases of angina pectoris.

The AVasserman reaction has detected an
enormous amount of latent syphilis of the

heart, vascular and renal systems, compell-

ing us to change ouj‘ views in quite a number
of conditions and may perhaps do the same
with regard to other organs and even the

stomach, as was recently shown by AVhite,

who recently had his attention very forcibly

called to the importance of syphilis in several

successive cases of chronic gastric ulcer, with

a (3-|-') positive AA^a-sserraan reaction.

This case sliowed rapid improvement with

the present dav svphilitie treatment.

AV. E. E.

Phosphorus Content of Casein.—By treating

a solution of easein in dilute NH^OH with ani-

moniiun oxalate an dan excess of NH,OH and

letting stand twelve hours, the authors foundthat

the phosi)horus content is reduced to about 0.70

])er cent. This lower i)ercentage can not be ex-

j)lained as being due to liydrolysis of casein and

si)litting- off of ]ihosi>honis. ^^Thle some of tlie

casein is hydrolyzed, tliis )iortion does not enter

into the final pi'epavation and does not affect its

composition, because tlie hydrolyzed portion is

not precipitated by acetic acid wliile the unliydro-

lyzed part is. Analysis of various jU’eparations

of casein containing varying amounts of ash

sliow a general correspondence between the asli

and phosphorus content.

DEPARTiMENT OF PEDIATRICS.

B\' Irvin Lindexberoer, Louisville.

Howard Liliamhal reports in the X. F.

MedicnJ Journal of April 11, 1914, a case op-

erated upon for liyperti-ophic pyloric stenosis

in an infant four weeks old, by Rammsted’s
operation, (xastro-enterostomy has been the

usual operation of surgeons in operating with
this condition, but in 135 cases as reported ’ y
Seudder (1911) there was a mortality of 49

per cent.

AVeber of Dresden originated the idea of a

jiyroplasty without actually entering the

canal, as was done in this case. Rammstedt
has reported two cases operated on by this

method with recovery. He makes a longitud-

inal incision through the indurated tissue

down to the mucosa, but not through it.

There is an immediate separation of the di-

vided strictures and trm pylorus at once be-

comes patent. AVithout visceral suture oi'

plastic of any kind, the abdomen is completely
closed. The operation is short and easy. The
wound of ent’-ance tlirough the abdominal
wall need not he large. The handling of the

visc<‘ra is mini'.ial. and the contrast to the
delicate and difficult posterior gastro-enteros-

tomy, with its accompanying evisceration

and handling of the parts, is striking, and,
perhaps, most impor+ant of all, Rammstedt ’s

operation preserves the normal relations of
the gastro-intestinal tract which is o1)viously

impossible in gastro-enterostomy.

The foregoing ease was horn at eight and
one-half month.s, the birtli being normal and
breast feeding was begun. Ever since liirth

the child vomJted, sometimes immediately af-

ter feeding and always liefore half an hour
had elapsed. Weight at birth was said to

have been eight pounds, on admission to hos-

jiitad it was four. Bowels had not moved
since hirth. On examination violent gastric

peristalsis was easily seen. The child was
fearfully emaciated. Operation consisted of
a right jiaramedian incision between the
fibres of the rectus, the hard, densely infiltrat-

ed ])ylorus 'vas easily found and drawn from
the abdomen. Tlie tumor, about two and a

half c.m. long, was very sharply defined at

the gastr’c and duodenal limits. The stomach
was apparently normal, tl'.ough very tense.

A longitudinal incision was made just beyond
th(‘ visible limits of tlu' duodenal vein

;
so as

to avoid unnecessary hemorrhage. Tins in-

cision was car>-hnl down carefully to the mu-
cous membrane of the jiylonis, and it was just

a little longer than the ind\irated mass itself.

AVitb. a liffle filling by means of blunt pointed

dissecting scissors, tliere w,is a sudden separa-

tion of the li{:s of Ihe pyha'ic wound, and the

tense stoiuac'i immediately became fiacciil.
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The relief was most striking. The v.'ound was
closed v.’tili interrupted chromicized catgut
sutures, passing through all the structxires ex-

cept the skin. In three days the child was
transfforined and under good, nursing and
careful feeding, there was a gratifying conva-

lescence.

THE MAN.AGEMENT OE BREAST FEEDING.

Eric Pritchard American Medicine, Xev.’

York, June, 1914} alludes to the necessity for

long intervals between feeding and for giving

an extended period of rest during the night.

Maynard, Ladd, Archives of Pediatrics, 1913.

p. 740, shows that the stomach requires even

a longer period than is usually supposed to

become completely empty, sometimes as long

as 6 hours.

In breast-fed infants precautions should be

taken to see that they are not underfed dur-

ing the later months. However he has thought
that an infant was being starved when in

reality it was lieing over-fed, and often he has
thought that over-feeding was the trouble

when events have proved that the symptoms
were due to starvation.

The cardinal symptoms of underfeeding
are (1) Loss of weiglit, or at lea.st a failure

to gain wm'glit at the normal rate.

(21. Constipation, or in ease of extreme

starvation the passage of small mucus stools,

and
(3). A limited excretion of urine (oli-

guria).

The cardinal symptoms of overfeeding are

(1)

At first unduly large increments in

weight succeeded by a period of stationary

or falling weight.

(2)

. The passage of large bulky stools and
the presence of redness of the buttocks. Con-
stipation sometimes develops, but the motions

are large when passed.

(3)

. The passage of a large quantity of

water (polyuria).

(4)

. Surating and vascular dilatation of

the capillaries of the face, and

(5)

. Rapid breathing.

It is naturally of some impoidance to sup-

])ly the right food in the right amount when
recourse is had to supplementary feedings.

The amount of food to be given by hand Avill

depend on tlie quantity of breast milk already
taken by the infant. It is unwise to augment
the quantity too .suddenly or drastically. The
danger of overfeeding an unprepared .stom-

ach is very great.

Among the poor the simplest and most
I)ractical method of supi^lementing a defect-

ive breast supply is to order a quaiher, a half

or a whole teaspoouful of condensed milk to

be given afti'r each bi'cast feeding, the food to

be given in a spoon without any previous di-

lution; this obviates the po.s.siblc danger of

overdistending a stomach already full of a

thin and poor milk, for it must be remem-
bered that, infants arc often underfed al-

though the quantity of breast milk may be
ample. This is especially the case towards
the end of lactation, wlien the mother has be-

come exhausted from prolonged suckling ami
the milk lieeomes thin.

current pedriatics

(American Literature.)

Dental Clinics—L. Williams, Jour. State
Med., July, 1914.

Infantile mortality, War Again,st, —J. A.
Ilandouin, Put). Health Journal, klay, 1914.

Medical Inspection and Examination of

School Children.—P. N. Winslow, Alhanij

Med. Annals, May 1914.

Medical Inspection of Public Schools.—A.
Montague, Northwest Medicme, June, 1914.

Feeding and Gastro-Intestinal Diseases of

Infants for Year 1913-1914, Review of Litera-

ture on,

—

American Journal Diseases of Chil-

dren, July, 1914.

Feeding, Management of Carbohydrates in

Infant, L. W. Elias, Southern Med. Journal,
June, 1914.

Feeding of Sick Infants.—F. C. Neff.JLs-

souri State Med. Association Journal.
Pertussis, Recent Advances in Our Komvl-

edge of.—J. R. Geisiky, 111. Med. Jour., June,
1914.

Pertussis, Yaceine Treatment of.—J. A.
Kirk, Kcntuclnj Medical Jotirnal, July, 1914.

Poliomyelitis, Ninety Cases of Acute Epi-
demic.—F. R. Frasser, Am. Jour. Med. Sci.,

July, 1014.

Rheumatism in Children.—J. Brennemann,
III. Med. Journal, July, 1014.

Syiihilis, With Especial Relation to Ilere-

ditaiA' SA'philis, Review of.

—

American Jour.

Dis. Child., July, 1914.

Vascular Disease in Infancy and Childhood.
R. Abrahams, Y. Y. Med. Jour., July, 1914.

Urine, Ammonical, in Infants and Chil-

dren. Clinical Significance of.—R. A. Strong,

Miss. Med. Monthhj, Jidy, 1914.

Out-Patient Clinic, Organization of An.

—

R. M. Smith, At-ch. Pediat., May, 1914.

Infection with Tuberculosis in Infancy.

—

For tlie first yer.r of life, von Pirquet says, the

))roncliop;fneuns infection with tuberculosis is by

far tlie most frequent way of entry (about 95

])cr cent, o fall infections). The enterogenous in-

fection is not inqiortant—at least, not in Austria

(1 per cent, to 2 per cent, of all infections). A
lilacentoueneous infection of the fetus is a arrity,

as is also stoniatogeiieous anil dermatogeneous

infection. Prophylaxis of infant tuberculosis

has chiefly to deal with the separation of the

nursling fi-om the coughing adults.
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OFnCIAL ANNOUNCEMENTS

THE NEW LAW FOl^’ THE PREVENT-
ION OF PL1NT3NESS.

An Act to iini)ose fiirtlier duties upon the

State and Count}', and City Boards of Health,

I’liysieians and others in regard to tlie pre-

vention of blindness in tins Commonwealth.
Wliereas, trachoma, and ophthalmia in the

new-born, l)oth Jiighly infectious eye diseases,

winch usually result in blindness unless

promptly recognized and treated, now exist

in widely separated counties and sections,

and everywhere show a tendency to break
over official control and become widespread,

and.

Whereas, so large a per cent, of those wlio

now have these diseases, or who are exposed
to the contagion of either of them, will be-

come charges upon public charity, as to make
systematic precautions against their further

spread matters of great tinancial, as well as

humanitarian importance, now, therefore.

Be It Enacted by the General Assembly of

the Commonwealth of Kentucky

:

1. That it shall be the duty of the county
board of health of each county, acting in co-

ojieration with the county medical society and
the State Boai’d of Health, to arrange for an
annual course of instruction or school for the

physicians, midwives and nurses of such coun-
ties to teach the importance of, and the

latest and best methods for the early recog-

nition and treatment of, the dangers from,
and the precaiitions to be used against, the in-

fections and contagion to all who come in

contact with, eases of trachoma, and of oph-
thalmia or any other disease of the eyes of the

new-born, or with any towel, utensil or other
thing used by or for them; and the import-
ance and imperative duty of at once reporting
all eases of such disease to the county and
city health authorities, as may be, and of

keeping a tnie record of all such eases.

2. That it shall be the duty of the State
Board of Health to secure the cooperation
and assistance of the national health author-
ities in dealing with these diseases, and to

prepare and issue bulletins and other litera-

ture containing professional and popular in-

formation as to the prevalence and infectious

character of such eye-diseases, and the pi'e-

eautions to be used against such infections

;

and to furnish formulae and other informa-
tion for the nse of physicians and midwives in

the management and treatment of such dis-

eases. It shall be the duty of the county
boards of health to furnish to physicians and
)uidwives the simple drugs to be used for the
indigent in preventing and in treating such
diseases.

3. That it shall be the duty of every phy-

sician and of oA'ery midwife, who, while in at-

tendance upon a baby under thirty days old

or upon its mother, has observed ophthalmia
in the new-born baby, and the duty of the

head of the family and of the trained nurse
in a family in Avhich there is a 2iew baby un-

der thirty days old and no physician in at-

tendance, and the duty of trained nurse and
of the head of any institution in which there

is a baby under thirty days old and no phy-

sician or midwife in attendance upon the

mother, to report the case of ophthalmia in

the new-born within six hours after observing

it to the city board of health, if the case shall

have occurred in a city then having a city

board of health, or if thei-e be no city board

of health, or if the case shall have occured out-

side the city, to the county board of health,

Avithin twenty-four hours after observation.

• And it shall be the duty of every physician to

report each ease of trachoma so diagnosed by
him as attending or examining physician

Avithin five days after siich diagnosis. ‘ Any
physician, midwife or nurse, or head of

family who fails to make the report reqirired

by this Act, shall upon conviction, be fined

not more than one hundred dollars
;
and per-

sistent failure or refusal to make such report

or to take the necessary precaution to prevent

the spread of such disease shall be proper
ground for the revocation of the right to

irractice, after due notice and hearing as noAV

provided by law for the revocation of cer-

tificates to practice medicine in this Common-
wealth.

4. That “Ophthalmia in the New-born”
sball be understood to be “any inflammation,

SAvelling and redness of either eye, or of both

eyes, either apart from or together AAuth any
unnatural discharge from the eye, or ej^es of

a baby.”

5. That all laws in conflict Avith this Act
are hereby repealed.

ApproA'ed IMarch 9, 1914.

Thyroparathyroidectomy.—According t o the

authors I’.ypoglycemia resulting from thyropara-

thyroidectomy is neither the cause nor the effect

of the accompanying tetany. Moreover, the con-

dition of liypoglyeemia precedes that of tetany.

It is therefore suggested that the removal of tlie

thyi'oids and parathyroids give rise to two dis-

tinct effect.s, one l)ei ng manifested on the blood-

sugar regulating mechanism, causing hypogly-

cemia, the other acting on the nervous system,

producing tetany. Calcium apjiears to be inti-

mately asociated with botli elfects, for injections

of calcium lactate Avill temporarily restore

lilood-sugar to normal ami also abolish tetany for

a time. Calcium may jilay an inpiortant role in

maintaining the e(|uilibrium of the blood-sugar

regulating mechanism during normal life.
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COUNTY SOCIETY REPORS

Franklin—T6e Franklin County Medical So-

ciety met at tl’.e regular time, on roll call no one

l)resent >)ut the secretary; minntes of the previ-

ous meeting read; no (jnorum present during the

year; society still nnresnrrected. The secretary

is at a loss to account for the apathy of the pro-

fession in the city and county and can only ex-

j)lain it by assuming that we have the nmst pro-

gressive lot of ]ihysicians ever. We have been

devoting onr whole energies to preventive med-

icine and have so far succeeded that onr sick peo-

})le are so few in number and diseases so restrict-

ed and eliminated that the practice has fallen off

so that the usual patronage does not afford a

four course—three-hots-a-d.ay to all of our

physicians. To say that professional jealousies

and snrreotitions advertising did not exist in our

community, would put the secretai'y in the

eligible list for honorary membership in the

Ananias club.

The fakir that makes folks talk about his skill

And advertise him to his erstvvhile will,

And give him his full desire of notoriety

xVnd show him resplendent in society,

While he cuts the pie v.ith great felicity.

And expands his rep with huge elasticity

So he can rake in ’‘the old-long-areen.’’

He tours the polyclinics with the greatest ease.

Puts out the late.it dope from o'er the seas,

Talks glibly of wi;at they do in Congalese

Munich, Yienna, Paris, London. Japanese,

And airs Ins imlcltritude with perfect ease

And sjieaks in language they don't understand

From (ireenland’s icy mountains to Coral's

golden strand.

Content with self if they but come across T

’wee»

With the cneerful jingle of “the old-lom>-

green.
' ’

Hie jacet—The Franklin Medical Society. Ke-

qiiiscat in pace.

C. V. WlLLlAiMS. Secretary.

Greenup—The Oreenu]) (.ounty Medical So-

ciety met at Greenup on Octolier f, 1914. The

meeting was called to order by H. T. IMorris,

J ’resident.

H. T. Morris read a paper on ‘‘Eclampsia,”

which was very interesting. All members jires-

ent discussed the iiaper. From the experience of

those i>resent imsl-partnin eclamjisia was the

most fatal.

The (Ireer.ui) County jihysicians have experi-

enced c.msiderable dilliculty in administering

anti-toxin to children who were victims of diph-

theria owing to several iihysici.ms in the com-

munity decrying the value of antitoxin in diph-

theria. These so-called have circulated reports

among the laity that dipiitheria antitoxin kills

more children than the disea.se itself, and if they

do not die from the immediate effect they are

sure to succumb in five years’ time. Such as-

sertions by men holding a license to practice

medicine was considered a menace to the com-
munity, and a disgrace to the medical profession,

by all members present.

A. S. Brady, who was elected councilor of this

district at the recent meting of the Kentucky
State Society held at Newport, recapitulated the

proceedings of the meeting in a very interesting

and brief manner.

The next meeting will be held at Fullerton, No-
vember 5tli. All members will be expected to be

jiresent as oHicers for the ensuing year will be

elected.

E. R. Fitch, Russell: Selected.

M. W. Meadows, of Fullerton: “Nocturnal
Enuresis.”

A. J. Bryson, of Fullerton: “Medical Ethics.”

J. I. Rathburn, Brady and Franz: Case Ke-

l>orts.

Discussion to be opened by J. I. Rathburzi fol-

lowed by Drs. 5‘idt, Morris, Hunt, Brady, Bry-
son, Frantz, Fitch, and Meadows.

.Vfter the meeting a luncheon will be served

at the Davis Hotel.

A. P. HUNT, Secretary.

Taylor—The Taylor County Medical Society

met in the oilice of the Secretary at Campbells-

ville, September 10, 1914.

There were present Drs. Buchanan, Heistand,

Murphy, Gowdy, Reesor, S. H. Kelsay, Buckner
and Atkinson.

The program for the day was advanced for

the following meeting in October and the time

was taken up in hearing the report of the health

officer. Dr. Atkinson, on the proceedings of the

health conference recently held in Pineville.

By unanimous vote the society adopted a mo-
tion to increase the charges for medical work in

the county on a basis of 25 per cent. This step

was considered necessary on account of the rapid

increase in all living expenses, and tlie sharp ad-

vance in the cost of many of the medicines in

constant zise.

J. L. ATKINSON, Secretary.

Radium in Treatment of Cancer.— Although

the range of ilacKenzie ’s experience has been

limited, he points with great satisfaction to the

treatment of a considerable group of cases, which,

treated by radium, have shown striking results,

the best having been obtained in the ti’eatment of

malignant diseases, especially cancers. The com-

])lete list, however, includes also cases of sar-

coma, rodent nicer, angioma or nevi of different

kinds, especially the prominent arterio-venous

\'ariety, jzigmentary nevi, keloids and disfiguring

scars, lupus, the Inberculor form and lupus ei’v-

thematosus, inveterate and chronic patches of

skin disease, urethral caruncles, warts, moles and

certain chronic neuralgias. v
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EDITORIAL.

UNIVERSITY OF LOUISVILLE.

Of almost equal iinportanee with the ques-

tion of Divisions of Fees is the report of the

Committee on IMedieal Education, of which
Dr. W. W. Richmond, Councilor for the First

Disti-ict and IMembers of the State Board of

Health, is Chairman. Every memlier of the

Association is interested in the University of

Louisville. 31ore than half of the physicians
in Kentucky graduated from it. Its faculty

is selected from the best medical teachers in

Louisville, and it is excelled by no medical
college in the south or Avest either in its clin-

ics, laboratories or teaching force. It is with
great pride that the Journal can make this

statement. Many of oui' readers have noticed

that for se’^'eral years our columns have been
conspicuously silent on the subject of medical
education in Kentucky" except to indicate con-

fidence that those at the helm were working
out plans which would eventually restore

Louisville, to its former prestige as a center

of medical education. The time has arrived.

It is important for the profession to under-
stand that no student can enter a medical col-

lege anywhere in this country who has not
completed a four-years high school course,

and one year in a reputable college. After
next year, two years in a reputable college

will be required. This regulation has been
made necessary in order to reject the large
class of students who have heretofore entered
medical colleges wholly unprepared for un-
dertaking the study of the intricate subjects

which go to make up the modern practice of

medicine. Our State Board of Health, in

common with others, has found that from 25
to 50 per cent of the illy prepared graduates
in medicine in the past have been rejected up-
on examination. This was unfair both to the
students and to the colleges, and it is made
impossible in the future.

It is especially upon the clinical side tliat

the University of Louisville has made pro-
gress. The new City Hospital was planned
by a great genius, Dr. Ap Morgan Vance, and
lie has preserved a careful and fair blend of
the two important features of public hospital
administration. Of course the main essential
in a city hospital is the kindly, careful, sci-

entific treatment of those residents of the city
who are unable to secure adequate medical
care elsewhere. After careful investigation,
your Committee is confident that there is not
a city hospital in the United States that has
a more competent, attentive or painstaking
staff than the City Hospital of Louisville.
The Editor of this Journal had a recent op-
liortnnity of knowing of a negro cook being
badly cut in the abdomen. She was hurried
to the Louisville City Hospital and seven
of the best surgeons in the City of Louisville
met together from 9 :30 p. m. to 1 a. m., in
consultalion upon this ease, caring for the de-
pendent negro woman with the same skill and
attention that they would have given the most
influential citizen of the City. That this

service was done without thought of compen-
sation and that similar services could not
have been purchased for less than a thousand
dollars makes us all thrill with pride because
tlie poor of the metropolis of the State are,
for the first time in its history, receiving

proper medical attention.

As important as is the care of the indigent
sick and their early restoration to health, is

the equally essential function of the City Hos-
pital that it will help to provide competent
physicians and surgeons for future geuei’a-

tions, both for the indigent and the well-to-

do. There is no well appointed public hos-

pital in this counti-y or in Europe which is

not under control of the teaching staff. Take
the case of the negro woman referred to above
and the eight medical students who were per-

mitted to hear the consultation in this case,

see the operation and to be inspired by the
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altruism of llieir teachers vas really far more

to huraauity than the saving of the one life

involved, and, while the latter function of a

public hospital should not for a moment in-

terfere Avith the former, to which it is entirely

subordinate, the City of Louisville is to be

congratulated that its Jlayor, himself a dis-

tinguished physician, understands these mat-

ters so fully that he has determined to have

the Louisville City Hospital give proper care

to its sick poor and, at the same time, main-

tain its important function as a clinical teach-

ing hospital.

To the medical profession of Kentucky, the

JoTTRN.AU heartily and unreservedly com-

mends the medical department of the tlnivers-

ity of Louisville. When you are in the City

drop in and note the wonderful improvemeni

in every respe,et. If you desire any informa-

tion in regard to medical education, drop a

note to its new Dean, Dr. Henry Enos Tuley,

and you will receive a reply with prompti-

tude and courtesy that will make you under-

stand the new and more sueeessful regime in

medical education in Kentucky.

DIVISION OF FEES.

We trust that every reader of the Journal
will carefully consider every page of the

transactions of the House of Delegates of the

Kentucky State iMedical Association at its

recent meeting in Newport, all of which are

published in this issue.

As important as are all of the transactions,

we invite especial attention to the amendment
to the By-Ijaws, which has been adopted with

a view to stopping the growing evil of division

of fees betAveen the specialist and general

practitioner. The sAirgeon or other specialist

Avho pays the general practitioner a part of

his surgical fee for the reference of a case,

confesses himself to be dishonest, and admits

at least to this practitioner, that he is in-

competent. A general practitioner who re-

fers a case to such a surgeon for a money
consideration is equally dishonest. The time

has come when a line is to be drawn on this

subject in Kentucky. In the past, many
general practitioners and, possibly, a few sur-

geons have erred in this matter through ig-

norance. This Avill be nnpossible in the fu-

ture. It is the purpose of the Committee on

Public Policy of the Association to take the

matter up tlirough the daily press, and the

State P>oard of Health lias indicated that it

will consider a division of fees on the part of

either the specialist or general practitioner a

sufficient cause for the revocation of licenses

to practice medicine in Kentucky on the

ground of dishonorable and unprofessional

conduct of a character likely to deceive and

defraud the public. It is urged that this mat-

lei- be considered liy every county society.

The medical profession of Kentucky has

never had J>efore it a more important prob-

lem and it has never yet been confronted with

anj" difficulty which it has not solved and
solved correctly.

SCIENTIFIC EDITORIALS.

VACCINE THEPtAPY IN SKIN DIS-

EASES.

AVhile vaccine therapy has lieen used and
found wanting in a great many diseases, the
same might be said in regard to its use in

dermatology. In internal diseases one might
get imaginary results. If we see a little im-
jArovement in a certain disease, in which vac-

cine has been used, we are at oiace inbued with
the idea that Amecine treatment must have
causes this improvement. A case of intestinal

stenosis Avith generalized toxic condition

comes to my recollection Avhere a physician, a
friend of mine, urged the use of VanCott’s
vaccine as the only «hance left for the pa-
tient. The advice Avas not taken. Patient
made a perfect recoAmry. Had VanCott’s
vaccine been used, both the patient and phy-
sician AA’ould have given the vaccine treat-

ment credit for the recovery.

We have no real status in regard to vac-

cine and serum treatment. The preparations
and claims made for ihe patented vaccines
and serums by certain pharmaceutical houses
are ridiculous and dangerous. Wright and
Adami both Avarned the profession against
unscientific use of commercial vaccines,

esjAecially the mixed varieties.

Dermatology had the same experience Avith

vaccine treatment, but in this branch of

medicine Ave can see the improA'ement and
non-imiArovement more readily than in in-

ternal diseases. The concensus of opinion is,

that outside of furunculosis, the vaccine

therapy has failed in dermatologic cases.

Notwithstanding this general opinion, there

arises a champion for vaccine therapy in the

person of A. Whitfield, the noted London
dermatologist. For the sake of those who are

enthusiastic about the vaccine therapy, we
Avill giAm the readers his findings. From the

many articles Avritten by Dr. Whitfield, on
the subject of vaccine therapy, Ave can give

his conclusions in regard to the technic and
results of this method of therapy.

Whitfield claims that the users of vaccine

therapy must guide themselves Avith the im-

portance of opsonic index (Wright), and re-

marks that in tubercular troubles and in fur-

unculosis you alAvays meet with a high op-

sonic index which does not alAA’ays point to a

strong immunity. Such facts destroy
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Wrig'ht’s theory. Uilchrist claims that it is

not necessary to find the opsonic index in the

treatment of cutaneous diseases.

The doses for injection must be regulated

according to the purpose for which it is used

:

'Whether it is used for the removal of in-

flammatory processes of the skin (in tubercu-

losis), or whether it. is iised for prevention’s

sake (furunculosis). In the first condition

and in all acute processes, the dosage should

be guarded, 'while in other conditions, large

doses may and must be given.

The curative action of vaccines depends
upon its influence on the stage of the disease

and on general protective adaptability of the

organism. Wright attributes failures to the

weakness of the patient’s power to pi’oduce

antibodies.

Referring to different diseases that are

amenable to vaccine thearapy, Wlytfield lays

stress on the importance of studying the

causative factor of such diseases, and says

that the vaccine therapeutists often make mis-

takes by applying, for instance, only one cer-

tain vaccine for acne vulgaris, even when it is

caused l)y dyspepsia, or eczema of the lips,

caused by strong mouth washes.

In furunculosis, Whitfield claims to have
had uniform good results from staphylococcic

vaccine. He finds exception in recurrent
furunculosis used at the beginning was up
to 1,000,000,000 staphylococci at one time

;
in

the last few years he used only 100,000,000.

W^hitfield found that the smaller dose dimin-
ished the therapeutic effect and he had to fall

back on the original dose and never gives less

than 250,000.000 at the first dose. Improve-
ment is noticed between the intervals of in-

jections. He gives it every two 'weeks and,

then, every two or three months. Even after

the patient has received several injections,

the recurrence of the furunculosis may be

expected within a year, but he claims that

after-attacks are not so severe.

Staphylococcic injections have been
given in Burkhard’s impetigo and sycosis.

The first is improved a great deal by inject-

ion of staphylococcic vaccine, while the other
is rather aggravated.

W^hitfield claims that X-Ray in sycosis is

the best remedy, particulaidy, if it is compli-
mented with antiseptic applications. He in-

sists that X-ray should be given- until com-
plete epilation has been accomplished and the

hair follicles completely destroyed.
In pyogenic eczematoid dermatitis vaccine

therapy must be combined with anf,iseptic ap-

plication.

Impetigo contagiosa, caused by streptococ-

cic infection, vaccine therajty must be applied
if external applications do not cure it. In
such eases staphylococcic and streptococcic in-

jections must be used, as staphylococci are of-

ten associated with streptocoecie infection.

Streptococcic vaccine is also useful in ery-

sipelas (small doses, 5,000,000), and in strep-

tococcic dermatitis of Sabouraud.
In regard to acne vulgaris, Whitfield states

that vaccine is a good auxiliary remedy. The
vaccine must be prepared from staphylococcic

and acne bacilli.

In tuberculosis the most useful vaccine is

old tuberculin. Treatment must be adminis-

tered cautiously. In severe inoperable lupus
vulgaris good results have been obtained from
old tuberculin. The same may be said of

ezythema induratum of Bazin and long stand-
ing tubercular ulcers. It is useless in leg

iilcers, in piaudtus ani and trichophytosis.

After enumerating the different diseases

in which vaccine treatment has proved
lieneficial W’’hitfield acknowledges that he
has met 'ndth many failures and insists that
this method of therapy must be used cautious-

ly and conservatively.

Thus we see that even the most enthusiastic

followers of vaccine therapy are uncertain of

its action and results. No status has as yet
been established as to its value, uses and
technique. M. L. Ravitch.

THE NEGRO AS A PSYCHOLOGICAL
PROBLEM.

Every man, woman and child south of

Mason and Dixon’s line is interested, direct-

ly or indii’ectly in the economic, pedagogic,
political, social and eugenic aspect of the

negro race. The negro has, at all times, since

his admission to the South as a slave been, to

a certain extent, the burden that the South
has had to carry for something that should
never have had its inception. Of late a great

deal of interest has been evinced in the prob-

lem of miscegenation and a number of states

have passed laws to prevent such progeny.

W^ith the increased complexity of society of

the Southern States, it is only natural that

the negro problem should take on a corre-

spondingly complex character and that it

should come more and more into the fore-

ground of Southern consciousness.

The civil war, with its terrible days of re-

construction gave Avay to a gradual rehabili-

tation of Southern political liberties and the

reestablishment of stable local governments.
AVhen this was established a period of eco-

nomic and social expajision began in the

South, and Southern men, freed from the nec-

e.ssity of combating ceaselessly for political

life and social integrity, set about develop-

ing the long neglected natural resources of

the country.

The South is enormously rich
;
its resources

seem almost limitless. It is in a great deal
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l)etl(*r state than it Avas l)et‘ore the war. Those
peculiar and essential customs that are known
as “Southern,” especially the. i^ersonal rela-

tions between Southern peojile have given
Acay to the gradual CAiltural development of
the tAA'entieth century and aa'c believe Ave can
truthfully say that the South is better, even
Avith her many problems. We do not believe

that the South, at the present time, is

like the story related by one of the

“oldest inhabitants.” As the story goes

a friend from the North commented
Aipon the beautiful sceneiy as they drove
along the bank of the river to which the

Southern patriot replied; “you should have
seen it before the AA’ar. ” After sevei-al such
experiences and feeliJig that he Avas treading
upon safe ground, he made the remark that

the “moon-light Avas most bcaAitiful” where-

npon the patriot replied: “Yes, Imt you
should haA'e seen it before the AA’ar.”

We may here A’emark that this editorial

has been brought forth by an article of Dr.

•Tames Dardin of the University of Virginia,

recently published in Popvlnr Science

Monthhi under the caption of: “The Psycho-
logical Factor in Southern Race Problems,”
and from Avhich Ave aaIII (piote atiw freely.

What really is the aim of the Southern
Avhite man’s intei-est in the black man? It is

really an attempt on the ])art of the Southern-
ers to help the negro adapt himself to those

Southern conditions, Avhich has a peculiar
significance to the average Southern man

;
it

implies an attemiAt to increase the efficiency

and economic Amine of the Negro rather than
his eleA’ation to a higher social rank. The ne-

groes themselves are AAorking to accomplish
this end in practically every institution main-
tained by them throughout the South. Some
of the best and most brilliant of Southern
negroes realize fiilly this race problem and
are working in this direction Avith great earn-

estness. The ideal seems to be to force the

negro to earn a better place in society and
political life by the sweat of his broAv and the

toil of his hands; AA'hich toil, it is confidently
hoped, Avill be guided by a constantly increas-

ing intelligence, itself tlie indireet fruit of his

labor.

On the other hand, outside the South the
negro problem is generally vieAA’ed as not
primarily an economic, but as a political and
“social rights” problem, belieAnng that as re-

strictions are removed, the negro’s position
Avill improve in every i-espeet, and he Avill

ultimately take his place side by side Avith the
Avhites, on an equal footing and posse.ssing an
identical cultural equipment.
Each group is attempting to help the negro

to attain a more complete civilization
;
and

each is attempting to do this by trying to

make the negro absorb the AA'hite man’s ciAul-

ization and come into complete accord Avith

the lArofound moving-springs of the Avhite

man’s social sanctions.

A state in Avhich the Avhites and the negroes
live side by side, each group partaking of the
same civilization on a basis of ethical equal-
ity, and each playing its part in government
and society according to its ability, a bi-

racial state, theoretically, should have a sin-

gle ciAulization, common to and understood
similarly by both peoples; this ciAulization

—

and here is the A’ital point—Avill be the ciAul-

ization of the Avhites.

This conception may be stated in various
Avays; its boldest, most general, and most
erroneous form is the hypothesis that “all
men are equal;” a more moderate form is

“equal opportunity for all, special iirivilege

for none.” We here again comment upon
that time honored, hackneyed and Avell AA'ork-

ed chestnut of “all men are equal” that this

really should be interpreted that all men are
born e(pial (or supposedly so) before the laiv

and in the manner of justice, AA’e believe that
this should apply to the negro. There can be
no greater fallacy than this: “all men, Avhen
normal, possess the same capacity for intelli-

gence and the same ability to ab.sorb ci;lture

and to become civilized;” in other vA'ords, that
all men are essentially alike mentally and
morally, Avhen viewed in the large, notAvith-

standing physical and physiological differ-

ences. It is tacitly thought that AA'hile the
recesses of eAmhition have given one race a

Avhite skin and another race a black skin, have
made one race relatively resistant to tuber-
culosis and the other relatively susceptible,

and so on, the minds of both are alike—have
not diA’erged as their bodies have in the evolu-
tionary serie.s—and that the mental processes
of one may become, by proper direction, the
mental processes of the other.

There can be no question but that the ciAul-

ization of Western Europe is a dominant one,

so far as the negro is concerned. This is

plainly shoAvn as the result of miscegenation.

The progeny, a mulatto, again crossed AAdth

AA’hite blood and still in another generation
cro.ssed Avith Avhite blood, does not so far as

skin color is concerned shoAV anything else

than the dominant influence of the Avhite race
in its relations to paternity. The AA’hite is

ever the dominant race.

T'he Uhristian Avorld, Avith its altruistic ideas
demands that all men be given the fullest and
most ecpial opportunities to get the best out
of life. Out of this misconception of the ideal
of humaii equality have sprung many griev-
ous and oftentimes dangerous fallacies, chief
among AA’hich are tAA’O: (1) that all men pos-
sess the same potentialities for culture; and
(2) that a so-called “higher culture” may
and ethically shoidd be substituted for a so-
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called “lower culture” vvheuever opportunity

presents itself.

Culture, in its broadest sense, is a phenome-

non of race. Yet, despite these evident dif-

ferences, western Europe and American cul-

ture is a definite, characteristic thing, and un-

derlying it we recognize a common stock of

traditions and general ideas which have come
down through the ages “in the blood,” so to

speak. The white-skinned people of western

Europe and America all have approximately

the same origin, in that through the remote

mixing of a few strains of blood the modern
racial types are set.

Psycho-analytic work by the method of

Freud is also demonstrating these underlying

traditions that have become a cultural foun-

dation and hereditary entailnient upon the

various individuals of a certain civilization.

This is one reason why the western European
is so easily assimilated for behind all the dif-

ference lies a common kinship of blood and of

tradition, which has operate.d to produce the

unit we call western European culture; and
this racial kinship is the principal reason

why it is not difficult for one group of western

Europeans to adopt without revolutionizing

it, the culture of another group. Further-

more, the several strains of blood, pai’ticular-

ly in the higher levels of society where most
of the productive thinking is done, are inces-

santly mixing, and there are being interchang-

ed incessantly, through heredity, the mental
predispositions peculiar to the groups thus

crossing.

Yet Chinese culture is definite, peculiar and
recognizable, and it is essentially ^Mongolian,

just as our culture is essentially European.
Behind the differences amoiig the various

groups in China lie their i\rongolian blood

and their common store of traditions, the in-

fluence of which have moulded them into

what they are to-day. Exactly the same state-

ments apply to the negroes. They have.'

physically and mentally, definite and easily

recognizable characteristics, indicative of a

common origin, different from our own, and
expressed in a similarity of negro culture

throughout the world.

The fact of race as a physical and mental
phenomenon is evident to every one. These
differences are ineradicable as long as the

strain of blood remains unimpaired. We can
not, do Avhat ^ye Avill with environment, change
to any appreciable extent our anatomical

make-irp. A Chinaman’s skin will remain yel-

loAV, a negro’s skin will remain black, no
matter what Ave do to alter them, so long as

the races remain pure, and the product of this

crossing, should it become permanent, is a

different race.

From the point of view of psychology, on
the other hand, aa’c liav(> assumed that th'is

principle is not true, but we believe we can
change his mental characteristics. In other

Avords, Avhile Ave are certain that we cannot

change the negro’s facial angle, we are equal-

ly certain that Ave can change his mental
angle and make it like our 0A\n

;
while we con-

sider it absurd to think that Ave can do any-

thing to make the negro’s x>bysical skin be-

come Avhite, Ave believe firmly that we can

make the p.sychical analogue of his skin exact-

ly like oui- oAvn.

But is this a fact? Facial psychology says

no. -Mental characteristics are as distinctly

and organically a part of a race as its physical

characteristics, and for the same reason : botli

depend ultimately upon anatomical structure.

Facial mental-set, racial Avays of thinking,

racial reactions to the influence of ideas, are

as characteristic and as recognizable as racial

skin-color and racial skull conformation. Ul-

timately, mental differences must depend
Aipon anatomical and physiological differ-

ences; but these differences are differences

in the structure of the brain itself.

The more the races of men are studied, the

more ceidain becomes the evidence to shoAV

that races have charaetei'istic mental jAeculi-

arities, Avhich Avould serve to distinguish

species and varieties almost as Avell as physical

characteristics. These differences in mental jAe-

culiarities, this racial-set is one of the general

and main reasons for opposing the entrance

of the Asiatic into this country. Why, then,

should Ave assume that Ave can modify at Avill

the mental jAroeesses of a race, since these

mental jArocesses are expressions of a certain

definite anatOAAiical and physiological organi-

zation ?

For Ave are not merely trying to change the

direction of the negro’s peculiar mental chai'-

aeteristics, and to improve them by selection

among the elemeAUs already present—Ave ai’e

trying, on the contrary to deprive the negro

of liis own racial mental characteristics, and

to substitute our own in its place, at the same

time keeping him anatomically a negro. That

this is an impossibility follows after the

former argument.

This is Ainreseiwedly true. But it is often

forgotten that they have advanced an negroes,

Aiot as anything else. They have adopted the

form of our civilization and to a certain ex-

tent fdue principally to the influence of lan-

guage'), the mould of oui‘ tb.OAjght. The negro

has received much from us, and has lArofited

greatly therefrom
;
but all that he has receiA'-

ed he has modified m accordance AA’ilh his

racial mental-set; and his physical reactions

to the influence of our civilization are entire-

ly difl'ei’ent fi’om our oAAn, and Avill necessarily

remain so as long as the negro is a negro. No
matter hoAv much Ave educate him, no matter

hoAv much we better his position in society, he
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will remain a negro psychically as long as he
remains a negro physically. 4'hey will take

on a different meaning in the negro’s consci-

ousness from what they have in the white
man’s consciousness. Concomitantly these

cultural elements will modify the brain of the

negro; but this modification will not follow

the same pathway and will not give the same
results as it would in the untutored brain,

say. of a white child. To start with an anat-

omical structure already formed and set by
heredity, an anatomical structure different

from that of the white race, which produced
the modifying forces in question, and the final

result in the negro’s brain will be determined
and directed by this pre-existent anatomical

make-up. The brain and the consciousness

resulting from the absorption of oui', culture

by the negro will be a brain and a conseioirs-

ness different from our own to the same ex-

tent that the negro differs from us in other

respects, and both will be characteristically

Negroid in nature, nol European.
We can never make the negro like the white

man mentally.

The negroes, will continue to progress un-

doubtedly. But they will progress along the

lines laid down hy their evolutionary history.

They will take our cultural elements and
make them part of themselves; but they will

modify these elements according to their na-

ture, and when they have assimilated them,

they will be our cnltui’al elements no longer,

but will be profoundly and permanently

modified. The two races will continue to de-

velop side by side, but the development can

never be parallel—it must be divergent, even

though its successive steps may perchance

maintain approximately the same level, as

long as the races remain pure.

The negro as aJi intellectual being should be

studied as a negro— ndt as a potential white-

man; and if we wish to help him, Ave should

at least try to be sure that he is allowed to

develop as a negro in the freest, broadest man-

ner possible, and to the full extent of his

racial potentialities. Cttkr.an Pope.

Some Anaphylactic Reactions.—Guinea-pigs

sensitized to beef or dog liemoglobin fail to re-

act, or react but slightly, to hemoglobin of other

origins. The hemoglobins tried were dog, beef,

cat, rabbit, rat, turtle, pig, horse, calf, goat,

sheep, pigeon, chicken and man. The authors

conclude that hemoglobins from different sources

are chemically different. A Ioav order of sensiti-

zation to isogenous proteins is found in guinea-

pigs injected Avith gninen-pig tissue-proteins.

OrnCIAL ANNOUNCEMENTS

OFPTCTAIi MINUTES OF THE HOUSE
OF DELEGATES OP THE SIXTY-
FOURTH ANNUAL MEETING OF
THE KENTUCKY STATE MED-
ICAL ASSOCIATION, HELD
AT NEWPORT, SEPTEM-
BER 22, 23, 24, AND 25,

1914.

Septejiber 22

—

First JMeeting.

The House of Delegates met at 1 :45 P. M.,
and Avas called to order by the President, W.
0. Roberts, Louisville.

THE PRESIDENT ; The first thing in or-

der is a report from the Committee on Cre-
dentials, Dr. C. A. Calvert, Scottsville, Chair-
man.
As the members of the Committee on Cre-

dentials Avere not present, Cyrus Graham
moved that the Chair appoint a special com-
mittee for this purpose.

Seconded and carried.

THE PRESIDENT: The Chair aauII ap-
point ou this Committee II. H. Hays and A.
S. Denton.

THE SECRET.ARY : I would hke to an-
nounce from the Council that J. B. Kinnaird,
Second Vice-President, has been elected as

Pre.sident to take the place of Dr. J. W. Ellis

Avho is absent on account of ill health.

The Secretary called the roll and the follovA’-

ing delegates and alternates responded:
John J. iMoren, Louisvile

;
W. B. McClure,

Lexington
;
A. T. AIcCormack, BoA\ding Green

;

E. Rau, Bowling Green
;
W. W. Richmond,

Clinton; Cyrus Graham. Henderson; R. C
McChord, Lebanon; J. E. Wells, Cynthiana

;

1. A. Shirley, Winchester; J. S. Lock, Bar-
boursAdlo; P. E. Giannini, Straight Creek;
O. P. Nuckols, Pineville

;
IT. H. Hays, Bulitts-

ville
;
C. G. Daugherty, Paris ; C. K. Kerche-

A'al, Catlettsburg
;

J. L. Yelton. Brooksville;
T. P. bVickliffe, Jackson

;
W. AY. Anderson,

Newport; G. J. Hermann, NeAA'port; W. E.
Senour, Bellevue

; J. R. Alurnan, Covington

;

R. Lee Bird, Latonia
;

P. D. Gillim, OAvens-

boro; C. A. Vance, Lexington: L. C. Redmon,
Lexington; J. B. O’Bannon, Mount Carmel;
R. P. Thomas, Gallatin Count}’; A. S. Brady,
Greenuj); J. V. PreAvitt, AVest Point; E. N.
Howmrd, Harlan County; L. S. GWens, Cyn-
thiana; A. S. Denton, Robards; A. P. Doaa-

den. Eminence ; D. A’’. Keith, A. C. L. Perce-

full, A’’irgil E. Simpson, Irvin Abell, Bernard
Asmau, Ap. Alorgan A^ance. W. Barnett
OAven. Guy P. Grigsby, LouisAulle; Charles L.

Henth, Lindsay; P. E. Bryant, London; _J. E.

Ray, Leslie County; J. D. Liles, Amnceburg;
S. G. Zinke. Richmond; G. C. Thornton, Leb-
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anon; S. R. Harover, 3[aysville; Pal T. Wil-
lis, Beaver Dam; W. E. Foster, Owenton; H.
C. Clarke, Falmouth

;
Z. A. Thompson, Pike

County; I. W. Johnson, Stanton; Carl Nor-
fleet, Somerset; S. L. Beard, Shelbyville; J.

W. Lewis, AVarren Coi;nty; lallian II. South,

Bowling Green; L. B. Croley, Williamsburg.
THE PRESIDENT: The next thing in

order is the reading of the minutes.

JAIMES II. LETCHER: I move that we
dispense with the reading of the minutes of

the 1913 meeting, and that they he approved
as printed in the Kentucky IMedical Jmm-
NAL.

Seconded and carried.

THE PRESIDENT: The report of the

Committee on Scientific Work.
THE SECRETARY: The Committee on

Scientific Work presents the progr-am as its

report.

THE PRESIDENT: We will now have
a report from the Committee of Arrange-
ments.

THE SECRETARY : I move that this re-

port be deferred for the present.

Seconded and carried.

THE PRESIDENT : The next item is tlie

Report of the Council.

The Secretary then read the Report of the

Council. (See Kentttcky Medical Journal,
September 15, 1914. Page 540.)

THE PRESIDENT: This report will be

referred to the Committee on Reports of Of-

ficers, and the Auditor’s Report goes to the

Committee on Finance.
A. S. DENTON: Your Special Committee

on Credentials have 'a report ready to make
at this time.

Your Committee on Credentials reports

that inasmuch as the Secretary has all the cre-

dentials in hand and has revised the same, we
recommend that the list of delegates as pre-

pared by the Secretary be recognized as the

proper delegates entitled to be seated in this

House.

THE SECRETARY: I move that the re-

port be received and filed.

Seconded and carried.

THE PRESIDENT: The report of the

Secretary will now be read.

The Secretary read his report. (See Ken-
tucky IMedicai. Journal, September 15, 1914.

Page 554.)

THE PRESIDENT: You have heard this

report. What will you do with it?

THE SECRETARY : The report goes to

the Committee on Reports of Officers.

THE PRESIDENT : The next is the re-

port of the Treasurer.
THE SECRETARY : The report of the

Treasurer is included in the Auditor’s report.

THE SECRET.ARY : I would like to read

at this time a letter from the President, J. W.
Ellis. The letter is as follows:

Owensboro, Kentucky., Sept. 14, 1914.

Di‘. A. T. IMeCormaek, Bowling Green, Ky.
Aly dear Dr. AIcCormack: I have your let-

ter of the eighth instant and also received

your previous letter, but at tliat time was not

able to answer.
I have no words with which to express my

deep appreciation for the kind things you say
in your letters about me, and for the solicitude

you and other valued friends manifest in my
behalf.

It is almost full compensation to be very
sick to leaim to know that so many good
friends feel a genuine interest in your behalf.

I have been looking forward with unusual

2>leasure to our apiiroaching meeting at New-
port this month, and have all the time hoped
that I would be in a physical condition to at-

tend. But now 1 am quite sure, I am to be

denied that i^leasure, for while I am able to be

out of bed, I have not yet regained sufficient

physical strength to make that journey, much
as I desire to do it.

Please present my compliments and best

wishes to all the members of our Societ}^ who
are in attendance at the meeting, and on my
behalf expi'ess to them my sincere regrets that

I am unable to be with them.
Hoping and confidently believing that the

ajijDroaching session of our Association will

be one of its most profitable ones to all of its

members, and again expressing my regrets

that I am obliged to be denied the pleasure of

being jiresent, I remain.

Very sincerely your friend,

(Signed) . J. W. Ellis.

A. S. DENTON : I move that this letter be
be incorporated in the minutes of the House
of Delegates.

H. H. HAYS: I .second the motion. (Car-
ried.)

THE PRESIDENT : Report of the Busi-
ness Alanager of the Journal, Dr. Lillian H.
South.

I). O. HANCOCK: Before Dr. South
makes her report, I would like to ofter the
following and move its adoption, and that it

be sent to Dr. Ellis in the name of the Asso-
ciation :

The Kentucky State Aledical .Vssociation,

in annual session assembled at Nevqiort, Ken-
tucky, fniss you. AVe are informed that you
are sick. Our sincerest symiiathy is extended
to you. We ho2ie for your early recovery. Be
assured that we appreciate your valuable
.services to this A.ssociation, and we thank
you for the same.

(Signed) D. 0. H.-vncock,

W. W. Richmond.
Seconded and carried.
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It was moved and seconded that a telegram
be sent to Dr. Ellis embodying the resolution

just passed. Carried.

Dr. South then read the report of the Busi-

ness Manager (See Kentucky Medical Jour-
nal, September 15, 1911, Page 556.)

THE PKESIDENT: You have lieard the

report read by Dr. South. What will you do
with it?

CYRUS GRAHAIM : I move the report be

adopted and referred to the proper commit-
tee.

Seconded and carried.

THE PRESIDENT: The next order is

the report of individual councilors by dis-

tricts. We will listen to a report from the

Councilor of the First District, Dr. W. W.
Richmond.

W. W. RICHMOND: I have no written

report, Mr. President, but will prepare one
and send it to the Secretary for publication.

THE SECRETARY : Those who were
present in Bowling Green last year at the

meeting had the opportunity of hearing what
the delegates from the First District had to

say about Dr. Richmond. At that time he
v/as practieaily hors de combat, and they said

some things about his work which he has
demonstrated more conclusively this after-

noon than anybody could say about him. Dr.
Richmond is our premier councilor, the idol

of the profession in his district and the State,

and it is a great pleasure to see him back here

restored, and I hope other members those who
are, and who are not present, will be stimu-

lated to do better work as years go by from
his example.

REPORT OF COUNCILOR OP SECOND DISTRICT.

CYRUS GRAHAM: I find it is one of the
hardest things in tlie world to keep track of
the membership during the past year. I have
tried several times to get the exact number of
members that we have in good standing. I

would write to the county secretary and
probably he would answer and possibly he
would not, and I have not been able to get
an accurate acount. Our Secretary here has
reported 216 members in my district, wliile I

have 282. I have on my list 314 doctors in
the second district. I have a written list not
only of the various secretaries, but also of
many of the physicians in llie district. I

have made turn trips to Union County. These
visits were very pleasant. During one of
them I had the pleasure of liearing Dr. South
deliver a lecture. 1 made a. trip to the Hop-
kins County Society, tliey had a very pleas-

ant meeting, and I want to say that tiie Hop-
kins County doctors seem to be all in good fel-

lowship, getting along well. I made a trip
to iMuhlenburg County at the solicitation of
the Secret.ary, Dr. .McC^ormack. 1 am u man

of peace, and I have no desire to fight any
one. I went down there with fear and tremb-

ling upon an important mission. He said I

made a good report and did the work satis-

factorily,

In the Second District, as far as I know,
we have quite a number of progressive men
who are sec’etaries, who do a great deal of

work, but it is very hard to get the members
together.

I made arrangements to have a meeting in

"Webster County, but was unable to go on ac-

count of ill health, until a few weeks ago. I

have not felt able to make many of these trips,

but wherever I have gone I have enjoyed it.

I had to encourage the members. I have been
over to Daviess County, and I think they
have the liveliest association in the district.

We have sixty-nine members over there in

good standing, and ten non-members, five

colored doctors. I had the pleasure also of go-

ing to Greenville, and checking up things with
the doctors there.

I never expect to keep up with my friend

Dr. Richmond, who is simply a born coun-

cilor. He understands the business and
knows how to get around among the doctors.

]My expenses during the year have amount-
ed to $19.84.

REPORT OP THE COUNCILOR OF THE FIFTH DIS-

TRICT.

DUNNING S. WILSON: December 5,

1913.—Dr. A. T. McCormack, Bowling Green,

Ky.—]\Iy dear Doctor McCormack : I have the

honor herewith to transmit to you a report

of the annual meeting of the Franklin Coun-
ty IMedical Society.

Acting with your permission, my secretary-

stenographer called on all of the doctors in

Frankfort and communicated by phone with

the physicians living out of town. This she

did Saturday and on iMonday forenoon again

reminded them of the meeting.

The following members were present at the

meeting: Drs. Geo. II. Budd, J. S. Coleman,
Geo. II. Heilman, Lawrence T. Minish, James
W. Wilson, II. S. Keller, iM. C. Darnell, Flora
Jlastin, Warren Montfort, W, B. Dawson, U.

V. Williams, Nevill M. Garrett, John Pat-

terson, John Stewart, J. W. Hill.

I herewith enclose a copy of a letter ad-

ilressed to them from this office which goes

forward to the doctors wdio were not present

which also goes forward in this mail.

The trouble with the Society seems to be

that it is going through a period of dry rot,

the attendance is very small and such men as

prepare papers are (li.scouraged because they

liave no audience. I asked each individual

man as to what he thought the trouble was
and this about expresses the concensus of

the opinion of those who were present.

I could no1 make out that there was any
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factionalism among the profession which de-

tracts from the enthusiasm. They have
.changed the hour of the meeting to eleven in

the morning and have made plans to eat

luncheon together on meeting days. I also

suggest that they were running too cheaply
and that if they had something to eat and
made the dues a little bit higher, they would
take more interest.

i\Iy obseiwation has been that free shows
are not attended by as large an audience as

those that charge a higher price and usually

the performance is much better.

George H. Budd was elected President
;
II.

S. Kellar, was elected Vice-President; U. V.

'

Williams was elected Secretary-Treasurer, J.

W. Hill was elected delegate for two years.

They have invited me to attend the meeting

on January 5th, but I do not think I can pos-

sibly go.

(copy)

• December 4. lOlii.

M.V Pear Doctor :--

I resrrete.Yceeding'l.v that T did not have the pleasure of

meeting you at the Annual Meeting of the Franklin County

Medical Society which met in Frankfoi t. December I. at 2:00

1 ). m.. in the offices of Drs. Williams and Mastin. T trust,

however, that the coming year will find you in constant at-

tendance unless professional duties prevent.

The Capitol of our State should boast the best and most

active medical societ.v within its boundaries, and I certainly

hope that you will endeavor to bring its membership to one

hundred per cent, and will.b.v yourpresence and .your scien-

tific contributions, make it the foremost of our county so-

cieties.

With very kind personal regards. I beg to remain.

Yours sincerely,

(copy)

My Dear Doctor:

I wish to express m.v appreciation of the courtes.v ex-

tended to me while in Frankfort attending the meeting of

the Franklin County Medical Society, and to thank you for

having been kind enough to leave .vour profe.ssional duties

and come to the Annual meeting.

Ma.v I express the hope that .you will help to put new life

into the County Society and will exert every effoi t to secure
active members among those who have either not affiliated

with the Society or have become 1 x in their attendance.
Hoping to have the pleasureof seeing you again soon and

with very kind personal regards. I beg to remain.
Yours sincerely.

REPORT OP TFIE COUNCII.OR OP THE EIGHTH

DISTRICT.

J.E. WELLS: There are a number of

counties in the Eighth District that are not
active, that are not doing good work, and that

have a number of non-members who should be
affiliated with the county society.

I have written the secretaries of all the
counties in my district, asking them to give

me the condition of their societies and tender-
ing my services to help in any Avay that I

could to bring about better conditions. I

have made every effort possible to keep in

touch until county societies of my district by

writing to the secretaries and individual mem-
bers; having written repeatedly and received
but three replies. I have tendered my serv-

ices to counties where I thought I might be
able to do some good, but have never had a
secretary to set a date for my visit or give me
a list of eligible non-members so that I could
write them fixing a date to meet me. The so-

cieties that are alive and active and do not
need a visit from the Councilor will invite you
to attend their meetings, but the .societies that

are societies only in name, and have the larg-

est number of eligible non-members will not

even invite the Councilor when he hints for

an invitation. I have written some of the sec-

retaries in my district to notify the profes-

sion of their county of the day of the meeting
and let me knoAv, and I would be present at

the meeting, and 1 would never receive any
reply.

I would not wait for an invitation if I could

get the secretaries to give me a list of the

eligible non-members, so that I could write

them to be present at the meeting.

The list of non-members sent to the Coun-
cilor by the State Secretary often contains

names that are not considered eligible by the

memliers, and the Councilor does not feel at

liberty to solicit such men, and if he does he
often places hiaiself in an ernbarassing posi-

tion. It takes the cooperation of the county
secretaiw for the Councilor to accomplish any-
thing. I have made a diagnosis of the trou-

ble in my district and find that we need bet-

ter secretaries in many of the counties.

A live, active and aggressive secretary is a
positive necessitj^ in organizing and main-
taining a good county medical society.

The Secretary who will not answer the

Councilor’s letters (and sometimes when a
stamp is enclosed), will not write to the mem-
bers of his own society, asking them to attend
the meetings and to pay their dues. The sec-

retary should have the hearty support and
cooperation of the members. No one man
can make a county society, but four or five

good active men can make a better society

than fifty inactive members who never at-

tend or take any interest in their society. I

hope to see the time when every secretary in

the eighth district will be “onto his job,” and
that they Avill at least give the Councilor a

chance to help make good societies in every
county in the district.

REPORT OP COUNCILOR OP THE TENTH
DISTRICT.

I. A. SHIRLEY: We cannot, for the life of

us, tell just where we are at
;
I mean so far as

the Tenth Councilor District is concerned.

First, the September 15 copy of the Journal,
which brings with it the beautiful picture of

the still prettier President, and tells just how
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many members every county society has, as

well as everything- else known and unknown,
and that imagined or guessed at, has
not at this time (the day before the

meeting) made its appearance. I do not pre-

tend to surmise the why or wherefore of this

unpardonable sin, whether it is for the pur-

pose of covering up some ghost or closet

skeleton, or preventing the exhumation of

somebody-s questionable transactions even to

the point of keeping somebody or several

somebodies out of a deserved penitentiary im-

prisonment
;
howevej-, be that as it may, on

account of the absence of the usual data, we
are left to grope in tlie dark. We were told

about ten days ago that the district was six-

teen to the bad; this was the cause of much
anguish on our part, for as you all well know
the usual march of the Tenth District has al-

ways been onward and upward.
A few days ago another letter on the sub-

ject made all things clear. We wei-e sent a

list of the members for 1913, who were not

members this year ; a great many of the names
we had never heard of much less known. With
our motto of progress and the fact that ours

has always been the district in a class by it-

self, with no other able to keep close enough
to make us afraid, we inaugurated an inquiry

as to the real facts of the case. The first sec-

retary we wrote to about his four delinquents

replied that one of them did actually live in

the county, but had recently moved there and
held membership in the coiinty from which he

came. As to the other three, they had never

done any more than to pass through the

county, as thej" certainly had never been bona

fide residents of it. Some others I knew in

other counties had not been identified with
their county societies for quite a while for

the sorrowful but certainly legal and all siif-

ficient reason that they had been dead for

from two to ten years.

Now, j\Ir. President, that is how our care-

ful, efficient, sweet-as-a-peach secretary fig-

ures out our deficiency for the good year of
1914. But since that time we have resur-

rected quite a number, and with deductions
for the reasons above given, I think we have
our heads above water. I regret to say, that

we would like to see more cooperation and
brotherly love existing between brethren than

is known to actually exist in some sections of

oiir multiplied number of counties. I fear we
will never live together in angelic harmony
till the millenium, but it does seem to me that

taking into consideration the greatness and
grandness of our calling, there should at least

never arise any personal feeling among our
brotherhood, as when it does, it not only

works to the great disadvantage of the per-

sons immediately concerned, but reflects upon
the entire professional brotherhood, for peo-

ple failing to distinguish between the good
and the bad, saddle on to all physicians the

sins of the few. But I want to say, i\Ir. Presi-

dent, that if we have really lost anything in

qualities or numbers, we didn’t intend to do
it and that we will do better in the future we
sincerely hope.

THE SECRETAPY : It is to me consider-

able satisfaction to know that Dr. Shirley’s

district shows an actual increase, according

to the annual report, of seven members, and
since that time he has gotten sixteen mere
membei-s back on the roll, so that the letters

written him did him good, although there

were some slight clerical errors in the num-
ber.

THE PRESIDENT : Reports of County
iMedical Societies.

BOONE COUNTY MEDICAL SOCIETY.

II. H. HAYS : The Boone County I\Iedical

Society sends greetings to the Kentucky State

(Medical Association and begs to report the

following

:

We have in our County Society all told

twenty physicians, and of that number, four-

teen are active members, who are in good
standing as regards dues, etc., and every
physician is of the regular school.

We have as honorary members a number of

eminent specialists from Cincinnati, Ohio,

and a few prominent practitioners from Ken-
ton and Campbell counties who are always
ready to take an active part in our program
in the way of papers or letters. The discus-

sions are very general and each physician pre-

sent is especially invited to take part, and the

suggestions offered are very helpful, especial-

ly from our honorary members. We meet on
the evening of the third Thui-sday of each
month, at the homes of the several members.
We have had five meetings since the first of

this year, and always have from ten to twenty
or more present. Some of the regular meet-
ings were postponed on account of the hot
weather. I am glad to report the decided in-

terest in our meetings, and good fellowship

prevails among us, and our relations are most
harmonious.

Our program is arranged the first of the

year for the coming .year, and each man is ex-

pected to be ready with his paper when his

time came. Our members, I may say, are
about as clever a bunch of men as I know.
The social features of our meetings are most

delightful. Alwa.vs after the scientific part of

the program is completed we are invited to

partake of feasts sucli as onl.v Boone eount.v

can offer. The past summer we were enter-

tained by our Cincinnati bo.vs with a most
elaborate banquet at Chester Park, which
meeting was replete with all the good things
of all kinds to be found by all the entertain-
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jneuts of tlie park. We have all taken advan-
tage of the bacteriological laboratory, and
have found Dr. South always attentive,

painstaking, polite, accurate and prompt.
Too mucli praise cannot be given her work in

our behalf.

The JouRNAi. seems to give \iniversal satis-

faction.

C.VMUBEl.L-KENTON COUNTY ilEDIC.VIv SOCU^TY.

G. J. IIEILMANN: The Campbell-Kenton
County JMedical Society begs leave to report

that the year 1914 has in )iiany I'espects been
its best. The meetings Jiave at all times been
well attended, especially our country meet-
ings, held in June at Alexandria, when we had
forty-five, July at Independence, fifty-two,

and at the Cedai*s, in August, sixty.

During the year the Society Publicity Com-
mittee had thirteen public meetings; five on
medical aspects of the alcohol question, four

on popular errors and superstitions in

medicine, two on sex hygiene, one on ventil-

lation, and one on personal hygiene.

Through the untiring efforts of our Society,

backed by the efforts of our health officers

and departments of both Newport and Cov-
ington, we had the two cities pass an ordin-

ance eompeiling the grocers, hucksters, etc.,

to screen ttie stores and vegetables and regu-

late the sale of all food stuff. Also an ordin-

ance compelling the enclosure of all manure
boxes; they have separately inspected and
regulated some 1600 in the two cities, etc.

During the past year we have lost seven

members, one by resignation, five by non-pay-

ment of dues, and one by moving away, but

we have taken in twenty-one new members,
being an increase of fourteen, making a total

of 107.

During the past j^ear by inviting the drug-

gists to I)e associate members, so far eighteen

have embraced the opportunity. By taking

in the druggists as associate members, we be-

lieve it will work for the betterment of both
professions and bring them in closer friend

ship.

CYRUS GRAHAM; In view of the fact

that we have been unfortunate to lose one of

our best practitioners. Dr. Shoemaker of Un-
ion County, a prominent member of our As-

sociation, and one who never missed a meet-

ing when he could possibly attend it, 1 would
like to move that James H. Letcher be ap-

pointed as a member of a Committee to write

up a resolution in regard to Di'. Shoemaker
and present it to the Association.

I. A. SHIRLEY : I second the motion.
(Carried.)

CHRISTIAN COUNTY MEDICAL SOCIETY.

W. S. SANDBACH : I wish lo report that

the Christian County iMedical Society, 1 pre-

sume, is on an average with the societies of
the State. There is yet plenty work for it

to do though I feel that we have accomplish-
ed some great and good work.
We now have a membership of 44 out of 52

physicians in the County, a gain of 3. We
have made an effort to enroll all, but excuses
being jilentiful with some, none with others
and one says that the “State dues are too

high.”
We have held twelve meetings, the third

Tuesday of each month being our regular
meeting day. Lowest attendance being 13
and the highest 38 with an average of 21.

Have never failed in having a program and
on several times not able to get through
with our program on account of time. Am
glad to say that the secretary rarely ever has
much trouble in securing a program, so will-

ing are the members to respond.
The new Jennie Stuart Memorial Hospital

has been erected and equipped at Hopkinsville

at an approximate cost of $40,000. It is up
to date in every respect, second to none in ef-

ficiency, the pride of Christian County.
Our County Board of Health under the

leadei’ship of Dr. J. H. Rice have kept a

Avatchful eye on the health of the County, so

much so that at the lAresent time we are free

from any epidemics.

With a little more personal work by our
officers, the prospects are bright for a larger

and better society next year.

CLARK COUNTY MEDICAL SOCIETY.

I. H. BROWNE: I have the pleasure of

reporting that the Clarke County Medical So-

ciety took on neAv life the first of the year,

and has had regular semi-monthly meetings
since, at the office of some one of the mem-
bers.

On the second and the fourth Friday
nights AA^e meet at some doctor’s office Avhere a

paper is read by the host. Our plan was to

have a joint meeting \Aith the druggists the

first meeting in the month, and a medical
meeting the second. At the meetings of the

druggists, the relation the druggist and the

doctor bear to each other was brought out by a

paper read by a doctor and a druggist. Out of

these meetings the druggists and doctors have
been very much benefited. The doctors have

gone back to the old United States Pharma-
copea and have quit prescribing proprietary

medicines, and the druggists haA'e quit coun-

ter prescribing and refilling prescriptions

Avithout orders.

The doctors take their autos in the summer
months and go to the country and have meet-

ings with their county lu’others, Avhere after

the business meeting, a luncheon is served af-

ter the “Old Country Style.’’ As the result

of these meetings, a most friendly feeling ex-
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istiiig between the druggists and the doc-tox's

of Clai’k County is manifested.
AVe have meetings with the dentists from

Avhicli mueli benefit has been derived. In
i\Iay, the eighteenth of this year, we had the
misfortune of losing one of our fellow prae-
titionei’s, Dr. Glenmore Coinlxs, whom we all

miss.

AVe have nineteen doctors out of twenty-
five in good standing in our Society, with no
ill feeling existing or other reasons why the
other six should be out.

AVe have had no mal-practice suits within
the last 3’ear, and if the relations now exist-

ing between the medical profession continu-
we feel sure we will not have any, as we all

know the cause of most such suits.

The outlook for a Hospital for AVinchester
is more flattering than ever. AVe have about
$5,000.00 cash on hand, and feel assured of
$10,000.00 to $12,000.00 in donations that we
can put our hands on, and are sure that as
soon as the war scare in money mattei’s is

over we will have our hospital.

The sanitary conditions of the city and
county through the joint effort of the city and
county boards of health ai’e the very best.

AVe had last year in the City .seventy-nine

cases and* in the county one hundred and
three cases of small-ixox, which wei'e kept un-
der good control by vaccination. AA’'e appre-
hend no recurrence of this epidemic.

AVe have had less typhoid fever this year
than any year before. Four-fifths of the
town have made sewer taps with the sanitary
sewer or have built sanitai'V toilets.

The milk .supply of the city has been raised
from the vei*y lowest to the vei\v best stand-
ing.

The three county slaughter houses have
been closed and a city .sanitary slaixghter

house bixilt instead.

The meat, groceries aixd food sixpplies are
up to the standard.

CRITTENDEN COUNTY MEDTCAU SOCIETY.

J. ERNEST POX ; Ci'ittenden County I’e-

ports nine members paid up this year. Only
seven ai’e in active practice in this county as

one has I'etii-ed and one resides in Illinois.

AVe have only 50 per cent, of phy.sieians in the

county society.

AVe have not had a meeting this year. I

called three or four meetings but only two or

three would respond and we would adjourn to

meet at another time. I wrote eveiy physi-

cian in the county a personal letter urging
them to join the Society and attend its meet-

ings.

1 see no chance to maintain a working so-

ciety in this county, as almost evei’y phy-
sician knows it all and cannot waste his valu-

able time listening to others who are not near

so wise. The case seems hopeless to me. Sug-
gestions ax*e in order.

THE DAVIESS COUNTY MEDICAL SOCIETY.

J. J. RODAIAN : Number of membei’s re-

jiorted last yeai‘, seventy. Of these, two have
lapsed, and thi-ee have moved from the coun-

ty. Four members have been admitted, one by
cai’d, and three new, leaving sixty-nine in

good standing.

The intei'e.st in the Society is not lagging.

The three papers at each meeting have been
good, and well discussed. Alany interesting-

eases have lieen reported, and when conven-

ient presented to the society.

The average attendance at the meetings has

been fortj'-two and one-half membei’s, al-

though we have no half-way rnembei's. All ai’e

good.

FLE.MINU COUNTY MEDICAL SOCIETY.

•I. B. 0 ’HANNON: AVe have a total of

twenty-five physicians in the county, twenty-

three I'egulars and two irregulars (Homeo-
paths). Out of the twenty-five physicians of

the county, we have enrolled on our Fleming
Oounty Society book twenty-one of the regu-

lar physicians. Of these, twenty-one ai*e

members of our Society; fifteen have paid
dues in full, leaving six delinquent.

'The two iiomeopatbs advertise in the county
pajicrs, consequently that bars tliem fr*om

membei-.ship in our Society.

Our avei’age attendance is about nine or

ten for the year. Papei’s are i*ead and cases

ai’C reported at eveiw meeting. AVe meet on
the third Wednesday of each month. Our
Fiscal Court refused to make any appropria-

tion for a tuberculosis hospital for the dis-

tinct. By I’equest of Major Robert IT. Pattei’-

son. Medical Coi’ps, U. S. Army, we have a

Committee for Red Ci’oss woi’k.

AA’’e have never had the honor of a visit

from the Councilor of the distii’ct.

W. AV. ANDERSON : If it is in order Mr.
President, I would like to offer the following
resolution.

AVhereas, Dr. J. N. IMcCormack, so long

known among us as a leader of medical organ-

ization and pi’ogress, has just undei’gone a

successful operation, thei’efoi’e, be it

Resolved, That we congi'atulate him and
ourselves on the outcome and pi’ospeets and
send him affectionate greetings.

(Signed! AV. AV. Richmond,
AA^. AV. Anderson.

THE PRESIDENT: AVhat will you do
Avith this resolution?

A. S. DENTON : I move the adoption of

the i-esolution. Seconded.
1. A. SHIRLEY: I move to amend that

this resolution be sent by wire to Dr. McCor-
mack.

The amendmein was seconded and accept-
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ed, and the original motion as amended was
put and carried.

FR.VNKUK COUNTY MKDlCAIi SOCIETY. ..

Tlie Secretary read tiie following letter

from Dr. T.^. V. Williams, of Frankfort

:

Dear ]\Ir. Secretary: Dr. J. W. Hill, oui'

regularly elected delegate to the present ses-

sion of the State Association, informs me that

it will be impossible for him to attend, neitlier

have T been able to supply by appointment a

substitute. Should any member of the Frank-
lin County ]\Iedical Society be pre.sent, con-

sider him the appointed alternate and accord
to him the privilege of the floor.

In regard to the report of our Association,

you may say for us, that we are dead, seem-
ingly beyond the hope of resurrection, not

having had a quorum at any regular meeting
this year. The very busiest day in the month
in Frankfort and Franklin County seems to

be the first jMonday in each month, which is

our regular day of meeting, as “Too busy to

attend” is the excuse given by every doctor.

The other twenty-nine days in the month seem
to give them' sufficient time for street gossip,

politics and picture shows.
I have erected over the grave of the Frank-

lin County IMedical Association a slab contain-

ing this legend: “Ilic jaccl Franklin County
IMedical Association; requiescat in pace.”

Yours very respectfully,

(Signed) U. V. Wiuli.vms, Secretary.

HARDIN county MEDICAU SOCIETY.

J. V. PEEWITT : Our society is among
the oldest in the State. We have a member-
ship of twenty-seven or thirty. We meet
monthly. We have a fine medical society. Ev-
erything is running along as usual, and I be-

lieve ever>’ one in the county who is eligible is

a member of our County Medical Society.

HARRISON COUNTY MEDICAL SOCIETY.

L. S. GIVENS: We have had good meet-
ings, good attendance, and excellent papers
during the past year. In fact, our Society
has not failed to hold a meeting since its or-

ganization in July, 1903.

Since October last, our av^erage monthly at-

tendance has been fifteen members, and our
enrolled membership numbers twenty-two.
One member lost by death, and one by remov-
al. One was dropped for non-payment of

dues. Twenty cases were leported before the

Society, and several clinias held. Eighteen
papers were read, and generally discussed
with much interest.

AVe are h.a.ppj^ and contented. We havt‘

passed through much smoking and .several de-

lightful buffet-luncheons. Our Treasurer has
had some silver on his person once or tAvice,

but never enough at one time to pull his

pants off.

HENDERSON COUNTY MEDICAL SOCIETY.

A. S. DENTON : First, we report the rec-

ognition of the distinguished honor that comes
to Henderoon County Aledical Society since

our last report, when the State Association

selected one of our members to deliver the

oration in medicine at this 1914 meeting.

This Association will ever be glad that

this address is to be given this year by Dr.

W. A. Poole. Dr. Poole has been the repre-

sentative of the Kentucky State Medical As-
sociation for two years on the National Leg-
islative Committee, and is now President of

the Henderson County Aledical Society. He
is a zealous student, a good medical society

man, enjoys a large and lucrative practice,

and withal, will surprise you v/ith his youth-

ful face and 'wise head. We thank you in

the name of Henderson County Aledical So-

cietj" for thus honoring Dr. Poole and us.

Second, after the Bowling Green (1913;

meeting, Init before the close of last year, the

crowning achievement of medical work in

Henderson County was consummated. Hen-
derson County voted a County Tuberculosis

Sanitorium.

It was at the Louisville (1909) meeting of

the State Association that Dr. D. 0. Hancock
of our Count;/ Society, as Chairman of the

Anti-Tuberculosis Campaign Committee of

the State Society, v/rote into the report of

that Committee the following

:

“The object is a well-planned, up-to-date

tuberculosis sanitorium in each county of

the State, built, owned and managed by each

county for the care and treatment of these

patients and for the protection of the people

from the spread of this disease.”

This idea took a very effective hold on the

people of our State, and after due time we
have laws making these things possible. Hen-
derson County with Christian and Payette

counties have acted in response to these, laws

and voted such institutions. Henderson
County Fiscal Court has so far as we Imow
complied with all requirements of this vote.

The funds are provided in levy of 1914, and
we hope 1915 will sec the institution at work.

The'IIenderson City Council has appropriat-

ed !];10,000.00 as a beginning for new hospit-

al facilities for Henderson. We had a ty-

jihoid fever scare in June. Fifteen or twen-

ty cases were estimated to have existed. The

Government man and Dr. Heizer and the

State milk man came to our rescue with per-

sonal health surveys and recommendations.

Henderson is to have new sewerage, bet-

ter drains, and a new filter plant. AA^ork on

these is somewhat retarded because only a

few more cases of fever occurred and again

the people say “AA^olf story.” Rut these
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things must eventually come and preventable

diseases must go.

Our County Medical Society remains in-

tact. Our dues to the State Association have
been paid. The Journal is received and
read.

We elected officers in December, 1913, and
closed that year v/ith another of our dollar

a plate banquets, which was a most enjoyable

occasion. The meetings for the most part

have been well attended. We do not attempt

to meet during the summer months. As usual,

we had our program made out for the year’s

work, following in the main the plan of the

grade course. This we printed and used as

notices of meetings.

Altogether, the influence for good by the

medical profession of our county has had
greater fruition than at any time in its his-

tory. More dependable men are enlisted in

the work. Our men keep up with niedical

advance anl are responsive to proper de-

mands on their time and talents.

We have had during the year outbreaks of

the more common contagious diseases, all of

whi h have been capably and successfully

isolated and controlled by our efficient coun-

ty and city health officers. Situated as we
are on the Ohio River just below Evansville,

a city with a population of 75,000 people, it

makes our exposures great, and we have been
able to trace most of our epidemics to this

fountainhea"^ as the source of infection.

We have had the earnest, active co-opera-
tion of the County Board of Health and the
Fiscal Court. The Fiscal Court has appro-
priated a small per diem to each member of
the Countv Board of Health for each day of
actxial attendance upon the meetings of the
Board, and has stimulated the members to

f^reater eTort, and tbe result has been regu-
lar monthly meetings with good attendance.
At present, our health officers, city and coun-
ty, and medical attendants at county sani-

tarium and jail are fairly well paid for ser-

vices. We hail full time men for this char-
acter of work, more especially county health
officers.

^

.JEPf-'ERSON COI’NTY MEDICAL SOCIETY.

THE SECRETARY: I do not think we
can call the next county without a feeling of
pride. As great as has been the change in

medical organization in the State, and re-

markable as has been tbe difference between
the relationship of doctor and doctor, noAV
and heretofore, in no other place has there
been such a marked change as in Jefferson
County, which now represents a united act-
ive profession. It represents one great
school, and it is that I particularly want to

call your attention to at this time. The Uni-
versity of Uoiiisville has as good hospital and

clinical facilities as any school in the United
States. (Applause.) This hospital, con-
structed after the plan of that great genius,

Ap. Morgan Vance, for clinical teaching, has
been erected at the cost of a million dollars

and more, and every student who now at-

tends that University will have the advant-
age of these extraordinary clinics. The Jef-

ferson County Medical Society has a special-

ly constructed room for its library and meet-
ing place in the hospital building. The med-
ical profession has the closest support of the
government of the City of Louisville and
County of Jefferson, and in every way noth-

ing so marks the progress of organization in

the State as the harmony and general effect-

ivene.ss of the Jefferson County Medical So-

ciety. (Applause.)

MILTON BOARD : I am not authorized

to make a report for Jefferson County. I am
a delegate, and we report nine delegates,

which, I believe, is an increase of one over

last year, being given the extra one because
we have eighteen new members. As to tbe

details, I am not familiar with them suffici-

ently to give you a detailed report. I wish
to say, however, in confirmation of what the

Secretary has said, that the medical profes-

sion of Jefferson County is a harmonious, uni-

ted body, as mucb so as you would expect in

any large city. We have our bickerings, and
a few years a^o we were having a good deal

of trouble which grew out of the wmlding to-

gether of the faculties of some five or six

medical schools. That has practically be-

come a thino’ of the past and we are having
very little trouble along that line at this

time. We are now quartered as a society in

the ward of the City Hospital which was
turned over to us by the Board of Safety.

We have a library there and that library is

improving and increasing in usefulness all

the time. There are but two things I would
note as not being up to the standard as the>'

should be. One is local, the other is general.

The first is the serious condition of the pub-

lication known as the Jefferson County Edi-

tion of the Kentijcny Medical Journal.
For some reason, I am of the opinion lack of

proper management, there has not been pro-

duced sufficient revenue witbin the last few

months to support and maintain this Jour-

nal, and unless something is done speedily

the publication will have to be suspended,

wbich would be a most unfortunate thing

for the profession of the city and State. I

hope some feasible, practical means can be

adopted by the Jefferson County IMedical So-

cietv so as to keep that Journal alive.

The second is 2'eneral. and when I say gen-

eral, I do so both in my individual capacity

as a phvsician and as a delegate, and as a

medical referee for Jefferson County. T refer
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to the question of fee-splitting, which is of-

tentimes alleged to be indulged in, and I

know from personal experience where prop-

ositions have been made to me that such a

thing does and can go on between the doctor

out in the State and specialist within the

city. It is a dishonorable practice, it is an
nnethical practice, a practice that is not fair,

that is not sti*aight, and should be vigorously

condemned. There has not been quite

enough attention paid to this matter in this

State
;
there has not been enough attention

paid to it in the columns of the Kentucky
-Medtc.vl Journal. T have noticed with a

great deal of pride and pleasui'c that the In-

diana IMedicaI; Journal has made a crusade

along that line, and I commend its action to

the Editor of our Journal, and the action of

the Indiana State IMedical Society, which I

attended last year, to the delegates of this

meeting, and the membership thereof.

Not a great while ago I had a suggestion

made to me by a member of this Association,

a direct bold proposition, of fee-splitting. I

understand it is going on all the time between
the specialists in the city and the doctors out
in the State. The medical pi’ofession ought
to be educated along that line. It is to me a

clearly dishonorable, unethical act and ought
to be condemned. I speak as one coming
from Jefferson County, because most of the

specialists are located there, and the evil is

committed at that end of the line more than
from any other point. Aside from that, I

know nothing which will keep our society

from being harmonious. We have a large

membership
;
we have interesting scientific

programs ever>^ ^Monday night, and I would
extend to any member of the profession in

the State, who happens to be in Louisville on

a Monday night, to come up to the City Hos-
pital where he will be welcome, and it will be

a pleasure to us and to your advantage to at-

tend our meetings whenever you are in the

city.

J. V. PREWITT: Since Dr. Board has
brought up the question of the Jefferson

County issue of the Kentucky^ ]\Iedicai,

Journal, I would like to know why the Jef-

ferson County number could not be publish-

ed in the State Journal? I believe that its

birth was due to some friction that occurred
some years ago. I am not acquainted with
the facts, but I think it is time for us to fa-

vor one journal to represent the profession

of Kentucky. Purtlierraorc, there is a State
railway journal, and while I am not repre-

senting that society on the floor just now, I

believe the proceedings should be publisheki

in one journal. I think there ought to be one
society in the n.ame of the Kentucky State So-

ciety which will take care of all of the doc-

tors of the State,

So far as fee-splitting is concerned, to

which reference was made by Dr. Board,
that is quite an old joke. In my territory I

have gone up against it repeatedly and have
had thi;s remark made to me a number of

times: “Dr. So-and-So will do it cheaper
than yon tvill do it.” The doctors in Louis-

ville are doing it right along and are doing it

all the time.

THE SECRE^rARY: 1 would suggest

tliat the remarks made by Dr. Prewitt lie re-

ferred to the Committee on Joitrnal for ap-

propriate action.

Seconded and carried.

KNOX COUNTY MEDICAL SOCIETY.

CHARLES L. HEATH; I have to make
a verbal report. We have practically all the

doctors that are eligible to membership as

members. There are seventeen doctors in

Knox County practicing medicine, sixteen of

whom are paid up memliers of the County
and State Society. The other gentleman
runs a little store and does practice as a side

line.

In looking over the Journal we find there

are seventy-six counties in the State that

have less memliership than we have, thirty-

six have more, and three have the same num-
ber.

We have not had a meeting this year in

our Society. It is a Society that has had the

reputation of being one of the best in regard

to attendance and work done in the State,

but this 3'ear it has lost its reputation. I am
Secretarv of the Societ\L Some gentleman
said a little while ago that the Secretary of

a CouiiD' Soeietj" should be blamed for not

having a good Society, or w'ords to that ef-

fect. In order to clear m^'self, I will say

that I have been Secretary before, when they

had a good Society. The President and Vice

President of this Society never attended its

meetings before the}' were elected, and have

never done so since. Our Society is dragging

along. The medical defense privilege is said

to bo worth more to them than the scientific

program, and if somebody could inform me
liow to get that out of their heads I would be

very much obliged to him. I believe in the

scientific side of the Society. The original

motive for organizing the county and State

Society, I believe, is the mo.st important still,

and if we were to develop that side of the

jirofession better, we would have less use for

medical defense.

LAT'RET. COUNTY .MEDK'AI, SOCIETY.

P. E. BRYANT; My reiiort regarding

Ihis Society will be brief. Laurel County
has twent}' .doctors, fifteen of whom belong to

the County IMcdical Society; but our attend-

ance is rather poor. There is not very much
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interest manifested. The Society this year

lias met bi-monthly, but no papers have been

prepared by any of the members. We have

liad one paper which was prepared by a stu-

dent on the su’’ject of pellagra
;

it was well

written, and was well received by the Society

and was very instructive.

I believe we have more cases of pellagra

in Laurel County than we have ever had be-

fore, and we have fewer cases of typhoid fe-

ver than I have known in the twenty years 1

have been practicing medicine there. The
cause is better sanitation and general vacci-

nation of the people. Our Board of Health

has had frequent meetings and has endeav-

ored to improve the sanitation of the Coun-

ty, and I think they have succeeded alarm-

ingly and very much to our surprise.

I am going to promise the Kentucky State

Medical Society, on behalf of our County So-

ciety, that next year we will have a better re-

port to submit.

MONTGOMERY COUNTY MEDICAL SOCIETY.

J. F. JONES; Last week I received from
Dr. I. A. Shirley, Councilor for the Tenth
District, a letter to the effect that our Dis-

trict had gone sixteen bad this year. I am
very glad that IMontgomery is not in with

the backsliders. Last year we had eighteen

members
;
this year we have nineteen, not

much of a gain, but eveiy little helps.

We have had a meeting every month this

year except September, when he did not hav'c

a quorum present, and have had a paper at

six out of the eight meetings. There are a

few of our members who do not come, and
would like to see us fail to have meetings. We
hope to see them do differently. IMontgomery
has selected J. F. Reynolds as delegate, and
D. H. Bush, alternate, to be our representa-

tives at the Newport meeting. We hope it

will be a pleasant and instructive session.

LEWIS COUNTY MEDICAL SOCIETY.

J. N. WELLS : Some years ago we. or-

ganized a County Society in Lewis County,
and I did all T could to promote interest in

the work, but two or three meetings were all

we had, and there were not many in attend-

ance at those. There has been no meeting
held by the County Society for three or four

years.

The only reason I had for joining the So-

ciety was that we had none of our own, I be-

ing the only member of my school in the coun-

ty. However, T am a member of the Eastern,

the State and the National Eclectic Medical

Associations.

I do not care to become a member of an-

other Society, as these are all I caoi keep up

dues in.

PULASKI COUNTY MEDICAL SOCIETY.

CARL NORFLEET J There are thirty-

two doctors in Pulaski County, seventeen of

whom are members of the State and County
Societies. AVe have two other members who
reside in other counties, thus making nine-

teen on our roll. Of the fifteen non-members
two have praeticallv retired, three are home-
opaths, one is our Countv Judge, one a boy-

cott, and one will insult vou when he is asked
to become a member. The seven others may
in the future become members we hope. The
Secretary begs to admit that some negli-

gence on his part has existed this year in

urging prompt pavment of dues. Our So-

ciety has failed this year in some respects

to hold up its previous record in carrying
out our yearly program. Our attendaee has
been verv good. Several good papers have
been read. Case reporting and clinics have
been important features. Our Councilor
has failed to visit us this year; perhaps this

explains some of our shortcomings.

Afedical co-operation in Pulaski is very
good and improving. Some of our membei’s
are too busv to attend our meetings, some
claim that they can devote their time to bet-

ter advantage by reading books, journals,

etc., than by attending their Society. Some
are so scrupulous that they mav enlighten

others without remuneration. Howmver, as

a whole, we are proud of our organization

and the faithful, and leave our regrets to the

unfaithful.

We have one hospital, the Somerset Gen-
eral Hospital, a private institution, located

in Somerest, which affords much accommoda-
tion to the needs of Pulaski, McCreary,
Wayne and Russell counties.

Preventive medicine is a perpetual theme
in Pulaski. A number of papers have been

read and lectures given in schools, churches

an'‘l county teachers’ institutes this year by

different members of our Society along the

lines of school and general sanitation and
prevention of disease. The general and ex-

tensive hook-worm campaign made by Dr.

i\r. W. Steele and his able corps has wrought

much good and merited and received great

appreciation from the public.

Pulaski has at present about fifty eases of

pellagra. There have been about seventy-five

cases of small-pox in the county with two

deaths this year. A few eases of typhoid fe-

ver have existed in general over the county.

T am glad to report immunization is being

done bv quite a number of doctors through-

out the county.

Whooping cough, measles and mumps vis-

ited Pulaski in more extensive and severe

form than usual last spring and summer.
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Quarantine is becoming more appreciated by

the laity against these diseases.

The ability and personnel of the medical

profession of Pulaski Count}'', we believe, is

equal to that of the average county of this

State, all that is needed to make any Society

a success is life and action. These requisites

can be obtained by regulai’ attendance on

the State and County Societies.

OLWIAJI COUNTY MEDICAL SOCIETY.

E. D. BURNETT : Since our last appear-

ance before this august body, our Society of

Oldham has had many notable things to

transpire that make for progress. One doctor

has moved in and out again, while still an-

other has moved across the county line and

still holds his membership with us. Personal

health has been very good. All the profes-

sion has had a fairly busy year. However,

complaints are heard about slow collections.

We send greetings to the profession of the

State and lift our heart of thanks to the

Throne from whence all blessings How.

During the present year the following

have paid into the Treasury $3.00 for the

County and State Societies: J. E. L. Har--

bold, W. S. Forwood, R. B. Cassady, M. J.

Smiser, J. L. Quesenberry, C. N. Coldsbor-

ough, J. A. Freeman, E. D. Burnett, R. B.

Pryor, J. H. Speer, C. L. Hancock and Mor-

ris Kelly—making a total of twelve paid

members. We regret that four men within

the confines of the County have not seen fit

to become active members of the County and

State Societies.

There has been an average attendance of

six for the year,—fifty per cent, of the mem-

bership.

The following officers were elected in De-

cember : J. E. L. Harrold, President ;
R. B.

Cassady, Vice-President; E. D. Burnett, Sec-

retary-Treasurer.

C. N. Goldsborough was elected delegate,

and E. D. Burnett alternate to the State So-

ciety for 1914.

During the year many interesting cases

have been reported. There has been an epi-

demic of scarlet-fever in the County that

called for heroic effort on the part of the doc-

tors.

Among the visitors are County Judge S.

E. Dellaven and County Superintendent of

Schools J. W. Selth, who discussed public

health questions.

We were honored at another meeting by
Dr. A. D. Willmoth and Dr. B. W. Bayless,

of Louisville. The former read a paper en-

titled “Post-operative Care,” and the latter

read a paper on “X-Ray Diagnosis in Frac-

tures,” and showed a number of instructive

skiagraphs.

Tn the past year several articles from Old-

ham County have been published in our

State Journal.
The September meeting was the largest and

best of the year. The program follows:

—

“Full Typhoid Diet,” by C. N. Goldsbor-

ough; “Chronic Gastric Catarrh,” by C. L.

Hancock; “Endometritis,” by J. A. Free-

man; “Goiter, a Case Report,” by J. H.
Speer.

A full discussion was enjoyed.

Two events marked the high social features

of our County Society life. The first was an
elegant dinner in February by Dr. and Mrs.

E. D. Burnett at the Park Hotel in La-
Grange. The honor guests were Drs. D. S.

Wilson and O. E. Block, of Louisville, and
Dr. C. Z. And, of Ceeilian. Several laymen
were present.

In June a delightful reception was tender-

ed Dr. J. H. Speer in honor of his golden
jubilee. A number of ladies were present
and added much charm to the occasion. The
reception was followed by a public health
meeting in the LaGrange High School Audi-
torium.

These functions bring good cheer and ce-

ment the fraternal spirit. We recommend
them.

We submit two memorials:
Pfirst, feeling the crying need of better

sanitary conditions, and closer co-operation

on the part of public county health officers,

we urge that a plan be set in motion by this

body to bring about the employment of full-

time health officers in every county in Ken-
tucky. Second, because of the ubiquitous
dead beats, and because a “servant is worthy
of his hire,” we urge this honorable body to

set in motion a central credit rating system
or some definite plan whereby delinquent
bills may be collected.

BOYD COUNTY MEDICAL SOCIETY.

C. K. KERCHEVAL: Number of mem-
bers reported at last meeting, nineteen

;
num-

ber on roll to-day, twenty; number lost by
death, one

;
number lost by removal from the

State, two; new members, four. Number of
meetings held, eight.

This Society is co-operating with the Boyd
County Health League, and is furnishing
two physicians to serve on clinics in their

free dispensary two hours each Tuesday and
Friday morning.

BOYl.E COUNTY MEDICAL SOCIETY.

J. D. MUTTERS.: We have a free dis-

pensary for tuberculosis and physicians take

their turns in donating their services to the

dispensary. I do not know that they are

taking cognizance of anything else e.xcept

tuberculosis. I would have been pleased to

have had a report of that work in Boyd
County if 1 could obtain it, but under the

circumstances, 1 did not have an opportuni-
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ty to secure it. But as to tlie hospitals in

our country, we are somewhat handicapped
in Ashland concerning a hospital. We have

a little concern there that we utilize for hos-

pital purposes, but it can only accommodate
a few patients, and we have set on foot a

movement to build a ;li30,000.00 hospital

there. The physicians have sul)seribed over

$4,000.00 with that end in view and the peo-

ple of the town have subscribed enough to

make it over $12,000.00. But we could not

build a hospital such as we want and such as

we need for $12,000.00. We could not gel

along with less than $30,000.00. For the

present time, the hospital (luestion in Asli-

land is at a standstill. AVe hope we will hear

more from that in the future.

As to the remarks made by membei's of

the Association concerning fee-splitting, Ido
not know that we have any of it to contend

with in our County. I do not understand

fee-splitting in all its bearings. Some of it,

as I understand, is that a physician peddles

out his eases to the surgeon who will give him,

the biggest portion of the fee. There is one

feature about this which I think is legiti-

mate. l^or instance, let us suppose we have

a patient who needs an operation. The phy-

sician is not an o])erator himself, and he se-

lects some one in his town who can do the

operation better than he could, and he calls

ujion him to operate for liim. Probably the

attending physician will give the anesthetic,

take charge of the after treatment, and so on,

and a fee is charged for the whole thing. The

patient understands that this fee covers the

charge of the attending physician and the

surgeon, and whatever agreement they make,

it seems to me, is legitimate. I would like to

hear from other members as to whether it is

or noh I know it is done in some places that

way.
LINCOLN COUNTY MEDICAL SOCIETY.

J. G. CARPENTER: The Lincoln Coun-

ty Medical Society still exists. The dues are

paid up for the year 1914. On the second

Tuesdaj" in February last the Society met in

Stanford, with a small attendance for about

two hours. Behold she sleepeth, moribund,

but not in articnlo mortia; apathetic, or in a

state of paresis. The exact diagnosis has not

been made. The worthy Secretary, Dr. Sou-

thard, has used pen and ink and paper and

telephone on divei-s and sundry occasions to

invite, solicit and urge the brethren to at-

tend the feast. “That all things are now
ready,” but the medicos outside of the town

limits failed to come; yet none has married

a wife, bought a piece of ground, nor five

yoke of oxen. Can it be that commercialism

or graft has entered the ranks of our noble

pro'fession and is keeping members from at-

tendance, destroying social, seientilic, aggres-

sive, progressive and humane side of meuical

society work.
The Lincoln County Aledical Society has

seventeen members
;
there are five physicians

in the county v.dio do not pay or attend the

society. One is superannuated. Total twen-

ty-three, but one ot our best and truest mem-
bers, Dr. fJoliii P. Barker, has been lost by
death, September, 1914, leaving only twenty-

two doctors in the county.

The question has been often asked, when
will the uincoln County Afedieal Society meet
again : But echo answereth not.

In the good haj^py days of Drs. Hawkins,
Brown, Josliua T. AVesley and Steele Bailey,

when they were here among men, it was no
trouble to have a large medical society at-

teiidance every two montlis, year in and year
out, but since they have gone to better coun-

tries the bond of cohesiveness seems to have
been sundered, and the yeast that leavened

the 'whole lump has been consumed or de-

stroyed, and our Society remains in a state

of “innocuous desuetucle.” AVhat is the

reniedjL Individually, the opsonic index is

good. AA^hat would inoculations with autoge-

nous serum do toward reviving our Society

:

vCCRACKEN COUNTY MEDICAL SOCIETY.

DELIA CALDAVELL: AVe have had a

profitable and pleasant year. AVe have had
a good meeting at every meeting night, but
one, and that was the one which occurred
during the annual meeting of the Southwest-
ern Kentucky Aledical As.sociation in May.
The programs have been uniformly excellent

and have never failed. A new feature for

us, a report of the happenings of the medical
world from one meeting to the next, under
the head of “Current Medical Events,” has
proven most instructive and enlivening.

At one meeting we had, in addition to our
medical program, an address by one of our
most able la'wyers on “The Doctor in Our
Court.” Our Society went on record in fa-

vor of pending legislation recommended by
the State Board, notably House Bill No. 277,

in regard to granting phannacists a license

to all practicing physicians which we op-

posed, and the bill favoring an all-time coun-

ty health offices, which we favored.

In klay we had a most interesting and en-

lightening joint meeting with the Retail

Druggists’ Association, in which the best of

feeling of one liody to the other was freely

expressed and many common problems dis-

cussed.

Our summer meetings in the county were

discontinued on account of lack of interest,

and 'we only adjourned on Alay 27 to meet in

October.
Number belonging to the Society in 1913.
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I'orly-tliree
;
removed irom the County, lour;

deceased, one; discontinued practice, one;

leaving a total of thirty-six. Number of 1913
members left, thirty; new members in 1914,

two, reinstated, two
;

total, forty, which be-

long to the Society in 1914. Number of

meetings, nine; average attendance, eleven;

visitors, six.

PENDLETON COUNTY MEDKi.VL SOCIETY.

H. C. CLARKE : Pendleton County Med-
ical Society has known nothing about failure

from the start of the reorganization. The
truth of the business is we have not needed
anyone to help us. We have had but few vis-

itors, and we attend the Society meetings be-

cause we want to. It seems to me that way,
and because we can do something when we
go. The social condition in our county is re-

markable, in that every member in the coun-

ty is friendly with every other, so far as I

know. There is no offense taken when a con-

sultation is called or demanded. There is no
friction during the handling of the patient

afterward by the two or the one. We have

had a constant improvement in every respect,

I think. We have a year-book; our subjects

are gotten out and furnished to the Commit-
tee on Publication at our December meeting.

We meet monthly and have an all-day meet-

ing. These meetings furnish an opportuni-

ty to bring the doctors of Pendleton County
together. They do not have a night meeting
at any time. 1 do not think there is a medi-
cal society in the State that is superior to

ours. We have nineteen members of the pro-

fession in the County, eighteen of whom are

members of the Society, and the other one is

not eligible at the present time. He came
from another county and claims membership
elsewhere, but he has had two or three years

to straighten that out and has not done so.

He says he sends his fee to the State Associa-

tion. I do not know whether he does or not.

If we had to depend upon some person from
the outside to hold us up to keep splints on
our shaky knees our Society would soon die.

Our Society has not kept together for fear

of mal-practice suits. It is not that, and yet

there has been but one mal-practice suit in

the County for twenty-five yeare, and they

did not get anything from the doctor that

time.

With regard to fee-splitting, it is a bad
thing, but I must be excused for referring to

that. Those of us in the country wdio call

council never take a patient away from the

doctor that calls us in our county. I never
knew that to occur. Fee-splitting is wrong.
The only time I was ever invited to split a
fee with a specialist in the city is when it

came from that side of the house. When I

take a patienf to the city for council and the

specialist gets his fee for tlie council, I do not
think it is fair for him to take my patient.

But it is an exception rather than the rule

when they do it. I think what is sauce for

the goose is sauce for the gander. The thing

ought to be fair.

1 wish I had a written report for my coun-
ty, but I forgot about it. I do not know of

anything else I can say other than that we
are harmonious, and we have better members
or doctors there now than we had eight years
ago. We are better diagnosticians and better

to one another, and therefore better to our
patients.

With regard to the health campaign, while

it formerly had a small per cent, of infection,

it was not lacking in enthusiasm, and it has

left its impression upon the people general-

ly. There are more questions being asked
since that time and more specimens being
sent awajL It is true, they do not all find

their way to Bowling Green, but a great

many of them find their way to Cincinnati.

We had a visit from Dr. Shirley. We
were glad to see him, and we treated him
well. We sent him away wfith a good taste

in his mouth.

SHELBY COUNTY MEDICAL SOCIETY.

S. L. BEARD : We have twenty-six doc-

tors, and every physician in the county prac-
ticing medicine is a member of the society.

We have nine meetings a year, with a good
attendance. The health campaign was good.
We have two per cent, infection.

THE SECRETARY: I have several ac-

counts I would like to present. These have
been approved by the Council and are recom-
mended to the Association for payment. These
accounts are as follows

:

D. M. Griffith, Councilor $12.20
Dunning S. Wilson, Councilor 14.10

Mayme Sullivan, expense to Newport.... 24.80

W. A. Poole, expenses Chicago 40.00
Young & Carl, photograph 1.00

Geo. R. iMayo, Accountant $50.00
American Medical Association, photo
graph of Dr. Ellis 35.00

I. A. Shirley, Councilor 7.25
A. T. IMcCormack, expenses Newport.... 12.00
Wm. Haben, carpenter 9.00
R. Lee Bird, Treasurei*, rent meeting

places 100.00
Reis Carpet Cleaning Works, exhibit

tables 7.50

Fischer Bros. Co., to electric wiring .... 10.50

R. C. MeChord, Councilor 12.60

L. H. South, expenses Newport 20.00

W. B. McClure, expenses incident to

Newport meeting 23.00

John J. ]\Ioren, expenses Medico-Le-
gal Committee 4.80
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Clyde Howell, expense Newport 19.70

S. W. Bassett Co., Newport Busines .... 95.00

P’ordyee Mills Co., to watchmen and
lumber 12.00

Cyrus Oraliam 20.34

It was moved and seconded tliat these ac-

counts be paid. Carried.

THE SECRETABY: 1 would like to of-

fer an amendment to the By-Laws by adding

to Chapter 1, Section 1, the words “Provid-

ed no physician shall be eligil)le to member-
ship who is guilty of any division of fees

without the knowledge of the patient or pa-

tient’s family.”

This should be referred to the Committee
on Constitution and By-Laws.

A. S. DENTON: Inasmuch as the repre-

sentatives of certain counties have not been

able to get here and make their reports this

afternoon, T move they be permitted to hand
their reports to the Secretary or the sten-

ographer, and that they lie incorporated in

the minutes of the proceedings.

Seconded.

H. IT. HAYS: I move that our State Sec-

retary communicate with the secretaries of

county societies and ask them to make some
report, in order that it may be embodied in

the report of the delegates from the ditfer-

ent societies.

The' amendment was seconded, accepted by

Dr. Denton, and the original motion as

amended Avas put and carried.

W. W. ANDERSON : I desire to make a

brief report for the Committee on Program
and Entertainment.

I will call your attention to the meeting to-

morrow morning wliich will begin at nine

o’clock. Dr. J. N. Ilurty, of Indiana. Avho is

on the program for the second day, will read

his paper on the first day. Dr. Hurty is the

State Health Officer of Indiana. In a social

way there are two or thi-ee things I desire to

call jmur attention to. One is to leave word
at the registration desk as to the ladies you
have with you and where they may be found,

in order that they may take part in the en-

tertainment that has been set aside for the

ladies.

To-morrow afternoon, Wednesday, those of

you who desire may visit the Wiedman Brew-
erv', which will be open to inspection. This

is probably the most remarkable and com-
plete plant of its kind you will ever have the

oportunity of seeing. Refreshments will be

served.

The Campbell-Kenton Society will enter-

tain you and the visiting ladies witli a boat

i-ide on Thursday afternoon. There will be

a trip up the river. Refreshments will be

served on the boat.

As there was no furtlier business to some

before the meeting at this time, on motion of

Dr. Richmond, the House of Delegates ad-

journed subject to the call of the President,

TlirRSDAY, SEin’EMBER 24.—SECOND MEET-
ING OF TiTE House op Det.egates.

The House of Delegates met at 4:30 P. M.,

and was called to order by the President.

The Chairman of the Council announced
that the President, Dr. Ellis, was unable to be
present on account of illness: that the Presi-

ilent-designate, Dr. Kinnaird, was also ab-

sent, and that the other vice-presidents Avere

absent; and that the Council had elected Dr.
John J. IMoren, Louisville, as President for

the current year, and this action, upon mo-
tion Avas unanimously opproved and Dr.
Moren Avas declared elected.

The Secretary called the roll and announc-
ed a quorum present.

THE PRESIDENT : The first business is

the President’s Address to the County Sec-

retaries, by Dr. A. C. L. Percefull.

A. C-. L. PERCEFULL: The meeting of

the County Secretaries was set for Tuesday
eA'ening at 8 o’clock, but for some reason or

other it Avas not held. I had a short address

prepared for that meeting, but as you know,
when the time goes by Ave put these things

out of our mind. We expected to have a

good meeting, and if that meeting had been
lield I should have delivered a short address.

This is not a meeting of the County Secre-

taries, but of the House of Delegates, and
therefore I have notliing further to say at

this time.

THE PRESIDENT: Report of the Com-
mittee on Journal, R. L. Bird, Chairman.

R. L. BIRD: I have not been able to get

the other members of the Committee together,

therefore I have no report. I Avould prefer

to make this report later on. The work can-

not be improved in any Avay. We do not find

any fault with the Journal. If there is any
fault to be found at all, it is that Ave do not

always get the Journal promptly. I believe

I have nothing further to report at this time.

THE PRESIDENT: Are there any sug-

gestions or criticisms to be made in reference

to the Journal?

THE SECRETARY : If you will permit

me, Mr. President, I will say that we have

one serious matter in connection with the

JouRN.Ai; that I desire to bring before you,

and that is from the best county medical so-

cieties Ave are not getting the minutes and the

papers that are read for publication in the

Journal, and the Journal cannot be made
l>etter AA’ithout getting the best papers from

the best societies. As an example, if you Avill

look doAAm the list in the Journal in the Bus-

iness Manager’s report, you Avill find the best
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societies tluit meet regularly have had no

mimites published in the Jourx.U; and papers
published in proportion to the number of

meetings they have held. This is j)artieular-

ly true of Fayette County iNfiulical Society

and the Campbell-Kenton Medical Society. 1

know the kind of meetings they hold and ai'e

holding; they are among I he best societies in

the State, and we ought to have the minutes
for publication. Our -Toukx.m. is not like

most medical journals. It is uiii({ue. It has

not an editorial statf in the sense that tlie

Couricr-Join-udl oi- the Jounud of the

A till rial H Medical Association has, because

all we do is to publish in the Jourxai. and
j)i'int the things that are wi'itten by the mem-
bers of the profession of the Stab*. For eight

years, there has not been an article good, bad
or indifferent, or a resolution or motion oi'

suggestion l)y any doctor in Kentucky that

has come to the office that has not been print-

ed in the Jornx.u.. The management of the

florRXAU would like to appeal to you to

furnish these articles and make it the best

journal that can possibly be published. Send
in all articles that you think are worthy of

publication. 1 do not mean that every article

read before every county society' ought to be

published. We frequently publish an article

that should not be printed, but ail the best

ones should be printed, and T beg of yoii that

you send in the best articles for publication.

Having looked into this matter carefully for

a number of years, I will say that many a

young practitioner writes his first article

which is published in the Jourxal, and it

may be the fir.st step toward writing. iMany
of the best essays or articles are read widely,

althougli the men who write them are timitl

in starting. These articles should l)e written

from the wealth of a man’s experience, as ar-

ticles that are taken from text-books do not

do very much good, and they are hardly
worth printing in the JoruxAL because the>'

can be read in the text-books. We beg of the

county societies to send in all theii* minutes,
good, had, or indifferent, and as many of the

papers as they think are worthy of ]utblica-

tion.

MILTON liOAHl): At a nu‘eting of ttie

House of Delegates Tuesday aftenioon, 1

made a very imperfect report to this body
concerning the Jetferson-

(

'ounty iMedical So-

city, the only kind 1 was pivpared to make on

account of not being familiar with the details.

Dr. Simpson is here this afternoon, and 1

would suggest that it would be of benefit to

the House of Delegates for him to make a I'c-

port and have the matter discu.ssed here.

VIROIL E. SLAIPSON: 1 do not like to

talk about an embarra.ssing situation. I

fancy Dr. Board has stated to the Hou.se of

Delegates all the essentials connected with the

l)ublication (if the mid-monthly issue of the
State dorijxAi,. together with the fact of its

expense, and the lengtii of lime it has beezi

])ublished.

i\rany of you are doubtless familiar with the
contract tliat was (*ntered into by the -left'er-

son County iMedical Society and the Judicial
Council of the State Association in 1909.
The JorRX.u, b(*gan its jnilzlication April
loth of tin* .same year, and up to the last

i.ssue it has been jzublished with.out mi.ssing a

single !sue. You will also recall that under
the terius of agreement with the Jefferson
County Medical Society entered into by the
State A.ssofiation through its Council, the ex-
])ense (h'pendent upon the publication of the
-feffer.son County numbei' was to be met
through the efforts of the Jefferson County
-Medical Society. It was decided to defray the
expemses of that pulzlication i)y and through
its advei-tising pagvs. Tliat was dont* suc-
cessfully until tin* yi'ai- 1913, when through a

series of circumstances the Jeffer.son County
i\ledical Society’s income from advertising
failed to liquidate its obligations to the pub-
lishei’s for the publication of this Jourxal. •

At a meeting of the Council at Bowling
Creen last year this (ptestion was discussed,
and it was decided as T understand, by the
Conned at that time that they did zis the
court (Asy and kijulness of saying that the
Jetferson * 'ounty number was of such import-
ance to the profession to justify an ex-

penditure on the part of the State Association
out of its funds to help us defray the eo.st of
the publication for the year 1913, warning us.

however, following such gratitous contribu-
tion on their part that we must ni(*et our ex-

penses in the future.' The Jetferson County
number of the Jqurxal did uot appear in

January. February or iMarch, b(*cause at that

time we had the ma.tter under discussion as to

whether or not W(* should continue its publi-
cation. Another effort was made to keep the
•bu'RXAi, alive ;Tnd to adojzt a different plan
for tin* purpose* of securing advertising con-
tracts l>y employing an advei'tising agency do-
ing business in Louisville, th.is agency to se-

cure* advei’tising matter for other journals
and had lieen doing so succi'ssfully ; tliis

firm was emi)loy(*d by the Je’fferson County
Medical Society to pay a dehinitt* percentage
ba.s(*d on advertising contracts s(*cured. Our
obligatio’i in this r(*sp(*ct has bc'cn met. All

conti-acts tu.”ne(l over to us by the firm of ad-
vertising agents hav(* been acted uixm by our
coniinittee and tbe commissions have Ix'en

paid out of the society’s treasury. There
liav<‘ not iieen enough contracts secured to

date to ]ustify the continual ion of the Jef-

fer.son County number for the ri'inaindei’ of

this year.

,\ letter wa.s sent to tin* -lefferson County
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IMedical Society by your Secretary, making
an inquiry as to its purpose to meet the obli-

gations. This letter was read last Monday
night, at the meeting, and the matter was dis-

cussed in a rather hurried fashion. It was
decided at that meeting that the delegates

representing the Jefferson County IMedical

Society, should confer with the Council at the

annual meeting at Newport, discussing with

the Council the advisability of some new way
or means of perpetuating the Journal. The
Jefferson County IMedical Society in Louis-

ville has not decided as an organization as to

what steps it v/ill take, whether or not it will

decide to adopt the proposition made to it

last IMonday night to discontinue the publica-

tion, to turn over to the State Journ.vl, the

regular issue, and allow the regular issue to

fulfill our contracts in the way of publishing

the advertisements of the Louisville firms

that have been secured and collect the pro-

ceeds therefrom to apply to whatever indebt-

edness they may have incurred to this date.

However that may be, the Jefferson County
IMedical Society has not officially taken action

as to what course it will pursue in the future.

This matter was brought before the Society

not to worry nor burden you with our fin-

ancial difficulty in meeting the expenses at-

tendant upon such a publication, but rather

to let you understand in a heart to heart talk

why, if we should decide to continue its pub-
lication, it has been done. AVe.feel that the

,
Jefferson County number has been of some use

and benefit to the profession of the State. It

has been of great benefit to you, granting that

our JoimNAi; had not been born, as it were,

and that our articles would have appeared in

the regular issue and you would have had an
opportunity of reading such articles as ])os-

sessed some merit, written by Jefferson Coun-
ty Society men. You must admit, as was
stated to us by the regular issue that the time
had come when the appearance of ])apers in

the State Journau had grow)* to such an ex-

tent, and there was such a demand made on
it for space, it was an absolute impossibility
foi’ the State Journal to print within any-
thing like a reasonable time limit the articles

you and I might read before the respective

county medical societies. Cor instance, a

paper written and read befoi-e Ibe Campbell-
Kenton County Society in the month of June
would not be published before December o)

January lire following year on account of a

lack of space; that their income did not jus-

tify in inere.asing the number of reading
pages and so we could not reasonably expect
an early publication of papers read before the
Jefferson County IMedical Society, unless that
society provided a medium for its own ma-
terial. Aside from that, there were articles

that came from Jefferson County th,at were

interesting . There is also a selfish interest,

one might .say, in the publication of the Jef-

ferson County issue of the JournaIj, in that
it allowed papers read before the State As-
sociation to appear earlier than they other-

wise would. If the Jefferson County nmnber
of the JouRNAi; had not been originated, we
would have been entitled to space in the Jour-
nal, on account of our membership being
larger, our jiicetings more frequent and
larger, and you would have suffei-ed in propor-
tion by the appearance of your papers. We
provided a medium for our papers and allow-

ed the regular issues to take care of them-
selves.

We would regi’et very much if \ve arc

obliged to discoutimie its publication and fall

back on the old scheme and allow the regular
i.ssue to take care of the scientific matter of

the State. If we are obliged to take back a

single issue with the present outlook for its

continuance, it will come to tlie point of some-
body being authorized by the Kentucky
State IMedical Association to sit in judgment
upon the merits of papers to make their ap-

peai-ance from time to time in Ihe Journal,
and tho.se articles that are bad or iiidiff'erent

will not see the light of day if read in the

county societies.

IMr. President a)id gentlemen, I can say
nothing more exee])t to )-epeat what I have said

before to tlio Jefferson County Medical Society
and what I have said to the House of Dele-

gates at former meetings. One of the rea-

sons for the appi'oach to the discontinuance
of the publication of the Jeffei’son County is-

oie ]‘ests on the fact that the advertising busi-

ness firms claim that they do not get enough
business from the doctors of this State to pay
for space to advertise their wares. In other

words, these advertisers have not met with

the support to which they were entitled. That
is true. Not only have the doctors in Louis-

ville failed to patronize the advertisers in our
issue of the Journal, but it is opially true

with reference to those of you who go to Lou-

isville to make your purchases. If you ex-

l)ect the Jefferson County Journal to live, it

must be kept alive through an advertising

mediuni, and )inless each and every man feels

other things being eqiial, it is his obligation

to patronize this or that firm, we will never

get enough business to pay for it. If you
do not do that, you cannot expect any firm to

i-enew its contract with the Journal. Adver-
tising firms have connected with them cold

hearted, cold headed business men, who are

not likely to make conlrilmtions annually for

the maintenance of a journal in which they

have no interest. If you do not make their

advertisements worth while, you cannot ex-

pect them to continue them, and the class of

l)usiness we can draw from is limited. Drug
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manufaeturers and iustrmueiit makers reap
a benefit from advertising, and certain insti-

tutions of various sorts may i)rofit from ad-

vertising in the JoruxAL to some extent, but

what good would it do the large clothing firms

in Louisville 1o advertise in the Journal un-

less they increased theii^annual sales through
the patronage of members of the profession?

And the same is true of every other business,

not only as it pertains to tlie Jetferson Coun-
ty issue of the Journal, but the regular issue.

This matter will come up before the Jef-

ferson County iMedical Society again, when
we will debate the means of its livelihood. If

it dies, we will send you a notice of its d<mtli,

and condolences will be in order.

I think it is understood by the House of

Delegates that the Jetferson (toiinty Medical

Society feels tlie publication of this douRXAi.
to date is our debt, and that Ave will pi'ovidc

fumls to defray wliatever indebtedness there

may have been. This will be done by an aj)-

])ropriation of the society’s fund, or as I sim-

gested a moment ago, by turning over for the

regular issues of the Journ.vl the contracts

secured that are as yet unexpired.
-AlILTOX BOARi): 1 would like to ask a

question. In making up the statement of de-

ficit you have estimated the exjjense of the

JouR^LUi at $2,400.00 for twelve months.
Should or should not credit be given for tlu>

three months the JoimNAi. was not published ?

THE SECRETARY : It Avas }iot publish-

ed for tAvo months, February and iMareh. No
credit Avas given for that. The income for

those tAvo months Avas collected and applied
as a part of the income from adA'ertising in

the regular issue of the Journai, and the pa-
pers the same. This year aboiO one-third of
the ])apers ])ublished in the Jefferson County
Issue of the .Iourn '-l AA'cre contributed by tlu‘

j-est of the State and .some of the papers by
Jetferson County men.
-MILTON BOARD: You did not under-

stand my (question exactly. 1 Avant to know
AA’hether the Journal Avas sulgect to the same
expense during the tAvo mouths the Jetferson

County number AA'as not published ? When
this account comes to be audited, Avill it be
fair for the Jetferson County Society to ])ay

for this?

THE SECRETARY; They Avill be charg-
ed AA'ith those tAvo months. There Avill be

credit given for publishing advertising and
published matter for the same Iavo months.
iMILTON BO-\RD : That point came uj)

last night.

THE SECRETARY: That comes in tin*

audit, of course. Dr. Sini|)son is familiar
Avith the Avork of the Journal because he is

responsible for AvhateA^er success and merit
the Jefferson County number has attained,
and he touched a vital point and coA^ered it

com])letely when he said that we did not have
enough space in the regular issue of the

JouRNAr.. At the time the Jefferson County
Medical Society number began, Ave started to

publish all articles that came to us. . Some-
time later we formulated the plan of dividing
the pages of the Journal in proportion to the

membership, so that county societies AA'ere

given so many ]>ages in the Journal. At
that time the Jefferson County issue AA’ould

only have some tAvelve to fourteen pages in

each issue. It takes an average of twenty-
scA'cn [)ages to publish the proceedings of the
Jetferson (,'ounty Society. iMany of you will

I'cmember the ]>i'oceedings of the Jefferson

County Society Avere set up in nonpai-iel, so

that we could crowd as much matter into

as small a compass as possible, and the pro-

ceedings did not aj)pear in anything like the

form that is suitable for sAifch a society Avhose

material is of gi'eat value to the profe.ssion of

the State.

From a personal standpoint, luiA'ing read
every aidicle in it tAviee. that is, reading it in

one form or another, either in galley-proof or

eopy, 1 do not hesitate to say that it has been
a liberal and constant post-graduate course,

and 1 know from Avliat I haA’e heard the doc-

tors of the State say, it has >)een the same to

many of them. There are many physicians
in the State Avho read eA^ery ai-ticle in the

Jetferson County Society number. We have
subso'ibers from other states on account of

that number, and it is a compliment to the

JouRN.u. that we cannot afford to lose sight

of.

In case the Jetferson County number is dis-

continued. AAc AA’ill liaA'^e almost the same
i)roblem to contend AAutli. It Avill not decrease

the cost of publication of the Journal, if Ave

publish the same number of reading pages as

at ])resent, but it Avill put the burden on us

instead of distributing it and having the Jef-

ferson County Society cai I'y its pro})ortion.

It Avill lake a good deal of energy and even
then a great many excellent articles must be

omitted to enable us to ])ublish as good a

journal as now. What we would like to do
Avoidd b(^ to make an attempt Avith the assist-

ance of the effective membeiAship of the so-

ciety, and we have om> of the best state so-

cieties to be found aiiywhere, to take on this

burden and se(> if enough men cannot mak(‘

up their minds to assist in tlu* distribution of

it. Personally. I will gladly contribute $100
to the continuation of the Jefferson County
number for flv’e or i'V(>n ten years. 1 think

it is Avorth that to me ])crsonally. but it is not

absolutely necessary for me to contribute

$100,00 or Dr. Simpson. If cA'cry doc-

tor in Louisville would buy three collars a

year fi’om a Avell knoAvn firm there Avhen ad-

A-ertising in the JouRNAr., thus enabling them
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to pay the cost of that advertisement, you
could not get their advertisement out of the

JoT RNAi. to save your neck. If you go to

other dealers that advertise with us from
time to time, every one will advertise for two
years. If any three doctors would buy an
extra suit of clothes from a tailor I venture

to say that the firm would piihlish half a page
advertisement in the Journal for a year and
keep it there as long as these doctors continue

to buy from them. That applies to all doc-

tors in the State. In this section of the State

practically every doctor buys certain wares
from Max Woeber and Son. When they
ceased advertising every single doctor went
on buying. They went on exactly in the same
quiet, gentle '' supporting the ]\Iax Wocher
and Son. We cannot get advertising from
anybody unless we patronize the advertisers.

Take, for instance, the advertising of medical
books. Saunders’ representative visits cer-

tain county societies and he sells every doc-

tor in the county a book who wants one. On
the other hand, if a salesman for A and
Company tries to sell books they will not
take them because that firm does not adver-

tise in the JoimN.\L. When A— ’s man visits

the Campbell-Kenton County Society, the

members will tell hiin they do not buy books
from him because his firm does not advertise
in the .Totjrn.vl, and so he does not go there
any more. They will buy books from the

Saunders representative because that firm ad-

vertises in the Journal. The same thing ap-
plies to .sanatoria. We have one of the be.st

lis^s of .sanatoria, and patients can safely pat-
ronize the sanatoria that are advei'tised in the
Journal. In that respect our position is ab-
solutely unique. You can buy anything that
is advertised in the Jot'rnal with the assur-
ance that there is no deception about it. The
Kentucky State Medical As.sociation will back
any advert’sement that appears in its JouR-
N.\L and pay any loss you sustain. If you
bring a patient to any sanatorium advertised
in the Jot^rnal and it is not in accordance
with the advertisement, we will stand the loss.

It costs a tremendous amount of advertising
to do that. We charge more on account of
advertisin .7 for them. The important thing
is, if the Jefferson County number should be
di.scontinued, it does not lighten the burden
of the State Association one solitary bit, un-
less we return to the old plan and only allow
the Jefferson County Society ten or twelve
paees in each issue, which no one wants to do.

We have got to continue to publish it. Shall
the profe.'-’sion of Kentucky take the first back-
ward step, after eight years continuous piib-

lication of every article that has been read
before the Jefferson County Medical Society,
and take out a certain percentage of articles

and only publish those worthy of the highest

standing or merit? The objection to that is

twofold. i\lany good articles are written and
piiblished in the Journal at present which
would not have been published foui‘ years

ago on account of their jjoor (juality. i\Iy

idea is that the Kentucky State iMedical As-
sociation is not an organization solely for the

diffusion of scientific knowledge, but an or-

ganization to give the people of Kentucky
better doctors, and every single one of us

should be a benefit to each of tlie others, and
it is our duty and pleasure to share it with
them, and every man should strive to build

up and v'cld the whole ])rofession in that sort

of way. That is the motive which actuates

every man that is interested in the publica-

tion of this Journal. There is no other rea-

son for doing it. I 'want it understood, that

whatever else we do, we should make up our

minds regardless of hovV it is published, and

make whatever sacrifices are necessary. We
Di vst do H. We are not taking any backward
steps in the publication of the Journal or in

the conduct of the iMedico-Legal Committee.

We are going ahead and are going to do better

this year than we did last, and if it takes

some sv.mat and swearing let us sweat and
swear.

A. C. L. PEKCEFCL: I want to ask one

or two questions. You stated. Dr. iNIcCor-

mack, that without the Jefferson County
Number, the cost of publishing the Journal
would be jiist about the same.

THE SECRETARY : Yes. just about the

same. The addition of the advertising pages

is extra. Of course the cost would be decreas-

ed if we publish fewer pages.

A. C. L. PERCEPULL: Does any other

county society contribute toward publishing

the Journal?
THE SECRET VRY : Not except through

their dues.

A. C. L. PERCEPUL; You say it costs

about J|<225.0() to publish each issue of the

JouRNATj, and when papers are published in

the regular issue of the Journal the cost of

publication is about the same. If no other

county society contributes anything exti'a for

the publication of their papers why cannot the

State Association come to the rescue of the

Jefferson Countv Society and help it bear

some of the ex])ense and we agree to bear the

rest ?

THE SECRETARY: We are willing to

do anvthing that is rea.sonable.

A. C. L. PERCEPULL: Heretofore the

whole cost has been charged to the Jefferson

County Society for publishing its own pa-

pers, the only county .society paying anything

extra.

THE SECi?ETARY: That is true.

A. C. L. PERCEPUL: Why cannot this

arrangement bo made with the State Associ-
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iition, that it will pay a part of the expense,

and let ns make np the i-est of the expense by
tlie advertisements we get. It. seems to me,

that would be an* amicable arrangement. If

no other county society pa.ys, why should Jef-

ferson C'ounty i^ay the whole expen.se of pub-
lishing its own papers ?

.MILTON BOARD: i want to say a word
as a country doctor, although 1 happen to live

in the city now. It is true, as Dr. Pereeful

says, Jetferson County is the only county in

the State where the Journau is utilized for

the express purpo.se of publishing the county

society’s papers. It is also true, with the ex-

ception of the last year, when an appropria-

tion was made by the State Association gener-

ously, that the sole cost of the publication of

the Jeft'erson County edition has been charg-

ed up to the Jeft'erson County Society. It is

also true that the pi'ofession as a whole get

marked henetit from the publication of these

papers. The Jourxal itself is relieved of the

expense of that issue. There is onev point that

has been overlooked, and that is the specialists

of Louisville particularly, and when i say

specialists, 1 do not mean sui'geons, I mean
men in the City of Loiiisville who are getting

business from the country doctor, conducting

sanitariums, treating nervous diseases, and
doing surgery, etc. They are using the.

avenue of this Journal as a counter on

which to disjday their wares to the country

doctor, and it is of inestimable value to them,

much more chan to anybody else. I do not

know that that point has been considered

carefully, and whether this society should not

through its delegated.dmdy assist some. It

seems to me nothing but fair that the chief

burden should fall on the people who are the

chief beneficiaries, that is, those having mem-
bership in the Jeft'erson County Society. I

do believe this whole matter can be ad,justed

if a committee is appointed, unless such g
committee exists, from this body, of v/hich

the Secretary and Editor of the Journal
should be chairman, or the Business ^Manager,

to confer with a siuiilar committee from the

Jeffer.son Count,y INIcdieal Society and try to

put this whole thing on a permanent business

basis. I would make such a motion as that.

THE SECRETARY : There is such a

committee, that committee having been ap-

pointed by the Coiuicil.

IMILTON BOARD : That is all right.

J. AV^. KINCAID : I think it would l)e a

distinct loss to tl:e whole profession of tlie

state if we did not have the contributions of

the Jeft'erson County Society broi;ght to our
attentio]! j-egularl.y and promptly. Tliese

contributions are of a high order, and are of

great meric and value, and I am quite sure
we all en.jo.v them and are benefited by read-
ing them. It seems to me the State Associa-

tion can avail itself of that material through
the regular issue of the Journal. Reference
has been made to the point that the expense of

pul)lishing the Journal was .ftlGS.OO and the

ovei’-liead expenses .fiJO.OO odd. it would not
cost much more to mail a Journal once a

month through the Louisville department or

the Jefferson County department of fifteen or

twent.v pages, certainly not as much as it

would cost for mailing two separate publica-

tions. I think that would be one wa.y of get-

ting around it. I do not believe it is just to

tax the Jeft'erson County Society for tne en-

tire cG.st of publishing this Journal because
we all really do benefit by it. Dr. Board
made a true statement when he said it afford-

ed a medium for some of the men in Louis-
ville to display their wares, but not all men
in the Jefferson County Medical Society are
.specialists, not by any manner of means. I

do not .suppose of your membership more
than fifteen per cent, are benefited by articles

written by speciadists that appear in the
Journal. Then why should the other eighty-
five per cent, be taxed for it? They can get
additional benefit by attending the meetings,
if the.y do not see the Journal, whereas
tliose who live out of the State have to get
the Journal or get the articles in the form of
reprints from some ether journal. The best

.solution would be to enlarge the Journal,
give the Jefferson County Societv so many
pages to fill each month, and let that society

pay as much of the cost as it can. If she can-
not, let this Association pay it. It simply
amounts to this : if there is not enough mone.y
or material for publication in any issue of tire

Journal free, you have to bu.y it. We have
no paid editorial writers. Our Secretary
widtes editorials as a part of his work and
gets, you might say, nothing extra for it. If
there is not enough material coming in, and
it is not contributed free, we must buy it, and
rather than buy such material why not con-
tribute something to the Jeft'erson County de-
partment of the Journal and have it pub-
lished once a month.

THE PRESIDENT: We would like to
have a report from the Committee on Legis-
lation and Public Policy, Dr. C. Z. And,
Chairman.

THE SECRETARY: Dr. And asked me
to make the report for his committee. It is

unnecessarv to review the work done before
the Legislature at the last session. Dr. And
asked that each member of the House of Dele-

gates consider himself a committee to know
whether his representative and senators at the

nc.xt session of the Ijegislature and sufficiently

informed to be able to support and favor
legislation leading to the oppointmeut of a

full-time health officer. Half of the senators

are already elected, the other half of them
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are to bo elected. The senate will be the

crucial point, as at the last session three mein-

l)ers defeated the bill. There were twenty-
eight votes ready to be cast for it, and yet it

was defeated. An attempt 'was made to have
it called. There wei’e two senators who were
said to favor the bill, and yet both assisted in

side-tracking it. It is an important question

as to what we are going to do next year.

Are you going to see that enough doctors are

members of tlie General Assembly to be able

to wield some influence in that body? Has
your county society done any work or is it

doing any work toward exerting its influ-

ence on and getting the support of members
of the Legislature? A member from the

county of Henderson, a young man, said that

no one had mentioned the )iiatter to him and
he voted against it. lie was a splendid young
man, sent to the Legislature froiu Henderson.

On the contrary Senator Marshall, from the

same county said a number of physicians had
spoken to him and he heartily favored and
said he would support the bill. That is the

attitude of every member of the Legislature

that was there, namely, the.y would vote for

the bill if the profession told them why and
how. They voted against it because the pro-

fession did nothing.

I would like Dr. Board to discuss this sub-

ject. There should be four first class doctors

in the senate, and twelve or fifteen members
in the Hoiise.

IMILTON BOAKU : I shall not say any-

thing concerning the health officer’s bill be-

cause I cannot add anything. I do wmnt to call

the attention of the doctors here present to

one or two things because it will be the last

opportunity before the next State primary to

do so. The Senate of Kentucky is made up
of thirty-eight members, nineteen holdovei’S,

with the possibility of one or two vacancies.

Nineteen are to be selected next August.
There are one hundred members of the lower
house to be selected next August. There are

nominated in the State i^i-imary held under
the law. Republicans and Democrats being
nominated on the same day and at the same
place, so that it behooves every doctor in this

l)ody to get bu.sy and keep busy and see that

our friends go there, and paidieixlarly see

that our enemies do not go there. I know as

well as anj' man in this House perhaps how
much the country doctor can do in the po-

litical line when he makes up his mind to do
it. To illustrate: a senator from my district

in Louisville was with us on every propo-
sition, no matter what it was. But one day
there turnerl up a man in anothei' disti'iet in

Louisville, who introduced a bill forbidding a

physician or dentist from carrying either

automobile or malpractice liability. That
bill passed a Committee of the Senate and in

fact had virtually passed the Committee of

the House because no attention had been paid
to it. You can see at once how vicious it was.
Dr. Simpson went to Frankfort and succeed-
ed in a sliort time in killing that bad bill. Such
things as that occur all the time; they occur
all over the State. Time and again I have
been there trying to get some fellow to do
something for the profession or to keep him
from doing something against some matter of
vital importance to the medical profession
and people, and I could not reach him. Dr.
iMcCorraack could not reach him. Dr. Mc-
Chord could liave done it if he had commenc-
ed in time if from his county. I want to im-
press upon you the importance of seeing that
our friends are up there and that oiir enemies
are not. When our profession moves as an
organized body we can do some business, but
you must have the right men. You cannot
expect us to do it after we get there because it

is too late.

YIRGIL F. SLMPSON : The credit, if any,
is due to the Committee of the Jefferson

County Society as a society for killing that

anti-automobile bill. That .society defrayed
the expenses of our going and taking the mat-
ter up.

W. iC POOLE : Regarding our Senator
and Representative, 1 am quite sure Dr. Gra-
ham and Di-. Dentoi\ brought the same influ-

ence to bear on our Representative that they
did Oil our Senator, and I had .some assui’ance

lie would favoi- and work for the bill. Our
Representative is a young man, not accustom-
ed to the strenuous life of a legislator and he

forgot himself.

CYRUS GRAHAM: I asked our Repre-
sentative to vote for this bill, as did also my
colleague, but the young man, not accustomed
to being in the House of Representatives prob-

ably forgot to attend to his diity. But I want
to assure you, gentlemen, that there has never

been a representative from Hendex’son coun-

ty, since I have been a resident of that coun-

ty, that I have not asked him at various times

and mentioned the fact to him in a casual way
aliout certain pending legislation. I know a

mistake was made at the last session of the

Legislature because some members wanted
things pa.ssed. They wrote letters to the doc-

tors and were afraid of some fellows in Frank-
fort as though they were snakes. They w'ere

afraid to be seen in the same company with
doctors because they wanted votes.'

John J. Moren, of Jjouisville, presented the

report of the Medico-Legal Committee.
On motion, the report was accepted and

placed on file.

It Avas moved that the Society extend a vote

of thanks to Dr. IMoren for the excellent w’oi’k

he bad done along medico-legal lines.

Seconded and carried.
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VlRGIlj E. SlilPSOX, Louisville, present-

ed the Report of the Refeience Committee on
Propaganda and Reform, m the absence of

the members of that Committee, as follows:

Legitimate business sanely administered
and honestly conducted, has and merits the

protection of the law of the land, and the

privilege of transacting that business and
adopting proper plans of publicity. Illegiti-

mate business has no rights legally and rare-

ly morally. Over these two fundamental
principles of political economy there can be

no point of issue or dispute among right

thinking men and women.

That a business can be at once legitimate

and improper is both true and regrettable.

Rectiticatioii of spirituous alcohols is legal-

ized under Federal Laws_; that it is improper
no student of pharmacology will deny.

The coneoet'iou and sale of proprietary

medicines is legalized business; its nefarious-

ness is maintained by those most competent to

know and the enlightenment of possible users

is logically a part of the business of those best

prepared to know. Hence the activitj^ of the

metlical profession in the exposure of medical

fraud.

So long as the American medical profes-

sion coniines itself to isolated, sporadic oc-

casional warnings, resolutions and whereases,

the great proprietary medical interests either

ignore or indulge them. But when organized
medicine embodied in the American Medical
Association, began its campaign of publicity

of facts damnable to proprietary interests, it

became at once the object of abuse, vinifica-

tion and misrepresentation. Not satisfied

with efforts to detract from the usefulness

and importance of the propaganda of the or-

ganized American Medical Association and
profession, legal procedure has been resorted

to.

Believing in the ultimate triumph of truth

and justice, and conscious of individual and
professional sincerity of motive and righteous-

ness of cause, the House of Delegates of the

Kentucky State Medical Association pledges

itself and calls upon the entire profession of

the State to unceasingly and fearlessly con-

tinue its support of every measure illuminat-

ing the operations of a business we believe to

be inimical to public health and welfare.

THE PRESIDENT: What will you do
with this report ?

W. W. RICLDFOND : I mpv'' the report
be adopted.

Seconded and carried.

The Secretary read the following memorial
on Dr. Shoemaker:

It is befitting that we should at this auuual
gathering note in some formal way the ab-
sence—the first time for many, many years

—

of the society’s faithful finend, the late Dr.
Thomas J. Shoemaker, of Morganfield.

Dr. Shoemaker left his sickroom to attend
our last year’s meeting in Bowling Green,

and after reaching there was unable to be

present at a single session of the Society or

at any of the social functions.

After receiving his M. D. degree from the

University of. Louisville, he went direct to

Union County, where he remained continu-

ously in the practice of medicine until his

death. - He was a popular man, had a -large

circle of friends and clients by whom he was
much beloved, and his field of labor extended
not only over his entire county, but a portion

of the counties adjoining. He was local

surgeon for the Illinois Central Railroad,

IMedieal Referee for his County and Chair-

man of the CounW Board of Health, taking
an active. mterest in not only all that per-

tained to the good of his profession, but to

the welfare of his community. It was he who
took the initiative in organizing the Ohio
Valley Medical Society, never missed a meet-

ing, and was recognized by all as its father.

This noble, large-hearted, earnest, loving,

untiring, big-bodied fellow-worker, after sev-

enty-four years of pilgrimage and many
months of illness, died in full faith and works
surrounded by his family.

(Signed) James H. Letcher,
Cyrus Graham.

On motion, the report was accepted.

As there was no further business to come
before the meeting at this time, the House of

Delegates then, on motion, adjourned until

8 :30 A. M., Friday.

September 25, 1914.—Third IMeeting.

The House of Delegates met at 8 :30 A. M.
and was called to order by the President.

The Secretary called the roll and announc-
ed a quorum present.

THE PRESIDENT: The first order of

business is the election of officers, and the first

officer to be elected is President. Nominations
are to be made from the floor and are now in

order.

W. B. IMcCLURE: Mr. President and
^Members of the House of Delegates: Without
any attempt at fulsome flattery or rhetoric,

r want in as plain language as I can express

to put in nomination for the position of Presi-

dent, Dr. J. W. Kincaid, of Catlettsburg. He
has a record which you all know, which stands

for itself. He is one of the most arduous,

earnest members that this Association has

ever had, and if it be in order, I move that

his nomination be made by acclamation, and
that the Secretary be instructed to east the

ballot of the Association for his election.

W. W. RICIUMOND: “I second the mo-
tion.” (Carried.)
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4'li(‘ .Si-crotai'y cast a balhU as instructed

and ])r. Kincaid was dcclai'cd duly elected

1’i‘esident.

AV.B. McCLT'KE: J move tiiat a com-
mittee be appointed to eseor+ tli(> President-

Elect to the platform.

Seconded and carried.

THE PRESIDENT : i will appoint Drs.

-McClure. iMcChord and Lock to es'l-ort Dr.

Kincaid to the platform.

W. P. iMcCLCKE: In presenting Dr. Kin-

caid, I want to say to him and to you, that

this is the first time in the history of this As-

sociation that the Presidency lias gone to any
gentleman without a contest. (Applause.)

J. W. .i-lNCATD, in accepting the Presi-

dency, said : (lentlemen of tlie House of Dele-

gates and Friends, because I know I may call

you fi-iends by reason of fids expression of

your friendship and faith in me by elevating

me to this high office of the Presuleney of the

Kentucky State iMedical Assoeiation. There
is no deliberative l)ody in Kentucky 1 feel

that exceeds the Kentucky State iMedical As-

soeiation. and when its House of Delegates,

speaking for it. cojifers an honor of election

of President of this Association it is a dis-

tinction of which any medical man should

feel proud really lieyond means of expression.

1 hardly know why you have been so charit-

able in this jiresent instance because you cer-

tainly have been indulgent, and this measure
of your faith in me I can sad is only exceeded
by my intention to endeavor to live up to the

high standard of the men who have filled the

office before uu* and +o serve you to the best

of mv abilitv. (Applause.)
THE PRESIDENT; Nominations for Fi.-st

\bce-Presidents are in order.

MILTON HOARD: 1 have in mind a phy-
sician of We.stern Kentucky, a member of the

House of Delegates foi- a long time, a health

officer of his County, an aggressive and pi’o-

gres.sive noble physician, and a high class

gentleman. I refer to Dr. P. G. LaRue, of

Smithland. and T would nominate him for

First Vice-I^resident.

G. G. DAFGHERTY : I move that nomi-
nations be closed and the Secretaiy be in-

structed to cast one ballot for Dr. LaRue.
Seconded and carried.

The Secretary cast Ihe ballot as instructed,

and Dr. LaRue was declared duly elected

First Vice President.

THE PRESIDENT: Nominations are in

order for Second Vice-President.

J. E. WELLS: I want to place in nomi-

nation for Second Vice-President a man who
has always becai j)resent at every meeting 1

have attended, and I have l)een attending the

meetings of this Association for twenty-five

years. This man makes great sacrifices in

coming here. I take great i)leasure in nomi-
nating Charles L. Heath, of Lindsay.
THE SE(tRETARY: I move that the rules

be suspended and that Dr. Heath be elected

by a rising vote. He lives a great distance

fi’om here an<l comes fartlier to attend this

meeting than some of the members who went
to the International Surgical Congress in

London. He has l)een faithful to his trust,

and we ought to pay him this honor by elect-

ing him Second ’\dce-President.

V. \V. RK'HMOND: I have been at Dr.

Heath’s hoiise. He lives about ten miles

above Harboursville. I have met his wife,

and he is a magnificent gentleman and de-

serving practitioner. I can vouch for every-

thing Dr. McCormai:k has said about him.

•I. S. LOCK: I am Dr. Heath’s home
companion. I feel proud of the fact that Dr.

Heath has met with such a reception by you
men, and I want to thank you before the bal-

lot is taken for fear .someone may change his

mind. Hjaughter.

)

CHARIjES 1j. HPIATH ; I feel honored
in being nominated for the position of Sec-

ond Vice-President, but I am not eligible to

election.

THE SEt’RETARY: If the voting is

done by unanimous consent, it will be all

i-ight, and the fact that the gentleman himself

is interested in the matter would obviate any
objectioii raised to him. I do not think Dr.

Heath has a eight to raise objection if no one

else does.

The President then put the motion, and Dr.

Heath was declared duly elected Second Vice

President unanimously by rising vote.

THE PRESIDENT: Nominations for

Third Vice-President are in ordei’.

THE SECRETARY: I would like to

nominate James C. Moblejh of Hardin Coun-

ty, who has been a constant attendant at the

meetings of the Association. He is Secretary

of his county society, and a very active and
industrious man.

R. C. iMcCHORD: 1 second the nomina-

tion.

It was moved that nominations be closed

and the Secretary be instructed to cast the

ballot of the house for Dr. (Mobley.

Seconded and carried.

The Secretary east the ballot as in.strueted.

and Dr. Mobley was declared duly elected

Third Vice-President.

THE IMIESIDENT: The next order is

the election of two delegates to the American
-Medical Association, the vacancies being Dr.

Kincaid and Dr. -McCormack, whose terms
have expired.

THE SECRETARY: At the recent meet-
ing of the American Medical As.sociation,

(Milton Board was selected as alternate to rep-

resent our Association. He in some way, or
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other, as you doubtless suspect from youi-

knowledge of liim, took to that position with

remarkable avidity. There is some politics in

the Association which requires a considerable

degree of statesmanship, and Dr. Board fits

in the niche very nicely, and f am sure the

Hoi;se of Delegates would feel very glad to

have Dr. Board represent the Association at

the meeting to be held in >San Francisco. I

therefore de.sire to place in nomination Dr.

Board to succeed Dr. Kinnaird.

It was moved that luominations be closed,

the rules suspended and the Secretary in-

structed to east a ballot for Dr. Board.
Seconded and carried.

The Secretary east the ballot as directed,

and Dr. Board was declared duly elected a

delegate to the American iMedieal Associa-

tion.

THE PRESIDENT : Nominations are in

order for another delegate.

J. E. WELLS : I de.sirc to place in nomi-
nation Dr. Arthur T. IMcCormack to succeed
himself.

The nomination was seconded by several

delegates.

C. G. DAUGHERTY: I move that nomi-
nations be closed and that the President be
instructed to east a ballot for Dr. I\lcCormack
as delegate.

Seconded and carried.

The President cast the ballot as directed by
the house, and Dr. JMcCormack was declared
duly elected degelate to the American IMedical

Association.

THE PRESIDENT : There arc three
councilors to be elected, councilor from the
Eleventh District, councilor from the Ninth
District, and councilor from the Seventh Dis-
trict.

THE SECRETARY : The repre.sentatives

of the Ninth District have talked the matter
of councilor over, and it has been practically

agreed among them that they are in favor of
A. S. Brady, of Greenup as councilor from
that district. I therefore place him in nomi-
nation.

Seconded.
It was moved that the niles be susi^ended

and that the Secretary be instructed to east

a ballot for Dr. Brady, which he did, and Dr.
Brady was declared duly elected councilor of
the Ninth District.

THE PRESIDENT : Councilor from the
Seventh District. Nominations are in order.

THE SECRETARY : The Seventh Dis-
trict is one of the most important in the
State. Dr. Hammond is located a long dis-

tance from the railroad, and it has been im-
possible for him to visit the county societies,

and they need a councilor badly. It is a dif-

ficult district to get about in, and Garrard
County is included in it, as well as Lincoln,

Casey, Russell, Pulaski, and in all probabil-

ity it is hard to get from one side of it to the

other, and it is better to select a councilor

from Pulaski, and Dr. A. W. Cain would
probably be the best councilor for this dis-

trict.

R. C. jMcCHORD : I nominate Dr. A. W.
Cain, and move that the Secretary be instruct-

ed to east a ballot for his election.

Seconded and carried.

The Secretary cast the ballot as directed,

and Dr. Cain was declared duly elected coun-
cilor of the Seventh District.

THE PRESIDENT: Nominations for

councilor of the Eleventh District are in or-

der.

J. E. WELLS: I want to nominate J. S.

Lock of Barboursville, to succeed himself.

C. G. DAUGHERTY : I second the nomi-
nation and move that nominations be closed

and the Secretai’y be instructed to cast the

ballot.

Seconded and carried.

The Secretary cast the ladiot as directed,

and Dr. Lock was declared duly elected

councilor of the Eleventh District.

THE PRESIDENT: Nominations for

Orator in Surgerv are in order.

THE SECRETARY: I nominate Dr. J.

G. Gaither, of Hopkinsville.

W. B. i\IeCLURE : I second the nomina-
tion.

It was moved and seconded that the Sec-

retary cast one ballot for the election of Dr.
Gaither as Orator in Surgery. Carried.

The Secretary east the ballot as instructed,

and Dr. Gaither was declared duly elected.

THE PRESIDENT: Nominations for

Orator in IMedieine are in order.

J. S. LOCK : I desire to place in nomina-
tion a man who has done considerable re-

search work; who is Secretary of the Bell

County Medical Society, and has made it one
of the best societies in the State of Kentucky.
He has the honor and respect of the entire

profession, and I believe and know would fill

the position as Orator in Medicine with credit.

I nominate 0. P. Nuckols, of Pineville.

W. B. McClure : I move that the nomi-
nation of Dr. Nuckols be made unanimous.

Seconded and canned.
It was moved that the Secretary cast one

vote for Dr. Nuckols as Orator in IMedicine.

Seconded and carried.

The Secretai-y cast a vote as directed, and
Dr. Nuckols was declared duly elected.

THE PRESIDENT: I believe this fin-

ishes nominations and elections of officers,

and the next order is Reports of Committees.

Is the Chairman of the Committee on Medical

Education ready to report?

REPORT OF COMMITTEE ON MED1C.\.T> EDUCATION.
The 78th annual session of the IMedieal De-
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partraent of the University of Louisville had
a most auspicious formal opening on Septem-
ber 28th, 1914. The President and membei’s
of the Board of Trustees of the University,
Dean Seymour of tlie Law Department, mem-
)>ers of the Faculty of the Academic Depart-
ment, the Medical Pacnltj* and students were
there to Avelcome a former member of the

faculty. Dr. Wm. L. Podman, now of Phila-

delphia, and President-elect of the American
Medical Association. Dr. Podman spoke feel-

ingly of those famous men who had been call-

ed to high medica.l i^ositions from the Faculty-

of the Lbiiversity in years gone by, and re-

ferred specially to tlie splendid physical con-

dition of the College building and the won-
derful Public Hospital recently finished by
the city, under the special guidance of Hos-
pital Commissioner, Dr. Ap IMorgan Vance,
who was present. Dr. Podman also referred
to medical education in other states and the
necessity for State and municipal financial

aid for medical education, as well as for the

arts and sciences.

The meeting was presided over by Dr.

Lewis V. iMcMurti’y, President of the Faculty,

who mentioned in Ids oj)ening remarks to the"

changes which had occurred in the Univers-

ity of Louisville in the past year : the election

of i\Ir. A. Y. Ford, a salaried President; him-
self as President of the Faculty, succeeding
the late Dr. J. B. Marvin; and Dr. Henry
Enos Tuley as Dean, succeeding Dr. W. Ed
Crant, who resigned, because of ill health,

and the stress of other duties. Peferenee was
made to the fact that Louisville was the pio-

neer in consolidation of Medical schools,

bringing together five proprietory medical

colleges into one city owned institution con-

trolled by a Board of Trustees appointed by
the IMayor and confirmed by the Council.

But few who are not directly interested in

medical education realize the rapid strides

which I'.ave been made in the standards

of entrance to the study of medicine or the

changes in curieulum of the four years’ col-

lege course. From a two years’ course, with

no entrance qualifications, save the price of

tuition, and usually the lowest bidder landed
the student, to the present high standard for

entrance and ideal curriculum has been Ihe

result of no demand from the lay public, but

from persistent endeavor from within the

profession itself and largely through that ex-

cellent organization, the Council on i\Iedical

Education of the American IMedical Associa-

tion and the allied organization, the

American Medical College Association. Be-

ginning with January, 1914, the requirement
for entrance to the study of medicine in the

University of Louisville, is a four years’ high

school course, totaling 14 Carnegie units, and
in addition a one year college course, in which

has been studied, chemistry, physics, biology
and one modern language. The College of
Liberal Arts of the University is giving this

pre-medical year or two years pre-medical,
the latter course in connection with the Med-
ical Department four years’ course, leading
to a B. S., iM. D. degree.

President Ford called attention in his re-

marks at the opening to the fact that Louis-
ville is keeping pace with 28 states and mu-
nicipalities in the United States, that he could
mention, that are appropriating public funds
for the support of medical colleges on the
broad principle that it is an essential part of
the same duty that leads them to establish

city hospitals, namely the cure and preven-
tion of diseases by the spread of medical
knowledge. Louisville’s Public Hospital was
built and is being operated as a teaching
hospital, putting the hospital at least during
the session, in charge of the faculty of the
University, as the Visiting Staff. The entire
Junior and Senior classes are doing prac-
tical work in the out-patient department and
in the wards, during the hours between 9 and
]. Each student is provided with a long
white gown which he wears in the Hospital.
In groups of four or five the students obtain
the history of each jiatient admitted, under
the supervision of the Inteim staff, making
physical examinations, making blood counts
upon every patient and do a routine urin-
aly.sis and a fecal examination, when indicat-

ed. Between the hour of 12 and 1 in the
large amphitheatre of the City Hospital, the
entire Junior and Senior class meet for diag-
nostic clinic in the various departments.
The Pathological Department of tlie Hos-

pital is under the charge as Chief Pathologist
of Professor of Pathology in the University.
In the Laboratory, surgical specimens remov-
ed in the Hospital are run through a careful
staining for diagnosis, and record of the find-

ings made, as part of the permanent record
of that patient on the history chart in the
wards and a permanent record kept in the
laboratory. The laboratory also does all the
work for the hospital in serology and bac-
teriology, the same careful records being kept
in every case. These are cross indexed by
name and disease, which will prove of great
value in future years. All autopsies are per-
formed in the same way and the records made
a part of the history in every instance. A
very valuable hour is spent each week on
Wednesday from 5 to 6 p. m. called the
Clinico-Pathological Conference, at which are
gathered l)otli Junior and Senior students.
Here, gross si)ecimens are shown and explain-
ed from a palliological and clinical stand-
point by the pathologist and the clinician,

from whose service each patient came.
The Out-Pat 'ent Department is conducted
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]ii the sa)i>e careful manner, record of the his-

tories 1 ept and the student under competent
attending physician, being brought in close

touch with the individual patient. A walking
clinic of nearly 300 i)ationts a day is now un-
der ol)servatioii.

I’lie curriculum of the College is thorough
manner. Two studeiits are on duty each week
in a dormitory at the College building. They
are on call at any hour, day and night for

Obstetrical cases in charge of the Obstetrical

Statf of the College, at the Hospital and the

city plnsicians, so as to observe the required

number of cases during their Senior year.

'Phe curiculum of the College is thorough
and conforms to the ideal curriculum report-

ed by the Committee of one-hundred of the

American Medical Association. It exceeds in

the number of rc([uired hours and covers the

course in eveiy particular.

The Library of the College has been moved
to more commodious and accessible quarters

on the second floor and is in charge of a com-

petent librarian. It has acquired, by gift of

the family, the library of the late President

of the Medical Faculty, Dr. J. B. iMarvin,

containing nearly 1000 volumes. It has re-

ceived, by gift, many volumes from its Fac-

ulty and has on tile nearly 200 weekly and
monthly medical publications. The books in

the liibrqry are catalogued according to the

method of the Surgeon General’s Library in

Washington and many students avail them-

selves of the privilege of reference to the

many valuable books of the collection. The
Louisville Free Public Library has made the

medical Department one of its branch li-

braries, keeping on tile 200 selected volumes,

which can be taken home by the student, the

same as from the Free Public Library.

In connection with the Library is operated

a Student’s Book Store, the funds accruing

from, the sale of l)ooks and laboratory supplies

being kept as a Library Fund, with which will

be bought additional books and publications,

especially journals on the specialties and re-

search subjects.

The college building, through the wisdom
of the Board of Trustees, has been thoroughly

renovated, i;nder the supervision of Dean
Tuley, from top to l)ottom. It has been paint-

ed and varnished throughout, new lighting

sy.stem installed and a complete new lavatoiy

equipment put in
;
a battery of four ice-water

sanitary drinking fountains has been put in

and separate class Indletin boards put up.

Four lecture rooms have been equipped so

that small classes can be brought together for

closer contact with the teacher. A locker

room has been provided for the convenience
of the students from the various laboratory

rooms in which can be stored outside wraps
and supplies necessary in their laboratoiy

work. Smoking is prohibited throughout the
entire building, except in the students’ room.
The entire professional care and treatment

of the patients in the hospitals throughout
the year has been placed, by the city authori-
ties. in the hands of the Board of Trustees of
the University.

The Faculty and as.soeiates have been to-

gether frequently to discuss jdans for the
yeai-, schedules and hospital service and a
spirit of co-operation exists, which is manifest
everywhere. This has been banded down to

the students, who. without exception, have
the college spirit, the desire to assist in keep-
ing the standard the highest, the building the
cleane.st and themselves the most enthusiastic
set of medical students to be found anywhere.

W. AV. Rrr’[r:\coND, Chairman.
I’pon motion the i-eport was approved.
4’HE SECHETAinM T would like to say,

that there has been .some complaint from time
to time during the last few years, during the
period of reorganization of the Professors in
attending lectures at the University. It is a
kind of temptation which it is difficult for a
])hysician in active pr-aetiee to avoid when he
has to su.stain a family in a large city. I am
confident that there will be no further com-
plaint on tliat score. The Scientific Faculty
has been reorganized and is comijosed of some
of the best men in the United States, and the
University of Ijouisville is now on the map.
It is the best inedical school available for
students who desire to study medicine from
this section. There has not been a time in the
last ten years when one could say to a doctor
who was going to study medicine, go to Louis-
ville. A]]y doctor can conscientiously say to
any man who is going to study medicine, the
best opportunity to acquire a medical educa-
tion is to go to Louisville. They would im-
])rove every day in the year. They have got
the best hospital for teaching purposes that
there is to be found in the United States,

planned by that great genius. Dr. A^ance. As
a teaching institution, it is owned and con-
trolled by the City of Louisville. The money
is furnished bj^ the City of Louisville. There
is no expense to the college. The pathologic-

al tlepartment has been organized along the
lines of the Alassachusetts General Hospital,

and it is an iq^-to-date institution, and it is

with pride that we as representatives of the

State Board, for the first time in ten years,

can conscientiously say to every man, who de-

sires a medical education, to go to Louisville.

It is no use to recommend any young man to

go to this Ibuversity unless he is properly

])repared, unless he has a diploma from a high

.school, and has taken one year of college

work, he cannot be entered in an}' reputable'

school in this country. The medical profes-
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sion of Lmiisville is a unit bohind the [bii-

versity.

All disaffection, lias disaiipeared to a con-
siderable degree, and the time has now come
when the profession of Ihe State and Faculty
of the Fniversity and governing authorities in

State i\Iedieine can all unite in helping to

build up our premier institution. (Applause.)
JOHN J. MOREN ; While Dr. 41eCor-

maek was speaking an idea came to me. I

wonder if it would be idausible or possible

and acceptable if we could ai-range by some
means useful postgraduate work on the treat-

ment of fractures. Could that be done?
THE SECRETARY; I am satisfied the

University of Louisville would be glad to co-

operate with us in that work. It would be
well to have home extension courses. I am
perfectly convinced of this from a result or
two I have seen recently in my practice.

JOHN J. MOREN; I know there are

practitioners who need a little instruction

along that line, and I do not mean any of

the doctors in Kentucky in particular. I do
know, however, that some need instruction,

and if it is possible for that to he done, I am
sure it would be worth while.

THE SECRETARY; I move that the

Chairman of the IMedico-Legal Committee be

appointed a committee of one to confer with
the authorities of the University of Louisville

as to the possibility of inauguratng a post-

graduate course in the treatment of fracti;res.

R. C. iMcCHORT) ; J second the motion.

JOHN J. iMOREN. Such a course can be

arranged, and T would be willing to guarantee
it if it is aceei)talile to the doctors of the State.

THE SECRETARY; They will be glad

to do it. Doctors like knowledge.
JOHN J. iMOREN ; I Avill look into that

and see what can be dc-ne.

C. A. VANCE; Do you think it would be
better for each county society to have men
from the outside come in and read papers or

give a course at one of the regular meetings.

JOHN J. .MOREN; That is .still a better

suggestion.

THE SECRETARY ; I accept the amend-
ment.

JOHN J. i\10REN ; The county societies

can arrange for such a course and be author-

ized to furnish a surgeon to conduct such a

course in any case where the county society

makes the necessajy ariamgements.
A DELEGATE ; Our representatives

could go to Louisville and prepare themselves

to read papers before county societies and in

that way spread knowledge among the mem-
bers.

The ameuement was seconchKl, accepted,

and the original motion as amended was
carried.

THE PRESIDENT; The next thing in

order is the Report on Exi>ert Testimony, J.

N. .McCormack, Chairman.
THE SECRETARY ; i\Iy father has asked

that this report be passed. He has done con-

siderable work along this line and needs more
time to work it out. He believes we should
continue to educate the public and some good
can be done in that way. It is not only neces-

sary to preach to the medical profession who
are to a considerable degree the worst offend-

ers, but to briug it to the attention of the
Courts in such a way that many' men, who
have been conspicuous by their appearance in

what were practically' “frame ups,” will dis-

continue such practices. It is important that
this matter be pushed, and I am confident it

will be through the y'ear with the hope that
sufficent attention will be concentrated on it

to get results. The State Bar Association has
appointed a coannittee to cooperate with a

Committee of this Association to aid in the
passage of such a l)ill.

THE PRESIDENT; The next committee
to report is one on Preventable Diseases of
the Ey'e.

REPORT OX' PREVENTABLE EYE DISEASES IN
EASTERN KENTUCKY.

R. L. COLIjINS, Hy'den ; .\s one of the
memhei's of your Committee on Preventable
Eye Diseases, I wish to make the following
report

;

'

All other preventable diseases of the eye,

in the mountains of Kentucky', at least, fall

entirely' in the background when trachoma is

considered. Of all the observations of eye
trouliles by' those who liave had the opportun-
ity to observe in this section, at least 99 1-2

per cent, of the preventable oye diseases are
trachoma, as I shall be able to shew y'ou later
in this report, by a report of the United
States Trachoma Hospital at Hyden, Ken-
tucky'.

Trachoma is an old disease, known as gran-
ulated lids or sore eyes, and is catching or

transmitted from one having the disease, to

healthy eyes, by' pus carried from such sore

e.ves on towels, wash basins, bed clothing, etc.

There are many' stages of this disease, rang-
ing from a few granules with no noticeable

symptoms to corneal ulcerations and blind-

ness.

The write)’ of this report scarcely' deems it

neces.sary to give any proof that trachoina is

a contagious disease, but since a good many
of the physit’ans in Kcntuclry' have had very
liltle oportunitv to sec the trouble a little

nay not jg .amiss.

A faniily of nine members called a phy'sici-

an that some trivial disease might be diagnos-

ed and treated for .some member of the fam-
ilv. and he. noticing that a number of them
had the external inai’ks of trachoma, made an
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examination of the whole family, with the re-

sult that seven of the nine were found to have

well marked cases of trachoma, the oldest

daughter and mother only escaping. On get-

ting the history of how it started in this par-

ticular instance, the father had had the dis-

ease for twenty years and through ignorance

and carelessness had transmitted it to most
of his family.

There is a section of Leslie C'ounty, known
as- Poll’s Creek, in which repeated examina-

tions show that over 50 ])er cent, of the whole
l-iopidation have trachoma, with (juite a few
of the adults reiidered unable to earn a live-

lilmod and a larger per cent, of the children

to attend school.

I am delishted in this connection to notice

that the State Board of Health of Kentucky
has made trachoma a contagious disease of

such a degree so as to prevent those having
it from attending public, schools, so this will

aid greatly to the force of stamping out the

disease.

Listen, Brethren ! There is a call in the

mountains of Kentucky, the same call that

was heard in olden times, “Come over into

iNFace'tonia and help us.” There ai'e 10.000

people in Leslie county alone, and at least 10

per cent, or LOOO people have trachoma.

This dreadful disease is causing blindness

and suffering in sections where it is prevalent,

but seventv fold more is spreading with
p-reat rapidity as fire spreads in a forest, and
to stamp it out not onlv requires hospitals,

physicians and nurses, but a 2'cneral educa-
cation of the public in the nature and awftd-
ness of the disease, how it is spread, and how
to nrevent its spread. We. as an armv of
philanthropic men. mu,st not live for ourselves
alone. Imt for tho«e who come af^er us as well.

Tf the present seTieration in Hastei-n Ken-
t’lckv can be e'l'ieated with aO forces brono'ht

to bear, to so live that trachoma wdl by
era'^^icated in the next tfeiieration. the T^oard
of Health in Leslie conutv. and the Hvden
Tre-’homa Hospital, will he fullv satished.

The trachoma situation naturally falls un-
der two heeds: First, the prevention of the
spread of the disease, and

Seeond, the treatment of the existing in-

fection.

The Hv'ten Trachoma Hospital is doing all

that can possiMv he done along I'oth hnes.

i\long the line of prevention. Hr. J (t .Tohn-

son acco^nuanied Uv o»ie of the local doctors.

inekp« visits on Frida-'^s at so'ue of the niost

accessible school districts, vdicvp fro’n four
to five schools have a.ssendded. rcni'esentin.o'

from one to two or three hundred people, and
give r>ublic lectures and e'uimine eves. 1

wi.sh to mention alsf) in this connection that

the teachers in Le.slie countv ar(‘ doing fheir

share in the good work, and that the County

Superintendent is adding his support by al-

lowing the teachers who thus assemble, to

count th.eir time as naught.

Now, as to what the Hyden Trachoma Hos-
pital is doing for the existing infection, the

I'oilowhig report will show:
Tim total number of people applying for

i elii f at Hvden Trachoma Hospital, from
S(

]
umiber l;5th, 1913, to September 1st, 1914,

was 1,127 Number of these Inu big trachoma,
was 477; ;^ial nu''.;.m of treatments given

3,684 ; number of cases of impaired vision

from ti'achoma, 369; number of cases corneal

opacity from trachoma, 74
;
number of cases

of pannus fi-om trachoma, 176; number of

cases of marked photophobia from trachoma,

216; number of cases of entropion from tra-

choma, 62; number of cases of corneal ulcers

from trachoma, 30; number of operations
done in Hos])ilal, 301; number of eases by
grattage method. 153; approximate number
of cores affected for trachoma, 216.

1 1 may occur to you that there is not as
much trachoma as we would have you think,
when only 477, of 1,137, applying for treat-

ment have the disease, but most of those who
did not have trachoma have only conjuncti-
vitis or some other simple eye trouble.

You can see what a serious disease trachoma
is, when 369 of the 477 cases had impaired
vision, 178 pannus, 216 marked photophobia,
52 entropion and 30 corneal ulcerations.

I consider 216 cases of trachoma one of the
greatest wo7-ks that can pQssibly be done by
any small hospital in one year.

AVe have situated, one at Hindman and one
at Jackson, Tmifed States Trachoma Hos-
pitals, which I feel sure are doing equally as

good work as the one that is at Hyden. Let
us all ^\•ake up and make it possil)le by our
heai'ty cooperation that these Hospitals be
maintained and others .speedily established

as there is much need for them in the moun-
tains of Kentucky.
Upon motion tlie report was adopted as the

sense of the x\ssociation and the gratitude of
the A,s.sociation was extended to Surgeon AIc-

Alullen of the U. S. l’vd)lic Health Service
who has had the work in charge.
THF BRFSIDFNT: Are there any othei-

]-epoi-ts to be iiresented .’

THM SECRETARY: Dr. Murnam, Chair-
man of the Committee on Division of Fees,
has handed me his repoi-t, which 1 will xead,
The Comiiiittee i-eports the following substi-

tute for the amendment which I ott'ei-ed at a

])i'evious meeting:

Brovided that no i)hysician may become a

member of any countv society unless he signs

and keeps inviolate the following j)ledge:

1 hereby promise upon my honor as a gen-

tleman that 1 will not, so long as I am a mem-
ber of the Kentucky State .Medical Associa-
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tion, practice divisioji of fees iu auy form;
neither by collecting fees for others referring
j)atients to me; nor by ])ermitting them to col-

lect my fees for me; nor will 1 make .ioint

fees with physicians or surgeons referring pa-
tients to me for operation or consultation

;

neither will I in anj- way. directly or indi-

rectly, compensate any one referring patients

to me; nor will I utilize any man as an as-

sistant as a subterfuge or this purpose.”
THE SECRETARY : I move the adoption

of this amendment.

R. C. IMeCHORU ; 1 second the motion.

(Cari'ied iinanimouslvl

.

THE PRESIDENT: The next is the Re-

j)ort of the Finance Committee.

P. D. GILLEM: Your Finance Committee
has carefully examined the report of the

Council which includes that of tlie Auditor
and Ex]iert Accountant in the Annual Re-
])ort of the Secretary and Treasurer. We
congratulate the Association upon the evident

care shown in the management of its fiscal

affairs and, especially, commend the action of

the Jefferson County iledical Society in

promptly meeting the deficit in the cost of

publishing the Jefferson County issiie ’of the

JournaTj.

It is a pleasure to note that tor the eighth

successive year the Association has an in-

crease in its reserve fund.

THE PRESIDENT: You have heard the

report. What wiU you do with it?

J. S. LOCK: I move its adoption.

Seconded and carried.

W. W. RICHMOND: I' would like to

make a motion. Foi“ each of the last three

years our Secretary has generously donated

•i>25.00 of his salary to help defray expenses.

I believe this money was donated for the bene-

fit of a mici’o.seopist, and I mov.c'that his sal-

ary be fixed at if125.00 per month a.s formerly.

R. C. IMcCHORD: I second the motion.

THE SECRETARY : 1 do not want any
refund. I do not want to be paid for any
back service. It was a bona fide donation,

and I do not want it back.

W. W. RICHiMOND: It was my intention

to state in the )iiotion that it was not to be

considered in the nature of a refund, but re-

stored.

5 lotion put and cai-ried.

THE PRESIDENT: We will >iow have a

report from the Reference Committee on Re-

ports of Officers, C. Garr. Chairman.
C. C. GARR: Yoiir (,'ommittee on Reports

of Officers begs to repoiJ that it has carefully

examined the Re]mr1s of the Officers as re-

])orted in the .1our.xal, and find that all are

worthy of great praise. There is no part of

them which your committee can criticise and
can only commend the splendid system in use.

THE PRESIDENT : What will you do
witli the report?

It was moved that the re|)ort be accepted.
Seconded and carried.

THE SECRETARY : I have a telegram
from the Secretary of the Southern Medical
Association which reads as follows:

The Southern IMedical Association through
its Secretary extends greeting and best
^vishcs. Hope you are having a great meet-
ing. The Southern i\Iedical Association meets
at Richmond, Yii-ginia, November 9-12, and
a most cordial invitation is extended to each
member of the Kentucky State Medical Asso-
ciation to be ])resent. We want you with us.

(Signed ! Seale Harris, Secretary.
THE PRESIDENT: I have here a tele-

gram extending an invitation to our Associa-
tion to hold the next meeting in Louisville. It

is from the Convention League, and signed
by R. W. Drown.

C. G. DAUGHERTY: I move we accept
these courteous invitations with thanks.

Seconded and carried.

THE PRESIDENT : Report of Commit-
tee on Contract 'Practice, O. P. Nuckols,
Chairman.

O. P. NUCKOLS : 1 have no special report

to make. Nothing, has been referred to this

Committee for consideration, and personally

I would say, as far as Contract Practice is

concerned, it involves itself into three condi-

tions. It v."ill have to remain as it is by vir-

tue of a certain stipulated movement, or be-

come a public, charity, or become a charity
upon the part of corporations who employ
most of the doctors. We would suggest that

the matter be left as it is at present, and
have no further suggestions with regard to

any changes to be made in this matter of con-

t ract Avork.

W. W. ANDERSON: On the ciuestion of

Contract ractiee, I think the fir.st definite of-

ficial action taken by tins Association Avas on
a motion that T made a good many years ago
from th(' Campbell-Kenton Society, asking

that any man, Avho undertook contract prac-

tice for any lodge or association, or like or-

ganization, for a less price than is charged for

similar Avork in outside practice, should be

deemed guilty of unprofessional conduct and
made liable to dismissal from the organiza-

tion. This re.solution was adopted as coming
from the Philadelphia County iMedical So-

ciety of Pennsylvania. This body likeAvise

adopted the resolution and it became the

.sentiment of our State Association. We
worked on this question in Campbell-Kenton
C'ounty for many years, and Ave excluded
men who did lodee contract practice. We
did not accomplish anything. The lodges

Avere able to get inferior men and continue
their Avork. 1 think 1 am correct in saying.
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the Judicial, ('ouncil of the American Medical
Association decided '.vithin the last year or

two that societies, state and national, are in-

competent to act on this (piestion. and re-

ferred it to the county societies for final ad-

judication. We have found we cannot con-

trol lodge contract practice by excluding con-

tract doctors from our Society, and we are

planning to adopt the other course of taking

them in and trying our level best to lift them
up, make better doctors of them, and by per-

sonal solicitation and public sentiment in the

society to get them to give this up as far as

possible, and also by our contact with the peo-

ple who belong to these organizations to show
them it is impossible to get good service for

the prices paid by the lodges, namely, $2.00 a

year for the members a)id rest of the family
usually. The reason we cannot force favor-

able legislative action is this; tlu're are men
in the practice of medicine h'gally, who are

not (u-ooks, men who have certificates from
the State Board of Health which cannot be
taken from them, who are cheajj men. They
are not worth much more, if any, than they
are getting. We will try to raise the stand-

ard of those men, raise the standard of public

sentiment and understanding, or wait until

those fellows die and quit making that kind.
I Laughter)

.

CITARLES L. HEATH: I am a member of

the Committee on Contract Practice, and I

want to say a word or two with reference to

the conditions in my district. I am not a

contract doctor. In regard to mining con-

tract woi'k in our part of the country, it can-

not be handled in any other way. These min-
ing companies, or rather the ]uen simply
won’t pay up, and there are many men that

you cannot collect from if you want to, and
it is the onlj' way you can get any money out
of them. They doctor for $1.00 a mouth, and
this includes the man and his family. The
rate is 50c for a single mam There is no lodge
contract practice going on in that part of the
country. 1 do not think the ]jlan of contract
practice can be changed in regard to these in-

dustrial coi'porations. I am opposed to lodge
contract practice, and if we could change the
method in regard to the mining companies, I

believe it would be a step in advance.
Z. A. THOMPSON: I would like to know

if this contract j)ractice includes railroad and
mining contracts, as well as lodge practice?
It seems to me it is impossil)le to do that prac-
tice in any other way tb.an by the month. A
married man pays $1.00 per month and a

singele man 50c. It has alwa.ys been done in

that way. so far as I can remember, and I

would like to know whether this work includes
railroad practice, mining practice, as well as
lodge practice.

W. W. ANDERSON : In view of the

action of the Judicial Council of the
American Medical Association referring the
11)0 whole matter back to the local societies, I

umve lhat the former action of Ihis House of
Delegates be rescinded, and that this body re-

fer back to the county .societies such contract
Ijractice questions as may come up for consid-
(u-ation. f Seconded).

C. 0. DAUCHERTY: 1 would like to

move that the association try to get these mat-
ters before the men and county societies, and
that this association take a fiian and definite

stand against the (piestion of lodge practice.
1 think there sliould be a clear distinction
made . These men understand what is proper
in i-egard to such praetiee. I do railroad
work for the Imuisville & Nashville, and other
physiciaiis work for other roads for less than
we should get. The great evil lies with the
lodges in paying such low rates. The aver-
age practitioner does a good deal more work
for each family than he is paid for. We
should let it be known that no good doctor
will treat the members of a whole lodge for
$75.00.

VIRGIL E. SIMPSON : As I see it, the
difference between so-called lodge practice and
so-called industrial contract practice is that
which may be designated as aristocratic on
the one hand and plebiau on the other. I am
not able to discriminate between doing an un-
known amount of work for a railroad com-
pany and making a contract with a fraternal
oi'ganization to do an unknown amount of
work foT' a given sum of money. There is no
difference l)etween lodge practice, so far as the

underlying principles are concerned, or so

far as the ethical side is concerned, and that
of engaging as a surgeon for a rolling mill, a
manufactui'ing plant, or any other industrial

eoi'poration. If you go into the (piestion of

lodge practice, you must go into it so far as

industrial (ontract practice is concerned. I

do neither, so that I am not personally inter-

ested in either, but there is no difference mor-
ally, ethicalh', or otherwise. There is a dif-

ference financially because one is more aristo-

cratic than the other.

THE SECRETARY : It seems to me, that

Dr. Simpson is right. The (piestion resolves
^

itself into an (‘conomic one. It is not a moral

question at :i11. This association might pass

a resolution to the effect that each .doctor

shall chai’ge for his stu-vices what he is worth,

and no more, and it is the price paid to the

average physician, not the better class, that

would increase the fee bill paid for the aver-

age raih-oad surgeon. That is the only differ-

ence. It is not a rule. In many fee bills paid

by railroads, the bills are much smaller in

proportion to the actual services rendered
than the bills of the lodges. I do not think
there is any (piestion about that. The mailer
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resolves itself into this, that no member of

tile association should j)erform work of any

sort for less tlian its real value, for anyl)ody

who is able to pay for it
;
I do not Ccire

whether it is a railroad company or an in-

dividual in your county. If tlie service is ren-

dered to an' individual, and he ran afford to

pay for it, he ought to pay his bill. Yoii

should charge your patients for the value of

your services, as by so doing you will add.

a

money incentive toward becoming better doc-

tors, and the average will soon be worth more.

If one is a physician for the Order of Eagles,

he can just as well charge a month for

each family as a lesser amount if his seiwices

are worth that much, 'riiere are many fam-

ilies who are able to pay j^l2.00, while there

are others who are not, and should not be pay-

ing anything. I believe the time is coming

when tlie community jihysieian will develop

and the [)eople will insist u])on paying him to

keep them well. When that time conms re-

muneration is bound to be more iiniform.

P^or instance, a group of individuals in

Louisville will select for themselves a phy-

sician who will supervise their living habits

iji such a way as to enable them to get into

the best possible physical condition, jiist as

hygienists in the army have to do in prepar-

ing the soldiers for tlie field of battle. It is

an economic matter. At present, one-third of

the doctors in the State are not worth the

ordinary fees. We have nhysicians in War-

ren County that even charge 25e a visit. I

think the cheap men in the profession, as a

rule, are thoroughly honest in making small

charges. Tlu^ attention of the public should

be called to tbe fact that Avhen they pay 25c

to a physician for a visit, they are getting a

([uarter’s worth of treatment—a dangerous-

ly small amount if they are nmlly sick and a

dangerously lai'ge amount if tin re is nothing

the matter. It is a matter of education of the

])ublic along this line. I’ractically every doc-

tor in this room has taken the State Board ex-

amination. I am (‘ontident that there is not

a man who ])a.ssed the State Board of Health

since 1891, who is nov engaged in contract

]iractic(>. As the years go by, we are adding

nineti' doctors yi'arly to the iirolession of the

*State. 1 am confident they are actually worth

more on tln‘ average, than the n.en who were

not examined as to their (lualitications.

B. I). (IILLIM- There are a lot of weak

vessels in the medical jirofession, and there

are many of them who think they need an in-

vitation 4o join the Order of P^rogs. Owls, and

Plagles. and so on. and they will do it and

make tluMuselves slaves t(> this bunch of in-

dustrial workers who combine in these lodges,

and I believe it as a flemora lining condition

which should be frowned on by the Kentucky

S’tate i\b‘dical Assoc'iation. I d(' not believe

that W(‘ should in any way commend the act-

ion of these weaker vessels, and I am sure

that l)i'. IMcC onnack is a man of large vision

and can se(5 in the remote future the economic
condition that will confront us some day or

other. But this community work will not

come by revolution. l1 will be a long time
before a physicvian will have a certain num-
ber of patients whom he charges so much per
year to keej) well, and if we make any pro-

gress along this line at all, I am sure it will

be staying. It will be by evolution.

Z. A. THOIMBSON : I do not belong to the

Order of the Plagles or tiie Order of the Owls.

1 do not do any practice for them. I do ])rac-

tice for i-ailroad com|)anies and mining com-
panies. If a doctor is going to be turned
dowii in this association because he does prac-

tice for railroad companies and mining com-
panies, I want to arrange my future mat-

ters.

Dr. i\IcCo]'mack spoke of those passing the

examination of the State Board of Health. I

Tiassed the Kentucky State Board of Plealth in

1905, still I do railroad and mining practice.

If Dr. Simj)Son or any other doctor in central

Kentucky or Louisville wei-e living in my sec-

tion of the eountiw, he would do railroad or

mining i^raetice if he could get it.

THE SECRETAKY ; What we want to do

is to see to it that the average doctor should

be fairlv compensated for the \\ork he is do-

ing. There is not the slightest doubt that a

vast majority of the physicians doing con-

tract practice in the mines of the mountains

are doing some of the best work in the State,

and they are better compensated than the av-

ei-age. doctor in other parts of the State. The
docloi-s in these mines, who have a number of

families, can tJ'cat and care for them right

and get sutticient compensation, as these com-

panies freouentlv nav from fifteen lu;ndred

to three thousand dollars a year. The doctors

are getting the equivalent of a salary thus

nutting them on the same basis as a county

health officer. A man can do soc.h an active

practice and do it right, and while there is no

objection 1o that sort of contract, the contract

that ]U'ovides less than a living income is ob-

jectionable. It is economically objectionable,

and if a man's income is not sufficient so that

b(> can educate his family, support them and

l)Tiv the necessary text books to keen up with

his nrnfpssioTi be Is in a mighty bad fix.

AV. W. ANDEP’SON: I do not want to

limit this discussion, Init tlte members are not

discussing tbe motion before the house. The
motion I made was to rescind the fo)-mer act-

ion disassociating eonti-ict ])ractice doctors

with the sociidv. and referrimi' the question

liack to the local and county societies for con-

sideration.

('. C. DArBIIERTV: 1 desire to with-
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draw m}' ameudment aud to second Dr. An-
derson’s motion.

The motion of Dr. Anderson was tlien put
and carried.

THE SECRETAKY; 1 move that a vote

of thanks lie extended to the members of the

Campbell-Kenton ^Medical Society, to the

ladies of Covinpton and Newport, and to the

citizens generally for the generous hospitality

with which they have welcomed our Associa-

tion, and for the complete arrangements
juade for our comfort

;
and tiiat the Associa-

tion i^lace itself on record as now being ready
to believe in detail the very remarkable and
extravagant promises made by Dr. Anderson
as the representative of this Society at the

meeting in Bowling Green. It sounded like a

fantasy and a dream, but lie has demonstrat-
ed that it could actually be done
Seconded and carried.

L. C. RED^ION: I desire to i^resent the

following communication for 5liss Linda
Neville

:

At your meeting last year, by a vote almost

unanimous, you approved of my proposal to

submit to the Kentucky Legislature a bill to

reqiiire the reporting of health boards of “in-

flammation, redness and swelling in the eyes”
of young babies. Later, with advice from
various other physicians, and with direct help

from Dr. J. A. Stueky and Dr. J. N. McCor-
mack, I wrote out a bill, incorporated in it a

provision for requiring the reporting of tra-

choma as well as ophthalmia neonatorum.
This bill, after 1 got the endorsement for it

of the Jefferson County iMedieal Society and
of the Fayette County iMedical Society, was
passed in the Kentucky Senate unanimously
and in the House with only one dissenting

vote, this dissenting vote being cast by a man
who afterwards good-naturedly told me that

he was in a “bad humor” at the time the vote

was cast.

Case.s of babies’ sore eyes will be reported
to the health boards, and the health officers in

turn will be reporting the eases to some of
you physicians for treatment. If those cases

are in ignorant, poor families, you will find it

difficult to make .sure that your orders are
obeyed and the babies’ eyes properly attend-
ed to. I 1‘ecall now the case of Baby
in Garrard County, who developed oph-
thalmia neonatorum. The physician, accord-

ing to his statement to me, visited the baby
in the country, gave directions, and these

were not carried out between his visits. One
eye was completely ruined, the other almost
completely. T recall the ease of a ten-year old

boy out in the country, several miles from
Harrodsburg. The physician, who made long

trips into the country to care for this boy,

who had gonorrheal ophthalmia, found, as he
later Avrnte to me, that between visits his or-

ders were not carried out by ignorant parents.

The boy is to-day almost totally, if not quite

totally blind. To avoid the occurrence of sim-
ilar cases, will you not, those of you who may
be called on to treat such eases, if you have
hospitals in .your counties and find that the
parents, through ignorance are unwilling to

send tlieir children to the hospitals for such
attention to their children’s eyes as they can-
not give, pi’omptl.v appeal to your count}'

judges to use the “Liberal Construction”
clause of the Juvenile Court Law and to order
that the children shall not be allowed to be-
come “dependent” by being allowed to be-

come blind from neglect?

For the protection of the children who may
develop ophthalmia and have no access to hos-
pitals, that is in counties where there are no
hospitals, will you not, you delegates assem-
bled, pass a resolution requesting the medical
societies in all the Kentuck.y counties to pe-
tition their respective fiscal courts to author-
ize the employment of a trained nurse for
eveiw ease of ophthalmia in a family too poor
to pay for a nurse.

It was moved that the report be received
and filed, and that the county societies be re-

quested to bring the matter to the attention
of their respective fiscal courts.

l\Iotion seconded.
C. G. DAUGHERTY ; I would like to ask

a question. Could there not be incorporated
on the birth certificate .something to this ef-

fect, that if you drop a two per cent, solution
of nitrate of silver in the child’s eye it ma.y
prevent ophthalmia neonatorum.
THE SECRETARY: 1 would like to ask

Dr. Heizer to reply to that.

W. L. HETZER : The law provides that
the form of birth certificate adopted b.v the
United States Census Bui’eau be used, and it

is obligatory on us as physicians to see that it

is carried out.

THE SECRETARY: The law provides
that the solution shall be used, and it further
'states, in case you have a ease of ophthalmia
neonatorum in your practice and fail to re-

poi-t it to the county health officer within six

hours after the diagnosis iS made, you are

liable to a fine of $100 for each day it con-

tinues in your practice, and if the proof is-

sufficient it obligates the State Board of

Health to revoke your license to practice

medicine in the State. It is important for

you to know that. You give the instructions

in regard to treatment, and in case tliey arc

not carried out under your directions, you
are obligated b.v the law to turn the case over

to the conntv board of health.

I. AY. JOHNSON: AYe have in the moun-
tains of eastern Kentucky one factor to con-

tend with which is probably the cause of this

condition. AA’’e have a number of midwives
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operating in the district who know nothing ol
this la«', and there is no way of bringing it

to their attention unless this body can ap-
point a eomniittee to do so or send them litera-

ture and have the committee read it to them.
Some of them cannot read or write, and some
means should be provided to get rid of this

condition or bring these midwives up to the

same requirements that we physicians possess.

We have to go to literary schools and spend
the required number of years to secure a

high scliool diploma, and tlien we go through
the first year of college. We are now requir-

ed to have two years of college work which it

is right that we should have, and ^ve should
try to advance in every respect. But there

should be some means whereby these mid-
wives should be required to take a State

Board examination. On the other hand,
those peojile or midwives that cannot read or

write will secure some one else to fill out the

birth certificate. Very frequently the birth

certificate is imperfectly filled out. They
know nothing about the use of nitrate of sil-

ver solution, and when these babies get such
a condition as ophthalmia neonatorum it is

generally believed by the people that the light

has caused this trouble with the eliild’s eyes.

.Xot only the prevention of Ifiindness, but

other conditions should be looked after by
law or by educating the people. This law-

should apply to the mid\sives as well as to

physicians.

K. C. MeCHORD: This is provided for in

the fact that it is the duty of the health of-

ficer to teach physicians and midwives these

things.

THE SECRETARY: A penalty is impos-

ed on the midwife of $100 a day for each fail-

\ire to report a case or failure tc use a

prophylactic.

IMotion put and carried.

THE SECRETARY: The Council desires

]ue to announce that it has re-elected John J.

31oren as Chairman of the IMedico-Legal Com-
mittee for a terra of five years.

I'he Council also desires me to report that

it has also approved the accounts of the

counciloj's varying in amounts from $3.00 to

$14.00, and also the expenses of this meeting
incurred by the local committee of arrange-

ments.
I move tliat these accounts be allowed.

Seconded and carried.

CARL NORFLEET : I desire to present

the report of the Committee on State Medic-

ine.

Acting in the absence of Dr. Stew'art as

Chairman of the Committee on State

jMedicine, I vush to submit the following re-

port :

Realizing the magnitude of this depart-

ment, I will touch upon the most vital present

(luestion. We wish to commend all previous
action taken in establishing and enforcing all

laws, rules, and regulations pertaining to

public health and preventive medicine.

We wish to advise further pei'severenee

with greater zeal liy the whole pirofession in

securing the passage of all bills in our next

legislatWe assembly pertaining to public

health, especiallv the all-time health officer.

THl'l SECRETARY ; T move the adoption
of this report.

Seconded and carried.

KEPORT OE’ COMMITTEE ON COUNTY SOCIETIES.

A. S. Denton: Your Committee on County
Societies submits the following report. We
listened with interest to the reports made to

this meeting b\ the delegates from the vari-

ous county societies. We noticed that those

societies whicii have done the best work dur-

ing the year, and who made the best report

of this work, had their reports written and in

the hands of their delegates. Therefore, we
recommend that for the future, the secretary

of the State A.ssociatiou be requested to an-

ticipate the annual meetings wnth letters to

the county presidents, county secretaries, and
county delegates, calling their attention to

the importance of preparing written reports

and having these in the hands of each dele-

gate before he leaves his home. This ivill se-

cure better and fuller reports, and also bet-

ter forms for peruianent record in our annual
iiiinutes.

I'he count}' society is, as we see it, the unit

of medical organization. In it and its dele-

gates to the State meeting are great possibil-

ities for advancement to greater efficiency in

matters of public health. The county society

is also in the last analysis the regulator of

the officers of the State Association. As is

the county society of the State, so will be the

efficiency of the State IMedical Asociation.

Back of the activities of the visible State

machinery must be in every nook and corner

of our State a positive, dependable county

society which wall work out in detail the legis-

lative and administrative purposes of the

whole.. It may not be feasible, at all times, to

maintain an army of regulars with fiowing

banners and marshal music to parade for

show. Indeed, such might not secure the best

results, and possibly wmuld be out of harmony
with our ethics. But lot there be a county or-

ganization, well officered, and having in its

membership all of the dependable doctors of

the county. These should meet regularly for

scientific study, but if this work is not done in

the best and most systematic way, let it not

be heralded, as is often done, that all is lost.

If there are occasional meetings they will

serve to keep our minds in the line of this

work, and our private reading and thoughtful
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observation will be of great prolit to each in-

dividual iiieniber and to the whole.

No honora()le member of our profession

should he abandoned because he has not

identified iiimself with the county society.

'I'he best way to secure co-o]ieratiou is to make
matters pleasant as well as profitable. To tnis

end. the social features must be looked after.

The dues of the county society should be suf-

Hcient to provide an occasional entertainment.

The banquets of some of our county societies,

the barbecues of others, and better stdl, the

day or two outing and fishing, as suggested

by Dr. Richmond, will be of substantial bene-

fit to any and all who indulge in them.

Duty, business and pleasure engage much
of our thought. We strive to keep ocher peo-

ple active and well. Occasionally the gun is

reversed, and the doctor is face to face with

stern reality that he is mortal. It is the liv-

ing and not the dead that enjoy the banquets.

Besides the tangible visible organization in

the county society, there should be an under-

stood relationship among the members of the

profession in each county which can be util-

ized with telling effect on all questions of lo-

cal public policy.

There are many lines of activity for the

medical profession in each county. System-
atic, thoughtful, persistent work cannot fail

of reward. Spasmodic efforts often do harm.
Our great work now is to prevent disease.

A different line of operation confronts us. We
must adjust ourselves to new relations. There-
fore, as the unit of medical organization and
uefulness, the count}' society should be fra-

ternal in every po.ssible way.
It was moved that the report be adopted.

Seconded and carried.

REPORT OP THE CONFERENCE ON ilEDICAE

LEGISIi-VTION.

W. A. POt)IjE : To the House of Delegates
and IMem’eers of the Kentucky State Medical
Association

;

Gentlemen : As your representative at the

Tenth Annual Conference on iMedieal Legis-

lation, held under the auspices of the Council

on Health and Public Instruction and the

Council on Medical Education of the

American i\Iedieal Association, T beg to sub-

mit the following report

:

These councils have adopted the maxim
“the nation’s health is the nation’s greatest

asset,” and in carrying out this idea, their

work has been three-fold
;
first, to educate the

common people that good health laws and
better health conditions are necessary for

their own hap])iness and the welfare of their

posterity. Second, to enlist every doctor
in this great countiy in the fight against dis-

ease, the elimination of quackery, and to help
in educating the people in preventive modic-

b89

ine. Third, to give to the world in the^ medic-
al men of the future a product of finished

education, an array of men better fitted for a
life work in medicine than has ever been
known. These men will be trained in the
fundamental branches of medicine as never
before; they will have the advantage of in-

dividual instruction, of clinics, of hospital ex-

perience, of courses in medical economics and
life insurance, and many other things that
you would have given so much for in your
school days. In fact, we are reminded of Dr.
•Anderson’s statement, that the ideals of to-

day will be the histoiy of to-morrow. Your
ideals in medical eaucation yesterday are
history to-day.

In his opening address. Dr. Henry B. Fa-
vill, (’hairman of the Council on Health and
Public Instruction, a.sks, “What do we know
about the State boards of health? Are we
prepared to have an opinion as to our state

boards of health, either what they are or
what they should be, and if not, what are we
going to do about it? Our answer to that
proposition has been, what yon probably
know, a definite effort to find out what our
.state boards of health are, how they are back-
ed, 'with a view to helping, so far as we may,
to create a public health service in the vazn-

ous states which shall have not only efficiency

in its individual units, but also solidarity.”

We were reminded that the state boards of
health are the great public health function
of this country : no matter what we succeed
in doing in the way of national health, the
state boards of health will still be the prime
factor of such work.

As this paper was read we thought of our
own State iioard to Health, of their frank-
ness in dealing with the doctors of our State,

how every medical man in the State knows
what our board of health is, how it is manag-
ed, how it is financed, and by bulletins, treat-

ises, painphlets and other pidnted matter,

with lectures and other actual work in the

field, we know' w'hat tlzey are doing in health

matters.

Forty-three state legislatures met some
time last year, and in these legislatures

thei’e were more than one thousand bills on
various health topics introduced. The pur-

pose of your committee is to select ten of the

most important measures and w'ork for their

enactment in every state, then add to these

as occasion requires. If their repz'esentatives

have w'orked for legislation that Avill be a

benefice to the I'ace and are turned dow'n, or

perhaps some (juack measure, like the 0 ]i-

tometry bill, or the dairyman’s inspection bill

is passed over their protest, they may feel like

Robert Burns.
“Now, a’ is done that men can do.

And a’ is done in vain.”
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But tlje persistence shown by our council

assures us that in theii- lexicon, there is no
such word as fail.

Ortain co)umittees, namely, those on Con-
servation of A^ision, Pi-oteetion of Scientific

Research and Railway Sanitation reported

favorable progress made. The Committee on

Cooperation with the National Educational

Association made a report of excellent work

done in matters of rural hygiene.

T^erhaps the most important paper before

the conference was read by Dr. J. AV. Petit on

“AVhat should be the Relation of the Medical

Profession to the Secular Press?”

This paper was freely discussed by such

men as Cantrell, Lawrence, Egbert, Ewing,

etc., and by that pi-inee of all doctors, Abra-

ham Jacobi.

The Council on Aledical Education have

worked steadily and untiringly to raise the

standard of the medical schools throughout

the country, and the fact that in nine years

the number of medical colleges have been re-

duced fi-om 160 to 100, and that whereas

there were only four schools requiring more

than a high school education for admission,

now there are eighty, and the standard for

which they are working will be

:

1. Preliminary education sufficient to

enable the candidate to enter a recognized

university.

2. A five ^'ear medical course, the first

year of wlijch should be devoted to physics,

chemistry ami biology, this year to he taken

either in a scbool of liberal arts or in a med-

ical school.

3. A sixth year as an interne in a hospital.

The one danger we see in the present trend

of medical echieation is that narrow-minded

univei’sity men may be .made instructors and

even clinical professors, instead of the broad-

mijided practical man that has had his school-

ing in the great battles of life as well as in

the best colleges.

After all, as Dr. AVitherspoon says, “AVe

are going onward and upward until we are

known throughout the land as the conserv-

ators of health and prosperity of our people.’’

On motion, the report was adopted.

As there was no further business to come

before the meeting, on motion, which was

duly seconded, the .House of Delegates ad-

journed mie die.

Arthur T. McCormack, Secretary.

AlINUTES OF THE GENERAL AIEETING
OF THE KENTUCKA" STATE AIED-

ICAAL ASSOCIATION, SEP-
TEAIBER 23-25, 1914, NEW-

PORT, KENTUCKAL

Septr.mber 23.—First Day.—AIorning
Session.

The Association met at the Blue Grass Inn,

and was called to order at 9 :30 A. M., by the

President, Dr. AV. 0. Roberts, Louisville.

Prayer was offered by the Rev. Joseph

Willis Hagin, of Covington.

INVOCATION.

0 Iffiou wise, all pervading Creator in

spirit, we recognize fi'hy presence as the joy

of every occasion. As to-day we bow before

Thy presence, we pray Thy blessing rest upon
this meeting of men who are laboring for the

betterment of mankind. AA^e thank Thee, 0
God, we have come to realize that the Christ-

ian ideal is not contained in a seides of propo-

sitions or in a theological system, but that

ideal wdiieh is presented in Thee, the Great

Physician, who Avent about everywhere doing

good, even Christ, Our .Lord. AA'e thank Thee
that we have come to understand that in sin-

cerity is the secret to put ourselves in right
relation toward Thee in all Thy laws in the

natural and spiritual world so as to receive

from Thee the blessings Thou dost hold for

every one of us. AVe thank Thee Thou hast

given us minds with which to think and in-

vestigate and to know the truth and the way.
Thou hast made it possible to learn the laws
of our physical need that we may the better

enjoy Thy blessings. AA^’e thank Thee we have
come to understand that man has a mind to

be saved and to be used, and that he who by
disuse or misuse or abuse of his body suffers

disintegration and decay prematurely can-

not he guiltless in the sight of God. AVe pray
that Thy blessing to-day rest upon this Asso-
ciation and its splendid work throughout the

State for the betterment of the race, for the
advancement of the cause of science, and we
thank Thee that no longer do we think as be-

ing antagonistic to the word of truth, hut we
think all science to-day is the handmaiden of

real truth, such as is reevaled through Thy
word. Father, we thank Thee that to-day we
are workers together with Thee. AA’^e thank
Thee we have come to think of man as greater

than anything else. Help us to care for our
bodies as we should, and bless those men who
are ministering day and night to the bodies

of men, alleviaitng pain and suffering, realiz-

ing that they are rendering a splendid serv-
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iee to the people. To believe in Christianity

is to relate ourselves to the community by as-

sociation and contributing- in the largest waj'

to its permanent good. Just as we contribute

to our communities, and rendering ourselves

accountable to society in that measure, so are

we doing Thy will, with Thj' heavenly bene-

dictions resting upon us. Go with this meet-

ing to-day. Re with these men in their think-

ing and planning of the truth, and may they

come into a larger life with every day’s in-

vestigation and service. Be with the associa-

tion in the year that lies before it and in all

years of the future to the end that it may
grow in usefulness as we pray that may be

the end of all our service. Hear us in our
prayers ; remove us far from the pathway that

would hinder acceptable service unto Thee,

using it always for Thy glory and for the bet-

terment of our fellow .men until our bodies,

even our spii-its, set free, shall come into

Thy presence and in Thy likeness and be

satisfied. We ask it in the- name of Christ,

Thj'^ divine son and tb.e world’s Redeeme)-.

Amen.
THE PRESIDENT : 1 have great pleasure

in introducing to you the Hon. Aubrey Bar-
bour, who will deliver the address of welcome.

ADDRESS OP WELCOME BY MR. BARBOUR.
IMr. President and Gentlemen of the Ken-

tucky State 31edical Association and of the

Campbell-Kenton County IMedical Society.

Ladies and Gentlemen In order to remove
somewhat the sharp edge of formality, I am
going to mention for a moment the weather,

as that is the usxial topic of eonvei-sation in

mutual greetings. We in this community
have up to the present moment for a number
of days been enjoying the fairest, brightest

and sunniest weather, -while it is reported
that the battlefields of Europe are being de-

luged with rain as the result of the firing of

the great guns of the embattling armies. I

am surprised, to learn that the l)ig guns oi’

medicine have the same effect (Laughter) and
that even before they have made their reports.

I do not know what will happen after they
have reported. We may have to order boats
instead of automobiles. I claim to be some-
what of a patriot and vei-y much of an op-
timist. T love jny country, my state, and this

good old community in which -I live, and yet

notwithstanding that devotion, I ani snfifieient

of an optimist to be willing that this eommun-
itj^ be visited by five hundred doctors and to

go further and extend to them the glad hand
of a hearty welcome. (Applause.)
Your presence here has suggested to me

particularly two thoughts. One is that your
method of practice has materially changed.
You now practice not so much upon the indi-

vidual as upon his environment. The scientist

tells us that life is organized matter, which is

a very fine and jjreeise distinction, but he
tells us very little about life. He does a lit-

tle better w'hen he says that living is the har-

monious adjustment between the creature and
his environment. Now. it is apparent that that

harmoniou.s adjustment may be disturbed

not only by derangement of the individual or

the creature, but by a derangement of the

environment. 1 think it is most pleasing and
satisfactory to the patient to have the doctors

go after the environment. How easy it will

be for us. You can stick a knife into us or go
as far as you please, it is all right, but how
mucii pleasanter it is to sit down and instead

of being dosed with nauseating blue mass or

bitter f|uiniu, have the doctor pour the liba-

tion of standard oil upon the stagnant sur-

face of a neighboring pond, (Applause),

But seriously, gentlemen, what wonderful
j)rogi-ess and splendid success have attended

your profession in its treatment of the

environment. The dread germs of disease

have been largely banished from vast ex-

panses of land, thus opening great territories

to the establishment of happy homes and
peaceful accupations. Hidden dangers that

lurked in seemin.gly pleasant places have
been reA^ealed and put to flight. The balmy
air of the southland still freighted with the

perfume of the magnolia and the song of the

nightengale is no longer laden with the poi-

sonous miasma nor the terror of the typhus.

In the environment of the city you have la-

bored and your labor has not been in vain.

Tbe unpolluted product of the farm and dairy

goes to feed the city’s life. The mother often

suffers the pangs of labor, for less often does

the smile of motherhood yield to the counte-

nance of despair through the baby’s untimely
death. Pain still haunts the abode of man,
but its touch is less acute. Its attack is less

frequent, and its power less potent to destroy

tlie joy and zest of living. Great pestilences,

vast and fearful, no longer stalk the city

streets, a wonderful record to the credit of

you men. If such pi’Ogress continues Avith

the speed tiiat has been manifested within the

last few decades, you gentleuien will surely,

Avith rare unselfi.shiu'ss, have practiced your-

selves out of an occupation. (Applause.)
There Avill be no longer any duties for the

physician to perform other tliau those Avhich

re(piir(', maybe, tAvo moments in the span of

life, the moment of birth, and tlie moment of

death. T'our offices Avill be perhaps merely to

record Avhether it is a boy or a girl, or Avheihei-

the patient died of an accident or of old age.

t Laughter L
There is another thought, and that is one

that Avas also suggested by my brother here,

that you are engaged in the struggle for tlie

life of others. Whether or not aa’o accept the

conclusions of Darkin. A\-e all know that
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modern thought and science proceed upon
the idea and lines of evolution. The develop-

ment of life, according to Mr. Darvin, was
brought about by the operation of the prob-

able struggle for life, the truth of a cruel doc-

trine. A philosopher and writer in speaking

some years after IMr. Darwin, said that no
doubt i\Tr. Darwin was correct as far as he

went, but, he said, there is another element in

man’s evolution which has been overlooked

by the scientists, an element that certainly

operates in the case of man, if not in other

forms of life, and that is the element of the

struggle for the life of others. He went' on to

shoAv that the evolution of man Avas, in all

probability, so far as physical and mental
qualities are concerned, .so complete that the

hand uill no longer be a perfect instrument,

will no longer improA'e, because the brain by
invention and discovei-y Avill take the place of

Avhat the almost perfect hand, if possible,

might do. The eye no longer will be relied on

to do certain things. The microscope and
telescope Avill sAipercede the eye. The anci-

ents, although not having the possession of

the great number of facts that aa'c have to-day,

were, in all probability, possessed of strong,

sound mental processes, but there is being

manifested to-day the spiritual evolution of

man, and that is largely broirght about and
governed by the laAv that a later AA'riter laid

down, and that is the laAv of the struggle for

the life of others. Is it necessary to do more
than merely make the suggestion to empha-
size the fact that your profession perhaps,

aboA'e all others, is engaged in this struggle

for the liA’es of ethers? Wliat’ a noble and
lofty mission, and hoAV nobly has your profes-

sion followed this mission through all the

centuries, keeping the object of your profes-

sion ahvays in vieAV in time of peace, not

alone, but in times of war. During the fa-

natical ages of the past, sometimes tA'en the

priest lias gone forth to slay, but the physician
ahvays goes forth to save. To-day on
Durope’s battlefields, amid the chaos of heat

and hate there is being Avritteu in human
blood and voiced Avith bugle call and cannon’s
roar, man’s inhumanity to man. There also,

at the same time, your comrades, in the pro-

fession, AA'ith equal zeal are engaged in the

struggle for the lives of others, tending the

Abounded, and assuaging pain, mending the

torn flesh and shattered bones, quietly and
eourageoush’ ministering to friend and foe

alike Avithout regard to race, or rank or nation-

ality. thus under the 'lanner of the Red Cross

proclaiming by acts that speak louder than

the roar of guns, man’s brotherhood and
Cod’s fatherhood. (Applause). I haA-e no

doubt that great conflict AAill be writ large on

history’s page, but Avhen the memory of its

glory and its folly shall have faded, the his-

torian and philosopher of the future Avill

blazon the fact that the Avork of the Red Cross
manifested the saving element in human eAm-

lution; that element that Avill lead us to that
consummation devoAitly to be AAushed

—“Peace
on earth, good AA'ill to men.”

I have seen it written that in this day of
long distance diagnosis and pure reason and
exact scientific method, the doctor is lasing

personal touch Avilh his patients. I do not be-

lieve it. At least. I hope that it is not true. I

know of no sincerer, happier, real pleasing
Avelcome than the family doctor recewes,
Avhether he enters the home of his patient in

the time of sickness or distress, or in times of
joy and festivity. It would be perhaps too
much for you gentlemen to expect a AA^elcome

Avith that large pei*sonal feeling, but T beg to

assure you that Avherein that personal element
may be lacking in the Avelcome AA'hich aa'c ex-

tend to you, Ave Avill make it up bj- the gi-eat

atlmiration and honor Avhich Ave hold for your
profession not only at large, but your great
society in the state of Kentucky. We honor
and admire you as representatives of a great
profession. So it gives me great pleasure,
AA'ith the combined personal sincerity of a

heart to heart welcome, and the admiration
and honor that we give to great things, to bid
you a heartA^ AA'elcorae. (Applause).
THE PRESIDENT: T will call on Dr.

Ciirran Pope, of LouisAulle. to deliver the re-

sponse to the Address of Welcome.

RESPONSK BY DR. POPE.
^Ir. President. IMr. Barbour, Members of the

Campbell-Kenton Society and of the Ken-
tuekv' State INledical Asoeiation, Ladies and
Gentlemen : I feel after listening to the verj'

eloquent and learned discourse that IMr. Bar-
bour has giA'eu us this morning, that he Avas

correct in saAung that he likened this meeting
to a battlefield, and if you Avill remember,
nearly all battles are opened AA'ith a dischai'ge

of small arms and I am going to giA'e you a

small arm discharge, and you will have the

detonating artillery later to fii’e yourseh'es.

(Laughter and Applause.)
It is indeed, gentlemen, a pleasure and a

])rivilege to respond to such a welcome, and I

can only say to IMr. Barbour and to the mem-
bers of these counties that the Kentuckian is

ahvays happy and ahvays feels good Avhen-

ever he is called upon to respond to anAdhing
that has to do Avith his native state or feminine
beauty. I am happy to-day to respond to

something for my State. As the representa-

tiA’c of the Kentucky State IMedical Associa-

tion, I accept your hospitality. I AA'ill go

further and say, that Ave Avill take from you
the keys of the City of NeAvport and appro-
priate them for ourseh'es, but in doing this

Ave Avill act tempera^'ely. There Avill be no
sacking and pillage, but we AA'ill endeaA'or in
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all respects, as long as we hold the keys, to

temper the wind to the shorn lamb. (Ap-
plaiise)

.

I\Tr. Barbour has told you that organization

is the bulwark of progress. That is correct.

.As T take it, the first real organization of the

Anglo-Saxon race was the oi’ganization of the

barons when they wrested from King John
the great constitutional privileges that Avere

incorporated in the Alagna Charta and from
that day to this and for all time to come men
will take that as the first foundation stone of

organization and constitutional liberty, giv-

ing as it does equal rights to all and special

privileges to none, and therefore organization

to-day represents all the great fundamental
constitutional rights that underlie the broth-

erhood of man. Organization should never

be anything but a true democracy, a democ-
racy that has as its underlying factor the

benefit of all and the lack of benefit to the

grafter and the individual who is ambitious
for self-aggrandizement. Organization is the

only thing that Avill perfect the doctor. lie

cannot perfect himself or his organization or

his work withoiit organization; but that or-

ganization must have for its object the con-

stant raising of the standard of himself and
the raising of the standard of the student that

is to enter oi'ganized medicine. We know that

eveiwthing old is passing away; that a neAV

era is entering ; that medicine is keeping step

constantly to the time of the ages and it is

in organization and organization alone, as

IMr. Barbour has pointed out, we can look for

hope for the future of medicine.

The time has come Avhen commercialism in

science must be put aside, when the commerc-
ial medical school and its self-aggrandizing

faculty must be swept away, when the sole

aim and sole endeavor of every student and
every teacher is the betterment of the entire

profession at laige. (Applause.) lively indi-

vidual in the medical profession has a right to

look to betterment, to enlightenment, to turn

to the college and university for help, and
these institutions should open Avide their port-

als and call every physician in the land into

them in an endeavor that he may so better

himself, that he can in his turn turn around
and better those people Avho come under his

professional care. Tt must ev’er be rcmemln'r-
ed that genius does not reside Avithin the

portals, nor Avithin the confines of any sect or

in the confines of any group. Individual gen-

ius has ever been Avrought and lieAvn out of

hard granite, out of suffering and travail.

Haiwey, single handed and alone, fought ou

•every side, driven to an extreme Avas compell-

ed to publish his discovery of tlie circulation

of the blood out of England. Lister, undei’

CA^ery possible disadvantage of priA^ate prac-

tice, established tlie greatest discoveiy and

made possible the greatest Avork that the Avorld

has known to-day in medicine and surgery.

Kock, living in a little mountain village in

2ioverty and penury, oppressed and scouted

at, made the greatest discovery of the time,

namely, the tubercle bacillus, and laid doAvn

postulates and rules that all the genius and
knowledge of the AA'orld have not added one
word to nor subtracted one Avord from to this

day, noAv nigh on to thirty years. Freud has
awakened a ncAV iisychology, and the list

lengthens and lengthens, but genius must ever

l)e fostered in and out of universities.

This is not a question of organization for

selfish puiqioses. Tt may be selfish for a man
to Imtter himself, but every time he betters

liimself he betters those that come under his

care, and the better he makes himself scien-

tifieially, the better he groAvs spiritually, the
better is he capable to do for others, for after
all the brotherhood of man recognizes no laAV,

no sect, no religion. It recognizes only the
man.

AVe hear, noAv and then, a good deal of the

abuses of the profession. This is not justi-

fied. There is noAvbe]’e in the Avorld more
2>rogress being made than in medicine and
surgery. Afedioine and surgery to-day is do-

ing more for the people, more for the country,

than almost any other of the sciences in a

practical Avay. These things come along in

our professional AVork, but we must with true

spirit and true breadth, say, “Father forc^ive

them for they knoAV not AA’hat they do.” AVe
must be broad and liberal and scdentific and
alloAV nothing of ism to get into our AA^ork. It

has been only by organized medicine. Air.

Barbour, that the things of which you have
sjioken have become possible. This organized
medicine saAV thousands and thousands slaugh-

tered in the mai*shes and jiools and pestil-

ential parts of Panama, but Avhen oi’ganized

medicine headed by that Avonder of Avonders,

Colonel Gorgas, tlie pestilential SAvamps of

Panama gave AA'ay to the smiling hills of verd-

ure, so that AAdiat had once been the most
damnable pest of the Avhole AA’orld. is to-day

as healthy from a sanitary standpoint as any
city in the United States. And is it not a

pleasure to think that Colonel Gorgas has been
asked to go to Africa at the request of the

British GoA^n-nment, in order that England
may benefit by his great experience and
knoAAdedge? I say, hats off to ourselves, Air.

Barbour. (Apiilause.)

To-day surgeiy is doing the iuqiossible.

She is pushing back the skinny hand of death

and rescuing thousands by entering regions

that for years and years have been a terra

incognita; AAdiere it was belieA'ed that in many
regions the knife neA'er AA'ould be placed at

tbe disposal of man or the prospect of relief

giA’cu. But to-day surgery is doing these
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feats, and she is saving lives from useless in-

validism. There are thousands of individuals

but for this Avould not have even that blessed

thing, Jiope. The psycho-pathologist is fast

entering the domain of the hidden recesses of

the human brain, and tO:doy we are learning

and know more of those unconscious motives

that move people in their course through the

life that we all live, and which govern our act-

ions. ]\Iedieine, s;u*gery, psychology is open-

ing up fields far, far beyond what has ever

been dreamed in the world’s phantasmagoria.

Phantasmagoric feats ai’e hecoming realities,

and they are the realities of every day practic-

al life, and not the realities of a dream or

imagination. But sometimes when we feel, as

on these occasions, bright and optimistic and
figuratively speaking, the sun shines bright

and things are as tliey should be, it behooves

us to still remember that there is in this state,

as well as in many others, a dark and dismal

blot upon its fair escutcheon. In spite of

enormous advances that have been made in

the physical and in the ps}’’chic treatment of

the insane, to-day the whole matter is regu-

lated by a commercialism and a jailer-like

system that is not only repulsive to the scien-

tific man, but it borders on the dark ages.

The time has come when something must be

done, and if it is not to be done by organized
medicine, it will never be done, and if you
gentlemen do not do it, it will go on and on,

as it has gone on and on in the past, and I

want to say to you, and let it be not misun-
derstood, that in what I say 1 reflect not for

a moment on the gentlemen who are in charge
of these institutions for the insane, but rather
feel for them the same pity that I feel for the

inmates, knowing that they are the victims
of a system against which they cannot rebel.

IIow^ little the public realizes the wonderful
progress that diagnosis has made in the med-
ical profession. ITow little do they realize

the wonders that chemistry is giving us day
after day. The biological work in chemistry
promises greatly for the fut\ire. With the
Wassermann reaction practically completed,
with Abderhalden’s work opening up new
fields yet uncompleted, medicine stands on the
threshhold of one of those glorious eras that

partakes of the golden age. To-day we are

on the verge -and are likely to live and to par-

ticipate in some of the glorious j)rogresses or

advancements that have been tnade in the his-

tory of the world in mcdieine. iMedicine is

becoming more exact every daj% and surgery,

her sister, cannot deny that she is getting

nearly as exact as her.

'fhe X-ray has practically entered every
sacred precinct of the body, and to-day it is

marveloiis in the way of showing the "surgeon

whei’C and what to operate Tipon, in diagnos-

ing lesions for fhe physician, and it is one of

those growing interesting wonderful things
of which you and I and all humanity should
be exceedingly proud.

Evolution has become largely associated in

the public mind with the problem of eugenics.

Theoretically, eugenics is a beautiful propo-
sition, but as far as practical eugenics are con-
cerned, at the present time, it is a failure.

No hysterical caterwauling of the unattach-
ed or the fiat of legislature constitutes eugen-
ics, and eugenics will make no progress, but
will go backward until into the hearts of the
common people of the land comes the idea of
the responsihility of marriage. AVhat is

sauce for the goose is sauce for the gander. If

you are to subject a man to a critical analysis

of his physical and other conditions, in order

that he may be a true father, and a good
father, and a healthier father, to the child

of the girl he is going to marry, has not that

man the same right to demand that the wo-
man be clean, and that she has no pelvic les-

ions in order that she cannot become the

mother of the child of the father she is choos-

ing. Is it right for her to marry if she can-

not suckle at her breast the infant she wants
to bring into this world? What is sauce for

the gander is sauce or the goose, and I say

to you, if the Utopian dream that eugenists

engage in were possible, it w'ould be beautiful

if it could be carried out, but after all human-
ity is frail and weak, and the presence of

thoughts in all constitutes one of the redeem-
ing pleasures of the world. Were it possible

to carry out such Utopian schemes, it would
indeed be a wonderful race, peopling the hills

and valleys, a race that would regenerate and
make a modern Borne, make her stand upon
her seven hills and rule the world. But gen-

tlemen, it will never come. It is a dream.
Despite all pessimistic references, every-

thing in the medical profession to-day, or

nearly everything, looks bright. It looks as

though the sun tliat is said to proverbial^
shine so bright in this State, is shining all

over the medical profession. Science and the

medical profession are filled with the efful-

gence of hope, hope that maketh the heart

glad and leads to greater deeds, both physical

and spirtual, and to-day we say to IMr. Bar-
hour, the representative of the people of the

State, and to the physicians of the Kentucky
State iMedical Association, that we come into

llie midst of the people of Newport appreci-

ative of his kind words of welcome and his

learned address, with a desire to better our-

selves in our work, and to increase the effect-

iveness of the profession of Kentucky at large.

And, therefore, on behalf of this Associatioit,

of a grand and noble State, I thank Mr. Bar-

bour for his invitation and hope that we Avill

always deserve it. (Loud applause.!
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THE PRESIDENT: We will now hear
from the Committee of Arrangements.
W. W. ANDERSON, a member of the Com-

mittee, ui'ged the members to register, and af-

ter so doing to procure tickets for the boat

trip entertainment. He referred to the excel-

lence of the exhibits and impressed upon the

members the importance of visiting them and
inspecting them.

He called attention to the meeting to be held

at the Grace iMethodist Episcopal Church,
where music would precede the delivery of an
address by Dr. Victor C. '\''anghan. President

of the American Medical Association, on the

“Eradication of Disease.’’

THE SECRETARV ; Owing to the illness

of J. W. Ellis, President of the Association,

which is to be verj' much regretted, and the

disability of the Vice Presidents, the Council

has given me the very pleasant privilege of

bringing to the official attention of the Ken-
tucky State Jed) cal Association, that it has

selected John J. IMoren, of Louisville, as Pres-

ident of the Association. I am sure, in mak-
ing this announcement you will recognize the

singular unanimitj' of the Council in making
the selection. Dr. Moren has been one of the

laboring men of the Association, and his

choice seems to have been inspired by every

member of the Council, and it is with peculiar

pride and pleasure I report his election to the

Association, and I ask you, i\Ir. President, to

officially inform him.

THE PRESIDENT : Dr. IMoren has been
an active member of the Association, as Dr.
IMcCormack has said, for so many years that

he must lie familiarly known to each and
every one, consequently an introduction is un-
necessary. I feel the Association is to be con-

gratulated upon the selection made by the

Council, and I congratulate Dr. jMoren upon
the honor which they have confei*red upon
him. (Applause.)

DR. IMOREN on taking the chair, said: “I
appreciate this honor very much, and I will

do my very best to see that the meeting is

carried on to your advantage, and if I make a

mistake, bear with me and be patient. I am
sure, we will get along fairly well anyway.
(^Applause.)

THE SECRETARY : I note the presence
of Dr. Victor C. Vaughan, President of the

American IMedical Association in the hall,

and I move that a Committee be appointed to

escort him to the platform.

Seconded and carried.

THE PRESIDENT: I will appoint Drs.

Hancock and Shirley to escort Dr. Vaughan
to the platform.

Dr. Vaughan was given an enthusiastic

ovation. He said : iMr. President and Gen-
tlemen : It is an honor to be here, but as I

am to talk tonight, I will not take up any
of vonr time now. ''Applause.)

THE PRESIDEN: The President’s Ad-
dress will be read by Dr. D. IM. Griffith, of

Owensboro.
Before reading the address of President

Ellis, Dr. Griffith said: I did not anticipate

being with you save and except that prince

of our profession whom you last year select-

ed to the exalted position of President-elect

lies, by virue of a serious attack of angina, in

such a condition as to render him physically

unal)le to be here to day. As a personal

friend, he earnestly urged me to come and
I'ead his addre.ss, and I bring to you his pro-

found and sincere regret that he is unable to

be with you to-day, and I beseaeh for myself

your earnest attention while I read his words
of wisdom.
DR. GRIFEITII then read President Ellis’

ddress.

At the conclusion of the address Dr. Cur-
ran Pope said : I would like to offer a resolu-

tion that this body, irrespective of what the

House of Delegates has done, draw suitable

resolutions and have them sent to the Presi-

dent, expressing our very great regret at his

illness, and also expressing the hope he may
l)e restored to health and activity and be able

to take his place among us.

IMotion seconded and carried.

THE PRESIDENT : I will appoint on
that Committee, Drs. Pope, Kincaid and An-
derson.

THE SECRETARY: I have received the

following telegram from Dr. J. N. McCor-
mack, sent yesterday:

Septeniber 22, 1914.—To the ^Members of

tlie Kentucky State Medical Association:

Your appreciated telegram received. Just
home from my operation completely restored

and feel as if I have a ne\v lease on life, a

life which I propose to rededieate to the pro-

fession and people of Kentucky. For more
than a year I have been trying to have a suit

filed to finally clear up on the record all of

the affairs of the State Board of Health. This

will involve no difficulty and will be easily

managed without your assistance, but I do
want your assistance in soliciting the best and
strongest men for both houses of the next
General Assembly, which is to be one of the

most Important ever held in the State. Wisli-

ing you a great meeting, I am
J. N. IMcCormaok.

The reading of papei’s was proceeded with.

The first order was a Symposium on Tubercu-
losis.

J. W. Kincaid, Catlettsburg, read a paper
entitled, “ Tubei’culosis of the Ceiwdcal

Glands.”
Fillip Kreissl, Chicago, read a paper (by

invitation 1 entitled “Tuberculosis of the Kid-
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ney; Its Diagnostic .Difficulties and Thera-
peutic Problems. ’ ’

B. K. iMenifee, Walton, read a paper on
“iMethods of Early Diagnosis.”

Otis Senour, Union, read a paper on
“Childhood Infection; Adult Death.”

These four papers were discussed together

by Drs. Wheeler, Sherrill, Abell, Pope, and
the discussion closed by Dr. Kreissl.

W. A. Poole, Henderson, delivereil the

Oration in iMedicine.” He selected for his

siibject, “The Brotherhood of Doctor.s.”

On iMotion, the Association adjourned until

2. p. m.

First D.\y—Afternoon Session.

The Asoeiation reassembled at 2 :00 P. M.,

and was calFd to order by the President.

Dr. J. N. Hurty, Indianapolis, Indiana,

read a paper (by invitation) entitled, “Alco-

hol as a Health Problem,” which was discuss-

ed by Drs. Simpson, Anderson, Senour, Pope,

Board, and the discussion closed by the essay-

ist.

W. Barrett Owen, Louisville, read a paper
entitled, “Treatment of the (Most Frequent
Deformities Following Infantile Paralysis.”

At this juncture, D. 0. Hancock took the

Chair and President John J. iMoren, Louis-

ville, read a paper entitled, “The Differential

Diagnosis of the Paralj-ses of Childhood.”
These two papers were discussed together

by Drs. Pope, Board, Grigsby, Barbour,

Percefull and the discu.ssion closed by the au-

thor of the paper.

Dr. Louis Hamman, Baltimore, iMaryland,

read a paper (by invitation i on “Clinical

Aspects of Carbohydrate Metabolism,” which
wms discussed by Dr. Simpson, and the discus-

sion closed by the author of the paper.

Dr. M. W. (Moore, Cynthiana, read a paper
entitled “Enuresis in Children.”

This paper was discussed by Drs. Barbour,

Simpson, Zinke, Gillim, and in clo.sing by the

essayist.

On motion, the Association adjourned until

8 :00 P. M.

First Day—Evening Session.

The Association reassembled at 8:00 P. M.,

in Grace M. E. Church and was called to or-

der by Dr. Arthur T. iMcCormack.
After several musical selections w'ere ren-

dered by the organi.st and quartette. Dr. Vic-

tor C. Vaughan, President of the American
Medical Association, was introduced and de-

livered an .address on “Eradication of Dis-

ease.
’ ’

On motion, a rising vote of thanks wms ten-

dered to Dr. Vaughan for his instructive and
interesting address.

On motion, the Association adjourned until

9:00 A. !\I. Thursday.

September 24—Second Day—Morning
Session.

The Association met at 9 :00 A. AI., and was
called to order by the President.
W. L. Heizer, of Bowling Green, gave a

talk on “Four Tears or Kentucky Vital Sta-
tistics.”

C. VV. Shawy Alexandria, read a paper en-

titled, “Pural Hygiene and the Sanitary
Privy.”

Discu.ssion by Drs. (McCormack, Thompson,
Anderson, and Keynotds.
THE SECRETaRV ; I note the presence

in the room this morning of a distinguished
honorary life member of this Association,
who was an active member for many years,
who went to another great state association,

and has honored it and us and the whole
medical profession of the United States. He
is President-Elect of the Americal Medical
Association. It is wdth great pride and great
affectioii'that I note the presence of Dr. Will-
iam L. Rodman, of Philadelphia, and I move
that a committee lie appointed to escort him
to the platform and sit with the President
during the session.

Seconded and carried.

THE PRESIDENT: I wall appoint as a
committee to escort Dr. Rodman to the plat-

form, Drs. (McCormack and Bird.

Dr. ROD.MAN said: Mr. President and
Fellow (Members of the Kentucky State (Med-

ical Association : It is true, as Dr. (McCor-

mack has said, at the last meeting of this As-
sociation it wms my jirivilege to attend in

(Maysville, in (May, 1898, I was elected upon
motion, I believe, liy his distinguished father

for honorary membership in the Society, an
honor which I greatly appreciated then and
do now', and second to none of the few wdiich

have come to me in my life since.

AVhen I went to Pittsburg on (Monday
night, I met Dr. Craig, Secretary of the

American (Medical Association, and he told

me that the Kentucky State iMedical Associa-

tion was also in session, and that he w'as going
from Pittsburg to Newport. He also inform-
ed me that my distinguished friend, the re-

tiring President. Dr. Roberts, wus President
of the Association—a gentleman wdth whom I

have for many years enjoyed the warmest,
pleasantest and most affectionate relations

while Ave were serving in the medical depart-

ment of the University of Louisville. I said

at once to him, I will go with you. I investi-

gated the trains and found I could not go be-

cause I was compelled to deliver a paper be-

fore the society yesterday afternoon. I tried

to make an exchange, but could not do so.

Some lantern slides which I had prepared
had to be used and I could not leaA'e wdth Dr.

Craig, but as. soo nas my paper was read, I

took the first train and came here.
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No one who has beeu absent from the

State and the people that he has loved so well,

in fact with a love that passes all under-

standing, can possibly understand the feeling

I have to-day in returning here and looking

into the faces and shaking hands of former
friends and colleagues and students that i

had the pleasure of teaching in the Univers-

ity of Louisville, and in the Kentucky Scliool

of Medicine. It is needless to say, I am glad

to be here. 1 wish I could stay through the

entire meeting. It is a liusy time of the year

when I ought to be at home. 1 miss my first

lecture and first clinic this year, the first time

1 have ever done such a thing in my profes-

sional life. I must hasten back, and the only

thing in flie world that keeps me from stay-

ing through the entire meeting is to see dear,

impatient and loving old mother who has

passed her eighty-fourth year and is count-

ing the moments until I come. My time must
be brief, as 1 must be back at the beginning

of the week.

I thank you indeed for this cordial and
hearty reception, which is peculiarly charac-

teristic of Kentuckians. (Applause.)

Eugene L. P’isk, New York City, read a pa-

per (by invitation) entitled, “Periodic Ex-
amination of Well Persons.”

The paper was discussed by Drs. McClure,
Kincaid, Reynolds, Anderson, and the discus-

sion closed by the essayist.

Ap. Morgan Vance, Louisville, read a pa-

per on “AAdio Should Do Surgery?”
The paper was discussed by Drs. Graham,

Sherrill, Toll, Taulbee, Harris, Bonitield, and
Moren.

A David Willmoth, Louisville, delivered

the Oration on Surgeiy. He selected for his

subject, “Cancerous Growths in Plants and
Animal Life; Their Relations to Frequency
of Cancer in Man, Illustrated with Lantern
Slides.”

On motion, the Association adjourned until

2 :00 P. M.

Second Day—Afternoon Session.

The Association reassembled at 2 :00 P. M.,

and vms called to order by the President.

]\L L. Raviteh, Louisville, read a paper en-

titled, “Radium in Surgery,” which was dis-

cussed by Drs. Pope, Jenkins, and in closing

by the author of the paper.

E. W. Ryer,son, Chicago, read a paper (by
invitation) entitled, “Bone Grafting in Pott’s

Disease,” which was discussed by Drs. Abell,

Gaither, and in closing by the essayist.

Joseph G. Gaither, Hopkinsville, read a pa-
per entitled, “Uterine Myomata and IMalig-

nancy. ’ ’

On motion, the Association adjourned un-
til 9 ;0() A. M., Friday.

September 25—Third Day—Morning
Session.

The Association met at 9:30 A,M., and was
called to order ]>y Dr. R. C. McChord, Leb-

anon.

John D. Allen, Louisvile, read a paper on
“Preparation and Use of Autogenous Vac-

cines.”

The paper was discussed by Drs. Farliaeh,

Caldwell, Simp.son, and in closing by the es-

sayist.

On motion, Di-. jMoss, Hendersonville, North
Carolina, was accorded the privileges of the

door.

IT. J. Farbach, Louisville, read a paper en-

titled, “ Sero-Diagnosis of Pregnancy.”
J. A. Stuclyq lioxington, read a iiaper on

“Trachoma,” which was illmstrated by num-
erous stereoptican slides.

Discussed by Drs. Wiekliffe, Lederman, Mc-
Cormack, and the discussion closed by tbe es-

sayist.

On motion, the Association adjourned un-
til 1 :30 P. M.

Third Day—Afternoon Session.

3’he Association reassembled at 1 :30 P. M.,

and was called to order by the President.

I. A. Lederman, Louisville, read a paper
entitled, “Economic and Social Aspect of

Deafness,” which was discussed by Drs.

Stuckyq IMurphy, and in closing by the es-

sayist.

The next order was a Symposium on Rheu-
matism.

Papers were read as follows

:

1. “ Classiheation of Joint Diseases,” by'

W. J. Gerding, Newport.
2. “Obscure Rheumatism of Childhood,”

by' S. B. Garrison, Bellevue.

These two papers ivere discussed by Drs.

Lederman, Bledsoe, and in closing by Dr.

Garrison.

R. W. Bledsoe, Covington, read a paper en-

titled, “Treatment of Middle Ear Through
the Eustachian Tubes.”

This paper was discussed by Dr. Lederman.
IT. C. Clark, Falmouth, read a paper en-

titled, “Injuries of the Parturient Canal,”
which v.'as discussed by Drs. Jenkins, Aver-
dick, Anderson, Back, Caldwell, McCormack,
and discussion closed by the essayist.

’rilE SECRETARY: I move that we ex-

tend a rising vote of thanks to Dr. Anderson,

the active member of the Committee on Scien-

tific Program, who has arranged one of the

most successful and effective scientific pro-

grams we have had at any session of the Ken-
tucky' State Medical Association.

Seconded and carried unanimously.
On motion, the Association adjourned sine

die.

Arthur T. McCorm.vck, Secretary.
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ORIGINAL ARTICLES

SERO-DIAGNOSIS OP PREGNANCY.*

By fl. J. F.\im.\cn, Louisville.

J will first attempt to make plain tlie funda-

mentals and principles upon which this aid in

the diagnosis of pregnanej^ is based.

All cells, animal and vegetabh;, are built on

the same basic principles, namely, protoplasm,

nucleus, etc. The higher vegetable cells differ

decidedly froin the higher animal, but we find

fhese differences disappearing one by one as

we go down to the lowest forms in both king-

doms. At the bottom, with bacteria on one

side and protozoa on the other, there is little

left to distinguish the animal from the vege-

table.

In the higher forms of animal life, man in-

cluded, we find there is but little difference

in the quantitative side of cell life. All cells

in an individual liody, exist, begin, grow,

functionate and die along the sai^ie lines.

The variation in cells comes in their special

function and structure. Liver cells vary in

their structure and function from heart mus-

cle cells or kidney cells but all three of them

have an embryonic form, a matured form and
conduct their individual metabolism in much
the same way.

Consider a cell as a mass of chemical mole-

cules, with unsatisfied valencies. To some of

fhese unsatisfied molecules arc attracted other

chemical molecules that when they united

with the cell furnish it with the elements de-

juanded for its nutrition.

This union not only furnishes the food or

living base for the cell but it is followed by
the production of other molecules that are of

no further use to the celt and are consequent-

ly thrown oft': water, carbon dioxid, nitrogen,

radicles, etc., are some of the ashes, as it

were, of this cellular action.

This process of building up cell molecule

and tearing down food molecules is the pro-

cess of metabolism.

There are other unions mad(" by the cell

molecules than tho.se that have to do with nu-

trition. Another cell chemical, different from
the one that combined with a food stuff,

unites with other chemicals in the circulation

and from this union there is produced a sub-

stance not only necessary to the cell itself but

to the whole organism. This comprises the

function of the cell and groups of cell with

the same special function form what we term

organs. A cell is able to carry out a special

function because of its special structure and
it is thus identified as a s]mcific cell.

We have proof of this speeial structure not

only from a secretorv standpoint as bile from

Read before the Kentucky State Medical ,\ssociation,

Newport. September 22-2.'5. 1014.

the liver, pepsin from the stomach; but in the
experimentation of chemo-therapy it is shown
that certain tissue sand organs attract and
bold certain chemicals, dye stuffs, while others
do not hold that particular chemical, but will
hold another that would Jiot unite with the
foimier.

So that while all cells of the body have
some things in common, as anabolism and
katabolism. they differ from one another
along other lines as in speeial function. Now
this special functionating action of a cell is

due to a substance ivith a ferment like qual-
ity.

In .some cells this ferment is synthetical in
action, it makes higher compounds out of
lower ones, in others it is analytical, it

breaks high compounds down into lower ones.
This ferment like substance then gives a cell
its specifity.

Nature has so arranged the general econo-
my that normally the blood contains all the
substances needed by the different cells for
their different functions. The cells in their
self-metabolistie action and in their specific
functionating action do not eliminate any
substance that is not of the same nature as
the blood plasma. She provides the chemical
necessary through the gastro-intestinal
tract. Here foreign substances are so chang-
ed as to be compatible with the body economy.
She has placed a special guard, the liver, over
this source of supply, so that if any sub-
stance that would not be of the proper kind
should be taken up by the portal circulation
this organ would eliminate or destroy it and
thus prevent it from entering the general
circulation.

On the other hand if the cells, by any ab-

normal process, elaborate substances that
would tend to derange the normal content of
the blood plasma, if allowed to enter the cir-

culation, are so modified by the lymphatic
system as to eliminate these properties.

Thus under normal circumstances nature
keeps the qualitative composition of blood
plasma constant

In the past few years the subcutaneous, the
intramuscular and the intravenous routes of

medication and experimentation have been
used extensively. Investigation has shown
that foreign substances other than medicinal
are at times found in the circulation. How
are these foreign products that have entered
by routes over which there are no sentries,

taken care of?

Abderhalden in his studies of the metabol-
istic processes of cells has given us the best

explanation and on this explanation is based
a new line of diagnostic investigation.

The preliminary expei’imentation along
these lines is well known. Animals were in-

jected with various substances, albumin, car-
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bohj’drates, gliadin, edeatiu; and a few days

later the presence in the cix’culation of a spe-

cific ferment for the substance injected, could

be demonstrated.
These ferments were specific in as much as

the one following proteid split up jxroteid and
proteid onl}^; the one following albumin, al-

bumin and only tbe same group albumin as

was used in the injection. These ferments

are most likely produced through the agency
of the leucocytes. Tliat blood plasma and
leucocytes have a digestive like action has

been known for a long time and some investi-

gators argue that it is in this manner that

small amounts of foreign protein that gets in

the circulation is handled. That this sort of

ferment is non-specific and that the specific

ones are produced either by some leucocytic

action or by some change in the arrangement
of the mole-’ules in the fixed cells of the body.
The cpiestion of the specificy of these fer-

ments has not been absolutely answered.
This of course is of a great deal of importance
but for practical purposes we have to depend
on the results reported by Adberhalden,
Lampe and Papazula.' They have found that

these ferments are specific for organic groups
and not the individual niembei’s of the group.
This is all' we ask for at present.

In brief summary, our basis of operation is

that the body cells conduct their metabolism
and special function through ferments nor-

mally present. That the general economy
keeps the plasma content uniform and con-

stant through sentinals placed over sources of

supply and over lymph return. That if a

substance foreign to normal plasma does en-

ter the circulation there is elaborated and
present in the blood stream a specific enzyme-
like substance that reduces this foreign agent
to compounds that can be handled by the

fixed cells either in their metabolism or elim-

inated as waste.

Investigation having shown that during
pregnancy cells of the chronic villi are pres-

ent in the circulation of the mother, the ques-

tion that presents itself to Abderhalden was,
does nature handle this foreign substance by
a specific ferment.

His results seemed to answer in the affirm-

ative. Later investigation, however, showed
that like results were obtained in pregnant
animals whose placenta contained no chorion-

ic villi. So the source of this specific ferment
is not the east-off villi cells. The most accept-

ed theory of the origin is that tlnu'e is a

change in the metabolism of the maternal
cells in the region of the placenta, that gives

I'ise to a substance foreign to normal plasma.

The Test

:

Like most laboratory proced-
ures, this test can be made bunglesome and
unreliable by a lot of xinnecessary technic.

Hriefly the test is caiTied mil as follows.

Placental tissue is obtained, the fresher the

better, and freed from all blood. It is then
cut into small pieces and boiled in dilute

acetic acid, the solution being changed sev-

eral times during the process of boiling.

When properly prepared the last water in

which it was boiled will not give a color re-

action 'with ninhydrin.

The tissue is then ready for use and is kept
in sterile sealed containers, covering the water
in the container with a good layer of toluol.

This tissue must be kept sterile.

Tin' next step is to prepare the dialysing

thimbles. Let them soak in water at room
temperature for from four to six horn’s.

Then put them in boiling water for five min-
utes. The ixroper thimble is one that will not

allow albumin to pass through but will pass

ixeptone. To ascertain this, to each thimble

add a small amount of egg albumin in distill-

ed sterile water. Cover with a layer of toluol.

Carefully wash the outside of the thimble and
place in a container filled with distilled water
enough to reach a point a little above the level

of the solution in tlie thimble. Cover this too

with otluol. Place in an incubator at 37 C.

for about sixteen houi’s and then test the

water in the containers for albumin. I pre-

fer the ninhydrin test. Take 5 c.c. of the
fluid and 0.1 c.c. of a 1 per cent solution of
ninhydrin. Boil for one minute and allow
to cool. If albumin is present the solution

turns blue in a few minutes. If absent it re-

mains clear or turns yellow.

All thimbles that give a negative test are

saved the others are thrown axvay. Some
tliimbles will pass neither albumin or pep-
tone. They must now be tested for peptone.
Take the thimbles that passed the albumin
test and place them in I’unning water for

sixteen hours. Always keep in mind through
out this Avhole procedure, that foreign organic
suhMance.^i and bacteria arc the most frequent
sources of error.

To the cleansed thimbles add 5 c.c. of a so-

lution of peptone. I use a 1:100 to a 1:1000
of the peptone put out by La Roche firm.

This covered with a layer of toluol, the out-

side of the thimble carefully washed and plac-

ed in a container the same as for the albumin
test Allow to incubate for sixteen to twenty-
four hours and test the dia lysate for peptone.

The ninhydrin solution is used the same as

before. This lime the solution should give

a positive I’eaetion because we want thimble

that will pass peptone but not albumin.

The thimbles that test true arc then wash-
ed again thoroughly and are ready for use^

In keeping thimbles for future use the utmost
care must be taken. They must be sterile,

placed in cterile Avater and kept sealed The
other prec;iutions 1 use is to add chloroform
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to the water and cover the whole with a good
layer of toluol and keep in an ice box.

If the thimbles have stood a long time since

testing it is better to retest them before using.

The reagents used in the test are four,

namely; placenta tissue, the patient’s seriun,

ninhydrin solution and toluol.

The placental tissue ; 1 have touched on
this before. The placenta must be fresh.

Autolysis renders them practically worthless.

For this reason a placental tissue in powder
form as put up by Parke Davis Co., is more
convenient and perhaps more reliable.

The cord and membranes are removed and
the section to be used is washed repeatedly to

remove all traces of lilood. The presence of

haemoglobin in this reagent is a potent source

of error. The tissue is cut into small pieces,

about 1 e.c. square, and again washed to re-

move last trace of blood. It is then boiled

as before mentioned so as to coagulate the

albumin promptlj^ and i^roperly. After prep-

aration enough for each fest is placed in a

small sterile bottle in sterile chloroform water
covered with toluol sealed and placed in an
ice box. It keeps a long time.

The Serum: Twenty e.c. of blood are

taken directly from a vein under aseptic

surroundings and placed in a sterile tube. Al-

low clotting to take place about ten minutes
and then centrifuge to remove all red cells

from the serum. Four or five e.c. are needed
for the test. Remove this serum with a
sterile pipette, seal and place in the ice box.

I never use a serum over twenty-four hours
old and as fresh as possible. Never use a
serum that shows the presence of red cells or
haemoglobin.

Ninhydrni Solution : This is a 1 per cent
solution in sterile distilled water.

Toluol: I^se only the very best product ob-

tainable.

The Actual Test: There are two methods,
the optic and the dialytie. With the former I

have bad no experience. The latter is con-
ducted as follows:

With reagents and glassware prepared as
described empty the contents of one of the
bottles containing teh placental tissue in a
sterile dish and wash with distilled sterile

water until all traces of the chloroform are
removed. Rub the tissue in a stei'ile mortar
into a pulp, picking out any dense fibrous

pieces or strings. Take one gram of this pulp
and place it in a tested thimble and add four
or five c.c. of the patient’s serum. Cover
with tuluol and carefully wash the outside of
the thimble. Place in a container filled with
sterile distilled water, the same as in testing
the thimbles, and cover this with a good layer
of toluol. Cover the whole with a piece of
sterile gau?o and place in an incubator at 370
for eighteen to twenty-four hours; Test the

dialysate with the ninhydrin solution. Using
0.1 c.c. of ninhydrin solution to 5 c.c. of the
dialysate. A positive reaction turns blue
within thirty minutes.

Sources of Error: Any bacterial action in

the thimble or surrounding medium will give
an erroneous reading. Consequently glass-

ware and ]-eagents must be sterile. This error
may take place within the thimble also.

The thimbles must have the proper dialyza-

bility, pass peptone and retain albumin.
The serum and placental tissue must be red

cell and haemoglobin free.

Serum must be collected under asepsis and
kept sterile. Serum over twenty-four hours
old is not reliable.

This should be one of the earliest signs of
pregnancy, being present at times as eaidy as

the second week. It usually disappears from
len to twenty days after the death or dis-

charge of the fetus.

AVhat is the practical significance of the
test

;

1. It is one of, if not the earliest, signs of
pregnancy.

2. In unmarried women where pregnancy
or the liability is denied and still clinical evi-

dence points to a conception.

3. In nursing mothers.
4. In tubal pregnancy.
5. AVhere the differentiation between a

pregnane}' and a fibroid can not be determ-
ined.

6. In the beginning of the menopause,
pregnancy is a question at times.

7. From a medico-legal standpoint it as-

sumes some importaiice, particularly in cases
where miscarriage from injury is claimed and
in criminal abortions.

Later investigations at the hands of num-
erous competent workers do not substantiate
Abderhalden’s contentions as to the specific-

ity of the test.

A laboratory ju’oeedure to be of Avorth
must have a positive or negative side that is

relatively absolute. In other words it must
never be, or at least in a ver}' small percent-
age of cases, negative, where the clinical evi-

dence of the condition makes it positive or
vice versa.

There is neither a positiveness nor nega-
Hveness that is absolute in this test, ft has
I een reported upon by men whose painstak-
ing carefulness can not be doubted and they
reporl not from one locality but from many
’hat the test has given negative results where
pregnancy was evident and later proven by
tlie birth of a child. Bu1 what renders the

lest practically worthless is that positive re-

sults are obtaine;! wlmre pregnancy did not
and could not exist. An numerous instances

positive results have been obtained with the

.'enim of males.
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Ab'lerhalden’s conlnntions that these errors

are due to errors of technic cannot he upheld
in the face of the evidence against them.
From our present understanding we must
place little reliance on th-e x’esult sobtained by
oi;r present technic.

I sincerely believe investigation should be

eontinued along this line, different technic

tried until the test can be made reliable.

When once dependable it will add a very val-

uable diagnostic measure to our present pro-

cedures.

Meningitis After Contusion of Skull or Spine.

—IVrarknll summarizes from the literature sev-

eral cases of serous, purulent or tuberculous me»’

ingitis developing apparently in connection with

a trauma. He follows them with two cases from
his own practice in which purulent spinal menin-
gitis set in about the sixth day after a fall in-

juring both skull and spine and followed by un-

consciousness for a time. The skin was not

broken in either case but one of the men had had

a boil on the neck incised about two months be-

fore. No streptococci or staphylococci could be

cultivated from the spinal fluid in either case. A
few Jaeger 's cocci were found in one. The puru-

lent meningitis in this ease subsided under lum-

bar puncture twice repeated ; 1.5 e.e. and 10.5 e.c.

of the fluid were evacuated with a fifteen-day

interval and relief was apparent at once. The
pains and hyperesthesia were so intense in this

case that morphin was required. The fever was
intermittent, reaching 38.7 C. at times; pulse

down to 64, but no paralysis. The other patient

had fractured his skull but the meningitis seem-

ed to be limited to the spinal region. Only
briefly transient relief was obtained by lumbar
puncture and laminectomy was then done with

excellent outcome, complete recovery soon follow-

ing. Laminectomy solely to drain the subdural

space has only rarely been done, but the success

in this case encourages resort to it when the

symptoms persist practically unmodified by lum-

bar puncture and the first merely serous or sero-

purulent exudate becomes more exclusively puru-

lent.

Hemiatrophy of Cerebellum.—Taft and Morse

report a case of focal unilateral cerebellar dis-

ease of long standing (months or years) appar-

ently quiescent (no signs of exudation) and be-

yond question due in large measure to arterial

thrombosis (no histologic or clinical evidences of

syphilis; Wassermann reaction negative in peri-

cardial fluid post .mortem). The lesion was not in

the nature of an old cyst of softening, but rather

the result of gradual shrinkage and induration,

|)ossibly due to .an unusually gradual thrombosis.

COUNTY SOCIETY REPORTS

Christian—The Christian County Medical So-

cietj’ met in regualr session Tuesday, Oct. 20th,

in the Avalon, Hopkinsville, with President

Watts presiding.

Those present were: Drs. Watts. Rice, Beazley,

Bell, Keith, Stites, Kozzell, Rudd, Gates, Barker,

Rejmolds, Loviu, Gaither, Lacy, Harned, Sar-

gent, Barnes and Sandbach.

After the reading and adoption of the minutes

of the last meeting the Chair called for report of

cases of which the following Avere reported

:

J. H. Rice reported a case of Typhoid fev r

in a 13-year old girl. A rather unusual type.

J. A. Bell reported a csae of Puerperal fever,

of a gonorrhoeal character.

H. W. Watts reported a case of Typhoid fever

in Avhich the fever w'ould rise to 104 degi’ees F.

and the pulse never over 90 and as low as 54.

These cases were all discussed at length by
Drs. Stites, Rozzell, Bell, Keith, Rudd, Rice, Rey-
nolds, Barker and Sandbach.

,

Dr. Barker asked for an opinion on the “Twi-
light Sleep.” Discussed by Drs. Keith, Rudd,
Reynolds, Sandbach and Stites. All agreed that

it was an old discarded American remedy.

J. H. Rice a°rd a very interesting paper on

Acute Articular Rheumatism. After discussing

the subject in the broadest sence he dwelt upon
rheumatism in children and called particular at-

tention to Tonsilitis, so-called “Growing
Pains,” etc.

T. D. Rudd read a paper on Pneumonia. He
dwelt particularly upon Treatment, recommend-
ing nitrate of sodium, nitroglycerine and pilo-

earpin.

Discussed by Drs. Bell, Barker, Reynolds, Roz-
zell and Rice and Rudd in closing.

The Secretary announced that Dr. A. Sargent
would be on program for the next meeting. We
stood adjouAed.

M . S. SANDBACK, Secretary.

Eagle Valley—The regular meeting of the
Eagle Valley Medical Society was held at San-
ders, October 15th. Meeting called to order by
Vice President George Purdy; Dr. J. W. Botts,
acting .secretary.

A. D. Willmoth, read a paper: “Renort of
(.'ases of Stone in Urinary Tract and Method of
Removal.” Radiograms of these cases s'howir by
Dr. Currait Pope. Discussioir opeired by Dr. A.
P. Cole, of Cirrcinnati. Drs. J. Edrvard Pirruirg
and Allen Donaldson took part in this discussion.

Afterrrooir Session.

Election of officers : George Purdy elected

President
; J. Edward Pirrung, Vice-President

;

.-Ulen Donaldson, Secretary.

J. Edward Pirrung read a paper: “Fractures
In and .\bout the Ankle Joint.” with lantern
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slides. Discussion opened by Dr. Willmotb.

Curran Pope reported a new method of palpat-

ing the kidney.

ALLEN DONALDSON, Secretary.

Taylor—The Taylor County Medical Society

met in the office of the Secretary-President, Drs.

0. M. Kelsay, Black, Reesor, Buchanan, Buck-

ner, Gowdy and Atkinson. Dr. Clarence K.Bass,

of Cimmaron, N. M. visiting.

J. L. Atkinson read a paper “ The Ecbolic Ac-

tion of Pituitrin.” The conclusions arrived at

by the essayist were that Pituitrin is a valuable

agent used in selected eases, but advised caution.

The consensus of opinion expressed by all the

members Avas in accord AA'ith that of the essav’ist.

J. B. Buchanan raised the question as to the

value of irituitrin in inevitable abortion, to hast-

en the ex])ulsion of the uterine contents. No one

had used the agent in such a case for the pur-

pose mentioned, and several expressed reluctance

in adopting such treatment. Dr. Atkinson

thought it might be used to advantage for con-

trol of hemorrhage in abortions.

W. T. Buckner read a paper “When to Use

Vaccines and When to Use Serums.” The essay-

ist gave a general rule to follow: "Give serums

in acute conditions and vaccines in sub-acute and

chronic conditions, and prevention of disease.”

Ur. Buckner gave an interesting account of the

use and results of serums and rmccines in hos-

pital practice.

0. R. Reesor reported a case of tuberculosis

in Avhich he gave mixed infection vaccine with

very gratifying results. Treatment begmn Sept.

2nd, and mixed infection symptoms have all dis-

appeared.

Society adjourned to meet at stated time in

November. All the practicing phj’sicians in the

county are noAv members of the Society.

,J. L. ATKINSON, Secretary.

Operations on the Thymus for Goiter.—Baberer

has resected the* thymus in twent}'-one cases, in-

cluding eight case sof exophthalmic goiter, seven

of ordinary goiter with unduly large thymus and

a case of severe myasthenia. In all but two

cases the thyroid was resected too. The j)Ost-

operative improvement in llie e.xophthalmic goi-

ter cases was jiarticularly striking and justifies

reduction of the thymus Avhenever it is found un-

duly large at the operation on the thyroid. His
experience has been that a combined partial op-

eration on both the tlijroid and the thymus
gives better results than on either alone. The
l)ostoperativc course is better when the thymus
has been resected than wlien the thyroid alone

is resected and tl’.e unduly large thyroid left un-

disturbed. Reduction of the thymus does not

seem to entail any untoward consequences, even

tor the groAving organism.

Opening Abdomen for Appendicectomy.—The
tndnciples underlying Edington’s method are:

(1) DiA’ision of the posterior sheath of the rectus

transversely, in the direction of the aponeurotic
fibers, and (2) presei'A-ation of the muscle itself

to form a support to the scar. The method of

operation consists in exposing the rectus muscle
loosening it in its sheath, retracting toAvard the

- middle line, and transverse division of the pos-

terior sheath and i)eritoneum. After the ap-

pendix has been removed and the posterior

sheath and peritoneum sutured, the rectus is al-

loAved to fall back into its normal position, and
the anterior sheath and superficial wound closed.

Pneumograph, New Instrument.

—

The instru-

ment devised by Knauer and Maloney consists of

tAvo parts, a chest piece to Avhich the respiratory

movements are communicated and a recording

apparatus Avhieh Avrites those movements. The
tamboiu’s contain no rubber to leak. The re-

cording paper needs not to be blackened and
neither varnishing nor drying is necessary. A
roll is used instead of a single sheet, so that

observations may be continued for prolonged

periods. The driving machinery is practically

self-regulating. The AA'riting point pressure is

self-adjusting. The instrument is said to make
the recording of the respiration movement as

simple as is the ap'plication of electricity. This

pneumograph is of service in all psychogenic

speech disturbances such as stammering, aphonia

spastica, etc., cases in Avhieh breathing exercises

are indicated; in the treatment of obsessions and
psj'chogenic fears, Avhich can be beneficially in-

rtuenced by methodical regulation of the rate

and character of the respiratory moAmments
;
and

in the teaching of conscious control of muscular
movements. The machine is also of use in ob-

taining an index to emotional reactions in men-
tal states.

Tardy Results of Wounds in War.—Coenen re-

marks that not much has been published on the

tardy results of injury received in Avar, but the

scar is liable to become the seat of a cancer late

in life. This h.appened in a case he reports in

detail, a cancer developing in 1913 in the scar on
the back of the hand injured in a bomb explo-

sion in 1886. The man emerged otherAvise un-

scathed from three campaigns to have his arm
amputated at 74. Coenen knoAvs of five other

cases of cancer on the back of the hand consecu-

tive to trauma or irritation of a Avart. Cancer of

the palm is rare. Alichael, aa-Iio has compiled

sixty-four cases of cancer on the back of the

h.and, could find only three in Avhich cancer had
developed in the jialm of the hand, but Grawitz
has encountered tAvo since then in young farm-
hands. Coenen comments on the frequency- of

Avounds of the hand in modern Avarfare; he had
104 cases in his charge during the first Balkan
War and I'orty-tAvo in the second.
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ORIGINAL ARTICLES

PRESENT STATUS OF RECTAL SURG-
ERY.

By Granville S. Hanes, Louisville.

That interest in the study of diseases af-

fecting the lower bowel should be wanting is

very natural. It is not possible that any sub-

ect can be well understood until it has been

thoroughly analyzed and investigated from

eveiy important viewpoint.

Imagine one who is in great physical dis-

tress refusing to consult a physician because

it would he necessary to see and examine the

parts affected. If it were the hand, the foot

or the tongue the patient could not exhibit

either with sufficient promptness. On the

other hand imagine a doctor who is supposed

to have a reasonable understanding of human
anatomy, physiology and also the diseases af-

fecting the various parts of the body, when
consulted for any condition about the rectum
exhibiting no interest in such a case, not even

offering a suggestion as lO the necessity for an

examination. Without any knowledge of the

patient’s real condition he advises the use of

ointments, the application of heat or some in-

effective treatment and thus dismiss the case.

Only recently I operated upon a lady whose
husband was so embarrassed, because she had
a rectal affection, that he told his friends she

was operated for a tumor on her arm and that

it was done by a general surgeon. This fool-

ish timidity is not possessed alone by patients

but physicians are often as anxious to dismiss

the investigation and treatment of rectal

cases as are the patients.

Barring the fact that the function of the

lower bowel is the source of more or less em-
barrassment to patients who are naturally
timid the profession is responsible for the

gross neglect and careless treatment of many
patients who are affected with diseases in the

lower bowel.

The difficulty primarily, so far as the atti-

tude of the doctor is concerned, is due to a
fault in our educational system. If our col-

leges had given the attention to rectal diseases

in proportion to their frequency and import-
ance that they have .given to diseases affecting

other parts of the body we would now occupy
an entirely different position so far as our
understanding of this part of the intestinal

tract is concerned.

We can say correctly that we are now in

the beginning of what we might term a new
era in the matter of educating students upon
this subject and subsequently their influence

upon the public when they have entered upon
their professional careers. 'A great many col-

leges are providing for special instruction up-
on diseases affecting the lower bowel and it

surely can not be a great while until all medic-
al institutions will see the necessity of pur-
suing a similar course.

When physicians have been instructed upon
the various forms of diseases affecting the

rectum, and have seen such conditions oper-

ated upon or otherwi.se treated, they will be
in a position to deal with these diseases with
the same degree of familiarity and skill that

they do with other well known affections of

the body. When a student receives instruct-

ion in this branch of surgery it signifies that

he should become a specialist no more than

that he should become a gynecologist because

he has received instruction upon that subject.

His education should be sufficiently compre-
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hensive and thorough to enal)le him to advise

l^atients who liave rectal affections just as in-

telligently as he would tliose who seek advice

in any other dei^artment of medicine or surg-

ery. When physicians have been educated in

this branch of surgery as they are in others

they will be much more capable of judging

correctly concerning their own limitations in

dealing with certain conditions and thus avoid

disaster to both patients and themselves.

There are a great many doctors who desire

and intend to deal honestly with their pa-

tients but they have lieen so completely mis-

led as to the apparent simjdicity and lack of

serious danger connected with the manage-
ment of rectal diseases that they often do

irreparable harm and may even cause death

where a more thorougii knowledge of the sub-

ject would have been a complete barrier

against such unwarranted procedures.

We see patients, for instance, with partial

or total fecal incontinence following an op-

eration for hemorrlioids, rectal fistula or some
other comparatively simple affection

;
or,

those who have been opeiated for hemorrhaids

may be affected witli cancer
;
this error is not

infrequent. Again, patients are treated for

benign types of rectal stricture when the}^

have a typical, malignant fibrinous constrict-

ion. Patients are often allowed to become
emaciated and completely exhausted with no

thought of rectal examination until one as-

tringent after another, and other agents, have
been administered. After all hope in every

othei' direction has been abandoned then the

]-eetum may be examined. An examination of

the bowel will often reveal an amebic t>me of

ulceration or some simple lesion that can be

easily treated by local measures which coidd

never yield to medicaments administered by
the mouth. The same can be said regarding

the treatment of various types of constipation.

How many patients are examined when they

seek medical advice for constipation? Iron

and various tonics ai'e often given for anemia
when a little time and careful examination

would show a small hemorrhage from the

bowel after each movement. When the cor-

rect local treatment is administered the pa-

tient’s health is completely restored.

If diseases affecting the lower extremity of

the alimentai'y tract were rare and compara-
lively simple there would be an excuse for

treating the subject so lightly. On the con-

trary there are no tissues subject to a wider

range of pathological affections than those

about the rectum; nor can disease in any part

of the body j)roduce greater pjun, distress and
more nervousness lhan the lissm's about the

fundament. And, also, one of the most hoi--

rible diseases affecting human Hesh is alarm-

ingly frequent in this i)ortion of the body and
is becoming even moi’c frecpient. If these are

true statements, can tin’s subject be brushed
aside as one that deserves little or no atten-

tion?

The second, though trivial, excuse for neg-

lecting patients affected with rectal diseases

is'that it is a little more difficult to expose and
examine these parts than is otherwise neces-

sary. Also, the instruments tor examinations
and the positions of the patients may require

a little mor'e time and manipulation than in

ordinary cases
;
Imt none of these excuses have

any weight when there is real enthusiasm re-

inforced by a fair knowledge of the subject.

We do not allow ourselves to api^reeiate the

great inq)ortance the sigmoid and rectum bear

to our comfoi't and even our lives. This

portion of the alimentary tract performs a

daily function that is necessary for our ex-

istence. We have the gravest lamentations

when the function of an eye or an arm or a

leg is impaired or when either of these parts

ma.v, from necessity, be removed from the

body, yet there is a duplicate of each with
which an individual may be comparatively
comfortable. Proper functionation of the

lower portion of the l)owel is essential for

comfort and any artificial substitution is at-

tended with the greatest amount of annoyance
and distress. Why we should exhibit such

carelessne.ss in the protection and preserva-

tion of organs so necessary to our physical

comfovt it is difficult to understand. It is

my prediction that the x)resent conditions, as

they relate to this subject, will be rapidly

altered within the next few years.

Referring now binefly to a few anatomical

points of interest I will say that the levator

ani and sphincter anal Jiuiseles have seldom
been looked upon as agents playing any part

i-elative to this .subject except that of con-

trolling the outlet of the bowel. I am very
sure it will be proven that one of the most fre-

(pient sources of pain and discomfort in the

anal region and, also, pain reflected to other

parts of the body, ai-e due to chronic exagger-

ated contraction of the sphincter muscles up-

on a low grade of diseased tissue in the anal

outlet. Similar physical and pathological con-

ditions are a prolific source of nervous phe-

nemena in many patients. We do not attach

the. proper clinical significance to over-eon-

traction of these muscles. Such a condition

always indicates a pathology’ in the anal

structures except that there may rarely he ex-

aggerated contractions due to reflexed stimuli.

1 have seen ]>atients who w'ere exceedingly

uncomforfable and immy times in great pain

when the muscles were tightly contracted

ui)on anal ti.s.sues that sho-wed no evidence of

any kind of a lesion except thei-e might be a

slight tendency to granulation in the upper
extremity of tlie anal canal. Of course there

would be but little, if any, discomfort to the
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patient if no pathology was present, and
there would be but little discomfort if the

muscles did not contract upon the unhealthy

tissues. It is the latter point that I now refer

to especially for the reason that I wish to call

attention to the fact that the mechanical part

played by the sphincter muscles in these cases

is of great importance and should not escape

our attention.

The teaching has been universal that the

chief muscle engaged in controlling the outlet

of the bowel is the external sphincter. I have

no doubt that there are many who will oppose

my view when I assert that this muscle is not

the one employed by Natuce to perform such

a function, but that this duty is delegated al-

most entirely to the levator ani muscle. Such
a contention can be proven by destroying the

function of the external sphincter muscle and
also by manipulation of all the muscles sur-

rounding the anal canal. If the external

spliincter is destroyed and the parts other-

wise remain normal the patient will have good

conti’ol. On the contrary, if the levator ani

muscle is destroyed the control of the out-

let of the bowel is very feeble and unreliable.

It udll be observed also that the internal anal

orifice offers much greater resistance to dila-

tation than does the external anal opening.

It is Nature’s object to place the greatest

barrier to incontinence at the most advan-
tageous point. This is undoubtedly at the in-

ternal anal opening. The levator ani is com-
pletely responsible for the contraction of the

anal canal at its upper extremity and it is

also in this particular zone that we have the

greatest number and most highly sensitive

nerves. If fecal matej’ial once enters the in-

ternal anal orifice it will most certainly con-

tinue its course through the canal to its out-

let for the reason that the muscular resist-

ance is less in its lower extremity and the

nerves are not so numerous or highly de-

veloped. The levator ani is by far the most
important muscle found in the pehfic floor.

There are a great many who believe that

there is a “third sphincter” at the junction

of the rectum and sigmoid. It is plain to see

upon proctoscopic examination, that such a

group of muscle fibres does not exist but that

this idea originated from the fact that there

is usually considerable angulation of the

bowel at this point.

It is believed by some that in extirpation of

the rectum, by any method, from below, a

portion of the descending colon can be
brought down in the manner just described.

We know that in these cases the operator was
dealing with a redundant sigmoid which
might have a lengtli varying between twelve
and thirty inches and that it was this redund-
ancy which led to the belief that the desceml-
ing colon was broiight down into view. Since

the descending colon usually has no mesen-
tery, and, if any, it is not more than one or
two inches it is easy to see that it would be
utterly impossible to detach and bring any
part of the descending gut down into the
pelvis.

Tlie advances that have been of greatest
service in rectal examinations are found in

the instrumental devices and postures of the
jiatient. Tlie index finger is one of the chief

sources from which we may obtain informa-
tion concerning the condition of anal struct-

ures and also the lower portion of the rectum,
hut we know now, however, that much valu-
able and accurate information can be obtain-
ed in rectal explorations that lie entirely be-

yond the limitations of digital e.xamination.
Allingham says, “We very seldom use a

speculum in diagnosis, yet in some cases it is

a valuable aid if an anesthetic has to be ad-
ministered.” IMathew. Ball and others ex-
press equal confidence in this method of exam-
ination. All of the earlier investigators rec-
ognize the lack of utility in every one of the
numerous specula that come under their ob-
servation, therefore, their greater depend-
ence upon digital examination

That the two essentials for rectal examina-
tion should have escaped discovery for such a

great length of time is difficult to conceive.
All that was necessary in the first place was
to employ some instrument that would hold
apart the entire circumference of the anal
walls and thus prevent segments of anal tis-

sue from dropping into view and interfering
with observations higher up. And, in the sec-

ond place, it was necessaiy that the very pli-

able walls of the rectum and sigmoid should
be held completely separated to admit of
thorough inspection of the entire mucosa. The
tubular instrument solved the problem as to

the best means of holding open the anal canal
while there are three methods that may be
employed in separating and holding apart the
walls of the rectum and sigmoid.

The first I shall mention consists in allow-

ing the patient to occupy either the right

or left latei-al position witli the legs flexed as

in the Sims posture and the hips elevated, if

desired. This posture is the most comfortable
for the patient but the least desirable for ac-

curate examination.

Theories seldom fit snugly into the experi-

ences of actual practice and I know no more
striking illustration of this fact than in the

method of examination just referred to. It

would appear that the conditions were all

that could be desired for thorough examina-
tion, with the patient iu an easy position, a

tubular instrument and the proper kind of il-

lumination. Disappointment develops in the

fact that the walls of the rectum and sig-

moid are not distended except there is some
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intra intestinal agent to force them apart.

If the rectum is filled Avitli gas or liquid they
will escape as soon as the obturator is remov-
ed from the proctoscope and then the walls

are forced into immediate apposition. We
find that a small area of the mucosa drops
into the distal end of the instrument and ob-

structs further view. Since the only way
that the mucous membrane of the rectum and
sigmoid can he examined witli tubular in-

struments is to have the walls thoroughly sep-

arated by some substance in the intestinal lu-

men a glass window has been made to fit air

tight into the proximal end of the procto-

scope and to this is an attachment by which
air can be forced into the rectum and separ-

ate opposing mucous surfaces.

This method of intra inte.stinal examina-
tion is unsatisfactory for many reasons. In
the first place the air will escape from the

rectum around the proctoscope if the sphinc-
ter muscles are not capable of contracting
very snugly around the tube. The air that

is being forced in has a constant tendency to

make its way higher up into the bowel which
necessitates the introduction of a new sup-
ply when the walls begin to collaiAse. If any
fluid flows back into the distal end of the in-

strument it is more or less obstructive to the

view. The glass window is easily clouded
and on account of its presence in the proximal
end of the tube vision is often interfered with.

The air is often forced in under such great

pressure necessary to keep the rectal walls

separated that it passes high up into the

bowel and subsequent to the examination the

patient may have a great deal of pain in the

abdomen. The greatest objection to this

method of examination is the inconvenience
of having to remove the windoAv when it be-

comes necessary to use forceps with cotton to

cleanse the soiled mucosa, to make applica-

tions to the inncons membrane, or perform
any kind of operation. It is very difficiilt to

keep the intestinal Avails separated AA'hen the

examination is high up since intra-abdomin-

al pressure is very great.

The second position for examination AAuth

tubular instruments is to have the patient as-

sume the knee cliest posture. This is a great

improvement over the first tliough it has a

numl)er of objectionable features. In the first

I^lace the knee chest position is one that is

A'ery difficult to teach the patioit to assume
and wlien in the eori-ect posture it is diflieidt

to remain so. . It is exceedingly embarrassing
for a lady to climb upon a tal)le and assume
such an awkward position which stimulates
anything except pleasant memories of a doc-

tor’s office. The patient soon tires of the j)0 -

sition and as soon as there is a little pain ex-

j)erienced the kiu'cs and (dhows slide away
from each otho- and the ])a1ien1 is out of po-

sition. The operator is in a very strained at-

titude, especially till the ditsal end of the in-

strument passes in front of the sacral prom-
ontory and as a result allows the proximal end
to be brought nearer a perpendicular line.

No liquids can be easily poured into the bowel
through the proctoscope. It is not infrequent
that the glass Avindow has to be inserted into

the 131-octoscope and air forced in to get
proper distention of the bowel Avail.

The third position for examinations with
the tubular instrument is the inverted pos-
ture. This position Avas suggested by myself
a few years ago and has been employed ex-

clusively in examinations with tubular instru-

ments to the present time. In recommending
the inverted position its merits must be com-
pared Avith those of other postures. The posi-

tion itself is easily assumed by tbe patient.
If in bed the patient can turn directly across
and drag the body off on one or the other side

allowing the elboAA's to rest on a pillow placed
on the floor one or more feet from the side of

the bed. The thighs are supported on the

edge of the bed and the elboAvs rest firmly on
a jAilloAv on the floor. The mistake should
not be made to place the pilloAA's too near the

edge of the bed as it is not necessary for the

head and shouldez’s to be directly under the

hips. In fact, the position is far better if

the head and shoulders are a considerable dis-

tance forward to that of the hips. This al-

lows the patient to hold the head in a hori-

zontal posture and when the back sags doAvn

in the proper fashion the maximum amount of

room is provided for the reception of the in-

testines near the diaphragm. It is this ob-

ject that is most desired and it is in this po-

sition that the patient can most easily alloAv

the Iiack to sag and the abdominal muscles to

relax. Of course, any chair or table in one’s

office can be utilized for making examina-
tions' in this way. The patient can remain
more comfortable in this position than in the

correct knee chest posture. If manipulation
causes discomfort it is very difficult for the

patient to interfere Avith the examination by
changing her posture. The sAirgeon stands

lip over the patient and looks doAAii into t’ne

proctoscope, AAdiile in the knee chest posture
he is in a very uncomfortable position Avhich

must influence more or less the accuracy of

the investigalion. If the patient is advised
about relaxation and is placed in the position

properly the graAutation of the viscera to-

wards the diaphragm is so complete that the

atmospheric pressure thoroughly distends the
AA’alls of the bowel and it is seldom, if evei',

necessary to introduce air by force. Since the
glass windoAV is not used there is no diffi-

culty in passng instruments through the proc-
toscope for cleansing the bowel, making ap-
plications, procuring specimens for examina-
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tions, operating for small polypoid growths,

etc. There is no position that produces such

a tendency to relaxation of all the muscles

in the pelvic floor as the one I have described.

When the intestines sag toward the chest and

pull on the rectum there is such a great tend-

ency toward the formation of a vaceum in this

organ it is not infrequent that the air rushes

into the rectum before the tubular instru-

ment is introduced. Of course, this occurs

only in those cases where there is no irritabil-

ity about the anal muscles and they are in no

wise h\q3ertrophied and irritably contracted.

Jt is very frequently true that there is so

much irritability and hypertrophy al)Out the

anal muscles that it is impossible to introduce

a proctoscope without causing the most se-

vere pain. It is in these cases that we need

aid in relaxation of the anal uiusclcs from

every possible source. The posture, as I have

shown, is one of Ihe most important factors

in the accomplishment of this end. The most

effective means of securing relaxation of the

sphincter muscles is obtained by applying

15 per cent, or 20 per cent, solution of cocaine

on a few fibres of cotton, rolled upon the end

of a toothpick, to the anal tissues all along the

canal, especially at its internal orifice. With
the patient in the inverted posture, the cocaine

is not lost, as the greater portion is at first

squeezed out of the cotton when the pick is

gently forced into the very tight anal orifice.

By very gentle manipulation the cocaine that

remains on the depression at the external anal

opening follows the pick into the canal and
the muscles are thus relaxed to such an extent

that tubular instruments can often be in-

troduced with but little pain, where otherwise

the patient would be in such distress that an

examination would be almost impossible. An
examination of the rectum and sigmoid can

not be done with any degree of success when
the patient is contracting the abdomen and
complaining of great pain.

If it is desirable to introduce water into

the bowel or any medicated solution it can

be poured through the proctoscope into the

rectum with no difficulty. AVhen there is nec-

essity for the introduction of large quantities

of liquid into the colon no other position is

equal to this posture. As the water passes

to a greater distance along the colon it forces

the gas contained therein toward the rectal

outlet and there it escapes through the tube.

As the gas is forced out of the bowel, so will

its capacity increase for fluids. In the in-

verted posture the patient can be perfectly

protected from any exposure as the examining
sheet rests upon the legs and button*ks in s\mh

a way as to completely cover the surrounding

.

parts.

When long sigmoidoscopes were first placed
in the hands of the profession a number of fa-

talities resulted from attempts to introduce

the instruments well up into the bowel. They
were especially dangerous when an attempt
was made to introduce them with the patient

in the lateral position. With the patient in

the knee chest or inverted position no one
who has the slightest conception of the anat-

omical arrangement of the bowel could do it

harm. As soon as the end of the instrument
passes into the rectum the walls of the bowel
must be distended and as the distal end of

the instrument passes up the bowel it is never
forced against the wall at any point but is

made to follow along the distended lumen.
When tubular instruments were first em-

ployed in the rectum it was believed that the

l)est examinations coidd often be made by
anesthetizing patients. We know now that

the facts are jmsitively to the contrary. Such
examinations can best be made when the pa-
tient is not anesthetized. It was generally be-

lieved in the early history of proctoscopes,

that tubes of sufficient length could be intro-

duced through the rectum and sigmoid and
up into the colon. In onr investigations on
tbe introduction of flexible and non-flexible

instruments into the bowel in 1908 it was
shown that no instrument was passed its en-

tire length into the bowel that it had entered
a redundant sigmoid and had lifted it towartl

or even to the diajhragm and that in such in-

stances not even the upper half of the sigmoid

had been explored.

I have dwelt upon the employment of dif-

ferent postures and the use of tubular instri;-

ments in examinations of the rectum and sig-

moid because they have enabled us to study
pathological conditions in the upper rectum
and sigmoid in a manner unknown before.

Bectal bougies, tubes, probes and even the

hand were formerly employed to assist in the

study of diseased conditions higher up in the

bowel but such methods have been abandoned
and are now obsolete.

The X-ray is a great aid in studying cer-

tain conditions about the rectum. Where
there has been extensive abscess formation and
pus has made its way into distant struct-

ures this method will always give valuable

information. I has seen cases of fistula that

I am sure I could not liave treated success-

fully if it had not been for the assistance of

the X-ray. Tumors high up, strictures, ad-

he.sions and Hstulous openings into the blad-

der call often be studied with great profit by
this method.

I have not considered in this pajier the va-

rious t\’])es of infection that occur in the mu-
cous mcmlu'ane of the lower lowel and sur-

rounding structures. Neither have 1 referred

to pruritus ani which is a local affection and

is of bacterial origin. Syphilis often apiiears
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in this regoii of the body and is many times so

disguised that the real nature of the disease

is not discovered.

The advances that are now in progress in

laboratory diagnoses and treatments with

vaccines and salavarsan will, no doubt, be of

great assistance in the entire management of

rectal diseases.

DISCUSSION.

Bernard Asman: I am sure I am voicing the

sentiments of every one present when I say that

we have been not only liighJy entertained, but

also instructed by this splendid essay. I do not

remember ever before feeling so much like say-

ing—“Those are just my sentiments, too,” as I

do now.

The hour is so late that I will not attempt to

take up in detail the many points so ably brought

out in the paper. However, I cannot refrain

from saying a word or two in regard t o the

point made by the doctor in beginning his paper;

that is, the neglect of rectal surgery. Not that

I can add anything to what he has said, but it

should be emphasized. The question, why is rec-

tal surgery so neglected, is one that has concern-

ed me much and often. It is neglected, not alone

by the medical profession, but by the laity as

well. It is not uncommon to hear an intelligent,

educated, man express surprise when, after an

examination of his rectal trouble, the surgeon

tells him it is curable. Not long ago a very prom-

inent clergyman came to see me because of hem-

orrhoids, which were ulcerated and had been giv-

ing him trouble for twenty years, and whi'ch at

this particular time were giving him a great deal

of pain, making life practically unendurable.

When, after ascertaining that the trouble was

due to ulcerated piles, I told him what was nec-

essary to cure him, he looked at me in surprise

and said: “Do you really mean to say that I can

be cured?” Of course, we all know that a con-

dition of this sort is perfectly curable. What is

responsible for the prevalence of such an opinion

amongst the laity, which is perhaps more general

than any of us suppose? The answer is that a

great many members of the medical profession

are unwilling to make examinations of the rec-

tum. Why this is true, is not an easy question

to answer. Two cr three decades ago, before we
had rubber gloves, and an examination of the

rectum was necessarily a disagreeable task, there

was, perhaps, some excuse for it, but in the pres-

ent day, when a doctor is confronted Avith a pa-

tient Avho complains of rectal trouble, he cer-

tainly has no excuse to offer if he fails to make
proper examination. Furtliermore it is not al-

ways necessary to use the finger in order to make
correct diagnosis. It is true that the finger is

one of the most valuable instruments we have at

our command for diagnosing rectal conditions

where the Irouble is Avithin reach of the finger,

but if the doctor does not care to use his finger.

even though covered Avith a rubber glove, he can

use the speculum Avith very satisfactory results.

Nevertheless, there appears to be a very general

aversion on the part of the doctor in general

practice to making recital examinations. I be-

lieve that the aA'erage individual who has the

idea that rectal disease is incurable, has obtained

the impression in this way: He first complains
of trouble about the rectum and consults his doc-

tor, who listens to his story and prescribes an
ointment, Avhich perhaps helps him a little or not

at all. He goes to another doctor, or to the same
doctor again, and gets a lotion, or something else,

from Avhich he still gets no relief. Then he con-

sults the quacks, but still Avith no benefit. Then
he reads in the paper of some pile cure and tries

that, but Avithout avail. Then some friend ad-

vises him to try this, that or the other remedy,
and he finally resorts to “carrying a buck-eye in

his pocket” until he loses faith in that, and
comes to the conclusion that his trouble is incur-

able.

I do not belieA'e the younger men are so prone
to make the mistake of failing to examine the

rectum as are the older generation of doctors.

Another point is that, after the diagnosis has

been made, proper treatment should be institut-

ed. It frequently occurs that after the doctor

has made a thorough examination and established

the diagnosis, he prescribes some form of pallia-

tive treatment rather than a radical cure. I

Avould not have you understand that I believe all

rectal conditions to be surgical in character. Hoav-

eAmr, many of these conditions are purely surgi-

cal, and any other foi-ra of treatment is simply a

Avaste of time.

The teaching of tliis subject should be encour-

aged; it is a very important need. We frequent-

ly see patients Avho liaAe been treated for a long

time for trouble in the loAver boAvel, and upon
examination Avith the sigmoidoscope we find it to

be higher up.

I Avondered Avhy Dr. Hanes thought he Avould

invite criticism in making the statement that the

levator ani muscle is a very important one. Cer-

tainly, it is a muscle Avhich must be conserved if

Ave Avould preserve the patient from ineontim

ence. HoAvever, I do not believe that the exter-

nal sphincter should be entirely disregarded. It

is the combined functions of the external spine-

ter and the levator ani, principally, Avith the in-

ternal sphincter to a less degree, that enables the

individual to exercise control OAmr the boAvels.

If it becomes necessary, in an operation for fis-

tula, or any other condition.to excise a portion

of the sphincter, Ave do so; if it becomes neces-

sary to take aAvay the entire sphincter, we re-

move it, but if Ave alloAv the levator to remain,

the patient Avill have at least i>artial continence.

I am glad to note that the essayist adA’ocates

what might lie termed the modified inverted pos-

ture for rectal examinations. This conforms to

my experience and practice and if I understand
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him correctly when he says the position is far

better if the head and shoulders are a consider-

able distance forward to that of the hips, the

position recommended amounts essentially to an
exaggerated knee-chest position. This is much
better than the simple knee-chest and infinitely

better than the Sims’ position. I have used the

“exaggerated knee-chest position” for years

and have found it entirely satisfactory and not

at all unpleasant for the patient. The sheet used

should have near its center a slit about four

inches long, through which the sigmoidoscope can

be inserted, and a flap Avhich can either be but-

toned or closed around the instrument with safety

jains; this, as can be readily seen, obviates con-

stant re-aiTangement of drapery.

Radiography, as was well said, is of the great-

est advantage in diagnosing manj'^ conditions

about the ano-rectal region and large bowel.

C. H. Harris: As one engaged in the general

practice of medicine, it has been my observation

that when an individual has anything the matter

with his rectum, it is piles. It is always piles to

the layman; as a rule, he does not recognize any

disease of thi rectum other than piles, and as

Dr. Asman has pointed out, he goes from one to

another, and tides all sorts of pile salves, rectal

injections, etc., without relief, and when he goes

to a doctor who wants to examine his rectum, he

generally objects.

In order to examine the rectum properly with

a proctoscope or a sigmoidoscope, it is necessary

to put the patient in the inverted position, and

this is what they object to. However, I always

insist upon it; I learned that lesson from Dr.

Hanes some time ago. Only recently I was in

his office when he inverted a patient, put in a

protoscope and showed me a whole field of poly-

poid growths.

I think it is coming to be recognized that the

rectum is a very important part of the human
anatomy. In order for one to realize just how

important it is, it is only necessary for him to

have something the matter with his own rectum.

Dr. Hanes will recall that I had that experience

twenty jmars ago, when Dr. Mathews operated

upon me at the Gay Street Infirmary.

C. G. Hanes (Closing) : I have nothing to say

in closing except to emphasize the fact that a

great many affections about the rectum produce

other than local symptoms. One of the most

pronounced and frecpient general diseases depen-

dent upon some type of rectal affection is that

known as neurasthenia.

FURTHER OBSERVATIONS OF NIT-
ROUS OXID-OXYGEN ANES-

THESIA.

By W. Hamilton Long, Louisville.

(1)

. As might be inferred from the title

the present paper is in a manner a sequel to
one entitled, “The Present Status of Nitrous
Oxid-Oxygen Anesthesia,” read before the
Louisville Society of Physicians and Surg-
eons in I9II, and published in the American
Prac. and News, Vol. 45, I9II. In that brief
article the writer, after a resume of the best
literature he could find to that date; quoting
only those men v/hose opinions he considered
authoritative—and giving impartially the
pros and cons, reached the following conclus-
ions: “The writer wishes, for the present at
least, to be identified with the conservatives.
He believes that in this method we have sim-
ply one more weapon added to the list from
which, when our judgment is taxed, we may
choose. He believes it has a permanent place
in the armamentarium of the careful consci-
entious anesthetist. He does not believe that
it will soon disjjlace the older and simpler
methods.” Let us see how passing time, and
a wider experience have modified, though not
materially changed that view.

(2)

. Nitrous Oxid-Oxygen has reached its

present position through a process of evo-
lution, the stages of which are about as fol-
lows: “First, used alone, or diluted with air,
chiefly by dentists for tooth extractions, and
so used for many years before the surgeon
saw its manifold advantages in a certain class
of cases. The anesthesia was always short;
only a transient stage of unconsciousness and
insensibility to pain being necessary. Second,
as a preliminary to ether narcosis, with the
sole idea of shortening, and rendering safer
and less unpleasant the induction of anes-
thesia by this agent. Third, with the addition
of Oxygen, considered adaptable to short pro-
cedures—such as the opening of abscesses,
reduction of fractures and dislocations, exam-
inations or operations on rectum or cervix,
which would otherwise be painful or embar-
rassing, etc., in short an ideal office anesthesia.
Fourth, as a last resort; a method of neces-
sity in desperate cases, with a life-saving pro-
cedure imperative, and all other agents de-
cidedly contra-indicated; and lastly as the
agent of choice, adaptable to practically all

operations, and chosen deliberately in pref-
erence to chloroform and ether. The writer, in
the comparatively brief time he has worked
with anesthetic agents, and with his compara-
tively limited experience, has followed nitrous
oxid through these stages of its evolution, and
must admit that he is now, slowly and cauti-

ously coming to regard it as an agent far
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more satisfactory than was first thought, and
one with a wider field of application. First,

let us distinguish between a nitrous oxid-o.xy-

gen anesthesia, and a nitrous oxid-oxygen
ether anesthesia, and let us he honest with
ourselves. Administering nitrous oxid-oxy-

gen continuously plus ether q. s., for perfect

relaxation is not a nitrous oxid-oxygen anes-

thesia. It is a nitrous oxid-oxygen ether anes-

thesia, and as such is a combination of two
anesthetizing agents, with a third agent, oxy-

gen, the duty of which is to couteract the un-

toward effect of the other two, especially the

nitrous oxid. This combination is highly

satisfactory, and has much to recommend it.

It is based upon the perfectly correct assump-
tion that nitrous oxid-oxygen properly given
is practically free from danger, and though
producing a peaceful, quiescent, unconscious-
state ;—does not produce such a degree of

muscular relaxation as is frequently required,

the quantity of ether necessary in addition is

usually so small that 'while we may get the

relaxing effect desired we yet use so little of

this agent that its disagreeable effects, and
its toxic effects are virtually nil. The writer

has found it feasahle and satisfactory to ad-

minister the nitrous oxid-oxygen- ether combi-

nation for abdominal operations of one hour’s

duration or more, with about the following

oxygen let in jnst at the first suggestion of

technique : Nitrous oxid at the start, with
cyanosis or jaetatation. There is usually

with nitrous oxid a short, early, transient

stage of relaxation;—as there is with ether,

—

the so-called “ether Kausch” so satisfactory

for brief surgical procedui'CS; which, while it

lasts, is (piite coiu2:)lete. Dixring this stage

the final preparation of the patient is begun,
and the ether vapor is let in, very gradually,

at a time when the throat x’eflexes of

swallowing and coughing, are absent, and
the ether is continued in very small quantity,
and together with the nitrous oxid-oxygen un-
til the peritoneal cavity is opened, the prelim-
inary intra-abdominal examination made and
the operation proper is under way. The
ether may then he turned off, and usually
need not he re-exhibited during the remainder
of the operation,—save possibly for a few sec-

onds just as the peritoneum is closed,—if the
work he in the lower abdomen or ixelvis. In
upper abdominal work, wliere relaxation is

more difficult of achievement, and where the

respiration is so freciuently troublesome, it

will he found necessary to give a hit more
ether, hut even under these conditions the

quantity necessary for satisfactory anesthesia

is extremely small
;
the exhibition of ether

vapor foi' thirty seconds to one minute—al-

ways gradually, to ])revent swallowing or

coughing—at inteiwals of ten minutes, usual-

ly sufficing. Thus as has been stated, we

get ether effect, without ether poisoning, and
from such an administration the patient re-

covers much as from a straight nitrous oxid-

oxygen anesthesia. The anesthetist must he

governed of course by the difference in indi-

vidual patients, and by the varying methods
of different operators; hut a procedure about
as above will he found satisfactory in the

great majority of abdominal cases, properly
selected for this method.

(3). In all operations away from the ab-

domen, and for the performance of which,
consequently, a profound relaxation is not es-

sential, nitrous oxid-oxygen straight is en-

tirely practical; and considering its greater
safety, especially as regards its comparative
freedom from disagreeable after effects, and
total lack of toxicity, has much to commend it.

(4j. The writer must devote a paragraph
to the advocacy of nitrous oxid, preferably
with oxygen, as a preliminary to ether, when
that agent has been selected. The nitrous
oxid ether sequence has everything in its

favor when compared with ether “straight.”
Anesthesia is more quickly induced and with
much less discomfort to the patient. It is

safer as shown by statistics; post anesthetic
nausea is lessened, for obvious reasons; the
technic is simple, and the expense so trivial

that it need hardly be considered. It is sur-
prising in view of all this that some of the
larger clinics and hospitals, where ether is

the anesthetic of choice, have not adopted this

method of induction.

(5)

. One cannot write to-day, however,
briefly, of nitrous oxid anesthesia without a
reference to Dr. Crile’s anoci-assoeiation

method—the use of local anesthesia at the site

of operation, in conjunction with general an-
esthesia

;
nitrous oxid-oxygen. It is not with-

in the province of this paper, nor the ability
of its author to discuss Dr. Crile’s kinetic
theorj" of shock, the long painstaking, perse-
vering research through which he reached his
conclusions, and which led him to adopt the
use of nitrous oxid-oxygen plus local anes-
thesia as a roxxtine procedure in his clinic ;

—

that may Ixe found in his recent and most in-

teresting work on the subject; but whether
one subscribe to bis theory or not, the writer
woxxld heartily recommend the use of the
anoci-assoeiation method in cases where nit-

2’ous oxid-oxygen with, or without, ether is to

be used as the general anesthetic. The em-
ployment of this technic renders nitrous oxid-
oxygen more satisfactory, and if any ether
be necessary, the quantity required will be
considerably less.

(6)

. The writer believes that nitrous oxid-
oxygen has its limitations. He has never be-

lieved in a routine anesthesia, but believes
rather in fitting the anesthetic agent to the
patient, than tlie patient to the anesthetic.
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He does believe, however, that nitrous oxid-

oxygen has a firmly fixed place among the

agents for producing and maintaining anes-

thesia, and that its field is constantly widen-

ing. He has given it for major operations of

nearly every character, in the presence of con-

ditions that to his mind decidedly contra-

indicated ether and chloroform, such as acute,

and sub-acute nephrtis, acute bronchitis,

active pulmonary tuberculosis, marked anemia
and shock,—in short, has made it the anes-

thetic of choice wherever he deemed the pa-

tient’s handicap unusually great from any
cause. In such “ragged edge” cases no
ether has been used, the surgeon rather put-

ting up with some inconvenience from rigid-

ity, than having his patient further jeopard-

ized, for let this be stated and emphasized in

favor of this method
;
it is not always ideal in

is action, but with a full appreciation of its

shortcomings and a willingness on the jjart of

the surgeon and the anesthetist to bear with
them for the sake of the patient’s welfare, it

may be used, preferably augmented by the

anoci-association technic,—the latter greatly

increasing the degree of relaxation achieved,

—in almost any case which may present for

operation, and in it we have a method which
renders the anesthesia risk at least, inconsid-

erable.

(7). The exact physiological action of

nitrous oxid is not yet fully understood. Up-
on just what it depends for its anesthetic

properties, or in just what way it exerts that

action, we do not know. It does not act as

chloroform and ether, i.e. as a lipoid solvent,

nor does it produce anesthesia, or uneonscious-

aess, by mere deoxygenation or asphyxiation

;

of that we are sure, for sufficient oxygen may
continuously be given to supply the red cells,

and to keep the patient free from cyanosis, or

comparatively so, and for this, the anesthesia

is the better. We do know this, that it is elim-

inated chiefly by the lungs, and that the

elimination is very rapid
;
the patient usually

recovering entirely in a few minutes, regard-
less of the length of the administration, and
save for the occasional disagreeable but not
serious after effects to be mentioned later, so

entirely free from its influence that later or
secondary ill effects are not observed. The
unpleasant after-effects are: First, nausea;
which is more common than we were origin-

ally led to believe, though fortunately almost
always of a transient nature, the patient rare-

ly vomiting more than once or twice. In this

connection the statement may be made that
the preliminary dose of morphine which is

generally recommended and almost universal-
ly given as a routine,- is accountable for much
of the nausea following nitrous oxid-oxygen
anesthesia. The writer believes from observa-
tion that morphine causes nausea in about

twenty per cent, of all patients. Second,
headacbe : a most uncommon after effect of

nitrous oxid-oxygen anesthesia, and, Third,,

occasionally, in the nervous, an hysterical

state upon regaining consciousness which is at

times persistent and annoying.

(8). The actual contra-indications, in the
sti'ict interpretation of the term, of nitrous
oxid-oxygen are few, but there is a class of
patients in which the agent is not satisfac-

tory. Thus it seems better to use the terms
“adaptable,” and “inadaptable” rather than
“indicated” and “contra-indicated.” The
writer will (piote Teter; “Nitrous oxid-oxy-
geu anesthesia is not ideal for major surgery
on patients possessing strong, vigorous con-

stitutions or extremely nervous tempera-
ments, or those addicted to drug habits or the
excessive use of tobacco. In other words,
any patient who requires a large amount of
any general anesthetic is not a good gas-oxy-
gen subject to control owing to the lighter

form of anesthesia induced by nitrous oxid.

The ideal patients for nitrous oxid-oxy-

gen anesthesia are the very ill, the

anaemic, the debilitated, those possessing low
vitality from any cause,—in short, all cases

except those requiring a powerful anesthestic

agent.” The writer quotes the above as the

classification of an authority, because it is

conservative and because it is correct in prac-
tice.

(10). A few words before closing, as to

method of administering the nitrous oxid-oxy-
gen. There are many instruments on the
market for this purpose. Some are extremely
complicated, large and cumbersome. ^ It has
been said that one must nowadays be also a
machinist and a plumber to be an anesthetist.

This is low comedy with a grain of truth. A
natural knack for mechanics is of great help
in the use of an apparatus of the more elabor-

ate and modern type. The anesthetist wiU
use whatever apparatus he finds most satis-

factory. There are three cardinal principles
necessary to successful work with nitrous
oxid-oxygen, viz.: First, the gases must be
carried to the apparatus at low pressure, and
in an even, unvarying continuous flow. To
achieve this a pressure reducer, connected to

the large high pressure tank, or built into ap-
paratus, and having a gauge indicating the

pressure in pounds is used. The pressure can
be regulated as the anesthetist wishes. Sec-

ond, a properly shaped, snugly-fitting face

mask with pneumatic cushion, to exclude, in

so far as is possible, all outside air. This is

very important; indeed essential to successful

nitrous oxid-oxygen anesthesia, thus this

matter of excluding the air becomes at times

quite a problem in itself, as in the case of

those with long narrow faces, the toothless,

and men with beards. Third, continuous re-
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breathing. With a constant supply of fresh

I)ure oxygen in tlie proper proportion, con-

tinuous rebreathing may be practiced for any
length of time, and this procedure is almost

universally recommended. The writer rarely

uses the expiratory valve. Any one who
bears these three essentials in mind, will, with
practice, and judgment in the selection of

cases, be able to do successful work with
nitrous oxid-oxygen, and any apparatus
which conforms to these requirements is a

a suitable apparatus. The liner, hair-split-

ting distinctions, that rival manufact;u-ers

bring out in their arguments are largely theo-

retical, when finely analyzed.

(11). The following is about the method
of administration found most satisfactory by
the writer. The patient is taken directly into

the operating room and placed on the operat-

ing table, before any anesthesia is given, un-
less contra-indicated, and preliminary dose of

morphine and atropine has been given one-

half hour previous. Contrary to the belief of

many and to the generally accepted view of

few years ago, -the bringing of the patient into

the operating room before anesthesia does not

add to, nor aggravate the nervous condition,

the apprehension, the fright, but rather if the

patient is i)roperly approached in the ante-

room and reassured in a gentle quiet manner,
and by the suggestion that he is going to be

favored with a view of the inner sanctum,

—

is going to be taken behind the scenes ;—his

interest is aroused and his mind taken off his

troubles and his apprehensions. For there is

much the same feeling of curiosity and awe
on the part of the laity about an operating
room, that we all have about places we are

not permitted to enter. The patient upon
entering the operating room then sees all the

machinery in operation
;
the surgeon, assist-

ants and nurses in their regalia, no undue
talking or hurrying, or bustling around, and
he is interested, and gains confidence and quiet
rather than panic and terror. He is trans-

ferred to the operating table, the anesthetist

all the time keeping a cheerful, reassuring
manner and the anesthetic is begun without
delay. The patient’s eyes are covered with
a damp towel, the inhaler is fitted over the
face, the patient is instructed to take a few
long deep breaths, is assured that no unpleas-
antness or discomfort will be encountered

:

and after a few inhalations of air the nitrous
oxid is let in, without the i)atient’s knowledge,
to be followed, as ex])lained above, by the oxy-
gen. Some four or five minutes is necessary

to find the proper mixture of the two gases

for the particular case in hand. The average
is about 85 per cent, nitrons oxid to 15 per
cent of oxygen, though this will vary with

different eases, and must frequently be alter-

ed a bit from time to time, depending on effect,

in the same eases. Ordinarily, when the

gases are flowing steadily in the right pro-

portions the anesthetist need but watch his

patient and his apparatus.

CONCnUSIONS.

1. Nitrous oxid-oxygen properly given is

the safest anesthetic. Its immediate danger
is very small, and its subsequent danger nil.

2. It is ideal for such minor procedures
as are mentioned above.

3. It should be the anesthetic, of choice in

all eases where for any reason the anesthetic

risk is especially great; in anemia, in shook,

or where shock is expected, in the debilitated

and the old
;
and where diseases of the respira-

tory tract or kidneys exist. In operations

especially in the abdomen, its efficiency will

be greatly enhanced by the use of local anes-

thesia in conjunction, after Crile’s anoci-

assoeiation method.
5. It is not ideal as a routine agent, but

should be used in selected cases. To use a
paradoxical expression—good anesthe.sia by a

dangeroiis agent is safer than poor, shallow

anesthesia by a safer agent.

6. Its action when properly given is to

produce a state of unconsciousness without

vohintary muscular action even under pain

stimuli, but marked muscular flaccidity is

not achieved.

7. It is ideal for the induction of ether

anesthesia, rendering that agent safer, and
robbing it of most of its disagreeable efects.

DISCUSSION.
Emmet F. ilorine: I believe we can all heart-

ily concur in the statement made by Dr. Long
that nitrous oxid is, in selected cases, the ideal

anesthetic.

One of the things most essential in giving ni-

trous oxid-oxygen is a properly fitting face mask.

It has been my experience that the pneumatic

apparatus does not fit properly. I have found

the Gatch mask with rubber cuff which fits the

face snugly to be the best. In the use of this

apparatus for rebreathiug I have always found it

necessary to use the expiratory valve, due to the

fact that the face mask fits so tightly as to en-

tirely preclude leakage. Therefore, when one

wishes to add fresh gas, one must, of necessity,

use the expiratory valve.

In my opinion the preliminary hypodermic is

absolutely essential in most cases. Small doses

of morphine, 1-0 or 1-8 gr. are preferable to

larger doses, and in some cases it is wise to give

even less—1-12 or 1-10 gr.

As the study of anesthetics progresses I be-

lieve tbat nitrous ovid will be used in an ever-

increasing number of cases. However, I do not

believe it should be employed as a routine agent,

because there are really many contra-indications

to its use. I have certainly enjoyed Dr. Long’s

excellent paper.

E. L. Henderson: Dr. Long has certainly pre-
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sented a splendid paper and I think the Society

is to be congratulated upon having heard it.

Like Dr. Long, I am '. ery much in favor of the

use of nitrous ovid as a i^ieliminary to ether. It

is an ideal method of inducing narcosis and is

far superior, in every vay, to the older methods

of beginning anesthesia. Therefore, as Dr. Long

pointed out, it is hard to understand why more

of the larger clinics and hospitals do not employ

this method. I also agree with the essa3dst that,

in selected cases, nitrous oxid and oxj'gen is an

ideal general anesthetic. However, it is almost

impossible to secure t!ie proper degree of muscu-

lar relaxation without a preliminary Hypodermic

of morphine and atropin. I usually' use 1-6 gr.

morphine and 1-150 gr. atropin, giving about

half an hour prior to the general anesthesia.

Even then, as the essayist has pointed out, it is

necessaiy, in some cases, to give small amount of

ether in order to secure the required degree of

muscular relaxation. However, with the admin-

istration of a small amount of ether at times

during the operation, satisfaetorv relaxation can

be secured for almost an^' operation. Used in

conjunction with the anoci-association method,

nitrous oxid and oxygen is certainty an ideal

method of anesthesia, and it will come nearer

suiting all cases than anv other method at our

command. One of the greatest faults to be

found with it is the expense. Nitrous oxid gas

is verv expensive and so is oxygen. However,
the introduction of the re-breathing method has

served to overcome this objection to a large ex-

tent. Furthermore, used in this way, nitrous

oxid appears to induce a deeper anesthesia than

formerhn xVs to the apparatus to be used, it has

been experience that the more simple it is,

the better. The essavnst spoke of nausea follow-

ing the use of nitrous oxid anesthesia. I believe

this occurs more frequently than we formerly be-

lieved. However, as the essaj'ist pointed out, the

nausea is of a transient nature; the patient will

usually vomit just as he comes from under the in-

fluence of the anestlietic and very rarely after

that.

T agree with Dr. Long that it is very common
for patients to complain of a severe headache
just after coming from under the influence of

nitrous oxid anesthesia. This also is transient

and onty lasts a short time as a rule.

One phase of the subject which the essa.vist did

not mention is the Avay dentists use nitrous anes-

thesia. Tlie.v simply have the patient breathe in

enough nitrous o.xid and ox_vgen to induce wh.at

thej’ call the “analgesic stage’’; the patient is

not entirety unconscious, but is sufficiently so to

be insensible lo pain, and I think it is an ideal

anesthetic for this class of ivork. A year or more
ago I was asked b,v two or three dentists, wiio

were inex)ierienced in the use of nitrous oxid, to

be present the first two or three times tlie,v used

it, and I want to say that if 1 ever had ai\v den-

tal work done that amounts to aurdhing, 1 will

certainty take nitrous oxid and oxj'gen, as it ap-

pears to be ideal for this purpose.

Jno. B. Richardson, Jr. I have certainty en-

joyed Dr. Long ’s excellent paper and, in the main,

1 agree with eveiything he lias said. How’ever, I

cannot indorse his statement in regard to bring-

ing patients into the operating room preceding

the anesthesia. Jn a majority of instances it

ma\' work all right, but where we have an indi-

vidual of a liighlj- nervous type, as in exophthal-

mic goiter for instance, I fail to see how the sight

of a number of persons in white caps and gowns
will tend to. in anj' degree, reassure the patient.

I was glad to hear the essajust call attention

to the face that complete muscular relaxation

cannot alwa^'s be secured under nitrous oxid and
ox\'gen anesthesia, and I wish to emphasize this

point. There is nothing more distressing to the

anesthetist than to lia\e the surgeon constantly

nagging at him to push the anesthesia when he is

doing his veiw best to thoroughh’ anesthetize the

patient.

At the recent meeting of the Kentucky (State

Medical Association, Dr. Vance read a paper on
tlie subject of who should do surgeiy, and I do
not remember whether or not he made this state-

ment, but at any rate, I believe that, before un-

dertaking to do surgeiy, one should have given

from five hundred to one thousand anesthetics.

Giving less than five hundred anesthetics does not

count for much from the standpoint of anesthetic

ex2ierience, and an\‘ man who contemiilates

adopting surgery as a sjieciaUy should have given

at least that numbei- of anesthetics.

S. G. Dabney: Ihave used nitrous ovid and
o.xj’geii anesthesia in several mastoid eases where,

for special reasons, it appeared to be indicated;

Dr. Long and Dr. Henderson will each remember
one of them. One of these was in a j’oung lad\’,

20 3’ears old, who was veiy ill from Bright’s dis-

ease. Oiieration for tlie mastoid condition was
liostponed as long as I thought safe, but I was
finalty forced to do it while the patient was still

in vei’3
' comlition. Besides an acute nejih-

ritis and the mastoid condition, this patient had
one of the exanthemata, probably measles. Nev-
ertheless, she took the anesthetic very nicel.y,

and the oiieration was done ivithout aiy trouble

at all.

Another ease was in a woman in ivliom the ne-

cessitj' for operation arose when she was five or

six months pregnant with her first child. Slie had
on previous occasions taken chloroform and ether,

and both had been followed bv such marked nau-

sea that she was afraid a renetition of the experi-

ence would induce a miscarriage. Tlierefore. ni-

trous oxid and oxvgen anestl’.esia was given. 'I’he

operation in this case was a sinqile mastoid, and
was also acconqilihed without difficulty.

T remember anotlier case in wliich T have often

wondered if the metliod of ane.stbesia had aiqv-

thing to do with the accident which occurred.

This was an old man wlio came to me from a town
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in Indiana to liave an e5’e removed. He was in

the seventies and in veiy feeble health, suffering

from Bright’s disease. A phenolsulphonephtha-

lein test demonstrated that he could not take any

form of anesthesia except perhaps nitrous oxid,

or nitrous oxid and oxj^gen, which Avas giAmn. The

eye AA'as remoAmd Avithout difficulty, but AA’hen the

ciliarj^ arteries, hack of the eye, were cut, profuse

hemorrhage ensued back of Tenem’s capsule,

pushing foi’AA'ard the orbital contents and I AA’on-

dered whether the anesthesia could have been re-

sponsible for this unusual occurrence. Only

tAvice in my life have I seen it occur during the

enucleation of an eye. Of course, this old man
had very marked arteriosclerosis partly due to

age and partly to the disease present. I would

like to hear from Dr. Long as to Avhether this

form of anestliesia predisposes to the rupture of

blood vessels in old people.

I have often had used nitrous oxid and oxygen

anesthesia for opening the drum membrane, and

it has ahvays impressed me as being the most

nearly perfect anesthesia Ave have. I recall that,

some years ago. Dr. Henderson gave it to a very

heaA'y-set man about eight o’clock in the morn-

ing. and within fifteen minutes after recovering-

consciousness he Avas all right and Avanted some

breakfast. I have taken it myself on tAvo or

three occasions for dental work, and can testify

from personal experience that it is ideal for this

class of Avork. I never had nausea afterward,

and could go to the dentist, have a tooth pulled,

and go back to my office to Avork, perhaps stop-

ping on the way to see a patient.

J. A. Kirk: I agree with the essayist in re-

gard to taking the patient into the operating

room before beginning the anesthesia. It seems

to me that it is much preferable to indirce anes-

thesia in the operating room with nitrous oxid

and oxygen, than to have to roll the patient into

the operating room and continue the anesthesia

Avith nitrous oxid, as it Avould be difficult to keep

patient under gas while moving from one room to

another.

W. Barnett Owen: I Avish to speak to just one

point, that is as to nausea folloAving the admin-

istration of nitrous oxid and oxygen anesthesia.

I remember very Avell an anesthetic that Dr.

Long gave for me at the JeAvish Hospital, about

three months ago. This patient, a Avoman, Avas

A’ery much Avorried about the operation. She had

taken an anesthetic once before, folloAved by ex-

treme nausea Avhich had persisted for some time.

I assured her that on this occasion the anesthetic

Avould not be folloAved by nausea, and Dr. Long

gave her nitrous oxid and oxygen, preceded l)y

an hypodermic of mor]>hin. After the operation

she suffered from the intense nausea for tAvo or

three days. I learned from Imr later that a dose

of morplnn always affected her that Avay. In vieAV

of this experience, I am inclined to believe that

nitrous oxid and o.xygen is held responsible for

nausea in many instances Avhere it is really at-

tributable to the preliminary hypodermic of

morphine. While nitrous oxid and oxygen may
be the anesthesia of choice in many cases, its

proper administration requires a man who has
had considerable experience in giving it.

W. C. Dugan: I Avish to thank Dr. Long for

his excellent paper; I have enjoyed it \-ery much
indeed. In my opinion, the muscular rigidity ob-

served under nitrous oxid and oxygen anesthesia

is due, in large part, to the fact that the surgeon

begins too soon. If he woaaIcI wait until the mus-
cles have had an opportunity to become thor-

oughly relaxed, it Avould in a great measure over-

come this objection.

I agree Avith what Dr. Dabney has said in re-

gard to the danger of nitrous oxid and oxygen
anesthesia in the presence of arteriosclerosis.

Some time ago I lost, from aneurism of the aorta,

a patient Avho had no symptoms of aneurism

prior to the operation, Avhich was done under ni-

trous oxid and oxygen anesthesia. The patient

struggled ver3' hard during the entire operation,

Avhich Avas for a liver condition, and became pro-

foundly cA'anosed. A feAv days later he develop-

ed hoarseness, and finally died as the result of an

aneurism. Therefore, I think it should be borne

in mind that, in the presence of arterosclerosis,

nitrous oxid and oxygen is contra-indicated, al-

though it is an ideal from of anesthesia other-

Avise.

Geo. A. Hendon: I wish to speak particularly

in favor of nitrous oxid and oxygen anesthesia

in operating for prostatic conditions. To my
mind, its use in these conditions represents the

greatest benefit that accrues from this method of

anesthesia; at least, that has been my own ex-

perience with it.

I have been reading very carefully Yandell

Henderson’s observations with respect to re-

breathing. It appears almost incredible upon

superficial observation that rebreathing one’s

own breath should act as a stimulant to respira-

tion, but Avhen one analyzes the physiological

reasons for it, one can readily perceive the it is

a valuable adjunct in sustaining the patient dur-

ing the anesthetic. Henderson has shown pretty

conclusively that it is the presence of carbon di-

oxid in the blood that stimulates action of the

cardiac center, and that if the carbon dioxid be

entireljr eliminated from the blood, failure of the

respiratorj-^ centers ensue and the patient loses

his life, and it is to prevent this that he advo-

cates the rebreathing of the patient’s OAvn breath.

Anotlier phase of this subject that has interest-

ed me is Avith reference to the anoci association

method. To my mind, the simple injection of lo-

cal anesthesia does not completely carry out the

idea of anoci association. Ma’ conception of the

tei-m, as used by its originator. Dr. Crile, is that

it contemplates the elimination of all noxious

influences having an effect upon the patient. Pain

is only one; sliock is another, but greatest of all

is pre-operative fear. In carrying out the anosi-
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association method of operating, while it is de-

sirable to do so completely, it is not absolutely

essential. If for any reason we cannot carry

out the entire program, it is well to carry out a

part of it, but I do not believe it is quite fair for

one to claim to practice the anoci-association

method of operating when he utilizes only a por-

tion of it. The pre-operative preparation of the

patient, not physically, l)ut mentally, is, of course,

the most difficult art and, as Dr. Crile empha-

sizes, the most important part of the anoci-

association method.

I hope that my remarks will not be construed

as derogatory to the use of local anesthesia in

connection with general anesthesia. I believe

that the more local anesthesia we use, the less

general anesthesia we need, and the reverse of

this proposition is also true—the more general

anesthesia we use, the less local anesthesia we
will need. I am grateful to Dr. Long for the ex-

cellent manner in which he has presented this

subject.

W. Hamilton Long (Closing) ; I will try to

answer the gentlemen in the reverse order in

which they spoke.

In regard to Dr. Hendon’s remarks wth re-

spect to re-breathing, it is ray practice to employ

continuously, and for any length of time. There

is bound to be more or less leakage of the gases

around the face mask. This also answers Dr.

Horine’s remarks. If all of our connections were

ABSOLUTELY tight and re-breathing were AB-
SOLUTELY perfect, the anesthesia could be con-

ducted without' the loss of any gas whatever save

that under those circumstances, room for fresh

oxygen would have to be made from time to time.

As a matter of fact, however, perfect re-breath-

ing is not possible
;
therefore, a constant flow of

gas into the bag is necessary. Respiration is

stimulated by the carbon dioxid in the re-inpired

air and because of the fact that the lack of air

or ogygen makes the individual breathe so much
harder. As an example of this, if an individual

be locked in an air-tight room, when the oxygen

begins to fail he will breathe the harder; it is

simply an effort on the part of Nature to get

what she needs and has been deprived of.

I tried to make it clear in my paper that ni-

trous oxid and oxygen anesthesia without etlier

should be used only in selected cases; there are

many eases in which it is not at all satisfactory.

I also tried to point out that an anesthesia begun
with nitrous oxid-ogygen and continued Avith

ether should not be called a nitrous oxid and oxy-

gen anesthesia.

As to arteriosclerosis, theoretically this condi-

tion is a contra-indication to the use of nitrous

oxid, but practically and clinically, it is the opin-

ion of some of the best authorities that it is not

a contra-indication, provided that sufficient oxy-

gen is used. Nitrous oxid gas Avill increase the

arterial tension during the first three or four sec-

onds of administration, but it has been shoAvn, by

the use of blood pressure instruments, that the

administration of pure oxygen in sufficient quan-

tity Avill soon bring the blood pressure doAvn to

Avhere it Avas. In Dr. GAvathmey’s new book on

anesthesia he advises that nitrous oxid and oxy-

gen anesthesia he not used in elderly people. I

may be considered somewhat presumptous in dis-

agreeing Avith him, but '‘a cat may look at a

King,” and I am still of the opinion that arteri-

osclerosis is not a contra-indication to the use of

nitrous oxid provided that plenty of oxygen be

given. Dr. Hendon mentioned its applicability

in prostatic conditions, and these are nearly al-

Avays in old peojde, Avith a greater or less degree

of arteriosclerosis. A very interesting and prac-

tical demonstration of the blood pressure may be

made by first administering the nitrous oxid

alone, or mixed Avith air, and then diluting it Avith

oxygen. The pressure Avill rise at first, but imme-

diately upon the administration of oxygen it will

come doAvn again.

In regard to the case mentioned by Dr. OAven,

I stated in the paper that I believed most of the

nausea in this ease Avas due to the morphin. I

also stated that about tAventy-five par cent, of all

indiA'iduals will shoAV this idiosyncrasy to mor-

1 hin, and Avill be nauseated by it. In giving nit-

rous oxid and ogygen anesthesia, I do not make
any rash promises Avith respect to subsequent

nausea. If the patient asks me if it will produce

nausea, I remark that I hoije not, though I can

assure him almost certainly that it Avill be tran-

sient and not persistent.

I recall the case mentioned by Dr. Dabney.

There is no Avay of knowing Avhat caused the hem-

orrhage in this case; it may have occurred under

any other form of anesthesia, and again it may
not.

Replying to Dr. Richardson’s remarks, I Avill

say that I ahvays make it a point to see the pa-

tients in the ante-room and size up the general

nervous condition. If they appear to have only

the ordinary degree of fright and nervousness, I

do not hesitate to take them right into the

operating room, Avliere, Avith a feAv tactful re-

marks one can generally excite interest in the

operation and make them feel that they have
been given an opportunity to take a peep behind

the scenes, as it Avere, and to see things that they

are ordinarily not permitted to see, AA'-hieh serves

to rouse their curiosity and interest and take the

mind off the operation itself. I do not believe

that nitrous oxid and oxygen anesthesia is entire-

ly devoid of danger, and harm Avas done by

si)reading the im|U’ession early in its use, that it

is absolutely harmless and that any one can give

it. Dr. Teter, avIio is unf|iiestionably the highest

authority on tiie subject in this country, has col-

lected recoi'ds of eighteen or twenty deaths from

nitrous oxid and oxygen anesthesia. It is the

safest method in skilled hands, and probably the

most dangerous in the hands of a tyro.

Replying to Dr. Henderson’s remarks, there is
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an apparatus that is being used by dentists now,
provided with a nasal inhaler with a handle on

it. The patient himself holds it to the nose and
the dentist merely turns the gas on, and the pa-

tient dropping the inhaler is a sign that he is

sufficiently anesthetized.

While I said nothing in the paper about the

cost of nitrous oxid and oxygen, it is a rather

ex]:iensive form of anesthesia. It has been esti-

mated that its administration costs about six dol-

lars i3er hour, one dollar for each ten minutes it

is continuously given.

Just a word in regard to the hysterical condi-

tion that sometimes follows a brief administra-

tion of nitrous oxid. On one occasion I gave

just a few whiffs to a woman in a dentist’s of-

fice. The anesthesia was successful and the tooth

was drawn, but the woman emerged from the

anesthesia in an absolutely uncontrollable state

of hysteria, and even voided her urine involun-

tarily. It was three or four hours before she

could be sufficiently quieted to send her home in

a carriage. I have seen several similar cases.

I am very much obliged to the gentlemen for

their liberal discussion.

SOME OF THE DANGEES OP A TOO
GREATLY RESTRICTED DIET IN

TYPHOID FEVER.

By J. Rowan Morrison, Louisville.

I have nothing original or new to offer. I

fear nothing even interesting. The reason I

am going to talk on a subject that has been

taken up and discussed so frequently and

ably in these latter years is because I do not

believe that all of us are getting the full bene-
fit of the work that has been done along the

advancement of the diet in typhoid fever.

My observation of the diet of typhoid fever

patients in general and especially those

whom I have had to deal with in the City
Hospital in the past convinces me that we
have not paid enougli attention to the palat-

ability and nutritive value of the food given

—

our attention being too mueb attracted to its

fluidity, often, I am sure, to the marked
detriment of the patient.

Enough has been written now by competent
observers and investigators to convince the

most skeptical, if they really think about the
subject in hand, that a typhoid diet does
not have to be fluid on entering the mouth to

be safe—on tlie other hand if milk be the fluid

diet, it is easy to show, and I have shown it

to the medical .students, that the stool from
such a diet is often coarser than the stool

when cereals, scraped meat and such soft ar-

ticles of food are given.

The vast majority of deaths in typhoid are

due to exhaustion, 9-10
;
a very much smaller

per cent, 1-10, are due to hemorrhage or per-
foration.

As far as making the intestinal tract an
ideal place for the healing of ulceration it

cannot be done by any kind of food—for we
will still have the unrest of peristalsis, and
the coating of fecal matter, as it were a dung
poultice, but these ulcerations heal in spite of
this. Therefore it would seem advisable to
give the patient as much food as his appetite
and digestion can stand as long as that food
will produce a soft non-irritating stool, and as
little gas as possible.

Whether one believes in caloric feeding or
not, in other words whether you administer
beans for energy or wind—does not modify
the fact that there are only two possible
sources of energy, either in health or in dis-

ease, namely, food and the tissues of the body
and if the food is deficient then the tissues of
the body are called upon to make up the de-
ficiency, and the body enters a state of starva-
tion—the degree depending on the deficiency
to be made up and the length of time it must
be endured. Modern science has not shown
that starvation for any length of time is an
advantage—on the contrary it is a great dis-

advantage and danger. Animals are infected

much more easily when starved, but not only
is the loss of weight and vitality to be con-

sidered, the normal metabolism is so upset
that there is produced a condition somewhat
like the toxemias of pregnancy and the later

stages of diabetes mellitus in that there is an
acidosis as evidenced by the great increase of

oxj'butyric acid and an inci’ease in the

ammonia nitrogen in the urine, evidently na-
ture’s effort to overcome the acid. Therefore,
if there be any advantages in starvation they
are not apparent from the standpoint of nu-
trition.

For a long time we were taught that there

would be very poor absolution of food, even if

it were given, in typhoid fever. This has

been disproven by the work of Von Hosslin

even in 1882 and the most thorough observa-

tions of Phillip Shafer and Warren Coleman.
In fact under the diet given by them the pa-

tients sometimes gained weight during the

course of the fever. Their work showed the

carbohydrates were the class of foods largely

responsible in preventing the loss. Carbo-

hydrate foods can be administered easily in

many forms in the typhoid diet.

At the expense of boring you I am going to

give a short history of feeding in typhoid fe-

ver. I take this from Warren Coleman’s pa-

per on this subject (Oct. 9 1909). It had evi-

dently been the popular plan to starve fe-

vers until Graves in 1835 advised a diet in

typhoid of toast crumbs moistened in meat

broths and meat jellies. This was considered
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quite an advancement but must be given a

very few calories per pound.
The next advancement popularized by

Austin Flint was the administration of milk
in considerable quantities. Milk furnishes

700 calories a quart and for an individual

who needs 3000 calories daily four quarts of

whole milk would not suftiee—rather difficult

to drink that quantity I suspect.

Dr. Geo. L. Peabody in the Practitioners’

Society of New York, Nov. 4, 1892, in his re-

marks on the diet in fevers said that he had
been feeding his typhoid patients as much
according to their appetites as was consistent

with a sensible diet. He gave a rather liber-

al and palatable diet.

In 1897 P. C. Shattuck of Boston, publish-

ed his article on diet in typhoid where he said

that for some years he had been feeding his

patient along the line of the demands of the

appetite, and laid especial stress on the with-

holding of food when the stomach was irri-

table, so-called gastric fever, advised not to

push the food where there was a poor ap-

petite.

Barrs in England and Bushyeve in Russia

took up this subject about the same time.

Philip Shalfei' and Warren Coleman in

Bellevue Hospital, New York, by feeding for

the caloric requirements of the organism un-

der the effect of fever and toxemia more able

in some eases to make the patient gain in

weight and in all there was very slight loss.

In all these increased diets it has been not-

ed that the patient is better satisfied—more
lively—and not nearly so frequently subject

to the sequelae of t\"phoid—loss of hair, neu-

ritis, and prolonged weakness and anemia,

and on the whole are able to return to their

ordinary life and work much sooner than

those on a reduced diet.

The idea then of Peabody and Shattuck
was to use the appetite as a guide to feeding

within reasonable limitations. The works of

Pawlon would seem to justify this idea.

Shaffer and Coleman idea to keep the body in

as possible a state of equilibrium of metabol-

ism. The modern study of nutrition by ealor-

ometric means shows wdiat the needs of the

body are under the infiuenee of fever and in-

fection and it would seem to be only reason-

able to meet these when j>ossible to do so.

That it is possible or necessary to feed all

eases iip to 50 or 60 ealoi'ies a kilo, I doubt

seriously. That there are cases with reduced

vitality and good appetite which should be

fed up to the limit I also believe.

In 1910 I first tried the high caloric diet on

a patient sick with typlioid in the City Hos-

pital. He was eighteen years old. I gave a

diet of abo\it 60 calories a kilo, 27 1-4 cal. a

pound. The food consisted of milk and
cream, milk, sugar, eggs, cereals, Zweibach

and strained vegetable soup. He took the

food with relish, and wanted to sit up and
walk around the ward, which he was not per-

mitted to do, biat he looked happier than any
typhoid patient I had treated up to that time.

He had a rapid convalescence and returned
to his work in a short time after he left the

hospital. Since then I have been convinced
that more food was necessary for my typhoid
patients than I had been giving them before.

However, it is a very difficult task to feed
these patients for often there is great irrita-

bility of the stomach, and food must be with-

held altogether for a while and then very cau-

tiously given. At other times the patient has
no appetite and will take only a little food.

Here is the place to give highly nutritious

food in as small quantity as possible. If the

patient does not have indigestion from their

use a mixture of milk, cream, eggs and milk
sugar is excellent and can be given frozen
as a custard and is often well taken or as bak-

ed custard. I have seen patients take these

highly nutritious foods when they would not
take broth. This type of food sometimes pro-

duces indigestion and must be withehld and
simpler articles substituted. But neverthe-

less there are a great many eases with a good
appetite from the start and in almost all eases

there is appetite sometimes before the fever

is gone. If nutritious food is given now in-

stead of waiting for the fever to leave en-

tirely the patient wall have a shorter conva-

lescence and fewer sequelae.

The danger of a too greatly restricted diet

are the added toxaemia of starvation. The
great exhaustion and debility. The extreme
weakening of the muscular system—includ-
ing the heart. The great loss of fat from all

the organs and tissue. The dangerous sequelae

of nervous depression. Neuritis and lowered
resistance to other diseases, and the great in-

convenience and loss of time in returning to

one’s usual life and Avork.

The two following eases I saAV in the wards
of the City Hospital in 1912:

No. 1—Male, age 11 years. He was in the

Avard when I Avent on in October. Had been
in the hospital since about the 10th of August.
His temperature AAms 97 to 99.5 in the morn-
ing, and 99 to 101 in the evening. Pulse

Aveak and rapid. He was greatly emaciated,

skin and bones, very pallid, very much con-

stipated, the rectum filled Avith whitish scyla-

lous masses. He was delirious, talking at

random, shouting out all tlirough the night.

Did not know Avho he Avas or Avhere he Avas or

anything about himself. He Avould look at

you and utter the most profane oatlis. He
could not .sit up or hold his head up. His

diet consisted of milk, and orange albumin
every 3 or 4 hours. ’Phere Avas no record of

hoAV much of either he Avas really taking, but
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upon an investigation T found out that he was
taking very little of either or he would often
spit out the food even if he took it in his

mouth. He was therefore practically getting

nothing to eat, at least not over 4 or 5 calories

per pound. In looking over his chart he
seems to have had high fever at first, and an
ordinary case of typhoid fever, but after his

temperature had reached 99 in the morning
and 101 in the afternoon there had been no
apparent effort to change his diet. At first it

became necessary to train the boy to eat. As
soon as he had accomplished this he de-

veloped a ravenous appetite .and could eat

more food of the most nutritious character
than is consumed by a large, strong man. In
a week he was improved and showed some
signs of recognition, who he was, and where
he was. At the end of two weeks instead of

being a wild, delirious, .swearing youth, he
was calm, easily controlled, a child of most
lovable temperament. I believe that this

child was in a very dangerous condition and
had he been allowed to go on without i>roper

feeding would have died.

Case No. 2.—Man 88 years of age, seen in

the City Hospital same year, Oct., 1912. This
man had been in the hospital since July. He
had apparently suffered from a severe ease of

typhoid fever, which had shown improve-
ment after six weeks. This had then been fol-

loAved by some pulmonary condition, prob-
ably pneumonia. He Avas extremely emaci-
ated, very weak, surface fat all gone, muscu-
lar tissue very soft. He had large bed sores

on back and hips. His hair Avas practically

completely gone, and he had a neuritis in

both feet, a most pitiful looking man. His
temperature in the morning 96 to 99, and af-

ternoon 99 to 101. No regularity in tempera-
ture. Pulse rapid and Aveak. He was semi-

conscious and delirious. His food had con-

sisted of milk, broth, orange and lemon al-

bumin, the quantity of each Avas very hard
to estimate from his chart, and probably
amounted to only a feAv calories. Upon a well

regulated full diet this man began to improve
in a short time, and after the end of a month
did not look like the same individual.

Case No. 8.—White boy about 20 years of

age. Seen in 1911 with Dr. R. H. Davis. He
Avas supposed to have had typhoid feAmr, and
Avas put on a Amry limited diet over a long

period. Wheii 1 saAv him he reminded me of

a living skeleton. The only thing Dr. Davis
did for him was to administer plenty of good
wholesome food, and he made a complete re-

covery.

Even though one does not administer a diet

of sufficient calories to meet the energy re-

quirements in typhoid fever, or does not de-

sire to give solid or semi-solid food, they can

at least see to it that some regular sehedide
can be folloAved for the administration of
food for these very ill patients.

DISCUSSION.

W. F. Boggess: I came here to-night for the
purpose of hearing Dr. Morrison’s paper because
1 knew it Avould be a good one. 1 knew that Avhat
he AA’ould AA’rite Avould be Avhat I could indorse
most fully, and I have not been disappointed.
There is no more important subject that could

be brought before any society than that of feed-
ing in typhoid fever. It is almost impossible to
get aAvay from the old legendary ideas that en-
dured for more than a hundred years, and it has
been very difficult to teach, not only medical stu-
dents, but the older members of the profession,
that these ideas were all Avrong. I am heartily in
accord with Dr. Morrison in regard to keeping up
the nutrition in typhoid fever. When we reflect

that typhoid fever is a disease marked by high
temperature, intense toxemia, with rapid burning-
up of the albuminoids of the body and with a
tendency to rapid degeneration of all the tissues

of the body, Avhy should we hesitate to overcome
this intense waste of the tissues by proper feed-
ing? Eighteen years ago, in a paper read before
the Muldraug'h Hill Medical Society, I covered
very much the same ground that Dr. Morrison has
gone over to-night. At that time I also urged the
frequent use of castor oil, stating that we could
purge the patient during any stage of typhoid fe-

ver. not only without danger, but Avith positive
benefit, and it is amusing to me to reflect hoAV
many members of that splendid Society jumped
on me as being too radical and dangerous in my
ideas, and I think many of them believed that I

did not feed my typhoid fatients as my paper in-

dicated, but I did.

The question of heat units is the essence of
the Avhoie proposition. We must realize that in

typhoid fever it is necessary to keep up the body
nourishment by supplying the system with a suf-

ficient number of calories—say about three thous-

and, or thirty-five hundred, for a man of aAmrage

weight. As Dr. Morrison has pointed out, if w^e

l)ut the patient on a SAveet milk diet, four quarts

Avill give him only about tAventy-eight hundred
calories. Another reason why 1 do not believe

SAveet milk should be given in typhoid fever, is

that it is not digested; it undergoes butyric acid

degeneration, increases the toxemia and does

more harm than good. Buttermilk not only pos-

sesses an equivalent food value, but it exerts a

Avonderfully beneficial influence in tiie Avay of

disinfecting the intestinal tract; it is not only a

food, but a medicine. The caloric value of but-

termilk may be increased by the addition of

SAveet cream ,Avhich contains from fifty to a hun-

dred calories per ounce.

We are also pretty safe in giving a typhoid

patient Avell-toasted bread, as Avell as eggs, par-
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ticularly the whites, which are well borne. Strain-

ed oatmeal, with butter or cream and milk sugar

added will increase the calories. It is not a dairy

tale, gentlemen, to say that we can carry a ty-

phoid patient with practically no loss of weight.

1 do not know that 1 have ever seen one gain in

weight under my treatment, but I am quite sure

that the majority of my patients recover from
the disease in fairly good physical condition, and
convalescence is rapid.

Another true statement made by Dr. Morrison
is that ninety per cent, of deaths in typhoid fever

are from asthenia, cardiac exhaustion, gradual

degeneration of the heart muscle. By giving car-

bohydrates in the form of cream and buttermilk

we do not increase the danger of hemorrhage; we
are not putting into the intestinal tract any-

thing that will act as a mechanical irritant. On
the contrary, we lessen the tendency to hemor-
rhage and perforation by improving the muscu-

lar tone of the whole system. We rarely have

hemorrhage in typhoid fever unless there is

marked tympanjq and this does not usually occur

unless there is at least partial paralysis of the

bowel. Tympany causes the bowel to lose its

muscular tone and become lax, and increases the

danger of hemorrhage and perforation. There-

fore, there is no question that by forced feeding

we improve the muscular tone aud thereby lessen

the tendency to hemorrahge and perforation.

I do not know that anything further can be

added to what the essayist has said in his paper.

I simply wish to emphasize the statements he

made in regard to feeding in typhoid fever, and
have only one criticism to offer—that is, do not

give sweet milk—give buttermilk with the addi-

tion of sweet cream.

R. Hays Davis: Dr. Morrison has presented a
very interesting and timely subject, and 1 have
very much enjoyed hearing his paper.

In feeding our typhoid patients, we must ex-

ercise a little common-sense. A thorough knowl-
edge of the digestive function and the processes

through w’hich the various foods must pass will

help us. Some forms of solid food are certainly

not more indigestible than many liquid foods.

Knowing this, there certainly can be no objection

to giving these patients certain forms of solid

foods as long as they appear to be digested and
assimilated. When we know that an individual

must have so many calories in order to keep up
the general nutrition, and we faii to give the re-

quired quantity, it naturally follows that the

body tissues wdll be burned up to a greater or

less extent, and may lead to changes of serious

nature. Under such circumstances, we are doing
more harm than good by withholding food. There-

fore, it appears that by giving sufficient food to

keep up the nutrition we may do a great deal of

good with very little chance of doing any harm,
provided we keep a close watch on the digestive

function and avoid tympany or other symptoms
of digestive disturbance. I have seen a number

of eases where the fever has been protracted over
long periods, and the patient became more or less

emaciated, and upon simply increasing the

amount of food given, the symptoms have disap-

IJeared. Therefore, in every ease of typhoid fe-

ver where tlie fever is protracted and is not due
to any definite complication, and especially where
there is i^rogressive emaciation, an increase in the

quantity of food is indicated, and in the majority
of such cases the fever will disappear as soon as

the patient begins to receive proper nourishment.
The patient Dr. Morrison mentioned as having

seen with me wms in a deplorable state when I

first saw him. He w’as covered with bed-sores,

many of which extended to the bone; his temper-
ature was 104 F., he was delirious, his limbs were
contracted and lie was emaciated to an extreme
degree. For weeks the only food he had received

consisted of a little broth and albumin water. All

that I did for this patient was to give him greater

ciuantities of nourishment, with immediate im-

provement. Within a week his temperature was
normal, and all of his symptoms were rapidly dis-

appearing.

One point that must not be lost sight of is the

23resence of acidosis, which occurs rather fre-

quently in typhoid, where the carbohydrates have

been limited. Only recently I saw a patient

whose urine was loaded with acetone and diacetic

acid, which promptly cleard up upon increasing

the carbohydrates, and giving alkalies. In all

these cases where the diet has been limited, it is

well to examine the urine occasionally for acet-

one and diacetic acid, and this may at times clear

up othei'wise obscure cases.

F. C. Askenstedt: I came to hear Dr. Morri-

son’s pajDer because I know he always writes one

worth hearing. The jjendulum is swinging in the

direction of increased feeding in typhoid fever,

but I am afraid it is swinging a little too far.

When we. feed a typhoid patient the same num-
ber of calories as are needed to maintain the

body during health, we are evidently going just a

little too far. The coated tongue and the dry

mouth in typhoid are indications that the diges-

tive tract is not ujd to par; the diarrhoea shows
that the intestinal tract is not able to take care

of the food ingested by the patient. Therefore,

I think we are going a little beyond the point of

safety in feeding a typhoid patient a number of

calories equivalent to that required in health.

I was glad to hear Dr. Davis mention the di-

acetie acid test. The diacetic acid test on the one

hand and the test for indican on the other will

help us to avoid either of the two extremes—too

scant or too liberal feeding. When diacetic acid

appears in the urine, the patient has evidentl}"

been underfed, and should be fed more freely

with carbohydrates. The j^atient is less apt to

be injured by an excess of carbohydrates than by
an excess of proteids, because nearly all toxins

are of jjroteid origin. The feeding of too much
proteids means an excessive growth of harmful
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bi’.eteria ami, consequently, more typhoid bacil-

li to be absorbed and ihore fever. Some time

ago I tested my own nutritive demand for food,

and found that during 28 consecutive days, do-

ing light v.ork, I consumed only from nineteen

hundred to two thousand calorics during warm
weather. I believe that a typhoid patient can be

fairly well kept on two thousand calories per day.

A quart of buttermilk will give forty grams of

proteid which will not come very far from Ghit-

lenden's standard of eight grams of nitrogen.

Any excess of nitrogen over that amount simply

promotes intestinal putrefaction. In addition to

the 700 calories furnished by the milk. I am in

the habit of feeding my typhoid patients from-

one-fourth to one-half a pound of sugar of milk,

half a pound containing 900 calories; the balance

is made up of cereals and fruit juices. Some
patients will not take that much sugar; it may
produce gl3mosuria, which is another thing we

should avoid. However, nearly every patient can

take as much as a quarter of a pound of sugar of

milk, and the remainder of the required number

of calories can be supplied bj' other carbohy-

drates. 1 believe such a diet, varied according

to the size and habits of the individual patient,

proves most satisfactory.

Harry J. Phillips: i remember when I first

began to practice medicine, it was the custom

to treat typhoid fever largely with whisky. This

has become practieallj’ obsolete now. I am in-

clined to think that some of those who have ex-

pressed themselves on this subject have advocat-

ed things here to-inght that they would not put

in practice at the bedside. I do not mean any-

thing personal b^' this, but I do believe that the

majority' of doctors to-day feed their typhoid pa-

tients just as \'ou and I feed them—that is, we

all endeavor to give the patient a sufficient num-

ber of calories to nourish him. It is true, how-

ever, that in certain stages of typhoid fever we

can give heavier feeding than at other times

—

oatmeal, unstrained gruels, milk toast, bread and

butter, mashed potatoes, eggs in almost any form,

baked apples, and things of that kind. If a

heavy diet is to be given in anj" case of tj'phoid

it should be in those where the attack is a mild

one, and the patient needs little or nothing ex-

cept Nature to bring about a cure. In mj" opin-

ion, the ideal diet in t>-phoid fever is milk and

its modifications—peptonized milk, fermented

milk, buttermilk, whey, junket, etc. 'Water should

be given in abundance because it acts as a diur-

etic, and acts as an internal hydrotlierapeutic

measure, washing out the toxins, etc.

"We cannot lay down a routine diet that will

be applicable in every case of typhoid fever;

each case is a law unto itself, and we must treat

the individual rather than the disease. However,

I do believe that those who confine the diet in

typhoid fev r to w'atery broths, and things of

that sort, make a mistake. Likewise, on the other

hand, we make a mistake if we give patients who
are delirious, tympanitic, emaciated and running

a high temperature, anything except a milk diet,

or, at least a liquid diet.

In mj- service at the City Hospital this summer,
we had a numher of severe cases of typhoid fever.

It would have been a serious matter, in my opin-

ion, to have given these patients any heav3
^ diet

at this stage, but later on, when the fever abated

and the3
' had begun to improve, they were able

to take a diet that was heavier and more nour-

ishing.

Dr. Morrison has jiresented a very instructive

paper on a veiy timely subject, but I say again,

1 do not believe we should make it a routine prac-

tice to give all of our typhoid patients a heavy
diet.

J. Garland Sherrill: When I was an interne

in the old City Hospital, I had the veiy sad ex-

perience of seeing a young inteime die as the re-

sult of perforation of the inte.stine due to heauy

milk feeding during an attack of typhoid fever.

I was convinced at that time that sweet milk is

not the best diet we can give in t3^phoid fever.

I do not believe any physican would give what
Dr. Phillips calls a heav3- diet in tyifiioid fever.

That the individual must be treated rather than

the disease is best illustrated by’ the story of the

phy’sician who was treating a German for ty’phoid

fever. The disease had progressed to about the

third week and the patient was begging for some-

thing to eat, particularly some sauerkraut. This

the doctor refused to give him, saying that it

would kill him. On his next visit the doctor ask-

ed the patient how he felt, to -which he replied:

“Better, doctor; I have had my^ sauerkraut.”

This so impressed the doctor that he made a note

of the fact that sauerkraut appeared to be an ex-

cellent remedy in ty'phoid fever. Later, he was
called to treat an Irishman with typhoid fever,

and, remembering his former experience, he told

this 23atient that he might eat sauerkraut. The
Irishman did so and promptly died, whereupon
the doctor made another note to the effect that

sauerkraut api^eared to be a good remedy for

ty’ijhoid fever in a German but not in an Irish-

man. This seems to express the situation here

to-night
;
what is good for one jjatient -will not do

for another. I do believe, however, that the ty’-

phoid patient to-day is given more to eat and fed

more scientifically than formerly.

Asa W. Nickell: I have very much enjoyed Dr.

Morrison's excellent jjaper. The study of dietet-

ics in connection with tyi>hoid fever is a veiy

interesting one. In the Johns Hopkins Hosioital

at the present time they are using a milk diet

in tyijhoid fever. The average individual in

normal health and at rest expends about tweiity^-

three hundred calorics in twenty-four hours, and

in typhoid fever this is supposed to be increased

by about five hundi’ed, making tweuty^-eight hun-

dred in all. It is claimed that to guard the

body tissues from loss, food having an approxi-
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mate energy value ecjual to the above should be

given. It is also generally held that it is impos-

sible to replace this destruction of tissue in fever;

that in spite of a great excess of food tliere is a

constant loss in body weight, but by increasing

the food adroitly, the los scan be diminished.

Nichols concludes that this necessary loss of fat

and protein is an amount which on combustion

would yield about eight hundred calories; there-

fore, the food should have an energy supplying

value of two thousand calories. To supply this

by milk alone would reuire three or four quarts,

an amount impracticable to give on account of its

bulk and the excessive formation of curds in the

stomach and intestines. As Muller, of Munich,

points out, the larger amount of meat is absorb-

ed in the upper part of the intestines and it is,

therefore, hard to see wliy the softer forms of

solid foods would be more likely to cause perfor-

ation and haemorrhage than would the curds of

milk. Personally, 1 believe that sweet milk, di-

luted with vichy, appolliuaris or soda-water, fur-

nishes the best basis of diet in typhoid fever,

where well-borne and assimilated. In the Johns

Hopkins Plospital, it is the practice to give the

patient about four ounces of sweet milk diluted

with two ounces of one of the waters ijreviously

mentioned, alternating every two hours with the

whites of eggs, to which is added carbohydrates

of the alcoholic type in the shape of sherry wine,

and a little lemon juice, the mixture being then

well shaken in cracked ice and run through a

stx'ainer. This form of diet leaves very little

residue in the bowels, but might be a little short

in caloric value. The great majority, however, re-

ceive this diet alone. It is only stopped if curds

occur in considerable numbers, when the diet is

then changed to egg, as above mentioned.

In the Massachusetts General Hospital they

have collected stati.stics on 231 cases fed on a

milk diet, in which there were only 4-10 per cent,

of perforations, while in 241 fed on .i liberal

mixed and solid diet, the percentage of perfor-

ations was 3.3. In 318 cases collected in the Kief
Military Hospital and fed on' this diet, there were
only 1-10 per cent of perforations.

In feetding our typhoid fever patients we must
be guided entirely by the quantity of food that

the individual can take care of. I believe in

feeding liberally only to the extent that the pa-

tient can utilize it.

Edward Speidel: One method of feeding which

it occurs to me might be used to good advantage

in typhoid fever is that employed in puerperal

infection and other septic fevers; namely, the

rectal injection of a tablespoonful of sugar in a

pint of Avater. In severe cases of typhoid, where
feeding by the mouth is dangerous, and where
an examination of the urine reveals acidosis, it

seems to me that this method of feeding would be

very valuable.

C. H. Harris: I have been practicing medicine

for about twenty-five years and in that time I

have seen a great deal of typhoid fever. How-
ever, since the filter plant has been put into op-

eration in this city, we do not see as much ty-

phoid as we formerly did, and it is a different

type of typhoid to that we saw fifteen years ago.

I do not believe we can lay down any hard and
fast rules as to the treatment of typhoid fever.

It has so many different forms
;
in one individual

it attacks the osseous system, in another the

nervous system, in another tlie digetive apparat-

us, and so on, and it has been my practice to base

the treatment upon Avhat I find in this or that

particular case. In all cases, however, I practice

internal hydrotherapy, Avashing out the toxins,

and latel}'' I have given acetozone more than
anything else.

I never give SAveet milk in typhoid fever. I

give plenty of buttermilk a)id, when the patient

Avants a change, sAvieback, toast, etc., are permis-
sible.

It has been my observation that uncomplicated
typhoid fever in children is rarely fatal. I sup-

pose I have seen fifty cases of typhoid in children

and not one of them has died. In children it does
not appear to go on to the stage of ulceration as

in adults.

If thei’e is one article of diet that is of more
value than another in typhoid fever, it is butter-

milk. It does not curd in the boAvel and it sup-

plies the necessary caloric value, and it is easily

given by the rectum in cases Avhere the patient

cannot sAvalloAv anything. Some years ago I

had occasion to treat tAvo sisters for typhoid fe-

ver. One of them remained unconscious for three

Aveeks, and, by the Avay, this is the longest period
of unconsciousness in typhoid that has ever come
to mA" notice. She Avas kept aliv'e by means of

buttermilk and panopeptonc injected into the

rectum. Of course she became greatly emaciated,
but she got enough to keep her going until she re-

covered from the toxemia.

A. C. L. Percefiull: I simply wish to mention
one more article of diet in addition to those Avhich

have been referred to by previous speakers; that

is, breakfast bacon, cooked to a crisp. It Avill not
hurt any typhoid patient.

I Avas glad to hear Dr. Speidel call attention to

rectal feeding, Avhich is of great value in some
cases of typhoid fever. I have frequently made
use of a mixture of a ten per cent, glucose solu-

tion, Avhites of eggs and a little milk, but glucose

alone will support the patient to a surprising ex-

tent. The use of glucose not only nourishes the

patient but lielps him to resist the infection.

J. Rowan Morrison, (Closing) : I appreciate

the discussion very mucli indeed. My paper dealt

particularly Avith the dangers of over-feeding

in typhoid fever. The fear of giving a fever pa-

tient something to eat has become a nightmare

and a bugaboo, and it is hard to get aAvay from

it. As to treating all of these cases in a routine

manner, that has become obsolete; to treat every

individual in exactly the same Avay Avould be ab-
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solutely foolish. As pointed out in the paper,

the food given to a typhoid patient should be se-

lected somewhat for its palatability, and to suit

the appetite to a certain extent. Tliere is no

reason why a typhoid patient who has been in the

habit of drinking’ coffee should not have some; it

is a very good stimulant. Oatmeal, cream of

wheat, corn-meal mush, etc., are all good, and if

he wants some bacon or the soft part of a bak-

ed apple, let him have it. If we will examine the

stool after such a diet side by side with a stool

following a milk diet, we will find that the former

has all the best of it. The carbohydrates and
solid material give the stool a better consistency.

In regard to the use of sweet milk in typhoid

I see no reason wny we should not give the pa-

tient a certain amount of sweetmilk. I am told

that Dr. Alexander Lambert is a most excellent

physician, but there are excellent men in the

Johns Hopkins Hospital, who make sweet milk

the principle article ot diet in their typhoid

cases.

I do not know just what Dr. Phillips means by

the term, “heavy diet.’’ The food I have men-

tioned are not what might be called “heavy,”

although rich in calories. In many cases we al-

most have to fight these patients’ friends and

relatives to get them to allow the patients to eat

something. I have frequently had this to con-

tend with in internes and medical students. In

a case I had last summer, the nurse gave the pa-

tient some Cream of Wheat and his temperature

went up that afternoon, and she attributed it to

the Cream of Wheat. It has been my observation

that when we give food the temperature goes up,

and when we do not give food it goes up anyhow;
therefore, it seems to be a question of fever, and
not of food. Naturally, if we give a typhoid pa-

tient something he cannot digest, his temperature

will rise, but that does not mean that he has a

relapse. A relapse, as I under stand it, is really

a re-infection; in other words, the patient has

not developed a sufficient number of antibodies

to produce complete immunity and he suffers a

reinfection, but when an attack of indigestion

occurs during the course of typhoid, a dose of

castor oil will usually relieve it.

My observation in running an automobile has

been that if a solid bodj' such as a boot is plac-

in a tire, it will not blow out as quickly as if

overdistended with air, and it occurs to me that

the same question of mechanics may apply to the

human gut. In other words, if we introduce a

certain quantity of solid matter into the bowel, it

is not so liable to perforate as if filled with gas.

One of the speakers referred to Shaffer and

Coleman who first brought out the question of

high caloric diet in typhoid fever. Shaffer is not

a doctor; he is a scientist. When Dr. Coleman

read his paper Dr. Jacobi took issue with him,

saying that he did not believe a typhoid patient

could absorb that much food. Personally, I

doubt very much whether some patients can take

such high caloric values as Coleman gave in his

eases. As stated in the paper, we should not at-

tempt to lay down a hard and fast rule as to

the number of calories to !je given in typhoid
fever; we must take the individual into consid-
eration, hut when an individual, from typhoid
fever, tuberculosis, or any other condition, has be-

come greatly emaciated, why not give him as
much food as he can digest, and get rid of?
As to the use of alcohol in typhoid fever, I do

not believe it should he used in all cases, although
in some instances it is a life-saver. I remember
one case in a woman who could not take any food
and was in a desperate condition. She was able
to take from eight to twelve ounces of whiskey
a day, and did not know she was taking it. She
apparently burned it up and it kept her going un-
til she was able to take buttermilk and other
foods.

Lactose is good, and if it cannot be administer-

ed by the mouth, give it by the rectum. I cannot

see any advantage in giving panopeptone and
other similar preparations. Bulk for bulk, its

caloric value is about the same as milk. Alco-

hol contains about 200 calories per ounce, is

easily abosrbed, and probably supplies a gi’eat

deal of the heat that has been lost.

Do not understand me to say that alcohol

should be given to every case, in fact it should

rarely be given, and then only because of urgent

needs.

TWILIGHT SLEEP.

By H. A. Davidson, Louisville.

Twilight sleep or Dammersclilaf, as the

Germans call it, has been practiced for over

ten 3"ears in Ereiburg where it originated un-

der the supervision of Kronig and Gauss.

About seven years ago I read an article on

this subject written by Gauss and at that time

I detei’inined to use it in my clinical work.

The opportunity presented itself while I was

on the obstetrical staff at the City Hospital

about six years ago. We used the method on

about six cases with very good results. At
that time we used larger doses of morphine

and hyoseine or scopolamin than we do now.

Then we used morphine gr. 1-4 and hyoseine

gr. 1-100 for the first and subsequent doses

and had a good result in each case. One case

especially I remember because it was a very
difficult right occiput posterior presentation

which caused a long hard labor. The woman
after it was all over declared she never re-

membered a single pain after we injected the

medicine. In these cases none of the chil-

dren were aspliyxiated and no dangerous
symptoms arose in the mothers. This method
w'as pretty generally used by obstetricians
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over the coiuitry about the same time and
some men reported asphyxiated children. In
reviewing these cases now 1 teel certain the

children were narcotized not asphyxiated by

the repeated doses ot morphine which were
always given with the hyoscine. As a result

of these adverse reports by other men I dis-

continued its use until this summer when 1

determined to try it again making use of the

improved method of administration.

Un July 2t)th, 1914, Mi-s. H., age 26 a primi-

para commenced with labor pains. iShe had
engaged a room at Norton Iniirmary and was
at once removed there. She was a highly neu-

rotic woman and bore the early nagging pains

very badly. After several hours of labor

pains she had become so nervous and uncon-

trollable that I found it necessary to do some-

thing to relieve her pains. 1 ordered mor-
phine hydrobromide gr. 1-6 and hyoscine hy-

drobromide gr. 1-20U. The room was dark-

ened and the patient kept as quiet as possible.

The nurse was instructed to test the memory
of the patient from time to time and as soon

as she remembered previous events to give her

another dose of hyoscine gr. 1-200, but no

more morphine. She was carried through the

first and second stages of labor and was de-

livered with the aid of forceps of a good-sized

baby. Sometime after the baby was born she

was asked if she had felt any pain during her

labor and she stated that she never remember-
ed having any pain soon after the hyoscine

was given her and that she had no recollect-

ion of its birth at all.

The higher cerebral motor centers are de-

pressed by the scopolamin and the memory of

the pain is cut out. The scopolamin acts upon
the pupils and secretions similarly to atro-

pine.

Two other cases were given the twilight

sleep in the infirmary, but since they were not
difficult labors they did not require as much
of the drug and both had practically painless

births. The babies apparently were not af-

fected in the least by the drug.
I will describe more in detail the adminis-

tration of the drug to a difficult labor case

which was delivered at the residence of the pa-
tient. I wish to state right here and make it

plain that I do not think the twilight sleep

should be given unless the patient is in an
infirmary or has two graduate nurses present
during the administration of the drugs, if

she insists upon remaining at her home.
i\Irs. J., age 23, primipara, having gone

ten days over time was prepared for the in-

duction of labor, and the cervix dilated by
Harris method. After labor pains were well

established she was given at 8 a. m., morphine
hydrobromide gr. 1-6 and hyoscine hydro-
brom. gr. 1-150. At 11 :15 a. ni., she was given

hyoscine hydrobrom. gr. 1-200 and at 3 :25 p.

m., hyoscine hydrobrom. gr. 1-300. She was
delivered at 11 :10 p. m., of a good sized girl

baby after a difficult forceps extraction of a
right occipito posterior presentation.

Throughoiit the period of twilight sleep she
lay in a semi-conscious condition between
pains would rouse slightly when the pain
came on, turn on her back bear down and call

out during the pain and then turn over and
go to sleep again. She would answer ques-

tions and would get up at intervals to go to

the toilet. After it was all over she remem-
bered very little if any of the occurrences
during the period she was under the influence

of the drug. The baby was normal in every
way and was not in the least asphyxiated.
During the past year I understand they are

using at the Frieburg Clinic, narcophin in-

stead of morphine. Narcophin is a double
salt consisting of one molecule of morphine
and one molecule of nareotine with one mole-
cule of divalent meconic acid and is equiva-
lent in morphine content to 38 per cent mor-
phine hydrochloride. This morphine-nar-
cotine-meconate acts more powerfully than
morphine while having less effect upon the
respiratory center and also causing much less

headache, numbness and vomiting after its

use. Narcophin may be used safely in double
the dose of morphine.

In Mayer and Gottlieb’s latest (1914)
Pharmacology are found these two statements
which bear upon the drugs used in producing
twilight slep : “Small doses of morphine ex-

cite (while large ones inhibit) uterine con-
tractions.” “Scopolamine appears not to

affect the uterine contractions appreciably.”

DISCUSSION.

Walker B. Gossett: Personally, I have had no
experience with twilight sleep, but I have read a

great deal concerning it lately. I also wrote to

Dr. M. A. Robinson, of New York, on the sub-

ject, and received a letter from him the other

day, saying that an article of his, on twilight

sleep, would appear very shortly.

I congratulate Dr. Davidson upon the success

he has had in the use of twilight sleep. I have
here the opinions of four leading obstetricians,

not only of this country but of the wmrld
;
namely,

Professor Charles M. Green, Professor of Ob-
stetrics. Harvard University; Dr. Williams, Pro-

fessor of Obstetrics, Johns Hopkins University;

Dr. Kirk, Professor of Obstetrics, University of

Pennylvania
;
Dr. Lee, Professor of Obstetrics,

Northwestern Universit5^ These men have all

given twilight sleep a thorough trial and they all

condemn it.

In a conversation with one of the nurses in a

local hospital this afternoon, she told me that,

about three months ago, her best friend was given

one injection of this treatment in Indianapolis,
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and she died three hours after the birth of the

child.

With all due respect to Dr. Davidson and the

results he has achieved, I think twilight sleep

should be regarded as unsafe. I can remember
when we gave spinal injections of cocaine; in

fact, I believe I was the first man in Louisville

to employ this procedure. 1 remember three cases

at the old Louisville Medical College, in which Dr.

Bullitt injected cocaine, and they were all deliver-

ed with absolutely no pain, and it was believed

at that time that this procedure would prove to

be a great boon to women in labor. Within a

short time, however, it was noted in the large

maternity hospitals, that many of the patients

treated in this manner later developed abscesses,

and it was finally abandoned as being too danger-

ous. Likewise, I believe that twilight sleep pos-

sesses an element of danger, and before using it I

want to know a good deal more about it than we
now know.

Wm. B. Doherty: I have gi-eatly enjoyed Dr.

Davidson's very interesting paper. Scopolamine

appears to be a very dangerous drug. It is a de-

pressant of the psychic center as wmll as of the

heart and respiration. If we can relieve the

sharp, nagging, lancinating pains of a tedious

first stage of labour without doing any harm to

the mother or child, or injuring the genital pas-

sages, we are in duty bound to do it.

It is good practice, therefore, to administer 1-6

grain of morphia and 1-200 grain of hyoscine or

scopolamine in a painfully long first-stage.

We know that scopolamine produces better

sleep than atropine, but it is a more powerful de-

pressant and many people are paidicularly sus-

ceptible to its depressing influence. Therefore,

as we cannot draw a sharp well defined line be-

tween safety and danger in its administration,

I believe it should not be used in labour in a

larger dose than 1-00 or 1-50 gr. scopolamine Avith

16 gr. morphine; one dose and no more. Scopo-

lamine tends to prolong the labour increases the

danger to postpartum hemorrhage, and narcotiza-

tion and asphyxiation of the child.

It does seem to me that Ave are getting aAvay

from the fact that labour is a ])hysiological pro-

cess, that Ave are treating many of our normal

cases as pathological condition, as for instance,

in the cases Dr. Davidson mentions, in which the

Avoman Avas ten days overdue and he used the

Harris method, that of rapid dilatation of the

cervix Avith the fingers to l)ring on labour. I do

not belieA-e we are justified in employing the

Harris method even if the Avoman has gone tAvo

or three Aveeks over time, Avhich Avould be diffl-

eult to say Avith any degree of accuracy. It in-

creases the danger to mother and child, and is un-

called for, unless serious complications suddenly

arise.

Wliat harm is done if the first stage of labour

is prolonged eight or ten honrs. I have never

seen a healthy Avoman die of exhaustion in nor-

mal labour. Let the Avoman get some sleep dur-
ing the first stage, but aAmid giving her dangerous
depressants.

As to pituitrin, I consider it dangerous except
in small doses and I rarely give it. Possibly the
nurse D]-. Gossett mentioned is one of Avide ex-
perience of Avhom I asked the question: ‘‘What is

your candid opinion of the use of jiituitrin in

labour, as you liave sen a good deal of it used?”
She replied, “From my experience here, pituitrin

is a dangerous drug and I am sure the perineum
is oftener torn severely by its use, than its non-
use.

Another fad that has come in vogue is to starve
a pregnant Avoman three or four Aveeks before
lalmur, reducing her almost to a condition of skin
and bone Avith the hope that her child will not
Aveight more than six pounds and in consequence
an easier delivery.

This I learn is being done in the East, although
I do not knoAv that it has been practiced in Lou-
isville. It seems to me that the tendency to ig-

nore the life of the child is becoming more and
more pronounced. Its right to live is often not
taken seriously or justly into consideration.

The iraplorations of the mother for relief of
pain should never induce us to administer a dan-
gerously depressing drug.

For ’tis the curse of evil deeds

“That they gWe Avay to greater evils.”

The use of the forceps Avhen properl}' applied

can do little or no harm while pituitnu and so-

called tAvilight sleep tend to danger.

Sidney J. Meyers: I Avish to congTatulate Dr.

Davidson ujAon the success he has had in the use

of tAvilight sleep. I am sure that every Avord he

has said is true, because I am familiar Avith sev-

eral cases that he has delivered at the Norton In-

firmary.

When a man takes up one special line of Avork,

he is apt to become a faddist, and to accept re-

sponsibilities that men in general practice Avould

not assume. When we stop to consider the great

preponderance of cases of normal labor that Ave

see as compared to the abnormal ones, the

thought at once suggests itself that Ave had bet-

ter stick to the safe, old-fashioned methods in-

stead of trying neAV things. I used pituitrin un-

til I had bad results from it, and then discarded

it. I Avill probably use hyoscin and morphin un-

til I have some bad luck and then discard them
also. Going back over the field of obstetrics

during the past tAventy years. Avhat progress have

Ave made except in one or tAVo things? True, Ave

have made Avonderful progress along the line of

asepsis and in protecting the perineum, and if

Ave do rupture the perineum, we knoAV how to re-

pair it so as to get good results. If, as Ave believe,

ninety-eight per cent of labors are normal, Avhy

do Ave have to use these neAV drugs and methods?
There is one thing in particular mentioned in

the doctor’s reiiort that I Avould condemn; name-
ly, the induction of labor in cases Avhere the avo-
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man has, according to her count, gone ten days or

two veeks over time. It has been my observation

that many of these patients are poor bookkeep-

ers.

1 would also condemn the starving of these pa-

tients, as mentioned by Dr. Doherty, except in

cases where there is marked albuminuria, and we
limit tlie diet as a means of preventing; con-

vulsions.

Another practice in connection with obstetrics

that should be condemned is the early catheter-

ization of the patient. As a rule, in hospitals, if

no urine is voided during the first eight hours fol-

lowing labor, a catheter is introduced into the wo-

man’s bladder; the doctor not being consulted at

all. T condemn this practice in case.s of normal

labor.

One form of intervention that I favor is this:

In the second stage of labor, with the head low

on the perineum, with pains feeble or absent, and

the patient is getting tired, a low-forceps opera-

tion will help matters, and it can be done with-

out harm to the mother or child and without in-

juring the soft parts.

Ben Carlos Frazier: I have not given twilight

sleep in the manner described by Dj'. Davidson,

although I have used raorphin and seopolamin

and, so far as the mother was concerned, the ef-

fect was most delightful, but in three cases that

I have delivered in tins wa5^ the babies were

asphyxiated and it took me some time to get

them to breathe. This experience has made me
somewhat doubtful about the use of these drugs

in labor. I gave only one dose—the ordinary

Abbott tablet, containing 1-4 grain of morphin
and 1-100 grain of seopolamin, in the early stage,

followed by the use of chloroform in the later

stages. In one case the result was particularly

gratifying. This was a primipara, whom I was
called to see about eleven o’clock at night. She

had been in labor about three hours. I gave her

one tablet hypodermically, and she slept continu-

ously until about six o’clock the following morn-
ing when the baby was delivered. She received

only one or two drachms of chloroform and hard-

ly knew what was going on. Thei'efore, I am
inclined to believe that it may not do the mother
any harm, there is a possibility of great harm to

the child, and I would warn you to be very cauti-

ous in its use for that baby’s sake.

C. H. Harris: I belong to the ranks of the ag-

nostics so far as twilight sleep is concerned. It

has not been my practice, in obstetrical work, to

give drugs in the early stage of labor for the

relief of the pains which Dr. Doherty calls “nag-
ging. ” I have always been afraid of any form of

alkaloids in labor
;
they are very dangerous drugs,

and while we may “get by” with it in many
cases, there will come a time when we will cease

to use them. There is a tendency, especially

among the American people, to be afraid of any-

thing that hurts. Every one who comes into the

world must come by the same route, and it seems

to me that women should be willing to bear la-

l)or pains for tlie sake of having large families.

In my own familj>- my wife complained less of the

pains of labor than of any other form of pain that

she has had to bear.

I believe Dr. Doherty struck the keynote of

the whole thing; we are apt to become faddists

—

we want to be “in the swim.” I know of one

man, who has a very large obstetrical practice,

who dilated the cervix and delivered a woman at

the end of the seventh month of pregnancy, si.m-

ply because the woman did not wish to bear a

large baby. As Dr. Doherty has pointed out, the

child has some rights. "We are taught that a

foetus doubles in size during the last two months
of pregnancy, thus giving it a good start. We do

not take the rights of the child into consideration

when we give hyoscin or seopolamin to relieve the

labor pains, just as we used to give aconite to re-

lieve the labor pains, just as we ttsed to give

aconite and veratrura viride. AVhile I like to be

“in the swim,” still I do not believe I could be

induced to use hyoscin, seopolamin, aconite or

veratrum viride in labor. .lust at the time when
we most need to get rid of the excretions of the

body, we tie up the circulation, and place the

woman’s life in jeopardy, and I for one wish to

condemn this practice.

A. R. Bizot: I wish to congratulate Dr. Da-

vidson especially upon the fact that all of his pa-

tients seem to be able to go to an Infirmary to be

delivered. While I do not make a specialty of

obstetrical work, it occasionally devolves upon
me to deliver a woman. During the month of Au-
gust I chanced to have one of those aggravating

long-drawn out cases. I gave the woman 1-4

grain morphin and 1-100 grain seopolamin, but

her pains were not relieved. After she had been

in labor about three hours I gave her 1-200 gr.

of hyoscin and so far as the mother was con-

cerned, the effect was most gratifying, but the

child was born asphyxiated. I used every method
I knew of to resuscitate the child, and after work-
ing with it for thirt}"-fi^ e minutes I finally elicited

a groan. Finally, however, I succeeded in re-

viving it. To make a long story short, perhaps
some time next spring I will get as much as fifty

cents out of this case.

J. Rowan Morrison: AVhile 1 have not had an

extensive experience in obstetrical work, I wish

to say. something in favor of the pains that wo-

men in labor have. Like Dr. Harris, I do not be-

lieve in the indiscriminate use of these drugs in

labor. If we can rely upon the reimrts that ap-

])ear in the medical journals it would apjrear that

they may be used indiscriminately without doing

any harm, but there are many instances where

the results are not so good, as indicated by the

cases mentioned by Di-. Frzier. I agree with Dr.

Davidson, that these cases should be in the hos-

])ital.

1 have observed, in my work, that th.ere is a

great deal of difference between 1-4 gr. ar.d l-(i
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gr. of morphin. By tlie administration of 1-6 gr.

of morphin we can secure rest and a well-acting

lieart, with an absence of fear, whereas by giv-

ing 1-4 gr. or more we interfere with the action

of the kidneys and bowels, Avhich may result in

considerable harm. There are many new things

that we are apt to condemn without taking into

consideration the fact that they may be employed

with great benefit in selected eases.

Wm. Sanders: Only a day or two ago I ad-

ministered morphin and hyoscin to a woman 41

yeare of age. This was her second delivery, hav-

ing had one premature birth. She has been kept

on the rack by kind and solicitious neighbors

with their stories of the wonderful things that

might happen to her. Consequently, when labor

pains came on about six o’clock in the afternoon,

she became very much excited and worried. I

was called and gave her 1-8 gr. of morphin and
1-200 gr. of hyoscin. I think Dr. Frazier gave

too large a dose to facilitate dilatation of the

cervix. This woman’s cervix was fully dilated.

I gave her 1-2 c.c. of pituitrin and I believe this

saved me the use of forceps. She was delivered

of an eleven-pound baby without a tear. I have

employed this method in some fifteen cases with

very happy results. We should be careful not

to give too large a dose; it is not necessary. I

have used pituitrin a number of times, and I be-

lieve that it has frequently saved me the use of

forceps. However, I never give it until the

cervix has become fully dilated, and never more

than 1-2 c.c.

H. A. Davidson, (Closing) : If I had been

afraid of criticism, I would not have presented the

subject of twilight sleep. I expected just what it

received, and a little more. In fact, I did not ex-

pect anything to be said in favor of it. That is

true of every new thing. The man who is willing

to be the first to use a new thing gets the knocks,

and later on they all come into the band-Avagon.

Dr. Gossett I believe read some extracts clip-

ped from the Ladies Home Journal. I had al-

ready read these opinions A’ery carefully and di-

gested them. These obstetricians gave the re-

sults of their experiments six, eight or ten years

ago. As stated in the paper, I also discarded it

at that time on account of the unfavorable re-

ports from all over the country. We used the

drug then as recommended by Dr. Gauss, 1-4 gr.

of morphin and I -100 gr. of hyoscin, just as Dr.

Frazier did in his cases. That is too large a dose.

Of the four obstetricians mentioned by Dr.

Gossett, I believe the greatest is Dr. J._Whitt-

ridge Williams, of Johns Hopkins, and you may
have noticed that, in his statement, he said that

he had used it in former years Avith indifferent

results, but that be is using it this year under the

modified method.

In regard to Dr. Doherty’s ren\arks, it is ad-

mitted that tAvilight sleep does prolong labor; at

least, this has been true in four thousand cases

obserAmr at Freiberg, but Avhat difference does it

make to the woman if she knoAvs nothing about
the pains. In fact, it does the Amry thing that

Dr. Doherty says is necessary; that is, it gives

nature an opportunity to do her work properly,

and prevents the A\'oman from getting into that

stage of nervous collapse where she insists upon
the use of forceps. I belieA'e I have been able to

deliA'er many cases Avithout forceps in which it

Avould liaA'e been necessary Avitbout the twilight

sleep.

One of the greatest obstetricians in Berlin.

Avhose name I cannot just now recall, was one of

the most pronounced opponents of tAvilight sleep.

After Kroenig had used tAvilight sleep in one

thousand cases, a comparison of the statistics

Avith those of this great obstetrician showed that

Kroenig ’s results liad been more brilliant in every

respect, and Avere better than those obtained in

anj' hospital in the Avorld. Of course, I realize

that the ten cases I have reported are not suffici-

ent to enable us to make any comparisons.

If I may be permitted to digress a moment to

ansAver Dr. Doherty’s objection to the Harris

method of dilatation, I believe it is generally ac-

cepted by obstetricians that, Avhen a woman has

a contracted pelvis, as I kneAv this woman had,

if Ave alloAv the child to go on too long a time, the

head will become too large, and make the labor a

most difficult one, and the Harris method is gen-

eralh'^ considered to be one of the safest means of

dilating the cerAux and bringing on labor.

Dr. Bizot called attention to the fact that we

cannot use this method in eAmry ease. Of course,

Ave all have patients who are too poor to go to an

infirmary or to have two trained nurses present.

At the present time, am insisting upon two train-

ed nurses, alternating with each other, during

the first tAventy-four hours after the baby is born,

but Avhen twilight sleep becomes more generally

used, I believe that one thoroughly competent

nurse Avill be sufficient. As to the asphyxiation

of the child in Dr. Bizot ’s case, I believe that was

due to compression of the head in the pelvic canal

and the use of forceps. I do not believe the hy-

oscine had apything to do Avith it. The child

Avas not delivered until tAvelve hours after it Avas

administered, and Ave knoAv tliat hyoscin is elim-

inated ever more quickly than atropin, and there

Avould be none in the system tAvelve hours after it

Avas given.

I saAv Dr. Speidel on the street the other day,

and he remarked that he Avas sorry he would not

be here to-niglit. but that if I)e Avere he would

indorse Avhat I had told liim about tAvilight sleep,

and that he had used it Avith good results.
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UTERINE I\IY0:MATA AND ]\IALIG-

NANCY.*

By Joseph G. Gattjter, Hopkinsville.

The subject of this paper, “Uterine Myo-

mata and INIalignaney,” is not one of my
choosing. It was assigned to me, like the

day’s parsings in the school-boys’ Anabasis.

In fact, in the slang of the times, it was wish-

ed on me by the chairman of the programme

committee.

Now, there are some e.xcellent reasons why
this subject did’ not appeal to me. First, I

have never seen a case of a malignant change

in a myoma, and T have served six jmars in

surgery in the State of ^Mississippi, where

fibroids abound among the negro women as

abundantly as bolls on a delta cotton plant.

I just have not seen any fibroids become ma-
lignant and had my doubts about it.

That is one reason I did not want to write

a paper—try to write about something I had
never seen. But I knew there would be others

here doing the same thing, so I took comfort.

Then the chairman asked for a twenty min-

ute paper. I knew I could exhaust my avail-

able supply of information on this subject in

much shorter order than that. There was
only one thing to do. Refuse to write the pa-

per or call for help. I did not want to re-

fuse because Dr. Anderson in his invitation

had said so many flattering things, that the

implied compliment would be lost.

So T decided to call for help.

Seriously, therefore, gentlemen, T desire to

present to you the most recent opinion among
the pathologists and surgeons of the south in

i*egard to malignancy and uterine myomata.
I have written to a number of them, many of

them my close friends, many strangers to

me asking for their statistics and their ideas

concerning the subject before us. They have
written me promptly and fully, and I feel we
may derive some definite good from an
analysis of the cases they report.

First, then, to a consideration of uterine

myomata. They are simple connective tissue

tumors, composed of whorls or unstripped
muscular admixed with white fibrous tissue

—

this in the seedling. As they grow, the pre-

ponderance of one or the other changes the

consistency of the tiunor, and we have the

fibroma, the fibromyoma, or the myoma.
Realizing that the tumor under consideration

is strictly a connective tissue tumor we un-

derstand readily that any malignant change,

which it may undergo imist be of a sarcomat-

ous nature.

*Read before the Kentucky State Medical Association,

Newport, September 22-25, 19 li.

If it shoidd undergo this change, then the

death of the patient would be that of

cachexia and a metastatic sareomatosis. Cer-

tainly this is not the method of death that any
of us have observed in fibroids, m fact it

must be a very rare type of death.

I shall rule out of consideration, in this pa-

per, the coincidence of cancer of the cervix

and fibroids in the same uterus. There is no
casual relation. The same thing cannot be

said of cancer of the body and submucous fib-

roids. There they may act as a direct and
continuous irritant to the corpus mucosa, of

the uterus. IMurphy holds that carcinoma
usually develops as the result of oft repeated
irritations, and that sarcomata are the result

of one trauma of moderate severity. So, I

can well imagine that theoretically, intrauter-

ine polyps of submucous fibroids may supply
this factor. But, actually, the number of

cases of carcinoma of the body, in fibroid

uteri is practically negligible. We will re-

vert to this phase of the subject later.

I shall make jmu but one quotaotion from
the authorities, invoke them but momentarily.
Bland-Sutton says, “It is believed by many
that a sarcomatous change may occur in uter-

ine fibroids. The matter has been carefully

considered by competent men, and a critical

examination of the evidence makes it clear

that in a very large proportion of the cases

described as sarcomatous degeneration, the

changes were due to septic infection. The
great defect in nearly all the recorded eases,

in which malignant change has been suspect-

ed. is the absence of the mode of death, U’kere

the patient survived the operation. Sarco-

mata are so prone to disseminate that any pa-

tient who has died in consequence of malig-

nant degeneration of a fibroid would be ex-

pected to have secondary nodules in the lung
at least.”

That is Avhat Bland-Sutton thinks about
sarcomata developing from fibroids—that

they do not develop.

I have sent a questionnaire asking if the re-

cipient believed that fibroids became malig-

nant, if they had clinical or microscopical

proof of such fact, how inauy fibroids they

had removed, the operative mortality, the

symptoms urging to operation, et. This was
sent to a number of active surgeons and pa-

thologists throughout the South.

I shall ask your patience to go over rapid-

ly with me, the individual replies that we
may derive our conclusions together.

The first is from Dr. William Krauss, emin-

ent pathologist and liaematologist of Mem-
phis: “The malignancies in connection with

uterine myomata are of two kinds. First,

(hose occurring in the tumor itself. Tliese are

always .sarcomatous. Second, malignancies
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within the \itei-us itself, secondary to irrita-

tions from tlie tnmor. Tliese are generally

adeno-carcinoma of the body. 1 know of two
nastances of squamous celled carcinoma of the

cervix occurring together with myoma.”
Dr. Krause does not report having seen

eases of sarcomatous degeneration that after-

ward died from general sarcoraatosis.

Dr. Jere L. Crook, of Jackson, Tennessee,

former president of the Tri-State Medical So-

ciety, a surgeon of large experience and a vis-

itor at many clinics, reports that he has never

had any occasion to observe degenerative

changes in fibroids. Two cases of suprava-
ginal hysterectomy for fibroids are reported
by him for extreme conditions, one Avith such
marked displacement of the bladder that

urination Avas impossible Avithoiit catheteriza-

tion, and this AA'as with difficulty
;
the second

case for a menstrual haemorrhage that almost
proved fatal to the patient.

Dr. W. A. Bryan, of Nashville, one of our
most recent Southern authors, a surgeon AAuth

an especially keen interest in malignancy,
AAwites as follows: “I had a case of fibroid the
size of a tangerine orange. It remained sta-

tionary for ten years. Suddenly it began to

enlarge and greAv to thirteen pounds in six

months. On removal it proved to be a spin-

dle cell sarcoma. This case is ilhistrated in

Bryan’s ‘‘Principles of Surgery.” He there-

fore believes that a fibroid may become sar-

comatous, thoAigh rarely.

Dr. C. C Bass, of Ncav Orleans, laboratory
expert, pathologist and horticulturist of the

malarial haematozoon, does not believe that

uterine myomata undergo malignant changes.

He asserts that any eases of malignancy
Avhieh are found in fibroid uteri are there co-

incidentally and not casually.

Dr. J A. Crisler of Memphis, skillful surg-
eon of wide experience, careful in all his

records, answers that he has had five cases of
malignancy in fibroids, with the proof both
by the microscope and the clinical history.

Two of these Avere in the cervix and three in

the corpus mucosa, this number from 1100
fibroids removed in his clinic in the last eight

years. In conclusion he says: ‘‘I am not able

to say positively that the malignancy began
primarily in the tumor or in the inucosa (lat-

terly involving the tumor') in my fiA^e cases.

His opinion is, therefore, that malignancy
occurs from fibroids, though rarely.

Dr. John B. iMurphy, of Chicago, reports

one case of malignant degeneration in a uter-

ine myoma. He says in regard to if: “Micro-
scopic examination of it, showed it to be a

.sarcoma, but the gross appearance of' it lead

one to believe that originally i1 had been a

fibroma. The growth appeared to come from
the side of the fundus.” He stales that haem-
orrhage has been the most fixapienf sympfom

forcing the patient to come for relief. Dr.
Murphy concludes: “It is my impression
from personal observation that uterine myo-
mata rarely undergo sarcomatous degenera-
tion which is the only type they show. It is

my impression from the literature but not
from my OA\’n experience, that carcinoma of
the mucosa of the uterus is occasionally a com-
plication of, if not induced by the presence of
fibromata. There is nothing said in your re-

view concerning fibrosis of the uterus Avhich
gives the condition knoAvn as essential haemor-
rhage AA-hieh has been a rather strong feature
in my experience. It is referred to in one of
my recent clinics.”

Dr. Sydney W. Johnson, chief surgeon to

the IMississippi State Charity Hospital at
Vicksburg, IMiss., during the Noel adminis-
tration, reports an experience of 500 hyster-
ectomies for fibroid conditions. Two of these
Avere malignant and died later of malignancy.

Dr. H. T. Inge, of Mobile, Alabama, one of
the most active members of the surgical sec-

tion of the Southern Medical Association and
a man of mature experience, says that he does
not believe that uterine myomata undergo
malignant degeneration, that he has removed
52 by hysterectomy, Avith one death, that he
has never seen any fibroids that died a malig-
nant death. He says that the chief symptom
that has brought the patient to the operation
has been extreme pressure on bladder or rec-

tum.
Dr. Louis Prank, of Louisville, a distin-

guished member of our Association, a skillful

surgeon and close student, thinks that sarco-
matous changes may oceiir in fibroids. He re-

ports 125 hysterectomies in the past six years
for fibroids. In the malignant eases he says
he has observed the malignancy in cervix and
corpus mucosa, most frequently the latter.

All yet 1 iving. Never saAv one beginning Avith-

in the tumor which could be thought a de-

generation.

Dr. II. R. Shands, of Jackson, IMississippi,

who does a large surgical practice among a
population Avhere fibroids are very common,
has never seen a sarcomatous change in a fib-

roid. He adds thirty hysterectomies Avith no
mortality.

A similar report comes from Dr. J. W.
Barksdale, of Winona, ^lississippi, for some
years associated as assistant in Memphis Avith

one of the leading surgeons of that city, and
for ten years one of the most distinguished

surgeons of ^Mississippi. He reports 58 hys-

ter.<^ctomies for fibroids, none of which shoAA'ed

any sarcomatous degeneration. He belieA'es

if it does occur it is a A^ery rare event.

Quite on the contrary is the opinion of Dr.
Richard Bari' of Nashville, Avho writes as fol-

lows: “I can only say that I have had enough
cases with malignant changes in uterine fib-
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roid, to make me emphasize the danger to all

patients with such tumors, and to make me
prefer pan-hysterectomy to supravaginal am-
putation in treatment.”

I may add briefly my personal quota of 17

hysterectomies for fibroid condition of the

uterus. In none of these was there any malig-

nancy, nor have there been any to develop

since the operation. I lost one patient at the

end of the third day with a violent peritonitis.

It was a perfectly clean case, and I never

knew where the infection crept tlu-ough my
techni(p;e. It was a very large tumor weigh-

ing eighteen pounds.
I shall conclude the report wdth the answers

of TWO men who have had exceptional experi-

ence as abdominal surgeons, and with fibroid

tumors of the uterus : Dr. L. S. MciMurtry of

Louisville, and Dr. Frank D. Smythe, of

^Memphis.

Dr. ]\Ici\Iurtry writes :

‘
‘ When I began

work in Louisville in 1890, no opei'ation for

the cure of fibroid tumors of the uteims had
been done here. I did the first successful

operation of supravaginal hysterectomy for

fibroid done in Louisville, and have continued

at the work until the present time, my latest

case having been done yesterday morning.*

During this time I have encountered almost

every possible variety of tumor and almost

eveiy possible complication. It would re-

quire several days work to go over my record

during these years and enumerate the opera-

tions. I can say to you, however, that I have
done a large number of these operations dur-

ing the last year, more than one hundred and
without any mortality whatever. In the early

years, before the technique was perfected, the

mortality was considerable. It is now about
the most successful major operation in ab-

dominal surgery.

I have seen numbers of cases in which ma-
lignant changes have developed in fibroid tu-

mors. In one ease, carcinoma developed in

the cervix which was left after supravaginal
amputation for fibroid. In numerous eases I

have encountered sarcoma with fibroid tu-

mors. I think, however, that the proportion
of fibroids which undergo malignant change
has been exaggerated by writers upon the

subject.”

The final report I shall give you is from Dr.
Smythe. He says: “I have had for the past
fifteen years, quite an extensive experience
with the surgical treatment of fibroid tumors
of the uterus, and have been impressed with
the fact that cancer is an occasional complica-
tion and that carcinoma, when existing, is a
separate and distinct trouble from the myo-
mata.

In about one and one-half per cent, of cases,

1 have found coexisting sarcoma or the tumor
had undergone sarcomatous changes in each

instance. The sarcoma was found situated in

the tumor, or had become a part of it.

The remote effects of the presence of fib-

j-oids of good size are rather more common
than they are usually believed to be and are

much more important than the local symp-
toms incident to the tumor. Changes in the

myocardium are common, serious, often perm-
anent, contributing largely to the deaths inci-

dent to surgical interference. Liver changes
are likewise common, and interesting and im-

portant. The same may be said regarding

the changes that take place in the kidneys due
to pi’essure and the toxemia of the tumor.”
He adds 250 hysterectomies for fibroids,

none of which died later of malignancy.
Now to the conclusions.

We have reported from these distinguished

surgeons approximately 2617 hysterectomies

for fibroid. Eliminating cancers of the

cervix, there appeal’s to have been five cases

of .sarcomatous change in the tumors and six

cases of carcinoma of the mucosa of the cor-

pus uteri.

We, therefore, are led to believe that a sar-

comatous change in uterine myomata is a

very rare event.

We also conclude that many surgeons hold
varying opinions.

We conclude that in the future, eases class-

ed under the head of sarcomatous changes,

should be confirmed microscopically, and
more important still, by the death of the pa-

tient later with metastatic sarcomatosis in

the lungs and in the liver or other parts of

the body.

We also conclude that fibroid uteri are a

distinct menace to the integrity of cardiac,

hepatic and renal tissues. I am not interest-

ed with the fact that a fibroid of some size

always causes a toxemia of serious conse-

quence. The patient who comes to you at

thirty years with a fibroid as large as a lemon,
but with an intact cardio-vascular system,
will return at forty with an abdomen full of

tumor and flabby heart muscle, with mur-
murs,, organic or haemic.

I feel toward uterine myomata as I do to-

ward exophthalmic goitre, that they are a

serious menace to future health and though it

may be quiescent in the abdomen for years,

causing little trouble from either pressure or

haemorrhage, yet is slowly, silently, painless-

ly poisoning the musculature of the heart.

The early supravaginal excision of the myo-

matous uterus is simple in performance, safe

and permanent in its results.

LTterine myomata, therefore, should never

be given a chance to become sarcomatous. As

soon as they reach sufficient size to give defin-

ite symptoms they shoTxld be removed.
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WHO SHOULD DO SURGERY?*

By Ap jMorgan Vanoe, Louisville.

In the above title the committee on pro-

gram has allotted to me a delicate and diffi-

cult task. Hard and fast lines cannot be

drawn as to Avho should do surgery, as so

many varying conditions tend to alter the
ease.

The ideal surgeon of to-day must be a very
high class man, as his calling is second to

none, and his responsibilities the greatest of

all men. This standard has been held for

centuries, as illustrated by the following text

promulgated by a noted French physician,

Guy de Chauliac, in the fourteenth century,

recently unearthed and sent to his friends as

a New Year greeting by a distinguished surg-

eon of our southland :

‘
‘ Let the surgeon be

well educated, skillful, ready and courteous.

Let him be bold in those things that are safe,

fearful in those that are dangerous; avoiding

all evil methods and practices. Let him be

tender with the sick, honorable to men of his

profession, wise in his predictions; chaste,

sober, pitiful, merciful
;
not covetous nor ex-

tortionate
;
but rather let him take his wages

in moderation according to his work, and the

wealth of his patient, and the issue of the dis-

ease, and his own worth.”

To show that the same high standard is held

to-day by right-thinking surgeons, I will

quote from the fellowship pledge of the

American College of Surgeons a sentiment
somewhat differently worded but very similar

to the foregoing: “In particular I pledge
myself to pursue the practice of surgery with
thorough self-restraint and to place the wel-

fare of my patients above all else; to advance
constantly in knowledge by the stndy of surg-

ical literature, the instruction of eminent
teachers, interchange of opinion among asso-

ciates, and attendance on important societies

and clinics
; to regard scrupulously the in-

terests of my professional brothers and seek

their counsel when in doubt of my own judg-
ment; to render willing help to my colleagiies

and to give freely my services to the needy.

JMoreover, I pledge myself, so far as I am
able, to avoid the sins of selfishness, to shun
unwarranted publicity, dishonest money-seek-

ing and commercialism as disgraceful to our
profession; to refuse utterly all secret money
trades with consultants and in-actitiouers

;
to

teach the patient Ids financial deity to the

physician .and to urge tlie practitioner to ob-

tain his reward from the patierd openly; to

make my fees commensurate with the services

rendered and with the patient’s rights; and

*Read before the Ker.tucky State Medical Association,

Newport, September 22 'J5, 1914.

to avoid discrediting my associates by taking
unwarranted compensation. ”

If we maintain the standard demanded by
these sentiments, it is easy to see that only
men of the highest character should do surg-
ery. The education of the pi-escnt-day surg-
eon lias many difficulties. The money ex-
pense is CO great and the time to be expended
so long, that it is proidbited to all but a favor-
ed few. The iirimary education, the four
years in medical school, two years in a gen-
eral hospital, the three to five years as assist-
ant to an active surgeon,—is more than the
average man can devote to the preparation for
his life’s work. The old expression “a born
surgeon” is cbselete; surgeons are o'nly made
by hard work and conscientious apjilication
and study of the object in hand. The idea
which prevails among ambitious young grad-
uates in med’cine that they can go from the
top benches at the end of their fourth year
into the surgical arena and open abdomens is

one to be much deplored
;
another is that the

man after practicing for a more or less time
as an internist gets the surgical “bee in his
bonnet” and decides to take a six w^eeks post-
graduate course in surgery at one of the
•many schools for this purpose, and retnrns to
his clientele as a full-fledged surgeon ! The
havoc wrought by this man is easily to be
imagined and more to be deplored than the
recent young graduate’s over-enthusiasm, as
it is hard to

‘
‘ teach an old dog new tricks.

’ ’

Still another class is represented by the
man who has essayed to do surgery in a
moderate way. He visits some great clinic
at home or abroad, sees plates applied to un-
united fractures, or possibly to a recent frac-
ture

;
sees wire nails driven through the troch-

anter hito the head of the femur fo better the
condition followung a hij) fracture; or pcs-
sibly sees a resection of the pylorus or colon.
It all looks easy and why should he not do it?
He forgets how many operations upon the
cadaver or upon animals the experienced
surgeon whose clinic he is attending has done
before he braved the one on the human being!

It is plain, then, that the man who poses as
a candidate for surgical practice must be pre-
pared to deliver the goods; he must have
added to what natural aptitude he may pos-
sess conscientious study of all branches of
medicine as taught in a first-class medical
school, paying particular attention to labora-
tory work of all kinds; not that the surgeon
is expected to do laboratory work himself, but
he must be able to interpret findings by
others. After graduation a hospital service

followed l)y a prolonged assistantship is a

necessity, for it is only by prolonged contact
with a large number of eases that the intel-

lectual skill is to be acquired, that is the abil-

it}^ to tell w’hen surgery is needed, the key-
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stone to the completed structure of his edu-

cation. The same may be said of the manual
skill. A happy and effective combination of

the two is more or less rare, that is one may
be intellectuallj' skillful and a poor operator,

and vice versa. The first can be acquired

only by taking advantage of every opportun-

ity of seeing all the gross pathology he can

and whenever he can, the stiidy of normal

anatomy by dissection and studying the re-

lations and non-pathologieal portions of any
cadaver autopsied that may come under his

observation.

The mechanical part of the surgeon’s edu-

cation should begin early. He should learn

the use of tools, and as soon as possible he

should practice the use of instruments, especi-

ally the needle, on the cadaver; and if this

is not feasible on the human subject, use ani-

mals. If the whole animal cannot be con-

veniently obtained, get the viscera of the

sheep, calf or hog from a near-by slaughter

house and practice with the needle and
thread. The proper use of these parts of the

surgeon’s armamentai’ium often means the

life of the patient, while even one stitch im-

properly applied may entirely change the

operative result.

i\Ien in large centers have the advantage

over their outlying brethren, but with the

same preparation there is no reason why
those in small places should not do good surg-

ery; and of course when they get the results

they deserve proportionately more credit

than their more fortunately circumstanced

city brothers with the advantages coming
from trained assistants, nurses and hospital

services. The main thing here is to educate

the people to the point of permitting surgical

intervention before the case has advanced
too far for anyone to conserve life. The time

lost in going away from home for assistance

often decides the fatal outcome. In emerg-
ency sui-gery, for example gunshot and knife

wounds, intra-abdominal inflammation, frac-

tures of the skull and bowel obstructions,

anybody with the legal right should do the

best they can to conserve the life of the pa-

tient. Even if this right does not exist, it is

often the duty of a layman to give the fii-st

aid, which may be the means of saving a life.

Hence the statement that hard and fast lines

cannot be drawn as to who should do surgery.

Hard and fast lines can be drawn, however,
as to the fitness of those who make claims to

firet-class surgical ability, as that great la-

mented surgeon, whom many of us knew. Dr.

Maurice II. Eichardson, said: ‘‘Surgical op-

erations should be performed only by those

who are educated for that special purpose.

Some men liave good judgment in advising

operations, with bi;t little skill in perform-
ing them; others have bad judgment in ad-

\dsing operations but splendid technique in

performing them
;

still oth'ei-s are not only

poor diagnosticians and men of bad judg-

ment, but are clumsy operators ! Important,

if not essential qualifications for the surgeon

are strength, endurance and hopefulness.

The surgeon should have the power of being

cheerful under the most discouraging condi-

tions.
’ ’

'I’hus you see what a very all-around man
an up-to-date surgeon must be, and how few
who are now in the arena “measure-up” to

the real requirements. We often hear it said

that before taking up surgery a man should

practice general medicine for a more or less

time : This is a fallacy. The best surgeons

as a rule are those who have never done any-

thing else. All of medicine that is required is

to be attained in the medical school and the

subsequent hospital sojourn. Experience
teaches us that the internist often looks too

long for other than surgical causes in many
ailments and permits the opportune moment
to pass for the surgeon to save the life of the

patient. When he begins the practice of surg-

ery, this habit is still operative, often to the

detriment of the patient. As the surgeon has

the medical man, who usually sees the patient

first, to rely upon for medical counsel, he
should waste very little time in gaining ex-

perience along medical lines.

In closing this very short paper I wish to

say, after a good many years of surgical

work, that no calling compares to it in real

trials and tribulations. When a man prac-

tices surgery, he must make it his religion.

As I have said, there is nothing higher in

this world’s work, that is if it is practiced

with the spirit laid down by the Frenchmen
of the fourteenth century already quoted.

The following contribution to the surgeon,

although anonymous, seems worthy of repeti-

tion :

As high priest, teaching an acolyte.

He watches over each holy rite.

The flame and water to make them clean

—

Body, and garments, and weapons keen

—

With sacred care for a sacred strife;

To rout a foe in the House of Life

!

For blade and body must both be pure.

And hand be stead}", and eye be sure.

And weai^ons purged in the fiery glow.

Whenever he wars against a foe.

With joy of battle his soul is rife.

Behold I He enters the House of Life

His flashing blade it is dripping red

—

He follows fast where the trail has led.

To the sacred shrine with ruby throne.

Where Life has fought with the foe alone.

As the high priest’s hand may lift the Veil,

He boldly enters the holy pale

;
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His hand is steady, his weapon bright

—

The foe is vanquished and put to flight

!

And Life awakens with anguished breath;
For man has grappled and beaten—Death

!

DISCUSSION.

Cyrus Graham, Henderson : Mr. President

and Members of the Kentucky State Medical As-
sociation : According to Dr. Vance ’s paper, every

man who is a graduate of a reputable medical

college is or is not competent to do surgery. We
also infer from Dr. Vance's paper that a knowl-

edge of general medicine is not necessary to do
surgery; and he puts his indorsement on what
Dr. Maurice Richardson said by quoting the fol-

lowing :

‘
‘ Surgical operations should be per-

formed only by those who are educated for that

special purpose.”

‘‘Let the surgeon be well educated, skillful,

ready and courteous. Let him be bold in those

things that are safe, fearful in those things that

are dangerous; avoiding all evil methods and
practices; let him be tender with the sick, hon-

orable to the men of his profession, wise in his

piedictions; chaste, sober, pitiful, merciful; not

given to covetousness, not extortionate; but

rather let him take his v;ages in moderation ac-

cording to his worth.”
This beautiful and classic admonition of the

celebrated French surgeon is in epitome, the

story of surgical honor, surgical adaptation and
surgical success. One who cannot admii’e the

depth of its teachings and the beauty of its

words, is as one v/ho takes no interest in the sun,

moon, and stars, and to such a one, simplicity,

beautiy and light tell no story.

If the essayist had taken for his subject, “Who
Should Do Major Surgery” in all of its most

intricate branches, then I should be justified in

using the stereotyped phrase in opening this dis-

cussion, “The essayist has fully covered the

ground and has left nothing for me to s.ay.
”

As it is, with the courage of my convictions,

and the knowledge of what men like Walter
Brasher of Bardstown; Charles McCreary of

Hartford, Ohio county, and Warren Stone, have

done, and a Scotchman’s love for an argument,

I have somewhat to say.

The doctor has covered the ground so well, and
sits upon the fence so gracefully that it seems a

shame to butt in and raise an objection to his

paper, which is so classically written, so beau-

tiful in diction, and yet, so diverse in its con-

clusions, that it is a prose poem, and should be

read and discussed with poetic license.

Through it all, like the scarlet thread that

winds its way through every rope and cordage of

England’s navy, there is a vein of egotism that

smacks of the surgeons of a decade ago, when all

wisdom found its Alpha .and Omega with them.

Also, it reminds me, not so much in what the

essayist has read, but in what he has left unsaid

between the lines, of the young lady that asked

her mother if she might go out to swim, and the
mother ansv.'ered: “Yes my darling daughter,
just hang your clothes on a hickory limb, but
don’t go near the water.”
The young doctor starting out in life may have

the ambition and ability to do good work, but
according to the essayist, imless he has all the
training mentioned, he must like the girl who
wanted to take a plunge in the “old swimmin’
hole ’’---just read all of the hypothetical papers
he wants to before the societies, treat mumps,
measles, fevers and lues, but when it comes to
surgery, that is often simply a matter of tech-
nical skill, asepsis and plumbing—“he must not
go near the water.”
With earnest protestations he declaims with

horror about the “havoc wrought” by the young
fellow with a “surgical bee in his bonnet,” for-
getting that more than seventy-five per cent, of
all surgery must and should be, and is done by
those whom he would disqualify. I have seen
“havoc wrought” by some of the best surgeons
in America, that Avould make a cigar store Indian
shed tears of dismay.

“I’m sure all the McDowells
And Simses’ are not dead.

I’m sure that “men of bowels,”
Are oftimes country bred;

The “mute inglorious Miltons,”

Of whom the poet sang,

If buried in Westminister,

Would fill the whole shebang.” (Laughter.)
The Chair: Your time has expired Dr. Gra-

ham.
Louis Frank: Mr. President: I move that the

gentleman’s time be extended, .and that he be al-

lowed to finish his discussion.

Seconded.

The Chair: i\ll in favor of extending Dr. Gra-
ham’s time let it be known by voting aye! Car-
ried ! Dr. Graham you will continue the discus-

sion.

Dr. Graham: Thank you, gentlemen!
Suppose that W. T. Biuggs with more than 500

lithotomies to his credit had been content to fol-

low the ideas laid down in the essayist’s paper?
Suppose that McDowell, Dudley, Sims, Crawford
Long and Cartledge had been content to remain
in this innocuous class where Dr. Vance would
have had them placed? As our honorable Presi-

dent (Dr. Roberts) said in his address before the

Southern Surgical and Gynecology Association

:

“The pioneers of surgery had no well-ordered

operating rooms, and no laboratories to supple-

ment their work,” faint and nebulous were their

ideas of bacteriology and they “knew nothing

of streptococcus aureus, albus, nor bacillus pyo-

cyaneous foetidus, tubercle bacillus, plasmodium
malaria, treponema pallida, nor any of the

thousand and one microorganisms, vegetable

and animal, with unpronouncable names, and
malignant affinities for the flesh of man;” nor

were their salad days and nights haunted by the
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terrible pliantasina.s'oria of the spiroclietae pal-

lida, nor double back action nightmares caused

by incursions of the festive gonococcus. The

theory of anoci-association, as enunciated by the

eminent Crile, was still in the misty future, and

yet, and yet, they got there just the same. If

these gTeat surgeons had let a want of education

and training hold them back they would have

had about as good a chance of getting into halls

of the surgical Valhalla, as a tallow-legged dog

would have in catching an asbestos eat in hell.

(Laughter.)

Why, Archie Dixon of Henderson! You all

know him? Ex-President of this Association and

Ex-President of the Mississippi Valley Associa-

tion informed me not long since that the only

major operation he saw white in college was see-

ing David Yandell amputate a leg, and he can

number his successful operations by the hun-

dreds. Would the essayist denounce him for the

happy homes he has made, even though he has

not the hospital training that the essayist deems
absolutely necessary ?

In almost every town in Kentucky, we have

men who are doing good work, and I would like

right here, to enter a plea for these country doc-

tors, surgeons and midwives, too. The surgeon

of the little town, who with the fear of God be-

fore him, and a full knowledge of his own limita-

tions, is often called upon to grapple with and

beat death upon an improvised surgical table,

and without many of the modern sanitary ac-

cessories.

His people look upon him and love him as a

monarch by the right of toil, and a surgeon by

the right of hope.

Have we forgotten the story of Bonnie Briar

Bush? And Gentlemen! I have seen Ian Mc-
Clarens right here in Old Kentucky, helping

each other operate, and operate successfully un-

der the most adverse surroundings.

I know of one country doctor who left the

State Medical Association at one o’clock in the

morning, rode three hundred miles to his home,

arriving there at 4 in the afternoon, a call was
waiting him to go sixteen miles in the country

to see a strangulated hernia, not waiting for din-

ner, he drove these sixteen miles in his buggy
and on arriving at his destination placed the pa-

tient on the dining table, and with the neighbors

holding lamps around him, and with the assist-

ance of one of these country doctors performed
a successful operation.

“I have seen him again with a knife and things

an’ the sweat was on his brow,

’E was trying to mend the guts of a bloke as ’ad

spiked ’isself in a row;

’Twas late at night an’ ’e ’adn’t any light, to see

what ’e had to do.

And his pal v/as a doctor, a country doctor, surg-

eon and midwife, too.” (Laughter).

Ye surgeons of tlie city, with your gveat hos-

pitals, corps of trained assistants, and all the

aseptic advantages of equipment and educa-

tion, I say God bless you ! And ye interns of

the lint and lance, who drive in the cities’ ambu-
lance, you have our love, respect and envy.

We Avould not detract one jot or tittle from
your well earned fame ! nor would we disparage
the splendid work Avhicli the laboratory has done
for surgery, but remember, tliat there is one Dr.
Timothy Hay, who wants to do, and is fully

qualified to do this seventy-five per cent, of

emergency surgery that falls to liis lot, and when
the emergency arises will be found at the bat,

and not indulging in the “Twilight Sleep” as
some would have you tliink.

He even proposes that the “high up surgeon”
need not qualify in general medicine. There has
never been a more dangerous and insidious propo-
sition made before a medical society than that.

I wish I had time to discuss that proposition.

He calls the necessity for the knowledge of
general medicine on the part of the surgeon “a
fallacy”. His suggestions for the lack of it, and
the long service needed in hospitals and as an
assistant are not only fallacious, but they are
so revolutionary that they might become danger-
ous.

Kor do I believe that Dr. Vance, with the

splendid record he has built for himself, both as

an operator and as teacher meant to convey some
of the ideas which he has unfortunately advanc-
ed in his really valuable paper.

Would the essayist have our surgeons to be-

come barbers as in the sixteenth century, and
have them come and take orders as to what they
should do? We learn to do by doing, in watch-
ing and pursuing the light that lies in the beacon
light of hope and a worthy ambition to aid hu-
manity that has always set the high mark of
surgical endeavor.

“Look out for opportunity and when it comes
rush in.

Don’t wait because you fear you may not have
the strength to win;

There may be others who could do your task Avith

far more skill

Than you can do it—never mind go at it with a

Avill

;

They cut but little figure who remain in doubt

immersed.

The Avorld gives all the credit to the man that

butts in first.

Old Galileo, probably, Avas not a AA’hit moi’e wise

Than many another man of his day Avho gazed up
at the skies;

Columbus may not have been blessed Avith special

gifts that sent

Him Avhere no other might have gone to find a

continent

—

But they Avho might haAe Avon the fame remained

in doubt immersed.

The Avorld giA-es him the credit Avho set forth to

butt in first.
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Old Howe’s machine was but a poor contrivance

at the start,

McCormack’s work lias been improved in every

joint and part;

The boat that Fulton ran, would be a funny thing

to-day

;

What Moi’se did—we ha^'e bettered, but his fame
has come to stay,

They did not wait for others who stood back in

doubt immersed.

The world gi\es all the credit to the man who
butts in first.”

To the essayist’s appeal, that the surgeon be

honest with both patient and consultant, I add a

hearty. Amen

!

J. Garland Sherrill, Louisville: This topic is

one of extreme interest, and the last speaker

seems not to have the same viewpoint as the es-

sayist, and to my mind he has not quoted the

essayist correctly. If I am not mistaken, he did

not talk of emergency work being done by the

layman, if necessary'. Some important opera-

tions have been done by laymen, the first Cesar-

ean section liaving been performed by a butcher,

and dire emergencies justify such etforts being

made by any person, whether he is competent or

not, provided a competent person cannot be ob-

tained. But when any man states that practition-

ers of medicine should do surgery without pre-

liminary preparation, it is equivalent to saying

that a man should practice without going to

school or without any preliminaiy preparation

whatever. I Avish to submit the proposition to

everAJ^ man present here, Avould he submit himself

to an operation by a man Avho had never had any
preliminary training at tlie opposite side of the

table from a surgeon or great operator? Or
Avould you take the man aaIio had previous experi-

ence alongside of some very competent man? I

think you would. ‘‘We learn to do by doing.”
It is all right to learn to do by doing, but I do

not Avant to be done on. I prefer to let a begin-

ner practice on somebody else. I knoAv that men
Avith many years’ training, not only in school,

but in private practice, in standing and seeing

others operate, in operating upon animals and

studying the anatomy, in operating Avith the as-

sistance of A’ery competent men, make mistakes

and many of them, and even Avith all this train-

ing if mistakes are made I consider it proper to

demand that one should not essay to do serious

surgery at the present day Avithout having

proper preparation. Do not stand back if an

emergency demands, if you ha\e nothing Init a

]ienknife, and not operate. I dare say. Dr. Vance
has often operated Avith his pocketknife AA'hen an

emergency arose and he Avas not in a position to

obtain his regular instruments. There is noth-

ing in the ]irofession that should cause any fric-

tion between tlie general practitioner and surg-

eon. We should Avork liand in hand and side

by side. There is one thing, hoAvever, I do Avish

to differ from the essayist in, and that is in re-

gard to the preliminary practice of medicine. It

does not always make a man a more dextrous
surgeon to liave had a feAV jmars in general prac-

tice. He can Avield the knife no more safely by
this practice. Of course, it makes him a better

diagnostician; it makes his mental vision broader
in detecting various things Avhich maye be over-

looked. The tendency of specialism, is to narroAV

one’s vision, but Ave sliould try to broaden it in

every Avay possible, so that we may sweep the

Avhole horizon and not look far or see any par-

ticular thing. A spendthrift may say that this

or that man is suffering from such and such a

condition, but he may overlook many of the ail-

ments the patient has besides. The idea is to in-

crease our knoAvledge, to broaden our point of

vieAV, so that the Avhole horizon may be taken in,

so that Ave may grasp the entire field in examin-
ing our patient. We should look into the resist-

ance, the ability of the patient to Avithstand an
operation, and nothink tells you to do this better

than experience. When you get out of college

you think you knoAV the Avhole business. The
first year you are in school you think you knoAV

it all, but in the second and fourth years you
begin to think that jmu know still less. When
A’ou go into a hospital and see this or that man
doing major operations, you think you can do
them, but you cannot. If you are properly train-

ed, if you are in a Avell equipped hospital you
may be able to do all these things. The more ex-

perience one has the more fully does he realize

hoAv much more there is to learn. The better

preparation Ave make to do surgery in the begin-

ning, the feAver the mistakes Ave will make.
James L. Toll, Lawrenceburg: The paper of Dr.

Vance coA-ers the subject so Avell and shows such

excellent poise from a surgeon’s standpoint lit-

tle is left to be said. HoAve'ver those Avho do

surgery alone naturally by virtue of their haA’-

ing seen so much surgery and Iraving noted such

happy results of some operations, haAm a some-

Avhat different vieAvpoint to the general practi-

tioner Avho sees both the surgical and medicinal

treatment.

But it is not my purpose to discuss surgery

versus medication, but rather to attempt to bring

out the ])oint that it does not require more pro-

ficiency or a higher standard of education, or a

longer airprenticeship to becom.e a high grade

surgeon than it does to be an internest of equal

rank. The definitions quoted by the essayist and

the i>ledge of the “American College of Surg-

ery,” AA'ould api'ly equally as Avell to the phy-

sician. What is said regarding young gTaduates

going forth Avith practically no experience to do

surgery applies ecpially as Avell to the young phy-

sician. The victim of the lack of knoAvledge and

experience of the young internest, is not one Avhit

less dead than the victim of the young and inex-

])erienced surgeon. It is true the results of surg-

eiy are moi’e al)rupt. are plainer in evidence than
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the results of the internesl. hut they are not more

real or more true.

It is true sur"eons are not horn, hut it is fur-

ther true that some are horn so handieapped that

they can never become surf>eons. Some can never

accpiire that dexterity and proficiency in use of

instruments that is so essential to the surgeon.

The ability to projierly reason from cause to

effect, a quality without which no one can he a

diagnostician and thereby qualify as a surgeon,

can not be acquired by all. Therefore some are

horn so handicapped that they may never be a

high grade surgeon. Hence the danger of the

“American College of Surgeons.’’ He may have

done all that is required for fellowship in the so-

ciety, he is then stamped and labelled a surgeon.

He may or may not be, for it is said “by their

fruits ye shall know them.” Then “who should

do surgery” and who is entitled to pass on a

man’s qualifications for this work. We feel that

the physician is peculiarly fitted to pass on this

(piestion. While not a surgeon ho knows some-

thing of surgery, the family look to liim for

guidance on this question and his reputation to

some extent depends on his ability to bring his

patients back from the surgeon in good condition.

Therefore we say a legislature is not competent
to label a man a surgeon but rather do we think

that the gi’eat body of general practitioners who
form the bone and sinew of Ibis society, and
similar societies, should and will be the court of

last resort on this important question.

Woodson H. Taulbee, Maysville: I wish to sub-

scribe my liearty endorsement to all that Dr.

Vance has said. He has presented one of the

most important subjects that could be brought

to the attention of any body of medical men. It

is one that concerns every man, Avoman and
child in this great country. It is one that de-

mands immediate and radical attention. When
I think of Avhat my family or I may at some
time be forced up against in the way of so-call-

ed surgeons, I am positively scared. I have,

therefore, supplied my family Avith a list of men
AA’hose judgment I believe can he relied upon and
haA'e instructed them if in need of the services

of a surgeon, being unable to procure one of

these men or some one Avhom they Avould recom-
mend rather to trust to luck.

There is no restriction or regulation to the
practice of surgery. Any man Avho holds a

diploma from any medical school has the same
legal right to undertake to perform a surgical

operation that has Dr. Vance. The causes of
this deplorable condition are legion, as laxity
of our laws, Ioav grade medical colleges encourag-
ing men aa’Iio are unfit by reason of lack of eflu-

cation and moral character to enter the study of
medicine, etc. The multiplicity of hosjiitals in

small toA\ns, Avdiere there are feAV or no surgeons,
encouraging general practitioners, to undertake
operations thal they are incompetent to perform,
is no inconsidera])le factor. Ft is a most unfor-

tunate state of affairs. It is a most disgraceful

state of affairs and one that Ave should be asham-

ed of. We should be ashamed of it because Ave

alone are responsible for it.

In the Court of Appeals of Kentucky there is

pending to-day a suit for damages sent up from
one of the loAver courts. A man Avho has no

moral right to undertake the care of surgically

sick, AA’liose very lack of preliminary education

Avould preclude, forever, the possibility of his

becoming a surgeon, deliberately undertook to

perform a difficult intraabdominal ojieration, his

second attempt during his entire period of prac-

tice, twelve years, leaving behind a large ab-

dominal pad. The patient died. At the trial it

Avas proven that she Avould probably have died in

any event; just the kind of a case that demanded
all that judgment and surgical skill could furnish.

’

Just the kind of a case that any man Avith the

“makings” of a surgeon Avould instinctively

have avoided. Just tlie kind of a case that any

man Avith a conscience or the Avelfare of his fel-

loAv man at Fieart Avonld at least have given the

advantages of an uptodate hospital Avhich was six

miles aAvay. We come here and condemn such

practices as dangerous, murderous and vicious,

yet Ave go on the Avitness stand and so evade is-

sues and modify our ansAvers as to practicalh'^

amount to perjury, loAvering ourselves in the esti-

mation of all intelligent men, bringing disgrace

to our profession, trying to bring these men out

of the trouble they deliberately, if not Avith

malice aforethough, entered into. We proclaim

to the public that Ave might have made the same
mistake, that great surgeons have not infre-

quently left sponges behind, thus encouraging

the further undertaking by unscrupulous men of

Avork that they are incompetent to do. We are

responsible for this disagreeable condition because

Ave lend our moral and financial aid in exonor-

ating these men. This society is defending Avith

your money and your influence the man to Avhom

I have just referred.

A short time ago I heard a doctor say that he

Avas getting d—d tired of the surgeons getting

his good patients’ fees; that he intended to in-

vest a hundred dollars in surgical instruments

and do Ids OAvn surgery. I have no doubt that

this man Avill attemjit to carry into execution his

threat, and some man or Avoman or child’s life

Avill pay the penalty and you and I Aviil he called

upon to defend him for he is a meraher of his

state society. It is among this class of men that

Ave find the rebaters and fee splitters. The al-

mighty dollar is tiieir god. •.lust .so long as Ave

continue to defend tliese men just so long as Ave

continue to tolerate the Ioav grade medical
schools that infect this country, just so long Avill

Ave be confronted Avitli tlie (pieslion “Who Should
Practice Surgery?”

Clifford J. Harris, (’ovington: 1 liaA’e enjoy-

ed tlie ])aper Aery mueli and also the discussion,

and 1 feel constrained to say a Avord or tAvo.
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There is great contention just at the present time

between the medical men and surgeons. I am a

little of both. I think a good surgeon is a grand
thing; a good medical man is a good thing, but

1 believe any man who has faithfully and dili-

gently api^lied himself, who is the graduate of a

reputable medical school, and has served as an

intern in a hospital, and has tried to make him-

self capable of doing a certain amount of surg-

erj'', should do it. When a family engages you
as their physician, tliey expect not only that you

possess medical skill, but they expect you to do

a certain amount of minor surgei'y. Each case is

a law unto itself. Each man knows, if he is

capable of doing this work. If so, he should do

it, if not, he should have the manhood to say so.

He should say to his patient, I am not capable

of doing this operation; T will send you to a man
who can do the work skillfully. If the practi-

tioner is capable, all well and good
;
he should do

the work. For the general practitioner to send
all surgical cases to a surgeon is quite wrong;
he should qualify himself to do a certain amount
of minor surgery. There are many practitioners

who can do as good minor surgery as any surgeon.

On the other hand, when he encounters a case of

major surgery and feels that he is not capable of

performing the operation as it should be done,

he should then give that patient the benefit of

the skill of some surgeon. In that way you will

retain the respect and confidence of your pa-

tients, very often you can do the Avork }'ourself,

and in cases where you feel you cannot do the

work, send the patient to a man Avho can do it.

Charles L. Bonifield, Cincinnati: I certainly

have enjoyed the paper of Dr. Vance and agree

Avith almost everything he has said. I also en-

joyed the discussion of the first speaker, al-

though I cannot agree Avith eA’erything he said.

Many of the points he made Avere more interest-

ing than instructive. We must not be carried

aAvay by the poetry and the brilliance of expres-

sion of the first speaker. This is a matter of com-

mon, everyday hard sense. I never ask other

people to go to a greater extent in preparing

themselves to do surgery than I did myself. I

Avas engaged in tlie practice of medicine—that is,

general practice—for ten years, and I believe

Avith my friend from Louisville that general

practice is an advantage to any man. But dur-

ing all those ten years I Avas assisting some one

in doing surgery nearly all the time. (Applause).

I never opened an abdomen until I stood oppo-

site some one Avho had seen and opened thou-

sands of abdomens, and Avhen I stood there I rec-

ognized I did not knoAv very much about it, but

still I thought I might be able to commence. \Yc

must recognize right at the start that surgery is

an art as Avell as a science. We can Avatch a

mechanic ljuild his stone Avail (refei'ring to Avail.)

and it looks easy to us, but could Ave make tiiat

corner true, and those Avails straight?

I remember a feAv years ago coming from the

hospital Avith a recent graduate Avho talked of
going into surgery; Ave were Avaiting for a street

car, and Avhile Ave Avei-e waiting for it Ave saw a
bill poster putting up show bills. We noticed
hoAV skillfully he took the bill, laid on the Imush,
and stuck it up Avithout a crack. He did it very
dexterously in tAvo or three minutes. I said to
my young friend, “Can you do that?” He re-

plied, “No.” I told him that it Avould take a
good deal of training and practice to learn to

do surgery. Somebody has made the statement
that surgeons are not born, and I am quite in ac-
cord Avith that. While they may not be born
surgeons there are men Avho have more dexterity
than others. They jnake great surgeons, while
otliers Avith a great amount of training do not be-
come anyAvhere near as dexterous. I never can
be as great as many other surgeons, nor any of
you, but still practice and experience Avill en-
able us to become more dexterous. LaAvson Tait
achieved his reputation on account of his great
manual dexterity. He operated verj^ quickly. The
point I Avant to make is that if these skillful

men, like HoAvard Kelly, Crile, the Mayos, Au-
gust Martin and LaAvson Tait required practice
to get this skill, even though many of them may
have been born Avit ha great dea lof ingenuity, how
much more necessary is it for the individual of
average intelligence and of average dexterity to

take time to prepare himself. Wliat is the prep-
aration that the average -man needs, and how are
Ave going to settle that question? That is the
most important thing, after all, and I do not be-
lieA’e it is going to be settled by the American
College of Surgeons. It is a step in the right di-

rection, but it Avill never settle it. A great many
of the men Avho have signed the pledge of the
American College of Surgeons and will swear to

it, Avill not live up to it simjAly because they have
signed it. There are a great man}' drunkards
Avho sign a pledge promising not to drink, and
they break it the next day. We have got to haA'e

the strong arm of the laAv to effect these

things, and Avhat we have got to come to

and Avhat Ave Avill come to just as sore as the sun
is shining outside is that a separate degree Avill

finally be granted by the best medical colleges in

the country.

John J. Moren, Louisville:. In the past six

years Ave have contested sixty-four suits for mal-
practice. The majority of these haAm been surg-
ical cases. I am not going to give you my opin-
ion as to Avlio should do surgery, or Avho should
practice medicine, but I ask you to be Avilling and
ready and offer to have consultation in any case

or every case that offers any difficulty. You Avill

make it a great deal easier for us. Hoav many
men are afraid to call their associates next door.

They say, 1 do not Avant him in this case. I Avill

go ahead myself. Well, a little counsel is Avorth

a Avhole lot. Two lieads are better than one, even

though one is a sheep’s liead, and in difficult

cases you Avant counsel, and jilease be ready to

accept counsel and encourage consultation.
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EDITORIAL.

AT LAST.

As most of our members will have seen

from the newspapere the Attorney General

has decided to file suit against Dr. J. N. Mc-

Cormack personally, instead of the memhers,

past and present, of the State Board of

Health, as has long been threatened and ex-

pected, for the sum of .$18,739, which it is

alleged was spent in technical violation of

the health and medical laws since the Board

was organized 36 years ago. This whole mat-

ter has been so thoroughly threshed out dur-

ing the last two sessions of the General As-

sembly, and both the profession and people
are so fully informed on the subject, that it

seems hardly necessary to say that, acting for
his associates on the Board, dead and living,

and for a profession he is proud to represent.
Dr. J. N. McCormack wdll present itemized
statements and consecutively numbered
vouchers, and ledgers, properly audited and
certified, year by year, for each year since
these laws were enacted—a record which can
hardly be equalled by any other branch of the
State Government. Dr. McCormack seconded
the motion last winter instructing that the
suit be brought and it will not be his fault if

it is not tried at the next term of the court,
and he and the Board and their friends,
which includes nearly eveiy reputable phy-
sician in Kentucky, confidently expect it to

be shown from the accurately kept and care-

fully preserved records, not only that all of
.these affairs have been wdsely and economic-
ally administered, and that the people have
had the full benefit of every dollar exjiended
but that, acting under the advice of its able
lawyers and a long line of worthy auditors,
every technical provision of law has l)een

rigidly observed.

A NEW ADVERTISER.
It is with special interest we call the atten-

tion of our readers, who are the owners of
this JouRNAi;, to the announcement of the
Frank S. Betz Company which again appears
in our advertising pages. Except the excel-

lent firm of Tafel Brothers in Louisville, who
take an announcement in the Jefferson Coun-
ty Number, this is the only firm advertising
surgical instruments in the Journal at pres-
ent. We are glad to carry the Betz advertise-

ment for two reasons : In the first place, they
jDay the Journ.\l well for the space they use
and help us to publish a better Journal and,
in the next place, and this is I’eally of even
more importance, they sell supplies to physi-
cians at so much better prices than the ordi-

nary supply houses that it is an especial
pleasure to put the Kentucky doctors in
touch them. The Editor of the Journal at
various times has purchased several thousand
dollars worth of material from the Betz firm.
He has found every shipment from them en-
tirely satisfactory. We trust the readers of
the Journal will purchase their supplies
either from Betz or Tafel as a token of their
apiireeiation of the assistance these firms are
giving us in conducting the Journal. It is

well to remember that tlie Journal guaran-
tees the members of the KentuckA- State Med-
ical Association against auy loss from deal-
ings witli its advertisers.

DIPHTHERIA ANT ITOXTN.
The State Board of Health is arranging for

depositories in every section of the State
where antitoxin can be secured in urgent
cases without loss of time and at the same cost
as that ordered from the Laboratory. If your
society bas not availed itself of this opportun-
ity to have on hand a liberal supply of diph-
thei'ia antitoxin write to Dr. Lillian South,
State Bacteriologist for details of the arrange-
ments made witli H. j\l. Ale.\ander and Com-
pany, and secure a de|)ository.
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SCIENTIFIC EDITORIALS.

LEPROSY IN RATS.

While the few cases of the Bubonic plague

recently discovered in Louisiana, have caused

such a furor that national medical aid was
asked for, little attention is paid to the

spread of leprosy in tliis country. True, at

the last meeting of the A. II. A., the subject

of leprosy was thoroughly tliscussed, and
means were taken to urge national govern-

ment to establish a national leprosarium for

the study and isolation of leper cases: still,

possible factors in the spread of this disease

are but little studied in this country. The
spread of Bubonic plague has been attributed

to rats as the chief carriers of the plague

germ, ami an anti-rat campaign has been or-

ganized in the chief ports of the East coast

and Gulf of Mexico, reaching its height in

New Orleans. Can the rats be double otfend-

ere ? Can they also be barriers of the bacteria

of leprosy?

In 1903, the Russian leprologist, Stephan-
sky, described a disease in rats, causetl by a

certain bacillus whicb in many ways resem-
l)led the bacillus leprae. The description of

the disease from a clinical and jjathological

standpoint tallies closely with true leprosy.

Dr. Stephansky ’s theory and investigations

gave an impetus to a great many workers
•whose many articles, contributed on this sub-

ject, all coincide with his views. Further-
more, it was found that the leper-like bacillus

and disease is found among rats all over the

world, the chief otfendei- and carrier appear-
ing to be iMus norvegicus S. decumanus. Two
forms of this disease were observed

;
glandu-

lar with distinct inflammation of lymphatic
glands, and musculo-dermatic, which is rarer,

but the more severe form. Tlie rodent suffer-

ing from this second form are usually found
exhausted, and their movements are slow and
laborous; the skin is thickened, void of hair

in places and firmly adherent to the subcut-

aneous tissue
;
in the thickened areas are

found knots, more elongated than in human
leprosy, though at times the knots may dis-

appear. In histological examinations, in sec-

tions stained according to Ziehl’s method, one

can discern a great number of acid-fast rod-

shaped bacteria, distributed as in Hansen’s

Bacillus Leprae, always intracellularly, with-

in the leucocytes and adjacent cells. The ba-

cillus described is tbe mycobacterium leprae

murium; it is surrounded by wax-like mem-
brane which forms an obstacle to the digest-

ive powers of the phagocytes; it stains more
easily by Ziehl’s method than Hansen’s bacil-

lus and is harder to decolorize than the latter;

intracellularly, it is rather loosely distribut-

ed, not forming “cigar-packages” as does

Hansen’s bacillus. At times degenerated,
granular and chain-like forms are observed.
When imbedded in the cells of the epidermis
the parasite is sure to destroy this tissue, thus
favoring the formation of ulcers. Out of 1296
rats trapped in the sewer-i^ipes of Paris, 65 or
5 per cent, were found to be carriers of
Stephansky’s bacillus, and 8 of these, or 0.6
per cent, had inflammatory processes of the
skin. None of the ex^jerimenters were able
to get a culture of the bacillus on artificial

culture media. Exijerimental infection of
healthy rats was very easily accomplished, al-

though the incubation period was rather a
long one, from two to four months or longer.
Infection is accomplished through introduct-
ion of the virus by the hypo or intradermic
route, the latter method giving a much larger
percentage of takes. By rubbing the bacterial

emulsion into freshly deepithelialized skin,

the infection is accomplished very easily; non-
damaged skin, even in young rodents without
hair on the skin, does not allow the bacteria
to penterate. Infection is distributed by lym-
phatic channels. In artificial infection the
glandular form of the disease is usually seen,

but the form may be olitained by mixing the
inoculation bacterial with the culture of pus-
forming bacteria.

Unlike bubonic plague, in which the germs
are carried by fleas, neitlier insects, fleas, lice

nor mites are carriers of the germ of this dis-

ease. White rats are as easily infected as the

gray ones; mice are not so easily infected,

while guinea-pigs and monkeys seem to be im-
mune to Stephansky’s bacillus.

M. L. Ravitch.

Tuberculosis of Bronchial Lymph-Nodes and
Lung Hilus.—Stoll and Heublein claim that pi’ior

to the fifteenth year, tuberculosis of the bronchial

glands and lung- hilus is the most common form
of tuberculous disease. The early symptoms are

usually indefinite and chiefly of toxic origin,

while a cough is generally present, it may be

entirely absent even with advanced disease of

the bronchial glands. Although the orthodox

signs of incipient (apical) tuberculosis are not

present in these cases—in fact, the primary les-

ion is often in the lower lobe—there are certain

physical signs which are indicative of a path-

ologic process at the lung root. The significant

signs are a “hilus dimple” (noted anteriorly

over the hilus region at the end of inspiration),

dilated veins, parasternal and paravertebral dul-

ness, and most significant of all, a well-marked

whispered bronchophony in the interscapular re-

gion (d’Espine’s sign). Roentgenography, and

esiiecially stereoroentgenography, is of the ut-

most value in tliese cases, as it shows the ex-

act location and extent of the morbid process,

and is the greatest stimulus to careful clinical

work.
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ORIGINAL ARTICLES

TKACTIOIMA IN EASTERN KENTUCKY.*

By J. A. Stucky, Lexington.

I think it only fair to tlie members of this

Association to say that I am on the program
at this time not by choice hut by invitation of

the Chairman of the program committee, 'who

besides inviting me, assigned me the topic as

published in the program. Some years ago,

my curiosity to know from whence came so

many severe, many of them hopeless cases, of

trachoma from the iMountaius led me to take

a short trip to Perry County in the Highlamls
of this State. Then and there I found condi-

tions of the eyes of the natives that were ap-

palling. After that 1 made semi-annual trips

to Hindman in Knott County, where condi-

tions were even much worse than in Perry
county. Here I established what is known as

my JMountain Clinic, wliich was conducted in

and under the auspices of the W. C. T. U. Set-

tlement School, whose faculty and equipment
are doing a remarkable aggressive educational

work, combining nearly all the elements of

the manual training school work. After the

second clinic 1 was chosen as its medical di-

rector. Urdil after the fourth semi-annual

clinic, each one lasting tiiree or four days,

Hindman was 45 miles from the railroad and
the long rough trip was made in a day and a

half or two days’ ride on horse or mule back
and in a vragon. On the first trip I was ac-

companied by two nurses and a guide. Our
clothing, instruments and hospital necessities

being carried on a pack mule. Finding more
work than three of us, with the aid of the

nurse and the faculty, at the Settlement
School could do, I enlarged my staff and took

with me Dr. S. B. Marks, of Lexington, and
four nurses. While 1 looked after eye, ear,

nose and throat conditions. Dr. iMarks attend-

ed to the conditions requiring general medical

or surgical treatment. After holding the

clinic, on our return to Jackson, of Breathitt

county, we stopped at Hazard and saw and
operated on cases there.

After the fourth clinic I made a

verbal report to the American Academy of

Ophthalmclogy and Oto-laryngology which
met at Indianapolis. This report was made
with the sincere and earnest desire to get

helpful suggestions in treating eye conditions

which baffled my hardest elforts to relieve.

The following year (after this report) some
one called attention to the memliers of tiie

Hou.se of Delegates of the A. i\T. A., to my
report with the result that a, resolution was

*Read before the Kentucky State Medical Association,
Newport, September 22-25, 1914.

pa.ssed asking the U. S. Public Health Service

to send one of their experts to co-operate with

the Kentucky State Board of Health in the

investigation of said report.

Surgeon John IMciMullen was sent and after

visiting five counties in the mountains, his

pulilished report (Bulletin No. 101) caused

many newspaper and magazine articles to be

published and I found myself not only in the

siiot-light of publicity but with an applause

and a reputation that 1 not only did not seek

or desire, but which I feel wholly unworthy
of.

I feel that tliis explanation is not only due
you but also is due me. After the active as-

sistance of the Public Health Service was ob^

tained, my interest in the people of the moun-
tains and restless desire to help them, by help-

ing to solve the trachoma problem which is

their greatest curse and handicap, has led me
to points in the mountains, not as yet aided

by the Government Health Service, I open-

ed a clinic last April at Oneida in Clay coun-

ty, under the auspices of the Oneida Baptist

School, which has achieved such a phenom-
enal growth under the guidance of that great

man of the mountains, James Burns. Of
iuore than two hundred people examined
there I found trachoma in the second or third

stage in 16 1-2 per cent of that number. A
hospital is being built there nowq and an act-

ive, aggressive war will be made as at Hind-
man, Hyden and Jackson, not only against

t^’achoma, but all diseases, insanitary and un-

hj’gienic conditions.

Notwithstanding trachoma is one of the old-

est known diseases, is infectious and destruct-

ive to vision, that it exists in an appalling 'per-

centage in the natives of the mountains of

the Eastern part of our State, (KentuekjU
that our State Board of Health appealed to

the United States Bureau of Public Health
two years ago, for aid to ameliorate and erad-

icate the disease, and one of the experts of

this Bureau, with three hospitals established,

three surgeons and seven trained nurses, con-

stantly in the field fighting the disease, our
knowledge of its etiology and treatment “is

in a most confused state.” The specific cause

of trachoma has not been found. Is this a re-

flection on the Science and Art of jMedicine as

it is related to ophthalmology, or is it due to

the fact that sufficient time and energy has

not been given by the bacteriologist and
microscopist to the study of the etiology of

this most damnalile of all diseases of the eye,

(especially as it exists in Eastern Kentucky).
Tt is insidious, deceptive, painful, commun-
icable and destructive, and we neither know
the specific cause or a remedy or surgical pro-

cedure that will restore 1o function a nominal

twenty per cent, of the cases as we find them
among the natives (genuine Americans, real
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Anglo-Saxons) of the mountains in Kentucky,
who have the disease in the second or third

stage with the usual sequelae of corneal ulcer-

ation, pannus, tricliiasis and entropion. Sci-

entific research workers have isolated the spe-

cific bacilli or cocci that causes tuberculosis,

syphilis, cerebro-spinal meningitis, yellow fe-

ver, typhoid fever, bubonic plague, diph-

theria, pneumonia and many other diseases,

no less important and destructive than tra-

choma, and a rational, scientific treatment
has been given, which has practically robbed
vhese diseases of the greater part of their dan-

ger and menace to life, but this cannot be said

of trachoma. The most humiliating, pathetic

and tragic part of this disease, unlike the

others just refeiTed to, is it does not destroy

life, but if not eradicated or arrested the

patient continues to live in his misery,

with cither impaired or destroyed vis-

ion, a burden and menace to his family and
the community, and often at last to the State.

It is not my desire or purpose to burden
the members of the Kentucky State IMedical

Society with a lengthy wordy paper on this

topic—a resume of the “voluminous bibli-

graphy on the subject,” yet notwithstanding
this, “the relations between the older observa-

tions and the more recent ones are not clearly

defined.
’ ’

As yet I do not know the etiology of the dis-

ease and though I have visited some of the

largest and the best clinics in Europe and
America, in no place have I seen such large

numbers of cases, such destructive and hope-

less conditions in as large a percentage of

those alHicted as 1 have in the mountains of

the Eastern part of our own State. To me
the treatment and teaching of our best clin-

icians and the writers of our best text I'ooks,

indicate “that our knowledge of trachoma
lacks exactness.”

If any one thinks these statements are ex-

aggerated, or that I have made incorrect di-

agnosis, they are cordially invited and urg-

ently requested to visit one of the hospitals

established by the U. S. Bureau of Public

Health for the exclusive treatment of tra-

choma at Jackson, in Breathitt county, Hind-
man in Knott county or Hyden in Leslie

county.

I have nothing new to add to the paper I

read in the Section of Ophthalmology of the

American Medical Association in 1918, ex-

cept since then I have seen 198 new cases of

trachoma not reported by me at that meeting,

the greater number of these I saw ouly once

or twice, and since 1 liold only two clinics a

year in the mountains, 1 could do little for

them. They cannot come to me nor can 1

leave my family and my work and go to them.

If they ever get' relief, it must be carried to

them. Just here let me digress long enough

to say that these people, are a peculiar, won-
derful people, different from the i)nmigrant
sweepings of Euroim which annually flock to

our shores, and which cost ixs millions of dol-

lars to prevent their bringing trachoma or
other communicable destructive diseases to

our people. These people are not only genu-
ine Americans but they are Kentuckians, and
though the majority of them are on the bor-
der line of poverty, they are worth more than
their votes

;
and they have few and short term

schools, no roads and meager agricultural fa-

c'.lities, they are our people, and have never
had from us and our State Government “a
fair chance and a square deal.” If they had
some of the counties wherein most of the dis-

ease of trachoma had been found would not
be pauper counties, without even an alms-
house, and where there is one school now,
there would be ten, and instead of innocence
and ignorance, knowledge would abound.

I mention this, first, because if a radical

change in the existing conditions is brought
about, it must be through the decision, de-

termination and energy of the medical profes-

sion of Kentucky, and, second, to emphasize
the fact, that in my judgment the disease is

slowly and surely spreading throughout Cen-
tral Kentucky. In the past two years I have
seen in my clinical work in Lexington from
five to ten eases of trachoma with corneal in-

volvement where I saw one case five years ago.

These eases come from the counties of Fay-
ette, Bourbon, Scott, Woodford, Jessamine,
Clark and IMadison. This indicates to me
that the disease is either on the increase or I

am getting more than my share of the cases.

Several days ago Surgeon John IMciMullen

of the U. S. Bureau of Public Health who has
charge of the three trachoma liospitals in this

State, gave me a synopsis of his report, made
on September 1, 1914, which l)riefly abstract-

ed is, of one thousand cases coming for treat-

ment, of these the

Number of cases with impaired vision from
trachoma, 50.3 per cent.

Number of eases l)lind from trachoma, 5

per cent.

Number of eases corneal opacity from tra-

choma, 24.5 per cent.

Number of cases corneal ulcer from tra-

choma, 16 per cent.

Number of cases of pannus, 29 per cent.

Number of eases photophobia, 19.3 per cent.

Number of cases of entropin, 13.9 per cent.

Number of cases trichiasis, 10.8 per cent.

Number of eases ai)proximate cures of tra-

choma, 21 per cent.

Cases requiring secondary operation within
six months, 15 per cent.

It is to be borne in mind that neither one
of these hospitals has been in existence as
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long as one year. The one at Hindman has

been receiving and treating patients for 300

days, that at Hyden 280 days, and that at

Jackson 99 days, making 679 days for the

three hospitals. Anotlier inmortant fact is,

that only those come to the Government hos-

pital or to either of my semi-annual clinics,

who are not in such pain or whose vision is so

impaired that they cannot work or do usual

domestic duties. The dread, fear and su])er-

stition regarding hospitals and strange doc-

tors and nurses, is with the greatest difficulty

overcome to the extent that these “gentle

folk” will consent to leave their home and
loved ones and submit to treatment. The at-

tendance at the out-door or dispensary of the

Government hospitals has been 6687—total

number of treatments given 7864, average

daiH attendance 37.

It is gratifying to know that Surgeon Mc-
Mullen has had added to his corps of workers.

Assistant Surgeon J. G. Wilson of the U. S.

Public Health Service, who has been direct-

ed to proceed at once to the counties of Jack-

son, Laurel, Clay, Knox and Whitley and
make a survey of the prevalence of tracJioma

in these counties, with instructions to exam-

ine a sufficient number of people in each coim-

ty to determine the percentage of them that

have trachoma, especial attention being given

to examination of the school children, in or-

der to obtain the general average of infection

throughout the county. In addition to these

instructions, accurate records of these sur-

veys are to be kept, and lectures are to be

given in the schools and other public places,

and in every way possible, further the ediica-

tional (prevention) side of the work now l)e-

ing done in Eastern Kentucky. I regard the

educational feature as most important, and it

is to be regretted that so little of it lias been
done. In every school house, court house or

public building where an aiidience of the na-

tives can be gathered, lectures illustrated by
pictures, charts and stereopticon lantern

views should be given wherever and whenever
possible. This scourge of the mountains is to

be wiped out by the combined iinified work
of the medical man, trained nurse and school

teacher.

The trachoma condition in Eastern Ken-
tucky as described by Surgeon IMciMullen and
myself has been confirmed by Dr. Herbert
Harlan, of Baltimore, and Dr. P. Park Lewis,

of Buffalo, N. Y., both of tliem, at different

times spent a w^eek at the Government Hos-
pitals assisting and advising in the treatment.

Their reports w^ere made to Surgeon General
Blue, of the IT. S. Public Health Service.

The effects of trachoma are felt not only by
the individual but also by the community in

wdiich he lives. The invalidism caused by tlu'

disease is liable to imimse financial i)urdens

- that eoinmunity, and the resulfing blind-

ness may render its victims public charges.

Finally, school children affected by the

disease have Bieir studies interfered with,

their education will be more expensive, their

pow'er to earn a living will be permanently
lessened, and through no fault of theirs they

may become permanent charges on the State.

As the wide prevalence of infectious and
contagious diseases among the people, notably

trachoma and tuberculosis, depends largely

upon the ignorance and indigence of the peo-

ple, and absence of central and local organiza-

tion in the administration of sanitary matters
among them, the following recommendations
are made

:

(1)

. The economic status of the people
should be improved. Improvement in such
status is necessarily directed towmrd causing
the people to become self-supporting so tliat

at all times their food supply will be regular

and sufficient. The people, therefore, should
have closer and more practical supervision
and encouragement in the tilling of their

land and the raising of crops. In localities

where agriculture is not profitable, they
should receive similar encouragement and
supervision in other occupations suitable to'

their needs and environment.

(2)

. Efforts should be made in greater de-

gree to educate the people in personal and do-

mestic hygiene and the means necessary to

guard against contagious and infectioiis dis-

eases.

(3)

. In comb.ottiug diseases, educational

measures have been found to be most import-
ant and cannot be neglected. Such education
should be more widely attempted by means
of home-instruction, lecturv^s, demonstrations,
moving picture show's, and bj^ any other
means found to be effective.

(4)

. Greater efforts should be made to-

ward the imi'u-ovement of the hoiises of the

people. Studies .should be undertaken in the

design of the cheapest and most sanitary
forms of dw'ellings for the various climatic

conditions in localities, and the people en-

couraged and aided, so far as practicable in

the construction of such habitations. All

dwellings built in the future should be in con-

foi-raity wdth an improved desigJi.

(5)

. Insofar as practicable each house
should be restricted to the use of but one
family, thus avoiding the overcrowding now
so common.

(6)

. Hospital facilities should be provid-

ed in localities for the reception of people

s;iff‘ering from severe traclioma and in need
of hospital treatment. Sufficient authority

should be granted fo require them to under-

go such treatment when, from the condition

of their eyes, they are a menace to the ])ub-

lic health. Hospitals for this purpose need
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not be expensive, and most tracboma eases

could receive outpatient treatment.
(7)

. In each infected sanitary district a

dispensary or office, portable or permanent in

character, should be provided for the treat-

ment of eases of trachoma not reqiiiring hos-

pital care, and such dispensaries shoidd be

in charge of those (jualificd to administer

treatment for diseases of tlie eye.

(8)

. A sufficient number of field nurses

should be provided to administer, under the

direction of the physician, home treatment

and instruction to those who cannot be sent to

the hospital or attend the dispensary.

(9)

. No children suffering from trachoma
should be admitted to uninfected schools.

(10)

. Separate schools, where practicable,

should be established for trachomatous chil-

dren.

(11)

. All boarding schools wherein tra-

chomatous pupils are admitted should be pro-

vided with adequate facilities for the care

and treatment of trachoma, such facilities to

include the permanent services of a nurse

trained in the care and treatment of diseases

of the eye.

The disease is essentially a chronic one,

with years, as a rule, intervening between the

time of its ineipiency and the terminal stage,

depending upon the management of th.e ease

and whether the most appropriate treatment

is administered or not.

In the beginning the diagnosis is difficult,

often time alone revealing positively whetlier

it be a true trachoma or not. The terrilde in-

convenience tliat this disease imposes upon its

victims as well as the suffering can hardly be

conceived by those who are not actively en-

ga.,ged in its treatment. The patients may be

afflicted for months, indeed, sometimes they

wait months before consulting a physician,

often until their vision is impaired and pain-

fid photophobia and lachrymation interferes

ivith their work. In mj’ work in the moun-
tains 1 never make a positive diagnosis until

1 meet with the second stage. In this stage

the palpebral conjunctiva is hypertrophied,

studded with granules or has a raspberry ap-

pearance, indicating progressive deduction of

the membrane, causing a rough uneven sur-

face and the tarsal carlilage is noticeably

thickened.

In this stage we have the beginning of pan-
nus phlyctenular-keratitis and ulceration of

the cornea. Gradually this passes into the

third stage, in which the connective tissue has

replaced the conjunctiva of the eyelids and
the tarsal cartilage is in an atrophic condi-

tion, the result being that the lid is no longer

held in its proper position, the lashes turning
under and constantly irritating the already
inflamed cornea, which mecha’dcal action pre-

vents the pannus from clearing up. Exuda-

tion into the cornea occurs and without very
active and continuous treatment the patient
must go the rest of his days with his vision

partially or totally destroyed, a burden to

himself and the community.
The prognosis of the disease in any stage

depends on the iiatient himself and the facil-

ities for giving the treatment which of neces-

sity must be long, tiresome and painful. All
agree that trachoma is a communicable, de-

structive disease, and yet we have all seen
cases in which there has been an infection of

one eye for several months or years and no
precautions have been taken to avoid infect-

ion of the other eye, and yet the other e.ye has
not yet been involved. Such cases as these

make you think that there must be some con-
dition of the conjunctiva in one eye that cre-

ates an immunity from the disease.

In photophobia, from whatever cause,
atropia is used and niAfflriasis maintained. I

prefer gratt.age to other operations because
of less traumatism and reaction and it is usu-
ally just as effectual. In blepharospasm or
bleparo-synechia, a free eanthotomy or
cantho-plasty operation is done, being careful

to sever the tendon of the orbicularis. The
edges of both lids are then kept wide apart
by sutures fastened above and below by ad-

hesive or collodion. Iodoform powder is

packed into the cut surfaces. If trichiasis

and entropion exists they arc corrected at the

time of the eanthotomy. From the time the

patient is admitted to the hospital active and
energetic local treatment is kept up every

two hours night and day until marked im-

provement occurs, then every four hours. i\Iy

most frequent and routine treatment used is

dionin, 1 to 3 per cent., atropia, same
strength, and 25 per cent, argyrol (freshly

prepared). These three remedies are used
every two hours at intervals of two or three

minutes between each one. Tivo drops each

of dionin and atropia are used at intervals of

three minutes after which while the upper lid

is held away from the globe the parts are

literally flooded with the 25 per cent, argyrol.

As soon as the pupil is completely dilated the

atropia is used less frequently but dionin and
argyrol are continued every two or three

hours. Little or no irrigation is used, but in-

stead the eyelids are separated and the ten-

acious, stringy mucous 'wiped off with a cot-

ton swab before each treatment. Dionin has

proved a most valuable synergistic adjunct
on account of its analgesic and lymphagogue
action. When the dionin begins to lose its

effect and no longer causes redness and edema
of the ocular conjunctiva, it is discontinued
for several days, and a sub-conjunctival in-

jection of saline solution is given. Two or

tlu’ee days aftei'wai’d we can usually get the

dionin reaction again and begin to use as be-
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fore. If there is a dense pannus or sluggish

ulceration or phlyctenules of the cornea, very

hot application of equal })arts normal saline

and horacic acid solution are made for thirty

minutes in every two or three hours until de-

sired results are in evidence. Injury is often

done by continuing hot application too long,

resulting in a lowering of the vitality of the

parts. If improvement is not noticed in a

few hours after discontinuing the use of the

dionin and using the moist heat. I resort to

ai)plication of 10 per cent trichloro-acetic

acid or ecpial parts of iodoform and calomel

to the ulcerated surface. No dressing or

bandage is ever used, as these retain the se-

cretions and soon form a septic poultice. The
eyes are shaded hy green celluloitl shades and

kept dry and clean with small inops of ster-

ile cotton or gauze. Patients are not ke])t in

bed, except for 24 hours after operation un-

less there are special reasons for doing so.

Careful attention is given to the systemic con-

dition. Inasmuch as many of my cases have

had hook worm, the test for this is made upon
admission and if positive, treatment is given

at once.

DISCUSSION:

T. F. Wickliffe, Jackson: Tn discussing this

paper I wish to say, that I have not heard a pa-

per in years which I have enjoj'ed any more than

it, and anything I m.ay s-ay must not be consid-

ered in the nature of a criticism in any way, be-

cause v;e all know that Dr. Stucky’s work is as

well known in the mountains of Kentucky as

any other man up there. Wlien he said he won
the love of those people he told you the truth. 1

wish to say regarding our hospital treatment in

the mountains that the operative and other treat-

ment is absolutely free. Tlie United States Pub-

lic Health Service does not charge anjdhing for

w’hat they do for these people. But they must af-

ter operation, stay Avith us long enough for us

to get them partially Avell, and this means from
three days a week. Some of the worst

cases are kept there for over a month. AVe do

not believe in operating on them and allow ing

them to get out in the sunlight. If we do, they

come back Avith iritis or some other com.ulica-

tion. The eyes give them trouble unless they

stay out of the sunlight. They are instructed

that Avhen they go liome they must stay out of the

sunilg'ht most of the time. The youngest case of

entropion I have seen has been in a thirteen year

old gill. I do not knoAV hoAV old Avould be the

oldest. The cornea clears uja better in cases of

entroi)ion than in cases of trachoma Aviihout en-

tropion. I have seen patients Avitli en-

tropion who could not see my fingers more than

six inches. These cases are now taking care of

themselves Avithout asking the assistance of any-

body and are making a living for tliemseivcs and

families. In saying this disease causes poverty

Dr. Stucky said many truthful things for 1 know

of no people needing more help as they absolute-

ly can not Avork for montlis or years at a time.

The 3'oungest case of trachoma I liave seen

Avas in a tit'teen-months-old bal'.y. I have seen

lots of babies all the time in the mother’s arms,

jmt not have this disease, Avhen the mother had a

very active case of trachoma. WIia', I do not

knoAV. Dr. Stuck}', I feel sure, Avill have seen the

same thing. This fifteen-months-old child had a

marked case of trachoma. The oldest cases Avas

sixty-eight years of age. As a rule, babies seem
to escape the disease in some way. Tiie mot Her

Avill have it so bad that she cannot see the child,

and Avith the tears all falling doAAm from the

photophobia, yet the baby does not haAm it.

The longest case Avas forty-fiA’e years, the patient

being noAv forty-eight years of age, and wdiile she

is rid of the disease she has got entropion, tri-

ehiasis. and corneal opacity and pannus, and is

suffering from almost total loss of sight. She could

not see my fingers Avitli one eye, and Avith the

other just a foot and a half. She refused to be

operated, sa.A'ing that if her eyelids Avere twisted,

that God did it, and it Avas God’s will for her to

go blind, and that she Avould just have to submit

to going blind. I never did get to operate on that

Avoman. The cornea seemed in her case, and in a

number of other cases to get so sclerosed, that

they do not suffer like you or I. If Ave get the

least particle of sand in our eyes it makes us

Avild. I am more sensitive than most people in

that regard. I have seen a number of cases tiiat

have not complained of pain from this entropion,

Avith the eye-lash right in on the eye-ball. Unless

Ave can treat all cases in the family, the cases Ave

do treat Avill probably get reinfected. I have had
tAvo cases that did. One case Avas a boy Avhose

father married a second time, and his Avife re-

fused to let the boy stay in the house and turned

him loose in the mountains. The boy Avas in the

most pitiful condition you ever saAv. He told me
he had never had a bath all over but once before

in his life. We got him Avell, and sent him home.
The boy got infected again, came back, and got

eared a second time. That has happened in a

number of cases in our ex})erience in the moun-
tain hospitals, and unless Ave get hold of all eases

in the family it is Avasting time to treat them
because they get reinfected. We are trying to

save the sight and the peojile. It is only tra-

choma Avhich is infectious Ave are tiying to han-

dle. After it reaches the cicatricial stage it is

not infectious. I believe this disease may lie

dormant in a case for years and then dare up
again. From the time they are little children,

they may have the disease, and Avhen they do

some Avork that gets dust in their eyes, it Avill

provoke tliis acute flaring-un of the disease that

brings them in. Nine times out of ten if you ask

them how they got it, they Avill say tliey got it

from gathering fodder. Tliey believe tliat ('anses

them to ha/o sore eyes. If they do not tell yon
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that, tliey will say tliey got it from the measles

which they had three or twenty years ago, and

they say their eyes have not been well since. It

is hard to teach them that the disease is caused by

a germ and that they infect one another. It is

hard to teach them that they do not contract it

from having had the measles or fi’om gathering

fodder. They do not realize how they got it un-

less we teach them that the most ordinaiw way
of getting it from the common towel.

If you went through the mountains and

night overtook you, the5^ would take yon into

the house. They do not ask whether you have

the disease. You are perfectly welcome to share

the house with them, notwithstanding the fact

that you may have the disease and they may not.

Te next morning they whll give you a clean

towel. If you have the disease and wipe on that

towel, the members of the family, when they

wash, will wipe on the same towel, and so the

disease is spread in that way. If you ask them
wliy or how they got the disease, they will tell

you they do not know, but we know that they

got it from the towel that strangers use in travel-

ing around in the mountains. It is that more
than any other one thing. These people are so

kind that they Avill give Dr. McMullin, myself,

and the head nurse beds while they will sleep in

the kitchen on the floor. There are mighty few
places outside of the mountains, where people
will sleep on the floor and give their beds to

strangers.

Isaac Lederman, Louisville: I want to pay my
tribute to Dr. Stucky personally and to his work.

I think the general ijrofession is not in a posi-

tion to appreciate what Dr. Stucky lias done for

the mountain people of Kentucky as is the speci-

alist who comes in contact with this disease. In

Louisville we do not see trachoma as Dr. Stucky
does. We see real trachoma; we see a few
cases from the mountains, but we do not see the

numbers of them. And yet we see a great many
more tlian we ought to. In his remarks lie stated

that either trachoma was on tlie increase in cen-

tral Kentucky, or he Avas getting more than his

sliare of the cases. He is getting more than his

share because he is becoming well known through-

out Kentucky, and from a selfish standpoint he is

means, and we know its ravages. We knoAv the

dilflculty Avhich attends its cure, and so far as

welcome to them. We know what the disease

Dr. Stucky ’s remarks in that connection are con-

cerned, there is no reason for discussion. The
movement for the eradication of trachoma, I be-

lieve, must be carried farther than the treat-

ment. I firmly believe that tlie social work
which should follow up the treatment is more im-

portant, if I may be permitted to say so, than

the treatment itself.

Dr. Wickliffe brought up the question of tlie

use of the common towel. The wash basin, the

common soap and common towel, sleeping in the

same bed, as all these children do, piled in to-

gether, are the causes of the propagation of tra-

choma. I do not believe it is carried by children

being in the vicinity of one another. I have
taken the stand personally that the schoolhouse,

especially the modern city school, with its fre-

quent inspection, is not the source of danger that

the home is, and that the constant association of

children in their play may be. So I want to bring

out that one point, giving Dr. Stucky full credit

for all work he has done. I believe the move-
ment must not stop there, and I think Dr. Stucky
believes that trachoma is going to be controlled

through the district nurses going to these homes
and following up the ti’eatment. The same prin-

ciple should apply to the management of the dis-

ease in the city. Instead of merely prohibiting

these children from attending school, Avhich is

not sufficient, efforts at reform must be carried to

their homes, and in that way we Avill sooner or

later eradicate the disease.

Arthur T. IVTcCormack, BoAvling Green: The
trachoma situation, as revealed by Dr. Stucky ’s

labor and by the folloAv-up Avork stimulated by

the United States Public Heatlh Service in the

mountains of Kentucky, is one of the most seri-

ous health problems Avith which we have to con-

tend. As has been indicated, the problem is a

much larger one than the mere treatment of the

disease. It is a problem invoh’ing Avhole com-

munities that live in the mountains, that live

in the Blue Gi’ass region, and it not only inter-

ests the State of Kentucky but the nation. This

gOAmrnment has been spending large sums of

money in excluding suspected or suspicious cases

of trachoma from entrance to our ports. More
cases of trachoma have been actually o])erated

upon in Kentucky in the past year than have been

excluded from all ports of the United States in

any one of the last twenty-five years. This gives

you an indication of the tremendous problem in-

A'olved. There is ample authority in the statutes

for the eradication of the disease in the existing

boards of health to-day. Any county board of

health to-day has the authority in eases of any

communicable disease to bring the infected pop-

ulation under prompt and effective tr’eatment.

The board of health has the authority to employ

such experts as are necessary to carry on this

treatment. This poAver has been upheld by the

Court of Appeals and by courts everyAA'here, but

it is necessaiw to present such reports as these

before the people in order to have public senti-

ment behind us to get the consent of the Fiscal

Court to make these appropriations in the various

counties. They can be gotten Avith average mag-
istrates provided the purposes of the Avork are

made lAlain, and then tlie Avork is done Aveil and
economically.

So far as trachoma is concerned, up to the time

Dr. Stucky made some of these inAestigations

and reports, Ave did not knoAV A'ery much about

its existence in the State. The a\-erage magis-

trate, who natuj'allA' does not immediately hand
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out all the money in the county as soon as he is

informed that trachoma is prevalent, knowing as

little or less about the character and danger of

the disease as we doctors did a year ago, must

be educated as you and 1 were educated. The
reason for the exclusion of these cases from school

is because we want the people to appreciate the

the necessity for treatment. They understand

when excluded from school, because the desire

for education is very great. There is some dan-

ger of contagion in any contact with these cases.

Personally, 1 would not want a child of mine to

sit in the same seat with a child who had the

disease in mild form, however well educated or

trained may be the child, in order to attempt to

prevent the spread of the disease from the other

child. 1 do not believe these cases ought to at-

tend school. Not only on account of the danger

of spreading the disease, but because I do not

believe a child with an acute, subacute or chronic

trachoma has its eyes in such a condition that it

can read printed matter in the average school

books or understand it even if it did read it. I

do not think there can be the slightest objection

to excluding these children from schools whose

eyes are suspicious of being trachomatous. It is

said that six or seven weeks are necessary to

cure the disease confounded with trachoma, and
such cure of acute eye diseases is of the utmost

importance to the child. With the average edu-

cation, if a child should lose six or eight week"-,

it does not lose much. I doubt if such a brief

absence could affect seriously the life of any
child with sore eyes that studies in the common
or high school, and even if the child should lose

a whole year and get well from disease of the

eyes, it would be better off than if it attended

school without knowing what was the matter

with the eyes, even if it could be taken for

granted that it did not endanger the eyes of other

pupils.

J. A. Stucky, (Closing) : We have something

encouraging from Bowling Green. Dr. McMullin
sent me a yellow circular saying “Trachoma
cured by Dr. Munyon’s famous Mexican Eye
Treatment.” This medicine is made in that

city. I immediately wired him to send me some
of the medicine, and I have a sample of it in my
pocket. I dare say that it contains some cocain.

The claim is made that trachoma can be cured
with these eye-drops.

Dr. Wickliffc spoke about trachoma in babies.

I do not think I have ever seen a case of tra-

choma in a baby under two years old. If I ha.ve,

I did not recognize it. The majority of these

people think that trachoma is a dispensation of
Providence. I am glad Dr. Wickliffe brought
that point out. They are not irreligious.

I think the e.ases of acute exacerbations in tlie

chronic cases ought to be put in a hospital and
treated as actively as we would treat gonorrheal
ophthalmia. If you are going to exclude one,
exclude the other. When I liave a case that is

treated every two to four hours, night and day,

as I brought out in the latter part of my paper,

“there is something doiug,” and the results are

soon aiipareut.

Dr. Lederman emphasized one point I brought
out in my paper, and I think you will agree with
me, and that is the three-fold importance of the
medical man, trained nurse, and school teacher
in the eradication of tliis disease. They should
combine and work as one person.

ALCOHOL AND THE PUBLIC HEALTH.*

By J. N. Hurty, Indianapolis, Ind.

(State Health Commissioner of Indiana.)

This paper shall be brief; extra brief. I
am determined that that merit shall be ac-

credited. I shall not take up the physiologic-
al action of alcohol, for that would be a work
of supererogation in this presence. I shall
not consider the dietetics of alcohol, for it is

not a food in any sense, and has no true
dietetic standing. I shall not consider the
stimulant action of alcohol, for it is not a
stimulant, it is only a sedative. I shall not
consider the therapeutics of alcohol, for it
has none. I shall not consider the mechanical
01’ industrial uses of alcohol, for they do not
here concern us.

BUSINESS MEN.

The most important business before the
business men to-day is the business of the pub-
lic health, and further, if the business men do
not very soon grasp this truth and act upon it,

then our business men are not real business
men, but business children. This is said of
business men because they are in the saddle,
and they virtually govern and run things;
and they are doing' a poor job. This is at-
tested by our over-high taxes, the failure of
municipal government, the rottenness of legis-
latures, the non-control of venery, the onmi-
pi esenee and awful destruction of syphilis,
the prevalence of preventalile diseases, the
prevalence and non-reduction of crime, the
prevalence and non-reduction of insanity,
poverty mid feeble-mindedness, the increase
of defectiveness and delinquency, and the in-
creasing consumption of alcohol as a bever-
age with its endless chain of abominations.
All of these evils, and more, are upon us, not
because we cannot remove and prevent tliem,
but because we will not. The business men
who are our leaders and governors, are con-
tinually trying to improve and increase busi-
ness, succeeding only partially, because they
do not recognize that business, like all other
fundamentally good things of human life, de-
pend upon the moral and intellectual health

*Read before the Kentucky State Medical Association
Newport, September 22-25, 1914.
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of individuals. A community, a state, an em-

l)ire dei)ends absolutely upon its healthy men
and women, for its morals, strength and char-

acter. The sick, the diseased, the drug ha-

bitues, the alcoholics, and the other defectives,

have no part in the prosperity and hai>piness

of a nation. They are a source of expense

and weakness. They are a burden. They
must be supported, and practically, they are

useless, deleterious and unnecessary.

Assuming these statements to be true, then

it follows—if a nation desires success, and is

to be successful, its business men must look to

it that government is righteous
;

and to be

righteous, it must closely follow the laws,

so far as they are known of national well-be-

ing. After governmental organization, the

lirst absolutely necessaiy consideration is the

cause of the public health; for without health

mental and physical efficiency with honesty

cannot exist. ‘‘Tlie care of the public health

is the first duty of the Statesman,” said the

eminently practical Disraelli.

HEALTH PARAMOUNT.

The pi;blic health is paramount. Do little

or nothing to advance it, and the nation fails.

The wonderful, well demonstrated physical

and )iiental strength and efficiency of the

(iermans, rests upon health. Of coiirse, that

Nation lias not removed all of the obstructions

to health and efficiency, but it has removed
many, perhaps most of the prominent ones.

Among the huge obstructions to health and
efficiencj’, yes, to life, libert}^ and the pursuit

of happiness, is alcohol. Because of its wide

use, it has become the most awful of all the

drugs or dopes which have fastened ujion

mankind. There is no health in alcohol. On
the contrary, it is an agent of physical and
moral ill health.

Where s([ualor, immorality, beastiality and
poverty exist, there alcohol and other drugs
have sway. Insanity and ci’ime trail after

alcohol, and, in its wake come ill health and
disease. A high authority says, 25 per cent,

of insanity is due to syphilis; 10 per cent, is

due to accident; 40 per cent, is hereditary,

and 25 per cent, is due to alcohol. Whether
or not these figures are accurate does not here

greatly matter, for certain it is, alcohol is

potent in the causation of insanity. It is also

potent in the cau.sation of crime, in the causa-

ton of poverty and of feeble-mindedness. Al-

coholism brings sickness, and sickness induces

alcoholism. Fanners are great buyers of pat-

ent medicines. Farmers who take these (juack

remedies geneiadly have dyspepria first. The
dyspepsia comes from bad food, bad cooking,

and rotten teeth ])reventing proper mastica-

tion. When dys])e])sia accepts the cordial in-

vitation extended to it, and arrives with both

feet, the victim laishes to patent medicines

and finds fatuous relief in the alcohol they
contain. Then diseases appear, for on top of

the dyspepsia climbs alcoholism, and on it

rides jnany kinds of disease.

Alcohol is clearly opposed to the public

health, for it hurts any animal organization

into which it is taken. It is not a food, not
firstly, not secondly, not thirdly. It is no
degree and in no manner aids digestion. It

in no degix^e furthers the good of the body.

On the contrary, as said, it hurts. It always
hurts.

Its use as a beverage not only opposes per-

sonal health, but also the public phy^sical and
moral health, and also the public economic
health. Every saloon is a public dope shop,

not second in evil to the opium joint. Alco-

hol is truly a dope. For every dollar of

revenue derived from alcoholic beverages two
dollars of public cost for crime, insanity and
delimpiency is endiired.

DUTY OF MEDICAL SCIENCE.

Now, what is the duty and the work of
medical science in regard to alcohol? More
than 260 years ago the great philosopher, Des-
cart, said, “If ever the human race is raised

to its highest practicable level, intellectually,

morally and physically, the science of medi-
cine will pel form the service.” Descart was
not a physician, and scholars agree he was the

most original mind of this latter age, and that

he more than any other thinker has moulded
and directed modern scientific and specu-

lative thought. Accepting this dictum, I ask
again—what is the duty and work of medical
science in regard to alcohol ? From our pre-

mise, if it is accepted, that alcohol should be
alisolutely condemned as a beverage, and
used sparingly, even reluctantly as a medic-
ine, it is plain that the doctor, as the repre-

sentative of medical science, has a fearful

dutj' to perform.
Let the doctor then be up and doing.. Let

every doctor lift where he stands. Let him
not dare to shirk his duty. If alcohol is not
killed by’ the science of medicine it will con-
tinue its destructive course, for there is no
other Hercules to dispatch it.

BUSINESS OPPOSES ALCOHOL.

After repeated appeals from the medical
and surgical staff of a great manufacturing
eomiiany, the controlling powers posted this

notice

:

“Workmen frequenting drinking places

coming to or going from work, will be re-

placed by non-drinking men as rapidly as

possible.” This notice posted in the

American Car and Foundiy Conqiany’s plant

at Berwick, Pa., has resulted in a marked de-

crease in accidents among 5000 men employed
there. The actual decrease in accidents being
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34 per cent. There has also been a marked
decrease in sickness and disease among the

men and their families, and the saving banks

deposits have increased .'|;80,()00 in one year.

After considering the teachings of medic-

ine in regard to alcoliol, and doubtless consitl-

ering their own observations, the high mili-

tary authorities of all the great nations now
at war have forbidden the drinking of alco-

holic liquors by their soldiers, declaring this

is done in the interests of health and effici-

ency.

It has been suggested by the editor of a

great magazine that, possibly the now raging

Iffiiropean war is, in some degree, a war
against intemperance. “After all,” he

argues, “our development is directed by a

force or forces not ultimately under our con-

trol and higher and away from our desires

and efforts.” How wonderful, how passing

strange it woidd be, if the perspective of time

would disclose that a war has resulted in

making man more obedient to the laws of his

well being. Of bringing him into closer

harmony with his envii’onment.

As a thorn in the flesh deprives one of

peace and happiness, and unless removed,
will bring death, so will the thorn called alco-

hol which now destroys so much flesh, soul,

peace and happiness among mankind, bring

more decay and final death unless it is re-

moved.

Richard Harding Davis in a very recent

newspaper article commenting upon the

trooiis of the allies, compares the physical

condition of the Turcos with that of the

whites. He says they are magnificent speci-

mens of physical manhood; their bodies seem
to be reinforced with the finest steel. They
do not get sick, their endurance is twice that

of the Europeans, they have not poisoned
their body cells with meat and alcohol.

INDICTMENT.

kly life experiences have forced upon me
the convictions I have expressed. Alcohol is

truly a greater enemy to mankind than any
other drug, and we suffer incalculably from
its poison, not because we cannot get from
under it, but because we will not. However,
I would be a rank pessimist and unworthy, if

I did not believe sufficiently in mankind to

strongly hope that the time is not far distant

when we will know the unreason of alcohol

and then put it away.
In conclusion permit me to quote a re-

markable indictment against the alcoholic

traffic uttered by ex-governor Frank Hanly,
of Indiana. He said:

“I bear no malice toward those engaged in

the business, but 1 hate the traffic. I hate its

every phase. I hate it for its intolerance. I

hate it for its arrogance. I hate it for its hy-

pocrisy. 1 hate it for its cant and craft and
falst pretenses. I hate it for its commercial-
ism. I hate it for its greed and avarice. I

hate it for its sordid love of gain at any price.

1 hate it for its domination in politics. I

hate it for its corrupting influence in civic

affars. I hate it for its incessant efforts, to de-

bauch the suffrage of the country; for the
cowards it makes of iiublic men. I hate it

for its utter disregard of law. I hate it

for its ruthless trampling of the solemn com-
pacts of State constitutions. I hate it for the
load it straps to labor’s back; for the palsied
hands it gives to toil

;
for its wounds to geni-

us; for the tragedies of its might-have beens.
I hate it for the human wrecks it has caused.
I hate it for the alms houses it peoples; for
the prisons it fills; for the insanity it begets;
for its countless graves in potter’s fields. I

hafe it for the mental ruin it imposes upon
its victims

;
for its spiritual blight

;
for its

moral degradation. I hate it for the crimes
it has committed. I hate it for the homes it

has destroyed. 1 hate it for the hearts it has
broken. 1 hate it for the malice it has plant-
ed in the hearts of men—for its poison, for
its bitterness—for the dead sea fruit with
which it starves their souls.

I hate it for the grief it causes womanhood
—the scalding tears, the hopes deferred, the
strangled aspirations, its burden of want and
care.

I hate it for its heartless cruelty to the
aged, the infirm and the helpless, for the
shadow it throws upon the lives of children,

for its monstrous injustice to blameless little

ones.

I hate it as virtue hates vice, as truth hates
error, as righteousness hates sin, as justice

hates wrong, as lilierty hates tyranny, as

freedom hates oppression.”
DISCUSSION.

Virgil E. Simpson, Louisville: If I were an
anti-prohibitionist, I should be afraid to advance
my views in defense of alcohol after the elo-

quent diatribe to which we have just listened

from the State of Indiana. I aru somewdiat at

a disadvantage in discussing the paper of the
essayist who has carefully prepared his thoughts
and has clothed them in pleasing language and
delivered them in his usual clean and incisive

style. His invective against alcohol with refer-

ence to disease and crime reminds me of an Iowa
farmerwho bought more land to raise more corn,

to feed more hogs, to buy more land to raise

more corn, etc., in that disease produces more de-

sire for alcohol, and alcoliol produces more dis-

ease. I take it, that in a body of this sort, com-
posed of scientific men, we ouglit to be disposed

to approach a subject of tliis kind with our minds
stripped of prejudice that naturally and inlier-

ently obtains with reference to scientific and
social questions so closely interwoven, and yet it
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is difficult indeed for a doctor, trained as be is,

or ought to be, to think along scientific lines,

to strip himself of subterfuges and addenda that

are unnecessary impedimenta, as it were; it is

difficult for us to rid our minds of the prejudice

inborn on account of the tremendous infiuence

that alcohol unquestionably has had upon our

civilization. Its abuse as a beverage is a ques-

tion that needs no emphasis or elaboration. We
all heartily agree with Dr. Hurty or any other

man who says that alcohol has been a curse to

many, many people. It has caused proverty and

sickness, and it will continue to cause these so

long as it is indulged in to the extent it has been

heretofore. But to go to the extent of saying

that there is no virtue in it because of its abuse,

and because it produces crime and poverty, is go-

ing a little farther than I would care to follow.

We agree tliat opium, when used to excess, is fol-

lowed by a wave of misfortune, the like of which

can be exceeded by the abuse of few other

agents, but that does not deter clear-thinking

physicians, men who are engaged in the endeavor

to relieve suffering humanity, from using this

agent within its proper limitations and restrict-

ions. Alcohol as a drug, in my humble judgment,

has a place in therapeutics. Alcohol as a bev-

erage, used as it is to excess, and leading as it

does to excesses of all kinds, is an entirely differ-

ent question. Alcohol has its place as a thera-

peutic agent, in my judgment, and that fact is

as undisputed as the fact that it is a curse to

mankind when abused as a beverage. Alcoliol

within reasonable limitations, in the quantity

prescribed as carefully as you would prescribe

drugs of any sort, and that have a potentiality

for harm, is not only a therapeutic agent so far

as its inffuence upon the various systems or

organs of the body is concerned, but likewise it

has its place as a food. The objection to the use

of alcohol as a food that might be urged and
urged properly, is that in those cases where the

alcohol could be used as a food, we are so fre-

quently confi’onted with conditions with refer-

ence to the nervous system that patients become
prone and indeed do continue its use not as a

food, but as a beverage even as you or T may
produce an opium or coeain habitue in conse-
quence of the therapeutic use of agents, provid-

ed our patients do not use them judiciously.

The work of Dr. Hurty as Secretar3' of the

State Board of Health of Indiana commands our

respect. We are always glad to have him present

in Kentucky. We hope he will come often. I

have enoyed the acquaintanceship of the doctor

for some time, and I hope to see him on Ken-
tucky soil as often as he sees fit to come, and I

hope the work he has inaugurated on these lines

will continue to grow. I am not as optimistic,

however, as he with reference to the place tliat

medical men Avill have in working out eventu-

ally the solution of the alcohol j)roblem as a

a menace to human welfare. In those states

where alcohol manufacture is illegal, I think it

will be found on investigation that the medical
profession there have not been more active in

securing the elimination of this agent, its manu-
facture and sale as a beverage than will be found
to have obtained in other states where such legis-

lation has not obtained.

W. W. Anderson, Newport: I want to state
briefly my oAvn position in reference to this much
controverted question, and then make another
remark.

I heartily agree with tlie position taken by Dr.
Hurty. In the first place, that alcohol is not a
food has been clearly proven by the fact tliat

when you get a man physiologically balanced, as
careful physiologists have done, and he has got-
ten the exact amount of food necessary to main-
tain his balance, he is able to live his life at his

work, and neither gain nor lose weight. If alco-

hol were a food, you should be able to withdraw
a portion of the food he is given and substitute
its place with alcohol. It cannot be done and
never has been done. The man will invariably
lose weight or strength or endurance. That it

has a place as a drug, I firmly believe. I quite
heartily agree with Dr. Simpson. I am glad he
mentioned it in the class with opium. He put it

exactly where it belongs, and we do not allow
lieople to go to the drug store or any other place
and buy opium ad libitum. The time is at hand
when alcohol must be put under exactly the same
restraint of law that applies to other narcotics,

belonging to the same class as opium, chloral,

chloroform, and drugs of that type. When we
want a mild narcotic, alcohol may be in some in-

stances properly used, but we use narcotis with
caution. Our law forbids the refilling of a pre-

scription for narcotics.

The effect of alcohol on working efficiency has
been well proven. Time does not permit a full

statement of the matter. Suffice it to say that

the man who drinks three glasses of wine a day,

an amount equivalent to two-thirds of an
American glass of beer with each meal, he cuts

down his producing power ten per cent and in-

creases his liability to accident nearly twenty
per cent.

Moderate drinking shortens life. The Scepter

Life Assurance of England says that the abstain-

er has two chances of dying where the moderate
drinker has three. These figures are the result

of 28 years of careful observation of the death

rate among the thousands of its policy holders.

There are many forces at work to discover the

facts on the alcohol question and to acquaint the

people with tliem, but I regret to say that our

own profession is not doing its fair share in this

work. As a moral and religious problem it has

been bitterly discussed ever since Noah planted

a vinejmrd and drank of the wine. The question

is primarily a medical and economic one and only

secondarily a matter of morals and religion.

Oh, doctors of Kentucky ! Oh, physicians of
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tlie world ! When did you ever before hesitate in

the face of truth? When in the long history of

medicine did you ever falter or fail your fellow

man in tlie hour of need? It was not in your

own interest that you con([uered smallpox and
dii^htheria and malaria and liookworm and yel-

dow fever and heri heri and bubonic plague.

From tlie days of Hippocrates you have worn
worthily the glory of untarnished altruism. Will

you now surrender tliat crown to anotlier?

The alcohol question is agitating the public

mind. Science, religion, sociology, economics, po-

litics are all bending their energies to its solu-

tion and driving by converging lines to the point

of verity. The people will know the truth for *

there are few things hidden from him who dili-

gently applies himself to the search. When that

truth is laid hare it will prove that the alcohol

problem as always been primarily a medical

question. Will that chapter of the world’s his-

tory also show that medicine has done her duty?

Is the Moses that shall call the people from the

bondage of strong drink among ns? Is the Joshua

that shall lead them into the land of sobriety and

elliciencey in our profession? He ought to be.

Personally, I believe with Dr. Hurty that alco-

hol is the scourge of the modern world; that it is

not a stimulant, not a food, not a safe source of

diversion and only in the most limited way as a

narcotic is it useful as a medicine. I do not ask

you to accept my belief. What I do ask of j'ou,

as members of the noblest of all professions, as

trusted custodians of the health and welfare of

the people is that you will earnestly and honestly

study this question and not flinch when you find

the facts. It is your business to know the truth

and it is the people’s right that you tell it.

W. E. Senour, Bellevue: I feel this Associa-

tion is to be congratulated on liaving Avith us a

man avIio is great enough, good enough, and
grand enough to come and deliver to us such an
important message, and one so closely related to

the Avork of every physician in the State. To
my mind there is no gveater question or more im-

portant one that could come before the Associa-

tion. There is no question of greater magnitude
than the alcohol problem. There is none Avhich

is so closely associated with the work of the

physician, and it is through him and our profes-

sion that our reforms must come. It is the duty

in ni3' opinion of eA’ery phj'sician not only of

this state hut of the Avorld to lend his assistance

to studA' this question at the bar of scientific

anah’sis, to cast aside the false theories, stupid

delusions, and false conclusions, and study for

himself laboratory' experiments Avhich are taking

place tliroughont the land, and after doing so, it

is his duty to do Avhat he can in the intei’est of

the children of this conntrv. It is his dutA' to the

State, and it is his duty' to posterity to carry into

every' home he visits the princii)les Avhich liave

been so forcibly' and tersely presented to us tliis

afternoon.

Curran Pope, Louisville: It is very rarely that

a man can compress into a fcAv pages all the ker-

nels of truth that Dr. Hurty has compressed into

his paper. Since Dr. Anderson has dealt in per-

sonalities, I Avill say that I have not prescribed

alcohol in fifteen years. (Applause.) That, as a

rule, I do not believe in it. In the class of nerv-

ous and clironic invalids Avith Avhom I am tlirown

in daily contact, it Avould he ill advised to pre-

scribe alcohol in any form. Occasionally in

crises it seems as tliough it has been of help. I

liaA'e seen tliat. That Ave must admit, but in -the

ordinary' eveiyday' prescription for non-acute

disease, alcohol does not occupy a place, and it

seems to me that Avith the truths that Dr. Hurty
has laid before us, it is not difficult to compre-

hend the nature and the necessity of at least be-

ing very' cautious and very careful of Avhat is

often spoken until oughtfully' to patients. For
instance, take a teaspoonful of Avhiskey at night

if you Avant to go to sleej), and that is kept up
night after night until habits may' be contracted.

This caution applies Avith double force to many
drugs, morphia, et al. Hoav many of you, every

time you Avrite a prescription, AA'rite upon it, “No
copy, no repetition,” in order to safeguard the

patient? How many are there in this room to-

day that liave the moral and the physical courage

to say to a patient you shall not have my' pre-

scription refilled Avithout the stamp of my ap-

proval? I Avould like to ask hoAV many of you
do that? (Here several members put up their

hands.) Good for you. I never Avrite a prescrip-

tion even for bicarbonate of soda that I do not

stamp it in red ink, “No copy', no repetition.”

We oAve a sacred and solemn duty' to the people

for Avhom Ave prescribe drugs, and Ave must be

careful every time Ave Avrite a prescrijition con-

taining alcohol that we do not lay the foundation

for any habitual use of alcohol or drugs. Grant-

ing that all Dr. Hurty says is true, and knoAv-

ing his vast exjAerience, in Avhicli mine is limited

as compared Avith his, I am going to ask him in

closing to tell us in a feAv Avords if he can, Avhat

he thinks is to-day the real practical solution of

the question under discussion. Is it prohibitive

or is it educative? For my part I am in favor

of reasonable and rational control and do not as

yet see in any of the plans offered even a rational

solution of the problem. One must not forget

that there are many' persons Avho use alcohol be-

cause they' are psychoneurotics and are not not

psychoneurots because they have indulged moder-

ately' or freely' in alcohol—statistical evidence

and fine-spun tlieories, fanaticism and foolish-

ness must give Avay to a clear scientific view of

the prol)lom and its projier handling.

Milton Board, Louisville : I am glad Dr.

Hurty' came here to-day for the reasou th.at he

has brought to the doctors of Kentucky' t!ie im-

portance of making a study of alcoliol as a health

problem, attacking it, in a large measure, after

liis own methods, taking it out of tlie domain of
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jiarty polities, as well as out of the influence of

the ehiu’ch and putting it into the hands of the

medical profession primarily, and all those who
are engaged in health work secondarily; because

it is to-day, stripped of everything else, the

most important health problem that we have

confronting' us. Granting that certain experi-

ments can he tried out, indicating that it lias

food value, which I do not concur in; granting

that in certain crises it may appear to have a

stimulating effect, yet we know as doctors, and

it* is our duty to teach the people, that there is

no way to separate its stimulating effects, if it

has any, its food value, if it possesses any, from
its paramount influence as a narcotic because it*

is, first of all, essentially a narcotic drug and

must be so classed and must be so considered.

It has no place in the practice of medicine, and

it is UJ1 to the medical profession to begin to edu-

cate the people of Kentucky that it is a danger-

our drug, a drug that is not to be used indiscrim-

inately; that it is to be put in a class with opium,

cocain and other dangerous narcotic drugs. We
owe this to the citizens as doctors in the com-

munities in which we live. Another common
thought: Although strongly alcoholic liquors are

regarded as exceedingly dangerous, yet you hear

that “beer in moderate quantities never hurts

any one.'' I want to go on record here to-day

as stating two things. The first is that ninety

per cent, of all individuals who have ever become
addicted to cocain are addicted to it to-day and
are incurable. The second is there has never

been a beer drunkard up to this good hour who
has become a sober man. Reer drunkards are

liopeless drunkards, utterly so. It lu'ings abo'ut

a ]iathologic condition in the brain which is in-

curable, which is hopeless, which is more danger-

ous and more pernicious than any other form of

alcoholic indulgence.

J. N. Hurty, (Closing) :I am very much oblig-

ed to the gentlemen for the kindly way in which
they have received my denunciation of this ter-

rible drug. I have had an awful experience with

it, not individually, because I never have been

addicted to it, but it has been a curse in my fam-
ily, and I cannot find words strong; enough to

denounce it, hence my apology for putting the

(juestion before you in such a strong and vigor-

ous manner.

Dr Pope asked how are we going about
to solve this i)roblem. It is so i)rodigious that I

do not know excei)t to keep on fighting it and
do the best we can, and study it from time to

time. Education will have a great deal of in-

fluence in controlling it. It will do a great deal.

Prohibition will do a great deal; law will do a

great deal, but underneath all that, it is for us

to do what else we can. I believe through medic-
al science (not medical men alone or doctors, be-

cause we are only re]>resentatives. and most of
us are feeble representatives of that great sci-

ence called medical science) more good can be

brought about to mankind than in any other

way. I cannot see how a man can be regener-

ated morally except through physical regener-

ation. What is physical regeneration? It is the

removal of pathologic conditions. Physicians

are even trying to do av;ay with the science of

2Dathology every time they go to the bedside.

Take tyi^hoid fever, for instance, physicians are

trying to remove its cause and prevent it as well

as to remove its effects. The medical man is

constantly fighting pathologic conditions or dis-

ease, and at the bottom of our social troubles lies

disease.

In talking to Dr. Vaughan at dinner a re-

cent instance came to me. I was called by a

visiting nurse to go with her to see an extra-

ordinary case of i^overty and misery from tu-

herculosis. We found a woman iq:)on a bed of

rags dying from tuberculosis, with her little girl,

seven years of age, attending her. We found
out by questioning her that she was a farmer’s

wife. Her story was that her husband, a thrifty

man, was purchasing sixty acres of gTOund
;
he

had about paid for half of it, when ty^^hoid fever

overtook him and he died. There is patholog'j'

of i^overty. She sold the farm, and cleaned iqr

as much money as she iiossibly could. She receiv-

ed about fourteen hundred dollars, removed to

the city, which was a foolish move, but she did

it, and gradually steii by stejo developed into the

condition in which we found her. Finally tu-

berculosis overtook her, and there she was dy-

ing.

The medical profession is doing its best to re-

move causes of disease and to teach the people

how to live, and when disease does come or

suffering they try to relieve 'it. Is there any

nobler, higher, or more beautiful work jiossible? '

No, there is none. How it is to be done finally,

and Avhat method of warfare we are going to

adojit to combat disease, just at a time when we

have so many evils and so much misery and un-

hajiiiiness, I do not know. But we must fight

and keeii on figliting and I am sure we will ac-

comjilish a good deal for mankind.

Again, I want to thank you for your kindly

reception of my very severe denunciation of this

drug and the diseases that follow in its wake.

( Ajiplause).

Colonic Inflation in Appendicitis.—Inflation of

the colon, the authors state, should be regarded

merely as an aid in the diagnosis, history and

])hysical examination being far more valuable.

The authors have seen no jiositive reactions in

normal individuals. The test is iu/iio sense path-

ognomonic of chronic appendicitis.
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RENAL TUDERCIAiOSTS, ITS DIAG-

NOSTIC DIFFICULTIES AND SURG-
ICAL RRODLEIUS.*

Hy Fir.ipp Kketssp, Chicago.

Wliile I was atteaiUng the German Urolog-

ical Congress in Vienna in 1907, the nestor of

Urology in Continental Europe, James Israel,

presented a paper on the “I'ltimate Results

of Nephrectomy for Renal Tuberculosis”

—

comprising the observations of 1023 eases

operated on by himself and such men as

Garre, Ilereseo, Leguen, Pousson, Ratin, Reev-

sing, Zuekerkandel and others from 1892 to

1912. Some of his conclusions were as fol-

lows :

mVinlNU THE C-VSES INTO GROUPS:

1. Early deaths—^^within 6 months after

the operation,

2. Late deaths—beyond 6 months up to 16

years after the operation, it appears that of

the deaths of the first period, 26 per -cent,

were due to acute general miliary tubercu-

losis and tuberculosis of the meninges, 15 per

cent of tiibereulosis of the respiratory or-

gans, and 21 per cent to renal lesions.

Of the deaths of the second period, 13 per

cent were caused l)y acute miliaiy tubercu-

uosis, 43 per cent, by tuberculosis of the res-

piratory organs, and 40 per cent by renal

lesions.

After the second year there was a decided

and steady decrease in the postoperative mor-
tality. While over 54 per cent, of all far

deaths occurred in the period between six

months and two years, there was only a mor-

tality of 31 per cent, between the second and
the sixth year, and of 14 per cent, from the

sixth to the sixteenth year. Of miliary tu-

berculosis, 63 per cent, died in the firet period,

and 37 per cent, in the following 16 years.

The higher mortality rate of the first

period might have l)een at least partly due to

a faulty technique, to contamination of the

wound-bed during the operation, and rapid

spreading of the infection over a large area.

Among the 57 fatalities from pulmonary
tuberculosis, 42 were known to be present be-

fore tbe operation, but it is well to presume
that these figures are too low. Small areas of

inactive apex infiltration accompanying renal

tubereidosis do escai>e discovery by our
methods of clinical examination. That we
surgeons also are .sometimes guilty of a super-

ficial e.xamination should be admitfed. As
soon as we are reasonably certain of the diag-

nosis, “Unilateral Renal Tuberculosis,” we
rush the patient to the hospital for fear that

the other kidney or the lungs might become in-

*Ro!u1 before the Krntuekv State Metlieal .Vssociation,

Newport, September 22-25, 1911.

volved, instead of first ascertaining if 'they

are not already involved. Sometimes we do

not even take the trouble to search for other

foci in the rest of the urogenital tract.

It further aiipears from the altove tables

that the drafh rate from renal lesions was
twice as large in the second period after oper-

ation than in the tir.st, leaving the question

open

:

“Did the remaining kidney become diseased

after removal oF its mate, or was it diseased

before the operation but remained unrecog-

nized because our diagnostic methods were
not sufficiently rcHned to discover the in-

ci’i)ient lesion
”

Let us inquire into the nature of these fa-

tally terminating renal lesions.

The total percentage of far deaths from
these lesions was approximately 40 per cent,

which divided in two groups—tubercular and
non-tubercular—showed one-third of them
having been non-tubercular, most of them be-

ing of the neplu’itic type.

This type we assume to l)e cau.sed by the

toxins originating in the tubercular kidney,

which as experience has taught us, oftentimes

subsides after the surgical elimination of its

source. AVhen this recovery does not occur,

I believe that these lesion.s were too far ad-

vanced to undergo involution or that some of

them were cases of another type of nephritis

upon which tuberculosis became engrafted.

This is merely my personal opinion, no fur-

ther information being obtainable from
Israel’s statistics.

51uch higher is the death rate from renal

tuberculosis—60 per cent, and it is of great

interest to learn that in 32 far deaths due to

tuberculosis of the remaining kidney, its ex-

istence was known at the time of the opera-

tion.

From this exhaustive and carefully com-
piled report, it appeared that the permanent
i*esults after such a formidable operation as

nephrectomy were rather disappointing.

While conditions have changed to the bet-

ter since then, they arc still far from being
really .satisfactory . and I consider it, thei'e-

fore, not untimely to inquire into some of the

underlying causes.

We all ai-e agreed at the present time that

renal tubereidosis is as a rule unilateral at

first. Clearly then we may expect the, best

and most lasting results from early and rad-

ical measures, wbich will prevent the sjiread-

ing of the disease along the urinary and gen-

ital tract or to other parts of the body. An
early diagnosis of the condition is therefore

imperative, but unfortunately we are greatly

handicapped in our endeavor for several rea-

sons.

First . Decause renal tuberculosis, the type

which is the sulijcct of this address, is an
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extremely chronic disease, the early symp-
toms of which are usually so indistinct and
appear in such long intervals that they fail

to arouse the attention of the patient.

Secondly. Because many of its symptoms
are also associated with other minor and ma-
jor derangements in the urogenital tract, and
when treated as such, seem to subside at least

for a while, thus brushing away any suspicion

as to the real trouble which might have en-

tered our mind.
Third. Not infrequently the disease is pre-

ceded by a chronic gonorrheal cystitis the

symptoms of which blend with those usher-

ing in tuberculosis.

Foitrth. The medical man in whose hands
most of these eases are drifting in the begin-

ning fails to recognize the condition before

advanced lesions have set in. I admit the

partial truth of this, hut in this he is sharing

the honors with the surgeon, the gynecologist

and the urologist. The majority of the gen-

eral practitioners, according to my experience

when in doubt “consult,” the other fellow

the rule when in doubt—“operate,” and this

brings me to the main point of my address.

What designates the early and what the ad-

vanced stage of renal hiherculosis.? Are
there any distinct symptoms which would al-

low to draw the dividing lines between the

two ?

The classical symptoms of renal tubercu-
losis, pain on the affected side, enlargement of

the diseased kidney, albumen, pus, blood and
tbe tiibercle bacillus in the urine, fever, night
sweats and emaciation are rarely ever syn-
chronicly observed, rnd if it so happens, then
they belong to a later far advanced stage
of the disease.

The most freqiient symptom of the early

stage is “hematuria” without a palpable
cause occurring in about 5 per cent. It might
be insignificant or so profuse as to become
alarming. It might be more or less continu-
ous or it might not recur for many months
and years. If very profuse it is oftentimes
associated with severe renal colic. The per-

sistent microscopic finding of red blood cells

has been considered as pathognostic of renal
tuberculosis, but hematuria of the same type
occurs in toxic nephritis, in ordinary varix
and other renal lesions which might not be
surgical ones.

Albuminurna is tbought to be a steady com-
panion of renal tuberculosis in both the early

and advanced stage. Contrary to this ac-

cepted view, we know it is as a very elusive

and independable symptom. Not that I would
deny its significance when found, but in the

early stage it is x;sually of an intermittent

character requiring many and repeated ex-

aminations. Even in the latei' stages it might
be permanently absent. I merely remind you

of tbe eases of complete destruction of the
renal parenchyma with substitution of caseous
masses and also of the type kno^vn as “closed
tubercular pyonephrosis” caused by a com-
plete obliteration of the ureter.

Pyuria—meaning macroscopic pus in the
urine—'is not a constant nor frequent symp-
tom of the early stage. However, pyuria in

the absence of any other pus producing germ,
strongly points to tuberculosis. Almost with
certainty, we may assume this diagnosis in

the presence of urea decomposing germs in an
acid fast cloudy urine.

Polyuria and pollakiuria are frequent con-

sorts of incipient renal tuberculosis. Unfor-
tunately its pathognostic significance is often-

times misinterpreted when the urine happens
to be clear.

It is then pronoiineed as “irritable blad-
der”—a term without a meaning, or as

“functional neurosis,” or as “reflex neu-
rosis,” if incidentall.y lacerations, malposi-
tions or other lesions are found in the female
genitals or pelvic organs.

Nocturnal incontinence in adults or in

childhood, after control over the vesical mus-
cles was once established, strongly points to

renal tuberculosis. Especially in childhood it

is oftentimes the first alarm-signal and should
invite a thorough examination.
The coincidence of pyuria and incontinence

in the absence of tubercle bacilli in the stain-

ed sediment might also induce the diagnosis

simple pyelitis. The presence or evidence ol'

pa.st tubercular lesions of the bones, joints,

glands and skin should be an important diag-

nostic aid.

Vesical tenesmus manifest in about 70 per
cent, is another symptom which is observed
in the earlier stage. It is present even at a
time when no visible tubercular lesion in the

bladder wall can be found and when .the

urine is still macroseopically clear. Its origin

under these circumstances is explained by
some as a renovesieal reflex, by others as due
to the irritating effect of the toxic urine on
the trigone.

Palpation of the kidney in the early stage
will be fruitless becaiise a perceptible enlarge-

ment of the affected kidney is caused by ad-

vanced lesions. Fiirtbermore, in some cases

destruction of the parenchyma and its substi-

tiition by sclerotic fatty tissue occurs a pro-
cess which leads to atrophy and reduction
of the size of the kidney. Finally we often-

times find the healthy kidney considerably
enlarged as a result of a compensatory byper-
trophy. Here I may also mention that the

type known a s“ tubercular fibrous perineph-
ritis” presenting itself as a smooth hard tu-

mor between tbe loin and the lateral ab-

dominal wall, which on account of its very
limited motility might be mistaken for a hep-
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atic or splenic tumor. In those eases the

parenchyma is almost completely replaced by
abscess cavities and therefore the presence of

large quantities of thick greenish pus in the

urine should be of asistance in avoiding these

diagnostic erroi’s.

The temperature curve is of some value in

the early stage. Occasionally in the course of

a prolonged observation we find a slight rise

of the afternoon temx)erature, in other cases

the latter is normal but the morning readings

ai’e subnormal. This taken together with
other partly corroborative symptoms, for

instance albuminuria or hematuria, I con-

sider good circumstantial evidence of renal

tuberculosis, at least sufficient to suspect it

and to invite further search in this direction.

Corroborative evidence is only furnished

by the proof of the tubercle bacillus in the

urine, in the so-called early stage, however,
it cannot be demonstrated by the tinctorial

l)rocess—in more than 1 per cent, to 3 per
cent, according to various authors.

Sometimes we have better luck by examin-
ing the centrifuged sediment of a 24-hour
specimen, but even then we might have to

repeat the procedure several times before se-

curing a positive result.

The hypodermic tuberculin test is of dis-

tinct value in a group of cases in which we
have reason to suspect the condition, yet are

unable to find the bacillus by the previous

method. We have the body temperature ob-

. served every four hours for 24 hours before,

and every two hours for 24 hours after the in-

jection. We then begin with 1-2 milligram of

diagnostic tuberculin. If there is no reaction

to this I milligram is given the second day.

When positive there is a distinct rise of temp-
erature usually within 8 to 12 hours, and the

patient is likely to feel out of sorts for a day
or two. It might also set up a focal reaction,

pain in the affected kidney, vesical irritation

and eventually hematuria. Oftentimes, but
not always, tubercle bacilli are found in the

urine obtained during this reaction.

The “biological test” is still more accurate
and dependable. The inoculation of a guinea
pig, is said to give 85 per cent positive react-

ions in tubercular lesions, but some authors
think that the susceptibility of the animals
to contract tuberculosis in the ordinary way
weakens the importance of a positive react-

ion. Others hold that little importance
should be attached to a negative result be-

cause a portion of the animals is refractory.

This, together with the fact that it takes

six weeks for a definite answer (a dangerous-
ly long wait in some instances) made a short-

ening of this period desirable. At the last

German Urological Congress, Meyer report-

ed what he claims to be an infallable biologic-

al test, consisting of the combination of inocu-

lation and hypodermic injection of tubercu-
lin. He stated that if a guinea pig be success-

fully inoculated—hepatic or peritoneal—and
0.5 test tuberculin be hypodermically inject-

ed after the 11th to 14th day, the tempera-
ture of the animal will drop 3 degrees below
normal and death will ensue within 12 hours.

This typical drop of temperature will also be
observed if the animal should survive, but it

never occurs if the inoculation was negative.

This test, its author claims, jiroved positive

in 99 per cent while control animals treated

by inoculation alone reached 45 per cent. only.

From our experience I would suggest not to

be satisfied with one negative biological test,

where tuberculosis may be reasonably sus-

pected. Since just in the early stage, before
tubercular foci have broken through the bacil-

li are not at all times present in the urine,

several repetitions of the test are demanded
for more definite conclusions.

Of greatest value is the cystoscopic examin-
ation of the bladder and the catheterization pf
the ureters, but while it enables us in con-

junction with the animal experiment to diag-

nose the condition and locate it in the respect-

ive kidney, it does not inform us with cer-

tainty of the stage of the disease. On the

whole the degree of vesical distress and vesic-

al and ureteral lesions is in direct proportion
to the extent of the process in the kidney.
But we find sometimes in our operative work
the cortex of a kidney studded with tubercles

or several caseous foci in the pyramids, with
very little vesical distress and only insig-

nificant typical vesical and ureteral lesions.

At other times a single caseous focus in the
kidney is causing very painful cystitis and ex-

tensive vesical ulcerations.

The diagnosis of renal tuberculosis cannot
be considered complete without catheteriza-

tion of the ureters, nor is it possible to pro-

ceed with surgical steps 'Without ascertaining

the presence of another kidney, its essential

freedom from serious involvement and the de-

gree of its functional activity. But in this

endeavor we again meet with doubtful condi-

tions and technical limitations.

Which course are we supposed to take when
we recover pus, blood and tubercle bacilli

from one kidney, and the bacillus alone from
the other? Are we to assume that both kid-

neys are infected but in a different degree or

should we accept the bacilluria of the latter

as a possible attempt of the organisms to rid

itself of the germs which have entered the

circulation from the really diseased side.

Those men who are in the habit of exact pre-

operative examinations and prolonged post-

operative o'bsei'vations should be in a position

to furnish this most important knowledge,

which would slied some liglit on the high post-

operative mortality from renal disease.
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The functional tests or renal activity in

order to differentiate between essential disease

and simple elimination bacilluria are of lim-

ited diagnostic value. It is beyond the scope

of this address to enumerate them all or to

point at their obvious defects. 1 may suffice

to say that they can be utilized to desiion-

strate the more atlvaneed renal lesions, but

for the same pur2:>ose we are able to get along

just as well with the determination of the to-

tal excretion of solids, both with and without

artificially produced i^olyuria.

Having secured our data by ail the previ-

ously mentioned methods our work is not

finished. You gentlemen are surely familiar

with the various anomalies and deformities of

the upper urinary tract. Some of them are

of such a nature, that they interfere with our
diagnostic and fateful surgical steps. Most
of these pitfalls we shall be able to avoid by
combining bilateral catheterization with the

roentgenogram and pyelography.
I shall endeavor to demonstrate the import-

ance and value of this procedure on two ano-

malous conditions both of which have come
under my own observation. One of these has
been fully described in the textbooks of anat-

omy, but seems to have received little atten-

tion by the surgeons. It is the branching of

the ureter, the three more common tj’pes of

which are

:

Type 1. The bifurcation of the ureter oc-

curs outside of the hilum without the forma-
tion of a renal pelvis, both branches advanc-
ing as ealiees and terminating in the fornices

of the papillae.

T\'i)e 2. One branch terminating in a small

pelvis, the other one forming ealiees like in

type 1.

Type 3. Both branches take part in the

formation of a pelvis.

You will readily understand the possibil-

ity of tuberculosis being establislied in that
part of the kidney which communicates with
one branch mdy and that a catheter entering
the other branch might recover a perfectly
normal urine. You will also see the prob-
ability of entering the branch of the diseased

part and obtaining pathologic urine at an-

other examination done by yourself or some-
body else. Imagine the confusion arising

from recovering alternately normal and path-

ologic urine in the course of the same examin-
ation, a phenomenon caused bj^ the temporary
blocking of the narrow isthmus connecting
l)oth branches. Owing to these facts the same
kidney may also show large fluctuations of

functional value and coloring tests.

Another congenital anomaly is the crossing

of one ureter over the spine into the ureter of

the other side, or the crossing of both ureters

each running down to the opposite side of

the bladder.

In the first instance vve might observe
changing conditions identical ‘with those pre-

sented in the ease of branching ureters. In
the eventuality of a complete crossing, the re-

liance upon the result of cystoseopic findings

will have the fateful consequence of removing
the healthy kidney. Such a disaster can only
be avoided by adopting bilateral catheteriza-

tion combined with radiography as a routine
procedure.

By pointing out the fact that cystoscopy
can be performed in patients not older than
four years and catheterization of the ureter
in those not older than six years, I desire to

make a sijeeial plea for the early recognition
of renal tuberculosis in childhood.

Local conditions on the other hand render
cystoscopy and catheterization oftentimes a
very difficult and sometimes imiDossible task.

The tuberculous bladder offers more or less

resistance to distension with fluids in all

stages of the disease. The pain and resist-

ance is frequently so great that it does not
subside even under a general anesthetic.

Since no other vesical lesion shows such ex-

treme sensativeness under the same condition,

this may be accepted as pathognostie.

Extensive vesical ulcerations, edema around
the ureteral os, ureteral stricture and dis-

tortion interfere witli the passing of a
catheter even in the hands of experts. In
such extreme cases we are compelled to re-

sort to extreme measures, not so much for the
purpose

.
of diagnosis which then is usually

quite clear, but in order to ascertain the con-

dition of the other kidney. We expose the

upper part of both ureters and collect the
necessary quantity of urine through a small
incision.

I have attempted to submit to you the diffi-

culties as they are confronting us in the diag-

nosis of renal tuberculosis, particularly in the

so-called earlier stage ; these difficulties are by
no means insurmountable if we avail our-

selves of all of our present day methods, in

the development of which we have made great

strides in the last decade. Indeed if we are

looking back over the results of our surgical

intervention in this period we can see already
the improvement in the percentage of the
early and late postoperative mortality com-
pared with Israel’s statistics. These we must
not forget inchided all work done in the
period from 1892 until 1912, when diagnostic

facilities, surgical technique and experience
with new methods were not so far advanced.

I hope I have made myself clear that the

possibilities of an early diagnosis does not

only rest on the appreciation of any one and
all symptoms, no matter how slight or how
grave they may appear; that the employment
of all our present day methods will be of

great assistance in many cases, but that re-
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peated examinations at different times will

be required in others until the real condition

becomes clear or until we should arrive at a

point where explorative surgical steps will

be justified.

Gentlemen, I am pretty near the end of my
address. Allow me but a few words in re-

gard to our therapeutic problems, the solu-

tion of which also has some bearing on tlie

fate of those afflicted with this wide-spread

disease.

As a matter of fact in the light of our pres-

ent knowledge of the nature of renal tuber-

culosis, and taking advantage of the valuable

figures of Israel's statistics and of our own
exi^erience with various therapeutic methods
as they came and passed, there should not be
any doubt in our mind as to the proj^er course

to pursue when once the conclusion is reached
that the kidney is the site of a tubercular les-

ion.

In 1898 the much lamented Rosewell Parks
of Buffalo expressed himself on this subject

as follows

:

“Early tubercular lesions of the kidney

come under the observation of the physician

rather than the surgeon, and require the

former’s skill rather than that of the latter.

They are rarely of a character for which any
benefit by surgical interference can be ob-

tained.”

Gentlemen, there is a far cry from this

then authoritative statement to our present-

day attitude. However, the warning voiced

by this inaster of surgery and by others, i;n-

questionably retarded the development of our
more efficient therapeutic methods and I ven-

ture to say, contributed a goodly share to the

post operative “near and far death rate.”

It created an unwarranted and harmful

temporizing and encouraged the indiscrimin-

ate use of tuberculin at any stage of the dis-

ease. The more conservative advocates of tu-

berculin disclaimed its use for what they

thought to be advanced cases but advised it in

the earlier stage.

In order to fully appreciate the fallacy and
inconsistency of this altitude, 1 again refer

you gentlemen to my remarks concerning the

not infrequent disproportion of the renal les-

ion and the manifest sui)jeetive symptoms.

The time at my disposal does not permit to

remain longer on this subject except to say,

that to-day we know most positively that tu-

berculin if used in refract doses does not helj)

and if injudiciously pushed to the limit of

tolerance causes iiTeparable damage.
In a series of observations general improve-

ment increased body weight, or the te>npor-

ary disappearance of the bacillus from the

urine may be noticed. Imt 1his also occurs in

cases, which have received no treatment what-

soever, and the latency of symptoms does not

denote a cure. Contrary, numerous observa-

tions over a longer period demonstrate the

progressive character of the disease, which
finally demands operative steps at the real

late stage. It is regretable, that very few
surgeons tell us of the condition in which they
fouiul such kidneys which had undergone
more or less prolonged tuberculin treatment.

The circumstance, that single or isolated

tubercular lesions are found on operated
specimens, promoted the method of partial

nephrectomy or resection, which had its con-

ception in the inadequacy of our diagnostic

facilities as regards to the other kidney or in

the wrong interpretation drawn from their

results. But it was fully demonstrated that

even if only one isolated, macroscopically vis-

ible lesion was found microscopical foci had
invaded the parenchyma along the blood ves-

sels, and therefore no complete eradication

from an iiicomplete method may be expected.

FortunateH the majority of us agree at

least in this one i:>oiut at the present moment,
that a permanent cure can oidy be hoped for

by the earliest possible removal of the dis-

eased kidney after the earliest possible diag-

nosis of the condition existing therein. We
may with certainty look forward to attain

this result, if no other tubercular foci be pres-

ent. But there is where our ways part. Some
of us are strongly opposed to nephrectomy if

the other kidney shows any degree of tuber-

cular involvement, of ordinaiy or toxic neph-

ritis, or of impaired renal activity. Advanc-
ed vesical ulcerations, manifest foci in the

genital tract, in the lungs or elsewhere com-
pose the rest of the objections which are

raised.

Based on the foregoing statistics and from
an unprejudiced point of view we have to ad-

mit that a number of these objections are well

founded, but Imld in this general and sweep-
ing way they are, I believe, too radical.

Before all we know that toxic nephritis of

the remaining kidney, resulting from the af-

fection of its diseased mate, subsides after

nephrectomy, provided the intoxication has
not permanently crippled a larger part of

the secreting surface. This we are able to

decide by our present methods of functional

tests, and we ai-e also able to differentiate this

type of nephritis from Bright’s disease by
the general changes in the circidatory system
so characteristic for the latter condition. On
the other hand as stated before, the function-

al tests can only be relied u])ou, if made re-

peatedly at different times and under differ-

ent conditions.

It is furthermore our experience that in a

small number of cases in which we had re-

covered otherwise peiffectly normal but bacil-

li-earrying urine before nephrectomy, the i)a-

cilli disaiipeared permanently after the opera-
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tion. If this postoperative inspection would
be generally adopted, we would get more
positive information from which to draw our
conclusions.

Extensive vesical ulcerations oftentimes

point to bilateral kidney involvement, but not

always, and in themselves should not consti-

tute a contraindication of nephrectomy. We
have seen extensive lesions heal spontaneous-

ly after the operation and at other times a

few small ulcerations require prolonged post-

operative attention.

In the management of the ureter after

nephrectomy the extremest views are held.

They are varying from the principle of a most
complete resection to that of indifference and
“let it take care of itself.” I have to leave

this subject open to discussion, but I may be

permitted to say that there are things in surg-

ery that should, but cannot, be done, and
others than can but should not be ‘done.

No sane surgeon would hope for a perman-
ent cure in far advanced bilateral renal tu-

berculosis by any method, but eases have been

reported in which the kidney, carrying the

minor lesion, recovered completely after ex-

tirpation of its mate. Nothing- indicates in

these reports that successful attempts were

made to differentiate between simple bacill-

uria and the real minor lesion nor on which

points the diagnosis of a “minor lesion” rest-

ed.

I do not think we would be faithful to our

duty to remain inactive if a patient is suffer-

ing agonies from all the symptoms of bilateral

renal and vesical tuberculosis.

By conservative surgery, unilateral or bi-

lateral nephrectomy, eventual ureterostomy,

we can do a good deal to alleviate the tortur-

ing cystitis, reduce the consuming septic fe-

ver and prolong and make life bearable.

DISCUSSION.

Carl Lewis Wheeler, Lexington: I am much
pleased with Dr. Kreissl’s paper, and I don’t

think that any discussion can be added other

than in the way of confirmation and emphasis.

We must admit that Israel’s compilation of

statistics of the various European operators,

comprising' one thousand and twenty-three cases

of renal tuberculosis, and following them up
and drawing such deductions is more than we can

do in this country.

Within the last eight or ten years, I have ob-

served sixteen cases of renal tuberculosis. Four
of these cases were bilateral, and of course were

passed up without surgical interference. Of
the twelve unilateral eases, one refused opera-

tion. Eleven of these cases were neplirectomized.

In tills series, there were nine females and two

males. The right kidney was involved in ten

cases. The left kidney in one.

Of the near deaths, after nephrectomy, three

went down with lung involvement within less
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than six months. Seven cases have had a stormy
convalescence with irritable contracted bladders;

due to the fact that tuberculosis of the urinary
tract was so far advanced when the diagmosis

was made.

Renal tuberculosis is rarely a primary af-

fection, and is usually secondary to some other

tuberculous focus. In this series of eleven cases

following nephrectomy, I only recall one that is

clinically and cystoscopically well, which is due
to the fact that the diagnosis was made early

—

before the bladder became much involved or

badly damaged by ulceration which results in

contraction.

I eystoscoired her a few days ago, which is

four years after operation. Cystoscope reveal-

ed a normal bladder mucosa; a right motionless

ureteral os, surrounded by a small scar which
was previously a small tuberculous ulceration.

She has a bladder capacity of nearly 400 c.c. and
with no urinary symistoms whatsoever. I might
add that this patient was sent West four years
previous to ne2>hrectomy for some involvement
of the throat.

This pajjer should be of especial interest to the

general jwactitioner, and should arouse their sus-

l^icion among children who have had control of

their urinary sjjhincters and are developing a
nocturnal urinary incontinence, as sueli condi-

tions jmint to renal tuberculosis. They should

at least investigate, after excluding iiTitation

such as oxaluria, pinworms and pyelitis follow-

ing acute infectious diseases.

Statistics show that the prevalence among
males and females are about equal.

Regarding functional tests, there has been

much said. There are a great many spectacular

dye tests on the market. I do not take much
stock in any of them, as they are all fautly. I

rely absolutely ujoon a rigid microscopical urin-

ary analysis, noting the renal findings, plus the

total output of urea.

In renal tuberculosis, sometimes you will find

the fellow kidney, which is not supposed to have

a tuberculous focus, to be painful with the urine

from this side containing albumin and casts, or

in other words a toxic nephritis, which will clear

up after nephrectomy on the opposite side.

I recall one case in which there was a tubercu-

lous kidney on the right side, and an aggravated

toxic nephritis on the left side, as the urine from
this kidney contained albumin and casts. I ad-

vised nephrectomy, but the surgeons rather hesi-

tated. I insisted that while there existed to.xic

nejahritis on the left, that this kidney was capable

of taking iq:) the Avork, and that the nephritis

Avould subside after removing the offending or-

gan. The right kidney Avas removed and the left

kidney did not even stagger in taking over the

Avork and the nephritis subsided in a few months.

Obstinate cystitis in Avomen, (of course except-

ing venereal taint) that does not yield to the

usual treatment, is always suspicious of renal
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tuberculosis. Not finding the tubercle bacilli in

the urine is not negative. I would continue to

investigate. I have advised nephrectomy without

ever finding the bacilli in the urine as the cysto-

scopic picture of the ureteral orifice is too “clear-

cut”—nothing else looks like it, and with the

clinical symptoms, nothing else acts like it.

The biological test is the only positive evi-

dence. The treatment of the ureter stump is a

question of considerable moment as many surg-

eons prefer to remove the ureter down to the

jielvic brim, and often the kidney is ruptured and
the pus running into the kidney-bed infecting the

entire wound. A better way as Dr. Kreissl sug-

gests is to ligate ureter twice near kidney pelvis

and cut between with a Paquelin cautery and
stitching the end of the ureter in the lower angle

of the wound. In some cases where renal tu-

berculosis has existed for some time, you will

find a fihro-sclerotic perinephritis which involves

the capsule and loose connective tissue. In these

eases you will encounter nothing but adhesions.

I recall one of these cases where the surgeon met
with such adhesions and he tore through the dia-

phragTO into the pleura after the kidney had
been ruptured. In these cases I would suggest

draining the perinephritic sac and leaving the

wound wide open.

J. Garland Sherrill, Louisville : Since 1905,

when this subject was presented to the American
Medical Association, I have been very much in-

terested in it. We have advanced considerably

since that time in the treatment of this con-

dition. Dr. Kreissl has pointed out the advance-

ment we have made, and to my mind his paper
covers the subject completely. T wish to concur
in almost everything he has said, and simply to

emphasize some of the points he has brought out.

A very important thing is the question of per-

centage of cases in which tuberculosis develops,

and I am referring now to tuberculosis of the

kidney. I do not think we can do better than to

follow Kronlein’s classification of single and
combined tuberculosis rather than primary and
secondary. In two per cent, of the cases only do
we find solitary involvement of the kidney, a

remarkably low percentage. The age at which
these patients come to consult us is usually in the
flowering period of life, in early adult life, from
the twentieth to the thirtieth year. That in it-

self is an important point in the diagnosis. The
earlier symptoms we have are frequency of

micturition and an increased amount of urin.ary

output. The first symptoTn tliat will call the ]ia-

tient ’s attention to the condition is hematuria •

the second perhaps is the painful urination or

dysuria. Vesical tenesmus develops frequently

after the tubercle bacillus passes down and with

it pus products from the inflamed kidney, and

this occurs after there has been a In-eaking down

of the kidney tissues in the calices ami empty-

ing into the pelvis of the kidney.

In order to manage a case of tuberculosis of th<'

kidney, we must first know the condition of the

kidney itself. Furthermore, we must know, as

well as possible, with our methods of precision,

the condition of the oiqjositc kidney, and next

the condition of the other organs of the body, as

to whether or not tlie patient is suffering frwn
general or a localized tuberculosis. The condi-

tion also of the m-eters should be well determined
in studying these cases before we begin *to ap-

plj^ our treatment.

Tlie i>oint mentioned by the essayist in regard

to pyelography is specially well taken. No one
can tell the direction of the ureters, or the char-

acter of the kidney pelvis, witliout m.aking this

comjjlete test, and it is certainly worthy of con-

sideration.

He mentioned the question of disease of the

kidney on one side and bacilluria on the other,

and also the (piestion of diseased kidney on one
side and evidences of disease upon tlie floor. In

other words, the presence of pus and blood and
bacilli on the opposite side, but in lesser degree

than on the main side. This occurs as the dis-

ease advances' on the affected side. These are

important points in determining what should be

done for the patient.

I have seen patients recover where nephrec-
tomy was performed for the worst kidney or the

one most diseased, and where the patient recover-

ed fulhq notwithstanding the fact there was
blood, pus, and tubercle bacilli in the urine from
the ojrposite side. I account for this condition

by the fact that you remove a certain nidus of in-

fection remaining and thus build up the resist-

ance of the patient, and after removing the dis-

eased kidney the patient develops an immunity,

so that he can throw off the affection on the less

diseased side. When you take away one kid-

ney 3’ou stimulate the circulation of the other

kidney, and in addition the resistance of the pa-

tient develops and takes care of the disease on
the other side. The bacilluria on the opposite

side may be cleared up entirely upon the remov-
al of one kidneyn

The question of the operation to be done in

my mind is an important one. Shall we do a

nephrotomy or ne]ihrectom,y ? In my experience

nephrotomy has not ])roven successful. I did

a partial neplirectomy' in one case and had to

take out the kidney later. Mr. Henry l\rorris has

taken out one kidne,v and subsequently one-
third of the other, and the patient has recovered.

In one of m\^ cases both kidneys were involved.

Tliis ])atient under proper hvgienic surroundings

and proper medicinal treatment went on to com-
plete recoverv. Where there is a difference in the

two kidney’s, the disease being well advanced on

one side and not so far advanced on the other,

nephrectomy is the proper oi'oration, and I doubt

the wisdom of nephrotomy’ in most of these cases.

Irvin Abell, Louisville: I wish to express my
appreciation of Dr. Kreissl 's paper, and his con-
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elusions from an experimental standpoint as well

as from a clinical point of view, I do not think

can he differed with. There are one or tAVO features

about renal tuberculosis thai cannot be dej'iiiitcly

foretold by any person, as the author has pointed

out, unless a eareful examination is made from

every standpoint. Incidentally, I would empiia-

size the importance of a thoroug'h clinical study

of the case, and especially an X-ray examina-

tion of these patients should be absolute in each

and every case. It is true, these anatomical de-

fects are not frequently encountered, but when
they are they can be fraught with most disastrous

results, and that is one feature that can be told

by a careful and thorough examination. We
know we cannot accurately foretell the extent

of damage to the ojAposite kidney liy the toxins.

Most of these cases liave cleared up; one or two
in my own experience liave not done so, and have

died subsequently from a toxic nephritis Avithout

shoAving evidences of a tuberculous involvement.

From my OAvn experience the question of re-

moval of the ureter has been satisfactorily set-

tled. The difficulty of apiiroaching the loAve.r

end of the ureter has been demonstrated in re-

moving stones from its pelvic isortion, and I

have personally felt that the addition of this

operative trauma to a nephrectomy should, if

possil)le, be avoided. I have never seen a sinus

l)ersist longer tlian a feAv montlis, eA^en Avhen the

ureter has been tied just beloAV the kidney. The
lesser operation, Avhich Avill give relief, is the

one that should be resorted to, and in my ex-

perience, the ureters Avhich have been left be-

hind have given trouble but for a short period
of time, each and everj^ one clearing up without
requiring a secondary procedure.

J. W. Kincaid, Catlettsburg: In vieAv of the
fact that tuberculosis of other organs rather
than the kidney is perha]is encountered moi’e fre-

(juently, there Avere some points brought out in

Dr. Menifee’s paper Avhich should be re-empha-

sized in order to bring them more forcibly to the

attention of those present. There are three

diagnostic points Avhich I think should -very

strongly excite our suspicion as to a tuberculous

condition being present. One is the presence of

indigestion. Next, the progressive loss of Aveight,

hoAvever slight, coupled Avith a rise of tempera-
ture in the eA’ening Avith a subnormal tempera-
ture in the morning. These Avill nearly ahvays,

or at least in very man}^ eases, point out a be-

ginning tuberculous process someAvhere. The
physical examination of the patient may not en-

able you to exactly determine Avhere the lesion

is located
;
the signs of auscultation and percus-

sion of the lungs may be practically negative, but

those three signs are the cardinal ones in the be-

ginning of tubercular conditions, and should at

least excite our suspicion, and I think they

should be empliasized by calling attention to

them.

Curran Pope, Louisville; I Avant to utter a

feAV Avords of caution Avith regard to the danger

of the general practitioner in dismissing patients

so frequently Avith a diagnosis of neurasthenia.

Neurasthenia vera is, comparatively speaking, a

rare disorder. Frequently cases that are diag-

nosed neurasthenia vera are not neurasthenia

vera, nor jmt neurasthenoid but are really cases

of latent tuberculosis, and a great deal of care

has to be exercised in eliminating these cases

just as in the case of patients in the southland,

who present a good many neurasthenoid symp-
toms but Avho are in reality suffering from a

chronic malarial infection.

I have made quite a number of original inves-

tigations in this line Avhich I embodied in a paper
published last year and the same deductions that

appeared in that paper apply Avith equal force to

the question of latent tuberculosis in patients that

are labelled neurasthenic.

I would like to call attention to one other fact

stated in one of the papers, and that is, the phy-

sician should aA’ail himself of the X-ray. As a

matter of fact, he does not. He should. That
is true. But if jmu had stood, as I have before

the fluorescent screen day after day and seen the

shadoAv in the lulus as frequently as I have, and
seen the number of conditions, both of latent and
healed tuberculosis, you Avould come to the con-

clusion that it Avas a case Avhere the physician

really should employ this method, and that, Avhere

there is the slightest doubt in the Avorld as to

Avhether Ave have to deal Avith a lesion in the

lung, a picture should be taken stereoscopically,

and then Ave have an opportunity of not only

knoAving Avhere the lesion is but its actual ex-

tent.

While Ave can never get aAvay from a clear,

concise and sometimes lengthy anamnesis and

from the clinical symptoms, still the supplement-

ary Avork that can be done in the laboratories in

the way of examinations, particularly by the X-
ray, will almost certainly lead to a diagnosis of

tuberculosis. You can tell bone tuberculosis al-

most unfailingly. You can diagnose lAulmmnary

tuberculosis, and you can diagnose glandular tu-

berculosis of the abdomen. At present I have a

A’ery rare ]ilate in Avhich there appeared on it

collections of racemose bodies, that turnetl out

upon operation to be a case of extensive gland-

ular tubercAAlosis in the abdomen. The diagnosis

of glandular tuberculosis Avas made by the surg-

eon and myself. As the X-ray can tell so far

ahead, I Avill say this : I have mapped out pul-

monary areas on the body by means of the fluoro-

scopic screen, Avhen the skilled diagnostician

could not outline them by percussion and aus-

cultation. I have tried it out. I have mapped
it out, and he has not been able to detect by per-

cussion a lesion Avhere the screen and the plate

shoAved definitely tubercular lesions. It Avould

seem that Avhen Avith the ordinary methods of di-

agnosis Ave can outline a tubercular lesion Ave have

reached a point Avhere Ave have to deal with a

serious problem in therapeutics.
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F. Kreissl, Chicago, (Closing) : I am afraid

tliat 1 have already taken too much of your time in

jn-esenting iny paper. Owing to the time limit,

I have tried to condense a lot of material into

a small space and on this account I am afraid I

did not make myself sulliciently clear on some
of the important points.

However, I have tried as best as I coxild to do

the subject justice. I wish to thank you very

much for the kind way in which you have receiv-

ed my remarks and I also have to apologize for

some of these pictures, which as you observe

Avere made by an artist who put into his Avork

more zeal than skill. They are representing

specimens aaIucIi I have in my possession.

The first of these pictures is a copy of an X-ray
photograph from a patient, Avho had a bifurcation

of the ureter. The case came into my hands

about five months ago. The patient, a young
man of excellent physique, tAventy years of

age, gave an almost negative X-ray.

He had nothing to complain of, except that

tAvo years ago he had a painless, but profuse, hem-
aturia, Avhieh lasted OA-er a Aveek. After an in-

terval of a year, another attack of hematuria

occurred, lasting tAvo Aveeks. Another one came
on five days before I saAV him, Avhieli lasted three

da}'s and then ceased. The cystoscopic inspect-

ion did not show any lesions, Avhich Avould have

pointed to a vesical or renal pathologic condition.

I catheterized both ureters and secured cloudy

urine containing pus and microscopic blood from
the left side, but perfectly normal urine from the

right side.

In the functional test, which I made Avith

phenol-phtalein at the same time, I secured

practically equal values from both sides, except

that I observed a rather early appearance—Avith-

in three minutes—of the phtalein. A culture of

the sediment of the cloudy urine Avas negatiA-e.

Repeating the examination after tAvo Aveeks, I

secured clear and jAerfectly normal urine from
both sides. A subsequent X-ray examination un-

der a simultaneous filling of both jAehms Avith

argyrol shoAved the bifurcation of the ureters.

It is clear, of course, that in the first examina-

tion I must have entered the diseased branch,

Avhile I got into the normal part of the kidney

the second time.

I heartily coincide Avith what Dr. Sherrill has

said in regard to the classification of these cases,

which I haA’e also avoided in my address, since

primary or secondary tubei’culosis of the kidney

is still a debatable thing.

Itly address is particularly directed to the gen-

eral practitioner, because it is he who sees these

cases first as a rule, and because the further

course of the disease and the ultimate fate of the

patient rests in his hands.

About thirty Amars ago, Avhen I Avas a young
medical student in Vienna, one of our famous
professors in surgery made the folloAving remark

:

If you are confronted Avith a diagnostically

veiw dilTicUlt and unclear case, it is advisable al-

Avays to think first of tuberculosis, then of syph-

ilis and last of all of malignancy but don’t re-

verse the order.

ANNUAL ORATION.

RE.MARKS BY ARTHUR T. :HcCORI\JACK
IN PRESENTING DR. VICTOR

C. VAUGHAN.
A. T. I\IcCORi\IACK : I want to ask per-

mission to depart from the regular order for
a moment or two in order to congratulate the
people of NeAA-port on the excellence of their
citizenship as represented by the high charac-
ter and standing of your representatives in

the recent General Assembly of Kentucky,
Honorable Webster Helm and the two mem-
l)ers of the House, Avho represented you. J\Ir.

Helm especially wrote his name as a leader in

constructive statesmanship in our State Sen-
ate, and 1 want to congratulate you very
heartily upon having such a man as your
choice in Frankfort.

Coming to the purpose of this meeting this

evening, it is only a few years ago that we
who live in Kentucky thought of medical New-
port as being a medical suburb of Cincinnati.
The names of your physicians as individuals
were knoAvn, but they had not then banded
themselves into any other oi’ganization than
as an attachment to the great Academy of
Medicine of Cincinnati over across the river.

It is a pleasure to-night and a matter of great
pride to everybody Avho is familiar AAuth the
progress of recent years to be able to come to

NeAvport and say to you, that your toAvn
stands as Avell on the medical map as Cincin-
nati does itself, and that the medical men of
NeAvport are the peers of any other town in

Kenhicky, Louisville not excluded, and, con-
sidering the manner in Avhich your physicians
have Avorked and the sacrifices they have
made to make themselves such a reputation,
we knoAv you Avill share Avith us physicians
outside of NeAA'port the pride Ave feel in their

accomplishments. When the State DIedical

Association, composed of practically every
representative physician in Kentucky, decid-
ed to meet in NeAvport, AA'e Avanted some
means of shoAving to your citizenship our ap-
preeiation of your profession, and Ave felt avo

could do no better than by bringing before
you someone who has exerted a marked influ-

ence on the profession and, at the same time,
upon the people of Hie entire country, and
Avho is held in the highest esteem throughout
Ihe world than to .select a leader in the
•scholastic life of the nation, avIio has studied
the jn-actical things that have helped people
to Ra’c longer and better lives, a man Avho lias

made it possible for armies to go forth and
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fight and not die from the diseases to whicli

the.y were formerly exposed
;
a man whose

name is written very largely in the history

of this nation, and thonsands and thousands
of people yet unborn will have to thank him
that they have lived out their natural term of

life, and for that reason we have invited the

President of the American Lledieal Associa-

tion to come here to-night to the City of New-
port to discuss “The Eradication of Disease,”

and T have the honor and very distinguished

pleasure, as well as personal privilege, of pre-

senting to you Dr. Victor C. Va;;ghan, leader

of the American medical profession, a leader

of sanitation in this country, and the world
to-day, and I am sure you will all profit by
his words of wisdom, and if you will go away
and do the things he tells you about, you will

put Newport on the health iiiap as well as the

medical map, so that it will be a really large

part of Kentuela". (Applause.)

THE ERADICATION OP DISEASE.*

By Victor C. Vaughan, .Ann Arbor, Alich.

PRESIDENT OP AMERICAN MEDICAL ASSOCIATION.

In the fourteenth century, five hundred
years ago, the black death swept over Europe,
and in the short time of four years had killed

one fourth of the inhabitants of that country.
Por three hundred years thereafter it broke
out here and there whenever enough suscep-
tible material occurred for it to feed upon.
The last great epidemic of the bubonic plague
M'as in 1665 in London. Shortly after this

the city was burned. The fire purified it. It

killed the rats which disseminated the plague,
and the plague has been known no more
among civilized people, although it is to-day
threatening us at New Orleans.

After the plague small-pox and typhus
fever kept a high death rate all over the civ-

ilized world. IMaeauley, the historian, states

it was unusual two hundred years ago to meet
ujion the streets of London people whose
faces were not marked by small-pox. A doc-

tor in England, Jenner by name, having
heard a current rumor that those who had
had cow-pox were immune to small-pox, in

1796 inoculated a boy with eow-jpox and sub-

sequently inoculated him with small-pox.

During the next five years Jenner and his as-

sistants inoculated more than five thousand
people with cow-pox and subsequently inocu-

lated every one of them with small-pox, and
no one of them developed the disease.

We talk about animal experimentation. In
the early history of science experiments were
great in their scojie, and carried out not up-
on guinea pigs and rats, but upon human be-

*I)('livpi-pfl l)pfore the Koiituck.v State Medical Associa-

tion. Newport. Sei)tomt)er 22-25 1914.

ings. Vaccination for sraall-pox gave the
world practically protection from this dis-

ease. The labors of John Hovvard in the
prison, the alms house, and other places of
crowded filth, gave relief from typhus fever,

and in the next century the death rate in

London fell to about fifty per thousand, but
varied greatly with recurrent epidemics.
During the last century the death rate has
fallen until now it is about fourteen per thou-
sand.

During the Middle Ages the average life of
the human being was twenty years. Thirty
years ago the average life was about thirty-

three years. To-day the average life in the
United States if fifty years (applause), and
what is of more importance still, if the peo-
ple of this country would put into practical

application vdiat the doctors who are now
meeting in this city could tell them, the aver-

age life would soon be sixty-five years. Not-
withstanding the great improvements that
have been made, nearly eighty-five per cent,

of the deaths that now occur are preventable.
In 1880 the first reliable census was taken

in the United States. At that time the death
rate in the registered area was practically

twenty per thousand. In 1912 it was a little

less than fourteen per thousand, and it is

still too high. In 1880 of every one thousand
people in the United States, fifty-four died
every year of scarlet fever. The medical pro-

fession about that time awoke to the fact that

scarlet fever was a contagious disease and be-

gan to isolate children with this disease.

There is no other infectious disease which we
have so nearly stamped out as scarlet fever,

and this has lieen done by the intelligent co-

operation of the public and the physician.

Scarlet fever is a disease easily recognized,

and now at its early appearance, or a sus-

picion of its appearance the mother isolates

the child and sends for the doctor, and the

result is that there are to-day in the United
States only one-ninth of the deaths from
scarlet fever that there were in 1880.

The deaths from diphtheria were not so

markedly affected by isolation and disinfect-

ion
;
but in 1895 diphtheria antitoxin was dis-

covered, and immediately upon its application

the death rate from diphtheria fell. Older
physicians will reinember with what horror

we recognized diphtheria in the eighties and
the early nineties. In 1886, a doctor, one who
was a doctor simply because he w'as the sev-

enth son of a seventh son and had no medical
education at all, in northern Alichigan, report-

ed to the State Board of Health there was an
epidemic of a new disease in the village in

which he pi’acticed. I was sent by the State

Board of Health to investigate this disease.

The children in the public sebool, when one of

them died, Avere dismissed for an hour; the
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corpse was brought into the school, the chil-

dren formed in line, and each kissed the

corpse, and it was diphtheria, and practically

every child in that village died of the disease.

It was my good fortune to be present in

one of the lecture rooms in the University of

Budapest in 1894, when Roux announced the

discovery of diphtheria antitoxin. There
were assembled the most eminent sanitarians

from every part of the world, and I saw what
1 had never seen before, I saw these great men
stand on the seats and throw their hats to the

ceiling and hurrah, and each one of us went
to his respective home with a bottle of diph-

theria antitoxin in his pocket, and to-day

when this remedy is properly used on the

first day of the appearance of the membrane
in the throat, there are no deaths from diph-

theria. (Applause.) When delay in its use

extends to the second day, the death rate

runs from five to ten per cent.
;
when it ex-

tends to the third or fourth day, it runs up to

thirty, forty and even fifty per cent.

Tid)erculosis, the great white plague, has
been reduced in thirty years 54 per cent,

in this country. If the death rate for tu-

berculosis which prevailed in 1901, had con-

tinued through the ten years following, there

would have been two hundred thousand more
deaths in the United States from this disease

during that deeennium than did occur. In
other words, we have saved on an average

during that ten years twenty thousand lives

from that disease alone. A battle in which
twenty thousand are slain stirs the world at

the time, and fills the pages of history of the

future. Preventive medicine measures its

successes not by lives slain but by lives sav-

ed, and twenty thousand a year from one dis-

ease in one country is no small matter. (Ap-
plause.)

For a hundred years we dreaded yellow
fever. It threatened our shores annually.

It visited every now and then cities of the

south. Do you remember the horrible epi-

demic at Memphis in 1878, at Decatur, Ala-
bama, in 1888, and at New Orleans several

times. A^ellow fever was a great scourge to

Cuba, and the brightest page to be written in

our interference with the affairs of Cuba will

not be the attack of Shafter on the land, or
the victory of Sampson and Schley on the
sea, but it will be the story of relieving the
Pearl of the Antilles of yellow fever, the
work of Reed and his helpers, a work which
rendered the building of the Panama Canal
a possibility. (Applause.) The statistician

Hoffman states that the saving of lives from
tuberculosis alone during ten years has added
in the aggregate 6,200,000 years of life. Is

this a work worth doing? Is it something in

which we should be interested? A man of

forty-five years of age to-day is younger, more

effective and capable of doing more than his

father was at thirty, and, as I have stated,

if we were to put into iiraetiee what we
know, what has already been demonstrated
in the prevention of the infectious diseases,

the average of human life in this country
could be easily increased fifteen years more.
Think of it, fifteen years more added to the

life of the average citizen in the United
States—one hundred million citizens; one
hundred million times fifteen years; one bil-

lion five hundred million of years in the ag-

gregate is to be added to the life of this gen-
eration if the people would attempt to master
everj^hing pertaining to our national health.

It has been argued, and I have sometimes
heard it said that disease is a good thing;
that it carries off the people who ought to die,

and that in the long run the race is the better.
Let us say something about that. In order
to benefit the race disease ought to kill before
the time of maturity, before the time of re-

production. Therefore, this can be true only
of the diseases which kill the children. Thirty
years ago twenty-six per cent, of the children
born in this country died before they reached
five years of age. To-day about sixteen per
cent, of the children l)orn in this country die
before they reach five years of age. What
is the most potent cause? I cannot go into all

causes, but what is the most potent cause of
the high death rate among infants? I know
of nothing which better illustrates the blun-
dering, stupid way in which man progresses
than to tell you how men found out why there
is such a high death rate among infants. Of
course, this has been long known to the med-
ical profession. It has been long lamented.
For a hundred years doctors fought to ascer-
tain the causes of the high death rate among
children. One doctor was quite sure that it

was due to the east wind, because the east
wind prevailed when he was busy among the
babies. Another doctor for the same reason
thought it was due to the west wind, and so
it was attributed to the winds from every
point of the compass. One man was sure
that it was diie to people living in the low-
lands because his sick babies were found in

this locality. Another man was quite sure
that it was due to living upon highlands.
One genius said it was due to spots on the
sun. (Laughter.) I do not suppose there is

any affliction to which flesh is heir, that
somebody has not suggested that it was due
to spots on the sun. If it were due to spots
on the sun we could not wipe them out easily.

During the International (Medical Congress
in 1888, I read a paper in whicli 1 suggested
that milk might be llie cause of the high death
rate among children. AV hen I finislied the

paper an elderly man of international repute

was called uimn to discuss it, and after throw-
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ing me some worthless compliments he pro-

ceeded to -demolish it. He said,
‘

‘ The doctor
‘spoke about milk hurting anybody. Have we
not been drinking milk since the time of

Adam? The high death rate among children

is due to the use of the baby perambulator.
Since perambulators came into use the death
rate has increased.” And when 1 was called

upon to close the discussion 1 said I was will-

ing to withdraw any statement about milk,

and that no one could deny that in this coun-
try at least the deaths among children had
increased since baby buggies had come into

iise. 1 thought my friend had the wrong
cause and I suggested it was the carrying of

umbrellas. We do that more frequently than
our ancestors did. Now we know that the

real cause of the high death rate among in-

fants is poisonous milk. We know that dirty
milk, milk containing bacteria, under high
temperature, such as prevails in our summer
months, i^roduces in milk poisons that are

(piite as deadly as arsenic or strychnia, and
whether the child lives or not depends upon
the intelligence of the woman who feeds it.

These poisons are generated by bacteria in

milk, and will kill good children, just as well

as bad children, healthy and strong children,

just as well as weak and feeble children.

Talk aboiit disease weeding out the unfit,

there is just as much sense in this as there

would be for you to collect all the inhabitants

of Newport, march them in great numbers
up and down the streets, place blindfolded

men at the intersections of all streets with re-

I>eating rifle, and tell them to shoot into the

crowd as it went by. Do you suppose they
would kill only those who oiight to be killed?

Do you suppose the worthless, the thieves, the

liars, and vagabonds would be the only ones

to fall? Disease, like war, kills the strong

and vigorous, those best fitted to live.

When Ave began to study typhoid fever in

the American army in 1890, my colleagues

and I had that old idea that we would find ty-

phoid fever was most prevalent among those

who were the least healthy, and for that rea-

son we determined to make a careful study of

the previous record of every case of typhoid
fever. Of course, in the army that Avas easy

to do because we had the records, especially

of the regular soldiers, sometimes running
back for years, and Avhat did we find? We
found that of six thousand men Avho might
be called beloAV par in health, the i^er cent,

of typhoid fever Avas about seven. Among
forty thousand soldiers who Avere never sick

before in their lives the death rate Avas eigh-

teen per thousand, and among the men who
died from typhoid fever over eighty per cent,

of them Avere never sick before in fheir lives.

The explanation of this is perfectly plain,

klore men have t.yphoid fever than Avomen,

more adults than children, and why? Be-
cause the range of man’s activity on the av-
erage is wider than that of woman. He goes
here and there, up and down the country,
drinking all kinds of water, while the average
woman stays at home where the water is look-
ed after. Then, out of one hundred eases of
typhoid fever among the robust and vigorous,
and one hundred eases among the compara-
tively weakened people, the death rate will
be higher among the strong and robust, be-
cause in our combat with disease, the
stronger and inore vigoi-ous the man, the
greater the fight he puts up Avith the disease,
and it is this that kills him. A strong man
either gets well of an infectious disease in a
short time or he dies very speedily.
Another very important thing about the

infectious diseases is this: Wherever epi-
demics prevail lawlessness prevails. The
great historian Niebuhr says, there has never
been any marked deterioration in morals ex-
cept as the result of disease. The testimony
of all AAU'iters both lay and clerical upon this
subject is to the same point. Fathers in the
Catholic church, time after time, have Avrit-

ten that in the face of epidemic, man, instead
of having turned to God, has turned to de-
spair. He gives himself to all kinds of li-

centiousness and wickedness. And the same
is true to-day.

In 1888 there Avas an epidemic of yelloAV

fever at Decatur, Alabama. Decatur is a
small toAvn with about 2,500 or 3,000 inhab-
itants on the Louisville and Nashville rail-

road. As soon as the epidemic appeared at
Decatur the then health officer of Alabama,
the late Dr. Jerome Cochran, Avent to that
city to do all that he could to care for the
sick and stamp out the disease. The Mayor
of Decatur, through the Associated Press,

asked that help, food and clothing be sent to

Decatur. Dr. Cochran through the same ave-
nue asked that this be not done and why?
Because when the first trainload of provis-
ions and clothing went into Decatur its pop-
ulation multiplied several times. Every
worthless character in Tennessee, Georgia and
Alabama flocked to Decatur to become the
recipients of these gifts. The very thing that

the health authorities desired to prevent was
brought to pass. We find lawless people,

AA'orthless people, ahvays taking advantage of

every epidemic that occurs.

Now, my friends, I am not going to spend
the Avhole evening in telling you about the

past. Let us look at the present. Let us turn
our faces toAvard the future. Let us get doAvn
to the practical facts

;
let us come right home.

What is the death rate in Kentucky? What
are you doing here and Avhat should you do?
To lessen the death rate and to prolong life.

Of all the states in the registered area of the
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United States the death rate from tubercu-

losis is highest in Kentucky. There is a map
which we sometimes use, where the different

states are shaded according to the death rate

from tuberculosis, and the blackest state on

that map is Kentucky. Your death rate from

typhoid fever is twice the average death rate

in the registered area in the United States

—

forty-five per one hundred thousand, when
the average in the registered area is about

twenty-two. We ought to do something,

ought we not? This is not complimentary to

your state, is it? Kentucky is doing some-

thing. Kentucky is doing great work. It is

getting started, and you want to see that it

moves along as it should move. Y’^ou have

one of the most efficient State boards of health

in all of the states. You have one of the

best organized and most intelligent medical

societies in all the states. Your state authori-

ties have in the last two or three yeai’s exam-
ined the excreta from three hundred thou-

sand people
;
one-third of those have been

found to be infected with hook-worm, and
one-half with some intestiJial parasite. This

is a great work. It is a grand work. You
have introduced into the last session of your

Legislature a bill providing for a full-time

health officer in every county in the state. It

passed the House. In ^Michigan we had such

a bill introduced and it never got out of the

committee. It never went before either

House, but in Kentucky it passed the House.

Of course, there are certain extenuating cir-

cumstances about the wide prevalence of tu-

berculosis in Kentuclrv'. It is largely due to

the colored population crowded in your cities

and living under the most unsanitary condi-

tions. But remember, that bacilli from col-

ored men are just as infectious as they are

from a white man, and they do not kill only

the darkies, and besides you want to save the

darkies, too. You want to be up and doing.

What are we going to do ail over this country

to prolong life, to make people more healthy,

because health is a relative term, and to in-

crease the efficiency of all?

Dr. jMcCormack has told you that the earn-

ing capacity of these people who have been
treated for hook-worm diseases has on the av-

erage increased threefold since they have been

treated
;
that is to say, the man who was pro-

ducing a dollar a day is now producing thi*ee

dollars a day. See to it that the men who go

to* your Legislature pledge themselves to look

after the best interests of your citizens. (Ap-

plause.) The health of its citizens is the

most valuable asset of any state. It is some-

thing which deserves the attention, the earn-

est attention of everybody who is interested

in the progress of the race, and God pity

the man or woman who is not. No one of iis

can solve the great riddle of the universe
;
no

one of us can name the place from which we
came

;
no one can name the country to which

we shall journey, but we do know that man’s

highest service is to his fellow man.

A story is told in the long, long ago of a

Prince of India. The son looked forward to

commanding his armies, to ruling his empire,

and the daughter went one day into the tem-

ple and prostrated herself before the image

of her god. She asked what she could do.

She lay prone upon the floor; she felt upon
her shoulder a touch like that of a child. She
was commanded to rise, and as she stood an
angel appeared to her and said: “Wouldst
thou serve thy God?” ‘‘Such is my desire,”

she replied. “Then go forth and serve thy
fellowman.” That is the highest service that

comes to anyone, and what higher service can
we render than in x^i’^venting disease and
death ? We want in each county in this state

and in every state a full-time health

officer who shall make it his business,

and his sole business to find every case

of disease, the conditions under which
that disease originated, and be able to stamp
out the cause of the disease. In this great

work women must play a veiy important part.

This health officer must be assisted by sani-

tary inspectors, most of whom must be women,
who can go into the home and find out what
the trouble is. To those who are in poverty

she will cany material aid
;
to those who are

ignorant, she will carry the light of knowl-

edge; to those who are vicious, she will di-

rect the hands of the law.

I do not know how it is here in Newport,
but in the beautiful town in which I live, a

place of not more than twenty thousand in-

habitants, a village beneath the shadow of

the great university, where six thousand stu-

dents spend from four to six years in getting

an education, I know in that town, under the

shadow* of the university buildings, there are

homes where it is just as impossible for chil-

dren to grow into healthy citizenship as it

is for oranges to grow at the North Pole.

Now, are there such jilaces here? Are there

homes where vice breeds? Are there homes
where king alcohol reigns? Are there slums,

are there places of viciousness? Bemember,
that no tree can continue healthy and be able

to bear good fruit so long as some of its roots

are diseased. It is national health that we
want. This problem is a community problem.

It is no more the business of the physician to

eradicate disease than it is the merchant, the

lawyer, the tailor, and the man in any posi-

tion. It is the duty of the physician Imow-
ing how diseases originate and how they

spread, to |ioint out the way in which they

can be eradicated, and llie i)hysicians of this

countiy are doing it.

I represent the American medical profes-
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siou and the American iMedical Association,

matle up of some fifty thousand doctors in

this country. Each doctor belonging to the

Association pays five dollars a year. We pub-
lish the Journal of the American Medical As-
sociation; we get some profit from the adver-

tising, and we are spending twenty thousand
dollars a year trying to teach i)eople how not
to be sick. (Applause.) Some years ago we
had a governor of Michigan who said, in wel-

coming the Amex'ican Public Health Associa-

tion at a meeting, held in Detroit, after re-

ferring to the fact that these men had left

their occupations and had come from long

distances to consult together how to prevent
disease: ‘‘If during official career I

should be called upon to preside at a gather-
ing of lawyers, met for the purpose of pre-

venting litigation, then I would say with
Simeon of old, “Let thy servants depart in

peace, for mine e.yes have seen thy salvation.”
(Laughter.) When I tell an audience that

the medical profession of this country is

spending thousands of dollars a year in trying
to teach peojxle how not to be ill, generally a
smile of credulity goes around. They think
there must be something hidden. There is

no greater .mistake in the world than that
money is the strongest incentive to action.

Any good lawyer will prevent litigation if he
can. Any good doctor will prevent disease if

he can, and did you ever think that every
physician who practices medicine in Newport
or anywhere else renders the public a service

many times greater than that which he ren-

ders his patient. When one of your doctors
treats a ease of scarlet fever or diphtheria, or

any other communicable diseases, he does the
best he possibly can for that patient. He pre-

vents the spread of the disease; he protects
you

;
he protects the other citizens. The aver-

age number of cases of scarlet fever from one
case unwatched by a physician is about fif-

teen, closely watched by a physician the av-
erage is less than two. That being the case,

to-day every conscientious doctor is render-
ing the public a service for which he gets no
pay, demands none, and which is not recog-
nized. If medicine is to render its highest
service to man, the time must come when ev-

ery citizen will be examined once or twice a
year, not to cure them of ills already estab-

lished, but to prevent illness, and this exam-
ination will be as thorough as that now made
for the highest life insurance. The man who
is ill, if he has an infectious disease, will have
his illness so gixarded that it will be of no
danger to anyone. The man who is ill of a

disease which affects himself oidy will have
the best possible treatment. If he is able to

liay for it, he may choose his doctor and pay
for it. If he is not able to pa.y for it the

state will see that he has as good service as

the wealthy man. The community, the state
the nation is a collection of people for mutual
benefit. The infirmities that come to indi-

viduals rest heavily upon them, but scarcely
less heavilj' upon the community. The time
must come wdien the state will send its sani-
tary inspectors as often as may be necessary
into every home. Disease and crime will be
found in their breeding places; these will be
disinfected, and the time will come when the
superman, the betterman, the man whose
highest service is in helping his fellowman,
will come into his own. Will it be our nation
which will develop this better man? It seems
hardh^ credible that the great civilizations of
Europe are to-day plunged into a barbarous
war; but this has thrown upon the people
cf these United States a greater responsibil-
ity. Is civilization -to laps.e and the nations
again to fall into ignorance and barbarism?
To-day the United States of America is the
only great nation not in danger. Can we
demonstrate that war is unnecessary? I was
reading only yesterday the production of a
great Frenchman who studied the way in
which Europe is living now, and I may say
that this great Frenchman died three or four
years ago. He said there must be one of two
things, civil war among the different nations,

or international war. We are not taking care
of the health of the people.

Now, my friends, I have talked too long,

but there is just one thing that I cannot re-

frain from mentioning. The curse of the
venereal diseases hangs heavily upon us; the
curse of feeblemixidedness hangs heavily
upon us. While the great things I have men-
tioned have been done in combating the in-

fectious diseases, there is to-day, so far as we
can learn, about one in every five hundred
persons who is defective mentally, and at the
rate at which defectives are multiplying, in

1970 there will be one out of two hundred
and fifty feebleminded. The number will be
doubled. I am not a pessimist; I am an op-
timist. I hope to be killed off if I ever be-
come a pessimist, but if we are going to cure
disease we must know where the disease lies.

Are we going to pay no attention to these
things ? Are we to be so delicate that we can-
not talk about them—the venereal diseases, or
shall we treat them as we treat scarlet fever

and diphtheria, isolate every case until it is

well, treat them as we treat small-pox? What
would you think of a city that took small-pox
and gave one part of the city over to it, and
say, “Everybody can have small-pox that

wants to live there.” What are the cities do-

ing with regard to j)restitution and vice?

The same thing. As long as these conditions

exist we cannot help to grow into that state of

health from which the better man Avill result.
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There is no higher duty devolving iipon us to-

day than to look after the health of our citi-

zens.

I thank you. (Loud applause.)

SYMPOSIUM ON RHEUMATISM

THE ETIOLOGY OF RHEUMATISM.*

By J. i\I. Salmon, Ashland.

Aci;te articular rheumatism is an infectious

disease caused by an infective agent as yet un-

known. Since 1887, when IMantle obtained a

microeeus from the fluid of the joints and

from the blood of rheumatic patients, numer-

ous investigators have endeavored to ascer-

tain the specific germ or germs of this dis-

ease. Staphylococci, streptococci and various

otlier organisms have been found and describ-

ed. Animal inoculation with these organisms

obtained from the joint fluid, blood, throat

and endocardial vegetations have resulted in

the development of lesions of the joints and
endocardium very similar to these of acute

rheumatic fever.

It is unnecessary to make more than pass-

ing mention of the work of Boynton and
Payne, Beattie, Walker, Riva and Meyer. The
latter first demonstrated that the strepto-

cocci of rheumatic tonsilitis produce arthritis

and pericarditis cf the rheumatic type in rab-

bits. Tunnieliff's work on the opsonic index
indicates the streptococcic anture of acute

rheumatism and the animal experiments of

Coombs, Jackson and Rosenow have demon-
strated to the satisfaction of many authorities

that one or more of the various strains of

streptococci constitute the specific infective

agents of this disease. Rosenow, by a special

technique based upon the maintenance of

proper oxygen tension in the culture media,

siiceeeded in isolating pure cultures of strep-

tococci from the joints of sixteen out of nine-

teen non-fatal, uncomplicated eases of acute

rheumatic fever, and also from the blood in

five out of eight such cases.

Inoculation of rabbits with these pure cul-

tures was followed by endocarditis, myocar-
ditis and arthritis. Moreover, these experi-

ments demonstrated an affinity on the part of

the organisms for the special tissues involved

in the eases from which they had been obtain-

ed. There are probably many points of en-

trance for the organisms of rheumatism. That
rheumatic attacks are commonly preceded by
tonsilitis has long been known. It is establish-

ed also that the removal of the tonsils is often

followed by complete freedom from rheuma-

*Read before the Kentucky State Medical Association,
Newport, September 22-25, 1914.

tism in patients who had previously been
great sufferers from the malady.

Other infectious diseases, e. g., meningitis

and scarlet fever are often folMwed by so-

called secondary rheumatism, but it is doubt-

ful whether the arthritis in these cases is due
to the specific germ of rheumatism or the

germs which cause the primary infection.

Rheumatism, ilke other infectious diseases,

often occurs epidemically. In localities where
it is almost always prevalent it may entirely

disappear for a time. On the other hand,

there may suddenly be a marked increase in

the numher of eases.

In temperate and moist climates the dis-

ease seems to be especially prevalent. The
British Isles have seemed to possess the most
favorable conditions for rheumatism, but it is

found generally throughout the temperate

zone and is about equally prevalent in Cana-

da and Egypt. The greatest number of cases

occur in the winter months, but occasionally

epidemics have been observed in mid-summer.

The statistics of most large hospitals show

admission of nearly sixty per cent, of eases

of rheumatism during the first four months

of the year. Rheum? tism is a disease of young

adults, eighty per cent, occurring between tlie

twentieth and fortieth years (Whipham). It

is rare before the fifth year, but has occurred

in sucklings. Struiiqiel mentions the case of

a child which died when only a few days old

and the autopsy showed a multiple purulent

arthritis. The mother, at the time of the

child’s birth, was suffering from a severe at-

tack of acute rheumatism.

Males and females are about equally affect-

ed, although ])cfore the age of twenty the fe-

males predominate.

Whipham ’s Report for the Collective Inves-

tigation Committee of the British Medical As-

sociation gives 375 males and 279 females.

The influence of heredity is doubtful.

Church does not believe that heredity has

anything to do with the causation of rheuma-

tism.

There is an apparent tendency toward fam-

ily epidemics, a fact which may argue for the

contagiousness of the disease.

One attack does not confer immunity; on

the contrary, it predisposes to other attacks.

Exposure to cold has long been considered

an etiologic factor and the prevalence of the

disease in those whose occupations expose

them to the elements favors this view.
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PKOPIIYLAXIS AND TKEATMENT OF
ACUTE KHEUMATTG FEVEK.*

Jiy G. G. Thornton, Lebanon.

Your essayist feels that if it were possible

for him to clear up all of the unknown per-

taining to this subject, even though the paper
niiglit be short, it would be (piite interesting.

He will now, however, assure you that it will

be short anyway, which, if not interesting

will be of some consolation to you. lie will

further say that lie feels utterly inadequate to

fill the place and task assigned him by the

jirogram eomfnittee.

AVith the meager matter that is already
known to you all, he feels that if he could dis-

miss the subject as the school-boy did his com-
position for Friday afternoon exercises he
would be relieved. The teacher had given
him a subject on which to write that did not

appeal to his taste in composition and he
wrote, “Ladies and gentlemen, 1 know noth-

ing about this subject, I care nothing about
this subject, therefore I’ll say nothing about
this subject.” Your essayist cannot consist-

ently take this position, however little he
knows that is new to this body of medical men,
because he does care something about it.

In any battle, it is necessary to know the

enemy, to know where he is located, to know
his method of attack if possible, that we may
be the better prepared to repulse that attack

if we can and if not, that we may at least not
be comijelled to sun*ender.

This enemy has lieen defined by one as, an
infectious disease, which manifests itself by
its tendency to involve the joints and serous

membranes elsewhere
;
by another as an acute

febrile disease, associated with more or less

profuse acid sweats and characterized by an
exi;dative non-suppurative inflammation of

the joints and a peculiar tendency to second-

ary involvement of the endocardium, pericar-

dium and heart muscle; by another as an
acute non-contagious fever, dependent upon
an unknown infective agent, and characteriz-

ed by multiple arthritis and a tendency to in-

flamation of the fibrous tissues.

AVith these definitions of the disease clearly

before us with its etiology as given by the pre-

ceding essayist the means to be useil in iis

prophylaxis would naturally he the avoiding
of the infection so far as that is possible,

which at present is about like the boy putting
salt on the bird’s tail in order to catch it.

In persons who have always been free from
this disease, advice along this line prior to

the first attack would be of little Avorth, but

to those who have experienced one attack, who

*Re«'id before the Kentucky State Medical Association,

Newport, September 22-25, 1914.

are naturally more prone to suffer from it in

the future, it might be of immense value. It

is entirely possilile that all of us are exposed
to the dangers of this infective agent often
and that the only reason Ave do not suffer

from it, is because of a systemic immunity, or
because its portals of entry are too Avell

guarded, or, possibly because the portals are
closed by vigilant and healthy organs. At
present the tonsils are regarded as being one
of the avenues of entry and they might al-

Avays be looked after, and if not in a perfect-

ly normal condition might be treated, or if

giving much trouble of themselves, or if much
hypertrophied might be removed, thus doing
aAvay Avith this source of danger entirely. The
patient Avho has had an attack (and it Avould
certainly be Aiseless fo suggest anything about
it to others) should be informed about the
dangers of recurrences, and should be instruc-

ted as to their diet, as to imprudence in eat-

ing, as to the importance of keeping the bow-
els open as to avoiding excesses of all kinds,

as to dangers arising from getting hot and
sudden chilling of the body, or anything
Avhieh might lower the Aotal resistance to any
infection.

It may very properly he questioned AA'helh-

er any particular diet Avould predispose to the

disease or have any tendency to preA'ent it,

but surely over-eating, or irregular eating, or
eating things which disagree Avith the pati-

ent, might in a Avay act as an inviting cause,

at least.

By aA'oiding certain occupations, A\Lich nec-

essarily expose one to dangers of becoming
over heated and then cooling off suddenly, or
expose them to sudden changes in the AA'eath-

er. or to risk the inclemencies of the AAmather

Avithout diie protection, some risk might be
aA'oided.

The clothing should be of siAch a character
as to protect the body frotn sudden chilling,

but I am sure there are few who Avill agree

Avith an old professor of mine who said that

if the rheumatic Avould persist in taking off

his flannel he should not do so before July 1,

and should put it on again July 2.

In spite of all precautions taken by the

most cautious of those Avho are susceptible to

this infection, some patients AAdll suffer from
recurrences of this disease. Those Avho have
not a natural immunity to it can have little

assurance that they Avill not have a recur-

rence.

TREATMENT.

In presenting the subject of treatment for

this disease it will hardly be necessary to men-
tion the large Avell-ventilated room, free from
noise and disturbances, and the kind of bed
and the trained nurse, AA-hieh have been so of-

ten mentioned by all AAwiters on all medical
subjects, that they have become actual indis-
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pensable necesisties, which often have to be dis-

pensed with, in a general practice. Not tliat

these things are not necessary and useful

measures to have and use, but that it seems
unnecessary to cover the ground which is so

thoroughly covered by text books.

As regards diet, in this as in the beginning

of all acute diseases, if the patient is not hun-
gry, and generally he is not, he should abstain

fx’om all food until his appetite calls for

something. There can be little doubt that in

the patient with a high temperature, or with

any temperature above normal, where the

patient not only has no appetite, but where
food is actually repulsive to him, where the

powers for digestion are impaired, or actually

out of commission, with a disposition to con-

tinually urge the patient to stuff by the

friends often backed up by the doctor, this

kind of feeding which might properly be call-

ed over-feeding, is productive of much more
harm than good in all kinds of acute felxrile

conditions. If the jxatient is hungry there

can be no good reasons for not allowing an
amount of easily digested food in quantifies

sufficient to satisfy actual hunger. Food
which is tliorougldy digested and assimilated,

does good, but where it fails to digest and
undergoes fermentation, does no good and
some harm by the absorption of the products
unsuitable for use in the economy, in acute

sickness wiiere nature withdraws the appetite,

she does it as a wise provision and it is one to

which the medical profession should have re-

gard.

The patient craves cold water, and it

should be given to the capacity of the stomach
to retain and absorb. To some extent is al-

lays thirst, acts as a diuretic and diaphoretic
and promotes elimination.

The bowels should be kept open without ex-

cessive purgation. The patient ’s limbs should
be placed in as comfortable a position as pos-

sible, wdth pillows under the knees and arms
or wherever they may seem to give comfort.
Plaster of Paris bandages and splints might
have a place in a hospital, but are seldom
used in private practice. Hot applications in

the form of turpentine stupes, hot^water bot-

tles, or hot liniments afford some comfort and
do some good, besides they serve to keep the

fi’iends and nurse busy and better satisfied

that something is being done. The faith

wliich some of the laity have in liniments is

almost marvelous, though occasionally they
will express a fear that the applications will

drive the rheumatism to the heart.

IMesotan has been recommended (possibly

mostly by its pi'omoters) to be rubbed in over

the affected joints, on tlxe theory that the sali-

cylic compound contained tlierein would be

absorbed and go directly to the synovial mem-
brane involved. This theory is hardly ten-

able from the fact that the synovial membrane
is not in contiguity witli the sulxcutieular tis-

sues, and tlierefore any substance passing
through the skin woukl have to be taken up
by the blood, or lymphatics and have to pass
through them in order to reach the parts in-

volved. Whatever good it does other than
as a counter-irritant must, therefore, be done
as a S3’stemic remedy. Its usefulness is sure-
ly very slight.

Sodium salicylate, whether made from the
synthetic salicylic acid or from that made from
the oil of wiutergreen, can be relied on if giv-
en id 10 to 15 grain doses from 2 to 4 hours
apart till the prominent symptoms are miti-
gated or till some unpleasant effects from
the medicine are experienced. It has been
thought that the sodium salicylate made from
the synthetic acid is more inclined to dis-

agree with the stomach, but this effect is very
doubtful. Doth preparations are very much
inclined when pressed to upset the stomach.
After pain and swelling have subsided it can
be given in smaller doses and farther apart,
still aiming to shield the stomach all that can
be and keeping the system under the influence
of the medicine til! all danger of a reerudes-
enee has passed.

Should the stomach rebel at the sodium salt,

acid-acetylo-salieylate (Asperin) can be giv-

en in 8 to 10 grain doses 2 hours apart till

better and then less often as with the sodium
salicylate. Should this have unpleasant effect

as it will frequently do diplosal can be given
in the same size doses ami repeated the same
way with possibly as good effect and with
much less disturbance of the stomach. These
drugs are very dependable and can be chang-
ed one for the other and by giving the sodium
in solution well diluted and the others in cap-
sules followed with half a glass or more of
water their bad effects on the stomach may be
mitigated that they may be used to the extent
the case recpiires.

Kecently Dr. Louis G. Heyn, of Cincinnati,

(in Journal A. ]\I. A., Sept, loil) reports 125
joints affections (which I infer were rheu-

matic) treated by the use of Sodium Salicy-

late by the rectum, thereby relieving the

stomach of the disagreeable effects which it

often has. He declares that it is quickly ab-

sorbed, and that it can be given in from Zii.

to Ziiss, every 12 hours fill its effect is ob-

served and then in smaller doses ami continu-

ed as if given by the mouth. This method of

introducing the medicament into the system
can be used in general pi'actice as efficiently

as in hos])ital practice, and in eases where the

stomach rebels, it might be the most effective

jiroeedure that could be juirsued. It would
be well to bear this idea in mind and use it

liefore giving the sfomach too severe a trying

out.
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Should these well known and thoroughly

tried means not give satisfaction after a fair

trial, a trial of the phylacogens might be in

order. Since they have been brought out,

however, the experience of j’our essayist has

been so entirely satisfactory with the other

drugs mentioned that he has not felt the need

of them, hence has not tried them and there-

fore can not speak of their merits.

In treating this disease the complications,

peri-carditis, endocarditis, myocarditis, and
meningitis should be looked for although

there is little to be done in the wya of pre-

venting them except by skillfully managing
the original disease and bringing about a

speedy recovery and thus lessening the chan-

ces of complications.

One other matter that may need at-

tention in this trouble is to see that the pati-

ent gets a proper amount of sleep,—natural

sleep if possible, but if not, sleep produced by
hypnotics. To secure sleep the pain must be

relieved and if the agents mentioned have

not done this then give from 10 to 15 minims
of Ueod. Tr. Opii. with 15 to 20 grains of

chloral hydrate and rejicat in half dose in one

and two hours if needed, always beginning

at ordinary bed time or any time during the

night after when indicated.

Chronic Pulmonary Tuberculosis in Childhood.

—The point Riviere puts forward as something

new is the fact, hitherto unrecorded, that inter-

scapular impairment as an early sign of tubercu-

losis of tracheobronchial glands occurs on the

right side only. Evidence is collecting to point

to pressure on the right pulmonary artery in

which it passes in front of the bifui’cation glands

as the causation of these right-sided signs. The

bifurcation glands are those most commonly tu-

berculous of all the thoracic group; they show

the most extreme changes, and hence are prob-

ably the first to suffer. Hence a sign which

depends on enlargement of the bifurcation glands,

if subsequent research confirms this, must be of

considerable value in' the diagonsis of tubercu-

lous disease in tbe chest.

It is an increase in size and in dulness of this

area on the right side which constitutes the

sign. The normal impairment becomes more

marked, being often sufficient to be termed “dul-

ness,” and extends out 2 or 3 inches from the

middle line. The area extends downward to the

sixth, seventh, or even the eighth dorsal spine

while its outer limit, mapped by percussion from

without inward, forms a well-defined curved line,

though the note outside it is sometimes not so

good as that over corresponding parts of the op-

posite lung. It is interesting and important that

this clear outer limit can be shown to undergo

a distinct respiratory fluctuation during deep

breathing.

OBSCURE RITEIDIATISM IN CHILD-
HOOD.*

By S. P. Garrison, Bellevue.

Rheumatism as it affects children, pro-

duces a symptom complex, differing entirely

from that seen in the adult.

It is a rather rare condition under two

years of age, although not so rare as was

formerly supposed, occurring • with greater

frequency after the age of six.

The early manifestations of the disease are

very obscure, if one is expecting to find adult

symptoms, and for this reason the disease was,

until quite recently, supposed to be a very

rare one in early life; but since a deeper and

more thorough study of the subject has been

made and its peculiarities have become better

understood we find that it constitutes quite a

fair percentage of the diseases of childhood.

In England it is said that about eight (8)

per cent, of the children are affected with

rheumatism, while in the United States the

percentage is not quite so high.

If one has in mind only the adult tjqie of

articular rheumatism, with all of its well de-

fined symptoms, especially articular symp-

toms, he "^vill be sure to overlook many of the

earlier manifestations of the disease in the

child.

The early symptoms of this disease being
so obscure, are difficult to detect, and are so

slow and insidious in their onset and so pro-

gressive in character, that a well defined case

may present itself before it has produced any
particular discomfort in the child or before

the attention of the parent has been called to

it, and it is not unusual for the trouble to be

discovered accidentally. Children, as a rule,

are not eomplainers. and this is probably an-

other reason why the early symptoms are so

frequently overlooked.

You may ask, Avhy is it necessary to pay
such attention to a disease which produces so

little discomfort to the patient. But Avhen it

is remembered that in over ninety (90) per
cent, of children Avith rheumatism the heart is

the organ AAdiieh suffers most, the answer is

self-evident. If Ave Avish to conserve the adult

heart, Ave must AA-atch carefully and treat ac-

cordingly these early manifestations of the

disease in children. In presenting the symp-
toms of this disease it Avill be necessai'y to

very briefly mention some of the most import-

ant and prominent symptoms as they occur

*Read before the Kentueky State Medical Association,
Newport, September 22-25, 1914.
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in the adult, in order that by contrast the

symptoms in childhood may be presented

more forcibly.

In the adult a typical attack comes on with

a chill, high fever, profuse acid perspiration

and pronounced articular symptoms, while in

the child, the onset is slow, patient has only

a slight fever, no perspiration and very lit-

tle if any swelling, pain or redness of the

joints.

The symptoms on the part of the joints are

usually not severe enough to keep the patient

in bed and unless the lower extremities are

involved will not even keep him from walk-

ing.

These mild cases may recover in from two

to four weeks even without treatment or with-

out a diagnosis having been made, but one at-

tack predisposes to another and in a siibse-

quent attack the heart is almost sure to be in-

volved.

Every practitioner has at times heard par-

ents speak of their child having “growing
pains.” They seem to consider it a necessary

part in the development of the child ; and
quite frequently have we neglected not only

to advise the parents to the contrary and to

enforce on their minds that no such thing as

“growing pains” exists; but also to study

into the cause of those pains to see whether or

not they were manifestations of rheumatism.

Arthritis is not an early symptom in the

child, for when it occurs sufficiently to at-

tract the attention of the patient or their par-

ents, it means that the disease has made con-

siderable advancement and at that stage the

parents will bring the child with the diag-

nosis already made.

There are, of course, some eases where the

soreness and stiffness about the joint and the

inuseular spasm are so severe that the patient

absolutely refuses to walk, biit such is the ex-

ception and not the rule. These are some-
times mistaken for incipient tuberculosis of

the joint.

Ordinary “stiff neck,” especially when as-

sociated with or accompanied by sore throat

or tonsillitis, and no marked cervical adenitis,

is frequently an early manifestation of rheu-
matism and should be carefully watched and
treated as such.

The relation which pharyngitis and tonsil-

litis bears to rheumatism has been the source

of nuieh discussion; but in many eases the re-

lation is certainly a close one and children

who are subject to frequent attacks of sore-

throat should be regarded as probably rheu-

matic and watched carefully for other mani-

festations of the disease. IMost authorities

consider that the tonsils are the structiires

through which the rheumatic poison is absorb-

ed, although the nose and gastro intestinal

tract may sometimes be the portal of infect-

ion.

Various forms o£ skin eruptions may occur

in connection wdth rheumatism. An ery-

thema, rather transient in character and lo-

cated near the larger joints may occur. A
rheumatic purpura is rare. One observer has

noted a pin point eruption about the hands
and feet, which later develops into small ves-

icles, and then desqiia mates. The patient

may complain of considerable itching with

this eruption.

An anaemia is a rather constant symptom
in rheumatic patients both during and be-

tween attacks. Tlie effect of the rheumatism
])oison upon the blood is said to resemble that

of malaria. In severe eases of anemia, when
we detect a cardiac murmur, it may be dif-

ficult to determine whether it is a “liaemic”
murmur or one due to endocarditis.

Another condition coincident with other

rheumatic manifestations was first noted in

1S81 and described as “subcutaneous tendin-

ous nodules.” These consist of oval semi-

transparent, filmous nodules, occurring most
frequently at the back of the elbow, over the

malleoli or at the margin of the patella.

These nodules are better felt than seen and
are not of very frequent occurrence in this

country.

That there is a vei’y close relationship be-

tween chorea and rheumatism, most authors

ai’e agreed. In some cases it is one of the

first manifestations of rheumatism, the ar-

ticular symptoms soon following, or perhaps
endocarditis without joint symptoms.

Holt has found that in fifty-six (56) per

cent, of his cases, chorea and rheumatism
were associated, but in that classification he

did not include his cases of endocarditis with-

out joint symptoms. In analyzing some three,

hundred cases, Fraser found a personal or

famil,v history of rheumatism in ninety (90)

per cent, and he goes so far as to state that

in his opinion all cases of chorea are of rheu-

matic origin.

To be on the safe side, the physician, when
dealing with cases of chorea should always be

on the lookout for other symptoms of rheuma-
tism.

The rheumatic toxin seems to exert its in-

fluence on the unstable nervous system of the

child rather earl.v. One of the first s.vmp-

toms ma,y be simpl.v an unusual irritabilit.y of

the child, the.v then become nervous, easily

frightened, jerking and starting in tlufir slee]>

and if not treated, the contraction of the vol-

untary im;seles occur and other s.vmptoms of

chorea or rheumatism soon follow.

An early and very important symptom of

rheumatism is the presence of fever, not high

as in the adult, but a low fever perhaps not

going above 100 1-2 or 101 and usual!.y reach-
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ing normal in the morning. This fever some-
times called the “mysterious fever” may be

the only symptom present for some time and
may only be detected aeeidentallJ^

The presence of this slight fever 'with pos-

sibly a slight acceleration of pulse makes one

suspicious of a beginning tubercular infect-

ion.

As the patient does not consider himself

sick enough to be confined to his bed, it is

with difficultj^ that he is controlled and while

the attack may subside without any apparent
l)ad results, still in many cases it is not long

until the patient is complaining of dyspnoea
upon exertion and a careful examination will

reveal a badly damaged heart.

The Jiiost important manifestation of rheu-

matism from a prognostic point of view is on
the part of the heart. The endocardium, myo-
cardium or pericardium may each or all be-

come involved.

The high percentage of cardiac involve-

ment as given by some authorities may be ac-

counted for, l)ecause of the greater suseepti-

])ility of the heart to inflammatory changes
in the youth, and also to the fact that many
cases of a mild type which do not affect the

heart are entirely overlooked.

The mode of onset of cardiac affections in

the child, differs very materiallj^ from that

in the adult. In the adidt with acute articu-

lar rheumatism we are watching and almost

expecting the heart to become involved, but
in the child the onset is very insi'lious and the

first symptom noted may be a severe endo-

carditis. This peculiarity of rheumatism in

the child conslitutrs one of the greatest dan-
gers of valvular disease in the young.
Upon physical examination, it may be very

difficult to detect, in the early stages, any in-

yolvement of the endocardium. The first re-

liable. symptom is a change in the rate in

rhythm of the pulse. It l)ecomes more rapid
and slightly irregular, followed sooner or
later by the tyi)ieal murmui- or thrill.

Authorities are not all agreed, as to

whether the endocardium or iiiyocardium is

first involved, but in either ease, the first

symptom noted is the same, the change in

rate or rhythm of the pulse.

The heart muscle becomes soft and flabby,

due to inflammatory and degenerative
changes.

The strong susceptibility of serous cav-

ities to inflammatoiy processes in children

makes ])ericarditis a rather frequent effect of

rheumatism and for this reason it is seen

more frf^cpiently in children than in adults.

It is frequently as.sociated Avith endocar-

ditis, its presence being made manifest in

acute eases by the existence of pain, although
in sul)acute eases the jAatient may not com-
plain of ain' pain.

When pericai’ditis is associated with endo-
carditis it usuallj^ renders the course of the

disease more severe and makes the immediate
as Avell as the remote outlook for recovery
moi-e doubtful.

The most characteristic form of pericar-

ditis, when it does occur, is the subacute dry,

fibrous form, which resiilts in considerable
thickening and extensive adhesions, and some-
times in complete obliteration of the pericar-

dial sac.

As can be readily seen from the symptoms
described and from the fact that these symp-
toms are more diffused in the child than in

the adult, it is frequently most difficult to

make an early diagnosis of rheumatism in the

child, and no one symptom can be depended
on to make such a cliagpiosis.

In determining whether or not a given set

of symptoms indicates rheumatism. Holt says

we should consider (1) family history, since

in early life, heredity is so impoi’tant an eti-

ological factor;

(2)

. Previous history of patient: not only

as regards the articular pains and swellings

;

the slight joint stiffness without swelling; the

indefinite Avandering pains of damp weather
and the so-called growing pains but also the

previoias existence of chorea, freqAient at-

tacks of tonsillitis, torticollis or erythema.

(3)

. A careful examination of the patient,

AAdiich should include an examination for

tendinous nodules
;

the temperature and a

careful examination of the heart.

So let us be more careful in the future, not

to OA-erlook this most serious disease; treat

the cases of sore-throat Avbich come to us, rad-

ically, if necessary, by removal of diseased

tonsils and adenoids ; do not pass by the child

Avith the so-called groAAung pains especially if

associated Avith an unaccountable fever and

examine carefully and frequently the heart

and Ave Avill be able not only to save life but

to prevent many a patient from becoming an

invalid from chronic valvular disease.

Improved Technic for Hlectrocardiography.

—

AYith the ordinary technic one never knoAA's from

AA’hat part of the heart the electric current is pro-

ceeding, and hence it is impossible to obtain

records under exactly similar conditions for

comparison Ax'ith other cases or eA'en AA'itli other

records of the same organ. Mayer says that he

has overcome this difficulty by taking the record

as the patient reclines in a zinc tub filled to a

certain mark AA'ith Avater. The volume of the

body plus the Avater is tlms ahvays the same, and

the area of condition is so large and so far from

the heart that minor differences become equal-

ized.
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CLASSIFICATION OF JOINT LESIONS.*

By W. J. Gerdino, Newport.

As we are gradually emerging from dark-

ness into daylight, conceptions in medicine

are constantly becomng clearer, therefore it

ments, thanks to bacteriologists and actino-

graphers, will, under the new order of things,

also require revision, even though much still

remain to be known in regard to many of the

conditions.

However unsatisfactory our present elassi-
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becomes imperative for us to change our per-

spective, and bj'' so doing, we must re-arrange

or re-adjust onr ideas in regard to disease

and diseased conditions.

The arthropathies, due to recent evolve-

*Reacl before the Kentucky State Medical Association,
Newport, September 22-25, 1914.

fication may be, for reasons later to be ex-

plained, we have nevertheless made consider-

able progress, so that the recognition and
treatment of the various lesions have been
considerably simplified.

The fact, that in our practice we see many
palients with joint lesions, and that hereto-

fore those that were thought to he simple in
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character are really complex. Avhile those that

seemed disparate are now known to he closely

related, and the infe«tioiis nature of many,
formerly attributed to other causes, makes
the present sid)ject one of utmost importance.

Instead of allowing the patient to diagnose

his ailment as one of rheumatism as many of

us no doubt have done, let us go into the his-

tory of the case and place a proper iuteipre-

tation upon the findings.

In Joint lesions it is of the greatest import-

ance to make a coiu-ect diagnosis in oi-der to

in.stitute the proper treatment to eradicate

the disease sufficiently early, for the integi-ity

of the joint or Joints, or even the life of the

patient may depend upon this.

llany of us no douht have seen eases diag-

nosed rheumatism, where later developments

showed one of the more serious Joint lesions.

An early tuhereular condition in one of the

Joints, may, hy the. careless observer, be treat-

ed as one of rheumatism, (it is doubtful

whether a monarticular variety of rheuma-
tism exists) whereas, if the condition had
been recognized sufficiently early, better re-

sults could have been hoped for. We should

not be ever ready to call every Joint pain

rheumatism, nor should we overlook a pos-

sible rheumatism in children, and speak of

growing pains.

In this day of scientific medicine, we must
discard the mantle that was used to cover our

snap-shot and usually wrong diagnosis of

inuscular rheumatism, when really, the pa-

tient needed some gynecological attention. On
the other hand, how often did we not over-

look a flat-foot, and ply the unfortunate suf-

ferer with salicylates and colchicum for a

chronic rheumatism, when he really needed
some orthopedic attention. We no longer

diagnose all intra-ahdominal trouble “inflam-

mation of the howels;” neither should we di-

agnose all extra-abdominal aches and pains

“rheumatism.”
For the present and for the purpose of

classification, let us drop the word “rheuma-
tism,” and instead use the term “rheumatic
arthritis,” or more correctly, “polyarthritis

rheumatica;” and instead of speaking of
“ scarlatinal rheumatism” or “gonorrhoeal
rheumatism,” let us use the terms “scarla-

tinal arthritis” and “gonococcal arthritis”

res[)ectively.

In no class of diseases is there so nuxch

confusion as we find in Joint lesions. The
multiplicity of names, the many etiological

factors, the almost innumerahle underlying
pathological conditions, make classification

peculiarly difficidt. No two of the many
authorities con.sulted in the preparation of

this i)aper, agree as to classification.

Another cause of this unanimity among the

writers is the fact, that many of the condi-

tions merge, 07ie into the other, while in etio-

logical conception in many instances, there

is great divergence of opinion. Conditions
placed in one class hy one wi-iter,' might also

properly be classed differently by another.

It is therefore with temerity that I offer you,

gentlemen, the following classification, with
a very brief description of the various lesions.

In grouping and describing Joint lesions, I

will, along with the true arthropathies or dis-

eases involving the Joint proper, consider the

lesions that involve the soft parts close to and
around the Joints, as well as those that af-

fect the shafts of the bones near the Joint, for

these conditions must necessarily be consid-
ered, when making a differential diagnosis.

Joint lesions will therefore be divided into

three great classes or groups:

Group 1.—Periarticular lesions.

Group 2.—Arthropathies of infectious or-

igin.

Group 3.—Arthropathies of non-infectious

origin.

GROUP I—JOINT EFFUSIONS, EPIPHYSITIS, AND
SYNOVITIS.—JOINT EFFUSIONS.

As the knee-joint is more often injured
than any of the other Joints, we therefore
have a serous effusion or blood extravasation
oftener in the knee. These conditions are
nearly always due to injury. Athletes, after

Jumping or sprinting, frequently suffer from
a serous effusion or blood extravasation into

the knee-joint.

We may have a serous effusion of consider-

able quantity following some of the infectious

arthritides. In chronic synovitis, the knee
may become enormously distended with fluid.

(Hydrops articuli). Cases have been report-

ed where the effusion was so great as to cause

a dislocation. This happened in several cases

following typhoid fever.

EPIPHYSITIS.

Acute epiphysitis frequently passes as a

form of acute tuberculous disease. This con-

dition may result from an injury; is a com-
mon manifestation of hereditary syphilis, es-

pecially in the young infant
;
may result from

an infected wound
;
or any one of the acute in-

fectious diseases may cause it. It is usually,

however, the result of transmitted syphilis.

The ends of the long bones enlarge, due to

the eppiliysitis or periostitis near the Joint,

and may result in osteomyelitis. Handling
the little patient causes intense pain, and
therefore might he mistaken for a fracture or

a dislocation.

SYNOVITIS.

A condition found usually in the knee-joint.

We have several varieties
;
acute, chronic, tu-

bercular and suppurative (streptococcic). An
injury to the Joint may light up an inflamma-
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tion limiting itself to the synovial membrane

;

while if severe, it extends to the parts of the

joint, when we then have an arthritis. An
aseptic wound, a contusion or a sprain, or

the irritation produced by a floating cartilage,

may cause an inflammation of the synovial

membrane with the usual indammatory
changes. The synovial secretion increases

and may be watery. The joint becomes pain-

ful, swollen and tense. The patella floats up
from the condyles. Rarely do these cases be-

come chronic without extending into the

joint; however the synovial .symptoms being

the more prominent, we may be justified in

classing it as a chronic synovitis.

The chronic variety usually follows the

acute. The synovial membrane becomes
thickened as well as the neighboring articular

structures by plastic exudation and the for-

mation of fibrous tissue. The joint becomes
distended with fluid, which impairs its use-

fulness to a great extent. This form, accord-

ing to Bennett, may also be due to either of

the following pathological conditions; osteo-

arthritis, rheumatism, gout, syphilis, gonor-

rhoea and malaria.

Tubercular synovitis is essentially a chronic

disease. Some authorities claim that many of

the cases of tubercular arthritis are pre-

ceded by a synovial tuberculosis. In this

form the tissues are tliickened and infiltrated.

It affects adults oftener than children, and
more frecpiently the knee-joint.

Suppurative synovitis may result from an
infection with the streptococcus or staphy-

lococcus following an injury such as a punc-
ture, and is a very serious complication. It

may also follow the exanthemata or any one

of the infectious diseases such as erysipelas,

etc.
;
however it soon extends to the joint

proper, and we then have a septic arthritis

to deal with.

GROUP II.—THE INFECTIOUS xVRTIIROPATIIIES.

The next group, comprising the arthro-

pathies of infectious origin, is an extremely
important one, as formerly many of the con-

ditions were confounded with what we now
know to be a separate and distinct affection,

i.e. acute polyarticular* rheumatism. It was
not until recent bacteriological discoveries,

that the acute infectious arthritis came to be

better understood.

For the present we will describe under the

infectious arthritis the following forms

:

“The arthropothies in which the bacteria

have been demonstrated in the diseased joints,

(as tuberculosis and syphilis)
;
those that ap-

pear obviously as complications and seipiels

of the supposedly infectious diseases, tho the
germ is not always demonstrable in the joints,

(as rheumatism and arthritis following in-

fluenza)
;
those no matter whether the joint

lesions are due to the same cause as the pri-

mary diseases, or due to secondary invading
organisms, (as arthritis after dysentery)

;

those following an infectious disease, even
though the organism causing same is not
known, (as scarlet fever, mumps,)

;
and even

those cases where the toxic-infectious process
affects the joint directly or indirectly through
the mediation of trophic nerves, (as accord-
ing to the views of some authors regarding
primary chronic progressive polyarthritis.)

”

Since, in several of the aliove named con-
ditions, the germs have not, up to the present
time, been actually demonstrated in the
joints. Barker, of Johns Hopkins, in his

paper read before the International Congress
of Aledicine, 1913, claims that the term “in-
fectious” is thus, loosely employed. While
this is no doubt true, nevertheless, we are jus-

tified in classing them under the “infectious
arthritides, ” for it is supposed, and reason-
ably so, by many investigators, that the les-

ions are due to the invasion of some form of
bacteria or their toxins.

Barker feels that it is legitimate to class as
infectious, the arthropathies like those of
acute rheumatic fever, and those chronic
types growing directly out of the acute or
subacute processes associated with fever, leu-

coeytosis, and enlarged lymjihatic nodes.
We will divide this group into two classes;

Iirimary and secondary. In the primary
group, I will place acute polyartluitis, rheu-
matiea, arthritis tuberculosa and arthritis

syphilitica.

While I will consider the three above nam-
ed conditions under the primary infectious

arthropathies, I do not wish to convey the

idea that they are stinetly primary as is or-

dinarily understood by this term, for in these
conditions we often find the trouble beginning
elsewhere in tlie body. I wish, however, to

place them in a separate group from those
that are obviously secondary in nature, fol-

lowing some other form of disease or injury.

ACUTE POLYARTHRITIS RHEUMATICA.

This form of arthritis is, as you know, pe-
culiarly interesting at the present time.

Formerly many theories as to its causation
were advanced, and one after the other, dis-

carded. In the light of recent reports, it is

extremely probable that we have a bacterial
disease to deal with.

Many varieties of organisms have been
found in the joints of rheumatic patients by
numerous observers. Boynton and Payne
have isolated streptococci and diplococei quite

uniformly from lesions after death, but in

only a limited numhei- during life. These
have been injected into animals and symp-
toms similar to tho.se of rheumatism have
been observed, while morphologically and
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culturally the orgauisius resemble the ordi-

nary streptococci very closely.

From tlie experiments upon animals by
many investigatoivs, it is shown conclusively

that we have a stre])tocoecus disease to deal

with. However, wliether the oi-dinary strep-

tococci and diploeocci are the germs that

cause rheumatism, i)ossibly in combination
with some other etioh'gieal factor, or whether
we have othei’ germs somewhat similar to

those mentioned, still remains to be determ-

ined.

Three forms of ilieumatic arthritis are de-

scribed in most textbooks; the acute, sub-

acute and chronic. It is highly probable, that

many of the eases of so-called chronic rheu-

matism, rightfully belong to one of the va-

riety included under arthritis deformans.

The word “rheumatism'’ is an ancient

term, and was used to designate the joint les-

ions that were acute in character, and not

traumatic or gouty in origin. At the present

time its use is limited to those actions of the

joints, that are acute and febrile in character,

affecting a few oi* many joints in succession,

with frequent cardiac complications, particu-

larly in children, and yielding fairly con-

stantly to the salicylates, and very rarely

ending in suppuration.

.\RTIIRTT1S TrnERCUT.OSlS.
*

Success in the treatment of this variety de-

pends upon its early recognition; so it be-

hooves us, gentlemen, to be on our guard
when our patient has a nonarticular lesion.

We have two forms;' “non-suppurative”
and “suppurative.” Early in the disease

there is little or no swelling, but slight stiff-

ness ! later, there is swelling, due to the
synovial involvement. The limb tissues waste,
which causes tlu' joint to appear very large
in comparison. This condition is called white
swelling or tumor albus.

Later, howevei’, the articular ends of the

bones and ligaments soften, and pain becomes
more severe, esi)ecially at night. Fluctuation
and tenderness indicate abscess formation.

ARTHRITIS SYPHILITICA.

Very early in life, the characteristic svphi-

litic dis(>ase of the liones is a form of osteo-

chondritis. Hard tumors or enlargements ap-
pear at the epi])hyseal junction. Several
joints may he involved. Later, however, the

l)ones in the neighborhood of the joint de-

velop a syphilitic osteojieriostitis.

In acquired syphilis during the secondary
stage, a jiainful swelling of the joints may de-

velo]), which resend)le rheumatic arthritis

somewhat; while in the tertiary stage, more
destiaictive changes may take place. The
hereditary lesions in infancy somewhat resem-
ble rachitis.

The next grouj), those classed as secondary

may be subdivided into two classes; class A
and class B.

In Class A, 1 will consider those lesions

that are obviously secondary to the exanthe-
meta, toxaemic and iiyaemic conditions, as

well as to wounds, etc.

The following are some of the conditions of

which joint lesions are a frecpient complica-
tion or a sequel

;
measles, whooping cough,

])neumonia, dysentery, small-pox, malta fever,

gonorilioea, cereI)ro-sj)inal meningitis, pya-
emia, naso-j)haryngeal inflammation, puer-
pural fever, intestinal toxaemia, wounds, un-
clean instruments, etc.

iMany of the arthritides belonging to this

group are mild in character
;
some, however,

are very st'vere and of the acute type, while
others liecome chronic. Those in which the
pus-formers are a complication, supiiurative,
and we then have a septic arthritis.

In Class B, the forms of chronic arthritis

includetl under the term arthritis deformans
will be considered.

Owing to the extreme ehronicity of the dif-

ferent forms of arthritis deformans, it was
thought best not to consider them with the
jn-evious group.

On account of the mode of onset in certain
cases of this variety, and its course as well as
the X-ray changes, many observers were led

to believe that they had a chronic infectious

process to deal with. It is true that bacteria
have from time to time been described in the
joints, the observers, however, still disagree as

to whether it is due to a specific germ, or to

various micro-organisms.
The majority of observers, however, believe

that it is infectious and probably secondary
to some obscure focus of infection in the body.
For instance, it is claimed by many that
either of the following conditions may be the
source of infection

;
chronic inflammation of

the para-nasal sinuses, chronic tonsillitis,

middle ear affections, pyorrhoea alveolaris,

alveolar abscess, chronic a})pendicitis, choly-

cystitis, chronic bronchitis, chronic ulcerative

enteritis, chronic pyelitis, chronic cystitis,

chronic urethritis, and prostatitis, chronic

salpingitis, and even chronic endometritis.

ARTHRITIS DEFORMANS,

Arthritis deformans, also called rheuma-
toid arthritis, osteoarthritis, and, gouty arth-

ritis, is exti-emely interesting, because as yet

the condition is so little understood.

(loldthwaite in .1904, discarded the term
“arthritis deformans” and instead used the

tei’in “chronic arthritis”; for the hyper-

tro])hic form he used the term “hypertrophic
ost eoa rth rit is, ” ( osteoa rt h ri t is deformans )

,

and for the atrophic form, he gave the name,
“atrophic arthritis,” (jirimary progressive

polyarthritis)

.
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]MeCrae, in Osier i\Jodern iUeciicine, de-

scribes under the title “arthritis deformans,”
three forms; the periarticular, the atrophic,

which corresponds to the “primary chronic

progressive poly’arthritis” previously^ men-
tioned

;
and a h.v])ertrophic form, which cor-

responds to the “osteoarthritis” described

above.

The periarticular form is distinctly' inflam-

matory', and resembles chronic rheumatism
somewhat. A single .joint, but oftener several

joints arc involved. Often there is an ante-

cedent history' of acute rheumatism or per-

haps chronic infection.

The atx'ophic form is insidious in onset,

with little or no pain, no fever, nor any of

the symptoms that would stamp it as an acute

inflammation. The acute attacks may be in-

termittent and during the iuterval, the pa-

tient sutfers l)ut little. In 'some cases, how-
ever, the course is one of progressive joint in-

flammation, followed by' the crippling deform-
ity, from which the name “arthritis deform-
ans” is derived. This foi-m atfects chiefly

young 'adults, and mostly' women.

In the hy'pertrophic form there is thicken-

ing and hy'pertrophy' of the cartilages, while

little hard knobs develop at the sides of the

distal phalanges. These little nodules are

called Heberden’s nodes. In this form the

deformity' and disability' is much less than in

the atx'ophic variety'.

Arthritis deformans ixx children. A form
of this disease in children is described by Ur.
G. F. Still, in which, along with the exxlarge-

xxxent and swelling of the joixxts, thex*e is also

a considerable enlargement of the spleen as

well as of the ly'inphatic nodes.

GROUX' III.—NON-INFECTIOus .VRTIIROI’ATHIES.

Let us now briefly' consider tlxe xxoix-infect-

ious arthropathies, conditions for the presexxt

at least attribxxted to causes otlier thaxx infect-

ions. In this group I -will meixtion those that
result from disordex’s of nutrition; lesions

due to irx’itants
;
lesions of neuropathic origin

:

and those caused l)y neoplasxxxs.

ARTIIROI'ATTITES DUE TO NUTRITIONAL DIS-

ORDERS.

In this group I will mention gouty' arth-
ritis; and the arthritides in haeixxophiiia and
pxxx’pux'a. ,

Since, that up to the px’esexxt time, little

or nothing is known in regard to the etiology
of haemophilia and purpura other than that
they' ax’c due to some abnormal condition of

the blood vessels. I will take the liberty' to

class them with gout as xxutx’itional disox’ders.

GOUTY ARTHRITIS.

Gout is a nutritional disox'der, chai-actei'-

ized clinically by attacks of acute artbritis, a

gradual deposit of biurate of sodium ixx and
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about the joints, with mox-e or less constitu-

tional distux’bance.

Little is knowxx of the natxxre of the dis-

order. We do know however, that it is due to

faxdty; metabolism.

Several forms are descx-ibed : acute, chroixic,

and irregular. AVhile the inflamnxation in

the acute form is ixitense, the joints xxever

suppurate. The patient may' have three or

four attacks a y'ear. After several attacks the

sy'inptoms pei'sist for a loxxger time, and more
joints become affected. The disease now as-

sumes a chronic type. Ux-ates ax'e deposited

in the ligaments and capsular tissxxes, 'which

caxxses gi-eaf defoxanity' ixx tinxe. The feet suf-

fer first, axxd later the hands.

In the irregular form the sy'miitoms vaxy.

There may be cutaneous eruptions, gastx’o-

ixxtestixxal ilisordei’s, cardio-vascular symp-
toms, xiexwous maxxifesfations, kidxxey axxd

bladder symptoms, and evexx pulmonary dis-

ordex'S along with the other characteristic

lesioxxs.

ARTIIRITIDE.S IN IIAEIIOI'IIILIA.

In haemophilia the joixxts are freepxently

ixxvolved, the knees axxd elbows chiefly.

Koenig recognizes thi-ee stages; 1st, Hemor-
rhage into the joixxt

;
2nd, An ixiflammatory

process with fever and spindle foxaned swell-

ixxg. 3rd, There nxa.v be extensive ox'ganic

chaxxges resembling arthxatis defoxanans.

ARTHRITIDES IN PTTRPURA.

In this disease we may have joint involve-

ment, and three foxaixs are recognized: 1st.

Pxxx’pura simplex. Ixx this fornx the joint

sy'uxptonxs nxay be vexy mild somewhat re-

sembling x'heumatic artlxritis.

2xxd. Purpxxra rheumatiea. Ixx this foxaxx

we have a nxultiple arthritis accompanied by
a pxxx'pxxric rash or erxxption, occasionally'

xxrticaria or exythema exxxdativum. The rash

appears about the affected joint.

3rd. Pux'pura erythema. This fornx af-

fects children chiefly', bxxt the joint pains are

mild.

ARTHROPATHIES OF NEUIXOX’ATHIC ORIGIN.

In this gx'oxip I will consider the following;

Sy'ringomy'elia, arthritis of Tabes, hysterical

joint, and a form which will be considered

under the term neurotic joint.

The last two named, of eoui’se cannot be

considex’ed as belonging to the tnxe arthi’o-

pathies, as they are pxu’el.v functional in na-

tux’e; they, however, coming under the gxnx-

ei'ic title joint lesions, can px'operly' be treat-

ed of ixx tliis paper.

.lOINT LESIONS IN SYRXNGOM YEX.XA.

Sy'ringomy'elia is, as .von know, a disease of

the spinal coi'd. eliaracterized by' the ixxvsence

of ey'stic cavities. Along with other ti-ophic

distux'bances we freepxently' encounter joint
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lesions, which scarcely differ from those of

tabes. I will, therefore, consider the tabetic

form which was first described by Charcot.

TABETIC FORM.—CHARCOT ’s DISEASE.

In locomotor ataxia there may be joint les-

ions tliat resemble in its pathology, osteoarth-

ritis. The cartilages degenerate and with the

underlying bone, is worn, as a result of the

movements of the limbs. About the peri-

phery of the joint, we have an irregular for-

mation of cartilage and bone. The synovial

membrane hypertrophies and becomes cover-

ed with chalky plates.

This form of joint trouble may begin early

in the course of tabes, or even before the

existence of the disease is susiieeted. Char-
cot ’s disease affects about 5 per cent, of ataxic

liatients.

HYSTERICAL .lOINTS.

In hysterical individuals, along with the

other symptoms s.ymbolic of this disease, we
occasionally encounter joint affections.

While it is. true that many of these affections

are purely hysterical and yield to proper
treatment, it is also true, that in other cases,

as reported in tlie literature, organic changes

have succeeded the functional disturbance.

NEUROTIC JOINT.

In neurotic joint there is usually a physic-

al basis for the- symptom, even though exag-

gerated. Many of these cases are called “neu-
rotic,” simply because no cause is apparent.
An injury may cause it; or it may be due to

injury.

An injury to the knee in a neurotic child,

may be followed by a persistent flexion con-

traction, even after all the other signs of the

prolonged immobilization following a slight

injury have disappeared. In many cases

there is no history of injury, as in neuras-

thenia, anaemia, etc.

JOINT LESIONS DUE TO IRRITANTS.

We will next consider the lesions classed

under the irritants. Loose bodies and displac-

ed cartilage will be mentioned.

liOOSE BODIES.

A not infrequent condition especially in

the knee-joint is that due to loose bodies. Ac-
cording to Barker, it is in the various types

of deforming arthritis that loose or free bodies

(corpora libera articulorum) especially the

hard variety, are -more frequently found. In

certain forms of synovial tuberculosis, frag-

ments become detached. From a therapeutic

standpoint, we are mostly concerned with
tliose joints that are otherwise normal.

These bodies may be composed of fibrin, de-

tached portions of synovial membrane, as well

as of cartilage and of bone. There may be no
especial symptom, when suddenly a severe

pain is felt due to the fragment becoming in-

terposed between the two surfaces of the

bones. After manipulating, the loose bodies
may become dislodged, and the pain disap-
pear. A serous effusion into the joint may re-

sult.

DISPLACED CARTILAGE.

A twist of the tibia upon the femur out-
Avardly may cause the displacement of the
semilunar cartilage. The limb becomes fix-

ed, while the irregularity may be detected.

JOINT I.ESIONS DUE TO NEOPI;ASMS.
According to Barker, joint diseases due to

tumor growth are rare. Primary sarcomata
sometimes happens that the proliferative

and enchondromata occasionally occur. It

metaplastic process of arthritis deformans
resemble (and often erroneously diagnosed
as) fibroma, enehondroma, or osteoma.

In submitting to you, gentlemen, this classi-

fication, I am fully cognizant of the fact

that it will not meet with general approval.
Any attempt to properly group a class of dis-

eases such as the arthropathies, with such a
varied symptomatology, and in very many in-

stances a doubtful etiology, must necessarily

be difficult and in the end unsatisfactory.

IMy classification is purely an arbitrary

one, and I hope that the attempt, even though
a crude one, ivill be the stimulus for further

investigation and study.
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DISCUSSION.

Isaac Lederman, Louisville: I tvant to say a

Avorcl or two tvith reference to the naso-pharyngeal

aspect of rheumatism. As you all know, the

whole profession, specialists and everybody, in

the last fetv years have gone crazy over the ton-

sillar fjuestion, and I am afraid we have over-

done it. No doubt the relationshqj between rheu-

matism and tonsillar affections, or rather the re-

lation of the tonsil with reference to the etiology

of rheumatism, is far from settled. There is a

tendency among specialists, and with them gen-

eral practitioners, in every case of rheumatism,

es2iecially in a child, or in every case of rheu-

matic jiain, every case of joint or muscle pain,

to immediately jum23 at the tonsils, and I would

like to sound a note of warning; because I am
sure there are cases in which the tonsils are in-

nocent, so far as the entrance of the infection, or

Avbatever may be the cause of the rheumatism,

goes. We must not forget the tonsils are very

often excretory, and that they may be of great
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importance in taking- care of infection. Just

because they become enlarged is no reason why

they should be taken out. I do not want to be

understood as opposing- the removal of tonsils in

connection with rheumatism or with any other

symptoms that attract our attention to the ton-

sils, but I do believe we must examine the case

carefully, as Dr. Garrison has indicated, work at

it from every standpoint and not jump at the

easiest feature of the case, which would be the

removal of the tonsils. It is an important busi-

ness to remove tonsils, and there are some of us

who are not giving- the tonils the attention they

should receive from a conservative standpoint. I

believe that in adults the tonsils very seldom

have any etiologic relationship with rheumatism.

I have on a number of occasions removed the ton-

sils at the instigation of general practitioners in

adults and the rheumatism has gone on just the

same. In children it is more frequently the case

that the tonsils have a causal relation. I believe

also there is only one form of rheumatism, that

is the acute inflammatory rheumatism where the

tonsils have any relationship at all; although I

am not in a position to go into tlie various forms

of the disease as Dr. Gerding did.

I have seen cases of arthritis deformans with

general practitioners in which they ha^-e insisted

on having the tonsils taken out, and I believe it

is absolutely of no use. It is harmful. I be-

lieve normal tonsils have a- purpose, and they

should not be removed just merely because some-

body, no matter how high the authority, has said

that oi’ganisras pass into the blood or the lymph-

atic system through the tonsils. The great diffi-

culty is and always has been in determining when
the tonsils are diseased, and when not, and -what

relation they bear to any general disease with

which we are dealing.

R. W. Bledsoe, Covington : I want to congratu-

late Dr. Gerding and Dr. Garrison on the papers

they have so elaborately given us this afternoon.

They are both very fine indeed. These papers
show hard work on the jiart of both gentlemen. I

am particularly interested in the subject from
the standpoint of the throat. There were several

points brought out in each paper that are of

much importance to all of us, but I am going- to

confine my remarks to those with reference to the

throat and possibly the nose.

In the first irlace, I want to concur and yet dis-

agree with Dr. Lederman. Personally, I am satis-

fied that there are many cases of rheumatism, or

rather socalled arthritis or inflammation of joints,

be they acute or chronic, mild or severe, that are

positively due to infections in the tonsils. Here
is where T agree with Dr. Lederman, that all ton-

sils should not come out, or rather a patient with
some joint involvement need riot necessarily lose

his tonsil on account of oint pain: but if the ton-

ils are tlioroughly examined l)y one who has had

experience in cases of this sort, and he finds

them to contain a cheesy exudate, infectious in

nature, be they large or small in size they should

be taken out.

I have taken out small tonsils that were de-

cidedly infectious in rheumatism. I heartily

agree with Dr. Lederman that even though the

tonsils be large and tbe patient has rheum.atism,

let the tonsils alone if they are healthy, as the

rheumatim is coming from some other source:

but where you have rheumatism associated with

diseased tonsils, I agree with him the tonsils

should come out. Take out the diseased tonsils

in a rheumatic case and leave normal tonsils

alone even though the patient be rheumatic.

Take some of these rheumatic cases with dis-

eased tonsils and the internist will say it is due

to intestinal infection. We must admit it is not

due solely to the local effect of the tonsillar in-

fection, because with chronic tonsillar infection

patients swallow some exudate each time they

eat or drink, part of which may be absorbed from

the intestinal tract, at the same time it is tak-

ing place through the throat and lymphatics.

They are becoming infected through more than

one source, not only the lymphatics surrounding

the tonsils but through the intestinal tract.

Within tlie last few months I have removed

some very small but diseased tonsils hardly

larger than the end of a small finger in cases of

adults associated with rheumatism in which the

rlieumatic attacks have positively ceased, and

sufficient time has elapsed for me to speak on

that point definitely and feel satisfied that the

site of infection has been removed.

In regard to children, as Dr. Garrison well puts

it, joint pains of any sort nfeed to be carefully in-

vestigated.

Possibly their tonsils are the seat of trouble,

possibly not, but in case they are the seat of

trouble, it is a wise thing- to have the tonsils

taken out early. Tlie same remark also pertains

to adenoids. It has been my misfortune to run

across several children under’ twelve years of

age who have had most violent heart trouble as

the result of rheumatic infections following-

acute tonsillitis in which the heart action pre-

cludes the advisability of administering a gen-

eral anesthetic for removal of the tonsils.

I want to say to you, it is inhuman to attempt

to take out tonsils and adenoids from children

without an anesthetic of some sort, and local

anesthesia in young children is not satisfactory

by any means.

S. P, Garrison, (Closing) : I am glad the

point was brought out that the tonsils should come
out onl}' when they are diseased. I did not wish

to convey the idea tliat the tonsils should be re-

moved on account of rheumatism, but I do think

that wlien they are diseased they ought to be re-

moved. Wliile my ])aper dealt only with children,

I have seen a good many cases in adults where
the tonsils certainly had a close relationshii) to

the attack of rheumatism.
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PINURESIS IN CHILDREN.*

Hy N. W. l^looKE, Cyntliiana.

'I’liis pa]>er is presented to you l)y the re-

(|uest of the Program Committee of the Ken-
tiieky State ]\fedical Association; l)y no means
a dry sid)ject, as many of yon may imagine,

hut to my mind it eml)odies all the “eai-

mai-ks” of being a “little wet one.” IMemory
cannot carry us hack to our infancy, but we
can all rememlxu* in our childhood days when
“Willie wet the bed,” and it was always
“Willie, who was the guilty one and not T,”

but sometimes, after mother had inspected the

soiled sheet, she decided otherwise, and it was
you who received a good spanking.

This troublesome condition causes much
distress to the child and the family, and yet

the physician many times feels hopelessly in-

competent to treat it, because it is a symp-
tom rather than a disease, and to determine

the cause or causes of its existence is by no

means easy, and in some cases, utterly im-

possible.

In reviewing the latest literature on enur-

esis by the best recognized autliorities in this

country and abroad, I find that many of them
differ widely as to its etiology and treatment,

thus in a way so bewildering or confusing

to such an extent that we are left stranded on

a sea of doubl. Nevertheless we can glean

from here and there sufficient truth or knowl-

edge to enable us in a certain percent of cases

to arrive at a correct diagnosis and a rational

treatment.

Excluding malformations and local irrita-

tions, Ilei'inan is among the advocates of the

theory that enuresis is oidy a neurosis due to

an in-itabilily of the spinal center which pre-

sides over mictui'ition : that it often runs in

families, sometimes inlit-rited, and a tendency

1o other nervous diseases, such as migrain,

epilepsy, insanity, hysteria, etc., will often be

found in the family of tlie little patient. He
also believes that the analogy to nocturnal

seminal emissions is ol)vious in that both con-

ditions are spasmodic affections, due to weak-
ness of spinal nei've centers. Similar views
are expressed by -Tanct and others.

Uasper explains the condition by assert-

ing that tlnu'e is a faully relation between the

innervation of the detrusor muscle of the

I ladder and its sphinct('r.

According to idorris in “Allbutf’s System
of (Jynecology,” enui'esis noefurna is of })sy-

chopathic (mental ' origin. It arises from the

child having a besetting dreani of passing

wat('i'. and this is aggravated by the tear that

she will wet Ihm- bed. ^'''rom tliirty-six ])er-

.sonal observatioTis, Perrin concludes (hat this

Ijpforo^ iho K^ntuckv Sl;ite Mi’dicul Associati'Jii,

Npwporl, Soptpmlm* 22-25, 1911.

condition is not due to any organic weakness
of the sphincter, but in nine out of every ten

cases, is the result of deej) sleep which leaves

the bladder function entirely dependent upon
the medullary centers. A carbon-dio.xide in-

toxication as the result of insufficient respira-

tion, as in ease of adenoids or polyjis, may
play a role in this connection.

Wachenheim believes that enuresis is a de-

veloped habit. Like tics or habit spasm it is

almost continuous. The bladder tends to

empty itself whenever a small quantity of

urine accumulates, and that it is often found
associated with other habit spasms like stut-

tering; that it also appears at the very age
when other spasms commonly manifest them-
selves.

A more reasonable theory of the cause of

nocturnal enuresis is described by Cabot as

follows: “In babies the detrusor mu.scle is

stronger than the sphincter, and as a result,

when the bladder fills up, it overflows. When
the child reaches the age of two years usually

this I'elation, by proper teaching, has gradu-
ally changed, so that the sphincter is stronger

and prevents the detrusor from contracting
and emptying the bladder involuntarily. As
tiie bladder Alls, the sensory nerves of the

bladder mucosa transmit ituiiressions to the

brain, which in turn, through the bladder
motor nerves connecting with the sphincter

muscle, cause increased tonicity to resist the

detrusor. In case of bed wetting in the

child, the sphincter has insufficient resistance.

A very acid urine may unduly irritate the de-

trusor and thus may l)e the cause of an
enuresis, jiist as exposure to cold may aggra-

vate the condition.”

Rotch says that the causes which produce
enuresis may act in two ways: either directly

on the centers in the lumbar cord, making
them more irritable oi- unstable, and in that

way increasing their reflex irritability, or in-

directly, through exaggei'ated refle.x causes

that affect both accele* atory and inhibitory

influences sent to the bladder. These influ-

ences may he psycliie, originating in the brain

or may be the.rc'sult of e.xternal irritation orig-

inating in or near the bladder itself. There is

also dui'ing childhood a lack of development
of the centers of inhibitory reflex acts, and in

this way the muscular fibres of the bladder,

having no inhibitory restraint, are excited to

ac'tion, even by so slight a I'eflex cause as a

small (piantity of urine. For this reason,

enui-esis is a normal condition during infancy

and ceases when the child’s inhibitory mech-

anism is more developed. The inhibitory in-

fluence of the will is in abeyance during deep
slumber and nocturnal incontinence, there-

fore, is more common than diurnal.

.Mo)'1on in his latest edition (1914) of

.Genito Urinary Diseases, very truthfully
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says, “a want of proper bringing np may here

and there be responsil)le for the condition,

and in a few cases it is dne in the first place

to carelessness. The child wakes at first, but

will not get up to empty his bladder. Later

on he does not wake \ip thoroughly and voids

the urine in the bed semi-consciously.
”

Often the mother allows the child to drink

a large amount of water in the early even-

ing and then e.xpects it to sleep from 7 or 8

p. m., until late in the morning. In other

words, the child with a small bladder is ex-

pected to hold his urine for a period that

would almost be impossible for an adult, and
the habit of wetting the bed continues even

when the caxise is removed. Thread-worms,
in the belief of Still are so often the cause, of

enuresis, that it is wise, even when their pres-

ence is denied, to give a few doses of santonin

and calomel to make this point certain. In

the maze of theories that are now being ad-

vanced, the internal secretions are held re-

sponsible in some cases, for instance, a func-

tional disorder of the suprarenal glands, or

an insiifficient thyroid secretion, and that in

some cases it is due to an alteration of a cer-

tain hormone of the internal secretion of the

kidney, which in a way becomes unable to act

on the bladder sphincter.

In order to understand the etiology and
treatment of enuresis, we shoidd know the

anatomy and physiology of the nervous sys-

tem of the bladder, which is as follows

:

The bladder is supplied Avith two distinct

nerve systems, the spinal and the sympathetic.
The former is repre.sented by spinal centers
in the third or fourih segment of the lum-
bar enlargement, and its nerve fibres enter
the base and neck of the bladder by the third

and fourth sacral nerves of the sacral plexus
on each side. The sphincter vesica, therefore,

is supplied b.y these nerves. The sympa-
thetic sA'stem consists of nerve fibere, which,
intercommunicating in the pelvic plexus with
each other, and with the spinal nerves, supply
numerous liranches to the upper part of the
bladder. The reflex arch is established by
sensory nerves, which enter the spinal cord in

the usual manner and communicate with the
spinal centers in the lumbar enlargement.
These nerve systems, while they are concern-
ed in relaxing or maintaining the contraction
of the sphincter and muscular wall of the
bladder, may in time be, inhibited or stimu-
lated by nerve fibres of the upper neuron
system, whose centers are in the cortex of the

brain. Attention also must be called to the

connection between th>^ fibres of the sympa-
thetic, mentioned above, and the sympathetic
system generally, which communicates in

turn with the spinal nerves of a higher level,

and apparently with some of the cerebral

nerves derived from nuclei of the medulla.

The muscular layers of the urethra is similar-

ly innervated.

Keeping in mind this arrangement of the

nervous system of the bl^idder, the causes of

enuresis may be grouped as.follows:

1st. I/esions and Anomalies in Bladder
structures.—Weakness of nmscles as here-

ditary or congenital defects of a general de-

bilitated condition, non development of the
pi-ostate, etc.

2nd. Lesions Involving the Peripheral
Termination of Sensory .Verves—Thread-
Avorms in rectum, inflammatory condition on
external genitalia, phymosis, adherent pre-
puce, constricted meatus, eczema, ulcerations,

masturbation and inflammatory conditions in

bladder.

3rd. Lesions Involving the Peripheral
Trunks or Fibres v’>f the Nm’ve ilechanism,

—

OA'erloaded rectum causing pressure against
sacral plexus, as well as upon the bladder it-

self; pressure from tiimors.

4th. liesions Involving the Spinal Centers
and Tracts.—They usually cause a general
and but rarely a nocturnal incontinence.

5th. Lesions InA'olving Higher Nerve
Centers in Cortex of Brain.—Nocturnal Epi-
lepsy, deep sleep such as occurs in children
suffering from post nasal adenoids, oi- hyper-
trophied tonsils, hysteria, neurasthenia,
chorea, brain tumors and insanity.

TREAT arENT.

There is no routine treatment for enuresis.
Each case should be studied closely AAuth an
effort to find the true cause or causes Avhich
are responsible for this condition, and in
many instances when this is found, the enur-
esis can be relieved or cured. Punishment by
severe scolding or Avhipping the child is un-
just and does no good, but often aggravates
the trouble. IIoAvever, Avhen the child is too

lazy or indifferent to get up and A'oiil his

urine, punishment is justifiable.
,
Kaising the

foot of the bed; tying a knot under the child,

so that he will not lie on his back
;
restricting

the licpiids taken late in the afternoon; taking
the child up in tlio mitidle of the night to

urinate, are all simple methods and are veiy
A'aluable in many cases.

If a careful examination sIioaa's that there
is no malformation or central nervous lesion

to deal Avith, the urine sliould be examined.
A hyperacid ui'ine should be treated by a

milk diet and no meat, and the administra-
tion of potassium citrate after each meal. If

the urine is alkaline, leaA'e meat in the diet

and give either urotroi)iu or benzoate of am-
monium in 4 grain doses after meals. After

the urine lias ben brought to a normal con<li-

tion, tincture of belladonna in increasing

doses is the drug Avhich will prove the most
valualile. It should be giA'cn a long time

—
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from three to six months being required in

some cases—for a complete cure. If the urine

contains bacteria, coli bacillus infection, uro-

tropin should be administered
;
in mixed in-

fection salol and. possibly vaccine therapy.

When tincture of belladonna has failed to

control enuresis, aromatic tincture of rhus
has been successfully used, increasing the dose

gradually to 30 minims a day. If this fails,

Levi advises a solution containing 1-240 gr.

of atropin and 1-480 grain of strychnia to

the drop. The initial dose of this is one drop
a day, increased one drop daih’ until symp-
toms of the physiological action of atropin or

strychnine apj)ears, or the enuresis ceases-

Under these plans of treatment, 75 per cent,

of recoveries may be expected.

Local inflammation should be properly
treated

;
eircumcism should he performed

when needed, and the clitoris shoidd be freed

from adhesions. This alone has often cured
young girls, even in their teens, of nocturnal
enuresis.

Children who are not suspected of epilepsy

have such slight attacks at night as to be un-
noticed, excej)t for the fact that the urine is

involuntai’ily evacuated. In such a condition

the bromides or other epileptic remedies
should be given.

Ergot has been recommended, owing to its

tonic effect on the smooth imiscle fibre of the

bladder and in my own practice it has seemed
many times to be successful. The dose of the
fluid extract of ergot for a child 5 years old,

should he about fifteen to twenty drops,

three times a day, in water, after meals.

Dietary mistakes shoidd he corrected, such
as feeding the child too rich, irritating food,

food that is hard to digest, or food that causes

intestinal indigestion, producing gaseous dis-

tention of the intestines, which may so press

on the hladder as to cause enuresis. Consti-

pation shoidd be ovei’come and the run-down,
debililaled patients should be given tonics in

the way of iron and strychnia, and moderate,

outdoor exercise. Recently epidural inject-

ions of normal salt solntion have been recom-
mended for very stubborn cases which remain
unrelieved by all of the well known remedies.

Opinions are divided as to the advantage of

injecting a weak cocaine or a normal salt so-

lution. A full descriplion of this valuable

method of treatment can be found in the

Infcrsiale KcdicalJottniaJ, January, 1914. in

a very extensive arlicle on “A Review of Re-

cent Litei’alurc of Enuresis Nocturna,” by
Dr. Hugo Ehrenfest, of the Editorial Staff,

from which, I have obtained most valuable in-

formation in the prcjniration of this paper.

Obstructive adenoids and enlarged tonsils

should he removed.
Earadizalion of the l.'laddei’ Ihree or four

limes a week is a valuable measure. One pole

is placed over the bladder region against the

symphysis, and the other is carried into the

rectum. Tlie strength of the current is gradu-
ated to the patient’s feeling and is often fol-

lowed by success.

Where there is a thyroid insufficiency, the

administration of thyroid extract produces
prompt relief, and in some eases, a cure. As
to the value of hypnotism, suggestion, etc., as

advocated by some, we shall leave this to the

l)sychologist. However, Ave do know that there

is such a thing as a siibconseious mind and
that it can be trained by auto-suggestion to

such an extent as to enable one to awake at a
certain hour of the night, for instance, to

meet a train, thus doing away with an alarm
clock. Therefore, it is reasonable to assume
that the child can be so influenced that even
during deep sleep the subconscious mind may
have an inhibitory control over the sphincter
muscle of the bladder, but, as Klotz says:

“All the drugs and methods which have been
recommended may be employed, It is not so

important what is done, as how it is done and
who is doing it.”

DISCUSSION,

Phillip Barbour, Louisville: Dr. Moore in his

23aper has called our attention to the conditions

which underlie enuresis in children. He has

gone into such detail that one can hardly add
anything to what he has said. Some years ago I

Avrote a jAaper on tliis same subject, which was
l>rinted in the Therapeutic Gazette, and after its

l)ul)lication I receiv'ed letters from Australia,

Persia, India, and South America so that you can

readily see that this disease of nocturnal enuresis

is quite prevalent all over the globe. From the

letters I received, I should say it is equally in-

tractable in those countries. There have been a

number of different remedies suggested for the

treatment or relief of this condition. My own
personal oi)inion is that about ninety per cent,

of the cases are due simply to an irritable con-

dition of the mucous membrane of the blad-

der. I say that because I have had two or three

cases in my jArofessional life that did not respond

fairly jiromptly to treatment addressed to that

end. I am not including cases of small blad-

der or malformation of the bladder, or those

cases in which there have been Avorm or irrita-

tions in the rectum, or local irritation from other

sources, such as jAhimosis or a bound doAvn cli-

toris. OA’er ninety per cent, of the cases in my
own e.xiAerienee have responded promptly to

simjAle treatment addressed to the irritable con-

dition of the mucous membrane of the bladder.

In my clinical service in the hospital college and

Pity Hospital I can recall but feAV cases that

ha\'e not yielded i)i'omptly to the use of boric

acid and salol. Dr. Palmer, of Louisville, some

years ago, before his death, recommended boric

acid and salol in Ihe treattuent of cystitis conqAli-
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eating gonorrhea, and he found those agents gave

great relief to the cystitis. Accepting that sug-

gestion, 1 have tried it for a great many years

and have administered boric acid and salol to the

point of tolerance, and have found it a very

gratifying jjrescription for nocturnal enuresis. 1

am rather surprised if a child should come back

that has not been relieved by this treatment. Of
course, all of us have had much experience in cer-

tain lines of treatment, when case after ease

have greatly improved and we wmuld meet one or

two it would not relieve. Ordinarily, 1 give to a

child, five years of age, five grains of the boric

acid and five grains of salol, four times a day.

1 have not seen any untoward effects from salol

and ordinarily 1 have seen gratifying results

from it.

The use of electricity in certain cases lias been

of great advantage. The use of the current over

the pubes, as has been stated, has a marked ef-

fect on the child. Whether the enuresis in these

cases is purely mental or the children have been

raised badty, I do not know. I cannot make up
my mind as to that. Occasionally 1 have used

urotropin when the urine was highly acid. 1

do not believe in punishing these children. When
a child wets the bed involuntarily, I do not be-

lieve any kind of punishment will enable the

child to control his urine. 1 see no result from
physical mortification, pain or discomfort.

Virgil E. Simpson, Louisville: The successful

management of enuresis pre-supposes an intelli-

gent effort to determine its cause. It should not

be considered a disease but a symptom. As
coughing, sneezing, vomiting and palpatation

are expressions of a disorder so is enuresis a

clinical manifestation of trouble. It may be a

symptom of a functional disturbance or an ex-

pression of a serious pathology which defeats the

efforts of the physician or surgeon to relieve.

To lay down the dictum that ninety per cent,

of all cases can be relieved by twm drugs is, in-

deed, a broad assertion when the many causes of

the condition are reviewed. In addition, one may
justly question the wusdom of urging a routine

procedure for this or any condition since it tends,

at least, to encourage superficial efforts to bring

the cause to light.

I am much disinclined to sanction the use of

cocaine for the relief of enuresis. Its satisfac-

tory use must necessarily be confined to such
cases as present a simple hypersensitiveness of

local nerves, a condition amenable to other
agents less harmful in tlieir potentialities.

Such an increased irritability of the peripheral
nerves may be due to chorea, epilepsy, hysteria,

anemia, etc.; and cocaine in such cases consti-

tutes a waste of both time and drug.

It is well to determine tlie bladder capacity in

sucli cases as are marked l>y chronicity, since in

long continued incontinence tlie bladder becomes
contracted and its capacity is decidedly less tlian

normal. While a small bladder may not have

been the primary etiological factor yet it may
serve to continue it. In such cases it may be
necessary to increase its capacity by careful
distension with warm saline or saturated solution
of boric acid at frequent intervals. I under-
stood Dr. Barl)our to say tliat hexamethylenamiu
was ineffective in cases of alkaline urine. Since
it is true that in the great majority of cases the
urine leaves the kidney acid in reaction and
becomes alkaline in the bladder, I beheve the
drug accomplishes its greatest possible good in
the alkaline cases. It is absorbed and excreted
rather promptly and mainly unchanged. Its ex-
cretion begins in aljout fifteen minutes. It lib-

erates formaldehyde slowly yet persistently under
all conditions of the body and urine. This liber-
ation will continue in urine at room temperature
for ten days to two weeks before comjtleted and
such urine will resist bacterial changes indefin-
itely, though less resistent to moulds and algae.
It Avill develop formaldehyde in all media,
though more rapidly in acid. It will prevent bac-
terial putrefaction of the blood, which is alka-
line. It will prevent pancreatic putrefaction,
which is alkaline. It can be administered in
sufficient quantities to sterilize the bile, which
is alkaline. Not a few cases of enuresis are due
to bacterial invasion, especially bacilli coli.

Hexamethylenamin, on account of its germicidal
activity removes the cause of decomposition in
the bladder and the urine rapidly becomes acid in
reaction and free of bacteria and incontinence
disappears.

S. G. Zinke, Richmond: The last speaker re-
ferred to the use of cocain. I think the value of
epidural injections depends entirely upon the
jrressure exerted by the fluid injected. In my
opinion the cocain does not amount to any thing
so far as anaesthesia of the centers is concerned.
Cocain in epidural injections is not necessary. It
is the pressure that is ])rodueed, and not the drug
itself that does tne work. The drug’ does not en-
ter the spinal cord by any means. The pressure
is down below.

I agree with the essayist in regard to the im-
portance of the diagnosis of these cases. If you
do not make a correct diagnosis of the cause of
the enuresis you cannot jirescribe inteliigently for
it.

I also agree with him in regard to the use of
hexamethylenamin or urotropin. Personally, I

prescribe it in connection with sodium bicarbon-
ate, equal parts of the urotropin and sodium bi-

carbonate giving better results.

xVs to the bladder of small capacity’: 1 do not

believe in educating or dilating the bladder by
irrigation. I believe in increasing the cajiacity

of the bladder by getting the child to retain its

urine for a longer time during the day. In a

good many cases of enuresis, micturition is very
frequent during the day. If you can get the

child to control the urine during the day, you will

get dilatation of the bladder. A drug I have
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found best for relieving' the irritation incident to

any urinary condition, it does not make any dif-

ference whether it be due to the concentration of

the urine, hyperacidity or anything else, Js the

Iluid e.xtract of herniaria glabra, in adults given

in fifteen to twenty drop doses- taken in half a

glass of water three to four times a day. Dose

varies in accordance witli the age of the pa-

tient. If you put patients on that when they

have cystitis, it will relieve tliem in an hour. It

can safely lie given to cliildren in small doses,

and can thus more readily educate the bladder to

retain more urine.

Another thing that has not been mentioned,

is nervous polyuria. Many children play until

they are in an exhausted state, (hiildren should

l)e kept quiet after suj>per. Let them have a

])eriod of rest before retiring. If you put a

nervous cliild to bed, lie may go into an appar-

ently sound sleep, but it is not a restful sleej);

such as he should have. It is more the sleeiJ of

exhaution.

As regards carbondioxid intoxication in eases

of adenoids: if there is any question as to the

oxygenation of the respiratory centers, either

lialf grain doses of thyroid extract or Fisher’s

solution will give you increased oxygenation,

Fisher’s solution v ill relieve eases of asthma

where the respiratory centers do not get enough

oxygen. I have seen these cases improve re-

markably by taking a couple of glasses per day of

Fisher’s solution by mouth. In many cases there

may ha\e been a delayed development of these

centers. Here the use of the tliyroid extract in

lialf grain doses, is indicated, if the patient lias a

suflicient secretion from the thyroid, half gTain

doses, three times a day. for a week will not harm
the patient; it is more liable to do him uood.

As to the jisyciiology of having the child wake
u]i. I do not know anything about t'-iat. People

sometimes forget to winfl the alarm clock
;
they

may also forget to wind up the ])sychology.

(Laughter.)

D. P. Gillim, Owensboro: I cannot add any-

thing of particular interest to the excellent jiaper

that has been jn-esented by Dr. Moore. I have

heard one gentleman say that urotropin acted in

an alkaline solution; that we get our good effects

from it in that way. It is a chemic fact that ui'O-

tropin only acts in an acid urine, and not in an

alkaline urine. If heredity ))lays a part in any

disease, it plays it in enuresis. One phase of this

subject the essayist did not dwell on I think, suf-

ficiently was the intestinal toxemias that aggra-

vate and prolong these cases of enuresis. I re-

fer not only to intestinal disturbances which

produce jmessure upon the bladder, but to the

absorption of these intestinal toxins which pro-

duce and aggravate the enuresis. One gentleman

(l)i-. Simpson) spoke of enuresis as a symptom,

and I agree with him.

S. G. Zinke, Richmond; Reference has been

made to urotropin acting only in an acid medium.

I should like to know how many of the members
l>resent who really believe that, give urotropine in

a case of enlarged prostate with cystitis, with am-
monical urine and get results. I repeat I would

like to know how many get good results in those

cases.

N. W. Moore, (Closing): With reference to

the remarks made by the last speaker (Dr. Gil-

lim), it was thought a few years ago that uro-

tropin would have a great effect on some cases of

meningitis, but in an alkaline medium it has no
effect. It has got to be liberated into formalde-

hyde and only acts in an acid medium, so that, as

a rule, the urine is acid, and therefore we get the

good effects of the urotro]iin. We must reduce

the urine to a normal condition with the drug.

One gentleman si)oke of the use of boracic acid

and salol. I would suggest that if he adds a few
drops of belladonna to his })reseription he would
get better results.

I have dwelt upon the causes of enuresis, and
also the treatment. It is important to know the

cause of the disease before we can institute ra-

tional treatment.

Dr. Zinke spoke of epidural injections of co-

cain, and said it does not matter whether you

use cocain or normal salt solution just so long as

you produce ])ressure over the spinal cord.

IN.ICKY TO PARTURIENT CANAL.*

By II. C. Cii-uuc, Ealnioutb.

According to an agreement made with the

committee on the program }ny siibject has

been changed to injuries to the cervix and
peritoneum.

Since but little in the way of prevention
can be hoped for ordinarily, yet we are ex-

l)eeted to offer all protection possible, by first

seeing our patient is aseptic, and antiseptic.

Should we have the time, after reaching the

patient, we will see that this is done, if it has
not already been attended to. The vagina
should be douched with a warm antiseptic so-

lution. The douche has been too much neg-

lected on account of it’s being abused in the

beginning of its usefulness; the pendulum
swung too far to the extreme, and it fell into

disfavor. Notwithstanding this it has a place

in the practice of obstetrics.

If the things have been attended to, and
any damage takes place to the cervix, or any
portion of the passage, we have the assurance

that the patient is in a condition to prevent
infection, to some extent. This is one of the

)nost important measures to be considered in

the beginning as a precautionary measure, as

local treatment cannot be relied upon, or in-

ternal medication promise but little, after

the accident has happened all we can do to

*R('ad liefove the Kentucky State Medical Association,
Newport, September 22-25, 1914.
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protect her is along the line of preventive

]iieans—that is including a certain amount of

protection against the accident the physician

may offer hy liis management of the first, and

second stage of lahour.

I have said in the beginning tluit there was

not a great deal to be exjx'cted in the way of

prevention, but there are things which we

should do, in the beginning of the first stage,

which at least will guard against severe, or

extensive laceration: that is to give tlie

cervix an opportunity to do its work without

being interrupted by the physician attempt-

ing to hasten dilatation. Uefrain from med-

dling, or giving drugs, until interference is

actually demanded, or we will certainly liave

trouble from start to finish; we should not

try to convert a ph.vsiological into a patholog-

ical condition. Should }’ou unintentionally

or otherwise rupture the membranes you most

assuredly have been guilty of contributing to

some extent your mite in jirodneing increas-

ed laceration, by destroying one of the wo-

man’s safest and best means of dilatation.

Are we not guilty of undue haste at times,

resorting to manipulations and the use of

drugs, which are dangerous and uncalled for,

and is it not true that these means are only

used in order that we may save time? Pow-

erful drugs are dangerous given at any time

before the uterus is emptied, and is it not

true that we are re.sponsible, to some extent

for increased laceration? Js there any gen-

tleman j)resent who does not know these mis-

fortunes have been less in number, and se-

verity since the use of ergot was discontinu-

ed ?
' How is it that ergot was held in such

high esteem, for so long a time, and the mis-

fortunes it was guilty of producing was of

such slow recognition? It is to be hoped that

we have profited by experience and will be

slower in giving credence to drugs of the

same character.

I can remember when it was a difficult

thing to find a physician who did not indorse

this drug, and we were all blind to the dam-

age it did. I can remember Dr. Ramey, of

Cincinnati, who was an enthusiastic believer

in ergot, invited Dr. M. B. Wright to witness

the action of the drug, and at this partieidar

time it failed to act at all. Dr. Ramey re-

marked that Dr. Wright was so bitterly op-

posed to the use of ergot, that it would not act

in his presence. Dr. Wright I'eplied, “Dr.
Ramey I shall live long enough to see you

condemn the use of ergot given any time be-

fore the third stage, it is guilty of producing

lacerations, to an increased extent, and many
dead babies.”

Notwithstanding our former experience

with ergot, and the sin it was guilty of, are

we not taking into consideration, and intro-

ducing every day a drug pretty much of the

same character, except it is more powerful

and dangerous, given in the first or second

stage of laliour, or at any other time before

the uterine cavity is empty? If ergot was re-

sponsible for increased laceration of the

cervix, and it surely was, what may we expect

of a drug which acts witli more certainty, and
greater energy; producing tonic contractions,

which sometimes completes the laliour in an

hour where six or eight liours should be given

the patient ?

I talked with a physician recently who told

me that he gave pituitrin to one patient, who
had been in labour four hours, the cervix was
dilated as large as a half dollar, and in fif-

teen minutes the child was born. Severe lac-

eration of perineum resulted. Another phy-

sician reported that he iiad given this drug to

three patients and he would not give it again

on account of its producing tonic contract-

ions, that it siu’ely was a giant. He failed to

check its action with chloroform when he got

alarmed for fear he wouhl have rupture of

the uterus. A leading ])hysician in an ad-

joining county reports its use in five eases

;

one of these cases almost collapsed from sud-

den emptying of the uterus, and she had ex-

tensive laceration, another one of his five pa-

tients he gave one ampule, repeated it in an
hour, in a half hour she had eclampsia. Ditl

pituitrin make matters worse? Can yoii al-

ways tell before ' hand when a patient is

threatened with eclampsia?

There is nothing more positively true than
the fact that where the first or second stage

of labour has been hui'ried up by any kind
of procedure the danger to laceration has

been increased. Wtiile it is true that the ma-
jority of laceration apj^ear to give no trouble

whatever the woman goes right on into an
uninterrupted recovery, and becoming preg-

nant, can-ying her child to full term, yet
there are a large number of these cases who
receive no surgical attention after confine-

ment, and suffer dire consequences from in-

juiy done the cervix during confinement.

There is no doubt in my mind hut wliat these

injuries are an exciting cause of carcinoma of

the cervix. I am sure that 1 have seen several

patients, who could have escaped this horrible

disease had the cervix received proper atten-

tion as soon after confinement, as practical.

I have arrived at the conclusion that there

is some protection we can give the cervix, by

hesitating to he unduly officious, and in using

pi'ceautionary measures; withholding ergot

or pituitrin until the third stage of labour is

over. Also seeing that we have not been

guilty of conveying septic poisons on our

hands. Oloves are sometimes a snare and a

delusion, and are causing us to feel a sense of

security, that is not always justified on ac-

count of the way we have cared for them.
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The importance of earing for the cermx

has been briefly alluded to. We will now
have sometliing to say on the support of the

perineum, and the protection of the entire

passage, and the patient by the use of bac-

terial vaccine.

In the primipara at least half have some de-

gree of laceration, and it is unavoidable ex-

cepting by substituting incisions. During

the sweep of the head through, can the perin-

eum be supported? This question has been

answered in the affirmative by few, in the

negative by nearly all physicians. There

was a time, only a few years back when you

often heard about how to support the perin-

eum, during the passage of the head. Lec-

turers attempted to instruct you, on the mani-

kin just how this was done, by laying the

liand on just so—you prevented the muscles

from tearing; by the use of hot towels fre-

quently applied you were instructed that

these hot applications would produce relax-

ation ; allow the head to slip through, without

laceration. Supporting the perineum is a

fallacy it cannot he done. I remember how

Dr. Juo. AVithrow, of Cincinnati, related the

circumstances when a prominent physician

of that city was demonstrating how easy it

was to support the perineum with hot towels

to relax, and his hand put on in that myste-

rious way, which was hard to understand,

and more difficult to explain
;
the tovvel heat-

ed with water, held up to the patient in such

a way that she wordd surely be protected,

when the muscle gave way under the severe

pain, the physician said to Dr. AA^ithrow, “It

is all gone, but I saved the towel.”

I fail to recall the time when any effort

at i^erineal support did not end in disap-

pointment. The only way to protect this

muscle is by leaving the membranes intact

until no longer needed, or till the sack of

waters lays on the pelvic floor, thus saving

the amniotic fluid, until it has exerted its

last particle of benefit in facilitating the pas-

sage of the head, and when the head is corn-

ing too fast hold it back, if possible, until

relaxation has taken place; supporting the

head by crowding it up into the pubic arch.

T"ou may now and then succeed in giving some

protection to the threatened perineum.

Chloroform is used by many physicians to

regulate the expelling foi-ce when there is

apparent danger of laceration, and some say

they can control, at will the frequency of

pain, and the rapidity of expulsion, by anes-

thetics. This seems impossible 1o me especial-

ly when pituitrin has been u.sed, nor do I be-

lieve that you can by any means so control

these forces, that they are under your will,

whether or not a drug lias been used. If

this were true there would be but few lacera-

tions. One authority makes the strong state-

ment that if the patient be instructed to

breathe rapidly during one of these powerful
expulsive j^ains, that the descent of the head
will be checked. He might as well have stat-

ed that these pains were under the woman’s
control. In the verj" next sentence he states

th action of the abdominal muscles at this

stage are frequently involuntary, and beyond
control of the patient. There are many in-

consistent statements similar to these found
in the leading publications which are so con-

tradictory and misleading, and are confus-

ing to those who expect to prevent laceration

by attempting to follow their suggestions.

They suffer disappointment, grow skeptical,

their faith is broken often when the truth is

really stated in regard to this matter. Since

it is impossible to prevent lacerations to a

large extent, all these unfair statements are

finally pushed aside, and you find that the

truth is—these tears do come, and you can’t

stop them, and what is to be done?
If your patient has been made antiseptic,

and aseptic the perineum can be repaired
with the assurance that you will have union
by first intention if done at once, provided
that you hax:c taken the reanonaMe viexv of
the dangers to suturing .this muscle, ivhen not
rendered immune hy the use of hacterial vac-

cine. AVhether you are ready for this or not

the time is now here when these conditions

must be met by an opposing force; it will not

only assist in securing union, after suturing

has been done, but will protect your patient

from puerperal infection, and the time is at

hand when all obstetric patients, not later

than the second day after confinement, or bet-

ter still, before labour begins, will receive an
immunizing dose of vaccine, and which also

have an effect to protect the patient against

the contaminating influence of the physici-

an’s soiled hands, or gloves, and sound the

death knell to puerjieral infection. There
have been so many flattering reports from
the immunizing of lying-in patients, that we
are more certain than ever that it will soon
be common practice. One physician reports

one hundred and twenty-nine patients im-

munized one day after confinement; twenty-
five had laceration of the cervix, sixteen were
sutured for lacerated perineum, and in every
sutured case union was had by first intention.

All of these patients in private homes, or
tenement houses. No infection occurred in

anj^ of them. The death rate from puerperal
septicemia has been decreased steadily by the

emplo3unent of vaccine. In my own prac-

tice I have witnessed beneficial results in sev-

eral patients, with puerperal infection. I

have seen it used after all other methods of

treatment had failed, and the patient recov-

ered. In one instance a case of three weeks’
standing was given stock vaccines three times

;
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the temperature was redueetl to uormal in

four days, and she got well. Auotlmr case

Avhen the perineum had been sutured, Imt

failed to unite on account of sepsis, two doses

were given fifteen hours apart, the perineum
took on a healtliier appearance and united,

the fever disap^ieared and in fifteen days she

was well. I was requested by a neighboring

doctor to see a patient who had aborted four

days after the occurrence. The i)lacenta was
adherent, was removed

;
vaccines given sev-

eral times. It was an aggravated case : con-

tinued fever for many days, abscess forming
on the biceps of the right arm. She was kept
iinder the induenee of vaccine for fifteen days
and recovered.

iMy experience has been the experience of

many physicians, who have failed to report

every ease of puerperal infection
;
the result

is there have been manj'- more than we have a
record of.

No one can tell where septic material gets

its entrance into the system, probably mora
frequently through the uterine cavity; often

through the tear in the cervix
;
perineum, and

doubtless through small abrasions in the wall

of the vagina, which cannot well be located.

I am firmly convinced that the important
thing to do is to give an immunizing dose of

vaccine, as least to all cases where there is the

least suspicion of infection, and to the pa-

tient to be operated upon, or to be catheter-

ized,

DISCUSSION.

J. 0, Jenkins, Newport: I do not know that I

can add anything to what Dr. Clark has so well

said. The perineum and pudenda are naturally

liable to infection. It is a point of drainage of

the person and therefore is subject to many little

troubles that may be operative at the time of a

confinement or latex. This is one reason Avhy

we find infections occurring there after lacera-

tions, and injuries produced by the passage of

the child’s head.

The douche has been spoken of as a require-

ment preceding labor. In some little experience
I have had in this line, it seems to me a bad
policy. If you are sure yoix have got infection

there, that the tract has been infected then or

at any previous time Avith gonorrheal or other in-

fections, it is Avell enough then to prepare the pa-

tient Avith a prelirainaiw douche, but nature has

AA-ell taken care of this part of the body. The
mucous lining of the vagina secretes a tenacious

liquid Avhich assists materially in the passage of

the child’s head. If you dej)riA’e the A'agina of

that secreting surface, the head Avill not pass as

freely and as smoothly as if you had not done
so. There are some cases Avhere the patient’s

A’aginal surfaces are in a feverish condition.

These patients are hard to deal Avith because of

the delayed progress of the head and the intense

pain, and the tissues being hard, dry and firm.

The tissues are not pliable. If 'in such conditions

you have annointcd the parts Avitli sterilized vase-

line or sAveet oil, you Avill find the progress more

satisfactory. I do not make it a rule to douche

before labor unless I am satisfied some infection

has been resident there "ear the time of deliv-

ery; then I believe it is the thing to do. But

bacteriologists and experience have taught us Ave

cannot sterilize the vagina. It is an organ that

cannot be sterilized and never has been. It has

been my practice sometimes to assist iiA the dila-

tation of the os or vulva Avith a little maneuver

Avhich may perhaps be criticised or found fault

Avith. After the os has dilated to fully one-third

I have sometimes made it a practice, Avhere I

found the progress Avas unsatisfactory, and I

might expect a rupture of the perineum because

of the hard, undilatable condition of the tis-

sues, to assist the dilatation Avith my fingers by

draAving the perineum firmly backAvard towards

the coccyx carefully, exercising my best judg-

ment as to the amount of force to be eAerted.

This should be done at the time of a pain, not

betAA'een pains. The act has been criticised by
operators. The nanuever may be bad or not, but

it is satisfactory in some cases.

Premature rupture of the membranes, as Ave

all knoAv Avho haA’e had any experience, is a

thing to be condemned strongly. If the mem-
branes are ruptured before dilatation is one-

half or three-quarters complete, you have de-

layed the case and will have subjected the woman
to more agony and perhaps laid the foundation

for an instrumental delivery, Avithout achieving

the relief sought. Kupture of the membranes to

hasten the labor and to get home early is a mis-

take. It is the best Avay I knoAv of to delay mat-

ters and keep you from using your theater ticket.

W. W. Anderson, NeAvport: As to Di\ Clark’s

condemnation of the use of ergot and pituitrin

before the first stage of labor is completed, Avhen

one of our younger men boasted of his success

Avith pituitrin, I asked him Avhat his reason Avas

for using it, Avhether he did not find it increased

the damage on account of haste, a.nd he said he

Avas not sure of that. His confession indicat-

ed that he' has not been a close observer of

Avhether it Avas doing damage or not. He said

to me, “Doctor, what is your ol)jectiou to pitui-

trin Avhen the cervix is fully dilated?” I re-

plied. “Doctor’, I Avill answer that by asking you

a question. What is the use of pituitrin Avhen

the cerA’ix is fully dilated?” If you Avant things

to move along, if there is uterine inertia, Avhy

can’t you apply forceps? You can conh’ol that

force but you cannot control the forceful action

of irituit) in or of ergot. I would urge our young
men, Avho are inclined to take up new things with

great enthusiasm, to use more caution.

Joseph J. Back, Ncwj)orl : This subject iias

been discussed ]U'o and con. and as one of tiie

younger men of the profession I desire to say
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I have had the op2
')ortunity of usins>' i)ituitrin on

several occasions. Wlien tlie cervix is fully di-

lated, if we look to our nerve siiiijily. of the va-

jjina, if we look to the compulsory forces that

bring out tlie baby, we will find and know from

exjierience that when the head has been exjiell-

ed from the uterine cavity there is a uterine in-

ertia to take ]dace. Why, we do not exactly

know, but it does occur. We iiave uterine in-

ertia at that time. In those cases 1 do not thiidt

the use of the forceps is the e.ssential thing, but

1 believe i)ituitrin is indicated. 1 have used

])ituitrin in over twenty cases within the last two

years, and 1 will saj’ this, I have not had any

lacerations that were more extensive than 1 have

had ijrior to that time.

As regards the infection following labor, as a

young man, let me suggest one thing to the older

men, namely, that a case of labor is a surgical

procedure. There is no question about it. Wluit

man of you, wlio had a surgical cose wouhi take

that case after oiieration and allow it to lie in

the same jiosition, in tlie same mass of debns tliat

you took from it, the sanse as you would a con-

finement case. How many of you gentlemen who
have taken cases of obstetrics to good, well regu-

lated hosi)itals, have had infections? Show iue

the home in which you have delivered a baby and
1 will count your number of infections. Tell me
of your nurses and I will tell you the number of

infections. It is true, the country doctor, or the

doctor outside the vicinity of the hospital, can-

not take all of his cases to hosj)itals, but 1 will

say this: We have no, right to deliver a woman
in a bed covered with a dirty sheet plus a num-
ber of newsjiapers, covered by an oilcloth which
has never been cleaned, and allow debris or filthy

hands to come in contact witli these things and
then afterwards allow the woman to become in-

fected. Ninety-five or one hundred jier cent, of

infections of the jiarturient canal are the result

of second or third day infections. You very sel-

dom find a woman after the third day having any
infection. It is not due at the time of birth but

subsecpient to birth and due to our using unclean

methods. Our nurses are more responsible for

infections than doctors. I condemn some women
wlio represent themselves as nurses who do not

do these things jiroperly. There ai'e women who
would not take an abdominal case, but they vill

take an obstetrical case for the measly, paltry

sum of one dollar, and we doctors sliould jirotect

ourselves against tiiose indiiiduals who are car-

rying infection, ])osing as nurses when they do
not know what infection means.

J. H. Caldwell, Newjiort: In the use (T one

of our newer remedies Dr. Clark has criticised

])ituitrin, and 1 want to defend it to a certain

extent. I do not want to bo understood, however,

as saying that iiituitrin should' be used indis-

criminately by any means. It is a iiowerful

drug, and it has its [)lace, but we must know
its jilace. 1 remember very well tlie first lime 1

used it, in less than five minutes after I gave an
injection of iiituitrin 1 was sorry for it. It was
a case in which there was full dilatation. The
woman was a multiiiara

;
there was identy of

room, the iiosition was normal, but the iiatient

would not give any assistance from her own
strength. She would cry out and ask me to use
the forceps. I had read uji on the use of iiitui-

trin some two and a half years ago when it

came out, and I tliought tliis was a case in which
to try it. There was no obstruction. The baby
was born twelve minutes after 1 gave the pitui-

trin
;

there was full dilatation of the cervix,

there was plenty of room and there M'ere ex-

pulsive efforts wliich |)ushed tlie child right out.

If tliere had been any obstruction 1 believe I

would have ruptured the uterus. Therefore, if

you use pituitrin, be sure that there is nothing to

obstruct tlie passage of the child.

Another place for the use of iiifiiitrin that
has not been mentioned is in iiostpartum hemor-
rhage. There is no agent that 1 know of that will

act so ([uickly on involuntary muscle as pitui-

trin will, and where you have an exhausted con-
dition on imrt of the mother and uterine inertia,

there is nothing like the hyj^iodermic use of j?itui-

trin to cause uterine contraction. I have used it

in surgical cases to cause contraction of the in-

voluntary muscles of the intestines.

As far as infections are concerned after de-
livery, I have been rathei' fortunate. I have de-
livered some cases in the most filthy places that
exist in this part of the country, that is in some
of our slum in Cincinnati, doing clinic work for
tlie college, and you know what jdaces we get
into. Hut I will say, I have always iiad the as-

sistance of a good trained nurse in these cases,

and so far we never have had any serious infect-

ion.

As far as getting liealing by first intention af-

ter suturing the iierineum is concerned, I have
been fortunate so far in that’ 1 also got healing

Iw first intention in all cases.

As to giving immunizing doses of vaccine, that

may be a very good thing. I have often thought
of that, and some men are doing it in surgical

cases, but it may lead to carelessness, some may
think tliere is uo use in being careful. You may
consider the patient is immune anywajq and you
go ahead with your obstetric operation without
so much care. However, I think vaccine therapy
has its place also.

As for rupturing the membranes, if I under-

stood the essayist correctly, he said that Ave

should never ruiiture the membranes. I have
been guilty of that. If there is full dilatation

of the cervix and the i>ains stoj), and you have

a bulging mendirane it has served its pui’iiose,

the membrane is hard to rniiture. I generally

rupture the membrane myself under such circum-

stances.

P. D. Gillim, Owenslioro: 1 want to add my
mite of praise to the most excellent pajier read
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by Dr. Clark. I also want to add to Dr. Ander-

son’s discussion a wonl of caution in the use of

that most powerful drus i)ituitrin. It has not

been mentioned that i)itiutrin is killing unborn

babies, in that it jiroduces a great deal of shock

to the baby in uteri, conseciuent on its effect in

producing unnatural and unceasing long contract-

ions of the uterus. One gentleman in his discus-

sion of another pa[)er suggested that we should

now have in our societies a teacher to teach more

care and more thoroughness in the treatment of

fractures, and that lias been my experienceT and

1 want to say in tliis connection that there is

more crude Avork done in repairing the perineum

than in any other Avork tliat physicians have to

do, and that is one cau.se Avhy so many of our pa-

tients must be referred to surgeons afterAvarcis.

Arthur T. McCormack, DoAvling Green: If all

that has been said about pituitrin is true, it ought

to be used very rarely. From my OAvn experience,

I do not think it does much good in the cases that

are ]iroceeding avcM. In fact, I doubt AAdiether

it should be used in such cases, and if it is use-

less in them, there is little reason for using it at

all. I agree Avith everything that has been said

in that respect.

H. C. Clark, (Closing) : I kneAV my paper

Avould stir up the members. As to the first stage

of uterine inertia, I do not think any intelligent

physician Avould use anything improperly, nor

hesitate to use fpiinine, strychnine or forceps,

if tlie head could be grasped. You Avould not

hesitate to do Avhat you possibly could to put the

patient in aseptic condition, no matter AAdiat Avas

going to take place after or during confinement,

lirovided you had the time to do so.

I am not an extremist and do not say that I

neA-er use douches at all. The re.ason it has

fallen into so much, disrepute is because some

practitioners have used it every tAVo hours after

confinement. I can remember A'ery Avell Avhen

this Avas done, and I am not making an argument

to defend the douche entirely,. neA'ertheless it has

it splace. It Avould be entirely too late to lock

the stable door after th.e horse Avas stolen. One
gentleman says that if ycir have infection from
gonorrhea or any otlier kind of infection, then is

the time to go to Avork. Hoav can you ahvays find

that out at that time ?? Another speaker said it

Avould be dreadful to have soiled sheets on the

bed or soiled clothing on the patient. Hoav are

you going to prevent that Avhen you are called in ?

You hardly haA’c time to take care of your hands
out in the country, before you liave to use them.
I have taken tlie ordinary precautions about my
hands: I have used rubber glaves, but I have
seen some practitioner.s take the rubber gloves

out of their satchels, and they Avere not in the

country either, and put them on and use the.m

Avhen I Avas satisfied they Avere running a risk by
so doing as they Avere dirty.

Another Speaker spoke of using medicated

A’aseline in cases of obstetrics. Who ever heard

of using vaseline to facilitate the passage of th.e

head? The author of the book from Avnicli I

cpioted says that Ave shoiiui make a digital ellori

at dilatation between every pain. Is there any

man avIio would endorse that sort of conduct?

Not one, save himself. When the head of the

child is doAvn on the floor of the pelvis and you

have uterine inertia, strychnine AAmuld be safe

I sbould think. I have used it with good results

a great many times, and I am sure that if you

ever need a ]iair of foireps and want to use them
this is tiie time, but the man who uses forceps

should not keep tliem on until the child is de-

livered. Forceps are not intended for that pur-

jiose. You may introduce one blade of the

forceps, start up contractions, and that Avouid

do the Avork itself bj' stimulating the uterus to

contract. You have seen that done many times.

The use of foicejis is not so dangerous as many
practitioners supnose. I have used forceps in

many eases and have nevei’ produced more lacer-

ation Avith instrument than I liave Avithout; nor

have 1 seen so many dead babies from the use of

instruments as from the nee of ergot. You may
as AA’ell use ergot as pituitrin. One gentleman
told me he had tivo ampules of pituitrin. He
gave one, and in half an hour repeated it. He
Avas a Cincinnati man. Tlie patient had no more

pain, but there Avas inertia and he had one of the

Avorst cases of jiostpartum hemorrhage he has

seen in his life. This inertia is a thing that some-

times folloAAs that remedy and it also folloAvs the

use of ei’got. There may be a place for pitui-

trin. I belicA’c ])ractitioners should resort to it in

case of postpartum hemorrhage. While it may
be indicated in such cases, I think you are apt

to lose its effect in half an hour, or at least in

one hour, therefore it is necessary to rejieat the

dose frequently and continue the use of otlier

remedies Avhich have jiroven of A’alue in hard

fought battles in the past.

Abdominal Incisions and Intra-Abdominal

Pressure.—In four esses the esophagus Avas lig-

ated by Horan through an incision in the neck,

after placing a glass tube in the stomach, making
the tube as secure and air-tight as possible Avith

a ligature. An incision Avas made parallel to the

umbilicus througb the right rectus, and the rec-

tum Avas ligated. The incision Avas closed in the

ordinary manner, pressure being applied in all

four cases to the full amount of the automobile

g.auze, viz., 120 pounds, and after the amount

registered in one case, the jnunping Avas continu-

ed until the abdomen looked to be tAvice the nor-

mal size. No hernia protruded in either case.
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THE FORUM

]\Iy Dear Editor :

The longer I linger, tlie more I discern,

That this world of ours is a queer concern.

I have just finished reading the November
1st, issue of the Journatj. While I was very

pleased with many of the reports to the House
of Delegates of the various counties of the

State, I was terrified when I came to Lincoln

and read the speech of the delegate, my friend

Dr. Carpenter, of Stanford, “One meeting of

two hours duration in 1914!” Matters seem
to be “balled up” and out of tune in a coun-

ty formerl.y always to the fore, but now
growing ( ? )

like the tail of a bovine, down
hill. i\ly interest in this society has never

flagged, although I have been away for

years; it was my first love, and I feel as if

I must ask permission for a word concerning

it. I hope the members thereof will not con-

sider me a “butt-in-ski”—my intention is

good. If so, I beg pardon.

Sermons seem longest to people who have
most need of them, but Ifll be brief and to

the point. A house that needs repairs is go-

ing down hill
;
and a house that is going down

hill is losing value—^value in money and in

comfort. The owner, then, should arouse and
look around the premises and see how they
could be improved. It might not induce him
to do more than “rake up the sticks” that

are lying around. That would be a great help

alone. But, maybe, while raking up the

loose leaves, he would find a loose board in

the sidewalk, a broken picket in the fence,

that the corner of the porch has sagged, or

that the front steps need a new plank. And,
as he would want to make a complete job of

it, he would see that these repairs are made.
From this allegory, you may make the ap-
plication.

I would suggest a “Spring cleaning.” My
long experience in Secretary work induces me
to say that the most sensitive part of the hu-
man machine, (especially among doctors) is

the tip of the tongue—it is worse than step-

ping on your corns. Anyhow, we should be
careful iu an undue use of the “ummly mem-
ber,” and, Avhen in doubt as to Avhether to say
something that ivont do any particular good,
you Avont lose anything by not saying it. Re-
member, the greater the Saint, the greater
the sin. Aiw organization may need outside

advice, but it should not be promoted by out-

siders. The doctor’s advance must come as

the result of his own efforts
;

his progress
must develop from Avithin, rather than from
Avilhout. A medical society, to be successful,

calls for intelligent, enthusiastic, harmonious
self-sacrificing Avork on the part of each mem-

ber. “United AA^e stand, divided we fall”—re-

member Kentucky’s motto. The nobleness of

life depends on its consistency, clearness of

inirpose, quiet and ceaseless energy. Do the

duty that lies nearest to you. Every duty
that is bidden to Avait returns Avith seven
fresh duties at its back. Every one has an
ideal, then why not attain it? You can do it.

“Make my mortal dreams come true

With the work I fain Avould do;

Clothe Avith life the w^eak intent;

Let me be the thing I meant.”
Be punctual in attendance at the meetings,

Avhether it suits your convenience or not. Go
with a purpose for social and professional

enjoyment. Make no excuses for yourself.

A man’s thinnest, flimsiest excuses are the

ones that cast largest shadoAvs of suspicion.

Tiventy members should compose a most
healthful society. Resolve to rehabilitate

“the Old Girl.” Set the mind toward the

thing you Avould accomplish so resolutelly, so

definitely and Avith such vigorous determina-

tion, and put so much grit into your resolu-

tion that nothing on earth can turn you from
your purpose until you attain it. Believe in

yourself Avith all your might. Do it to-day,

tomorroAv neA^er comes. Bear in mind, also,

that the road to the Kentucky State Medical
Association is shorter than the road to Tip-

perary. Just another word or two in closing.

I am very grateful to Dr. Carpenter for

his compliment in coupling my name with
our revered friends, Drs. BroAvn and Wesley.
They AA’ere gentlemen of the Old School,

broad-minded and liberal. Their presence at

a society meeting Avas an inspiration—all was
AA^ell AA’hen they were near us. They came be-

cause they loved to come
;
to instruct and be

instructed. No petty nor jealous mothms
ever entered their minds, and ever ready were
they to pour the oil upon any turbulent
Avaters. Their like may not soon be seen

again.

The amusing part of a paragraph, not in-

tended by the speaker, Imt constructed, in a

hurry, by the stenographer, Avas the expres-

sion that “my clay, too, with long oblivion,

had gone dry,” Avhich, I am proud to say, is

not the ease. To the uninformed, hoAvever,

the inference AAmuld be that I was in “limbo.”
I am here : slieltered, curled up, and content-

ed by the “world’s AA'arm fire.” It AAms the

funny part, the mistaken identity, that made
me smile audibly. HoAvever, it is all right.

So the Avorld goes. So the stream Aoaa's. Yet
there is a felloAv AAdiom nobody knows (the

LeA^eler) aa’Iio maketh all free on land and sea,

and forces the rich, like the poor, to flee,

lam as ever, yours, etc.

SteeivE Bailev,

IMammoth, Utah, Nov. 10, 1914.
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ORIGINAL ARTICLES

HYPERNEPHROMA OF KIDNEY, WITH
REPORT OF CASE AND EXHIBI-

TION OF SPECIMEN.

By O. H. Kelsall, Louisville.

Hypernephroma of the kidney may al-

most be said to be a tumor without a name
because the word hypernephroma does not

signify any pathology, as is the ease with

nearly every other tumor. The word sunply
means tumor above the kidney or tumor of

the adrenal gland and was adopted only as a

compromise to signify a tumor occurring in

the kidney with certain characteristics, after

an endless dispute as to the nature of the

tumor, which continues to this day. There
has been such a diversity of opinion as to the

nature of this tumor that in different hos-

pitals, it has been variously classified as, an-

giosarcoma, periethelioma, endothelioma, car-

cinoma, etc. According to Garceau all these

tumors had certain characteristics, namely,
large polyhedral cells, which are placed in

close proximity to small capillary blood ves-

sels, an occasional papillary arrangement in

places, and an alveolar arrangement in places,

the alveoli containing characteristic cells. Of
late years, by common consent, tumors pos-

sessing these characteristics, have been called

hypernephromata.

ETIOIjOGY.

Grawitz in 18vS3 first described accurately

this tumor occurring in the kidney, which
had previously been supposed to be lipomat-

ous because it had in portions the yellow
color of lipomata and also had alveoli. Graw-

itz held that these tumors sprang from the
aben-ant adrenal tissue that is so frequently
found in the kidney and this view has been
adopted by the majority until recently. In
the current comment of the Journal A. M. A

,

Vol. Ixii, No. 1, occurs the following:
“Aberrant epithelial structures in the cor-

tex of the kidney and their relation to so-

called ho'pernephromata. The so-called hy-
pernephromata are undoubtedly the most fre-

quent malignant tumor of the kidneys. Un-
til quite recently these tumors were regarded
as originating in aberrant adrenal tissue most
commonly believed to occur immediately un-
der the capsule of the kidney. This view
was advanced by Grawitz in 1883 and the
tumors in question are frequently referred to
as “Grawitz tumors.” This conception of
the origin of these tumors was based largely
on the similarity between the tumor cells and
the cells in the adrenal corlex. Specks and
patches of a yellowish or grenish-yellow paler
than the renal cortex are frequently found in

the surface of the kidney and these structures
are held usually to be bits of misplaced
adrenal tissue. Renal hypernephromata con-
sequently have been regarded as a good illus-

tration of Cohnheim’s supposition that malig-
nant tumors develop from misplaced embry-
onal matrix, a conception of which we hear
much less now than we did some years ago.

Of late, the view of Grawitz in regard to

hypernephromata has been attacked by va-

rious men. Thus Stoerk pointed out that

such tumors do not occur in the adrenals,

the primary tumors of which are of a different

structure and fhat the most common site of

Grawitz tumor is the middle zone of the

kidney, whereas the supposed adrenal rests
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occur most often near the upper pole of the

kidney.

Wilson and Willis {Jour. Med. Research

1911, xxiv, 73) regard the h\'pernephromata

as developing in rests of nephrogenic tissue,

they base this conclusion on elaliorate embry-
ologic considerations and Gl.ynn emphasized
that while abnormal sexual development is

frequently present in cases of tumors of

the adrenal cortex, it is not observed in cases

of Grawitz tumor.
In view of all this opposition to Grawdtz’s

explanation, it becomes a matter of import-

ance to subject the peculiar patches in the

renal cortex just mentioned to close study in

order to understand their true nature better

and from Dunn’s observations on 80 consecu-

tive autopsies we learn that such masses are,

in first place, not at all infrequent ( as is al-

ready known), and furthermore, that they
represent 3 distinct t.’vqDes, namely, true

adrenal rests, adenopapillary tissue and pa-
pilliferous cysts. The cells in the latter in

particular resemble the bloated cells of the

Grawitz tumor and while malignant growths
may be conceived to arise from any and all

of these formations, the papilliferous, from
their peculiar histologic features, suggest
themselves as the most probable origin of tu-

mors of the Grawitz type, (Dunn). These
cysts appear to originate from the tissue of

the kidney itself and in one case Du.nn was
able to trace a definite connection with a con-

voluted tubule.

These results indicate that further system-
atic studies of so-called adrenal rests in the

kidneys are desirable and that additional in-

sight may be secured thereby into the nature
and origin of malignant tumors of the kid-

ne.y.
’ ’

The biggest majority of cases occur between
the ages of 50 and 60. The youngest patient

was Cheeseman’s. a male child, a year and a

half old, who had a tumor weighing four and
one-half pounds removed and recovered. The
oldest patient was Diaessen’s, a male 79 years

of age.

Males are more prone to the disease than
females. One hundred and fiftv-seven cases

have been collected of which 71 w-ere in males
and 45 in females. The right side is a little

more frequentl.v affected than the left.

The growth is very rarely bilateral and
when such is tlie case one side should be con-

sidered as a metastasis.

4’here is very little evidence to show that

a blow in the region of the kidney has any-

thing to do with tlie development of hyper-

nephroma.
Heredity seems to play very little part in

the etiolog.v of this disease. Albarran and Im-
bert in a list of 412 cases found only 5 cases

in which heredity may have played a part.

Ilypernephromata are by no means con-

fined strictly to the kidneys but occur in pri-

mary tumors of other structures. Keen,
Pfaider and Ellis found 3 primary eases in

the adrenals, 2 in the liver and one in the

uterus.

SYMPTOM ATOLOGY.

There is abundant evidence that the tu-

mor may remain latent in the kidney for

many .years a?id not give rise to the product-
ion of sym]:)toms. In such cases, the tumor is

of small size and does not interfere with the
function of the kidney. Sometimes the
growth may not be ver.y large but it still may
give rise to metastasis and result in death.

The small growths may be apparently benign
but potentially malignant.

Ilyperuephvoma, as a rule, has a slower
coux’se than malignant disease, elsewhere in

the body. The tumor is frequently discover-

ed by accident, either by the patient or by
the physician, who haixpens to make a thor-

ough examination. The long duration may
be due to the resistant capsule of the kidney.

If the chief cardinal symptom of hematuria
is absent, the tumor may remain undiscover-

ed for months or years without giving any
evidence of its presence than occasional pain

in the region of the affected side. Possibly

hypertrophy of the sound kidney has some-

thing to do with the long duration of the dis-

ease, the sound kidne.v taking on the function

of the diseased kidney. If the sound kidney
because of an attendant nephritis fails to take

on aditional function, the disease may be of

very short duration, cachexia and emaciation

rapidly supervening and ending in a speedy
death.

In some cases, a fairly large tumor may
give rise to no .symptoms and is found acci-

dentally on the autopsy table. These cases

are apparently benign but if the individual

lives long enough malignant characteristics

may occur. Hypernephroma presents three

distinct cardinal sjunptoms. hematuria, pain

and tumor. When all these symptoms are

present, especially in a patient in middle life,

we turn instinctively to a diagnosis of malig-

nant kidney tumor. At first the general

health may remain good but sooner or later

we have emaciation, weakness, etc.

Although hematuria, pain and tumor are

mentioned as the three cardinal symptoms it

is not every case that has all three symptoms.
The diseases may be ushered in by any one

of these symptoms and the others may appear
later. Pain is due to pressure, or involvement

of the lumbar or sacral nerves b.v extension of

the growth. It may be due to vascular en-

gorgement of the kidne.y, the rigid capsule

preventing expansion of the kidney. Some-

times the pain is like renal colic, due to
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passage possibly ol' a l)lood clot or slii'ed of

tissue through the ureter. Pair, may he due

also to blocking of tlu> ureter by the oialig-

iiaiit growth. The jjaiii is usually located in

the lumbai" ivgioi! of (he alfected side but

may 7’adiate into chest or down into the gen-

itaila or buttocks or thigh. The pain varies

in intensity fiom moderate to severe enough

to cause death. It may come on at any time

of the day oi- night, and has no i-elation to

movement. The pain may he a dull ache in

the lumbar region or it may e.xacerbate or

there may be fairly long intervals with no

]>ain whatevei'. Pi’cssure over the kidney does

not always increase the ]>ain but sometimes

the patient is unable to lie on the affected

side. Occasionally pain does not appeal’ un-

til late in the course of the disease.

TTematliria is perhaps the most constant

and imjiortant symptom of this disease. Tlie

cause of bleeding in the early stages is prob-

ably an intense congestion of the renal jiar-

euchyma but later, it may be due to erosion

of the blood vessels, esjiecially in the renal

pelvis and calices, giving rise to the copious

hemorrhages, we .sometimes see. The hemor-
rhage may come on at any time of the day or

night and is independent of motion, in contra-

distinction to other painful affections of the

kidney. Tin* hemorrhage may be accompanied
by severe pain or the patient may have no
pain at all. The duration of the hemorrhage
is very variable in the different cases. It ,may
be of a few hours duration or it may last .sev-

eral months or there mav be in a few cases

no hemorrhage at all. Hematuria occurs as

the sole symptom in a certain proportion of

cases and these are the cases where the tumor
is u.sually small and a diagnosis, short of an
exploratory incision is very hard to make.
The tumor may be so small as to escape no-

tice. especially when situated in the upper
pole and well within the parenchvma. It may
also be as large as the adult head. The
growth generally is the shape of the kidnev
and this helps to differentiate it from splenic

enlargement, if the affection is on the left

side. The usual seat of tlie tumor is in the
lumbar region, extending toward the abdo-
men in the direction of lea.st resistance. Tu-
mor is present in tlu' vast majority of cases

and is .sure to be recognized if large enough.
It is an unfortunate circumstance when the

tumor is small and in the upper i>ole. thus
reudering its recognition difficult, but we are

helped out somewhat in tlu’se cases if hemor-
rhage occurs early, for if the hemorrhage is

not readily explained by the cvstoscope, thei’e

should be no liesitaucy in doing an explora-

tory lU'phrotoinw In (Jarceau’s list of case's

tumor was mentioned lid tiim's. 17 times it

was absent, and in 1G cases no mention was
made of its jiresence. If the tumor is lai'ge

and adherent it is not very movable but if not

very adherent it is movable.

In the male, varicocele has been frequently

noted as an accomjianiment of hyperneph-

roma.
When stomach symptoms are present it

.suggests metastasis.

The duration is very variable, and is very

hard to estimat(* as the disease may be jires-

ent a long time before it is recognized. Keen,

Pfahler and Dllis give the duration as from
I") weeks to 8 yeai’s with an average duration

of two years and three months. Kichards in

10 cases found an average duration of two

and one-half years. The duration of the dis-

ea.se is very much shortened by the appear-

ance of meta.stases.

No part of the body is free fro’ii metastases,

thus, the brain, bronchi, lung, diaphragm,
gluteal region, heart, intestines, liver, thoracic

duet, omentum, pancreas, pleura, peritoneum,

.skin, uterus, etc., have all have been reported.

Not verv infrecpiently. the recurrence oc-

curs in the scai’ of the wound made years be-

fore in removing the growth. Sometimes the

disease may run its course and the only

metastases be in the bones.

The diagnosis of hyprrnephroma is one of

the most difficult to make and is generally

made at time of operation. We must consid-

er both the subjective and objective symp-
toms. A patient in the prime of life, .suffer-

ing from intermittent hematuria and it is

known to be of renal origin, if he has little or

no pain and no urinary retention and if the

hematuria cannot be accounted for by the

Jiresence of other kidney disease, ma.y be sus-

pected of having hypernephroma. The previ-

ous urinary history of the patient .should be

very carefully inquired into especially in ref-

erence 1o hematuria. The patient’s general

health is quite important. While early in the

dhsease. the general health may be very good,

if we find thal later the natient has been grad-

ually losing ground without having jieriods

of improvement, that in itself is susnieious of

malignant disease. Cachexia may be absent

a long time and an early diagno.sis may be im-

possible. A thorougb physical examination

.should be made in our search, for metastases.

The presence of portions of the growth in

the urini' though seldom seen is quite an aid.

In the absence of hematuria, this disease is

very difficult to diagnose, and has been mis-

taken for every other form of aiulominal en-

largement. The I’clation of the gi’owth to

the intestine is sometimes an aid in diag-

nosis. Th(‘ descending colon is pushed for-

ward and inward by this growl h and may be

jiercussed for. Again flu're is no line of

tympany between the kidney dullness and the
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spine as there is in the case of splenic dnll-

ness.

Tubercular kidney is at times confounded
with this disease but Ave know that this oc-

curs most frequently between the ages of 25

and 35, there is abundant pyuria and if we
are unable to find the bacilli, inocidatiou of

guinea pigs is conclusive.

In calculus disease, the hematuria is aggra-

vated by movement.

Nephretie colic is suggestive in this trouble

and the X-ray is of help.

Hematuria is sometimes a symptom in float-

ing kidney but the characteristic signs and
symptoms of this condition should enable us

to make a diagnosis of the same although we
should remember that it is possible for hyper-
nephroma to develop in a floating kidney.

There are quite a number of other causes

of renal hematuria which shoiild not be dif-

ficult to differentiate and the Avriter Avill not

unnecessarily prolong his paper by a minute
discussion of the same.

TREATMENT.

Palliative treatment offers no liope Avhat-

ever. Hemorrhage may weaken the patient
and cause death, metastases may occur, so the

earlier the operation, the more hope of a

permanent cure. Operation, whether by the

lumbar route, the mortality Avas 22 per cent,

while in 84 eases in AAdiieh the abdominal
route was selected the mortality AA-as 23 per
cent.

The same disappointments are seen follow-

ing operations for hypernephroma as are seen

for malignant disease other than this condi-

tion under discussion. There is the same
tendenc}" to recurrence. One can neA'er be
certain that the disease Avill not return even
after the most thorough operation, but of

course tbe more thorough the remoAml of tlie

growth, the more apt will there be no recur-

rence. .Metastases liave been knoAA’n to oc-

cur as late as 11 or 12 years after tbe primary
operation.

nSITORY OP CASE.

i\Irs. C., age 56. Case referred by Dr.
Crutcher of this city. Family history nega-
tive. She gives a personal history of the

usual diseases of childhood and has neA^er had
any severe illness until the inception of the

present trouble. She has suffered Avith Imr
back for the past twelve years, the pain being
in the left loin for the most part but lately

has radiated doAA-n into the left groin. She
gave a history of intermittent hemorrhage
from the bladder foi- the past six years, at

times this AAmuld be A'cry little an;i at times

very profuse. This hemorrhage Avas nearly
ahvays accompanied by severe pai)i, prob-
ably due to the passage of clots in a measure.

She Avould go for months AA’ithout hemorrhage
and then all of a sudden AA’ould be seized Avith

seA^ere pian and a hemorrhage A\muld ensue.

During the past two years it Avas at times
necessary for her to go to bed for a few days
on account of the pain in her back.

The tumor Avas not suspected by the pa-

tient until aboAit three or four months previ-

ous to the last scAmre attack of pain. The
Avriter AAms called to see the patient about
July 24th. this year and found patient suf-

fering a great deal, with high fever and rapid
pulse. There Avas rigidity of the entire left

side of the abdomen. Apparently a large

kidney mass could be palpated but could not

Avell be made out on account of the rigidity.

On inspection a bulging could be seen stretch-

ing the left flank and extending anteriorly

someAvhat. An examination of the urine re-

vealed at this time a feAv pus cells, a trace of

albumen, and microscopic blood. The specific

graAuty 1022. She seemed to pass a normal
amount of urine. On account of the acute

condition present, it Avas decided to treat the

patient expectantly for a few days.

On the morning of July 26th, last, the pa-

tient experienced sudden relief, there AA'as a

large gush of blood from the bladder, the

pain subsided and temperature and pulse

dropped. The patient Avas removed to the in-

firmary on the 27th and cystoscoped by tlie

Avriter on tbe 28tb. By this time the macro-

scopic blood had disappeared from the urine.

The bladder Avail Avas somewhat injected, the

left ureter Avas stellate and nothing could be

seen coming from that side but normal ap-

pearing urine could be seen coming from tbe

right kidney. No functional test of the kid-

ney was made.
An examination at this time of the mass

Avas more satisfactory as the rigidity of the

abdominal muscles had subsided. This mass
could be plainly felt in the left lumbar region

posteriorly, between the margin of the ribs

and the iliac crest, and extending anteriorly

and up into the hypochondrium someAvhat

and doAA-nAA-ard into the left inguinal region.

A diagnosis of kidney tumor Avas made,
and the presence of hypernephroma consid-

ered.

She was operated on July 29th by the left

lumbar incision, tbe incision curving over the

iliac crest and extending almost to the

sheath of the rectus. The tumor Avas i-emoA’ed

Avithout especial difficAilty. For 40 minutes,

.so my anaesthetist stated, the patient AA’as

Avithout pulse so far as he eoAild detect and
it Avas necessary for him to use stimulation

almost throughout the entire operation. The
operator had a good aucav of the diaphragm
juovement thj'ough his incision and this show-
ed the respiartions to be uniformly good.

Proctoclysis Avas used to a large extent.
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During the first twenty-four liours only 11

ounces of urine was obtained per catheter,

during the next twenty-four liours 17 ounces

were obtained. The urine increased daily in

amount and by the 4th da.y, the amount was
50 ounces or more. An examination of the

urine one week after the operation showed a

normal urine. The convalescence of the pa-

tient was without further untoward incident

except for a slight infection of the incision.

The patient was discharged from the hospital

August 29th, and her improvement in health

has been uninterrupted and she has gained

17 pounds.
Examination of specimen by Louisville Re-

search Laboratory on fluly 30th, 1914. Tu-

mor larger than a grai)e-fruit, involving lower

half of left kidney. Cross section shows tu-

mor to be soft and necrotic.

jMicroseopical masses of epithelial cells of

the adrenal type. Cells containing fat drop-

lets and showing areas of necrosis. Diagnosis,

hypernephroma.

NEURITIS.

By Jno J. Moritn, Louisville.

All authors give two types of neuritis,

1st. Interstitial, or true neuritis, in which
the inflammatoi-y reaction takes place in I he

interstitial tissue and causes secondary de-

generation of the peripheral nerve fibre.

2nd. Pai’enchymatous, or degenerative neu-

ritis, in Avhieh there is a primary degeneration
of the nerve fibres. A typical example is op-

tic atroi^hy seen in locomotor ataxia.

There is a third type accepted by many au-

thors, namely, Gambault’s peri axillary seg-

mental neuritis, a very slight form of nerve
degeneration in which the myelin of the nerve

is disintegrated only in a few segments of the

nerve which the axis-cylinder remains intact.

Interstitial neuritis may be limited only to

the nexu’ilemma when it is called perineuritis.

If the inflammation extends to the whole
nerve, it may b'e classed as diffused neuritis.

This process may be acute or chronic. The
causes of neuritis are manifold. It may be
stated as blood including all toxaemic condi-
tions, local as from injury, local inflammation,
etc.

Interstitial neuritis is pi’esent in most types
of neuritis, including multiple neuritis. Some
authors regard multiple neuritis as a paieii-

chymatous neuritis while others regard it as

interstitial. In this type of disease, there is a

degeneration of the axis-cylinder and it i« dil'-

ficult to say whether the process began in the

connective tissue or the true nerve tissmx

Evidence of both have been noted
;
henc(‘ the

difference of opinion.

After a nerve is cever“d, it matleis not

what the nature of the lesion may be as they

all produce secondary degeneration of the

axis cylinder beyond the location of the les-

ion. Single nerve lesion and neuritis extend-

ing froTU inflammatory lesions in the immedi-
ate neighborhood are regarded as of the inter-

stitial type ;
some may be limited only to the

perineum while others may be diffused and
result in a secondary degeneration.

In the chronic cases, there may not be de-

generation of the true nerve fibre but show a

hyperplasia of connective tissue and cause a

thick and bulging nerve at that point. If

this increase of connective tissue should com-
pre.ss the nerve fibres, we would have second-

ary degeneration of the peripheral end.

In traumatic neuritis, we may have an in-

terstitial neuritis with secondary degenera-

tion but in most instances the injuiw is done
to the nerve l>y the trauma itself, the myelin
sheath is ruptured, hemorrhage occurs with
injury to the axis-cylinder and secondary
degeneration. The same process may follow

pressure as in cimtch-palsy or lying on the

arm resulting in muscido spiral paralysis.

When a nerve is cut or otherwise severed,

secondary degenej-ation begins in the whole
peripheral fibres. The myelin breaks up into

a mass, the axis-cylinder degenerates leaving

only the sheath of Schwann. If regeneration

does not occiir, all that remains of the former
nerve is a band of connective tissue. Com-
plete degeneration is complete in about two
weeks.

The cut end of the nerve becomes swollen

into a bulbous extremity b.y a gi-owtb. of con-

nective tissue and by tbe development of fine

nerve fibres in process of regeneration.

Regeneration begins in aboirt two weeks. A
difference of opinion exists as to the process

of repair. The idea of Ranvier that the re-

generation by extension of tlm central end
is still regarded as tbe most plausible expla-

nation. Others believe that the cells in ihe

sheath of Schwann have much to do in regen-

eration of the peripheral end.

The symptoms of neuritis will vary accord-

ing to the nerve or nerves affected. Individ-

ual motor, sensory, or combined nerves may
become involved, hence the variations. The
symptoms will also vary according to the de-

gree of pathology taking place in the nerve.

If a combined nerve is completely severed,

there will be flaccid paralysis and anaesthesia

of the parts supplmd by the nerve. The mus-
cles deprived of their nerve supply will show
the reaction of degeneration to the electric

current.

The nerves carry all impidses controlling

motion, sensation, secretory, vasomotor, re-

flex and uuti'ition, consecpiently. lesions in-

volving the ]>eriphci‘al nerves will be mani-

fested by a disturbance of these functions.

Motor and sensory as a rule suffer most.
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Taking all varieties of neui-itis, single or mul-

tiple, loss of strengtii or paralysis is the most

prominent and frequent symj)tom. This may
be only a slight diminution of muscle strength

to complete paralysis. In many instances,

even in combined nei’ve lesions, there are but

slight sensory symptoms. The most pronounc-

ed ease of multiple neuT'itis fi-om alcohol tliat

J have ever seen, showed only a delayed s('u-

sation. This pi'edominance of motor symp-
toms is shown in pressure pai'alysis, as mdch
palsy. Tn the early stages, tingling, etc., or

paraesthesia are present, but anaesthesia or

loss of sensation is not in proportion to loss

of motion.

Several suggestions have heen made to ex-

plain this, for instances, collateral innerva-

tion
;
that the sensory fibres ai-e in the center

of the nerve and suffer less; that the sensory

fibres are more capable of resis ranee and re-

generation.

These suggestions have been changed by the

investigations of TTead, wise domonstraTed
that complete anaesthesia did not occur by
section of a peripheral nerve. TTead sevei-ed

a nerve in his own body and made minute
tests of the degree of anaesthesia. The re-

sults in his own case wei-e confirmed in other
eases following injury, etc..

TTead believes that the nerves contain dif-

ferent systems of fibres. One set emnnes pres-

sui’e sensibilify which is disti'ilruted along
with the nerves to muscules and joints and is

not connected with cutaneous sensibility. T’nis

would explain the retention of pr<"ssure and
muscle sense in individual or in complete neu-

ritis.

Tie divided the cutaneous sensibility in:

1st. The ])roto]->athic sensibility or fibres

which transmit pain and extremes of temper-
ature.

2nd. Epieritic sensibility oi- the transmis-
sion of light touch and slight variation in

tenqrerature.

U.UN.

9'hcri‘ are three vai'ielies of j>ain which may
appear in neuritis which art' tc .some extemt
characteristic of j)criplu ral nerve irritation.

1st.— Paraesthesia; as lingling. “asleep”
feeling, burning oi- cold s(msaDon. Such sen-

sations may occui' in anaeJiiic and lithaemic
condition and nol b(“ an indication of a'dual
neurotic chang(>. However, some authors con-
tend that those cases that |n>rsist are depend-
ent upon a low :.'i'ade of intci'stitial neuritis.

2nd. The sharp radiating pain as noted in

hand o;- lower arm after traction in ell)ow, etc.

dial. Huniing pain in tlu' (‘xtremities as

hands and feet. T have met this jiain in lumvy
beer and whisky drinkers, who showed
slight weakness but no actual paralysis or

anaesthesia.

In addition to pain, most eases, especially

the acute cases, show tenderness along the

course of the affected nerves.

Trophic muscle atrophy is present when
sensation is diminished, slight abrasions may
not be noted as important until they become
ulcers. Herpes, it might be shown, person-
ally 1 have never seen .such symptoms.
The gloss.y or shine skin is characteristic of

neuritis. The huger nails curl, the hair may
fall out, or in other instances, there may be

an abnormal ginwth. There may be a jier-

versiou in the sweat glands.

Should the nerves controlling the reflex as

the iiatellar, tendo Achilles, etc., be degener-
ated, the rehex will be lost. Tnkewi.se, the su-

jierhcial or skin reflex will suffer.

The vasomotor relaxation, blue, mottled
and piitfy skin is always noted in typical or

pronounced cases.

It is a very common thing to have patients

say that they are suffering from neuritis, a
term that they use for various painful condi-
tions. Does neuritis exist in these painful
affections, as sciatica, painful, shoidder, neu-
ralgia, etc?

Through the investigation of nerve ganglia
removed at opei-ations for the relief of tri-

facial neuralgia, a low grade of interstitial

and cell changes have been found. Most au-
thoi’s believe there is a minute pathology in

the nerve or ganglia. Hmall hemorrhages
have been found in the brachial plexus fol-

lowing injury, and many of the brachial
])ains followi)ig exposure, may be attributed

to the inflammatory reaction in the inter-

stitial tissue with either cell or .serous exu-
dation. Ttana believes that many cases of sci-

atica can be attributed to this serous exu-
date and many other causes have been demon-
strated to be due to an interstitial hyperplasia
with enlargement and bulging of the nerve.

Dr. Dugan a few years ago exposed a ca.se

of sciatica and found the nerve to be very
much (‘ularged. This ])atient suffered only

pain without anaesthesia or loss of motion.

(*onse(|uently. we may conclude that these

true painful nei've lesions without anaesthe.s-

ia or paralysis may show a low grade of in-

terstitial neuritis.

Dell’s j)alsy or seventh m>rve neuriiis which
follows some exposure to a draft of cool air

is often ])redis])oscd to be vai‘ious nutritional

disturbaiices. l’’ro)n tin* rapid recovery of

some cases, we may conclude that the nerve*

was nevei* com|)k*tely degeneratetl. Possibly

oidy congestion with slight seiws or cell ex-

udate compi'e.'<s('d the nerve to a i)nint of in-

terfering with motion and not to cause degen-
ei-ation. This explanation will hold tine (o

othei* lU'rves. In injuiy cases as in fracture,

surgical opcrat ions, com,')ressions from
cnitcli, etc., the exti'iit and duration of ]>ar-
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jilysis will depend ti])()U llie (h*^i'ee of djiimiiri*

done Ihe nerve.

Should the injury onl}’ cauHe a dislurhance

of the myelin sheath, the s\ ni’)toms will (juiek-

ly subside, l)ut if the nerve is severed the

symptoms will he moi-e pronouneed.

DIAGNOSIS.

Ordinarily there should be no diftieulty in

diagnosing neuritis. The symptoms are local

aiul conform to the distribution of a single

nerve or a group of nerves. No s])iual cord

disease nor brain disease will produce the iso-

lated groups of symptoms that is seen in neu-

ritis.

As an aid to exclude lesions of a segment of

a cord, we have the area of the disti-ihution

of anaesthesia. Take for instance, the anaes-

thesia in ulnar neuritis will he limited to t!ie

little and half of the ring finger, and extend

to the wrist. A lesion in the cord involving,

the same area will also cause a disturbance of

sensation up to the elbow. Such a symjitom

often occurs in early cases.

In other words, more sensory tibres become
involved where they are so closely collected to-

gether as they are in the spinal cord.

Local tenderness is characteristic of neur-

itis. The reaction of degeneration plus sen-

sory symptoms in a localized group of muscles

is characteristic of neuritis. Reaction of de-

generation occurs if the anterior cells are de-

stroyed. Sensory symptoms may accompany
such a lesion but they will he more diffused

than in neuritis.

PROGNOSIS.

The majority of cases of neuritis makes a

complete recovery.

In injury cases, if the two ends of tlie

nerve can be brought together, prognosis is a

great deal better. In old people, neuritis is

more stubborn, regeneration is slower and
sometimes does not take place. 1 have seen

cases of Bell’s palsy in elderly people refuse

to regenerate; however, 1 have seen similar

eases make a quick and lu'ompt recovery.

Should the nerve cell degenerate, regenera-

tion would be impossible. Sometimes, we
have muscular twitchings and slight deficient

muscular strength following the recovery of

neuritis, but in my experience, these conse-

quences are of a very slight importance.

Altogether, the prognosis in neuritis is very
good, indeed.

The first thing is to try to eliminate any ail-

ment of toxaemia and combat as far as j)os-

sible, the consequences of such conditions.

h'or the first few days, the elimination is

the only thing to dn. Should there he pain,

remedies directed to this symptom should be

resorted to. In some instances, the strongest

sedatives are required, but in most instances,

dry heat has proven the most serviceable.

The best policy in all cas('s of neuritis is for

the fir.st t('U days or two weeks, u.se only symp-
tomatic measures. No special therapy, like

electricity and massage, should be resorted to

in the early stages. After the acute symp-
toms have subsided, genei-al rubbing and the
use of the galvaiuc current is advisable.

’Phe Lu'adic curi-ent has no place in the
treatment of the t\q)ical ca.se of neuritis, un-
less it be used to stimulate the muscle after

the nerve has regenei-ated, with the hopes of

improving its strength and develoinnent. 1

am satisfied that the galvanic, used in a mild
current, passed along the course of the nerve,
is of distinct value in promoting nerve regen-

eration. KStrong currents should be avoided;
in fact, too long and continuous ai>plication

of any galvanic current has a tendency to

I'aise the nerve irritability, produce aching
jiains and interfere with the pi'oper regenera-

tion. 1 beileve that 1 have seen defective

nerve regeneration which could be attributed

to too much electricity.

As to the value of ma.ssage, there is no ques-

tion. Any measure, having a tendency to fa-

vor the how of blood and lymph in the para-

lyzi'd muscle, favors the coinfort of the in-

dividual and the proper nutrition of the

jiarts. Tonic remedies like strychnia, arsenic,

iron and phosphonis, are all indicated. As
with electricity, too much strychnia can be
used.

One measure can he resorted to that means
much to the comfort of the patient and ulti-

mately be to his advantage; is watching the
position of the limbs. In multijile neuritis,

there is a relaxation of the extremities; the
weight of the bed clothes and various posi-

tions assumed for comfort favor contraction
of opposing muscles. As for instance, the foot

allowed to remain in extreme extension, will

interfere with the proper relation of the

flexor and extensor muscle. By placing the

foot in its normal position and kept so by
props and avoiding the weight of the bed
clothing, the foot will i-emain in this normal
position anti iirevent contractions, whicli are
very un.sightly and troublesome to overcome.

Vaccination Treatment of Tuberculosis.

—

Weichert exihains on the basis of the side-chain

theory Ponndorfs success in treating tubercu-

losis liy systematically repeated vaccination

—

like an intensified Binjiiet tuberculin test, repeat-

ed aboiii once a niontb. lie assumes that the

skin and mucous membrane are (he seat of

especially vigorous antibody |)rodiiction as they

bear thj-ong'hout life the brunt of bacterial at-

tacks. Other arguments to sustain this assuni))-

tion are present, including the success of vaccin-

ation againt small-po.x. The artiede is continued.
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CLINICAL CASES

CANCER OF THE TONSIL.
(report op C.iSE.)

By J. Garland Sherrill, Louisville.

Patient, male, white, age 55, born in Ken-
tuekjL

Famil}" history negative as to malignant

disease and tuberculosis.

Pereonal History; Had sj^philis at the age

of twenty. Following that his health was
good until five yeai-s ago, when he suffered

partial paralysis, involving both sides, and to

some extent his speech. I'his paralysis, which
was not complete was attributed to his previ-

ous syphilis, although he exhibited none of the

ordinary lesions of syphilis on his skin during
this time, and there is some doubt as to the

origin of his paralytic trouble. He had an at-

tack of malaria sixteen years ago. He uses

tobacco to excess, and has also been rather a

liberal user of alcoholic drinks. He is a ma-
chinist.

His present trouble dated back two and one-

half months before he came into the City Hos-
pital, at which time he developed considerable

soreness in his throat which interfered with

his speech to some extent. 1 saw him for the

first time on the fifteenth of Hay, 191-1.

Analysis of his urine showed it to be normal,
and a Wasserman test was made with a nega-

tive reaction. Upon examination, he was
found to have a grouth on the left tonsil of

the cauliflower type involving the entire an-

terior pillar, extending almost to the uvula
and also forward, along the side of the tongue.

There was some doubt in the minds of others

who saw the case as to whether the growth
was syphilitic or malignant, but to my mind
the case was clearly one of malignancy. The
presence of glandular enlargement under the

jaw tended to confirm this opinion. Further-
more, the condition did not present the char-

acteristic ulcerated appearance of a s\"iihilitic

lesion. I, therefore concluded that the pa-

tient’s best chance for recovery lay in very
radical operation. As a preliminary to rad-

ical operation it was decieffd to do a tracheo-

tomy in order to avoid the danger of aspira-

tion of blood into the larynx and this was
done. The anesthesia was then continued

through the tracheotomy tube and an incision

was made under the jaw and the submaxillary

and enlarged lymphatic glands in the neigh-

borhood were dissected out. Then an incision

was made in the median line from the lip

dowward, through the chin, and the soft tis-

sues pushed back sufficiently to saw through
Ihe inferior maxilla. Then, by separating the

two sides we were able to reach in and thor-

oughly remove the growth. Prior to the re-

moval of the growth, the pharynx had been
packed in such a manner as to prevent aspir-

ation of blood. The soft parts were then su-

tured to control the bleeding and the separ-

ated bones of the inferior maxilla were united
with wire and the skin incision closed.

The patient suffered very little shock, and
while there was some suppuration as the re-

sult of infection from the seci-etions of the

mouth, still he made a very satisfactory con-

valescence. For a time he had a discharging
sinus on the left side, just below the chin,

and there was some mobility of the wired
bones which delayed union, but he now has
very good union. He has some distortion from
the sear, which is a little farther to the right

than when it was made, probably due to the

overlapping of the divided portions of the

paw.

The tracheotomy tube remained in place

for several weeks—as long as there was anj-

discharge from the mouth. He left the hos-

pital on the 27th day of June. He has since

complained that there is a tendency for the

saliva to flow out over his lip not having as

good control as before the operation. He also

complains of a little soreness along the side of

the tongue which may be due to contact with
the rough edges of his teeth, but evidently has
no connection with the growth itself.

This man’s condition was looked upon by
some of the gentlemen who saw the case as

being beyond the hope of relief by operative

interference. A section of the growth remov-
ed was sent to the laboratory, but soon after

that Dr. Baldauf left to go abroad, and I have
never been able to get a report on it. Soon
after this, another patient came into the hos-

pital suffering from a sarcoma of the tonsil

which had progressed to such an extent that I

deemed it inadvisable to operate, but in the

case reported, the operation was so successful

and the wound has healed so nicely that I

deem it a rather remarkable recovery.

(later.)

Microscopical examination by Dr. E. S.

Allen shows this tumor to be a eai’cinoma.

DISCUSSION.

Bernard Asman: I think Dr. Sherrill is to bo

congratulated upon the result of his operation

in this ease. It must have been a very dittieult

one indeed, but the result aijparently obtained il-

lustrates the advantage of early operation, where

a com2ieteut surgeon can be secured, in malignant

conditions in any jiart of the body. It is very

probable that similar results could he obtained

in cancer of other parts of the body Avhich are

so often considered to be inoperable. Therefore,

I believe that work along this line should lie en-

couraged. So often we hear surgeons say that

when the abdomen was opened, a malignant con-
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(lition pi’esentetl and it was iiuniediately closed.

Jt is undoubtedly true that, in many instances,

the growtli cannot he removed with the prosjiect

of doing tile patient any good, hul it is equally

true that many patients will he greatly henetitted

by the removal of the growtli, if not completely

cured.

Again I wish to congratulate Dr. Slierrill upon

tiie result of his oiieration in this case.

C, H. Harris: (’ontrary to the way Dr. Sher-

rill usually presents his cases, he has made a

rather incomplete report in this instance. I have

never seen a cancer of the tonsil, but it seems to

me tliat one would need to have a great deal of

conlideuee in himself to make diagnosis of can-

cer of the tonsil and operate for it, and in Dr.

Sherrills case I believe 1 would have given anti-'

syphilitic remedies a pretty thorough trial, i be-

lieve this mans condition w’ould he imj^roved if he

would see a dentist and have some of those snags

removed, which, at the present time offer a fer-

tile field for the growth of bacteria, and it is my
opinion that, if this condition is a cancer of tlie

tonsil, he will liear from it again
;
it has not been

cured.

Jno. B. Richardson, Jr.: I had an opportunity

of seeing this man before Dr. Sherrill got hold

of him. He was working on some paving in the

back of my house, and my attention was at-

tracted to him by the noticeably enlarged glands

in his neck. At that time, I thought thej^ w’ere

either syphilitic or malignant. A Wasserman
test having been made, presumably by a compe-

tent bacteriologist, with a negative result, would
apparently eliminate syphilis, but I am somewhat
like Dr. HaiTis in that I would like to see this

patient again six months or a year from now. I

think it is still too early to give a favorable prog-

nosis as to the ultimate result ofthe operation.

Jno. R. Wathen: I think Dr. Sherrill is to be

congratulated upon the result obtained in this

case. Very few surgeons would have the courage

to undertake such an heroic operation. The re-

moval of the tonsils under ordinary circumstances

is attended by considerable hemorrhage, which,

in the presence of a malignant condition would be

mucii harder to control.

I do not think that the question of the perman-
ency of relief afforded enters into the question.

Once having settled the fact that the condition

was malignant, one would have been justified in

carrying out any procedure that would offer the

slightest chance of relieving the distressing symp-
toms from which the patient suffered. This man
has survived the operation and is certainly in

far better shape than he w'ould liave been witliout

operation.

The point that impressed me was tlie fact that

Dr. Sherrill encountered so little hemorrltage,

especially in view of the fact that cancerous
growths in any part of the l)ody bleed mucli more
freely than does healthy tissue, ft has been my
observation, in operating in this region, that one

of the best methods of avoiding hemorrhage, is to

clamp off temporarily tiie common carotid artery

and, in doing w'ork on the posterior part of the

tongue, to ligate the external carotid artery.

M. Casper: I wish to add my congratulations

upon the successful result of this operation. It

seems to me that this would be a case in which

radium is indicated, as a means of destroying

cancer cells. I Avould like to ask whether or not

there is any radium in Louisville. From what I

have read in the literature, it appears that tliis

is the clase of cases in wiiich it is indicated.

1 presume that Dr. yiierrill did not employ
cautery in this ease. It has recently been demon-
strated that, in inopera1)le cases of carcinoma of

the uterus, the use of electro-cautery heat has

been of great benefit in tlie way of arresting the

growtli and prolonging the patient’s life.

F. T. Fort: Dr. Slierrill exercised a great

deal of strategy in approaching the enemy in tliis

case; first in doing a preliminary traclieotomy

and, second, in cutting through tlie inferior maxil-

la, thus giving him a direct line of march to the

cancerous tissue, and enabling him to control the

hemorrhage as he came to it without tlie neces-

sity of clamping the carotid artery. Therefore,

I think he is to be congratulated iqion his method
of getting at the growth as Avell os the result

obtained.

C. B. Spalding: I wish to congratulate Dr. Sher-

rill upon the result obtained in this case, and to

emphasize Dr. Wathen ’s statement that, even if

the patient is only temporarily relieved, the oper-

ation Avas justified. We knoAv that in many so-call-

ed inoperable malignant conditions, life may be

prolonged for many years by the use of various

measures, cautery, etc., and if operation Avill ac-

complish a case very similar to this one, oper-

ated upon by Dr. Crile, and his method of at-

tack Avas through the side of the neck, first put-

ting in a tracheal tube, then making a Avide in-

cision and removing practically everything even

one set of vocal cords. He left the Avound open
and used the X.fays through the open Avound, and
the result Avas simply marvelous. If some men
can get results of this kind, I do not see Avhy

others cannot do the same thing. I think Dr.

Sherrill is to be congratulated upon the result,

and I am willing to take his opinion that it was
an epithelioma.

W. D. Levi: I think the patient is to be con—
gratualted upon the fact that Dr. Sherj ill saAV him
Avhen he did. At times there may be consider-

able difficulty in differentiating betAveen a chancre

of the tonsil and anepithelioma, and sometimes

Hodgkin’s disease is confused Avith tiie former
condition. HoAvever, in marked cases of carcin-

oma of the tonsil, such as this one apparently

Avas, maeroscopical diagnosis is fairly easy and
accurate. Had the patient not been oiierated up-

on, it is pretty certain that liy this time he Avould

have starved to death, Avhereas uoav lie appears

to be very comfortable and liapjiy. I saAV him in
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tlie ward before lie was operated upon ami he was

a most miserable looking creatine, s\\ allo\\ ing

and breathing with great ditbeulty, whereas, now

he no doubt both swallows and breathes well.

J. Garland Sherrill, (('losing); Ur. Harris

seems to think there was some doubt in my mind

as to whether or not this was a cancerous condi-

tion. There was no doubt in my mind whatever;

it was a ])erfectly clear-cut case of carcinoma of

the tonsil. A primary syphilitic lesion rarely

involves the side of the longue, and never pro-

duces an overgrowth of tissue of the caalillower

type; it is an ulcerative condition jnire and sim-

ple, without induration. A late syiihilitic lesion

(such as this man would have) is also idcerative

in type in this region, and is not accompanied by

syphilis at the age of twenty, as indicated by the

localized unilateral enlargement of the glands.

The question arises whether the ]>atient really had

history; there is more doubt in my mind about

that than as to the character of this growth. It

was about the size of an egg and presented every

characteristic of a maliunant growth. The man
was very uncomfortable, poorly nourished, and

as Dr. Levi has said, his condition was pitiable

in the extreme. Even after the operation, the sa-

liva continued to run down over his lip, but his

condition has now material improved.

As far as the hemorrhage is conecrned. it vas

easily controlled. Referring to Dr. Wathen's re-

marks, 1 have operated in this region both with

and without temporary ligature of the carotid

artery, removing either the iqiper or lower jaw.

and I must say that I ba\ e encountered no more

hemorrhage without ligating the common carotid

than with it. If you are just beginning in this

class of work it is a good plan to follow, but it

is important to bear in mind that a permanent

ligature of the common carotid will very likely

be followed by cerebral disturbances.

I fully agree with Dr. Wathen in regard to oji-

erating for a malignant condition in ,'iny localitv,

but es)iecially in tins one. I recall a patient w’th

a carcinoma of the suhmaxillary gland, who had

been seen by half a dozen surgeons and pronounc-

ed inoperable. She was gradually being choked

to death by the pressure of the tumor, and her

condition was miserable in the extreme. She beg-

ged me to operate iqion her, although 1 gave her a

\ery poor prognosis. The oiieration was done,

and a tew days later she remarked that the first

twenty-four hours of relief justified the opera-

tion. She lived a year without a recurrence, but

subsequently died as a result of a i-ecurrence of

the growth, the entire removal of which had been

impossible.

In the case i-eported to-night, I did not gi\e

this man any ])rognosis at all. He is ])erfectly

contented with his ])resent condition, and I am
too; it is better than 1 anticiimted. He has no

glandular enlargement anywhere about the body.

I must confess that T am not as familiar with

this man's history as I would like to be. He told

me to-day that, at the time be bad the jiaralytic

ti'ouble, be bad been treated with anti-sypliilitic

measures. Syi)hilis of (he mouUi, in nearly every

instance, manifests itself at the junction of the

hard and soft jmlates. This man’s condition does

not indicate that he has syplnlis in any foi-m

whatever.

I -wish to thank the members very much for

their discussion and favorable criticism.

AX INTEREHTTNG (’AEE OF (H.AIT-

co:\rA.

Hy (’. T. WoLFK, Loui.sville.

Jf the presentation of this ca.se shall be the

means of saving a single individual from a

mistaken diagnosis and an unhappy ending,

as the patient in cpiestion met, I shall feel

that J have not intruded upon the time of the

society this evening. In the beginning J must
l)eg the indulgence of the society to grant
me the permission of giving a few of the ma-
jor ditferential points between glaucoma and
cataract; to illustrate;

IMr. J. II., came to the clinic xipril 30, 19I-I.

for the purpose of having a cataract e.xtract-

ion. Incpiiry, previous to examination, re-

vealed the fact that he himself had not made
the diagnosis, as .some of our patients are

prone to do, but that he bad been under the

care of a physician in an adjoining state for

the past year, undergoing the “watchful
waiting” j^olicy for the supposed cataract to

reach that state of maturity when its extract-

ion would be attended with the best results.

Examination revealed the fact that in neither

lens was there evidence of changes indicative

of cataract, but that instead he was the un-

fortunate possessor of an inflammatory glau-

coma, with vision in one eye absolutely nil

and the eye possessing a stony hardness, hav-

ing reached the third stage of acute inflamma-
tory glaucoma, known as glaucoma absolutum.

Therefore, in order that I may possibly be the

means of preventing a similar error in order

that I may possil)ly be the mean sof prevent-

ing a similar error, I feel that it would not

be time illy spent to bring oxit some of the

dift'erential points between these two rather

common diseases, if the society will permit.

If I were called upon to mention one struct-

ure that plays a role in most of the inflamma-
tory conditions of the eye. the iris should be

my choice. In glaucoma the pupil suffers

from the increased intra-ocular iiressure,

which cauess a partial paralysis ot the

sphincter, so that tlie ])upil is larger than
that on the noianal side, its contour oval and

its reactions last. In addition we find a

globe exipiisitely tender in all parts. It is

referred pain and may involve the areas of

the first, the second and even the third divis-
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ions of the fifth nerve
;

it may be so severe as

to cause sickness or actual vomiting. Then
by comparison we notice a decided change in

the cornea which is “steamy’’ so to speak, as

the result of fluid being driven into it by the

excessive intra-ocular ])ressure. The anterior

chamber is usuall.v shallow; although the re-

verse may occur. Disturbance of vision, and
this is the only like symptom of the two con-

ditions, is rapidly lost in glaucoma by pres-

sure on the optic nerve head, but before this

occurs and blindness sets in, the steaminess of

the cornea as before mentioned, gives rise to

certain subjective symptoms, which any one

can see for himself by breathing on a sheet of

glass and quickly looking at a candle flame

through the steamed medium.
These s.vmptoms as a rule, are all elicited

by inspection. Palpation on the other hand
determines one of the most striking diagnostic

features, that of tension. High tension is the

characteristic of glaucoma, and in acute cases

the hardness of the eye ball is unmistakable.

The ophthalmoscope and the pei’imeter reveals

changes in the background of the eye, which I

shall not mention, taking it for granted that

the afore mentioned symptoms when present

are sufficient for any one to make a diagnosis

of glaucoma. With many of these sysptoms
our patient was seen for the first time.

Let us now enumerate the sjnnptoms that

are manifest by a patient with uncomplicated
senile cataract. The foremost of which is

a gradually diminished acuteness of vision.

There are no inflammatory symptoms, and the

patient complains of seeing fixed black or

gray spots on objects in contrast with moving
spots met with in other affections; or things

are seen as though they were wreathed in fog.

Reading is more difficult and glasses do not

improve matters. He has a difficulty in find-

ing his way aboiit in daylight, but—and this

is a point to be borne in mind, he finds this

easier when twilight comes on.

The reason of this is that cataract usually

commences in the center of the lens, and light

causes the pupil to contract, while twilight

dilates it, allowing the rays of light to enter

the eye around the opaque centre.

Further we are aided in making the diag-

nosis by oblique illumination which show's a

“grayish” or “wdiitish” opacity on a black
ground, and with the ophthalmoscope at a dis-

tance a black opacity upon a red field. In
the advanced stage the entire pupil will ap-
pear gray and there will be an absence of
fundus reflex.

That I have endeavored to confine my re-

marks iipon the differentiation of these twm
conditions to the most cardinal symptoms, 1

trust wdll be considered, as this is not intend-
ed for an essay. However, T trust that suf-

ficient stimulus wdll have been given to bidng

out a discussion that shall make clear in the

mind of every one present the differentiating

features between glaucoma and cataract, that
all will be more enabled to make a positive

diagnosis and thereb.y attempt to relieve the

distressing symptoms that go hand in hand
wdth glaucoma.
The ease that I wash to present is a male,

age 66, who has been suffering wdth acute in-

flammatory glaucoina for more than a year.
The vision in his left eye wms nil. and that in

his right 20-25 wdien first seen; wdth the his-

tory of having passed through all the stages
of acute inflammatory glaucoma characteriz-
ed by the prodromal symj)toms of frequent
acute attacks in wdiich vision would be
blurred, eyes pain, sensation of seeing rain-
bow around lights, dull frontal headache, etc.

His right eye has progressed no farther than
this stage, but his left having been untreated
and being the first involved, had progressed
to the third .stage, that of glaucoma abso-
lutum. The eye was very hard, possessing a
tension of 43, pupil dilated and oval, reaction
lost and the cornea hazy. The optic nerve
was pushed back, due to the high intra-ocular
pressure and he had pain wdiich radiated above
the orbit and back to the temple. In the right
eye the tension wms slightly above normal, pu-
pil dilated, field contracted and vision below
normal.

Eserin salicylate wms used for one week, to-

gether with advice relative to improving his
general condition wdth no apparent benefit,
and then the question of operation came up.
After explaining the necessity of keeping the
tension of the eyes dowm, and that an opera-
tion w'as inevitable, he readily consented. An
iridectomy w'as done on the left eye June 20,
1914, and on the right June 30, 1914. On the
blind eye merely to relieve pain and on the
right eye to check further progress of the dis-

ease. That the operation came up to expecta-
tions is manifest by his disapiiearance of pain,

cessation of inflammatory attacks character-

istic of the prodromal stage in Ids right eye

and his vision in the same eye increasing prac-

tically to normal.

Wounds from French Firearms.—Delorme re-

views his experience in treating about 700 (Jer-

mans wounded l)y the Frencli arms, and comments

on the reniarkal)ly large proportion of fractures

of the legs, thighs and arms and tlie rarity of

alxlominal and chest Avounds. He Avas also im-

l)ressed l)v the lack of complications, except

t tanus, Avhicli Avas com))aratively rre(|uent. Tlie

])rojectile, had passed entirely tlirough the foot

in many instances, hut tliere was no tetanus or

gangrene or erysi[)elas in any of these cases.
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OSTEO-ENCHONDROMA OF THE SCAP-
ULA.

By J. Hunter Peak, Louisville.

About ten years ago, I remember to have re-

ported a case almost, if not exactly, similar to

the one I am reporting to-night. That young
lady has never had a recurrence or trouble of

any kind, referable to her former tumor of

the scapula.

I find the literature on this subject quite

limited, as I found it at the time of the re-

port of the other case. The literature being

scarce on this subject, and having never seen

but two cases myself, I thought it might be of

interest to this society to exhibit to you this

tumor with a report of the case.

Miss E. M., age 7, who never had any seri-

ous illness nor injury. The mother tells me
about three years ago she noticed that the

right shoulder blade seemed to be growing
larger and it continued to grow larger until

it reached the size, you see the tumor before

you to-night. This little girl was operated
on at the Children’s Hospital about six weeks
ago. She remained in the hospital about one
week and went home well.

Now I would like to tell you about the lo-

cation of this growth. The one I reported be-

fore grew from the dorsum of the scapula

nearest the internal border, about midway
between the lower angle and the spine of the

scapula and had grown large enough to take

up the intervening space. This tumor that I

exhibit to you to-night, grew on the sub-

scapular surface at almost the same locality

as the former one.

You can get some idea of the deformity
when I tell you that this growth was so large

that the child’s shoialder joint seemed to be
pushed around on the chest, and the arm
seemed to be carried from the fi’ont of the

chest and you can realize the mal-position of

the muscles if you will recall their attach-

ments to the scapula. You remember the del-

toid has its posterior and upper attachments
all the way along from the vertebral spin;is

process from about the fourth cervical to the

twelfth dorsal and has its attachment to the
inner end of the scapular spine and all the-

way along its upper border. The supra
spinalis and infra spinalis are located as the

names imply, above and below the scapular
spine. The major and minor I'homboids,

which arise from the vertebral spinous pro-

cesses have their attachment to the inner

border of the scapula.

Now with the tumoj- on the scapula push-
ing it outward in the manner here described,

you can have some idea of the displaced and
modified musculature.
The operation in each ease that I have de-

vised consists in an incision parallel Avith the

inner border of the scapula extending from
the top of the scapula to the lower angle.

This is carried down to the inner border of

the scapula from one end to the other and the
muscles are cut away from the bone viz. : the
infra spinatus, the supra spinatus, the trapez-

ius and the rhomboids, then the hone if lifted

up and the sub-scapularis dissected away
from the scapula, now, with an assistant hold-
ing the arm closeh^ against the thorax, push-
ing doumward and backward, the scapula can
easily be brought out of the wound. The rest

of the operation is easy if you are supplied
with the proper instruments

;
a good Rongier

forceps, bone pliers, a key-hole srav, Be Yilhiss

forceps and a chisel.

When I did the former operation I used
the saw and a bone-cutting forceps and a

chisel. I did not then own a Be Vilbiss

forceps.

The last operation, the bone-cutting was all

done with the Be Vilbiss forceps except the
rough angles and edges which were trimmed
off Avith an ordinary bone-cutting instrument.
It might be noted in this case as in the former
case, that it Avas not necessary to remove the
loAver angle of the scapula, hence, the attach-

ment of the teres major and minor muscles
were not interfered AAUth at all. It might be
noted also that the scapula Avas so Aveakened
in each case by the removal of the bone tumor
that it Avould haA'e been very easy for the pa-
tient to sustain a fracture of the remaining
scapula if they were not properly wmrned
concerning the use of their hand and arm. for
instance, in each case the patient was instruct-

ed ne\"er to sustain the AA'eight of the body
from the hands, raised over their head.
After the tuuror was removed the infra

spinatus and supra spinatiis Avere sutured to

the rhomboidus muscle and the trapesius to

the deltoid attachment. The wound was clos-

ed without drainage. The patient has a good
shoulder and a perfect use of her arm and
shoulder muscles.

This tumor has been examined microscopic-

ally shoAAung it to be an osteo-enehondroma.

Verrucose Dermatitis.—'Surgical treatemnt in

Hazen ’s opinion is undoubtedly the quickest Avay

of curing the condition. Salves and ointments

are absolutely useless. exce^At to prevent the

spread of the malady and to allay itching. So
far as Hazen's experience goes neither radium
nor the Roentgen ray has helped, although he

admits that eitlier of these tAvo remedies might
prove beneficial. The best treatment is i|Arobably

thorough curettage, under a general anesthetic,

and cauterization Avith either the actual cautery

or the acid nitrate of mercury. I’reliminary cu-

rettage is to he preferred, because one can tell

by the “feel” of the curet about hoAv much tis-

sue it is necessary to remoA'e.
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DERELICT KIDNEY; WITH REPORT
OP CASE.

By George II. D.w, Louisville.

Noiifunctionating or derelict kidneys are

often obsei'ved in kidney tuberculosis, also in

kidney stone where the caleiilus is of sufficient

size 1o occlude completely the lumen of the
ureter, it is however, most often seen in tu-

berculosis. and. while it is not at all uncom-
mon, still it is of sufficient interest to warrant
report of a ease. The ease in question is the

result of tuberculosis. It is said that tuber-

culosis of the urinary orgaiis may occur with-

out an active focus being present in the body.

We know that it may be secondary to an act-

ive hiberculosis of the urinary tract or metas-
tastic to a lesion in the lung. We are also

aware that tuberciilosis of the kidney may be
primary or secondary, but we also know that

in a stricter sense primary tuberculosis does
not exist in the kidney in that thei-e is always
a focus in some other part of the body. We
usually classify them, 1st. haematogenous

;

2nd, lymphatic; 3rd, ascending. It is per-

haps now conceded that tuberculosis of the

kidney takes place through the mediastinal
lymphatic glands. The experiments of

Smith and Sweet, Pniversity of Pennsylvania
has proven beyond all doubt that most sup-
posedly ascending and haematogenous infect-

ions of the kidney are carried by the lymph
stream. Brongersma holds that lymphatic is

more probable than haematogenous or ascend-
ing infections. He also believes that primary
tuberculous focus is always situated in the
thorax. He found 62 out of 71 eases of
renal tuberculosis that had symptoms of tu-

berculosis of the lung on the same side as the
affected kidney, though infection either de-

scending or primary by the blood stream, has
many advocates. Alberran has shown that if

tuberculous bacilli were injected hyperdermic-
ally and the ureter of one kidney is ligated,

tuberculosis develops in this kidney. This has
also been confirmed by other observers. As to

ascending infection it has been found that it

was impossible to have ever observed a pri-

mai\v bladder tuberculosis. It bas also been
noted that after the injection into the bladder
of a culture of tubercule bacilli to have
ever found a resulting renal infection. As
a consequence renal tuberculo.sis is a condi-
tion usually secondary to a lung focus, most
commonly noticed between the ages of twen-
ty and fifty. It is usually unilateral and for
some time after the onset syuptomless.
Kronlei)! found that 92 per cent, and Lagueu
85 per cent, of all cases were unilateral. The
cardinal symptom of renal tuberculosis is fre-
quent and painful 'urination, for throughout
the entire course of nearly every renal tu-

berculosis most of the symptoms are usually

referable to the bladder. It is tor the relief

of cystitis that the tuberculous patient usu-
ally first consults bis physician. The tenes-

mus is always nocturnal as well as during the

day, and it is the nocturnal freciueney that

gives us our first clue. Usually the lesions are

well advanced when these eases come into

our hands. The bladder tenesmus is now so

severe that the patient is in abject misery.

Possibly nowhere in the realm of medicine is

there anything to compare with the torture of

an advanced tuberculous bladder. Occasion-
ally haematuria is noticed, but polyuria, py-
uria, and albuminuria are always constant.

Usually there is little pain referable to the

kidney, although at times it is quite pro-
nounced, while at others pain is found on the
sound side. In many cases we have metas-
tasis involving the prostate, epididymis and
seminal vesicals. For the diagnosis of this

condition the physical examination of the

abdomen and chest and bacteriological exam-
ination of the urine and guinea-pig inocula-

tion, ophthalmo-tuberculin reaction, radio-

graphy, and cystoscoj^y are followed in the

order named. All of these methods are well

within the limits of the general practitioner

possibly with the exception of radiography
and cystoscopy. It is with the cystoscope,

however, that we obtain our best and most
reliable information. There is no procedure
in surgery that will obtain the results as will

the cystoscope in the hands of an experienced
urologist, as it is possible in every case to lo-

cate mathematically the extent of the pathol-

ogy in the bladder, whicb kidney is involved,

the scope of the infection, and the resulting

pi’ognosis. All this can be expected by the

mere examination of the bladder through the

cystoscope. To the trained cystoscopist the
orifice of the ureter of the infected kidney in-

dicates clearly the nature of the lesions by
changes in the color and contour of the lips of

the orifice, by the frequency, size, and regu-
larity of the urinary efflux, and by the char-
acter of the urine that is expelled. By cysto-

scopic examination exact conchisions may be
drawn which cannot be arrived at by any
other means, and it must always be insisted

upon that in all suspected cases this method
should be rigidly carried oiit. Fenwick has

fices are so characteristic that they always
said that the appearance of the uretral ori-

act as an absolute guide not only in the na-

ture of tlie disease, but also as to the existence

of the tuberculosis of the kidney on the side

on which they are found. To the eystoscop-

ist the four commandments outlined by New-
man are:

1st. When tbe orifice of llie ureter is

strictly normal, no serious disi'ase exists in

the eon-esponding kidney.
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2nd. When the kidney is normal the orifice

of the ureter is also normal.

3rd. Wlieu there is evidence of tubercu-

losis of the orifice of the ureter, there is al-

ways associated with it tuberculosis of the

corresponding kidney.

4th. In tuberculosis of the bladder the

ureter does not become involved if the corre-

sponding kidney is free from disease.

As an illustration, klr. G. C., unmarried,

age 36, refered by Drs. Solomon and Ed
Polmer. Was treated for some time by Dr.

Palmer, to whom he gave the following his-

tory. First seen by Dr. Palmer in August,

1910, when he confessed to a gonorrhea 12

years previous, which lasted for two months.

Five years ago he noticed considerable dif-

ficulty on urination, Avith swelling and abscess

in the perineum, which opened spontaneously,

the resulting fistula discharging continually

since then. Dr. Palmer found the urine very

cloudy, Avith an abundance of staphylococci,

streptococci and colon bacilli, no tubercle

bacilli. He also had a dense meatotoiny Avith

after treatment of dilatation and irrigation,

no improvement noted. He was instructed

by Dr. Palmer in the use of irrigation, which

Avas contimied for some time. He passed

from his observation for seA^eral years, at

which time he consulted several other physici-

ans, with symptoms contiiiAied practically as

aboA^e, Avith negative results. In January,

1913, he again consulted Dr. Palmer, but at

this time he presented a persistent haema-
turia with great pain on urination. In Au-
gust, 1913, epididymitis on the left side de-

veloped Avith abscess, which has continued to

discharge at various intervals. This pus Avas

also negative for tubercle. The haematuria
continued for some time but during the last

several months Avas more or less intermittent.

In September Dr. Solomon was called. After
careful physical examiantion he made dietary

changes, substituted tonics, institiited Van
Cotts’ vaccine, and as a result the symptoms
became less pronounced, to later relapse AAmrse

than ever.

At my initial examination on November
3rd, I found a greatly emaciated man, of

medium height, AAuth an evening temperature
of perhaps one degree. The organs of the

chest and abdomen Avitb exception of the left

kidney 'were negative by physical examina-
tion. A large tumor was noted in the left

kidney region, fairly sensitive on pressure.

The right AA'as negative. A mass of cicatricial

tissite was observed in the pei’ineum and
scrotum. A small fistula also noticed in the

perineum, but not discharging. The anterior

urethra was negative, but some contraction

noted at the vesical neck. The cystoscopic ex-

amination developed a highly congested area

about the internal meatus, the trigone involv-

ed generallj^ with miliary tubercle, slightly

more so on the left side. The left orifice Avas

completely buried in a nodule coalescing with
other smaller ones in the vicinity of the orifice,

behind the ureteric band multiple ulcers of

the same variety in appearance. The right

by comparison Avas not nearly so badly involv-

ed, only mildly so. The catheter was passed
into the right ureter to the kidney pelvis.

There was considerable blood mixed Avith the

first urine collected, Avhich in a short time be-

came clear. This urine contained a consider-

able amount of albumen, sugar, a quantity of

hyaline and granular casts, but was negative
for the tubercle bacilli by the microscope and
by guinea-pig inoculation. On the left side

the catheter introduced into the ureter only
about five inches OAving to an obstruction.

There Avas no urinary flow. The injection of

2 c.c. sterile water resulted in the passage of

a very thick and purulent specimen AA'hich

was positive for tubercle bacilli both by mi-

croscope and guinea-pig inocAilation. Speci-

mens from both sides in addition contained
quantities of colon and staphylococci. On
November 10th, second cystoscopy with func-

tional test of phenolsulphonephthalein. At
this time introduction of the catheter on the

right side considerable interference of its pas-

sage Avas noted at the ilio-saeral synchon-
drosis. Successively smaller sizes of catheters

AA'ere tried, Avith the same result. Catheters

were left in situ and the thalein injected. Its

appearance noted in 18 minutes, no urine
from the left side. The reading of the per-

centage of thalein excreted AAms made by the

colorimeter and found to be 65 per cent for

three hours, this urine containing albumen,
sugar, hyaline and granular casts, negative

microscopically for tubercle bacilli, negative

also by guinea-pig inocidation. Cystoscopy a

few days later, the picture of the bladder the

same as before, but with addition that from
the left orifice AAms seen a thick tenacious AA'^ell-

formed mass being steadily emitted and coil-

ed up in the bladder trigone. This contimied

throughout the entire examination. The nod-

ule at the left orifice was considerably smaller,

in fact, had diminished in size to such an ex-

tent as to take the appearance of it having
recently undergone sloughing. The right

ureter same obstruction was noted. Catheter

Avas again left in situ four and one-half hours.

At this time specific gravity 1018, estimation

of urea for twent.A’-four hours 26 grins., nitro-

gen 10 grms.. albumen and sugar present,

hyaline and granular casts. At this time tu-

bercle bacilli AA'cre found.

This case shows forcibly the relative value

of the cystoscope in this condition. At my
first examination we Avere emphatically im-

lU’cssed Avith the facd that Ave were dealing
AAUth a unilateral tuliercidosis from the fact
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that both orifices were involved with the tu-

berculous nodules, and even though the lab-

oratory findings and guinea-pig inoculations

of the riglit nrine were negative, neverthe-

less we make it a rule in these cases where
either or both orifices are involved to not

accept a negative urinary examination. It is

our rule, and 'we have yet to be mistaken in it,

that at times perhaps as many as six ureteral

catheterizations are necessary before the tu-

bercle may be demonstrated. These, however,

are very exceptional eases. I wish to empha-
size this fact as strongly as possible that we
have yet to see a uretral orifice involved with

these characteristic tubercles that the bacilli

could not be demonstrated. The ease in ques-

tion was no exception to the rule. The right

kidney was involved while the left was a dere-

lict and had not functionated for possibly

many years. This was found at the subse-

quent operation. To the four commandments
of Newman we might suggest another.

At any time that any change is noted in the

contour of the uretral orifice that cannot be

accounted for by laboratory findings, it is of

the greatest significance and should be tem-

porarily accepted as tubercular until proven

otherwise.

ABDOMINAL ADHESIONS PREVENTED
WITH SODIUM CITRATE IN HY-
PERTONIC SALT SOLUTION;

REPORT OF CASE.

By Jno. R. Wathen, Louisville.

The following case which 1 report is in-

teresting from the fact that several operations

were performed upon the same individual for

the relief of recurring abdominal adhesions

and the case has been finally cured by the use
of the above solution.

Abdominal adhesions following operations
have been a frequent source of much annoy-
ance both to the patients and the surgeons.

Pope, of San Francisco, Annals of Surgery,
January, 1914, has presented a paper uiDcn
the experimental study of the prevention of
peritoneal adhesions by the use of citrate so-

lutions. He has worked upon the hypothesis
that fil)rous exudates in the peritoneal cavity
depend upon the same principles that apply
to the formation of fibrin in blood clots, i. e.,

before a fibrous exudate can form in the pei-i-

toneal cavity with its resultant plastic ag-
glutination, there must be the liberation of
that hypothetical ferment, thrombokinase, its

activation of prothrombin in the presence of
calcium and the production of thrombin.
Thrombin as an active enzyme converts sol-

uble. fibrinogen into fibrin.

Pope says: “If we are to attempt to infla-

enee the production of fibrin deposits or peri-

toneal adhesions in the abdominal cavity, we
must by some method inhibit the process of
ferment activity. We must either inactivate
thrombokinase or bind the calcium in the
serous exudate.”

It has been a well established fact for many
years that the citrates prevent clotting and
predispose to hemorrhage, while the calcium
salts act the reverse. The following is a re-
port of this case

:

iMiss B., age 20 years, presented herself to
me for operation on December 31, 1911, com-
plaining of abdominal adhesions to an old sear
over IMcBurney’s point, having been operated
upon by another surgeon one year previous
for chronic appendicitis. At that time her
wound had healed without siippuration and
there was no drainage employed.

Operation disclosed adhesions of omentum
to site of removed appendix and also to the
sear of abdominal wall above. Part of this
adherent omentum was removed and the peri-
toneum where the omentum was adherent also
removed, leaving only the fresh undenuded
surface to be united.

Patient returned again for operation on
i\lay 24, 1914, about five months after her sec-
ond operation, complaining of the same type
of abdominal adhesions. W^hen she would
stand erect or straighten up there would be
traction at the site of the abdominal scar.
Operation this time revealed that only the
omentum was adherent but as a very large
part of the omentum was involved, I remov-
ed the major portion of the great omentum.
On June 10, 1912, two months later she re-

turned again to me complaining of the most
severe pain and gi'eat trouble with her bowel
movements

At this operation I found a loop of the
small intestine and part of its mesentery ad-
herent to the scar. Adhesions were separated
mid the denuded surfaces covered by infold-
ing, leaving no raw surfaces.
On July 14, 1914, one year later, patient

again returned for operation, having been
troubled with the same adhesions, which re-
formed soon after the last operation and gave
rise to the same symptoms.

Operation for the fifth time showed a large
mass of adhesions between the ascending
colon, hepatic flexure and pyloric end of
stomach to the right side of abdominal wall.
After separation of the viscera from the peri-
toneum of the abdominal wall there was left
a space of about six inches by four inches of
denuded peritoneum.

The raw surfaces on the viscera were turn-
ed in and the raw surface on the abdominal
peritoneum was repeatedly bathed with the
citrate solution. This clear solulion when it

touches a red raw and bleeding surface, im-
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mediately bleaches it a white, glazed aud
smooth surface. It will immediately bleach

out a red, blood3’ gauze sponge. After using
about six ounces of the citrate solution, 1

closed the abdominal wound in the same waj-

as in previous operations. Fi*om all five op-

erations the patient now has three abdominal
sears

;
one at the original site of the first oper-

ation, done b.v another surgeon, another
through the right rectus muscle to the inner

side of the first sear, and the last on the left

side through the left rectus muscle.

The patient, now October 19, 1914, has not
had anj' recurrence of the previous trouble
and sa\"s for the first time she believes she is

entirely cured.

While onW three months have elapsed since

her last operation, the one- in which for the

first time, I used the citrate solution. I am
firmW convinced that we have a permanent
cure from the fact that her sjmiptoms return-

ed alwa.vs veiy earh" after the previous opera-

tions.

In conclusion I wish to state that the use of

lubricants, protectives and other agents in the

prevention of abdominal adhesions has never
.vielded the satisfactory results that I have
obtained from this solution.

FOREIGN BODY IN SUBMAXILLARY
GLAND; REPORT OF CASE.

Bj" J. A. 0. Brennan, Louisville.

Foreign bodies found in the various sali-

vary glands have been often reported and it

is a case of this kind I wish to report as the^"

are usually interesting cases.

Mr. C., consulted me on June 18, 1914, suf-

fering with great pain and a marked swelling
in the left submaxillary gland. He had been
complaining a few days before coming to me
but had seen another physician who told him
it was onlj" a cold and it was only after he ob-

tained no relief he consulted me. On exam-
ination he showed a great swelling of left sub-
maxillary gland and on inspecting his mouth
you could notice considerable oedema around
Whai'ton’s duct as well as the whole floor of

the mouth. On massaging the gland forward
you were able to press out some few drops of

pus and on the introduction of a probe I was
unable to make out any obstruction or con-

striction but quite a quantity of pus was re-

moved, which gave the patient great relief.

I advised him to continue the massage of

the gland forward as I thought he had a stone
or some foreign body in the gland and on the

following daj" he pressed out this stone and
accoi’dingl.v all of his symptoms subsided.

DISCUSSION.

S. G. Dabney: I have seen several cases of

stone in the salivary glands, and my exi^erienee

has been that tliey generally make their way into

the duct and oeeasionall}', as in this case, through
it. More frequently, however, they have to be

removed through the floor of the mouth. It has
been m\' observation that they occur more fre-

quently in women, although my experience has

been limited to perhaps eight or ten cases, five or

six of which were in women. One of them had
a stoiy attached to it. One night, at a local med-
ical society, I exhibited a beautiful conical shap-

ed stone which 1 had removed that day from
AVharton’s duct. Dr. Marvin was present and
Avas called awaj' Avhile I Avas I’elating the case.

When he came back he told me he had been call-

ed to see the patient from Avhom I had removed
the calculus, and that she appeared to be suffer-

ing from nerA'ous shock, Avith a temperature of

106 1-2. I relate this as one of the coincidences

of medicine—that Avhile I Avas reporting a case.

Dr. Marvin should have been called away to see

the patient.

I had a case last summer in a Amung lady. I ex-

amined her mouth a number of times, but could

see nothing. Upon introducing a probe into the

duct it Avas impossible to detect a stone, although

it Avas evident that there Avas one in the gland,

and it appeared that a A’eiy deep incision through

the mouth Avould be necessary to remove it. One
daA" she telephoned me that the stone had worked
its way up near the mouth, and before she reach-

ed mA- office it had Avorked out.

It has alwaj's seemed to me that, theoretically

at least, cutting the duct Avould be apt to result

in stricture, but practicalh^ this does not seem

to occtur.

I have never had one of these stones analyzed.

Thej" are believed to be composed of depositions

from the saliva, and rarely, if eA'er, do Ave find a

foreign bodj’ forming a nucleus.

Bernard J. O’Connor: I had a personal ex-

perience Avith a calculus of this kind. About six

months folloAving m.A' first attack of typhoid fe-

ver, I noticed that just abo’ut meal-time, my paro-

tid Avould SAvell up and become so tight as to

preclude the possibility of eating. In course of

an hour it Avould subside to its normal size. This

contirlued for almost a Aveek, and upon having

the duct examined, a small stone Avas detected

under the right side of the tongue. The duct A\'as

incised longitudinally and stone removed. I was
lAarticularly impressed by the fact that there Avas

no increase in the secretion of saliva. Obstruct-

ion of the duct is, as a rule, the most prominent

SAmiptom; in fact, it is usualty the only sy^mp-

tom.

J. H. Brennan, (Closing) : I have enjoyed the

discussion very much, and wish to thank the

gentlemen for it.

Tlie most prominent symptom in my case was
tension and marked oedema in the floor of the

mouth.
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HIGH FRMQUI^NCY trbat.ment of
BLADDEJi TUMORS.

By Heubert Bronneb, Louisville.

For years one of tlie most uncertain and
unsatisfactory chaiders in genito-urinary

surgery Avas the treatment of pax)illomata of

the bladder. Even in the hands of tlie most
expert surgeons, the percentage of recurrence

was high and this in spite of the most care-

ful technique. That there is a distinct tend-

ency toward malignancy where papillomata

recur is a well known fact.

Young, speaking of the suprapubic oi^era-

ation, in benign tumors says, “The results ob-

tained in these nine benign eases are extreme-

ly bad, not nearly so good as is now obtained

by fulguration, and they show in a striking

way the inadequacy of the sui)rapubic incis-

ion even when great care is taken to avoid im-

plantations and to thoroughly remove the tu-

mor after clamping its pedicle.
’ ’

Bremerman reported eleven cases operated

by the open method. In each ease the micro-

scopic findings were given as benign ijapillo-

mata. Of these cases eight are dead from ma-
lignant recurrence

;
one still alive but with re-

currence, one apparently well after two years

and one only a few months old and still free

from recurrence.

When Dr. Edwin Beer in 1910 announced
his results with the high frequency treatment
of bladder tumors it is not to be wondered at

xirologists tbroughout the world queikly in-

vestigated the new method. Beers ’s work was
soon corroborated by that of Keys, Squier,

Pilcher, Thomas and many others untjl at.the

ixresent time this method of treatment has at-

tained a certain place in genito-urinary surg-

ery.

Young, speaking of his results, says, “The
cure of these apparently hopeless cases by
means of the high frequency spark is indeed
a brilliant result and shoAvs a great superior^

ity of the method over the suixrapubic excis-

ion in benign eases.” Again, “the demonstra-
toin of the marvelous efficacy of high-fre-

quency electx’ical applications is one of the

most brilliant and valuable additions to surg-
ery in recent years.”

Pilcher 'in discussing the various methods
of handling paixillomata says, “of these, the

si^ark method is by far the safest, sxxrest,

easiest, and the one folloAved by the loAvest

number of recurrences. This method of

treatment is noAv an accepted ju-ocedure.
”

The points in favor of this method in the

treatment of benign papillomata may be stat-

ed as folloAvs ; The tendency to recurrence is

less, (Bremerman had thirty-one eases with
only one slight recurrence) the mortality is

nihil
;
the patient can attend to his ordinary

duties, as the time consumed in the treatment
is no longer than for ordinary cystoscopy and
the treatment can be given in the office.

The Oudin and mono-iAolar spark has been
found of value as a pallative measure in the

handling of inoperable carcinoma of the blad-

der and in the near future there is hope that

by the use of a very powerful bi-polar or
D’Arsonval spark that curative results may
be obtained in eases of proven malignancy.
Already in the latter class of cases Pilcher

has taken the stand, that after opening the

bladder, the knife should be laid aside, and
the presenting mass removed by the actual

cautery and then the base destroyed by the

D’Arsonval spark.

Anyone who has a fair knoAvledge of eys-

toscoixic technique should be able to carry out
this treatment. In our cases Ave have used a
Wappler machine, employing a specially in-

sullated electrode through the catheterizing

telescope of a BroAvn-Buerger eystoscope.

The length of treatment, the number of points

of apiAlication and the intervals between
treatments has varied Avith each case. We en-

deavored, Avherever feasible, to bi-ing the

electrode as near as possible in contact with
the base of the tumor, but, in some cases, as

for example in the two to be described this

Avas impossible and the electrode had to be in-

serted into the villous masses. The phenom-
ena observed during treatment are extremely
interesting. At the point of immediate con-

tact the tissue becomes carbonized, turning
greyish-black. Around this spot is a distinct-

ly Wanched area. Also arising from the
point of contact is seen a steady stream of

bubbles, due to evolution of gas.

We have used this method in the treatment
of a number of smaller groAvths, including
some around the A^erumontanum and sphinc-

ter. In these cases a few shot sittings were
usually sufficient to affect a cure.

In this paixer Ave desire to give a report on
the use of the high frequency method in the

treatment of two exceedingly large growths.
G. A. D., age 44, occupation engineer. Ten

years ago first noticed nocturnal frequency;
five years ago diurnal frequency; sixteen

months ago first noticed bleeding. Now
passes urine every tAvo hours in the day time
and three times at night. Slight burning at

end of urination when he passes a feAV drops
of blood

;
Avhen bleeding is profuse there is no

pain. Chief complaint is bleeding. This
bleeding is aixx)arently not influenced eitlier by
rest or motion, patient often having the most
profuse haemal uria on first rising in the

morning.

First cystoscopy, October 10th, 1913. A
very hu'ge papillomatous mass was seen till-

ing the left side of the bladder. Oozing was
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distinctly visible. By the time the left side

was examined there was considerable bleeding

so that the right side could not be seen dis-

tinctly.

Second cystoscopy October 16th, 1913. A
very good view obtained. Right side exam-

ined first—the ureteral orifice distinctly vis-

ible and seemed hypertrophied; marked
edema bullosum around the right orifice and
right side of sphincter. Very large mass on

left side of bladder. On this occasion, what
first appeared to be one growtli was seen to be

made up of several growths so close together

as to appear as one mass. In the fundus, be-

ginning posteriorly and coming forward to

the sphincter a large mass could be seen on

the side wall and also covering the left side

of the trigone and the left ureteral orifice.

Bases of the tumors could not be seen, so that

it was impossible to determine whether they

were sessile or pedunculated.

The patient refused a suprapubic operation

but readily consented to the high-frequenc\

treatment. A delay in treatment was neces-

sary because of an attack of acute cystitis

which developed. This cystitis, as is usually

the case in that form which accompanies blad-

der tumor, was verj^ resistant to treatment

and it was not until November 26th that bis

bladder became tolerant enough for work.

On that date we introduced the cystoscope'

and foixnd the bladder in remarkably good
shape considering the severe cystitis through

which the patient had recently passed. On
this day we gave the first high-freqxiency

treatment, as the patient was somewhat
frightened. At each point of contact a dis-

tinct evolution of gas was visible. The spark

gap was one-eighth of an inch employing
least possible voltage.

The patient tolerated this treatment very

well, the reactionary hemorrhage being very
slight. There was no recurrence of the cys-

titis—the patient’s tolerance increasing de-

cidedly after the first treatment.

Second treatment December 2nd, 1913.

Five applications to the mass, the patient

standing this treatment much better than the

first. Again, the amount of bleednig follow-

ing the treatment- was slight
;
there was no re-

currence of the cystitis, but to the contrary
the urine was in better shape than it had been
for months. Patient was holding urine from
three to four hours and the tolerance was as

much as sixteen to eighteen ounces.

Third sitting December 8th. Bladder very
tolerant and a splendid view of the truly

beautiful papillomatous mass was obtained.

On this occasion eight different points of the

tumor were treated, time of application 164

seconds. The evolution of gas was very dis-

tinct as was the * blanching of the tissues.

Hemorrhage following this treatment very

slight and bladder tolerance has again im-

proved following this treatment. As wouhl
be expected following the longer treatment, a

larger number of tissue shreds have appeared
in the urine.

Fourth sitting December 17th. Ten points

of application, time 238 seconds. Since the

treatment patient has been passing very large

tissue sloughs.

Fifth sitting, December 26th. Five points

of application, time 156 seconds.

Sixth sitting, January 5th, 1914. Seven
points of application, three minutes and forty

seconds.

Seventh sitting January 20th, 1914. Eight
points of application, time 148 seconds. 9 he

interval between this and the previous treat-

ment was longer than usual because of an at-

tack of influenza. As far as bladder symp-
toms are concerned patient is doing well.

From this time on treatments were given

at intervals of seven to ten days until April
13th, 1914. As the patient became more ac-

customed to the procedure we lengthened the

time each treatment and also increased the

spark gap.

Eighteenth sitting, April 13th, 1914. Four-
teen minutes, thirty-seven seconds. The act-

ion from the machine is now very decided.

Very large masses a re being thrown off which
the patient feels passing through the urethra.

By this time the larger part of the tumor had
been destroyed and a perceptible difference in

the roominess of the bladder was visible. The
patient felt absolutely normal. There was no
haematuria, and, with the exception of the

slight bleeding which follows treatment there

had been no bleeding after the first short ap-

plication. The frequency of urination had
also entirely disappeared, the patient holding

urine all night and voiding but three times

during waking hours. We desired to keej)

the patient under observation longer but he

declined as he could not see the necessity of

further manqxulation in view of his absolute

freedom from symixtoms. We hope to have
an opportunity of eystoscoping him in the near

future, as we recognize the necessity of oc-

casional observation in the case of bladder

l)apilomata.

Since the treatment was instituted the pa-

tient has not lost a day’s work, in spite of the

fact that his occupation was rather strenxxous

—a railroad engineer.

E. C. T., age 58. Farmer by occupation.

No venereal history. Symptoms started eight

years ago with frequency both day and night.

This gradually became worse. Bleeding
started two years ago. Bleeding first, would
occur at inteiwals. Since March 1914 bleed-

ing continuous—tlie entire urine being

bloody. Wlien he fii-st came under our obser-
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vation urinated every liour botli day and
night. Ditifieidty in holding urine when de-

sire to void came on. First cystoseo])y .May
nth, 1911. Cystoseope introduced with ease
hut a field obtained with dilbeulty owing to

excessive hemorrhage. Finally numerous
masses were seen occupying the larger part of

the bladder.

Second cystoscopy June J5th, 1914. On
tliis occasion we first introduced some adrena-
lin solution. employing continuous irri-

gation a much better view was obtained. The
bladder was seen to be filled with pai)illoraat-

ous masses, the villi waving like weeds in the

fluid medium.

The patient refused a radical operation and

'

we do not blame him, as nothing short of an
almost complete cystectomy would have avail-

ed. He accepted the high frequency treat-

ment reluctantly and presented himself for

the first treatment July 20th, 1914. Trea-

ment given with difficulty owing to the hemor-

rhage. There was slight bleeding for .two

days after this treatment and there has been

none since.

There have been six treatments since, the

last being given on October 5th, 1914. At the

present time there is a remarkable change in

his condition. He has gained five pounds iii

Aveight. He voids but two times at night and
six times in the day time, tlie urine being

claear.

AVe Avill persist in the treatment until the

growth has been destroyed—the large number
of thetumors being no bar to this form of

treatment. Young having gotten one of his

best results in just such a case.

The interesting points in these tA\'o cases

to us Avere: First, the enormous size of the

masses in the bladder. Second, the fact that

frequency and not haematuria Avas the first

symptom. Third, the fact that hemorrhage,

with the exception of the slight reactionary

bleeding, ceased in both cases after the first

short treatment. We do not flatter ourselves

that AA^e succeeded in touching tire bleeding

points in both cases at the first treatment and

therefore must believe that in tlie high fre-

quency treatment Ave get something more than

the action at the actual point of contact of the

electrode. Whether there is an electrolytic

action AAdiich has a vaso-motor constrictor

action on the tissues or not, Ave are not i)re-

pared at the present time to state, l)ut, oui-

obserAmtion in these two cases has certainly

been confirmed by others, that is, cessation of

hemorrhage of long duration after one treat-

ment.

INTESTINAL OBSTKFCT ION.

By John W. Price, Jr., Louisville.

Intestinal obstruction may be classified as

acute or chronic, complete or incomplete.
The chronic cases may become acute at any
time. This condition may result (1) from
paralysis of the muscular coat of the boAvel

due to toxins or spinal cord lesions; (2)
spasticity due to lead poisoning; (3) occlus-

ion by feces, gall-stones, foreign bodies, con-
genital malformations, tumors or cicatrics in

the Avail of the gut or tumors in neighboring
organs; (4) strangulatien bj' bands of peri-

toneum or adhesions, intussusception vol-

vulus, internal and external hernia.

The symptoms are se\^ere, intermittent ab-
ilominal pain, slight nausea, projectile vom-
iting of gastric and abdominal contents, obsti-

pation, audible peristalsis, distention of the
abdomen. No flatus Avili be passed by the rec-

tum if the obstruction is complete. If the ob-

struction is complete the bowel above the ob-
struction becomes so altered that bacteria
readily pass through and the case becomes
complicated by a dcA'eloping peritonitis. If

the obstruction is not relieved the bovA’el be-

comes gangrenous.

TREATMENT.

If you suspect an acute obstruction avoid
the use of all purgatiA'es. You may use
enemas until your diagnosis is established.
Don’t use eserine. xishhurst states that he
has seen intestinal perforation result from
the \nolent peristalsis induced by eserine in

these cases. As soon as the diagnosis is made
an operation for the relief of the obstruction
is imperatiA^e and should be done AAuthout

delay. Where the obstruction is chronic or
incomplete you may use laxatives, Russian
oil, liquid albolene and enemas of milk and
molasses, milk of asafoetida, turpentine and
glycerine, etc., until your patient consents to

an operation.

T desire to report the following case as be-

ing tj'pieal of that class of chronic incom-
plete obstructions, due to peritoneal bands.
The predisposing causes for the formation of
peritoneal bands are one or more attacks of
peritonitis and abdominal operations. The
patient Avhose ease is about to be reported had
suffered from both of these predisposing con-
ditions, four preAnous laparotomies having
been performed.
The prcA'entatiA’e ti'eatment of this type of

intestinal obstruction should be in the mind
of CA'ery surgeon Avhile he has the abdominal
cavity open. Advances in abdominal surgery
during the past few years Iuia’c been made
by impi-oving the techniipie of operations.

Not only has mortality been lowei-ed but the

morbidity has been lessened. Tlie ohl fashion-
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ed spectacular operation where an adhei'ent

tumor or tube is ripped out of the pelvis and
the abdomen closed after two or three liga-

tures have been tied should be a thing of the

past. In such cases, raw surfaces are sure to

become adherent
;
hands and adhesions are

sure to follow. Such surgery is dangerous.

Who can tell when the intestinal obstimction

will supervene? Therefore, the surgeon must
practice rigid asepsis, avoid roughness in

placing retractors, in handling the tissues, in

sponging, in placing packs to Avail off the

operative field. He must avoid the use of

chemicals in the cavity. Viscera pulled out-

air hy Avarm pads saturated in normal saline

side of the caAuty must be pi-otected from the

solution. All raAv surfaces and pedicles

must he peritonealized by using the finest

needles and suturing material, Avhich Avill do
the Avork. A coarse needle must not be used

just because it is threaded. Septic material

found in the cavity or intestinal contents

must not he carelessly spread about just be-

cause AA"e are going to drain and the peri-

toneum will take care of it. Finally, before

closing the cavity all blood clots must be re-

moved, oozing cheeked, and the omentum plac-

ed on guard.

A young Avoman, jM. R., married, age 20,

presented herself to us with the followfing his-

tory :

The father died of a cancer or sarcoma,

otherwise the family history is negathm.
Personal history: Occupation, liouseAvork.

iMenses began at age 17. They AA'ere regular,

moderate flow, duration four days, interval

betAveen periods four AA'eeks prior to her op-

erations. The periods following the opera-

tions have been slightly irregular, the inter-

val being three or four AA’eeks, duration two
days and the floAv scanty.

Previous IMedical PTistory: She had meas-
les, mumps, diphtheria, and typhoid fever at

age ten. Pneumonia at age 16. Patient had
Tlie following operations pertormea upon ner,

each by a different surgeon. (1) Appendec-
tomy May, 1913: (2) left oophorectomy, June,

1913; (3) ilio-sigmoidostomy, August, 1913;

(4) left salpingectomy, April, 1914. The
boAvels have not moved regularly since she

was thirteen years old. It Avas on account of

obstinate constipation that an ilio-sigmoidos-

tomy Avas performed by another surgeon.

After this operation the bowels moved more
readily until December, 1913.

Present Illness: Since December, 1913,

she has had increasing difficulty in procuring

a motion. There has been considerable pain
in the right upper quadrant of the abdomen.
She has been frequently nauseated and has

constant vomiting thirty minutes after meals.

The variety of food neither lessens nor in-

creases the vomiting. The abdomen is con-
stantly distended and is frequently more dis-

tended after a bowel movement. She is weak,
has constant neailacbe, is easily tireu ana is

unable to earn her living. The interval be-

tAA’een bowel movements is one or tAvo Aveeks.

The patient Avas admitted to the City Hos-
pital on September 28th, 1914. The first

movement of the bowels Avas on the 2nd of Oc-
tober, although she Avas given the folloiving

medicine

:

Septemhed 28, 6 :00 P. M.—Calomel, grains
5.

K5eptember 29, 6 :00 P. IM.—Magnesiiuu
sulphate, oz. 2 ;

2 :00 P. M.—Compound Ca-
thartic pills, 3; 9:00 P. .il.—i\iagnesiiim

sulphate, oz. 3.

September 30, 11:00 A. M.—Soapsuds
enema. No results; 2:30 P. ]\I.—Compound
cathartic pills, 3 ;

2 :30 P. M. Enema, (turpen-
tine, 2 drams

;
glycerine, oz 2. soapsuds, 4 pts.

(No results). 7-:00 P. M.—Compound ca-

thartic pills, 3 ;
7 :00 P. M.—Enema, repeated.

No result.

October 1, 10:00 A. M.—Milk and molasses
enemas, every 3 hours. No result.

October 2.—Milk and molasses enemas,
every 3 hours. 12 :50 N.—Croton oil. JM. 10.

;

•± :00 P. JM.—Very good movement was obtain-

ed.

October 8.—The next bowel movement ob-

tained AA’as on October 8th, after a similar
course ot treaimein.

Physical examination shoAved the heart and
lungs normal, the abdomen Avas distended.
There Avere no masses palpable in the ab-
domen. There Avas no rigidity of the muscles.
There Avas audible peristalsis. The diagnosis
of partial intestinal obstruction, due to ad-
iiesions at the sight of tlie ilio-sigmoidos-

tomy Avas made. An operation Avas advised.

OPERATION.

Right rectus incision near the midline
above the pubis. The conditions found were
as folloAA’s

:

The pelvis Avas full of adhesions extending
over the top of the uterus and broad liga-

ments and there Avas considerable encysted
fluid beneath peritoneal bands. The right

ovary AAms the size of an egg and cystic

throughout. The right tube AA’as thickened and
tortuous. 'I’he omentum and sigmoid AA’ere

adherent to the uterus, tube and oAmry. A
loop of small gut Avas adherent to the sigmoid
in the pelvis. There AA’ere many AA’eh-like ad-
hesions extending from the right ovaiw and
tube onto the small gut at the level of the

pelvic brim. The gut for a foot proximal to

the adhesions and beyond extending into the

pelvis Avas distended to a greater size than the

large hoAvel. It Avas evident that thsse bands
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wliich produced a constriction of the small

bowel were the cause of the obstruction.

TREATMENT.
All bands and adhesions were cut and sep-

arated freeing the small bowel perfectly at

every point excei^t where it was adherent to

tlie sigmoid in tlie bottom of the pelvis. No
raw surfaces were left. Tlie right tube and
ovary were removed anil the broad ligament

whipped over with No 2 chromic cat-gut. The
abdomen was closed without drainage.

Subseipient to the operation we obtained

the following results

:

October 12, 10 :00 A. ]\1.—One milk and mo-

lasses enema. Good results, 4:00 P. ^1.—Sec-

ond bowel movement wa sobtained.

October 14, 6:30 P. .IM.—]\iilk and molasses

enema. Good result.

October 16.—Two bowel movements—milk

and molasses enema.
October 20.—Two movements.
October 21.—Two movements. Followed

the taking of a mild laxative which is not

recorded on the chart.

October 22.—Two movements.
October 23.—One movement.
October 24.—One movement.
October 25.—Patient was discharged from

the hospital.

LUDAYIG’S ANGINA.

By J. Hunter Peak, Louisville.

Literal!}' Ludwig’s dyspnoea, another syn-

onym is streptococcic or mixed infectious

pharyngitis. Ludwig described this condi-

tion some years ago; hence the name.

If you take the trouble to look up the lit-

erature on this subject, you will find that it

is very meagre. If you take such recent works
as Johnson’s Surgical Diagnosis, you will

find less than one page. Many of the best

surgical writers entirely ignore this .subject.

On account of the frequency it has occurred
in our work, I take it for granted that it is

more common than one would imagine, judg-
ing from the little attention given it in our
text books on surgery, therefore, I am inclin-

ed to ask your kind indulgence to listen to

somewhat of a lengthened description of this

very wicked disease. I want to say to you,
it is a disease that may tax the energies of

any surgeon, and when all etforts have been
made they may prove ineffectual, and you
may have to watch your patient die from
general sepsis or a genei’al involvement of

one or both lungs, by an extension of the in-

fection.

Until more recent years and only since we
have acquired a better surgical technic, about
55 per cent, of all of these cases have died.

Now we have a mortality of about 10 per cent.

You can hardly think of any surgical condi-

tion now, where we have such a high fatality.

The surgeon is usually called to see these

cases when they are far advanced, when only

very prompt operative measures will do them
much good. You find the patient, more often

than other wise, sitting up in the bed too sick

to stay up and too much distressed to lie

down. Dy.spnoea is so great that in many
instances they cannot assume a recumbent po-

sition.

The trouble, in the vast majority of these

eases, follows either tonsi litis, an ulcer in the

mouth or a carious tooth, hence, all the cases

I have seen have a very offensive breath. The
pain and discomforture is increased by any
rotary motion of the head. The neck on the

affected side is swollen and the patient carries

the head inclined toward the opposite side.

Talking is difficult and deglutition is often

impossible. If the bacterial invasion took

place through the mouth, the first point of

swelling is usually sub-maxillary, in fact,

the patient has the appearance of adenitis

sub- maxillaris. If on the other hand, the in-

vasion starts in the posterior buccal cavity, or
in the tonsilar region, you will have the first

swelling back at the angle of the jaw, beneath
the sternocleidomastoid muscle, or beginning
even as high as the mastoid proturberance.
No matter which place the infection starts, it

is only a short time, say about twenty-four to

forty-eight hours, until the whole side of the

face and neck takes on a brawny swelling.

Not infrequently, the pus burrows toward the

buccal cavity' and the tongue is displaced to-

ward the well-side. The tongue may even be
considerably- swollen. Sometimes, the abscess

may' break into the mouth, near the seat of the

primary' trouble, which ma.v end the disease

and y'our patient recover.

I have been called the first time to see these

patients, unconscious, with a very' rapid pulse
and markedly' high temperature, scanty and
high colored urine and the patient quite con-
stipated.

etiology.

This disease is always highly' infectious,

that is, the patient is the subject of a violent

streptococcus or mixed infection. The bac-

teria have found entrance either through
some carious tooth, buccal abrasion, or as I

have seen quite often, through the tonsils, Ihe

patient having first a veiy serious tonsilitis

or it may' be a poritonsilar abscess, with ex-

ten,sion of the trouhle to the deeper structures
of the neck, th.rough the lymph channels
where the invasion fak'^s the course of the

least resistance along the facial and muscular
planes towai-d the mediastinum.
Any pervious illness, or cachexia may be a

predi.sposing factor. Decaying teeth with
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alveolar abscesses are often the starting point.

AVe wonder why we do not have this condition

more often than we do, since we know how
exceedingly careless many people are with

their teeth. It has not been nncommon in

the past to have ol)served this disease to fol-

low tonsilar infection, but in the futux’e, it

may not be so frequent a eaixse since it is now
so popular to remove all enlarged or diseased

tonsils.

SYMPTOMATOI.OGY.
A history of some infectious trouble, either

in the moxxth or pharynx. Enlarged sul)-

maxillary glands, difficulty in speaking,

tongue swollen and displaced to the opposite

side. Dyspnoea is marked, swallowing is dif-

ficult, bad breath, neck swollen and stiff. The
skin takes on a braumy hue and very great

liain is manifest in infected side. Pain is

made much worse on deep pressure. Ear-

ache is not infrequently complained of, where

the infection started through the tonsil.

Pulse 90 to 120, temperature from 100 to 106,

depending on the extensiveness and ffiolence

of the infection.

Diagnosis is not difficult as a rule, though

one may make the mistake of taking this con-

dition for an ordinary suli-lingual or sub-

maxillary condition, save perchance a mas-

toiditis, will give rise to so profound syniji-

toms of distress as we find in Ludwig’s an-

gina. Difficult breathing is sometimes very

marked. The swollen neck, the brawny ap-

pearance of the skin, the awfully foul breath,

the general depression of the patient, makes
the diagnosis comparatively easy.

TREATMENT.
Treatment is both medical and surgical,

and every case should have the skilled

attention of both the family physician, so

well as the surgeon. In any grave infectious

condition, like we have in this disease, the kid-

neys, the heart, the lungs, the liver, in fact,

the whole economy shoidd have the constant

watchful care of both physicians. The first

thing which should be done, if time is not too

much of a factor, is to obtain free catharsis.

Of course, the mouth and throat as far as con-

ditions will ])ermi1, should be thoroughly

cleansed and kept clean. It goes without say-

ing, that all of these i>atients should he in the

hospital, where they can have the advantages

only obtained there. 'The starting point of

infection should always be treated by the

free use of silver solutions. Under general

anesthesia, free incisions should be made
through the deep fascia of Ihe neck. If tlie

surgeon sees early the cases which start from

the buccal cavity, a free incision parallel with

the suh-maxillary hone about one fingei-’s

breadth below, will usually suffice for drain-

age. In all cases starting from the tonsils

or posterior poi'tion of the mouth, there

should be made the extra incision at the pos-

terior border and parallel with, the sterno-

cleidomastoid muscle and through the deep
fascia, then with the tinger, or closed bhint
forceps, work forward just beneath the said

muscle until the other incision is readied.
Free incisions of this character will stop the

onward progress of the invasion, both locally

and along the facial planes, which lead to the
mediastinum, wdiere the pus will finally go if

not checked by free drainage. I want to say
to you in closing, the only hope of all treat-

ment is to stop the progress of the disease
before its invasion of the thorax, because no
power on earth can save your patient after-

wards.

INVERSION OF THE UTERUS.
f REPORT OF TWO CASE.S WITH COMMENTARIES.)

By W. 0. Roberts, Louisville.

It has fallen to my lot to have seen two
eases of inversion of the uterus. Both oc-

curred in young women, and in their first la-

bors. The first ease was an incomplete acute
inversion following immediately upon deliv-

ery of the placenta, the other a conqilete in-

version of over four years’ standing.

The acute case was seen in 1902, before I

abandoned the practice of obstetrics, with the

late Dr. John G. Cecil. The patient was a

thin, delicate looking woman, twenty-three

years of age. The labor had been tedious. Af-
ter the head had remained in the inferior

strait for nearly tivo hours, delivery was ac-

complished by means of forceps. The pla-

centa, not coming away in half an hour after

the birth of the child, was quickly expelled un-
der the Crede method. Immediately follow-

ing its removal, there was much pain, copious

hemorrhage, and considerable shock. Digital

examination revealed an incomplete inversion

of the uterus, which we succeeded in promptly
reducing by means of taxis. As soon as the

inversion was overcome, the pain subsided,

the uterus contracted, and the hemorrhage
ceased. No tamponade was used, and there

was no recurrence of the inversion. The pa-

tient rallied rapidly from the shock, and made
an uneventful recoveiy.

Six years later she bore another child. This

second labor was normal, and lasted only

three hours, so I have been told by her phy-
sician. Dr. Henry E. Tuley.

The second ease was sent to me from Rus-

sell county, Kentucky, June 13th, 1914. The
jiatient presented the following history: She
was twenty-two years of age, married Decem-
ber 24, 1907, her child having been born Janu-

ary 29th, 1910. She said her “labor was very

hard, and that she was unconscious for near-

ly a week.” but was delivered without the aid

of instruments. The placenta was removed
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by the physician “within an liour after tlie

l)irtli of the child.” Immediately thereafter

the physician detected a tumor protruding

from the womb, larger than a goose egg, which
he said was a tibrous growth. There was not

a great deal of hemorrhage following the la-

bor, and the patient did fairly well without

much hemorrhage for two months. The
“flow” then became excessive and almost con-

tinuous, lasting a month or two, with intervals

of only a week or so, until she presented her-

self at my otflce.

When I saw the patient she looked to be

almost exsanguinated. I .sent her to Sts.

klary and Elizabeth Hospital, where she was
examined by Dr. C. G. Eorsee and myself the

following morning. Protruding into the va-

gina was a tumor slightly lai’ger than a duck
egg, which bled quite freely upon manipula-
tion. Because of the hemorrhage and pain
caused by manipulation of the tumor, we con-

cluded to wait until she Avas under an anes-

thetic before deciding positively as to the na-

ture of the trouble
;
but both of Ais were of the

opinion that it was an inverted uterus.

Two days later, when she had rested some-
udiat from her trip, she was taken to the op-

erating room, and, Avhen under the anesthetic

preparatory for operation, I had Doctors John
K. Freeman, Simrall Anderson and W. B.

Doherty examine her also, all of whom con-

curred in the diagnosis of inversion. The
openings of the Fallopian tubes could not be
detected. Owing to tbe congested and
edematous condition of the mucous mem-
brane, which bled freely upon manipulation,
and the almost bloodless condition of the pa-

tient, it was decided best to perform simply a

vaginal excision of the uterus near the con-
stricted portion, and to close the stump Avith

twent.v-day catgut sutuies. This Avas accord-
ingly done.

The patient made a satisfactory recovery
and left the hospital for her home at the end
of two weeks. I had a letter from her hus-
band dated August 24tb, 1914, in AAdiicb he
says: “iMy AA'ife’s health and strength are
steadily improA’ing. ’ ’

In looking over the literature of uterine in-

version, I find that it A\ms recognized clinic-

ally and its etiology apparently understood
by the ancients, e.g., Hippocrates (430 B. C.)
furnishes a clear descrijAtion of the pathology,
and refers to treatment bv taxis. Theraison
(50 B. C.) suggested amputation of the bleed-
ing and sloughing corjAUs uteri, and Soranus
(110 A. D.) did this operation suceessfAilly.

To illustrate the rarity of inversio uteri,

]AAAblished hospital statistics give only one case
in aboAit 130,000 labors. Of the 610 eases

collected by Thoim from the literature of the
Avorld prior to 1911, 82.2 per cent, were ob-

stetrical in origin, 13 jaci- cent. Avere due to

uterine tumors, 2.2 per cent occurred post

mortem, 2 per cent were classified as “idio-

pathic,” and 1.6 per cent, occurred after

abortions and ]ArematAire labors.* Statistics

sliow a predominance in favor of multipara*.

Each of my patients Avas a primiparie.

As to age, inversion occurs lAiost frexpiently

in women betAveen twenty and thirty years
old, i.e., during that period Avhen there are the

greatest number of births, and multipann suf-

fer slightly oftener than jArimiparai.

ETIOLOGY.

Of the primary and secondary obstetilcal

causes, the following are entitled to specific

emphasis

:

(1). Primary and essential,—Uterine re-

laxation :

(aU From so-called uterine inertia.

(b''. From mechanical failure of the mus-
culature (paralysis).

f2). Secondary, — Fundal pressure
(above), funic traction (below) :

(a) From improper application of the
Crede method.

(b) From inordinate funic traction.

(e) From naturally short or mechanically
shortened funis.

(3)

. Other factors Avbich contribute to

uterine inertia

:

(a) From unduly prolonged labor.

(b) From systemic' debilitating disea.ses.

(4)

. Purely idiopathic,—Rare.
Of the recognized gynecological causes of

inversion, only the following need be men-
tioned :

(1). Uterine neoplasms:
(a) Fibromata—intrauterine, submucous:

polypi.

(b) Sarcoma, carcinoma.
The occurrence of inAmrsions seems improb-

able unless uterine muscular tone is markedly
reduced.

Of the secondary obstetrical causes, im-
proper application of the Crede method of
placental expression, and inordinate funic
traction, are responsible for more than 75 pei-

cent of inAverted uteri folloAving labor. It oc-

casionally happens that the funis is naturally
short, or is mechanically shortened by the
fetus being enveloped therein, and under such
cii'cumstances inversion may occur during de-
livery.

The cardinal symptoms in acute inversions

are pain, hemon-hage and shock. This is a

rule, hoAvever, to Avhich there are exceplions.

In my second case, the jAatient claims there
AA’as not much hemorrhage. Vaginal examina-
tion reA'eals a soft, ]Aear-shaped, bleeding, jai-o-

tnision, to AA'hich in rai*e instanci's the [ila-

centa lAiay be altached.

Soi' ai-licU' liy .)oii(\s, Siuari'i'.v, G.viu'colosry and Obslntric'.

Chicafro. .1 luu'. li'l.'i.
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PROGNOSIS.

The prognosis as to life of the woman is

always grave in acute inversion. In untreat-

ed cases, death usually promptly ensues from
shock, hemorrhage, or infection. The mortal-

ity in acute inversion is given by Beckman
as 14 per cent., iUcGlin 70 per cent., Kehrer
25 per cent., and Crosse 75 per cent. In three

hundred and ninety-nine acute eases mention-

ed by Thurn, sixty-four of the patients died

;

fourteen from shock, thirty-three from hem-
orrhage, fifteen from infection, and two from
pulmonary emboli. In eighty-three cases of

chronic invei’sion (caused by neoplasms, in-

cluding four malignant) the mortality was
8.5 per cent

;
one patient died of hemorrhage,

and the others from cachexia and infection.

Of one hundred and nine deatlis in acute

cases reported by Crossen, seventy-two died
within half an hour to two hours, eight in

from one to seven days, and six in from one
to four weeks. Of one hundred and four
chronic cases there were only seven deaths.

The following statistics covering two hun-
dred and five eases compiled by Thorn (quot-

ed by Jones), sliow the relative frequency
with which various non-operative methods
were emplojmd :

'

TIMES
Manual reposition 166
Colpeurynter 16

Aveling’s repositor 8

Tamponade and colpeurynter 7

Tamponade 5

Gabriel-Galhin instrument 3

205

In this connection, it is interesting to note

that Jones states the uterus was seriously in-

jured in several of the cases treated by non-
operative reposition, therefore it would ap-

pear that such treatment is not entirely de-

void of danger.

Conservative surgical treatment : The
greatest interest concerning the treatment of

uterine inversion centers about the employ-
ment of operative methods, and an infinite va-

riety of both conservative and radical proced-
ures have been advocated. In a resume of Ihe

conservative measures, (h-ossen gives the fol-

lowing in chronological order:

(1) IMultiple incisions inio the constrict-

ing cervical ring (Aran, Bims, Barnes, 1861).

(2) Dilatation of constriction ring by di-

lator introduced through an abdominal incis-

ion (Thomas, 1869 ; and with incisions Everke,
1899).

(3) Dilatation of constriction ring by di-

lator inti-odueed through incision in fundus,

(Browne, 1883).

(4) Division of constriction ring and ad-

jacent uterine wall and cervix posteriorly,

(Kustner, 1893)

.

(5) Complete division of posterior terine

wall and cervix, (Piccoli, Morisani, 1896).

(6) Ccmplete division of anterior uterine

wall and cervix, (Spinelli, 1900).

(7) Division of constriction ring posterior-

Iv through an abdominal incision, (Haultain,

1901).

(8) Division of constriction ring anterior-

Iv through an abdominal incision, (Dobbin,

1905).

Crossen believes vaginal operation is by far

the safer plan. Complete division of the an-

tm-ior wall of the cervix and corpus uteri,

(Spinelli method) he thinks is altogether the

most satisfactory method, and is the one he

would strongly recommend in long-standing

cases.

IUDIC-VI< SURGICAL TRE.ITMENT.

For many years, following the suggestions

of Themison and Soranus. it was the practice

to exercise the corpus uteri in every case of

inversion where reduction could not be ac-

complished l)y taxis. (More recently, however,

vaginal hysterectomy has been substituted for

excision, especially in the radical treatment of

chronic cases.

In deciding upon the method of operative

procedure, the age of the patient is entitled

to first consideration, regardless of the time

inversion has persisted, since the preserva-

tion of a functionating uterus is of the great-

est importance in women who have not passed

the child-bearing perior. Therefore, in young

women the uterus should not be sacrificed,

provided the inversion can be reduced by

taxis, cervical incision, vaginal hysterectomy,

etc., unless extensive infection or gangrene

has already supervened, thus making com-

plete hysterectomy imperative as a life-saving

measure. In older women where preservation

of the uterus is not so important, especially

in long-standing inversions, excision or total

hysterectomy is the most appropriate treat-

ment. Attempted reduction of the inversion

by manual means through an abdominal in-

cision has been followed by a high mortality,

and the method is not to be recommended
Moreover, after opening the abdomen reduct-

ion of the inversion has in some cases been

found impossible, and hysterectomy became
necessary. Tlie uterus may lie extirpated by

either the abdominal or the vaginal method,

according to the .-iudgment of the surgeon, but

all things being equal the vaginal route should

be selected, since the mortality is much less.

In certain cases, simple vaginal excision of

the lU'otruding mass, witli .suture of the .stump,

constitutes the most appropriate method of

treatment For instance,Anspach reports a

case in whicli the simple plan of excising the
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inverted mass was adopted, because of the les-

sened danger of infection, and the uudesir-

abilitj’ of removing the adnexa which were
normal. The pedicle was compressed by
means of large liysterectomy forceps, and af-

ter exeisuig the necrotic mass the forceps

were left in .situ. He believes forceps are

safer tlian sutures becau.se there is less lia-

bility to infection of the peritoneum.

According to Stark, the only treatment of

chronic pathologic inversion wortliy of con-

sideration is tlie removal of any tumor pres-

ent. and either hysterotomy or hysterectomy.

Hysterotomy is the operation of choice wh.en

the patient is a young parous woman. It is

contra-indicated and hysterectomy must l)e

performed (al if a malignant tumor is pres-

ent; (b) if there is either thickening and

hardening of the uterine wall or softening and

atropliy of the musculature, and (c) if there

are dense peritoneal adhesions “binding doAvn

the uterus or fixing the bladder or rectum.”

Contrary to the Anews of other obseiwers,

Stark concludes that if hysterectomy is de-

cided upon, the abdominal rather thanthe va-

ginal route should be selected, and this plan

is also followed by Friedman.
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Chlorinated Lime in Treatment of Hospital

Gangrene.—Vincent foiiiul in the Madagascar

campaign that the rotting ivonnd ivas rapidly

transformed to healthy conditions when it Avas

dusted Avitli fresh chlorinated lime mixed with

about ten parts pulverized boric acid. He first

cleanses the Avomid and then covers it generously

Avith this antiseptic poAvder, dusting Avith it tlie

skin around. In tAVo or three days the Avonnd

assumes an entirely different asjiect. He changes

the dressings in tAventy-fonr h.onrs if there is

much secretion
;

otherwise he Avaits for forty-

eight. He adds that a 20 per cent, solution of

iodin would certainly aid in Avarding off trouble

if it could be applied at Iho time of the first-aid

dressing. It might be pos.sible to include the ma-

terial in the first-aid packet .so that the Avounded

could make tlie solution fresh as needed.

MEDICAL PROGRESS

DEPARTMENT OF i\rATERIA MEDICA
AND THERAPEUTIOS.

By Harrv L. Read, LouisAulle.

PITUITARY EXTRACT IN OBSTETRICS.

Broadhead has reeenth^ Avritten an exced-

ingly interesting article anent pituitary ex-

tract in obstetrics (Aeic York fledical Jour-
nal, June 27th, 1914, p. 1289). He believes

that Avhen intelligently used, in the absence
of any disproportion and Avith good cervical

dilatation, the extract is a valuable and com-
paratively safe therapeutic agent.

The fetal heart must he carefully Avatched,

and chloroform should he at hand to relieve

Auolent contractions, Avith forceps ready for

in.stant use.

The extract gives satisfactory results as a
rule, and is Avell A\mrth a trial in properly se-

lected cases. The author has usually given
one euhic centimeter as the initial dose, re-

peating it every tAventy minutes if necessary
until three doses have been administered. If

three injections fail, he has discontinued the
use of the extract.

In Cesarean section he has injected the ex-

tract immediately before making the incision
Avith excellent results. The uterus contracts
Avell, and the operation is made easier hecause
of the comparative absence of hemorrhage.
For post-partum hemorrhage he has never

relied upon the extract alone, ahvays combin-
ing it Avith ergot. He has no reason to doubt,
hoAvever, that the quick action AAdiieh is obtain-
ed by the use of the extract is of value in the
treatment of this variety of hemorrhage.
The use of the extract as a galactagogue has

never appealed to him as being practicable,
and he has never employed it for this purpose.
For retention of urine some observers have
praised the extract highly, but in the feAv

eases in AAdiieh he has tried it the results have
been nil.

So strongly is he opposed to the use of the
catheter in the puerperium, hoAA'^ever, never
using it until every other knoAvn expedient
has failed, that he intends giving the extract
a further trial. Whether pituitary extract
Avould possess any advantage over ergot for

u.se under these circumstances he is unable to

state.

THE THERAPEUSIS OP PERICARDITIS.

Wilbur (Journal of the A. M. A., July 25tb,

1914, p. 3021 presents an admirable paper
upon th-e therapeiisis of jiericarditis, revicAV-

ing the Avork of numerous other authors, and
giving a brief summary of a .series of exjieri-

ments in Avhich injections of bacteria and ati-

rious other substances Avere made into the
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pericardium of sixteen rabbits. His conclus-

ions furnish much food for future thought.

(li. The accessibility of the pericardium

makes local treatment valnalde and surgical

treatment possible, and leads to the hope that

further study may permit the application of

remedies directly to the interior of the acute-

ly or chronically inflamed sac. Induced peri-

carditis in animals offers a good field for

Study along this line

:

(21. "Early diagnosis of dry or sero-fib-

rinoiis pericarditis permits of the most ef-

fective treatment and must be based largely

on (a) vague feeliug of oppression in the

chest or actual pain, (b) cardiac irritability,

and (el friction rub:

(3)

. Early aspiration, preferably to the

left of the nipple-line, is of value in the diag-

nosis of pericardial effusion, and tapping
should be practiced when the heart-action is

markedly disturbed from apparent increase in

intra-pericardial pressure

;

(4)

. The Brauer method should be more
often used in patients with the evidences of

pericarditis with adhesions and with early

signs of cardiac hypertrophy or dilatation.

It will often diminish disability and markedly
prolong life

:

(5)

. Careful attention should be paid to

the differentiation of pain in the region of the

heart due to pericarditis (acute or chronic)

from true angina pectoris, since the prognosis
is necessarily so different. Careful and re-

peated examinations for a friction rub should
he made over the whole cardiac area in pa-

tients with pi’ecordial pain.

THERAPY OP CARDO-VASCUI.AR DISTURBANCES.
In his paper upon the foregoing subject,

Newburgh {Journal of the A. ili. A., July 25,

1914, p. 311) .states that the object of his in-

vestigation has been twofold; (1) to deteimi-

ine whether the poison of infectious diseases

injures the vaso-motor mechanism, and (3)
to determine whether strychnine and caffein,

both of which are commonly used to stimulate
tlie cardio-vascular apparatus, do actually

have such an effect.

Strychnine. (A) Broken Caritiac Compen-
sation : Eight cases of broken compensation
were studied. The smallest single do.se of

.strychnine was 1-30 grain, the largest 1-10

grain. No impi'ovement occurred in any of

the eight patients who were given the strych-

nine. Four of them subsequently recovered

their compensation, following the administra-

tion of digitalis and diuretics, lie concludes,

therefore, that it cannot be demonstrated that

strychnine, even when given to the point of

toxicity, has any iieneficial effect on broken

cardiac compensation.

(Bi. Infectious Diseases and TTypo-tmisive

('ases. In tliis group, the effect of single doses

of varying size oi- of a number of do.ses given

within a short period of time on the systolic,

diastolic and pulse-pressure, on the rate and
character of the pulse, on the respiratory and
on the general condition was studied.

The data were obtained from seAmn eases of

lobar pneumonia varying in type from mild

to fatal, two mild and one severe typhoid, one

fatal infectious colitis, one delirium tremens

and one traumatic shock.

The results obtained from the use of

strychnine in this group of patients may be

summarized as follows

:

(1)

. Eight times out of seventeen there

was no change in systolic pressure.

(2)

. Nine times out of thirteen there was
no effect on the diastolic pressure.

(3)

. Nine times out of seventeen there was

a rise in systolic pressui'e. It was inconstant,

never to be relied on, and in no instance was

the rise accompanied by improvement in the

clinical condition.

(4)

. ElcA'en times out of sixteen the pulse

showed no change. In no ease was there a

.sloAving which could be honestly attributed to

the drug.

Caffein. The method adopted for studying

the effects of caffein was the. same as that used

for .studying the effects of strychnine in the

acute infections and hypo-tensive eases.

There ivere three cases of severe pneumonia,

one of general peritonitis, one of fatal tu-

berculosis enteritis, two of traumatic shock

and one of fatal septieo-pyemia.

Results. (1) Eight out of nine times thei'e

was no effect on the .systolic pressure.

(2)

. FBe out of six times there was no

effect on the diastolic pressure.

(3)

. Nine out of ten times there was no ef-

fect on the rate of the pulse.

(4)

. In no instance was there a measur-

able change in respiration.

Summhary: (IF Strychnine doe snot im-

prove 01 ' augment the work of the heart in

persons suffering from broken cardiac com-

pensation.

(2). It could not be shown that either

strychnine or caffein stimulated the cardio-

vascular apparatus in any of the conditions

studied.

THE USE OP SCOPOLAAIINE-MORPIIINE IN LABOR.

Kongy and Arluck {New YoiU Medical

Journai, September 26, 1914, p. 619), review

1lie .subject of dammerschlaf (twilight sleep)

in a most interesting manner from Ihe data of

Banss first contribution in 1906. According
to those authors the action of .scopolamine is

chiefly upon the central nervous system; it

(|uiets the cerebrum, diminishes the percep-

lion of pain without aiiparently intluenc-ing

the contractility of the uterus; lalioi’, there-

fore, may ])i’ogre.ss uninterruptedly and the
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p;i1i(‘ii1 m;i\' not only I'nil lo i-ceollccl |niin, i)ut

m:iy (‘Vcii lx* cnlin'ly iinMWfU'o of it.

'I’oc-linit'. Treat iiitoit is hoonn only wlien

llie i)atient sliows definite si^iis of aetive labor.

The patient is then pnt lo bed in a dimly
lighted I’ooin and an initial dose of O.OOO-tr)

gi-am, or apj)i'oxiinately 1-1 GO grain of

seopolainine hydrohi'oniide is injected intra-

ninsenlarly. This is i>i'eceded by a hyi'o-

dennie injection of one-half grain of mor-
l)liine-narcotine ineconate. The elfects are

now carefully ohsei'ved with special reference

lo p\dse, respiration, pupillary reaction, fetal

heart, and intensity and fi-ecpieney of uterine

contractions. A second injection of scopo-

lamine is given about one hour after the first.

About half an hour after this injection, mem-
oiw tests are brought into play. The patient

is shown some object, such as a doll or a watch,

and a short while later she is asked whether
she saw the jiarticular ol)jeet in tpiestion. She
may he asked whether she had a hypodennic
injection. Any test of memory will do. The
repetition of injections is now primarily

gauged by the degree of amnesia present.

The interval between injections is approxi-

mately from one to oii{> and a half hours. The
average normal case reipiires five to seven in-

jections, although at times it may be neces-

sai-y to give only two or three, or as many as

twelve, or fourte(*n.

After the completion of the first stage, with
the iirevseuting part on the peinneum, one c.c.

of jiituitrin is often given to hasten delivery

As soon as the child is born, the cord is

ipdckly ligated and severed and the infant is

removed to another room. The mother, af-

ter being made comfortable, generally falls

into a deep sleep, to awake from two to four

hours later usually, in complete ignorance of
the fact that she has given birth to a child.

Conclusions: Standard solutions are abso-
lutely essential to the success of this treat-

ment. The facilities should be such that the

patient is not unduly disturbed. The treat-

ment does not affect the first stage of labor,

but the second stage is .somewhat prolongeil.
Pain is markedly diminished in all eases,

whde amnesia is pre.sent in the greatest num-
ber of patients. This treatment does not in

measure which may be deemed necessary fo!‘

any way interfere with any other therapeutic
the termination of labor. The fetal heart
sounds must be carefully watched; sudden
slowijig calls for immediate delivery when
])ossible or the discontinuance of the treat-

ment. The authors state, however, that oli-

gopnea which is sometimes pi-csent ])i'oduces

Jio ill (‘ffects. for the babies ((\uckly resume
mal i'(>si)ii-ation and good heart action, and
they have noticcsl no exc(*ssive hemorrhage
under this form of treatment.

Finally, judging from tluui' observation^

and exi)erieiice, tbey fend that this method of
lr(*almmit should be given a fair trial. It is

only the vai'ied ex[)ei'ience of comj)etent men
that will tend to settle this extremely inter-

esting subject. It is the duty of the medical
])rofe.ssion to set the public aright on this

wm-y important (piestion. For their part the
authors believe that this mode of treatment I'e-

lieves the woman of the agonies of labor and
in addition instills a feeling of confidence
which materially aids her in passing through
the trying ordeal.

'1’HE TREATMENT OE TET.\NM S BY ANTITO.XIN.

Acording to Irons
{ Journal of the A. M.

-1., dune 27th. 191-1, ]>. 202;')) the efficacy of
antitetanic serum in the treatment of develop-
ed tetanus has been (piestioned by many ex-
perienced clinicians, who have regarded ihe
recoveries in occasional ca.ses of tetanus under
large doses of serum as fortuitous; and if

one may judge from the lukewarm advocacy
of serum in most te.xt books, the general im-
pression of th.e profession is that but little

can be accomplished by its use. A study of
the mortality statistics of most ho.spitals shows
that this skeptisims too often has been well
founded. Opposed to this pessimistic view ai-e

the reports of a number of small groups of
cai’efuily ohsei'ved cases, such as those of Ash-
hurst and dohn, in which rhe evidence seems
strong that antitoxin deserved large credit
foi‘ the recovery of .some of the patients, and
that the mode of administration of the reiirndv

is a very imi^ortant ehuuent in its success.

Irons .says the pi-ophylactic value of tetanus
antitoxin is established, and needs Jio argu-
ment for its support. That tetanus antitoxin
properly used may save the life of a patient
in whom tetanus has already developed should
be more generally recognized, and the treat-

ment employed in every case at the earliest

moment. Every hour lost before the giving of
the antitoxin decreases the chance of saving
life. By no means will every patient recover,
but certainly more can be saved than have
been in tbe last five years, and there is eveiy
reason to anticipate that with a proper use of
antitoxin a mortality considerably lower than
that of the present will be obtained.

It is important that the full effect of tin-

antitoxin be obtained immediately, and this

may be accomplished by giving, as outlined
by Park, 2,000 units intra-spinally, and fi-om

1 0,000 to 20,000 units inti-a-venously at the
eai'liest })os.sible momeid after symptoms of

tetanus aj)pear. On the following day the
intra-spina 1 injection of 2,000 units may bt'

repeated. Th(> blood remains .strongly anti-

toxic for several days. On the fourth or fifth

day 10,000 units should be given sid)cutane-

ously lo maintain the antitoxic content of the

blood.
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given in some cases over periods of many days

It is doubtful whether the enormous doses

are any more effective than the more limited

dosage outlined above.. If onl}' a small am-

ount of ontitoxin (3,000 units) is available it

should be given intra-spinally. Intra-spinal

and intra-venous injections should be given

with all the precautions usually enjoined for

these methods.

This use of antitoxin in no respect replaces

other recognized non-specific mefhods of

treatment in tetanus. Surgical treatment of

the site of infection should be instituted at

once. The patient should be placed at rest in

bed in a quiet darkened room, and shoiild re-

ceive sufficient sedatives to control convuls-

ions, together with adequate supplj^ of fluid

nourishment and attention to elimination by

kidney and bowel. The necessity for large

and continued doses of sedatives, such as

chloral or chlorbutanol, should not blind the

physician to the possible danger of giving an

overdose.

The condition of the patient should be care-

fully watched and a revision of the standing

orders for sedatives made whenever the symp-

toms suggest the necessit.y for decrease or in-

crease of dose.

Diaphragmatic Hernia.—Following a stab

wound in the posterior axillarv line about the

third intercostal space on the left side of the

chest, McGuire's patient developed a diaphrag-

matic hernia. The history, symptoms, physical

examination and roentgenographic findings all

pointed to diaphragmatic hernia, with escape of

j)ractically the entire stomach into the left tho-

racic cavity. A very dense and firm adhesion

was found between »the cardiac end of the stom-

ach and the posterolateral surface of the chest

wall just opposite the stab wound. This was

peeled loose after considerable effort and there

was at once the escape of some stomach contents.

The stomach was delivered through the opening

into tlie thorax and an incision 3 inches long

found on its anterior surface beginning near the

esophageal opening and extending in the direc-

tion of its greater curvature. The edges of tliis

incision did not bleed and showed evidences of

cicatrization, hence it seems reasonable to be-

lieve that the rupture of the diaphragm and her-

nia of the stomach resulted from a blow and in-

jury inflicted on the abdomen prior to the cut-

ting, and that when the stab wound was made in

the third intercostal space the vulherating in-

strument cut the stomach which was already in

the left thoracic cavity. 'The rupture in the dia-

phragm was about 4 inches in length, beginning

near the esophageal oiiening and extejiding

through the left leaf toward the sternum. The

j)atient recovered.

ORIGINAL ARTICLES

THE TREATMENT OF ARTERIAL HY-
PERTENSION.

By Sidney J. Meyeks, Louisville.

In cousideratiug the treatment of arterial

hypertension, it must be remembered at the

outset that Ipypertension, per se (as well as its

antithesis h.ypotension), is merely a subjective

expression having its origin in some under-
lying cause, i. e., it is purely a clinical mani-
festation the etiology of which may or may
not be definitely demonstrable. Technically,

therefore, it would appear inaccurate to speak
of the '‘treatment of arterial hypertension”
as a disease, since Ihe observed symiJtoms are

not entitled to inclusion in the category of

clinical entities. However, as it has been cus-

tomary to classify hypertension as a definite

lesion, the writer will abide by the establish-

ed custom without for a moment admitting
its correctness, since to do othewise would
entail lengthy explanatory commentaries
which would add practically nothing of value

to our present knowdedge of the subject.

It must be obvious that the most important
desideratum in the treatment of arterial hy-

pertension, wherever it is possible to do so,

is to ascertain and remove’ the cause, other-

wise remedial measures instituted may not
only be misdirected but may be absolutel.v

contraindicated and therefore harmful to the

patient. Bearing this pertinent observation
in mind, it is equally obvious that treatmenl

to be effective must be predicated upon an ac-

curate understanding of the essential etio-

logical factor ivhatever it may be, since the

former is necessarily dependent upon the lat-

ter. IMoreover, in the majority of instances

the hypertension may be regarded as com-
pensatory and reparative, and its reduction

l)eyond certain ivell-defined limits nia.y be

harmful rather than beneficial to the patient.

Therefore, the institution of treatment with-

out ascertaining the cause of the symptoms
may oftentimes be courting disaster.

The writer seriously questions whether the

active or so-called routine drug treatment of

arterial hypertension can possibly be justi-

fied upon any hypothesis hitherto suggested,

without first making every effort to ascertain

the cause of the symptoms. Of course the an-

gles or viewpoints concerning Ihe treatment
of every obscure malady are as numerous as

the theories advanced to explain its causa-

tion
;
but something more tangible than

theory is required upon which to base ration-

al therapeusis. Thus, according to his fa-

vorite theory, one practitioner may unwisely
over-treat the unfortunate patient ivith an
abnormally high blood pressure, whereas an-
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other Jiiay advocate a strict attitude ol noli

me tanyere. Sucli observations contribute

notliiug of value to our knowledge concerning

treatment.

It has been customary among various ob-

servers to speak of- arterial hypertension as

acute and chronic, but s'lich a distinction is

entirely unnecessary and may be misleading.

As hypertension almost invariably owes its

origin to some definite underlying cause, it

can be considered neither acute nor chronic

excepting in so far as the statement may be

applied to the essential causative factor.

The factors which may be operative in I he

production of arterial hypertension are so

numerous and diversified that to minutely

describe all of them would unduly prolong

this paper, although, as previously intimated,

without an adequate etiological understand-

ing the institution of rational treatment may
be impossible. Necessarily therefore, a few
of the most important causative factors must
be considered.

Obviously any disturbance of the peri-

pheral circulatory system will produce its ef-

fect upon normal blood pressure
;

likewise,

anything which will seriously interfere with

the cardiac, deeper vascular, renal, aliment-

ary or nervous meehanism of the economy,
may be productive of similar effects. Thus
hypertension may owe its origin to any seri-

ous systemic disease
;
to lesions involving the

heart; to inordinate indulgence in alcohol and
tobacco; to systemic poisoning from lead or

the various chemicals
;
to nervous affections

;

to purely emotional causes. In the latter the

hypertension is transitory, the slightest ex-

citement induces a recurrence, and it is usu-

ally intractable under any method of treat-

ment, as it depends upon a purely intangible

basis.

The prolonged administration of drugs iu-

eluded in the heterogenous group designated

as vaso-constrietors may cause arterial hypei’-

tension; therefore, their indiscriminate em-
ployment may have a harmful influence. An
excess of the so-called ])urine or nuclein

bodies in the circulation may induce gout,

rheumatism, etc., and thus favor the product-

ion of hypertension. Luxurious living (high

living), physical and mental .strain, and auto-

intoxication from faulty metabolism, are also

prolific causes.

The ancient adage that “a man is as old as

his arteries” has lost none of its truth by fre-

quent repetition ; thus, an individual may ex-

hibit evidences of senility at twenty, or may
be youthful at eighty. The average normal
systolic blood pressure of an individual be-

tween the age of eighteen and thirty years
may be approximately .stated as 110 to 1-10,

and between sixty and seventy years as LIO
to 165. Any radical variation from these

approximate figures may be considered ab-

normal.
The routine exhibition of drugs for the

purpose of lowering arterial tension has
proven unsatisfactory, and at best their ef-

fects can only be temporary. However, in

hypertension from any cause much benefit

may be secured by regulating the diet, reduc-

ing the quantity of food ingested, especially

the nitrogenous varieties, the interdiction of

alcohol and tobacco, the ingestion of pure
water between meals, and the securing of

adequate elimination through the alimentai’y

tract, the kidneys and the skin by approp.x*i-

ate remedies. Moderate exercise and frequent
batliing are beneficial, but mental worry and
ph^^sical fatigue should be strenuously
avoided.

In many instances tension may be reduced
by venesection, and twenty to twenty-four
ounces of blood may be safely withdrawn px’o-

vided the operation be not too frequently re-

peated.

Strange as it may seem, arterial hyper-
tension does not invariably accompany ar-

teriosclerosis and chronic nephritis, and when
occurring under such circumstances, it may
be regarded as compensatory. High blood
pressure in nephritis is necessary to insure
proper elimination through the damaged kid-

neys, and in arterioslerosis increased pressure
promotes free circulation in organs where the
blood supply would otherwise be limited. In
these two diseases, therefore, the advisability
of attempting to reduce the ten.sion by the ad-
ministration of drugs is open to serious ques-
tion. In the majority of infectious fevers,

however, hypertension has a more sinister sig-

nificance, being due to loss of the liquid con-
stitutents of the blood with consequent va.so-

con.strietion, and prompt efforts should be
made looking toward reduction pending re-

covery of the patient from the systemic dis-

ease.

The prophylactic treatment of Inmerten-
sion is of paramount importance, and briefly

consists of (1) the correction of dietary errors,

(2) the strict observance of general hygienic
and sanitary principles, (8) frequent urin-
alysis and blood examinations, (I) proper
elimination, particularly through the intes-

tinal tract. The administration of artificial-

ly prepared buttermilk (bacillus bulgaricus)
and Russian oil may be advantageous in j)i“o-

moting intestinal antisepsis, thus preventing
stasis and aulo-intoxication. If any local in-

fection be present, such as jxyorrhoa alveolaris,

sinusitis, etc., it should receive the necessary
treatment.

If hypertension is evident when the patient

is fii’st observed, it matters not what may be
the cause of the symptom.s, the j)iamary indi-

cation is rest in bed with minimum dietary,
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whidi iiuiy lu> proloiig’ed for two or lliroe

works if iiocessnry. The iiientMl relaxation

tims secured is prol)ably of e(pial importance
to the enforced jiliysical repose. Later the

patient may partake of food regularly but

sparingly, ingesting only,.such articles as ai-e

easy of digestion and readily assimilated. All

food should be slowly eaten and thoroughly

masticated, the heartiest meal being ingested

at midday ; liquids during meals should l)e

limited, but i^nre water ad libitum may be al-

lowed between meals. A short rest (siesta)

after eating is desirable.

Free elimination may lie seeiu'ed by the

administration of mild laxatives, such as

small doses of calomel, blue mass, magnesium
sulphate, etc. The beneficial effect is produc-
ed by depleting the portal system and remov-
ing toxic materials. Plxcessive sudation
should not be artificially induced in the steam
room or otherwise. Such treatment is de-

pressing and for obvious reasons oftentimes

daugeroiis in the treatment of hxqierteusicn.

On the contrary, however, the dry hot iiack

may be of the greatest service.

It is a matter of common observation that

arterial tension is markedly lessened during
sleep, i. e., nocturnal blood pressui-e is norm-
ally less than diurnal, and vice versa; conse-

quently it is important that the patient secure

the proper amount of absolute rest. It is in-

advisable, however, to resort to sleep -produc-

ing drugs so long as rest can be otherwise ob-

tained. A moderately warm general bath, hot

mustard foot baths, and light massage before

retiring, will usually insure sufficient refresh-

ing sleep.

In suitable weather, provided the patient

is physically able to remain in the open air,

mild forms of exercise are beneheial. Walk-
ing is recommended as the most appropriate
form of physical exercise, but golf playing

may be permitted with caution against pro-

longed and violent efforts. The beneficial ef-

fects deiived from exercise are probably large-

ly attributable to the greater peripheral dis-

tribution of blood, sudation, improved di-

gestion, and partially to the psychic relaxa-

tion thus induced.

The diet should consist principally of milk
and vegetables, with red meats and eggs in

small quantities. The main dietary dictum
shoidd be moderation. While a salt free diet

would seem ideal and markedly lighten renal

function, it is irksome to the patient and thus

difficult to be secured. Bulky foodstuffs,

gi-avies, soups, condiments, etc., should be

interdicted. Neither mental nor phy.sical ex-

ertion should be permitted immediately after

eating.

The couservatio'n of the energy of the pa-

tient is one of the most important features.

In the early stages of increa.sed blood iircs-

snre tlie projxu- rt'gnlation of the daily life

and diet is the only rational or efficacious

methotl of treatment (Norris). tSo far as it

may be possible all sources of vvoi-ry and ex-

citement must be eliminated, and the physical
and mental responsibilities of the patient be
reduced to the minimum.
While the so-called “irrigation treatment”

to reduce hypertension has long since been
proven a delusion, there are still otherwise
apparently intelligent ])ractitioners ^vho ad-
vise the ingestion of enonnous (pmntities of
fluids with the idea of “flushing the kidneys
and diluting the lioisonons material in the
blood stream.” (Such treatment is not only
ineffective, but the logical result is aggrava-
tion of the symptoms by increasing the work
of the already over-burdened kidneys.
As previously indicated, )iioderate sudation

is always desirable, but excessive sweating by
means of Turkish, steam, hot air, electric and
other varieties of hot baths, is not to be rec-

ommended. The hot bath causes marked
temjDorary increase in blood pressure before
sudation occurs, and may therefore be attend-

ed by serious dangers to the patient, such as

vascular strain, cardiac rupture, and general
reduction of nervous tone. Warm baths, how-
ever, as already noted may be advantageously
employed.

General massage moderately applied is one
of the most efficacious methods of treatment
which has thus far been advocated for the re-

duction of arterial hypertension. "It sup-
plies many of the benefits of exercise without
the attendant expenditure of energy” (Nor-
ris), and is advocated as a routine measure.
In selected eases good results have also been
reported from the employment of vibratory

massage.

Climate should be mentioned in this connect-

ion, as it has an important bearing upon the

physical and mental comfort of the iiatient.

A warm equable climate is e.specially desir-

able, such, for instance, as that of Jamaica,

the Bermiidas, Hawaii, Southern California,

etc. Florida is less favorable because of the

sudden changes in atmospheric temperature,

and the excessive humidity.

Change of environment is oftentimes bene-

cial, the seashore or the mountains, freedom
from business cares and worries being thus

secured.

The undesirability of active routine drug
treatment has already been mentioned. There
are certain remedies, however, which may be
of benefit when .judiciously and cantiousl.y

administered, viz., amyl nitrite, sedii nitrite,

nitroglycerine, digitalis, and the iodides.

W^hen angina is a prominent symptom, with
inefficient compensation, opiates ma.v be per-

missible. The intra-venons injection of sal-

varsan may be useful in certain cases.
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DISEASES AND lX.JUlUES EOLLOW-
iN(; c'TiiLDBirmi.

By A. W. XicKLE, Louisville.

Inasinucli as numerous gynecological al'-

feetions date from child-birth, there is mani-

festly a wide field for the e.xercise of proi)hy-

laxis in ol)stetrical pi-actice. Therefore, the

prevention of a majority of serious gynecol-

ogical work lies in the hands of the general

j)raetitioners who ai'e perhaps, doing 90 j)er

cent of the obstetrical work to-day. I want

to say “Its a far higher function of the pro-

fession to prevent the thousands of cases of

rupture of the perineum and lacerations of

uterine and vaginal strictures than to cure

the same number by appropriate surgical pro-

cedure, however brilliant or pi-aiseworthy the

latter may be.”

T deem labor a physiological process; there-

fore if the mother’s health is good, her jmlvis

normal with good tissue resistance she should

rise up from the p\ie)-peri\im. a perfectly

sound woman, unless the child pi-esented some
abnormality or the labor Avas improperly con-

ducted. Certain slight injuries and changes

are liable to occur in a normal labor but so

slight as to be classed as physiological; for

instance, a big iiterus commencing to conti-act

with a raw inner surface discharging lochia

or a fT-esh lacerated wound of the cervix

which may be bilateral but very slight, a lax

distended vagina with everted orifice Avith

fi.ssuies extending to the hymen, superficial

laceration of perineum with one or two shal-

loAV branches extending into A’aginal sulci, di-

latation and cA^ersion of the rectum Avith di-

latation of veins most often in multiparae,

slight hypertrophy of uterus and a Avidening

of vagina Avith perhaps slight lacerations of

the introitus.

Ahiionnal and Palholofjica] Scrjiirlac arc:

Mechanical injuries, as deep tears or l uptures,

sloughs, retroflexion, relaxation, descensus

and prolapse, infections of both upper and
lower genital tracts including uterus and
tidies, pelvfc cellular tissue. A’agina, bladder
and perineum. Venous thrombosis in broad
ligaments, toxemias resulting in Bright’s dis-

ease and its seipielae. and nerA-e exhaustion.

These pathological sequelae terminate in a A’a-

riety of gynecological conditions Avhich ai-e

jierhaps not manifested for months or A'cars

later. The mechanical injuries cau.se deep
laceration of the cervix extending down ont.o

the lateral Ai'alls in the shajic of falciform

scars Avhich serve to fix the uterus to the pel-

vic AA'all. Kadiating sears are found at llie

pelvic oullet commencing in llu' jierineum and
extending upAvai-d in a V-sliajic to tlie right

and left sulci. Karidy the perineum is infil-

trated and still more rarely the child is horn

lier annul. The extreme form of injury at the

pelvic outlet is a complete tear separating the

septum between vagina and rectum, and
throAving both outlets into one common cloaca.

Among the tears which become serious in their

consequences later on, hut are not always sus-

ceptible at the time sustained is, injury receiv-

ed from separation of levator ani muscle from
its insertion to the rectum. This injury asso-

ciated with tear of the perineum results in

loss of support to the loAver part of the bowel

AA’ith formation of rectocele or CA'ersion of

loAver A'agiual Avail. The relaxed outlet is rec-

ognized by the A'ertieal direction of the leva-

tor fibres just behind the pubic arch, replac-

ing the strong band felt Avhen the posterior

A'aginal AAall is lifted up in the unbroken
I'ing. To be precise as to the degree of break-

ing doAvn of the outlet it is best to use the cali-

brator Avhich by separating its blades to a

maxmium and using only slight force the de-

gree of relaxation is read in centimeters from
the scales attached to the handles.

Jnfections acipiired in childbirth may
spi’ead so rapidly and extensively that if the

patient recovers it is with tubes adherent or

distended Avith pus, an endocervicitis or endo-

metritis, an intractable A^aginitis or cystitis or

an infection of the vulvo-vaginal glands. We
sometimes see complete nerve exhaustion in

our 2iatient, Avho Avithout aiojiarent injury has

jiassed through her confinement Avhich has

seemingly reijuired the expenditure of all her
individual nerve force and she remains ex-

hausted for years or jierhaps her entire life.

This condition is often seen in Avonien who
have borne a number of children in rajiid suc-

cession and Avhere the demands for lactation

have been heavy. Comliinations of these

sequellae are often seen, e. g., the jiatient may
liaA'e extensiA'e laceration of the cervix and
vaginal vault or infection of the tubes Avith a

retroflexed ailherent utenis or vesico-vaginal

fistula, due to the sloughing of the anterior

A'aginal AA'all Avith a complete tear of the per-

inneum or extensiA'e mechanical injury ac-

conqianied by nervous exhaustion.

A.s' io PrcL'cnfioii : If the jAraetitioner Avho

attends oh.stetrical cases Avould inform him-
self a little more in this field and get the

liroper conception of Avhat should he done and
the correct AAay to do it and fully realize the

evil conseipnmces of a f.aulty technique, these

injuries could be largely anticijiated and pi'e-

A'ented and Avork in this dejiartment Avould be

limited juanciiially to venereal disea.ses, tu-

berculosis and tumoi's. Prcvciifioii, then

undoubtedly lies to a gi'eat extent Avithin the

jioAvei- of the medieal attendant foi' the t'olloAV-

iiig conditions are almost eomphdely under
his eoutrol. He can often jirevmit mechauieal
injuries oi' obviate any ill couseipieiUM's by

their immediate repair. Ih' ean as a rule pre-
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vent an infection by his aseptic conduct of

the ease. He can lessen exhaustion by timely

and skillful interference. To attain these re-

sults obstetrical eases must be taken more seri-

ously than is the case to-day and it should he

regarded as the one branch of medicine which

constitutes a universal specialty, for all phy-

sicians in general practice, like surgery, many
incompetent fledgelings are forind in both

flelds. The man who assumes charge of an
obstetrical ease must never get in a hurry to

have it over. He must be willing to spend
his time at the bedside of his patient and
wait as long as necessary for the welfare of

the helpless woman who trusts her life and
health to his care. He should be well-skilled

in the use of obstetric forceps and be fully

convinced that their use may he a gi’eat evil

as well as a boon to a woman in the throes of

labor.

Use of Forceps: To make the best use of

forceps Ave shoiild obserA'e the folloAving : In
preparing for foreep delivery an accurate,

aseptic technic should be observed. I first,

cleanse the \mlva and vaginal introitus with
soap and water, folloAved by an antiseptic so-

lution, don’t ordinarily give Amginal douche.

Thoroughly sterilize forceps by boiling, and
after cleansing the hands cover them with
sterilized rubber gloves. Successful foreep

deliveries demand that AA'e have a correct

knowledge of the normal and abnormal
mechanism of labor and must also recognize

the exact position and presentation of foetus.

iMechanieal skill and manual dexterity render
the obstetrician more efficient but the most
skillful use of the ordinary forceps cannot

equal the results obtained Avith an axis trac-

tion forceps in less able hands. A practical

knoAAdedge of pelvimetry is of much import-

ance. Five or six measurements are called

for and these are easily taken AA'ith a tape

measure and pair of calipers, rendering pelvi-

metry no wonderful task as you sometimes
Avould he led to believe.

The physician must make it a strict rule to

never operate through an undilated cervix.

Disregard of this rule together with a faulty

technique is the cause of many of the dis-

astrous foreep deliveries. The AAude aAvake

and skilled operator appreciates the neces-

sity for preliminary dilatation of the loAver

birth canal and AA'hen natural forces fail Ave

must be familiar Avith the most excellent meth-
ods to secure such results. Tn order of theii-

safety there are. ru1)ber bags, such as Pomeroy
or Champelier De Ril)es, and the Voorhees

bag, for t like best tlie pear sliaped bags.

Of the manual, methods tliose of Harris &
Kdgar and tlie gradual metal dilatoi's of the

Hegar ty])e are best. Next to rigid asepsis

nothing contributes to successful foi-ceps de-

liveries like a well dilated loAver birth canal

before proceeding.

In eclampsia, Avhere immediate delivery is

the chief consideration the attendant must
not yield to the first impulse, and grasp a foot

as soon as you feel it and pull it through the

undilated cervix. It is better to finish the

dilatation A\dth the fingers while patient is un-

der the anaesthetic. The best finger methods
are by stretching the cervix by introducing

index finger and thumb, best accomplished
AAffien head is AA'.ell up (Harris) and by pull-

ing the cervix apart Avhich is best accomplish-

ed AA’hen the head is Ioav doAvn (Edgar’s).

The operator Avill do Avell to make use of high
forceps operations hut rarely and Avhen neces-

sary use an axis-traction instrument and I

personallj^ prefer the Tarnier. The physician

who uses the axis-traction forceps should have
a clear mental picture of the pelvic axis in

Avhich the head lies at any time. In general

the operator pulls down toAvard the pelvic

floor then out under the pubic rami and up-
wards. The alternative is to await Avith pa-

tience for considerable time so as to give the

cervix a long time to dilate and the head to

mold itself to the pehde canal. Serious harm
is often done by trying to assist nature over-

much bA" trying to push the cervix back over
the head oi’ stretch it Avith the fingers. If the

head gets AV’edged at a given point injudicious

use of forceps will cause a slough which, as a

rule, extends into the bladder and sometimes
the rectum. In William’s Clinic at Johns
Hopkins Hospital the rule is to interfere if

the head becomes Avedged in one place for tA\m

hours. Good evidence that the frequent use
of forceps is an abuse is proven by the fact

that so many excellent practitioners in coun-

try districts manage hiindreds of cases Avith-

out resorting to them in a single instance.

When necessary to rise forceps, injury to the

bladder can to a great extent be obviated by
first emptying it AA’ith a soft rubber catheter.

It is also important that the physician should

not be in a huriy to terminate the third stage

of labor. The placenta should be given an
hour to affect a delivery and during this time

shoAild use nothing but moderate force in

pushing doAA’n from above. If placenta is not

delh’ered into A’agina by this time it may be

attached to uterus as a sequel of endometritis.

The best method of removal is by introducing

a gloved hand into uterus and use edge of

hand as though it Avere a knife to scrape pla-

centa off from wall and don ’t pAill on the cord

to help expedite it. The perineum is best pro-

tected by restraining the head from passing

suddenly and precipitately through the out-

let under force of a violent expulsiA’o pain.

Preci])itate delivery through A’agina and vul-

Vrii- I'iiig is likely to occur during forceps deliA’-

eries. Perineum can be prevented fi-om rup-
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ture by two methods: (1) bj' the judicious use

of chloroform a few drops started when the

liead reaches the \uilva, increase till head

escapes. (2) By resistance of rapid dilatation

of outlet and expulsion of the head with gauze

pad on perineum. During forcep deliveries

the head must never be extracted from the

vulva by ojie effort at traction but brought

down slowly and deliberately as much after

nature’s method as possible, by allowing it to

return between pains and come down a little

farther next time or removing forceps and let

nature finish the work unassisted. Hasty

obstetric work has been a great source of dan-

ger to partiirient women since men discovered

how to assist nature in this important work.

Enough stress is not laid on shoulder tears.

As to repairing of perineum, if deeply torn

sew it up at once. It is the pi’actiee at Johns
Hopkins Hospital to close the perineal tear

after the birth of child and before the pla-

centa is delivered. This keeps the physician

actively engaged and tends to greater deliber-

ation in dealing with the placenta and obvi-

ates future trouble.

To repair the perineum, bring the patient

to the edge of the bed and expose the wound
by retractors and close Avith silk-worm gut

sutures, extending when necessary up each

vaginal sulcus and on the perineul surface.

If the injury goes into the bowel, the sutures

must be passed with proper care to secure ac-

curate approximation. The sutures in the

perineal wound should not be tied tight, to

alloAv for swelling of tissues, tight sutures are

liable to cut through. They should be placed

about one-third of an inch from margin of

wound. For this I use a large curved needle

in a strong needle holder, armed with silk-

worm gut suture. This is passed from one
side well doAvn to bottom of wound and then

up and out at a corresponding point at oppo-
site side of tear. Two or three sutures are

generally sufficient to close a large wound. It

is a mistake to put in a number of sutures, as

in the secondary operation, as a little drain-

age between sutures does no harm. The
sphincter ends are best united by a suture of

silk worm gut which transfixes the muscle and
passes up through the vagina. The remain-

der of the perineal and vaginal wound is

closed by a series of intenaipted silk-woian

gut sutures.

If a persistent hemorrhage occurs when the

uterus is well contracted we should suspect

a torn cerAux. Its presence can be demon-
strated by bringing the patient to the side of

the bed, reti’aeting the perineum, catching the

anterior and posterior lips of the cervix with
forceps and pulling them together, and AA'e

generally note a bright sti'cam of blood be-

tween lips of tear. Repair is effected by pass-

ing two or three chromacized cat-gul sniures

Avith a stout curved needle and tie them at

once. A Avord as to precaution against infect-

ion. The obstetrician must give minute at-

tention to personal cleanliness. It should be

a fixed rule to wear rubber gloves and make
as feAV examinations as possible during labor.

He should be extremely careful about coming
in contact with infectious material between

times. He should never examine a puerperal
infection, etc., AAithout being protected by
rubber gloves and in driving he. should wear
gloves that can be washed and boiled. The
use of an obstetric cushion among the poorer

classes is valuable in the condiict of labor as

it leaAms the bedding clean and minimizes the

amount of danger
;

it should be covered Avith

a sterile sheet and as the amnion escapes it

can be dried up Avith absorbent cotton or ster-

ile toAvel. The cushion can be sterilized by
boiling and by all means the operator should
Avear a sterilized gOAAm, if a sterilized suit of

clothes are not in readiness, attention to these

precautions Aviththe surgical cleanliness of

field of operations AAmuld relieve the physician
of much responsibility and criticism Avhich

alAvays arises in connection Avith puerperal in-

fection. If necessary to eatheterize after la-

bor the greatest care must be exercised to

haA'e a clean AA’ell-boiled catheter and cleanse

the orifice thoroughly Avith clean Avarm boric

acid solution before introducing it and insert

it AAuth great caution under direct inspection

to aAmid trauma or the introduction of ex-

traneous matter. The nurse is a potent fac-

tor in the Aveal or Avoe of the lying-in patient.

Careless midAA'ives Avho go from place to place

indifferent to all consideration, except the fee

they obtain, often carry Avith them the seeds

of infection and their progress might easily

be traced by the funerals AAdiich folloAv in

their train. We stand greatly in need of a

Avell-trained corps of midAviA’es regulated by
proper laws. Such a body is foiAud at present

only in Germany. The physician should

knoAv about cases the nurse has recently at-

tended. He should be sure she has no in-

fectious disease, no sore about ber person or

ozena. That she is not meddlesome nor anx-

ious to give douches. That she is fully in-

structed in the details of a correct ante-

partum toilet of her patient as Avell as the

surgical care of the genitalia and breasts.

Experimental Ligation of One Ureter.—.Fonos

lias ligated the ureter in fifty-two dogs; and the

results of this Avork together Avith observations

on a personal (dinieal case of probable uretral

obstruction by accident, constitute the liasis ol'

this iKipei'. Its length and detail do not iiennit

of making an abstract. Therefore the original

should be consulted.
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COUNTY SOCIETY REPORTS

Franklin—Tlie Franklin County Medical So-

ciety met at the oltice of Drs Williams & Mastin

on Monday. Deconber 7th. at 11 o'clo'ck A. JI.

Present. Drs. .Jackson. Mastin, Jlinnish. (iarrett,

Wilson, Coleman. Keller. Patterson. Montfort.

Heilman and AVilliams.

Minutes of the P^ebrnary meeting read and ap-

l)roved since which time we have had no (luorum

until to-day.

In the absence of a i>aper. clinical cases were

discussed.

This being- the date for the election of officers

for the ensuing- year, tlie election liy })rivate bal-

lot was entered into, and resulted in the election

of the following-; President. H. S. Keller; 5bce

President. 0. H. Heilman; Secr-etary and Treas-

urer, V. y. Williams; Delegate to tlie State i\Ied-

ical Association, Warren IMontfort; Alternate. P.

V. AVilliams; Censors for the year. .Tno. Patter-

son and .1. S. Coleman.

H. S. Keller was ap))ointed essayist for the

next meeting ; subject of his own selection.

A general discussion was ordered, for the sec-

ond number on the program, to be “ Is tl;e Alouth

and Hoof Disease of Cattle communicable to the

human species and is it a fact that the disease in

cattle is originated by the turning back to the

farms of heifers used in the various institutions,

manufacturing- antitoxins for communicable dis-

eases?'' They are known tr> be unhealtiiy. after

being so treated and are believed to be tlie source

of infection and should be investigated.

Adjourned to meet .January 5, 1015 at 8 P. AI-

at the usual place.

r. A'. AA'ILPIAMS, Secretary.

Russell—The Kussell County Medical Society

met at the Holt Hotel, .Jamestown, December 2.

1914. Called to order by the I’resident Jj. D.

Hammond. After the reading- and adoption of

the minutes of last meeting- the election of officers

for 1915 was held which resulted as follows; J...

I). Hammond, President; -1. S. Howe. Vice J^resi-

dent ; .1. P. Scholl, Secretai'y-Treasurer ;AA". G. I).

Flanagan. .1. M. Plair, Censors; By neglect or

forgetfulness failed to elect another censor.

Therefoi-e it will become the duty of tiie presi-

dent to appoint one \intil the next regular An-
nual meeting.

,1. B. Scholl was elected delegate and .1. 1. Mc-

Clendon, alternate.

.\pi)lication for membership by Drs. M. .Al.

Jjaurence, Powena ; and P. A'. Ballon, Kowena.

referred to censors and reported favorable and

they were electeil in due form. ,1. 1. AIcClendon

who was a member a few- yeai's ago, was rein-

statc(l or admitted to uieinl)ership unanimously.

.\ftei- grc'eting the newly elect(>d members and

l)i-. McClendon comi'.ig in again, this gets nearly

every doctor in Kussell county who is in active

practice, and T ho))e ere long or at least l)efore

the three months of Grace, or A]>ril the first,

1015, all will become members. After all tiie of-

ficial business of the society had been peacefully

dispensed with.

L. D. Hammond read a ]iai)er o?i “Aledical

Ethics." All the members had a word of ])raise

for the doctor's pa])er and his able management
of the society.

J. B. Schooll read a ])aper on “AJedical So-

ciety," or the origin of the Kussell County
Medical Society. He emj)hasized the fact that

the Kussell County AJedical Society -was ])ast the

25th anniversary, it being organized .Tune, 1889,

with much grief said he was the only charter

memher now li\ ing. Each doctor |)resent looked

hale and hearty and acted like doctors always

do, good, kind, nice, decent, a kind word for

everybody present and just like Russell County
doctors. They will ‘Mend" you a dollar or the

shirt off their back if they think you need it. I

was much pleased to see the ‘M)oys” (Drs.)

saying- howdy doc and striking- hands with each

other and asking each other how’s your wife and
family an dothers, how's your sweetheart? Xow
you don't know how good J felt to see these stal-

wart Russell county doctoj-s laughing- and talking

and joking each other at dinner and in the lobby

of the Holt Hotel. Makes me think old things

have ]iassed away. All are made anew. I was in

the lobby of the hotel and at dinner and in the

assembly hall ())arlors of the Holt Hoteiy trying

to get what was done but like th.e “queen’' I

can't begin to tell half of the ricli and good

things that transpired. All the doctors ]>resent

were ready to take )>art in the iiroceedings and

made talks and ])romised to attend regularly and

lu’omised that they would aid in a whirlwind

l)ul)lic healtli meeting- beginning early in the

s)ming- and continue throughout the season. I

know there is new life in our society and I do

ho])e every doctor will continue to make it the

best one as well as th.e oldest one. By the way of

remark I have seen. J think, in the .Journal that

the Kussell County AJedical Society was an off-

S])ring of sucli and sncli a county society; J want

to say tl'at the Russell County AJedical Society

is not an off’si)ring from any other county society

but it originated by itself, (or 1 reckon De novi)

and other counties later followed. .Vway back in

1889 J was just about the size 1 am now. .Just

about as big as a three-cent ])iece and my li)i

di-ops down like a motherless colt, when J hear

any one ‘Mhrowing off"' on a Russell county doc-

tor or the Russell ( Oiinty Medi'-al Society.

Hoping this will be the best year in tlie liistory

of the Kentucky State Alcdical .Association, I

remain, Ki'spect I’lilly,

.1. B. SCI 101. L. Sccret.u-y.
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THE CINCINNATI SANITARIUM
F'OR MENTAL AND NERVOUS DISEASES

A strictly modern hospital, fully equipped for the scientific treatment of all nervous and mental affections. Situation
retired and accessible. For details write for descriptive pamphlet.

F. W. LANGDON. M.D.. Medical Director. B. A. WILLIAMS. M.D.. Resident Physician.
• EMERSON A. NORTH. M.D.. Resident Physician. GEORGIA E. FINLEY. M.D.. Medical Matron.

H. P. COLLINS. Business Manager.
Dox 4, College Hill, Cincinnati, Ohio

OCONOMOWOC, WISCONSIN

Three hours from Chicago on C. Nil. & St. Paul Railway

BUILT AND EQUIPPED FOR TREATMENT OF

Nervous and Mild Mental Diseases

New and Especially Equipped Psychopathic Department

For Acute Mental Cases

ARTHUR W. ROGERS, B.S., N.D., Resident Physician in Charge
ABSOLOTELY FIREPROOF

Waukesha Springs Sanitarium

FOR NERVOUS DISEASES
BUILDING ABSOLUTELY FIRE-PROOF

BYRON M. CAPLES, M.D., Supt. WAUKESHA, WIS.

REGULINa»»WAFERS
As some patients dislike the peculiar sensation of shredded
Kepiilin in their food, we succeeded in baking it into
delicious tasting Wafers. Ideal for Women and Children
and during travel.

REGULIN as a harmless bowel regulator and correcting
ag’nt of the most Irequent and distressing disorder

CHRONIC CONSTIPATION
is a complete success, evidenced by an avalanche of vol-
untary expressed medical oiiinions.

Regulin shredded, Retail 50 cents per box. Physicians
price, 3 for $1.00 del. Regulin Wafers, Retail 35 cents
per box. riiysicians price, 3 for (10 cents, del.

The Reinschild Chemical Cd.
71 BAHCLftV STREET >: NEW YORK CITY

Samples and Literature Supplied
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UNIVERSITY
OF

LOUISVILLE
MEDICAL DEPARTMENT
Next Session Begins October 1, 1913

And Continues Eight Months

Entrance Requirements- -Completion of four years’ High
School, or other equivalent of fourteen Carnegie units- -without

conditions.

With the new million-dollar hospital of 500 beds, clinical

and laboratory facilities unsurpassed.

The following named Schools, by mutual agreement

of the respective Faculties, and in perfect accord, have now
united and become the Medical Department of the University of

Louisville, transferring their good will and prestige

:

The Medical Department of the University of Louisville—Organized 1837

The Kentucky School of Medicine—Organized in 1850

' The Louisville Medical College—Organized in 1869

The Hospital College of Medicine—Organized in 1873

Medical Department of Kentucky University—Organized in 1898.

These five schools have graduated 20,000 physicians, and

now have in active practice, located in every State in this coun-

try, nearly 10,000 Alumni.

For catalogue or other information, address, *

DR. W. ED. GRANT. Dean.

LOUISVILLE, KY.
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CALENDAR OE COUNTY SOCIETY MEETINGS
COUNTY SECRETARY

Adair
Allen
Anderson
Ballard
Barren
Bath
Bell
Boone
Bourbon
Boyd
Boyle
Breathitt
Breckinridge
Bullitt

U. L. Taylor. . .

H. M. Meredith.
J. W. Gilbert..
VV. A. Page. . .

J. W. Acton. . .

H. J. Dailey. . .

O. P. Nuchols. .

M. A. Yelton . .

C. G. Daugherty
G. K. Kercheval.
W. H. Smith. . ,

A, M. Arnold . .

J. E. Kincheloe .

S. H. Ridgway. .

Butler
Caldwell
Calloway
Campbell-Kenton
Carlisle

Carroll
Carter
Casey
Christian . . . . ,

Clark
Clay
Clinton
Crittenden
Cumberland
Daviess
Elliott

Estill

Payette
Fleming
Franklin
Pulton
Gallatin

Garrard
Grant
Graves
Grayson
Greenup
Hardin
Harlan
Harrison
Hart
Henderson
Henry
Hickman
Hopkins
Jackson
Jefferson

Jessamine
Johnson
Knott
Knox
Larue
Laurel
Lee
Leslie

Lewis
Lincoln
Livingston
Logan
Lyon
McCracken
McLean
Madison
Magoffin
Marion
Marshall
Mason
Meade
Mercer
Metcalfe
Monroe
Montgomery
Morgan
Muhlenburg
Nelson
Nicholas
Ohio
Oldham
Owen
Owsley
Pendleton
Perry
Pike
Powell
Pulaski
Robertson
Rockcastle
Rowan
Bussell

Scott

Shelby

J. H. Austin . . . .

R. W. Ogilvie . . .

W. H. Graves. . . .

P. A. Stine
T. .1. Marshall. . .

F. M. Gaines. . . .

J. W. Stovall ....
L. P. Hammonds .

W. S. Sandbach. .

H. R. Henry. . . .

J. L. Anderson . . .

S. F. Stephenson .

J. Ernest Pox. . . .

Oscar Keen
J. J. Rodman . . . .

G. A. Embry. . . .

L. C. Redmon . . . .

J. B. O’Bannon. . .

U. V. Williams. . .

C. B. Curlin. . . .

J. M. Stallard . . .

J. B. Kinnaird. . .

C. M. Eckler. . . .

tl. H. Hunt. . . .

C. L. Sherman. . . ,

J. I. Rathburn. . .

E. J. Strickler. . .

Arthur Jenkins. . .

W. B. Moore . . . ,

C. H. Moore . . . .

B. .J. Neary. . . .

Owen Carroll. . . .

E. B. McMorries. .

A. O. Sisk
G. C. Goodman . . .

A. C. L. Percefull
J. A. VanArsdall. .

J. H. Holbrook . .

Owen Pigman. . .

C. L. Heath . . . .

W. E. Rodman . . .

Oscar D. Brock . .

A. B. Hoskins. . .

R. L. Collins. . . .

A. C. Henthorn . .

D. B. Southard . .

Edward Davenport
Walter Byrne, Jr..

J. H. Hussey. . . .

H. P. Linn ....
W. H. Moore . . . .

Murison Dunn . . .

M. C. Kash. . . .

B. C. McChord. . .

E. D. Covington . .

C. McGuire
E. C. Hartman . .

C. B. VanArsdall .

H. R. VanZant. . ,
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Entrance Requirements- -Completion of four years’ High
School, or other equivalent of fourteen Carnegie units- -without

conditions.

With the'new million-dollar hospital of 500 beds, clinical

and laboratory facilities unsurpassed.

The following named Schools, by mutual agreement

of the respective Faculties, and in perfect accord, have now
united and become the Medical Department of the University of

Louisville, transferring their good will and prestige;

The Medical Department of the University of Louisville—Organized 1837

The Kentucky School of Medicine—Organized in 1850

The Louisville Medical College—Organized in 1869

The Hospital College of Medicine—Organized in 1873

Medical Department of Kentucky University—Organized in 1898.

These five schools have graduated 20,000 physicians, and

now have in active practice, located in every State in this coun-

try, nearly 10,000 Alumni.

For catalogue or other information, address,

DR. W. ED. GRANT, Dean.

LOUISVILLE, KY.
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HERRMANN BROS.
122-24 S. SIXTH STREET

LOUISVILLE, - - KENTUCKY
Direct Importers of Fine Wines, Brandies, Cordials and Olive Oil.

DISTILLERS OF FINE KENTUCKY >\ IlISKIES

SOLE AGENTS EOR
HENK, WAUKESHA NATURAL MINERAL AND DIAMOND LITHIA WATERS

J. B. ARMSTRONG
j

DAIRY LUNCH !

REAL
HOME

COOKING

127 S. FOURTH AVENUE

HOME PHONE 5268

LOUISVILLE. KENTUCKY

W. B. CAMPBELL YOUNT, 0 S PHARMACIST
Full Line of U. S. P. Preparations. N. F. Combinations Carefully Coinpouiuled

Serums, Vaccines, Surgical Supplies and Sick Room Requisites.

Prescriptions Given Personal Attention.

Hancock and Broadway Sts. (Home Phone 1796. cumb. m. 207) LOUISVILLE, KY.
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Our diphtheria antitoxin

is PROVED antitoxin

THE proof begins with the first

step in the process of manufac-

ture—the selection of healthy, vig-

orous horses: animals that have

been pronounced sound by ex-

pert veterinarians. It ends

only when the finished prod-

uct is wrapped and labeled

for the market

CONCENTRATED

Antidiphtheric Serum
(GLOBULIN)

is tested and retested—bacteriologically for purity, physio-

logically for activity. It is sterile. It is of accurately dem-

onstrated antitoxic strength. The syringe container in which

it is marketed is a model of convenience and security.

Bio, 15— 500 antitoxic units.

Bio. 16— 1000 antitoxic units.

Bio. 17—2000 antitoxic units.
Bio. 18—3000 antitoxic units.

Bio. 19— 4000 antitoxic units.
Bio. 20— 5000 antitoxic units.

Bio. 21— 7500 antitoxic units.

Bio. 22— 10.000 antitoxic units.

ALWAYS SPECIFY “P. D. & CO.” WHEN YOU ORDER.

Home Offices and Laboratories,
Detroit, Michigan. Parke, Davis & Co.
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Insurance Companies
Now Require Blood Pressure

Until December 25 we offer you the Tycos Sphygmo-
monometer at terms never before offered.

18 CENTS A DAY NO INTEREST
Don’t wait. Write us now for full particulars.

Cut out this ad. and send it in with your name
and address written plainly below. We will

do the rest : : : ; : : :

DUGAN JOHNSON CO., 200 N. Meridian St.. Indianapolis, Ind.

Name.. Postofpce

Microscopes, Bacteriological Outfits, Furniture and Every Kind of Scientific

and Surgical Apparatus. Get our Prices Before Ordering.

WE HANDLE ONLY THE BETTER KIND OF SURGICAL SUPPLIES
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OFFICERS
AND DIRECTORS

Dr. Milton Board,

Pres, and Supt.

(Late Supt. West. Kp.

Asplum ofInsane)

Late Member of Kg.

State Board of Con-
trol Chritable Inst 's.

Dr. J. T. Windell,

Vice-President

Dr. Earl Moorman,

Sec. and Asst.

Dr. W. E. Gardner,

(Supt. Central

Ky. Asylum.)

Dr. a. T. McCormack
Dr. Leon L. Solomon

Dr. Irvin Abell

A modern, thoroughly equipped private institution for the treatment of

Mental and Nervous Diseases, Drug Addiction and Alcoholics.
Situated in the heart of the city, convenient and easy of access, yet quiet and secluded. Opposite

beautiful Central Park. Terms $20.00 to $35.00 per week. Outside patients charged office fees.

For Further information, address,

DR. MILTON BOARD, Superintendent
1412 Sixth Street Louisville, Kentucky

TELEPHONES:

Cumberland, S. 480

Home - - - 5996

REFERENCE

The Medical Profes-

sion of Kentucky

I
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4

:
+
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DR. W. B. FLETCHER’S SANATORIUM
For Treatment of Mental and Nervous Diseases, Including Legally Committed and Voluntary Cases.

Well equipped with all facilities for the care and treatment of all forms of mental and nervous diseases, inebriety, drug addiction

and those requiring recuperation and rest. Gynecological department in charge of skilled women physicians. All approved forms of

Hydrotherapy, Balneotherapy, Massage, Sweedish Movements, etc. All forms of electrical treatments. Photherapy, High Frequency
and X-ray work. A strictly ethical institution. Correspondence with physicians invited. For particulars and terms, address,

DR. MARY A. SPINK, Superintendent
LONG DISTANCE TELEPHONE 381 1140 EAST MARKET ST., INDIANAPOLIS

BEEGHHURST SANITARIUM
TREATMENT OF

NERVOUS and MILD MENTAL DISEASES, DRUG ADDICTIONS and ALCOHOLISM

LOUISVILLE, KENTUCKY

II. H. SCOTT, A.M.. M.D., .Medical SuiK-riiiteiident E. P. THOMAS, Business Manager

A modern and thoroughly equipped psychopathic hospital for the treatment of nervous and mental diseases, drug

addictions and alcoholism. Ideally situated in the privacy of its own 26 acres of wooded lawns, high and retired.

Terms reasonable. For booklet and particulars, address.

Long Distance Phones: Cumb. E. 257'a. Home City 3565 DR. H. B. SCOTT
Station C, Louisville, Ky-
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IT IS RECOMMENDED
T^VTRY business man recommends

the service of the Cumberland

Telephone & Telegraph Company . The

physician needs it. It places 3 011 in

direct communication with everj' im-

portant city and town in the United

States. Local service alwaj s the best.

The demand is for comprehensive tele-

phone service.

For information call Manager.

E0

Cumberland Telephone £ Telegraph Company
Incorporated

^
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STAR RANCH IN-THE-PINES SANATORIUM
COLORADO SPRINGS, COLORADO

ALTITUDE 6,400 FEET

FOR THE TREATMENT OF TUBERCULOSIS
Situated in the heart of the pines away from the dust, smoke and noise of town and only 20 minutes ride

from Colorado Spring's.

The comforts and conveniences of a first-class hotel combined with ranch surroundings, pure air. fresh food

stuffs and scientific sanatorium treatment. Great care and time is devoted to intelligent dietetics. Compression
of the lung in addition to tuberculin and mixed vaccines administered in suitable and selected cases only. All

forms of tuberculosis received.

The mangement of this sanatorium are very deeply in sympathy with the consumptive, having been victims

themselves, and the cheerful mental atmosphere which is maintained is the pride of the Institution, notwith-

standing the fact that it is conducted under strict medical supervision.

MODERATE RATES
Address business manager tor rates, literature and further particulars.

References: El Paso County and Colorado State Medical Societies.

Maurice G. Witkind, : Business Manager.

ELMWOOD SANITARIUM Lexington, Kentucky
DR. C. A. NEVri"!', Superintendent

(Late Supt. Eastern Kentucky Asylum)

A modern and thoroughly equipped private Sanitarium for the treatment of
mental and nervous diseases, drug addiction and alcoholism. Beautifully located

in twelve acres, shady lawn, one-half mile from city limits. Home-like, quiet
and retired, and with every modern comfort. For further information, address,

C. A. NEVITT, M.D., Elmwood Sanitarium, Lexington, Ky.
TELEPHONES: Cumberland 792; Home 30.
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THE CITY VIEW sanitarium”

I

NASHVILLE, TENNESSEE
SEPARATE BUILDING EOR THE SEXES

A licensed private institution for the treatment of Mental and Nervous Diseases and a se-
lected class of Alcoholic and Drug Addictions. Commodious, well arranged, and thoroughly
equipped building. Women’s Department, just completed, is fire-proof throughout. Homelike
surroundings is a special feature. Special trained nurses. Two resident physicians. Capacity 50.

CONSULTANTS: JOHN W. STEVENS, M.D.,

PHYSICIAN IN CHARGE

Phone Main 2928 R. R. No. 1

NASHVILLE, TENN.

DR. DUNCAN EVE DR. WM. G. EWING
DR. J. A. WITHERSPOON DR. PAUL F. EVE
DR. S. S. CROCKETT DR. L. B. GRADDY

DR. W. W. CORE

I

N

1

8
8

4

ENTRANCE. WEST HOUSE. OFFICE AND BATH HOUSE. PSYCHOPATHIC HOSPITAL.

THE MILWAUKEE SANITARIUM
FOR MENTAL AND NERVOUS DISEASES

Located at Wauwatosa (a suburb of Milwaukee) on C. M. & St. P. Rj'.. 2 1-2 hours from Chicago. 15 minutes from
Miiwaukee. 5 minutes from all cars. Two lines street cars. Complete facilities and equipment as heretofore an-
nounced. New Psychopatlilc Hospital: continuous baths, fire-proof building, separate grounds. New West House:
Rooms en suite with private baths. New Gymnasium and recreation building: Ph.ysical culture, rew “Zander”
machines, shower baths. Modern Bath House: Hydrotherapy. Elect rotherap.v. Mechanotherapy. 28 acres beautiful
hill, forest and lawn. Five houses. Individual treatment.

RICHARD DEWEY. A.M., M.D. CHICAGO OFFICE HERBERT W. POWERS. M.D.
Ph.vsieian-in-Charge Venetian Building. 15 East Washington St. WiM. T. KRADW'ELL.M.D.
Wauwatosa. Wisconsin tWdnesdays 11:30 to 1. e.xcept .Inly and Aug. A.ssistant Physicians

Dr. Stokes’ Sanatorium
FOR THE TREATMENT OF ALCOHOLICS, DRUG ADDICTIONS,

MENTAL AND NERVOUS DISEASES

An ethical institution

modern and up-to-

date that will appeal to the

MedicalProfession at large.

Equipped with every faci-

lity for the care, relief and

cure, that experienced

treatment will secure.

A home-like Sanatorium

surrounded with every

comfort that a mn) 11 ap-

pointed private home can

provide, excellent table,

large, airy rooms, modern
heat, electric lights, lux-

urious private baths, and

everything for the especial

care and comfort of pa-

tients, all of whom are

treated as our guests.

No Hypodermics Used in Treating the

Liquor Habit.

XEL.EBHONES
Home, - .

• • City 3993

Cumb. (Long Distance) Main 1161a

XERIVIS
. ON APPLICATION
WRITE FOR CATALOGUE

Located Five Hlockit from Pontoliice.

Street (’ar« Pasn the Door.

S39 E. Chestnut St. DR. EDGAR WILLIAM STOKES, Supt. Louisville, Kentucky
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vil SOUTHERN MEDICINE
This set of hooks has a message

It pulsates with life and importance to men practicing medicine in the Southland

or in any part of the United States where ilalaria, Pellagra or Hookworm are

prevalent. It is the work of men who are leaving an impress on the world.

Let us send you a set.

Price

S7.SO

VOL. I

HOOKWORM DISEASE
ETIOLOGY, 'p.iTHOLOGV, DIAGNOSIS,

PROGNOSIS, PR0PHYL.4XIS, TREAT-

MENT.

By GEORGE DOCK, A. M., M. D.,
Professor of Principles and Prac-

tice of Medicine. Medical De-
partment Washington Uni-

Tersity, St. Louis.
And CHARLES C. BASS, M. D.,

Professor of Experimental Medicine,
Medical Department of Tulane

fJniyersity, New Orleans.
250 Royal Oct.ayo Pages, 49 En-
GR.AYINGS and A COLORED PL.ATE.

Price, Cloth, $2.50.

THE ONLY BOOK ON THIS
VERY IMPORTANT SUB-

JECT.

VOL. II

PELLAGRA
history, distribution, diagnosis,

PROGNOSIS, TREATMENT. ETIOGOGY.

Bv STEWART R. ROBERTS,
B., M. Sc., M. D.,

Professor of Medicine and Clinical
Medicine, -'Atlanta Medical College,
Physician to Wesley Memorial

Hospital, Atlanta,

275 Royal Octavo Pages, 89 En-
GR.YVINGS AND A COLORED PLATE.

Price, Cloth, $2.50.

THE L.4.TEST AND MOST UP-TO-
DATE MONOGRAPH ON

THIS SUBJECT.

VOL. III.

MALARIA
etiology. PATHOLOGY', DIAGNOSIS,

PROPHY'LAXIS AND TREATMENT.
By GRAHAM E. HENSON, M. D.,

Member of American Medical Asso-
ciation, Florida Medical Associ-

ation, American Society of

Tropical Medicine, Medical
Reserve Corps, U. S.

Army (Non-Active
List)

.

With an Introduction bv
CHARLES C. BASS, M. D.,

Professor of E.xperimental Medicine,
Tulane University, New Or-

leans.

230 Roy'al Octavo Pages, 27 En-
gravings .AND A Colored Plate.

Price, Cloth, $2.50.

THE C. V. MOSBY CO.
Metropolitan Bldg. MEDICAL PUBLISHERS St. Louis, U. S. A.

Send for our new 64-page il-

lu.strated catalog containing a new
color ])late showing Kopliks spots
from Tuley “Diseases of Children.”

K

MDNONROUTE

Excellent Service To

cH
Trains From

lOth and Broadway

8:06 A.M. 9:06 P.M.
K

E. H. BACON, D. P. A.
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Over 5000 New Words
DEFINED ONLY IN THE NEW AMERICAN ILLUSTRATED DICTIONARY

All those thousands of new words added within the past two years to the term-
inology of the medical science you can get in the new (Wi) edition (1100
pages) of the American Illustrated Di'ctionary —and only in the American
Illustrated. Whether the new words relate to serology, physiology, pathologic

chemistry, bacteriology, experimental medicine, clinical medicine, any of the

therapies, surgery—you will find them here, and in hundreds of cases o)dij

here. The entire work is printed from new plates, after a most searching re-

vision. It is by all odds the most complete iMedical Dictionary on the market.

Nowhere else can you get the new words. Hundreds of them are not defined

in any other dictionary—and these are just the words you want

—

the new
words. Then the wealth of collateral information you get makes the new
American Illustrated Dictionary really a Medical Encyclopedia.

John B. Murphy, M. D., Northwestern University iMedieal School: “It is

unquestionably the best lexicon on medical topics in the English language, and
with all that it is so compact for ready reference.”

Octavo of 1107 pages, with 331 illustrations. 1 19 in colors. Flexible leather. S4.50 net ; indexeii. $5.00 net.

The American Illustrated J)ictionary has 20 important features—Send fora circular giving them

W. B. SAUNDERS COMPANY West Washington Square, Phila.
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ALEXANDER’S

DIPHTHERIA ANTITOXIN

Highly Concentrated and Refined

is furnished by the

Kentucky State Board of Health

at prices within reach of every citizen

Best for the patient.

Most convenient for the physician.

DR. H. M. ALEXANDER & CO.
Biologic Laboratories

MARIETTA, PENNSYLVANIA
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February
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February
February
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February
February
February
February
February
February
February
February
February
February
February
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February
February
February
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18.
9.
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10 .

4.
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9.

4.

10 .
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10 .
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17 .
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February
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February
February
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February
February
F'ebruary
February
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February
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February
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F'ebruary
February
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February
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17.

11, 25.
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7.

17.
11 .

2.

26.
10 .

3.

19.

10 .

9.

25.
4.

13.
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5.

5.

4.

11 .

9.

12 .

16.
12 .

25.
28.

19 .
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Washington. .
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N. 0. Witt
E. C. Wood . . . .
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J. L. Hopson . . .
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B. S. Rutherford
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C. A. Moss. . . .

D. B. Gox
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.. ..Wakefield
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Cadiz

, . . . . Bedford
, . . Morganfield
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. . . Springfield

. . ..Monticello
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. .Williamsburg
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February 3.

February 16.
February 5.

February 4.

February 2.

February 4.
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February 18.

February 4.

February 27,
March 5.

Febiuary 7.

February 3.

Dr. Broughton’s Sanitarium
For Opium, Morphine, Cocaine and Other Drug Addictions,

Including Alcohol and Special Nervous Cases

Methods easy, regular, humane. Good heat, light,

water, help, board, etc. Number limited to 44. A well

kept home. Address

DR. BROUGHTON’S SANIXARIUIVI
Phone 536 2007 S. Main St. Rockford. III.

CURRAN POPE A. THRUSTON POPE

MODERN up-to-date private infirmary equipped with steam heat, electric light, electric

fans, modern plumbing and new furnishings. Solicits all chronic cases, functional and
organic nervous diseases, diseases of the stomach and intestines, rheumatism, gout and

uric acid troubles, drug habits and non-siirgical diseases of men and women. No insanity or

infectious cases treated. Bed-ridden cases not received without previous arrangement.

Hydrotherapy, Mechanical Massage, Static, Galvanic, Faradic, High Frequency, Arc Light and X-Ray
Treatments given by competent Physicians and Nurses under the immediate supervision of the Medical
Superintendent. Special laboratory facilities for diagnosis by urine, blood, sputum, gastric Juice and
X-Ray. Recreation hall with pool and billiards for free use of patients.

Rates $ 25 per week; including treatment, board, medical attention and general nursing. Send for

irge illustrated catalog. The Sanatorium is supplied daily, from the Pope Farm, with vegetables,

Dultry and eggs; also milk, cream, butter and buttermilk from its herd of registered Jerseys.

THE POPE SANATORIUM
Long Distance Phones

UMB. M. 2122 HOME 2122

115 West Chestnut Street

LOUISVILLE, KENTUCK'
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Entrance Requirements- -Completion of four years’ High
School, or other equivalent of fourteen Carnegie units- -without

conditions.

With the new million-dollar hospital of 500 beds, clinical

and laboratory facilities unsurpassed.

The following named Schools, by mutual agreement

of the respective Faculties, and in perfect accord, have now
united and become the Medical Department of the University of

Louisville, transferring their good will and prestige

:
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Medical Department of Kentucky University—Organized in 1898.
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DR. W. ED. GRANT, Dean.
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NothingLeft toChance

In the preparation of our diphtheria antitoxin the element of

guesswork never enters. Modern scientific methods mark every

step in the process of manufacture.
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of the city, where are kept the animals used in serum production.
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SPECIFY “P. D. & CO” ON ORDERS TO YOUR DRUGGIST.

Home Offices and Laboratories.
Detroit, Michigan. PARKE, DAVIS & CO.
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X

:

'I^VERY business man recommends
the service of the Cumberland

Telephone & Telegraph Company. The

physician needs it. It places you in

direct communication nith every im-

portant city and toMii in the United

States. Local service always the best.

The demand is for comprehensive tele-

phone service.

For information call Manager.

I Cumberland Telephone & Telegraph Company
Incorporated
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ALTITUDE 6,400 FEET

FOR THE TREATMENT OF TUBERCULOSIS
Situated in the heart of the pines away from the dust, smoke and noise of town and only 20 minutes ride

from Colorado Springs.

The comforts and conveniences of a first-class hotel combined with ranch sui roundings. pure air. fresh food

stuflfs and scientific sanatorium treatment. Great care and time is devoted to intelligent dietetics. Compression
of the lung in addition to tul)erculin and mixed vaccines administered in suital)le and selected cases only. All

forms of tuberculosis received.

The mangement of this sanatorium are very deeply in sympathy with the consumptive, having been victims

themselves, and the cheerful mental atmosphere which is maintained is the pride of the Institution, notwith-

standing the fact that it is conducted under strict medical supervision.

MODERATE RATES
Address business manager for rates, literature and further particulars.

^

References: El Paso County and Colorado State Medical Societies.

Maurice G. Witlcind, : : : Ousiness Manager.

STAR RANCH IN-THE-PINES SANATORIUM
CObOItADO SPRINGS, COLORADO

EIAOVOOD SANITARIUM Lexington, Kentucky

DR. C. A. NEVITX, Superintendent
(Late Supt. Eastern Kentucky Asylum)

TT

A modern and tlioroiighly eiiuipped private Sanitarium for the treatment of

mental and nervous- diseases, drug addiction and alcoholism. Beautifully located

in twelve acres, shady lawn, one-half mile from city limits. Home-like, quiet

and retired, and with every modern comfort. For further information, address,

C. A. NEVITT, M.D., Elmwood Sanitarium, Lexington, Ky.
TELEPHONES: Cumberland 792; Home 30.
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NASHVILLE, TENNESSEE
SEPARATE BUIEDING EOR THE SEXES

A licensed private institution for the treatment of Mental and Nervous Diseases and a se-
lected class of Alcoholic and Drug Addictions. Commodious, well arranged, and thoroughly
equipped building. Women’s Department, just completed, is fire-proof throughout. Homelike
surroundings is a special feature. Special trained nurses. Two resident physicians. Capacity 50.

CONSULTANTS: JOHN W. STEVENS, M.D.,

PHYSICIAN IN CHARGE

Phone Main 2928 R. R. No. 1

NASHVILLE, TENN.

DR. DUNCAN EVE DR. WM. G. EWING
DR. J. A. WITHERSPOON DR. PAUL F. EVE
DR. S. S. CROCKETT DR. L. B. GRADDY

DR. W. W. CORE

I
a

a

I

ENTRANCE. WEST HOUSE. OFFICE AND BATH HOUSE. PSYCHOPATHIC HOSPITAL.

THE MILWAUKEE SANITARIUM
FOR MENTAL AND NERVOUS DISEASES

Located at Wauwatosa (a suburb of Milwaukee) on C. M. «& St. P. Ry., 2 1-2 hour.s from Chicago, 15 minutes from
Milwaukee, 5 minutes from all cars. Two lines strfet cars. Complete facilities and eauipment as heretofore an-
nounced. New Psychopathic Hospital: continuous baths, fire-proof building, separate grounds. New West House:
Rooms en suite with private baths. New G.vmnasium and recreation building: Phy.sical culture, new "Zander”
machines, shower baths. Modern Bath House: Hydrotherapy, Electrotherapy, Mechanotherapy. 28 acres beautiful
hill, forest and lawn. Five houses. Individual treatment.

RICHARD DEWEY. A.M., M.D. CHICAGO OFFICE HERBERT W. POWERS. M.D.
Physician-in-Charge V'enetian Building, 15 East vvashington St. W.M. T. KRADWELL.M.D.
Wauwatosa. Wisconsin Wednesdays 11:30 to 1. except .iul.v and Aug. Assistant i’hysicians

SOOOOiXKKKXKKXXKXKXKKXXXXKKKXJJKnKXJJK

MONDN ROUTE

Excellent Service To
X

cH
I
CA

G \0

K

Trains From

10th and Broadway

8:06 A.M. 9:06 P.M.
E. H. BACON, I). P. A. ^
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SOUTHERN MEDICINE
This set of books has a message

It iiulsates with life and importance to men practicing medicine in the Southland
or in any part of the United States where iMalaria, Pellagra or Hookworm are

prevalent. It is the work of men who are leaving an impress on the world.

Let i;s send you a set.

Price

S7.SO

VOL. I

HOOKWORM DISEASE
ETIOLOGY, PATHOLOGY, DIAGNOSIS,

PROGNOSIS, PROPHYLAXIS, TREAT-

MENT.

By GEORGE DOCK, A. M„ M. D.,
Professor of Principles and Prac-

tice of Medicine, Medical De-
partment Washington Uni-

versity, St. Louis.
And CHARLES C. BASS, M. D.,

Professor of Experimental Medicine,
Medical Department of Tulane

University, New Orleans.
250 Royal Octavo Pages. 49 En-
gravings AND A Colored Plate.

Price, Cloth, $2.50.

THE ONLY BOOK ON THIS
A'ERY IMPORTANT SUB-

JECT.

VOL. II

PELLAGRA
HISTORV, DISTRIBUTION, DIAGNOSIS,

PROGNOSIS, TREATMENT, ETIOLOGY.

By STEWART R. ROBERTS.
A. B„ M. Sc., M. D.,

Professor of Medicine and Clinical
Medicine, .Atlanta Medical College,
Physician to Wesley Memorial

Hospital, Atlanta.

275 Royal Octavo Pages, 89 En-
gravings AND A Colored Plate.

Price, Cloth, $2.50.

THE L.VTEST AND MOST UP-TO-
DATE MONOGRAPH ON

THIS SUBJECT.

VOL. III.

MALARIA
etiology, PATHOLOGY, DIAGNOSIS,
PROPHYLAXIS AND TREATMENT.

By GRAHAM E. HENSON, M. D.,

Member of American Medical Asso-
ciation, Florida Medical Associ-

ation, American Society of
Tropical Medicine, Medical
Reserve Corps, U. S.
Army (Non-Active

List).

With an Introduction bv
CHARLES C. BASS, M. D.,

Professor of Experimental Medicine,
Tulane University, New Or-

leans.

230 Royal Octavo Pages, 27 En-
gravings AND A Colored Plate.

Price, Cloth, $2.50.

THE C. V. MOSBY CO.
Metropolitan Bldg. MEDICAL PUBLISHERS St. Lonis, U. S. A.

Send for our new 64-page il-

lustrated catalog containing a new
color plate showing Kopliks spots
from Tuley “Diseases of Children.”

New York Polyclinic Medical School and Hospital

THE FIRST POST GRADUATE MEDICAL ORGANIZATION IN AMERICA.

CHARTERED BY THE UNIVERSITY OF THE STATE OF NEW YORK.

NEW BUILDING NEW EQUIF»MENX
341, 343, 345, 347, 349 West Fiftieth Street

NEW YORK CITY.

POST GRADUATE COURSES FOR DOCTORS OF MEDICINE

The New Building is modern in every particular, thoroughly fire-proof

and completely equipped in every department, and has been occupied since

May 1, 1912.

The Hospital provides accommodations for 300 patients, and the Dis-

pensary has been planned with a view of treating 100,000 patients yearly.

A Thoroughly-Equipped Obstetrical Service assures the practical

training of post-graduate matriculants in this important branch of medicine.

For further information, apply to

JOHN A. WYETH, M.D., LL.D., President of the Faculty, Or JOHN GUNN, Superintendent
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A successful agent in the treatment of

DIABETES MEEEIXUS

Trypsogen rapidly improves the general nutrition as shown by a marked increase in weigh

and strength.

Trypsogen diminishes polyuria.

Trypsogen removes the glycosuria completely in most cases.

Trypsogen establishes a carbohydrate tolerance not otherwise obtainable.

Trypsogen controls digestive disturbances and nervous symptoms.

In neurasthenia and all functional nerve troubles quick improvement follows the use of

Trypsogen.

Nothing is so convincing to the conservative physician as results. Trypsogen is successful

in over 60 per cent, of caes of diabetes. A valuable series of monographs on metabolism,

diabetes, diet, etc., will be sent to any physician on request.

G. W. CARNRICK COIVIF»ANY
IVIanufacturing Chemists

39 SULLIVAN STREET NEW YORK CITY

Now in Preparation FOURTH EDITION Ready Soon

American Medical Directory

“The Physicians Blue Book”

It contains reliable, dependable infornr.ation regarding
Physicians, State Institutions, Hospitals. San, toriums, SpeciaJ

Medical Societies, Medical Colleges, Medical Jo.'rnals, Medi-
cal Libraries.

Data of Physicians: Year of Birth, Medical College, Date
of Graduation, Year of License, Professorships.

Membership in County Society, State Association, Ameri-
can Medical Association, Special Medical Societies, Specialty

Practiced.

IMPORTANT NEW FEATURE i

SPECIALTY PRACTICED will be designated after the
names of physicians who limit their practice or are especially
interested in one of the branches of medicine.

PRE-PUBLICATION SPECIAL OFFER

ORDER NOW AND SAVE $3.00

About 2000 Pages Price $7.00
REGULAR PRICE AFTER PUBLICATION, $10.00

American Medical Association
S3S N. Dearborn St. .... Chicago
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THE LABORATORIES OF

REED & CARNRICK
ARE DEVOTED TO MAKING

ORGANIC PHYSIOLOGICAL
PRODUCTS

Full particulars concerning these and an-

swers to all queries will be gladly given.

Please remember that in writing to Reed &
Carnrick you will be answered by medical
men thoroughly trained in hospital work and
practice, and not by theoretic laboratory

workers.

eooo«o«o<jooooot

HIGH OAKS
DR. SPRAGUE’S SANATORIUM

LEXINGTON, KENTUCKY

Nervous and mental diseases and liquor and drug addictions treated. Constant medical
oversight and skilled nursing. New buildings, a complete hydrotherapeutic equipment, electrici-

ty, vibration, massage and all other approved methods of treatment. Sanatorium situated just

outside the city limits, a half mile south of former location, on same street. South Broadway.
Address, GEO. P. SPRAGUE, M.D.

Physicians wishing to send patients may telephone at Sanatorium’s expense
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Help 167
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Diagnosis and Medical Treatment op Gastric

AND Duodenal Ulcer, by Charles 6. Lucas,

Louisville 169

Dlagnosis and Indications for Operation in

Gastric and Duodenal Ulcers, (Illustrated),

by A. David Willmoth, Louisville 176

Discussed by Wm. H. Wathan, W. W. Anderson,
•I. Garland Sherrill, Louis Prank, and in closing,

by the essayists.

Diagnosi.s in Gbnito-Urinary Diseases
;

Its

Neglect; Its Urgent Necessity; Methods
BY Which Its Requirements May Be Met, by
Bransford Lewis, St. Louis, Mo 185
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Two Books for Southern Doctors

Niles on

Pellagra

Before Niles’ work was published (and it was reprinted in five months after

publication), there was no work treating pellagra from the American view-
point. Dr. Niles’ book met this need. It is the pioneer American work on
the subject, and is the only book in any language adequately covering treat-

ment—and it does cover treatment—every phase of it. Diagnosis is pre-

sented in such a clear, clean-cut way that yon cannot fail to diagnose the
disease in every ease,

Nashville Journal of Medicine and Surgery

“The practitioner who desires to post himself on the disease in all its phases
can do so without having to delve into a mass of scattered literature.

’ ’

Octavo of 253 pages, illustrated. By George M. Niles, M.D., Professor of Gastro-Enterology and
Therapeutics, Atlanta School of Medicine. Cloth, $3.00 net.

This is the only book describing the third cycle—the parthenogenetie cycle.

It was written by a man who lives in a malarial district.

Deaderick

on Malaria

Octavo of 402 pages, illustrated. By William H. Deaderick. M.D., Member American Society of

Tropical Medicine; Fellow London Society of Tropical Medicine and Hygiene. Cloth, $4.50 net.

Dr. Franh A. Jones, Memphis Hospital Medical College

“Dr. Deaderick ’s book is up to date, and the subject-matter well arranged. We
have been waiting for many years I'or such a work written by a man who sees

malaria in all of its forms.”

W. B. SAUNDERS COMPANY West Washington Square, Phila.
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ALEXANDER’S

DIPHTHERIA ANTITOXIN

Highly Concentrated and Refined

is furnished by the

Kentucky State Board of Health

at prices within reach of every citizen

Best for the patient.

Most convenient for the physician.

DR. H. M. ALEXANDER & CO.
Biologic Laboratories

MARIETTA, PENNSYLVANIA
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CALENDAR OE COUNTY SOCIETY MEETINGS
COUNTY SECRETARY RESIDENCE DATE

Adair
Allen .

Anderson
Ballard
Barren
Bath
Bell
Boone
Bourbon
Boyd
Boyle
Breathitt
Breckinridge
Bullitt
Butler
Caldwell
Calloway
Campbell-Kenton . .

•

Carlisle
Carroll
Carter
Casey
Christian
Clark •

Clay
Clinton
Crittenden
Cumberland
Daviess
Estill

Fayette -

Fleming . .

Franklin . . .

Fulton
Gallatin
Garrard
Grant
Graves
Grayson . .

•

Greenup
Hardin
Harlan
Harrison
Hart
Henderson
Henry
Hickman
Hopkins
Jackson
Jefferson

Jessamine
Johnson
Knott
Knox
Larue
Laurel
Lee
Leslie

Lewis
Lincoln
Livingston
Logan
Lyon
McCracken .

McLean
Madison
Magoffin
Marion . . .

Marshall
Mason
Meade
Mercer
Metcalfe
Monroe
Montgomery
Morgan
Muhlenburg
Nelson
Nicholas
Ohio
Oldham
Owen
Owsley
Pendleton
Perry
Pike
Powell
Pulaski
Robet-tson

Rockcastle
Rowan
Russell

U. L. Taylor. . . .

H. M. Meredith. .

J. W. Gilbert . . . .

VV. A. Page . . . .

C. C. Turner. . . .

H. J. Dailey. . . .

0. P. Nuchols. . . .

0.

-E. Senour . . .

C. G. Daugherty .

C. K. Kercheval. .

W. H. Smith. . . .

A. M. Arnold . . .

J. E. Kincheloe . .

S. H. Ridgway. . .

J. H. Austin . . . .

R. W. Ogilvie . . .

W. H. Graves . . .

F. A. Stine
T. .T. Marshall. . .

F. M. Gaines. . . .

G. B. O’Roark . .

Oscar Dunham. . .

W. S. Sandbach. .

H. R. Henry. . . .

J. L. Anderson.. .

S. F. Stephenson .

J. Ernest Fox. . .

Oscar Keen
J. J. Rodman . . . .

G. A. Embry. . . .

L. C. Redmon . . .

J. B. O’Bannon . .

U. V. Williams. . .

C. B. Curlin. . . .

J. M. Stallard . . .

J. B. Kinnaird. . .

C. M. Eckler. . . .

ri. H. Hunt. . . .

C. L. Sherman . . .

J. I. Rathburn. . .

E. J. Strickler. . .

Arthur Jenkins. . .

W. B. Moore . . .

C. K. Moore . . . .

B. J. Neary. . . .

Owen Carroll. . . .

E. B. McMorries. .

A. O. Sisk
G. C. Goodman. . .

E. L. Henderson .

J. A. VanArsdall. .

J. H. Holbrook . .

Owen Pigman.. .

C. L. Heath. . . .

W. E. Rodman . . .

Oscar D. Brock . .

A. B. Hoskins. . .

R. L. Collins. . . .

A. C. Henthorn . .

D. B. Southard .

.

Edward Davenport
Walter Byrne, Jr.

.

J. H. Hussey. . . .

Delia Caldwell. . .

W. H. Moore . . . .

Murison Dunn . . .

M. C. Kash. . . .

R. C. MeChord. . .

E. D. Covington . .

C. McGuire
E. C. Hartman . .

C. B. VanArsdall .

H. R. VanZant. . .

R. F. Duncan . . .

J. F. Jones
W. H. Wheeler. . .

S. T. Taylor.. ..

Hugh D. Rodman

.

G. B. Spencer. . .

Oscar Allen . . . .

E. D. Burnett . . .

J. H. Crisman . . .

A. M. Glass
W. A. McKenney .

M. E. Combs. . . .

W. J. Walters. . . .

1. W. Johnson . . .

Carl Norfleet. . . .

W. S. Chandler..
Lee Chestnut. . . .

C. C. Nickell. . . .

C. B. Van.Vrsdall

.

Scott E. C. Barlow
Shelby W. E. Allen.

. . . .Columbia
. . . Scottsville

. Lawrenceburg
. . . .Barlow

Lucas
. . Owingsville

. . . . Pineville
Union
Paris

. . . . Ashland

. . . . Danville
. . . .Jackson

. .Hardinsburg
. Shepherdsville

. . Morgantown
. . . Princeton

. . . .Murray
. . . . Newport

. . . . Bardwell
. . .Carrollton
. . . . Grayson
. . . Dunnville

Caskey
. . Winchester
. . Manchester

Albany
Marion

. . Burkesville
. . Owensboro

Irvine
. ..Lexington

. .Mt. Carmel
. . . Frankfort

. . . .Hickman
Sparta

. ..Lancaster

.Williamstown
. . . . Mayfield
. . . . Millwood

Russell
. Elizabethtown

Harlan
. . .Cynthiana

. . . . Canmer
. . Henderson

. .New Castle
. . . . Clinton

. ..Earlington

. . .Welchburg

. . . Louisville
. .Nicholasville
. . .Paintsville

Mallie
. . . . Lindsar

. . . Hodgenville
. . . . London

. . . Beattyville
Hyden

. .Vanceburg
. . . . Stanford

. . . . Hampton
. . Russellville

. . . .Eddyville
. . . .Paducah

. . Sacramento
. . . Richmon d
. . . Salyersville

. . . . Lebanon
. . . .Hardin

. . . .Maysville
. Brandenburg

. . Harrodsburg
. . . Edmonton
. Tompkinsville
. .Mt. Sterling
.West Liberty

. . Central City
..Bardstown
. . . . Carlisle

. . . . Cromwell

. . .Anchorage
. . . . Owenton
. . . Booneville

. . . . Falmouth
. . . . Hazard

. . . . Pikeville

. . . . Stanton
. . . . Somerset
. . .Mt. Olivet

. .Mt. Vernon
, . . .Morehead
. . Harrodsburg

. . Georgetown
. . . Shelbyville

March 5.

March 28.
March 2.

March 10.
March 18.
March 9.

March 13.
March 18.
March 19.

March 2, 23
March 10.
March 4.

March 12.
March 9.

March 4.

March 10.

March 1

1

.

March 19.
March 3.

April :14.

March 10.
March 26.
March 17.
March 17.

March 4.

March 11.

March 17.

March 11.
March 10.
March 18.
March 2.

March 19.

March 19.
March 18.
March 4.

March 4.

March 18.
March 12.
March 3.

March 2.

March 3.

March 9, 23.
March 16.

March 5.

March 4.

Every Monday Evening.
March 19.
March 7.

March 28.
March 23.
March 19.
March 18.

March 14.
March 25.
March 16.
March 20.

March 10.
March 17.
March 11, 25.
March 10.
March 12.
March 7.

April 21.
March 11.
March 2.

March 26.
March 10.
March 3.

March 19.
March 10.
March 9.

March 25.
March 4.

March 13.

Mai'ch 4.

March 5.

March .5.

March 4.

March 11.

March 9.

March 2.

March 2.

March 12.

March 16.

.Ipril 9.

March 25.

March 28.

March 5.

March 19.
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COUNTT 8EOBETART RESIDENCE DATE

Simpson
Spencer
Taylor
Todd
Trigg
Trimble
Union
Warren
Washington
Wayne
Webster
Whitley
^olfe
Woodford

N. (J. Witt
E. C. Wood . . .

.

J. L. Atkinson . .

h. P. Trabue. . . .

J. L. Hopson . . .

P. W. Hancock .

C. B. Graves . . .

B. S. Rutherford
J. H. Hopper . .

J. P. Young. . . .

Roy Orsburn. . .

C. A. Moss. . . .

D. B. Cox
J. W. Crenshaw. .

. . . .Pranklin
.. ..Wakefield

, .Campbellsville
Elkton
Cadiz

, .. ..Bedford
. . .Morganfield
Bowling Green
. . . Springfield

. . ..Monticello
Sebree

. .Williamsburg
. . . . Campton

. . . .Versailles

March 3.

March 16.

March 5.

March 4.

March 2.

March 2.

March 4.

March 11.
March 18.

March 4.

March 27.

March 5.

March 7.

March 3.

Dr. Broughton’s Sanitarium
For Opium, Morphine, Cocaine and Other Drug Addictions,

Including Alcohol and Special Nervous Cases

Methods easy, regular, humane. Good heat, light,

water, help, hoard, etc. Number limited to 44. A well

kept home. Address

DR. BROUGHTON’S SANITARIUM
Phone 536 2007 S. Main St. Rockford, III.

CURRAN POPE A. THRUSTON POPE

AMODERN up-to-date private infirmary equipped with steam heat, electric light, electric

fans, modern plumbing and new furnishings. Solicits all chronic cases, functional and
organic nervous diseases, diseases of the stomach and intestines, rheumatism, gout and

uric acid troubles, drug habits and non-surgical diseases of men and women. No insanity or

infectious cases treated. Bed-ridden cases not received without previous arrangement.

Hydrolheraty, Mechanical Massage, Static, Galvanic, Faradic, High Freauency, Arc Light and X-Ray
Treatments given by competent Physicians and Nurses under the immediate supervision of the Medical
Superintendent. Special laboratory faciUtUs for^ diagnosis by urine, blood, sputum, gastric Juice and
X-Ray. Recreation hall with pool and billiards for free use of patients.

Rates$25 per week, including treatment, board, medical attention and general nursing. Send for

large illustrated catalog. The Sanatorium is supplied daily, from the Pope Farm, with vegetables,

poultry and eggs; also milk, cream, butter and buttermilk from its herd of registered Jerseys.

THE POPE SANATORIUM
INCORPOK^Ttn

Long Distance Phones
CUMB. M. JIJJ HOME 2122

115 West Chestnut Street

LOUISVILLE, KENTUCI
mvM
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THE KENTUCKY MEDICAL JOURNAL
(Being the Journal of the Kentucky State Medical Association)

Incorporated

OFFICERS OF THE KENTUCKY STATE MEDICAL ASSOCIATION 1913-1914

W. O. Roberts, Louisville President

J. W. Ellis, Masonville President-Elect

J. L. Neel, Drake
)

J. B. Kinnaird, Lancaster i Vice-Presidents

M. McDowell, Cynthiana )

W. B. McClure, Lexington Treasurer

A. T. McCormack, Bowling Green Secretary

Delegates to the American Medical Association.

W. W. Richmond, ' Clinton

A. H. Barkley, •• Lexington

J. W. Kincaid Catlettsburg

A. T. McCormack, . Bowling Green

Councilors.

W. W. Richmond, First District Clinton

Cyrus Graham, Second District Henderson
E. Rau, Third District Bowling Green
C. Z. AuD, Fourth District Cecilian

D. S. Wilson, Fifth District Louisville

R. C. McChord, Sixth District Lebanon
L. T. Hammond Seventh District Dunnville

J. E. Wells, Eighth District Cyntlviana

J. W. Kincaid, Ninth District Catlettsburg

I. A. Shirley, Tenth District Winchester

J. S. Lock, Eleventh District Barbourville

T r F r r CHRONIC
CONSTIPATION

^ SAMPLES AND LITERATURE
SSiWI/ ON request

THE JtEiH CHEMICAL CO - /^ewYork/ST.

IN PLACE OE OTHER ALKALIES
USE

PHILLIPS’ MILK OF MAGNESIA
“THE F»EREECX ANTACID”

Superior to Lime Water, Bicarbonate of Soda, Chalk, Etc.

FOR CORRECTING HYPERACID CONDITIONS--LOCAL OR SYSTEMIC

Vehicle for Salicylates, Iodides, Balsams, Etc.

ITS ADVANTAGES EOR NEUTRALIZING
THE ACID OE COW’S IVIILK WILL BE APPRECIATED

THE CHAS. H. PHILLIPS CHEMICAL COMPANYLONDON NEW YORK
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To Incite Protective Leucocytosis Use

NUCLEIN
(sodium triticonucleinate)

ABBOTT)

Accepted by the Council on Pharmacy and Chemistry

Nuclein is indicated in most acute dis-

eases.

Nuclein is a valuable adjunct to baeterin
treatment.

Nuclein is a protective stimulant of a
liioii order in debilitated states.

Nuclein is a remedy of broad application

in most infectious diseases. We know of

no other agent that so quickly and notently
stimulates and enhances nature’s recon-

structive forces. Therefore, as an inhibitor

of disease-processes, as well as a depend-
able reconstructant in convalescence, it

ranks liigh tlirougiiout the broad scope of
its application.

Tliousands of physicians are using- Nu-
clein (Abbott) with perfect satisfaction
and positive results.

Nuclein (Abbott) is carefully standard-
ized, of uniform strength and is obtainable
botli in liquid form, for oral administra-
tion, and in tablet form, including tablets
for hypodermic use.

Ask your Druggist or Jobber,to stock lor your convenience. If you have not already re-

ceived a copy send for our 1913-14 400 page Therapeutic Price List--It is Free on request.

7 Central Bldg-.

SEATTLE

The Abbott Alkaloidal Company
Home Office and Laboratories :: :: Ravenswood, CHICAGO

371 Phelan Blclg. 634 He'lman Bldg. 175 W. 88th St. • 66 E. (ierrard St.

SAN FRANCISCO LOS ANGELES NEIV YORK TORONTO
BOMBAY H

India

There are many grades of crude drugs offered for

sale on the drug market

BUT there is only one “best.”

It takes the best grade of crude drug, the highest

grade of workmanship, together with the most

accurate and “time tried” methods to make

1\ PITMAN-MYERS COMPANY,
Chemists

111 N. Capitol Avenue

^nrc
Indianapolis, Ind.
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DR. W. B. FLETCHER’S SANATORIUM
For Treatment of Mental and Nervous Diseases, Including Legally Committed and Voluntary Cases.

Well equipped with all facilities for the care and treatment of all forms of mental and nervous diseases, inebriety, drug addiction

and those requiring recuperation and rest. Gynecological department in charge of skilled women physicians. All approved forms of

Hydrotherapy, Balneotherapy, Massage, Sweedish Movements, etc. All forms of electrical treatments. Photherapy, High Frequency
and X-ray work. A strictly ethical institution. Correspondence with physicians invited. For particulars and terms, address.

DR. MARY A. SPINK, Superintendent
LONG DISTANCE TELEPHONE 381 1140 EAST MARKET ST., INDIANAPOLIS

BEEGHHURST SANITARIUM NERVOUS and MILD MENTAL DISEASES, DRUG ADDICTIONS and ALCOHOLISM

LOUISVILLE, KENTUCKY

II. B. SCOTT. A.M.. M.D., Medical Sui>crintendent E. 1’. THOMAS, BuHiiiess Munufier

A modern and thorouehly equipped psychopathic hospital for the treatment of nervous and mental diseases, drue

addictions and alcoholism. Ideally situated in the privacy of its own 26 acres of wooded lawns, hieh and retired.

Terms reasonable. For booklet and particulars, address.

Long Distance Phones : Cnmb. E. 257-a. Home City 3565 DR. H. B. SCOTT
Station C, Louisville, Ky.
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iOLD TAYLOR
THE PREMIER

KENTUCIOrWHISKER
BOTTLED INBOND

L

llT IS RECOMMENDED

:

ffl

T^VERY business man recommends
the service of the Cumberland

Telephone & Telegraph Company. The

physician needs it. It places you in

direct communication with every im-

portant city and town in the United

States. Local service always the best.

The demand is for comprehensive tele-

phone service.

For information call Manager.

WI

;
Cumberland Telephone & Telegraph Company x

^ InooriH)ra(ed
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LOUISVILLE, - - KENTUCKY

HERRMANN BROS.
122-24 S. SIXTH STREET

Direct Importers of Fine Wines, Brandies, Cordials and Olive Oil.

DISTILLERS OF FINE KENTUC KY >VI1ISKIES

SOL.E AGENTS EOR
HENK, WAUKESHA NATURAL MINERAL ANU DIAMONU LITHIA WATERS

J. B. ARMSTRONG 1
REAL

HOME
DAIRY LUNCH !

COOKING

HOME PHONE 5268

127 S. FOURTH AVENUE LOUISVILLE, KENTUCKY

W. B, CAMPBELL YOUNT, 0 S PHARMACIST
Full Line of U. S. P. Preparations. N. F. Combinations Carefully Compounded

Serums, Vaccines, Surgical Supplies and Sick Room Requisites.

Prescriptions Given Personal Attention.

Hancock and Broadway Sts. (Home Phone i796. Cumb. m.267) LOUISVILLE, K\ .
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ELMWOOD SANITARIUM I
jexin^ton, Kentucky

DR. C. A. NEVIXX, Superintendent
(Laic Siipt. Eastern Kentucky Asylum)

A modern and thoroughly equipped private Sanitarium for the treatment of

mental and nervous diseases, drug addiction and alcoholism. Beautifully located

in twelve acres, shady lawn, one-half mile from city limits. Home-like, quiet

and retired, and with every modern comfort. For further information, address,

C. A. NEVITT, M.D., Elmwood Sanitarium, Lexington, Ky.
TELEPHONES: Cumberland 792; Home 30.

j
THE CITY VIEW SANITARIUM’^j

I

i

I

NASHVILLE, TENNESSEE
SERARAXE BUILDING EOR XHE SEXES

A licensed private institution for the treatment of Mental and Nervous Diseases and a se-
lected class of Alcoholic and Drug Addictions. Commodious, well arranged, and thoroughly
equipped building. Women’s Department, just completed, is fire-proof throughout. Homelike
surroundings is a special feature. Special trained nurses. Two resident physicians. Capacity 50.

JOHN W. STEVENS, M.D.,

PHYSICIAN IN CHARGE

Phone Main 2928 R. R. No. 1

NASHVILLE, TENN.

CONSULTANTS

:

DR. DUNCAN EVE DR. WM. G. EWING
DR. J. A. WITHERSPOON DR. PAUL F. EVE
DR. S. S. CROCKETT DR. L. B. GRADDY

DR. W. W. CORE

I

I

s
T
.V

l<

f
s
II

E
I)

ENTRANCE. WEST HOUSE. OFFICE AND BATH HOUSE. PSYCHOPATHIC HOSPITAL.

THE MILWAUKEE SANITARIUM

8

8
4

FOR MENTAL AND NERVOUS DISEASES
Located at Wauwatosa (a suburl) of Milwaukee) on C. M. «& St. I’. Ky.. 2 1-2 hours from Chicago. 15 minutes from
Milwaukee. 5 minutes from all cars. Two lines street cars. Comulete facilities and e((uij)ment as heretofore an-
nounced. New Psychopathic Hospital ; continuous liaths, fire-proof building, separate grounds. New West House:
Rooms en suite with private baths. New Gymnasium and recreation building: Physical culture, new “Zander”
machines, shower baths. Modern Hath House: Hydrotherapy, Electrotheraijy, Mechanotherapy. 28 acres beautiful
hill, forest and lawn. I''iv'e houses. Individual treatment.

RICIIAKI) DEWEY. A.M.. M.I). CHICAGO OEKICE IIEKHEKT W. POW ERS. M.D.
Physician-in-Charge Wnielian Huilding. 15 East Washington St. WM. T. KR.\I)\V'ELL.M.I).
Wauwatosa, Wisconsin Wednesdays IL.’iO to 1. except ,)uly and Aug. Assistant Physicians
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viri SOUTHERN MEDICINE
This set of books has a message

It pulsates with life and importance to men practicing medicine in the Southland

or in any part of the United States where iMalaria, Pellagra or Hookworm are

prevalent. It is the work of men who are leaving an impress on the world.

Let us send you a set.

Price

S7.SO

VOL. I

HOOKWORM DISEASE

VOL. II

PELLAGRA

VOL. III.

MALARIA
ETIOLOCJV, P.\THOLOGV, DIAGNOSIS, HISTOhV, DISTHIBUTION, DIAGNOSIS. ETtOLOGV, PATHOLOGY, DIAGNOSIS,

PROGNOSIS, PROPHYLAXIS, TREAT-

MENT.

By GEORGE DOCK, A. M., M. D..
Professor of Principles and Prac-

tice of Medicine, Medical De-
partment Washington Uni-

versity, St. Louis.
And CHARLES C. BASS, M. D.,

Professor of Experimental Medicine,
Medical Department of Tulane

University, New Orleans.
250 Royal Octavo Pages, 49 En-
gravings AND A Colored Plate.

Price, Cloth, $2.50.

THE ONLY BOOK ON THIS
VERY IMPORTANT SUB-

JECT.

PROGNOSIS, treatment, ETIOLOGY.

By STEWART R. ROBERTS.
A. B., M. Sc., M. D.,

Professor of Medicine and Clinical
Medicine, .Atlanta Medical College,
Physician to Wesley Memorial

Hospital, Atlanta.

275 Royal Octavo Pages, 89 En-
gravings AND a Colored Plate.

Price, Cloth, $2.50.

THE LATEST AND MOST UP-TO-
DATE MONOGRAPH ON

THIS SUBJECT.

PROPHYLAXtS AND TREATMENT.
By GRAHAM E. HENSON, M. D.,

Member of American Medical Asso-
ciation, Florida Medical Associ-

ation, American Society of
Tropical Medicine, Medical
Reserve Corps, U. S.

Army (Non-Active
List).

With an Introduction bv
CHARLES C. BASS, M. D.,

Professor of Experimental Medicine,
Tulane University, New Or-

leans.

230 Royal Octavo Pages, 27 En-
gravings AND a Colored Plate.

Price, Cloth, $2.50.

THE C. V. MOSBY CO.
Metropolitan Bldg. MEDICAL PUBLISHERS ^ St. Louis, U. S. A.

Send for our new 64-page il-

lustrated catalog containing a new
color plate showing Kopliks spots
from Tuley “Diseases of Children.”

XXKXKXKXKKKKKKKKSOOtKKJOOtXKXKKKKKX

X

MQNON ROUTE

Excellent Service To

ic^
ixxxxxxxxx

I
cA

o
Trains From

lOth and Broadway

8:06 A.M. 9:06 P.M.
E. II. ItACON, 1). P. A.

xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx
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New York Polyclinic Medical School and Hospital

THE FIRST POST GRADUATE MEDICAL ORGANIZATION IN AMERICA.

CHARTERED BY THE UNIVERSITY OF THE STATE OF NEW YORK.

NEW BUILDING NEW EQUIF»1VIENX
341, 343, 345, 347, 349 West Fiftieth Street

NEW YORK CITY.

POST GRADUATE COURSES FOR DOCTORS OF MEDICINE

The New Huilding is modern in every particular, thoroughly fire-proof

and completely equipped in every department, and has been occupied since

May 1, 1912.

The Hospital provides accommodations for 300 patients, and the Dis-

pensary has been planned with a view of treating 100,000 patients yearly.

A Thoroughly-Equipped Obstetrieal Serviee assures the practical

training of post-graduate matriculants in this important branch of medicine.

For further information, apply to

JOHN A. WYETH, N.D., LL.D., President of the Faculty, Or JOHN GUNN, Superintendent

EMERGENCY NEEDS!
QIOLOGIC PRODUCTS

A complete stock of Lederle’s, Parke, Davis & Co.’s, ami Mulford's. Special discount to physicians.

Salvarsan and NeoSaivars<in with syringe intramuseular injeetion or complete apparatus for intravenous use.

SPECIAL LOIISVILLE AGENTS FOR

E. R. SQUIBB &c SONS, Pharmaceuticals

Burroughs, Welcome & Co., Hypodermic Syringes, Stains, Etc.
I

H

!

B

s

DOCTOR—IMiono or wire us for any items you may need that your loeal druK^ist does not

stock and we will see that it reaches yon by first mail or express.

Newman Drug Company
Incorporated

LOUISVH.LE, KENTIK KY
OPEN ALL NIGHT ^ ^ ^ ^ BOTH PHONFiS 693

i

i
B
B

B
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FOR CHRONIC
CONSTIPATION
SAMPLES AND LITERATURE

ON REQUEST.

THE RE I NSCHILD CHEMICAL CO,- AIewYorkAY

B. MATTHEWS

Home Phone 656S-L LOUISVILLK, KY.

The Journal is a puiilicalion which
belongs to the State Medical Association,

and all matters of interest of the State

Association belong to The Journal.
The original contriliutions are from

the best and most scientific men in the

State.

Reports of all the county societies are

j)ublished.

The Journal stands for

:

Progressive scientific medicine.

The highest type of state medicine.

Complete organization of the medical

profession for the promotion of health

and sanitary laws for the public good.

MANUFACTURER
OF

ARTIFICIAL
LEGS

236 West Jefferson Street

I Louisville Research Laboratory
|

I

I

I

OF BACTERIOLOGY, PATHOLOGY AND SEROLOGY
(iDcorporited)

Rooms 700-1-3 Atherton Building, LOUISVILLE, KY.

WASSERMAN REACTION $10.00

COMPLEMENT FIXATION TEST for GONORRHOEA, 10.00

EXAMINATION OF TISSUE 5.00

AUTOGENOUS VACCINES 5.00

URINALYSIS
BACTERIOLOGICAL EXAMINATIONS
BLOOD ANALYSIS ....
SPUTUM ANALYSIS . . . .

$2.50

$2 TO $5.00

$2 TO $5.00

$3.00

Entire professional services devoted to lahoratorj- woi k. Containers and further information mailed on re(iuest

J. D. ALLEN, A.B., M.D., Director

I

t

I

r' Your Directions can be written directly on the lid of the

Myers’ F^atent Tin Oox
Your Druggist or

Regular Supply
House Can Fill

Your Order.

Myvrt Pat«At Label ReteiftiAQ Lid

MYERS MANUFACTURING CO.

Made in Ten Sizes

—Beautifully Gold

Laequered,

666 PEARL STREET
CAMDEN, N. J. U
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THE LABORATORIES OF

REED & CARNRICK
ARE DEVOTED TO MAKING

ORGANIC PHYSIOLOGICAL
PRODUCTS

Full particulars concerning these and an-

swers to all queries will be gladly given.

Please remember that in writing to Reed &
Carnrick you will be answered by medical
men thoroughly trained in hospital work and
practice, and not by theoretic laboratory

workers.

REED & CARNRICK
42-44-46 Germania Ave.

JERSEY CITY, - - - N. J.

HIGH OAKS
DR. SPRAGUE’S SANATORIUM

LEXINGTON, KENTUCKY

Nervous and mental diseases and liquor and drug addictions treated. Constant medical
oversight and skilledjnursing. New buildings, a complete hydrotherapeutic equipment, electrici-

ty,^vibration, massage and all other approved methods of treatment. Sanatorium situated just

outside the city limits, a half mile south of former location, on same street. South Broadway.
Address. GEO. P. SPRAGUE, M.D.

Physicians wishing to send patients may telephone at Sanatorium’s expense.



Regular and Jefferson County Issues Combined

t

Being the Journal of the Kentucky State Medical Association

Published Semi-Monthly under Supervision of the Council

Editorial and Business Office, Corner State and Twelfth Streets. Subscription Price, $2.00

Entered as second-class matter, Oct, 22, 1906. at the Postoffice at Bowling Green, Ky., under the act of Congress, March 3, 1879

VOL XII. Bowling Green, Ky., March 15 and April 1, 1914 Nos. 6 an!) 7

CONTENTS
EDITORIAL.

Axnual Dues 189

Examisatioxs for Typhoid Carriers 189

Fresh Vaccixe Poixts 189

Tetaxus 189

Early Diagnosis op Typhoid Fever 190

Hospitals 190

SCIENTIFIC EDITORIALS.
What We Know About Scleroderma, hy M. L.

Ravitch 191

The Use of Radium ix L.aryxgology', by Adolph
O. Pfingst 191

Life After Death, by Curran Pope 193

AND DIGEST
ORIGINAL ARTICLES.

Fuxctioxal Affections of the Heart, by C. L.
•lohnson, Earlington 195

Fractures axd Radiography', (Illustrated), by
R. C. Falconer, Lexington 200

Review of the Bulletin op the State Board
OF Health, Biennial Report, 1910-1911, by
Ben Carlos Frazier, Louisville 202

Discussion by C. G. Forsee, J. M. Morris, J.

Rowan Morrison, F. C. Askenstedt, Dunning S.

Wilson, R. E. Wilhoyte, C. H. Harris, S. C.

Frankel, and in closing by Dr. Frazier.

(Continued on page xi.)

Two Books for Southern Doctors

Niles on

Pellagra

Before Niles’ work was published (and it was reprinted in five months after

publication), there was no work treating pellagra from the American view-
point. Dr. Niles’ book met this need. It is the pioneer American work on
the subject, and is the only book in any language adequately covering treat-

ment—and it does cover treatment—every phase of it. Diagnosis is pre-
sented in such a clear, clean-cut way that you cannot fail to diagnose the
disease in every case.

Nashville Journal of Medicine and Surgery

“The practitioner who desires to post himself on the disease in all its phases
can do so without having to delve into a mass of scattered literature.”

Octavo of 253 pages, illustrated. By George M. Niles, M.D., Professor of Gastro-Enterology and
Therapeutics, Atlanta School of Medicine. Cloth, $3.00 net.

This is the only book describing the third cycle—the parthenogenetic cycle.

It was written by a man who lives in a malarial district.

Deaderick

on Malaria

Dr. Frank A. Jones, Memphis Hospital Medical College \

“Dr. Deaderick’s book is up to date, and the subject-matter well arranged. We
have been waiting for many years for sucli a work written by a man who sees

malaria in all of its forms.
’ ’

Octavo of 402 pages, illustrated. By William H. Deaderick, M.D., Member American Society of

Tropical Medicine; Fellow London Society of Tropical IMedicine and Hygiene. Cloth. $4.50 net.

W. B. SAUNDERS COMPANY West Washington Square, Phila’.
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ALEXANDER’S

DIPHTHERIA ANTITOXIN

Highly Concentrated and Refined

is furnished by the

Kentucky State Board of Health

at prices within reach of every citizen

Best for the patient.

Most convenient for the physician.

DR. H. M. ALEXANDER & CO.
Biologic Laboratories

MARIETTA, PENNSYLVANIA
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CALENDAR OE CO UNTY SOCIETY MEETINGS
COUNTY SECRETARY RESIDENCE DATE

Adair
Allen
Anderson
Ballard
Barren
Bath
Bell
Boone
Bourbon
Boyd
Boyle
Bracken
Breathitt
Breckinridge
Bullitt

Butler
Caldwell
Calloway
Campbell-Kenton
Carlisle
Carroll
Carter
Casey
Christian
Clark
Clay
Clinton
Crittenden
Cumberland
Daviess
Kllintt

Estill

t'ayette

Pleming
Floyd
Franklin . . .

Fulton
Gallatin
Garrard
Grant
Graves
Grayson
Green
Greenup

U. L. Taylor. . . .

H. M. Meredith. .

J. W. Gilbert. . .

.T. S. .lohnson , . . .

C. C. Turner. . . .

H. 3. Dailey. . . .

O.' P. Nuchols. . . .

O. E. Senour . . .

C. G. Daugherty .

C. K. Kercheval. .

W. H. Smith . . . .

F. E. Corlis
Earl Moorman . . .

J. E. Kincheloe . .

S. H. Ridgway. . .

J. H. Austin . . . .

\V. I,. Cash ....
W. H. Graves. . .

F. A. Stine

T. 3. Marshall. . .

F. M. Gaines. . . .

G. B. O’Roark. .

Oscar Dunham. . .

W. S. Sandbach . .

H. H. Henry. . . .

.1. L. Anderson . . .

S. F. Stephenson .

J. Ernest Fox . . , ,

Oscar Keen
3. 3. Rodman . . . .

G. A. Embry . . . .

L. C. Redraon . . .

J. B. O'Bannon . .

U. V. Williams. . .

C. B. Curlin. . . .

3. M. Stallard . . .

3. B. Kinnaird. . .

C. M. Eckler . . . .

cl. H. Hunt. . . .

C. L. Sherman . . .

A. 1>. Hunt ....
Hancock
Hardin
Harlan
Harrison
Hart
Henderson
Henry
Hickman
Hopkins
Jackson
Jefferson

Jessamine
Johnson
Knott
Knox
Larue
Laurel
Lawrence
Lee
Ijeslie

Letcher
Lewis
Lincoln
Livingston
Logan
Lyon
McCracken
McLean
Madison
Magoffin
Marion
Marshall
Mason
Meade
Menifee
Mercer
Metcalfe
Monroe
Montgomery
Morgan
Muhlenburg ! . . .

Nelson
Nicholas
Ohio
Oldham
Owen
Owsley
Pendleton
Perry
Pike
Powell

J. W. O'Connor . .

W. kf. Martin . . . .

W. B. Moore . . .

C. K. Moore . . . .

B. 3. Neary. . . .

Owen Carroll. . . .

E. B. McMorries . .

A. O. Sisk
G. C. Goodman . . .

E. L. Henderson .

J. A. VanArsdall . .

J. H. Holbrook . .

Owen Pigman . . .

C. L. Heath . . . .

W. E. Rodman. . .

Oscar D. Brock . .

F. 1). Marcum. .

A. B. Hoskins . . .

K. L. Collins. . . .

A. C. Henthorn . .

D. B. Southard . .

Edward Davenport
Walter Byrne, Jr.

.

J. H. Hussey. . . .

Delia Caldwell . . .

W. H. Moore . . . .

-Murison Dunn . . .

M. C. Kash. . . .

K. C. McChord . . .

L^ Tj. Washburn, .

C. McGuire
E. C. Hartman . .

•I. M. Kash
C, B, A'anArsdall .

H. R. VanZant . . ,

R. F. Duncan . . .

J. F. Jones
W. H. Wheeler. .

S. T. Taylor. . . .

Hugh D. Rodman .

G. B. Spencer. . .

Oscar Allen . . . .

E. r>. Burnett . . .

J. 11 . Crisman . . .

A. M. Glass
W. A. McKenney
M. E. Combs. .

W. J. Walters. . .

I. W. Johnson . . .

. . . Columbia
. . . Scottsville

Lawrenceburg
. . . . Barlow

Lucas
. . Owingsville

. . . . Pineville
Union
Paris

. . . . Ashland
. . . .Danville

. . Brooksville
facksoh

. Hardinsburg
Shepherdsville

. .Morgantown
. . . Princeton

. . . . Murray
. . . Newport

. . . . Bardwell
. . . Carrollton
. . . . Grayson
. . .Dunnville

Caskey
. . Winchester
. . Manchester

. . . . Albany
. . . . Marion

. . Burkesville
. . Owensboro

Irvine
. . . Lexington

. . Mt. Carmel

April 0
•\pril 2.5.

Ajjril (j.

June 9.

bpril 15.
April 13.
April 10.
•April 1.5.

•April 16.
-April 6, 27.
A])ril 14.

April 1 .

June 11.
-April 13.
April 1.

•April 14.
-April 8.

•April 16.
April 7.

•April 14.
-April 14.

-April 23.
April 21.
April 21.

-April 1.

April 3.

June 10.

-April 8.

-April 14.
-April 15.

. . Frankfort
. . . Hickman

. . . . Sparta
. . Lancaster

Williamstown
. . . .Mayfield
. . . Millwood

April 6.

April 16.
April 16.
-April 15.
-April 1.

-April 1.

Fullerton -April 2.

Elizabethtown
. . . Harlan

. . . Cynthiana
. . . . Canmer

. . Henderson
. .New Castle

. . . .Clinton
. . Earlington
. .Welchburg
. . Louisville

. . Nicholasville
. . Paintsville

Mallie
. . . . Lindsay
. . Hodgenville

. . . . London
. . . Louisa

. . Beattyville
Hyden

April 9.

April 6.

April 6.

April 7.

.April 13, 27.
-April 20.

April 2.

-April 1.

Every Monday Evening.
-April 23.
-April 4.

April 25.
-April 27.
June IS.
-April 15.

-April 11.

-April 22.

. -Vanceburg
. • . . Stanford

. . . .Hampton
. . Russellville

. . . . Eddyville
. . - Paducah

. . Sacramento
. . . Richmond
. . . Salyersville
.... Lebanon

. . .Denton
. . . Maysville

. Brandenburg
. . Frenchburg

. . Haiwodsburg
. . . Edmonton
.Tompkinsville
. . Mt. Sterling
.West Liberty

. . Central City
. . Bardstown
. . . . Carlisle

. . . . Cromwell

. . . Anchorage
. . . . Owenton
. . . Booneville

. . . .Falmouth
. . . . Hazard

. ...Pikeville
. . . . Stanton

April 20.
-April 17.

-April 14.
-April 21.
-April 8, 22.
•April 14.

-April 9.

-April 4.

luno 16.
April 8.

.Ajjril 0.

.Aj)ril 23.

-April 1 1.

June 2.

•Ajiril 16.

-April 14.
-April 13.

April 22.
Ju n e 3

.

April 10.

April 1.

.April 2.

.Aj)ril 2.

\j)ril 1.

.\|)ril 6.

.\j)ril 13.

.Ajn'il 6.

.April 6.
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COUNTY SEORETABT BE8IDENOB DATE

Pulaski
Robertson
Rockcastle
Rowan
Russell
Scott
Shelby
Simpson
Spencer
Taylor
Todd
Trigg
Trimble
Union
Warren
Washington
Wayne
Webster
Whitley
Wolfe
Woodford

Carl Norfleet. . . .

W. S. Chandler..
Lee Chestnut. . .

C. C. Nickell. . . .

.1. B. Scholl. . . .

E. C. Barlow . . .

W. K. Allen. . .

N. C. Witt
E. C. Wood . . . .

J. L. Atkinson . .

L. P. Trabue . . . .

J. L. Hopson . . .

P. W. Hancock .

C. B. Graves . . .

B. S. Rutherford
J. H. Hopper . .

J. P. Young. . . .

Roy Orsburn. . .

C. A. Moss. . . .

D. B. Cox
J. W. Crenshaw.

.

. . . . Somerset
. . . .Mt. Olivet

. .Mt. Vernon
. . . .Morehead

Jabez
. . . Georgetown

. . . Shelbyvillfc

. . . .Pranklin
.. ..Wakefield

. . Campbellsville
Elkton
Cadiz

, .. ..Bedford
, . .Morganfield
Bowling Green
. . . Springfield

. . . .Monticello
Sebree

. .Williamsburg
. . . . Campton

. . . .Versailles

April 9.

April 20,
April 11.

April 22.
April 4.

May 7.

April 16.
April 7.

April 20.
April 9.

April 1.

April 6.

April 1.

April 8.

April 15.
April 1.-

April 24,
April 2.

April 6.

April 7.

Dr. Broughton’s Sanitarium
For Opium, Morphine, Cocaine and Other Drug Addictions,

Including Alcohol and Special Nervous Cases

Methods easy, regular, humane. Good heat, light,

water, help, hoard, etc. Number limited to 44. A well

kept home. Address

DR. BROUGHTON’S SANITARIUIM
Phone 536 2007 S. Main St. Rockford, 111.

MODERN up-to-date private infirmary equipped with steam heat, electric light, electric

fans, modern plumbing and new furnishings. Solicits all chronic cases, functional and
organic nervous diseases, diseases of the stomach and intestines, rheumatism, gout and

ric acid troubles, drug habits and non-siirgical diseases of men and women. No insanity or

fectious cases treated. Bed-ridden cases not received without previous arrangement.

Hydro!herat>y. Mechanical Massage, Sialic. Galvanic, FaraJic, High Frequency, Arc Light and X-Ray
Treatments given by competent Physicians and Nurses under the immediate supervision of the Medical
Superintendent. Special laboratory facilities for diagnosis by urine, blood, sputum, gastric juice and
X-Ray. Recreation hall with Pool and billiards for free use of patients.

ates $ 25 per week; including treatment, board, medical attention and general nursing. Send for

rge illustrated catalog. The Sanatorium is supplied daily, from the Pope Farm, with vegetables,

lultry and eggs; also milk, cream, butter and buttermilk from its herd of registered Jerseys.

THE POPE SANATORIUM
Long Distance Phones

1MB. M. 2122 HOME 2122

115 West Chestnut Street

LOUISVILLE, KENTUCKY

CURRAN POPE A. THRUSTON POPE
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(Being the Journal of the Kentucky State Medical Association]

Incorporated

OFFICERS OF THE KENTUCKY STATE MEDICAL ASSOCIATION 1913-1914

W. 0. Roberts, Louisville President

J. W. Ellis, Masonville, President-Elect

J. L. Neel, Drake 1

J. B. Kixnaird, Lancaster ( Vice-Presidents

M. McDowell, Cynthiana )

W. B. McClure, Lexington Treasurer

A. T. McCormack, Bowling Green Secretary

Delegates to the American Medical Association.

W. W. Richmond, Clinton

A. H. Barkley, Lexington
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ONE OF OUR SPECIALTIES

224 S. First St. Louisville, Ky.
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K
{ Southern 'JC-Rsk.y L^aborator-y |

i

L.OUISVIL.L.E, KENTUCKY
Security Building

Second and Gray

Local and Long Distance Telephone

Bell—Main 1182-A. Home—City 4302

Best equipped laboratory of its kind south of the Ohio River.

We do all classes of Radioscopic and Radiographic work, including Steroscopic views

X-Ray treatment given in referred cases.

Fractures rayed before and after reduction in laboratory.

Automobile or ambulance service to and from laboratory.

Fees reasonable.
C. L. MOIR L. H. KERR

I Indigestion and Nervousness |

I

ARE COMMON DISEASE CONDITIONS
These can be treated successfully and pleasantly by a pure, wholesome chewing gum

“KIS-IVIE” GUM
is famous for its purity and flavor. It is relied upon by many as a remedy
in indigestion and nervousness. It produces results.

Doctor, advise your patient to trv the pleasant remedy we offer you in

“KIS-ME” GUM.
MADE BY AMERICAN CHICDE CO., LOUISVILLE, KY.

I

1

I

WE HAT YOU RIGHT

!

SPENCER HAT COMPANY
LEADING HATTERS

SOLE AGENTS 31S FOURTH AVENUE
KNOX, NEW YORK and CHRITY’S LONDON HATS LOUISVILLE, KENTUCKY
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4IE Battle Creek Sani-

tarium is an institution

for the treatment of chronic

invalids—incorporated 1867
—re-incorporated 1898—erected and equipped at a cost of

82,000,000—non-profit paying—exempt from taxation un-

der the laws of Michigan—employs 300 nurses and trained

attendants, and 600 other employes.

The institution has a faculty of 30 physicians, all of good
and regular standing and has treated over 89,000 patients,

among whom are nearly 2,000 physicians, and more than
5,000 members of physicians’ families.

Any physician who desires to visit the Sanitarium will re-

ceiv e on application a v isiting guest’s ticket good for three
dajs’ board and lodging in the institution—no charge is

made for treatment or professional serv ices

to physicians.

Send for a copy of a profusely illustrated

book of 229 pages, entitled “The
Battle Creek Sanitarium System’’

prepared especially for mem-
bers of the medical profes

sion.

The Battle Creek

Sanitarium

Battle Creek,

Miehifiau

^
Thei

Sanita-1
riu-n.

Box 177

^Battle Creek,
Michigan

/
I shall be glad to accept

/'gratis a copy of your
book entitled “The Battle

/^Creek Sanitarium System.”
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Ballard’s Sanitary Edible Bran

K
I

-IN-

Inner-lmed, Dust-proof Cartons

STERILIZED AND CLEAN

The Simple Remedy for Constipa-

tion and Stomach Trouble

If Your Drug^^ist Does Not Have It,

Mail 35 Cents to

BALLARD & BALLARD COMPANY
L.OUISVIL.L.E, KENTUCKY

AND THEY WILL MAIL YOU A CARTON

I

1

\

\X

u

£j

There are many grades of crude drugs offered for

sale on the drug market

BUT there is only one “best.”

It takes the best grade of crude drug, the highest

grade of workmanship, together with the most

accurate and “time tried” methods to make

PITMAN-MYERS COMPANY,
Chemists

111 N. Capitol Avenue Indianapolis, Ind.

n

m

n
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OLD

bottledTnbd

n

IT IS RECOMMENDED
'I^VERY business man recommends

the service of the Cumberland

Telephone & Telegraph Company. The

physician needs it. It places you in

direct communication with every im-

portant city and town in the United

States. Local service always the hest.

The demand is for comprehensive tele-

phone service.

For information call Manager.

m

Cumberland Telephone & Telegraph Company
Incorporated
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STAR RANCH IN-THE-PINES SANATORIUM
COI.ORADO SPRINGS, COLORADO

ALTITUDE 6,400 FEET

FOR THE TREATMENT OF TUBERCULOSIS
Situated in the heart of the pines away from the dust, smoke and noise of town and only 20 minutes ride

from Colorado Springs.

The comforts and conveniences of a fii'st-class hotel combined with ranch surroundings, pure air, fresh food

stuffs and scientific sanatorium treatment. Great care and time is devoted to intelligent dietetics. Compression
of the lung in addition to tuberculin and mixed vaccines administered in suitable and selected cases only. All

forms of tuberculosis received.

The mangement of this sanatorium are very deei3ly in sympathy with the consumptive, having been victims

themselves, and the cheerful mental atmosphere which is maintained is the pride of the Institution, notwith-

standing the fact that it is conducted under strict medical supervision.

MODER.ATE RATES
Address business manager for rates, literature and further particulars.

References: El Paso County and Colorado State Medical Societies.

IVlaurice G. Witkind, : : Ousiness Manager.

ELM>N OOD SANITARIUM Lexington, entucky

DR. C. A. NEVITX, Superintendent
(Late Supt. Eastern Kentucky Asylum)

A modern and thoroughly equipped private Sanitarium for the treatment of
mental and nervous diseases, drug addiction and alcoholism. Beautifully located

in twelve acres, shady lawn, one-half mile from city limits. Home-like, quiet

and retired, and with every modern comfort. For further information, address,

C. A. NEVITT, M.D., Elmwood Sanitarium, Lexington, Ky.
TELEPHONES: Cumberland 792; Home 30.
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I
THE CITY VIEW SANITARIUM

|

I

I

I

NASHVILLE, TENNESSEE
SEPARATE eUIEDING EOR THE SEXES

A licensed private institution for the treatment of Mental and Nervous Diseases and a se-
lected class of Alcoholic and Drug Addictions. Commodious, well arranged, and thoroughly
equipped building. Women’s Department, just completed, is fire-proof throughout. Homelike
surroundings is a special feature. Special trained nurses. Two resident physicians. Capacity 50.

CONSULTANTS: JOHN W. STEVENS, M.D.,

DR. DUNCAN EVE DR. WM. G. EWING PHYSICIAN IN CHARGE
DR. J. A. WITHERSPOON DR. PAUL F. EVE j^ain 2928 R. R. No. 1
DR. S. S. CROCKETT DR. L. B. GRADDY

DR. w. w. CORE NASHVILLE. TENN.

I

I

ENTRANCE. WEST HOUSE. OFFICE AND BATH HOUSE. PSYCHOPATHIC HOSPITAL.

THE MILWAUKEE SANITARIUM
FOR MENTAL AND NERVOUS DISEASES

Located at Wauwatosa (a suburb of Milwaukee) on C. M. & St. P. Ry., 2 1-2 hours from Chicago. 15 minutes from
Milwaukee. 5 minutes from all cars. Two lines street cars. Complete facilities and eauipment as heretofore an-
nounced. New Psychopathic Hospital: continuous baths, fire-proof building, separate grounds. New West House:
Rooms en suite with private baths. New Gymnasium and recreation building: Physical culture, new “Zander”
machines, shower baths. Modern Bath House: Hydrotherapy, Electrotherapy, Mechanotherapy. 28 acres beautiful
hill, forest and lawn. Five houses. Individual treatment.

pirnARD DEIVEY. A.M.. M.D. CHICAGO OFFICE HERBERT W. POWERS. M.D.
hysician-in-Charge Venetian Building, 15 East Washington St. W.M. T. KRADW'ELL.M.D.

" auwatosa. Wisconsin Wednesdays 11 :30 to 1, e.vcept July and Aug. Assistant Physicians

KKXK>0<KKXXX>0000«0<>0000000«XXKKK

Excellent Service To

c H
I
CA

GO
Trains From

lOth and Broadway

8:06 A.M. 9:06 P.M.
K

E. H. BACON, 1). P. A. ft

KKXKKKKK,HK>00000»«00«>00«XJOO«0<KJ<
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,r SOUTHERN MEDICINE .JSo
This set of books has a message

It pulsates with life and importance to men practicing medicine in the Southland
or in any part of the United States where i\Ialaria, Pellagra or Hookworm are

prevalent. It is the work of men who are leaving an impress on the world.

Let us send you a set.

VOL. I

HOOKWORM DISEASE
ETIOLOGY. P.^THOLOGY, DI.\GXOSIS.

PROGXOSIS, PROPHYLAXIS, TREAT-

MEXT.

By GEORGE DOCK, A. M., M. D.,
Professor of Principles and Prac-

tice of Medicine. Medical De-
partment Washington Uni-

versity, St. Louis.
And CHARLES C. BASS, M. D.,

Professor of Experimental Medicine,
Medical Department of Tulane

University, New Orleans.
250 Royal Octavo Pages. 49 En-
gravings AND A Colored Pl.ate.

Price, Cloth, $2.50.

THE ONLY BOOK ON THIS
VERY IMPORTANT SUB-

JECT.

VOL. II

PELLAGRA
HISTOhV, DISTRIBUTION, DIAGNOSIS,

PROGNOSIS, TREATMENT, ETIOLOGY'.

By STEWART R. ROBERTS,
A. B.. M. Sc., M. D.,

Professor of Medicine and Clinical
Medicine, Atlanta Medical College,
Physician to Wesley Memorial

Hospital, Atlanta.

275 Royal Octavo Pages, 89 En-
GRAYHNGS AND A COLORED PLATE.

Price, Cloth, $2.50.

THE LATEST AND MOST UP-TO-
DATE MONOGRAPH ON

THIS SUBJECT.

VOL. III.

MALARIA
etiology, PATHOLOGY, DIAGNOSIS,
PROPHYLAXIS AND TREATMENT.

By GRAHAM E. HENSON, M. D.,

Member of American Medical Asso-
ciation, Florida Medical Associ-

ation, American Society of
Tropical Medicine, Medical
Reserve Corps, U. S.
Army (Non-Active

List).

With an Introduction bv
CHARLES C. BASS, M. D.,

Professor of E.xperimental Medicine,
Tulane University, New Or-

leans.

230 Royal Octavo Pages, 27 En-
gravings AND A Colored Plate.

Price, Cloth, $2.50.

THE C. V. MOSBY CO.
Metropolitan Bld|. MEDICAL PUBLISHERS St. Louis, U. S. A.

Send for our new 64-page il-

lustrated catalog containing a new
color plate showing Kopliks spots
from Tuley “Diseases of Children.”

New York Polyclinic Medical School and Hospital

THE FIRST POST GRADUATE MEDICAL ORGANIZATION IN AMERICA.

CHARTERED BY THE UNIVERSITY QF THE STATE OF NEW YORK.

NEW BUILDING NEW EQUIPMENT
341, 343, 345, 347, 349 West Fiftieth Street

NEW YORK CITY.

POST GRADUATE COURSES FOR DOCTORS OF MEDICINE

The \e>v' Building is modern in every particular, thoroughly fire-proof

and completely equipped in every department, and has been occupied since

May 1, 1912.

The Hospital provides accommodations for 300 patients, and the Dis-

pensary has been planned with a view of treating 100,000 patients yearly.

A Thorouj*hly-Equipped Obstetrical Service assures the practical

training of post-graduate matriculants in this important branch of medicine.

For further information, apply to

JOHN A. WYETH, N.D., LL.D., President of the Faculty, Or JOHN GUNN, Superintendent
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A successful a^ent in the treatment of

DIAOETES MEEEITUS

Trypsogen rapidly improves the general nutrition as shown by a marked increase m weigh

and strength.

Trypsogen diminishes polyuria.

Trypsogen removes the glycosuria completely in most cases.

Trypsogen establishes a carbohydrate tolerance not otherwise obtainable.

Trypsogen controls digestive disturbances and nervous symptoms.

In neurasthenia and all functional nerve troubles quick improvement follows the use of

Trypsogen.

Nothing is so convincing to the conservative physician as results. Trypsogen is successful

in over 60 per cent, of caes of diabetes. A valuable series of monographs on metabolism,

diabetes, diet, etc., will be sent to any physician on request.

G. W. CARNRICK COMPANY
IVIanufacturing CHemists

39 SULLIVAN STREET NEW YORK CITY

Now in Preparation FOURTH EDITION Ready Soon

American Medical Directory

“The Physicians Blue Book’’

It contains reliable, dependable infornr.ation regarding
Physicians, State Institutions, Hospitals, San; toriums. Special
Medical Societies, Medical Colleges, Medical Journals, Medi-
cal Libraries.

Data of Physicians: Year of Birth, Medical College, Date
of Graduation, Year of License, Professorships.

Membership in County Society, State Association, Ameri-
can Medical Association, Special Medical Societies, Specialty
Practiced.

IMPORTANT NEW FEATURE I

SPECIALTY PRACTICED will be designated after the
names of physicians who limit their practice or are especially
interested in one of the branches of medicine.

PRE-PUBLICATION SPECIAL OFFER

ORDER NOW AND SAVE $3.00

About 2000 Pages Price $7.00
REGULAR PRICE AFTER PUBLICATION, $10.00

American Medical Association
S3S N. Dearborn St. . Chicatgo
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XKXXJO0000«0O0<KX>0»
^ THE LABORATORIES OF

X REED & CARNRICK
^ ARE DEVOTED TO MAKING

ORGANIC PHYSIOLOGICAL
PRODUCTS

Full particulars concerning these and an-

swers to all queries will be gladly given.

Please remember that in writing to Reed &
Carnrick you will be answered by medical
men thoroughly trained in hospital work and
practice, and not by theoretic laboratory

workers.

REED & CARNRICK
42-44-46 Germania Ave.

JERSEY CITY, - - - N. J.

KKKXXK!00<X>000»00«0<)

HIGH OAKS
DR. SPRAGUE’S SANATORIUM

LEXINGTON, KENTUCKY

Nervous and mental diseases and liquor and drug addictions treated. Constant medical
oversight and skilled nursing. New buildings, a complete hydrotherapeutic equipment, electrici-

ty, vibration, massage and all other approved methods of treatment. Sanatorium situated just

outside the city limits, a half mile south of former location, on same street. South Broadway.
A'ddress, GEO. P. SPRAGUE, M.D.

Physicians wishing to send patients may telephone at Sanatorium’s expense.
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Published Semi-Monthly under Supervision of the Council

Editorial and Business Office, Corner State and Twelfth Streets. Subscription Price, $2.00

Entered as second-class matter, Oct, 22, 1906. at the Postofflce at Bowling Green, Ky., under the act of Congress, March 3, 1879

VOL XII. Bowling Green, Ky., April 15 and May 1, 1914 Nos. 8 and 9

CONTENTS AND DIGEST
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Co.M.MUNITY PhySI(’I.\XS 237

Hazelwood Sanitorium 238

SCIENTIFIC EDITORIALS.

What is this Present Status op Radiotherapy,
by M. L. Raviteh 238

ORIGINAL ARTICLES.

Murc'URI-IL Stomatitis, by Edwai^ Duff Burnett,
Anchorage 239

Psychotherapy, by Andrew Sargent, Hopkinsville 240
Heat Prostration, by N. C. Magraw, Hopkinsville 242
Heredity and Child Welfare, by John D. Tra-

W'ick, Louisville 243

The Question of Sex Education, by H. J. Far-
bach, Louisville 245

Scarlet Fever Treatment, by W. L. Mosby,
Bardwell 248

Fractures op the Lon« Bones, by P. N. Black-

erby, Falmouth 250
The Ideal and the Real in the Practice op

Medicine, by G. G. Thornton, Lebanon 252
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GUARANTEED EEA TURES FOR 1914

Murphy’s Postgraduate Clinics
A Work on Surgical Diagnosis. Every issue will contain a detailed talk on
some topic in connection with surgical diagnosis, so that in a year or two you
will have a complete work on surgical diagnosis hy Dr. John B. Murphy.

Medical and Special Aspects of the Cases. Another great feature of the Clin-

ics will he the team work that will hedone in every case that can be said to

he on the border-line between medicine and surgery or that necessitates the

• expert opinion of the specialist.

Vaccine Treatment. This important subject, so ably presented in the August
19i:l issue, will he greatly amplified during 4914 and the special vaccines

suitable for individual lines of work indicated, and their manufacture and
use explained in detail.

Post-Operative Treatment. During 1914 Dr. ]\Iurphy will present all compli-

cations following operation that could occur, including the various infections,

even those arising in obstetric eases.

Dressing Clinics. From time to time dressing clinics will be included, giv-

ing you complete reports of the dressings, examinations, and subsequent

treatments of cases previously reported in the Clinics.

Issued .serially, one number every othei' month (six numbers a year). Each about 175 octavo pages,

illustrated. Per calendar year: $8.00: in cloth, $12.00.

W. B. SAUNDERS COMPANY Philadelphia and London
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ALEXANDER’S

DIPHTHERIA ANTITOXIN

Highly Concentrated and Refined

is furnished by the

Kentucky State Board of Health

at prices within reach of every citizen

Best for the patient.

Most convenient for the physician.

DR. H. M. ALEXANDER & CO.
Biologic Laboratories

MARIETTA, PENNSYLVANIA
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May 5.

July 14.
May 12.

May 28.
May 19.
May 19.

May 6.

May 13.

.Tune 16.

May 13.
May 12.
May 20.

May 4.

May 21.
May 21.
May 20.
May 6.

May 6.

May 7.

May 14.
May 4.

May 4.

May 5.

Mav 11, 25,
May 18.

May 7.

May 6.

Every Monday Evening.
May 21.
May 2.

May 23.
May 25.
June 18.

May 20.

May 9.

May 27.

May 18.

May 15.

May 12.
May 19.
May 13, 27.
May 12.
May 14.
May 2.

•Tune 16.

May 13.
May 4.

May 28.

May 12.
June 2.

Mav 21.
May 12.

Mav 11.
May 27.
June 3.

May 8.

Mav 6.

May 7.

May 7.

May 6.

May 13.
May 11.

May 4.

May 4.
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COUNTY SECRETARY RESIDENCE DATE

Pulaski Carl Norfleet May 14.
Robertson. . . . W. S. Chandler May 18.
Rockcastle. . . . Lee Chestnut June 11.

Rowan . . . . ... C. C. Nickell May 27.
Russell ... J. B. Scholl May 2.

Scott July 2.

Shelby W. !<:. Allen Shelbyville, R. F. D. No. 1 May 21.

Simpson . . . N. C. Witt May 5.

Spencer E. C. Wood May 18.

Taylor May 7.

Todd May 6.

Trigg
Trimble

J. L. Hopson
P. W. Hancock May 4.

Union . . S. L. Henry Morganfield May 6.

Warren B. S. Rutherford Bowling Green May 13.
Washington. . . J. H. Hopper May 20.
Wayne May 6.

Webster Roy Orsburn May 29.
AVhitley C. A. Moss May 7.

Wolfe D. B. Cox May 4.

Woodford J. W. Crenshaw May 5.

Dr. Broughton’s Sanitarium
For Opium, Morphine, Cocaine and Other Drug Addictions,

Including Alcohol and Special Nervous Cases

Methods easy, regular, humane. Good heat, light,

water, help, board, etc. Number limited to 44. A well

kept home. Address

DR, BROUGHTON’S SANITARIUM
Phone 536 2007 S. Main St. Rockford, 111.

CURRAN POPE A. THRUSTON POPE

AMODERN up-to-date private infirmary equipped with steam heat, electric light, electric

fans, modern plumbing and new furnishings. Solicits all chronic cases, functional and
organic nervous diseases, diseases of the stomach and intestines, rheumatism, gout and

uric acid troubles, drug habits and non-surgical diseases of men and women. No insanity or
infectious caises treated. Bed-ridden cases not received without previous arrangement.

Hydrolherafiy, Mechanical Massage, Sialic, Galvanic, Faradic, High Frequency, Arc Lighi and X-Ray
Treaimenls given by compelenl Physicians and Nurses under ihe immediale sul>ervision of ihe Medical
Sufierinlendenl. Special laboralory faciliUes for diagnosis by urine, blood, sfiulum, gasiric Juice and
X-Ray. Recrealion hall wilh pool and billiards for free use of palienis.

Rates $ 25 per week, including treatment, board, medical attention and general nursing. Send for

large illustrated catalog. The Sanatorium is supplied daily, from the Pope Farm, with vegetables,

poultry and eggs; also milk, cream, butter and buttermilk from its herd of registered Jerseys.

THE POPE SANATORIUM
INCOKPOHATED

Long Distance Phones
CUMB. M. 2132 HOME 2122

mm
115 West Chestnut Street

LOUISVILLE, KENTUCKY
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PHILLIPS’

Phospho-Muriate of Quinine
COMP.

An Aromatic Syrup Containing Phosphoric Acid and Phosphates of Potash,

Magnesia, Lime and Iron with Muriate of Quinine and Strychnine

A Reliable Tonic and Reconstructive

Free from Alcohol

Phillips’ Digestible Cocoa
COMP.

Made from Fine Selected Beans of Cacao Theobroma

A Delicious Food Beverage and valuable Substitute for Tea or Coffee

“THE COCOA WITH A RICH CHOCOLATE FLAVOR”
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STATIONERY ?SI PROFESSION
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{ Southern TC-Ray I-iaboratorv I

LOUISVILLE, KENTUCKY
Security Building

Second and Gray

Local and Long Distance Teiephone
Bell—Main 1182-A. Home—City 4302

Best equipped laboratory of its kind south of the Ohio River.

We do all classes of Radioscopic and Radiographic work, including Steroscopic views

X-Ray treatment given in referred cases.

Fractures rayed before and after reduction in laboratory.

Automobile or ambulance service to and from laboratory.

Fees reasonable.

C. L. MOIR L. H. KERR

K<
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I Indigestion and Nervousness |

I

t

I

ARE COIVIiyiON DISEASE CONDITIONS
These ean be treated suecessfully and pleasantly by a pure, wholesome chewing gum

“KIS-ME” GUM
is famous for its purity and flavor. It is relied upon by manj' as a remedy
in indigestion and nervousness. It produees results.

Doctor, advise your patient to try the pleasant remedy we offer you in

“KIS-ME ’’ GUM.
MADE BY AIMERICAN CHICEE CO., LOUISVILLE, KY.

I

I
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Battle Creek Sani-

tariuin is an institution

for the treatment of chronic

invalids—incorporated1867
—re-incorporated 1898—erected and equipped at a cost of

82,000,000—non-profit paying—exempt from taxation un-
der the laws of Michigan—employs 300 nurses and trained
attendants, and 600 other employes.

The institution has a faculty of 30 physicians, all of good
and regular standing and has treated over 89,000 patients,

among whom are nearly 2,000 physicians, and more than
5,000 members of physicians’ families.

Any physician who desires to visit the Sanitarium will re-

ceive on application a visiting guest’s ticket good for three
daj s’ board and lodging in the institution—no charge is

made for treatment or professional services

to physicians.

Send for a copy of a profusely illustrated

book of 229 pages, entitled “The
Battle Creek Sanitarium System’’
prepared especially for mem-
bers of the medical profes

sion.

The Battle Creek

Sanitarium

/ Address

,
Thel

Sanita-j
rium. I

Box 177
,

'"’Battle Creek.l
Michigan

|

1 shall be p^lad to acceptj
"^^'graiis a copy of youn

, book entitled “The Battle]

/^Creek Sanitarium System. ”i
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Ballard’s Sanitary Edible Bran
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Inner-lined, Dust-proof Cartons

STERILIZED AND CLEAN

The Simple Remedy for Constipa-

tion and Stomach Trouble

If Your Druggist Does Not Have It,

Mail 35 Cents to

I

I

\

BALLARD & BALLARD COMPANY
j

,.K

L.OUISVIL,L,E, KENTUCKY
AND THEY WILL MAIL YOU A CARTON

I

7
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There are many grades of crude drugs offered for

sale on the drug market

BUT there is only one “best.”

It takes the best grade of crude drug, the highest

grade of workmanship, together with the most

accurate and “time tried” methods to make

PITMAN-MOORE COMPANY,
Chemists

111 N. Capitol Avenue Indianapolis, Ind.
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UNIVERSITY
^

LOUISVILLE
MEDICAL DEPARTMENT
Next Session Begins October 1, 1914

And Continues Eight Months

Entrance Requirements- -Completion of four years’ High
School, or other equivalent of fourteen Carnegie units as demon-
strated by examination, and one year of college work involving

the study of Chemistry. Physics, Biology and German or French.

With the new million-dollar hospital of 500 beds, clinical

and laboratory facilities unsurpassed.

The following named Schools, by niutual agreement

of the respective Faculties, and in perfect accord, have now
united and become the Medical Department of the University of

Louisville, transferring their good will and prestige

:

The Medical Department of the University of Louisville—Organized 1837

The Kentucky School of Medicine—Organized in 1850

The Louisville Medical College—Organized in 1869

The Hospital College of Medicine—Organized in 1873

Medical Department of Kentucky University—Organized in 1898.

These five schools have graduated 20,000 physicians, and

now have in active practice, located in every State in this coun-

try, nearly 10,000 Alumni.

For catalogue or other information, address,

DR. W. ED. GRANT, Dean.

LOUISVILLE, KY.
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DRUGGISTS’ DIRECTORY

B. H. BENSON C. F. MELTON
Vander Espt's Pharmacy

; DRUGGIST
Druggists and Chemists

N. \V. Cor. Preston and Walnut
18tii and St. Catherine

Louisville, Ky. Only Pure Drugs Used

FRED BENDER, JR. WM. G. PFLEIDERER

Prescription Druggist 00 o 00

Cor. Wenzel and Jefferson St. Prescriptions Compounded

P. D. & Co. Antitoxin Carried in Stock To The Letter

We Believe in Reciprocity. STAUBER’S PHARMACY
T H EO. R E C T A N U S CO.

INCORPORATED
N. E. Cor. 19th and Broadway

Louisville’s Best Drug Store

Preston and Walnut Sts. LOUISVILLE, KY.

C. B. DAVIS ALBUS DRUG CO.

PHARMACIST
The Two-Quality-Prescription Stores, where

You Get Just M^hat the Doctor

801 W. Walnut Street Orders.

LOUISVILLE, KY. Shelby and Market Floyd and Market

H. C. BOHLSEN McDaniel drug co.

DRUGGIST
Incorporated

7th and Broadway
FIRST AND OAK STREETS Home-City 2524 Cumb. S1748

Louisville, Ky. Prescriptions Called For and Delivered

Both Phones 1392. Without Extra Charge.

BOECKMANN’S DRUG STORE SCHLOSSER PHARMACY
SECOND AND CHESTNUT STREET

Jackson and Walnut WM. PINNIGER, Proprietor

Prescriptions Filled With Purest Drugs Registered Pharmacist in Kentucky, and INIem-

ber Pharmaceutical Society of Great Britain

No Substituting Done Here PROMPT service no SUBSTITUTION

Dear Doctor:
I do not think my “Pharmacy”

or “Myself” need any introduction. Suffice

to say, vve stand for the “Right.”
Sincerely,

LEON ABRAHAM
First and Broadway

A. F. S O L B R I G
DRUGGIST

(5th and Oak Streets

LOUISVILLE, KENTUCKY
Prescriptions a Specialty
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DRUGGISTS’ DIRECTORY
WM. ANZ Home Phone Shawnee 238 West 250

THOMAS J. KEANEY, Pharmacist
18th and Jefferson Fresh Supply of Ledeile’s Vaccin Antitoxin

Always On Hand. Full Line of T. M. F.

P. Preparations Carried in Stock.

28th and Chestnut Sts.
Especial Care Given to Prescriptions LOUISVILLE, KY.

MATTHEW’S PHARMACY ARTHUR C. WEISS

18th and Chestnut
—PHARMACIST—

: W. 370 Shawnee 871

25th and St. Cecelia Streets

PRESCRIPTION SPECIALIST LOUISVILLE, KY.

J . H . R 0 M P F WM. VOTTELER
PHARMACIST

18th and Dumesnil Shelby and Oak Sts.

LOUISVILLE, KY.
BOTH PHONES

Prescriptions a Specialty
Carrying in stock Antitoxins, Bacterines and

Phylacogens

J . M . E B L E N DANIEL ZUTT

1459 S. Eighteenth Street PHARMACIST

MULFORDS )

SCHIEFLIN ANTITOXINS
NATIONAL )

Main and Wenzel Sts.

LOUISVILLE, KY.

F. A. NEWHALL VOELCKER DRUG CO.
Incorporated

- DRUGGIST—

33rd and Western Parkway S. E. Cor. Shelby and Jefferson

LOUISVILLE, KY. S. W. Cor Clay and Market

F. J. SCHWEITZER OTTO E. MUELLER
Prescription Pharmacist PHARMACIST

Complete Line Physician’s Supplies
N. W. Cor. Highland and Baxter Ave.

26th and Bank LOUISVILLE, KY. LOUISVILLE, KY.

WM. H. FISCHER HENRY G. SAAM
PHARMACIST CITY PHARMACIST

Brook and St. Catherine Cum. Phone Main 1973 Home Phone Cityl519

LOUISVILLE, KY. SHELBY AND BROADWAY
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HERRMANN BROS.
122-24 S. SIXTH STREET

LOUISVILLE, - - KENTUCKY
Direct Importers of Fine Wines, Brandies, Cordials and Olive Oil.

DISTILLERS OF FIXE KENTUCKY >V IIISKIES

SOLE AGENTS EOR
HENK, WAUKESHA NATURAL MINERAL AND DIAMOND LITHIA WATERS

I

I

i

W. B. CAMPBELL YOUNT, 0 S PHARMACIST
Full Line of U. S. P. Preparations. N. F. Combinations Carefully Compounded

Scrums, Vaccines, Surgical Supplies and Sick Room Requisites.

Prescriptions Given Personal Attention.

Hancock and Broadway Sts. (Home phone 1796. Cumb. m.267> LOUISVILLE, KY.

WE DO IT RIGHT!
The man who has been driven to distrac-

tion by poorly laundried linen turns with

an expression of relief to the properly

laundried linen, such as delivered by the

Old Reliable Laundry
INCORPORATED

125 S. THRD STREET -BOTH PHONES 1068
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EVERYTHING EOR THE AUXOIVIOBIEE

Louisville Auto Supply Co. (Incorporated)

G48 F'ourth Avenue Liouisville, Kentucky

JOHN SCHAEFER
HOME ’PHONE 5868

CARRIAGE AND AUTOMOBILE
TRIMMING AND PAINTING

923 E. Broadway : : : : : Louisville, Kentucky.

I I II I I

THE BEST DRESSED DOCTORS
THROUGHOUT KENTUCKY NOW PATRONIZE

3, WINTER, 3R. & COMRANY
118 S. F’ourtH Ave., l-iouisville, Ky.

WHY?
Largest stock to select from, best cutters and reasonable prices

NOT SOLD IN STORES. TRAINED CORSETIERS
The corset according' to tyi)e. Front-laced Corset, Back-laced Corsets, Front and

Back-laced Corsets. Maternity and Nui sing Corsets. Men’s Laced in Front Corsets.

Tricot slip on benders for men and women.

Sacro-iliac belts for Men and Women. Compression Belts.

MISS ELIZAliETII M. PARK, Mgr.
Parlor Rooms 410-411 Courier-Journal Bid Phone-City 2766

Residence j Cumb. Phone S. 1819 1419 South Si.xth St..

Phones I Home Phone 1922-City LOUISVILLE. KENTBCKY^^^

SOUTHERN ORTICAL. COMRANY
Incorporated

F'ourtH and Chestnut L-iOuisville, Kentucky
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! EMERGENCY NEEDS
BIOLOGIC PRODUCTS

A coniploto stock of Lcdcric's, Parke, Davis & Co.'s, and Mulford's. Siiecial discount to physicians.

B Salvarsan and NeoSalvarsjin with syriniJo intramuscular injection or complete apparatus for intravenous use.

SPECIAL LOUISVILLE AGENTS FOR

2 E. R. SQUIHB & SONS, Pharmaceuticals

S Rurroughs, Welcome & Co., Hypodermic Syringes, Stains, Etc.

DOCTOR—Rhone or tvire us for any items you may need that your local dru^^ist does not

B stock and we will see that it reaches you by first mail or express.

a

i

a

8

: Newman Drug Company §
H Incorporated B

LOUISVILLE, KENTUCKY
8 OPEN ALL NIGHT ^ ^ BOTH PHONES 693 8
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TELEPHONES:

Cumberland, S. 480

Home - - - 5996

REFERENCE

The Medical Profes-

sion of Kentucky

OFFICERS
AND DIRECTORS

Dr. Milton Board,

Pres, and Supt.

{Late Supt. West. Kp.

Asplum of Insane)

Late Member of Kp.

State Board of Con-
trol Chritable Inst 's.

Dr. J. T. Windell,

Vice-President

Dr. Earl Moorman,

Sec. and Asst.

Dr. W. E. Gardner,

(Supt. Central

Ky. Asylum.)

Dr. a. T. McCormack
Dr. Leon L. Solomon

Dr. Irvin Abell

A modern, thoroughly equipped private institution for the treatment of

Mental and Nervous Diseases, Drug Addiction and Alcoholics.
Situated in the heart of the city, convenient and easy of access, yet quiet and secluded. Opposite

beautiful Central Park. Terms $20.00 to $35.00 per week. Outside patients charged office fees.

For Further information, address,

DR. MILTON BOARD, Superintendent
1412 Sixth Street Louisville, Kentucky
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CONTENTS AND DIGEST
ORIGINAL ARTICLES.

Tob.vcco; Its Effect Upon Lonoevity, by C. E.

Erey 293

Discussiom by Leon L. Solomon, Walker B. Gos-

sett, M. Casper, David C. Moi'ton. Ellis S. Allen,

Milton Board, W. F. Boggess and in closing, by

Dr. Frey.

History of Typhoid Vaccination', by Peter S.

Ganz • 298
Discussion by Walker B. Go.ssett, Virgil E. Simp-

son, Ellis Duncan, Leon L. Solomon, Wm. A.

.Tenkins, R. Hays Davis, Charles Farmer, and
in closing by Dr. Ganz.

SuROTCAL Treatment of Certain .A,cute and

Chronic Diseases of the Palpebral and

Ocular Conjunctiva, by M. F. Coomes 304

CLINICAL CASES.

Acute Articular Rheumatism, by Asa W.

Nickell 308

Discussion by J. M. Ray, C. H. Harris and in

closing by Dr. Nickell.

(Continued on page v.)

TWO PRINTINGS IN ONE MONTH

Kerley’s New Pediatrics
This is an entirely new book—not a revision of Dr. Kerley’s earlier work. It

is new from cover to cover. It is the practice of pediatrics—the results of

twenty-five years’ active experience in private practice, hospital service and

out-patient work. “Kerley” gives you some 60 proved prescriptions, and in

addition, the dosage is given of every drug indicated. Further, there is a large

dosage table (17 pages) giving you the dosage of every drug for three months,

eighteen months, three years and five years, and the strength of every remedy

intended for external application. This is a great aid in quick reference work.

Vaccine therapy is considered in a separate chapter, and, in addition, under

each disease whenever this means of treatment holds out promise. You are told

how to prepare the various vaccines for different diseases, tlieii* administra-

tion, opsonic index—everything connected with this line of treatment. The

large chapter devoted to gymnastic therapeutics tells you, and shows you

by striking illustrations, just what plan of gymnastic treatment to prescribe

for curvature, round shoulders, flat-foot, constipation, etc., and how the exer-

cises should be taken. Another feature consists of the illustrative cases.

There are 165 of these throughout the book, each one illustrating some pecul-

iarity of symptomatology, some point in diagnosis, some aid to treatment.

This is case teaching of the most practical kind.

Octavo of 878 pages, illustrated. By Charles Gilmore Kerley. M.D., I’rofessor of Diseases of Chil-

drcn, New York Polyclinic Medical School and Hospital. Cloth. $ik0() net: Half Morocco, $7.50 net.

W. B. SAUNDERS COMPANY Philadelphia and London
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For the Advancement of

Scientific Medicine.

Every physician owes it to his patients, to his honorable calling, to his pro-

fessional reputation, positively to know that the medicinal products which he

uses are therapeutically efficient. Difficulties of diagnosis and idiosyncra-

cies of patients are complications with which the practitioner has always to

reckon, and they are serious enough without the handicap of unreliable

remedial agents.

This is no new theory with us. On the contrary, it is a view that

we have entertained for many years—a view that found expression in the

establishment, equipment and

maintenance of a Scientific

Laboratory that has no equal

among institutions of its kind;

in the adoption and champion-

ship of the principles of stand-

ardization, both chemical and

physiological; in the fixed and

definite purpose to supply the

medical profession with the most

reliable therapeutic agents that

the world has to offer.

Our Research and Analytical

Departments occupy the entire

second and third floors of our Scientific Laboratory, which is sixty feet

wide by one hundred and sixty feet in length. As their names indicate,

they eure engaged in the solution of new problems in chemistry, biology,

materia medica, etc., and the standardization of our medicinal products.

Their personnel includes specialists in bacteriology, physiology, pharmacol-

ogy, practical pharmacy, physiologic chemistry, organic chemistry and ana-

lytical chemistry. They are equipped with the most modern apparatus.

They have every known facility for the thorough and systematic study of

the physiologic effect of drugs. Their purpose is the advancement of

scientific medicine.

When a physician prescribes a product bearing the label of Parke, Davis

& Co. he prescribes a product that has been prepared by scientific processes

under the supervision of scientific men—a product that has been tested and

proved—a product that may be depended upon to produce a definite, tangi-

ble therapeutic result.

Home Offices and Laboratories,
Detroit, Mich. PARKE, DAVIS & CO.
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THE MOST EXTENSIVE SERVICE
IN LOUISVILLE AND SUBURBS

LONG DISTANCE CONNECTIONS
Extensive Conrwections THE EOUISVIEEE Attractive Rates

HOME XEEEF^HONE COMF^ANY
Incorporated

We desire a visit from you in our new
store. We are showing the most extensive

line of MEN’S FOOT WEAR ever shown in

Louisville. We also have the handsomest
store in the U. S.

BOSTON SHOE CO.
471-419 4th Ave.

INCORPORATED

Louisville, Ky.
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B. MATTHEWS I

MANUFACTURER
OF

f Elastic Hosiery
CATALOGUE NOW READY

ARTIFICIAL I

Home Phone 6S65-L

LEGS
236 West Jefferson Street

LOUISVILLE, KY.

Special Discount to Physicians

THEO. TAEEE
319 S. Third Street LOUISVILLE, KENTUCKY
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ARE COIVUVION DISEASE CONDITIONS
These ean be treated successfully and pleasantly by a pure, wholesome chewing gum

“KIS-ME” GUIVI
is famous for its purity and flavor. It is relied upon by many as a remedy
in indigestion and nervousness. It produees results.

Doetor, advise your patient to try the pleasant remedy we offer you in

“KIS-ME” GUM.
MADE BY AIVIERICAN CHICLE CO., LOUISVILLE, KY.

SoutHern TC-Ray L^aboratory
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L.OUISVIL.L.E, KENTUCKY
Security Building

Second and Gray
Local and Long Distance Telephone

Bell—Main 1182-A. Home—City 4302

Best equipped laboratory of its kind south of the Ohio River.

We do all classes of Radioscopic and Radiographic work, including Steroscopic views

X-Ray treatment given in referred cases.

Fractures rayed before and after reduction in laboratory.

Automobile or ambulance service to and from laboratory.

Fees reasonable.
L. MOIR L. H. KERR

,x
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X.
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Louisville Research Laboratory

|

I

t

I

I

OF BACTERIOLOGY, PATHOLOGY AND SEROLOGY
(Incorportted)

Rooms 700-1-3 Atherton Building. LOUISVILLE, KY.

WASSERMAN REACTION $10.00

COMPLEMENT FIXATION TEST for GONORRHOEA, 10.00

EXAMINATION OF TISSUE 5.00

AUTOGENOUS VACCINES 5.00

URINALYSIS
BACTERIOLOGICAL EXAMINATIONS
BLOOD ANALYSIS ....
SPUTUM ANALYSIS . . . .

$2.50

$2 TO $5.00

$2 TO $5.00

$3.00

Entire professional services devoted to laboratory work. Containers and further information mailed on reiiuest

J. D. ALLEN, A.B., M.D.. Director
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A. THRUSTON POPE

AMODERN up-to-date private infirmary equipped with steam heat, electric light, electric

fans, modern plumbing and new furnishings. Solicits all chronic cases, functional and
organic nervous diseases, diseases of the stomach and intestines, rheumatism, gout and

uric acid troubles, drug habits and non-surgical diseases of men and women. No insanity or

infectious cases treated. Bed-ridden cases not received without previous arrangement.

Hydrolherat>s, Mechanical Massage, Static, Galvanic, Faradic, High Frequency, Arc Light and X-Ray
Treatments given by competent Physicians and Nurses under the immediate supervision of the Medical
Superintendent. Special laboratory facilities for diagnosis by urine, blood, sPutum, gastric juice and
X-Ray. Recreation hall with pool and billiards for free use of patients.

Rates $ 25 per week, including treatment, board, medical attention and general nursing. Send for

large illustrated catalog. The Sanatorium is supplied daily, from the Pope Farm, with vegetables,

poultry and eggs; also milk, cream, butter and buttermilk from its herd of registered Jerseys.

THE POPE SANATORIUM
Long Distance Phones

CUMB. M. 212] HOME 2122

115 West Chestnut Street

LOUISVILLE, KENTUCKY

CURRAN POPE

BEEGHHURST SANITARIUM
TREATMENT OF

NERVOUS and MILD MENTAL DISEASES, DRUG ADDICTIONS and ALCOHOLISM

LOUISVILJ_E, KENTUCKY

II. B. SCOTT, A.M.. M.D., Medical Suiierintendent E. P. THOMAS, Business Manafier

A modern and thoroughly equipped psychopathic hospital for the treatment of nervous and mental diseases, drug
addictions and alcoholism. Ideally situated in the privacy of its own 26 acres of wooded lawns, high and retired.

Terms reasonable. For booklet and particulars, address.

Long Distioce Phones ; Cninb. E. 257-a. Home City 3565 DR. H. B. SCOTT
Station C, Eotiisville, Kv-
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NEURONHURST

DR. W. B. FLETCHER’S SANATORIUM
For Treatment of Mental and Nervous Diseases, Including Legally Committed and Voluntary Cases.

Well equipped with all facilities for the care and treatment of all forms of mental and nervous diseases, inebriety, drug addiction

and those requiring recuperation and rest. Gynecological department in charge of skilled women physicians. All approved forms of

Hydrotherapy. Balneotherapy, Massage, Sweedish Movements, etc. All forms of electrical treatments. Photherapy, High Frequency
and X-ray work. A strictly ethical institution. Correspondence with physicians invited. For particulars and terms, address,

DR. MARY A. SPINK, Superintendent
LONG DISTANCE TELEPHONE 381 1140 EAST MARKET ST., INDIANAPOLIS

BEEGHHURST SANITARIUM
TREATMENT OF

NERVOUS and MILD MENTAL DISEASES, DRUG ADDICTIONS and ALCOHOLISM

LOUISVILLE, KENTUCKY

II. B. SCOTT, A.M.. M.D., Medical Superintendent E. P. THOMAS, Business Muiiutier

A modern and thoroughly equipped psychopathic hospital for the treatment of nervous and mental diseases, drur

addictions and alcoholism. Ideally situated in the privacy of its own 26 acres of wooded lawns, hieh and retired.

Terms reasonable. For booklet and particulars, address,

Long Distance Phones : Comb. E. 257>a. Home City 3565 DR. H. B. SCOTT
Station C. Louisville, Ky-
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IT IS RECOMMENDED

I^VERY business man recommends
the service of the Cumberland

Telephone & Telegraph Company. The

physician needs it. It places you in

direct communication Mdth every im-

portant city and town in the United

States. Local service always the best.

The demand is for comprehensive tele-

phone service.

For information call Manager.

Wi

Cumberlanil Telephone & Telegraph Company
Incorporated>»»
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HERRMANN BROS.
122-24 S. SIXTH STREET

LOUISVILLE, - - KENTUCKY
Direct Importers of Fine Wines, Brandies, Cordials and Olive Oil.

DISTILLERS OF FINE KENTUCKY WHISKIES

SOL^E AGENTS EOR
HENK, WAUKESHA NATURAL MINERAL ANU DIAMOND LITHIA WATERS

I

I

J. B. ARMSTRONG
j

REAL
HOME

DAIRY LUNCH J
COOKING

HOME PHONE 5268

127 S. FOURTH AVENUE LOUISVILLE, KENTUCKY

SOUTHERN ORXICAL. COMRANY
Incorporated

F'ourtH and OHestnut L^ouisville, Kentucky

W. B, CAMPBELL YOUNT, 0 0 PHARMACIST
Full Line of U. S. P. Preparations. N. F. Combinations Carefully Compounded

Serums, Vaccines, Surgical Supplies and Sick Room Requisites.

Prescriptions Given Personal Attention.

Hancock and Broadway Sts. (iiomc Phone i796. cumb. m. 26?) LOUISVILLE, KY.
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ELMWOOJ) SANITARIUM \
^exin^ton, Kentucky

DR. C. A. IMEVIXX, Superintendent
(Late Supt. Eastern Kentucky Asylum)

A modern and thoroughly equipped private Sanitarium for the treatment of

mental and nervous diseases, drug addiction and alcoholism. Beautifully located

in twelve acres, shadj" lawn, one-half mile from city limits. Home-like, quiet

and retired, and with every modern comfort. For further information, address,

C. A. NEVITT, M.D., Elmwood Sanitarium, Lexington, Ky.
TELEPHONES: Cumberland 792; Home 30.

m

THE CITY VIEW SANITARIUM
NASHVILLE, TENNESSEE

SEF*ARAXE OUIEDING EOR XHE SEXES
A licensed private institution for the treatment of Mental and Nervous Diseases and a se-

lected class of Alcoholic and Drug Addictions. Commodious, well arranged, and thoroughly
equipped building. Women’s Department, just completed, is fire-proof throughout. Homelike
surroundings is a special feature. Special trained nurses. Two resident physicians. Capacity 50.

CONSULTANTS: JOHN W. STEVENS, M.D.,

DR. DUNCAN EVE DR. WM. G. EWING PHYSICIAN IN CHARGE
DR. J. A. WITHERSPOON DR. PAUL F. EVE p^one Main 2928 R. R. No. 1
DR. S. S. CROCKETT DR. L. B. GRADDY

DR. W. W. CORE NASHVILLE. TENN.

w

ENTRANCE. WEST HOUSE. OFFICE AND BATH HOUSE. PSYCHOPATHIC HOSPITAL.

THE MILWAUKEE SANITARIUM
FOR MENTAL AND NERVOUS DISEASES

Located at Wauwatosa (a .suburb of Milwaukee) on C. M. & St. P. U.v.. 2 1-2 hours from Chicago. 15 minutes from
Milwaukee. 5 minutes from all cars. Two lines street cars. Complete facilities and e<iuipment as heretofore an-
nounced. New Psychopathic Hospital; continuous baths, fire-proof building, separate grounds. New West House:
Rooms en suite with private baths. New Gymnasium and recreation building: Physical culture, new "Zander”
machines, shower baths. Modern Bath House: Hydrotherapy. Electrotherapy, 5Iechanotherapy. 28 acres beautiful
hill. fore.st and lawn. Five houses. Individual treatment.

RICHARD DEWEY. A.M.. M.I). CHICAGO OFE ICE HERBERT W. POWERS. M.D.
Physician-in-Charge Venetian Building. 15 East Washington St. W.\I. T. KR.\I)WELL.M.D.
Wauwatosa, Wisconsin Wednesdays II :30 to 1. except .luly and Aug. Assistant Physicians
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An Excellent Reeonstructant

NEURO-LECITHIN
(ABBOTT)

Accepted by the Council on Pharmacy and Chemistry

Tliroug'li years of patient research this product has l)cen hroiiglit to an acknowledged

state of jierfection tliat jn'i'inits of its ])resentation to the medical profession with an assur-

ance of satisfaction (juite beyond the ordinary.

Neuro-Lecithin is indicated in pliosphaturia, marasmus, loss of weight, dc'hility of ol)-

scure origin, the arrested development of children, chorea, sexual debility, and all neuras-

thenic conditions.

Neuro-Lecithin may frequently be given to advantage in combination with Nuclein

(Abbott).

Extensive clinical experience has demonstrated Neuro-Lecithin (Abbott) to be

unsurpassed by other forms of Lecithin

PRICES 100 500 1000

Neuro-Lecithin (Tablets, uncoated) $0.67 $2.95 $5.75

Neuro-Lecithin (Pills, coated) .69 3.05 5.95

Neuro-Lecithin and Nuclein Compound (Pills, coated) .58 2.50 4.85

Supplied direct or through the trade. Samples on request. If you have not

already received a copy send to-day for our 1913-1914 Therapeutic Price List.

The Abbott Alkaloidal Company
Home Office and Laboratories :: Ravenswood, CHICAGO

227 Central Bldg. 371 Phelan Bldg. 634 Heilman Bldg. 175 W. 88th St. 66 E. Gerrard St. BOMBAY
SEATTLE SAN FRANCISCO LOS ANGELES NEW YORK TORONTO India

JOOOOOJKKKJOOOOSKXKXKKKKXKKKXKKKKKX

MONON ROUTE

Excellent Service To

I
c A Go

Trains From

lOth and Broadway

7:40 A.M. 9:06 P.M. i

E. II. BACON, I). P. A.

aOOOJXXKKXXXKKHKXXKXKKKXKXXXKXKi
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New York Polyclinic Medical School and Hospital

THE FIRST POST GRADUATE MEDICAL ORGANIZATION IN AMERICA.

CHARTERED BY THE UNIVERSITY QF THE STATE OF NEW YORK.

NEW BUIEDING NEW EQUIPMENT
341, 343, 345, 347, 349 West Fiftieth Street

NEW YORK CITY.

POST GRADUATE COURSES FOR DOCTORS OF MEDICINE

The New Building is modern in every particular, thoroughly fire-proof

and completely equiijped in every department, and has been occupied since

May 1, 1912.

The Hospital provides accommodations for 300 patients, and the Dis-

pensary has been planned with a view of treating 100,000 patients yearly.

A Thoroughly-Equipped Obstetrical Service assures the practical

training of post-graduate matriculants in this important branch of medicine.

For further information, apply to

JOHN A. WYETH, M.D., U.D., President of the Faculty, Or JOHN GUNN, Superintendent

i EMERGENCY NEEDS!
BIOLOGIC PRODUCTS

A complete stock of Lederle’s, Parke. Davis & Co.'s, and Mulford's. Special discount to physicians.

Saharsan and NeoSalvarsan with syringe intramuscular injection or complete apparatus for intravenous use.

I

2 SPECIAL LOUISVILLE AGENTS FOR g

E. U. SQUIBB & SONS, Pharmaceuticals S
S Burroughs, AVelcome & Co., Hypodermic Syringes, Stains, Etc. S

DOCTOR—Phone or wire us for any items j ou may need that your local druggist does not

U stock and we will see that it reaches you by first mail or express. M

B B

I Newman Drug Company |
H Incorporated Q
B LOUISVILLE, KENTUCKY
B OPEN ALL NIGHT ^ ^ ^ ^ BOTH PHONES 693 S
B B
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B. MATTHEWS

ARTIFICIAL
LEGS

236 West Jefferson Street

MANUFACTURER
OF

Home Phone 6S6S-L LOUISVILLE, KY.

The Journal is a publication which
belongs to the State iMedical Association,

and all matters of interest of the State

Assoeiiition belong to The Journal.
The original contributions are from

the best and most scientific men in the

State.

Reports of all the county societies are

published.

The Journal stands for

:

Progressive scientific medicine.

The highest type of state medicine.

Complete organization of the medical

profession for the promotion of health

and sanitary laws for the public good.

I
.
Louisville Research Laboratory

|

I

I

I

OF BACTERIOLOGY, PATHOLOGY AND SEROLOGY
(Incorporited)

Rooms TOO-1-3 Atherton BuUding, LOUISVILLE, KY.

WASSERMAN REACTION $10.00

COMPLEMENT FIXATION TEST for GONORRHOEA, 10.00

EXAMINATION OF TISSUE 5.00

AUTOGENOUS VACCINES 5.00

URINALYSIS
BACTERIOLOGICAL EXAMINATIONS
BLOOD ANALYSIS ....
SPUTUM ANALYSIS . . . .

$2.50

$2 TO $5.00

$2 TO $5.00

$3.00

Entire professional services devoted to laboratory work. Containers and further information mailed on reuuest

J. D. ALLEN, A.B., M.D., Director

I

I

I

Your Directions can be written directly on the lid of the

Myers’ Patent Tin Qox
Your Druggist or

Regular Supply
House Can Fill

Your Order.

NYERS MANUFACTURING CO.

Patent label Reteiaing Lid

Made in Ten Sizes

—Beautifully Gold

Laeqtiered,

666 PEARL STREET
CAMDEN, N. J.
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ARE DEVOTED TO MAKING

ORGANIC PHYSIOLOGICAL
PRODUCTS

Full particulars concerning these and an-

swers to all queries will be gladly given.

Please remember that in writing to Reed &
Carnrick you will be answered by medical
men thoroughly trained in hospital work and
practice, and not by theoretic laboratory

workers.

REED & CARNRICK
42-44-46 Germania Ave.

JERSEY CITY, - - -

HIGH OAKS
DR. SPRAGUE’S SANATORIUM

LEXINGTON, KENTUCKY

Nervous and mental diseases and liquor and drug addictions treated. Constant medical
oversight and skilled’nursing. New buildings, a complete hydrotherapeutic equipment, electrici-

ty,'vibration, massage and all other approved methods of treatment. Sanatorium situated just

outside the city limits, a half mile south of former location, on same street. South Broadway.
Address. GEO. P. SPRAGUE, M.D.

Physicians wishing to send patients may telephone at Sanatorium’s expense.
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JUST OUT—NEW [7th) EDITION

Da Costa’s Modern Surgery
INCLUDING SURGICAL DIAGNOSIS

vJAT. B.

So much new matter was added in this revision that the book had to be reset

from cover to cover. To keep the book within reasonable bounds, liowever, the

page was made seven lines longer and slightly wider, so that new matter

equivalent to 250 pages has been added without greatly increasing the number

of pages. You get in DaCosta’s Surgery not only the principles and prac-

tice of surgery and an operative surgery, but a surgical diagnosis as well. It

is a surgical encyclopedia.

In this new edition you get every surgical advance—whether in tlie field of

surgical bacteriology, antisepsis, serum diagnosis and therapy, or operative

technic. Specially important is the new matter on scrums and vaccines, in-

cluding such matter as salvarsan, neosalvarsan, gonococcus serum, etc. The

article on shock, including Crile’s anoci-association operation, gives you many
valuable helps in preventing this surgical after-effect. Over 225 pages are

given to abdominal work. Tumors cover 75 pages, and include such matter as

Coley’s fiuid, serum reaction in carcinoma, inoperable cancer, x-rays and

radium, fulguration, etc. Under bone and .joint surgery you get the newest

work on transplantation, formalin-glycerin injections, operative treatment of

simple and compound fractures, non-union of fi’actnres. etc. Over 350 pages

arc devoted to genifo-n rinary work. Surgery of the pituitary, tliyroid, thy-

mus, and carotid glands is given completely.

Octavo of 151,5 pasres. With 1085 illustratioHs. B.v .1. Chalmers DaCosta, M.D.. Samuel D. Gross l*io-

fessor of Surgery, .I efferson Medical College. Philadelphia. Cloth. $6.00 ii el ; Half Morocco, Si net.

SAUNDERS COMPANY West Washington Square, Philadelphia
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ALEXANDER’S

DIPHTHERIA ANT
Highly Concentrated and Refined

is furnished by the

Kentucky State Board of Health

at prices within reach of every citizen

Best for the patient.

Most convenient for the physician.

DR. H. M. ALEXANDER & CO.
Biologic Laboratories

MARIETTA, PENNSYLVANIA
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For the Advancement of

Scientific Medicine.

Every physician owes it to his patients, to his honorable calling, to his pro-

fessional reputation, positively to know that the medicinal products which he

uses are therapeutically efficient. Difficulties of diagnosis and idiosyncra-

cies of patients are complications with which the practitioner has always to

reckon, and they are serious enough without the handicap of unreliable

remedial agents.

This is no new theory with us. On the contrary, it is a view that

we have entertained for many years—a view that found expression in the

establishment, equipment and
maintenance of a Scientific

Laboratory that has no equal

among institutions of its kind;

in the adoption and champion-

ship of the principles of stand-

ardization, both chemical and
physiological; in the fixed and

definite purpose to supply the

medical profession with the most

reliable therapeutic agents that

the world has to offer.

Our Research and Analytical

Departments occupy the entire

second and third floors of our Scientific Laboratory, which is sixty feet

wide by one hundred and sixty feet in length. As their names indicate,

they cure engaged in the solution of new problems in chemistry, biology,

materia medica, etc., and the standardization of our medicinal products.

Their personnel includes specialists in bacteriology, physiology, pharmacol-

ogy* practical pharmacy, physiologic chemistry, organic chemistry and ana-

lytical chemistry. They are equipped with the most modern apparatus.

They have every known facility for the thorough and systematic study of

the physiologic effect of drugs. Their purpose is the advancement of

scientific medicine.

When a physician prescribes a product bearing the label of Parke, Davis

& Co. he prescribes a product that has been prepared by scientific processes

under the supervision of scientific men—a product that has been tested and
proved—a product that may be depended upon to produce a definite, tangi-

ble therapeutic result.

Home Offices and Laboratories,
Detroit, Mich. PARKE, DAVIS & CO.
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Waukesha Springs Sanitarium

FOR THE CARE AND TREATMENT OF

NERVOUS DISEASES
Building Absolutely BYRON M. CABLES, M. D., Supt.

Fireproof Waukesha, Wis.

THE “STORM” BINDER AND ABDOMINAL SUPPORTER
(Patented)

ADAPTED TO USE OF MEN, WOMEN, CHILDREN

Modifications for Hernia, Floating Kidney, Relaxed Sacro-iliac

Articulations, High Operation, Ptosis, Etc.

No whalebones, no rubber elastic—washable as under-

wear, Suitable for non-operative and post-operative cases.

Comfortable for sofa and bed wear and athletic exercise.

Illustratod Folder and Testimonials of Physicians on Request

KATHERINE L. STORM, M.D., 1541 Diamond St., Philadelphia

Side Front View All Mail Orders Filled at Philadelphia Within 24 Hours

DRS. PETTEY & WALLACE'S
SANITARIUM

958 S Fifth Street MEMPHIS, TENN.

FOR THE TREATMENT OF

Alcohol and Drug Addictions

Nervous and Mental Diseases

A quiet home-like, private, high-class, institu-

tion. Licensed. Strictly ethical. Complete equip-
ment. New building. Best accommodations.

Resident physician and treuned nurses.

Drug patients treated by Dr. Pettey's original
method under his personal care.

KENILWORTH SANITARIUM
KENILWORTH, ILL.

HOURS : 11 TO 1

TELEPHONE: RANDOLPH 5794

ESTABLISHED 1905

(C. & N. W. R'y. Six Miles North of Chicago.)

Built and equipped for the treatment of nervous
and mental diseases. Approved diagnostic and
therapeutic methods. Special system of ventila-

tion. Rooms impervious to noise. Elegant ap-
pointments. Bath rooms en suite, steam heating,

electric lighting, electric elevator.

All correspondence should be addressed to

KENILWORTH SANITARIUM, Kenilworth. Illinois

RESIDENT MEDICAL STAFF : Kathryn T. Driscoll, M.D., Assistant Physician ; Sherman Brown. M.D., Medical Supt.

;

Sanger Brown, M.D., Chief of Staff.

59 E. MADISON STREET, CHICAGO. ILLINOIS
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Bulgarian Bacillus

Mulford
(Pure living cultures of the Bulgarian Lactic Acid Bacillus)

For the treatment of intestinal [fermentation, toxemia, controlling intestinal

putrifaction and preventing absorption of toxic material fi’om the intestines, and,

according to Metchnikoff, preventing the tissue changes incident to senility, and for

local infections. In prescribing Bulgarian Bacillus

Three Points are essential

:

1. Specifying the true Bulgarian Bacillus.

2. The culture must be free from other living bacteria.

3. The culturejnust be alive and active.

To Secure these 3 Essentials

Specify Bulgarian Bacillus Mulford

This product is prepared in the most complete and modern biological labora-

tories, and is the True Living Bulgarian Bacillus. Its production is safeguarded

by the same precautions taken in the preparation of the Mulford Serums and Bac-

terins, and the Purity of Each Lot is Made Certain by Careful Bacteriolog-

ical Tests before Releasing from the Laboratory.

Cultures of Bulgarian Bacillus are furnished by our laboratories only in indi-

\ddual sealed tubes, as this is the best method for preserving vitality of the cultures

and for guarding against contamination.

Bulgarian Bacillus Mulford is supplied in packages containing 20 tubes

(20 doses), each package stamped with an expiration date to insure active living

cultures.

It is important that fresh cultures be furnished
; otherwise their efficiency is

lessened and the results will be less satisfactory.

The Bulgarian Bacillus must be kept in a cool place, ' preferably the ice chest

or refrigerator, to maintain activity.

H. K. MULFORD COMPANY
MaiuiraeturinM and liiolo^ical Chemists

Philadelph ia

New York Kansas City St. Louis New Orleans Minneapolis
Chicago Atianta Seattie San Francisco Toronto
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Sugar is an Extremely Important Constituent

in Infant Feeding BUT

YOU MUST SELECT THE RIGHT SUGAR
A large part of the troubles of infant feeding has been shown to

be due to the ingestion of milk sugar or cane sugar.

MEAD’S DEXTRI-MALTOSE
from the standpoint of DIGESTIBILITY and ASSIMILA-
BILITY represents the properly balanced carbohydrate. Com-
position—Maltose 52%, Dextrin 41.7%, Sodium Chloride 2%.

Administration— lyi oz. Dextri-Maltose (2 heaping tablespoonfuls)

to any milk and water mixtures suited to age and weight.

L-iiteratvire and. Samples on Request

IVIead iJolnnsorL & Oo. Jersey City, N. J.

Accept No Imitations During the summcr months

fpRUCR

Ask for Horlick’s

The question of Infant mortality bears a close

relation to the milk supply

Physicians realize that clean milk is most desirable for everyone

and indispensable for infants, invalids and young children.

Anticipate and avoid risks and dangers attending the milk sup-

ply from unknown sources by using

Original

iVUVI^
Genuine

“HORLICK’S contains clean milk,

has a delicious flavor and is easily digested

Horlick’s Malted Milk Company
Sloufili. Ituoks. Eiifiland. Montreiil, Cnntu)ii.

Racine, Wisconsin.
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FOR CHRONIC
CONSTIPATION
SAMPLES AND LITERATURE

ON REOUEST

THE RE INSCHILD CHEM\CAiZQO.^ M^Yoki<rfiX

OCONONOWOC HEALTH RESORT
OCONOMOWOC, WISCONSIN

Three hours from Chicago on C. Nil. & St. Paul Railway

BUILT AND EQUIPPED FOR TREATMENT OF

NERVOUS DISEASES
New and Especially Equipped Psychopathic Department

For Acute Mental Cases

ARTHUR W. ROGERS, B.S., H.D., Resident Physician in Charge
ABSOLUTELY FIREPROOF

THE CINCINNATI SANITARIUM
F'OR MENTAL AND NERVOUS DISEASES

A strictly modern hospital, fully equipped for the scientific treatment of all nervous and mental affections. Situation
retired and accessible. For details write for descriptive pamphlet.

F. W. LANGDON, M.D., Medical Director. B. A. WILLIAMS. M.D., Resident Physician.

EMERSON A. NORTH. M.D.. Resident Physician. GEORGIA E. FINLEY, M.D., Medical Matron.

H. P. COLLINS, Business Manager.
Qox 4 , College Hill, Cincinnati, Ohio
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uIE Battle Creek Sani-

tarium is an institution

for the treatment of chronic

invalids—incorporated 1867
—re-incorporated 1898—erected and equipped at a cost of

82,000,000- non-profit paying—exempt from taxation un-
der the laws of .Michigan—employs 300 nurses and trained
attendants, and 600 other employes.

The institution has a faculty of 30 physicians, all of good
and regular standing and has treated over 89,000 patients,

among whom are nearly 2,000 physicians, and more than
5,000 members of physicians’ families.

Any physician ho desires to visit the Sanitarium will re-

ceive on application a visiting guest’s ticket good for three
days’ board and lodging in the institution^no charge is

made for treatment or professional services

to phj’sicians.

Send for a copy of a profusely illustrated

book of 229 pages, entitled “The
Battle Creek Sanitarium System’’

prepared especially for mem-
bers of the medical profes

Sion.

The Battle Creek

Sanitarium

,
Thel

Sanita-j
'rium.

Box 177

^Battle Creek,!
Michigan

’
I shall be glad to accept

' gratis a copy of your
book entitled “The Battle

'Creek Sanitarium System.”

/ Address-
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CALENDAR OE CO UNTY SOCIETY MEETINGS
COUNTY SKCRKTARY RESIDENCE

Adair
Allen . .

Afiderson
Ballard
Barren
Bath
Bell

Boone
Bourbon
Boyd
Boyle
Bracken
Breathitt
Breckinridge
Bullitt

Butler
Caldwell
Callowav
CarapbellKenton
Carlisle
Carroll
Carter
Casey
Christian
Clark
Clay
Clinton
Crittenden
Cumberland
Daviess
Klliott

Kstill

Kavette
Fleming
Floyd
Franklin
Fulton
Gallatin
Garrard
Grant
Graves
Grayson
Green
Greenup
Hancock
Hardin
Harlan
Harrison
Hart
Henderson
Henry

.

.

Hickman
Hopkins
.Tackson
Jefferson

Jessamine
Johnson
Knott
Knox
J^arue
Laurel
Tjawrenco
Tjce

Leslie
Letcher
Lewis
Mncoln
T^ivingston
Logan
Lvon
McCracken .

McliCan
Madison
Magoffin
Marion
Marshall
Mason
Meade
Menifee
Mercer
Metcalfe
Monroe
Montgomery
Morgan
Muhlenburg
Nelson
Nicholas
Ohio
Oldham
Owen
Owsley
Pendleton
Perry
Pike
Powell

U, L. Taylor. . . .

II. M. Meredith. .

J. VV. Ciilbert. . .

J. S. elohnson . . . .

C. C. Turner. . . .

H. tl. Dailey. . . .

O. P. Nnchols. . . .

O. E. Senour . . .

C. (t. J.augherty .

C. K. Kercheval . .

W. TT. Smith. . . .

F. E. Corlis
Earl Moorman. . .

J. E. Kincheloe . .

Roscne J. Kerr. .

-I
. H . A ustin . . . .

W. r.. Cosh ....
W. H. Graves . . .

F. A. Stine
T. J. Morslnl]. . .

F. B. T>r5ske)L . .

C. H. O'Roark. .

Oscar Durham . . .

W. S. Sondhach. .

H. R. Henrv . . . .

•L Ti. Anderson . .

S. F. Stephenson .

.T. Ernest Fox . . .

Oscar Keen
J. J. Rodman . . . .

G. A . Embrv . . . .

T;. C. Redmon . . .

J. B. O’ Bannon . .

(T. V. Williams. . ,

C. B. Curlin. . . .

J. M. Stallard . , .

•T. B. Kinnaird . . .

C. M. E<*kler. . . .

H. H. Hunt. . . .

C. L. Sherman . . .

A. P. Hunt . . . .

J. W- O'Connor . .

W. M. Martin . . . .

W. R. Moore . . .

C. JT. Moore . . . .

B. J. Nearv. . . .

OwPT) Carroll , . . .

E. B. McMorries. .

A. O. Risk
C. ^-oodmnn . . .

E. Tj. Henderson .

T. A. Van Arsdall . .

J. H, Holbrook . .

Owen Pigman . . .

C. Tj. Heath , . . .

W. E. Rodman . . .

Osmr D. Broek . .

F. T). Marcum
. . .

A . B. Hoskins . . .

R. L. Collins. . . .

\ .
O. Her thorn . .

r». B. Roi.tbard . .

Edward Davenport
Walter Bvrne. Jr..

J. H. Hnssev
. . .

Oplin CnldwelL. .W TT. Moorp
T -\Kr

"vr. f\ T<asb . . . .

B. (\ AToPbord
. . .

T,. T.. WnsV'-rn . ,

T. Td-.
. . .

TTnrtman . .

M. T^-nsh
^ T> a vc/TtI]

R. A^anZart. . .

R. T^iirirnn
. .

-T E .To^pq

W. H. Wheeler. . .

B. T. Ta'dnr
. . . .

Hii?h D. -Rodman.
O. B. Ropticer . . .

Oscar Allen . . .

E. O. Bnrnett . .

.T. H . Crismnn . . .

A
.

1\T. f’lass

W. A. AfcTCennev .

M. E. Combs. . . .

W. .T. Walters, . .

I. W. Johnson . , ,

, . . . Columbia
. . . Scottsville

Lawrenceburg
. . . . Barlow

Lucas
. . Owingsville

. . . . Pineville
Union
Paris

. . . . Ashland
. . . . Danville

. . Brooksville
. . . .Jackson
. Hardinsburg

. . . . Belmont
. . Morgantown
. . .Princeton

. . . . Murray
. . . . Newport

. . . . Bardwell
, . .Worthville
, . . . Grayson
. . .Dunnville

Caskey
. .Winchester
. .Manchester

. . . . Albany

.. ..Marion
. . Burkesville
. . Owensboro

Irvine
. . .Lexington

. .Mt. Carmel

. . . Frankfort
. . . .Hickman

Sparta
. ..Lancaster
. Williamstown
. . , .Mayfisld
. . . . Millwood

. . .Fullerton

Elizabethtown
. . . . Harlan

. . .Cynthiana
. . . . Canmer
. . Henderson

. .New Castle
. . . . Clinton
. . Earlington
. .Welchbnrg
. . Louisville

. . Nicholasville
. . Paintsville

Mallie
. . . . Lindsav
. . Hodgenville

. . . . Tiondnn
. . . . Louisa
. . Beattvville

Hyden

. .Vanceburg
. . . . Stanford

. . . Hampton
. . Russellville

. . . Eddvville
. . . . Paducah

. . Saersmento
. . .Richmond
. . . Snlversville

. . . . Tjehanou
. . . . Benton

. . .Mansville
. Brandenburg
. .Erenchburg
. Hnrrodsburg

. . . Edmonton
. Tompkinsville
. . Mt. Sterling
.West Liberty

. .Central Citv
. . Bardsfown
. . . . Carlisle

. . . Cromwell
. . Anchorage

. . . Owenton
. . . Bonneville

. . . Fnlmouth
. . . . Hazard

. . . . Pikeville

. , , . Stanton

DATE

Junp 4.

•June 27.

Juno 1.

Juno 9.

J uue 17.

Junp 8.

June 12.

Juno 17.
June 18.

June 1, 22.
June 9.

June 3.

June 11.
J line 8.

June 3.

J uni^ 9.

J uue 10.

June 18.

J line 2.

July 14.

Juno 9.

J une 25.

June 16.

J une 16.

June .3.

June 10.

June 16.

June 10.

June 9.

June 17.

June 1.

June 18.

June 18.
June 17.

June 3.

June 25.

June 4.

June 11.

June 1.

June 1.

June 2.

June 8. 22.

June 22.

June 4.

June 3.

Every Monday Evening.
June 18.

June 6.

June 27.

June 22.
June 18’.

June 17.

June 13.
June 24.

J line 15.

J line 19.

June 9.

June 16.

June 10, 24.

J lily 14.

.lime 11.

June 6.

J line 16.

June 10.

June 1.

June 25.

June 9.

June 2.

June I’s.

June 9.

June 8.

June 24.

June 3.

June 12.

June 3.

.lime 4.

June 4.

June 3.

.Tune 10.

.June 8.

June 1.

Juno X,
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COUNTY 8ECEETAKT RESIDENCE DATE

Pulaski
Robertson
Rockcastle
Rowan
Russell
Scott
Shelby
Simpson
Spencer
Taylor
Todd
Trigg
Trimble
Union
Warren
Washington
Wayne
Webster
Whitley
Wolfe
Woodford

Carl Norfleet. .

W. S. Chandler.
Lee Chestnut. .

C. C. Nickell. . .

.1. B. Scholl. . .

E. C. Barlow . .

W. E. Allen . . .

N. C. Witt. . . .

E. C. Wood . . .

J. L. Atkinson .

L. P. Trabue.

.

J. L. Hopson . .

P. W. Hancock
S. L. Henry . .

B. S. Rutherfor
J. H. Hopper . .

J. F. Young. . .

Roy Orsburn. .

C. A. Moss. . . .

D. B. Cox . . . .

J. W. Crenshaw.

d

Somerset
Mt. Olivet

Mt. Vernon
Morehead

Jabez
Georgetown

Shelbyville, R. F. D. No. 1
Franklin
Wakefield

Campbellsville
Elkton
Cadiz

Bedford
Morganfield

Bowling Green
Springfield
Monticello

Sebree
Williamsburg

Campion
Versailles

.Tune 11.
June l.'l.

June 11.
June 24.
June ().

July 2.

June 18.
-Tune 2.

•lunc 1 .0 .

June 4.

June .J.

June 1.

. I line J.

June 10.
June 17.

June J.

June 2(i.

July 2.

J\ine 1.

Tunc 30.

Dr. Broughton’s Sanitarium
For Opium, Morphine, Cocaine and Other Drug Addictions,

Including Alcohol and Special Nervous Cases

Methods easy, regular, humane. Good heat, light

water, help, board, etc. Number limited to 44. A well

kept home. Address

DR. BROUGHTON’S SANITARIUM
Phone 536 2007 S. Main St. Rockford, 111-

CURRAN POPE A. THRUSTON POPE

AMODERN up-to-date private infirmary equipped with steam heat, electric light, electric

fans, modern plumbing and new furnishings. Solicits all chronic cases, functional and
organic nervous diseases, diseases of the stomach and intestines, rheumatism, gout and

uric acid troubles, drug habits and non-surgical diseases of men and women. No insanity or

infectious cases treated. Bed-ridden cases not received without previous arrangement.

Hydrolheratiy, Mechanical Massage, Sialic, Galvanic, Faradic, High Frequency, Arc Light and X-Ray
Treatments given by competent Physicians and Nurses under the immediate su[iervision of the Medical
Sut>erintendent. Special laboratory facilities for diagnosis by urine, blood, sputum, gastric juice and
X-Ray. Recreation hall with pool and billiards for free use of patients.

Rates$25 per week, including treatment, board, medical attention and general nursing. Send for

large illustrated catalog. The Sanatorium is supplied daily
,
from the Pope Farm, with vegetables,

poultry and eggs; also milk, cream, butter and buttermilk from its herd of registered Jerseys.

THE POPE SANATORIUM
Lons Distance Phones

CUMB, M. 2I}2 HOME 2122

115 West Chestnut Street

LOUISVILLE, KENTUCKY
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PHILLIPS’

Phospho-Muriate of Quinine
COMP.

An Aromatic S.vrup Containing Phosphoric Acid and Phosphates of Potash,

Magnesia, Lime and Iron with Muriate of Quinine and vStrychnine

*A Reliable^ Tonic and Reconstructive

Free from Alcohol

Phillips’ Digestible Cocoa
COMP.

Made from Fine Selected Beans of Cacao Theobroma

A Delicious Food Beverage and valuable Substitute for Tea or Coffee

“THE COCOA WITH A RICH CHOCOLATE FLAVOR”
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i Ballard’s Sanitary Edible Bran
1

-IN---

Inner-lined, Dust-proof Cartons

STERILIZED AND CLEAN

The Simple Kemedy for Constipa-

tion and Stomach Trouble
J

If Your Drugsist Does Not Have It,

Mail »35 Cents to

BALLARD & BALLARD COMPANY
kenxucky

AND THEY WILL MAIL YOU A CARTON
W

r.X

u\

u

There are many grades of crude drugs offered for

sale on the drug market

BUT there is only one “best.”

It takes the best grade of crude drug, the highest

grade of workmanship, together with the most

accurate and “time tried” methods to make

]nu<=3nn[^

PITMAN-MOORE COMPANY,
Chemists

111 N. Capitol Avenue

n

o

\n

[X

Indianapolis, Ind. ^
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NEURONHURST

DR. W. B. FLETCHER’S SANATORIUM
For Treatment of Mental and Nervous Diseases, Including Legally Committed and Voluntary Cases.

Well equipped with all facilities for the care and treatment of all forms of mental and nervous diseases, inebriety, drug addiction

and those requiring recuperation and rest. Gynecological department in charge of skilled women physicians. All approved forms of

Hydrotherapy, Balneotherapy, Massage, Sweedish Movements, etc. All forms of electrical treatments. Photherapy, High Frequency

and X-ray work. A strictly ethical institution. Correspondence with physicians invited. For particulars and terms, address,

DR. MARY A. SPINK, Superintendent
LONG DISTANCE TELEPHONE 381 1140 EAST MARKET ST., INDIANAPOLIS

BEEGHHURST SANITARIUM
TREAT.MENT OF

NERVOUS and MILD MENTAL DISEASES, DRUO ADDICTIONS and ALCOHOLISM

LOUISVILLE, KENTUCKY

11. H. SCOTT, A.M.. M.D., Medical Superintendent E. P. THOMAS, Husiness Munntfer

A modern and thoroughly equipped psychopathic hospital for the treatment of nervous and mental diseases, druc

addictions and alcoholism. Ideally situated in the privacy of its own 26 acres of wooded lawns, hieh and retired.

Terms reasonable. For booklet and particulars, address.

Long Distance Phones : Comb. E. 257-a. Home City 3565 DR. H. 3. SCOTT
Station C, Loviisville, Kv*
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Of Interest To Every Doctor Whom This Publication R caches

THE ORGANIZATION OF A LIFE INSURANCE COMPANY, WHICH
SHALL BELONG AND BE CONDUCTED BY THE

DOCTORS THEMSELVES.

The IROQUOIS LIFE INSURANCE CO:\IPANY of Louisville, Ken-
tucky, is already organized.

The majority of the leading Official positions in the Medical Department
are already filled by leading Physicians, who are giving their unstinted support
to a movement, which means a recognition never before accorded by any Life In-

surance Company.
The rank and file of its Examining Physicians in a number of States in

co-operation with a well trained Agency Force will mean a splendid volume of

production, and each of them will be eligible to promotion to the highest position

in the gift of the Company, as may be necessary from time to time.

The following are a few of the features proposed for Examiners

:

1. A Doctors Company, managed in the interest of all.

2. A Management entitled to the confidence of all and subject to the will

of all.

3. A system of appointing Examiners where their interest guarantees
loyalty, efficiency and co-operation of the kind that insures production.

4. An organized corps of Examiners who hold appointment contracts

that confer just recognition and a guarantee of substantial rewards for faithful

work and co-operation; thus, creating a powerful machine where each man’s in-

fluence counts for the maximum in production and makes him the largest factor

in producing his own benefits.

5. A definite contract of appointment as exclusive Official Examiner for

a definite district, as opposed to indiscriminate appointments and non-exclusive
districts as is the case with most companies.

6. A scale of compensation that is a direct recognition of the importance
of the Examiner’s work.

7. An appointment as Exclusive Official Examiner for Life or as long
a period as the Examiner is able to perform his duties.

8. A contract to cover extra compensation upon Examinations made out-

side of City Limits.

9. Instructions from the Home Office along the lines of making the Doc-
tor a strong factor in the production of more applicants for himself to examine,

thereby making his appointment more valuable.

10. A concentration of Agency activity through the Examiner’s co-opera-

jion in the particular district covered by the Doctor’s contract of appointment,
thereby insuring a good volume of Examinations to be made with consequent re-

turns to the Examiner.
11. The absolute removal of the Examiner from the influence of the

Agency Department, making the Doctor the Dictator in things pertaining to his

work.

12. Making possible a fraternity of the Company’s Examiners with many
advantages to themselves.

This Company will w'rite all forms of ordinary Insurance and will inaugu-

rate a Department for the handling of Industrial Insurance, wffiich will be ex-

tended just as fast as possible.

This is your Company if you come with us, and we ask your support in a

movement which means much to all of us.

HENRY ENOS TULEY, Chief IMedieal Director
ARTHUR T. McCORMACK, Chief Medical Supervisor
DAVID W. STEVENSON, State IMedieal Supervusor for Indiana

S. C. STANTON, State l\Iedical Supervisor for Illinois.
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ELMWOOD SANITARIUM \
^exin^ton, Kentucky

DR. C. A. NEVIXX, Superintendertt
(Late Supt. Eastern Kentucky Asylum)

A modern and thoroughly equipped private Sanitarium for the treatment of

mental and nervous diseases, drug addiction and alcoholism. Beautifully located

in twelve acres, shady lawn, one-half mile from city limits. Home-like, quiet

and retired, and with every modern comfort. For further information, address,

C. A. NEVITT, M.D., Elmwood Sanitarium, Lexington, Ky.
TELEPHONES: Cumberland 792; Home 30.

I
THE CITY VIEW *SANlrARIUM*^j

I

I

NASHVILLE, TENNESSEE
SERARAXE BUILDING EOR XHE SENES

A licensed private institution for the treatment of Mental and Nervous Diseases and a se-
lected class of Alcoholic and Drug Addictions. Commodious, well arranged, and thoroughly
equipped building. Women’s Department, just completed, is fire-proof throughout. Homelike
surroundings is a special feature. Special trained nurses. Two resident physicians. Capacity 50.

CONSULTANTS: JOHN W. STEVENS, M.D.,
DR. DUNCAN EVE DR. WM. G. EWING PHYSICIAN IN CHARGE
DR. J. A. WITHERSPOON DR. PAUL F. EVE p^one Main 2928 R. R. No. 1
DR. S. S. CROCKETT DR. L. B. GRADDY

DR. W. W. CORE NASHVILLE. TENN.

I

»

I

E
s
T
.V

It

I.

s
II

E
I)

ENTRANCE. WEST HOUSE. OFFICE AND BATH HOUSE. PSYCHOPATHIC IIOSPITAU.

THE MILWAUKEE SANITARIUM
FOR MENTAL AND NERVOUS DISEASES

Located at Wauwatosa (a subuHi of Milwaukee) on C. M. & St. U. Uy.. 2 1-2 hours from Chicasro. 1.5 minutes from
Milwaukee. 5 minutes from all cars. Two Hues street cars. Complete facilities and eiiuipmeut as lieretofore an-
nounced. New Ps.vchopathic Hospital: continuous baths, fire-proof liuildinsr. separate grounds. New We.st House:
Rooms en suite with private baths. New Gymnasium and recreation buildimr: I’h.vsical culture, new "Zander”
machines, shower baths. Modern Bath House: H.ydrotherapy, Elect rot herap.v, Media not herap.v. 28 acres heautiful
hill, forest and lawn. Five houses. Individual treatment.

RICHARD DEWEY. A.M., M.D. CHICAGO OEKICE HERBERT W. POWERS. .M.l).

Physician-in-Charg’e Venetian Buildijur, l.'i East Washiiiffton St. Sv.NI. T. KR.VDSvEI.L.M.I).
Wauwatosa. Wisconsin Wedno.sdays 11:30 to 1. except .lul.v and Ausr. Assistant Physicians
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MQNON ROUTE

Excellent Service To

c
Go

c
Trains From

10th and Broadway

7:40 A.M. 9:06 P.M.
E. H. BACON, D. P. A.

NewYork Polyclinic Medical SchoolandHospital

THE FIRST POST GRADUATE MEDICAL ORGANIZATION IN AMERICA.

CHARTERED BY THE UNIVERSITY QF THE STATE OF NEW YORK.

NEW BUILDING NEW EQUIBIVIENT
341, 343, 345, 347, 349 West Fiftieth Street

NEW YORK CITY.

POST GRADUATE COURSES FOR DOCTORS OF MEDICINE

The New Building is modern in every particular, thoroughly fire-proof

and completely equipped in every department, and has been occupied since

May 1, 1912.

The Hospital provides accommodations for 300 patients, and the Dis-

pensary has been planned with a view of treating 100,000 patients yearly.

A Thoroughly-Equipped Obstetrical Service assures the practical

training of post-graduate matriculants in this important branch of medicine.

For further information, apply to

JOHN A. WYETH, N.D., LL.D., President of the Faculty, Or JOHN GUNN, Superintendent

XXXXKKSOOOJXXKKXXHKXX
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This page is donated by the Kentucky State Medical Association to as-

sist in the campaign against Tuberculosis.

Send your patients to a Sanatorium to be taught

how to care for themselves and how

to protect' others.

ASSOCIATION SANATORIUM (HAZELWOOD)

Administration Building and Infirmary.

This sanatorium for the treatment of Tuberculosis is not maintained for profit but to assist

in caring for cases of tuberculosis which can afford a very moderate expense and yet receive

the best of care.

For terms and further information, address

DR. DUNNING S. WILSON, Medical Director and Superintendent

121 West Chestnut Street, Louisville, Ky.
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Special Hosiery Offer
Guaranteed Wear-Ever Hosiery For Men and

Women
Ladies’ Special Offer

For Limited Time Only

—

Six pair of our finest 35c value ladies’ guaran-
teed hose in black, tan or white colors with writ-

ten guarantee, for $1.00 and 10c for postage, etc.

SPECIAL OFFER FOR MEN
For a limited time only, six pairs of our finest

35c value Guaranteed Hose any color with writ-

ten guarantee and a pair of our well known
Men’s Paradise Garters for one dollar, and 10c

for postage, etc.

You know these hose; tliey stood tlie test when
all others failed. They give real foot comfort.

They have no seams to rip. They never become
loose and baggy as the shape is knit in, not

pressed in. They are Guaranteed for fineness,

for style, for superiority of material and work-

manship, absolutely stainless and to wear six

months without holes, or a new pair free.

Don’t delay send in your order before offer ex-

pires. Give correct size.

WEAR-EVER HOSIERY COMPANY
Dayton, Ohio.

100 Beautiful and Colored

Post Cards
Many are rich, rare, pictures of

BEAUTIFUL MODELS AND ACTRESSES.
Also a Self-Filling

FOUNTAIN PEN
All for only 50 cents.

The greatest bargain in l)eautiful cards and

rare art pictures ever offered. Many are hard to

ol)tain and have sold singly for the price we ask

for all. These will go quickly to all lovers of the

beautiful in nature who appreciate rare art pic-

tures of well developed models.

A reliable self-filling fountain pen free with

eacli order. These alone liave sold for one dol-

lar in stores.

The 100 beautiful cards and pen all for but 50

cents and 10 cents for postage.

ART PORTRAYAL COMPANY
Dayton, Ohio.

Sexual Knowledge
Illustrated 320 Pages

Tells all about sex matters; what young men
and women, young wives and liusbands and all

otliers need to know about tlie sacred laws that

govern the sex forces. Plain trutlis of sex life in

relation to happiness in marriage. “Secrets” of

manhood and womanhood; sexual abuses, social
evil, diseases, etc.

The latest, most advanced and comprehensive
work tliat has ever been issued on sexual hygiene.
Priceless instruction for those who are ready
for the true inner teaching.

This book tells nurses, teachers, doctors, law-
yers, preachers, social workers, Sunday School
teachers and all others, young and old, what all

need to know about sex matters. By Winfield
Scott Hall, Ph. D., M. D., (Leipzig).

Newspaper Comments:
“Scientifically correct.”—Chicago Tribune.

“Accurate and up-to-date.” — Philadelphia

Press. “Standard book of knowledge.”—Phila-

delphia Ledger. The New York World says:

“Plain truths for those who need or ought to

know them for the prevention of evils.”

Under plain wrapper for only $1.00. Coin or

Money Order, postage ten cents extra.

MIAMI PUBLISHING COMPANY,
Dayton, Ohio.

Everything a Man Needs
$1.00 Complete Shaving Outfit $1.00

10—ARTICLES—10

To advertise our Universal Shaving Outfit and

Universal Products we will for a limited time

only, send this well worth $3.00 Shaving Outfit

for $1.00. We sell our products to the consumer

direct and therefore you save all agents’ profits

which as you know are very large.

1 Hollow Ground Razor.

1 5-inch Lather Brush.

1 Razor Strop, Canvas Back.

1 Nickel Easel Back Mirror.

1 33-inch Barber Towel.

1 Bar Shaving Soap.

1 Box Talcum Powder.

1 Decorated China Mug.
1 Aluminum Barber Comb.
1 Bristle Hair Brush.

Each outfit packed in neat box $1.00. Coin or

Money Order, )]ostage 10c extra.

UNIVERSAL PRODUCTS COMPANY,
Dasrton, Ohio.

5 For Your Den 5
Beautiful College Pennants

Yale and Harvard, each 9 in. x 24 in. Princeton,

Cornell, Michigan, each 7 in. x 21 in.

All best quality felt with felt heading, stream-

ers, letters and ’mascot executed in proper colors.

This splendid assortment sent postpaid for 50

cents and 5 stamps to pay postage. Send now.

HOWARD SPECIALTY COMPANY
Dayton, Ohio.
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'Fl'OT^'Fi London “Tango” Necklace

X “Evelyn Thaw” Bracelet

These two beautiful pieces of ijopular jewelry

are the craze among society women in New York
and the largest cities. They are neat and ele-

gant gold finished articles that will gladden the

heart of every girl or woman, no matter how
young or old. A^ery stylish and attractive.

Our Free Offer.. We are advertising Spear-

mint Chewing Gum and desire to place a big box

of this fine, liealthful gum into every home. It

sweetens the breath—whitens the teeth and aids

digestion. It is refreshing and pleasing to all.

To every one sending us but 50c and 10c to cover

shipping costs we will ship a big box of 20 regu-

lar 5c packages of the Spearmint Gum and in-

clude the elegant

“Tango” necklace and “Evelyn Thaw”

bracelet absolutely free.

This offer is for a short time only. Not more
than 2 orders to one party. Dealers not allowed

to accept this.

UNITED SALES COMPANY,

Dayton, Ohio. P. 0. Box 101

Automobile Tires at Fac-

tory Prices

SAVE FROM 30 to 60 PER CENT.

Tire Tube
28x3 $ 7.20 $1.65

30x3 7.80 1.95

30x3V2 10.80 2.80

32x3V2 11.90 2.95

34x3% 12.40 3.00

32x4 13.70 3.25

33x4 14.80 3.50

34x4 16.80 3.60

36x4 17.85 3.90

35x4% 19.75 4.85

36x4% 19.85 4.90

37x4% 21.50 5.10

37x5 24.90 5.90

other sizes in stock. Non-Skid

per cent additional, red tubes ten per cent above

gray. All new, clean, fresh, guaranteed tires.

Best standard and independent makes. Buy di-

rect from us and save money. 5 per cent dis-

count if payment in full accompanies each order.

C. 0. D. on 10 per cent, deposit. Allowing ex-

amination.

TIRE FACTORIES SALES CO.,

Dept. A. Dayton, Ohio.

Premier “Non-Puncture”

Auto Tires

GUARANTEED 7,500 MILES SERVICE.
These tires bear the greatest known mileage

guarantee, yet are sold at a price even less than

tires of ordinary guarantee. This guarantee cov-

ers punctures, blow-outs and general wear.

Guarantee covers 7,500 miles service against

everything except abuse. These tires are intend-

ed for most severe service.

Orders have been received for these tires for

use in United States Government Service.

As a SPECIAL INTRODUCTORY offer, we
will allow the following prices for the next ten

days.

Tire Tube
28x3 $ 9.20 $2.00

30x3 10.25 2.30

30x3% 13.50 2.80

32x3% 14.05 3.00

34x3% 15.25 3.20

31x4 17.00 3.25

32x4 18.00 3.30

33x4 19.50 3.40

34x4 20.40 3.60

35x4 21.00 3.80

36x4 22.00 3.90

35x4% 26.00 5.00

36x4% 27.00 5.10

37x4% 27.50 5.15

37x5 32.60 5.40

All other sizes. Non-Skids 20 per cent extra.

5 per cent discount if payment in full accom-

panies order and if two are so ordered, shipping

charges will be paid by us. C. 0. D. on 15 per

cent of amount of order. Our output is limited,

so we suggest early ordering. We sell direct only,

giving purchaser the advantage of all middle-

men’s profits.

NON-PUNCTURE RELINERS

Use our famous reliners, they eliminate blow

out and 90 per cent, of iJunctures besides giving

many thousand more miles service to eac htire.

When in your tires you ride without worry or

tire troubles.

For all 3 inch tires $1.95

For all 3Y2 inch tires $2.20

For all 4 inch tires $2.00

For all 4Vo incli tires $2.76

For all 5 inch tires $2.90

For all 51/2 meh tires .$3.00

NON-PUNCTURE TIRE COMPANY,

Dayton, Ohio.
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NEW SECOND REVISED EDITION JUST DUBUISHED

Practical Therapeutics
Oy DANIEL, M. HOYT, M. D.

Eormerly Instructor in Therapeutics, University of Pennsylvania; EeUow of College of

Physicietns and Surgeons; Assistant Physician to Phildelphia General Hospital.

4SO PAGES—20 ORIGINAL ENGRAVINGS—PRICE, $5.00
Second Edition—Revised—Re'written—Enlarged

This volume Avill prove of gi-eat value to the practicing physician. It is different

from any book now on the market. The following distinctive features put this book in

a class b.y itself:

Firsi—It shows by actual tracings just the effect your drug will have upon the circu-

latoi’y and the nervous system.

Second—It is so arranged that at a glance you can find the drug you need for a cer-

tain disease—its physiological action, therapeutic indication, toxicology and dosage.

Third—It gives every important new and non-official remedy passed upon by the

council of pharmacy of the A. ]\I. A.
Fourth—It gives the composition of most patent and proprietory remedies.

Fifth—It gives a list of those drugs that can be dispensed most readily by the prac-

ticing physician who dispenses his own remedies.

Sixth—It is the Encyclopedia Britannica of IMateria IMedica, pharmacology and
therapeutics.

THE G. V. MOSBY GO. Medical Publishers. St. Louis.

^ I

THE GRANDVIEW SANITARIUM

EOR MILD MENTAL CASES, NERVOUS DISEASES, ALCOHOLISM AND DRUG HABIT

Especial feature of treatment is INDIVIDUAL CARE AND TRAINING. No ward service. Loca-

tion ideal. Grounds large, well wooded, high, quiet and accessible. Separate

buildings, recently enlarged and refurnished.

BROOKS F. BEEBE, M.D, SANITARIUM, Glenway Ave., Price Hill
CITY OFFICE. 414 Walnut Street CINCINNATI, OHIO

K

\
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SHERMAN’S BACTERINS
Preparation with a Record for RELIABILITY 40 Different Varieties

.Marketed in Ampules, 6 to a package for $1.50

Bulk packages in special aseptic container, o c. c. averaging 8 doses for $1.00

18 c. c. averaging 30 doses for $3.00

Write for Literature. G. H. SHERMAN, M. D., DETROIT, MICH.

Made of Silk and
Ela Stic, leather
stayed. Lace back.

Net to Doctor, $2.50

Send for large catalog of Surgeons’

Instruments, Hospital Supplies,

Trusses, Braces, SpecitJties, and
Everything in Elastic at lowest prices, mailed free on request.

WIVI. NORMAN CO.
Ogden Ave. and Van Buren St. A 5 CT11C.A.GO, II .I-».

OFFICERS
AND DIRECTORS

Dn. Milton Board,

Pres, and Supt.

(Late Supt. (Vest. Kp.

Asplum of Insane)

Late Member of Kp.

State Board of Con-
trol Chritable Inst’s.

Dr. J. T. Windell,

Vice-President

Dr. Earl Moorman,

Sec. and Asst.

Dr. W. E. Gardner,

tSupt. Central

Ky. Asylum.)

Dr. a. T. McCormack
Dr. Leon L. Solomon

Dr. Irvin Abell

TELEPHONES;

Cumberland, S. 480

Home - - - 5996

REFERENCE

The Medical Profes-

sion of Kentucky

A modern, thoroughly equipped private institution for the treatment of

Mental and Nervous Diseases, Drug Addiction and Alcoholics.
Situated in the heart of the city, convenient and easy of access, yet quiet and secluded. Opposite

beautiful Central Park. Terms $20.00 to $35.00 per week. Outside patients charged office fees.

For Further information, address,

DR. MILTON BOARD, Superintendent
1412 Sixth Street Louisville, Kentucky
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.... F^HYSICIANS’ DIRECTORY ....
DR. J. C. HOOVER,

Surgery, Diseases op Women and

Consultations.

Hoover-Foster Buildin

Telephone 67. Owensboro, Ky.

WALKER’S HOSPITAL
A SURGICAL AND GYNECOLOGIC-

AL HOSPITAL.
SURGEONS—Dr. Edwin Walker, Dr. James Y. Welborn

assistant SUrGEON—Dr. Wm. R. Davidson
PATHOLOGIST—Dr. Chas. L. Seitz

712 South Fourth Street,

EVANSVILLE, INDIANA.

DR. CURRAN POPE DR. JOHN FEWKES

Pope Sanatorium
600 Central Ave.,

Hot Springs, Arkansas.

LOUISVILLE, KY. Diagonally across from U. S. Reservation

— Office.

Office Hours : 8 to 11 :30 A. M. 1 to 5

P. M. DR. A. DAVID WILLMOTH

—Rooms 100-102 Masonic Building

—

Surgery and Diseases of Women

J. H. THORPE, M. D.
Suite 403-405 Masonic Bldg.

Practice limited to Eye, Ear, Nose
Fourth Ave., & Chestnut St.

Louisville, Ky.
and Throat

Cum. Phone 253 Owensboro, Ky.
:

Hours 2-5 and by appointment.

Both Phones Office and Residence.

— —
FOR SALE!

DR. L. S. McMURTRY

Suite 542 The Atherton.

Modern bungalow, Louisville, Ken-
tucky. Seven rooms, office and resi-

dence, built by a doctor. Prominent

Cor. Fourth and Chestnut Sts.
corner, two car lines, desirable neighbor-

hood, occupied by a doctor for seven

Louisville, Ky.
years. Please mail all inquiries to the

Kentucky Medical Journal, Bowling

Telephone, Main 1700. Hours, 11 to 1.

Green, Kentucky.

DR. S. G. DABNEY
FOR SALE. Has removed his office from

I have practiced medicine continuously
216 West Chestnut Street

in this vicinity since 1866 and now wish ;

—to

—

to retire. I offer for sale my entire :

911 Starks Building,

medical, surgical, obstetrical and mirco- Louisville, Kentuekv,
scopical works and instruments, includ-

ing a B. & L. Professional microscope

with objectives from 1-4 to 1-12 homo-
Special rates to Physicians for advertis-

genous immersion.
ing sale of practice, second-hand auto-

A splendid opportunity for the right mobiles, and equipment. Write to Busi-

man. S. E. HAMPTON, M. D. ness Manager, Kentucky Medical Jour-

Milton, Ky. nal. ,
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I IT IS RECOMMENDED

:

m
j^VERY business man recommends

the service of the Cumberland

Telephone & Telegraph Company. The

physician needs it. It places you in

direct communication with every im-

portant city and town in the United

States. Local service always the best.

The demand is for comprehensive tele-

phone service.

For information call Manager.

Cumberland Telephone & Telegraph Company
lncor|H>rate(l$i«»
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>P<kkkkk>:kkkkkkkk>oc<
V THE LABORATORIES OF

X REED & CARNRICK
ARE DEVOTED TO MAKING

ORGANIC PHYSIOLOGICAL
PRODUCTS

Full particulars concerning these and an-

swers to all queries will be gladly given.

Please remember that in writing to Reed &
Carnrick you will be answered by medical
men thoroughly trained in hospital work and
practice, and not by theoretic laboratory

workers.

REED & CARNRICK
42-44-46 Gertnania Ave.

JERSEY CITY, - - - N. J.

>0<XK>0«JOO«KK>0<>0<}<KK}<JO«00000«000<K>00<

HIGH OAKS
DR. SPRAGUE’S SANATORIUM

LEXINGTON, KENTUCKY

Nervous and mental diseases and liquor and drug addictions treated. Constant medical
oversight and skilled nursing. New buildings, a complete hydrotherapeutic equipment, electrici-

ty, vibration, massage and all other approved methods of treatment. Sanatorium situated just

outside the city limits, a half mile south of former location, on same street, South Broadway.
Address. GEO. P. SPRAGUE, M.D.

Physicians wishing to send patients may telephone at Sanatorium’s expense.
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CONTENTS
ORIGINAL ARTICLES.

The Manual Removai, of the Placenta and
Mk.mbkanes, by Walker B. Gossett 365

Discussion by Edward Speidel, John K. Freeman,

Simrall Anderson, Harry J. Phillips, T. K. Van
Zandt, and in closing by Dr. Gossett.

Surgical Judgment in Operations for Acute
Mastoiditis, by Gavlord C. Hall 368

Discussion by J. M. Ray, Adolph 0. Pfingst, C. T.

Wolfe, C. H. Harris, and in closing by Dr. Hall.

AND DIGEST

CLINICAL OASES.

Excision of the Tarsal Cartilage and Con-
.lUNCTiVA IN Old Trachoma, by C. T. Wolfe.. . 373

Discussion by J. M. Ray, Adolph O. Pfingst, and
in closing by Dr. Wolfe.

Vesical' Calculi, by E. S. Allen 375

Discussion by Herbert Bronner, A. C. L. Perce-

full, E. O. Grant, and in closing by Dr. Allen.

(Continued on page v.)

Ready—NewMayo ClinicVolume
GIVES THE YEAR'S ADVANCES AS DEVELOPED AT THE MAYO CLINIC

This new Mayo Clinic volume gives yon all the clinical te.nchings, all the im-

portant 1913 papers of W. J. and C. II. Mayo and their associates at St.

iMary’s Hospital. It gives you the year’s advances in operative technic, in

methods of diagnosis as developed at this great Clinic. Although called the

1913 volume, many of these papers did not appear until well into 1914, some
being scheduled for as late as iVIay and June. Read the partial contents:

Constitutional diseases secondary to infec-

tions, peptic ulcers, gastric ulcer and gastric

cancer, technic of x-ray examinations, Wolff-

Junghans’ test palliative operations
for incurable gastric cancer, recurrences of

duodenal ulcer <1914), cholecystitis and
pancreatitis {1914 , surgery of pancreas,
entamebas, stool examinations {1914), fac-

tor of safety in intestinal surgery {1914),
resection of rectum with preservation of

sphincter {1914). ureteropyelography, es-

sential hematuria, renal lithiasis, pelvic kid-

ney, cystic mastitis <1914<, histogenesis of
carcinoma in ovarian simple cysts and cy-
stadenoma {1914), end-resuits in operations

for breast cancer clinical suggestions
based on study of epithelial hyperplasia in
breast {1914), juvenile hyperthyroidism
{1914), iodin content of thyroid, depressor
substance in serum of blood of exophthalmic
goiter patients, effects on blood-pressure of

injections of goiter extracts, pathology of

goiter {1914), .surgery of thyroid (5000 cases)

Mikulicz’s disease {1914), epithelioma of

ear <1914), anaphylaxis and asthma, inter-

carotid paraganglion and its tumors (1914),
cervicle rib, luetic mediastinitis (1914),
empyema, tuberculosis of spine, malunited
fracture o' femur (1914), ether anesthesia

(1914), novocain {1914).

Octavo of 819 pages, with 335 illustrations. I’.v William .1. Mayo. M.D., Charles If. Mayo. M. 1).. aiifl

their Associates at 8t. Mary’s Hospital. Rochester, Mimi. Cloth. $5 50 net.

W. B SAUN )ERS COMPANY Philadelphi and London
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For the Advancement of

Scientific Medicine.

Every physician owes it to his patients, to his honorable calling, to his pro-

fessional reputation, positively to know that the medicinal products which he

uses are therapeutically efficient. Difficulties of diagnosis and idiosyncra-

cies of patients are complications with which the practitioner has always to

reckon, and they are serious enough without the handicap of unreliable

remedial agents.

This is no new theory with us. On the contrary, it is a view that

we have entertained for many years—a view that found expression in the

establishment, equipment and

maintenance of a Scientific

Laboratory that has no equal

among institutions of its kind;

in the adoption and champion-

ship of the principles of stand-

ardization, both chemical and

physiological; in the fixed and

definite purpose to supply the

medical profession with the most

reliable therapeutic agents that

the world has to offer.

Our Research and Analytical

Departments occupy the entire

second and third floors of our Scientific Laboratory, which is sixty feet

wide by one hundred and sixty feet in length. As their names indicate,

they Eure engaged in the solution of new problems in chemistry, biology,

materia medica, etc., and the standardization of our medicinal products.

Their personnel includes specialists in bacteriology, physiology, pharmacol-

ogy, practical pheurmacy, physiologic chemistry, organic chemistry and ana-

lytical chemistry. They are equipped with the most modern apparatus.

They have every known facility for the thorough and systematic study of

the physiologic effect of drugs. Their purpose is the advancement of

scientific medicine.

When a physician prescribes a product bearing the label of Parke, Davis

& Co. he prescribes a product that has been prepared by scientific processes

under the supervision of scientific men—a product that has been tested and
proved—a product that may be depended upon to produce a definite, tangi-

ble therapeutic result.

Home Offices and Laboratories.
Detroit, Mich. PARKE, DAVIS & CO.
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THE MOST EXTENSIVE SERVICE
IN LOUISVILLE AND SUBURBS

L.ONG DISTANCE CONNECTIONS
Extensive Cor,i\ectioris THE EOUISVIEEE Attractive Retes

HOME XEEEF^HONE COMF*ANY
Incorporated

We desire a visit from you in our new
store. We are showing the most extensive

line of MEN’S FOOT WEAR ever shown in

Louisville. We also have the handsomest
store in the U. S.

BOSTON SHOE CO.
INCORPORATED

471-419 4th Ave. Louisville, Ky.
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B. MATTHEWS I

MANUFACTURER
OF

Elastic Hosiery
j

CATALOGUE NOW READY f

^ _ f Special Discount to Physicians JARTIFICIAL f I

Home Phone 6565-L

LEGS
236 West Jefferson Street

LOUISVILLE, KY.

XHEO. XAEEL.
|

J
319 S. Third Street LOUISVILLE, KENTUCKY j*

f WRITE EOR ONE ?

j Indigestion and Nervousness |
ARE COIvnVION DISEASE CONDITIONS

These can be treated successfully and pleasantly by a pure, wholesome chewing gum

“KIS-ME” GUM
is famous for its purity and flavor. It is relied upon by many as a remedy
in indigestion and nervousness. It produces results.

Doctor, advise vour patient to try the pleasent remedy we offer you in

“KIS-ME” GUM.
'

MADE BY AMERICAN CHICL.E CO., I_,OUISVILI_.E, KV.

SoutHern X-Ray Laboratory
LOUISVILLE, KENTUCKY

Security Building Local and Long Distance Telephone

Second and Gray Bell—Main 1182-A. Home—City 4302

Best equipped laboratory of its kind south of the Ohio River.

We do all classes of Radioscopic and Radiographic work, including Steroscopic views

X-Ray treatment given in referred cases.

Fractures rayed before and after reduction in laboratory.

Automobile or ambulance service to and from laboratory.

Fees reasonable.

C. L. MOIR L. H. KERR

II

t

I
• -

I
Louisville Research Laboratory

|

X

•
I

X

I
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I

OF BACTERIOLOGY, PATHOLOGY AND SEROLOGY
(Incorporited)

Rooms 700-1-3 Atherton Building, EOUfSVILEE, KY.

WASSERMAN REACTION $10.00
COMPLEMENT FIXATION TEST for GONORRHOEA, 10.00

EXAMINATION OF TISSUE 5.00

AUTOGENOUS VACCINES 5.00

URINALYSIS
BACTERIOLOGICAL EXAMINATIONS
BLOOD ANALYSIS ....
SPUTUM ANALYSIS . . . .

$2.50

$2 TO $5.00

$2 TO $5.00

$3.00

Entire professional services devoted to laborator.v work. Containers and further information mailed on request

J. D. AEEEN, A.B., M.D., Director

I

t
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SAY DOCTOR,

OLD TOM JONES WHISKY
We control this high grade, pure, Kentucky Bourbon Whisky
which we are offering to the profession, for medical pur-

poses, at the very low price of Three Dollars and Fifty Cents

a gallon, or Six Full Quarts for Five Dollars, CASH WITH
ORDER.
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CURRAN POPE A. THRUSTON POPE

AMODERN up-to-date private Infirmary equipped with steam heat, electric light, electric

fans, modern plumbing and new furnishings. Solicits all chronic cases, functional and
organic nervous diseases, diseases of the stomach and intestines, rheumatism, gout and

uric acid troubles, drug habits and non-siirgical diseases of men and women. No insanity or

infectious cases treated. Bed-ridden cases not received without previous arrangement.

Hydrotherafy, Mechanical Massage, Static. Galvanic, Faradic, High Frequency, Arc Light and X-Ray
Treatments given by comfietent Physicians and Nurses under the immediate suftervision of the Medical
Superintendent. Special laboratory facilities for diagnosis by urine, blood, sPutum, gastric juice and
X-Ray. Recreation hall with pool and billiards for free use of patients.

Rates $ 25 per week,- including treatment, board, medical attention and general nursing. Send for

large illustrated catalog. The Sanatorium is supplied daily, from the Pope Farm, with vegetables,

poultry and eggs; also milk, cream, butter and buttermilk from its herd of registered Jerseys.

THE POPE SANATORIUM
Long Distance Phones

CUMB. M. 2122 HOME 2122

115 West Chestnut Street

LOUISVILLE. KENTUCKY

BEECHHURST SANITARIUM
TUEAT.MENT OF

NERVOUS and MILD MENTAL DISEASES, DRUO ADDICTIONS and ALCOHOLISM

LOUISVILLE. KENTUCKY

II. IL SCOTT. A.M.. M.D.. Medical Superintendent E. P. TIIO.MAS. Business Manager

A modern and thoroughly equipped psychopathic hospital for the treatment of nervous and mental diseases, drug

addictions and alcoholism. Ideally situated in the privacy of its own 26 acres of wooded lawns, high and retired.

Terms reasonable. For booklet and particulars, address.

Lod| Distance Phones: Cumb. E. 257-a. Home City 3565 DR. H. B. SCOTT
Station C, Louisville, Ky
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NEURONHURST

DR, W. B. FLETCHER’S SANATORIUM
For Treatment of Mental and Nervous Diseases, Ineluding Legally Committed and Voluntary Cases.

Well equipped with all facilities for the care and treatment of all forms of mental and nervous diseases, inebriety, drug: addiction

and those requiring recuperation and rest. Gynecological department in charge of skilled women physicians. All approved forms of

Hydrotherapy, Balneotherapy, Massage, Sweedish Movements, etc. All forms of electrical treatments. Photherapy, High Frequency
and X*ray work. A strictly ethical institution. Correspondence with physicians invited. For particulars and terms, address,

DR. MARY A. SPINK, Superintendent
LONG DISTANCE TELEPHONE 381 1140 EAST MARKET ST., INDIANAPOLIS

BEEGHHURST SANITARIUM NERVOUS and MILD MENTAL DISEASES, DRUG ADDICTIONS and ALCOHOLISM

LOUISVILLE. KENTUCKY

II. 1$. SCOTT. A.M.. M.D., .Medical Sui>erintendent K. I’. THOMAS, Husiuess Muiiajier

A modern and thorouehly equipped psychopathic hospital for the treatment of nervous and mental diseases, drue

addictions and alcoholism. Ideally situated in the privacy of its own 26 acres of wooded lawns, hith and retired.

Terms reasonable. For booklet and particulars, address.

Looj Distance Phones; Cumb. E. 257>a. Home City 3565
DR. HI. B. SCOTT

Station C, Louiwille. Ky-
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Of Interest To Every Doctor Whom This Publication R caches

THE ORGANIZATION OF A LIFE INSURANCE COMPANY, WHICH
SHALL BELONG AND BE CONDUCTED BY THE

DOCTORS THEMSELVES.

The IROQUOIS LIFE INSURANCE COMPANY of Louisville, Ken-
tucky, is already organized.

The majority of the leading Official positions in the Medical Department
are already filled by leading Physicians, who are giving their unstinted support
to a movement, which means a recognition never before accox’ded by any Life In-

surance Company.
The rank and file of its Examining Physicians in a number of States in

co-operation with a well trained Agency Force will mean a splendid volume of

production, and each of them will be eMgible to promotion to the highest position

in the gift of the Company, as may be necessary from time to time.

The follo'wing are a few of the features proposed for Examiners

;

1. A Doctors Company, managed in the interest of all.

2. A Management entitled to the confidence of all and subject to the will

of all.

3. A system of appointing Examiners where their inter.est guarantees
loyalty, efficiency and co-operation of the kind that insures production.

4. An organized corps of Examiners who hold appointment contracts

that confer just recognition and a guarantee of substantial rewards for faithful

work and co-operation; thus, creating a powerful machine where each man’s in-

fluence counts for the maximum in production and makes him the largest factor

i a producing his own benefits.

5. A definite contract of appointment as exclusive Official Examiner for

a definite district, as opposed to indiscriminate appointments and non-exclusive
districts as is the case 'with most companies.

6. A scale of compensation that is a direct recognition of the importance
of the Examiner’s work.

7. An appointment as Exclusive Official Examiner for Life or as long
a period as the Examiner is able to perform his duties.

8. A contract to cover extra compensation upon Examinations made out-

side of City Limits.

9. Instructions from the Home Office along the lines of making the Doc-
lor a strong factor in the production of more applicants for himself to examine,
thereby making his appointment more valuable.

10. A concentration of Agency activity through the Examiner’s co-opera-

tion in the particular district covered by the Doctor’s contract of appointment,
thereby insuring a good volume of Examinations to be made with consequent re-

turns to the Examiner.
11. The absolute removal of the Examiner from the influence of the

Agency Department, making the Doctor the Dictator in things pertaining to his

work.

12. IMakiug possible a fraternity of the Company’s Examiners with many
advantages to themselves.

This Company will wu'ite all forms of ordinary Insurance and will inaugu-
rate a Department for the handling of Indxistrial Insurance, which will be ex-

tended just as fast as possible.

This is your Company if you come with us, and we ask your support in a

movement which means much to all of us.

HENRY ENOS TULEY, Chief Medical Director

ARTHUR T. McCORMACK, Chief Medical Supervisor
DAVID W. STEA^ENSON, State kledical Supervisor for Indiana
S. C. STANTON, State Medical Supervisor for Illinois.
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NASHVILLE, TENNESSEE
SEPARATE BUILDING EOR THE SEXES

A licensed private institution for the treatment of Mental and Nervous Diseases and a se-
lected class of Alcoholic and Drug Addictions. Commodious, well arranged, and thoroughly
equipped building. Women’s Department, just completed, is fire-proof throughout. Homelike
surroundings is a special feature. Special trained nurses. Two resident physicians. Capacity 50.

CONSULTANTS: JOHN W. STEVENS, M.D.,
PHYSICIAN IN CHARGE

Phone Main 2928 R. R. No. 1

NASHVILLE. TENN.

DR. DUNCAN EVE DR. WM. G. EWING
DR. J. A. WITHERSPOON DR. PAUL F. EVE
DR. S. S. CROCKETT DR. L. B. GRADDY

DR. W. W. CORE

ENTKANCE. WEST MOUSE. OFFICE AM) MATH HOUSE. FS YCHOl'ATHIC IIOSPIT.CU.

THE MILWAUKEE SANITARIUM
FOR MENTAL AND NERVOUS DISEASES

Located at Wauwatosa (a subui'b of Milwaukee) on C. M. & St. I’, Ry., 2 1-2 houi’s from Cliicatfo. l.) miuules from
Milwa"kee. 5 minutes from all cars. Two lines sti-f et cars. Complete fac'iities ami eiiuiimient as hereloforo an-
nounced. New Ps.v'chopathic Hosiutal: continuous baths, fire-proof building, sepai ate k'iouikIs. New West House:
Booms en suite with iirivate baths. New G.vmnasium and recreation buildiinr: I’h.vsical culture i c\v ‘'Zander”
machines, shower baths. Modern Bath Hou.se: Hydrotherai)y. ElectrotIiera|).v, Media not h('i ai).v. MO acres beautiful
hill, forest and lawn. Five houses. Individual treatment.

RICHARD DEWEY. A.M.. .M.D. CHICAGO OFFICE HERBERT W. I’OW ERS. M.D
Physician-in-Charge Marshall Field & Co.. Anne.\ Bldg.. WM. T. KR.tDWEI.E. M.D.
Wauwatosa, Wisconsin Wednesdays, 1 to .3. e.xe.ept .lul.v and Aug. Assistant Physicians

• Phones: Chicago Central 1102 Milwaukee-Wauwalosa 10.

ELMWOOD SANITARIUM 1
,.exington, Kentucky

DR. C. A. NEVIXX, Superinterulent

A modern and thoroughly equipped private Sanitarium for the treatment of

mental and nervous diseases, drug addiction and alcoholism. Beautifully located

in twelve acres, shady lawn, one-half mile from city limits. Home-like, quiet

and retired, and with every modern comfort. For further information, address,

C. A. NEVITT, M.D., Elmwood Sanitarium, Lexington, Ky,
TELEPHONES: Cumberland 792; Home 30.

(Late Supt. Eastern Kentucky ,\.syliim)
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MONON ROUTE

Excellent Service To AtCA
GO

C H
Trains From

lOth and Broadway

8:05 A.M. 9:06 P.M.

E. II. BACON, D. P. A.
{
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s
a How to Own
a TheOLIVER Typewriter

For 17c a Day
and speed demanded by this mile
a-minute age. Wherever you turn
—in Business Offices, great and
small—in the quiet of the Home

—

in the roar of the Railroad and
Telegraph service—in the seeth-

ing maelstrom of modern News-
paperdom—in countless kinds of

service—it’s the sturdy, strenuous
Oliver that’s “making the wheels
go round.’’

Tlje.
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You don’t have to draw on your

Bank Account when you pay on

the Penny Plan.

You need not disturb your Dol-

lars. Keep them at work earning

interest!

We offer our newest model, the

Oliver Typewriter No. 5—fresh

from the factory—for Seventeen

Cents a day.

The plan is printed in “black

and white” on the Application

Blank below.

Simply fill out the blank, attach

the small first payment, send it in,

and on comes the Oliver!

No tedious wait ! No red tape

!

No long-drawn out correspond-

ence !

You quickly own your Oliver

and scarcely notice the outlay.

You can have the use of your ma-

chine while pennies are “paying

the freight.”

You will never have a better

chance to test *he power of pennies.

The Oliver is everywhere.
It’s the universal typewriter.

Reels off real work with the ease

OLIVEI^
TypcWrifer

You need your Oliver now. It’s

yours almost for the asking. The
biggest hundred dollar’s worth in

America—for Seventeen Cents a

Day!
Send along the Application

Blank, with a small first payment
of $15 as an evidence of good faith.

Your cheek is good—or send
draft, postoffice or express money
order.

THE OLIVER TYPEWRITER CO.

APPLICATION BLANK

THE OLIVER TYPEWRITER CO..

Gentlemen:—I accept your offer of the

latest model No. 5 Oliver Standard Type-

writer for Seventeen Cents a Day. En-

closed please find $15 as evidence of

good faith. I agree to save 17 cents a day

and remit the balance, $85, in monthl.\' in-

stallments. Title to remain in your name
until the machine is fully paid for.

Name

Addreee

Town State

References
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THE LABORATORIES OF

REED & CARNRICK
ARE DEVOTED TO MAKING

ORGANIC PHYSIOLOGICAL
PRODUCTS

Full particulars concerning these and an-

swers to all queries will be gladly given.

Please remember that in writing to Reed &
Carnrick you will be answered by medical
men thoroughly trained in hospital work and
practice, and not by theoretic laboratory

workers.

REED & CARNRICK
42-44-46 Germania Ave.

JERSEY CITY, - - - N. J.

!KKKX:0<KXK>0«0<XK>0«0«0«0«00»0«<HXXK

HIGH OAKS
DR. SPRAGUE’S SANATORIUM

LEXINGTON, KENTUCKY

Nervous and mental diseases and liquor and drug addictions treated. Constant medical
oversight and skilled nursing. New buildings, a complete hydrotherapeutic equipment, electrici-

ty, vibration, massage and all other approved methods of treatment. Sanatorium situated just

outside the city limits, a half mile south of former location, on same street. South Broadway.
Address, GEO. P. SPRAGUE, M.D.

Physicianp wishing to send patients may telephone at Sanatorium’s expense.
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ALEXANDER’S

DIPHTHERIA ANTITOXIN

Highly Concentrated and Refined

is furnished by the

Kentucky State Board of Health

at prices within reach of every citizen

Best for the patient.

Most convenient for the physician.

DR. H. M. ALEXANDER & CO.
Biologic Laboratories

MARIETTA, PENNSYLVANIA
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CALENDAR OE COUNTY SOCIETY MEETINGS
COUNTY SECRETARY RESIDENCE

Adair
Allen
Anderson
Ballard
Barren
Bath
Bell T

Boone
Bourbon
Boyd
Boyle
Bracken
Breathitt
Breckinridge
Bullitt

Butler
Caldwell
Calloway
Campbell-Kenton
Carlisle
Carroll
Carter
Casey ;

Christian
Clark
Clay
Clinton
Crittenden
Cumberland
Daviess
Kllintt

Estill

Eavette
Fleming
Floyd
Franklin
Fulton
Gallatin
Garrard
Grant
Graves
Grayson
Green
Greenup
Hancock
Hardin
Harlan
Harrison
Hart
Henderson
Henry
Hickman
Hopkins
Jackson
Jefferson

Jessamine
Johnson
Knott
Knox
Larue
Laurel
Lawrence
Le?
Leslie
Letcher
Lewis
Lincoln
Livingston
Logan
Lyon
McCracken
McLean
Madison
Magoffin
Marion
Marshall
Mason
Meade
Menifee
Mercer
Metcalfe
Monroe
Montgomery
Morgan
Muhlenburg
Nelson
Nicholas
Ohio
Oldham
Owen
Owsley
Pendleton
Perry
Pike
Powell

U. L. Taylor
H. M. Meredith. . . .

J. W. Gilbert. . .

J. S. Johnson . . . .

C. C. Turner... . .

H. J. Dailey
O. P. Nuchols. ...
0. E. Senour . . . .

C. G. Laugherty . .

C. K. Kercheval. . .

W. H. Smith
F. E. Corlis
Earl Moorman . . . .

J. E. Kincheloe . . .

Roscoe I. Kerr, . . .

J. H. Austin
W. I.. Cash
W. H. Graves. . . .

F. A. Stine

T. J. Marshall. . . .

E. B. Driskell. . . .

G. B. O’Roark . . . .

I. M. Haney
VV. S. Sandbach . . . .

H. R. Henry
J. L. Anderson . . . .

S. F. Stephenson . .

J. Ernest Fox. . . .

Oscar Keen
J. J. Rodman . . . .

G. A. Embry
L. C. Redmon . . . .

J. B. O’Bannon. .. . .

U. V. Williams. . . .

C. B. Curlin
J. M. Stallard . . . .

J. B. Kinnaird. . . .

C. M. Eckler
fi. H. Hunt
C. L. Sherman . . . .

A. P. Hunt

R. T. Lavman . . . .

W. M. Martin
W. B. Moore . . . .

C. K. Moore
B. J. Neary
Owen Carroll
E. B. McMorries. . .

A. O. Sisk
G. C. Goodman . . . .

E. L. Henderson . .

J. A. VanArsdall. . .

J. H. Holbrook . . . .

Owen Pigman. . . .

C. L. Heath
W. E. Rodman . . . .

Oscar D. Brock . . .

F. D. Marcum. . . .

A. B. Hoskins . . . .

R. L. Collins

A. C. Henthorn . . .

D. B. Southard . . .

Edward Davenport. .

Walter Byrne, Jr...
J. H. Hussey
Delia Caldwell . . . .

W. H. Moore ....
.T. W. Scuclder. . . .

M. C. Kash
R. C. McChord. . . .

Ij. L. Washburn . .

•T. H. Samuel
E. C. Hartman . . . .

T. M. Kash
C. B. VanArsdall . .

H. R. VanZant. . . .

R. F. Duncan . . . .

•T. P. Jones
W. H. Wheeler . . , .

S. T. Taylor
Hugh D. Rodman . .

G. B. Spencer. . . .

Oscar Allen
E. D. Burnett . . . .

J. H. Crisman . . . .

A. M. Glass
W. A. McKenney . .

M. E. Combs
W. J. Walters
1. W. Johnson. . . .

, . . . Columbia
. . . Scottsville

Lawrenceburg
. . . . Barlow

Lucas
. . Owingsville

. . . . Pineville

. . . . Union
Paris

. . . . Ashland
. . . .Danville

. . Brooksville
. . . . Jackson
.Hardinsburg
. . . . Belmont

. .Morgantown
. . .Princeton

. . . .Murray
. . . . Newport

, . . . Bardwell
. .Worthville

. . . . Grayson
. . Middleburg

Caskey
. . Winchester
. . Manchester

. . . . Albany
. . . . Marion

. .Burkesville
. . Owensboro

Irvine
. . . Lexington

. .Mt. Carmel

. . .Frankfort
. . . .Hickman

Sparta
. ..Lancaster
. Williamstown
.... Mayfisid

. . . .Millwood

. . .Fullerton

. . . .Cecelia
. . . . Harlan

. . .Cynthiana
. . . . Canmer
. .Henderson

. .New Castle
. . . . Clinton
. . Earlington
. .Welchburg
. . Louisville

. .Nicholasville
. .Paintsville

Mallie
. . . .Lindsav
. . Hodgenville
. . . . London

. . . . Louisa
. . Beattvville

Hyden

. . Vanceburg
. . . . Stanford
. . .Hampton
. .Russellville

. . . Eddyville
. . . .Paducah

. . Sacramento
. . Richmond
. . . Salyersville
. . . .Lebanon

. . . . Benton
. . .Mavsville

. Brandenburg
. . Frcnchburg
. Harrndsburg

. . . Edmonton

. Tompkinsville
. .Mt. Sterling
.West Liberty
..Central City

. . Bardstown
. . . . Carlisle

. . . Cromwell
. . Anchorage

. ... Owen ton

. ..Bonneville
. . . Falmouth

. . . .Hazard
. ...Pikeville

. . . . Stanton

July 9.

.luly 25.
July 6.

September 8.

July 15.

July 13.
.July 10.

.fuly 15.
July 16.

July 6 and 27.

July 14.

July 1.

September 10.
July 13.
July 1.

July 14.
July 8.

July 16.

July 7.

.luly 14.

July 14.
July 23.
July 21.
July 21.

July 1.

July 8.

September 15.

July 6.

July 8.

July 14.
July 15.

July 6.

July 16.

July 16.
July 15.
July 1.

July 30.

July 2.

July 9.

July 6.

July 6.

July 7.

July 13 and 27.
July 27.

July 2.

July 1.

July 6, 13, 20, 27.

July 23.
July' 4.

July 25.
July 27.
September 17.

July 15.

July 11.

July 22.

July 20.

July 17.
.Tuly 14.
July 21.
July 8 and 22.
July 14.

July 9.

July 4.

-\ugust 18.

July 8.

July 6.

July 23.

July 14.
August 4.

July 16.
July 14.
July 13.

July 22.
September 2.

July 10.
July 1.

July 2.

July 2.

July 1.

July 8.

July 18.
July 6.

July 6.
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COUNTY SECRETARY RESIDENCE DATE

Pulaski . .

Robertson . .

Rockcastle

.

Rowan . . .

Russell. . .

Scott . . . .

Shclhc. . . .

Simpson . .

Sj)encer. . .

Ta' lor. . . .

Todd . . . .

Trigg. . . .

Trimble . .

Union . . . .

Warren . .

Washington
Wavne. . . .

Webster. .

Whitley . .

\\ nife . . . .

Woodford. .
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Dr. Broughton’s Sanitarium
For Opium, Morphine, Cocaine and Other Drug Addictions,

Including Alcohol and Special Nervous Cases

Methods easy, regular, humane. Good heat, light

water, help, board, etc. Number limited to 44. A well

kept home. Address

DR. BROUGHTON’S SANITARIUIM
Phone 536 2007 S. Main St. Rockford, 111.

A. THRUSTON POPE

AMODERN up-to-date private infirmary equipped with steam heat, electric light, electric

fans, modern plumbing and new furnishings. Solicits all chronic cases, functional and
organic nervous diseases, diseases of the stomach and intestines, rheumatism, gout and

uric acid troubles, drug habits and non-surgical diseases of men and women. No insanity or

infectious cases treated. Bed-ridden cases not received without previous arrangement.

Hydrotherapy, Mechanical Massage, Static, Galvanic, Faradic, High Frequency, Arc Light and X-Ray
Treatments given by competent Physicians and Nurses under the immediate supervision of the Medical
Superintendent. Special laboratory facilities for diagnosis by urine, blood, sputum, gastric juice and
X-Ray. Recreation hall with pool and billiards for free use of patients.

Rates$25 per week; including treatment, board, medical attention and general nursing. Send for

large illustrated catalog. The Sanatorium is supplied daily
,
from the Pope Farm, with vegetables,

poultry and eggs; also milk, cream, butter and buttermilk from its herd of registered Jersey*.

THE POPE SANATORIUM
Lon& Distance Phones

CUMB. M. 2122 HOME 2122

115 West Chestnut Street

LOUISVILLE, KENTUCKY

CURRAN POPE
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In Place of Other Alkalies Use

PHILLIPS’ MILK OF MAGNESIA
“ The Perfect Antacid”

For Correcting' Hyperacid Conditions—Local or Systemic, Vehicle for

Salicylates, Iodides, Balsams, etc.

Of Advantage in Neutralizing the acid Cow's Milk

Phillips’ Phospho-Muriate of Quinine
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Upon where a Deficiency of the I’hosphates is evident

THE CHAS. H. PHILLIPS’ CHEMICAL CO.
LONDON NEW YORK
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Inner-lined, Dust-proof Cartons

STERILIZED AND CLEAN

\The Simple Remedy for Constipa-

tion and Stomach Trouble
J
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There are many grades of crude drugs offered for

sale on the drug market

BUT there is only one “best.”

It takes the best grade of crude drug, the highest

grade of workmanship, together with the most

accurate and “time tried” methods to make

A TRU E- L l N E-

PITMAN-MOORE COMPANY,
Chemists

111 N. Capitol Avenue Indianapolis, Ind.
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HERRMANN BROS.
122-24 S. SIXTH STREET

LOUISVILLE, - - KENTUCKY
Direct Importers of Fine Wines, Brandies, Cordials and Olive Oil.

DISTILLERS OF FINE KENTUCKY WHISKIES

SOLE AGENTS EOR
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W. B. CAMPBELL YOUNT, ^ ^ PHARMACIST
Full Line of U. S. P. Preparations. N. F. Combinations Carefully Compounded

Serums, Vaccines, Surgical Supplies and Sick Room Requisites.

Prescriptions Given Personal Attention.

Hancock and Broadway Sts. (Home Phoneme. Cumb. m.267> LOUISVILLE, KY.

WHEN YOU PUT YOUR BUTTONS
Into your shirt after you get it from us, you will find what we mean hy CAREFUL
LAUNDERING. Not only do we watch the work with care, but we deliver promptly.

WE ARE USING THE SANITARY SHIRT PROTECTORS,

doing away with pins, hands and buttons

Our Collar Moulder turns every collar without breaking, and leaves a space for the

tie to slide. One trial will convince you.

BotH BHones 10G8 LouisArille, Ky.
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This page is donated by the Kentucky State Medical Association to as-

sist in the campaign against Tuberculosis.

Send your patients to a Sanatorium to be taught

how to care for themselves and how

to protect others.

ASSOCIATION SANATORIUM (HAZELWOOD)

Administration Bull ling and Infirmary.

This sanatorium for the treatment of Tuberculosis is not maintained for profit but to assist

in caring for cases of tuberculosis which can afford a very moderate expense and yet receive

the best of care.

For terms and further information, address

DR. DUNMNG S. WILSON, Medical Director and Superintendent

121 West Chestnut Street, Louisville, Ivy.
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EMERGENCY NEEDS

j

OXYGEN GAS
jQIOLOGIC PRODUCTS 8

A complete stock of Lcdcrle's, Parke, Davis & Co.’s, and .Mulford’s. S|)ecial discount to physicians.

Salvarsan and NeoSalvarsan with syringe intramuscular injection or complete apparatus for intravenous use. B

1
SPECIAL LOUISVILLE AGENTS FOR

jj

E. E. SQUIBB «& SONS, Pharmaceuticals J
Burroughs, AV'^elcoiue & Co., Hypodermic Syringes, Stains, Etc.

DOCTOR—Phone or wire us for any items you may need that your local druggist does not

stock and we will see that it reaches you by first mail or express. 5

Newman Dru^ Company s
Incorporated H

LOUISVILLE, KENTUCKY
OPEN ALL NIGHT BOTH PHONES 693 S

OFFICERS
AND DIRECTORS

Dr. Milton Board,

Pres, and Supt.

(Late Supt. (Vest. Kp.

Asplum of Insane)

Late Member of Kp.

State Board of Con-
trol Chritable Inst's.

Dr. j. T. Windell,
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Dr. Earl Moorman.
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Dr. Irvin Abell
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Cumberland, S. 480

Home - - - 5996

REFERENCE

The Medical Profes-

sion of Kentucky

f

f

I

A modern, thoroughly equipped private institution for the treatment of

Mental and Nervous Diseases, Drug Addiction and Alcoholics.
Situated in the heart of the city, convenient and easy of access, yet quiet and secluded. Opposite

neautiful Central Park. Terms $20.00 to $35.00 per week. Outside patients charged office fees.

For Further information, address.

DR, MILTON BOARD, Superintendent
1412 Sixth Street Louisville, Kentucky
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Dr. Murphy’sMethods of Diagnosis
are now within your reacli. Beginning- this year, each volume of Murphy’s Clinics

contains many articles on general diagnosis (not surgical alone !). In a year or two
you will thus have at your instant command a complete work on General Diag-

nosis by Dr. .John B. INIurphy. Why in the April and June volumes alone you get

an article on diagnosis in general
:
you get the diagnosis of empyema ;

you get the

diagnosis of tubal pregnancy, including the Abderhalden serum test; you get tlie

differential diagnosis between the primary and secondary anemias; you get the use

of the cystoscope in the diagnosis of vesical papillomata; the diagnosis of pancreatic

cyst, a sure means of differentiating appendicitis from cliolecystitis and ascending
urinary infection; the differential diagnosis between benign and malignant breast

tumors, between gastric and duodenal ulcer; the diagnosis of pregnancy and its com-
plications in a bicornate uterus associated with fibroid—all this in two volumes alone!

Wouldn’t a work like this be of great help to you at the bedside?

But this is not all— you get more. You get, in addition, a wealth of matter on
Treatment—such subjects as vaccines and serums, artificial pneumotbora.x, pre-

vention of ankylosis, formalin-glycerin treatment, appendicitis, breast work, bone
and joint work, abdominal work, ulcers, malignant growths, gall-stones, anemias,
goiter, bladder work, nerve work- a broad field, covered by specialists from every

angle—surgical, medical and special. Why, these 1914 Clinics give you a postgraduate
course of the most practical sort—a clinical postgraduate course. They are tlie

practitioner’s text-book. Act on this today! Send in your order NOW!

Issued .serially, one volume every other month (si.\ volumes a year). Each about 200 octavo pages,

illustrated. Per calendar year: $8.00; in cloth. $12.00.

W. B. SAUNDERS COMPANY Philadelphia and London
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In the treatment of vasomotor rhinitis—or hay
fever, as the disorder is better known—Adrenalin is

one of the most satisfactory agents at the command
of the practitioner. While not a specific in the strict

sense of the word, it controls the symptoms very

effectually and secures for the patient a positive

degree of comfort.

Solution Adrenalin Chloride

Adrenalin Inhaiant

’*IIKE.DAVIsigl

are the preparations most commonly used, being sprayed into the nares and
pharynx. The Solution should be diluted with four to five times its volume
of physiological salt solution. The Inhalant ("preferred by some physicians

because of its oily base, which imparts an emollient effect and renders the

astringent action more enduring) should be diluted with three to four times
its volume of olive oil. Both are effectively administered by means of our
Glaseptic Nebulizer.

Supplied in ounce grlass-stoppered bottles.

THE GLASEPTIC NEBULIZER.
This is confidently believed to be the most practical atomizer ever offered

to the medical profession. It combines asepsis, convenience, efficiency and
simplicity. It is readily sterilized, the working parts being
one piece ofglass. It produces a fine spray and is suited to

oils of all densities, as well as aqueous, spirituous

and ethereal liquids. Price, complete (with throat-

piece), $1.25.

j

Write for our Literature on Hay Fever.^

PARKE, DAVIS & COMPANY
Laboratories: Detroit, Mich.. U. S. A.; Walkerville, Ont.; Hounslow, Eng.

Branches: New York, Chicago. Kansas City, St. Louis, Baltimore, New Orleans, Minneapolis.
Seattle, Boston, Buffalo, Pittsburg. Cincinnati U. S. A. : Montreal Que.; London.

Eng.; Sydney, N. S.W.; St. Petersburg, Russia; Bombay, India;
Tokio, Japan; Buenos Aires, Argentina.
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THE MOST EXTENSIVE SERVICE
IN LOUISVILLE AND SUBURBS

LONG DISTANCE CONNECTIONS
Extensive Cortrtections THE EOUISVIEEE Attractive Rates

HOME TELEPHONE COMPANY
Incorporated

We desire a visit from you in our new
store. We are showing the most extensive

line of MEN’S FOOT WEAR ever shown in

Louisville. We also have the handsomest
store in the U. S.

BOSTON SHOE CO.
INCORPORATED

471-419 4th Ave. Louisville, Ky.
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236 West Jefferson Street
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I Elastic Hosiery
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ARE COIVIiyiON DISEASE CONDITIONS
These can be treated successfully and pleasantly by a pure, wholesome chewing gum

“KIS-ME” GUM
is famous for its purity and flavor. It is relied upon by many as a remedy
in indigestion and nervousness. It produces results.

Doctor, advise your patient to try the pleasant remedy we offer you in

“KIS-ME ” GUM.
MADE BY AMERICAN CHICDE CO., LOUISVILLE, KY.

Southem TC-Ray l_4aboratorv
L.OUISVIL.L.E, KENTUCKY

Security Building

Second and Gray
Local and Long Distance Teiephone

Bell—Main 1182-A. Home—City 4302

Best equipped laboratory of its kind south of the Ohio River.

We do all classes of Radioscopic and Radiographic work, including Steroscopic views

X-Ray treatment given in referred cases.

Fractures rayed before and after reduction in laboratory.

Automobile or ambulance service to and from laboratory.

Fees reasonable.
L. MOIR L. H. KERR

K
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Louisville Research Laboratory
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OF BACTERIOLOGY, PATHOLOGY AND SEROLOGY
(Incorporiteii)

Rooms 700-1-3 AtHerton Building, LOUISVILLE, KY.
WASSERMAN REACTION $10.00
COMPLEMENT FIXATION TEST for GONORRHOEA, 10.00

EXAMINATION OF TISSUE 5.00
AUTOGENOUS VACCINES 5.00

URINALYSIS
BACTERIOLOGICAL EXAMINATIONS
BLOOD ANALYSIS ....
SPUTUM ANALYSIS . . . .

$2.50

$2 TO $5.00

$2 TO $5.00

$3.00

Entire professional services devoted to laboratory work. Containers and further information mailed on request

J. D. ALLEN.’A.B., M.D., Director
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SAY DOCTOR,

OLD TOM JONES WHISKY
We control this high grade, pure, Kentucky Bourbon Whisky
which we are offering to the profession, for medical pur-

poses, at the very low price of Three Dollars and Fifty Cents

a gallon, or Six Full Quarts for Five Dollars, CASH WITH
ORDER.
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Florida and west of Missouri River.
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AMODERN up-to-date private infirmary equipped with steam heat, electric light, electric

fans, modern plumbing and new furnishings. Solicits all chronic cases, functional and
organic nervous diseases, diseases of the stomach and intestines, rheumatism, gout and

uric acid troubles, drug habits and non-siirgical diseases of men and women. No insanity or

infectious cases treated. Bed-ridden cases not received without previous arrangement.

Hydrotherapy, Mechanical Massage, Static, Galvanic, Faradic, High Frequency, Arc Light and X-Ray
Treatments given by competent Physicians and Nurses under the immediate supervision of the Medical
Superintendent. Special laboratory facilities for diagnosis by urine, blood, sputum, gastric juice and
X-Ray. Recreation hall with pool and billiards for free use of patients.

Rates $25 per week; including treatment, board, medical attention and general nursing. Send for

large illustrated catalog. The Sanatorium is supplied daily
,
from the Pope Farm, with vegetables,

poultry and eggs; also milk, cream, butter and buttermilk from its herd of registered Jerseys.

THE POPE SANATORIUM
Lon& DlsCance Phones

CUMB. M. 2122 HOME 2122

115 West Chestnut Street

LOUISVILLE, KENTUCKY

BEEGHHURST SANITARIUM
TREATMENT OF

NERVOUS and MILD MENTAL DISEASES, DRUG ADDICTIONS and ALCOHOLISM

LOUISVIL.LE, KENTUCKY

II. H. SCOTT. A.M.. M.D., Medical SuiK'rintendcnt E. P. THOMAS, Business Manafier

A modern and thorouehly equipped psychopathic hospital for the treatment of nervous and mental diseases, druc
addictions and alcoholism. Ideally situated in the privacy of its own 26 acres of wooded lawns, hieh and retired.

Terms reasonable. For booklet and particulars, address,

Loo£ Distance Phones: Cumb. E. 257-a. Home City 3565 DR. H. e. SCOTT
Station C, Eouisville, Ky*
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A successful agent in the treatment of

DIABETES MEEEIXUS

Trypsogen rapidly improves the general nutrition as shown by a marked increase in weigh

and strength.

Trypsogen diminishes polyuria.

Trypsogen removes the glycosuria completely in most eases.

Trypsogen establishes a carbohydrate tolerance not otherwise obtainable.

Trypsogen controls digestive disturbances and nervous symptoms.

In neurasthenia and all functional nerve troubles quick improvement follows the use of

Trypsogen.

Nothing is so convincing to the conservative physician as results. Trypsogen is successful

in over 60 per cent, of caes of diabetes. A valuable series of monographs on metabolism,

diabetes, diet, etc., will be sent to any physician on request.

G. W. CARNRICK COIVlF»ANY
Nlanufacturing Chemists

39 SULLIVAN STREET NEW YORK CITY

S04KK>0e0«0OOiK>0O;>0«>«OSK>JK}«{}<XKKKi0«0{

MQNON ROUTE

Excellent Service To

cH
I
CA

GO
Trains From

lOth and Broadway

8:05 A.M. 9:06 P.M.
E. II. BACON, I). P. A.

^
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DO EOraGi! Klli!Kiljiiraixirag!l!»

I UNIVERSITY I
E3
S OF

MEDICAL DEPARTMENT
Next Session Begins Sept. 29, 1914

And Continues Eight Months

S
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Entrance Requirements- -Completion of four years’ High
School, or other equivalent of fourteen Carnegie units as demon-
strated by examination, and one year of college work including
the study of Chemistry. Physics, Biology and German or French.

The pre-medical Academic Course can be taken in the
Liberal Arts Department of the University.

With the new million-dollar hospital of 500 beds, clinical

and laboratory facilities unsurpassed, including an unexcelled
course in Clinical Pathology.

The following named Schools, by nmtual agreement
of the respective Faculties, and in perfect accord, have now
united and become the Medical Department of the University of

Louisville, transferring their good will and prestige

:

The Medical Department of the University of Louisville—Organized 1837
The Kentucky School of Medicine—Organized in 1850
The Louisville Medical College—Organized in 1869
The Hospital College of Medicine—Organized in 1873

Medical Department of Kentucky University—Organized in 1898.

These five schools have graduated 20.000 physicians, and
now have in active practice, located in every State in this coun-
try. nearly 10.000 Alumni.

Premedical college course given in Academic Department
of University.

For catalogue or other information, address,

DR. HENRY ENOS TULEY, Dean.
101 W. Chestnut Street, LOUISVILLE, KY.
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1

NEURONHURST

’jjaragr.

DR. W. B. FLETCHER’S SANATORIUM
For Treatment of Mental and Nervous Diseases, Including Legally Committed and Voluntary Cases.

Well equipped with all facilities for the care and treatment of all forms of mental and nervous diseases, inebriety, drug addiction

and those requirine recuperation and rest. Gynecological department in charge of skilled women physicians. All approved forms of

Hydrotherapy. Balneotherapy. Massage, Sweedish Movements, etc. All forms of electrical treatments. Photherapy, High Frequency
and X-ray work. A strictly ethical institution. Correspondence with physicians invited. For particulars and terms, address,

DR. MARY A. SPINK, Superintendent
LONG DISTANCE TELEPHONE 381 1140 EAST MARKET ST., INDIANAPOLIS

BEECHHURST SANITARIUM
TREATMENT OF

NERVOUS and MILD MENTAL DISEASES, DRUG ADDICTIONS and ALCOHOLISM

LOUISVILLE, KENTUCKY

n. B. SCOTT, A.M.. M.D., Medical Superintendent E. I’. THOMAS, Business Munaiter

A modern and thoroughly equipped psychopathic hospital for the treatment of nervous and mental diseases, drug

addictions and alcoholism. Ideally situated in the privacy of its own 26 acres of wooded lawns, high and retired.

Terms reasonable. For booklet and particulars, address,

Lonj Distance Phones : Cnmb. E. 257-a. Home City 3565 DR. H. B. SCOTT
Station C, Louisville, Ky-'
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Of Interest To Every Doctor Whom This Publication R caches

THE ORGANIZATION OF A LIFE INSURANCE COMPANY, WHICH
SHALL BELONG AND BE CONDUCTED BY THE

DOCTORS THEMSELVES.

The IROQUOIS LIFE INSURANCE COMPANY of Louisville, Ken-
tucky, is already organized.

The majority of the leading Official positions in the Medical Department
are already filled by leading Physicians, who are giving their unstinted support
to a movement, which means a recognition never before accorded by any Life In-

surance Company.
The rank and file of its Examining Physicians in a number of States in

co-operation -with a well trained x\gency Force will mean a splendid volume of

production, and each of them will be eligible to promotion to the highest position

in the gift of the Company, as may be necessary from time to time.

The following are a few of the features proposed for Examiners

:

1. A Doctors Company, managed in the interest of all.

2. A Management entitled to the confidence of all and subject to the will

of all.

3. A system of appointing Examiners w'here their interest guarantees
loyalty, efficiency and co-operation of the kind that insures production.

4. An organized corps of Examiners who hold appointment contracts

that confer just recognition and a guarantee of substantial rewards for faithful

work and co-operation; thus, creating a powerful machine where each man’s in-

fluence counts for the maximum in production and makes him the largest factor

in producing his own benefits.

5. A definite contract of appointment as exclusive Official Examiner for

a definite district, as opposed to indiscriminate appointments and non-exclusive
districts as is the ease Avith most companies.

6. A scale of compensation that is a direct recognition of the importance
of the Examiner’s work.

7. An appointment as Exclusive Official Examiner for Life or as long
a period as the Examiner is able to perform his duties.

8. A contract to cover extra compensation upon Examinations made out-

side of City Limits.

9. Instructions from the Home Office along the lines of making the Doc-
tor a strong factor in the production of more applicants for himself to examine,
thereby making his appointment more valuable.

10. A concentration of Agency activity through the Examiner’s co-opera-

tion in the particular district covered by the Doctor’s contract of appointment,
thereby insuring a good volume of Examinations to be made with consequent re-

turns to the Examiner.
11. The absolute removal of the Examiner from the influence of the

Agency Department, making the Doctor the Dictator in things pertaining to his

work.

12. Making possible a fraternity of the Company’s Examiners with many
advantages to themselves.

This Company will -write all forms of ordinary Insurance and will inaugu-
rate a Department for the handling of Industrial Insurance, which Avill be ex-

tended just as fast as possible.

This is your Company if you come wuth us, and we ask your support in a
movement which means much to all of us.

HENRY ENOS TULEY, Chief Medical Director
ARTHUR T. McCORMACK, Chief Medical Supervisor
DAVID W. STEVENSON, State Medical Supervisor for Indiana
S. C. STANTON, State Medical Supervisor for Illinois.
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I IT IS RECOMMENDED I

:

:

:

sa

'I^VERY business man recommends

the service of the Cumberland

Telephone & Telegraph Company. The

physician needs it. It places you in

direct communieation \vith every im-

portant city and town in the United

States. Local service ahvays the best.

The demand is for comprehensive tele-

phone service.

For information call Manager.

WI

t Cumberland Telephone & Telegraph Company |
Incorporated

KENTUCKY MEDICAL JOURNAL
Official Organ of tl\e Kentuckv NIedical Associaiton

'J'HE Journal is a publication which belongs to the State IMedical Association, and all

matters of interest of the State Association belong to The Journal.

The original contributions are from the best and most scientific men in the State.

Reports of all the county societies are published.

The Journal stands for:

Progressive scientific medicine.

The highest type of state medicine.

Complete organization of the medical profession for the promotion of

health and sanitary laws for the public good.

ADVERTISEMENTS
The Journal carries only advertising matter which is reliable and pharmaceut-

icals which are approved of by the Council on Pharmacy and Chemistry of the Ameri-

can Medical Association. It aims to give its advertisers fair treatment and value re-

ceived for every cent they pay, not for pity hut straight business.
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ARE DEVOTED TO MAKING

ORGANIC PHYSIOLOGICAL
PRODUCTS

Full particulars concerning these and an-

swers to all queries will be gladly given.

Please remember that in writing to Reed &
Carnrick you will be answered by medical
men thoroughly trained in hospital work and
practice, and not by theoretic laboratory

workers.

REED & CARNRICK
42-44-46 Germania Ave.

JERSEY CITY, - - -

HIGH OAKS
DR. SPRAGUE’S SANATORIUM

LEXINGTON, KENTUCKY

Nervous and mental diseases and liquor and drug addictions treated. Constant medical

oversight and skilled nursing. New buildings, a complete hydrotherapeutic equipment, electrici-

ty, vibration, massage and all other approved methods of treatment. Sanatorium situated just

outside the city limits, a half mile south of former location, on same street. South Broadway.
Address, GEO. P. SPRAGUE, M.D.

Physicians wishing to send patients may telephone at Sanatorium’s expense.
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JUST READY—A RECORD OF 50 YEARS’ PRACTICE

Thomson’s Clinical Medicine
Dr. Thomson’s work is strictly the application of medical learning to the re-

life and cure of the sick. It tells first how to give the patient relief—that is

what your patients want first of all. Then it tells you how to treat the dis-

ease. You get a chapter on the mechanism of “catching cold,” pointing out

its significance as a factor in the etiology of other diseases, and giving you the

treatment. Then you get a chapter on common symptoms and their interpre-

tation—pain, emaciation, cough, dyspnea, edema, vomiting. The discussion

of pain is particularly full, giving you the significance of every kind of pain

It gives you the diagnostic significance of the patient’s gestures in describing

his pain. Then comes a chapter on remedies—their action and their special

uses. Here are taken up electricity, cold, heat, habit and environment, the

various classes of drugs, and t'acciaes am/ serums. Next comes a section of

165 pages on the infections, with a special cliajiter on infections of the bacilli

eoli. Next comes a large section on diseases of siieeial tissues or organs, giv-

ing you those methods of diagnosis and treatment found valuable by Dr.

Thomson himself, in many eases including tried prescriptions. A final chap-

ter takes up cancer of the various organs, emphasizing early diagnosis.

Octavo of 667 paties, B.v William Hanna Thomson. M.D., LL.D.. foniieil.v Professor of the Practice of

Medicine and Diseases of the Nei-vous System, New York Universit.v Medicai Colietre.

Cloth, $5.00 net : Half Morocco. $6.50 net.

West Washington Square, PhiladelphiaW. B. SAUNDERS COMPANY
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ALEXANDER’S

DIPHTHERIA ANTITOXIN

Highly Concentrated and Refined

is furnished by the

Kentucky State Board of Health

at prices within reach of every citizen

Best for the patient.

Most convenient for the physician.

DR. H. M. ALEXANDER & CO.
Biologic Laboratories

MARIETTA, PENNSYLVANIA
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CALENDAR OE COUNTY SOCIETY MEETINGS
COUNTY SECRETARY RESIDENCE DATE

Adair

Allen

Anderson

Ballard

Barren

Bath
Bell

U. L. Taylor. .

H. M. Meredith

J. W. Gilbert..

J. S. Johnson . .

C. C. Turner. .

H.- J. Dailey . .

O. P. Nuchols. .

Boone
Bourbon . . .

Boyd
Boyle

Breathitt. . . .

Breckinridge

.
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.

C. G. Daugherty

C. K. Kercheval.

W. H. Smith. . .

Earl Moorman. .

J. E. Kincheloe .

Roscoe I. Kerr, .
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H. H. Hunt. . . .

C. L. Sherman . . .
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R. T. Lavman . . .

W. M. Martin . . .

W. B. Moore . . .
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B. J. Neary. . . .

Owen Carroll. . .
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G. C. Goodman . .

E. L. Henderson
J. A. VanArsdall.
J. H. Holbrook . .

Owen Pigman.. .

C. L. Heath. . . .

W. E. Rodman . .

Oscar D. Brock .

A. B. Hoskins . .

R. L. Collins. . . .

A. C. Henthorn . .

D. B. Southard .

.

Walter Byrne, Jr.

J. H. Hussey. . . ,

Delia Caldwell. .

W. H. Moore . . .

J. W. Scudder. .

M. C. Kash . . . .

R. C. McChord . .

L. L. Washburn .

J. H. Samuel. . .

E. C. Hartman . .
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H. R. VanZant. .

R. F. Duncan . .
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W. H. Wheeler. .

S. T. Taylor . . . .

Hugh D. Rodman
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E. D. Burnett . .

•J. H. Crisman . .

A. M. Glass. . . .

W. A. McKenney
M. E. Combs.. .

W. J. Walters. . .

I. W. Johnson . .

, . . .Columbia

. . . Seottsville
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. . . .Barlow
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Union
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. . . . Ashland

. . . . Danville

. . . . Jackson
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. . . . Murray
. . . . Newport
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. . . . Grayson

. .Middleburg

Caskey

. .Winchester

. .Manchester

.... Albany

. . . . Marion

. . Burkesville
. . Owensboro

Irvine
. . .Lexington

. . Mt. Carmel
. . . Frankfort

. . . . Fulton
Sparta

. . . Lancaster
. Williamstown
. . . .Mayfield

. . . .Millwood
. . .Fullerton
.... Cecelia

. . . . Harlan
. . .Cynthiana

. . . .Canmer
. . Henderson

. .New Castle
. . . . Clinton
. . Earlington
. .Welchburg
. . Louisville

. . Nicholasville
. . .Paintsville

Mallie
. . . . Lindsay
. . Hodgenville

. . . . London
. . Beattyville

Hyden
. .Vanceburg

. . . . Stanford
. . Russellville

. . ..Eddyville
. . . . Paducah

. . Sacramento
. . . Richmond
. . . Salyersville

. . . .Lebanon
. . . . Benton

. . . .Maysville
. Brandenburg

. .Harrodsburg
. . . Edmonton
.Tompkinsville
. . Mt. Sterling
.West Liberty

. .Central City
. .Bardstown
.. ..Carlisle

. . . . Cromwell

. ..Anchorage
. . . . Owenton
. . . Booneville

. . ..Falmouth
. . . . Hazard

. ...Pikeville
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-Vugust 6.

.August 22.

August 3.

September 8.

August 19.

.August 10.

August 14,

-l.ugust 19 .

August 20.

August 3, 24.

August 11.

August 5.

September 10.

.August 10.

.August 5.

.August 11.

.August 12.

August 20.

.August 4.

October 13.

August 11.

.August 27.

August 18.

August 18.

August 5.

-August 12.

September 15.

August 12.

-August 11.

-August 19.
-August 3.

August 15

-August 20.
August 20.
-August 19.

-August 5.

-August 27.
-August 6.

August 20.
-August 3.

-August 3.

.August 4.

-August 10, 24.

August 24.

August 6.

-August 5.

Every Monday
-August 20.
-August 1.

August 22.
-August 24.
September 17.
-August 19.
August 8.

.August 26.

-August 17.

Au-gust 21.
.August 11.
-August 18.

-August 12, 26.

September 8.

-August 13.
-August 1.

.August 18.

.August 12.
-August 3.

-August 27.
-August 11.
August 4.

August 20.

.August 11.

August 10.

August 26.

Sei)tember 2.

-August 14.

.A 1 '. gust 5.

.August 6.

.August 6.

A >1 gust 5.

.August 12.

.August 10.

.August 3.

•August 3.

Evening.
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D. b. Cox . . . .

.1. W. Crenshaw,

d

Somerset
Mt. Olivet

. Mt. Vernon
Morehead

Jabez
Georgetown

Shelbyville, R. F. D. No. 1
Franklin
Wakefield

Campbellsville
Elkton
Cadiz

Bedford
Morganfield

Bowling Green
Springfield
Monticello

Sebree
Williamsburg

Campton
Versailles

August 1.3.

•\ugu.st 17,

August 13.

.\ugust 26.

-August 1.

August 6.

August 20.
August 4.

August 17.

-August 6.

-August 5.

August 3.

-August 5.

-August 12.

-August 19.
August 11, 18.
-August 28.

August 6.

-August 3.

-August 4.

Dr. Broughton’s Sanitarium
For Opium, Morphine, Cocaine and Other Drug Addictions,

Including Alcohol and Special Nervous Cases

Methods easy, regular, humane. Good heat, light

water, help, board, etc. Number limited to 44. A well

kept home. Address

DR. BROUGHTON’S SANITARIUM
Phone 536 2007 S. Main St. Rockford, 111.

INCORPOKATtD

CURRAN POPE A. THRUSTON POPE

MODERN up-to-date private infirmary equipped with steam heat, electric light, electric

fans, modern plumbing and new furnishings. Solicits all chronic cases, functional and
organic nervous diseases, diseases of the stomach and intestines, rheumatism, gout and

uric acid troubles, drug habits and non-surgical diseases of men and women. No insanity or

infectious cases treated. Bed-ridden cases not received without previous arrangement.

Hydrotheratiy, Mechanical Massage, Sialic, Galvanic, Faradic, High Frequency, Arc Lighi and X-Ray
Trealmenis given by comfieleni Physicians and Nurses under ihe immediale supervision of ihe Medical
Superinlendenl. Special laboralory facilities for diagnosis by urine, blood, sputum, gastric juice and
X-Ray. Recreation hall with pool and billiards for fret use of patients.

Rates $ 25 per week; including treatment, board, medical attention and general nursing. Send for

large illustrated catalog. The Sanatorium is supplied daily, from the Pope Farm, with vegetables,

poultry and eggs; also milk, cream, butter and buttermilk from its herd of registered Jerseys.

THE POPE SANATORIUM
Long Distance Phones

CLIMB. M. 2112 HOME 2122

115 West Chestnut Street

LOUISVILLE, KENTUCKY
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IN MEMORIAM.
Dr. Glenmorb Combs 472

COUNTY SOCIETY REPORTS.

Greenup. Bourbon, Cumberland Valley, Daviess.. 473

Oldham 474

In Place of Other Alkalies Use

PHILLIPS’ MILK OF MAGNESIA
“ The Perfect Antacid'’

For Correcting' Hyperacid Conditions—Local or Systemic, Vehicle for

Salicylates, Iodides, Balsams, etc.

Of Advantage in Neutralizing the acid Cow’s Milk

Phillips’ Phospho-Muriate of Quinine
TONIC and RECONSTRUCTIVE

With Marked Beneficial Action upon the Nervous System. To be Relied

Upon where a Deficiency of the Phosphates is evident

THE CHAS. H. PHILLIPS’ CHEMICAL CO.
LONDON NEW YORK
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i Ballard’s Sanitary Edible Bran
— IN —

Inner-lined, Dust-proof Cartons

STERILIZED AND CLEAN

The Simple Remedy for Constipa-

tion and Stomach Trouble

If Your Druggist Does Not Have It,

Mail 35 Cents to

j
BALLARD & BALLARD COMPANY

I
L.OUISVIL,L_E, KENTUCKY

AND THEY WILL IVIAIL, YOU A CARTON

1

I
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\

I

\
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There are many grades of crude drugs offered for

sale on the drug market

BUT there is only one “best.”

It takes the best grade of crude drug, the highest

grade of workmanship, together with the most

acciurate and “time tried” methods to make

PITMAN-MOORE COMPANY,
Chemists

111 N. Capitol Avenue Indianapolis, Ind.

\n
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UNIVERSITY
LOUISVILLE

MEDICAL DEPARTMENT
Next Session Begins October 1, 1914

And Continues Eight Months

Entrance Requirements- -Completion of four years’ High
School, or other equivalent of fourteen Carnegie units as demon-
strated by examination, and one year of college work involving

the study of Chemistry. Physics, Biology and German or French.

With the new million-dollar hospital of 500 beds, clinical

and laboratory facilities unsurpassed.

The following named Schools, by nmtual agreement
of the respective Faculties, and in perfect accord, have now
united and become the Medical Department of the University of

Louisville, transferring their good will and prestige

:

The Medical Department of the University of Louisville—Organized 1837
The Kentucky School of Medicine—Organized in 1850
The Louisville Medical College—Organized in 1869
The Hospital College of Medicine—Organized in 1873

Medical Department of Kentucky University—Organized in 1898.

These five schools have graduated 20,000 physicians, and
now have in active practice, located in every State in this coun-
try, nearly 10,000 Alumni.

Premedical college course given in Academic Department
of University.

For catalogue or other information, address,

DR. HENRY ENOS TULEY, Dean.
LOUISVILLE, KY.
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DRUGGISTS’ DIRECTORY

B. II. BENSON C. F. M E L T O N
Vander Esrt's Pharmacy

Druggists and Chemists
DRUGGIST

N. W. Cor. Preston and^Valnut
18tii and St. Catherine

Louisvili.e, Ky. Only Pure Drugs Used

FRED BENDER, JR. WM. G. PFLEIDERER

Prescription Druggist 800 S. 18th

Cor. Wenzel and Jefferson St. Prescriptions Compounded

P. D. & Co. Antitoxin Carried in Stock To The Letter

We Believe in Reciprocity. STAUBER’S PHARMACY
T H E 0. R E C T A N U S CO.

INCORPORATED

Louisville's Best Drug Store

N. E. Cor. 19th and Bi*oadway

Preston and Walnut Sts. LOUISVILLE, KY.

C. B. DAVIS ALBUS DRUG CO.

PHARMACIST
The Two-Quality-Prescription Stores, where

\ ou Get Just What the Doctor

801 W. Walnut Street Orders.

LOUISVILLE, KY. Shelby and Market Floyd and Market

H. C. BOHLSEN
DRUGGIST

McDaniel drug co.
Incorporated

7th and Broadway
FIRST AND OAK STREETS

Louisville, Ky.

Both Phones 1392.

Home-City 2524 Cumb. S1748

Prescriptions Called For and Delivered

Without Extra Charge.

BOECKMANN’S DRUG STORE SCHLOSSER PHARMACY
SECOND AND CHESTNUT STREET

Jackson and Walnut

Prescriptions Filled With Purest Drugs

No Substituting Done Here

WM. PINNIGER, Proprietor

Registered Pharmacist in Kentucky, and Mem-
ber Pharmaceutical Society of Great Britain

PROMPT SERVICE NO SUBSTITUTION

Dear Doctor:
I do not think my “Pharmacy” i

or “Myself” need any introduction. Sulfice :

A. F. S O L B R I G
DRUGGIST

to say, we stand for the “Right.”
:

Sincerely,
;

Gth and Oak Streets

LEON ABRAHAM
First and Broadway

;

L( lUISVILLE, KEN TUCK i

I’resci'iptions a Specialty
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DRUGGISTS’ DIRECTORY
WM. ANZ Home Phone Shawnee 238 West 250

THOMAS J. KEANEY, Pharmacist
18th and Jefferson P’resh Supply ol' Ledeile’s Vaecin Antitoxin

Always On Hand. Full Line of T. M. F.

P. Preparations Carried in Stock.

28th and Chestnut Sts.
Especial Care Given to Prescriptions LOUISVILLE, KY.

MATTHEW’S PHARMACY ARTHUR C. WEISS

18th and Chestnut
-PHARMACIST—

W. 370 Shawnee 871

25th and St. Cecelia Streets

PRESCKIPl'ION SPECIALIST LOUISVILLE, KY.

J . H . R 0 M P F WM. VOTTELER
PHARMACIST

18th and Dumesnil Shelby and Oak Sts.

LOUISVILLE, KY.
BOTH rnONES

Prescriptions a Specialty
Carrying in stock Antitoxins, Bacterines and

Phylacogens

J. M. EBLEN DANIEL ZUTT

1159 S. Eighteenth Street PHARMACIST

MULFORDS
)

SCHIEFLIN • ANTITOXINS
NATIONAL, )

Main and Wenzel Sts.

LOUISVILLE, KY.

F. A. NEWHALL VOELCKER DRUG CO.
Incorporated

-DRUGGIST—

33rd and AYestern Parkway S. E. Cor. Shelby and Jeft'erson

LOUISVILLE, KY. S. W. Cor Clay and Market

F. J. SCHWEITZER OTTO E. MUELLER
Prescription Pharmacist PHARMACIST

Complete Line Physician’s Supplies N. W. Cor. Highland and Baxter Ave.

26th and Bank LOUISVILLE, KY. LOUISVILLE, KY.

WM. H. FISCHER HENRY G. SAAM
PHARMACIST CITY PHARMACIST

Brook and St. Catherine Cum. Phone IMain 1973 Home Phone Cityl519

LOUISVILLE, KY. SHELBY AND BROADWAY
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DRUGGISTS’ DIRECTORY
GEO. C. REIS, ARTHUR C. WOERTZ,
PHARMACIST CUT-RATE PRARMACIST.

Both Phones 49. S. E. Cor. Preston and Cor. 26th and Market Sts., Louisville, Ky.

Ormsby Ave. Prescriptions carefully compounded by

JUST AS THE DOCTOR ORDERS. registered pharmacists only.

CITY HALL PIIAR3IACY, J. E. KREKEL,
CUT-RATE DRUG STORE. PHARMACIST.

6th and Jefferson Sts. Both Phones.
20th and Market Sts., Louisville, Ky.

Home City 1277. Cumb. Main 1280.

E. P. Berkshire. PURE DRUGS AND MEDICINES.

F. IF. LEONIIARDT, J. IF. QEIBEL,

DRUGGIST. PHARMACIST.
1500 W. Broadway, Louisville, Ky.

Prescriptions filled only by our regis- Corner First and Walnut Streets,

tered Pliarmaeist. Louisville, Kentucky.

IF. II. BEAZLEY, THANKS. CALL AGAIN!

DRUGGIST. PETER P. SCHMITT,
N. W. Cor. 5th and Broadway, DRUGGIST.

Louisville, Ky. Corner Magazine and 22nd Streets.

SMITH BROS.,
HURLEY’S DRUG STORES,

1. Third and Brandies Avenues,

CUT-RATE PHARMACY. 2. Fourth and Hill Streets,

24th and Chestnut Sts., Louisville, Ky.
3. Fourth Ave., near Oak Street.

Louisville, Kentucky.

Lederle’s Bacterial Vaccines and ALBERT A. BLOCK,

Antitoxins. Louisville, Kentucky.

KENTUCKY MEDICAL. .JOURNAL
Official Organ of the Kentucky Medical Associaiton

T HE Journal is a publication which belongs to the State Medical Association, and all

matters of interest of the State Association belong to The Journal..

The original contributions are from the best and most scientific men in the State.

Reports of all the county societies are published.

The Journal stands for:

Progressive scientific medicine.

The highest type of state medicine.

Complete organization of the medical profession for the promotion of

health and sanitary laws for the public good.

ADVERTISEMENTS
The Journal carries only advertising matter which is reliable and pharmaceut-

icals which are approved of by the Council on Pharmacy and Chemistry of the Ameri-

can ]\Iedical Association. It aims to give its advertisers fair treatment and value re-

ceived for every cent they pay, not for pity hut straight business.
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HERRMANN BROS.
122-24 S. SIXTH STREET

LOUISVILLE, - - KENTUCKY
Direct Importers of Fine Wines, Brandies, Cordials and Olive Oil.

DISTILLEKS OF FINE KENTUCKY WHISKIES

SOLE AGENTS EOR
HENK, WAUKESHA NATURAL MINERAL AND DIAMOND LITHIA WATERS

i

W. B. CAMPBELL YOUNT, 0 a PHARMACIST
Full Line of U. S. P. Preparations. N. F. Combinations Carefully Compounded

Serums, Vaccines, Surgical Supplies and Sick Room Requisites.

Prescriptions Given Personal Attention.

Hancock and Broadway Sts. (iiome Phoneme, cumb. M.aev) LOUISVILLE, KY.

WHEN YOU PUT YOUR BUTTONS
Into your shirt after you get it from us, you will find what we mean by CAREFUL
LAUNDERING. Not only do we watch the work with care, but we deliver promptly.

WE ARE USING THE SANITARY SHIRT PROTECTORS,

doing away with pins, bands and buttons

Our Collar Moulder turns every collar without breaking, and leaves a space for the

tie to slide. One trial will convince you.

OotH RHones 10G8 Louisville, Kv*
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EVERYTHING EOR THE AUTOMOBILE
Louisville Auto Supply Co. (Incorporated)

G4& F’ourth Avenue L-iOuisville, Kentuclcy

SULLIVAN & BRACK,
“THE HOUSE OE DISTINCTION”
GUARANTEED WINES AND EIQUORS

P'OR

MEDICINAE PURPOSES
QOTH PHONES : CUMB. MAIN 2405—HOME CITY 2404

TRAINED CORSETIERSNOT SOLD IN STORES.
The corset according' to type. Front-laced Corset. Back-laced Corsets. Fi'ont and

Back-laced Corsets. Maternity and Nui-sing Coi-sets. Men’s Laced in Front Coi-sets.

Tricot slip on bendei-s for men and women.

Sacro-iliac belts for Men and Women. Compression Belts.

MISS ELIZABETH M. PAKK, .Mgr.
Parlor Rooms 410-411 Courier-Journal Bldg. Phone-City 2766

Residenee J Cumb. Phone S. 1819 1419 South Sixth St..

( Home Phone 1922-City

scr

LOUISVILLE. KE.NTUCKYJ

MANUEACXURERS
SPECTACLES and EYE GLASSES

Eourth and Chestnut Eouisville, Kentuclcyr

SOUTHERN ORTICAL. COMBANY
Incorporated
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This page is donated by the Kentucky State Medical Association to as-

sist in the campaign against Tuberculosis.

Send your patients to a Sanatorium to be taught

how to care for themselves and how

to protect others.

ASSOCIATION SANATORIUM (HAZELWOOD)

Administration Building and Infirmary.

This sanatorium for the treatment of Tuberculosis is not maintained for profit but to assist

in caring for cases of tuberculosis which can afford a very moderate expense and yet receive

the best of care.

For termf and further information, address '

DR. DlINMN(i S. WILSON, Medical Director and Superintendent

121 West Chestnut Street, Louisville, Ky.
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EMERGENCY NEEDS!
BIOLOGIC PRODUCTS

A complete stock of Lederle's, Parke, Davis & Co.’s, and Mulford’s. Special discount to physicians.

Salvarsan and NeoSalvarsan with syringe intramuscular injection or complete apparatus for intravenous use.

SPECIAL LOCISVILLE AGENTS FOR

K. Iv. SQUIBB & SONS, Pharmaceuticals

Burroughs, Welcome & Co., Hypodermic Syringes, Stains, Etc.

Newman Drug Company
Incorporated

LOUISVILLE, KENTUCKY
OPEN ALL NIGHT

i

I

3

B
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DOCTOR—Phone or wire us for any items you may need that your local druggist does not

2 stock and we will see that it reaches you hy first mail or express.

BOTH PHONES 693 B
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TELEPHONES:

Cumberland, S. 480

Home - - - 5996

REFERENCE

The Medical Profes-

sion of Kentucky

OFFICERS
AND DIRECTORS

Dr. Milton Board,

Pres, and Supt.

(Late Supt. (Vest. Kp.

Asplum of Insane)

Late Member of Kp.

State Board of Con-
trol Chritable Inst 's.

Dr. J. T. Windell,

Vice-President

Dr. Earl Moorman,

Sec. and Asst.

Dr. W. E. Gardner,

(Supt. Central

Ky. Asylum.)

Dr. A. T. McCormack

Dr. Leon L. Solomon

Dr. Irvin Abell

A modern, thoroughly equipped private institution for the treatment of

Mental and Nervous Diseases, Drug Addiction and Alcoholics.
Situated in the heart of the city, convenient and easy of access, yet quiet and secluded. Opposite

beautiful Central Park. Terms $20.00 to $35.00 per week. Outside patients charged office fees.

For Further information, address,

DR. MILTON BOARD, Superintendent
1412 Sixth Street Louisville, Kentucky
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Being the Journal of the Kentucky State Nedical Association

Published Semi-Monthly under Supervision of the Council

Editorial and Business Office, Corner State and Twelfth Streets. Subscription Price, 82.uo

Entered as aecond-class matter, Oct, 22, 1906. at the Postoffice at Bowlintr Green, K,v„ under the act of Conirress. March .3, IS79
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CONTENTS AND DIGEST

ORIGI.VAL .VRTICLES.

Everyd.vv Orthopedics, by W. O. Humphrey. . . , 475

Discussion by \V. Barnett Owen.

A CONSIDER.4TION OF THE INDICATIONS FOR CuRE-

BRAD Decompression, by G. A. Hendon 478

Discussion by \V. C. Dugan, E. S. Allen, and in

closing by Dr. Hendon.

Progress in the Diagnosis and Relief of

Genito-Urinary Affections, by D. Y. Keith,

(Illustrateu) 482

Discussion by Geo. H. Day, Herbert Bronner,

Jethra Hancock, Charles Farmer and in closing

by Dr. Keith.

So.ME Phases of -Vnesthesia, by ,J. A. Kirk .... 487
Discussion by Curran Pope, G. A. Hendon, Ed-

ward Speidel, and in closing by Dr. Kirk.

The Surgical Treat.mbnt of Cancer, by R.

Lindsaj’ Ireland 491

Discussion by A. D. Willmoth. A. C. L. Pereefull,

F. T. Fort, Hugh X. Leavell, and in closing by

Dr. Ireland.

CLINICAL CASES.

Report of Obstetrical Casks, by Edward Spei-

del 496

(Continued on page v.)

Bryan’s Principles of

While the title of this work is “Principles of Surgery,” it really covers ele-

mental teachings vitally concerned with everij branch of medical practice. It

gives the fundamental principles upon upon which all modern medical prac-

tice rests. It gives }'ou facts, accurately and concisely stated, without which

no modern practitioner can do modern work. It discredits many fallacious

ideas, giving you facts instead. For instance, in the discussion of tumors it

discredits the fallacious idea that all malignant tumors are almost always

painful. This erroneous 'belief has been the cause of much harm, clouding

the early diagnosis of malignant growths. Dr. Bryan shows you in a most

practical way the relations between surgical paihologg and the resultant

sgmptomatologg, and points out to you the intluenee such information neces-

sarily has on treatment. Whether surgeon or practitionei’, this hook gives

you infonnation that will prove of great help.

Dr. W. B. Carrell, Southern Methodist Universiti), Dallas, Texas

:

“Dr. Bryan has pre-
' sented his subject in the best form. It is well written and up to date.”

Octavo of 677 pages, with 224 original illustrations. By W. A. Bry.I.s, M. D.. Professor of .Surgery
and Clinical Surgery, A’anderbilt University, Nashville. Cloth, net.

W. B. SAUNDERS COMPANY Philadelphia and London
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In the treatment of vasomotor rhinitis—or hay
fever, as the disorder is better known—Adrenalin is

one of the most satisfactory agents at the command
of the practitioner. While not a specific in the strict

sense of the word, it controls the symptoms very

effectually and secures for the patient a positive

degree of comfort.

*«BKE. DAVIS

PARKE, DAVIS & COMPANY
Laboratories: Detroit, Mich., U. S. A.; Walkerville, Ont; Hounslow, Eng.

Branches: New York, Chicago, Kansas City, St. Louis, Baltimore, New Orleans, Minneapolis,
Seattle, Boston, Buffalo, Pittsburg, Cincinnati, U. S. A. ; Montreal, Que.; London,

Eng.; Sydney, N.S.W.; St. Petersburg, Russia; Bombay, India;
Tokio, Japan; Buenos Aires, Argentina.

Solution Adrenalin Chloride
and

Adrenalin Inhalant

THE GLASEPTIC NEBULIZER.
This is confidently believed to be the most practical atomizer ever offered

to the medical profession. It combines asepsis, convenience, efficiency and
simplicity. It is readily sterilized, the working parts being
one piece ofglass. It produces a fine spray and is suited to

oils of all densities, as well as aqueous, spirituous

and ethereal liquids. Price, complete (with throat-

piece), $1.25.

Write for our Literature on Hay Fever."

are the preparations most commonly used, being sprayed into the nares and
pharynx. The Solution should be diluted with four to five times its volume
of physiological salt solution. The Inhalant (preferred by some physicians

because of its oily base, which imparts an emollient effect and renders the

astringent action more enduring) should be diluted with three to four times
its volume of olive oil. Both are effectively administered by means of our
Glaseptic Nebulizer.

Supplied in ounce glass-stoppered bottles.
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THE MOST EXTENSIVE SERVICE
IN LOUISVILLE AND SUBURBS

LONG DISTANCE CONNECTIONS
LOWEST RATES THE EOUISVIEEE

HOME TEEEF»HONE COMPANY
Incorporated

We desire a visit from you in our new
store. We are showing the most extensive

line of MEN’S FOOT WEAR ever shown in

Louisville. We also have the handsomest
store in the U. S.

BOSTON SHOE CO.
471-419 4th Ave.

INCORPORATED

Louisville, Ky.
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B. MATTHEWS
MANUFACTURER
OF

ARTIFICIAL
LEGS

236 West Jefferson Street

Home Phone 656S-L LOUISVILLE, KY.
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f
Elastic Hosiery
CATALOGUE NOW READY

4

f

f Special Discount to Physicians

f

4 XHEO. XAEEL.
319 S. Third Street LOUISVILLE, KENTUCKY
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I Indigestion andNervousness |

I

t

ARE COIVIIVION DISEASE CONDITIONS
These can be treated suecessfully and pleasantly by a pure, wholesome chewing gum

“KIS-ME” GUM
is famous for its purity and flavor. It is relied upon by many as a remedy
in indigestion and nervousness. It produces results.

Doctor, advise vour patient to try the pleasant remedy we offer you in

“KIS-ME ” GUM.
IMADE BY AMERICAN CITICEE CO., i_OUISVII-.I-.E, KY.

Southern X-Ray Laboratory
L.OUISVIL.L.E, KENTUCKY

Security Building

Second and Gray
Local and Long Distance Telephone

Bell—Main 1182-A. Home—City 4302

I

Best equipped laboratory of its kind south of the Ohio River.

We do all classes of Radioscopic and Radiographic work, including Steroscopic views

X-Ray treatment given in referred cases.

Fractures rayed before and after reduction in laboratory.

Automobile or ambulance service to and from laboratory.

Fees reasonable.

C. L. MOIR L. H. KERR

I

I

K

•
I
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I
Louisville Research Laboratory

|

I

»

I

OF BACTERIOLOGY, PATHOLOGY AND SEROLOGY
(Incorporited)

Rooms 700-1-3 Atherton Building, LOUISVU_L.E. KY.

WASSERMAN REACTION $10.00
COMPLEMENT FIXATION TEST for GONORRHOEA, 10.00
EXAMINATION OF TISSUE 5.00

AUTOGENOUS VACCINES 5.00

URINALYSIS
BACTERIOLOGICAL EXAMINATIONS
BLOOD ANALYSIS ....
SPUTUM ANALYSIS . . . .

$2.50

$2 TO $5.00

$2 TO $5.00

$3.00

Entire professional services devoted to laboratory work. Containers and further information mailed on re<iuest

J. D. Al.jl .EN, A.B., Nl.D., Director

I

»
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MEDICAL DEPARTMENT
Next Session Begins Sept. 29, 1914

And Continues Eight Months

Entrance Requirements--Completion of four years’ High
School, or other equivalent of fourteen Carnegie units as demon-
strated by examination, and one year of college work including
the study of Chemistry. Physics, Biology and German or French.

The pre-medical Academic Course can be taken in the
Liberal Arts Department of the University.

With the new million-dollar hospital of 500 beds, clinical

and laboratory facilities unsurpassed, including an unexcelled
course in Clinical Pathology.

The following named Schools, by niutual agreement
of the respective Faculties, and in perfect accord, have now
united and become the Medical Department of the University of
Louisville, transferring their good will and prestige

:

The Medical Department of the University of Louisville—Organized 1837
The Kentucky School of Medicine—Organized in 1850
The Louisville Medical College—Organized in 1869
The Hospital College of Medicine—Organized in 1873

Medical Department of Kentucky University—Organized in 1898.

These five schools have graduated 20,000 physicians, and
now have in active practice, located in every State in this coun-
try, nearly 10,000 Alumni.

Premedical college course given in Academic Department
of University.

For catalogue or other information, address.

DR. HENRY ENOS TULEY. Dean.
101 W. Chestnut Street, LOUISVILLE, KY,
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DRUGGISTS’ DIRECTORY

B. H. BENSON C. F. M E L T O N
Vander Espt’s Pharmacy

Druggists and Chemists
' DRUGGIST

N. W. Cor. Preston and^Walnut
18tii and St. Catherine

Louisville, Ky. Only Pure Drugs Used

EKED BENDER, JR. WM. G. PFLEIDERER

Prescription Druggist 800 S. 18th

Cor. Wenzel and Jefferson St. Prescriptions Compounded

P. 1). & Co. Antitoxin Carried in Stock To The Letter

We Believe in Reciprocity. STAUBER’S PHARMACY
T H E 0. R E C T A N U S CO.

INCORPORATED

Louisville’s Best Drug Store

N. E. Cor. 19th and Broadway

Preston and Walnut Sts. LOUISVILLE, KY.

C. B. DAVIS ALBUS DRUG CO.

PHARMACIST
The Two-Quality-Preseription Stores, where

You Get Just What the Doctor

801 W. Walnut Street Orders.

LOUISVILLE, KY. Shelby and Market Floyd and Market

H. C. BOHLSEN
DRUGGIST

McDaniel drug co.
Incorporated

7th and Broadway
FIRST AND OAK STREETS

Louisville, Ky.

Both Phones 1392.
;

Home-City 2524 Cumb. S1748

Prescriptions Called For and Delivered

Without Extra Charge.

BOECKMANN’S DRUG STORE SCHLOSSER PHARMACY
SECOND AND CHESTNUT STREET

Jackson and Walnut :

Prescriptions Filled With Purest Drugs

No Substituting Done Here

WM. PINNIGER, Proprietor

Registered Pharmacist in Kentucky, and Mem-

ber Pharmaceutical Society of Great Britain

PROMPT SERVICE NO SUBSTITUTION

Dear Doctor:
I do not think my “Pharmacy”

;

or “Myself” need any introduction. Suffice

A. F. SOLBRIG
DRUGGIST

to say, we stand for the ’ Right.”
Sincerely,

6th and Oak Streets

LEON ABRAHAM
First and Broadway

LOUISVILLE, KENTUCKY
Prescriptions a Specialty
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DRUGGISTS’ DIRECTORY
WM. ANZ

18th and Jefferson

Especial Care Given to Prescriptions

Home Phone Shawnee 238 West 250

THOMAS J. KEANEY, Pharmacist
Fresh Suj)ply of Ledeile’s Vaccin Antitoxin

Always On Hand. Full Line of T. IM. F.

r. Preparations Carried in Stock.

28tii and Chestnut Sts.

LOUISVILLE, KY.

MATTHEW’S PHARMACY ARTHUR C. WEISS

18th and Chestnut
—PHARMACIST—

W. 370 Shawnee 871

25th and St. Cecelia Streets

PRESCRIPITON SPECIALIST LOUISVILLE, KY.

J . H . R 0 M P F

18th and Dumesnil

t

Prescriptions a Specialty

WM. VOTTELER
PHARMACIST

Shelby and Oak Sts.

LOUISVILLE, KY.
BOTH PHONES

Carrying in stock Antitoxins, Eacterines and
Phylacogens

J. M. EBLEN DANIEL ZUTT

1459 S. Eighteenth Street PHARMACIST

MULFORDS
)

SCHIEFLIN - ANTITOXINS
Main and Wenzel Sts.

NATIONAL ) LOUISVILLE, KY.

F. A. NEWHALL
-DRUGGIST-

VOELCKER DRUG CO.
Incorporated

33rd and Western Parkway S. E. Cor. Shelby and Jefferson

LOUISVILLE, KY.
S. W. Cor Clay and Market

F. J. SCHWEITZER OTTO E. MUELLER
Prescription Pharmacist PHARMACIST

Complete Line Physician’s Supplies
N. W. Cor. Highland and Baxter Ave.

26th and Bank LOUISVILLE, KY. LOUISVILLE, KY.

WM. H. FISCHER HENRY G. SAAM
PHARMACIST *

CITY PHARMACIST

Brook and St. Catherine Cum. Phone Main 1973 Home Phone CitylalO

LOUISVILLE, KY. SHELBY AND BROADWAY
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DRUGGISTS’ DIRECTORY
GEO. C. REIS,

PHARMACIST

Both Phones 49. S. E. Cor. Preston and

Ormsby Ave.

JUST AS THE DOCTOR ORDERS.

ARTHUR C. WOERTZ,
CUT-RATE PHARMACIST.

Cor. 26th and Market Sts., Louisville, Ky.

Prescriptions carefully compounded by

registered pharmacists only.

CITY HALL PHARMACY,
CUT-RATE DRUG STORE.

6th and Jefferson Sts. Both Phones.

Home City 1277. Cuinb. Main 1280.

E. P. Berkshire.

J. E. KREKEL,
PHARMACIST.

2Uth and Market Sts., Louisville, Ky.

PURE DRUGS AND MEDICINES.

F. ly. LEONHARDT,
DRUGGIST.

1500 W. Broadway, Louisville, Ky.

Prescriptions filled only by our regis-

tered Pharmacist.

J. ly. GEIBEL,

PHARMACIST.

Corner Pfirst and Walnut Streets,

Louisville, Kentucky.

THANKS. CAI,L AGAIN !

PETER P. SCHMITT,
DRUGGIST.

Corner ^Magazine and 22nd Streets.

ly. II. BEAZLEY,
DRUGGIST.

N. W. Cor. 5th and Broadway,

Louisville, Ky.
HURLEY’S DRUG STORES,

1. fifiiird and Brandies Avenues,

2. Fourth and Hill Streets,

3. F'ourth Ave., near Oak Street.

Louisville, Kentucky.

SMITH BROS.,

CUT-RATE PHARMACY.

24th and Chestnut Sts., Louisville, Ky.

Lederle’s Bacterial Vaccines and
Antitoxins.

ALBERT A. BLOCK,

Louisville, Kentucky.
—Both ’Phones 2238

—

IIULS KAMP BKOS.
PRESCRIPTION SPECIALISTS.

N. W. Cor. Sixth and Kentucky Sts. ly. K. STROBEL,
PHARMACIST.

We use Mulford’s Assayed and Stand-
ardized products in our prescription de-

partment.
N. Pj. Cor. 18th St. and Garland Ave.

U. S. P. and N. F. DRUGS.
B. V. WINSLOW,

Vaccines, Antitoxins, Serums, Handajies,

(iauzc. Antiseptics

N. W. Cor. 28th and Dumesnil Sts.

THE CHEROKEE PHARMACY,
J. P. Jay, Prop.

—Prescriptions Our Specialty.

—

Cumberland ’Phone Plast 565.

Home ’Phone, Highland 25.

PR ESCRIPT ION SERVICE.
Our claims for Superiority in Pi-escrip-

tion Compounding are l>ased on these

facts

:

Purest Drugs,
Extreme Knowledge,

Greatest Care,

Absolute Safety.

K RIEGER ’S PHARMACY,
38th and Broadway Streets.

EDW. H. HINKEBEIN.
—pharmacist.

—

FRANKFORT & BAYLY,
Crescent Hill.

Home ’Phone, Cres. No. 3.

Cumherland ’Phone, E. 529 A.

JOHN I). JANSING,
—PI I A R,MACIST .

Barrett Ave & Breckinridge St.

Louisville, Kentucky.

C . E . P F A U
,

Third .Vve. and Si. Catherine St.

Prescriptions called for and Delivered.
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SULLIVAN & BRACH,
“THE HOUSE OE DISTINCTION”
GUARANTEED WINES AND L.IQUORS

F'OR

MEDICINAE PURPOSES
BOTH PHONES : CUMB. MAIN 2405—HOME CITY 2404
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EMERGENCY NEEDS!

BIOLOGIC PRODUCTS
A complete stock of Lederle’s. I’arke, Davis & Co.’s, and Mulford’s. Special discount to physicians.

Salvarsan and NeoSalvarsan with syringe intramuscular injection or complete apparatus for intravenous use.

SPECIAL LOUISVILLE AGENTS FOR

E. K. SQUIBB & SONS, Pharmaceuticals

Burroughs, AVelcome & Co., Hypodermic Syringes, Stains, Etc.

!

a

DOCTOR—Phone or wire us for any items you may need that your local druggist does not

stock and we will see that it reaches you hy first mail or express. S

Newman Dru^ Company |
Incorporated

JJ

LOUISVILLE, KENTUCKY
OPEN ALL NIGHT ^ ^ BOTH PHONES 693 B

icqBiHnq

OFFICERS
AND DIRECTORS

Dr. Milton Board,

Pres, and Supt.

(Late Supt. (Vest. Kp.

Asplum of Insane)

Late Member of Kp.

State Board of Con-

trol Chritable Inst 's.

Dr. J. T. Windell.

Vice-President

Dr. Earl Moorman.

Sec. and Asst.

Dr. W. E. Gardner,

(Supt. Central

Ky. Asylum.)

Dr. A. T. McCormack

Dr. Leon L. Solomon

Dr. Irvin Abell

TELEPHONES

Cumberland, S. 480

Home - - - 5996

REFERENCE

The Medical Profes-

sion of Kentucky

A modern, thoroughly equipped private institution for the treatment of

Mental and Nervous Diseases, Drug Addiction and Alcoholics.
Situated in the heart of the city, convenient and easy of access, yet quiet and secluded. Opposite

beautiful Central Park. Terms $20.00 to $35.00 per week. Outside patients charged office fees.

For Further information, address,

DR. MILTON BOARD, Superintendent
1412 Sixth Street Louisville, Kentucky

1
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Diagnosis in All Malarial Infections,
by Graham E. Henson, Jacksonville, Fla !

The Diagnosis of the Surgical Lesions of
THE Urinary Tract, by Irvin Abell, Louis-
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ling Green '.
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READY NEXT WEEK

Allen’s Local Anesthesia
This is the only complete American Avork on this subject. You get the history!

and evolution of local anesthesia, the physiology, the toxicology and technic. !

There is a chapter on nerves and sensation, giving particular attention to

pain,—what it is and its psychic control. Then comes a chapter on osmosis
and diffusion. Each local anesthetic is taken up in detail, giving very special

attention to cocain and novocain, pointing out the action on tlie nervous .sys-

tem, the value of adrenalin, paralysis caused by cocain anesthesia, control of

toxicity. You get Crile’s method of administering adrenalin and salt solu-

tion; you get qninin and urea anesthesia, and the use of magnesium salts.

The exact A\'ay to produce the intradermal Avheal, to pinch the flesh for the in-

sertion of the needle—all shown yon step liy step. Special chapters deal Avith

the extremities and peripheral parts, abdominal and thoracic cavities, spinal

and epidural analgesia, paravertebral and parasacral, intra-arterial, intraven-

ous, and general anesthesia with local anesthesia. Abdominal work covers 50

pages; genito-urinary work and hernia another 50 pages. Yon got an article

on anoci-associaiion, Avith Crile’s technic for producing anesthesia. You get

local anesthesia for rectal surgery, gynecologic operations end cesarean sec-

tion, with Allen’s own method of prostatectomy. There is an exhaustive chap-

ter on the head. There is a large section on dental anesthesia.

Octavo of 625 pages, illustrated. By Carroll AV. Ai.len, M. D., Instructor in Clinical Surgery at

Tulane University of Louisiana. Introduction by Rudolph Matas, M .D., Tulane University.

W. B. SAUNDERS COMPANY West Washington Square, Philadelphia
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In the treatment of vasomotor rhinitis—or hay
fever, as the disorder is better known—Adrenalin is

one of the most satisfactory agents at the command
of the practitioner. While not a specific in the strict

sense of the word, it controls the symptoms very

effectually and secures for the patient a positive

degree of comfort.

Solution Adrenalin Chloride
and

Adrenalin Inhalant
are the preparations most commonly used, being sprayed into the nares and
pharynx. The Solution should be diluted with four to five times its volume
of physiological salt solution. The Inhalant ('preferred by some physicians

because of its oily base, which imparts an emollient effect and renders the

astringent action more enduring) should be diluted with three to four times
its volume of olive oil. Both are effectively administered by means of our
Glaseptic Nebulizer.

Supplied in ounce glass-stoppered bottles.

THE GLASEPTIC NEBULIZER.
This is confidently believed to be the most practical atomizer ever offered

to the medical profession. It combines asepsis, convenience, efficiency and
simplicity. It is readily sterilized, the working parts being
one piece of glass. It produces a fine spray and is suited to

oils of all densities, as well as aqueous, spirituous

and ethereal liquids. Price, complete (with throat-

piece), $1.25.
^ ^

Write for our Literature on Hay Fever.^

PARKE, DAVIS St COMPANY
Laboratories: Detroit, Mich.. U. S. A.; Walkerville, Ont.; Hounslow, Eng.

Branches: New York, Chicago, Kansas City, St. Louis. Baltimore. New Orleans, Minneapolis,
Seattle, Boston. Buffalo. Pittsburg, Cincinnati, U. S. A. : Montreal, Que.; London,

Eng.; Sydney, N.S.W.; St. Petersburg, Russia; Bombay, India;
Tokio, Japan; Buenos Aires. Argentina.
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EVERYTHING EOR THE AUTOIVIOBIEE

Louisville Auto Supply Co. (Incorporated)

048 F'ourth Avenue L..ouisville, FCentuckv

I i
I For Blank Hooks For Oflice Needs I

WRITE FOR E l TER
liK'orporatod

tVRITE FOR

I Office Furniture piiom: main 17hs Classy Printing |
I i
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We desire a visit from you in our new
store. We are showing the most extensive

line of MEN’S FOOT WEAR ever shown in

Louisville. We also have the handsomest
store in the U. S.

BOSTON SHOE ( O.
INCORPORATED

471-419 4th Ave. Louisville, Ky.

WHEN YOU PUT YOUR BUTTONS
Into your shirt after you get it from us, you will find what we mean by CAREFUL
LAUNDERING. Not only do we watch the work with care, but we deliver promptly.

WE ARE USING THE SANITARY SiilRT PROTEGTORS-Doing Away With Pins, Bands ann Buttons

Our Collar Moulder turns every collar without breaking, and leaves a space for the
tie to slide. One trial will convince you.

IHQQkPORIkTri,

JV? IBS S. THIRD STRIDE"

QotH F*Hones lOGS l_.ouisville, Ky.

THE MOST EXTENSIVE SERVICE
IN LOUISVILLE AND SUBURDS

L-OISTG DISTANCE CONNECTIONS
LOWEST RATES THE EOUISVILEE

HOIVIE TEL.EJRHONE COMHANY
Incorporated
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B. MATTHEWS 4

Home Phone 656S-L

MANUFACTURER
OF

ARTIFICIAL
LEGS

236 West Jefferson Street

LOUISVILLE, KY.

? Elastic Hosiery f
i - i

CATALOGUE NOW READY

XHEO. XAEEL.
319 S. Third Street

:

Special Discount to Physicians

f
4

f

4

f

LOUISVILLE, KENTUCKY
JWRITE EOR ONE f

I Indigestion and Nervousness |

I

I

ARE COIVIIVION DISEASE CONDITIONS
These can be treated successfully and pleasantly by a pure, wholesome chewing gum

“KIS-ME” GUM
is famous for its purity and flavor. It is relied upon by many as a remedy
in indigestion and nervousness. It produces results.

Doctor, advise your patient to try the pleasant remedy we offer you in

“KIS-ME” GUM.
MADE BY AIVIERICAN CHICEE CO., LOUISVILLE, KY.

K*
SoutHern X-Rav L^aboratory

K

L.OUISVIL.L.E, KENTUCKY
Security Building

Second and Gray
Local and Long Distance Telephone

Bell—Main 1182-A. Home—City 4302

i

Best equipped laboratory of its kind south of the Ohio River.

We do all classes of Radioscopic and Radiographic work, including Steroscopic views

X-Ray treatment given in referred cases.

Fractures rayed before and after reduction in laboratory.

Automobile or ambulance service to and from laboratory.

Fees reasonable.

C. L. MOIR L. H. KERR I

X

JOHN SCHAEFER
HOME 'PHONE 5868

CARRIAGE AND AUTOMOBILE
TRIMMING AND PAINTING

923 E. Broadway : : : : : Louisville, Kentucky.

'
' '
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SAY DOCTOR,

OLD TOM JONES WHISKY
We control this high grade, pure, Kentucky Bourbon Whisky
which we are offering to the profession, for medical pur-

poses, at the very low price of Three Dollars and Fifty Cents

a gallon, or Six Full Quarts for Five Dollars, CASH WITH
ORDER.

We prepay express charges, except to points in Texas,

Florida and west of Missouri River.

SIMON N. JONES CO. 134 West Main Street, Louisville, Ky., Department S

I

I
Both Telephones J. E. KILGUS

I
No. 302

I

DRUGGIST

Third & Ormsby Ave.

i
Louisville, Ky. i
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CURRAN POPE A. THRUSTON POPE

AMODERN up-to-date private infirmary equipped with steam heat, electric light, electric

fans, modern plumbing and new furnishings. Solicits all chronic cases, functional and
organic nervous diseases, diseases of the stomach and intestines, rheumatism, gout and

uric acid troubles, drug habits and non-surgical diseases of men and women. No insanity or

infectious cases treated. Bed-ridden cases not received without previous arrangement.

Hydrotheratf, Mechanical Massage, Sialic, Galvanic, Faradic, High Frequency, Arc Lighi and X-Ray
Trealmenis given by comfielenl Physicians and Nurses under ihe immediale sufiervision of She Medical
Sufierinlendenl. Special laboralory facilities for diagnosis by urine, blood, scutum, gastric juice and
X-Ray. Recreation hall with fiool and billiards for free use of patients.

Rates $25 per week, including treatment, board, medical attention and general nursing. Send for

large illustrated catalog. The Sanatorium is supplied daily, from the Pope Farm, with vegetables,

poultry and eggs; also milk, cream, butter and buttermilk from its herd of registered Jerseys.

THE POPE SANATORIUM
INCOKPORATF.n

Lonft Distance Phones
CUMB. M. 2122 HOME 2122

115 West Chestnut Street

LOUISVILLE, KENTUCKY

BEEGHHURST SANITARIUM
TREATMENT OF

NERVOUS and MILD MENTAL DISEASES, DRUG ADDICTIONS and ALCOHOLISM

LOUISVII_LE, KENTUCKY

II. It. SCOTT. A.M.. M.D.. .Mediciil SuporiiitoiKleiit
^

E. P. THOMAS, liusiiiess Munatier

A modern and thorouehly equipped psychopathic hospital for the treatment of nervous and mental diseases, drue
addictions and alcoholism. Ideally situated in the privacy of its own 26 acres of wooded lawns, hieh and retired.

Terms reasonable. For booklet and particulars, address.

Long Distance Phones : Cumb. E. 257-a. Home City 3565 DR. H. B. SCOTT
Station C, Eouiaville, Ky.
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a gallon, or Six Full Quarts for Five Dollars, CASH WITH
ORDER.

We prepay express charges, except to points in Texas,
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ISIMON N. JONES CO 134 West Main Street, Louisville, Ky., Department S
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IN'CORPORATtD

CURRAN POPE A. THRUSTON POPE

AMODERN up-to-date private infirmary equipped with steam heat, electric light, electric

fans, modern plumbing and new furnishings. Solicits all chronic cases, functional and
organic nervous diseases, diseases of the stomach and intestines, rheumatism, gout and

uric acid troubles, drug habits and non-snrgical diseases of men and women. No insanity or

infectious cases treated. Bed-ridden cases not received without previous arrangement.

Hydrotherapy, Mechanical Massage, Static, Galvanic, Faradic, High Frequency, Arc Light and X-Ray
Treatments given by competent Physicians and Nurses under the immediate supervision of the Medical
Superintendent. Special laboratory facilities for diagnosis by urine, blood, sputum, gastric Juice and
X-Ray. Recreation hall with pool and billiards for free use of patients.

Rates$25 per week; including treatment, board, medical attention and general nursing. Send for

large illustrated catalog. The Sanatorium is supplied daily, from the Pope Farm, with vegetables,

poultry and eggs; also milk, cream, butter and buttermilk from its herd of registered Jerseys.

THE POPE SANATORIUM
Long Distance Phones

CUMB. M. 2122 HOME 2122

115 West Chestnut Street

LOUISVILLE, KENTUCI

BEEGHHURST SANITARIUM
TREAT.MENT OF

NERVOUS and MILD MENTAL DISEASES, DRUG ADDICTIONS and ALCOHOLISM

LOUISVILLE, KENTUCKY

II. It. SCOTT, A.M.. .M.D., .Mcilicnl Sui)eriiitcn<lent E. I*. THOMAS, Itusiness Manafjer
A modern and thorouehly equipped psychopathic hospital for the treatment of nervous and mental diseases, drue
addictions and alcoholism. Ideally situated in the privacy of its own 2t acres of wooded lawns, hifh and retired.

Terms reasonable. For booklet and particulars, address.

Long Distance Phones; Cumb. E. 257-a. Home City 3565 DR. H. e. SCOTT
Station C, Louisville, Ky.
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UNIVERSITY
LOUISVILLE

MEDICAL DEPARTMENT
Next Session Begins Sept. 29, 1914

And Continues Eight Months

Entrance Requirements--Completion of four years’ High
School, or other equivalent of fourteen Carnegie units as demon-
strated by examination, and one year of college work including
the study of Chemistry. Physics, Biology and German or French.

The pre-medical Academic Course can be taken in the
Liberal Arts Department of the University.

With the new million-dollar hospital of 500 beds, clinical

and laboratory facilities unsurpassed, including an unexcelled
course in Clinical Pathology.

The following named Schools, by mutual agreement
of the respective Faculties, and in perfect accord, have now
united and become the Medical Department of the University of

Louisville, transferring their good will and prestige

:

The Medical Department of the University of Louisville—Organized 1837
The Kentucky School of Medicine—Organized in 1850
The Louisville Medical College—Organized in 1869
The Hospital College of Medicine—Organized in 1873

Medical Department of Kentucky University—Organized in 1898.

These five schools have graduated 20,000 physicians, and
now have in active practice, located in every State in this coun-
try, nearly 10,000 Alumni.

Premedical college course given in Academic Department
of University.

For catalogue or other information, address,

DR. HENRY ENOS TULEY, Dean.
101 W. Chestnut Street, LOUISVILLE, KY.

'If. t
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DRUGGISTS’ DIRECTORY

B. H. BENSON C. F. M E L T O N
Vander Espt's Pharmacy

D ruggists and Chemists
1 DRUGGIST

N. W. Cor. Preston and Walnut
18th and St. Catherine

Louisville, Ky. Only Pure Drugs Used

FRED BENDER, JR. WM. G. PFLEIDERER

Prescription Druggist 800 S. 18th

Cor. Wenzel and Jefferson St. Prescriptions Compounded

P. D. & Co. Antitoxin Carried in Stock To The Letter

We Believe in Reciprocity. STAUBER’S PHARMACY
T H E 0. R E C T A N U S CO.

INCORPORATED

Louisville’s Best Drug Store

N. E. Cor. 19th and Broadway

Preston and Walnut Sts. LOUISVILLE, KY.

C. B. DAVIS ALBUS DRUG CO.

PHARMACIST
The Two-Quality-Prescription Stores, where

You Get Just What the Doctor

801 . Walnut Street Orders.

LOUISVILLE, KY. Shelby and Market Floyd and Market

H. C. BOHLSEN
DRUGGIST

McDaniel drug co.
Incorporated

7th and Broadway
FIRST AND OAK STREETS

Louisville, Ky-

Both Phones 1392.

Home-City 2524 Cumb. S1748

Prescriptions Called For and Delivered

Witfiout Extra Charge.

BOECKMANN’S DRUG STORE schlosser pharmacy
SECOND AND CHESTNUT STREET

Jackson and Walnut

Prescriptions Filled With Pure.st Drugs

No Substituting Done Here

WM. PINNIGER, Proprietor

Registered Pharmacist in Kentucky, and Mem-

ber Pharmaceutical Society of Great Britain

PROMPT SERVICE NO SUBSTITUTION

Dear Doctor:
;

I do not think my “Pharmacy”
or “Myself” need any introduction. Suffice

A. F. S O L B R I G
DRUGGIST

to say, we stand for the Right.
:

Sincerely,
;

Gth and Oak Streets

LEON ABRAHAM
First and Broadway

Tj( )UIS V ILIjej, IvJcilS lUOIv X

Prescriptions a Specialty
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DRUGGISTS’ DIRECTORY
W M . A N Z Home Phone Shawnee 2.38 West 250

THOMAS J. KEANEY, Pharmacist
18th and Jefferson Fresh Supply of Ledeile’s A^aecin Antitoxin

Always On Hand. Full Line of T. M. F.

P. Preparations Carried in Stock.

28tit and Chestnut Sts.
Especial Care Given to Prescriptions LOUISVILLE, KY.

MATTHEW’S PHARMACY ARTHUR C. WEISS

18th and Chestnut
-PHARMACIST—

W. .370 Shawnee 871

25th and St. Cecelia Streets

PRESCKIPd'K )N SPECIALIST LOUISVILLE, KY.

J . H . R 0 M P F WM. VOTTELER
PHARMACIST

18th and Dumesnil Shelby and Oak Sts.

Prescriptions a Specialty

LOUISVILLE, KY.
BOTH PHONES

Carrying- in stock Antitoxins, Bacterines and
Phylaeogens

J . M . E B L E N DANIEL ZUTT

lIoO S. Eighteenth Street PHARMACIST

MULFORDS J

SCHIEFLIN - ANTITOXINS
NATIONAL )

Main and Wenzel Sts.

LOUISVILLE, KY.

F. A. NEWHALL VOELCKER DRUG CO.
Incorporated

— DRUGGIST

—

33rd and Western Parkway S. E. Cor. Shelby and Jefferson

LOUISVILLE, KY. S. W. Cor Clay and Market

F. J. SC H W E ITZE R OTTO E. MUELLER
Prescription Pharmacist PHARMACIST

Complete Line Physician’s Supplies N. W. Cor. Highland and Baxter Ave.

26th and Bank LOUISVILLE, KY. LOUISVILLE, KY.

WM. H. FISCHER HENRY G. SAAM
PHARMACIST CITY PHARMACIST

Brook and St. Catherine
j

Cum. Phone Main 19".'? Home Phone Cityl519

LOUISVILLE, KY. SHELBY AND BROADWAY
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DRUGGISTS’ DIRECTORY
GEO. C. REIS,

PHARMACIST

Both Phones 49. S. E. Cor. Preston and

Ormsby Ave.

JUST AS THE DOCTOR ORDERS.

ARTHUR G. WOERTZ,
CUT-RATE PRARMACIST.

Cor. 26th and Market Sts., Louisville, Ky.

Prescriptions carefully compounded by

registered pharmacists only.

CITY HALL PHARMACY,
CUT-RATE DRUG STORE.

6th and Jefferson Sts. Both Phones.

Home City 1277. Cumb. Main 1280.

E. P. Berkshire.

J. E. KREKEL,
PHARMACIST.

20th and Market Sts., Louisville, Ky.

PURE DRUGS AND MEDICINES.

F. IP. LEONHARDT,
DRUGGIST,

1500 W. Broadway, Louisville, Ky.

Prescriptions filled only by our regis-

tered Pharmacist.

J. TP. GEIBEL,

PHARMACIST.

Corner First and Walnut Streets,

Louisville, Kentucky.

THANKS. CAl.L AGAIN !

PETER P. SCHMITT,
DRUGGIST.

Corner Magazine and 22nd Streets.

IP. H. BEAZLEY,
DRUGGIST.

N. W. Cor. 5th and Broadway,

Louisville, Ky.
HURLEY’S DRUG STORES,

1. Third and Brandies Avenues,

2. Fourth and Hill Streets,

3. Fourth Ave., near Oak Street.

Louisville, Kentucky.

SMITH BROS.,

CUT-RATE PHARMACY.

24th and Chestnut Sts., Louisville, Ky.

Lederle’s Baetei’ial Vaccines and
Antitoxins.

ALBERT A. BLOCK,

Louisville, Kentucky.
—Both ’Phones 2238

—

HULS KAMP BKOS.
PRESCRIPTION SPECIALISTS.

N. W. Cor. Sixth and Kentucky Sts. TP. K. STROBEL,
PH.A.RMACIST.

AVe use Mulford’s Assayed and Stand-

ardized products in our prescription de-

partment.
N. E. Cor. 18th St. and Garland Ave.

U. S. P. and N. P. DRUGS.
B. V. WINSLO IP,

Vaccines, Antitoxins, Serums, Bandages,

Gauze, Antiseptics

N. W. Cor. 28th and Uumesnil Sts.

THE CHEROKEE PHARMACY,
J. P. J.iy, Prop.

—Prescriptions Our Specialty.

—

Cumberland ’Phone East 565.

Home ’Phone, Highland 25.

PRESCRIPTION SERVICE.
Our claims for Superiority in Prescrip-

tion Comiiounding are based on these

facts

:

Purest Drugs,
Extreme Knowledge,

Greatest Care,

Absolute Safety.

KRIEGER’S PHAU MACY,
38th and Broadway Streets.

ED^V. H. HINKEBEIN.
—PHARMACIST.

FRANKFORT & BAYLY,
Crescent Hill.

Home ’Phone, Cres. No. 3.

Cumberland ’Phone, E. 529 A.

JOHN D. JANSING,
PHARMACIST.

Barrett Ave & Breckinridge St.

Louisville, Kentucky.

C . E . PFAU,
Third .\ve. and Si. Catherine St.

Prescriptions called for and Delivered.
. t .

1
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EVERYTHING EOR THE AUTOIMOBIEE
Louisville Auto Supply Co. (Incorporated)

G4S F'ourth Avenue Liouisville, Kentucky

SULLIVAN & BRACH,
“THE HOUSE OE DISTINCTION”
GUARANTEED WINES AND LIQUORS

F’OR

MEDICINAL PURPOSES
QOTH F*HONES : CUMB. MAIN 2405—HOME CITY 2404

JOHN SCHAEFER
HOME ’PHONE 5868

CARRIAGE AND AUTOMOBILE
TRIMMING AND PAINTING

923 E. Broadway : : : : : Louisville, Kentucky.

NOT SOLD IN STORES. TRAINED CORSETIERS
The corset according to type. Front-laced Corset, Back-laced Corsets, Fhont and

Back-laced Corsets. Maternity and Nursing- Corsets. Men’s Laced in Front Corsets.

Tricot slip on benders for men and women.
Sacro-iliac lielts for Men and Women. Compression Belts.

.MISS ELIZABETH M. PAKK, .Mgr.
Parlor Rooms 410-411 Courier-.Iournal Bldg. Phone-City 2766

Residence J Cumb. Phone S. 1819 1419 South Sixth St.,

a Phones I Home Phone 1922-City LOUISVILLE. KENTUCKY IT

'T '

SOUTHERN ORTICAE COIVIRANY
Incorporated

SPECTACLES arid EYE GLASSES
Pourth and CHestnut Louisville, Kentucky-
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TELEPHONES:

Cumberland, S. 480

Home - - - 5996

REFERENCE

The Medical Profes-

sion of Kentucky

OFFICERS
AND DIRECTORS

Dr. Milton Board,

Pres, and Supt.

(Late Supt. West. Kp.

Asplum of Insane)

Late Member of Kp.

State Board of Con-
trol Chrltable Inst ’s.

Dr. J. T. Windell,

Vice-President

Dr. Earl Moorman,

Sec. and Asst.

Dr. W. E. Gardner.

tSupt. Central

Ky. Asylum.)

Dr. a. T. McCormack
Dr. Leon L. Solomon

Dr. Irvin Abell

A modern, thoroughly equipped private institution for the treatment of

Mental and Nervous Diseases, Drug Addiction and Alcoholics.
Situated in the heart of the city, convenient and easy of access, yet quiet and secluded. Opposite

be'AUtiful Central Park. Terms $20.00 to $35.00 per week. Outside patients charged office fees.

For Further information, address,

DR. MILTON BOARD, Superintendent
1412 Sixth Street Louisville, Kentucky

WHEN YOU PUT YOUR BUTTONS
Into your shirt after you get it from us, you will find what we mean by CAREFUL
LAUNDERING. Not only do we watch the work with care, but we deliver promptly.

WE ARE USING THE SANITARY SHIRT PROTECTORS,

doing away with pins, bands and buttons

Our Collar Moulder turns every collar without breaking, and leaves a space for the

tie to slide. One trial will convince you.

QotH PHones 10G8 L.iOuis'vllle, Kv>
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This page is donated by the Kentucky State Medical Association to as-

sist in the campaign against Tuberculosis.

Send your patients to a Sanatorium to be taught

how to care for themselves and how

to protect others.

ASSOCIATION SANATORIUM (HAZELWOOD)

Administration Building and Infirmary.

This sanatorium for the treatment of Tuberculosis is not maintained for profit but to assist

in caring for cases of tuberculosis which can afford a very moderate expense and yet receive

the best of care.

I

For terms and further information, address

DR. Dl)\iMX(i S. WILSON, Medical Director and Superintendent

121 West Chestnut Street, Louisville, Ky,

I
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EMERGENCY NEEDS I

BIOLOGIC PRODUCTS
A complete stock of Ledcrlc’s. Parke. Davis & Co.'s, and Mulford's. Si>ccial discount to physicians.

Salvarsan and NeoSalvarsan with syrinjSe intramuscular injection or complete apparatus for intravenous use.

SPECIAL LOUISVILLE AGENTS FOR

E. R. SQUIBB & SONS, Pharmaceuticals

Burroughs, Welcome & Co., Hypodermic Syringes, Stains, Etc.

DOCTOR—Phone or wire us for any items you may need that your local druggist does not

stock and we will see that it reaches you by first mail or express.

s

i

s
B

Newman Drug Company
Ineorporated

LOUISVILLE, KENTUCKY
OPEN ALL NIGHT ^ ^ BOTH PHONES 693 B

Bmaaim
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READY NEXT WEEK

Allen’s Local Anesthesia
This is the only complete American work on this subject. You get the history

and evolution of local anesthesia, the physiology, the toxicology and technic.

There is a chapter on nerves and sensation, giving particular attention to

pain —what it is and its psychic control. Then comes a chapter on osmosis

and diffusion. Each local anesthetic is taken up in detail, giving very special

attention to cocain and novocain, pointing out the action on the nervous sys-

tem, the value of adrenalin, paralysis caused by cocain anesthesia, control of

toxicity. You get Crile’s method of administering adrenalin and salt solu-

tion
;
you get quiniu and urea anesthesia, and the use of magnesium salts.

The exact way to produce the intradermal wheal, to pinch the flesh for the in-

sertion of the needle—all shown you step by step. Special chapters deal ivith

the extremities and peripheral parts, abdominal and thoracic cavities, spinal

and epidural analgesia, paravertebral and parasacral, intra-arterial, intraven-

ous, and general anesthesia with local anesthesia- Abdominal work covers 50

pages; genito-nrinary work and hernia another 50 pages. You get an article

on anoci-association, with Crile’s technic for producing anesthesia. You get

local anesthesia for rectal surgery, gynecologic operations and cesarean sec-

tion, with Allen’s own method of prostatectomy. There is an exhaustive chap-

ter on the head. There is a large section on denial anesthesia.

Octavo of 625 pages, illustrated. By Carroll W. Allen, M. D., Instructor in Clinical Surgery at

Tulane University of Tjouisiana. Introduction by Rudolph M .U., Tulunc Iniversity.

W- B. SAUNDERS COMPANY West Washington Square, Philadelphia
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ALEXANDER’S

DIPHTHERIA ANTITOXIN

Highly Concentrated and Refined

is furnished by the

Kentucky State Board of Health

at prices within reach of every citizen

Best for the patient.

Most convenient for the physician.

DR. H. M. ALEXANDER & CO.
Biologic Laboratories

MARIETTA, PENNSYLVANIA
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Our Dipliikeria Antitoxin

isPROVED Antitoxin

proof begins with the first step in the process of

manufacture—the selection of healthy, vigorous horses:

animals that have been pronounced sound by expert veteri-

narians. It ends only when the finished product is wrapped

and labeled for the market.

Concentrated

Aniidipliftieric Serum
(GloLulin)

is tested and retested—bacteriologically for purity, physio-

logically for safety and activity. It is sterile. It is of

accurately demonstrated antitoxic strength. The syringe

container in which it is marketed is a model of convenience

and security.

Bio. 1
3— 500 antitoxic units.

Bio. 16— 1 000 antitoxic units.

Bio. 17—2000 antitoxic units.

Bio. 18—3000 antitoxic units.

Bio. 19— 4000 antitoxic units.

Bio. 20— 5000 antitoxic units.

Bio. 21— 7500 antitoxic units.

Bio. 22— 10,000 antitoxic units.

ALWAYS SPECIFY “P. D. & CO ” WHEN YOU ORDER.

Home OHices and Laboratories,
Detroit, Michigan. Parke, Davis & Co.
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Waukesha Springs Sanitarium

FOR THE CARE AND TREATMENT OF

NERVOUS DISEASES
Building Absolutely BYRON M. CABLES, M. D.. Siipt.

Fireproof Waukesha, Wis.

THE STORM BINDER AND ABDOMINAL SUPPORTER
(PATENTED)

Adapted to Use of Men, Women, Children and Babies

No Whalebones Elastic, yet without Rubber Elastic Washable as Underwear

Modifications for Hernia, Relaxed Sacro-

iliac Articulations, Floating Kidney, High
Operations, Ptosis, Obesity, Pregnancy, etc.

Send for new folder and testimonials of ijhysicians. General mail
orders tilled at Philadelphia only—within twent5 -four hours

KATHESilXE L. STORM, M.D.
I.‘>41 Diamond Street, Philadelphia

cDRS. PETTEY & WALLACE’S
SANITARIUM

958 S Fifth Street MEMPHIS, TENN.

V FOR THE TREATMENT OF

Alcohol and Drug Addictions

Nervous and Mental Diseases

]

L

A quiet home-like, private, high-class, institu-

tion. Licensed. Strictly ethical. Complete equip-
ment. New building. Best accommodations.

Resident physician and tredned nurses.

Drug patients treated by Dr. Pettey’s original
method under his personal care.

KENILWORTH SANITARIUM
KENILWORTH, ILL.

HOURS : 11 TO 1

TELEPHONE: RANDOLPH S794

ESTABLISHED 1905

(C. & N. IV. R'y. Si.\ Miles North of Chicago.)

Built and equipped for the treatment of nervous
and mental diseases. Approved diagnostic and
therapeutic metliods. Special system of ventila-

tion. Rooms impervious to noise. Elegant ap-
pointments. Bath rooms en suite, steam heating,
electric lighting, electric elevator.

All correspondence should be addressed to

KENILWORTH SANITARIUM, Kenilworth. Illinois

RESIDENT MEDICAL STAFF : Kathryn T. Driscoll, M.D., Assistant Physician ; Sherman Brown. M.D„ Medical Supt.

;

Sanger Brown, M.D., Chief of Staff,

59 E. MADISON STREET, CHICAGO, ILLINOIS
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CALENDAR OE COUNTY SOCIETY MEETINGS
COUNTY SBOBETART RESIDENCE DATE

Adair

Allen

Anderson

Ballard

Barren

Bath ^ . .

Bell . . .

Boone
Bourbon
Boyd
Boyle

Breathitt

Breckinridge

Bullitt

Butler

Caldwell

Calloway

Campbell-Kenton

Carlisle

Carroll

Carter

Casey

Christian

. . U. L. Taylor. . .

. . H. M. Meredith.

. . J. W. Gilbert.

.

. . J. S. Johnson . .

. . C. C. Turner. .

. . H. J. Dailey. . .

. . 0. P. Nuchols. .

. . 0. E. Senour . .

. . C. G. Daugherty

C. K. Kercheval.

. . AV. H. Smith. . ,

. . Earl Moorman . .

J. E. Kincheloe .

. Roscoe I. Kerr, .

. . J. H. Austin . .

. . W. L. Cash . . .

W. H. Graves . .

. . P. A. Stine. . . .

. . T. J. Marshall . .

. . E. B. Driskell. .

. . G. B. O'Roark . .

. . J. M. Haney . .

.. VV. S. Sandbach.

Clark

Clay

H. R. Henry. .

J. L. Anderson
Clinton

Crittenden

Cumberland

S. F. Stephenson

J. Ernest Fox. .

Oscar Keen . . . .

Daviess
Estill

Fayette
Fleming
Franklin
Fulton
Gallatin
Garrard
Grant
Graves
Grayson
Greenup
Hardin '

. . .

Harlan
Harrison
Hart
Henderson
Henry
Hickman
Hopkins
Jackson
Jeiferson

Jessamine
Johnson
Knott
Knox
Larue
Laurel
Lee
Leslie
Lewis
Lincoln '.

. . .

Logan
Lyon
McCracken
McLean
Madison
Magoffin
Marion
Marshall
Mason
Meade
Mercer
Metcalfe
Monroe
Montgomery
Morgan
Muhlenburg
Nelson
Nicholas
Ohio
Oldham
Owen
Owsley
Pendleton
Perry
Pike
Powell

J. J. Rodman. . .

G. A. Embry. . . .

L. C. Redmon . . .

J. B. O’Bannon. .

U. V. Williams. .

Seldon Cohn . . . .

J. M. Stallard . .

J. B. Kinnaird. .

C. M. Eckler. . . .

H. H. Hunt. . . .

C. L. Sherman . . ,

A. P. Hunt . . . .

R. T. Layman. . .

W. M. Martin. . .

W. B. Moore . . .

C. H. Moore . . .

B. J. Neary. . . .

Owen Carroll. . .

E. B. McMorries.
A. O. Sisk . . . .

G. C. Goodman . .

E. L. Henderson
J. A. VanArsdall.
J. H. Holbrook . .

Owen Pigman.. .

C. L. Heath. . . .

W. E. Rodman. .

Oscar D. Brock .

A. B. Hoskins. .

R. L. Collins. . . .

A. C. Henthorn. .

D. B. Southard . .

Walter Byrne, Jr.

J. H. Hussey. . . .

Delia Caldwell. .

W. H. Moore . . .

.T. W. Scudder . .

M. C. Kash . . . .

R. C. McChord . .

L. L. AVashburn .

.T. H. Samuel. . . ,

E. C. Hartman . .

C.* B. A^anArsdall
H. R. VanZant. .

R. F. Duncan . .

J. F. Jones
W. H. Wheeler. .

S. T. Taylor . . . .

Hugh D. Rodman

.

G. B. Spencer. . .

Oscar Allen . . . .

E. D. Burnett . .

J. H. Crisman . .

A. M. Glass. . . .

W. A. McKenney
M. E. Combs.. .

AV. J. Walters. . .

I. W. Johnson . . .

, . . . Columbia

. . . Scottsville

Lawrenceburg

. . . .Barlow

Lucas

. . Owingsville

. . . .Pineville

Union
Paris

. . . . Ashland

. . . .Danville

. . . .Jackson

.Hardinsburg

. . . . Belmom
. .Morgantown

. . .Princeton

. . . . Murray
. . . . Newport

. . . .Bardwell

. . Worthville

. . . . Grayson

. . Middleburg

Caskey

. .Winchester

. . Manchester

. . . . Albany

. . . . Marion

. . Burkesville

. . Owensboro
Irvine

. . .Lexington
. .Mt. Carmel

. . . Frankfort
. . . . Fulton

Sparta
. . . Lancaster
. Williamstown
. . . .Mayfield

. . . . Millwood
. . .Fullerton

. . . . Cecelia
. . . . Harlan

. . .Oynthiana
. . . .Canmer
. .Henderson

. .New Castle
. . . . Clinton
. . Earlington
. . Welchburg
. . Louisville

. .Nicholasville
. . Paintsville

Mallie
. . . . Lindsay
. .Hodgenville

. . . . London
. . Beattyville

Hyden
. .Vanceburg

. . . . Stanford
. . Russellville

. . . Eddyville
. . .Paducah

. . Sacramento
. . .Richmond
. . . Salyersville
. . . .Lebanon

. . . . Benton
. . .Maysville

. Brandenburg
. Harrodsburg

. . . Edmonton

. Tompkinsville
. . Mt. Sterling
.West Liberty
. . Central City

. . Bardstown

. . . . Carlisle

. . . Cromwell
. .Anchorage

. ... Owenton

. . . Booneville
. . . Falmouth

. . . . Hazard
. ...Pikeville

. . . . Stanton

September 10.

September 26.

September 7.

September 8.

September 16.

September 14.

September 11.

September 16.

September 17.

September 7, 28.

September 8.

September 2.

September 10.

September 14.

September 2.

September 8.

September 9.

September 17.

September 1.

October 13.

Septmber 8.

September 24.

September 15.

September 15.

September 2.

September 9.

September i:.
September 9.

September 15.
September 16.
September 7.

September 15.
September 17.
September 17.
September 16.
September 2.

September 24.
September 3.

September 10.
September 7.

September 7.

September 1.

September 14, 28.
September 28.

September 3.

September 2.

Every Monday Eveninsr.
September 24.
September 5.

September 26.
September 28.
September 17.
September 16.
September 12.
September 23.
September 21.
SeptembeV 18.
September 8.

September 15.
September 9, 23.
September 8.

September 10.
September 5.

October 20.
September 9.

September 7.

September 24.
September 8.

September 6.

September 17.
September 8.

September 14.

September 23.
September 2.

September 11.
September 2^

September n\

Sej)tember 3.

September o

Sejitembcr 9.’

September 14.
September 7.

September 7.
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COUNTY SECRETARY RESIDENCE DATE

Pulaski
Robertson
Rockcastle
Rowan
Russell
Scott
Shelby
Simpson
Spencer
Taylor
Todd
Trigg
Trimble
Union
Warren
Washington
Wayne
Webster
Whitley
Wolfe
Woodford

Carl Norfleet. . . .

W. S. Chandler. .

Lee Chestnut. . .

O. C. Nickell. . . .

J. B. Scholl. . . .

E. C. Barlow . . .

W. E. Allen . . . .

N. C. Witt
E. C. Wood . . . .

J. L. Atkinson . .

L. P. Trabue. . . .

J. L. Hopson . . .

P. W. Hancock .

S. L. Henry . . .

B. S. Rutherford
J. H. Hopper . .

J. P. Young. . . .

Roy Orsburn . . .

C. A. Moss. . . .

D. B. Cox
J. W. Crenshaw. .

Somerset
Mt. Olivet

Mt. Vernon
Morehead

Jabez
Georgetown

Shelbyville, R. P. D. No. 1

Pranklin
Wakefield

Campbellsville
, Elkton

Cadiz
Bedford

Morganfield
Bowling Green

. . . .
' Springfield

Monticello
Sebree

Williamsburg
Campton
Versailles

September
September
October 8.

Septemlier
September
Sej)tember
September
September
September
September
September

September
September
September
September
Septemlver
September
September
September
September

10 .

21 .

2 .3 .

5.

3.

17.
1 .

21 .

10 .

t .

2.

9.

1 (5 .

8. 15.
25 ,

3.

7.

1 .

Dr. Broughton’s Sanitarium
For Opium, Morphine, Cocaine and Other Drug Addictions,

Including Alcohol and Special Nervous Cases

Methods easy, regular, humane. Good heat, light

water, help, hoard, etc. Number limited to 44. A well

kept home. Address

DR. BROUGHTON’S SANITARIUM
Phone 536 2007 S. Main St. Rockford, 111

CURRAN POPE A. THRUSTON POPE

AMODERN up-to-date private infirmary equipped with steam heat, electric light, electric

fans, modern plumbing and new furnishings. Solicits all chronic cases, functional and
organic nervous diseases, diseases of the stomach and intestines, rheumatism, gout and

uric acid troubles, drug habits and non-siirgical diseases of men and women. No insanity or

infectious cases treated. Bed-ridden cases not received without previous arrangement.

Hydrotheraty, Mechanical Massage, Static, Galvanic, Faradic, High Frequency, Arc Light and X-Ray
Treatments given by competent Physicians and Nurses under the immediate supervision of the Medical
Superintendent. Special laboratory facilities for diagnosis by urine, blood, sputum, gastric Juice and
X-Ray. Recreation hall with pool and billiards for free use of patients.

Rates $ 25 per week, including treatment, board, medical attention and general nursing. Send for

large illustrated catalog. The Sanatorium is supplied daily, from the Pope Farm, with vegetables,

poultry and eggs; also milk, cream, butter and buttermilk from its herd of registered Jerseys.

THE POPE SANATORIUM
Long Distance Phones

CUMB, M. 1122 HOME 2122

115 West Chestnut Street

LOUISVILLE. KENTUCKY
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In Place of Other Alkalies Use

PHILLIPS’ MILK OF MAGNESIA
“ The Perfect Antacid”

For Correcting Hyperacid Conditions—Local or S.ystemic, Vehicle for

kSalicylates, Iodides, Balsams, etc.

Of Advantage in Neutralizing the acid Cow's Milk

Phillips’ Phospho-Muriate of Quinine
TONIC and RECONSTRUCTIVE

With Marked Beneficial Action upon the Nervous System. To be Belied

Upon where a Deficienc.v of the Phosphates is evident

THE CHAS. H. PHILLIPS’ CHEMICAL CO.
LONDON NEW YORK
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I Ballard’s Sanitary Edible Bran

K
1

-IN---

Inner-lined, Dust-proof Cartons

STERILIZED AND CLEAN

The Simple Remedy for Constipa-

tion and Stomach Trouble

If Your Druggist Does Not Have It,

Mail 35 Cents to

L.OUISVIL.L.E:, KENTUCKY
AND THEY WILL MAIL YOU 'A CARTON

X

I

\
%

\

BALLARD & BALLARD COMPANY
j

a
There are many grades of crude drugs offered for

sale on the drug market

U

LJ

BUT there is only one “best.”

It takes the best grade of crude drug, the highest

grade of workmanship, together with the most

accurate and “time tried” methods to make

PITMAN-MOORE COMPANY,
Chemists

111 N. Capitol Avenue Indianapolis, Ind.

n

\n

n
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ELMWOOD SANITARIUM \
^exinj*ton, Kentucky

DR. C. A. IMEVIXT, Superintendent
(I.nte Siipt. Kastcrn Kentucky Asylum)

A modern and thoroughly etiuipped private Sanitarium for the treatment of

mental and nervous diseases, drug addiction and alcoholism. Beautifully located

in twelve acres, shady lawn, one-half mile from city limits. Home-like, quiet

and retired, and with every modern comfort. For further information, address,

C. A. NEVITT, M.D., Elmwood Sanitarium, Lexington, Ky.
TELEPHONES: Cumberland 792; Home 30.

THE CITY VIEW SANITARIUM
NASHVILLE, TENNESSEE

SEPARATE DUIEDIIMG EOR THE SEXES
A licensed private institution for the treatment of Mental and Nervous Diseases and a se-

lected class of Alcoholic and Drug Addictions. Commodious, well arranged, and thoroughly
equipped building. Women’s Department, just completed, is fire-proof throughout. Homelike
surroundings is a special feature. Special trained nurses. Two resident physicians. Capacity 50.

JOHN W. STEVENS, M.D.,

PHYSICIAN IN CHARGE

Phone Main 2928 R. R. No. 1

NASHVILLE, TENN.

ENTRANCE. WEST HOUSE. OFFICE AND BATH HOUSE. PSYCHOPATHIC HOSPIT.\U.

THE MILWAUKEE SANITARIUM
FOR MENTAL AND NERVOUS DISEASES

Located at Wauwatosa (a suburb of Milwaukee) on C. M. & St. I’. U.v., 2 1-2 hours fi'oni Chicasro. 15 minutes fiom
Milwaukee. 5 minutes from all cars. Two lines street cars. Comulete facilities and eiiuiumeiU as heretofore an-
nounced. New Psychopathic Hospital: continuous liaths. fire-proof buildinsr, separate ffiouiids. New West Hou.se:
Rooms en suite with private baths. New (i.vmuasium and recreation liuildinsr: Ph.vsical culture, new "Zander”
machines, shower baths. Modern Bath House: H.\ diotherap.v, Electrotherap.v, Mechanotherapy. .20 acres beautiful
hill, forest and lawn. Five houses. Individual treatment.

RICHARD DEWEY. A.M., M.D. CHICAGO OKEICE HERBERT W. POWERS. M.D
Physician-in-Charg:e Marshall Field & Co.. Amio.\ Bhly... >V.M. T. KRADWEl.l.. M.D.
Wauwatosa. Wisconsin Wednesda.vs. 1 to 3. e.xcept .lul.v and Ainr. Assistant Physicians

Phones: Chicasro Central 1102. Milwaukee-Wauwaiosa 10.

CONSULTANTS

:

DR. DUNCAN EVE DR. WM. G. EWING
DR. J. A. WITHERSPOON DR. PAUL F. EVE
DR. S. S. CROCKETT DR. L. B. GRADDY

DR. W. W. CORE
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The Exciting Organism
isolated from cultures, identified and made into an

Autogenous Vaccine - - - - $5.00

Gonorrhoea Diagnosis by the Complement Fixation Test - - $5.00

In making this test we use as antigens a mixture of twenty different cultures

from both male and female and which contains the several strains

Differential Diagnosis of Spinal Fluid by the Lange Colloidal Gold Test . $5.00

Differentiates between Pyogenic, Tubercular, Syphilitic Infection and General Paresis
^

Diagnosis of Pathological Tissue ..... $5.00

WASSERMANN
)

Sterile Outfits with Instruetiuns Sent Free On Application

National Pathological Laboratory-

Mailers Bldg. 5 S. Wabash Ave. Chicago, 111.

'

'I

In Some Dire Emergeney
Your possession of this nine-vial case of dependable reme-

dies will make you master of the situation. More-
over! \ot a day passes that its contents

cannot be used to advantage.

Make this Case Your “Liickj' Pocket Piece”
It contains the following active-principle granules:

Aconitine 5r, 1-8P0

Calcium Sulphide, gr. 1-ti

Calomel gr. l-t>

Codeine Sulidiate . gr. 1-64

strj'chnine

Digitalin gr. 1-tH

Glonoin gr. 1-250

Hyoscyamiiie Sulph., gr. 1-100

I’odophyllin gr. 1-6

Arsenate, gr. 1-128

Our Therapeutic Prices Current (see illustration)—really a
Pocket Practice and Materia Medica—is yours for the asking.
Hundreds of busy doctors have expressed themselves as deem-
ing it unique in that it contains more clear-cut, suggestively-
helpful therapeutic and practice data than any book yet pro-

duced.

>Ve want every physician to own both book and case.

Send one dollar ($1.00) in check stamps, or any convenient
form and both list and case will be forwarded postpaid.

If you have already received your copy of "Prices Current,”
take advantage of this Introductory Offer, and secure the case.

It’.s “money back if not satisfied” of course.

THE ABBOTT ALKALOIDAL CO.
Home Ollice and Laboratories: KAVENSWOOl), ClllC.VfiO
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NEW SECOND REVISED EDITION JUST PUDEISHED

Practical Therapeutics
By DANIEL, M. HOYT, IM. D.

Eormerly Instructor in Therapeutics, University of Pennsylvania; Eellow of College of

Physicians and Surgeons; Assistant Physician to Phildelphia General Hospital.

4SO PAGES—20 ORIGINAL ENGRAVINGS—PRICE, $5.00
Second Edition—Revised—Rewritten—Enlarged

This volume will prove of gi’eat value to the practicing physician. It is different

from any book now on the market. The following distinctive features put this book in

a class by itself

:

Firsi —It shows by actual tracings just the effect your drug will have upon the circu-

latory and the nervous system.

Second—It is so arranged that at a glance you can find the drug you need for a cer-

tain disease—its physiological action, therapeutic indication, toxicology and dosage.

Third—It gives every important new and non-official remedy passed upon by the

council of pharmacy of the A. ]\I. A.

Fourth—It gives the composition of most patent and propidetory remedies.

Fifth—It gives a list of those drugs that can be dispensed most readily by the prac-

ticing physician wdio dispenses his own remedies.

Sixth—It is the Encyclopedia Britannica of Materia Medica, pharmacology and
therapeutics.

THE G. V. MOSBY GO. Medical Publishers. St. Louis.

I
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THE GRANDVIEW SANITARIUM

I

FOR MILD MENTAL CASES, NERVOUS DISEASES, ALCOHOLISM AND DRUG HABIT

Especial feature of treatment is INDIVIDUAL CARE AND TRAINING. No ward service. Loca-

tion ideal. Grounds large, well wooded, high, quiet and accessible. Separate

buildings, recently enlarged and refurnished.

0 BROOKS F. BEEBE, M.D.

1

SANITARIUM. Glenway Ave.. Price Hill
CITY OFFICE. 414 Walnut Street CINCINNATI, OHIO
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SHERMAN’S BACTERINS
Preparation with a Record for RELIABILITY 40 Different Varieties

Marketed in Ampules, 6 to a package for $1.50

Bulk packages in special aseptic container, 5 c. c. averaging 8 doses for_$1.00

18 c. c. averaging 30 doses for $3.00

Write for Literature. G. H. SHERMAN, M. D.. DETROIT, MICH.

HIGH GRADE WORK TERMS REASONABLE

CAPITOL ENGRAVING CO.

Illustrators, Designers,

Electrotypers

Phone Main 3071 Cor. Fifth Ave. and Deaderick St., Nashville, Tenn.
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A modern, thoroughly equipped private institution for the treatment of

Mental and Nervous Diseases, Drug Addiction and Alcoholics.
Situated in the heart of the city, convenient and easy of access, yet quiet and secluded. Opposite

beautiful Central Park. Terms $20.00 to $35.00 per week. Outside patients charged office fees.

For Further information, address.

DR, MILTON BOARD, Superintendent
1412 Sixth Street Louisville, Kentucky

OFFICERS
AND DIRECTORS

Dr. Milton Board,

Pres, and Supt.

(Late Supt. West. Kp.

Asplum of Insane)

Late Member of Kp.

State Board of Con-

trol Chritable Inst 's.

Dr. J. T. Windell,

Vice-President

Dr. Earl Moorman,

Sec. and Asst.

Dr. W. E. Garpner.

(Supt Central

Ky. Asylum.

)

Du. A. T, McCormack

Dr. Leon L. Solomon

Dr. Irvin Ahki.l

TELEPHONES:

Cumberland, S. 480

Home - - - 5996

REFERENCE

The Medical Profes-

sion of Kentucky
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The New No. 7

‘‘MEDICAL’’

OLIVER Typewriter
FOR DOCTORS OR DRUGGISTS

Seventeen Cents a Day

!

To meet tlie urgent need of the medical profes-

sion for a tyj'icwriter adapted to liotli general

correspondence and accurate prescription writ-

ing and other medical work, we have perfected

The Special Medical Oliver Typewriter.

Send coupon or

letter for details

This remarkable special machine is offered at

l!ie price of the regular model and on the con-

venient 17-Cents-a-Day Purchase Plan, which has

proved so im.mensely popular. Note how com-

pletely the special keyboard meets every recpiire-

ment.

The OLIVER Medical Keyboard

•njcOLIVEI^'T
Tj^pct/Vri'ter No* *

The Standard Visible Writer
Pliysicians' throughout the country have been quick to

appreciate the advantages of this important innovation.

'I'he Special Medical Oliver Typewriter enables the

physician to exercise the maximum of care in writing his

prescriptions and in keeping his records.

Typewritten prescriptions give the druggist less chance

for inist.akes than peiiwritteii prescriptions.

I’hysicians who contribute to medical journals find their

manuscripts more welcome to publishers and more correctly

handled by typesetters when written on this machine.

Brilliant Exclusive Features

The Oliver i.s iiluminated by scores of brilliant innovations

not found on other typewriters. Its remarkable time-saving

devices and convenienecs include the Vertical- and Hori-

zontal-!.ine Ruler, the Disappearing" Indicator, the Tabu-
lator, the Uaek-Spac.er, tue Adjustable Paper-Feed, the Dou-
ble Release, the Automatic .‘Spacer, the Locomotive Base.

Yours for Pennies ! Send Coupon
A small cash payment brings you the magnificent new

N*o. 7 Special Medical Oliver Typewriter. You can pay the

balance at the rate of 17 cents a day.

If you are now using a typewriter of any standard make,

we will accejit it on the first payment. The coupon or a

l)ostal brings special liurature and full details of the 17-

Ceiits a-Day Purchase Pl.iii. Address Sides Dejiaitmenf.

Those who read papers before medical societies appreciate

the advantages of reading from clear and distinct type.

A t.vpewriter in a physician's oilice is the best possible

evidence of careful, businesslike methods.

You can do your own typewriting

!

You can easily learn to operate The Oliver Typewriter. Its

light touch and easy action make it a pleasure to do your
own typewriting.

The OLIVER Typewriter Co.

Oliver Typewriter Building, Chicago-

COUPON
Tin; Ol.lVF.R TVPKWRITER CO.,

Oliver T.vpewriter Building, Chicago.

Gentlemen : Plpase send your Art Catalog and de-

tails of i7-Cenfsa-Dciii" offer on the new No. 7.

.Special Medical Oliver Tpyewriter.

Name

Addrrss
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This page is donated by the Kentucky State Medical Association to as-

sist in the campaign against Tuberculosis.

Send your patients to a Sanatorium to be taught

how to care for themselves and how

to protect others.

ASSOCIATION SANATORIUM (HAZELWOOD)

Administration Building and Infirmary.

This sanatorium for the treatment of Tuberculosis is not maintained for profit but to assist

in caring' for cases of tuberculosis which can afford a very moderate expense and yet receive

the best of care.

For terms and further information, address ^

1)I\. l)llNNlN(i! S. >VILS()\. Medical Director and Superintendent

121 >Vest ( liestnut Street, l.oiiisville, Ky.
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STEWART HOME SCHOOL
For Nervous, Backward, Feeble-Minded Children and Adults

One of tlie best etjuipped private institutions

in the country i)rovi(lin,»' Mental and I’liysieal

developnient. ( ottajje system. Five l)uildin;>s.

Flectrie li'vhted and steam Iieated. Deli5>litfully

located on estate of 500 acres in the blue grass

section of Kentucky, lligidy endorsed ))y prom-

inent i)!!ysicians and i)utrons. A beautiful book

will be mailed upon a|)[)lieation.

DR. JNO. P. STEWART _ _ _ Box 2, Farmdale, Ky.

BBH-8 Microscope: Equipped with
Abbe condenser ; 2 Iris diagrams

;

5x (2-in,) and lOx (1-in.) eyepieces,

16 mm (2-3 in.) and 4 mm (1-16 in.)

dry and 1.9 mm (1 1-2 in.) oil im-
mersion objectives and triple dust-

proof nosepiece. Price $80. With
new Swing-out Condenser, $85.

Accuracy, Efficiency, Durability

A reputation of almost sixty years in

the making of high tirade scientific

instruments.

BAUSCH & LOME
MICROSCOPES

Meets every requirement demanded
by physicians.

Send for our cataloj*ue, which j^ivcs

a full list of prices and descriptions

of physicians’ laboratory etiuipment.

Bausch ^ |pmb Optical

I
9
9
9
9
9
9
9
9
9

9
9
9
9

I
9

I
NEW YOUK WASHISGTON CHICAGO SAN FRANCISCO

LONDON liOCHESTEn, NY. Frankfort

9
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ARE DEVOTED TO MAKING

ORGANIC

Full particulars concerning these and an-

swers to all queries will be gladly given.

Please remember that in writing to Reed &
Carnrick you will be answered by medical
men thoroughly trained in hospital work and
practice, and not by theoretic laboratory

workers.

REED & CARNRICK
42-44-46 Germania Ave.

JERSEY CITY, - - -

HIGH OAKS
DR. SPRAGUE’S SANATORIUM

LEXINGTON, KENTUCKY
Nervous and mental diseases and liquor and drug addictions treated. Constant medical

oversight and skilled nursing. New buildings, a complete hydrotherapeutic equipment, electrici-

ty, vibration, massage and all other approved methods of treatment. Sanatorium situated just

outside the city limits, a half mile south of former location, on same street. South Broadway.
Address, GEO. P. SPRAGUE, M.D.

Physicians wishing to send patients may telephone at Sanatorium’s expense.
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“ Wear the old coat and buy the new book.”—Austin Phelps

Faught’s Blood Pressure
THREE PRINTINGS IN SIX MONTHS

Dr. Faug'ht has v\Titten his liook to meet an urgent need. Tie has provided

you with a practical guide, full of informatiou of a clinicnl nature, present-

ed in a way (piickly available in an emergency. Tie gives yon the pith of

blood-pressure literature, and tells you the significaniie of blood-pressure find-

ings in every disease when the sphygmomanometer has proved of value in di-

agnosis. lie gives you the physiology, clear descriptions of tlie various in-

struments and the technic of using them, the relation of blood-pressure to

athletic life and exercise, hypotension, hypertension, the sphygmomanometer

in arteriosclerosis, kidney disease, immcardial degeneration, infections, surg-

ery, obstetrics, life insurance, etc. The text is illustrated.

The Medical Record: “ What blood pressure may signify, '.vheii it is a svmiitoni

merely and ivhen a condition dangerous in itself, what measures in the latter ease

are useful, and also how to make blood-pressure readings are all lucidly explained.”

Octave of 280 pages, illustrated. By Francis A. Faight, M. D., Instnu-tor in Mcdieine at tho

Mrdico-Chinirgical College of Philadcdphia. Cloth, .$3.00 net.

W. B. SAUNDERS COMPANY * Philadelphia and London
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ALEXANDER’S

DIPHTHERIA ANTITOXIN

Highly Concentrated and Refined

is furnished by the

Kentucky State Board of Health

at prices within reach of every citizen

Best for the patient.

Most convenient for the physician.

DR. H. M. ALEXANDER & CO.
Biologic Laboratories

MARIETTA, PENNSYLVANIA
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LOUISVILLE. KENTUCKY
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General Diagnosis by Dr. Murphy
( Not Surgical Alone ! )

- that is what you now get in e\'ery A-oliune of Mur])liy's Clinics—a Avealth of material on general diagnosis yon can' a]j])ly in
powr jiractice.;^ You get those methods of diagnosis tliat have
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Doctor, advise your patient to try the pleasant remedy we offer you in

“KIS-ME ” GUM.
MADE BY AMERICAN CHICEE CO., E0UISVII_J_E, KY.
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JOHN SCHAEFER
HOME ’PHONE 5868

CARRIAGE AND AUTOMOBILE
TRIMMING AND PAINTING

923 E. Broadway : : : : : Louisville, Kentucky.

—

Both Telephones

No. 302

J. E. KILGUS Third & Ormsby Ave.
|
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SAY DOCTOR,

OLD TOM JONES WHISKY
We control this high grade, pure, Kentucky Bourbon Whisky
which we are offering to the profession, for medical pur-

poses, at the very low price of Three Dollars and Fifty Cents

a gallon, or Six Full Quarts for Five Dollars, CASH WITH
ORDER.

We prepay express charges, except to points in Texas,

Florida and west of Missouri River.

SIHON N. JONES CO. 134 West Main Street, Louisville, Ky., Department S
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CURRAN POPE A. THRUSTON POPE

AMODERN up-to-date private infirmary equipped with steam heat, electtfc light, electric

fans, modern plumbing and new furnishings. Solicits all chronic cases, functional and
organic nervous diseases, diseases of the stomach and intestines, rheumatism, gout and

uric acid troubles, drug habits and non-surgical diseases of men and women. No insanity or

infectious cases treated. Bed-ridden cases not received without previous arrangement.

HydrolheraM, Mechanical Massage, Sialic. Galvanic, Faradic, High Freguency, Arc Lighi and X-Ray
Trealmenis given by compelenl Physicians and Nurses under Ihe immediale supervision of ihe Medical
SuPerinlendenl. Special laboralory facililies for diagnosis by urine, blood, spulum, gasiric juice and
X-Ray. Recrealion hall wilh pool and billiards for free use of palienis.

Rates $25 per week; including treatment, board, medical attention and general nursing. Send for

large illustrated catalog. The Sanatorium is supplied daily, from the Pope Farm, with vegetables,

poultry and eggs; also milk, cream, butter and buttermilk from its herd of registered Jerseys.

THE POPE SANATORIUM
Lon^ Distance Phones

CUMB, M. 2122 HOME 2122

115 West Chestnut Street

LOUISVILLE, KENTUCKY

BEEGHHURST SANITARIUM
TREAT.MENT OF

NERVOUS and MILD MENTAL DISEASES, DRUG ADDICTIONS and ALCOHOLISM
LOUISVILLE, KENTUCKY

II. H. SCOTT, A.M.. M.D., Medical Superintendent - E. 1*. THOMAS. Husiness Manager
A modern and thorouehly equipped psychopathic hospital for the treatment of nervous and mental diseases, drue
addictions and alcoholism. Ideally situated in the privacy of its own 26 acres of wooded lawns, high and retired.

Terms reasonable. For booklet and particulars, address.

Long Distance Phones: Cumb. E. 257-a. Home City 3565 DR. H. B. SCOTT
Station C Louisville, Kv-
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DR. W. B. FLETCHER’S SANATORIUM
For Treatment of Mental and Nervous Diseases, Including Legally Committed and Voluntary Cases.

Well equipped with all facilities for the care and treatment of all forms of mental and nervous diseases, inebriety, dru^ addiction

and those requiring recuperation and rest. Gynecologfical department in charge of skilled women physicians. All approved forms of

Hydrotherapy. Balneotherapy, Massage, Sweedish Movements, etc. All forms of electrical treatments. Photherapy, High Frequency
and X-ray work. A strictly ethical institution. Correspondence with physicians invited. For particulars and terms, address,

DR. MARY A. SPINK, Superintendent
LONG DISTANCE TELEPHONE 381 1140 EAST MARKET ST., INDIANAPOLIS

BEEGHHURST SANITARIUM
TREATMENT OF

NERVOUS aod MILD MENTAL DISEASES, DRUG ADDICTIONS and ALCOHOLISM
LOUISVILLE, KENTUCKY

II. H. SCOTT, A.M.. M.D., Medical Superintendent E. I’. THOMAS, Huainess Maunder
A modern and thoroughly equipped psychopathic hospital for the treatment of nervous and mental diseases, drue
addictions and alcoholism. Ideally situated in the privacy of its own 26 acres of wooded lawns, hifh and retired.

Terms reasonable. For booklet and particulars, address.

Long Distance Phones; Comb. E. 257-a. Home City 3565 DR. H. B. SCOTT
Station C, Louisville, Ky.
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Of Interest To Every Doctor Whom This Publication R caches

THE ORGANIZATION OF A LIFE INSURANCE COMPANY, WHICH
SHALL BELONG AND BE CONDUCTED BY THE

DOCTORS THEMSELVES.

The IROQUOIS LIFE INSURANCE COMPANY of Louisville, Ken-
tucky, is already organized.

The majority of the leading Official positions in the Medical Department
are already filled by leading Physicians, who are giving their unstinted support
to a movement, which means a recognition never before accorded by any Life In-

surance Company.
The rank and file of its Examining Physicians in a number of States in

co operation with a well trained Agency Force will mean a splendid volume of

production, and each of them will be eligible to promotion to the highest position

in the gift of the Company, as may be necessary from time to time.

The following are a few of the features proposed for Examiners

:

1. A Doctors Company, managed in the interest of all.

2. A Management entitled to the confidence of all and subject to the wiU
of all,

3. A system of appointing Examiners where their interest guarantees

loyalty, efficiency and co-operation of the kind that insures production.

4. An organized corps of Examiners who hold appointment contracts

that confer just recognition and a guarantee of substantial rewards for faithful

work and co-operation; thus, creating a powerful machine where each man’s in-

fluence counts for the maximum in production and makes him the largest factor

iu producing his own benefits.

5. A definite contract of appointment as exclusive Official Examiner for

a definite district, as opposed to indiscriminate appointments and non-exclusive

districts as is the case with most companies.
6. A scale of compensation that is a direct recognition of the importance

of the Examiner’s work.

7. An appointment as Exclusive Official Examiner for Life or as long

a period as the Examiner is able to perform his duties.

8. A contract to cover extra compensation upon Examinations made out-

side of City Limits.

9. Instructions from the Home Office along the lines of making the Doc-
tor a strong factor in the production of more applicants for himself to examine,

thereby making his appointment more valuable.

10. A concentration of Agency activity through the Examiner’s co-opera-

lion in the particular district covered by the Doctor’s contract of appointment,
thereby insuring a good volume of Examinations to be made with consequent re-

1 urns to the Examiner.
11. The absolute removal of the Examiner from the influence of the

.Agency Department, making the Doctor the Dictator in things pertaining to his

work.

12. Alaking possible a fraternity of the Company’s Examiners with many
advantages to themselves.

This Company will wu’ite all forms of ordinary Insurance and will inaugu-
rate a Department for the handling of Industrial Insurance, which will be ex-

tended just as fast as possible.

This is your Company if you come with us, and we ask your support in a

movement which means much to all of us.

HENRY ENOS TULEY, Chief Medical Director
ARTHUR T. McCORMACK, Chief Medical Supeiwisor
DAVID W. STEVENSON, State Medical Supervisor for Indiana
S. C. STANTON, State IMedical Supervisor for Illinois.
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THE CITY VIEW SANITARIUM
NASHVILLE, TENNESSEE

SEPARATE BUIEDING EOR THE SEXES
A licensed private institution for the treatment of Mental and Nervous Diseases and a se-

lected class of Alcoholic and Drug Addictions. Commodious, well arranged, and thoroughly
equipped building. Women’s Department, just completed, is fire-proof throughout. Homelike
surroundings is a special feature. Special trained nurses. Two resident physicians. Capacity 50.

CONSULTANTS

;

DR. DUNCAN EVE DR. WM. G. EWING
DR. J. A. WITHERSPOON DR. PAUL F. EVE
DR. S. S. CROCKETT DR. L. B. GRADDY

DR. W. W. CORE

JOHN W. STEVENS, M.D.,

PHYSICIAN IN CHARGE

Phone Main 2928 R. R. No. 1

NASHVILLE, TENN.

ELMWOOD SANITARIUM exin^ton, Kentucky

DR. C. A. IMEVIXX, Superintendent
(Late Supt. Eastern Kentucky Asylum)

A modern and thoroughly equipped private Sanitarium for the treatment of

mental and nervous diseases, drug addiction and alcoholism. Beautifully located

in twelve acres, shady lawn, one-half mile from city limits. Home-like, quiet

and retired, and with every modern comfort. For further information, address,

C. A. NEVITT, M.D., Elmwood Sanitarium, Lexington, Ky.
TELEPHONES: Cumberland 792 ; Home 30.

ENTRANCE. WEST HOUSE. OFFICE AND BATH HOUSE. PSYCHOPATHIC HOSPITAL.

THE MILWAUKEE SANITARIUM
FOR MENTAL AND NERVOUS DISEASES

Located at Wauwatosa (a subuil) of Milwaukee) on C. M. & St. I’. Ity.. 2 1-2 hours fioni Chicago. 15 iiiimites from
Milwaukee. 5 minutes from all cars. Two lines street cars. Complete facilities and e(iuii)meiit as heretofore an-
nounced. New Psychopathic Hospital; continuous baths, fire-proof l)uildintr. separate (rrouuds. New West Uouse:
Rooms en suite with private baths. New Gymnasium and recreation buildimr: Physical cuUure. new "Zaiider"
machines, shower baths. Modern Bath House: Hydrotherapy. Electrotherapy. Mechanotherapy. .'!0 acres beautiful
hill, forest and lawn. Five houses. Individual treatment.

i

UICIIAKD DEWEY. A.M., M.I). CIIH AGO OFFICE IIEUBEKT W. POWEKS. M.D
Physician-in-Charge Marshall Field & Co.. Annex Bldg.. W.5I. T. KK.VDWELL. M.D.
Wauwatosa, Wisconsin Wediiesda.vs. 1 to."!, e.xcept .Inly and Aug. Assistant Pliysicians

Phones: Chicago Central lItVi Milwaukee-Wauwatosa lii.
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The Exciting Organism

isolated from cultures, identified and made into an

Autogenous Vaccine . - - - $5.00

Gonorrhoea Diagnosis by the Complement Fixation Test - - $5.00

In making this test we use as antigens a mixture of twenty different cultures

from both male and female and which contains the several strains

Differential Diagnosis of Spinal Fluid by the Lange Colloidal Gold Test . $5.00

Differentiates between Pyogenic, Tubercular, Syphilitic Infection and General Paresis

Diagnosis of Pathological Tissue ..... $5.00

WASSERMANN
]

Sterile Outfits with Instriietions Sent Free On Application

National Pathological Laboratory
Mailers Bldg. 5 S. Wabash Ave. Chicago, 111.

K
I
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THE GRANDVIEW SANITARIUM

FOR MILD MENTAL CASES, NERVOUS DISEASES, ALCOHOLISM AND DRUG HABIT

Especial feature of treatment is INDIVIDUAL CARE AND TRAINING. No ward service,

tion ideal. Grounds large, well wooded, high, quiet and accessible. Separate

buildings, recently enlarged and refurnished.

Loca-

f

i

\

(J BROOKS F, BEEBE, M.D. SANITARIUM, Glenway Ave., Price Hill
CITY OFFICE, 414 Walnut Street CINCINNATI, OHIO f

\
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OLD

TAYLOR

n

KENTUCKY MEDICAL .JOURNAL
Official Organ of tHe Kentuckv IVIedical ^ssociaiton

'^HE Journal is a publication which belongs to the State ]\Iedical Association, and all

matters of interest of the State Association belong to The Journal.

The original contributions are from the best and most scientific men in the State.

Reports of all the county societies are published.

The Journal stands for:

Progressive scientific medicine.

. The highest type of state medicine.

Complete organization of the medical profession for the promotion of

health and sanitary laws for the public good.

ADVERTISEMENTS
The Journal carries only advertising matter which is reliable and pharmaceut-

icals which are approved of by the Council on Pharmacy and Chemistry of the Ameri-

can ]\Iedical Association. It aims to give its advertisers fair treatment and value re-

ceived for every cent they pay, not for pity hut straight business.
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SOJKXXXXKSOOOOOOOOOOi
THE LABORATORIES OF

REED & CARNRICK
ARE DEVOTED TO MAKING

K

ORGANIC PHYSIOLOGICAL
PRODUCTS

Full particulars concerning these and an-

swers to all queries will be gladly given.

Please remember that in writing to Reed &
Carnrick you will be answered by medical
men thoroughly trained in hospital work and
practice, and not by theoretic laboratory

workers.

REED & CARNRICK
42-44-46 Germania Ave.

JERSEY CITY, - - - N. J.

kkkn>oco««xk>o«>oo«xkxx>«<k>o<kk>oooooo«k

HIGH OAKS
DR. SPRAGUE’S SANATORIUM

LEXINGTON, KENTUCKY
Nervous and mental diseases and liquor and drug addictions treated. Constant medical

oversight and skilled nursing. New buildings, a complete hydrotherapeutic equipment, electrici-

ty, vibration, massage and all other approved methods of treatment. Sanatorium situated just

outside the city limits, a half mile south of former location, on same street, South Broadway.
Address, GEO. P. SPRAGUE, M.D.

Physicians wishing to send'patients may telephone at Sanatorium’s expense.
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Prof. W. Stoeckel (Kiel, Germany) Says

“De Lee’s Obstetrics deserves tlie greatest recognition. The text and the 913

very beautiful illustrations prove that it is written by an obstetrician of ripe

experience and of exceptional teaching ability. To-day, especially in obstetric

text-books, ive demand that the illustrations be so good and emphasize the im-

portant teaching points so strongly that the eye is caught and the reader forc-

ed to accurate study of the text. As examples of such compelling didactic il-

lustrative art may be selected the picturing of the blood-stilling operations of

the third stage, the “ wandering” of the forceps blades, the collision of twins,

and the opening of pelvic abscesses. We do not exaggerate when we say that

nearly all the pictures are perfect.

“We were struck by the various maneuvers for rotation of the fetal body in

occipito-posterior positions. iVlassage of the breast is thoroughly presented

and illustrated.

“ The whole Avork is of such sterling character through and through that it

must be ranked with the best ivorks of our literature.”

Large octavo of 1060 pages, with 913 illustrations, 150 in colors. By Joseph B. DeLee, M.D.. I’rofessor of

Obstetrics in the Northwestern University Medical School. Chicago.

Cloth, $8.00 net ; Half Morocco, $9..50 net.

W. B. SAUNDERS COMPANY Philadelphia and London
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ALEXANDER’S

DIPHTHERIA ANTITOXIN

Highly Concentrated and Refined

is furnished by the

Kentucky State Board of Health

at prices within reach of every citizen

Best for the patient.

Most convenient for the physician.

I

DR. H. M. ALEXANDER & CO.
Biologic Laboratories

MARIETTA, PENNSYLVANIA
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Our Diplitlieria Aniiioxin

isPROVED Antiioxin

proof begins with the first step in the process of

manufacture—the selection of healthy, vigorous horses:

animals that have been pronounced sound by expert veteri-

narians. It ends only when the finished product is wrapped

and labeled for the market.

Conceniraied

Aniidiplrflieric Serum
(Globulin)

is tested and retested—bacteriologically for purity, physio-

logically for safety and activity. It is sterile. It is of

accurately demonstrated antitoxic strength. The syringe

container in which it is marketed is a model of convenience

and security.

Bio. 15— 500 antitoxic units.

Bio. 16— 1000 antitoxic units.

Bio. 1
7—2000 antitoxic units.

Bio. 18—3000 antitoxic units.

Bio. 19— 4000 antitoxic units.

Bio. 20— 5000 antitoxic units.

Bio. 21— 7500 antitoxic units.

Bio. 22— 10,000 antitoxic units.

ALWAYS SPECIFY -‘P. D. & CO.’* WHEN YOU ORDER.

Home Offices and Laboratories,
Detroit, Michigan. Parke, Davis & Co.
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Waukesha SpringsSanitarium

FOR THE CARE AND TREATMENT OF

NERVOUS DISEASES
Building Absolutely BYRON M. CARLES, M. D., Supt.

Fireproof Waukesha, Wis.

THE STORM BINDER AND ABDOMINAL SUPPORTER
(PATENTED)

Adapted to Use of Men, Women, Children and Babies

No Whalebones Elastic, yet without Rubber Elastic Washable as Underwear

Modifications for Hernia, Relaxed Sacro-

iliac Articulations, Floating Kidney, 4igh
Operations, Ptosis, Obesity, Pregnaney, ete.

Send for new folder and testimonials of physicians. General mail
orders filled at Philadelphia only—within twenty-four hours

KATHERINE L. STORM, M.D.
1541 Diamond Street, Philadelphia

c
DRS. PETTEY & WALLACES

SANITARIUM
958 S Fifth Street MEMPHIS. TENN.

V FOR THE TREATMENT OF

Alcohol and Drug Addictions

Nervous and Mental Diseases

A quiet home-like, private, high-class, institu-

tion. Licensed. Strictly ethical. Complete equip-
ment. New building. Best accommodations.

Resident physician and traitied nurses.

Drug patients treated by Dr. Pettey’s original

method under his personal care.

KENILWORTH SANITARIUM
KENILWORTH. ILL.

HOURS : 11 TO 1

TELEPHONE: RANDOLPH 5794

ESTABLISHED 1905

(C. & N. W. R'y. Si.x Miles North of Chicago.)

Built and equipped for the treatment of nervous
and mental diseases. Approved diagnostic and
therapeutic methods. Special system of ventila-

tion. Booms impervious to noise. Elegant ap-

pointments. Bath rooms en suite, steam heating,

electric lighting, electric elevator.

All correspondence should be addressed to

KENILWORTH SANITARIUM, Kenilworth. Illinois

RESIDENT MEDICAL STAFF

:

Kathryn T. Driscoll, M.D., Assistant Physician ; Sherman Brown. M.D., Medical Supt,

:

Sanger Brown, M.D., Chief of Staff.

59 E. MADISON STREET. CHICAGO, ILLINOIS
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Physicians Prescribe Food
for

DEFINITE THERAPEUTIC EFFECT

The intelligent physician recognizes the nutritive value of

UNCLE SAM BREAKFAST FOOD

THE CHEMICAL ANALYSIS

Convincing Evidence With

Every Physician
Per Cent.

Moisture . . . 3.59

Proteins . .. 19.19

Fats . .. 17.89

Fiber (cellulose). ... 5.17

Carbohydrates .

.

. .. 50.78

Ash . . . 3.,38

Total . . 100.00

Observe These Qualities

NUTRITIOUS CONTENTS
The full quota of these nutritious elements is

retained in making this food. The combination
forms a ration convenient for the ph3'sician to

order and nutritious for the patient to eat.

LAXATIVE QUALITY The fat constituent

—

the direct laxative value of this principle, it assists

in exciting the flow of bile from the liver and gall-

bladder so necessar\' in promoting healthy peris-

taltic action.

niHF^TIRII ITY Food elements of full nour-
LMUL.JllLML.il I ishing value enter into this

product. The processes emplo3'ed in their prep-
aration parallel to a degree the functions of the
human digestive organs and produce a food ready
for complete digestion.

DAI ATARII ITY its rich flavor resembles that
I /lL.rl 1 rlLML.1 1 I brown toast, not the
slightest suggestion of oil. The select ground

celer3" and pure salt which it contains add to the

appetizing effect. It comes prepared ready to serve.

\7ncte Sam
some Health
family.

'RreaKfo-rt Food is a whole-
Food for all members of the

Sold by
packages.

grocers and 25 cent

Full size package, prepaid,

mailed to physicians free

npo)i request.

UNCLE SAM BREAKFAST FOOD GO-

OMAHA, (NEBRASKA
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NEVER DESPAIR
of any UNPROMISING CASE

of MARASMUS. TRY-

MEAD’S
Dextri-Maltose

(IVIAL.T' SUGAR)
For convenience in adapting this

food for the individualized treatment
of marasmic infants (also well chil-

dren) we have compiled a series of

accurate tables— see sample illus-

tration. In addition to these
tables, our booklet, “What To
Do in Successful Infant Feed-
ing,” contains many valuable sug-
gestions. Samples of our product and
booklet sent free on request.

Sample Page from Booklet

MEAD JOHNSON & CO., JERSEY CITY, N. J.

Accept No Imitations ASK FOR IT BY NAME

• IDNCH fOOo’^^NUTRlllOUSTmtOR'NK

^ by Dissolving in Water Only

^^COOKING OR MILK REQUIRED

Ask for Horlick’s

AND THUS AVOID SUBSTITUTION

ORIGINAL GENUINE

Its Standard of Excellency is always maintained

The name “HORLICK’S” implies

SERVICE, QUALITY, ORIGINALITY
BEWARE OF IMITATIONS

HORLICK’S MALTED MILK CO.
RACINE, WISCONSIN
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Treatment and Prophylaxis of Labor Pneumonia
Recovery from pneumonia depends cliiedy upon the formation of antibodies destruct-

ive to the pneumococci and capable of neutralizing their toxins.

Antipneumococcic Serum Polyvalent Mulford is the blood serum of horses immunized

against different strains of pneumomocci that j^roduce corresponding antibodies, and is,

therefore, polyvalent.' Used in the early stages of

pneumonia, and in sufficient doses, the serum af-

fords valuable aid on account of these specific

antibodies.

Dosage and Administration.—The minimum
therapeutic dose, according to Cole,* must be at

least 100 e.c. repeated at intervals of four to six

hours in order to secure sufficient concentration

of antibodies in the blood of the jiatient to over-

come the infection. Since quick response is de-

sired the intravenous use of the serum is pre-

ferred. In a series of cases recently reported by
Cole, the total amount of serum administered in-

travenouslj" ranged from 190 to 460 c.e.; one pa-

tient was given a total of 700 c.e.

Antipneumococcic Serum Mulford (polyvalent) is furnished in 20 c.e. aseptic glass syringes

and in 50 c.c. ampules with sterile rubber tube and special needle for intravenous injection.

BACTERIN AND SEROBACTERIN TREATMENT.
The value of bacterin treatment in pneumonia is recognized. Like the serum, the bac-

teria should be polyvalent, and administered at the earliest possible moment. It is fre-

quently employed as an adjunct to serum treatment, stimulating the production of gTeater

amounts of antibodies by the patient.

Time is a vital factor in the treatment of pneumonia. For this reason the advisability

of the early use of Pneumo-Serobacterin Mulford should be carefully considered; its action

is prompt and larger doses may be given at short intervals, securing quicker immunity.

PROPHYLACTIC IMMUNIZATION AGAINST PNEUMONIA.

A series of ‘
‘ mass ’

’ experiments in preventive immunization against pneumonia were
recently carried out in South Africa by Sir Almoth E. Wright, in conjunction with Morgan,
Colebrook and Dodgson, upon a large number of native miners having very low resistance

against the pneumococcus.

Summarizing their report, the

London Lancet says : “It seems

difficult to resist the conclusion

that the pneumococcus vaccines

employed by these observers less-

ened the incidence and mortality

of pneumonia and other conditions

produced by the pneumococcus,

and among large collections of na-

tives who were highly susceptible

to its activity and under condi-

tions favorable to the spread of in-

fection. ’ ’

Pneumo-Serobacterin Mulford is supplied in packages of 4 graduated syringes, A. B. C.

D strength, and in syringes D strength separately.

*Rufus Cole, M. D., New York, 1913. Jour. A. M. A., Ixi, No. 9, p. 663.

II. K. MULFORD COMPANY, Philadelphia, U.S.A.
Manufacturing and Biological Chemists

New York Kansas City St. Louis New Orleans Minneapoiis
Chicago Atlanta Seatile San Franc sco Toronto
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The Chronic Case Problem
The necessity for Institutional treatment in cases of Pul-

monary Tuberculosis, Inebriety and Mental Disorders has

long been recognized.

Many other chronic diseases likewise require the special

attention possible in a well-ordered medical establishment.

Among the maladies to Avhieh Intestinal Treatment is especially ap-

plicable may be mentioned the following ; Diabetes, obesity and other

disorders requiring special metabolism studies and individual dietaries.

Neurasthenia, Hysteria, Nephritis and other similar cases which

demand thi'ough diagnosis, careful treatment and special dietetic man-

agement.

Intestinal Toxemia, the mother of most chronic ailments, in which

a change of intestinal flora, through radical change of diet and other

special means, is essential.

In all cases requiring the i;se of special diagnostic methods, close medical

supervision, metabolism studies, scientifically regulated diet and careful-

ly graduated exercise, the Battle Creek Sanitarium system of treatment

is of highest value.

More than one thousand i^hysieians and five thousands members of phy-

sicians’ families have availed themselves of the health opportunities of-

fered here.

More than ten thousand invalids have sought and found relief through

institutional treatment at Battle Creek through the advice of their fam-

ily physicians.

A copy of “The Battle Creek Sanitarium System” will be mailed free to

any physician, on request.

The Battle Creek Sanitarium, Box 177, Battle Creek, Mich.
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CALENDAR OE COUNTY SOCIETY MEETINGS

COUNTY SECRETAIiV RESIDENCE DATE

Adair U. Tj. Taylor. .

Allen H. M. Meredith

Anderson J. W. Gilhert . .

Ballard J. S, Johnson . .

Barron C. C. Turner . .

Bath H. J. Dailey . .

Bell O. 1’. Nnchol.s .

Boone O. K. Senonr . .

Bourbon C. G. Daugherty

Boyd C. K. Kercheeal

Boyle W. H. Smith . .

Breathitt Karl AXoorman .

Breekinridge 1. E. Kinehehx'

Bullitt

Butter

Caldwell

Calloway

Camphell-Kenton

Carlisle

Carroll

Carter

Casey

Christian

Clark

Clay

Clinton . . . .

Crittenden . . .

Cumberland. . .

Daviess

Estill

Fayette

Fleming

Franklin

Fulton

Gallatin

Garrard

Grant

Graves

Grayson

Greenup
Hardin
Harlan

Harrison

Hart
Hender.son . . .

Henry
Hioknian

Hopkins
Jackson

Jefferson

Jessamine . . . .

Johnson

Knott

Knox
Came
Laurel

lioscoe T. Kerr

J. H. .\ustin . . .

\V. L. Cash. . . .

\y. H. Graves. .

F. A. Stine . . .

T. J. Marshal' . .

E. B. Driskell . .

G. B. O'Roark .

J. M. Haney . .

W. S. Sandbaeh

H. K. Henry . .

J. L. Anderson .

S. F. Stephenson

J. Ernest Fox. .

Oscar Keen . . .

J. J. Rodman . .

G. A. Embry . .

L. C. Redmon . .

J. B. O’Bannon .

U. y. Williams .

Seldon Cohn . .

J. M. Stallard . .

J. B. Kinnaird .

C. M. Eckler. . .

H. H. Hunt . . .

C. L. Sherman .

A. P. Hunt . . .

R. T. Layman . .

W. il. Martin . .

W. B. Moore . .

C. H. Moore . . .

B. J. Xeary . . .

(Jwen Carroll . .

Chas. Hunt . . .

A. O. Sisk . . .

G. C. Goodman .

E. L. Henderson
J. Van..rsdall

J. H. Holbrook. .

Owen Pigman , .

C. L. Heath . . .

W. E. Rodman .

Oscar D. Brock .

Lee . . . .

Leslie. . . .

Lewis . .

ijincolu . .

Logan . . .

Lyon . . .

.

McCracken
Mclican . .

Madison . .

Magoffin . .

Marion . .

Marshall. .

.Mason . .

Meade . . .

Mercer . .

Metcalfe . .

Monroe.. .

Montgomery

A. B. Hoskins . .

R. L. Collins . .

A. (^. Henthorn .

1). B. Southard. .

Walter Byrne, Jr

J.H. Hussey.. .

Delia Caldwell . .

W. H. Atoore . .

J. A\'. Seudder. .

M. C. Kash . . .

R. C. McChord .

L. L. Washburn
J. H. Samuel . .

E. C. Hartman . .

C. B. VanArsdall

H. R. A'’anZanl . .

R. P. Duncan . .

.1. F. Jones . . . .

. . ..Columbia Xovember .").

. . . Scottsville Xovember 28.

Lawrenceburg Xovember 1

.

.. ..Barlow December 8.

Lucas Xovember 18.

. . Owingsville Xovember 9.

.. . . Pineville Xovember 13.

Union Xovember 18.

Paris November 19.

.. ..Ashland Xovember 2, 23.

.. ..Danville Xovember 10.

.. ..Jackson Xovember 4.

. .Hardinsburg December 10.

. . . . Belmont X'ovember 9.

. .Morgantown Xovember 4.

. ..Princeton X'ovember 10.

.. ..Murray November 11.

.. ..Newport Xovember 19.

. . ..Bardwell Xovember 3.

. ..Worthville November 10.

.. ..Grayson Xovember 10.

. .Middleburg Xovember 26.

Caskey Xovember 17.

. .Winchester Xovember 17.

. . Manchester

. . . . .A.lbany

. . . . Marion November 4.

. . Burkesville Xovember 11.

..Owensboro December 1.5.

Irvine Xovember 11.

. ..Lexington November 10.

..Mt. Carmel Xovember 18.

. ..Frankfort November 2.

Fulton November 1C.

Sparta November 19.

. ..Lancaster Xovember 19.

. Williamstown Xovember 18.

. . ..Mayfield November 4.

. . ..Millwood November 26.

. . . .Fullerton November 5.

Cecelia November 12.

.. ..Harlan November 2.

. ..Cynthiana Xovember 2.

.. ..Caumer Xovember 3.

..Henderson Xovember 9, 23.

. .New Castle. . Xovember 23.

.. ..Clinton November 5.

..Earlington Xovember 5.

. .Welchburg Xovember 4.

. . .Louisville. . Every Monday Evening.

. .Xicholasville Xovember 19.

. . . Paintsville Xovember 7.

Mallie Xovember 28.

. . . .Lindsay Xovember 23.

. . Hodgenville December 17.

.. ..London November 18.

. . . Beattyville November 14.

Hyden Xovember 2 .5

.

. .A'auceburg November 16.

. . . .Stanford Xovember 20.

. .Russellville Xovember 10.

. . . .Eddyville Xovember 17.

. . ..Paducah Xovember 11, 25.

. .Sacramento Xovember 10.

. ..Richmond Xovember 12.

. . . Salyersville Xovember 7.

. . . . Lebanon .December l.>.

. . . . Benton Xovember 1 1

.

. . . .Maysville Xovember 2.

. Brandenburg Xovember 26.

.Harrodsburg Xovember 10.

. ..Edmonton December 1.

. Tompkinsville Xovember 19.

..Mt. Sterling Xovember lo.
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COUNTY gKORETART RE8IDBNCB DATE

Morgan . .

Muhlenlnirg

Nelson . .

Nicholas. .

Ohio . . .

Oldham . .

Owen . . . .

Owsley . .

Pendleton . .

Perry. . . .

Pike ....
Powell . .

Pulaski . .

Robertson .

Rockcastle

Rowan .

.

Russell . .

Scott . . .

Shelby . .

Simpson .

Spencer .

.

Taylor . .

Todd ....
Trigg . .

Trimble . .

Union . . .

Warren . .

Washington
Wayne . .

Webster . .

Whitley . .

Wolfe.. ..

Woodford

W. H. Wheeler . .

S. T. Taylor . . . .

Hugh T). Rodman
G. B. Spencer. . .

Oscar Allen . . . .

E. H. Burnett. . .

•J. H. Chrisman. .

A. M. Glass. . . .

W. A. McKenney.
M. E. Combs.. ..

W. J. Walters . .

I. W. Johnson . .

Carl Norfleet . . .

W. S. Chandler. .

Gee Chestnut. . . .

C. C. Nickell . . .

J. B. Scholl . . .

E. C. Barloi w . . .

W. E. .4.1en. . . .

N. C. Witt

E. C. Wood ....
J. L. Atkinson . .

L. P. Trabue. . .

.J. L, Hopson . . . ,

P. W. Hancock . .

S. L. Henry. . . .

B. S. Rutherford.

J. H. Hopper . . .

•J. P. Young. . . .

Roy Orsburn . . .

C. A. Moss . . . .

D. B. Cox
J. W. Crenshaw .

West Liberty . . November 9.

Central City November 25.

Bardstown December 2.

Carlisle November 13.

Cromwell November 4.

Anchorage November 5.

Owenton November 5.

Booneville November 4.

Palmouth November 11.

Hazard November 9.

Pikevillt November 2.

Stanton November 2.

Somerset November 12.

Mt. Olivet November 16.

Mt. Vernon December 10.

Morehead November 25.

Jabez November 7.

. . . . Georgetown November 5.

Shelbyville, R. P. D. No. 1 November 19.

Franklin November 3.

Wakefield November 16.

Campbellsville November 5.

Elkton November 4.

. . . . ; Cadiz

Bedford November 2.

Morganfield November 4.

Bowling Green November 11.

Springfield November 18.

Monticello November 10, 17.

Se brec November 2 7

.

Williamsburg November 5.

Campton November 2.

Vei'sailles November 3.

CURRAN POPE A. THRUSTON POPE

smMmm

AMODERN up-to-date private infirmary equipped with steam heat, electric light, electric

fans, modern plumbing and new furnishings. Solicits all chronic cases, functional and
organic nervous diseases, diseases of the stomach and intestines, rheumatism, gout and

uric acid troubles, drug habits and non-surgical diseases of men and women. No insanity or

infectious cases treated. Bed-ridden cases not received without previous arrangement. fj

HfJrolheratif. Mechanical Massage, Static, Galvanic, Faradic, High Frequency, Arc Light and X-Ray
Treatments given by competent Physicians and Nurses under the immediate supervision of the Medical
Superintendent. Special laboratory facilities for diagnosis by urine, blood, sputum, gastric juice and
X-Ray. Recreation hail with pool and billiards for free use of patients.

Rates$25 per week; including treatment, board, medical attention and general nursing. Send for

large illustrated catalog. The Sanatorium is supplied daily, from the Pope Farm, with vegetables,

poultry and eggs; also milk, cream, butter and buttermilk from its herd of registered Jerseys.

THE POPE SANATORIUM
INCOKP()K\TM>

Long Distance Phones
CUMB. M. 2112 HOME 2122

115 West Chestnut Street

LOUISVILLE. KENTUCI
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In Place of Other Alkalies Use

PHILLIPS’ MILK OF MAGNESIA
“ The Perfect Antacid”

For Correftin^ Hyperacid Conditions— Local or Systemic. Vehicle for

Salicylates, Iodides, Balsams, etc.

Of Advantage in Xentralizing the acid of Cow's Milk

Phillips’ Phospho-Muriate of Quinine
Compund

NON-ALCOHOLIC TONIC and RECONSTRUCTIVE

To be Relied Ui)on where a Deficiency of the Phosphates is evident

THE CHAS. H. PHILLIPS’ CHEMICAL CO.

LONDON NEW YORK
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! Ballard’s Sanitary Edible Bran
-IN-

Inner-lined, Dust-proof Cartons

STERILIZED AND CLEAN

X

The Simple Remedy for Constipa-

tion and Stomaeh Trouble
|
•

BALLARD & BALLARD COMPANY 1

If Your Druggist Does Not Have It,

Mail 35 Cents to

LOUISN/ILLE, KENTUCKY
AND THEY WILL MAIL. YOU A CARTON

u

u

There are many grades of crude drugs offered for

sale on the drug market

BUT there is only one “best.”

It takes the best grade of crude drug, the highest

grade of workmanship, together with the most

accurate and “time tried” methods to make

A TRUE L I N E-

PITMAN-MOORE COMPANY,
Chemists

111 N. Capitol Avenue Indianapolis, Ind.

n

\n

n

\n

^nrc
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1

NEURONHURST

DR. W. B. FLETCHER’S SANATORIUM
For Treatment of Mental and Nervous Diseases. Including Legally Committed and Voluntary Cases.

Well equipped with all facilities for the care and treatment of all forms of mental and nervous diseases, inebriety, drug addiction

and those requiriner recuperation and rest. Gynecological department in charge of skilled women physicians. All approved forms of

Hydrotherapy, Balneotherapy, Massage, Sweedish Movements, etc. All forms of electrical treatments. Photherapy. High Frequency

and X-ray work. A strictly ethical institution. Correspondence with physicians invited. For particulars and terms, address,

DR. MARY A. SPINK, Superintendent
LONG DISTANCE TELEPHONE 381 1140 EAST MARKET ST., INDIANAPOLIS

BEEGHHURST SANITARIUM
TREATMENT OF

NERVOUS and MILD MENTAL DISEASES, DRUG ADDICTIONS and ALCOHOLISM

LOUISVILLE, KENTUCKY

II. B. SCOTT. A.M.. M.D., Medical Suiwrintcndcnt E. 1’. THOMAS, Husiiiess .MumiMor

A modern and thorouehly equipped psychopathic hospital for the treatment of nervous and mental diseases, drue
addictions and alcoholism. Ideally situated in the privacy of its own 26 acres of wooded lawns, high and retired.

Terms reasonable. For booklet and particulars, address.

Loo£ Distance Phones; Cnmb. E. 257-a. Home City 3565 DR. H. B. SCOTT
Station C. Louis-ville, Ky.
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Of Interest To Every Doctor Whom This Publication R caches

THE ORGANIZATION OF A LIFE INSURANCE COMPANY, WHICH
SHALL BELONG AND BE CONDUCTED BY THE

DOCTORS THEMSELVES.

The IROQUOIS LIFE INSURANCE CO:\IPANY of Louisville, Ken-
tucky, is already organized.-

The majority of the leading Official positions in the Medical Department
are already filled by leading Physicians, who are giving their unstinted support
10 a movement, which means a recognition never before accorded by any Life In-

surance Company.
The rank and file of its Examining Physicians in a number of States in

CO- operation with a well trained Agency Force will mean a splendid volume of

pi-oduction, and each of them will be efigible to promotion to the highest position

in the gift of the Company, as may be necessary from time to time.

The following are a few of the features proposed for Examiners

:

1. A Doctors Company, managed in the interest of all.

2. A Management entitled to the confidence of all and subject to the will

of all

3. A system of appointing Examiners where their interest guarantees
oyalty, efficiency and co-operation of the kind that insures production.

4. An organized corps of Examiners who hold appointment contracts

that confer just recognition and a guarantee of substantial rewards for faithful

work and co-operation; thus, creating a powerful machine where each man’s in-

fluence counts for the maximum in production and makes him the largest factor
i 0 producing his own benefits.

5. A definite contract of appointment as exclusive Official Examiner for

a definite district, as opposed to indiscriminate appointments and non-exclusive
districts as is the case with most companies.

6. A scale of compensation that is a direct recognition of the importance
of the Examiner’s work.

7. An appointment as Exclusive Official Examiner for Life or as long
a period as the Examiner is able to perform his duties.

8. A contract to cover extra compensation upon Examinations made out-

side of City Limits.

9. Instructions from the Home Office along the lines of making the Doc-
tor a strong factor in the production of more applicants for himself to examine,
thereby making his appointment more valuable.

10. A concentration of Agency activity through the Examiner’s co-opera-

tion in tlie particular district covered by the Doctor’s contract of appointment,
thereby insuring a good volume of Examinations to be made with consequent re-

turns to tlie Examiner.
n. Tlie absolute removal of the Examiner from the influence of the

'.Lnuicy Department, making the Doctor the Dictator in things pertaining to his

work.

12. Making possible a fraternity of the Company’s Examiners wfith many
advantages to themselves.

This Company wull Avrite all forms of ordinary Insurance and Avill inaugu-
rate a Department for the handling of Industrial Insurance, which will be ex-

tended just as fast as possible.

This is your Company if you come with us, and Ave ask your support in a

movement Avhich means much to all of us.

HENRY ENOS TULEY, Chief I\redical Director

ARTHUR T. McCORMACK, Chief kledical Supervisor
DAVID W. STEVENSON, State Medical Supervisor for Indiana
S. C. STANTON, State IMedical Supervisor for Illinois.
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Elmwood Sanitarium Sanitarium

LEXINGTON, KENTUCKY

For the Treatment of Mental and

Nervous Diseases, Drug Addictions and

Alcohciism.

A ppi'oved Therapeutic Methods.
H vdrotheiapy. Manual, Vibra-
tory and Electric Massage.

Trained Nurses and Attendants.

Tlie Sanitarium iS well equip-
ped with evei’y modern conven-
ience and comlort and free from
institutional atmosphere. The
^nounds are heautilul, contain-
ing twelve acres of well shaded
Blue fJirAss. situated 1-4 mile
1rom Lexington, the Queen
City of the Blue Gra.ss Country.
Terms to $;f) per week, pay-
able in advance.

C. A. NEVITT, A.M„ M.D.
Superintendent

Late Suiieiinteiident E. K. As.vlum

(
THE CITY VIEW SANITARIUM’^i

I

NASHVILLE, TENNESSEE
SEPARATE OUIEDING EOR THE SEXES

A licensed private institution for the treatment of Mental and Nervous Diseases and a se-
lected class of Alcoholic and Drug Addictions. Commodious, well arranged, and thoroughly
equipped building. Women’s Department, just completed, is fire-proof throughout. Homelike
surroundings is a special feature. Special trained nurses. Two resident physicians. Capacity 50.

CONSULTANTS: JOHN W. STEVENS, M.D.,
DR. DUNCAN EVE DR. WM. G. EWING PHYSICIAN IN CHARGE
DR. J. A. WITHERSPOON DR. PAUL F. EVE p^one Main 2928 R. R. No. 1
DR. S. S. CROCKETT DR. L. B. GRADDY

DR. W. W. CORE NASHVILLE, TENN.

I

I

I

THE MILWAUKEE SANITARIUM
FOR MENTAL AND NERVOUS DISEASES

Located at tVauwatosa (a suburb of Milwaukee) on C. M. «& St. P. K.v.. 2 1-2 hours from Ghicairo. l.> minutes from
Milwa 'kee. 5 minutes from all cars. Two Hues str> et cars. Comulele facilities and e(iuipmenl as lieretofore an-
nounced. New Ps.vchopathic Hospital: continuons baths, fire-proof buildinsr. sepai ate crounds. NewWestIIon.se:
Rooms en suite with private baths. New Gymnasium and recreation Ijnildinsr: Ph.vsical culture. l ew "Zander”
machines, shower baths. Modern Hath House: Hydrotherapy, Elect rotlierapy. MochanoUierapy. 20 acres beautiful
hill, forest and lawn. Five houses. Individual treatment.

RICHARD DEWEY. A.M.. M l). CHICAGO OFFICE IIERHERT W. POWERS. M.I)
Physician-in-CharK'e Mnrsliall Field it Co., Amic.x lildfi.. tV.M. T. KR.VDWELL.M.I).
Wauwatosa, Wisconsin W'dnesda.vs. 1 1<)3. e.xcept .lul.v and Any. Assistant Pliysicians

Piiones: Chteaso Central 1102. Milwaukee- Wauwatosa 10.
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'

The Exciting Organism
isolated from cultures, identified and made into an

Autogenous Vaccine - - . - $5.00

Gonorrhoea Diagnosis by the Complement Fixation Test - - $5.00

In making this test we use as antigens a mixture of twenty different cultures

from both male and female and which contains the several strains

Differential Diagnosis of Spinal Fluid by the Lange Colloidal CroklTest . $5.00

Differentiates between Pyogenic, Tubercular, Syphilitic Infection and General Paresis

Diagnosis of Pathological Tissue ..... $5.00

WASSERMANN
j

Sterile Outfits with Instructions Sent Free On Application

National Pathological Laboratory
Mailers Bldg. 5 S. Wabash Ave. Chicago, 111.

I II I I I I

K'

\

\

i

\

I

•

I

k

THE GRANDVIEW SANITARIUM

FOR MILD MENTAL CASES, NERVOUS DISEASES, ALCOHOLISM AND DRUG HABIT

Especial feature of treatment is INDIVIDUAL CARE AND TRAINING. No ward service. Loca-

tion ideal. Grounds large, well wooded, high, quiet and accessible. Separate

buildings, recently enlarged and refurnished.

BROOKS F. BEEBE, M.D.
SANITARIUM, Glenway Ave., Price Hill

CITY OFFICE, 414 Walnut Street

X
\

I

CINCINNATI, OHIO |

\
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SHERMAN’S BACTERINS
Proparation with a Record for RELIABILITY 40 Different Varieties

Marketed in Ampules, 6 to a package for $1.50

Bulk packages in special aseptic container, 5 c. c. averaging 8 doses for $1.00

18 c. c. averaging 30 doses for $3.00

Write for Literature. G. H. SHERMAN. M. D„ DETROIT. MIoH.

HIGH GRADE WORK TERMS REASONABLE

CAPITOL ENGRAVING CO.

Illustrators, Designers,

Electrotypers

Phone Main 3071 Cor. Fifth Ave. and Deaderick St., Nashville, Tenn.

TELEPHONES

Cumberland. S. 480

Home - - - 599G

REFERENCE

The Medical Profes- T
sion of Kentucky ^

A modern, thoroughly equipped private institution for the treatment of

Mental and Nervous Diseases, Drug Addiction and Alcoholics.
Situated in the heart of the city, convenient and easy of access, yet quiet and secluded. Opposite

besiutiful Central Park. Terms $20.00 to $35.00 per week. Outside patients charged office fees.

For Further information, address,

DR. MILTON BOARD, Superintendent
1412 Sixth Street Louisville, Kentucky

OFFICERS
AND DIRECTORS

Dr. Milton Board,

Pres, and Supt.

(.Late Supt. West. Kp.

Asplum of Insane)

Late Member of Kp.

State Board of Con-
trol Chritable Inst’s.

Dr. J. T. Windell,

Vice-President

Dr. Earl Moorman,

Sec. and Asst.

Dr. W. E. Gardner,

tSupt. Central

Ky. Asylum.)

Dr. a. T. McCormack

Dr. Leon L. Solomon

Dr. Irvin Abell
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. . . . F»HYSICIANS’

DR. J. C. HOOVER,
Surgery, Diseases of Women and

Consultations.

Hoover-Foster Buildiug

Telephone 67. Owensboro, Ky.

FOR SALE—In the heart of the Blue-

grass. Modern home of thirteen rooms
with halls and porches, with all modern
conveniences, hardwood floors, gas lights

and gas range in kitchen
;
hot and cold

water on both floors, and hydrants in

yard.
i

All kinds of out-buildings. New of-|

flee building of four rooms. Nine acresl

of land. Cash practice, village and country.

I

of from three to five thousand a year. Goodi

roads, schools and churches. Will bear in-|

vestigation by man of family.
;

J. P. Lapsley, M. D‘, I

jMercer Co. McAfee, Ky.

DR. CURRAN POPE

Pope Sanatorium

LOUISVILLE, KY.

Office Hours : 8 to 11 :30 A. M. 1 to 5

P. M.

—Rooms 100-102 klasonie Building

—

J. H. THORPE, M. D.

Practice limited to Eye, Ear, Nose

and Throat

Cum. Phone 253 Owensboro, Ky.

FOR SALE.

I have practiced medicine continuously

in this vicinity since 1866 and now wish

to retire. I offer for sale my entire

medical, surgical, obstetrical and mirco-

scopical works and instruments, includ-

ing a B. & L. Professional microscope

with objectives from 1-4 to 1-12 homo-

genous immersion.

A splendid opportunity for the right

man. S. E. HAMPTON, M. D.

Milton, Ky.

DIRECTORY . . . .

WALKER’S HOSPITAL

A SURGICAL AND GYNECOLOGIC-
AL HOSPITAL.

SURGEONS—Dr. Edwin Walker. Dr. .Tames Y. Welbors
assistant SUrGEUN— Dr. Wm. R. Davidson

PATHOLOGIST—Dr. Chas. L. Seitz

712 South Fourth Street,

EVANSVILLE, INDIANA.

DR. JOHN FEWKES
600 Central Ave.,

Hot Springs, Arkansas.

Diagonally across from U. S. Reservation

Office.

DR. L. S. McMURTRY
Suite 542 The Atherton.

Cor. Fourth and Chestnut Sts.

Louisville, Ky.

Telephone, Main 1700. Hours, 11 to 1.

DR. A. DAVID WILLMOTH
Surgery and Diseases of Women

Suite 403-405 Masonic Bldg.

Fourth Ave., & Chestnut St.

Louisville, Ky.

Hours 2-5 and by appointment.

Both Phones Office and Residence.

DR. S. G. DABNEY
Has removed his office from

216 AVest Chestnut Street

—to

—

911 Starks Building,

Louisville, Kentucky.

EYE, EAR, NOSE AND THROAT.
A jiractitioner of more than 45 years

in one place desires a partner who does

not smoke, and in whose favor he may
eventually retire.

Address R, No. 315 Norton Bldg.

Louisville, Ky.
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Dr. Broughton’s Sanitarium
For Opium, Morphine, Cocaine and Other Drug Addictions,

Including Alcohol and Special Nervous Cases

Methods easy, regular, humane. Good heat, light

water, help, board, etc. Number limited to 44. A well

kept home. Address

dr. BROUGHTON’S SANITARIUM
Phone 5;t() 2007 S. Main St. Rockford, III.
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OCONOMOWOC, WISCONSIN

Three hours from Chicago on C. Mil. & St. Paul Railway

BUILT AND EQUIPPED FOR TREATMENT OF

NERVOUS DISEASES
New and Especially Equipped Psychopathic Department

For Acute Mental Cases

ARTHUR W. ROGERS, B.S., N.D., Resident Physician in Charge

THE CINCINNATI SANITARIUM
F’OR MENTAL AND NERVOUS DISEASES

A strictly modern hospital, fully equipped for the scientific treatment of all nervous and mental affections. Situation
retired and accessible. For details write for descriptive pamphlet.

F. W. LANGDON, M.D., Medical Director. B. A. WILLIAMS, M.D., Resident Physician.
EMERSON A. NORTH. M.D., Resident Physician. GEORGIA E. FINLEY, M.D., Medical Matron.

H. P. COLLINS, Business Manager.
Box 4, College Hill, Cincinnati, Ohio
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liT IS recommended!
I^VERY business man recommends

the service of the Cumberland

Telephone & Telegraph Company. The

physician needs it. It places you in

direct communication ^vith every im-

portant city and tOM n in the United

States. Local service always the best.

The demand is for comprehensive tele-

phone service.

For information call Manager.

Cumberland Telephone & Telegraph Company %
Incorporated ^

NEW YORK POLYCLINIC
Medical School and Hospital

341-351 West 50th Street, New York City

POST-GRADUATE COURSES for PHYSICIANS

New Building New Equipment

AN AMBULANCE SERVICE in a district with 360,-

000 people, provided the best possible acute surgi-

cal service.

SPECIAL WORK for those wishing to study selected

branches, in carefully arranged clinics.

GENERAL and COMPLETE COURSES for Physi-

cians seeking modern methods of diagnosis and

treatment.

MODERN LABORATORY FACILITIES, Laboratory

and Clinical Course in preparation and administra-

tion of autogenous vaccines and tuberculin in gland

and bone involvement.

Students may matriculate at any time, and may live

practically under hospital roof.

For further information, address,

JOHN A. WYETH, M.D., LL.D., President
of the Faculty, or

Mr. JAMES U. NORRIS, Superintendent
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THE DALE SANAXORIUM

A PRIVATE SANITARIUM for treatment of Arthritis, Rheumatism, Gout,'Meta-
bolic and Eliminative Digorders, the Neurosis. Neui’alg'ia, and Neuritis, Rest Cure

and selected Nervous and Habit Cases. Approved Diagnostic and Therapeutic Methods
are employed. Special facilities for Hydrotheraphy, Electrotheraphy and Photothe-
raphy. Superheated Dry Hot Air, Massage Manual, Mechanical and Vibratory.

Separate Recreation Building. For further information, address

4S8 WEST THIRD STREET
LEXINGTON, KY.DR. CHAS. FELIX DALE

STEWART HOME SCHOOL
For Nervous, Backward, Feeble-Minded Children and Adults

DR. JNO. P. STEWART

One of the best equipped private institutions

in the country providing- Mental and Physical

develoi)inent. Cottage system. Five l)uildings.

Electric lighted and steam heated. Delightfully

located on estate of 500 acres in the blue grass

section of Kentucky. Highly endorsed by prom-

inent physicians and patrons. A beautiful book

v.ill be mailed upon application.

Box 2, Farmdale, Ky.
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The New No. 7

‘MEDICAL’’
OLIVER Typewriter

I'OR DOCTORS OR DRUGGISTS

Seventeen Cents a Day

!

To meet tlie urgent need of the medical profes-

sion for a typewril-er adapted to both general

correspondence and accurate prescription writ-

ing and other medical work, we have perfected

The Special Medical Oliver Typewriter.

Send coupon or

letter for details

This remarkable special machine is offered at

tlie price of the regular model and on the con-

venient 17-Cents-a-Day Purchase Plan, which has

proved so immenselj' popular. Note how com-
pletely the special keyboard meets every require-

ment.

The OLIVER Medical Keyboard

TijcOLIVEI^
T^peWri-ter No.

The Standard Visible Writer
Physicians throughout the country have been quick to

appreciate the advantages of (his important innovation.

The Special Medical Oliver Tyiiewriter enables the

physician to exercise the niaximura of care in writing his

prescriptions and in keeping his records.

Typeivritten prescriptions give the druggist less chance

for mistakes than penwritten prescriptions.

Physici^s who contribute to medical journals find their

manuscripts more welcome to publishers and more correctly

handled by typesetters when written on this machine.

Those who read papers before medical societies appreciate

the advantages of reading from clear and distinct type.

A typewriter in a physician’s ollfice is the best possible

evidence of careful, businesslike methods.

You can do your own typewriting

!

You can easily learn to operate The Oliver Typewriter. Its

light touch and easy action make it a pleasure to do your

own typewriting.

The OLIVER Typewriter Co.

Oliver Typewriter Building, Chicago

Brilliant Exclusive Features

The Oliver is illuminated by scores of brilliant innovations

not found on other typewriters. Its remarkable time-saving

devices and conveniences include the Vertical- and Hori-

zontal-Line Ruler, the “Disappearing” Indicator, the Tabu-
lator, the Back-Spacer, tue Adjustable Paper-Peed, the Dou-
ble Release, the Automatic Spacer, the Locomotive Base.

Yours for Pennies ! Send Coupon
A •small cash payment brings you the magnificent new

No. 7 Special Medical Oliver Typewriter. You can pay the

balance at the rate of 17 cents a day.

If you are now using a typewriter of any standard make,

we will accept it on the first payment. The coupon or a

postal brings special literature aud full details of the 17-

Cent.s-a-Day Purchase Plan. Address Sales Department.

COUPON
THE OLIVER TYPEWRITER CO.,

Oliver Typewriter Building, Chicago.

Gentlemen: Please send your Art Catalog and de-

tails of ll-Cents-a-Day” offer on the new No. 7.

Special Medical Oliver Tpyewritev.

Name .

Address
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OLD TAYLOR
THE PREMIER

KENTUCKYWHIS™
BOTTLED

KENTUCKY MEDICAL. JOURNAL
Official Organ oi the FCentuckv Nledical ^ssociaiton

T HE Journal is a publication Avhicb belongs to the State IMedical Association, and all

matters of interest of the State Association belong to The Journal.

The original contributions are from the best and most scientific men in the State.

Reports of all the county societies are published.

The Journal stands for:

Progressive scientific medicine.

The highest type of state medicine.

Complete organization of tbe medical profession for the promotion of

health and sanitary laws for the public good.

ADVERTISEMENTS
The Journal carries only advertising matter which is reliable and pharmaceut-

icals which are approved of by the Council on Pharmacy and Chemistry of the Ameri-

can Medical Association. It aims to give its advertisers fair treatment and value re-

ceived for every cent they pay, not for pity but straight business.
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THE LABORATORIES OF

REED & CARNRICK
ARE DEVOTED TO MAKING

ORGANIC PHYSIOLOGICAL
PRODUCTS

Full particulars concerning these and an-

swers to all queries will be gladly given.

Please remember that in writing to Reed &
Carnrick you will be answered by medical
men thoroughly trained in hospital work and
practice, and not by theoretic laboratory

workers.

REED & CARNRICK
42-44-46 Germania Ave.

JERSEY CITY, - . - N. J. ^
J<KKX>0000<>0<K>0<K}<}00<X>0«00«»0^

LEXINGTON, KENTUCKY
Nervous and mental diseases and liquor and drug addictions treated. Constant medical

oversight and skilled nursing. New buildings, a complete hydrotherapeutic equipment, electrici-

ty, vibration, massage and all other approved methods of treatment. Sanatorium situated just

outside the city limits, a half mile south of former location, on same street. South Broadway.
Address, GEO. P. SPRAGUE, M.D.

Physicians wishing to send patients may telephone at Sanatorium’s expense.

HIGH OAKS
DR. SPRAGUE’S SANATORIUM



JEFFERSON COUNTY NUMBER

Being the Journal of the Kentucky State Medical Association
Published Semi-Monthly under Supervision of the Council

Editorial and Business Office, Corner State and Twelfth Streets. Subscription Price, $2.00
Entered as second-class matter, Oct, 22, 1906. at the Postoffice at Bowling Green, Ky., under the act of Congress, March 3, 1879

VOL XII. Bowling Green, Ky., November 1.5, 1911 No. 22

CONTENTS AND DIGEST
ORIGINAL ARTICLES.

Present ST.\Trs or Rectal Suroery, by Gran-

ville S. Hanes, Louisville 703

Discussio.n by Bernard Asman. C. H. Harris and

in closing by the essayist.

Further Observations of Nitrous Oxid Oxycen
Anesthesia, by W. Hamilton Long, Louisville. . 709

Discussion by Emmett F. Horine, E. L. Hender-
son, .John B. Richardson, Jr.; S. G. Dabney, J.

A. Kirk, W. Barnett Owen, W. C. Dugan, Geo.

A. Hendon, and in closing, by the essayist.

Some of the Dancers of a Too Greatly Re-

stricted Diet in Tyi-hoid Fever, by J. Rowan
Morrison, lumisville 710

Discussion by \V. F. Boggess R. Hayes Davis,

F. C. -Askenstedt. Harry J. Phillips. J. Garland

Sherrill, Edward Speidcl, A. C. L. Percefull, and

in closing, by the essayist.

Twiliciit Sleep, by H. A. Davidson 722

(Continued on page v.)

JUST OUT—NEW {3d) EDITION, ENLARGED

MoynihanAbdominal Operations
So unusually thorough and heavy was this revision tliat the entire book had to be re-

set from title to index. Two entirely new cha])ters—excision of gastric ulcer and
complete gastrectomy—and much new matter interspersed throughout have increas-

ed the work by over 150 pages. Some 85 new illustrations have also been added, mak-
ing a total of 385 superb illustrations, showing you every stop of every operation.

The new “ Moynihan ” is reallji an atlas of abdominal surgery as well as a forceful

text. Then the lOO illustrative cases throughout the text give you a case-teach-

ing ivork on abdominal operations of extreme value. Tn these you get every detail

—history, diagnosis, ojieration, after-care, results.

The work is com.jdete in every particular. You get chaiitcrs on the bacteriology of

the stomach and intestines, complications and secpiels of abdominal operations, tlie

preparation for the operation and the after-care of the patient, and Moynihan ’s

successful technic

Because of its great increase in size and to enhance its value as a work of reference,

this edition has been issued in two handsome volumes, each liai'ing stamjied on its

back the subjects treated therein. Each volume, too, has its own index. This new
“Moynihan’’ will stand for some time as ttic final word on abdominal surgery. It

is trill
J' a master work—an atlas, a forceful text, and a case-teaching work.

Two octavos, totaling 1000 pages, with AS.') illustrations. B.v Siii Bkhkeley Moynihan. M S. (London).
F.R. C.S., of Leeds. England. Per set : c loth, $10.00 net t'Half Morocco. $13.00 net.

W. B. SAUNDERS COMPANY Philadelphia and London
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I

Our Dipliilieria Antitoxin

isPROVED Antitoxin

^HE proof begins with the first step in the process of

manufacture—the selection of healthy, vigorous horses:

animals that have been pronounced sound by expert veteri-

narians. It ends only when the finished product is wrapped

and labeled for the market.

Concentrated

AniidipKilieric Serum
(Glotulin)

is tested and retested—bacteriologically for purity, physio-

logically for safety and activity. It is sterile. It is of

accurately demonstrated antitoxic strength. The syringe

container in which it is marketed is a model of convenience

and security.

Bio. 1
5— 500 antitoxic units.

Bio. 16—1000 antitoxic units.

Bio. 1
7—2000 antitoxic units.

Bio. 1
8—3000 antitoxic units.

Bio. 19— 4000 antitoxic units.

Bio. 20— 5000 antitoxic units.

Bio. 21— 7500 antitoxic units.

Bio. 22—10,000 antitoxic units.

ALWAYS SPECIFY ‘‘P. D. & CO” WHEN YOU ORDER.

Home Offices and Laboratories,
Detroit, Michigan. Parke, Davis & Co.
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EVERYTHING EOR THE AUTOMOBILE
Louisville Auto Supply Co. (Incorporated)

G48 F'ourtH Avenue Louisville, Kentucky

For Blank Books “

WRITE FOfc

Ij^l7rprpi7 I > For Office Needs
|FkllLR
IIncorporated -

-

Office Furniture phone main 1788 Classy Printing |
I

The Wearing of the Shirt Bosoms caused by the rough edges

of turn down collars. We have recently installed The Art Edge Ironer which posi-

tively smoothes the edges of turn down collars.

.WE ARE USING THE SANITARY SHIRT PROTEGTORS-Doing Away With Pins, Bands ann Buttons

Our Collar Moulder turns every collar without breaking, and leaves a space for the

tie to slide. One trial will convince you.

OotH F*Hones 10G8 L-iOuisvllle, Ky.

THE MOST EXTENSIVE SERVICE
IN LOUISVILLE AND SUBURBS

LONG DISTANCE CONNECTIONS
LOWEST RATES THE LOUISVILLE

HOME TELEPHONE COMPANY
Incorporated

SULLIVAN & BRACK,
“THE HOUSE OE DISTINCTION”
GUARANTEED WINES AND LIQUORS

EOR
MEDICINAL PURPOSES

BOTH PHONES : CUMB. MAIN 240S—HOME CITY 2404
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B. MATTHEWS

Home Phone 6S6S-L

MANUFACTURER
OF

ARTIFICIAL
LEGS

236 West Jefferson Street

LOUISVILLE, KY.

f Elastic Hosiery I

J CATALOGUE NOW READY f

f Special Discount to Physicians i

f I
A XHEO. XAEEL.

|

J
319 S. Third Street 'lOUISVULE, KENTUCKY

J
f WRITE EOR ONE f

I

I

Indigestion andNervousness |ARE COIVIIVION DISEA.se CONDITIONS A i.

These can be treated successfully and pleasantly by a pure, wholesome chewing gum I »

“Kis-iyiE”Guiyi I :

»

I

is famous for its purity and flavor. It is relied upon by many as a remedy
in indigestion and neryousness. It produces results.

Doctor, advise your patient to try the pleasant remedy we offer you in

“KIS-ME ” GUM.
MADE BY AIMERICAN CHICLiE CO., LOUISVILLE, KY.

» V

JOHN SCHAEFER
HOME ’PHONE 5868

CARRIAGE AND AUTOMOBILE
TRIMMING AND PAINTING

923 E. Broadway : : : : : Louisville, Kentucky.

wjum

^
Both Telephones

N No. 302

i

J. E. KILGUS Third & Ormsby Ave. |

DRUGGIST Louisville, Ky. |

k
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THE KENTUCKY MEDICAL JOURNAL
(Being the Journal of the Kentucky State Medical Association)

Incorporated

OFFICERS OF THE KENTUCKY STATE MEDICAL ASSOCIATION 1913-1914

J. J. Moeen, Louisville President

.1. W. Kincaid, Catlettsburg President-Elect

P. G. IiAEUB, Smithland 1

C. L. Heath, Lindsay ?• Vice-Presidents

J. C. MOBiiEV, Pllizabethtown )

V. B. McCduee, Lexington Treasurer

A. T. McCormack, Bowling Green Secretary

Delegates to the American Medical Association.

W. W. Richmond Clinton

A. H. Barkley, Lexington

Milton Board, Louisville

A. T. McCormack, Bowling Green

Councilors.

W. W. Richmond, First District Clinton

Cyeits Graham, Second District Henderson

E. Rau, Third District Bowling Green

C. ?j. Aud, Fourth District Cecilian

D. S. Wilson, Fifth District Louisville

R. C. McCmord, Sixth Dist -ict Lebanon

A. W. Cain, Seventh District Somerset

.1. E. Well.s, Eighth District Cynthiana

A. S. Brady, Ninth District Greenup

J A. Shirley, Tenth District Winchester

. S. Lock, Eleventh District Bai'boursville

CONTENTS AND DIGEST—Continued

Discussion by Walker B. Gossett, Wm. B. Doher-

ty, Sidney .J. Meyers, Ben Carlos Frazier, 0. H.

Harris, .A. R. Bizot, .J. Rowan Morrison, Wm.
Sanders and. in closing, by the essayist.

Uterine Myo.mata and Malignancy', by Joseph

G. Gaither, Hopkinsville

Who Should Do Surgery.? by Ap Morgan Vance,

Louisville 730

Discussion by Cyrus Graham, Louis Frank, J.

Garland Sherrill, Woodson H. Taulbee, Chas.

L. Bonitield and John J. Moren.

f

I

V

\

SAY DOCTOR,

OLD TOM JONES WHISKY
We control this high grade, pure, Kentucky Bourbon Whisky
which we are offering to the profession, for medical pur-
poses, at the very low price of Three Dollars and Fifty Cents
a gallon, or Six Full Quarts for Five Dollars, CASH WITH
ORDER.

We prepay express charges, except to points in Texas,

Florida and west of Missouri River.

SIMON N. JONES CO.

I

•

\

\

134 West Main Street, Louisville, Ky., Department S
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lVCORPOK\TED

CURRAN POPE A. THRUSTON POPE

AMODERN up-to-date private infirmary equipped with steam heat, electric light, electric

fans, modern plumbing and new furnishings. Solicits all chronic cases, functional and
organic nervous diseases, diseases of the stomach and intestines, rheumatism, gout and

uric acid troubles, drug habits and non-surgical diseases of men and women. No insanity or

infectious cases treated. Bed-ridden cases not received without previous arrangement.

Hydrotherahy, Mechanical Massage, Static, Galvanic, Faradic, High Frequency, Arc Light and X-Ray
Treatments given by competent Physicians and Nurses under the immediate sul>ervision of the Medical
Superintendent. Special laboratory facilities for diagnosis by urine, blood, sputum, gastric juice and
X-Ray. Recreation hall with pool and billiards for fret use of patients.

Rates $ 25 per week; including treatment, board, medical attention and general nursing. Send for

large illustrated catalog. The Sanatorium is supplied daily, from the Pope Farm, with vegetables,

poultry and eggs; also milk, cream, butter and buttermilk from its herd of registered Jerseys.

THE POPE SANATORIUM
Lon^ Distance Phones

ClIMB. M. 2123 HOME 3132

115 West Chestnut Street

LOUISVILLE, KENTUCK’

BEEGHHURST SANITARIUM
TREAT.MENT OF

NERVOUS and MILO MENTAL DISEASES, DRUG ADDICTIONS and ALCOHOLISM

LOUISVILLE, KENTUCKY

II. B. SCOTT. A.M.. M.D.. Medical Superintendent E. P. THOMAS, Business .Manager

A modern and thorouehly equipped psychopathic hospital for the treatment of nervous and mental diseases, drue
addictions and alcoholism. Ideally situated in the privacy of its own 26 acres of wooded lawns, hieh and retired.

Terms reasonable. For booklet and particulars, address.

Loa| Distance Phones; Comb. E. 257-a. Home City 3565 DR. H. e. SCOTT
Station C. Louisville. Ky.
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DRUGGISTS’ DIRECTORY

B. H. BENSON C. F. MELTON.
Vander Esrx’s Pharmacy DRUGGIST

Druggists and Chemists
N. W. Cor. Preston ancEWalnut

18th and St. Catherine

* Louisville, Ky. Only Pure Drugs Used

FRED BENDER, JR. WM. G. PFLEIDERER

Prescription Druggist 800 S. 18th

Cor. Wenzel and Jefferson St. Prescriptions Compounded

P. D. & Co. Antitoxin Carried in Stock To The Letter

We Believe in Reciprocity. STAUBER’S PHARMACY
THEO. RECTA N US CO.

INCORPORATED I

N. E. Cor. 19th and Broadway i

Louisville's Best Drug Store

Preston and Walnut Sts. LOUISVILLE, KY. •

C. B. DAVIS ALBUS DRUG CO.
'

PHARMACIST
The Two-Quality-Prescription Stores, where

You Get Just What the Doctor

801 W. Walnut Street Orders.

LOUISVILLE, KY. Shelby and Market Floyd and Market

H. C. BOHLSEN McDaniel drug co.
;

Incorporated i

DRUGGIST
7th and Broadway

FIRST AND OAK STREETS Home-City 2524 Cumb. S1748 .

Louisville, Ky. Prescriptions Called For and Delivered

Both Phones 1392. Without Extra Charge.

BOECKMANN’S DRUG STORE SCHLOSSER PHARMACY
SECOND AND CHESTNUT STREET

Jackson and Walnut WM. PINNIGER, Proprietor

Prescriptions Filled With Purest Drugs Registered Pharmacist in Kentucky, and iMeni-

ber Pharmaceutical Society of Great Britain

No Substituting Done Here PROMPT SERVICE NO SUBSTITUTION

Dear Doctor:
I do not think my “Pharmacy”

or “Myself” need any introduction. Suffice

to say, we stand for the “Right.”
Sincerely,

LEON ABRAHAM
First and Broadway

A. F. S O L B R I G
DRUGGIST

i

6th and Oak Streets !

LOUISVILLE, KENTUCKY
Prescriptions a Specialty
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DRUGGISTS’ DIRECTORY

WM. ANZ

18th and Jefferson

Especial Care Given to Prescriptions

Home Phone Shawnee 238 West 250

THOMAS J. KEANEY, Pharmacist
Fresh Supply of Ledeile’s Vaccin Antitoxin
Always On Hand. Full Line of T. M. F.

P. Preparations Carried in Stock. *

28th and Chestnut Sts.

LOUISVILLE, KY.

MATTHEW’S PHARMACY ARTHUR C. WEISS

18th and Chestnut
—PHARMACIST—

W. 370 Shawnee 871

25th and St. Cecelia Streets

PRESCRIPdTON SPECIALIST LOUISVILLE, KY.

J. H. ROMPF
18th and Dumesnil

Prescriptions a Specialty

WM. VOTTELER
PHARMACIST

Shelby and Oak Sts.

LOUISVILLE, KY.
BOTH PHONES

Carrying in stock Antitoxins, Bacterines and
Phylacogens

JOS. J. VOLPERT DANIEL ZUTT
Prescriptions a Specialty

COMPLETE LINE
PHARMACIST

MULFORDS
)

SCHIEFLIN - ANTITOXINS
NATIONAL )

Main and Wenzel Sts.

BOTH PHONES
LOUISVILLE, Kx.

F. A. NEWHALL OTTO E. MUELLER
—DRUGGIST— PHARMACIST

33rd and Western Parkway N. W. Cor. Highland and Baxter Ave.

LOUISVILLE, KY. LOUISVILLE, KY.

F. J. SCHWEITZER HENRY G. SAAM

Prescription Pharmacist CITY PHARMACIST

Complete Line Physician’s Supplies Cum. Phone Main 1973 Home Phone Cityl519

26th and Bank LOUISVILLE, KY. SHELBY AND BROADWAY
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DRUGGISTS’ DIRECTORY

GEO. C. REIS,

PHARMACIST

Both Phones 49. ,S. E. Cor. Preston and

Ormsby Ave.

JUST AS THE DOCTOR ORDERS.

ARTHUR C. WOERTZ,
CUT-RATE PRARMACIST.

Cor. 26th and Market Sts., Louisville, Ky.

Prescriptions carefully compounded by

registered pharmacists only.

CITY HALL PHARMACY,
CUT-RATE DRUG STORE.

6th and Jefferson Sts. Both Phones.

Home City 1277. Cumb. Main 1280.

E. P. Berkshire.

J. E. KREKEL,
PHARMACIST.

20th and Market Sts., Louisville, Ky.

PURE DRUGS AND MEDICINES.

F. W. LEONHARDT,
DRUGGIST.

1500 W. Broadway, Louisville, Ky.

Prescriptions filled only by our regis-

tered Pharmacist.

J. W. GEIBEL,

PHARMACIST.

Corner First and Walnut Streets,

Louisville, Kentucky.

THANKS. CAIJj AGAIN !

PETER P. SCHMITT,
DRUGGIST.

Corner Magazine and 22nd Streets.

SMITH BROS.,

CUT-RATE PHARMACY.

24th and Chestnut Sts., Louisville, Ky.

Lederle’s Bacterial Vaccines and
Antitoxins.

HURLEY’S DRUG STORES,
1 . Third and Brandies Avenues,

2. Fourth and Hill Streets,

3. Fourth Ave., near Oak Street.

Louisville, Kentucky.

—Both ’Phones 2238—

HULS KAMP BROS.

PRESCRIPTION SPECIALISTS.

N. W. Cor. Sixth and Kentucky Sts.

ALBERT A. BLOCK,
' Louisville, Kentucky.

U. S. P. and N. E. DRUGS.

B. V. WINSLO W,
V^accines, Antitoxins, Serums, Bandages,

Gauze, Antiseptics

N. W. Cor. 28th and Dumesnil Sts.

IV. K. STROBEL,
PHARMACIST.

AVe use Mulford’s Assayed and Stand-
ardized products in our prescription de-

partment.
N. E. Cor. 18th St. and Garland Ave.

PRESCRIPTION SERVICE.
Our claims for Superiority in Prescrip-
tion Compounding are based on these

facts

:

Purest Drugs,
Extreme Knowledge,

Greatest Care,

Absolute Safety.

KRIEGER’S PHARMACY,
38th and Broadway Streets.

THE CHEROKEE PHAR2IACY,
J. P. Jay, Prop.

—Prescriptions Our Specialty.—
Cumberland ’Phone East 565.

Home ’Phone, Highland 25.

EDW. II . HINKEBEIN.
—PHARMACIST.

FRANKFORT & BAYLY,
Crescent Hill.

Home ’Phone, Cres. No. 3.

Cumberland ’Phone, E. 529 A.
JOHN D. JANSTNG,
—PHARMACIST.

—

Barrett Ave & Breckinridge St.

Louisville, Kentucky.

C . E . PF AU ,

Third .\ve. and St. Catherine St.

Prescriptions called for and Delivered.
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OLD TAYLOR
THE PREMIER

KENTUCKYWHISKEYS
SOrnEDINBOND

L

SOUTHERN ORXICAL. CQMRANY
Incorporated

F'ourth and OHestnut L^ouisville, Kentucky

I Louisville Research Laboratory I

I
(

I

I

OF BACTERIOLOGY, PATHOLOGY AND SEROLOGY
(Incorportted)

Rooms TOO-1-3 AtKerton Building, LOUISVILLE, KY.

WASSERMAN REACTION $10.00

COMPLEMENT FIXATION TEST for GONORRHOEA. 10.00

EXAMINATION OF TISSUE 5.00

AUTOGENOUS VACCINES 5.00

URINALYSIS $2.50

BACTERIOLOGICAL EXAMINATIONS $2 TO $5.00

BLOOD ANALYSIS $2 TO $5.00

SPUTUM ANALYSIS . . . .
'

. $3.00

Entire Drofessional services devoted to laboratory work. Containers and further information mailed on request

3. D. ALLEN,’A.B., M.D., Director
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This page is donated by the Kentucky State Medical Association to as-

sist in the campaign against Tuberculosis.

Send your patients to a Sanatorium to be taught

how to care for themselves and how

to protect others.

ASSOCIATION SANATORIUM (HAZELWOOD)

Administration Building and Infirmary.

This sanatorium for the treatment of Tuberculosis is not maintained for profit but to assist

in caring for cases of tuberculosis which can afford a very moderate expense and yet receive

the best of care.

For terms and further information, address

DR. DUNNING S. WILSON, Medical Director and Superintendent

121 West Chestnut Street, Louisville, Ky.
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BiBBiBinBBBiBBBiHnHBmnngpaHnnniBniHi

EMERGENCY NEEDS

!

BIOLOGIC PRODUCTS
A complete stock of Lederle’s, Parke, Davis & Co.*s. and Mulford’s. Special discount to physicians.

Salvarsan and NeoSalvarsan with syringe intramuscular injection or complete apparatus for intravenous use.

SPECIAL LOUISVILLE AGENTS FOR

E. R. SQUIBB & SONS, Pharmaceuticals

Burroughs, AVelcoiue & Co., Hypodermic Syriuges, Staius, Etc.

DOCTOR—Phone or wire us for any items you may need that your local druggist does not

stock and we will see that it reaches you by first mail or express.
:
s

Newman Drug Company g
Incorporated B

LOUISVILLE, KENTUCKY
S OPEN ALL NIGHT BOTH PHONES 693 S
s :

IIBI

OFFICERS
AND DIRECTORS

Dr. Milton Board,

Pres, and Supt.

(Late Supt. West. Kp.

Asylum of Insane)

Late Member of Ky.

State Board of Con-

trol Chritable Inst's.

Dr. J. T. Windell,

Vice-President

Dr. Earl Moorman,

Sec. and Asst.

Dr. W. E. Gardner,

tSupt. Central

Ky. Asylum.)

Dr. a. T. McCormack

Dr. Leon L. Solomon

Dr. Irvin Abell

A modern, thoroughly equipped private institution for the treatment of

Mental and Nervous Diseases, Drug Addiction and Alcoholics.

Situated in the heart of the city, convenient and easy of access, yet quiet and secluded. Opposite

beiutiful Central Park. Terms $20.00 to $35.00 per week. Outside patients charged office fees.

For Further information, address.

TELEPHONES:

Cumberland, S. 480

Home - - - 5996

REFERENCE

The Medical Profes-

sion of Kentucky

DR. MILTON BOARD, Superintendent

1412 Sixth Street Louisville, Kentucky
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EDITOR r.U,.

At E.\st 737

A Ni:\v AnvsKTiSKK 737
DiiMiTiiKRi.v Antitoxin 737

SCIENTIFIC EDITOR I AL.

IjKI'Hosy i.n R.\ts. by M. L, Ravitch 738

ORIGINAL ARTICLES.

Tr.\ciiom,\ in Kenti'OKi. by -I. A. Stucky, Lex-

ington 739

DiscrssioN liy T. E. WycklifTr, Isaac L.'derman,

A. T. McCormack, and in closing, by -J. A.

Stucky.

Alc'Oiioi. and Prni.ic IIkadtii. by J. N. Hiirty,

Indianapolis. Indiana 745

DlSCfSSiON by Virgil E. Simpson, \V. W. Ander-
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and in closing, by ,T. N. Hurty.

Renal Ti'hercilosis, Its Diaonostic Dieki-

ci lties and Si'iniicAL Pkoblkms, by Filipp
Kreissl, Chicago 751
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We have wired our Southern repre-

sentatives to buy cotton for us in every

one of the Southern States. We fully

appreciate the present conditions ex-

istinjr in the Soutli, due solely to the

European war, and are happy to have
the opportunity to help alone- in a

substantial way tlie laudalile “buy-a-

bale-of-cotton” movement.

“United we stand !

”

Allen’s JUST OUT

Local Anesthesia
Tliis is a complete work on local and regional anes-

thesia. You get history and evolution, principles,

physiology, toxicology, and technic. You get a chap-
ter on nerv'es and sensation, giving particular atten-

tion to pain—what it is and its psychic control, and a

chapter on osmosis and diffusion. Each local anesthetic

is taken up in detail, giving very special attention to

xocain and novocain, pointing out their action on the

nervous si^stem, the value of adrenalin, paralysis caus-

ed by eocain anesthesia, control of toxicity. You get

Crile’s method of administering adrenalin and salt

solution, the exact way to produce the iutradermal
wheal, to pinch the flesh for the insertion of the

needle—all shoirn you step hy step. You get Crile’s

anoci-associalion

:

anestlu^sia liy (juinin and urea, and
hy the magnesium salts, spinal and epidural analgesia,

peravertehral, parasacral, intra-arlcrial, intravenous,

and general anesthesia witli local anesthetics.

Octavo of 625 pages, with 2.55 illustrations. B.v Cakroll W. Allen, M.D.. I nst ructor in Clinical Surgery at Tiilane Universi-
ty of Louisiana. With an riitroduction liy Rudolph Matas. M.D.. Frofessor of Surgery atTulane University of Louisiana.

Clotli, $6.00 net: Half Slorocco, $7.50 net

W. B. SAUNDERS COMPANY Philadelphia and London
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ALEXANDER’S

DIPHTHERIA ANTITOXIN

Highly Concentrated and Refined

is furnished by the

Kentucky State Board of Health

at prices within reach of every citizen

Best for the patient.

Most convenient for the physician.

DR. H. M. ALEXANDER & CO.
Biologic Laboratories

MARIETTA, PENNSYLVANIA
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The purest ether in

practical container.

Our ether for anesthesia is ether of the highest possible standard

of purity. It meets and surpasses the specifications of the United

States Pharmacopeia. It meets and surpasses the specifications of

the pharmacopeias of England, Germany, France and Italy.

Our ether can enables the physician to administer the anesthetic

by the drop method. It is economical—there is no waste, as

attends the administration of ether

from the ordinary container. It

obviates the use of special apparatus

—wicks, notched corks, dropping-

tubes and other devices to insure a

steady flow of the ether. The con-

tainer is a hermetically sealed pack-

age, the dropper feature consisting

of a piece of thin capillary tubing

which enters the top of the can at

diametrically opposite points in the ^

form of a semicircle.

When ready to administer the ether, the physician or his assist-

ant cuts the tube with a knife and bends the two pieces, in curved

form, over opposite edges of the can. Air enters one tube; the

ether flows from the other. Any ether remaining in the container

may be preserved by pinching the ends of the tubes, which are

cut off when the anesthetic is again required for use.

Supplied in pound, J^-pound and 3^-pound cans.

Home Offices and Laboratories,

Detroit, Michigan. Parke, Davis & Co.
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Waukesha SpringsSanitarium

FOR THE CARE AND TREATMENT OF

NERVOUS DISEASES
Building Absolutely BYRON M. CABLES, M. D., Supt.

Fireproof >Vaiikesha, Wis.

THE STORM BINDER AND ABDOMINAL SUPPORTER
(PATENTED)

Adapted to Use of Men, Women, Children and Babies

No Whalebones Elastic, yet without Rubber Elastic Washable as Underwear

Modifications for Hernia, Kelaxed Sacro-

iliac Articulations, Floating Kidney, Uigh
Operations, Ptosis, Obesity, Pregnancy, etc.

Send for new folder and testimonials of physicians. General mail
orders tilled at Philadelphia only—within twenty-four hours

KATHERINE L. STORM, M.D.
1541 Diamond Street, Philadelphia

A quiet home-like, private, high-class, institu-

tion. Licensed. Strictly ethical. Complete equip-
ment. New building. Best accommodations.

Resident physician and trained nurses.

Drug patients treated by Dr. Pettey’s original

method under his personal care.

958 S Fifth Street MEMPHIS. TENN.

FOR THE TREATMENT OF

Alcohol and Drug Addictions

Nervous and Mental Diseases

KENILWORTH SANITARIUM
FtENILWORTH, ILL.

HOURS : 11 TO 1

TELEPHONE: RANDOLPH 5794

ESTABLISHED 1905

(C. & N. W. R’y. Six Miles North of Chicago.)

Built and equipped for the treatment of nervous
and mental diseases. Approved diagnostic and
therapeutic methods. Special system of ventila-

tion. Rooms impervious to noise. Elegant ap-

pointments. Bath rooms en suite, steam heating,

electric lighting, electric elevator.

All correspondence should be addressed to

KENILWORTH SANITARIUM, Kenilworth, Illinois

RESIDENT MEDICAL STAFF

:

Kathryn T. Driscoll, M.D., Assistant Physician ; Sherman Brown. M.D„ Medical Supt.

;

Sanger Brown, M.D., Chief of Staff.
59 E. MADISON STREET. CHICAGO, ILLINOIS
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Physicians Prescribe Food
for

DEFINITE THERAPEUTIC EFFECT

The intelligent physician recognizes the nutritive value of

UNCLE SAM BREAKFAST FOOD

THE CHEMICAL ANALYSIS

Convincing Evidence With

Every Physician
Per Cent.

Moisture . . . 3,59

Proteins . .. 19.19

Fats . .. 17.89

Fiber (cellulose). ... 5.17

Carbohydrates .

.

... 50.78

Ash . . . 3.38

Total . . 100.00

Observe These Qualities

NUTRITIOUS CONTENTS
The full quota of these mitritious elements is

retained in making this food. The combination
forms a ration convenient for the physician to
order and nutritious for the patient to eat.

I A^ATIVF nilAJ ITY The fat constituent-
LfiAfilSVL VUrtLSl I flax-seed. Aside from
the direct laxative value of this principle, it assists

in exciting the flow of bile from the liver and gall-

bladder so necessary in promoting healthy peris-

taltic action.

DIGESTIBILITY
Food elements of full nour-
ishing value enter into this

product. The processes employed in their prep-
aration parallel to a degree the functions of the
human digestive organs and produce a food ready
for complete digestion.

PAI ATARII ITY its rich flavor resembles that
r rILirl 1 rlLllL.ll I I brown toast, not the
slightest suggestion of oil. The select ground

celery and pure salt which it contains add to the

appetizing effect. It comes prepared ready to serve.

X/ncte Sam 'RreaK.fast Food is a whole-

some Health Food for all members of the J

Full size package, prepaid, ^ ^

mailed to physicians free ' '

upon request.

Sold by grocers in 15 and 25 cent

packages.

UNCLE SAM BREAKFAST FOOD GO-

OMAHA, NEBRASKA
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The Mulford Vaccine Laboratories

The Mulford Vaccine Laboratories were established in 1898, and since that time

ihe Mulford Vaccine Virus has been the standard anions*' jiliysicians and Boards of

Health throughout the United States and many foreign countries.

The Laboratories are located on the Company’s own farm at Glenolden, and are

models of construction. They are under the immediate personal control of specially

trained bacteriologists. Every animal used is carefully inspected by our veterinarians,

and is kept at all times under the best surroundings in sanitary stables.

The safeguards surrounding the preparation of the Mulford Vaccine includes the

subjecting of each lot to bacteriologic and microscopic examinations and tests for ac-

tivity. Check tests in duplicate are always made. Post-mortem examinations are made
on each calf. Furthermore, guinea-pigs are injected witli the virus and kept under
close observation for a definite length of time to prove its activity and purity.

The Vaccine L.^boratories of the H. K. Mcliord Company at Guenolden, Pa.

Facts for Physicians in Reference to Vaccine and Vaccination

First.—Rigid cleanliness should he e.xercised. '

Second.—Deep incisions must be avoided.

Third.—Glycerinized virus is the best form of vaccine to use.

Ifourth.—Careful examination of the vaccination from eight to twelve days after the

operation should be made to determine the results, and certificate issued accordingly.

Fifth.—Use only fresh vaccine when compelled to vaccinate in hot weather, and if neces-

sary to store it, keep it in the coldest place obtainable.

Physicians should insist on vaccine being kept at a temperature not above 50 de-

gites F. Extensive studies in the Mulford Lalioratories proved that vaccine kept at

tliis temperature, (ordinary refrigerator temperature) may remain active after six

months, while vaccine ke25t at 98 degrees F. is inert and will not “take” after three to

tour days. With these facts in mind the physician will realize the advisability of vac-

( mating during cool weather.

II. K. MULFORD CO., Philadelphia, U.S. A.
Manufacturing and Biological Chemists

New York
Chicago

St. Louis
Atlanta

New Orleans
Minneapolis

Kansas City

San Francisco-

Seattle

Toronto
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AN IMPORTANT LMPROVEMENT

Tube-Point Glycerinized Vaccine
The Mulford Tube-Point is the greatest ad-

vance made in perfecting Vaccine Virus.

It furnishes a sterile point for immediate

use.

It is made entirely of one piece of glass,

which is easily sterilized; no joints to become

loose and allow contamination of the virus.

The vaccine is hermatieally sealed within the tube-point and cannot be contam-

inated.

The tube-point is easy to use and does not suggest any cutting or surgical opera-

tion to the patient.

point
Vaccine contained in conter of
Iier>netic*lly Tvdbe-Potnt

Contaimnalion lTnpo.rj»We _

4. Remove end of capillary
tube from bulb.

5. Break off

the file mark.
the point at

6. Expel the virus from
the tube directly on the
scarified area by means of
the rubber bulb and rub in
virus with the end of tube.

Dr. J. N. Hurty, Secretary of the Indiana State Board of Health and an Ex-Presi-

dent of the American Public Health Association, commends our new tube-point, as fol-

lows:
“VS"e are glad to receive your new vaccine points.

“I believe these points reach perfection. It may now be said that the vaccine

administration problem has been settled. The idea is easily the best one

yet invented. I shall distribute a few of these to some of our most active

health officers, telling them where the points came from, and recommend-

ing them.

“I congratulate you most heartily upon this advanced improvement over previ-

ous-style points.”

This will be your opinion after vaccinating with the new tube-point. Sample tube-

point mailed free on request.

Supplied in packages containing 10 Tube-Points (10 vaccinations), and in pack-

ages containing 1 Tube-Point (single vaccination).

For a reliable vaccine, the preparation of which is surrounded with all of the safe-

guards that science has devised, SPECIFY “MULFOED VACCINE TUBE-POINT.”

H. K. MULFORD, COMPANY, Philadelphia, U. S. A.
New York

. Manufacturing and Biologicn—Chemists Seattle

Chicago St. Louis Atlanta New Orleans Minneapolis Kansas City San Francisco Toronto

v^i

2. Scarify with the point,
drawing no blood.

1. Place the rubber bulb
over the small end of the

tube-point, so that the end
of the glass tube protrudes
through it.

3. Break the tube inside
the bulb.
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NEVER DESPAIR
of any UNPROMISING CASE

of MARASMUS. TRY—

MEAD’S
Dextri-Maltose

(IVIAL.X SUGAR)
For convenience in adapting this

food for the individualized treatment
of marasmic infants (also well chil-

dren) we have compiled a series of

accurate tables— see sample illus-

tration. In addition to these
tables, our booklet, “What To
Do in Successful Infant Feed-
ing,” contains many valuable sug-
gestions. Samples of our product and
booklet sent free on request.

MEAD JOHNSON & CO., JERSEY CITY, N. J.

Accept No Imitations

UJKCH fOOo''^^NinRmOllSUBlt“’’®

by Dissolving in WaterOnly

^OCOOKING OR MllK REQUIRE

L

Sole Manufacturers _
iCK‘s Malted ^
„^AC/NE. WIS.. U. S. a. „o.
SRfTAIN; SLOUGH. BUCKS,

Ask for Horlick’s

ASK FOR IT BY NAME
AND THUS AVOID SUBSTITUTION

ORIGINAL GENUINE

Its Standard of Excellency is always maintained

The name “HORLICK’S” implies

SERVICE, QUALITY, ORIGINALITY
BEWARE OF IMITATIONS

HORLICK’S MALTED MILK CO.
RACINE, WISCONSIN
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CALENDAR OE COUNTY SOCIETY IVIEETINGS

COUNTY SECRETARY RESIDENCE DATE

Adair U. L. Taylor. . .

Allen . . H. M. Meredith

Andersun J. W. Gilbert..

Ballard J. S. Johnson..

Barren C. C. Turner . .

Bath H. J. Dailey . . .

Bell O. 1*. Nuehols . .

Boone 0. E. Senoiir . .

Bourbon C. G. Daugherty
Boyd C. K. Kercheral

Boyle W. H. Smith . .

Breathitt • Earl Moorman ..

Breckinridge J. E. Kincheloe .

Bullitt Roscoe I. Kerr .

Butler J. H. .Austin . . .

Caldwell W. L. Cash . . . .

Calloway W. H. Graves..

Carapbell-Kenton F. A. Stine . . .

Carlisle T. J. Marshall . .

Carroll E. B. Driskell . .

Carter G. B. O’Roark .

Casey J. M. Haney . .

Christian W. S. Sandbach
Clark H. R. Henry . .

Clay .. J. L. Anderson .

Clinton S. P. Stephenson

Crittenden J. Ernest Fox..

Cumberland Oscar Keen . . .

Daviess J. J. Rodman . .

Estill G. A. Embry . .

Fayette L. C. Redmon . .

Fleming J. B. O’Bannon .

Franklin U. Y. Williams .

Fulton Seldon Cohn . .

Gallatin J. M. Stallard ..

Garrard J. B. Kinnaird . .

Grant C. M. Eckler. . .

Graves H. H. Hunt . . .

Greenup A. P. Hunt . . .

Hardin R. T. Layman . .

Harlan W. M. Martin . .

Harrison W. B. Moore ..

Hart C. H. Moore . . .

Henders.on B. J. Neary .. .

Henry Owen Carroll . .

Hickman Chas. Hunt . . .

Hopkins A. 0. Sisk . . . .

Jackson G. C. Goodman .

Jefferson.. E. L. Henderson
Jessamine J. A. VanArsdall
Johnson J. H. Holbrook. .

Knott Owen Pigman . .

Knox C. L. Heath . . .

Larue W. E. Rodman .

Laurel Oscar D. Brock .

Lee A. B. Hoskins ..

Leslie R. L. Collins ..

Lewis A. C. Henthorn .

Lincoln D. B. Southard..

Logan Walter Byrne, Jr

Lyon .J. H. Hussey.. .

McCracken Delia Caldwell . .

McCreary Robert Sievers. .

McLean W. H. Moore ..

Madison J. W. Scudder . .

Magoffin M. C. Kash . . . ,

Marion R. C. McChord .

Marshall L. L. Washburn
Mason J. H. Samuel . .

Meade E. C. Hartman . .

Mercer C. B. VanArsdall
Metcalfe H. R. VanZant. .

Monroe R. F. Duncan . .

Montgomery J. F. Jones .. ..

. . . . Columbia

. . . Scottsville.

. Lawrenceburg
Barlow
Lucas

. . Owingsville

. . . . Pineville.

Union
Paris.

.. ..Ashland

. . . .Danville

. . . .Jackson

. . Hardinsburg

. . . . Belmont.

. . Morgantown.

. . .Princeton

. . . . Murray
. . . .Newport

. . ..Bardwell

. . .Worthville

. . . . Grayson

,. . Middleburg
Caskey

. .Winchester.

. . Manchester

Albany.

, . . . . Marion

. .Burkesville

, . . Owensboro
Irvine.

. ..Lexington

. . Mt. Carmel.

. . .Frankfort

Pulton

Sparta.

. . .Lancaster.

. Williamstown

... . . Mayfield

. . . .Fullerton

Cecelia.

. . . . .Harlan.

. ..Cynthiana.

. . . . Canmer
. . Henderson

. . New Castle.

. . . .Clinton.

. . Earlington

. .Welchburg.

, . .Louisville.

. . Nicholasville

. . .Paintsville.

Mallie.

. . . . Lindsay

. . Hodgenville.

. . . . London
. . . Beattyville

Hyden
. .Yanceburg

. . . . Stanford.

. .Russellville.

. . ..Eddyville.

. . . .Paducah
. .Pine Knot.

. . Sacramento.

. . . Richmond.

. . . Salyersville.

. . . . Lebanon
. . . . Benton.

. . . Maysville

. Brandenburg
. Harrodsburg

. . . Edmonton
. Tompkinsville.

. .Mt. Sterling

December 10.

December 26.

December 7.

December 8.

December 10.

December 14.

December 11.

December 16.

December 17.

December 7, 28.

.December 8.

December 2.

December 8.

December 10.

December 14.

December 2.

December 9.

December 17.

December 1.

December 8.

December 8.

December 24.

December 15.

December 15.

December 2.

December 9.

December 15.

December 9.

Decemberl5.

December 16.

December 7.

December 15.

December 17.

December 17.

December 16.

December 2.

December 3.

December 10.

December 7.

December 7.

December 1.

. . December 14, 28.

December 28.

December 3.

December 3.

December 2.

Ever}' Monday Evening.

December 24.

December 5.

December 26.

December 28.

December 17.

December 16.

December 22.

December 23.

December 21.

December 18.

December 8.

December 15.

December 9, 23.

December 8.

December 8.

December 10.

December 5.

December 15.

December 9.

December 7.

December 21.

December 8.

December 1.

December 17.

December 8.
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COUNTY SKCRETARY

Morgan W. H. Wheeler . .

Muhlenhurg S. T. Taylor . . . .

Nelson Hugh I), Rodman
Nicholas G. B. Sjiencer. . .

Ohio Oscar Allen . . . .

Oldham E. B. Burnett. . .

Owen J. H. Ohrisman . .

Owsley V. M. Glass. . . . .

Pendleton W. .K. .McKenuev.
Perry. . . .

Pike . . . .

Powell . .

Pulaski . .

Robertson

Rockcastle

Rowan . .

Russell . .

Scott . . .

Shelby . .

Simpson .

Spencer . .

Taylor . .

Todd ....
Trimble . .

Union . . .

Warren . .

Washington

Wayne . .

Webster . .

Whitley . .

Wolfe.. ..

Woodf0 rd

. M. E. Cond;s . .

. W. .J. Walters . ,

. I. \V. John.sou .

.Carl Norfleet . .

. W. S. Chaudlcr.

. Lee Chestnut. . .

.C. C. Nickell . .

. J. B. Scholl . .

. E. C. Barloi w . .

.W. E. A.Ion.. .

.N. C. Witt. . . .

. E. C. Wood . . .

. I. L. Atkinson . .

. L. P. Trahue.

.

. F. W. Hancock .

. S. L. Henry.. .

. B. S. Rutherford

.J. H. Hopper..

• T. F. Voung. . .

.Roy Orsburn . .

.C. A. Moss . . . .

.D. B. Cox

.J. W. Crenshaw

RESIDENCE

West Liberty

Central City

Bardstown
Carlisle

Cromwell

Anchorage
Owenton.

Booneville

Falmouth.

Hazard
Pikevillf

Stanton.

Somerset.

Mt. Olivet.

Mt. Vernon
Morehead

Jabez

Georgetown
Shelbyville, R. F. D. No. 1

Franklin.

Wakefield

Campbellsville.

Elkton.

Bedford

Morganfield

Bowling Green
. . . . Springfield

Monticello.

Sebree
• - .

‘
Williamsburg

Campton.
Versailles

DATE

. . December 14.

. . December 23.

. . .December 2.

. . December 11.

. . .December 2.

. . .December 3.

. . .December 3.

. . .December 2.

. . .December 9.

. . December 14.

. . .December 7.

. . .December 7.

. . .December 10.

. . December 21.

. . . December 10.

. . December 23.

. . . December 5.

. . .December 3.

. . December 17.

. . .December 1.

. . December 21.

. . December 10.

. . . December 2.

. . .December 7.

. .December 2.
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CURRAN POPE A. THRUSTON POPE

AMODERN up-to-date private infirmary equipped with steam heat, electric light, electric

fans, modern plumbing and new furnishings. Solicits all chronic cases, functional and
organic nervous diseases, diseases of the stomach and intestines, rheumatism, gout and

uric acid troubles, drug habits and non-siirgical diseases of men and women. No insanity or

infectious cases treated. Bed-ridden cases not received without previous arrangement.

Hydrotheratiy, Mechanical Massage, Sialic, Galvanic, Faradic, High Frequency, Arc Light and X-Ray
Treatments given by comtielent Physicians and Nurses under the immediate supervision of the Medical
Superintendent. Special laboratory facilities for diagnosis by urine, blood, sputum, gastric juice and
X-Ray. Recreation hall with pool and billiards for free use of patients.

Rates $ 25 per week; including treatment, board, medical attention and general nursing. Send for

large illustrated catalog. The Sanatorium is supplied daily, from the Pope Farm, with vegetables,

poultry and eggs; also milk, cream, butter and buttermilk from its herd of registered Jerseys.

THE POPE SANATORIUM
Lons Distance Phones

CUMB. M. 2122 HOME 2122

115 West Chestnut Street

LOUISVILLE. KENTUCKY
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In Place of Other Alkalies Use

PHILLIPS’ MILK OF MAGNESIA
“ The Perfect Antacid”

For Correcting' ITyperacid Conditions—Local or Systemic, Vehicle for

Salicylates, Iodides, Balsams, etc.

Of Advantage in Neutralizing the acid of Cow’s Milk

Phillips’ Phospho-Muriate of Quinine
Compund

NON-ALCOHOLIC TONIC and RECONSTRUCTIVE

To be Reiled Upon Avhere a Deficiency of the Phosphates is evident

THE CHAS. H. PHILLIPS’ CHEMICAL CO.

LONDON NEW YORK
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Get this book—it’s free
Every doctor who reads this journal should possess a copy

of our great Price-List (1913-1914). This book is more
than its name implies, a mere price-list; its size is 5x8;

it is cloth bound in attractive library style and one de-

partment, alone, contains over 100 pages of clinical sug-

gestions. There are some 400 pages in all. If you haven’t

received your copy better send for it now. It is free for

the asking.

FOR EMERGENCIES
Doctor, you need a pocket case as a constant companion.

On receipt of One Dollar in stamps, currency, check oe

money order, we will send you this black leather Medicine
Case, as illustrated, containing more than 1000 doses of

the following active-principle granules which will hr

found invaluable.

Aconitine
Calcium Sulphide

Calomel

Digitalin

Glonoin
Hyoscyamine Sulphate

Podophylin
Strychnine
Codeine

For Purity, Constant Accuracy and Uniformly Positive Action, you can always depend upon
the Active Principles and other Pliarmaceuticals, and the Biological Products of the Abbott
Laboratories.

THE ABBOTT ALKALOIDAL COMPANY
The Abbott Laboratories

Kavenswood, CHICAGO
Seattle San Francisco Los Angeles Address all replies to Chicago New York Toronto Bombay

u

u

There are many grades of crude drugs offered for

sale on the drug market

BUT there is only one “best.”

It takes the best grade of crude drug, the highest

grade of workmanship, together with the most

accurate and “time tried” methods to make

LI N &-

PITMAN-MOORE COMPANY,
Chemists

111 N. Capitol Avenue Indianapolis, Ind.

\n
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1

NEURONHURST

DR. W. B. FLETCHER’S SANATORIUM
For Treatment of Mental and Nervous Diseases, Including Legally Committed and Voluntary Cases.

Well equipped with all facilities for the care and treatment of all forms of mental and nervous diseases, inebriety, drug addiction

and those requiring recuperation and rest. Gynecological department in charge of skilled women physicians. All approved forms of

Hydrotherapy, Balneotherapy, Massage, Sweedish Movements, etc. All forms of electrical treatments. Photherapy, High Frequency
and X-ray work. A strictly ethical institution. Correspondence with physicians invited. For particulars and terms, address,

DR. MARY A. SPINK, Superintendent
LONG DISTANCE TELEPHONE 381 1140 EAST MARKET ST., INDIANAPOLIS

BEEGHHURST SANITARIUM
TREATMENT OF

NERVOUS and MILD MENTAL DISEASES, DRUG ADDICTIONS and ALCOHOLISM

LOUISVILLE, KENTUCKY

II. U. SCOTT. A.M.. M.D., Medical SuiK>riiitcndent E. P. THOMAS, Business Manager
A modern and thoroughly equipped psychopathic hospital for the treatment of nervous and mental diseases, drug
addictions and alcoholism. Ideally situated in the privacy of its own 26 acres of wooded lawns, high and retired.

Terms reasonable. For booklet and particulars, address.

Long Distance Phones : Cumb. E. 2S7-a. Home City 3565 DR. H. B. SCOTT
Station C. Louisville, Ky.
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Of Interest To Every Doctor Whom This Publication R caches

THE ORGANIZATION OP A LIFE INSURANCE COMPANY, WHICH
SHALL BELONG AND BE CONDUCTED BY THE

DOCTORS THEMSELVES.

The IROQUOIS LIFE INSURANCE COMPANY of Louisville, Ken-
tucky, is already organized.

The majority of the leading Official positions in the IMedical Department
af’e already filled by leading Physicians, who are giving their unstinted support
to a movement, which means a recognition never before accorded by any Life In-

surance Company.
The rank and file of its Examining Physicians in a number of States in

co-operation with a well trained Agency Force will mean a splendid volume of

production, and each of them will be eligible to promotion to the highest position

in the gift of the Company, as may be necessary from time to time.

The following are a few of the features proposed for Examiners

:

1. A Doctors Company, managed in the interest of all.

2. A IManagement entitled to the confidence of all and subject to the will

of all.

3. A system of appointing Examiners where their interest guarantees
’oyalty, efficiency and co-operation of the kind that insures production.

4. An organized corps of Examiners who hold appointment contracts

that confer just recognition and a guarantee of substantial rewards for faithful

work and co-operation; thus, creating a powerful machine where each man’s in-

fluence counts for the maximum in production and makes him the largest factor

in producing his own benefits.

5. A definite contract of appointment as exclusive Official Examiner for

a definite district, as opposed to indiscriminate appointments and non-exclusive

districts as is the ease with most companies.

6. A scale of compensation that is a direct recognition of the importance
of the Examiner’s work.

7. An appointment as Exclusive Official Examiner for Life or as long

a period as the Examiner is able to perform his duties.

8. A contract to cover extra compensation upon Examinations made out-

•side of City Limits.

9. Instructions from the Home Office along the lines of making the Doc-
tor a strong factor in the production of more applicants for himself to examine,

thereby making his appointment more valuable.

10. A concentration of Agency activity through the Examiner’s co-opera-

Lon in the particular district covered by the Doctor’s contract of appointment,
thereby insuring a good volume of Examinations to be made with consequent re-

turns to the Examiner.
11. Tlie absolute removal of the Examiner from the influence of the

Agency Department, making the Doctor the Dictator in things pertaining to his

work.

12. Making possible a fraternity of the Company’s Examiners wuth many
advantages to tliemselves.

This Company will wi-ite all forms of ordinary Insurance and Avill inaugu-

rate a Department for the handling of Industrial Insurance, 'which will be ex-

tended just as fast as possible.

This is your Company if you come with us, and w'e ask your support in a

movement which means'much to all of us.

HENRY ENOS TULEY, Chief Medical Director
ARTHUR T. IMcCORIUACK, Chief Medical Supervisor
DAVID W. STEVENSON, State Medical Supervisor for Indiana
S. C. STANTON, State IMedical Supervisor for Illinois.
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Elmwood Sanitarium I)r. Nevitt’s

Sanitarium

LEXINGTON, KENTUCKY

For the Treatment of Mental and

Nervous Diseases, Drug Addictions and

Alcoholism.

A pi)ioved Theiapeutic Mothods.
Hydrotherapy, Manual, Vibra-
tory and Electric Ma.ssafre.

Trained Nurses and Attendants.

Tlie Sanitarium is well equip-
ped with every modern conven-
ience and comfort aud free from
institutional atmosphere. The
grounds are beautiful, contain-
ing twelve acres of well shaded
Hlue Gkass, situated 1-4 mile
from Lexington, the Queen
City of the Hlue Grass Country.
Terms $2.5 to $.'55 per week, pay-
able in advance.

C. A. NEVITT, A.M„ M.D.
Superintendent

Late^Supeiiiiteiident E. K. Asylum

V

1

THE CITY VIEW SANITARIUM
NASHVILLE, TENNESSEE

SEPARATE BUIEDING EOR THE SEXES
A licensed private institution for the treatment of Mental and Nervous Diseases and a se-

lected class of Alcoholic and Drug Addictions. Commodious, well arranged, and thoroughly
equipped building. Women’s Department, just completed, is fire-proof throughout. Homelike
surroundings is a special feature. Special trained nurses. Two resident physicians. Capacity 50.

CONSULTANTS: JOHN W. STEVENS, M.D.,
PHYSICIAN IN CHARGE

Phone Main 2928 R. R. No. 1

NASHVILLE, TENN.

iwiii

DR. DUNCAN EVE DR. WM. G. EWING
DR. J. A. WITHERSPOON DR. PAUL F. EVE
DR. S. S. CROCKETT DR. L. B. GRADDY

DR. W. W. CORE

ENTRANCE. WEST HOUSE. OFFICE AND BATH HOUSE. PSVCH0P.\TH1C HOSPITAL.

THE MILWAUKEE SAFJITARIUM
FOR MENTAL AND NERVOUS DISEASES

Located at Wauwatosa (a suburl) of Milwaukee) ou C. M. & .''t, P. R.v., 2 1-2 hours from Chieasro, Ij minutes from
Milwaukee. 5 minutes from all cars. 'I'wo lines street cars. Comulete facilities and eduiimienl as lieretofore an-
nounced. New Psychouathic Hosuital: continuous liaths. fire-uroof buildiusr. separate irrounds. New West House:
Rooms en suite with priv'ate baths. New (j.vmnasium aud recreation Imildimr: Pli.vsieal culture, now "Zander”
machines, shower baths. Modern Hath House; Hydrotherapy, Elect rolherajiy, Mecliauotherap.y. ;>0 acres beautiful
hill, forest and lawn. Five houses. Individual treatment.

RICHARD DEWEY. A.M.. M.I). CIIK’AfH) OFFICE IIERHERT W. POWERS. M.l)
Physician-in-Chartre Marshall Field a Co.. Amie.x Hldjr . WM. T. KRADWEI-E. M.l).
Wauwatosa, Wksconsiii Weduesda.vs. I to I!, e.xeepl .lul.v and Autr. Assistant Physicians

Phones: Cliicasro Central Hii2 Milwankcc-Wauwalosa ill.
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SHERMAN’S BACTERINS
Preparation with a Record for RELIABILITY 40 Different Varieties

Marketed in Ampules, 6 to a package for $1.50

Bulk packages in special aseptic container, 5 c. c. averaging 8 doses for $1.00

18 c. c. averaging 30 doses for $3.00

Write for Literature. G. H. SHERMAN, M. D., DETROIT, MI nH.

HIGH GRADE WORK TERMS REASONABLE

CAPITOL ENGRAVING CO.

Illustrators, Designers,

Electrotypers

Phone Main 3071 Cor. Fifth Ave. and Deaderick St., Nashville, Tenn.
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Dr.Board’s Sanatorium

TELEPHONES:

Cumberland, S. 480

Home - - - 5996

REFERENCE

The Medical Profes-

sion of Kentucky

OFFICERS
AND DIRECTORS

Dr. Milton Board,

Pres, and Supt.

{Late Supt. West. Kp.

Asplum of Insane)

Late Member of Kp.

State Board of Con-

trol Chritable last’s.

Dr. J. T. Windell,

Vice-President

Dr. Earl Moorman,

Sec. and Asst.

Dr. W. E. Gardner.

(Supt. Central

Ky. Asylum.)

Dr. a. T. McCormack

Dr. Leon L. Solomon

Dr. Irvin Abell

A modern, thoroughly equipped private institution for the treatment of

Mental and Nervous Diseases, Drug Addiction and Alcoholics.

Situated in the heart of the city, convenient and easy of access, yet quiet and secluded. Opposite

be'AUtiful Central Park. Terms $20.00 to $35.00 per week. Outside patients charged office fees.

For Further information, address,

DR. MILTON BOARD, Superintendent

1412 Sixth Street Louisville, Kentucky
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WASSERMANN TEST

made with several antigens. We test for native antisheep amboceptor
and anti-complimentary (pialities. Noguchi or Ilecht Weinberg con-

trols if desired.

$5 AUTOGENOUS VACCINE

with the exciting organism insolated and identified. Put up in ampules or 20 c.c

container.

$5 LANGE’S COLLOIDAL GOLD TEST

of the spinal fluid ditferentiaties between pyogenic, tubercular, syphilitic infection

any general perisis.

$5 GONORRHOEA DIAGNOSIS

by complement fixation test. We use as antigen a mixture of twenty cultures from
both male and female which contains the several strains.

$5 DIAGNOSIS OF PATHOLOGICAL TISSUE

$5 ABDERHALDEN TEST

Sterile containers, with complete instructions, free on application.

National Pathological Laboratory
Mailers Bldg. 5 S. Wabash Ave. Chicago, 111.

F'OR THE RELIEF" OE

Chronic Rheumatism, Gout, Arthritis

Deformans and Neuritis.

We also treat all medical cases, save insanity, epilepsy, tuberculosis and acute contagious diseases. Our
treatment is scientific and individual. A skilled dietitian has full charge of diet for patients.

Dr. George F. Butler, our Medical Director, invites the co-operation and confidence of the family physician
who sends patients to Mudlavia. Over three hundred physicians, practicing in twenty-six different states, sent
patients to Miidahia last year and this year patients referred direct by pnysicians average sixty per month.

For "Mudlavia Blue Book for Physicians,” rates and special information ADDRESIS

R. O. KR.A.^ER, General Manager Mudla-via, KR.A.MER, INDIANA

NOT SOLD IN STORES. TRAINED CORSETIERS

Residence J Cumb. Phone S. I8li)
Phones ( Home Phone lS)22-City

The corset according to type. Front-laced Corset, Baclc-Iaced Corsets, Front and
Back-laced Corsets. Maternit.v and Nursing Corsets. Men's Laced in Front Corsets.
Tricot sliji on lienders for men and women.

Sacro-iliac belts for Men and Women. Compression Belts.

INIISS ELIZAETIl M. PARK, Mgr.
Parlor Rooms 410-ill Courier-.lournnl Bldj!. Phone-City 2700

1419 South Sixth St..

LOCISVILLE. KENTUCKY

SC td
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.... F^HYSICIANS’ DIRECTORY ....

DR. J. C. HOOVER,
Surgery, Diseases op Women and

Consultations.

Hoover-Foster Building

Telephone 67. Owensboro, Ky.

WALKER’S HOSPITAL

I

A SURGICAL AND GYNECOLOGIC-
AL HOSPITAL.

'SURGEONS—Dr. Edwin Walker. Dr. James Y. Welborn
;

ASSISTANT SUrGEON-Dr. Wm. R. Davidson
;

PATHOLOGIST—Dr. Chas. L. Seitz

712 South Fourth Street,

EVANSVILLE, INDIANA.DR. CURRAN POPE

Pope Sanatorium

LOUISVILLE, KY.
DR. JOHN FEWKES

600 Central Ave.,

FOR SALE.

I have practiced medicine continuously

in this vicinity since 1866 and now wish
to retire. I offer for sale my entire

medical, surgical, obstetrical and mirco-

scopical works and instruments, includ-

ing a B. & L. Professional microscope
with objectives from 1-4 to 1-12 homo-
genous immersion.

A splendid opportunity for the right

man. S. E. HAMPTON, M. D.

Milton, Ky.

Hot Springs, Arkansas.

Diagonally across from U. S. Reservation

Office.

DR. L. S. McMURTRY
Suite 542 The Atherton.

Cor. Fourth and Chestnut Sts.

Louisville, Ky.

Telephone, Main 1700. Hours, 11 to 1.

DR. A. DAVID WILLMOTH
Surgery and Diseases of Women

Suite 403-405 Masonic Bldg.

Fourth Ave., & Chestnut St.

Louisville, Ky.

Hours 2-5 and by appointment.

Both Phones Office and Residence.

EYE, EAR, NOSE AND THROAT.
A practitioner of more than 45 years

in one place desires a partner who does

not smoke, and in whose favor he may
eventually retire.

Address R, No. 315 Norton Bldg.

Louisville, Ky.

PRIVATE INSTRUCTIONS IN I

Clinical and Pathological Dermatology and Syphilis
|

BY

DR. IVI. Li.RA.VITCH, 210 AtHerton Oldg., Lovaisville, Ky.

A complete modern laboratory, under the directorship of Dr. S. A. Steinberg, for

all Chemical, Bacteriological, Pathological and Parasitological Tests.

Roentgo-Vaccine-Autosero-Orango and Salvarsan Therapy administered in 1

selected cases. 1
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Dr. Broughton’s Sanitarium
For Opium, Norphine, Cocaine and Other Drug Addictions,

Including Alcohol and Special Nervous Cases

Methods easy, regular, humane. Good heat, light

water, help, board, etc. Number limited to 44. A well

kept home. Address

DR. BROUGHTON’S SANIXARIUIM
Phone 536 2007 S. Main St. Rockford, III.

OCONOMOWOC HEALTH RESORT
OCONONOWOC, WISCONSIN

Three hours from Chicago on C. Mil. & St. Paul Railway

BUILT AND EQUIPPED FOR TREATMENT OF

NERVOUS DISEASES
New and Especially Equipped Psychopathic Department

For Acute Mental Cases

ARTHUR W. ROGERS, B.S., N.D., Resident Physician in Charge
ABSOLDTELY FIREPROOF

THE CINCINNATI SANITARIUM
F'OR MENTAL AND NERVOUS DISEASES

A strictly modern hospital, fully equipped for the scientific treatment of all nervous and mental affections. Situation
retired and accessible. For details write for descriptive pamphlet.

F. W. LANGDON, M.D., Medical Director. B. A. WILLIAMS. M.D., Resident Physician.
EMERSON A. NORTH, M.D., Resident Physician. GEORGIA E. FINLEY, M.D., Medical Matron.

H. P. COLLINS, Business Manager.
Dox: 4, College Hill, Cincinnati, Ohio
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I IT IS recommended!
Ij'^VERY business man recommends

the service of the Cumberland

Telephone & Telegraph Company. The

physician needs it. It places you in

direct communication with every im-

portant city and town in the United

States. Local service always the best.

The demand is for comprehensive tele-

phone service.

For information call Manager.
:

Cumberland Telephone & Telegraph Company |
^ Incorporated

2

NEW YORK POLYCLINIC
Medical School and Hospital

341-351 West 50th Street, New York City

POST-GRADUATE COURSES for PHYSICIANS

New Building New Equipment

AN AMBULANCE SERVICE in a district with 360,-

000 people, provided the hest possible acute surgi-

cal service.

SPECIAL WORK for those wishing to study selected

branches, in carefully arranged clinics.

GENERAL and COMPLETE COURSES for Physi-

cians seeking modern methods of diagnosis and

treatment.

MODERN LABORATORY FACILITIES, Laboratory

and Clinical Course in preparation and administra-

tion of autogenous vaccines and tuberculin in gland

and bone involvement.

Students may matriculate at any time, and may live

practically under hospital roof.

For further information, address,

JOHN A. WYETH, M.D., LL.D., President
of the Faculty, or

Mr. JAMES U. NORRIS, Superintendent
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THE DALE SANAXORIUIVI

A PRIVATE SANITARIUM for treatment of Arthritis, Rheumatism, Gout, Meta-
bolic and Eliminative Digorders, the Neurosis. Neuralgia, and Neuritis, Rest Cure

and selected Nervous and Habit Cases. Approved Diagnostic and Therapeutic Methods
are employed. Special facilities for Hydrotheraphy, Electrotheraphy and Photothe-
raphy. Superheated Dry Hot Air, Massage Manual, Mechanical and Vibratory.

Separate Recreation Building. For further information, address

DR. CHAS. FELIX DALE 438 WEST THIRD STREET
LEXINGTON, KY.

The Stewart Home and School
For Nervous and Feeble-Minded Children and Adults

DR. JNO. P. STEWART

One of the best equipped private institutions

in the country providing Mental and Physical

development. Cottage system. Five buildings.

Electric lighted and steam heated. Delightfully

located on estate of 500 acres in the blue grass

section of Kentucky. Highly endorsed by prom-

inent physicians and patrons. A beautiful book

will be mailed upon application.

Box 2, Farmdale, Ky.
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The Chronic Case Problem
The necessity for Institutional treatment in cases of Pul-

monary Tuberculosis, Inebriety and Mental Disorders has

long been recognized.

Many other chronic diseases likewise require the special

attention possible in a well-ordered medical establishment.

Among the maladies to which Intestinal Treatment is especially ap-

plicable may be mentioned the following ; Diabetes, obesity and other

disorders requiring special metabolism studies and individual dietaries.

Xeurasthenia, Hysteria, Nephritis and other similar cases which

demand through diagnosis, careful treatment and special dietetic man-

agement.

Intestinal Toxemia, the mother of most chronic ailments, in which

a change of intestinal flora, through radical change of diet and other

special means, is essential.

In all eases requiring the use of special diagnostic methods, close medical

supervision, metabolism studies, scientifically regulated diet and careful-

ly graduated exercise, the Battle Creek Sanitarium system of treatment

is of highest value.

Nearly two thousand physicians and five thousand members of phy-

sicians’ families have availed themselves of the health opportunities of-

fered here.

More than ten thousand invalids have sox^ght and found relief through

institutional treatment at Battle Ci’eek throixgh the advice of their fam-

ily physicians.

A copy of “The Battle Creek Sanitarium System” xvill he mailed free to

any physician, on request.

The Battle Creek Sanitarium, Box 177, Battle Creek, Mich.
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KEISIXLJCKY MEDICAL JOURNAL.
Official Organ of the Kentucky NIedical Associaiton

THE Journal is a publication which belongs to the State Medical Association, and all

matters of interest of the State Association belong to The Journal.

The original contributions are from the best and most scientific men in the State.

Reports of all the county societies are published.

The Journal stands for:

Progressive scientific medicine.

The highest type of state medicine.

Complete organization of the medical profession for the promotion of

health and sanitary laws for the public good.

ADVERXISEIVIENXS
The Journal carries only advertising matter which is reliable and pharmaceut-

icals which are approved of by the Council on Pharmacy and Chemistry of the Ameri-

can Medical Association. It aims to give its advertisers fair treatment and value re-

ceived for every cent they pay, not for pity hut straight business.
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ARE DEVOTED TO MAKING

ORGANIC PHYSIOLOGICAL
PRODUCTS

Full particulars concerning these and an-

swers to all queries will be gladly given.

Please remember that in writing to Reed &
Carnrick you will be answered by medical
men thoroughly trained in hospital work and
practice, and not by theoretic laboratory

workers.

REED & CARNRICK
42-44-46 Germania Ave.

JERSEY CITY, - - -

HIGH OAKS
DR. SPRAGUE’S SANATORIUM

LEXINGTON, KENTUCKY
Nervous and mental diseases and liquor and drug addictions treated. Constant medical

oversight and skilled nursing. New buildings, a complete hydrotherapeutic equipment, electrici-

ty, vibration, massage and all other approved methods of treatment. Sanatorium situated just

outside the city limits, a half mile south of former location, on same street. South Broadway.
Address. GEO. P. SPRAGUE. M.D.

Physicians wishing to send patients may telephone at Sanatorium’s expense.
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Principles of Surgery
AVhile the title of this work is

‘
‘ Principles of Surgery, ’

’ it really covers ele-

mental teachings vitally concerned with every branch of medical practice. It

gives the fundamental principles upon which all modern medical practice

I’ests. It gives you facts, accurately and eoneisely stated, without which no

modern medical practitioner can do medem work. It discredits many fallaci-

ous ideas, giving you facts instead. For instance, in the discussion of tumors

it discredits the fallacious idea that all malignant tumor,? are almost alwaj'^s

painful. This erroneous belief has been the cause of much harm, clouding

the early diagnosis of malignant growths. Dr*. Biyan shows you in a most

practical way the relations between surgical pathology and the resultant

symptomatology, and points out to you the influence such information neces-

sarily has on treatment. Whether surgeon or practitioner, this book gives

you information that will prove of great help.

Dr. W. B. Carrell, Southern Methodist University, Dallas, Texas: “Dr. Bryan has pre-

sented his subject in the best form. It is well written and up to date.”

Octavo of 677 pages, with 224 original illustrations. ByW. A. Bkyan, M.D., Professor of Surger.v and
Clinical Surgery. Vanderiiilt Universit.v. Nashville. Cloth. $4.00 net.

W. B. SAUNDERS COMPANY Philadelphia and London
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The purest ether in the most

practical container.

Our ether for anesthesia is ether of the highest possible standard

of purity. It meets and surpasses the specifications of the United

States Phcirmacopeia. It meets and surpasses the specifications of

the pharmacopeias of England, Germany, France and ItcJy.

Our ether can enables the physician to administer the anesthetic

by the drop method. It is economical—there is no waste, as

attends the administration of ether

from the ordinary container. It

obviates the use of special apparatus

—wicks, notched corks, dropping-

tubes and other devices to insure a

steady flow of the ether. The con-

tainer is a hermetically sealed pack-

age, the dropper feature consisting

of a piece of thin capillary tubing

which enters the top of the can at

diametrically opposite points in the

form of a semicircle.

When ready to administer the ether, the physician or his assist-

ant cuts the tube with a knife and bends the two pieces, in curved

form, over opposite edges of the can. Air enters one tube; the

ether flows from the other. Any ether remaining in the container

may be preserved by pinching the ends of the tubes, which are

cut off when the anesthetic is again required for use.

Supplied in pound, ^-pound and J^-pound cans.

Home Offices and Laboratories,

Detroit, Michigan. Parke, Davis & Co.
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Indigestion andNervousness
ARE COMMON DISEASE CONDITIONS

These can be treated successfully and pleasantly by a pure, wholesome chewing gum

“KIS-IVIE” GUIVI
is famous for its purity and flavor. It is relied upon by many as a remedy
in indigestion and nervousness. It produees results.

Doctor, advise your patient to try the pleasant remedy we offer you in

“KIS-ME” GUM.
MADE BY AMERICAN CHICEE CO., LOUISVILLE, KY.

I

I
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JOHN SCHAEFER
HOME ’PHONE 5868

CARRIAGE AND AUTOMOBILE
TRIMMING AND PAINTING
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No. 302

J. E. KILGUS
€ DRUGGIST ^

Third & Ormsby Ave. |
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|
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SAY DOCTOR,

OLD TOM JONES WHISKY
We control this high grade, pure, Kentucky Bourbon Whisky
which we are offering to the profession, for medical pur-

poses, at the very low price of Three Dollars and Fifty Cents
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ORDER.

We prepay express charges, except to points in Texas,
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CURRAN POPE A. THRUSTON POPE

IS'COKP()K\TEI>

MODERN up-to-date private infirmary equipped with steam heat, electric light, electric

h\ fans, modern plumbing and new furnishings. Solicits all chronic cases, functional and^ organic nervous diseases, diseases of the stomach and intestines, rheumatism, gout and
uric acid troubles, drug habits and non-surgical diseases of men and women. No insanity or

infectious cases treated. Bed-ridden cases not received without previous arrangement.

Hydrotherapy, Mechanical Massage, Sialic, Galvanic, Faradic, High Frequency, Arc Light and X-Ray
Treatments given by competent Physicians and Nurses under the immediate supervision of the Medical
Superintendent. Special laboratory facilities for diagnosis by urine, blood, sputum, gastric juice and
X-Ray. Recreation hall with pool and billiards for free use of patients.

Rates $ 25 per week; including treatment, board, medical attention and general nursing. Send for

large illustrated catalog. The Sanatorium is supplied daily, from the Pope Farm, with vegetables,

poultry and eggs; also milk, cream, butter and buttermilk from its herd of registered Jerseys.

THE POPE SANATORIUM
Lons Distance Phones

CLMB. M. 2122 HOME 2122

115 West Chestnut Street

LOUISVILLE. KENTUCKY

BEECHHURST SANITARIUM
TREAT.MENT OF

NERVOUS and MILD MENTAL DISEASES, DRUG ADDICTIONS and ALCOHOLISM

LOUISVILLE, KENXUCKY

II. B. SCOTT. A.M.. M.D., Medical Superintendent E. P. THOMAS, Business Manager
A modern and thoroughly equipped psychopathic hospital for the treatment of nervous and mental diseases, drug
addictions and alcoholism. Ideally situated in the privacy of its own 2t acres of wooded lawns, high and retired.

Terms reasonable. For booklet and particulars, address.

Long Distance Phones: Comb. E. 257-a. Home City 3565 DR. H. B. SCOTT
Station C. Louisville, Kv-
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GET THIS BOOK—IT’S FREE
Every doctor who reads this journal should possess a copy

of our g-reat Price-List (1913-1914) . This book is more

than its name implies, a mere price-list; its size is 5x8;

it is cloth bound in attractive library style and one de-

l)artment, alone, contains over 100 pag'es of clinical sug-

gestions. There are some 400 pages in all. If you haven’t

received your copy better send for it now. It is free for

the asking.

FOR EMERGENCIES
Doctor, you need a pocket case as a constant companion.

On receipt of One Dollar in stamps, currency, check oe

money order, we will send you this black leather Medicine

Case, as illustrated, containing more than 1000 doses of

the following active-principle granules which will br

found invaluable.

Aconitine Digitalin Podophylin

Calcium Sulphide olonoin Strychnine

Calomel Hyoscyarmine Sulphate Codeine

For Purity, Constant Accuracy and Uniformly Positive Action, you can always depend upon
the Active Principles and other Pharmaceuticals, and the Biological Products of the Abbott
Laboratories.

THE ABBOTT ALKALOIDAL COMPANY
The Abbott Laboratories

Kavenswood, CHICAGO
Seattle San Francisco Los Angeles Address all replies to Chicago New York Toronto Bombay

Wanted-Microscopes

if your microscope is in good order we will

rent it for three months, or buy it outright.

Write at once to

LOUISVILLE COLLEGE OF DENTISTRY
LOUISVILLE, KENTUCKY

NOT SOLD IN STORES. TRAINED CORSETIERS
The corset according to type. Front-laced Corset. Back-laced Corsets, Fi-ont and

Back-laced Corsets. Maternit.v and Nursing Corsets. Men's Laced in Front Corsets.

Tricot slip oirl)enders for men and women.

Sacro-iliac belts for Men and Women. Compression Belts.

.MISS KLIZAETH M. PARKS, .Mgr.
Parlor Rooms 410-411 Courier-.Iournal Bldg. Phone-City 27(>(>

Residence j Cumb. Phone S. isH) 1419 South Sixth St..

l^^Phones I Home Phone 1922-City LOUISVILLE. KENTUCKY^^
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I UNIVERSITY
B
s OF

I LOUISVILLE
CU

MEDICAL DEPARTMENT
Next Session Begins Sept. 29, 1914

And Continues Eight Months
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Entrance Requirements- -Completion of four years’ High
School, or other equivalent of fourteen Carnegie units as demon-
strated by examination, and one year of college work including

the study of Chemistry. Physics, Biology and German or French.

The pre-medical Academic Course can be taken in the

Liberal Arts Department of the University.

With the new million-dollar hospital of 500 beds, clinical

and laboratory facilities unsurpassed, including an unexcelled
course in Clinical Pathology.

The following named Schools, by mutual agreement
of the respective Faculties, and in perfect accord, have now
united and become the Medical Department of the University of

Louisville, transferring their good will and prestige

:

The Medical Department of the University of Louisville—Organized 1837

The Kentucky School of Medicine—Organized in 1850

The Louisville Medical College—Organized in 1869

The Hospital College of Medicine—Organized in 1873
Medical Department of Kentucky University^—Organized in 1898.

These five schools have graduated 20,000 physicians, and
now have in active practice, located in every State in this coun-
try, nearly 10,000 Alumni.

Premedical college course given in Academic Department
of University.

For catalogue or other information, address,

DR. HENRY ENOS TULEY. Dean.
101 W. Chestnut Street, LOUISVILLE, KY.
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DRUGGISTS’ DIRECTORY

B. H. BENSON i
C. F. MELTON

Yander Espt's Pharmacy ; DRUGGIST
Druggists- and Chemists

N. W. Cor. Preston and^Walnut
18tii and St. Catherine

Louisville, Ky. Only Pure Drugs Used

FRED BENDER, JR. WM. G. PFLEIDERER

Prescription Druggist 800 S. 18th

Cor. Wenzel and Jefferson St. Prescriptions Compounded

P. D. & Co. Antitoxin Carried in Stock To The Letter

We Believe in Reciprocity. STAUBER’S PHARMACY
THEO. RECTA N US CO.

INCORPORATED N. E. Cor. 19th and Broadway

Louisville’s Best Drug Store

Preston and Walnut Sts. LOUISVILLE, KY.

C. B. D A V I S ALBUS DRUG CO.

PHARMACIST
The Two-Quality-Prescription Stores, where

You Get Just What the Doctor

801 W. Walnut Street Orders.

LOUISVILLE, KY. Shelby and Market Floyd and Market

H. C. BOHLSEN McDaniel drug co.

DRUGGIST
Incorporated

7th and Broadway
FIRST AND OAK STREETS Home-City 2524 Cumb. S1748

Louisville, Ky. Prescriptions Called For and Delivered

Both Phones 1392. Without Extra Charge.

BOECKMANN’S DRUG STORE SCHLOSSER PHARMACY
SECOND AND CHESTNUT STREET

Jackson and Walnut WM. PINNIGER, Proprietor

Prescriptions Filled With Purest Drugs Registered Pharmacist in Kentucky, and Mem-
ber Pharmaceutical Society of Great Britain

No Substituting Done Here PROMPT SERVICE NO SUBSTITUTION

Dear Doctor;
I do not think my “Pharmacy”

or “Myself” need any introduction. Suffice

to say, we stand for the “Right.”
Sincerely,

LEON ABRAHAM
First and Broadway

A. F. SOLBRIG
DRUGGIST

()th and Oak Streets

LOUISVILLE, KENTUCKY
Prescriptions a Specialty
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DRUGGISTS’ DIRECTORY

WM. ANZ Home Phone Shawnee 238 West 250

THOMAS J. KEANEY, Pharmacist
18th and Jefferson Fresh Supply of Ledeile’s Vaccin Antitoxin

1

Always On Hand. Full Line of T. M. F.

P. Preparations Carried in Stock.

28th and Chestnut Sts.
rLspecial Care (riven to l^rescriptions

: LOUISVILLE, KY.

MATTHEW’S PHARMACY ARTHUR C. WEISS

18th and Chestnut
—PHARMACIST—

W. 370 Shawnee 871

25th and St. Cecelia Streets

PRESCRIPJ'ION SPECIALIST LOUISVILLE, KY.

J. H. ROMPF WM. VOTTELER
18th and Dumesnil PHARMACIST

Shelby and Oak Sts.

LOUISVILLE, KY.
BOTH PHONES

Prescriptions a Specialty Carrying in stock Antitoxins, Bacterines and
Phylacogens

JOS. J. VOLPERT

Prescriptions a Specialty

COMPLETE LINE

MULFORDS
)

SCHIEFFELIN [• ANTITOXINS
NATIONAL )

Eighteen and Bolling Both Phones

DANIEL ZUTT

PHARMACIST

Main and Wenzel Sts.

LOUISVILLE, KY.

F. A. NEWHALL OTTO E. MUELLER
—DRUGGIST— PHARMACIST

33rd and Western Parkway N. W. Cor. Highland and Baxter Ave.

LOUISVILLE, KY. LOUISVILLE, KY.

F. J. SCHWEITZER HENRY G. SAAM

Prescription Pharmacist CITY. PHARMACIST

Complete Line Physician’s Supplies Cum. Phone Main 1973 Home Phone Cityl519

26th and Bank LOUISVILLE, KY. SHELBY AND BROADWAY
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GEO. C. REIS,

PHARMACIST

Both Phones 49. S. E. Cor. Preston and

Ormsby Ave.

JUST AS THE DOCTOR ORDERS.

ARTHUR C. WOERTZ,
CUT-RATE PRARMACIST.

Cor. 26th and Market Sts., Louisville, Ky.

Prescriptions carefully compounded by

registered pharmacists only.

CITY HALL PHARMACY,
CUT-RATE DRUG STORE.

6th and Jefferson Sts. Both Phones.

Home City 1277. Cumb. Main 1280.

E. P, Berkshire.

J. E. KREKEL,
PHARMACIST.

20th and Market Sts., Louisville, Ky.

PURE DRUGS AND MEDICINES.

F. W. LEONHARDT,
DRUGGIST.

1500 W. Broadway, Louisville, Ky.

Prescriptions filled only by our regis-

tered Pharmacist.

J. W. GEIBEL,

PHARMACIST.

Corner First and Walnut Streets,

Louisville, ,Kentucky.

THANKS. CAI.iL AGAIN !

PETER P. SCHMITT,
DRUGGIST.

Corner Magazine and 22nd Streets.

SMITH BROS.,

CUT-RATE PHARMACY.

24th and Chestnut Sts., Louisville, Ky.

Lederle’s Bacterial Vaccines and
Antitoxins.

HURLEY’S DRUG STORES,
1. Third and Brandies Avenues,

2. Fourth and Hill Streets,

3. Fourth Ave., near Oak Street.

Louisville, Kentucky.

—Both ’Phones 2238—

HULS KAMP BROS.

PRESCRIPTION SPECIALISTS.

N. W. Cor. Sixth and Kentucky Sts.

ALBERT A. BLOCK,
Louisville, Kentucky.

U. S. P. and N. F. DRUGS.

B. V. WINSLOW,
Vaccines, Antitoxins, Serums, Bandages.

Gauze, Antiseptics

N. W. Cor. 28th and Dumesnil Sts.

W. K. STROBEL,
PH.4RMACIST.

We use ilulford’s Assayed and Stand-
ardized products in our prescription de-

partment.
N. E. Cor. 18th St. and Garland Ave.

PRESCRIPTION SERVICE.
Our claims for Superiority in Prescrip-

tion Compounding are based on these

facts

:

Purest Drugs,
Extreme Knowledge,

Greatest Care,

Absolute Safety.

KRIEGER’S PHARMACY,
38th and Broadway Streets.

EDW. H. HINKEBEIN.

—PHARMACIST.—

FRANKFORT & BAYLY,

Crescent Hill.

Home ’Phone, Cres. No. 3.

Cumberland ’Phone, E. 529 A.

C . E . PFAU,
Third Ave. and St. Catherine St.

Prescriptions called for and Delivered.

' JOHN D. JANSTNG, -

—PHARMACIST.

—

Barrett Ave & Breckinridge St.

Louisville, Kentucky.
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OLD TAYLOR
THE PREMIER

KENTUCKYWHISKEV^
BOmED/NBOND

L

TAYLOR

I
Louisville Research Laboratory

|

I

OF BACTERIOLOGY, PATHOLOGY AND SEROLOGY
(Incorporated)

Rooms TOO-1-3 AtKertora Building, LOUISVILLE, KY.

WASSERMAN REACTION $10.00

COMPLEMENT FIXATION TEST for GONORRHOEA. 10.00

EXAMINATION OF TISSUE 5.00

AUTOGENOUS VACCINES 5.00

URINALYSIS
BACTERIOLOGICAL EXAMINATIONS
BLOOD ANALYSIS ....
SPUTUM ANALYSIS . . . .

$2.50

$2 TO $5.00

$2 TO $5.00

$3.00

Entire professional services devoted to iaboratory work. Containers and further information mailed on reauest

J. D. ALLEN,’A.B., M.D., Director

I
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This page is donated by the Kentucky State Medical Association to as-

sist in the campaign against Tuberculosis.

Send your patients to a Sanatorium to be taught

how to care for themselves and how
to protect others.

ASSOCIATION SANATORIUM (HAZELWOOD)

Administration Building and Infirmary.

This sanatorium for the treatment of Tuberculosis is not maintained for profit but to assist

in earing for cases of tuberculosis which can afford a very moderate expense and yet receive

the best of care.

For terms and further information, address

DR. DUNNING S. WILSON, Medical Director and Superintendent

121 West Chestnut Street, Louisville, Ky.
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EMERGENCY NEEDS I

OXYGENGAS I
BIOLOGIC PRODUCTS S

A complete stock of Ledorle's, Parke, Davis & Co.'s, and Mulford's. Special discount to physicians.

Saivnrsan and NeoSalvarsan with syrinjje intramuscular injection or complete apparatus for intravenous use. Q

SPECIAL LOUISVILLE AGENTS FOR ^

E. R. SQUIBB & SONS, Pharmaceuticals
Jj

Burroughs, >Velcoine & Co., Hypodermic Syringes, Stains, Etc. S

DOCTOR—Phone or wire us for any items you may need that your loeal druggist does not

stock and we will see that it reaches you by first mail or express.

Newman Drug Company
Incorporated

LOUISVILLE, KENTUCKY
OPEN ALL NIGHT ^ ^ BOTH PHONES 693
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OFFICERS
AND DIRECTORS

Dr. Milton Board,

Pres and Supt

(.Late Supt. West. Kp.
Asplum of Insane)

Late Member of Kp.
State Board of Con-
trol Chritable Inst's.

Dr. J. T. Windell,

Vice-President

Dr. Earl Moorman,

Sec. and Asst.

Dr. W. E. Gardner,

(Supt. Central

Ky. Asylum.)

Dr. A. T. McCormack

Dr. Leon L. Solomon

Dr. Irvin Abell

A modern, thoroughly equipped private institution for the treatment of

Mental and Nervous Diseases, Drug Addiction and Alcoholics.

Situated in the heart of the city, convenient and easy of access, yet quiet and secluded. Opposite

be'kutiful Central Park. Terms $20.00 to $35.00 per week. Outside patients charged office fees.

For Further information, address,

DR. MILTON BOARD, Superintendent

1412 Sixth Street Louisville, Kentucky

TELEPHONES:

Cumberland, S. 480

Home - - - 5996

REFERENCE

The Medical Profes-

sion of Kentucky
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